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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

With this tenth volume the New Testament Division of the American edition of
Lange's Biblework is completed. The first volume (on Matthew) was published nearly ten
years ago (October, 1864), seven years after the German original (1857). The remaining five

volumes of the Old Testament Division have been distributed among competent American
and English scholars, and will be published as soon as they are ready, without waiting for

the German edition, which has been already anticipated in the recently published volume
on the Minor Prophets. The completion of the whole series at no distant time, therefore,

is placed beyond personal contingencies.

I have reason to be thankful to a kind Providence for life and strength, to my publish-
ers for their energy, patience and perseverance, and to my forty-five contributors for their

faithful aud efficient co-operation in this laborious and complicated enterprise. I shall never
forget the delightful associations with so many eminent Christian scholars, who, on my in-

vitation, have made the treasures of foreign learning and the results of their own researches

accessible to the English and American students of the Book of books. Lange's Com-
mentary, we trust, will long be resorted to as a thesaurus of Biblical learning and piety from
all ages and sections of the Christian Church.

This volume is devoted to the last and most difficult book of the Bible, the divine seal

of the whole, the cross of crosses of commentators. The Apocalypse will not be fully com-
prehended until we see it in the light of the millennium and the new heavens on the new
earth ; nevertheless, even in its partial and imperfect understanding, it is continually fulfill-

ing its noble mission as a book of hope and comfort in the Christian Church. The Jewish

Prophets, in spite of all the obscurities and conflicting interpretations, served the same pur-

pose under the Old dispensation long before they were fulfilled in the New, "How many
passages in the prophets," says the genial Heedee, " are obscure in their primary historical

references, and yet these passages, containing divine truth, doctrine and consolation, are

manna for all hearts and all ages. Should it not be so with the book, which is an abstract

of almost all prophets and apostles?" It has been such a manna especially in ages of trial

and persecution, and will continue to instruct, to warn, to cheer, and to assure the Church

militant of the final triumph of Christ—the Alpha and Omega of history.

Dr. Lange, in this Commentary, which appeared in 1871 (802 pages), boldly meets

the difficulties, and marks a considerable advance in the deeper spiritual apprehension of the

Apocalypse and its mysterious symbolism. [See his Preface.)

The American edition has fallen into able and faithful hands. The translation of Miss

Evelina Mooee is all that can be desired.

The additions of Rev. Dr. Ceaven greatly enhance the value of the work. He has

paid minute attention to the textual department, making use of the latest critical labors of

Teegelles and Tischendoef.* He has throughout embodied the results of English scho-

larship, and of his own long-continued, careful and devout study of this book. We direct

* My thanks are due to Professor Tischendorf, who kindly forwarded me the advanced sheets of his text

of the Apocalypse before they were published in the second yolume of his eighth critical edition of the Greek
Testament. May his health be restored to complete the Prolegomena of this invaluable work.
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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

the reader's attention especially to his clear and condensed abstracts of views of the different

classes of Apocalyptic interpreters, scattered throughout the volume, and to his original dis-

cussions of the following important points

:

Excursus on the Basileia 93
Excursus on Hades 364
Note on Symbolism 145

Note on the Living beings [Zda) l6l

Note on the First Six Seals 178

Note on the Great Tribulation 191

Note on the Seventh Seal and Trumpets 212

Note on the Witnesses 232

Note on the Future Advent of Christ 339
Note on the Theories concerning the Millennium 345
Note on the First Resurrection _ , 352

Note on the General Resurrection and Judgment 378
Note on the New Jerusalem 389

This volume contains also a double Alphabetical Index, verbal and topical, to the

whole New Testament Division of the Commentary. It was prepared with great care and
skill by Mr. John H. Woods, A. M., of Jacksonville, Illinois, and will be found almost in-

dispensable in the use cf any of the ten volumes which it covers.

PHILIP SCHAFF.

No. 42 Bible House, New York, \

April 10th, 1874.
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PREFACE BY THE AUTHOR.

Thkotjoh the gracious assistance of God, the New Testament division of our Bible-work

is now entirely completed, with the present Theologico-Homiletical Commentary on the

Revelation of John.

In the treatment of this Book, I have considered it expedient to give particular promi-

nence to the theoretical, critical and exegetical section ;—a foundation of more than ordi-

nary solidity being necessary in order to an ampler doctrinal and homiletical utilization of

this Scripture, which has sustained such manifold wrenchings from one extreme to another.

The first thing requisite was to give a more elaborate and definite form to the theology of

Apocalyptics ; as it is possible to rectify the existent grand misapprehensions concerning the

peculiar characteristics of Hebrew Art, in respect of its perfection in the forms of Eschato-

logical Prophecy,—misapprehensions peculiar to the traditional Hellenistico-humanistic

point of view,—only by bringing about a thorough understanding of the magnitude of the

contrast between the summits of Hellenistic and Theocratic culture.

With this task was linked the necessity for fixing our gaze more intently upon the sym-

bolical side of Apocalyptics, and for tracing the Apocalyptic symbolism of the New Testa-

ment back to the more or less conventionally defined Old Testament elements of Apocalyp-

tics. Nothing save a system of Biblico-prophetic symbolism which shall be founded upon
well-ascertained rules, can, on the one hand, terminate the endless hap-hazard conjecture in

which exegesis is wont to indulge and which results in the attributing of significations the

most motley to the allegorical figures of Scripture ; and, on the other hand, insure the de-

cided appreciation of the peculiar character of allegorical Scriptures.

If it be an unmistakable fact that a certain Book is of an allegorical character, it must

appear simply inadmissible, in explaining it, to pitch upon interpretations ad libitum, with-

out finding out the symbolical key to the work. But, again, to handle a prophetico-poetic

Book, composed in allegories, as if it were a work of literal meaning, is, manifestly, an

utterly unreasonable and mischievous procedure. If the interpreter be not aware of the

heaven-wide distinction between an explanation of an allegorical matter and so-called alle-

gorical explanation, his ignorance is an intellectual calamity. But if he do know very well

that an allegorical composition should be explained as such, and if he, nevertheless, in order

to illustrate certain school-opinions, torture that allegorical composition until its language

seems to be that of the letter, his conduct is a moral scandal.

What though ten or twenty arbitrary and fanciful interpretations have attached them-

selves to an allegorical passage ?—that circumstance does not in the least destroy its alle-

gorical character ; on the contrary, it serves but to recommend, in the most pressing manner,

an inquiry after the symbolical analogies and the fundamental character of the prophecy.

Despair as to exegesis as we find it, need not drive us to despair as to the text to which such

exegesis has afiixed itself. The so-called synchrono-historical interpretation of modern

times, has shown, clearly enough, into what absurdities the latter despair may lead men.

The allegorical character of the Apocalypse, in general, being established, the symbolical

nature of its numbers, in particular, is at the same time proved ; and the great lost labor of

a chronological computation of the numbers,—that chronic malady of Apocalyptic exegesis,

—

is, so far at least as the principle is concerned, at an end.



PREFACE BY THE AUTHOR.

Since the Apocalypses branch into a twofold genealogy, a canonical and an apocryphal,

the further task of ascertaining, and eventually establishing, the canonical character of our

Book, has presented itself to us. Presumptuous skirmishers in the field of criticism con-

ceive that they can, without compromising themselves, rail at the bare supposition that there

are canonical books,—reviling such an assumption as a lack of intellectual freedom. The term

canonical was, however, originally applied to the Greek Classics. Now should any one essay

to ridicule the idea of the Classics, he would hardly escape the charge of literary barbarism.

In respect of the construction of the Apocalypse, we adhere to the opinion that it is sys-

tematically arranged in cyclical collective pictures [pictures of the whole], which are always

representative of the entire Course of the World down to the period of its End, and yet, in

the succession which they are made to observe, are constantly advancing nearer to that End.

The succession of these cycles, which are modified by the number Seven, is in exact corres-

pondence with the movement, development and perfection of macrocosmical life,—/rom

within, outwards. The Seven Churches, in their symbolical significance, constitute not

simply an introduction to the Book ; as the kernel and centre of the World's history, they

form the determinative fundamental idea of the Book. The Seven Seals constitute the

history of the World, in relation to the Seven Churches. The Seven Trumpets follow, as

Divine judgments upon, or penitential [exhorting to repentance] trumpets over, seven spe-

cific corruptions or forms of sin in the Church. Then ensue the Seven Thunders, as sealed

life-pictures of the times of awakening, and of reforms, in the Church. Only in face of

these powers of the world to come, can the Seven Heads of the Antichristian Beast

develop ;—the seven world-monarchies ending in the consummation of Antichristianity in

the Antichrist;—the demonic reaction of world-history against the Kingdom of God. On
the other hand, Antichristian evil, on its side, calls forth the Seven Vials of Anger, the

judgments of hardening, the last of which unfolds into the three special judgments

upon the Harlot, the Beast, and Satan, being afterwards summed up again in the General

Judgment of the World. That this General Judgment then ushers in the Seventh Day, the

eternal Sabbath of God, is a conclusion which the Seer has scenically portrayed rather than

expressly declared; his particular reason for withholding such a declaration is probably to be

found in the fact that he has at the outset, in the Prologue, announced the complete revela-

tion of God in Christ as a revelation of the Seven Spirits in Christ, or in the fact that the

number Seven results from the number Six.

Within the development of the Septenary, we, with others, have retained the division

of the Book into Two Parts: The World's Course to its End, and The End itself.

In perfect consistency with this division, an earlier view is carried out, agreeably with

which heavenly scenes precede the earthly occurrences. From beginning to end we find the

entire sequence of troublous earthly times to be over-swayed by heavenly actions, by festal

presentations of the Divine Council ;—the gloomy Earth-pictures being thus ever ruled by
radiant Heaven-pictures. The distinctions resulting from this law of the construction alone

are qualified to dissipate the unclear and confused views which subsist in regard to the com-
position of the Apocalypse.

May our labor, under the blessing of the Lord, contribute somewhat toward the further-

ance of an understanding of eschatological affairs ; in particular, may it promote the whole-
some and lively expectation of the Coming of Christ,—an expectation whose vocation it is,

on the one hand, to subdue that indiflerentistic spiritualism which disdains all knowledge
of a real, eschatological Theology; on the other hand, to paralyze that fanatical separatism

and spiritism which, in manifold respects, pervert the glorioiis prospects of the Church into

ridiculous caricatures ; and at the same time to disenergize the endless labors of formal chi-

liastic time-reckoners. ******
In general, we may regard the accomplishment of the Bihle-worh as a matter that has

become independent of personal eventualities,—as a tolerably assured fact ; and for this, in

the name of Editors and Publishers, we offer thanks and praise unto the Lord, who hath
helped us hitherto. j p L^XGE

Bonn, November IsL 1870.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

It is with devout gratitude to God that, after more than two yeara of labor, I find my-
Belf enabled to lay Lange's Commentary on the Apocalypse before the community. The
publication has, much to my regret, been delayed far beyond the period originally contem-

plated. This delay was, in great measure, <iccasioned by a temporary indisposition, which,

after the greater portion of the work had been placed in the hands of the printer, rendered

expedient my absence for several months from the country.

Instead of presenting an extended Introduction, as originally designed, I confine my-
self to a brief statement of some of the difficulties, and one or two other matters, connected

with the preparation of the work.

THE GREEK TEXT.

As is well known to scholars, the text of the Apocalypse is the most imperfect of the Re-

cepta. Erasmus, for the preparation of this portion of his great and important work, had but

one Manuscript, and that a cursive of (probably) the XII. Century. Not only was this MS. of

but little, or rather no authority, but it was incomplete
;
gaps had to be supplied by re-trans-

lation from the Vulgate—the entire passage from the word Aavei6, ch. xxii. 16, to the close

of the Book had to be thus prepared. The only copies of the Vulgate to which Erasmus had

access were the corrupt printed editions then in common use. In addition to these sources

of error, the work was so hurried through the press that several important mistakes of copy-

ists found their way into the printed volume, where they have continued to the present day.

Even so late as 1844, Tregelles, when he first published his text of the Apocalypse, had

access to but three uncial Codices, viz.: A., C, and the B. of the Apocalypse.* Of these, C.

is probably the oldest, but, being a palimpsest, is defective in many parts—eight entire chap-

ters of the Apocalypse are wanting.

It was not until the discovery by Tischendorf of the Sinaitic MS., generally known as J<.,

and the Porfirian, denominated P., both in 1862, that material was provided for a satisfac-

tory emendation of the text. The recent great critical works of Tregelles and Tischendorf,

based largely on these newly discovered Codices, did not appear until after the first part of this

work was in the hands of the printer. Through the kindness of Prof. Tischendorf in furnish-

ing advance sheets to Dr. Schafl!", and of Prof. Abbott, of Harvard University, in allowing me
the use of his copy of Tregelles' Apocalypse until I could obtain one from Europe, I was

enabled not only to continue my labor with the aid of these all-important works, but also to

correct that which I had already prepared.

An elaborate and valuable article on the "Greek Text of the Apocalypse," from the

pen of the Eev. Thomas J. Conant, of Brooklyn, N. Y., may be found in The Baptist Quar-

terly, Vol. IV., pp. 129 sqq.

* This Cod. is not, as is fiuppoeed by many, the great Cod. Vaticanus. The Vaticanua, or B. proper, lacks the Apoea-

lypie, which is supplied by an uncial of inferior value known aa "the B. of the Apocalypse." In the following work thia

inferior Cod, ia etyled B*.; the few instanceB in which B. simple occurs, are errors.

V



INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

THE VERSION.

The emendation of the text made necessary, of course, to a considerable extent, a revision

of the English Version. But beyond this, I felt it to be proper to extend the revision. As

is well known, the original translators inclined to the free use of synonyms—rendering the

same Greek word by several English terms, and again rendering several Greek terms by the

same English expression. For instance, in the New Testament the word world is employed

to translate at(^v, miivioq, yfj, K6(7fio^, oiKovfiht/-^ and each of these terms has at lea-t one other

rendering; Svvafu^, SmarSg, k^ovaia, laxv?, Kparug are continually confounded, as are also S<j^<Sc,

bpyf/, etc. It has been my effort to give to each Greek term its proper English equivalent,

and, as far as possible, to employ that equivalent uniformly. Certain verbal and gramma-

tical inaccuracies have also been corrected. It is also proper to remark that the first-class

marginal readings (those marked with a t) have almost invariably been adopted.*

It is proper to state that in my revision I was greatly indebted to the Version of Alford,

and the Translation for the American Bible Union, by the late learned and lamented Kev.

John Lillie, D. D., of Kingston, N. Y.

ADDITIONS.

Another great diiBculty encountered by me was the selection of additional comments. No

Book of the Bible has been the subject of so many and variant interpretations, by evangelical

men, as the Apocalypse. More than twenty-six pages of Darling's Oyclopsedia Bibliographica

are filled with the mere titles of Commentaries on the entire Book or portions thereof. It

was desirable to present, as far as practicable, the views of all classes of interpreters. That

this might be done, a selection of the following representative authors was made, and ab-

stracts of their views prepared, viz., Moses Stuart, Elliott, Wordsworth, Lord, Alford, Barnes,

and Glasgow. Additions also were made from the writings of Sir Isaac Newton, Bishop

Newton, Bush, Auberlen, Trench (On the Seven Epistles), Brown {On the Second Advent) ; and

in the Homiletical Department from those of Matthew Henry, Scott, Bonar, Vaughan, and

others. The additions to the Homiletical Department were made, during my absence from

the country, by the Translator ; they meet with my entire approbation.

* Maeqinal Kefeeence Marks in the English Version.

Three distinct marginal reference marlts were employed by King James' Translators, indicating three entirely distinct

class'^a of marginal readings, viz. : the dagger (f), the parallel bare (1| ), and the asteriek (*J. The dagger (f) was used when
the literal rendering of the original term was placed in the margin and the opinion of the Translators as to its meaning was

5iv6n in the text ; the most couspicuous instance of this is in Is. xxvi. 4, where the margin gives *' rock of ag&i" the literal

rendering of D''D71J? IIV, ^nd the text reads " e"erlasling atrength.'^ Whera this mark appears, the marginal reading is

always preceded by the abbreviation Heb. (Heorew;, Chald. (Chaldaic), or Qr, (Greek). The parajl^l bars ( ||
) were employed

when the margin presented an allerwdive translation of the original, as in John xvi. 8, where the text reads " reprove " and

the margin " convince." Where this sign was used by the Translators, the marginal reading was preceded by the conjunc-

tion Or. The asterisk (*) was used to indicate a marginal comment or Scripture reference, as In the titles to the Books of Job

and the Psalms. This mark has almost entirely disappeared from modern editions of the English Bible, the parallel bars

having been substituted in the majority of instances where the reference is to a commenl, as in 2 Chron. xx. 36, and letters

where it is to another Scripture.

The knowledge of the significance of these marks has almost entirely disappeared from the Church. As illustrations

of the truth of this remark, reference need only be made to the almost universal disuse of the asterisk in our modern editions

of the Bible; and the further fact that almost all the private publishing houses of Great Britain and America have substi-

tuted i^^fers for the dagger and the parallel bars. This lapse of knowledge is doubtless due to the tact that King James'
Translators published no statement as to the significance of the marks employed by them. They adopted them from the

Geneva Bible, the Version in common use in Great Britain, merely substituting the dagger (f ) for the double dagger (J).

The "Address to the Christian Reader" in the Geneva Bible contains a full explanation, and conseqaently, at the time of

the publication of the amended (King James') Version, the significance of these signs was aa well understood as that of the

letters of the alphabet. Doubtless the Translators regarded a statement as unnecessary, not contemplating the fact that, in

the absence of a perpetual reminder, knowledge of the meaning of such arbitrary signs would in a few generations pass

away.

In the year 1871, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, unanimously

adopted a resolution requesting the Directors of the American Bible Society to publish, in their future editions of the Scrip-

tures, a brief statement concerning the meaning of these marks, and also concerning th^' significance of words printed in

capital and italic letters. The publtcatlon of such a statement would be of immense advantage to the students of the

English Yeision.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

CONCLtJDING REMARKS.

It will be evident to the reader that I must be classed with those who are generally-

known as pre-millenarians. My views have been franljly expressed and supported, but

I trust not offensively, and I have endeavored fully to present the views of those from

whom I ditfer. My own views, it is proper to remark, are considerably modified by my pe-

culiar hypotheses in reference to the Basileia, and the twofold Future Advent of Christ. On
both these subjects extended Notes will be found in the body of the work.

With these general remarks, and with the fervent prayer that God will use this publica-

tion for His glory and the increase of knowledge in the Church, I suhmit it to the Christian

public.

E. E. CRAYEN.

Newark, N. J., April 18th. 1874.





THE APOCALYPSE.

INTRODUCTION TO THE APOCALYPSE.

FIRST DIVISION.

GENERAL IITTRODrCTIOJf.

§1. THE APOCALYPSE IN ITS UNIQUENESS AND ITS KINDRED BEARINGS.

The canonical Scripture which forms the close of the New Testament, and of the Biblical

Books generally, the Kevelation of St. John, is not only a peculiar, but also an entirely unique

phenomenon ; a unique phenomenon in the very series of Biblical Books themselves, so that

it can be said : As the Bible stands alone amongst the writings of the world, so does the Apoca-

lypse stand alone amongst the writings of the Bible. It is thus doubly a unique book and
that—^by virtue of its essence, mysterious even to enigmatical obscurity—In a three-fold rela-

tion : in respect of its origin, its form, and its operation.

As to its origin, it is one of the most strongly authenticated of the Books of the Bible

;

authenticated by its superscription, its historical statements (chap. i. 9), and the historical

evidences accompanying it. And yet, among the New Testament Antilegomena, or Scriptures

whose reception into the Canon has been protested against, this very Book is the greatest

Antilegomenon ; ecclesiastically questioned in ancient times and the subject of theological

dispute in more modern days.

Its form, however, conjoins a fullness of antitheses, of which many can conceive only as

contradictions. A claim to the ripest New-Testamentalness, or Christian knowledge and
freedom—^united to the semblance of an Old Testament spirit of wrath, of a Judaizing tenden-

cy in general. Utterances of the highest ecstasy, of a contemplation the most direct, fully

merged in the Divine revelation—framed in an expression apparently the result of an artistic

culture and reflection the most exquisite. The richest fullness of Old Testament prophetic,

evangelic and apostolic reminiscences,—and at the same time a prophetic originality which

reminds us of the declaration. Behold I make all things new. An ideal peace which opens

each new night-piece of earthly history with a pre-celebration of the heavenly, triumphant

rule—conjoined to a feeling of human horror at the uncovered demonic abysses and the

heavenly wrath-judgments. Finally, a work full of Greek elements of culture—in a form

technically Hebrew, even in Hebraizing language.—All these antitheses announce a grandeur

which, on a more cursory view, readily assumes the appearance of heterogeneousness. If we
consider yet further that in the Apocalypse, still more than in the Epistles and Gospel of St.

John, the severe expression of sublimity (here like a ghostly trumpet of judgment) is united

to the simplest, pleasantest heart-words,—words sometimes of sympathy, sometimes of con-

solation and promise, so that the Book spreads itself out before us like the mantle of dusky

night, broidered over with brilliant stars like jewels,—we shall understand the third mysteri-

ous feature of the Book, its even enigmatically marvelous operation.



INTRODUCTION TO THE APOCALYPSE.

Concerning the immediate operation of Christ Himself, we know that it was of a uniquely

attractive and repellent character : those who came under His influence were attracted or

repelled, in proportion to their spiritual affinity to, or alienation from, Him. The same truth

continually obtains in regard to Christianity and also in regard to the Holy Scriptures. This

two-fold operation, however, is inherent in the Apocalypse in a two-fold degree, and is there

of so peculiar a sort as to be no longer the standard of simple piety. On the contrary, many

men of piety and mark have been unable to accommodate themselves to the spirit of this

Book, whilst the charm of its obscurity, giving promise, oft-times, of other revelations than

the Gospel, has attracted impure and visionary minds. Still, every cavilling depreciation, as

well as every fanatical misinterpretation, of this Book has for the most part betrayed a decided

want—a want of that self-denying modesty which Socrates displayed in his treatment of the

obscure writings of Heraolitus, or a want of that purity and integrity which never seek to

supplement Christian knowledge through curiosity, secret-mongery and fantastical picturas

of sensuous hope.

Thus, therefore, stands the mysterious tree of the Eevelation before our eyes, unique of its

kind. And yet, notwithstanding its uniqueness, or by reason of it, its roots are connected

with great and varied spheres of literature. The Eevelation, in respect of its intrinsic, apos-

tolic wealth of light and life, is, as the last of the Biblical Books, intimately connected with

them all. In respect of its prophetic and literary form, however, it stands in the centre of

an extensive group of eschatological prophecies and apocalyptic writings, having common
characteristic traits.

We shall arrive later at the general biblical kindred bearings of the Apocalypse ; be it

our next task to inquire into the whole phenomenon of Apocalyptics.

?2. OEIGIIT OF APOCALYPTICS.

The origin of Apocalyptics

—

i. e., by way of prefatory definition : the sum of those forms

of revelation which have reference to an ethico-physical end of the world—is situate as high

and as deep as the origin of religion itself.

The most general sphere of Apocalyptics is the religious view of the world ; their more

definite home, the theocratico-Christian view of the world ; the most peculiar region of their

origin, however, is prophetic Eschatology.

The general religious view of the world, underlying all the religious systems of the human
race, knows of a world-beginning, resting upon Divine power and wisdom ; of a world-course,

whose physical side is conditioned upon the moral conduct of mankind (or of the gods even),

and placed, by Divine decree, under Divine guidance ; hence also of a. world-goal, whose
attainment Divine retribution accomplishes in the form of the world's end, on the one hand,
and, on the other, of the world's renewal.

The presageful expectation of the end of the world, within the general sphere of religion,

rests, on the one side, upon definite signs of that most general Divine revelation which lies at

the basis of all religion (Kom. i. 19, 20) ; especially upon the religious interpretation of the
transientness of earthly things, of the catastrophes of development, of the types of consum-
mation ;—reposing, on the other side, upon the human longing after the realization of ideals.

But the more perfect a religious system is, the higher is its doctrine—in the form of pro-
phecy—of the last things. This is true, for instance, of the Scandinavian Mythology.*

Purer in fashion, however, appears the expectation of a world-goal in that believing view
of the world which is grounded upon the revelation of salvation; grounded first, in an im-
perfect shape, upon the basis of the Old Testamental, theocratic form of said revelation.

Yet in the Old Testament, the following premises are definitely declared

:

1. The human world is, in respect of its plan [Anlage], a unitous humanity, and as it has
a unitous foundation, so likewise it possesses a unitous destination to the Kingdom of God, and
a unitous goal in a Congregation or City of God, which is to appear at the end of its develop-
ment, being mediated by great moral conflicts and Divine judgments.

* LUcken, Die. Traditionen dei Menschen^MchJechts. Munster, 1856, p. 376 sqq.
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2. The whole physical sphere of humanity is engaged in a development unto perfection,

which is entirely conditioned upon the ethical development of humanity.

3. This development is subject to the ideal plan of the Divine counsel and to the real

supremacy of Divine guidance.

4. It is effectuated, however, not in accordance with laws of physical necessity, but La

accordance with the ethical law of a reciprocity of action between the wisdom of God and the

freedom of man ; amid a preponderance of Divine governance, however, which makes even the

contradictions of erring human wisdom minister to the eschatological world-plan.

5. The method of the Divine government of the world consists in its perfect ethical con-

ditionality. Hence, the new periods of development are conditioned upon new epochs; in-

stants of deliverance upon instants of judgment; the appearance of the world-goal upon the

principle of the world-goal ; the redemption upon the coming of the Messiah. Hence is evi-

dent the magnitude of the error of those who pretend to know of epochs without mediatory

periods, or vice versa, ;—of judgments without deliverances, or, finally, of the first coming

of Christ without His second coming, or, like aU Chiliasts,* of His second coming without

the full truth and reality of the first.

6. The Old Testament has indeed with justice been denominated the religion of the future.

Nevertheless, its prophecy and its longing, repose, for the most part, only in the expectation

of the principialf Messianic Kingdom and the Messianic personality ; but the universal re-

newal of the world which is bound up with this principle, emerges but in rarer and obscurer

forms, although in respect of the idea, it is present in sufficient plainness.

With Christianity, this view of the world is perfected. Here mankind appears entirely

as a something that is in process of becoming, which, in its maturity, shall know but one

division—that, namely, into kernel and husk, wheat and chaif,—to the end that in its kernel

it may glorify God as a perfected Church of God. Earth itself, with all its life-forms, is in

an eminent sense a star of becoming [i. e., growth, development], pointing off and up to stars

ofperfection and destined itself to become a star of perfection. Here [in Christianity] the

human cosmos in its development is entirely conditioned upon the development of mankind;

the development of mankind upon the development of the Kingdom of God; this latter upon

the development of the sovereignty of Christ, from His first appearance in lowliness to His

second appearing in glory. This entire movement, with its epochs and periods, ensues in

accordance with the counsel, and under the guidance, of God. The first particular, therefore

in which the New Testament is distinguished from the Old, is that the latter is pre-eminently

the religion of the future, that the Theocracy gravitates outward toward the future point of

the appearance of Christ and His Kingdom, whilst the New Testament is the religion of ap-

peasement, in which believing humanity, in its glorified Eedeemer, in its inner life, in the

Holy Ghost, has already principially attained the goal of the world and thus already stands,

internally, in the New ^on of perfection, existing meanwhile, in respect of its outward life,

still in the Old iEon. Hence it is also that the Old Testament consists, in great measure, of

prophetic books, while the New Testament has but one prophetic book. But even on New
Testament ground, the religious yearning after perfection is not yet fully satisfied (Rom. viii.

19sqq.). For to the perfect truth of life, the full reality of life appertains; this reality, how-

ever, must have passed beyond the painful contradiction between the internal and the external

life, the internal and the external world, having become a reality in which the whole outward

appearance is translumined by the life of the spirit. Therefore, also, does the individual

Christian, together with all believing Christendom, long for the consummation ; and all the

objective and subjective goals of longing are summed up in the one aspiration with which

the Apocalypse closes : Come, Lord Jesus. To this longing, and to it alone, is the Apoca-

lyptic Kevelation given.

The religious longing of humanity, awakened by the Spirit of God, has in general ever

* [It is difficult to conceive of the mode in which this imputation could be justified. Some Chiliasts may have held

the opipioQ here attributed to them, but, most certainly, not all; nor ia there any thing in the essential doctrines of

Chiliasm to maize this a necessary part of the system.—E. R. C]

t [i>i7wtpKfl-=so far as principle is concerned.—Tr.]
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been the human instrumentality of Divine revelation, of the self-communication of Grod

iu the prophetic contemplation of chosen men of God. The faithful of the primitive

time addressed themselves, with their longing, to the obscurity of their own origin and

the origin of all things; therefore the Spirit of God gave them a sufficient explanation

concerning the Creator, the creation, the production and destination of man. But when
this destination, in consequence of the fall, seemed utterly obscured and lost, the longing

of the friends of God addressed itself entirely to the coming of salvation, and the Spirit of

God gave them the promise of salvation in ever clearer traits : Victory over the Foe ; rest

from toil ; blessing lifting above the curse ; redemption from bondage. So soon, however, as

a religious people had been converted into the typical people of the expectation and media-

tion of salvation, the longing directed itself to the Divine clearing up of the dark paths of the

present, destined to be trod by men. This longing, likewise, did the Spirit of God answer, by

giving the Law unto Moses. But the Law of the Present, in its outward figurativeness, was

designed to kindle into flame the longing after the Future [Zukunft^tutuie and coming]

of the internal, essential Kingdom of God ; and thus the longing of the Prophets, in the nar-

rower sense of the latter term, took form, and the precursory appeasement of that longing was

the Spirit of prophecy of and concerning Christ. As the fuliillment of prophecy lingered,

however, all expectation of salvation was transformed into prayer, until the longing after sal-

vation embodied itself, so to speak, in womanly receptivity. But as the mother of Jesus longed,

with those about her, for the first coming of the Saviour, so, toward the end of the apostolic

age, amid increasing signs of the great warfare of Antichristian powers against the Church of

Christ, John longs for the second coming of his Friend. The Apostles, for the most part, had

long since gone home to the Lord ; the old friend of the Lord must wait so long in this world

—

under the act of persecution, wait as an exile on the rocky island—^until at last was concen-

trated in him all the longing of the New Testament Church after Christ's coming; his yearn-

ing blazed up on the Lord's day, and thus the great prophetic disclosure concerning the

coming of the Lord was apportioned to him.

Upon the basis of the general revelation of God through the creation and the conscience,

arises the theocratic Christian revelation of salvation. This, in general, prophetic revelation

begets again a revelation in the narrower sense of the term, viz., the prophetic disclosures

concerning the future—the future of the Old and the New Covenant. Yet once more, how-

ever, within the prophetic Eschatology, there appears an entirely new, conclusive form of the

Divine disclosures, and this form, the acme of all revelation, we call simply : Revelation,

Apocalypse, because it is the revelation in the most eminent sense.

An unveiling of the future so vivid, that to the distempered vision of the reader it oft-

times became a new veiling.

§ 3. THE PECULIAE CONFORMATION OF AP0CALYPTIC8, IN TKEIE DISTINCTION FROM THE
GENERAL FORM OF PROPHECY.

The name Apocalyptics, in its peculiar signification, first took its place in Theology with
the perception that the New Testament Apocalypse belongs to an entire group of writings,

partly canonical, partly uncanonical, all of which, by peculiar marks in respect of purport
and form, are recognizable as a separate species of prophetic or pseudo-prophetic literature,

being distinct from every other species of sacred writings, even though they do not all appear
under the name of Apocalj'pses.*

The name Apocalypse {aTroKii?tvrpii) disclosure, revelation, has primarily a more general
meaning. The verb, like the noun, denotes in general every new revelation of God, coming
from Heaven, through the Spirit of God, either to the individual man or to the human race,

—

* The newness of Apocalyptics as a branch of exegetical theology is evidenced by the fact that there is no article under
that head either in Herzog's ReaJ^Encyklrqatdie or in Schenkers BibeUexiktm. Hilgenfeld seems still to entertain the
opinion that in the npbuilding of a system of Apocalyptics it la necessary to confonnd the canonical with the uncanonical
forms of that species of writing (Introduction, p. 5). He says, p. 8, in his note: "Whatan unreasonable requisition upon
science, to insist at the outset upon this hair-splitting: separation betwixt canonical and uncanonical matter I

" A requisition
upon science that she should not, with a radicalism void of all spiritual taste, make a literary Tkohu Vdbhoku of the whole
me^s of scientific acquisitions, is surely well-founded, however. We have to do here simply with a peculiar kind of reliffioua

theocratic composition.
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and that in respect both of the purport and form of such revelation
;
pre-eminently, however,

in respect of its purport.

But now a two-fold distinction comes into view. In regard to purport, we have to dis-

tinguish the Apocalypse, as the primary form of revelation, communicated by God to the be-
holding or believing human spirit, or appearing in and by it (Rom. ii. 5 ; viii. 19 ; Gal. i. 12),
from its secondary form, the revealing or publishing of the revelation [<l>avl:paaiq, John ii. 11

;

1 Cor. xii. 7). This material distinction, again, is connected with the formal distinction, in

accordance with which the Apocalypse, in its primary forms of ideal manifestation or vision..

is consummated, supplemented, by real manifestations or miraculous facts, whilst the second-
ary form as, in the first place, a development of principial points of revelation, finds its con-
tinuation in prophetic inspirations.

Every Prophet is called to be a Prophet by a fundamental Apocalypse which "rends"
the heavens above him, developing itself subsequently in most manifold inspirations. These
inspirations are, in the Prophet's own bosom, already revelations, (^lavepucei:;)

; it is his pro-

vince in his preaching to convert them into prophetic announcements for his cotemporaries,
for the world.

But, once more, we have to distinguish the Apocalypse as a Divine fact, from its product,

the Apocalypse as a human composition. The apocalyptic writing bears its specific name

—

which distinguishes it from all writings which are prophetic in a more general sense only

—

in accordance with a distinction which might at first sight be designated as conventional

but which, upon closer inspection, is found to rest upon very decided distinctive marks.

The first mark respects form. The prophetic writings, in a more general sense, are

collections of single prophecies, disposed with more or less order in regard to subject-matter,

—in a word, anthologies ; and their symbolic expression is transmpted by didactical sermons

and exhortations [Paranesen, Trapaiv^aeic], In them, moreover, the source-points of the

vision and the moral applications of the same, together with historical elucidations even,

branch out very distinctly. An Apocalypse, on the contrary, is, on the one hand, the presen-

tation of an uninterrupted succession of visions, following one upon another in cyclical

divisions ; on the other hand, a thoroughly unitous composition, a sacred work of art, whose

style is, accordingly, altogether figurative or typical, even though it be based upon historical

data ; these historical data themselves attain a symbolical significance. The typical forms

cease, however, to be purely individual [proper only to the person employing them

—

E. R. C] ; they assume the character of an historically conventional fixedness, i. e., a theo-

cratic science.

The second mark respects the purport. The prophetic anthologies proceed in the main,

from the present onward, through a fragmentary series of Messianic pictures, to the Advent

of the Messiah, and if they do advance beyond His simple appearance and sketch the fullness

of the times in eschatological traits, those traits are nevertheless exceedingly few and far

between. For the most part, the second coming of the Messiah coincides for them with His

first coming, and the great gulf between the two becomes manifest only from particular

features of the suffering Messiah, particular intimations of the " travail of the Messiah."

On the other hand, the Apocalypses are eschatological from beginning to end. Not only the

contrast between the suffering and glorified Christ, but also that between His first and second

appearing, hence likewise that between Christ and Antichrist, nay, the contrast between

the old and the new world, and consequently the end of the world itself, emerge boldly. In

fact, the end of the world, or the course of the world, in its gravitation toward the end,

forms the object upon which their gaze is concentrated— constitutes their peculiar point of

view. This point of view they mediate, however, by a history of the world, eschatological

in its modifications. The entire history of the world from the olden times, or from the first

appearance of Christ, is in them unfolded in eschatological cycles, in which the entire course

of the world is continually presented from different points of view—the cycles meantime

progressing steadily toward the end. This type is, at all events, quite distinctly impressed

upon the Apocalypse [of John] ; and Hilgenfeld's denial of the fact is based upon a hampered

rationalistic view of the narrow scope of this Scripture. It is, on the contrary, remarkable that
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the idea of a universal Awfon/—whose germ was contained in Genesis—here appears in full

development, though in Hebrew theocratic form, whilst classical historiography was unable

to attain to this universalism. We find later, in the Gnostics, a striving after a universal

view of the world which should set at nought the barriers of history and of our earth—but

which did not succeed in passing beyond fanciful and heretical forms.

With this latter mark, the third mark of the Apocalypses is connected. Originating, as

they did, in the Divine pacification and consolation of elect prophetic hearts, whose ardent

longing blazes brightly in times of great tribulation in the Kingdom of God, they are in like

manner designed to instruct, to comfort, and to pacify, first the servants of God, and through

them, the churches in times of future new and similar tribulations; nay, to transmute all

signs of terror into signs of hope and promise : whilst the aim of ordinary Prophecies con-

sists pre-eminently in the satisfaction of the needs of the present in regard to enlightenment,

discipline, consolation, and exhortation. These latter are writings concerning the future,

for the present; the others are writings which, passing over the present, are intended pre-

eminently for the future. This fact is quite one-sidedly presented by HUgenfeld :
" They were

meant to fill up the times when there was no revelation with substitutes of prophecy."

The connecting link between Malachi and Christ was formed by the popiilar piety, longing,

and hope of the true Israel, and not by pseudo-apocalyptic reveries.*

In proceeding to distinguish between genuine and spurious Apocalypses, we may put

forth the general statement that the former contain a solution of the problem as to how the

highest visions may be united to the highest forms of sacred art ; the latter are at best poetic

imitations, which, for visions, substitute compilations and extravagant fancies, and replace

the theocratico-classical and mysterious artistic form with a manufactured and mystical

chiar' oscurt.

?4. CLASSES OF APOCALYPTICAL WEITINGS.

Particulars concerning the development of Apocalyptics in general may be found in

Ltlcke's work, the most prominent treatise on the subject: Versuch einer volhlandigen Einlei-

tung in die Offenharung des Johannes, Bonn, 1848-52, p. 9-15. One of the first impulses to the

Science of Apocalyptics was given in 1819, by the English Bishop Laurence, with his edition

of Apocalyptic writings from the Ethiopian (Anabaticon of Isaiah ; 4th Book of Esdrasf)

;

* [The following remarks by Auberlen (Daniel and the Revelation, Eng. Trans. Edinburgh, 1856, p. 80) are worthy of

highest consideration ; "The name Apocalyptic (in the use of which we are justified by Rev. i. 1), already signifies that

the divine communication and revelation are more prominent in the prophet than the human mediation and receptivity
;

for d7roKaAui|/L5 (revelation) signifies a divine,

—

TTpo<t>TjTeia (prophecy, Wnissagung) a human activity. Comp. Dan. ii. 22, 23,

where it is said of God, that ' He revealeth (auTos dTroKaAuTTTet LXX.) the deep and secret things ; He knoweth what is in

the darkness, and the light dwelleth with Him ;' and Rev. i. 1, 2, where the supernatural fact is three-fold. God gave the

revelation to.Tesus Christ, and He, through His angels, signified it to John for the purpose of further spreading it. All biblical

prophecy, of course, is based on divine revelation, so that these two words designate, the one the subjective, the other the ob-

jective side of the same thing (see ICor. xiv, 29, 30), and are eometimea used indiscriminately, aa when John calls his Apoca-

lypse, which is styled ' the revelation of Jesus Christ ' (Rev. i. 1), * the words of this prophecy ' (Rev. i. 3). For this reason, how-
ever, a distinction is likewise m,ade between the two expressions, and they are used qb two distinct species of the same ge-

nus, according as the objective revelation, or the subjective prophetic inspiration, is more prominent. Thus St. Paul distin-

guishes them in 1 Cor. xiv. 6, ' either by revelation or by prophecy.' The prophet stands in connection with the outer world.

He addresses words to the prince and the people, as in the Old Testament, to the congregation [Church], tiB in the New,
words with which the Spirit of God, pervading the human spirit with His mighty influence, supplies him. But while the
prophet speaks in the Spirit (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 3. iv irvevna-Ti. @eov AaXuv), the apocalyptic seer is in the Spirit, in his

whole person (Rev. i. 10; iv. 2). The united activity of soul and body, which forms the link between man and the outward
world, recedes altogether into the background, so that St. Paul, speaking of such a state from his own experience, can say
he does not know whether he was in the body, or out of the body (2 Cor. xii. 2, 3). It is the spirit only, that which connects

us with God and the invisible world, which is active, or rather recipient, in the apocalyptic state; for all proper human
activity towards God can consist only in receiving. Here, where the object is not so much to influence the immediate
contemporaries of the seer, aa that the seer may receive disclosures for the benefit of all succeeding generations, he is alone
with God while He reveals Himself, and perceives only what is disclosed to him from above, as the veil which hides the
invisible world is drawn from ofi" his spirit (awo-KaXvnretv). 'The heavens were opened,' says Ezekiel (i. 1), 'and I saw
visions of God.' This state is therefore called a trance," etc —E. R. C]

f [" The classification of the four books which have been named after Ezra is particularly complicated. In the Vatican
and other quasi-modern editinns of the LXX., our (Eng. Apoc.) Ist Esdras is called the first book of Esdras, in relation to

the Canonical book of Ezra, which follows it, and is called the second Esdras. But in the Vulgate, 1st Esdr. means the
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this, indeed, was after Semler liad availed himself of such Apocryphal apocalypses as were
known to him in interpretation of the Revelation of St. John, being followed by Conradi,

and, shortly after, by Eichhorn and Bleek ; see Hilgenfeld, p. 4. Subsequent to Bishop

Lawrence's work, Nitzsch, in the year 1820, sketched the idea of Apocalyptics. Liicke was
spurred on in his task by the "report" of Nitzsch (1st edition, 1832). In 1833, A. C. Hof-

mann published a translation and exegesis of the Book of Enoch, with which he united a

treatise upon the Apocalyptists of the olden time amongst the Jews and Christians, assuming

the existence of a coherent whole, composed of apocalyptic literature, and commencing
with the Book of Daniel. Quite a series of commentaries, from Ewald's commentary on the

Apocalypse, down to the present time, have promoted the general views upon this subject

{see Liicke, p. 14). The following work by Hilgenfeld especially belongs here : Die jildische

Apokalyptik in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung [Jewish Apocalyptics in their historical

development] , Jena, 1857. In accordance with the main features of the two main Apocalypses

of the Old and New Testaments, Auberlen, with his Daniel and the Apocalypse, Basel, 1857,

likewise claims a place here. [English Translation, Edinburgh, 1856, a work of rare merit.

—E. R. C] In a more general sense, we mention here the Biblical Theologies, the Introduc-

tions to the New Testament, the books upon Eschatology and Chiliasm (particularly Conradi,

Kritisohe Oeschichte dea Chiliasmus [Critical History of Chiliasm], II., p. 365 ; comp. 231, in the

same vol.; III., 1, 60, 107). Note especially, however, the more or less comprehensive editions

of Apocalyptic writings. Liicke dates the more distinct collections of apocryphal Apocalyptic

writings from Gfrorer's Prophetae veierea pseudepigraphi, 1840; although this publication

did not contain Apocalyptic matter simply (the more ancient collections of Fabricius and

Philo were not formed from the point of view which assumed the existence of a general

system of Apocalyptics). Subsequently Tischendorf issued: Apocalypses Apooryphx Mosia,

Etdrx, Pauli, Joharmis, item Marise Dormiiio, Leipzig, 1866. Particular Apocalypses were

discussed by Lawrence (see above), Nitzsch [Be testamentis 12 patriarch., Wittenberg 1810),

Gieseler (Vetus translatio latina Visionis Jesaise, Gottingen, 1832), Hofmann {Das Buck

Henoch, see above), Friedlieb (Die Sibyllinischen Weissagungen [The Sybilline Prophecies],

Leipzig, 1852), Dillmann {Das Buch Henoch, 1853), Philippi {Das Buch Henoch, sein Zeitalter

und sein Verhdltniss zum Judasbriefe [The Book of Enoch, the time of its composition and

its relation to the Epistle of Jude], Stuttgart, 1868 ; a monograph of sterling merit), Volk-

mar {Das 4 Buch Esra [second division of the Hand-Book of the Introduction to the Apoc-

rypha], Tiibingen, 1863), etal.

If it is with truth that we have designated the religion of Israel as the religion of the

future, we may be permitted to designate Apocalyptics in particular as the vision of the fu-

ture
;
partly as the actual prophecy, partly as the popular poetry of the future. Relatively,

this applies again to the eschatological longing and hope of the New Testament faith, but

particularly to the chiliastic-morbid Jewish-christian expectance of the future, in accordance

with a condition of mind which looked for redemption more in the future Appearing of Christ

than in the principial base-laying salvation of His first Advent.

The apocalyptical writings which have sprung up bearing these signs, are divided into

the following classes:

a. Old Testament canonical Apocalypses ;

b. Old Testament apocryphal Apocalypses

;

c. The New Testament Apocalypse

;

d. Jewish-Christian apocryphal Apocalypses.

a. Old Testament Canonical Apocalypses.

We have elsewhere (Comm. on Genesis, p. 36 [Am. Ed.] already stated that for the ap-

pearance of the apocalyptic form we go back far beyond Daniel. And this we do in accord-

ance with the two principal marks of an apocalyptic writing; the formal mark—unity of

canonical Book of Ezra, and 2(1 Kertr. means Kdiianiah, according to tho primitive Hebrew arrnngement, mentioned by

Jerome, in which Ezra and Nehemiah malce up two parts of the one book of Ezra ; and 3d and 4th Esdr. are what we now

call 1 and 2 Esdras."—Smith's Bib. Diot. Tit. Esdeas.—B. E. C]
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composition ; and the material mark—^the expectation of an eschatological judgment, pass-

ing beyond simple Messianism (first Advent) ; an expectation in accordance with which we
might regard the whole non-Christian Jewish people, in its eschatological expectancy, as a

permanent, plastic appearance or embodiment of apocryphal Apocalyptics.

With respect to the Old Testament Books—composed, as they are, in accordance with

a unitous idea, organically membered, and closing, consequently, with themselves—^the

phenomenon of the ideal, unitous, organic structure of the Books goes back far behind

the first Old Testament apocalypses, to the beginning of Old Testament literature ; and when

criticism, whose existence is demanded by the very spirit of revelation, shall have outgrown

its boyhood, in which, in slavish dependence upon the new, it gives chase, with slackened rein,

to the newest, the fact will doubtless be recognized that—with the exception of redactions of

original memorabilia—men have done the reverend Scriptures great wrong by this endless

untwisting and patching together of the Biblical Books, on the hypothesis of the most spirit-

less book-making. One composition, at least, it is impossible to misjudge as a whole, even

though it may receive damage in particulars—and that is the grand old Book of Job.

In the introduction to the Comm. on Genesis (see above) we have given our reasons for

distinguishing an entire group of Old Testament Apocalypses, although not until Daniel does

the species appear with features fully stamped.* The second part of Isaiah [ch. xl.—Ixvi.]

is a unitous composition, having its point of gravitation, manifestly, in the eschatological

world-consummation—i. e., it has the sign of the Apocalypse. This is true no less of the ap-

pendix to the Prophecies of Jeremiah (chap. xlv.—lii.). The apocalyptic conclusion of Ezekiel

(chap, xxxvii.—^xlviii.), the whole Book of Zechariah in its indissoluble unity, and particu-

larly the Book of Daniel—^with the exception of the sections from chap. x. 1—xi. 45, and xii.

5-13, (see Comm. on Genesis, p. 38, Am. Ed.)—-present, in form and purport, the Old Testa-

ment eschatological elements which in the original visions of the New Testament Apocalypse

have arrived at their perfect significancy and configuration. "Among the minor Prophets

we regard the Books of Obadiah, Nahum, Habakkuk and Zephaniah as Apocalypses, predomi-

nantly depicting, in unitous composition, the judgment upon Antichristianity in its symboli-

cal preludes." (Genesis, p. 37. [Am. Ed.]).

b. Jewish Apocryphal Apocalyptics.

Hilgenfeld
(
Vorwort VIII.) is doubtless in error in viewing the whole Apocalyptics of

Judaism as a precursory history of Christianity, and in believing that he has found in Essen-

ism an offshoot of Jewish Apocalyptics which conducts us directly to the threshold of Chris-

tianity. This idea, which will allow of no distinction whatever between the theocratic and
churchly main current and those turbid secondary streams which have their rise in the

popular fancy, is based upon the ruling impulse of that school which pseudo-critically jum-
bles together all things in whose disposition a critical arrangement is to be found ;—the same
school which regards the Gnostics as presenting a peculiar stage in the development of true
Christianity, and zealously labors against the distinction between canonical and apocryphal
writings as a hereditary evil of Theology itself. Such confusions, growing out of a
special tendency, are rarely to be met with to the same degree in any other department of
science. Philology, for instance, is careful to avoid mingling together, without distinction,

nay, with a fanatical levelling impulse, ancient classics and obsolete popular literature, to the
production of endless trouble and great confusion.

Jewish apocryphal Apocalyptics have produced two writings which, in common, have a
Jewish character—especially in their imitation of Daniel—and yet stand in decided contrast
one to the other. The Jewish stock of the Sibylline books, interpolated and supplemented by
Christians, namely the third book of Esdras,t has, like the book of the Wisdom of Solomon,
an Alexandrian ground-tone ; whilst on the other hand, the fourth book of Esdras, in its He-
brew-Pharisaic character, reminds us quite unmistakably of the book of Jesus Sirach. They
possess in common the fundamental idea of the future victory of Judaism over the Gentile

* [Does not tho prophecy of Balaam (Num. xxiv.) possess all the oharacteriatlos of the true Apocalypse t—E. R, C.l

+ See Bleek, Hilgenfeld, Frierllicb.
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world-kingdoms. This fundamental idea can be attributed to the Book of Daniel itself only

by a false religious taste ; in that prophecy it is not the restoration of the Theocracy, but an

entirely new Heavenly Kingdom of the Son ofMan which puts an end to the kingdoms of the

world. In both writings (3 and 4 Eadras) the dwindling away of the expectation of a per-

sonal Messiah is unmistakable (see Hilgenfeld, p. 77, 78, 86, 221 aqq.; Volkmar, Esra, 260).

On the other hand, there is a distinction between the two books which accords with the

contrast between the Hebrew-Jewish and the Alexandrian-Jewish character ; in the fourth

book of Esdras, the Pharisaic hatred of the heathen is unmistakably prominent—for instance,

in the joy of the blessed at the spectacle of the wicked burning in everlasting flames (Hilgen-

feld, p. 201)— ; whilst the Sibyl is continually warning the heathen against the service of

false gods, and finally anticipates the general instruction of the Gentiles and their conversion

to Monotheism (Hilgenfeld, 87, 88). They are distinguished furthermore in that the Hebrew
Messiah stands back of the Messianic upliftment of the nation above the Eoman world-power,

appearing only at the end of the world for judgment especially (Hilgenfeld, 220), while the

Alexandrian Messiah is endowed with scarcely any distinctness of form.

Another distinctive mark is, that the Sibyl is glorified as prophecy come to the heathen

jfrom the theocratic source ;—prophecy whose final aim, like that of Sophia [or Wisdom
personified] in the Wisdom of Solomon, is the eschatological renewal of the world: while the

Messianism of the fourth book of Esdras, as also of the book of Jesus Sirach, culminates in a

growth of books or writings (Sirach xxiv. 23 ; 4 Esdras at the close : Esdras' 94 books [the

English Version of the Apocrypha gives 204 (or nine hundred and four Marg.) aa the number

of the books that were written, 2 (4) Esdr. xiv. 44 ] ; 24 open, 70 secret writings).

Neither is the contrast in the form of the prophecy to be overlooked. The Alexandrian

Sibyl prophesies from an irresistible impulse, in pathological ecstasy (Hilgenfeld, 51), whilst

the visions vouchsafed to Esdras are mediated by ethical conduct, fasting and praying, and

thus their revelations can assume a conversational form.

According to Friedlieb, the Jewish Sibylline books came into being from the years 160

to 40 B. 0. (according to Bleek, an older portion is cotemporary with the Book of Daniel (?),

a later part having been produced, he thinks, about 40 B.C.). The time of the Jewish

ground-form of the fourth book of Esdras is difierently estimated by difierent exegetes.

This disagreement of exegesis is based upon the interpretation of the exceedingly obscure

vision of the eagle (dream-vision of the second night). Lawrence interpreted the twelve

wings of the eagle as referring to the ancient history of the line of Eoman kings and the

more modern additions to it ; Gfrorer conceived the wings to refer to twelve Eoman emperors

and associate-emperors [^Nebenkaiser], Liicke interpreted the eagle's three heads as signi-

ficant of Sylla, Pompey, and Caesar, as an arbitrarily conceived, successive triumvirate.

Least tenable is the view of Hilgenfeld, who seeks to construe the Apocalypse of Esdraa

into a continuation of the Sibyl, without recognizing the contrast which it presents to the

latter ; declaring the eagle's twelve wings to be Alexander and the Egyptian kings who

succeeded him. According to Volkmar {Das vierte Buch Esra, p. 338), the Jewish author

wrote his Apocalypse in the autumn of the year 97, after the fall of Domitian. Contrary to

this view is the fact that the second destruction of the Temple, in the year 70, is not men-

tioned in the book ; Volkmar conceives it to be, " by way of disguise," " parallelized " with

the first destruction, i. e., represented by, and along with, the first. Since the eagle, i. e., the

Eoman world-kingdom, comes to its end by a lion, i. e., the Jewish Messianic Theocracy, we

can think, in interpreting this vision, of no time save that of the first Jewish insurrection

previous to the destruction of Jerusalem, or that of the insurrection under Bar-Cocheba.

But since, moreover, the destruction of Jerusalem is itself not mentioned, we are constrained

to interpret the vision (whose obscurity is perhaps owing to the circumstances of the period)

as referring to the first Jewish war. The first three feathers of the eagle are intelligible

enough (Hilgenfeld, 205) : Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius. The following nine feathers are

very dimly pictured ; they denote imperial pretenders rather than actual emperors. The

number twelve, consequently, is more a symbolico-ideal number than one to be historically

identified and referred. Only a few of the mock emperors, like Galba and Otho, momen-
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tarily attaia dominion. Tlie greatest of tlie tliree heads of the eagle, which now awakes,

makes an end of the feathers, takes the two other heads along with it, and shakes the whole

earth; but suddenly disappears. Finally, the head on the right side devours that on the

left, and is left alone until the roaring lion makes an end of it. Now, if this head on the

right side were Jerusalem's great enemy, Vespasian, and the head devoured by it, ViteUius,

we might go back for an interpretation of the middle head, which suddenly disappeared

after shaking the whole earth, to Nero. In consideration of the dim and confused execution

of the picture, the effort to interpret all the figures into a harmonious system is less requisite

than inquiry into the spirit of the production as a whole; this is thoroughly consonant with

the rancorous spirit of the pseudo-Messianic Jewish revolution. Ewald, after Conradi, has

already set forth about the same view (see Hilgenfeld, p. 392, note).

In regard to the Book of Enoch, received by Hilgenfeld among the Jewish Apocalypses,

we hold the argument of Philippi, who vindicates the original .
Christian character of the

book, to be decisive.

On the other hand, the Ascension of Moses seems to form a supplement to the fourth

book of Esdras, originating after the destruction of Jerusalem, for the uplifting of prostrate

Judaism.*

c. The Apocalypse of John.

As the Book of Daniel became a pattern for the apocryphal Apocalypses of Judaism, so

the Apocalypse of John has been the exemplar for all Christian Apocalypses. But upon the

side of Christianity also, nothing but a lack of spiritual taste, i. e., an unspiritual taste, can

fail to recognize the distinction between canonical mysteries and apocryphal riddles, between

a grandeur of forms in which order prevails, and an extravagance of forms over which con-

fusion reigns.

d. The Christian {Jewish- Christian) Apocryphal Apocalypses.

These arrange themselves primarily into two leading classes: 1. Christianized: 2. Origi-

nally Christian Apocalypses.

As Christianized Apocalypses we may name the previously mentioned Jewish Apocrypha,

the Sibylline books, and the Book of Esdras. Bleek, Ueber die sibyllinisohen Orahel. Theol.

Zeitschrift von Schleiermacher. De Wette und Liicke, Vol. I. 20 ; II. 172 sqq. Friedlieb, Die

sibyllinischen Weissagungen, and Hilgenfeld, Die jiidische Apokalyptih.

Amongst the Jewish-Christian Apocrypha which are imitative of the Apocalypse, the

principal composition is the Book of Enoch—an Ebionite Jewish-Christian production

—

for an examination of which the reader is referred to Philippi's work.

As the tissue of apocryphal, and, in many respects, heretical, fable has woven itself about

the whole line of the most distinguished Biblical names and writings, so it is in especial with

the bungling compositions of apocryphal authors. Most of them have issued forth from

obscurity only to become again the prey of obscurity. We follow, in naming them, the

Biblical thread

:

1. Apocalypse of Adam (Liicke, p. 232).

2. The Book of Enoch, see above.

3. Apocalypse of Abraham. Ophitic. Liicke, 252.

4. Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, see above.

5. Book of Elias, Hieronym. ad Sammachium, Ep. 101.

6. Book of Esdras, (Christianized, see above).

7. Ascemio Isaiae Vatic, (see Gfrorer, Prophetae Veteres Pseudepigraphi, p. 1).

8. Danielis, Tischend., Apocalypses XXX;
9. Apocalypsis Baruch (edidit Ceriani, Monumenta sacra, Mediolani, 1866, see Programm

of Dr. Joseph Langea, Bonn, 1867).

' A fragment cf thia lost book baa recently been found. See Langen, Das Judenthum in PalcLstina zur Zeii Christi

(Bonn, 186S, p. 2).
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10. Apocalypse of Peter (Liijke, p. 240).

11. Two Apocalypses of Paul, see Tischendorf, p. XIV. [Apocalypses Apocryphm). On
one of these, see Tischendorf, p. 34.

12. Apocalypse of a Pseudo-John, Tischend., Apocal. XVIII.

13. Of Bartholomew (Tischendorf, Apocalypses, XXIV.).
14. Of Mary (Tischendorf, XXVII).
15. Of Stephen (Liicke, p. 247).

To these may be added some miserable works whose web extends over the post-apostolic

period or falls within it. Eelatively, The Shepherd of Hermas. The account of an Apoca-
lypse of Cerinthus is dubious (Liicke, 247). Finally, an Apocalypse under the name of

Methodius of Constantinople.

Later or more modern apocalyptic productions have scarcely any significance bearing

upon the characteristics of ancient apocryphal Apocalyptics, which (according to Liicke)

became extinct in the fifth century. In Gfrorer's collection the following are cited : Vita

Merlini. Oalfridi Liber de Prophetiis Merlini. Fratris Hermanni Monachi Vatidnium. Prophe-
tia Malachix de Summis Pontificibus. Apocalyptic traits, however, are also visible in manifold
form in the chiUastic writings generally.

I 5. FIGUEATIVE FOEM OF APOCALYPTICS.

The Holy Scriptures are, throughout, a record of the Providence of God, as exercised

in the establishment of His Kingdom ; hence they are themselves overruled by His Spirit.

From beginning to end, they rest upon the synthesis of the living word, mighty in deed and
the spiritually significant, speaking fact. Consequently they are acquainted, on the one
hand, with no idle words ; on the other hand, with no silent facts. From beginning to

end, they set forth the Divine in the human, the spiritual in the sensible, the eternal in the

temporal, -the infinite in the finite, i. e., they deal throughout in sense-imagery—being thus

symbolical in the broader sense of the term.

This is true even of the historical portion of the Sacred Writings. The ideas which
are reflected in the histories have re-acted upon the symbolism and mode of expression of

the facts recounted. And thus Biblical history, by virtue of its matter-of-fact foundations,

is distinguished from all heathen mythicism ; by virtue of the ideal transparency or signi-

ficancy of its facts, from all the pragmatism* of profane historiography. Whilst the latter

circles for the most part between secondary causes and proximate designs, Biblical historio-

graphy has in view the supreme causes and supreme designs, and hence recognizes the media

between cause and design—secondary causes and secondary designs—so far as it mentions

them at all, in their imiversal significance; none the less in the light of Supreme

Providence.

This same character of the Holy Scriptures occasions in the didactic writings the

sententious form ; in the poetic writings in particular, the wealth of figurative expression

and the significance of the composition ; its most powerful appearance, however, is in the

prophetic writings. Here it converts historical items into symbols of the idea (for instance,

the king of Babylon), and ideas into historical forms (grass-eating lions) / as a consequence,

it shuts up revelation from all common sensuous apprehension of it—for instance, for the

mass of the later Jews—whilst it sets it in the brightest light for the disciples of the truth

;

a fact which holds true in regard to the parables of the Lord, according to Matthew xiii. 13.

The simple sense-image, however, in accordance with the fullness of life and life's

illumination in the Holy Scriptures, branches out into three fundamental forms : Allego-

BISM, Symbolism, and TYPiSM.f

Allegobism [allegory from aXXo ayopsiieiv, to express something in words intended to

* [The German Pragnuztik, which is here translated pragmatism, has the wide sense of the Greek word from which it

is derived, and not the one-sided and purely offensive meaning of the English derivatives from n-payjua.

—

Te.]

f See the author's treatise : Ueber die Beziehung&n, welche zwischen der alJgcmeinen Symbolik wnd der kirchlichai

Symbolih obwalten, Deutsche Zsitschrift fur christliche Wissenschaft, etc., 1855, Nr. 4-6.
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convey a meaning other than their immediate one) is a form of imagery which, in accordance

with the semblance of outward similarity, employs one phenomenon as the figure of another

;

imaging, especially, a more spiritual matter by means of a sensible phenomenon. The

flowing element of allegory is the simple figurative expression, the rhetorical metaphor (the

warrior, a lion ; evil, a weed) ; an aUegory is a -poetically developed metaphor. It denotes

its subject by another which has a similar appearance.*

Symbolism [ahiijiolov from aviij3a7^leiv) unites a sensible image with a spiritual back-

ground, which latter is more or less inwardly and essentially connected with the phenomenon

which fiirnishes the image. The uniting of the two sundered portions of a pledge of

hospitality directly unites the pledge with hospitality itself In general, however, the

symbol is based upon the connection of the sign and that which it signifies ; so that thus

something moral or spiritual is denoted by something perceptible to the senses (a scar, for

instance),—the higher by the lower; the combination may either be a conventional one

(social connection) or it may be founded upon natural relations. The flowing element of

the symbol is metonymy—the change of names; hence, the symbol is a fixed meto-

nymy. It denotes a higher object— one, especially, which addresses itself to the mind—by
a lower one, perceptible to the senses, yet akin to the first ; in short, symbol may be ex-

pressed in one word

—

the cognate.

Typism, finally [tvttoc, t'utttu), denotes the impression produced by a blow; a carving;

a plan, sketch, or outline ; consequently, the germ of a future form. It is the commence-

ment-point, situate on the same line of development with the object denoted ; a real pro-

phecy, which fulfills itself in the future object, being, notwithstanding the ideal identity

of essence, distinct from it in the substantial reality—like the shadow from the substance

which projects it. The flowing element of the type is most prominent in synecdoche,

which embraces not only the whole with a part, but also the fulfilment with the base-laying.

The type relates to things ideally the same in essence, and really distinct, though, it may
be, symbolically cognate; it denotes a future already subsisting germ-wise in the

present.

The allegory is a simple image ; the symbol is a serese-image ; the type is a /ore-image.

[A type is a symbol in that it is a sense-ima.ge, but it is a peculiar kind of symbol ;—it is

always of the future (a/ore-image) ; it is some person, act, or institution introduced by God
into the ritual or history of His people, not only as prefiguring the antitype, but as having

an ideal identity therewith—as being, in a sense, the representative thereof; as, for instance,

the priest, the sacrifice, of the old economy.—E. R. C]
It is also necessary, however, to make a distinction between these figures, the hasty

coinage of poesy, and complete poetic elaborations of their character. The poetic elabora-

tion of the allegory is the fable (for the most part, though not exclusively, that which avails

itself of the animal kingdom in setting forth its ideas) ; the poetic elaboration of the symbol

is the parable, though the latter may ia detail likewise employ allegorical features ; the

poetic elaboration of the type is prophecy, from the formal stand-point (the paramuthia

[that speech or discourse which encourages, exhorts, consoles—E. E. C] ).

Nearly related as these forms are, manifoldly connected as they may be in the more
elevated productions of the mind—in historical, poetical, and prophetic works—the mingling

of them is still inadmissible, whether it be in their three ground-forms—allegory, symbol,

type—or in their three-fold gradation from element to form, from the simple form to the

poetic appUcation.f

Similarly, distinction must be made between the allegorical exegesis (which has ever

been an instinctive supplement of the Christian mind to a Hellenistically shallow, gramma-
tico-historical exegesis) and the exegesis ofallegorical or aUegorico-symbolico-typical writings;

* The most modern Natural Science allegorizes nature in a high degree, inasmuch ae it deals pre-eminently with the

outward similarities of created beings, at the expense of inner eaaential marks.

f It would lead us too far astray from our more immediate subject if we ehould attempt an exposition or the prin-

ciple here laid down, together with an examination of extant theories and works upon symbolism —for instance, ii'ihfa

excellent work upon the subject.
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just as we distinguish between a poetic representation of the immoral and immoral repre-

sentations.*

Upon Biblical ground, we have also to distinguish between uerJa^-prophetic and real-

prophetic types.f We beg leave to designate, as the highest real types, the mental or mood
typeSjt i. e., Divine real prophecies, unconsciously uttered by men. The choice of the expres-

sion is ofmanifold importance here. The prophecy Gen. iii. [15] is significant ofthe Messianic
Humanity [Christ] ; the mental type denotes a unit. The same distinction obtains where the

seed of Abraham is spoken of. Paul, Gal. iii. 16, has in mind the real mental type which sig-

nificantly attaches to the Abrahamic promise. Pss. xvi: and xxii. and many other passages

come under this head ; especially, the virgin, Is. vii. In accordance with the above, men-
tal types frequently constitute the envelope of verbal prophecies, and form the transition from
real to verbal prophecy.?

As further regards allegory in particular, it is self-evident that the entire realm of evil

can be symbolized only by allegorical figures

—

i. e., figures of outward similarity—the world
of nature not being related to evil ; not even the creaturely serpent is so related, although

it is the reflection of an extinct and ruder world-form (" in caverns dwells the dragons' an-

cient brood").

As, therefore, allegorism was requisite in the system of Sacred Writings, so, too, symbol-

ism was necessary, since faith perceives in the visible world the phenomena of a higher

and invisible one.

No less requisite, finally, was the typical presentation, as the Holy Scriptures of the Old
Testament form the documentary evidences of a religion of the future, and in the New
Testament also, the sacred writers pass from picturing the joy and satisfaction of the faithful

in the Christ appearing in the form of a servant, and for the accomplishment of the work
of redemption, to a longing for His glorious second appearance, and to the prophetic pre-

description of the same.

With all its figurativeness, however. Holy Scripture is far removed from a poetic fixa-

tion of images, which might degenerate into a spiritual image worship ; the commandment,
Thou shalt not make unto thee any image, is borne in mind throughout. For this

holy word, characterized by Kant as sublime, excludes, not plastic and painted images

simply, but also images of the fancy, mental figures and likenesses, insomuch as these, by an
erroneous or servile fixation of ideas and attributes, might seem to render finite the Divine.

Hence the bold change of imagery (e. g., Ps. xviii.J, a circumstance so surprising to a taste

formed upon the Greek classics. This absence of fixation makes it possible for the Lion to

* A well-known critic of the Tilbingen school reproached the author with interpreting the Apocalypse •' allegorically."

He should have said^interpreting it as an allegorical writing, in accordance with its character. The Tubingen school,

which can allegorize the Pauline Epistles, takes a different view of matters in approaching the Apocalypse, and strives to

apprehend it literally, thus hoping to make good a charge of Judaizing. Such proceedings are euphemistically denominated

—tendency. After a similar fashion, Rothe confounds philosophic dogmatics and dogmatical philosophy.

f [A real prophecy, or real type, is a prophecy or type embodied in some person, act, event, which shadows forth some

other person, act, or event, yet in the future. Thus, in the destruction of Jerusalem, we have a real type of the final destruc-

tion of the world. A verbal prophecy or verbal type, on the other band, is a prophecy or type set forth in words simply.

—

E. K. C]

X [Gemilthstypus, Stimmungstypus. Gemuth is a collective term for the affections, desires, impulses, will ; it corresponds

sometimes to soul, sometimes to mind, sometimes to heart. Stimmung denotes the disposition or (literally) tuning of a

man; it may be used in a permanent or a transitory sense. In the latter sense it corresponds to the English -m^od. A
Gumuthstypus or Stimmungstypus, then, is presented when the inTier man of some individual is so worked upon as to

prefigure the state of one who is yet to come. Pss. xvL, xxii. (aa above cited) and xli. aflFord notable instances of the

Gemiithstypus.—TR,}

g [The meaning of Lange in this somewhat obscnre paragraph seems to be : The man himself in the mood in which

he makes the unconscious (as to its prophetic nature) utterance, together with the utterance itself, constitute the complex

type of the antitype in a similar mood, and making similar utterances. Thus, David uttering the 22d Psalm was a type

of the suffering Messiah making similar lamentations. In such case the words spoken are not only typical, but verbally

prophetic of that which is to be ; and " form the transition from real to verbal prophecy."—It must be acknowledged,

however, that it is diflicult to reconcile this explanation with the references to Gen. iii., xvii., xxv., where the speaker is

not an inspired man making utterances, of the prophetic nature and force of which he is unconscious, but Jehovah Him-

self (see Comm. on Genesis, p. 235, Am. Ed.).—B. B. 0.]
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denote Satan and also the Eedeemer ; because of it, a wisdom like that of the serpent can he

recommended to the disciples; leaven can denote at once that which is worst (Matt. xvi. 6),

and that which is most noble (Matt. xiii. 33) ; and the Christian sage can be represented

under the figure of the unjust steward [Luke xvi.]. [Is it true that, in the parable referred

to, the Christian sage is represented under the figure of the unjust steward ? Is it not the

fact that, from an example of worldly wisdom, our Lord would deduce instruction for His

un-wise discipl-es ?—E. E. C]
It is true that the Biblical figures do assume, first in the historical and lyrical Scriptures,

but particularly in the Apocalyptic region, a greater conventional fixedness. But this is

the case, even here, within certain defined limits. And even here, the term Beasts may

denote alternately the highest and the most debased (see Eev. iv. and xiii.).*

? 6. THE FORMAL ELEMENTS OF APOCALYPTICS, OR THEIR SYMBOLICAL FIGURES.

APOCALYPTIC SYMBOLISM AND ALLEGORISM.

Literature: Bahr, SymboUk des mosaischen KuUus, 2 Yols,., Heidelberg, 1837. (Anew
edition is about appearing. In the Introduction, the history of ancient symbolic literature is

discussed). Nork, Etymologisch-si/mboHsck-mythologisches Worterbuch, 4 Vols., Stuttgart,

1843-45. [Home's Introduction, Vol. I., p. ii. (on the general subject of interpretation).

Appendix, No. II. Fairbairn On Prophecy, Edinburgh, 1856. Typology of Scripture, by

Fairbairn, Edinburgh and Philadelphia, 1859. Daniel and Revelation, by Auberlen, Eng.

Trans., Edinburgh, 1856. Theol. and Lit. Journal, by D. N. Lord, New York, 1848, Articles,

pp. 1, 10, and (especially) 177, and throughout the following years. Premium Essay on

Prophetic Symbols, by "Winthrop, New York, 1854.—E E. C]
Since the Holy Scriptures nowhere concern themselves with school ideas, with anecdotes,

with the pragmatism of worldly wisdom or worldly history, but with the life of man, placed,

as it is, under the Providence of God as the supreme causality, and related to the final pur-

poses of God, in accordance with the highest laws,—their aim thus being the representation

of the infinite in the finite, the spirit-world in the natural world,— they have, on this very

account, everywhere a symbolical side, a general symbolical character. The great misap-

prehension or M?iapprehension of this peculiar character results, on the part of some, in the

conception of the matter-of-fact side of the Scriptures as pragmatically literal; on the part

of others, in the stamping of their symbolical side as mythicism. The two tendencies are

united in the fact of their turning the idiocratic Hebrew charism of revelation into a Grseco-

Eoman one. Of course, the different Books of the Scriptures are symbolical in widely differ-

ent degrees. As specifically symbolical in. the broader sense, we have to consider the Apoca-
lyptic writings.!

a. Symbolism of Numbers.

See the Art. Zahlen \Numbers\ among the Hebrews, in Herzog's Real-Encyclopsedie.

Also Zahl [Number'] in the Biblisches Worterbuch fur das christliche VoUc. Zahlen in

Winer's Real- Worterbuch, Vol. II. Kliefoth, Theologiache Zeitschrift von DieJchof und
Kliefoth, 1862. Lammert, Zur Revision der biblischen Zahlensymbolik, Jahrbucher fur
deutsche Theologie, 1864, 1. 3. 1&'h.r,Sym,bolik, I. p. 128 sqq. Kurtz, Studien und Kritiken 1844

p. 315, sqq. [Brown, Ordo Sxchrum, London, 1844 (a most valuable work). Smith's Dic-
tionary of the Bible, Title Number. Auberlen, Daniel and Revelation (Eng. Ed.) pp. 131-
141, 266, etc. White, The Symbolical Numbers o/Scripfere, Edinburgh, 1868.—E. E. C.l

One. The number of absolute unity, hence of Godhead, of omnipotence ; of union
hence of power; of uniqueness or singleness, hence of individuality— of the mind at one
with itself—of the one salvation " that is needful."

* [Iq the German Version, as in the English, the two wordw ^uov (Rev. iv.), and 8-i](iiov (Rev. xiii,), are erroneously

rendered by but one term, viz.: Thier in the former and Beait in the latter. But is it not most strange that Lange who
recognizes the Scriptural distinction in the Commentary, should thus ignore it in the Introduction?—E. R.C.]

t Compare the author's lecture : Peter die Brziehungm wdclie zwiscJien der allgem. Symiolik und der kirchlichen

SymboUk obwaUen. See above. C&mm. on Matthew, p. 183, [Am. Ed.]
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Two. The number of revelation, hence of creation ; of nature, hence of life ; of har-
monious contrast, hence of marriage, of friendship. But also the number of discord, of war,
of ruin, of death. The number of witnesses, of certainty.

Three (2+1). The specifically sacred number. The number of life at one with itself

in harmonious contrast ; i. e., the number oi spirit {Geiat]; hence the number of the life

that is in God.* The number of the absolutely living, three-fold Personality, hence of holi-

ness
;
the number of the new life, the victoriously ended conflict, the Eesurrection. But also

the number of unclean spirits (the 3 frogs) and of demonically great sufferings (the 3

woes). Comp. the Concordances. Three and a half (the halved seven) : the number
of the apparent discontinuance of the Divine work (see Lammert).

Four (2+2). The number of double contrast, hence the number of space, of the world;

the number of the ground-forms of Divine Providence in the world.

Five (2+8, life moved by spirit). The number of the hand, of action, of freedom, of

folly as well as wisdom, of motion, of the course of the world (five foolish and five wise

virgins ; five fingers upon the hand).

Six (3X2 and 2X3, the struggle betwixt spirit and nature). The number of weeks, of la-

bor, of laborious service, of toil and need, of the endless toil of demonic self-annihilation. But
also, in the sacred sense, the number of holy operations,

—

the sacred six whose
unity is seven.

Seven (3+4 or 6+1). The number of the world as under the dominion of spirit ; of

completed work ; of rest, of cessation from labor and keeping of holy-day, of the full develop-

ment of light and life ; of the fiill revelation of spirit, in good as well as in evil, hence the

number of time. [" The number seven has a mystical and symbolical significance through-

out Scripture, and especially throughout Prophecy, which, however, in no way lessens its

chronological value. It is the sum of the number of God, three, and the number of the

world, four, and is thus the number of the Divine in relation to the world, of the inward

perfection of God, as manifested and viewed in His manifold works and judgments. Where
this number prevails God is revealed, and vice versa. The inward objective foundation of the

law lies in the seven spirits of God, who are the mediators of all His revelations in the world

(Rev. i. 4, iii. 1, iv. 5, v. 6). The outward manifestation of the dignity of this number

begins as early as the first Book and first chapter of the Old Testament, where the work of

creation is divided by it, whilst it prevails throughout the whole of the Apocalypse, the last

Book of the New Testament. Cicero styles the number seven rerum omnium fere nodus {Somn.

Scip. 5)." AuBEELEN, Dan. and Bev., Eng. Ed., p. 133.—E. E. C]

Eight (2X4). The number of the double world of the Cosmos, in the antithesis of

Heaven and earth.

Nine (3X3). The number of the perfect movement of spirit, of renewal (the last simple

number).

Ten (5+5). The number of numbers, hence the number -of the completed course of

time ; of the full temporal development of life ; the formal, worldly number of complete-

ness. [" Ten is the number of what is human, worldly ; it represents the fullness of the

world's manifold activity and development We may illustrate this by examples taken from

our Book (Daniel) where the world-power issues in ten heads and ten horns (ii. 41, 42, vii. 7-

24)." AUBERLEN, Dan. and Rev., Eng. Ed., p. 133.—E. R. 0.]

Eleven (6+5). The number of the decline of day, of evening, of the evening of the

world ; of the Church convulsed by the storm raging in the world (Judas and Simeon, or

Dan, dropped out).

Twelve (3X4). The number of the spirit-world ; hence the number of the foundation,

the mediation and consummation of the Kingdom of God. The number of the plenitude of the

charisma, as well as the number of the restored number of completeness. The real, heavenly

number of completeness.

* See L&mmert, "Zur Remsion^* etc. See above.
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Modifications of the Simple Numbers.

Fractions: J, J, \, ^. A divided heart (James i. 8). Beginning of judgment (Bev.

viii. 7 sqq.). The completion of satisfaction, atonement (Lev. v. 16). Theocratic tax (Gen.

xiv. 20; Lev. xxvii. 30). Partial ruin (Eev. xi. 13). The half of seven, ^, the number

of the Divine work and Kingdom as apparently at an end. The number of apparent hope-

lessness and despair. Rev. xi. 9, xii. 14 ; comp. Dan. xii. 7. This number is similar to the

42 months (Rev. xiii. 6), or the 1260 days (chap. xi. 3, xii. 6). This equal period of appa-

rent disconsolateness is very diiferently apprehended by our believing contemporaries;

opinions vary as to whether it should be reckoned as consisting of times, days, years, or

months. Even to the human mind, one day can be as one year, and vice versa.

Compounds.

4-|-3. Fortunes of the world and spiritual fortunes. The septenary of the Apocalypse

divided into two portions. In general, completed destiny (Matt, v., the Beatitudes ;* Matt,

xiii., the Parables).

5-|-5. The entire evolutionary course of freedom in good and in evil (Matt. xxv. 1 sqq. 15).

7+1. Eight days. The round of life, in the antithesis of labor and rest, Luke ix. 28.

9+90. Luke xv. 4.

1000+600. Eev. xiv. 20. Comp. Diisterdieck, Komm. zur Apocalypse, p. 478. The

number 1000 is an aeon, and the number 600 a vast series.

Multiplications.

2X2. The world. 2X12. The 12 Elders of the Old and the 12 Elders of the New Cove-

nant. The Theocratic and the Churchly Presbytery in a dynamic sense. The charisms of

the Old and the New Covenant in their plenitude.

3X2. The new principle. The new. The priestly blessing, Num. vi. 24, 27. The
thrice Holy

(
[Trisagion] Jehovah Sabaoth), Is. vi. — 3X40^120. The new Church, Acts i. 15.

4X2, or 8. The universe, an antithesis of the upper and the lower world.—4X3. God's

world as a sanctified world. — 4X10. Course of the world, a generation.

5X2. The Church ofGod in respect of its genuine and spurious constituents, Matt. xxv. 1.

(6X100) 60+6. The number 666. The number of endless toil and self-consumption

which fail to attain the goal of spiritual rest, hence the number of Antichrist.

7X4. The month, the real theocratic measure of time.

7X10. The seventy souls as the totality of Israel (Gen. xlvi. 27) ; the 70 disciples

(Luke X.) ; 70 nations (Gen. x.). The fuller form 72=(6X12 ?). (The fullest number : 72X
1000X2=144,000, Eev. xiv. 1). ["The number seventy is ten multiplied by seven; the

human is here moulded and fixed by the Divine. For this reason the seventy years of exile

are a symbolical sign of the time during which the power of the world would, according

to God's will, triumph over Israel, during which it would execute the Divine judgments on
God's people." Aubeelen, Daniel and Revelation (Eng. Ed., p. 134).—E. R. C]

8X10 (seePs. xc).

9 (?).

10X10. The worldly number of completeness. — 10X100. The chiliad, the seon.

—

10X1000. The myriad, infinitude.

12X12, or 144» The elect of a period ; these multiplied by 1000 : the elect of all times.

b. Symbolism, of Colors.

Bahr I., p. 303 sqq. Friedrich, Symbolik und Mythologie der Natur, p. 426, 634, 671, 678.

Winer, Art., Farben [colors] ; Bibl. Worterbuch, same article. The author's " Vermischte

Schriften," Mors, 1840, vol. I., p. 1, Symbolik der Farben. [Smith's Bible Dictionary, Title

Colors.—E. R. C]
Colors are brought into view in the Scriptures with the idea of the rainbow

; in this

* [Lango recognizes but seven Beatitudes in Matt, v., regarding tlio eigUh and ninth as summations of tlie preceding
seven. See Comm. on itcUthew, p. 101, Am. Ed,—B. E. 0.]
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phenomenon, however, it is not the individual colors, as such, hut the entirety which possesses

a lofty symbolical signiiicance for the theocratic faith, Ezek. i. 28.

But in the brilliant coloring of the Tabernacle, the symbolism of individual colors meets
us in four separate colors (Ex. xxvi.). White, blue (yellow?), purple, scarlet.

The entire chromatic table of the Bible is drawn up by Winer, aa follows :
" No great

variety of colors, natural or artificial, is presented in the Bible : besides white and black, (a)

red is most frequently mentioned, in its varieties of brown-red (bay), crimson (purple-red),

orange (minium); then (6) green; (c) pale yellow; [d) purple-blue (hyacinth-blue); (e) reddish
or fox-brown ; many of these appellations are indicative at once of the pigment used and
its origin."

On the interpretation of colors in general, compare the works above cited.

In the canonical Apocalyptic writings, the glorious appearance of Christ, in which severcil

colors combine, first demands our consideration : Rev. i. 13-16, comp. chap. x. 1, xiv. 14

;

xix. llsqq.; chap. xx. 11—the white throne; Dan. x. 5, 6.

Further, the color of the horses which are placed under the worldly authority of Christ,

see Eev. vi. 2 sqq. ; xix. 11-14 ; Zech. i. 8, vi. 2, 3.

Again, the brilliant coloring of the great harlot's attire, Eev. xvii. 4, xviii. 12, 16.

The color of the dragon, chap. xii. 3 ; likewise the color of the horses of the horsemen of

destruction, chap. ix. 17, comp. Jer. li. 7.

The Woman clothed with the sun, chap. xii. 1 (who divides into two opposite forms,

meeting us, on the one hand, under the figure of the harlot, chap. xvi. 1, and, on the other

hand, under the figure of the tried Woman, clothed with shining linen at the appearing of

Christ, chap. xix. 8), comes forth at the end of the 1000 years as the Bride, adorned in the

richest fashion, in the glory of God Himself, chap. xxi. 10, 11 sqq.

Those believers in Sardis, who have kept themselves from defilement, are clothed in

white raiment, chap. iii. White is pre-eminently the color of innocence, purity, and right-

eousness, Eev. xix. 11, 14; but also that of spiritual age, maturity, perfection, eternity, of

heavenly existence, of heavenly victory (the white hair, white horse, white throne of Him
who was like unto the Son of Man; the white stone, the white garments). White has con-

nected with it the clear brilliancy of snow and crystal. Matt. xvii. 2 ; Mark ix. 3 ; Rev. i. 14.

Or, this color probably embraces those two symbols. See Eev. ii. 17, vi. 11, and other places.

Black denotes. Rev. vi. 5, famine, distress, or simply sufiering ; thus, Job xxx. 28, 30 ; Cant.

i. 5, 6. An effective contrast is presented Lam. iv. 7, 8. Bed is of striking but also manifold

significance. Blood-red {crimson) may, like blood itself, when taken in an active sense,

denote war (Rev. vi. 4), murder (Rev. xii. 3), bloody victory (Is. Ixiii.) ; but, in a passive

signification, it may also denote a sacrificial death as the surrendering of life in blood (Lev.

xvii. 11) ; the Atonement, with its propitiatory and cleansing power (1 John i. 7 ; Heb. ix.

22; Eev. vii. 14). Purple, on the other hand, is the color of royalty (Cant. vii. 5; Matt.

xxvii. 28) or of kingly luxury and voluptuous ease (Luke xvi. 19). The Babylonian harlot

decked herself with purple as a sign of her royal dignity, with crimson {scarlet) as a sign of

her blood-shedding, with gold as a sign of her luxurious life. As the concrete form of red

appears in blood, so the concrete form of yellow appears in gold. Yellow also, however,

like red, separates into two distinct and diverse colors. Bale yellow is the color of expiring

life, of death, of the kingdom of the dead (Rev. vi. 8) ;
golden or bright yellow is the color

of agitated, intensified, radiant life (Ezek. i. 4: Rev. i. 15) ; a spurious imitation of this

last is presented by minium, the yellowish red of idols (Wisd. of Sol. xiii. 14). Allied to

this bright yellow is the red or fox color, and, according to others, the brown of Zech. i. 8.

[The German Bible gives, in this verse, " red, brown and white horses," instead of the speckled

of the text and the bay of the margin of E. V.]. Two equally significant contrasts are formed

by sapphire blue, the covenant color, the color of faithfulness, of heavenly stability (Ezek. i.

26), as, first, in antithesis to the green of the emerald, the color of the earth in her verdant

spring-time, the color of hope, and, as the ground-tone of the rainbow sub specie ssterni, the

hue of heavenly promise (Rev. iv. 3) ; and, secondly, in antithesis to a motley, speckled tint

(Ezek. xvi. 16), the hue of manifoldness or diversity, of instability, of change ; a final
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contrast to blue is presented by the sombre, grey, or unclean color of impurity, ashes, death

(Job XXX. 19 ; Is. bd. 3 ; Zech. iii. 3, and many other passages).

c. Oeometrical Figures. Forms of Measurement.

The quadrangular form of Paradise, as the ideal blossom of the world, indicated by its

four rivers, is reflected, in a secular aspect, in the four corners -of the world, out of which the

four winds blow (Dan. vii. 2) ; in a spiritual aspect, in the perfect square formed by the

Holy of Holies (see Winer, Tabernacle) to which the imperfect square, the oblong of the

Sanctuary, leads. The symbolical fulfillment of this square, from which the outer court has

been cut off (Rev. xi. 2), is the City of God of the glorified world, the new Jerusalem

(Rev. xxi. 2, 16); hence not merely a square, but, by reason of the height of the walls

(which is to be symbolically understood), a perfect cube.

The quadrate of the earth is, however, enclosed by the circle of the earth (Is. xl. 22), the

world by the circuit of the heaven (Job xxii. 14) ; the abyss is likewise encompassed by a

circle (Prov. viii. 27)—the sphere of Divine Providence.

d. Elements and Natural Phenomena.

Air, earth, water, fire, ashes, hail, lightning, thunder, storm, earthquake.

Air is a symbol of life, of the region of life (1 Thess. iv. 17) ; hence the last judgment

of hardening consists in the pouring out of the seventh vial of wrath into the air (Eev. xvi.

17), so that the sphere of life itself becomes a sphere of death. Air, as set in motion, or as

wind, symbolizes the breath of spirit and the spiritual sphere ; hence the prince of this

world is said to rule in the air (Eph. ii. 2) ; and, in contrast to the life-wind, which is a

symbol of the Spirit of God (Ezek. xxvii. 9 ; John iii.), the winds of wild and demonic

spiritual currents storm over the sea of the life of the nations, exciting it to the production

of Antichristian forms.

Water is subject to the wind, as the passive natural life is to the motory spiritual life

;

water, especially as the billowy sea, stands in distinct contrast to earth as the firm ele-

ment of the world, to the mountain and, in a most special degree, to the rock. As earth,

on the one hand, denotes the earthly, the becoming, the beginnings of life, the transitory

(John iii. 31; 1 Cor. xv. 47), the sphere of the becoming, in antithesis to Heaven, the symbol

of the being, of perfection, of the glory of God, so, on the other hand, it denotes the religious-

moral institutions and regulations of God, the traditional spiritual firmament over against

the water-floods of human life, regarded either in its natural inconstancy or as agitated by

demonic powers (Ps. xciii.; Job xxxviii.). The true government of God within the sphere

of the religious-moral order of things, the Theocracy, is a mountain of God upon earth, or

rather a coronal of holy mountains (Pss. xv., xxxvi. 7, Ixv. 6, cxxi. 1). Hence it is that

the Theocracy, in its secularization into Jewish ordinance, could approve itself a mountain

that lay, an apparently invincible obstacle, in the way of the Apostles' vocation ; this same

mountain, however, they were assured should by their faith be removed, nay, even be cast

into the sea of nations (Matt. xvii. 20, xxi. 21). In consequence of this transposition of

the Kingdom of God, there is a Christian order of things ; it will be the sign of the last

time, however, when the beast out of the earth—the old order of things—shall be sub-

servient to the beast out of the sea. But though mountains depart and hills be removed

(Is. liv. 10), yet will not God's mercy depart from His people ; high above the mountains

rises the eternal Bock, God Himself in His steadfastness and faithfulness (Deut. xxxii.

31, etc.). And, therefore, in the last time the Mountain of the Lord shall be higher than

all mountains ; the ordinance of the Kingdom in the Church of God shall be exalted above
all other and human ordinances (Is. ii. 2).

Out of the rock of God's steadfastness, the fountain of undying life breaks forth. The
fountain is the origin of life—of Divine life ( Jer. ii. 13, xvii. 13) or of human spiritual life.

All originalities, which make up the world's history, are fountains ; in the midst is the

open fountain of salvation (Zech. xiii. 1). From the fountains issue brooks and streams,—
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tendencies, godly (Ezek. xlvii. 1 sqq.; Shiloah, Is. viii. 6) and ungodly [brooks [E. Y.: floods] of
Belial, Ps. xviii. 4) ; the character of the latter is that of stagnation, ending finally in the perfect

stagnancy of the lake of fire. The streams empty into the sea, the great life of the nations

(Dan. vii. 2; Eev. xiii.). The sea itself is, after the judgment, divided into two distinct and
opposite seas—the crystal sea which, in spite of its fullness, its plenitude of life, is transpa-

rent, a pure spiritual life, clear as crystal (Kev. iv. 6)—and the lake or pool of fire, which,

in spite of its great extent and its passionate, fiery storms, still remains a pool of absolute

stagnation (Rev. xix. 20, xx. 14, xxi. 8).

Earth and water are still further to be considered as elements. The earth as a symbol

of a rich and fruitful soil—in a spiritual as well as a material sense—in antithesis to dry,

stony, and desert ground (Matt, xiii.) ; water as a symbol of vitalizing, refreshing affluences

(Ps. i.). This latter element is likewise a symbol of cleansing, consecrative discipline

(Ezek. xxxvi. 25),and of a penal judgment that leads through death to new life (1 Pet iii.

21). The water of the ocean is, moreover, a symbol of the separation between this life and
the beyond (Deut. xxx. 13), just as the water of the flood symbolizes the separation between

the old and the new world. Both imports of water are presented, however, in a yet higher

degree in fire—fire as the vital element (Is. iv. 5); fire as the refining and purifying*

(Mai. iii. 3), the atoning (Lev. xvi. 27), transforming (2 Pet. iii. 10), and destroying element

(Rev. XX. 9).

Under the head of natural laws and phenomena, the antithesis of day and night claims

the first place. Both day and night have two aspects, for to the day of life (John ix. 4) the

day of judgment corresponds (1 Cor. iii. 18), and to the night of darkness, full of secret

works of wickedness (Rom. xiii. 12), the holy night of mystery corresponds (Luke ii. 8).

The antithesis of light and darkness, on the other hand, is less ambiguous. Light, as

symbolic of truth, is opposed to darkness, as symbolic of falsehood (1 John i. 6, 7). Yet

there is also a holy darkness, as there is a holy night (Ex. xx. 21).

The sunshine is rich in symbolical references, from the first blush of morning to the

parting ray of evening (see the Concordances and Zech. xiv. 7). The »un can also smite,

however (Ps. cxxi. 6; comp. xci). And so, in contrast to the scorching, smiting, Oriental

sun, the shadow, sister to the night, is adopted as a symbol of the tranquillizing, protecting,

and refreshing vital operations of God (Ps. xvii. 8, etc.).

Over against the blue sky, the symbol of eternal faithfulness (Ezek. i. 26), we find the

cloud, as a medium of revelation and concealment (Ex. xiii. 21 ; xl. 34, etc.) ; as, likewise,

the rainbow, as a medium of communication between heaven and earth ( Gen. ix. 13 ; Ezek.

i. 28; Eev. iv. 3). Again, we have the cloudy darkness (Ps. xviii. 9-11), and the flying

storm-cloud, the latter, as denoting the chariot of God, being indicative of His stormy Provi-

dence, as seen in great events.

The cherubim of the cloud and storm government of God (Ps. xviii. 10) are accompanied

by the seraphim of the Divine fiery rule (Ps, civ.; Is. vi.). These also were originally desig-

nated as cherubim—cherubim, however, who already wield the seraphic flaming sword (Gen.

iii. 24).

"We meet with rairi under the import of times of blessing in a reference to the history

of Elijah (Jas. v. 18). Storm, in its grand signification, as the crisis of the customary order

of life (Dan. vii. 2 ; Luke xxi. 25), branches, on the one hand, into thunder and lightning

(Pss. xi. 6, xviii.; Matt. xxiv. 27), on the other, into hail and (Eev. xvi. 21) m.eteors. The

conjunction of judgment and salvation finds its climax va. flre from heaven (Eev. viii. 10;

history of Elijah—the chariot of fire).

Exceedingly significant are the conjunctions of the wonderful shining of sun and moon,

and the great hail storm in the history of Joshua (Jos. x.). Likewise the Divine signs in

the history of Elijah (1 Kings xix. 11 sqq.) ; the conjunctions of eschatological phenomena in

the Lord's Eschatological Discourse (see the Synoptists) ; and especially the marking, in

the Apocalypse, of decisive crises in the Kingdom of God by great natural crises. The voice

* [This propTty of fire is set forth in the very word purify, which, doubtless, comes to us, through the Latin, from the

Greek irvp, jiri.—Tb.]
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of Christ is as the sound of many waters (Rev. i. 15) ; i. e., it is perceptible from the life and

operations of Christ in the stirrings of many nations. Particularly significant are the con-

junctions : lightnings, voices, thunders (Eev. iv. 5) ; voices, thunders, lightnings, earthquake

(chap. viii. 5) ; to tiiese is added, in a third passage, a great hail (chap. xi. 19; comp. chap.

xvi. 18). Manifestations of God; epochs, new periods ; earth-shakings, catastrophes of

judgment.

e. Symbolical Items Drawn from Natural History.

On precious stones, see my Vermischte Schriften, Vol. I., p. 15 ; Winer's Bill. Realworter-

buch liudiheBibl. Worierbuoh Muder the hea.d oi Edelsteine [Precious Stones]. Calwer, Natur-

geschichte (Stuttgart, 1836). [Smith's Diet, of the Bible—TniJE, Stones, Precious.—E. R. C]
As the Gospel of John, by virtue of its perfect ideal view of the world, is rich in natural

symbolism, so likewise is the Apocalypse, especially in the symbolization of subjects drawn

from natural history.

In the first place, the symbolism of the twelve jewels in the breastplate of Aaron is

resumed in the description of the New Jerusalem (chap. xxi.). As the jewels in the breast-

plate reflect the Twelve Tribes of Israel in their peculiarities, so in the Apocalyptic jewels the

foundations of the wall of the City are mirrored, i. e., the complete number of the charismatic

fundamental types of the eternal City of God ; marked by the names of the Twelve Apostles.

The twelve jewels, as foundations of the wall, are reflected in the twelve pearls that form the

gates. The pearls stand toward the jewels as does Omega toward Alpha; they are the

perfected lustre and splendor of appearance into which the charismatic foundations have

developed ; their perfection consists in the fact of their representing, in their quality of

gates, on the one hand, the complete openness, universalism of perfect spiritual life, and on
the other, its complete seclusion against everything that is base. This seclusion seems to

be efiected, however, only by a dynamically repellent agency which the pearls exercise of

themselves (see chap. xxi. 25, 27).

The twelve jewels of the City of God are preceded by the three figurative jewels in the

Theophany, chap. iv. 3. Particular prominence is given to the jasper stone. Its lustre, together

with that of the sardine stone, characterizes the appearance of God Himself upon His
throne ; it is likewise expressive (as the most precious of all stones) of the glory of God
which lightens His City, and so we find it again as the material of which the wall of the

City ia built, and as the first jewel of the foundations. Undoubtedly, therefore, it is not the

ordinary jasper, but the diamond (see Diisterd., p. 216). The stones in Aaron's breastplate

do not follow each other in the same order as those in the Apocalypse.

In the breastplate we have

:

Sardius, Topaz, Emerald, Euby,

Sapphire, Sardonyx | ^^S"''® l Agate,
( Jacinth )

Amethyst,
cS^ysoT'te I I

^^^^
I 1

1""'"^^'
_ I

lis fl^-^'Ui^^—

I

In the foundations of the City of God

:

\j.- if-
Sapphire, Chalcedony, Emerald,

Sardonyx, Sardius, Chrysolite, Beryl,

Topaz, Chrysoprasus, Jacinth, Amethyst.

It is an unmistakable fact that the precious stones of the Apocalypse, chosen in accord-
ance with the knowledge of antiquity, denote in general the elect of the City of God. As
twelve, they indicate their numerical completeness (see chap. vii. and xiv.) ; as shining with
a common lustre, their unity ; as stones of different hues, their manifoldness ; as brilliant
stones, the glorification of this earthly life through the light of Heaven. It is, of course
not feasible exactly to combine the twelve Aaronic stones with the twelve sons and tribes of
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Israel, or altogether to identify the Apocalyptic stones with the respective characteristics of
the twelve Apostles, though many analogies may be found in both tables. The stones are,

however, most highly significant as bearing upon the Christian doctrine of personality.

They proclaim the fact that the individual is not relaxed and dissolved by the universal,

but fixed and clarified. Since the jasper is described as the most precious of all stones, and
compared with the transparent crystal, nay, spoken of as a crystal jasper, the ordinary jasper
cannot be meant. See above.

As an image of the pure and crystallized solar ray, of faithfulness in motion, of motion
in faithfulness— hence, of light— gold has an inalienable reference to the sun itself, conse-

quently, to the symbol of the face of God, or Christ, i. e., the manifestation of God's love.

As gold, however, it is indicative of the spiritual solar ray—a celestially pure and
right tendency and motion. So, doubtless, the golden girdle denotes a preparation for holy
motion (chaps, i. 13, xv. 6) ; the golden treasure, the true riches of active spiritual life

(chap. iii. 18) ; the golden crowns, the perfecting of holy living in royal liberty (chap. iv. 4)

;

the golden censer, the purity of the prayers ascending to heaven for the coming of the King-
dom (chap. viii. 3) ; the golden vials. oi wrath, the Divine purity and integrity in the course

of the judgments (chap. xv. 7) ; the golden streets of the City of God, the sphere of holy

life-motion (chap. xxi. 21).

Since the adornment of the harlot (chap. xvii. 4) is worldly, like the worldly merchan-

dise brought to her by the merchants of the earth (chap, xviii. 12, 13, 14, 16), the passages

referred to can contain nothing but a general allegorical symbolization of worldly show, in

splendor, might, riches and pleasures, through the medium of precious stones, pearls, metals,

products of the vegetable kingdom and works of art.

Together with the symbolical import of earth and sea, the symbolism of the vegetable

world endows trees and all green things (chaps, vii. 3, viii. 7) with a like general significance.

In accordance with well-known images in the Psalms (Pss. i. 8, xxiii. 2, xcii. 12) the tree

covered with verdure is indicative of prosperity in human relations. In particular, we would

note the two olive trees, chap. xi. 4, which recall the kindred passage in Zech. iv. ; in the

latter place, however, the olive trees aflbrd nutriment to a candlestick in the midst of them,

whilst in the Apocalypse the olive trees themselves are, at the same time, candlesticks, i. e.,

not simply sources of Christian spiritual Ufe, but likewise organs for the diffusion of the same.

In the Old Testament passage, the prophetic and high-priestly offices seem to be intended, in

their fructification of the kingly office ; in the New, we regard the two olive trees as signifi-

cant of the Christian Church and State. The vine of the earth (chap. xiv. 18), character-

ized as the object of the judgment harvest, doubtless denotes, in accordance with John xv.

1 ; comp. Ps. Ixxx. 14, 15 ; Ezek. xv. 2, xix. 10, the entire human race in its higher des-

tination ; it is here contemplated, however, in that ironical perversion of its destiny of which

it has in great part been guilty, bringing forth, it is true, grapes in abundance, yet grapes

that have but the false semblance of love and joy, being fit only for the wine-press of wrath.

On the other hand, the trees of life, chap, xxii., constitute an individual sign of the great

superiority of the new Paradise to the old. The one possessed a single tree of life; the

other abounds in trees of life, standing on either side of the river ; it has thus an avenue of

trees or organs for the eternal preservation and invigoration of life, and not only do these

refresh the blessed the whole year through, with their twelve manner of fruits, but their

leaves also are for the healing of the nations.

The animal kingdom has contributed more abundantly to apocalyptic symbolism than

has the vegetable, and that not merely in simple forms but also in allegorical compounds

;

not merely to denote bestial and demonic impulses,* but also, in a remarkable degree, to

illustrate the highest and holiest heavenly relations.

In general, the four living shapes or beasts before the throne of God, which we regard

as four fundamental forms of the Divine government,! primarily form a contrast to the

• Comp. the four beasts, Dan. vii., and the four bestial shapes, Ezek. i.. Rev. iY. In the one place, demonic impulses;

in the other, heavenly forms. [See foot-note,* p. 14.—E. R. C]

t See the author's L&ben Je&u, Vol. I., p. 234.
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beast out of the sea and to the beast out of the earth, i. e., the true radical Antichrist and

his prophet, the renegade from the old Christian order of things (chap, xiii.), and to the

dragon, the ruler and inspiriter of them both (chap. xii. 3), Satan himself.

The lamb is the symbol of the suffering, and in suffering triumphant, Christ. This

figure is employed throughout the Scriptures, from the paschal lamb (Ex. xii.) down
;

it

receives special prominence at the hands of Isaiah (chap, liii.), and is also a favorite image

in the Johannean writings (John i. 29; comp. 1 Pet. i. 19), particularly in the Apocalypse

(chaps. V. 6, vi. 16, vii. 10, xii 11, xiv. 4).

The horse, in the Apocalypse as in Zechariah (chaps, i. 8, vi. 2, 3), is the symbol of a

world-historical movement, or distinct fundamental forms of the course of the world.

The eagle (chaps, viii. 13 to xii, ) has the significance of the horse, only in a higher

degree. It denotes a ghostly or ideal and infinitely swift motion which (2 Sam. i. 23), as a

rule, is directed towards light, the sun, heaven (Prov. xxiii. 5, xxx. 19; Is. xl. 31); wonder-

fully rapid in descent also, as the astonishingly swift catastrophes of judgment (Job xxxix.

80; Matt. xxiv. 28). Hence, the eagle is particularly fitted to denote the wonderful Provi-

dence of God, as exercised towards His people (Ex. xix. 4; Deut. xxxii. 11) ; or to symbol-

ize mighty sovereigns (Dan. iv. 33), great military expeditions (Jer. xlviii. 40), great spiritual

princes (Ezek. i, 10 ; Eev. xii. 14).

Highly remarkable and singular figures are the three frogs (Eev.xvi. 13). Their elements—

the swamp—their unanimity in the most perfect monotony, their loud nocturnal clamor and

the emulousness with which they strive to outcry each other, are sufiiciently characteristic

features. Their number, however— three— denotes that they feign to be holy voices of the

Spirit. They belong to the sphere of the dogs, which last, as Oriental wild dogs, are to be

distinguished from the little dogs (Matt. xv. ; Tob. v. 16, [xi. 4.] Dogs are a symbol of

invincible vulgarity, associated though it may be with many gifts; of vulgarity in enjoyment

(Prov. xxvi. 11), in possession (Sirach xiv. 2),* in a disregard for holy things (Psalm

xxii. 16 ; Matt. vii. 6), in sensual impurity generally (Eev. xxii. 15). In a more general

sense, therefore, they are also a symbol of baseness (2 Kings viii. 13). In connection with

the swine, the doff denotes infinite activity and versatility (Eccl. ix. 4) in what is base and

sordid, whilst the swine is expressive of a debauched hebetude in the like (2 Pet. ii. 22). The

serpent bears sway over this domain, however ; he is, in truth, serpent and swine in one, com-

bining supreme demonic cunning with supreme bestial brutality ; such is the dragon, i. e., Satan.

Not images of ewiY itself [in the sense of wickedness or sin —Te.], but images of the i// that

is connected with evil, are the figures of the demonico-physical penal judgments ; in the first

place, the locusts that ascend out of the abyss (chap. ix. 3). These are allegorical figures:

locusts that touch no green thing, but bite and torment men ; illusive figures, like tormenting

shapes created by the imagination : like horses, and yet not like horses ; with things like

crowns as of gold on their heads, and yet neither crowns nor gold ; faces, as it were the faces

of men, and yet not men's faces ; their hair as the hair of women, and yet not women's hair

.

teeth like lions' teeth, and yet not lions' teeth ; breastplates as the similitudes of iron breast-

plates ; the sound of their wings as the sound of war-chariots ; tails like scorpions' tails—all

demonic phantasmagoria, hypochondria, forms of frenzy, self-tormentings of all kinds, such as

make up the morbid dark side of the development ofmodern intellectual and spiritual life. Such

is the appearance of these locusts, like the countless spawn of spiritual waste places—horses

in their swiftness and strength ; crowned with the phantasmal crowns of invincible phantas-

mal might ; as human as though they looked through men's eyes ; as effeminate as though

clothed with women's hair ; and yet, again, ferocious in strength, provided, as it were, with

lions' jaws ; mercilessly hard and unconquerable, guarded as with iron breastplates ; venom-

ous as though stinging with scorpions' stings ; tormenting men five months, i. e., through

the measure of the whole course of the veriest temporality
(
[moon, month] measurer of

timet), five times repeated, in accordance with the number of moral freedom—here, freedom

in false self-destination.

* [The reference is manifestly incorrect. The one intended by the author cannot be discovered.—Tb.]

f [See Milller's ScUnce qf Langv/xge, Vol. I., p. 16.—Ta.]
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Still more fearful is the aspect of tte tormenting spirits of the sixth trumpet (chap,
ix.)

;
the loctists tormented men, but these slay the third part of men ; the former are

to the latter as countless swarms of grasshoppers to a serried host of twice ten thou-
sand times ten thousand (200 millions) horsemen. The riders have breastplates of fiery
red, dark blue, and brimstone color {brimstone yellow); the heads of the horses are like
lions' heads, and out of their mouths issue fire, smoke, and brimstone, as though they were
dragons of hell. Thus, the horses are worse than the riders, who seem only to guide them.
The horses kill by the three agencies, fire, smoke, and brimstone, as by different plagues.
Besides this power in their mouths, they have power in their tails ; those resemble serpents
having serpents' heads, which harm men.

"We must consider that the sixth trumpet has reference to the approaching end of the
world. This consideration points to demonic Antichristian corruptions which burst forth
from the Euphrates (not from beyond the Euphrates, whence a way is prepared for the kings,
Eev. xvi. 12)—(from Babylon)—as Babylonish distractions. Mark first the close connection
in which they stand, and their release for judgment, under four angels of judgment. Next
their number—«i«o myriad myriads; a two-fold immensity, to be referred, doubtless, to the
antithesis of the two Antichristian beasts. Moreover, it is not the riders, the directors of
the horses, who are the real devastators, but the terrible horses themselves, i. e., wild and
dreadful movements. Yet the riders are invulnerable ; they have on breastplates corres-

ponding in color with the deadly plagues that issue from the mouths of the horses ; the flame-

color with the fire, the steel-blue with the smoke, the brimstone-color with the brimstone.

The men whom they kill, they kill not simply spiritually, but likewise ph3rsically ;—with
the fire of fanaticism ; with the smoke of suffocating, negative self-consumings ; with the
brimstone of a morbid susceptibility for fire and suffocating glow. Thus are slain, snatched
away into spiritual and bodily ruin, the third 2iart of men, i. e., a great portion of those under
mental or spiritual excitement, representatives of the human number of spirit ; the rest of
mankind are mortally wounded by the bite of their serpent-like tails, yet they do not repent,

either of their idolatry, or of their lawlessness (murder, etc.). The judgment is imminent.

If heads may be regarded only as symbolizing the real principles of definite tendencies, or

as the intelligent originators ofthem (Gen. iii. 15 ; Ps. Isviii. 21), the seven heads of the dragon

denote seven ground-forms of mischievous demonic principles ; the perfect number, seven,

being significant of the pretended holiness and Divine origin of these principles. The
seven heads of Antichrist represent these principles in their historical development, show-

ing how they finally have borrowed the most perfect semblance of Christianity whilst exist-

ing in the element of hatred towards Christ ; ay, how they can appear like seven holy

mountains of world-historical firmness and order (Eev. xvii.). As the dragon appears as a

monster, and moreover as a liar and braggart, having ten horns upon his seven heads—the

emphatic expression of the entire course of the world—so, too, does Antichrist wear the

semblance of a monster, and that in a peculiar degree (Eev. xiii.). For the horn is, in

general, the symbol of power, particularly historical, royal power (Eev. xvii 12). Still more

monstrous, however, than the monster of Antichristianity, is the beast that comes up out

of the earth ; it has two horns [like a lamb], but it speaks as a dragon, i. e., not simply as

Antichrist, but as the devil himself

The fact that the eyes of the beasts ([living beings—E. E. C] Eev. iv.) denote the con-

sciousness of the spirit. His illimitable vision, requires no explanation. The feet, as figming

position (chap. x. 2), and the hands, especially the right hand, as figuring action, are also

easily intelligible symbols.

The mention of these physical organs leads us to the contemplation of organic sufferings.

Complete organic suffering constitutes the corpse (chap. xi. 9), the symbol of complete dead-

ness and annihilation, accompanied by a certain continuance of the dead or slain form.

But the corpse, on Biblical ground, is like tinder which has been extinguished but which a

spark may re-ignite ; it may revive again. And thus it is with the Kingdom of God, when

all seems lost.

Evil also may receive a deadly wound, however, which for the time may be healed (Eev.
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xiii. 3). Judgment that has taken up its dwelling within is more fell in its operation ;
this

is symbolized by the sore (Eev. xvi. 2, 11) ; it is that self-dissolution of life that begins with

perfect hardening. But, in face of this death-power, we behold the wondrous life-power

of the Kingdom of God, indicated by the woman in travail (chap. xii. 2).
^

This last figure

leads us to that department of symbolism which ia connected with human Ufe.

/. Human Relations.

In accordance both with the Apocalypse (chap, i. 13) and the Book of Daniel (chap, vii.),

the human form, in its ideality, is specifically the form of Christ. As the Head of humanity.

He is the essential and apparent Image of God; the Son.* He, therefore, not only

embraces humanity and reveals Divinity (chap. x. 1), but also rules over and through the

Cosmos (chap. i. 17, 18). Therefore, His eyes are like a flame of fire, and His voice like the

voice of great waters (great hosts of peoples).

She who gave birth to Him is the woman clothed with the sun, whose footstool is the

moon, and who is adorned with a crown of twelve stars. The Kingdom of God, or the ideal

Theocracy,! bare Him in the radiant garment of the sun, i. e., the revelation of God ; His

Kingdom is elevated above the moon, i. «., above the changes of time ; it is adorned with

the crown of twelve stars, the complete number of all the great bearers of Divine revelation,

whilst the Church has seven stars (angels or ideal genii of individual churches or congrega-

tions) and the seven individual churches or congregations themselves do but reflect the glory

of the Kingdom faintly, as seven candlesticks. The great spiritual adornment of the woman,

however, reposes also upon a cosmical foundation : The sun, with its group of stars, consti-

tutes the Christological Cosmos in the narrower sense.

The travail of the woman is doubtless indicative of the birth-pangs of the Messianic

time. The Spirit in the Kingdom of God apprehends that Satan is desirous to dtvour the

child, i. e., He is the author of prophecy concerning the suffering Messiah (continuing it

even into the New Testament : Simeon, John the Baptist, Mary of Bethany in the act of

anointing Christ). He desired to devour Him ; this is the Death of Christ, changed into the

Eesurrection. The child was caught up into Heaven—the Ascension of Christ. Besides the

immediate application of this fact, however, the self-same thing is continually going on in

the history of mankind. Satan is continually desiring to devour every new birth of the

Church. But the true Christendom, as the Church Triumphant, is ever being caught up into

Heaven, whilst Satan is continually being more and more cast out of the Heaven of the spirit

and the spirit-realm into the external world.

The wilderness, whither the woman flees, is not difficult of comprehension : it is

the region of asceticism. J She is borne thither upon the wings of the great eagle.

A super-terrestrial spirit of renunciation in heroic spirits— existing in a free form, even in

the life of John—is the saving power that bears the New Testament Theocracy, the true

Church, into the wilderness.

The water-flood, with which the serpent seeks to carry away the woman, is, in accordance

* [Is the Head of humanity. He is The M.\n—"The last Adam," 1 Cor. XT. 45; as the promised &ed, Gen. iii. 15

(incItfJlDg the idea of Headship), IIo is the Son op Man.—E. R. C]

f [By " Ibe ideal Theocracy " Lange intended, beyond doubt, to indicate fhe ideal or true Church, continuing one and

the same through all dispi-nsationa. (See Coram, on Matthew, p. 73, Am. Ed.) Ho could not have contemplated the Chris-

tian Church as such, since that was introduced by Him—in no sense " bare Him ;" and that he did not intend to indicate

the Jewish Church as such, is made manifest by the subsequent reference to "the seven churches." Thus the Church is

described by the preceding phrase as *' the Kingdom of God." If this description be correct, *' the Kingdom " had really

come when Daniel prophesied concerning its cominf],—when the Baptist heralded it as "at hand."—when our Lord taught

His disciples to pray "Thy Kingdom come." Por further remarks on the Kingdom of God, or the Basileia, the reader ia

referred to the Excursus on that subject under ch. i. 9.—E. R.C.]

X [Auberlen supports, by strong arguments, the opinion that the wilderness is symbolical of the heathen lands in which
the Church took refuge when she was driven from Palestine. mUott(IIorssApocali/pticie, 5th Ed., VoI.IIT., p. 45) contends

in accordance with the author, that by the fiir/Jit is symbolized, not a change of place, but a change of state. He differs from
Lange. however, as to his explanation of that state, viewing it as implying *' the faithful Church's loss of its previous cha-

racter of Catholicity or univrsality , its invisibility in respect of frwe Christian public worship, and destitution of all ordinary

m^aus of spiritual sustenance.^^—E. R. C."l
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with the idea of water-floods, a migration of a nation or nations (see Ps. xciii.). But the
earth, that swallows up the flood, is the old order of things, conceived of not simply as

secular authority, but likewise as legal and external Churchly authority. The forms of

State and Church in the Middle Ages became victors over the flood of peoples in migration.

Though it be true that the nations were partially influenced in their wanderings by a higher

longing, it is nevertheless a fact that the first moving power of an Attila, for instance, was a

demonically savage impulse ; and, in every instance, the nations dashed themselves at first

against the Church with a shock as of mighty waves.

It is an exceedingly note-worthy circumstance that the one Woman of whom we read in

chap. xii. has, in the end of the days (chap, xvii., xviii., xix.), divided into the antithesis

of the Harlot and the Bride.* See above.

The two olive-trees of the interim are likewise introduced in the form of two personages

endowed with miraculous power [the two Witnesses, ch. xi. 3-13]. They are able to shut

Heaven, to inflict external and internal judgments upon men. In the killing of them, how-
ever, we behold the Antichristian destruction of Church and State. In their dead bodies we
have a certain continuance of their exanimate forms. In their resurrection, at the expiration

of three days and a half, i. e., after the lapse of the resurrection period of three days—in the

most hopeless hour, therefore—as also in their ascension, we see the exaltation of Church and

State into the condition of the unitous form of the Kingdom. Here we behold the coming

forth of the Bride. As the matured, free and unique heavenly Church upon earth, she

stands opposed to Antichristianity.

Over against the olive-trees stand the seven Mngs and the ten Mugs, as Antichristian

powers.

The starting-point for the explanation of these kings is formed by the fact that a pre-

cursory judgment, executed by the angel of the seventh vial of wrath, has divided the one

great city of destruction into three parts (chap. xvi. 19). The first part is constituted by

Babylon in the narrower sense of the term ; she is connected with the seven kings, or the

seven holy, or rather mock-holy, forms of the Antichristian world-power. The second part

is formed by the Beast in the narrower sense of the term, represented by the ten kings of the

democratic world-power. The third part is formed by the final rising of Gog and Magog,

under the conduct of Satan himself (chap. xx.). The Babylonian Harlot is judged by the

ten kings. The Beast, with the ten kings, is judged by the Parousia of Christ. The last

anarchical rising is judged by fire that comes down from God out of heaven,— the fiery

metamorphosis of the end of the world.

The Woman who at first fled from the dragon into the wilderness of a holy asceticism,

seems to be again found in the wilderness, chap. xvii. But her asceticism is now holy in

appearance only. The Woman has become a Harlot, and has seated herself upon the organ

of Satan, the scarlet, i. e., blood-colored. Beast ; the Antichristianity of the last time. The

beast is full of names of blasphemy, i. e., central principles of impiety ; its seven apparently

spiritual heads or governments are in contradiction to the ten horns of worldly power. The

woman, in her false pomp, also sits on seven mountains, i. e., consecrated powers of order (see

above, Mountain) ; and these are seven kings. It is, in the first place, declared concerning

their unified personality, i. e., the Beast itself: It was, and is not, and shall ascend out of

the abyss, and go into perdition. This fact excites the wonder of the Christian world

here, chap, xvii., and also according to chap. xiii. 3, where it is said : The deadly wound of

the Beast was healed. The passages are unmistakably descriptive of Antichristianity in its

continuance throughout the history of the world ; in its heathen character it was, and re-

ceived a deadly wound from Christianity ; it arose again, however, an apparently Christian

Antichristianity, and, in this character, as the perfection of wickedness, it is destined to go

into perdition. Accordingly, by the seven kings, we are to understand, agreeably to the

feafures presented in Dan. vii., seven world-powers, or phases of this gradually developing

* The author communicated the idea of this division of the one form of the Woman into two opposite forms to the latt

Dr. Auberlen, in a letter written, if we mistake not, subsequent to the issue of the first edition of his work on Daniel ami

the Revelation.
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Antichristianity. We cannot assume that the Apocalyptist essentially differs from Daniel.

It was necessary, however, for him. to go beyond Daniel, in view, among other things, of the

fact that Antichristianity would re-appear within Christianity ; hence he substituted a round,

spiritual seven—taking for his point of departure the last kingly power—for the heathen,

worldly /oMr- of Daniel. As a fifth power, which to the Israelites had become a world-power,

he might regard the Antichristianity of the Herodians, or the Jewish Hierarchy itself in its

diffusion over the world ; as the sixth, the Eoman empire of his own time as dis-

tinguished from ancient Eome. The other, it is declared, is not yet come; that is,

the apparently Christian, Antichristian world-power. Upon this point the prophecy

is brief, in perfect accordance with the laws of prophecy in contra-distinction to historic

prediction.

The passage, chap. xvii. 11, has been combined with the declaration concerning the

deadly wound of the Beast, chap. xiii. 3, for the purpose of presenting an absurd fable of

heathen or Jewish popular life as the main motive of the great prophecy of a Christian

Apostle.* The supporters of this view have failed to consider the serious injury which the

adoption of such a popular error must necessarily inflict upon the entire Book. They are

regardless of the distinction that exists between popular rumor and the opinion of

morally cultured minds; between the generality of such minds and enlightened pro-

phets of the Lord. Neither have they considered how impossible it is that the

world-monarchies of Daniel, which invariably denote entire groups of kings, should

here be converted into the names of single kings, of whom some are even highly insig-

nificant. The confusion which such a proceeding would introduce into the Apocalyptic

times is manifest.

It is deserting symbolical exegesis for literal interpretation to declare that the kings

are real kings, instead of concrete world-powers ; or to seek to define the numbers seven

and tai in accordance with chronologic historical dates. Neither can Babylon be significant

of Eome in a literal sense, though Eome be the symbolical centre of Babylon ; and, not-

withstanding the unmistakable allusion to Eome contained in the seven mountains (chap,

xvii.), we must not be unmindful of the symbolic import attaching to the sei:>tenary, as well

as to the figure of a mountain. When Christ is declared to be the Prince of the kings of the

earth (chap, i.), the expression is manifestly a symbolically concrete term for the absolute-

dynamical and dynamic-absolute dominion of the glorified Christ over all the world-powers

of the earth. It is expressive of the dynamical principle of the personality, word, and
Spirit of Christ, which principle overrules all materiality and all quantity. So, as the Crown

of life, Christ Himself surpasses all the princely crowns or diadems of worldly dominion
and of spiritual victory in Heaven and on earth (Eev. ii. 10, eic). It is also requisite that

we should regard city as a symbolical term for a centre of human fellowship, whether the
city of destruction (chap. xvi. 19) or the City of God (chap. xxi. 10) be intended. No less

symbolical is the temple, chap. xi. 1. The exegetical assumption of modern critics that the
last passage proves the Temple at Jerusalem to have been still standing at the time when the
Apocalypse was written, affords another sign of the deep fall of these critics into a false

literalism. The sharp distinction made by the Apocalyptist between the temple and the
outer court, which last is not measured, but is given to the Gentiles that they may tread it

under foot, is manifestly expressive of the distinction between the internal and the external
Church, between the true, living congregation of God and a Christendom that is Christian
in name only, being in essence truly heathen. It is an antithesis similar to that formed by
the Kingdom of priests of the real spiritual life (chap. i. 6), and the merchants of the earth,
who have been the intimate business friends of the false queen, just as the kings of the
earth have been the associates of her revelry and debauchery. Again, in the merchants and
kings we have, manifestly, two symbolic groups. One of these groups denotes all who have
served and benefited the queen from self-interest ; some of them being represented as egoists

* See DUsterdieck, p. ^9. Tictorln, Corrodl, Eichhorn, Ewald, LUcke, De Wette, Bleek, Baur, Volkmar
others, p 4'10; DilBterdieck opposes this Idea. Weiss does the same in his treatise in l^udien umd Kritiken isaa
No. 1.

> H
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who drift upon the ocean of popular life. The other group is indicative of all who have
occupied a relation of mutual support to the false world-power, the enslaver of humanity,
the Woman,—^lending her the worldly arm of despotism, with a view to being made strong
by her through her enslaving of men's consciences.*

And now, in the midst of all these symbols, and in this out and out symbolical Book,
what shall we say to those who ascribe a perfectly literal meaning to the term Jeiosf (chap.
ii. 9, iii. 9), and who, upon this term, erect an entire house of cards, made up of false criti-

cal hypotheses concerning the New Testament? Very strong faith is requisite for the
assumption that such critics are thoroughly in earnest in thus literalizing, particularly as the
Apocalyptist himself characterizes those people who claim that they are the true Jews, as a
synagogue of Satan. One would suppose that, previous to the Apocalypse, there never
had existed a spiritual conception of Judaism (see Eom. ii. 29 ; Gal. iii. 29). No less worthy
of rejection is the Judaizing, chiliastic interpretation of the passage descriptive of the seal-

ing (chap, vii.) as referring to the national, external Israel. The Christians in the seven
churches, which were in a great measure made up of Gentile Christians, must, we think

have better understood how to read a Christian symbolic Scripture than readers of thia

tendency, who hold that the congregation of believers who (as they suppose) are sealed

towards the end of the world, are to be regarded as consisting purely of Jewish Christians.

The above view would, moreover, necessitate the inference that precisely 12,000 should be
sealed out of every tribe. Since the number twelve is the spiritual number of completeness,

denoting the round fullness of the principial charisms of the life of Christ or the Kingdom
of God, by the twelve thousand of each of the twelve tribes, the whole plenitude of charis-

matic forces in the development of the Kingdom of God is denoted ; in the form of elect

and tried souls, for such only are sealed. Since, however, this sealing has reference to the

entire course of the seventh seal, i. e., of the seven trumpets, the interpretation which refers

it to a Jewish church subsisting at the end of the world, is utterly incorrect. These hun-
dred forty and four thousand would, moreover, in the true evening of the world, seem to

have emerged from their probationary state on the earth (chap, vii.) and to have attained to

the triumphal state in Heaven (chap. xiv.). This time they appear as "virgins," i.e.,

according to Rothe, celibates. Mark well, however, that, in adopting this interpretation, we
have to conceive of them as 144,000 celibate Jewish Christians, assuming, moreover, that,

on account of their celibacy, they have attained a more elevated position in Heaven. It is

thus that the Apocalypse is handled, whilst, in simple accordance with Biblical style, the

sealed Israel denotes the sealed New Testament people of God, consisting of Jewish and
Gentile Christians ; and the idea of " virgins " is sufiiciently explained by moral predicates,

especially the genuinely Johannean predicate of purity and truth (chap. xiv. 6). Neither

is it to be supposed that the plenary number of the elect in the Church Triumphant in

Heaven and of the elect on earth in the Church Militant, necessarily denotes the same in-

dividuals. The entire people of God is denoted by the symbolical name Israel. And though

the heathen [nations], chap. xxii. 2, and elsewhere, form an antithesis to these Jews, that

* F. Baader : The despot and the hierarch play into each other's hands.

t [The remarks of the author proceed upon the assumption that the terms Jews and Israel can he *' literally " (nor-

mally) applied only to the natural seed of Abraham. This was the old Jewish idea; an opinion repuguant to one of the

first principles of the Abrahamic Covenant, which recognized proselytes as forming as integral a portion of Israel as the

natural seed. Gen. xvii. 12, Vi;—condemned by the Baptist in the declaration, *'God is able of these stones to raise up

children unto Abraham," Matt. iii. 9; Lulte iii. 8;—and denied and disproved by the Apostle Paul in hia Epistle to the

Romans ; conf, ii. 28, 29, iv. 10-17, ix, 25, 26, xi. 17-24. After the breaking off of the natural seed, and the engrafting of

the new stock, there was, of necessity, a two-fold use of the terms. Sometimes, and in the most proper sense, they were

applied to the covenanted seed (consisting of both the natural seed and proselytes—the Christian Church) who enjoyed

the Divine favor, as in Rom. ii. 29 ; Gal. vi. 16 ; and sometimes to the community (consisting principally of the natural

seed—the Jewish nation), which, as a community, had been " broken off," although it continued to hold covenant relations

and is to be grafted in again. The former of these uses was not of course forbidden by the fact that the adopted seed

were for the most part uncircumcised, since it is within the power of the institutor of a covenant to change the seal thereof,

as has been done in the present case. No confusion can possibly arise from this double use of the terms, since the context

always determines the special sense. Both these applications of the terms are literal, or more correctly speaking, normal

;

neither is, in any proper sense, figurative. The error of those contemplated by Lange consisis, not in their contending fo*

a literal application of the term, but in their ignoring the first and most important of its literal meanings.—B. B. C]
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term also is a symbolical expression for the, as yet, unredeemed, considered particularly as

masses of peoples. Hence, therefore, it does not follow that the heathen [nations] and races

[kindreds] and peoples and tongues, chap. vii. 9, with which the sanctification of the prin-

ciple of nationality in the Kingdom of God is explicitly declared, form a subordinate com-

plement to the 144,000 elect of Israel ; this is the less tenable, since the so-called Gentile

Christians are already in Heaven (chap. vii. 9), whilst the so-called Jewish Christians are

still being sealed on earth ; in antithesis to the 144,000 virgins standing upon the heavenly

Mount Zion, whilst the heathen [nations] are still exposed to temptation on the earth

(chap. xiv. 8). Further particulars we reserve for our Exeg. and Ceit. Notes in loc.

Compare Diisterdieck, p. 274 sqq.

It would lead us too far if we should attempt to examine in detail all the human rela-

tions touched upon in the Apocalypse, in respect of their symbolical import, and we should

also be obliged to repeat many of our explanations further on in this Commentary. Never-

theless, we present the foUowing considerations under the following caption.

g. Human Ordinances, Affairs, and Relations.

The Lord's day [Eev. i. 10]. Sunday as the resurrection-day in the literal sense, and

also at the same time as symbolical—the feast-day of the soul.

The trumpet [ch. i. 10]. The signal for the beginning of a new and holy Divine

period; of a new Divine work ; a new Divine war, judgment, and victory.

The booh \i. e., the volume or roll, ch. i. 11]. Divine decrees in a mysterious

envelope.

The book of life [ch. xx. 12, 15]. The sum of those whose salvation is assured, being

fixed by sealing, and founded upon election, calling, justification, and conservation amid

trial and temptation.

The little booh [ch. x. 8, 9, 10]. Prophecy relative especially to the end of the world.

It is sweet in the mouth, the most delightful mystery, but agonizing in the belly, with its

revelation of horrible depths of perdition and judgment.

The seven churches [ch. i. 11, etc.] . Types of the seven ground-forms in which the Church

of Christ presents itself in secular and ecclesiastical history. [But, at the same time, literal

churches. The view of the author seems first to have been advocated by Vitringa and Sir

Isaac Newton.—E. E. C]
The candlestick [ch. i. 12]. The Church as a light-bearer; like the star, a fountain of

light issuing from the Lord, as the Primal Source.

Tfie garment [ch. i. 13]. The festal high-priestly robe in a spiritual sense.

The altar [ch. vi. 9, viii. 3]. The symbol of all believing renunciation and devotion;

not, however, in the coldness of indifference, but in the holy glow of a life of prayer.

Nicolaitans [ch. ii. 6, 15] and Balaamites [ver. 14]. The former are a type of all such

antinomianism as is inwrapped in spiritual rational forms. Jezebel [ch. ii. 20] denotes the

visionarj', fanatic forms of antinomianism, whilst the Balaamites are indicative of sensually

egoistic forms of the same.

Paradise. The new [ch. ii. 7]. The new world, as a world of new, imperishable full-

ness of life, reposing upon the consummation of the congregation of human spirits under the

influence of the Divine Spirit.

Tree of life [ch. ii. 7, xxii. 2, 14]. Trees of life, of which not only the fruits, but also

the leaves are productive of health. The full healing power of nature, freed from all restraint

and conjoined with the healing power of Christ and Christian spiritual life
;
present in dis-

tinct organs and forms.

Synagogue of Satan [ch. ii. 9, iii. 9]. A perversion of the elements of reve-

lation to the service of darkness ; a perversion based upon theories, and propagandist in

character.

The second death [ch. ii. 11, xx. 14]. An unending consciousness of death, that has

become an unending form of life. A dying and an inability to die.
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The hidden manna [ch. ii. 17J. See John vi. 32 ; the nourishment of the personal life,
through the most intimate and personal vital communion with Christ.

The white stone [ch. ii. 17J. The eschatological justification in the judgment (Matt.
XXV.), as a defence against every accusation and a removal of every stain. Christ's confession
of His confessor, before His Heavenly Father.

The secret name [ch. ii. 17J. The mystery of a perfected, individually modified personal
essence and self-consciousness.

7716 commisBion of fornication and the eating of things saerificed to idols [ch. ii. 14, 20].
Lapse into worldly opinions, customs, soQietj.—Adulterers [ver. 22J. Those laden with the
guilt of apostasy. Spiritual renegades on the down-hiU road to apostasy.

Cast into a bed [ch. ii. 22J. Sarcastic form of judgment. The vortex of antinomistical
essence and perdition, changing from the semblance of Divine bliss to demonic torment.

The depths of Satan [ch. ii. 24J. An ironical designation of the mighty lies, or the
apparent depths of knowledge reposing in the principles of Satanic denial.

The rod of iron (Ps. ii.) [ch. ii. 27, xii. 5]. The sceptre of Christ's rule as a sceptre of
judgment ;—of such judgments as mediately proceed from His work. " I am come to kindle
a fire."

Defiled garmenU ; White garments [ch. iii. 4, 6]. Antithesis of a spiritual appearance
defiled by carnality (avarice, ambition, sensuality), and such a development of the spiritual
mind as has ripened into the adornment of blamelessness before the world and before God.

The open door [ch. iii. 8]. Free spiritual ingress into the world in order to its conver-
sion: a freedom of access mediated by the removal of traditional hindrances, and a Divinely
effected susceptibility of souls for the testimony of Christ.

The key of David [ch. iii. 7J. The Potentate over the true communion of the Kingdom
of God, having the power of reception and exclusion ; in accordance with the typical import
of David, as the royal vicar of God in the old Theocracy.

The pillar in the temple of Ood [ch. iii. 12J. A man in Christ, whose importance is due
to the fact that Christ has constituted him an ornament to His house, rather than that He
has rested upon him a particle of the Temple's weight.

Behold, I come quickly [ch. iii. 11]. This quicUy or soon is ever being more wearisomely
protracted, in the judgment of modern exegetes; but it is in reality ever growing sooner, in

accordance with the eschatological expectation of a faith that can distinguish between a re-

ligious and a chronological date.

The crown [ch. ii. 10, iii. 11]. The glory of victory, liberty, dominion. The Amen [ch.

iii. 14]. The personal centre and ultimate goal of all the promises of God and all the true

religious hopes of humanity.

Cold, hot [Lange, warm], lukewarm, [ch. iii. 15, 16]. Indifferent; living; inwardly

inclined to indifference, by a constant wavering betwixt God and the world.

The supper [ch. iii. 20]. The festive solemnization of personal vital communion with

Christ and the brethren ; as a feast at even, commemorative of the termination of earthly

woe, and of an arrival at the eve of heavenly felicity.

The seven seals [ch. v. 1] . The seven dark enigmas of worldly history, unsolvable for

the natural human mind ; rendered yet more terrible by the number six contained in them,

which, to the worldly mind, gives them the appearance of endless woe ; * but endued with

holiness and healing might by their union in the number seven.

The four riders [ch. vi. 2-8]. Christ as a rider, i. e., as Lord over the world-historical

movement corresponsive with Him ; the three following riders being His esquires, i. e., abso-

lutely and entirely subservient to the work of Christ.

Oolden vials [ch. v. 8] . In form, holy, beauteous measures ; made of the gold of purity,

faithfulness, and vital freshness.

* [This remark tends to the destruction of all confidence in the symbolical signilicance of numbers. If it be Talid

here, it is valid wherever seven occurs, since every seven contains six. On this platform every superior number contains

all the symbolic significance of all the numbers inferior to it, which is to reduce the whole matter to an absurdity. These

remarks, of course, do not extend to the expressed integers of composite numbers, aa 6-J-l™7.—E. R. 0.]
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The new song [ch. v. 9, xiv. 3], As the theocratic wonder, in word and deed, is the

specifically new tking under the sun, and as consequently the redemption in Christ, as the

New Testament, is the principial new world, so the new song is the celebration of the new

world, as the anticipatory celebration of its perfected appearing.

T!ie bow [ch. vl. 2]. Attribute of the first Eider. An agency effectual at a distance ;

sure, decisive, victorious operation.

The great sword [ch. vi. 4]. Attribute of War.

The balances and measures [ch. vi. 5, 6]. Attributes of Poverty and Death.

Appearance of the kingdom of the dead, or the group of the powers of death [oh. vi. 8],

Attribute of Death.

The souls under the altar [ch. vi. 9]. All martyrdom a sacrificial suffering for the sake

of Christ, and an actual prayer for the coming of perfect retribution.

The seal of Ood [ch. vii. 2]. Positive confirmation and conservation of faithful souls amid

the sorrows and temptations of the world ; a fact and a consciousness in a unitous heroism.

Dan? The omission of Dan in the enumeration of the Twelve Tribes [ch. vii.]. This is

a mysterious circumstance ; one, however, which assuredly is not to be explained by placing

the Danites in the category of outcasts. It is based rather upon a conventional Israelitish

symbolism, being supported by the fact that a great portion of the Tribe of Dan emigrated

at an early period. The number twelve, in which no Tribe is missed, shows that deficits in

the Kingdom of God are speedily remedied, as was the case when Judas dropped out of the

company of Apostles (see Acts i.).

The living fountains of waters (chap. vii. 17). See Ps. xxiii. ; here, in the sense of final

and perfect thirst-quenching.

The golden censer and the incense [ch. viii. 34]. Spirit and life of prayer.

Wormwood [oh. viii. 11]. Here, the image of a fatal water-miasma. Spiritual water

miasms are moral corruptions, infecting reformatory efforts of, and for, the popular life.

The three woes [ch. ix. 12]. Why not seven ? They appear as three specifically demo-

nic and Antichristian sufierings, for the trial of the inhabiters of the earth. They are

marked by the fifth, sixth, and seventh trumpets (chap. viii. 13).

The hey of the pit of the abyss [ch. ix. 1]. The abyss is here hell itself; the pit

of the abyss, the channel of such Satanic operations as earth is the subject of* (Matt. xiii.

these operations are presented under the figure of tares—evil principles) ; the fact

that the pit was shut is indicative of the preponderance of the holy counter-ope-

rations and institutions of the Kingdom of God ; the key to the pit denotes the opening

of the channel by means of liberty in the abstract, falsely understood,—the adminis-

trator of this liberty being an angel of judgment ; the ascending smoke is significant of

demonic operations which darken the sun of life, the heavenly world, and spread abroad an
unheard-of amount of psychical sufferings, hypochondrias, mental and spiritual maladies,

despair, and the like.

Worship of devils and idolatry (ch. ix. 20). In a general sense, the cowardly and hypo-

critical recognition of the power of evil, the homage offered to the geniuses of wickedness

—

a homage which, from time to time, makes its appearance, whilst it ever assumes mightier

proportions—is a worship of the devil, in the broader sense of the term ; it very readily

unites with the grossest forms of idolatry,—especially figurative idolatry.

The measuring reed [ch. xi. 1]. Temple, altar, and worshippers are measured. The
measuring reed of the spiritual life defines the true temple of worship, the true altar of re-

'

nunciation, the congregation of true offerers of prayer. The outer court, the heathen

[Oeidiles] : the outside of the Church, false Christians. The golden reed (ch. xxi. 15), the

Divine consciousness and heavenly precision in respect to the City of God.
Sackcloth as the garb of the two witnesses [ch. xi. 3]. Penitential robes. Gloomily

austere phases of Christianity, in the forms of State and Church.

Power of the two witnesses. For instance, in pronouncing sentence of excommunication
and outlawry ; in declaring war and proclaiming peace.

* [Remarks on this and many other topics presented la the Introduction are reserved for the Commentary.—E. R. Ql
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The great city called Sodom and Egypt [ch. xi. 8]. On tlie one hand, sensuality carried

to a pitch directly contrary to nature ; on the other, worship of the dead, asceticism and
sorcery ; carnality and demonicalness—^the one aiding the other, and both forming the sign

of the city of destruction.

ITie wrath of the heathen [nations] , and, in contrast, the wrath of Ood [ch. si. 18] . The two

exercise a reciprocal action. Extreme excitement in the supposed autonomy of the heathenized

nations, and extreme tension in the autonomy of God—the two in reciprocal agitation.

Worship of the dragon [ch. xiii. 4]. Similar to the worship of the devil. Cowardly

homage offered to the illusive power and glory of Evil.

The tabernacle of Ood [ch. xiii. 6]. The communion of true believers. The Church in

her inwardness and simplicity. See Acts xv. 15, 16 ; Amos ix. 11, 12.

Victory of the beast over the olive-trees [ch. xi. 7]. The apparent victory of Evil, gradu-

ally issuing in the victory of Good. And that above all, in the history of the crucifixion of

Christ. The history of the crucifixion is the history of the cross. The esahatological funda-

mental law, chap. xiii. 10 : If the Church take upon herself to wield the arms of the State,

she must expect to have those arms turned against herself.

The image of the beast [ch. xiii. 14, 15]. The worship paid to the images of the Eoman
emperors may serve as an analogue for the worship of the ideals current in the world ; for

the glorifications and feasts in honor of Antichrist and Antiohristianity. The mark of the

beast in the forehead and hand, as the Antichristian mark of citizenship (vers. 16, 17). The

heathen custom of branding slaves may furnish the analogous idea ; the true mark of the

beast, however, is doubtless a spiritual signature ; the mark on the brow denoting perfect

shamelessness, and that on the hand perfect wrong-doing.

666. Six times and sixty times and six hundred times [ch. xiii. 18]. Constant recurrence

of the number six ; hence the number of aimless work, of infinitely vain exertion and lost

toil, which things are to reach their climax in the Man of Sin.

144,000 [ch. vii. 4, xiv. 1]. Twelve times twelve, or the number of the elect in all

spiritual tribes or churches, multiplied by 1000 as the number of the seon of the whole Chris-

tian time-reckoning.

The voice [ch. xiv. 2] . The loud expression of a heavenly certitude. The art of singing

the new song, ver. 4: the clear expression of heavenly bliss, an inimitable Divine art.

The virgins [ch. xiv. 4, 5]. It is evident from the context that they are chiefly charac-

terized by integrity, purity, and truth.

The everlasting Oospel [ch. xiv. 6]. The Gospel in its first form extends from the first

Parous] a to the second; the everlasting Gospel extends from the second Parousia into end-

less aeons. It is the Gospel of the final redemption through the final judgment.

The consummation of Babylon, the fall of Babylon [ch. xviii. etc.]. A royal law of the

moral world. See Is. xiv. Jerusalem itself passed through a period of apparent bloom just

prior to its destruction. The reign of Agrippa II.; the synagogues scattered everywhere

;

the proselytes and proselyte colonies ; an apparently flourishing culture, and a national pride

morbid in its excess.

The wine of wrath of fornication [ch. xviii. 3]. The wine of wrath, the judgment of

God in the midst of the intoxication of fanaticism ; the wine of the wrath of fornication,

drunken exhilaration in the intoxication of apostasy.

The cup of Bis indignation [ch. xiv. 10, 11] . Lofty irony I Here expressive not so much

of the Divine measure as of the visibility of this judicial dispensation.

The sickle [ch. xiv.] The instrument of judgment. The catastrophe which suddenly

cuts short the old course of things.

The harvest [ch. xiv. 15]. The fully matured judgment. [The harvest is properly the

ripened crop—the peoples matured for judgment.—E. E. 0.].

The wine-press [ch. xiv. 19, 20]. The crushing disaster accompanying the judgment

and pressing from all crimes all their consequences; the process being at first attended, for

the most part, with healing results (la. Lsiii. 3), but at the end being principally damning in

its character.
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The bridles of the horses [ch. xiv. 20]. If the blood of the slain reaches to the bridles of

the horses, it brings the horses, the organs of motion in the history of the world, to a stand-

still ; the course of time is arrested. The space filled by the judgment is designated by the

ICOO furlongs or stadia—that measurement being the length of Palestine, which symbolizea

the whole world.

The song of Moses, and the song of the Lamb (oh. xv. 3). In the light of the New Testa-

ment, the Old Testament becomes new, and the Law becomes another form of the Gospel.

Tlie temple of the tabernacle of the testimony (ch. xv. 5). The inner and lofty primal

region of the glory of God, and of His legislation.

The seven golden vials [ch. xv. 7]. As wrath is the lofty synthesis of righteousness and

love, so the judgments of wrath are highly consecrate in respect of their sacred measures and

their awful contents.

The Euphrates. The boundary line between the civilized and the barbarous world of

antiquity; on this side, Babylon (ch. ix. 14), on that side, the kings of the barbarian world

(ch. xvi. 12). Armageddon (Zech. xii. 11, xiv. 4; Joel iii. 2, 12). Is there a reference to

2 Kings xxiii. 29, or Judges v. 19 ? See Exeg. Notes. At all events, it is the place of the

incipient judgment upon Antichristianity.

77(6 golden cup in the hand of the woman [ch. xvii. 4] . Seduction in the guise of con-

version to the truly holy. The mother of harlots and abominations. Not merely a harlot,

but also a procuress in a spiritual sense.

The drunhen woman [ch. xvii. 6]. The complete intoxication of consummate fanaticism.

The seven mountains and the seven kings [ch. xvii. 9, 10]. Seven forms of worldly

civilization and worldly powers represented by the City of the Seven Hills.

The beast itself as the eighth king [ch. xvii. 11] . The beast, which is said to be of the seven

kings, becomes itself the eighth king, through its intervals of existence. The heathen

Antichristian world-power revives again in a Christian world-power.

The going forth out of Babylon [ch. xviii]. As the Christians went forth from Jerusa-

lem when her judgment began. For the judgment is half immanent, — the intoxication of

wrath.

The triumphal song and the lamentation [ch. xix. 1-7, xviii. 17-19]. The judgment in

respect to its two sides ; their reflection in the Kingdom of light and the kingdom of darkness.

The sea-farers [ch. xviii. 17]. See above.

The merchants [ch. xviii. 11]. See above.

The millstone [ch. xviii. 21]. It is cast into the sea of the life of the nations, and now
begins a storm that comes as a judgment upon the beast. The smoke (ver. 18), the dark and

gloomy phenomena ofjudgment.

Amen; Hallelujah [ch. xix. 4]. Both real. God's prophecy, word and work sealed,

and the eternal praise of God grounded thereon.

The Marriage of the Lamb [ch. xix. 7]. Those called to the Marriage [ver. 9]. See

Matt. XXV. 1 sqq.

The Woman, the Bride [ch. xix. 7]. The perfected Church.

Her adornment [ver. 8]. The glorious appearance of her inner life.

The testimony of Jesus. Ch. xix. 10 ; Matt. x. 32 ; Luke xii. 8 ; Matt. xxv.

The name of Christ, His secret (ch. xix. 16 ; comp. ch. ii. 17 ; Matt. xi. 27).

The vesture oj the Prince of victory (ch. xix. 13). His blood is, in the fiist place, the

color of His personal, priestly righteousness.

The sword and the rod (ch. xix. 15). Justice and government.

The foivls (ch. xix. 17). Where the carrion is, etc.

The thousand years [ch. xx. 2-7]. See above.

The first resurrection (ch. xx. 4-6). The vernal bloom of the newspiritual humanity in its

elect ones ; the foretoken of the general resurrection. Excommunication and reception of the

Gentiles [ch. xxi. 26, 27]. A complete antithesis of dynamical operations of repulsion

and attraction. [See Add, Note on the First Eesurrection in the Comment on ch. xx.

pp. 352 sqq.—E. R. C]
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h. Terrestri-cosmical.

The antithesis of Heaven and earth appears throughout this Book in all its significance

—

a significance intimated as far back as Gen. i. 1 ; the region of the perfection of heavenly

being extending over the region of becoming. Hence, throughout the Apocalypse, the hea-

venly triumphal feasts precede the conflicts of earth. When finally, however, the true Heaven
in Heaven, the City of God, descends upon the earth, it is a sign that earth itself has been

perfected into a centre of Heaven,—a centre of Christ's presence, of God's glory, of the per-

fected Church (ch. xx., xxi.).

Connected with the earth and its cosmical position are the notations of time. The half-

hour, the smallest measure of time [in the Apocalypse],—a pause replete with expectation

;

a moment of extremest tension. Tlie hour, a great and unique period of decision (Luke xxii.

53) ; see the last hour, 1 John ii. 18. The day, symbol of day's work in its movement towards

the end of the world, that great evening when labor is done. The 1260 days, the great period

of the Church as a regulated coarse of things, arranged in days' works which are preparatory

to the end of the world. Three days and a half, the fractional week ; the overpast time of

resurrection and hope ; the time of extreme despondency. Amongst the diurnal seasons,

morning and evening are especially significant. Morning as the cheerful dawn of a new

period ; evening as a symbol of the end of the world (Ps. xxx. 5 ; Zech. xiv. 7). Night, as

a symbol of darkness and misfortune (Is. ix. 2, xxi. 11), is possessed of peculiar grandeur

and solemnity at TOJrfnij'/tiy just at this awful climax, however, its higher import unfolds.

I^ight—the time of secrecy (the darkness in the Holy of Holies) ; of conception and birth

(Job iii.) ; of meditation (Ps. i. 2)—^has been consecrated as a period of salvation, both by the

first comino- of Christ and by the expectation of His second Advent ; and the efiulgence

in the time of the consummation of all things is pictured as a higher union of day and

nio-ht (Eev. xxi. 23. See below). If, however, the night be divided into night-watches, the

conflict of the day is transferred, with increased hotness, to the night. The week : the little

periodical alternation of seasons of darkness and light. The 70 weeks, seven times seven

such revolutions of light and darkness to the consummation of the Messianic Kingdom.

Thence, 62 weeks to the death of Christ (Dan. ix. 26). One week, the Apostolic age, with

the destruction of Jerusalem in the midst of the week (ver. 27). Finally, 7 weeks, until the

Messiah appears as King in His glory; the New Testament time (ver. 25). The month, or

the greater periodical revolution of time, as alternating seasons of light and darkness (42

months=1260 days). The year, the greatest symbol of the revolution of time, as an alter-

nation betwixt diverse periods of conflict between light and darkness ; therefore the period

of history,—a great day's work of God. A thousand years, a complete aeon ; used especially

to denote a transition-period culminating in the appearing of the ajon of consummation at

the second Parousia of Christ. The indefinite ioTm—three times and a half (Rev. xii. 14)—

is an involved [mathematical] term for the obscure form, three days and a half. Amongst

the seasons of the year the symbol of autumn is particularly intelligible (Rev. xiv. 15).

The symbolism of spring finds its most beautiful expression in the Song of Solomon, ch. ii.

11-13 As summer appears in connection with autumn, so winter is found in connection

with spring In regard to the change of day and night, we have already touched upon an

antithesis which should not be overlooked; viz., that in the City of God of the new earth,

the contrast of day and night is removed (ch. xxi. 25 ; xxii. 5—the region of eternal sun-

shine) whilst the damned are assigned to a region of change and of becoming,—a. region

where the contrast of day and night continues, where they are tormented day and night from

£eon to £eon [ch. xiv. 11] . Not only does the change of day and mght continue, therefore,

but there is likewise a succession of difi'erent aeons.
. , . . , „ , ,

In respect to the earth's space-relations, the most promment antithesis is that of land

and water earth and tea. Earth symbolizes life in its theocratic, ecclesiastic, or political

organization (Pss xciii. 1, xcvi. 10 ; Eev. xiii.). The sea, on the other hand, symbolizes the

billowy life of peoples (Pss. Ixv. 7, Ixxxix. 9, xciii. 3, 4; Dan. vii. : Rev. xiii.). Accord-

ingly the earthquake is a shaking of aU ancient authorities and regulations (1 Kmgs xix.
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11, 12; Matt, xxviii. 2). The storyny flood of ocean, on the other hand, is a vehement agi-

tation of national life— an onslaught, frequently, against the holy mountains, or the holy

mountain of God (Pss xv. 1, Ixv. 7 ; Is. ii.). The second power [mathematical of earth is

the mountain,—hi^h and highly consecrate order. The third power is the roch,—^the Divine

will, purport, Spirit, and design pervading the history of the world ; everj'thing striking

against this rock is dashed in pieces (Deut. xxxii. 31, 37 ; Ps. xviii. 2 ; Is. viii. 14; Matt.

xvi. 18. See above).

Christ's Kingdom is most significantly compared to a stone which detaches itself from a

mountain—that is, the old Theocracy.

The import of the sea also is multiplied to a second and third power in the abyss, and

the pit of the abyae ; in the complete unchaining of all national life and its connection

with all demonic influences of hell. In the consummation, however, the sea of the unfreely

flowing national life is to vanish from earth (Rev. xxi. 1), to form, in its precipitation, the

pool of fire,—absolute stagnation in the form of passionate fermentation and commotion.

The clear proceeds of land and sea, meantime, form the heavenly sea of crystal, wherein the

infinite fullness, freshness, and movement of life are joined with infinite moral firmness and

solidity, and ideal transparency and clearness.

Diminutive forms of the earth are, especially, islands ; the remote islands of secluded

branches of peoples (Ezek. xxvii. 3, et al. ; Eev. xvi. 20).

Diminutive forms of the sea are rivers, or spiritual currents (spirits of the times. Is.

viii. 6) ; and springs, or spiritual sources, creative personalities (Ps. xlvi. 4,* and other

passages).

Individual Images.

The four corners of the earth [Rev. vii. 1, xx. 8] . Indicative of the uttermost ends of

the earthly world ; last and highest power [maihematicari of spiritual heathenism in antithe-

sis to the Christian olmv/xivTi of the Millennial Kingdom. In connection with this, we

have the term—
Gog and Magog [ch. xx. 8]. Symbolical designation of the Eastern barbarians as the

last enemies of the Kingdom of God. See Ezek. xxxviii. and xxxix.

The mountain that fell, burning, into the sea [ch. viii. 8]. An old order of things which,

blazing up in fanaticism, plunges into the service of absolute democracy. Poisoning of the

popular life.

The third part of the waters become wormwood by means of the star " Wormwood." The

embitterment of a great spirit results in the embitterment of many rivers, or currents of

the age, issuing from many fountains, or original spirits or minds.

i. Siderial.

As Heaven in general is used as a symbol, in contra-st to the symbolical import of earth

(see Terrestri-cosmical, Rev. xii.), so the heavenly luminaries and signs, in particular, are ex-

alted symbols.

Such is, above all, the sun. Considered by itself alone, it denotes the spiritual centre of

the Cosmos, the revelation of God upon the earth ; finally, the appearing of Christ (Mai. iv.

2 ; Rev. x. 1).

As the companion of the sun, shining with its reflected lustre, the moon may, on the one

hand, denote the Church ; as a symbol of change, however, and as a counterpart of the sun,

it appears not to have been employed very extensively in this sense. The stars, considered

apart, denote exalted spirit-forms, originally heavenly beings (Is. xiv. 12; Eev. i. 20).

In connection with the moon and stars, the sun appears (Rev. xii. 1) as the symbol of

the Christian Cosmos, a local centre of the entire Cosmos ; at times it also, in this connection,

symbolically represents the entire Cosmos.

* [We have to note a variation in translation herp; the German Version reads thus: Nevertheless, the City of God,

where the holy dwelling-rlaces of the Most High are, shall still be joyful with her springs.—Tr, I
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The dawn is a very obvioua symbol for the rising of light (la. Iviii. 8) ; such likewise is

the morning-star, the herald of the coming sun : they both particularly symbolize the risino-

of the Sun of righteousness within the heart (2 Pet. i. 19). Christ Himself, in His first

Parousia, is related to His second Parousia as the Morning-star to the Sun and the great Day
of Eternity.

All extraordinary signs in the Heavens are symbolical tokens that, with the spiritual
development of mankind in the Church of Christ, a development continuing to the end of
the world, there corresponds a cosmical development in the sphere of the world, so that these
signs are to be regarded as signals on the heavenly heights telling of spiritual events ofwhich
earth is the scene (comp. Matt. xxiv. 29; Luke xxi. 25; Heb. xiL26; Eev. vi. 12. The
author's Leben Jesu, Vol. II., Part iii., p. 1276).

/Special Items.

The sun black, the moon like blood, the stars falling, etc. (ch. vi. 12 sqq.). Cosmical im-
port : metamorphosis of the old solar planetary system.

A burning star falls from Heaven upon the rivers and fountains [ch. viii. 10]. An apos-
tasy in the spirit-world, having earth for its goal, and poisoning the third part of the mental
and spiritual tendencies and original minds (lite the burning mountain that falls into the

sea, an authority that apostatizes from itself to the popular life).

Tlie tail of Satan casts the third part of the stars of Heaven upon the earth [ch. xii. 4].

Great apostasy in the Kingdom of God, the spiritual Heaven. Transfiguration of spiritual

powers into earthly pseudo-political forms.

Signs of the false prophet [ch.:ixa..lZ'\. Illusive wonders. Magical miracles.* The two
greatest signs : [1] He makes fire fall from Heaven in the sight of men ; according to human
judgment. False imitation of Elijah ; misuse of the great ban.— [2] He gives a spirit to the

image of the beast so that it speaks. The ideal of the beast, a demonic, forced and falsified

caricature of public opinion.

The fire from Ood out of Heaven, which devours the Satanic host of Oog and Magog [ch.

XX. 9]. The cosmical fiery metamorphosis of the earth at the end of the world, 2 Pet. iii. 10.

The new Heaven and the new earth [oh. xxi. 1], The cosmical union of the two spheres

of spirit—the one existing in this world, the other in the world beyond—as the appearance

of the new and eternal city of God.

h. Sub-terrestrial Demonic Figures.

Hades (Sheol), the realm of the dead (ch. vi. 8), must be regarded as entirely

distinct from the pool of fire, Gehenna, hell (ch. xix. 20, xx. 14, 15). The abyss

(ch. ix. 2) seems to denote a transition-form. As Hades and the pool of fire are used sym-

bolically, the former denoting the power of the realm of the dead even upon earth, and the

latter signifying not merely the sphere of the damned, but also the manner of their spiritual

existence—extreme turbulence of passion in the midst of extreme stagnation—so the abyss,

likewise, has a symbolical import. It seems to denote the original region of psychico-

demonic moods (ch. ix. 5) ; according to this, Abaddon or ApoUyon should be regarded as

the personification of God-deserted demonic melancholy and insanity.f The influences

issuing from the abyss are, however, less pernicious than the pneumatico demonic corruptions

which come from the Euphrates,—that is, from Babylon.

* [Do not the words of oiir Lord, Matt. xxiv. 24, and those of Paul, 2 Thess. ii. 9, imply that the miracles are to be

real? The terms employed on both these occasions ({rrjixeia and Tepara) are those used to indicate the miracles of our

Lord Himself. The phrase ripain, i/ieiiSov; (miracles of falsehood) of 2 Thess. ii. 9, does not necessarily mean aught else

than miracles to confirm the " lie " (i//eiiSei) which (verse 11) the Apostle declares that those who are deluded shall believe
;

and this seems to be its most natural interpretation. There can be little doubt that the signs and wonde-s {miieiov and

ripa^.—LXX.) of which Jehovah warned His people, Dent. xiii. 1-3, were real miracles, which God would empower fajse

prophets to work for the purpose of proving Israel.—E. B. C]

t [See Excursus on Hades, under ch. xx. 13, 14.—E. E. 0.]
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A synagogue of Satan is spoken of in the epistle to Smyrna (ch. ii. 9), and in the epistle

to Philadelphia (ch. iii. 9) ; a throne of Satan is mentioned in the epistle to Pergamus (ch.

ii. 13) ; and we meet with the term "depths of Satan," i. e., pretended depths, ironically so-

called, in the epistle to Thyatira (ch. ii. 24). Satan himself appears (ch, xii.) as a great red

(blood-colored) dragon (a union of serpent and swine). He has seven heads,—as if he were

engaged in a spiritual work, holding forth the promise of a Sabbath—but ten horns of worldly

power ; he is thus characterized as a monster, yet nevertheless adorns himself with seven

crowns,—in the semblance of holiness. His tail drags the third part of the stars from

Heaven, i. e. not by intelligence, but by a wild vivacity, by his apparent power, he drags

a multitude of spirits away with him,—not only in the angelic, but also in the human

world; the latter is what is particularly meant here. For Heaven denotes also that

Heaven on earth that consists of pure spiritual Life, the centre of the Kingdom of God, the

inner congregation of God. From Heaven to the earth, i. e., a symbolical third part of

human congregations, or individual churches, make use of the old established order of things

(the earth) in the service of Satan. It is the intention of Satan to devour the holy child;

not only is the child, however, personally rescued by being caught up to Heaven, but the

universal Christ, also, of the inner congregation of faith, continues to find refuge in Heaven
[our citizenship is in Heaven [Phil. iii. 20] ), and from this Heaven of the pure spiritual Church,

Satan is cast out by Michael and his angels (by the sovereign rule and authority of Christ and

the operations of His Spirit). The woman finds refuge in the wilderness, in the unapproach-

ableness of holy theocratic (not hierarchic) asceticism and renunciation; Satan's attempt

upon her life is defeated by the earth ; this, as the mighty spiritual and secular order of

things, obtains the mastery over the floods of peoples vrith which Satan sought to overwhelm

the Church. Thus, Satan's rage is powerless to reach either Christ or the essential Church

;

he, therefore, turns his efforts against Christians, as individuals (ch. xii. 17).

I. Sub-terrestrial and Terrestrial Demonic Forms.

In connection with the plenitude of heavenly, angelic appearances contained in the

Apocalypse, the scantiness of its symbolism in reference to the demon-realm is very re-

markable. In this point also it agrees perfectly with the Gospel of John, from which the

healings of demoniacs are omitted. An explanation of both circumstances may probably be

found in the fact that for John demonic beings retreated into the back-ground, leaving the

more conspicuous place to demonic operations.

This very peculiarity lends additional distinctness to Satan, tlie principal demonic figure;

to Antichrist,, us his mature and world-historical organ in humanity,—the Bold or Wicked
One, we may call him simply ; and, as the organ of apostasy in the old religious moral world,

to the false Prophet, whom we will call the Vile or Base One.

The human earth is under the influence of another cosmical region which has been the
scene of a fall. The centre of this fall—a fall of spirits—is Satan, a fallen angel-prince

;

a non plus ultra, not of heavenly genius, but of talents originally worldly and still further

secularized. The medium of demonic influence consists, not in magical operations, but in

sympathetic, pseudo-spiritual operations ; signals of false, pretended liberty. The bestial

symbol of Satan is the dragon, as the union of serpent and swine.

Antichrist is the last and most perfect of the many Antichrists. He is neither the
embodiment of evil (Daub, Judas Iscariot), nor a genius of evil, but man, deformed, through
apostasy, into the most perfect organ of demonic worldliness in the working of mic^hty lies.

His origin is the life of the nations demonically unchained—the sea (Eev. xiii.; Dan. vii.).

The false Prophet is the finished birth of worldliness in the secularized old theocratic, or

rather hierarchico-political, order of things; he proceeds out of the earth. His tendency is

to secure from Antichrist as large a share as possible of that universal dominion which is

apparently devolving upon him
; if possible, to trick him out of his booty ; at all events to

bear oflf a considerable portion of it out of the ruin of the old relations of things, by means
of hypocritical homage to Antichrist, and by advancing his principles. The instrument
which he makes use of for the furtherance of bi^ ends is the false miracle, supported entirely
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by moral jugglery. His character, consequently, is that of true villainy, the type
of which was Judas, who also thought to secure booty from ruin. His end is the
pool of fire.

The insignia of Antichrist, or the demonic Beast, are similar to the insignia of the Devil

himself. He, however, makes an open show of his insolence, and wears ten crowns instead

of seven. He has also, in boldest despotism, set his crowns upon his horns. The diverse

Danielle world-monarchies are united in him—the Leopard, the Bear, the Lion, hence, too,

the fourth form, the monster (Dan. vii. 4-6). His apparent triumph is promoted by three

things : first, by the healing of his deadly wound ; secondly, by the boldness of his blasphemies

(Eev. xiii. 6, 6) ; finally, by the accession of the great renegade, the false Prophet, the Beast

of the earth, in whom the real spirit of the earth

—

i. e., of the old traditional order of things

—accomplishes its apostasy. Yes, the Beast of the earth seduces "the earth" itself into

worshipping Antichrist. The outward appearance of this Beast of the earth is characteristic

;

it is the form of the consummate hypocrite. He has two horns like a lamb [the Lamb?], but

he speaks like a dragon [the Dragon?]. The wonders which he does, however, consist in

jugglery ; for only in a lying, magical way can he cause iire to fall from Heaven, and make
the image of the Beast speak. His last and mightiest operation he effects by means of tho

ban of the mark. He completes the Antichristianity- of the first Beast, as Judas completed

the Antichristianity of the Jews.

m. Heavenly forms.

Heaven itself. In the concrete conception of the term. Heaven is the region of the absolute

manifestation of God in the glory of Christ (ch. iv. 1 sqq.) ; in the spiritual acceptation, it is

the region of the heavenly spirit-life, ideal Christianity (ch. xii. 7). Michael and his angels,

i. e., the sovereign rule of Christ in His organs, vanquishes Satan and his angels within the

ideal Church (inward and outward foes). The consequence is, however, that Satan is cast

upon the earth, i. e., upon the earthly Churohly-political order of things.

Jehovah. God reveals Himself in the Apocalypse first as Jehovah; that is, as He Who
is, Who was, and Who cometh (Eev. i. 4) ; this is in entire conformity to the believing ex-

pectation that His last manifestation will be in perfect unison with the Old and New Testa-

ment manifestations of Him. His manifestation is seven-fold in the Seven Spirits (see

Isaiah xi. 2) that, as individual forms of the life of Christ, are all concentrated in the

fullness of the Spirit resting upon the Son (ch. i.). This position of the Seven Spirits

is likewise in accordance with the expectation of the perfect manifestation of Clirist

in seven forms throughout the ages. Then Jehovah appears as the All-Buler upon the

heavenly throne, and the glory of His throne and government is depicted anew, in

symbolic traits. His appearance is described (ch. iv. 3) ; His heavenly Presbytery, the

four and twenty elders (ver. 4) ; His manifestation or revelation (ver. 5) ; the celestially

pure character and the operation of His government (the sea of glass) and the four funda-

mental forms of His government, the four beasts or living shapes (vers. 6-8). These

glorify Him in the first place, for they are the fundamental forms of His government itself

(ch. viii. 9). This actual glorification is reflected in the contemplation and praise of the

elect heavenly spirits (vers. 9, 10). la His hand is the sealed book with the enigmas of the

world's history (ch. v. 1). Furthermore, He appears as He that sitteth upon the throne, i. e.,

the absolute Governor (ch. vi. 16). The prayers of the saints come before God (ch. viii. 4).

Even the Angel who wears the features of Christ, swears by Him as the One who liveth

from eternity to eternity, the Creator (ch. x. 6). He is in particular the God of the earth

(ch. xi. 4), whose spirit of life re-animates the slain and faithful witnesses (ver. 11), proving

Himself, by His raising of them, to be the God of Heaven, the Almighty One (ver. 17).

His, also, is the Kingdom wherein the power of Christ rules (ch. xii. 10). He is the Father

of Christ (ch. xiv. 1). He is. Himself, primarily the Alpha and Omega, the absolute Cause

and the absolute End of all things ; and He is the living unity of this antithesis as Jehovah,

Who is, Who was, and Who cometh (ch. i. 8 ; comp. xxi. 6). But in union with Him, Christ

also is Alpha and Omega, ch. xxii. 13 (i. 11).

In yet another passage [besides ch. x. 6] God the Judge is declared to be also the Creator.
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Thus the Apocalypse, like the Gospel and Epistles of John, opposes the germs of Gnosticism

(ch. xiv. 7). Hence, also, the Song of Moses and the Song of the Lamb accord in His praise

[ch. XV. 3, 4]. His glory fills the heavenly Temple (ch. xv. 8). The last plagues are vials of His

wrath [ch. xv. 1, 6, 7, xvi.] ; and He it is Whose name men blaspheme on account of these

plagues. He exercises absolute sovereignty over the world ; He is ruler, therefore, even over

evil, in that He turns it into judg-ment (ch. ix. 5, 14, xiii. 5, 15, xv. [xvi.], the judgment of im-

penitence, ch. xvii. 17). The rich doxologies of the Apocalypse are for the most part addressed

to God, ch. iv. 8, 11 (comp. ch. v. 13, where the doxology ofGod is joined with that of the Lamb,

the former, however, being placed first, ch. vii. 12, xi. 16, 17, xii. 10, xix. 1, 6) ; worship is like-

wise addressed to God. His is the Kingdom (ch. xix. 6) ; He executes the final judgment (ch.

XX. 9, 12) ; from Him the new Jerusalem descends out of Heaven upon the earth and becomes

the tabernacle of God, the Most Holy Place of His dwelling on earth itself (ch. xxi. 2, 3)

;

He is the Beatifler (ver. 4). The relation betwixt God and the Lamb comes out distinctly in

ch. xxi. 23, where it is declared that the glory of God lightens the City of God, and the Lamb

is the light thereof; i. «., Christ the visible image, the perceptible manifestation of God (see

ch. xxii. 3, 5). As the God of the spirits of the Prophets, God is likewise the primal source

of the Apocalypse itself (ver. 6).

Christ is adorned with all the features of the glorified God-manhood. The revelation

of God is also the revelation of Christ. Grace proceeds from Plim, as from Jehovah. His

titles and traits combine His heavenly glory with His earthly work of redemption and sal-

vation; chs. i. 5,6,11-18; v. 6-14; vi.2; vii.l7; xi. 15; xii.lO; xiv. 1. 2,14; xix. 11,16; xxi.

23, xxii. 3. The motive of His glorification is everywhere His great work of redemption.

This thought runs through the entire Book as its fundamental idea. He is the Lamb that

was slain (ch. v. 6, 12) ; as Prophet, He is the Amen, the faithful Martyr (ch. iii. 14) ; as

High-priest, He is the Atoner (ch. i. 5, vii. 14) ; as King, the Liberator or Eedeemer (ch. v.

9), the Prince of the kings of the earth (ch. i. 5), the dynamical Prince of the world's his-

tory (ch. vi. 1) ; in the end appearing victoriously as such,—a King of kings and Lord of

lords. Who has made His people a Kingdom of priests (ch. i. 6, v. 10, xix. 16) ; the most

mysterious of all personalities (oh. xix. 12) ; in respect of His essential relation to the Father,

the Logos of God (ch. xix. 13) ; in respect of His human nature, the Root of the race of

David and the Morning-star of mankind (ch. xxii. 16).

The Holy Ghost is here glorified in concrete conceptions in the Seven Spirits ; in the

Spirit that takes possession of the spirit of the Prophet, becoming therein the spring of all

visions (ch. i. 10, iv. 1, 2) ; He is also glorified as the principle of the certitude of eternal

salvation and blessedness (ch. xiv. 13) ; and as the principle of the Church's longing for

the Coming of her Lord (ch. xxii. 17). In accordance with the symbolical style of the Book,

He also, like Christ Himself, several times appears in angelic form.

God's seat or throne, in its symbolical significance, requires no explanation. Since the

Presbytery of Israel, like that of the Apostolic Church, consists of twelve persons, the twenty-

four elders form a double Presbytery. This double Presbytery may, doubtless, be regarded

as symbolically expressive of the choicest spirits, selected, on the one hand, from the human
world, and, on the other, from the angelic world, and represented by the Patriarchs of Israel

and the Twelve Apostles. We have elsewhere designated the four living shapes or beasts

as fundamental forms of the Divine government.* Each of these Cherubim has six wings,

—

symbols of agitated, infinitely lively omnipresence. Each is covered with eyes, within and
without,—symbols of omniscience and wisdom. They rest not day and night ; they are

ever conscious, moving, active, like the absolute rule of Divine Intelligence,—glorifying

God continually as the Holy One and Jehovah.

Here, in the solemn company that surround the Almighty, angels are not immediately

mentioned ; in the progress of the action, however, they are brought in (ch. v. 11), and they

appear throughout the Book as the media of God's government. For the designation of

* LpMti Jp.su, Vol. I., p. 235. Schleinrmacher, p. 454, thinks that three more beasts [Uvlng-beinzs] are wanting, ch.

vi., to complete the idea of the four beasts [living-bciu;;8], which interpret the first four seals. The four be-ists [living-bo*

ings], however, refer to the fundamental forms of the world's history. [See Comment, on ch. iv. 6,p. 154.—E. R. C]
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personal angelic essences is connected with the idea that all manifestations and providences

of God are, in a symbolical sense, angels. It is a mysterious circumstance that the principal

angel of the Revelation, the Angel of Jesus Christ (oh. i. 1), likewise declares himself to be

a personal angel (ch. xix. 10, xxii. 9). The prominence of angelic apparitions— in which

Liicke pretends to discover a discrepancy between the Johannean Gospel and the Apocalypse
—-is primarily explained by the fact that we have here to do with an epoch of revelation, and
that the final epoch, in which, as even the Gospels affirm, Christ is to appear in company with

His angels [Matt. xxv. 31 ; Mark viii. 38. See Comm. on John, Am. Ed., p, 611.

—

Te.]. The
symbolical character of the Book must also be taken into account ; in accordance with this,

the spirits (heads?*) of the churches are called angels (ch. ii. and iii.). With the book of

the seven seals, a strong angel makes his appearance, proclaiming the difficult problem of

its unsealing (ch. v. 2). And now countless hosts of angels come forward, praising the

Lamb (ver. 11). The four angels who hold the four winds of the earth (ch. vii. 1) are, we
believe, symbols of the spiritual powers that hold the spirits of mankind in check ; above

them is set the Angel of Sealing, who, in accordance with the analogy of Scripture, is a

symbol of the Spirit of God (ver. 2). He also is followed by a host of angels praising God
(vers. 11, 12). Now the vision passes on to seven distinct angels who stand before God,—the

angels of the trumpets—summonses to repentance, embodied in actual events (ch. viii. 2).

Even these appear to be dependent upon the Angel who has in charge the prayers of t e

saints. Here again, doubtless, we have a symbol of the Holy Ghost, Who, awhile ago, was

represented by the Angel of the Sealing. An antithesis to the angels holding the four winds

(ch. vii. 1) is formed by the four angels bound by the Euphrates, gloomy and mysterious forms

which are identified with the judgment of the horsemen themselves (ch. ix. 15). That which'

constitutes them angels is not the character of personality, but the character of a Divine mis-

sion or the unity of four missions—corresponding to the whole world—of divine probational

judgments. The absolute sovereignty of God over demonic darkness makes even Abaddon-

ApoUyon an angel of the abyss (ch. ix. 11).

Since the Parousia of Christ cannot yet be referred to in ch. x. 1, the mighty angel de-

scribed there as bearing a complete resemblance to the image of Christ, is also, doubtless, a

symbol of the Spirit of God. The Spirit of Sealing, the Spirit who represents the saints, by

offering all their prayers before God, is also the Spirit of Prophecy concerning the approach-

ing Coming of Christ. The Spirit of God has the little book of the eschatological Gospel in

His hand. He over-rules the earth and the sea—stable order and the surging life of the

nations. His voice is as the voice of a lion. Moved by Him, the seven thunders utter their

voices ; these thunders represent the entire course of reformations and missions in the

'Christian Church ; a full revelation concerning these is withheld, because such revelation

would encroach upon the free-agency of man. It is likewise the prerogative of the Spirit

of God to swear, i. «., to give certainty to the spirit of man. He is the author of New Tes-

tament prophecy (ver. 11). He distinguishes between the Temple of true worshippers and

the outer court of the Church, which the Gentiles tread under foot (ch. xi. 1, 2). He it is

Who causes the two olive-trees to be olive-trees, for oil is a symbol of the Spirit. That

Michael, with his angels, in conflict with the Dragon and his angels, is indicative of the

Spirit of Christ in His authoritative government, is to us an indisputable fact. The eagle

flying through Heaven (ch. [viii. 13] xiv. 6) should likewise be noticed here as the angel of

Apocalyptic Revelation to John himself, whose attribute the eagle has become. He flies

through the midst of Heaven with his eschatological message, for this revelation flies through

the whole sphere of the Christian spirit.

The Angel of Prophecy is succeeded by the Angel of the Church Triumphant (ver. 8) ;

he is followed by the Angel of Judgment (vers. 9-11). The relation and conduct of the angels

mentioned (ch. xiv. 14-20) is very mysterious. The form like unto the Son of Man, sitting

upon the cloud and bearing the harvest-sickle, i. e., commissioned to cut short the course of

* The Epistles are a component part of the Apocalypse itsplf, and not merely preparatory thereto. Hence th-ir termi-

nology, likewise, is symbolical— a fact unreco.jnized Ijy Irvingism. It is not aupposable that the Mads of the chiimhi!

Bbould bear a relation to the churches, like that of stars to candle^sticks.
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the world in order to judgment, is unmistakably Christ. The other angel, charged with the

mandate to Christ, will then denote the message of the Father, Who hath reserved the time

and the hour to Himself (ver. 15). Over against the specific harvest of Christ there is,

however, also another harvest of condemnatory judgment. Accordingly, the fire-angel of

the cosmical government of God, the angel who is [ideally] one with the altar of the

universal sacrifice of the world in its old form (ver. 18) commands the angel who, in

fellowship with Christ, executes the final judgment upon the earth, to thrust in his

sickle also for the judgment of wrath. This latter angel Avith the sickle issues from the

Temple (ver. 17) ; he appears further on (ch. xv. 6) to branch into the seven angels who

dispense the vials of wrath. It is a very significant fact that these angels of judgment

receive their vials from one of the four beasts [living-beings (ch. xv. 7)] ; according

to this, this individual life-form of Divine government intervenes between them and God.

That the judgments executed are not blind events is shown by one of the seven angels, who

acts as interpreter of these judgments (ch. xvii. 1, 7). This, therefore, is the Angel of Pro-

phecy (ch. xiv. 15). Distinct from him is the Angel of Judgment itself (ch. xviii. 1 sqq.

;

comp. ch. xiv. 17). Somewhat obscurely the Prophecy goes back to the Angel of the Apoca-

lypse in general (ch. xix. 9) ; again, however, we find the Angel of Prophecy (ch. xiv. 15,

xvii. 1, 7), whilst after him the Angel of Judgment again appears (ch. xix. 17 ; comp. xviii. 1).

His standing in the sun probably denotes the cosmical nature of the final judgment which

he announces. The blessing of the renewal of the world attends upon the angel who shuts

Satan up in the abyss (ch. xx. 1, 2). This angel has the same key that Christ has (ch. i. 18

—not to be confounded with ch. ix. 1). Subsequent to the consummation, as the union be-

twixt heaven and earth, we hear no more of angels until finally at the close, the Angel of the

Eevelation of Christ is again mentioned (ch. xxii. 8, [xxi. 9?]).

Angels alternate in a remarkable manner with heavenly voices. It is in accordance

with the high ecstatic condition of the Prophet that the wonders of vision should be

conjoined with wonders of hearing (ch. v. 2, 11, vi. 7, 10, viii. 13, x. 8, xiv. 6, 7, 9, 15,

xviii. 2, xix. 17), or should alternate with them. The characterization of the heavenly voices

is likewise significant. The first voice—and this is usual—introduces the vision. " I was in

the spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet." The same

voice further on resembles the sound of many waters (ch. i. 15). Again it is like a trumpet

(ch. iv. 1). From the throne of God proceed lightnings and voices and thunders (ch. iv. 5),

—holy revelations which become voices, voices which become thunders. A voice out of the

midst of the four beasts (ch. vi. 6) causes the famine to appear as an infliction of specially

conscious Divine dispensation. The prayers of the saints, having ascended to heaven, re-

troact upon the earth in voices and thunders, in lightnings and earthquakes (ch. viii. ijj.

Here preachings, words of thunder, precede the lightnings of new illumination and the shocks

of mighty changes. A voice from the four horns of the altar (ch. ix. 18) directs, in confor-

mity to this its origin, the immolation of a third part of mankind through the medium of

a penal judgment (comp. ch. xvi. 7). It is in consequence of a heavenly voice that the

Prophet eats the mysterious little book; the Holy Ghost quickens the word (ch. x. 8), A
great voice from Heaven summons the two risen witnesses up to Heaven ; a new and great

revelation requires a new heavenly condition of State and Church in the form of the perfected

Kingdom (ch. xi. 11, 12). Herewith are connected the great voices in Heaven announcing
the dawn of the consummation (ch. xi. 15. Similarly the great voice, ch. xii. 10). At the
opening of the Temple in Heaven, which now follows, a great hail accompanies the lightnings

and voices and thunders and earthquakes (ch. xi. 19). The more detailed development of
this latter figure (ch. xvi. 18, 21) makes the hail appear in the light of a great, terrible, and
distressful decomposition of cosmical relations. The anticipatory celebration of the con-
summation in the heavenly Church of the elect is especially solemn (ch. xiv. 1 sqq.).

Here the perfected life of nations, of geniuses or prophets, and of art, is united in the har-
mony of a new and lofty song : The voices of many waters, of a great thunder, and of harpers,
singing a song that only the elect and holy company can learn. In yet fuller tones resounds
the heavenly concert after the fall of the harlot, in anticipatory celebration of the marriatfe
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of the Bride (ch. xLx. 1-7). It is also a heavenly proclamation that causes the writing of

these words: Blessed are the dead, etc. (ch. xiv. 13); and how often have they been re-

written ! Again, the command to go forth from Babylon comes immediately as a voice from

Heaven (ch. xviii. 4).

I 7. PSYCHICO-PNEUMATIO MEDIA OF APOCALYPTICS. APOCALYPTIC VISION.

a. Sacred Vision.

The Theology of the prophetic subjective form of this is wrapped in obscurity as yet.

Orthodoxism makes no distinction between objective phenomena addressing themselves

to the common empirical perception of the five senses, and objective phenomena observable

by the prophetic perception alone. Theosophy makes no distinction between the perceptive

forms of the heathen mantic condition, in which man becomes the un-free, constrained tool

of a mysterious influence, supposed to be of ghostly [spirit] origin—in a word between the

pathologico-somnambulic form of perception—and the ethical ecstasy of the theocratic

domain, in which the Seer is freed from the limits of common empiricism. Pantheistic

rationalism makes no distinction between those salutiferous visions which are the sources

of the higher life, yea, of the recovery of mankind, and fanatical hallucinations whose end

is the mad-house (Strauss).

A result of the orthodoxistic confusion of ideas is the fact that the prophetic vision is

regarded as merely one form of revelation among several ; whilst, on the contrary, the vision

is really the medium of all forms of revelation. This truth is expressed by the threefold

development of the Hebrew terms denoting prophetic sight: [1] The Seer or Prophet

(nx'l)
; [2] The Proclaimer of new things (N-3J)

; [3] The Beholder or Seer (Hm).

The first thing that we shall premise relative to the subject of prophetic vision and

also, in especial, of Apocalyptic vision, is the mysterious fact that a twofold form of con-

sciousness is peculiar to the human soul,—a day consciousness, and a night consciousness.

The latter forms the background of life, but is, however, generally veiled and hidden.

Our second premise is as follows : The liberation of the second consciousness was a

thing of more ready occurrence when the nations were in their youth and filled with youth-

ful presentiments, than whilst they were passing through the middle age of their develop-

ment; a new liberation of this night-consciousness is in prospect for the time of perfect

development.

It is a well-known fact that this second form of consciousness, the universal existence

of which is betrayed by the most manifold signs, manifested itself among the Greeks in a

pathological form (manticism [fiavreia, sooth-saying, divination]
) ; this pathological form

comes in contact with the ethical form only in the teachings of Socrates (daimonism [Sat/xd-

vLov]), being converted in the writings of Plato into a sort of theory ; whilst on the line of

Semitic tradition, the ethical form of vision has, amid the reciprocal action of Divine grace

and the ethical struggling of elect spirits, been made the actual organ of revelation.

A polarity, therefore, meets us in all cases : a harmonious contrast of Divine manifesta-

tions and human visions or transports—^based, these latter, upon the being rapt out of the

condition of ordinary consciousness (ecstasy). Without a Divine manifestation through the

Holy Ghost, Wlio subserves Himself not only of natural phenomena and spiritual messengers,

but also of the capacities and aptitudes of the human organism, there is no vision ; without

vision there is no Divine manifestation. Now although this contrast is harmonious and in-

dissoluble in its nature, it is also one of great magnitude ; it is, therefore, necessary for us to

distinguish between forms of revelation which are predominantly objective and those in

which the subjective element preponderates. The most objective form is that powerfulness

of manifestation which reveals itself not only to the Prophets in the centre, but also, with a

startling might, to profane individuals in their company (Moses in Egypt ; Elijah on Mount

Carn*3l ; Christ in the Temple ; Saul on the way to Damascus). The most subjective form

of revelation is inspiration; such as traverses, unwaning, like a midnight sun, the conscious-

ness of the Apostles. The perfect contrast is thus stated : the objective Divine novelty —the
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wonder, and the subjective Divine novelty—the prophetic word or the preaching Prophet

Founded upon the psychological and historical conditions of revelation is the fact that

its subjective forms can admit of augmentation to the richest degree, and diminution to a

vanishing point. The beginning of revelationary vision is a visional hearing in a dream

(Samuel )°; a form which is introduced by the natural-prophetic, significant dream (e. g.,

Joseph's dream, Gen. xxxvii.), but must, however, be distinguished from that. The end of

revelationary vision is an Apostolic illumination, the echo of which is heard long after in the

Bath-kol.*
•

T,- i f
It results from the distinction of epochs and periods in the inner, pneumatic history ol

the world, that the miraculous forms of revelation become latent in the times of periodical

development. From the universaUty of the prophetic aptitude in mankind (this is not

sayino- as much as if we were to say—from the universality of the Christological [Theologi-

cal?—E. R. C] aptitude—comp. Acts xvii. 27), and from the momentousness of the human

life, especially the Christian life, the expectation likewise results, however, that extraordi-

nary and mysterious events will take place in all times.

Within the cycle of revelation the wonder of hearing develops into the wonder of vision;

and the vision of the Seer, from whom the consciousness of the distinction betwixt empiric

and prophetic sight is, as yet, absent, is developed in ghostly, historical events^ and visions,

in the experience of which the consciousness of the distinction between this inward sight

and common empiricism commences and continually increases.

But this suspense between prophetic experiences and the experiences of the five senses,

does but constitute a transition between the incipient and the meridian point of prophecy.

In the life of Abraham heavenly manifestation becomes a continual higher empiricism
;
he

walks, like a holy child, on the borders of the spirit-world. In the life of Christ, on the

other hand, the suspense between prophetic and ordinary vision is also done away with. His

constant and every-day experience is for Him the recognized medium of an uninterrupted

vision.

Not even the Apostles were able to walk on these heavenly heights of spirituality in this

vale of earth. Christ walked in a faith that was, at the same time, sight ;
but the Apostles

walked in faith, not in sight. Doubtless, however, their life of faith was founded upon, and

interspersed with, moments of sight, whilst the intervals were filled up with the power of

inspiration—a power which, indeed, for the moment and in particular relations, might

sometimes be obscured [diminished]. On the other hand, however, there were also moments

in the lives of the Apostles when momentary Divine manifestations were theirs in so rich

and mighty a form as to develope into actual and lasting inspirations. The Sacred Writings

were the issues of these forth-gushing springs.

On the meridian of a perfect union betwixt manifestation and inspiration, the canonical

Apocalypse took its rise. It was based upon visions whose foundation was a burning longing

for the Coming of the Lord ; a longing awakened by the peculiar and oppressive character of

the times, and cherished in minds that, by reason of their ideal nature, possessed a higher

prophetic calling. Under the reciprocal action of this yearning and the Spirit of revelation,

the visions took shape. In this longing, in the pangful attraction of love to the Coming of

the Lord, the Old Testament Prophets could compete with the Apostles, and thus some of

the former became, perforce, Apocalyptists. Each party excelled the other in some par-

ticular. The men of the Old Testament had not found satisfaction in the principially

perfected redemption, as had those of the New Testament ; their faith was pre-eminently

hope; hence their longing in the face of the threatening of apparent ruin was more full of

* [We flubjoin the following from Kitto's CyclopiEdia. The whole article, which Js too long for insertion here, is

worthy of perusal. " Bath Kol (^ip n3, daughter of the voice,). Under this niinie the Talmud, the later Taigums, and

the R-ibbinicfil writers make frequent mention of a kind of oracular voice, constituting the fourth grade of revelation,

which, although it was an instrument of Divine communication throughout the early history of the Israelites, was the

most promineot, because the sole, prophetic manifestation which existed during (and oven after) the period of the second

Temple."—B. B. C]
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human passion, more darkly glowing, and their Apocalyptic productions were more richly
colored, more manifold, more original. In the case of the Apostles, on the other hand, the
New Testament longing developed gradually out of the most complete satisfaction drawn by
faith from the principial redemption and overcoming of the world ; the Apostles' longing
was based upon this faith and soothed by it. And thus many passed away as martyrs in the
first full enjoyment of the principial consummation ; and in the case of a few only there
was gradually developed a more distinct Apocalyptic vision (Peter, Paul). But one, John,
the friend of Jesus, became the Seer and Prophet of His Advent in the truest sense. Hence
the New Testament Seers continued scholars of those of the Old Testament in regard to

Apocalyptical forms likewise. Whilst the latter were in advance of the former, so far as

the painful pressure of unsatisfied longing is concerned, the former excelled in the univer-

sality, the spiritual clearness and fullness of their Apocalyptic views.

b. Sacred Vision in its Conjunction with Sacred Art; or Apocalyptic Composition.

The real problem of Apocalyptics is set forth in the question: How can visional

ecstasy be conceived of as united to a calmly conscious, self-reflecting working of the mate-

rials gathered in such ecstasy into literary form and shape? The common prejudice is

against such a combination. Not only ecstasy, but enthusiasm, or inspiration even, is re-

garded as forming a contrary antithesis to the reflective presentation of ideas or events and
the artistic shaping of thought. Unconsciousness and naivete of feeling are held to be
requisite for the presentation of sacred matters. This opinion has a certain truth only as

opposed to an over-nicety and ardfioialuess of expression, affectation, false oratorioalness,

and poetastery ; it is, for the most part, however, itself biased by the mistaken idea that

poetry and Prophecy must have a mantle ground-form. The example of poetry even,

true, original and elevated poetry, exhibits a direct contradiction of this notion. There

certainly does exist a distinction between the original conception of a poem and the artistic

elaboration of it. But the mightier the conception, the richer the equipment of fundamen-

tal forms, poetic shapes and euphony that accompany it ; besides, the original inspired con-

templation of a subject continues, as a creative and formative power, throughout the entire

calm, reflective and artistic process of elaboration. This is true of art in general ; otherwise

there could be no question of sacred art. Though we must, therefore, distinguish between

the prophetic rapture, which can be so intensified as to cause the Prophet to sink, fainting,

upon the earth, and the subsequent preaching of that which he has seen— yet the rapture

iSjin the first instance, as an ethical mood, fructified by the word of preaching, and in the

word of preaching the continuous rapture attains its most complete expression. This fact

is presented in the highest degree in the reciprocal operation of the mightiest manifestations

and the calmest formative activity of inspiration, in which activity the original Divine voices

shape themselves into the human word. Inspiration is in such perfect agreement with the

most thorough deliberation and sober-mindedness that it may be clothed in all forms of

true learning and pure art. This is true in the fullest degree of the Biblical Apocalypses

;

they are living syntheses of theocratic revelation and Hebrew art. The Johannean Apoca-

lypse constitutes, in a three-fold aspect, the zenith of the canonical Apocalypses : first, it

forms the zenith of eschatological vision; secondly, it forms the zenith of sacred art— art

which is Hebrew, though breathed upon by the Greek spirit of measure and symmetry

;

and, thirdly, we behold in it the zenith of the union of vision and art. Thus it is in itself

a typically prophetic presentation of the end of the world, in which the fullness of holiness

shall appear in the full radiance of beauty— an intimidating and repellent mystery to the

eyes of the profane world.

^8. FUNDAMENTAL TKAITS OF APOCALYPTIC COMPOSITION.

The fundamental traits of Apocalyptic composition are already indicated by the general

character of sacred composition.

In respect of the inner side of this sort of composition, we distinguish the sacred motive;
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the sacred desiga ; and the sacred haste of execution from motive to design. In respect of

the formal side, we distinguish the theocratic -world-historical foundation ;
the solemn lan-

guage, replete with beauty, simplicity, and derotion ; and the cyclical movement toward the

goal in a series of original, circular pictures of the whole [Oesammtbilder^panora.ma.a'!].

If we apply ourselves directly to the tracing out of these features in the Apocalyptical

Scriptures, we shall observe that, in respect of their motive, a world-historical state of neces-

sity in the Church of God begets, within an elect and praying prophet-heart, that unique

state of necessity to which Heaven opens;—opens, in order that, by the discovery

of a glorious Messianic picture of the future, the fact may be revealed that the temporal

necessity of the Church rests upon a Divine plan and is designed to lead to a triumph, the

certainty of which is already rejoiced over in Heaven. Hence it is that, in the Apocalypse,

every gloomy, distressful scene on earth is supported by a radiant, festive scene in Heaven,

and analogies are found even in the Old Testament Apocalypses. Comp. Is. xL, xlix., Iviii.

;

Ezek. xxxvii.

The design of the Apocalypse, both in the Old and the New Testament Scriptures, is

practical in the higher sense of that term. It is intended that the Church of God— in the

persons of His prominent servants, in the first place (Eev. i. 1)—shall receive, in chromatic

rays, the requisite amount of light concerning the future, to enable her to find her way in

situations of the greatest obscurity ; it is likewise intended that she should possess a treasury

of consolation at which she may always be able to quicken her longing, hope, patience, and

perseverance, and, above all, her love : in this sense, Prophecy shall ever open more fnlly to

her in accordance with her need, whilst it presents an impenetrable veil to the profane gaze

of worldliness as well as to hypocritical chiliastic desires. This design is plainly revealed

in the Apocalypse of John in a number of passages, and especially in the seven epistles and

at the close ; it is, however, the design of all Apocalypses. Comp. Is. xl. 1 ; Dan. xii. 10.

The holy haste of execution, its rapid gravitation to the final goal, is announced in the

brevity of expression ; the rapid succession of scenes ; the ever new configurations of the

end ; and the strong expression of a presentiment of the end, to which the whole intervening

period seems but a brief time. In consideration of the last-mentioned fact, it is a senseless

proceeding to interpret the promises of a speedy fulfillment, e. g., Eev. i. 1, as based upon

a chronological error. That the Apocalypse intends the sayings concerning the speediness

of the end in a religious sense, and not in an ordinary chronological signification, is proved

by the ages which this same Apocalypse interposes between the stand-point of the Seer and

the day of final decision (comp. 1 John ii. 18, "the last hour;" likewise Haggai ii. 6).

Revelation, in accordance with its theocratically world-historical character, takes in the

entire breadth of the world, the entire length, height, and depth of its course, in a manner
of which we find scarcely the faintest idea in classical historiography. This character is

most clearly pronounced in the Apocalyptic Scriptures. The Book of Daniel presents a

construction of the world's history agreeable to the predominant character of the pre-

Christian time : the world-monarchies occupy the foreground of the picture until the King-

dom of Christ puts an end to them. In the Apocalypse of John, the entire history of the

world is presented in the New Testament light: the Kingdom ofGod occupies the foreground,

arrayed for the final decisive combats with the world-power, whose advances become con-

stantly bolder and more threatening. Even in this Book, however, the vision of the seven

seals (ch. vi.), and the figure of the Woman clothed with the sun (ch. xii.), as well as many
another feature, carry us back to the old time before Christ. Manifold are the links con-

necting the Biblical Books in harmonious sequence, so that one Book rests not only upon
the knowledge, but also upon the basis, of the preceding one. Thus, the Apocalypses are

joined to all the foregoing Biblical Books ; and as the whole of the Old Testament is reflected

in the Prophet Daniel, so the Apocalypse of John presents the image of both the Old and
the New Testament. Nay, more, this unique conclusion of the whole of the Sacred Writings

is likewise the conclusion of their mysteries ; in it, their very first Book, Genesis, is most
clearly mirrored, thus imaging for us the Genesis of the first world in the Genesis of the

second. Especially close, however, is the connection of the Apocalypse of the New Testa-
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ment with the Apocalyptic Scriptures of the Old Testament ; and that not in regard to the
subject-matter alone, hut also in respect of its figurative language and its art. The entire
learning of the Old Testament, as well as the entire Esohatology of the Gospels and all other
New Testament Books, is here reproduced in a perfectly original form ; above all, we recog-
nize here the elements of Eschatology presented in Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel ; as also
those of Zechariah in particular, as well as the most manifold traits of other Prophets.

The solemn, devotional language of Holy Wril^-language beautiful in its simplicity,
and yet ghostly in its sublimity—is the property, in a peculiar degree, of all its Apocalypses

;

from the Apocalypse of Isaiah, through the Esohatologies of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel,
down to the Revelation of John. In the latter, however, we have, added to the Hebrew and
Hebraizing expressions of the Prophet—who speaks in the spirit (ev irvev/ian), not in the
language of apostolic, didactic mediation {h tQ vui)—a, Christian Greek element, viz.; the
hymn, which consists in lyrical outgushes and also in the most metrical domination of the
material by the form. The general admiration excited by the diction of H abakkuk, and
by the mysterious chiar' oscuro of Zechariah, is a well-known fact ; it will be found, how-
ever, on examination, that Obadiah, Nahum, and Zephaniah also employ a language pecu-
liarly Apocalyptical.

Of special moment for the true position of exegesis, is the cyclical movement of the
Apocalypses, from the stand-point of the Seer to the final goal of the world. The least of
the Apocalyptic Writings cannot, indeed, be afiirmed to present such an arrangement, though
even in them a similar organization is observable, in the division of the special topics of
which they treat into rounded and distinct discourses. (Comp. the [Lange] Oomm. on Oba-
diah, Nahum, Hahahhuh, Zephaniah). On directing our attention to the greater Apocalypses,
we find that the cyclical construction, in three stages, of the unitous Esohatology (Is. xl.

—

Ixvi.), is marked both by the peculiar character of those stages (I. The restoration of Israel

as the servant of God, including the promise of the Messiah, xl.-xlviii. II. The Messiah
as the Servant of God, the suffering Eedeemer of Israel, xlix.-lvii. III. The Messiah as

the victorious Servant of God; and the consummation of the Kingdom of God (Iviii.-lxvi.),

and by their significant concluding formulas. In ch. xlviii. 22, we read :
" There is no peace,

saith the Lord, unto the wicked." In ch. Ivii. 20, the terms are stronger :
" But the wicked

are like the troubled sea that cannot rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt. [But] there

is no peace, saith my God, to the wicked." Strongest of all is the close, ch. Ixvi. 24 : "'And
they shall go forth and look upon the carcasses of the men that have transgressed against

[apostatized from] Me ; for their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched

;

and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh." This climax is, manifestly, a development

of the final judgment—a development continually increasing in power, and pointing at last

to the lake of fire spoken of in the Apocalypse, ch. xix. 20, xx. 10, 14, 15 (comp. Matt. xxv. 41 ).

The Eschatology of Jeremiah is unfolded in a series of pictures of judgment, begin-

ning with ch. xlvi.* and closing with ch. U. 64. That this Eschatology forms a cyclical com-
position, is proved by the unitous line of judicial pictures and their close in the judgment
upon Babylon, which also points to the fall of the antitypical Babylon (Rev. xviii.).

In the Eschatology of Ezekiel, three cycles are distinctly risible. I. The Vision of the

Resurrection of Israel ; the Union between Israel and Judah ; and the Eternal Kingdom of

the Messiah, as a revelation for the Gentiles (ch. xxxvii.). II. The Judgment upon the

northeastern Antichrist, Gog in the land of Magog, the prince in Eos,t Meshech, and Tubal

(chs. xxxviii. and xxxix.). III. The new Mystical Temple upon a high mountain in the

land of Israel, the place of the Throne of the Incarnate Jehovah (ch. xliii. 6, 7) ; from this

Temple, a stream, adorned on either side with trees of life, issues for the rejuvenation of the

world (ch. xlvii.), chs. xl.-xlviii. Ezekiel's vision of the resurrection of Israel points to the

first resurrection of the Apocalypse (ch. xx.). His vision of the judgment of Gog points

to the Apocalyptic final judgment upon the last form of Antichristianity under the same

* Relatively, the Apocalypse of Jeremiah begins with ch. xlv,, as we have stated in the Cmrmi. on Genesis.

t [In the B. T., Eziek. xxxviii. 3, etc., the Hebrew expression i^NI H't^J is translated tlie chief prince; the entire

expression may be rendered as above. See Robinson's Gesenius, under K?K'^. The LXX. gives 'Pws.—B. R. C]
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name (ch. xx.). The new Temple upon the high mountain, with its river and trees of life,

finds its final fulfillment in the City of God, with its paradisaical trees of life (Eev. xxi.

and xxii.).

In regard to the Prophet Daniel, we have already remarked, in the Comm. on Genesis

(Introduction [Am. Ed., p. 38]), that we consider the portions, (ch. x.-xi.44, nnd ch. xii.5-13),

as an interpolation.* Irrespective of this interpolation, the work falls into two sections,

each of which is composed of cyclical pictures. In the first part (ch. i.-vi.), Daniel appears

as the interpreter of foreign oracles within heathenism itself; in the second part, he is no

longer the expounder of obscure, dream-like, ghostly. Divine voices and writings within

heathenism, hut a Prophet of the clearer revelations of Jehovah for His people. In the

first part, God's judgment upon the works of heathen arrogance and pride are unfolded,

whilst pious men of Israel are wonderfully preserved and glorified ; in the second part, the

sufferings of the Kingdom of God under the final and the typical Antichristianity are por-

trayed, together with the triumph of God's Kingdom. Upon the Introduction, ch. i., in

which the continuance of a holy Israel, in the midst of heathen temptations, is depicted

as the basis of Prophecy and the foundation for the coming of the Kingdom of God, follow

the oracles of the first part : a. Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the monarchy-image ;
confii-ma-

tion of the Messianic conclusion of the dream, in the preservation of the three men in the

fiery furnace through the medium of the fourth Man among them, the "son of the gods"

(chs. ii. and iii.). 6.. The dream of the tree that reached unto Heaven ; fulfillment of the dream

in the humiliation of Nebuchadnezzar; and his repentance (ch. iv.). c. The oracle in the

banquet-room of Belshazzar, and the judgment upon his pride ; downfall of Belshazzar

;

fresh exaltation of Daniel ; his apparent fall, and wonderful preservation in the den of

lions (chs. v. and vi.). The second part reverts to the time of the first part. Daniel's own

visions begin with the dream-vision of the four Beasts as forms of the four world-mon-

archies (ch. vii.) ; manifestly, the Israelitish pendant to the dream of Nebuchadnezzar (ch.

ii.). The second vision of Daniel (ch. viii.) passes beyond the dream-form ; it manifestly pre-

sents the precursory, typical Antichristianity of Antiochus Epiphanes, which must by no

means be confounded with the final Antichristianity sketched in ch. vii. 7, 8 ; a suflrciently

distinct pendant to the fall of the mighty tree (ch. iv.) Daniel's third vision is even medi-

ated by the Prophet's earnest prayer for Mount Zion ; it is, therefore, a highly developed

form of the vision. It has reference to the import of the seventy weeks determined by

Jeremiah, after which Jerusalem—in a thoroughly Messianico-eschatological sense—should

be restored. We read the conclusion of the vision in the following connection :
" And even

to the summit [' double sense : to the uttermost, and to the top of the Temple' ] come the

abominations, the ravages, and until destruction, which is firmly decreed, is poured out

upon the desolator" (see Comm. on Matthew, p. 425, Am. Ed.) [Dan. ix. 27]. But he shall

set up his palace-tents between the sea and the mountain of the holy ornament, yet shall go

on towards his end without deliverance [ch. xi. 45]. At that time, however, shall Michael

arise, the great chief that standeth for the sons of thy people—it shall indeed be a time

of tribulation, such as never was until that time, but, at the same time, thy people

shall be delivered, all that are written in the Book of Life—and many that sleep in the

dust of the earth shall awake, etc.'' [ch. xii. 1 sqq.]. In this rounded form the vision con-

stitutes a pendant to the ghostly writing on the wall in the banqueting-room of Belshazzar.

With the abominable desecration of the vessels of the Temple, corresponds the abomination

of desolation which reaches the summit (double sense [the uttermost, or]), the pinnacle

of the Temple; with the sudden fall of Belshazzar, corresponds the destruction that sud-

denly comes upon the desolator. At the same time, many features of the Book of Daniel

point to the Apocalypse. The typical Antichrist of Dan. viii., who has already in ch. vii.

appeared in the most general outlines of his antitype, points to the perfect antitype in the

Apocalypse. The seventy weeks—which are to be interpreted symbolically, not chronologi-

cally—are thus divided (see the Symbolism of Numbers, above) : 1. Sixty-two weeks of the

* ["Compare, however, upon this point, Hengstenberg : AuVientie des Daniel.'^ Note by Tr. of ClOmm. on GenaU,
Am. Ed., p. 38.—E. E. C]
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troublous restoration of Jerusalem with streets and ditches, but in strait of times ; the time

until the appearing and slaying of the Messiah. At the end of these weeks, the Anointed,

Who is not yet the Prince, shall be cut off. 2. One week. Appearance of the prince, who is

not an anointed one. Renewal of the covenant in this week for many, and, in antithesis,

ce.ssation of the sacrifice. Downfall of the Jewish State and worship. 3. Seven weeks to

the Anointed, Who is, at the same time, the Prince. This is the shadowy sketch of the time

from the destruction of Jerusalem to the Parousia of Christ, in which two features only are

distinctly prominent: the renewed covenant of the many, on the one side; the contrasted

lasting desolation, on the other (the shortened days of tribulation, sec Comm. on Matthew,

ch. xxiv. [p. 425, Am. Ed.]).

With Daniel's symbolical reckoning of time, corresponds the symbolical reckoning of

the Apocalypse (chs. xi.,xii.) ; to the troublous time of the Theocracy in the sixty-two weeks,

corresponds the travailing Woman, menaced by Satan (ch. xii.) ; to the slaying of the Mes-

siah, corresponds His translation to Heaven. To the prince, who is a desolator, corresponds

the whole development of New Testament Antichristianity. The appearance of the anointed

Prince coincides unmistakably with the Parousia of Christ. In Daniel, however, the anointed

Prince manifestly appears in the form of Michael. Finally, an antithesis corresponding to

the antithesis of the times is formed by the fact that Daniel is commanded to seal up his

writing (ch. xii. 4), whilst John receives an exactly contrary command (Rev. xxii. 10).*

We have already presented our views in regard to the unitous composition of those

Prophecies that come under the name of Zechariah,in the Introduction to Genesis (p. 39,

[Am. Ed.]). Not only the whole beginning of the disintegration of this Scripture into tvfo

parts—a procedure based upon a misunderstanding ;—not only the misapprehension of the

manifest traits of a later Israelitish age in the second part, but also, in particular, the limi-

tation of the Prophecies to the circumstances characterizing the time of the Prophet, without

a due regard to the fact that he has throughout employed the circumstances of his time as

symbols and types, has occasioned a permanent and increasing prejudice in favor of the divi-

sion of the Book. We, however, in spite of a criticism which, though fully warranted in set-

ting forth its peculiar views, is still in its youth, cling to the assumption that the whole Book

forms a unitous Apocalypse ; its first part, depicting the coming of the Messianic Kingdom
;

its second, the coming of the Messiah Himself; types cyclically progressive being employed

in each case. We regard the opening (ch. i. 1-6) as an introduction, instead of holding,

with Kohler, that it forms the first section of the first part. The first vision (ch. i. 7-17) is pro-

missive of the restoration of the Israelitish Theocracy. In connection with the second vision

(vers. 18-21, Heb. text ii. 1-4), which announces the destruction of the four hostile powers

that have scattered Israel,! it forms the first cyclical general picture. The third vision

(ch. ii. 1-13, Heb. text ii. 5-17) depicts the immeasurable fullness and superb security of the

inhabitants of the New Jerusalem ; with it, the fourth vision, the cleansing of the priest-

hood from its defilement, even to the point of the coming of the Tsemach
(
[E. V. Branch=

Sprout] ch. iii. 1-10), must unite to form the second cyclical picture of the future. In the two

sons of oil, the fifth vision sets forth the ramification of the Theocracy into the princely and

priestly offices ; it is the duty of these offices, themselves being filled with the Spirit, to nourish

the unitous candlestick of Israel, the light of the world, with the oil of the Spirit; keeping

themselves, meanwhile, from the way of violence. Israel is to use no violence toward the Gen-

tile world, but to maintain a severe discipline within ;
accordingly, the sixth vision (ch. v. 1-4)

is conjoined to the fifth (ch. iv.), thus presenting the third general picture in its two aspects.

* ["This prophecy is called tJw Revdation, with respect to the Scripture of truth, which Daniel was commanded to nhut

up and seal, till the time of the end. Daniel sealed it until the time of tJie end; and, until that time comes, the Lamb is

opening the seals ; and afterwards the two witnesses prophesy out of it a long time in sack-cloth before they ascend up to

Heaven in a cloud. All which is as ranch as to say that these Prophecies of Daniel and .John should not be understood till

the time of the end ; but then some should prophesy out of them in an afaicted and mournful state for a long time, and

that but darkly, so as to conTert but few. But in the very end, the Prophecy should be so far interpreted as to convert

many." Sib Isaac Newton.—E. R. C]

f I now am doubtful as to whether the fonr world-monarchiea are intended by this, since the Prophet limits the work

of the horns to the past.
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According to the seventh vision (ch. v. 5-11) the theocratic domain is purified from all

unrighteousness ; a threatening antithesis to this is presented outside of the Theocracy in

the fact that this unrighteousness is set down in the land of Shinar. Hence, m the eighth,

or last vision (ch. vi. 1-8), God's judgment upon the Gentile world is exhibited as going

forth into all the quarters of Heaven ; this, and the seventh vision, form the fourth cyclical

general picture. . . , i_i r

The conclusion of the first part, from ch. vi. 9 to ch. viii. 23, then unmistakably forms

the transition to the second part, which consists of a cyclical series of typical representations

of the Messiah.
. x-^ i. j j.

In the first place, Joshua, the High-priest, is, by a solemn crowning, constituted a type

of the coming Messiah, Who is to be at once Priest and King (ch. vi. 9sqq.). Further-

more, the Prophet himself becomes a momentary and extraordinary type of the Messiah

(ch vi 15 sqq ) Hence he decides the question which the Israelites put to the Priests, as

to whether the extraordinary fasts of the exile should be continued; answering the inquiry

for the Priests as well as the people, he declares that there is henceforth no ordinance of

fasts • that the people are to observe the moral commandments of truth, mercy, and

compassion, which, to their destruction, they formerly despised ;
now, however, judgment

should be turned away from them, and, after the restoration of Israel, the fast-days should

become joyful feast-days
;
yea, the salvation of Israel should be diffused amongst all nations

(ch. vii. and viii.).

In this transition, the unitous picture of the time of the Messiah is laid before us. It is

the programme of the second part, from ch. ix. to the close. Here, in this second part, the

future of the Messiah is unrolled before our eyes in typical acts, representative of individual

items in His career.
, x.

First type. Advent and appearance of the Messiah in poor and humble guise (ch. ix.;

comp. Matt, xxi, 5; John xii. 15). Here the barren present and proximate future of the

Prophet (Israel's restoration in antithesis to the judgments upon the neighboring Northern

nations,—judgments, however, conducing to their conversion) become the basis of a pro-

phecy concerning the Coming of the Messiah ; the perspective of this prophecy is manifestly

eschatological (vers. 13, 14 sqq.). This picture corresponds with the first vision (ch. i. 7-17.)

Second type. Jehovah's leading the people back out of the heathen world through the

sea of tribulation or anguish may be the most obscure Messianic type of this series
;

its

Messianic character is nevertheless sustained by the clearer types of chs. ix. and xi. The

point of departure is the hope of a universal restoration of Israel, conjoined with a universal

judgment upon the heathen ; accordingly, this type corresponds with the second vision, the

vision of the destruction of the horns (ch. x. We, like Neumann and Kliefoth, account

vers. 1 and 2 as forming a part of this section).

Third type. The Messiah, typically represented by the Prophet, is untiervalued at thirty

pieces of silver, i. e., the absurdly cheap price of a slave (Matt. xxvi. 15 ; Ex. xxi. 32). The

historical point of departure are the imminent judgments upon the shepherds in Israel (not

the Gentile shepherds of the peoples, spoken of in the preceding section) who overshadowed

the land like the cedars of Lebanon and the oaks of Bashan. With this type the third and

fourth visions correspond, especially the filthy garments of Joshua (chs. ii. and iii.).

The leading thought is that the Prophet, the Prophethood, takes the place of the

unfaithful shepherds after Jehovah's destruction of the three shepherds* in one month;

with his double staff
(
Orace [Beauty, Eng. Ver.] embracing the Gentile world, and the Theo-

cratic Band uniting Judah and Israel) he [the Prophet—always as a type of Christ] feeds the

flocks—the sheep of slaughter in company with the poor of the flock, for the sake of the latter ;t

* In accordance with the context, none but laraelitiah shepherds can be intended here ; and. moreover, such as were

destroyed in one (symbolical) month. If the month denote a short periodical change—the Babylonish captivity, for instance

—those three false prophets might be meant upon whom Jeremiah proclaims judgment (ch. xxix. 22, 32), mz ; Ahab,

Zedekiah, Shemaiah, Are not, however, the three Old Testament ofBces intended, whose place the Messiah Himself

assumes?

t [A variation in translation. The G. V. renders Zeoh. ll. 7, thus : And I took charge of the sheep of slaughter for

the sake of the poor (wretched) sheep.—Ta.]
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and even after his rejection, he is commanded to assume the same office (ver. 15) on account
of the necessity for an offset and antithesis to the worthless shepherds yet to come.

Fourth type. The lamentation of all the families of Israel over the mortal suffering
that they have inflicted upon the visible appearance of Jehovah, the Messiah, a result of
the victory over all heathen, vouchsafed by Jehovah to the ideal Theocracy (ch. xii., par-
ticularly vers. 10-14). The very pre-supposition of this Prophecy is altogether eschatolo-

gical; it is the expectation of the perfect fulfillment of the destiny of Jerusalem and Judah;
the anticipation of a victory over all nations of the Gentiles—a victory conditioned upon the

sanctification of Israel. Thus, it is a Prophecy, every feature of which is symbolical. With
it corresponds the fifth vision, of the victory of Zerubbabel through the Spirit of God ; and
the sixth vision, of the sauctification of Israel (ch. iv. and v. 1^).

Fifth type. Development of the period of the Spirit of God : prepared by a general
mistrust of Prophets, the prophetic form of teaching, psychical inspiration, and the prophetic
insignia—a mistrust occasioned by the many false prophets; introduced by the judgment,
arising from that mistrust, which was visited upon the last and highest Prophet, and by the

scattering of His flock (ch. xiii., especially ver. 7 ; comp. Matt. xxvi. 31). The two charac-

teristics of this period are, first, the fountain opened for sin in Jerusalem—completed salva-

tion, accessible for all: secondly, the destruction of all idolatry, even the most subtile; the

destruction even of the extinct prophetic form ; and the banishment of the unclean spirits

from the land. This recalls the seventh vision (ch. v. 5-11), in which the unclean spirit,

under the figure of a woman, is borne out of the holy land by flying women, whose wings

are energized by the wind, i. e., the Spirit.

Sixth type. Antichristianity in its temporary victory : and the appearing of the Lord
for judgment. The new world. On the one side, the region of judgment, a region of

absolute confusion, self-destruction, and withering ; on the other, an absolute consecration

of all life to God (ch. xiv., especially vers. 3-7). In this type the eighth vision, as a picture

of the final judgment, is reflected ; especially when regarded in its connection with the crown-

ing of Joshua (ch. vi.).

The Book of Zechariah, with its symbols, particularly its horses, colors, horns, its

measuring-line, its stone with seven eyes, its sons of oil, its roll, its forms of women, its

Shinar, its crowns, its sea-waves and rivers, its pictures of judgment and deliverance, its

appearance of Christ, and its glorious ideal of the new world (ch. xiv. 21), reminds us in

many respects of the Apocalypse. It particularly resembles that Scripture, however, in its

cyclical collective pictures, with their advance to the final eschatological form.

Apart from every other consideration, this universal appearance of the cyclical method

in the Apocalyptic Books of the Old Testament is decis.ve against all interpretations of

the Johannean Apocalypse, which, after the manner of secular historiography, aim at its

resolution into periods following each other in chronologic succession.

The law of the cyclical method rests, first, on the peculiarity of all sacred literature,

which aims at edification, not at the imparting of historical knowledge. Secondly, on the

peculiarity of Prophecy, which has for its aim great and momentous facts, not particularities.

Thirdly, on the peculiarity of the vision, which scans the succession of the ages in collectivfe

pictures forming a living, genetic chain.

2 9. HEBEEW ART IN COMPARISON WITH HELLENIC ART. MAGNITUDE OF THE CONTRAST.

FATAL EFFECTS RESULTANT UPON THE MISAPPREHENSION OF IT.

When science shall have arrived at a perfect appreciation of the grand and world-

historical antithesis between Judaism and Hellenism, between the Theocratic and the Hu-

manistic tendency, then, and not till then, can Exegesis, Criticism, Theology in general, enter

upon a new stage of development.

Until that time. Sacred History and Literature, being viewed from Hellenistic stand-

points, must continue to endure manifold misrepresentations and even misusage.

For a long time the Biblical language was held in disesteem ; the New Testament Greek,

4
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especially, being looked upon aa a barbarous idiom, whilst the great contrast between the

modes of mediation and the seoularity of the Greek language, and the immediatenesa and

spirituality of that mode of expression which lies at the basis of the New as well as the

Old Testament were disregarded. Neither was any distinction made between the blending

of Greek: and Hebrew in the traditional Alexandrian Greek of Scripture [of the Septuagint]

and that grand linguistic formative process which came into operation on the basis of New
Testament spiritual life, and continually exerted a creative energy in the production of

new verbal, adjective, and substantive forms. This fact was likewise the fertile source of a

multitude of critical abortions.

Furthermore, until to-day. Biblical Historiography, as well as the Sacred History upon

which it is founded, has been examined by a standard of ideas drawn from classical antiquity.

Orthodoxy competed with neology in insisting upon the most rigidly literal acceptation of

Scripture terms. Indeed, neology is but following in the footsteps of orthodoxy, in maintain-

ing now that the Bible inculcates the doctrine that the work of creation was completed in

six astronomical days, etc., though this in the case of neology is done in disparagement of

the Scriptures, whilst the stragglers who bring up the rear of the older orthodoxy set forth

the same views in praise of the Bible.

Thus it happens that the one class speak of perfectly literal historical reports ; the other

class, of myths. That the one class attribute the character of Greek pragmatism—such a

conception of events as proceeds, in treating them from secondary causes and immediate

human designs—even to the Biblical historic style ; whilst the other class handle a historio-

graphy that mounts to the Divine prime causality, and aims at portraying ultimate designs,

in accordance with the ideas of common pragmatism, i. e., omitting secondary causes. True

Biblical Historiography, however, in its character of historic symbolicalness, presenting, as

it does, all individual actual items in the light of ideal and universal significance, passes

between these two modes of procedure, like a living spirit between two sleeping sentinels.

The facts upon which Sacred History is based are treated by the one class as a long line

of marvellous, i. e., purely external Divine facts ; by the other, as a series of merely mental

or spiritual, and in many cases morbid, conceptions. The one class regard the subjective

visions as utterly unreal items of revelation ; whilst the other class identify even objective

visional perceptions of true Divine manifestations and heavenly ajspearances with the god-

less hallucinations of fantastical enthusiasts. Sacred History, however, is throughout a

Divine-human mystery ; a tissue of heavenly and earthly threads ; a line of points of union

betwixt Heaven and earth ; betwixt the surest Divine deeds and facts and the innermost life

of the human spirit in its seonic contemplation, averted from the world. There has been no

more absurd deliverance in modern times than the claim that a really risen Christ would
have been obliged to show Himself on the streets of Jerusalem, or even to present Him-
self for examination before an academic committee.

If we look at both together, the facts and their presentation, a climax of critical absur-

dity has been reached in the turning of the inspired, original productions into conglome-
rates of the most external book-making. And if, in other respects, this principle obtains,

viz.: that the first and lower exigencies of man awakened language

—

spoken language, we
mean—and the higher exigencies of his spirit gave rise to written language or literature—

surely the next step would be to assume that the sublime prophetic and evangelic facts

must, perforce, have been immediately fixed in written memorabilia. If, however, the more
ancient doctrine of inspiration despised such mediations, for the sake of heightening the

miraculousness of inspiration—in this point, also, modern criticism is its heir. It is to the
interest of modern criticism to beget the opinion that a spiritless and superstitious literature

had come limping a long way behind the sublime facts which it aspired to record.

The Hellenizing view is the product of the misapprehensive handling of the Prophets
and the prophetic style. For instance, it is a specifically Greek sentiment that the passion-

picture of Isaiah liii. presents the ideal of the Jewish nation or even of the Prophethood.
The Greek, indeed, knows of such ideals that hover above the School until they evaporate
over the School-masters. The Hebrew, on the other hand, beholds all his ideals in the
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form of fiery visions, in process of becoming actualities. Hence, his suffering Servant of

God can be none but the Messiah in historic reality.

Finally, it is a well-known fact that the peculiar character of Biblical Poetry has been
greatly depreciated, Greek models being made the standard of criticism. The critics have
constantly sought for Greek images, the Greek or even the Germanic metre, even classical

forms of poetic composition, finally, instead of being satisfied with kindred analogies and
types.

People failed to recognize the immense antithesis between the sssihetic interest of the

beautiful and the ethical interest of the holy. So, primarily, in reference to the poetic image.

The Greek elaborates his image and worships its beauty. The Hebrew employs images for

the sole purpose of corporealizing or illustrating thought, or conveying a clear idea of the

contemplations and sensations of his spirit. Hence the great changes, as well as the im-

mense circuit and bold use, of his images. Compare especially Pas. xviii. and xxii.*

The Apocalyptic Writings form the perfect point of union of Hebrew Prophecy and
Poetry ; the acme of pure and original Hebrew art ; albeit, this dominant type of Hebrew
art evinces its New Testament universalistic transfiguration in a plenitude of elements that

recall the products of the Greek mind. As, however, in the first Genesis, the Bible begins

with the most art-fess form of Hebrew Historiography, so, in the second Genesis, at the close

of the Apocalypse, it ends with the most urt-full form of Hebrew Visionography, of Hebrew
Apocalyptics. It is no wonder, then, that the Apocalypse must remain a sealed Book for all

who read it with the spectacles of Hellenizing conceptions ; as, on the other hand, it will be

a misleading meteor to all who pretend to read it with Chiliastic longings—to all who, with

the allegorizing spirit of orthodoxism, look upon it as a historical painting in allegorical

figures and colors, and based upon absolute inspiration.

As the specific characteristics of Hebrew art we would mention these three features

:

Historical Dynamics ; Ideal Symbolism ; Ethico-pasioral Practice.

* {Sue extract from Tbehoh, in /oolr^note, p. 106.—K. S. C]
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SEOOUID iDTvxsxai<r.

8PE0IAI INTBODrCTIOir.

?1. THE APOCALYPSE OF JOHN AS THE CROWN OF ALL THE APOCALYPSES ; THE WOETHT
CONCLUSION OF THE HOLY SCEIPTTJBES. AS THE SECOND GENESIS; THE GENESIS OP

THE NEW WOULD OF THE MANIFESTED KINGDOM OF GOD ; THE WORLD OF PER-

FECTED SPIRITUAL LIFE IN THE CITY OF GOD
J
A WORLD WHOSE GENESIS 13 MEDI-

ATED BY THE COMING OF CHRIST.

In the Apocalypse of John, Canonical Apocalyptics have found their ultimate and

highest expression, as well in a material as in a formal aspect.

In a material aspect, we have first to note the clearness of the laws of development, in

accordance with which the course of the world,* in its Christological modification, continu-

ally approaches its goal. Next we would call attention to the clearness of the dynamical

relations. In the midst of the synchronistic circle stands the Church, represented in the

Seven Churches, ruled over by Christ the Kedeemer, as He walks through the Churches,

bearing the sword of His word. About the Church, for the furtherance of her life and of the

design which she is to accomplish, moves the collective Divine dispensation of worldly his-

tory, in its eschatological modification ; represented in the Seven Seals. At the opening of

these seals, the history of the world is seen to be under the dominion of Him who rides upon

the white horse—even Christ as the Prince of victory. The sombre horsemen in His train

—

Death and Famine, and the whole realm of the dead [Hades]—must, like esquires, serve

His purposes. And His all-sovereign might is manifested no less clearly in the martyrdom

of His witnesses throughout the course of history, and in the convulsions of the evening of

the world. From the concursus of the Church, and the suiferings of world-history, the

Seven Penitential Trumpets [trumpets calling to repentance] are developed ; f from this very

circumstance of their origin, we should beware of regarding them as predominantly physical

events. The counterpart [Oegenbild] of the seven trumpets are the Seven Thunders, indicated

in the course of the sixth trumpet, or rather, in the introduction to the seventh. These
constitute the most mysterious side of the history of the Kingdom of God [Church] ; a side

which, consequently, remains hidden, although, as a whole, it may be apprehended in the

mind of the Son of Thunder.X The preachings of repentance, in their totality, awaking,

as they do, on the one hand, the Seven Thunders [Reformations—we will call them), occasion

in the region of impenitence, on the other hand, the full manifestation of the Seven-Headed

Beast out of the abyss, the Antichristian powers. This, however, occasions in its turn the

pouring out of the Seven Viols of Wrath, or judgments of hardening and destruction, the last

• [For remarks on the term world, see Introduction by the Am. Ed.~E. R. C]

f [Thia sentence is somewhat obscure. By the crmcwnnis (the orif^nal term reproduced) is meant, probably, the

pleading assp.mblagp, under the altar, brouKht to view in the opening of the Jifih seal, cb. vi. 9-H (arjd referred to, vii. 9,

14) ; and by the sufferings of world-histtyry are intended the Bufferings under the sixth seal, Ti. 12-17. From the events

of these two seals are " developed," according to the hypothesis of Lange (see p. 83), those of the seventh, or of the trvm^

pets, in the blowing of which is the unfolding of the seventh seal (viii. 1-6).—E. R. C]

X [Rev. X. 3, 4. By Divine direction the Thundrrs wore not written, but sealed up. Must not their meaning remain

hidden until set forth by the voice of another inspiied Teacher?—E. R. 0.]
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of which, develops into the actual final catastrophe. With the final judgment, Christ is fully

manifested as the Prince of Victory. In the united lustre of the bevan Spirits He appears,

for the purpose of opening the great Day of Judgment, which, as the great Saturday of a

thousand years, begins with the judgment upon cultivated Antichristianity, and closes with

the judgment upon the final rabble-Antichristiauity, bringing in at last the eternal Sunday.

The above are, manifestly, theocratioally synchronistic circumstances, concentric circles.

With equal clearness the theocratic chronological succession of time is unfolded. The
story of earthly affairs invariably has a heavenly scene for its point of departure ; in the

latter, the Divine counsel, the Divine foresight of coming events, the Divine celebration of

victory, are presented in advance. On this brilliant ground, earthly phenomena develop

themselves septenariously. At first they appear in four more general fundamental forms:

the four churches : Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamus, Thyatira ; the four Apocalyptic horsemen
;

the first four penitential trumpets, embodied in facts affecting the earth and the human race

;

the four or five fallen heads of the Beast (or world-monarchies) ;
* the first four vials of wrath

which, like the first four trumpets, are restricted to the domain of man, yet verge upon the

kingdom of demons.

The four fundamental forms are regularly followed by the last three, which lead us into

the realm of spirits, and are thus indicative of the exceeding imminence of the final catas-

trophe. First, we have the last three churches : the dead, the living, the lukewarm church.

The last three seals : the martyrs ; the cosmical catastrophe ; the seventh seal as the source

of the trumpets. The last three trumpets: opening of the abyss; loosing of destructive

powers ; the seventh trumpet as the transition to the seven heads of Antichrist. The last

three or four heads of the Beast (ch. xvii. 10).f The last three vials of wrath : demonic

sufferings, seditions, and judgments, especially the judgment upon Babylon. The seventh

of the seven generally forms the transition from one series, which it concludes, to the following

series. Thus, the seventh seal is the point whence the trumpets issue; the seventh trumpet,

the point at which the sevenfold Antichristianity is developed. The other transitions of

this sort are less prominent, yet are implied by the context. The condition of the church of

Laodicea is, unmistakably, a motive for the speedy coming of the Lord ; and His coming

begins in the vision of the seals. J Similarly, the Beast's seventh head, changing into the

eighth (ch. xvii. 11), is the connecting-point for the seven vials of wrath, though the pre-

sentation of the vials is significantly intertwined with the presentation of Antichristianity.

Apart from the fact that the number six is unfolded here in the number six hundred and

sixty-six, with which the opening of the vials of wrath is connected in perfectly regular

succession, the difficulty arising here in respect to the connection is solved thus : the sum-

mary final judgment of the seventh vial of wrath, ch. xvi., is divided into three great separate

judgments (ver. 19) : 1. The judgment upon precursory, absolute Antichristianity ; the fall

of Babylon or the great Whore, who is finally judged in the seventh head of the Beast, which

head, however, reappears at last as the eighth head (ch. xvii. 1-xviii. 10). 2. The judgment

upon the ten kings, or fully developed radical Antichristianity (ch. xix. 11-xx. 6). 8. The

judgment upon the ultimate devilish-bestial Antichristianity of Gog and Magog (ch.

XX. 7-15).

The greatest obscurity that spreads over the Apocalypse arises, doubtless, from the fact

that the seven thunders (ch. x.) are not disclosed, but must, exceptionally, be sealed up (ch.

X. 4), because it was inadmissible that the sketching of them should alter, as it necessarily

would have done, the ethical character of their forthgoing in their own time. If, neverthe-

less, they be reckoned in, there are formed upon the foundation of the Seven Spirits united

* [The division of the Scripture is into five and two, Eev. xvii. 10 ; the division into four and three, hypothesized by

LanRe, here manife'itly fails. The three heads spoken of in the following paragraph can be obtained only by regarding the

eipMft'cver. ll)asan independent division parallel with the seven, when manifestly it is either a transformation of the

seventh (see Lange further on in the same paragraph), or a heading up in one of the entire seven.—E. E. C]

t [See preceding note.—E. R. C]

I [Is this more clearly set forth as a motive than was the declension of Ephesus (ii. 5) or Pergamiis (ii. 10) or Sardls

(U. 3), or the faithfulness of Philadelphia (iii. 11)?—E. B. C]
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in Christ, seven churches, seven seals, seven trumpets, seven thunders, seven heads of the

Beast, seven vials of wrath. One might conjecture that the Seven Spirits at the commence-

ment of the Apocalypse were designed, as the first septenary, to complete the seven times

seven ; and that it was so designed, in accordance with the fact that the Christian Sunday

precedes the week days. But, according to Hebrew typism, the number seven is the unity

which is developed out of the number six ; consequently, here also, doubtless, the seventh

seven must be transferred in thought to the close.

In this great picture of the world's development, the dynamical relations of the King-

dom of God are in perfect keeping with its innermost relations, as has been already inti-

mated. Heavenly scenes oversway earthly ones ; Christ, in His heavenly, terrestrio-churchly

spiritual power, oversways the Church ; the Church oversways the world of history ; the

world of history oversways nature, the whole cosmos. Together with Christianity, Anti-

christianity waxes toward its complete ripeness. With the greatest universalism, such as

embraces Heaven and Earth, Time and Eternity ; such as brings into view, in the history

of Christ's Church, the whole celestial world and all the demon-realm, there corresponds, in

wondrous harmony, a wealth of concrete traits. These traits are composed of elements of

homiletical warmth, doctrinal distinctness, and even deep religious philosophy—elements

jointly characteristic of the Johannean mind, and agreeing with the tenor of the Johannean

Gospel and Epistles.

As elements of religious philosophy and dogmatics we mention the following:

Ch. i. 4-6, 8, 13 sqq. Chs. iv., v.. The Whole Heavenly Vision. Ch. vi. 1 sqq., 12 sqq.

The Great Sealing, ch. vii. 1 sqq. 9. Ch. viii. 4. The Three Woes, ch. viii. 13. The Abyss and

Apollyon, ch. ix. The Oath of the Angel, or the Divine Assurance in reference to the End
of the World, to be found also in the heart of the Church itself, ch. x. 6. The Little Book, or

the charm and dread of eschatological investigations, ch. x. 9. The Inner and Outer Church,

ch. xi. 1,2. The Olive Trees, ch. xi. The Woman clothed with the Sun, ch. xii. The Dragon,

ch. xii. 3 sqq. The Twofold Antichristianity ; The Mark of the Beast ; The Number 666, ch.

siii. Mark of the Elect—readiness for suffering, sincerity, or simplicity, ch. xiv. The Ever-

lasting Gospel (of the second Parousia) ; The Judgment of the World as a Harvest in a twofold

sense, ch. xiv. 13 sqq. The Sea of Glass and the Lake of Fire. The sorest Divine Judgments
in the hands of the Angels, measured in golden vials, ch. xv. Retribution for the Martyrs'

Blood, ch. xvi. 5, 6. Blasphemies of the Hardened, vers. 11, 21. Divirion of the one final

judgment into three parts, ch. xvi. 19. The Great Whore, chaps, xvii. and xviii. The iEons of

Judgment, ch. xix. 3. His Name is called. The Word [Logos] of God, ch. xix. 13. His Vesture,

dyed with Blood. Distinction in the Judgments, ch. xix. 20, 21. The Second Judgment. The
Millennial Kingdom and the First Resurrection. The Third Judgment, ch. xx. The General

Resurrection ; The Final Judgment. The Book of Life, ch. xx. The Bride. The City ofGod,
ch. xxi. The City of God,—absolutely Open ; absolutely Shut (the Attraction of Salvation

;

the Ban of Dynamical Repulsion), ch. xxi. The River of Life and the Trees of Life of the

New Paradise, ch. xxii. The Beholding of God, the Bliss of the Redeemed, vers. 4, 5 ; Chris-

tology, ver. 16.

The following are familiar as homiletical elements of great value: Ch. i. 17, 18. The
Seven Epistles throughout, chs. ii., iii. The Doxologies, ch. iv. 11 ; v. 9, 10, 12, 13,14; vii. 12

;

xi. 15 sqq. The Song of Moses and the Song of the Lamb, ch. xv. 3 ; xix. 1 sqq. Ch. v. 5. Ch.
vi.9-11. Ch. vii. 13-17. Ch.ix. 20, 21: Impenitence. Ch. xii. 9-11 : The Judgment of Rejection,
and Heavenly Blessedness ; similarly, ch. xiv. 11-13. Ch. xviii.: The Cry of Triumph, Babylon
is Fallen. The Merchants of Babylon. Desecrated Art, ch. xviii. 16, 22. Ch. xix. 9. Ch. xxi.

3-8. TheCityof God, ch. xxi. 22-27. Ch. xxii. 7 : Behold, I come quickly, e/lc. The Time of
Decision, ch. xxii. 11, 12. Alpha and Omega. Without, ch. xxii. 15. Divine Assurance and
Human Longing in regard to the Coming of Christ. The Gospel in the light of Eschatology,
ch. xxii. 17. Sanctity of the Book of Revelation, ch. xxii. 18, 19. Ground-tone of the Reve-
lation: The Divine Promise, / come quickly ; and the Human Prayer, Even so, come Lord
Jesus. The Benediction in view of the End of the World, ch. xxii. 21.

Passing to a consideration of the formal perfection of the Apocalypse, we must premise
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that the art of its construction has necessarily been brought into view in the preceding pages,

along with the presentation of its material wealth. Categories of the construction : antithesis

of the heavenly—^branching into the world of spirits and the domain of oecumenical mani-

festations ; and the worldly—branching into the earthly-human and the ghostly-demonic.

This antithesis unfolds itself more and more fully through the different dynamical cycles

of the world's development. All these cycles start from a Ohristological beginning of the

world, and touch, in closing, upon its end ; the conclusion of each cycle, however, brings

the end of the world nearer and nearer, until the Last Day unfolds its whole import in the

^on of a thousand years, forming, according to the grand conception of Irenseus, a bridge

from the old world to the new.

What is true of the artistic construction of the Apocalypse in general, likewise holds

good of its allegorical, symbolical, and typical single figures ; of the wealth of its learned

reproduction of ancient Apocalyptic figures, as well as of its original creations, and its

treatment—partly fixed and partly free—of Apocalyptic images.

If we wish to gain a clear idea of the wealth of forms which the Apocalypse has woven,

with the greatest art, into one magnificent tissue, let us fix our eyes more particularly upon

the grand similitudes, the rich maxims, the significant dialogues, the warm exhortations, the

glowing prayers, the New Testament songs, the sublime doxologies which it contains.

Thus, the Apocalypse is not a morbid Judaistic first-birth of a New Testament litera-

ture, as the Tiibingen school has declared, but the noble and grand conclusion of Holy Writ;

the crown of Canonical literature ; as a Sacred Book, calculated, we might almost say, more

for the readers of the last times, after those of the Apostolic Age, than for the readers of the

Middle Ages, or of any mediate time whatsoever. It forms the conclusion, in the first place,

of the Johannean Scriptures ; secondly, of the New Testament ; thirdly, of the whole Bible.

In a special sense, it closes Esohatological Prophecy ; in the most special sense, it is the close

of Canonical Apocalyptics. It is the mystery of the living union of the highest Theocratic-

Christian Eschatology, with the perfection of Hebrew New Testament universal Christian art.

Constituting, on the one hand, as a Holy Scripture, the conclusion of the old records of

Eevelation, and having for its object the close of the old form of the world, it is, on the

other hand, a Pneumatic Genesis. It regards the last woes of the old world as the birth-

pangs of the new world, and unrolls this new world before our eyes as the new, second.

Spirit-born creation ; as the new Paradise
;
presenting it to us as a radiant and developed

picture, with a perspective reaching into the furthest seons. Hence, the first Adamic Gene-

sis is reflected in this second, Christological one; the earthly days of creation of the one

are mirrored in the heavenly days of creation of the other. Together with this antithesis

in the kindred subject-matter of both Scriptures, there appears a proportional antithesis in

the kindred form of the two. The first Genesis is written with the stylus of child-like sim-

plicity ; and yet there is something sublime in this child-like form, on account of its adjust-

ment to the great subject-matter, with a distinctly symbolical, anti-mythical consciousness.

The last Genesis is written in the most finished, artistic style of Hebrew poetry
;
in its case,

however, the evangelic subject-matter, with its wealth of promises, permits—throughout the

artistic form of the Book, replete with ghostly sublimity—the traits of a child-like warmth

of feeling and simplicity to appear.

Passing to a consideration of special items, the creation of light on the first day is re-

flected in the lustre of the Seven Churches. The antithesis of Heaven and earth is reflected

in the revelation of the glory of Heaven above the gloom of earth, anguished with the mys-

teries of the Seven Seals. The antithesis of land and sea—of the earth with its plants, and

the sea with its waters—is reflected in the vision of the Trumpets. The appearance of the

sun on the fourth day is reflected in the Angel like the sun, who comes down to earth. The

demonic Beast, rising out of the sea, corresponds to the fifth day. The Beast out of the

earth is the antitype of the sixth day. The Man of the sixth day, as well as his Paradise, is

reflected in the festive Congregation of 144,000 perfected souls on Mount Zion
;

his more

perfect image, however, is visible in the Appearance of Christ, the New Man. So, too, the

Paradise of the seventh day is reflected in the New Paradise. And this (the New Paradise)
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is likewise tlie perfect antitype of the seventhi day, being tlie Sabbatli of God, the eternal

Sunday—allegations not applicable to the Millennial Kingdom, which does but precede this

Sunday, like a great, Divine Saturday.*

Further particulars concerning the construction of the Apocalypse, see further on.

[The following sentence, the conclusion of the article on the Apocalypse in Schaff's Hist,

of the Ap. Church (pp. 418-427),—a sentence replete with beauty as well as truth—is quoted

as the fitting conclusion to this section :
" The mystic John, the Apostle of completion, was,

by his sanctified natural gifts, as well as by his position and experience, predestinated, so to

speak, to unveil the deep foundations of the Church's life and the ultimate issue of her

history ; so that in the Apocalypse the rejuvenated Apostle simply placed the majestic dome

upon the wonderful structure of his Gospel, with the golden inscription of holy longing

:

' Even so, come. Lord Jesus.' "—E. E. C]

?2. GENUINENESS OF THE APOCALYPSE. JOHN, AND THE JOHANNEAN SCEIPTUBES.

The sudden and total change in the opinion of modern criticism concerning the genuine-

ness of the Apocalypse, alone makes suificiently manifest what our sentiments should be as

to the infallibility of said criticism, and demonstrates the folly of those who suffer themselves

to be overawed by its prejudices, as evinced in its premises, results, and dogmatic utterances.

In one point, it is true, Lucke and, with him, the Schleiermacher school, and Baur and, with

him, the so-called Tubingen school agree, namely, in the assumption that the man who wrote

the Apocalypse could not have written the fourth Gospel.f

In the case of Liioke, apart from the influence of traditional and temporal prejudices,

we may regard the absence of a comprehension of the fundamental diversity of Evangelico-

didactic mediating forms and Apocalyptico-symbolic immediate forms, as one of the chief

sources of his declaration against the authenticity of the Apocalypse ; though upon this

diversity rests the difference between a form of language J more purely Greek and that

which possesses a more Hebraizing character, as well as the apparent difference in the escha-

tological ideas presented in the Gospel and the Apocalypse. Eusebius, in particular, with

his presbyter John, has been a misleading guide in tiis connection.?

That which the prejudice of the Schleiermacher school-theology accomplished in Liicke's

case was brought about in the case of Baur by the Hegelian school-philosophy, by which he

was enslaved. In the application of the deductions of the Hegelian philosophy to the Apoca-

lypse, however, Baur has far exceeded all the bounds of simple philosophical bias. We cannot

comprehend how a theologian who showed himself prone to interpret purely historical

writings (for instance the Epistle to Philemon) allegorically or symbolically, could, in deal-

ing with a truly allegorico-symbolical writing, so completely turn the tables, and attempt to

force upon this Book, of all others, a historical and liberal signification. In thus doing, he

sought, indeed, to establish a basis for his utterly false and infirm construction of history,

alleging the Apocalypse to be the record of a presumptively narrow Ebionite Judo-Chris-

tianity. He has thus, however, with one stroke of his pen, utterly caricatured and robbed

of dignity, not the Apocalypse only, but also the historical portrait of John, one of the

finest in the gallery of great men.

The points of unity in the Apocalypse and the Grospel, as well as the Epistles of John,

subsist, first, in the subject- matter : Agreement in the doctrine of the Eevelation of God; in

the doctrine of Christ, especially as the Logos ; in the doctrine of the Kingdom of Light,

* SaDclpr, likewise, characterizes the Millennial Kingdom as a fore-Sabbath.

f See the strong antithesifl : Entweder, Oder [either—or] by De Wette and Lticke in Ouerike, Igagogik, p. 634, note 2.

X See the author's Miscellaneous Writings, Vol. II., p. 173. On the indissoluble connection betwixt the individuality

of the Apostle John and the individuality of the Apocalypse.—Lange's Apostolic Age, I. p. 83.

g See Gucrike, Die Hypothese vim dem Presbyter Johannes als Verfasscr der Offb., Halle, 1831. The author's Hist, of
the Apostolic Age, I., p. 215. Guerike, Isagogik, pp. 534, 545, 605.—^ahn, Ueber Papias, Stud, und Kritiken, 1866, IT.

(Hilgenfeld, 1867, 1.). Eiggenhach, Joh. der Aposiel und der Presbyter, Jahrb.filr deutsche Theol., II. Heft, 1S68, p. 319 sqq.

&ee also the Appendix, p. 334, on an Essay by Dr. Milligan, in Aberdeen (London, 1867), [and SchafF: History of the Ap.

Church, pages 418-427 (New York, 1863).—E. B. 0.].
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and the Kingdom of darkness ; in the doctrine of Satan, of the Eedemption, of the Church's
gradual progress in development ; finally, in the doctrine of Autichristianity, and in the
doctrine of Eschatology in general. The fact that John does not give Antichrist the title

of Antichrist, is indued with significance for those only who cannot accommodate themselves
to the allegorical portrayal of Antichrist.

In conjunction with the above-mentioned material points of unity, we have the idio-

orasies of the Johannean imayes and expression, the unitous character of which is apparent
even through the contrast of the Evangelic and the Apocalyptic style. Christ, the Logos

;

the Light; the Lamb; the Eedeemer, with His blood; the Bridegroom. The Church, the
Bride. Christ's gifts, the water of life, manna, etc. Comp. Guerike, p. 549. In respect to

the similarity of diction (in upholding which we submit that it is in perfect conformity to

speech h Kveuiian that, in its originally Greek, yet more Hebraizing expression, it should
suffer the mother tongue of the Seer to be more apparent through it), Guerike's

collection of examples, p. 550, note 1, may be compared. As to the alleged dif-

ference between the idiocrasies of the Gospel and Apocalypse, which, according to

Liicke and others, occur in matter and form, the greater part of the spoils of these

commentators are dependent upon the false literal apprehension of the Apocalypse,

whereby a distinction is converted into a contradiction by the process of forcing a purely

spiritual meaning upon the Gospel, and, on the other hand, grossly materializing the Apoca-

lypse. Over and above the inner grounds for a belief in the genuineness of the Apocalypse,

we have historical testimonies to its authenticity. These may be classified as direct and

indirect.

Direct testimonies: Justin Martyr (Z>ja?. c. Tryph. '"Avi'/p tiq, i} bvnua. 'luavvrj^, nc tCiv

aiToardXuv tov Xpiaiov."). Irenaeus {Hseres. IV., 20, 11 : Sed et Joannes, doviini discipulus in

Apocalypsi; and other passages). Clement of Alexandria (the witness of John, which is

cited in Stromata IV., is in Stromal. II. denominated anoijTn7uiif/ tpuvf/). The Muratorian

fragment. Advers. Marcion III., 14 : Tertullian [Nam et Apostolus Joannes in Apoc; and

other passages). Likewise, Origen, etc. See Kirchhofer, Quellensammlung zur Qeschichie des

neutestamentlichen Kanons his auf Hieronymus, Ziirich, 1842, p. 296 sqq.

Of almost equal weight are isolated indirect testimonies. The statement of Andreas,

Proleg. in Apoc, in regard to the testimony of Papias (on this compare the voluminous

discussions). The statement of Eusebius in regard to Apollonius, Hist. Eccles. v. 18. To

these add the Apocalyptic reminiscences in the Shepherd of Hennas and elsewhere (e. g., in

the letter of the church at Vienne and Lyons). On the strength of the general corrobora-

tion of the Apocalypse by historical testimonies, comp. besides Guerike, p. 533, and Langen,

Orundriss der Einl. in das Neue Testament, Freiburg, 1868, ji. 152, a number of Commen-
taries, especially that of Ebrard, p. 1 sqq. Deserving of special consideration is the fact

that most of the witnesses to the authenticity of this Scripture stood in closest connection

with the school and tradition of Asia Minor ; this is particularly the case with Irenaeus.

Finally, we have the self-witness of the Apooalyptist, ch. i. 1, 2, 9, xxii. 8, and it is as little

possible to set this aside as to do away with the tradition of the Apostle John on Patraos

;

on the contrary, each lends support to the other. Dtisterdieck (p. 65) in vain seeks to in-

validate this testimony. He even goes so far as to declare that this self-witness proves the

Apocalyptist not to have been the Apostle John. The sum of the matter, however, is that

Dtisterdieck was unable properly to appreciate the import of the prophetico-symbolical style.

What grounds are those that he puts forth ! No trace of Apostolic authority in the seven

Epistles ! No trace of the intimate relation between the Apostle and the Lord ! Of course

the names of the Twelve Apostles, ch. xxi. 14, are likewise assumed to prove the non-Apos-

tolic character of the Apocalyptic John. For other remarks of a similar nature, evidencing

a lack of even an elementary understanding of symbolism, see p. 96 sqq.

It is demonstrable that the arguments adduced in denial of the genuineness of the Apo-

calypse are, as a general rule, rooted in misunderstandings and prejudices.* The most

* The presbyter Gaius of Rome. The Alogians (these, however, dW not deny the authenticity of the Apocalypse).

The Peshito (omission). Dionysius of Alexandria (inventor of the presbyter John). Eusebius, douMful.
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ancient prejudice regarded the Apocalypse as chiliastic, because Chiliasm was wont to lean

for support upon the Apocalypse. True Chiliasm, however, consists not in the symbolical

application of the number one thousand to the transition seon between the earthly and the

heavenly world, but in the following particulars : 1. In a principial unsatisfleduess with the

first Parou^ia of Christ, and a consequent transferring of the full principial redemption to

His second Parousia ; hence, in a subtilely carnal lust of outward appearance. 2. In the

chronological computation of the times before the advent of the thousand years, literally

understood; with a constant tendency to assign the termination of those times to as early a

period as possible, in a common chronological sense. 8. In the idea that, in consequence of a

gradual prepoaderance of the Kingdom of God in the outer world, there will arise, in idyllie

wise, a Millennial Kingdom, sensuous, or even Jewish in form,* before the Parousia of Christ

(comp. Confcssio August , Art. XVII.), whilst Scripture holds in view a spiritualized Mil-

lennium, ushered in by a fearful epic catastrophe ; a Millennium which is not to commence

until after Christ's appearance, i. e., after a single, final appearing, which shall then suffer no

interruption whereby a third would be rendered necessary (as Stier, among others,

assumed ).|-

The second prejudice,! represented by Luther (see Guerike, p. 531), did not find a suffi-

ciency of orthodox dogmatism and doctrine of justification in this Scripture ;
nay, it even

took offence at the vision form. The doctrine of justification by faith alone, laying, as it

does, the foundation of salvation in the forum of conscience in view of the first Coming of

Christ (Rom. iii.), cannot, without a slavish adherence to the letter of the great dogma, be

transported to the forum of the last judgment in view of Christ's second Coming; this position

is clearly proved by the Eschatological Discourse of the Lord, Matt. xxv. 31 sqq. The double

meaning of the question concerning the relation of good works to salvation must be met by

a strict distinction between principial and eschatological cu-Jipia I [salvation].

The more recent prejudice, represented by the greatest humanist of modern times,

Gothe,
II

irrespective of its material estrangement from the Christian monotheistic purport

of the Apocalypse, stood before this Scripture as before an enigmatical sphynx ; and this

was the case because minds occupying the summit of school Hellenism, are not in possession

of the theoretic key to an understanding of a production which formed the summit of the

Hebrew theocratic view.

The Schleiermacher prejudice [Introduction to the New Testament), in consequence of

a one-sided spiritualism [Spiritualismus\ Tf that could not accommodate itself even to the

Resurrection and Ascension of Christ, much less to the Eschatology, i. e., the whole ideal

realism, of the Apocalypse, was unable to settle to its own satisfaction the question of har-

mony between the Gospel and the Apocalypse ; and this, especially, as the expressed opinions

of Schleiermacher, in regard to the Apocalypse, betray a cognizance of it for the most part

superficial.

The prejudice of Baur, finally (see Dusterdieck, p. 64), the worst of all prejudices,

treated the Apocalypse as a monument of Ebionite Jewish-Christian narrow-mindedness.

* For an illustration of the most recent Judaizing interpretation of Scripture, comp. the idea which some English and

German writings present of Israel's prerogative;! at the end of the world, and of the restoration of .Tewish rites.

•f
[Chiliasts, or MlUenarians, do indeed defer the/oZi redemption (the ajro\uTpa)(7ts) to the second coming of Christ (see

Luke xxi. 28 ; Rom. viii. 2'3 ; Eph. i. 14, iv. 30) ; they, by no means, however, transfer the *' full ^rrincipial redemption " to

that period. I.ange seems to have contemplati-d, under this term, not tlie general class who are so styled by the English-

speaking Church, but some peculiar section thereof. The essential doctrines of Chiliasm are : 1. The establishment of the

Millennial Kingdom (political and righteousl in a glorious personal advent of Christ. 2. Two resurrections ; the first, that

of the righteous dead (or the specially faithful) at the eetablishuiont of the Kingdom ; the second, u general resurrection

at the close of the Millennial ffion. Witliin the limits of these fundamental doctrines the different subordinate views, as is

to be expected on such a subject, are many. See foot-n'»te, on p. 02.—E. R. C]

J Further particulars in regard to these prejudices, see below.

g Time seems to have worked a conviction in the minds of many that it is a necessary part of Lutheran orthodoxy to

regard the Millennial Kingdom as situate in the Middle Ages, as does Hengstenberg, or at least to deem this doctrine

worthy of serious consideration.

II
See Gothe's Letters to Lavater, published by Hirzel, Leipzig, Weidmann, 1833, p. 47.

1 [See foot-note, n 133.—B. R. C.].
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That Dr. Hitzig endeavored to prove that John Mark was the author of the Apocalypse, is

a fact that requires but a passing mention.

Addendum : Relative to the Life of John.

In respect to the personality of the Apostle himself, to the history of his life, and to his

other writings, we refer to the Introduction to the Commentary on the Gospel of John,

p. 3 sqq. [Am. Ed.].

We must supplement the sketch there given with the remark that Keim's assertion, to

the effect that John never resided in Ephesus, has been conclusively refuted by Steitz in

Studien. und Kritiken, 1868, No. 3, p. 487 :
" The tradition concerning the activity of the

Apostle John."

§3. TIME AND PLACE.

The point of departure for an investigation into the locality and time of the composi-

tion of the Apocalypse is given by the following passage in the introduction to this Book,

ch. i. 9: "I, John, your brother and companion in tribulation, and in the Kingdom and

patience of Jesus Christ, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for the word of God, and for

the testimony of Jesus Christ."

It is a well-known fact that banishment for the sake of the Christian faith was a form

of imperial violent justice, ofwhose exercise under Nero nothing is known ; it was employed,

however, by Domitian in company with other regular measures.* Neander (I. 51) is incor-

rect in denominating the order for the expulsion of the Christians from Eome, which was

issued by Claudius in the year 53, and directed primarily against the Jews (Christians, of

course, being relatively implicated), an order of banishment. Irrespective, moreover, of the

fact that Nero's persecution of the Christians was mainly local, and, hence, necessarily

affected twot Apostles who were sojourning in Eome at the time, but left unscathed an

Apostle who can scarcely have been settled in Ephesus so soon, but was probably working

quietly somewhere in the East J—irrespective of this fact, we repeat, it is in the highest

degree improbable that Nero should have put two Apostles to death, and, when he did take

hostile notice of the third, should have let him escape with a simple banishment to Patmos.

Under Domitian, on the other hand, together with the execution of Christians, we meet with

instances of their political banishment. This fact, alone, assigns the Scripture which we are

examining, which manifestly originated on the basis of the Apostle's banishment to Patmos,

to the time of Domitian.

Guerike has been persuaded by modern criticism ? to depart from the traditional hypo-

thesis that the Apocalypse was written under Domitian, and to transfer it to the time of

Nero. The testimony of Irenseus, which, on account of its Johannean references, is of the

greatest weight in this matter, runs thus (Vol. V., ch. xxx.) : "The Apocalypse was beheld

not long ago, but in the time of our own generation (near our own day), toward the

end of Domitian's reign." This,Guerike (p. 62) interprets as having reference to Domitius

Nero ; as if, in the time of Irenseus, any man would have applied the name of Domitian to

Domitius Nero. The reasons adduced by Guerike in favor of the origin of the Apocalypse

in the time of Nero, are the issue, for the most part, of grand misunderstandings. Had

Jerusalem been already destroyed, he declares, in the first place, the Apocalyptist would, in

some manner, have referred to the fact. It was a most natural proceeding, however, in pur-

suance of the Lord's precedent, Matt, xxiv., to point forward to the destruction of the city,

if that destruction had not already taken place. Just this is the case, he continues, with

reference to those passages that treat of the Temple of God, ch. xi. 1, of the treading of the

Holy City under foot, ver. 2, and of the partial destruction of the Holy City, ch. xi. 13. Here

* Dio Cassius, B. 67, "Domitilla." See Hengstenljerg, pp. 31, 40.

t [Lange here assumea the residence of the Apostle Peter at Kome. For a full disouBsioa of this subject, see SchafT'S

Bist. of the Jp. Church, p. 362 sqq.—E. B. C]

t Why not In Pella, preparing for the settlement of the Christians there T

5 See authorities ; for instance, note 3, p. 523. Baur, LUcke, Reuss, Thiersch.
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Guerike falls entirely out of the symbolical apprehension of the Book, back into the literal

historic understanding of it—a thing which has happened to so many exegetea on so many

different occasions, giving rise to endless confusion. In accordance with the interpretation

which we have just stated, it would be necessary, likewise, to understand the " Jews,'' eh. ii.

9, and iii. 9, literally, and, consequently, in company with the disciples of the Tubingen

school, to regard the Apocalypse as an Ebionite production. It would, however, also be

necessLiy to understand the passage cited, ch. xi. 2, as declaring that the Temple itself should

be preserved, and only the outer court be abandoned to destruction ; similarly, the Prophet

would necessarily seem to declare that only the third [tenth ? ch. xi. 13—Tk.] part of the

city should be destroyed, and that by means of an earthquake, and not by the Romans; and

also that only seven thousand men should perish on tuis occasion, and not hundreds of

thousands. Again, the passage, ch. xvii. 11, " or, rather, vers. 7-12," is regarded as indicat-

ing the time of the composition of the Apocalypse to have been at least immediately sub-

sequent to Nero. Here, also, the erroneous hypothesis shows a lapse into pure, and compared

with the Apocalyptic view, shallow historicalness. The seven kings, it is asserted, denote

the first seven Roman emperors; the eighth denotes the returning Nero (p. 520, note 2).

Thus, Guerike, though apprehending the passage merely as a type, avows his faith even in

this most absurd and untenable invention of modern criticism, viz.: that an Apostolic man

such as John shared the vulgar and ridiculous popular superstition relative to the return of

Nero.* Guerike likewise cites the Hebrew coloring of the Apocalypse in support of his

views. He believes this to be an indication that the author of the work in question had not

yet attained that command of the Greek, in writing, which he afterwards possessed. Even

in regard to the manner of thinking, Guerike pretends to discover in the Gospel and the

first Epistle of John an advance in pneumatical repose and clearness (see p. 530, especially

the note). So soon as there is a thorough appreciation of the character of the Apocalyptic

vision, in respect to the idiocrasy of the visionary mode of contemplation h Kve'vjj.aTL (1 Cor.

xiv.), as well as in respect to the laws of Apocalyptic diction—which is as distinct from

historical diction as the diction of the Greek tragic poets is from Attic prose—these ideas of

an advanced literary and dogmatic culture of the Apocalyptist will—as unsupported mis-

conceptions of the law of diverse styles, a law extant not only among the Hebrews, but also

among the Greeks—be set down to the account of the prejudices of modern criticism.f

Let us review the historical testimonies concerning the time and place of the origin of

the Apocalypse. J The principal testimony is that of Irenaeus [Advers. Haeres., V., 30, 3 ; in

Eusebius, Hist. Eccles., III., 18, see above). The testimony of Eusebius and Jerome is

similar. Clement of Alexandria and Origen offer no contradiction. Clement says (Euseb.

3, 23, and Quis Dives, J 42) :
" As, after the death of the tyrant, he returned from the isle of

Patmos to Ephesus." Origen (on Matt. xx. 22, 23) calls the tyrant "the king of the Ro-

mans." The testimony of Irenaeus outweighs opposite and conflicting declarations: the

declaration, namely, of the Syrian Apocalypse, followed by later exegetes (see Guerike, p. 61),

to the effect that John was banished under Nero ; and the declaration of Epiphanius, that

his banishment took place under Claudius. Hengstenberg has shown in detail the corres-

pondence of the contents of the Apocalypse to the time of Domitian, and the history of his

* The application of tliia popular romance to the criticism of the Apocalypse will ever remain a melancholy symptom

of that narrow-minded desire for innovation peculiar to modern criticism. Modern critics believe that they make the biblical

f icts truly historical only by transporting them out of the visionary sphere of the elect, of the Apostles themselves, into

the cloudy region of popular tradition—dragging them, as it were, from Tabor to the market-place. And it is even asserted

that such a fable of the masses was a main motive of the Ajioca'ypse, and that it is now the guiding-star to ita

chronology. Comp. against this view (as has been already recommended) Diisterdieck; also a Treatise by Weiss, in !Z7uy>-

U^g. iStudien und Kritiken^ 18ti9, Part Ist, entitled; Apnkalyptische Studien. The valoeof Weiss' contribution is, how-
ever, considerably lessened by its support of the same prejudice that gave birth to the unlucky invention above men-

tioned. Even he maintains that it was a common supposition of the Apostolic period that the return of the Lord would
ti.ke place in the then current age; and the recognition of this belief be declares to be the common property of modern
rijeolo^y! The true cannon, that all Prophecy must take its departure from tlie history of the time in which it is given,

i- tlins iruirtfonned into the erroneous canon that confines it to that time.

f Comp. the author's jtpnstolischfs Zeitdlter, Vol. I., p. 186.

X Das Apostolische Zeitalter, Vol. II., p. 448,—Guerike, p. 61 sqq.
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time. He brings forward, in support of liis position, these three traits especially, viz.: that
martyrdom was already a fact of long standing in the memory of the Church ; that a condition
of the churches, such as is depicted in the Seven Epistles, warrants the assumption that those
churches had already been in existence for a considerable time ; and that the despotic rule
of Domitian is plainly reflected in the description of the Beast.* Hengstenberg further
pertinently remarks, that the opposite conclusions, which some profess to draw from indivi-
dual passages of the Apocalypse, are attained only by affixing a literal interpretation to these
passages, in contravention of the character of this symbolical Scripture.

In a chronological reference we have the following to remark. In accordance with the
second Epistle to Timothy, we must necessarily suppose that Timothy was still the head of the
Ephesian Church at about the time when a John, or a pseudo-John, is declared to have taken
UTJon him to write, in an episcopal character, to the whole diocese of this metropolis.f

The Apocalypse, therefore, belongs to the time of Domitian ; and in respect of its

visional origin, it came into existence on Patmos. Where it was written—whether in Pat-
mos or in Ephesus—might appear doubtful. The circumstance that the Apostle despatches
an epistle to Ephesus is, however, in favor of the assumption that he indited the Book
whilst he was still on Patmos.

The darkest point amongst many dark points attaching to modern criticism, is the
supposition that the popular Koman tradition setting forth the speedy return of Nero, as

one who was not really dead, but only reported so to be, could have been weakly accredited
by an Apostolic man such as the author of the Apocalypse is, perforce, admitted to be, and
that it could have been made a principal item in his visionary task.

It is as little within the bounds of possibility that the Apocalyptist, as a mere successor

of Daniel, should have contemplated by the Great Beast (Eev. xiii.), which embraces
all the four Danielle beasts, i. e., all the world-monarchies, a single king ; or that he
should have reduced a symbolical king, signifying an entire world-monarchy, to a single

individual king.

§ 4. IMPORT OF THE APOCALYPSE. ITS TWOFOLD OPERATION.

Though the Old Testament Prophets were forced lamentingly to cry :
" Who hath be-

lieved our report, and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed " (Is. liii. 1), still their word
did not return void, but did substantially accomplish that whereto it was sent (Is. It. 8-11).

Though Jewish national pride did sensuously and chiliastically misinterpret the prophetic

pictures of God's Kingdom, with disastrous effects for the great fanatical mass of the Jewish

people, yet the elect of the nation have taken counsel of the prophetic Word concerning

Israel's future, and have found it a compass in all times of darkness. It has lifted up and

quickened their hope ; it has inspired them with patience and perseverance in the sorest

struggles; and, through the better understanding of its spiritual meaning, they have learned

to find in its symbolical promises the true path of the future, and have thus been taught

renunciation of the world and the abandonment of all sensuous hopes relative to the King-

dom. With the aid of the prophetic Word, the pious of Israel could familiarize themselves

with the idea of a poor Messiah ; of a Messiah who should, through suffering, attain unto

glory. The prophecy of John the Baptist is founded upon the word of the Old Testament

Prophets ; and the like is true of the whole theocratic self-surrender and import of Mary.

Nay, Christ Himself found a comforting confirmation of the rightness [appointedness] of the

different stages of His life and passion in the Old Testament Prophecies, as is proved by the

whole series of His references to the Old Testament. Thus, too, the Apostles, with the

clearest spiritual vision, connected all their promulgations, doctrines, prophecies, and conso-

lations with the Old Testament in general ; more particularly, however, with the prophetic

* See Hengstenberg, I. p. 1. Lange'a Apostol. Zeitalter, II., p. 452.

t In an ecclesiastical reference it is declared by many that a presbyter John, in Ephesus, took upon himself to despatch

a grand exhortation to the aeyen churches, though the authority of presbyters was limited to tlie church to which they

belonged.
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word ; and, finally, in the most special manner, with eschatologico-apocalyptic prophetic

words—with passages in the second lialf of Isaiah ; with Zechariah and Daniel.*

It is, consequently, to be expected that the Apocalypse should be destined to fill a similar

place in the times of the New Covenant; that, in an analogous manner, it must, therefore,

necessarily remain, for the majority of Christians, an obscure Book—a Book, not simply mys-

terious, but even enigmatical ; that it should be an occasion to many of misunderstanding,

of visionary and fanatical misinterpretation, as was the Old Testament Eschatology to the

Pharisees ; that it should become an offence to many, as were the Prophets to the Sadducees
;

and yet that it should continue to be, to the kernel of the Christian Church, a guiding-star

over the path of the future, shining all the brighter for the gathering gloom of the times.

Hence it follows that, in this its import and destination, it will be subject to constant

development and confirmation in the days of the future.

It is said that the Chiliasm of the primitive age of Christianity was kindled and nour-

ished by this Book. In the Thessalonian Church, however, chiliastic expectations developed

themselves before there was an Apocalypse. And as surely as the second Epistle to the

Thessalonians refuted such chiliastic fancies, so surely has the Apocalypse, with its grand

perspective into a distant future of the Kingdom of God, and with its exhortation to martyr-

patience, exercised a similar composing and purifying influence; whilst, on the other hand,

throughout the actual martyr-period, it comforted, strengthened, and lifted up afilicted be-

lievers in the midst of their great temptations.

Possible though it was in the Middle Ages for men, in the most subtile chiliastic enthu-

siasm, to imagine that they had already reached the time of the Millennial Kingdom, yet,

even then, the healthful counter-operation of the Apocalypse was not lacking. The signs

of this Book gradually encouraged the firmer minds to make a bold stand against the bound-

less encroachments of the Hierarchy ; and though false anticipations and wild extravagancies

are to be met with at this time, as in the case of Frederick II. of Hohenstaufen, in the

visionary and enthusiastic Franciscans, and many quiet thinkers and prayers, owing to the

fact that they held Antichrist to be significant of the Papacy, still the large element of truth

in the partly defective, partly erroneous exegesis of the time served to weaken the terrible

spell in which priestly despotism held men's consciences, and, by means of the Mystics and

the various forms which Protestantism assumed in the Middle Ages, to prepare the way for

the Reformation. It was relatively a small thing for Boniface to fell the great oak of Thor,

at Geismar, f in comparison with the boldness that was requisite finally to lay the axe to

the tree of the conscience-despotism of the Middle Ages.

It is true that, in the period of the Reformation, a new chiliastic misunderstanding was

inflamed by the coloring and images of the Apocalypse ; a misunderstanding resident chiefly

in the minds of the fanatical masses. Since that day there has been a constant growth of

miniature chiliastic absurdities, the offspring of a sensuo-enthusiastic apprehension of the

Apocalypse. But though ancient Protestant orthodoxy was fain to view the sombre times

in which it was placed through so rosy a medium as to fancy itself in the midst of the

Millennial Kingdom ; though it recently, in the person of Hengstenberg, could even believe

this Kingdom to be already past ; and though, on the other hand, a rationalistic exegesis,

under the pretence of according greater weight to the historical basis of this Book, has

robbed it of its eschatological import, its high signification, as portraying the history of

* [Jewish national pride did, indeed, ignore those Prophecies which foretold an Advent of the Messiah in humiliation, and

Jewish carnalism did misinterpret those which spolie of the future Kingdom as one of righteousness. With these errors

Chiliasm has no sympathy. But Jewish piety never relinquished Israel's hope of a political Kingdom to be established

on earth (in which righteousness should prevail). This hope Chiliasm also entertains. It is from a failure to distinguish

between a nv.re political Kingdom, and apolitical Kingdom established and conducted on principles of righteousness and

in which righteousness shall dwell, that much of the opprobrious denunciation of Chiliasm proceeds ; as though one

should charge upon the advocates of the doctrine of the resurrection of the body, that they contemplate a sensuous

Heaven, and place the gratification of carnal lusts amongst the joys of the blessed. This failure to distinguish is akin to

that of the Jews of our Saviour's day ; although, it is admitted, it occurs at a different stand-point. It may also be

observed, that a gre^t system is not properly cliargealil with the extravagancies of a fisw individual supporters. (See also

the Excursus on the Basileia, p. 03 sqq., especially Part 11.)— I'l. R. C]

t [See Neander'a Church History, Vol. III., p. 61 (Am. Ed.)— B. R. C]
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God's Kingdom ; it has, nevertheless, worked out its destination in the centre of the evan-

gelical congregations of the faithful, fostering the hope of better times ; animating the

cause of missions; stripping the idols of the modern day—for instance, the first Napoleon

—

of their magic lustre ; and confirming more and more the lofty middle station of the faithfiil

as between the hierarchic and anarchic minds of the most recent times.

Doubtless, in the future, the importance and influence of this Book will constantly in-

crease with the increasing confusion and gloom of the times, with the increasing danger

which they offer to sound and sober faith.

But, in considering the grand position which, aa the New Testament Book of Futurity,

the Apocalypse now occupies and shall continue to maintain, let us not forget the quiet in-

fluence which it has exerted as a word of God, opened here and there by cue and another

believer ; a word embracing the past and every present, as well as the future ; a word which

has operated through all the Christian ages to the instruction and edification of the Church,

and especially of individual, contemplative readers of the Bible ; operated as an inexhaus-

tible spriag of instruction, and even of study, of consolation, of elevation, of warning, and

direction.

It is, further, a wonderful fact that this most mysterious of all the Biblical Books

seems destined to mediate, in its retroaction, an ever richer explanation of all Holy Scrip-

ture—above all, of the Prophetic writings, especially the Old Testament Eschatologies and

Apocalypses.

Notwithstanding all this, the Apocalypse is not a popular Scripture. Its author is con-

scious, at the very beginning of his work, that his revelation is designed, primarily, only for

the servant of the Lord, in a special sense ; and though at the end he repeats the direction

jiiven him, that the Book shall remain unsealed (ch. xxii. 10), he is, nevertheless, convinced

that, unsealed, it will be a sealed Book to many; that many will add to it and many take

away from it. Accordingly, he has furnished the holy and glorious concluding Scripture of

the Bible with an earnest warning, though he was unable to prevent men from ignoring the

pure sense of even this warning word. Christ makes an entirely analogous provision in refer-

ence to the Law, Matt. v. 19 (comp. Comm. on Matthew, p. 110 [Am. Ed.]). He who augments

the terrors of the Apocalypse by englooming additions, prepares for himself an additional

burden of Apocalyptic plagues. But he who superflcializes its prophecies, lessens his share

in the great epic, triumphal joys of the Kingdom of God. If he have done this in innocent

narrow-mindedness, an idyllic measure of joy may still be his ; he may " sport with the

lamb on the water's edge,"—he can have no conception of the joys of the lofty watch-tower.

Even modern criticism, so one-sided in many respects, has felt itself constrained occa-

sionally to make laudatory mention of the religious importance and influence of the Apoca-

lypse, comp., e. g., Eeuss {Die Geachichte der heiligen Schriften N. T., p. 146).

lb. VAEIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF THE APOCALYPSE. HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF
ITS EXEGESIS.

The history of the various explanations of the Revelation of John has been treated in

detail in Liicke's work : Verauch einer volhtdndigen Einleitung in die Offenbarung Johannis

[Attempt at a Complete Introduction to the Revelation of John}, p. 950 sqq. Bleek also

has given a somewhat circumstantial account of it in his Lectures on the Apocalypse [ Vor-

lesungen iiber die Apocalypse], p. 23 sqq. De Wette has given a synoptical view of it in his

Commentary, Introduction, p. 14 sqq.

In sketching briefly the essential points of Exegesis, we follow the plan of Lticke

;

without, however, sharing his views. In accordance with the fundamental principle that

the situation of the Church has, in every age, exercised a decisive influence upon the inter-

pretation of this Book, we distinguish: 1. The pre-Constantinian Martyr Era. 2. The Old

Catholic Era, extending to the beginning of the Middle Ages, or to Gregory the Great. 3. The

first and predominantly Theocratic half of the Middle Ages, to the time of Innocent III.

4. The second and altogether Absolutist-Hierarchical half of the Middle Ages, reaching to the
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Eeformation. 5. The period of Old Protestant Theology. 6. The PietisLo-Mystical period.

7. The Historico-Critical and Rationalistic period. 8. The Modern Time, as the period

of the most manifold antitheses and of incipient universal Apocalyptics.

I. The Pre- Constantinian Period.

Fundamental Thought: The Millennial Kingdom is to come ; according to the chiliastic view,

its coming is imminent. Here, however, we must disclaim the false idea entertained by

Liicke, and many modern exegetes, who confound the expectation of a real, triumphant

Kingdom of God, which, in a symbolical sense, is to last a thousand years, with Chiliasm

proper. This fundamental error, alone, obscures the worth of the otherwise so valuable work

of Liicke; its value is no less dimini.shed by his modern definition of historical interpreta-

tion, according to which definition only the lower region of the people makes genuine history.

Another faulty feature of his book is the failure to distinguish between symbolical

and allegoristic interpretation, the latter ofwhich invariably forms the complement of a false

historical interpretation. Finally, we would call attention to his own misunderstanding of

the idea of recapitulation, and his polemic against the misunderstood idea of the same.

The Chiliasm which was already germinant in the time of the Apostles (see 1 Thess.),

which did not wait for the Apocalypse, which attained its rudest development in the Chili-

asm of Cerinthus, was followed by the Church-historical Chiliasm of the Montanists. In

antithesis to this last, the Apocalypse was rejected by the Alogians, and by Carius in Rome.

It was recognized, indeed, by Origen, but allegoristically treated by him (allegorical it was of

itself). Origen's disciple, Dionysius of Alexandria, denied that it was written by the

Apostle John, yet admitted its canonicalness ; he, however diminished its dignity and worth

by assigning the authorship of it to the presbyter John, in which opinion he appears to have

been timidly followed by Eusebius.

On the other hand, the realistic apprehension of Justin Martyr and Irenseus—the latter

of whom is the most important authority concerning the Apocalypse of this period—with all

its uncertainty in exegetical method, must, in respect of its sound churchly bent, be carefully

distinguished from chiliastic notions ;* so much the more, since Irenseus couches in symboli-

cal terms his grand conception of the Millennial Kingdom as a transition period intervening

between the form which the Kingdom of God wears in this dispensation and that which it

will assume in the dispensation to come.

Hippolytus was akin to Irenseus. He was especially versed in Apocalyptic symbolism

:

he was, however, on the one hand more historical (literal) than Irenteus, and, on the other,

because more historical, more allegoristic.

The Martyr Victorinus of Petabio (A. D. 303) coincides with this period so far as time

is concerned ; in point of fact, however, he forms the beginning of the following period.

Lactantius anticipated the arrival of the Millennial Kingdom at the end of the sixth

series of a thousand years—soon, therefore (in about two hundred years) ; he believed that

Rome should first fall, as also the dominion of Antichrist, who, according to him, was to come
out of the East.

II. Tlie Old Catholic Time Down to Qregory the Oreat.

Fundamental Tliought : The Millennial Kingdom has already appeared with the Victorious

Coming of Christ. There is still extant a Commentary on the Apocalypse written by Victori-

nus, bishop of Petabio, in Pannonia.f He regards the thousand years as an approximate
designation of the time that should elapse from the first Coming of Christ to the end of the

world. The details of his interpretation are somewhat grossly historical and allegoristic.

Yet he gives the first sketch of the cyclical mode ofpresentation, in contradistinction to the chrono-

logical method (Liicke, p. 980). For a long time subsequent to him, the study of the Apocalypse
was checked by the Dogmatics of the Synods, the criticism of Eusebius, et al., and the Church's
satisfaction with its connection with the State. "Not until the end of the fifth century did

* In opposition to Liicke, p 955.

f Whilst much, relating to this aubject, that belongs to the former period, has been lost.
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there appear among the Greeks the first connected and complete Commentary on the Apoca-
lypse, written by Andreas of Cappadocia." This work is in many respects correctly symbolical

;

frequently, however, Origenistically allegoristic. Liicke censures its author for not referring

ch. vi. 12 to the destruction of Jerusalem, and for " not even interpreting ch. si. 1 sqq. as re-

lating to the Temple at Jerusalem." Andreas' exegesis approaches more nearly to that of
Liicke in ch. xi. 8 and xi. 13 ; but his refusal to interpret ch. xvii. 8 as having reference to the
returning Nero, declaring that this notion is based upon unchristian yon^da^ Liicke considers

as denoting a want of proper regard for historical truth I In some other respects, also, ha
evidences a more correct understanding of the Apocalypse than was possessed by Liicke

(see Liicke, p. 987), e. g., in the assumption that the seven heads and mountains are seven
world-kingdoms. Many points, we admit, are involved in perplexity and uncertainty,

especially the sequence of events. He, also, placed the time of the Millennial Kingdom in

the period intervening between the first Coming of Christ in the flesh and the coming of

Antichrist.

The second independent Greek commentator is Arethas, who succeeded Andreas in the

archiepiscopal chair of Csesarea, in Cappadocia, in the sixth century.

In the Latin Church, Augustine and Jerome are the first whose views claim our atten-

tion ; they wrote no Commentaries on the Apocalypse. Augustine's view of the " recapitula-

tion " of the Apocalypse is a totally external one (Liicke, p. 994), like his analogous view of

the days' works of creation.* He, too, regards the Millennial Kingdom as significant of

the present rule of Christ. Jerome interprets allegorically, e. g., he makes the Holy City

denote the present world. The Donatist Tichonius, a contemporary of Augustine, wrote a

Commentary on the Apocalypse which, altered probably in conformity to the views of the

Church, has been classed among the works of Augustine. Primasius and Cassiodorus made
use of Tichonius. Primasius, likewise, favored the view of the parallel recapitulative style

of the Apocalypse.f Cassiodorus also reckoned the Millennial Kingdom from the birth of

Christ ; he held the first Resurrection to be significant of Baptism.

" The view of the antithesis between the Church and the worldly State was now continu-

ally and increasingly pressed upon the Apocalypse."

—

Lucke.

III. First and Predominantly Theocratico-Hierarchical Half of the Middle Ages to the Time
of Innocent III,

Fundamental Thought : The Millennial Kingdom threatens to come to an end in this period,

with the advent of the year 1000 [or, regarding the number as an approximate one, somewhat

later). The first commentators of this period are Bede and Ansbert. The former followed

the method of Tichonius. Ansbert availed himself of the writings of Victorinus. He is in

favor of the so-called recapitulatio, and (justly) declares the application of ch. xiii. 3 to Nero

to be absurd. Next come Berengaudus, the Benedictine, Haymo, bishop of Halberstadt, and

Walafried Strabo, in the ninth century ; no one of these gives evidence of particular origi-

nality.

" The conventional interpretation of the Apocalypse, according to which the Millennial

Kingdom was dated from the first Appearance of Christ, ete., was productive, especially in

the last decades of the tenth and in the beginning of the eleventh century, of a great move-

ment in the Church. Men expected the speedy coming of Antichrist, and the end of the

world." The end of the world did not come, and the delusion passed away. Now, however,

the interpretation, was modified into a symbolical acceptation of the number one thousand,

as denoting an indefinite age.

Liicke leaves undecided the query as to whether the Greek exegete, CEcumenius, wrote a

Commentary on the Apocalypse (Liicke, p. 992).

In the twelfth century, Richard of St. Victor produced a Commentary on the Apoca-

lypse. In the thirteenth century, his example was followed by Albertus Magnus. The

* "J/iiiia dicuv^Wf ut mentem legcntis exerceant."

f Hia interpretation of the name 666 ia interesting (aee Liicke, p. 997).

6
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Commentaries attributed to Anselm of Canterbury and Thomas Aquinas belong to a latei

time. The mode of interpretation continues, as a whole, historico-allegoristic.

IV. Second and Absolutist-Hierarchical Half nf the Middle Ages from Innocent III. to the

Reformation.

Fandamental Tliought-s : 1. Tlie Millennial Kingdom is soon to expire. 2. It is soon to arrive.

The method is the same as in the preceding period. Predominant practical and arbitrary

application of the Apocalyptic predictions to the circumstances of the time.

"The prevalent custom of attributing to the Apocalypse imaginary allegorical and

mystical meanings was the occasion of a growing abuse of this Scripture. Any historical

condition of the Church whatsoever—every stand-point assumed by individuals or classes

—

every party aim, even—every curious inquiry into the future—every craving after it was be-

lieved to be provided with its immediately corresponding Divine prophetic word of condemna-

tion, of encouragement, or consolation—-nay, it was even maintained that the Apocalypse

furnished exact information in regard to the time of these various phenomena.'' (Lucke,

p. 1005.)

" The Romish Church commenced this public abuse." Innocent III. declared that Mo-
hammedanism was Antichristianity, and Mohammed the false prophet. Subsequently, the

Hohenstaufens were called Ai-tichristianity ; and, again, the heretical opposition was thus de-

nominated. The opposition turned the tables. Gregory IX. first called Frederick II. the Beast

of the abyss ; whereupon Frederick retorted by ajpplying the same appellation to the Poiie.

There is a celebrated interpretation of the Apocalypse from the pen of the Abbot Joachim

of Floris, in Calabria.'- From this and other writings of Joachim, the visionary and enthu-

siastic party of the Franciscans fabricated the " Everlasting Gospel," after Pucv. xiv. 6.

This suggests the Introduotorius in Eoangelium jEternum, by Prater Gerhardus. (We mu t

also mention the Postils on the Apocalypse, by John Peter de Oliva, A. D. 1297). The

disposition of the Ages into the Kingdoms of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,

forms the chronological clue of Prater Gerhardus' work ; according to him, the period of

consummation begins with the year 1254. Joachim of Floris, however, construed the Apoca-
lypse as, from its nature, it should be construed, i. e., more or less cj'clically (seeLiicke, p.

1009). Joachim does not regard the Papacy itself as Antichrist ; Antichrist, he declared,

was mixtus— compounded of the corruption of the Church, the enmity of the State to the

Church, and Saracen and heretical opposition; "Rome, as the carnal Church, is the new
Babylon ; the Papacy is, as Dante represents it, Antichristian only in its secularization "

" Not merely the fanatical Franciscans, but also the Catharists, and Apostolicals, the Wal-
denses, the Wicliffites, and Hussites, armed themselves with the Apocalypse as an ofFeusive

and defensive weapon against Rome and the Roman Papacy."

Both sides indulged in chronological computations, suiting them to their respective

interests (seeLiicke, p. 1010 sqq.). Nicholas de Lyra regarded the Apocalypse as a prophetic

mirror of all history. Laurentius Valla and Erasmus explained only the verbal sense of the

Apocalypse, avoiding deeper investigations
;
yet Erasmus, in one remark of hie, hinted at

an historical interpretation, as representative of the then existing time.

V. Period of Old Protestant Theology down to the Appearance of Pietism.

Fundamental Tliought : The thousand years are past. Over against this orthodoxistic opinion,

the Anabaptist view : The thousand years have just dawned. Method still litero-historical as

a whole, in conjunction with allegoristic details. Prominent antithesis between the chrono-
logical and the parallel disposition of the Apocalypse.

" The interpretation of Luther marks, in general, the spirit in which the Apocalypse
was henceforth interpreted and used in the new Church. Down to more modern days, it be-
longed to the churchly character of Protestant exegesis to regard the Apocalypse as a pro-
phetic compendium of Church History; the reference of its prophecy to the Antichristianity

* Admiranda Expnsitw vemrabilis Abhatis Joachim in Librum, tic.
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of papal Rome being looked upon as a settled thing. This is the spirit of almost all the

Commentaries of the Reformed as well as the Lutheran theologians of this period. The only

particular point of difference in them is, that some, like Luther, Ohytrseus, and the generality,

assume an historical progress in prophetic development ; whilst others, like Conradi, apply

the law of parallelism to the Apocalypse, and assume a progress from the obscure to the

plain. Only a few, like Theodore Beza and Joachim Camerarius, refrained from a prophetic

interpretation, and directed their energies principally to a discussion of the verbal meaning

and the immediate historical references of the Apocalypse." Liicke.

The interpretation of Luther, in the Preface to ihe Apocalypse (see Liicke, p. 1014), is very

external and abortive ; it is arranged to suit the facts of Church History. The thousand years,

as he thinks, extend from the time of the Apocalyptist to Gregory VII. The Catholic inter-

pretation of this period is akin to the Protestant, with the exception, of course, of a polemic

resentment of the charge of Antichristianity (Lucke, p. 1019). Among the Catholic exegetes,

we must mention Bellarmine, Ribeira, Alcassar (the latter, according to Hentenius and Salme-

ron, makes the following disposition of the Apocalypse : [1] Conflict of the Church of Christ

with the synagogue, chs. v.-xi.; [2] with Roman heathenism, with worldly power and fleshly

wisdom, chs. xii.-xix.; [3] Victory, repose, and glorification of the Church, chs. xx.-xxii.).

Alcassar's follower was Cornelius a Lapide. His first Protestant opponent was David ParEeus,

whose system of interpretation was partly cyclical, partly chronological (according toCoUado,

Lausanne, a. d. 1551 ; he, however, took for granted a perfect parallelism between the seals,

trumpets, and vials of wrath). Leading idea: The Apocalypse a drama. The summit of

anti-papistical interpretation was reached in the Commentary of the fanatical Hoe von

Honegg. An approach to the cyclical apprehension of the Apocalypse is marked by the

synchronistic method of the English commentator Mede (first part of the Apocalypse : the

fortunes of the Kingdom ; second part: the history of the Church). Cocceius apprehends

the Apocalypse as portraying the history of the Church.* Witsius, the antagonist of Cocceius,

was in favor of the " recapitulation " theory. Grotius, according to Liicke's ideas, repre-

sented a great progress in exegesis ; he explained the Apocalypse in the light of the historical

events of its time, and of the time immediately subsequent to its composition. The Millen-

nial Kingdom, he declares, commenced with the edict of Constantine, in the year 311.

Hammond and Clericus interpret similarly. To this period belong also, on the one hand,

the fanatical book of Eleonore Petersen ; on the other, the explication of Bossuet, after

Alcassar, Grotius, and Hammond. Bossuet applies the number 666 to Dioclesian; the

loosing of Satan at the end of the thousand years, he thinks, has reference to the Turks and

Lutheranism. The French Catholic exegetes, Le Maltre de Sacy and Aubert de Verse, in

point of characteristics, likewise belong to this period.

VI. The Pietistic-Mystical Period.

Predominant Fundamental Thought : The Millennial Kingdom is to earns. Application of

Apocalyptic chronology in a cabalistic, rather than a symbolical, sense.

The Spenerian hope of better times leaned for support on the Apocalypse ; it marks

the beginning of a turn in exegesis (Liicke, p. 1028). Even the important work of Vitringa

('Avd/cpiOTf, etc.) which Liicke does not sufficiently appreciate—once more placed Antichrist's

appearance in the future, and found many followers (see the notes in Lucke, p. 1085). He

restored the polemical interpretation of the Apocalypse against Rome— an interpretation

which had been discarded by Grotius.

The more definite application of Apocalyptic numbers was commenced by the English

exegete Whiston (a theologian and mathematician). He first declared that Christ's Coming

should take place in the year 1715 ; and then transferred it to 1766. The great philosopher

Isaac Newton was the author of Observations on Danieland the Revelation of John. He supposed

that the Revelation was written in the reign of Nero, and believed that it could be understood

only so far as it was fulfilled ; the grand revolution of things predicted in Rev. x. 7 and xi.

* Anton Driesaen was a fantastical follower of this commentator; ho flourished in the beginning of the eighteenth

century (see Moke, p. 1038).
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12 had not yet come to pass, according to him. In complete contrast to Newton, the master

of numbers, the theologian Albrecht Bengel, in various writings (Liicke, p. 1039), especially

in the "ErJdarte Offenbarung Johannes," founded his interpretation particularly on the defi-

nition of the Apocalyptic numbers. On his elaborate and ingenious theory of numbers, comp.

Liicke (p. 1040 sqq.) and Burk, Leben und Wirhm Bengels [Life and Labors of Benget] (p. 260

sqq.). In Bengel's exegesis historistic error walks hand in hand with chronistical misunder-

standing. The Angel with the everlasting Gospel (ch. xiv. 6) was declared to be Johannes

Arndt or his school. The Angel who announces the fall of Babylon (ch. xiv. 8 ) was thought to

be Spener or his school. The Millennial Kingdom, it was said, was to begin on the eighteenth

6f June, 1836. Notwithstanding the impugnment of the Bengelian system, on the part of

Pfeiffer and Kohlreilf principally, that exegete found admiring followers ; by some, his system

is conserved, with modifications, down to the present day. Liicke furnishes us with a record

of his earlier disciples, p. 1044 (note 2 ; in reference to the difiiision of his system in England

and Denmark, see p. 1045, note 1). The person who most overrated him was QEtinger,

although the latter endeavored to combine the system of Bengel with the thoroughly chili-

astic Apocalyptics of Swedenborg. The more recent followers of Bengel, forming an anti-

thesis to the historico- critical and rationalistic mode of interpretation which has come in

vogue since his day, are mentioned by Liicke, p. 1055. They are as follows : Michael, Fried-

rich Ssmler, Jung Stilling [Siegesgeschichie), Typke, Gerken, Opitz, Leutwein, Eiihle von Li-

lienstern, Sander. A long series of writings, reaching down to the present time, are by Liicke

regarded as offshoots of the Bengelian bent, p. 1055, note 4.

VII. Historico- Critical and Bationalistic Period.

Fundamental Tone or Key-note : Predominant Volatilizing of Apocalyptic JEschatology ;

especially the Prophecy of the Millennial Kingdom ; amid a constantly gaining confounding of

such Prophecy with Chiliasm.

The motive or inciting cause of the period which we are at present examining—a motive

whose sketching by Liicke is not distinguished for clearness—was, negatively, that system of

criticism which maintained that the Apocalypse consisted of purely supernatural predictions

of Church History and church-historical numbers ; and which applied such exegesis to the

support of chiUastic extravagances. Positively, it was the felt need of a firm historical and
psychological basis for the prophetic glimpses of futurity. The errors of this new critical

bent were the issue, in part, of the delight which was occasioned by the novel historical

stand-point— historical, it was believed, for the first time in a true sense. For the rest,

these errors proceeded from doubt as to the Spirit of Prophecy, as to the authenticity of

the Apocalj'pse, as to the demonic forms of the kingdom of darkness, and as to the reality

of Biblical Eschatology.

According to Liicke, Abauzit of Geneva inaugurated this tendency in his Essai sur

TApocalypse. " The Revelation, written probably under Nero, is nothing—according to its

own profession—but une extension de la prophetic du Sauveur sur la ruine de I'Etat Judaique."

The German Wetstein was guilty of a curtailing and stinting of the Apocalypse, similar to

that attempted by the French Swiss. According to Wetstein, Gog and Magog made their

appearance in the rebellion instigated by Barcochba. Harenberg took sides with Abauzit,

submitting, however, that the last four chapters of the Apocalypse are eschatological. He
believed the Book to have been originally written in Hebrew. Semler* "thought that the

true original spirit of the Apocalypse was Jewish chiliastic fanaticism."

On the common basis of a one-sided criticism. Herder formed an antithesis to Semler in

this question as in other and more general respects. The contrast is exhibited in his work
entitled : Maran-Atha, das Buch von der Zuhunft des Herrn, des Nmen Testaments Siegel.f

[Maran-Atha ; the Book of the Coming of the Lord: the Seal of the New Testament.] The
historical perspective of this book is, like that of Abauzit, barren and contracted in the

* For particulars relatWo to Abauzit and Semler, Bee Block, pp. 55-57.

t See Block, pp. 58, 59.
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extreme : it consists of Jerusalem and the Jewish, war. The formal treatment of the Apoca-

lyptic theme, on the contrary, is enthusiastic, full of idealization, and appreciation of the

figurative language of the Orient (see Liicke's commendation). Herder called the Apoca-

lypse : "A picture-book, setting forth the rise, the visible existence, and the future of Christ'?

Kingdom in figures and similitudes of His first Coming, to terrify and to console.'' Hartwig,

though the disciple of Herder, abandoned the Oriental view for the Greek, holding, with

Parajus, that the Apocalypse was a drama. This dramatical view of the Scripture in question

was subsequently fuUy carried out by Eichhorn. Others, taking a more general, poetical view

of the Apocalypse, made metrical versions of it ; of these the chief were those of Sclireiber

and Miinter, and one by a follower of Bengel, Ludwig von Pfeil. The interpretation already

advanced by many, according to which the Apocalypse depicted the downfall of Judaism

and heathenism, and the tranquillity and glory of the Kingdom of Christ, re-appeared in

the writings of Herrenschneider {Tentamen Apocalypseos). Johannsen, in his Offenbarmig

Johannes, set forth a similar view. Thoroughly novel and original, at variance both with

the ancient Church-historical and the modern synchrono-historical view, is the book which

appeared under the title of Briefe uber die Offenbarung Johannls. Ein Buck fur die Starhen,

die sehwach heissen, Leipzig, 1784. [Letters on the Revelation of John. A Booh for the Strong,

who are called Weah] .
" The [anonymous] author interprets all specials as generals, relative to

the laws, arrangements and developments of nature and of the human life in general ; amid,

and according to, which laws, arrangements, and developments, God's Kingdom on earth

shall one day be perfected." Kleuker maintained once more the esohatological signification

of the Revelation ( Ueber Ursprung und Zweck, etc. [On the Origin and Design, etc.]). On
the other hand, Liicke mentions as followers of the bent of Herder and Eichhorn, Lange,

Von Hagen, Lindemann Matthai, Von Heinrichs (p. 1055).

Vni. Modern Timea as the Period of the most Manifold Antitheses and of Beginning
Universal Apocalyptics.

Fundamental Tone or Key-note : Gradual forthcoming to view of the Theocratic mode of

presentation in historical Cycles and conventional Biblical and Apocalyptical Symbols; amid

the working of Chiliastic, historistic, and neocritical Antitheses.

The first impulse to the furtherance of the study of the Apocalypse, by the study of

Apocalyptic literature, was given by Corrodi in his critical history of Chiliasm, of which he

had, however, no clear conception. With critical studies, in detail, on the literature of this

subject, Bleek entered the lists as early as 1820* (Liicke, p. 1058). He was followed by Ewald,

with his Latin Commentary, issued in 1828. Ziillig's work, entitled : Johannes, des Gottbe-

sprachten eschatologische Geschichte [ The Esohatological History of John, The man to whom

God spoke], combined great pretensions with the most limited field of view, restricting the

prophecy of the Book to the destruction of Jerusalem ; in its formal aspect, however, it

furnished archseologico-apocalyptic material. Liicke closes the examination of the achieve-

ments of German Theology in this direction with the names of Tinius, De Wette, Hofmann,

Hengstenberg, Thiersch. The first is designated as popular ; his views occupy a middle

station between the ancient and the more modern treatment of the Apocalypse. De Wette

bears off the palm. The reactionary sentiments of Hengstenberg—to whose learning and

achievements, in particular directions, special prominence is given—are, according to Liicke,

conjoined with elements truly promotive of the growth of Apocalyptic science ; for instance,

the chapter on the time of the composition of the Apocalypse is an article of considerable

value. It is a well-known fact, however, that Hengstenberg's Commentary (popularized by

Dressel, and translated into Dutch by Sohotel), has given marked offence by its false resto-

ration of the obsolete view in regard to the Millennial Kingdom—-as if it were already past.

The refutations! of this view, however, have occasioned fresh vindications of it— effusions

* See Bleek, Vorleswngen [Lectures], p. 60.

t Hebart, Fur den Chiliasmus, Nuremberg, 1859. Eiemann, Dm 1000 jHhrige Reich gehtirt nicht der Yergangenheit,

tandem der Zukunft an, GUteraloh, 1860. Die 1000 Jahre der Offmh. Joh., Evang. GemtindeUatt fiir Ehnnl. und West/.,

1861 (Nos. 12, 13). Rinck (H. Wm.), Die SchriftmdssigJceit der Lehre vom tausendjUhrigen Reich (Elberfeld, 1866).
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which seem to indicate that the doctrine in question is regarded as a choice and precious

item of genuine Lutheranism.*

Lucke has given utterance to an acknowledgment of the mediatory view of Thiersch

(in his work, Die Kirche im apostoHsohen Z-.italter, p. 251 sqq.) in terms more favorable than

could have been expected after his deliverances against the " recapitulation " theory.

Thiersch thinks that the Apocalypse, as a whole, should be regarded as a cyclical arrangement

of visions, and maintains that, in detail, it possesses the character of prefigurative types of

the development of the judgment of the world. Liicke's acknowledgment has almost the

aspect of assent.

In conclusion, Lucke glances at the most recent Apocalyptic Theology of the English

Church " on both sides of the water." He also submits a list—laying claim to our thanks

in so doing—-of the most important English Apocalyptic works of modern times. This list,

communicated to Liicke by Dr. Geibel of Lubec, contains the following names: Whitaker,

Galloway, Woodhouse, Holmes, Fuller, Cunningham, Gauatlett, Tilloch, Culbertson, Croly,

Woodhouse again, Hutcheson, Jones, Irving, Addis (p. 1066 sqq.). Liicke gives special

prominence, however, to a work with which he is personally acquainted, viz. : Samuel David-

son's Introduction to the New Testament, etc., 3 vols., London, 1848 to 1851.

Davidson distinguished a fourfold manner of apprehending Apocalyptic Prophecy.

1. Preterists The prophecies contained in the Apocalypse were fulfilled with the

destruction of Jerusalem and the fall of heathen Rome. This is theview ofBossuet, Grotius,

Hammond, Wetstein, Eichhorn, Ewald, De Wette, Liicke, and others, among whom is the

American expositor, Moses Stuart.

2. Continuists. The Apocalyptic prophecies are predictive of progressive history, being

partly fulfilled, partly unfulfilled. Thus, Mede, Brightman, Isaac Newton, Woodhouse,

Cunningham, Birks, Elliott (and many Germans).

3. Simple Futurists. According to these, only the first three chapters relate to the his-

torical present of the Seer, all else having reference to the absolute future of the Lord's

Appearing. Thus, Burgh, Maitland, Benj. Newton, Todd, and others.

4. Extreme Futurists. Even the first three chapters of Revelation are a prophecy rela-

tive to the absolute future of Christ's Coming—being a prediction of the condition of the

Jews after the first Resurrection. Kelley, and some Irish authors.

Lucke's criticism of this system, see on p. 1068.

Davidson himself regards the Apocalypse as a prophetic poem of the Hebrew order, i. e.,

an Apocalypse. He justly maintains that the ages should be regarded as symbolical, not

chronological, periods. Notwithstanding this, however, he lays down a historical, not a

synchronistic, succession of prophecies : Jerusalem, heathen Rome, the heavenly Jerusalem

;

viewing them, however, in the light of symbolical terms. He also judges the Millennial

Kingdom to have commenced with the conquest of heathen Rome, but makes it a period

of indefinite duration; in this particular he, in some measure, resembles Hengstenberg.

Liicke's work is supplemented in De Wette's Commentary, p. 14 sqq., by a number of

notices (representatives of Parallelism, p. 15 ; the exegetes Seraphinus de Fermo, Ubertinus de

Casalis, Lambert, Bullinger, Conrad, Jurieux, Launoi, Crocius, Matth. Hofmann, Calovius,

Liiderwald, Holzhauser, Franz, Baumgarten-Orusius). This catalogue of Apocalyptic litera-

ture is continued by Bleek; the work of this commentator, however, mingles views relative

to the authenticity of the Apocalypse with those which have reference to its contents.

Bleek embodies his own sentiments in the following propositions : 1. The Apocalypse was

not written by the Apostle John, but by John the Presbyter of Papias ; 2. It is not, as

Eichhorn maintains, a general description of Christianity, as elevated above Judaism and
heathenism ;

but is intended to console and lift up the oppressed Christendom of its time

by pointing to the nearness of the Lord's return (by an error, then ?) ; 3. The Parousia of

Christ is connected with the fall of heathenism, and especially of Rome, as the principal

Christlani, Uebersichtliche DarsCdhmg das InhaUs der Apnkahjpne. The same, Bemcrkungen zur Auslegung der Apokalypse
(Riga, Eacmeistcr). Volk, Dar Chiliasmu^ srjnar ncuesf''n BckiimpfuNg gegf.n'ilher, Dorp.it, 186D.

* Althaue, Diedrich, two Treatises, " FTitier den ChiliasmusV Brunn, Reil, Kommentar zu Ezechiel, etc.
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seat of heathenism ; the destruction of Jerusalem, on the other hand, forms no particular

item in the prophetic delineation of this Scripture ; neither do the visions of the first part

of ch. ix. contain any reference to particular historical events of the Eoman-Jewish war.

De Wette, in compiling his own Commentary, availed himself freely of the manuscript

of Bleek (see Bleek, p. 62). De Wette sets forth the view which he himself entertains under

three heads: 1. Nero, the Antichrist. 2. The occupation—not destruction—of Jerusalem, an

event which, for the Apocalyptist, is still in the future (the scope of Apocalyptic prophecy,

then, is narrower than that of the Eschatological Discourse of Christ, Luke xxi. 24!).

3. The Millennial Kingdom, intervening between the conquest of Antichrist and the end, and
commencing after the first Resurrection.

Lucre, besides viewing Rome as the new Babylon, maintains that Jerusalem presents

an antithesis to the Kingdom of Christ, though he apprehends this antithesis in a less abso-

lute sense (to which Bleek takes exception, Beitrdge zur Evangelien-Kritik, p. 187, and Stu-

dlen und Kritiken, 1855, p. 163).

After an exposition of the fundamental idea of his book, Bleek first introduces

Fr. Sander [Vermch einer Erklarung, etc.). Sander supposed that 1847 was the decisive

year when the Millennial Kingdom should begin. Chr. Hofmann's view, in " Weissagung

und ErfiiUung," pp. 300-378, is sketched on p. 66 of Bleek's work. Then follow Hengsten-

berg, Ebrard, Auberlen. Incidental mention is likewise made of Elliott and Gaussen. The
editor of Bleek's Lectures has added an examination of the Commentary of Diisterdieck

(Part XVI. of Meyer's Commentary).

The leading positions of Ch. Hofmann are as follows : The Apostle John was the author

of the Apocalypse ; he wrote in the reign of Dumitiau ; the prophecies form distinct series,

which, in part, run parallel with each other. The Woman, ch. xii., is the Israelitish Church;

the Wilderness is the land of Israel, in the last days, when that land shall again—ac-

cording to the whole Judaizing school of Hofmann—become the seat of Sacred History.

Babylon is Rome ; the Seven Kings are seven world-kingdoms. The Beast out of the Abyss is

Antiochus Epiphanes !

Hengstenberg : John is the author of the Apocalypse ; he wrote it in the time of Do-

mitian. Its contents are : prophecies relative to world and Church history— jsrincipally

fulfilled; they are arranged in seven groups, supplementary to each other. The Beast is the

God-opposed world-power ; it is portrayed in seven phases. The Head wounded to Death is

the Roman world-power. The Battle, ch. xix., denotes the Christianization of the Germans I

The Millennial Kingdom is past, having begun with the Christianization of the Germans.

We have no warrant for assuming that any reference is made to the Romish Church, or to

Judaism, or to idolatry in the abstract ; but reference is had to the anti-Godly and anti-

Christian temper of the world. No personal appearance of Antichrist is taught ; no first

Resurrection, in the true sense of the term, but the bliss of believers in the other world is

set forth. The liberation of Satan, the time of Gog and Magog, is significant of our own
time, especially since 1848 (according to this theory, Satan would now not only be bound,

but must even already be cast into the lake of fire).

Ebrard (conclusion of Olshausen's Commentary, Vol. VII.). He remarks, by way of

preliminary, that his is the first attempt on record, distinctly and thoroughly to separate the

interpretation of prophecy from the question as to its fulfillment (Bleek is of opinion that he

has not zealously prosecuted this endeavor). His views are as follows:

—

The Seven Churches have a typical significance for the later Church. The Seven Heads of the

Beast are seven world-monarchies. The sixth head is the Roman world-monarchy. This Ro-

man world-power is the Beast that ascended out of the Sea ; one with the Whore or Babylon.

The Ten Horns are the Germanic and Slavonic tribes of the migrating nations; these in-

flict a deadly wound on the Roman world-power, which, however, revives in the new Roman
Empire. The Papacy itself is the Beast that ascends out of the Earth, the False Prophet. The

Seventh Head are ten kings in the last time. Then ensues the kingdom of the personal

Antichrist and the fall of Babylon ; finally, the return of Christ. The Forty-two Months^

1260 days (chs xi. 2, 3, xii 6, xiii. 5) are a mystical terra for the entire period from the
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destruction of Jerusalem by Titus to the conversion and restoration of the Jewish nation.

Wonderful preservation of the corporeal Israel during the Antichristian time. The two

witnesses are the Law and the Gospel. The 3^ days, ch. xi. 9, 11, like the 3J times, eh. xii.

14, are equivalent to 3} years.

AuBERLEN [Der Prophet Daniel und die Offenbarung Joh., Second [German] Edition,

1857) : Daniel forms the basis of the Apocalypse. The Beast out of the Sea is the world-power

in general. The Seven Heads axe, seven world-monarchies. Conditional identification of the

Woman in ch. xvii. 3, with the Woman in ch. xii. The Flight of the Woman into the Wilderness

is the transfer of the Church of God from the Jews to the Gentiles, and its establishment at

Rome. The Harlot is the secularized Church of God in the world ; not merely the Catholic

Church, though that is denoted in a special degree. The Seven Mountains, ch. xvii. 9, are

seven great world-powers, though with allusion to Rome. The Beast slain, as it were, to Death,

and thus having a similarity to Christ, is an externally Christian world-kingdom which bears

the Woman, the Harlot, Hereby are denoted a secularized Christianity and a Christianized

world (making mutual concessions: the mark of the Christian ages). The Wound is, healed;

this denotes the modern apostasy, the beginning of which appeared in the bestial outbreaks

of the French revolution. The Eighth Head is the kingdom of Antichrist. The Millennial

Kingdom and the first Resurrection are to be apprehended literally (in the Chiliastic sense,

writes Bleek) and as future.

DusTEEDiECK turns back into the track of the Schleiermacher spiritualistic school of

Bleek, De Wette, Liicke, and others. His idea of the ethical conception of inspiration, i. e.,

humanly conditioned inspiration, which he distinguishes from the rationalistic conception of

Eichhorn and the magical (abstract supernatural) conception of Hengstenberg, seems to have

led him to this stand-point; he, however, manifests an approach to Hengstenberg in regard-

ing the form of the visions as a part of their substance.

In the most recent times, the cultivation of the Apocalyptic field has resulted in a very

extensive literatiu'e. We distinguish : 1. Works which pertain preeminently to the criti-

cism of Apocalyptics. 2. Theologico-critical Treatises. 3. Theological and theologico-

practical Commentaries. 4. Monographs. 5. Chiliastic Monographs. 6. Edifying and
homiletical matter on the whole Apocalypse and on individual sections.

1. With the general prefatory dissertations on Apocalyptics we may rank the most recent

Commentaries on Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Daniel. In reference to the latter Apocalyptist,

see the Introduction to the Commentary on Daniel (of the Lange series), pp. 20 and 45 [Ger.

Ed.] (reference may also be had, at some future time, to the Introductions to Ezekiel and
Zechariah). We have already examined the Apocrypho-Apocalyptic literature.

2. The theologico-critical Treatises include, above all, the articles in Theological Dic-

tionaries, especially the article on the Revelation of John in Herzog's Real-Encyklopddie; fur-

ther. Dissertations on the Last Things (Althaus, Luthardt, Gerlach, etc.). Works on the Bi-

blical Theology of the New Testament, and on the Apostle John and his writings. Isolated

writings : Wieseler, Zur Auslegung und Kritik der Apok. Literatur, 1. Beitrag, Gottingen, 1839.

Dannemann, Wcr isi der Verfasser, etc., Hanover, 1841. Stern, Einleitung, Breslau, 1851. Hosse,

Die Prophetie der urchristlichen Oemeinde, oder der rechte Standpunkt der Betrachtung der

Offenbarung St. Johannis [Monatsschrift fiir die Evang. Kirche von Rheinland und Westfalen,

1853, No. 7). Rinck (Wilhelm Friedrich), Apokalyptische Forschungen, Zurich, 1853. Das
System der Apokalypse nach J. Medus v. Gi-aber {Evangelisches Oemeindeblatt, 1861, No. 17 sqq.).

Volkmar, Eine neutestamentliche Entdeckung, Zurich, 1862. Kelly, The Revelation of
John, London, 1860. Luthardt, Die Offenb. Johannis, iibersetzt und kurz erklart fur die Oe-

meinde, Leipzig, 1861. (Idem, Die Lehre von den letzten Dingen, 1861.) Delitzsch, Hand-
schriftliche Fande, 1. und 2. Heft, Leipzig, 1861-62. Lammert, Zur bibl. Zahlen-Symbolik
(Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie, 1864, p. 3 sqq.). Idem, Die Cherubim der Heiligen Schrift,

Jahrbb. fur deutsche Theol., 1867, p. 687). Schroder, Ueber die Auffassung der Offenb. Joh.

[Ibid., 1864, p. 518). /ii'd.. Schmidt, Die eschatologischen Lehrstiicke in ihrer Bedeutuug, etc.,

p. 577). Engelhardt, Einiges iiber symbolische Zahlen (Jahrbb. fur deutsche Theol., 1866, p. 301).

Zahn, Der Hirt des Hermas, Gotha, 1868. Riggenbach, Johannes der Apostel and der Prcs-
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byter [Jahrbb. fur deutsehe Theol., 1868, p. 319). Lowe, Weismgung und Weltgeschichle in
ihrer Zusammensidlung. Zugleich ah Schlussel, etc., Zurich, 1868. Grau, Veber Inhalt und
Bedeutang der Offenb. Joh. (in the pamphlet : Zur Elnfiihrung in das Schriftthum Neuen Tes-
taments, fiinf Vortrage, Stuttgart, 1868). Tischendorf, Appendix Novi Teatamenti Vaticani,
Leipzig, 1869. Weiss, Apokalyptische Studien (in Studien und Kritihen, 1869, No. 1).*

3. Commentaries
: Older writings, Heidegger, De Babylone magna. Semler, Corrodi,

Hartwig, Donker-Curtius, Eettig, Wunsch, Kieuker, Heinrichs, Laurmann, J. W. Grimm'
Kolthoff, Matthiii, Scholz. See, besides, a list of older and more recent dissertations in Eeuss,
Elnleitung, p. 152. Holzhauser, Erkl. der Offb. Joh. von den sieben Zeitaltern der Kathol.
Kirche, 1827. Von Brandt, Die Offb. erklart, Leipzig, 1845. Schlipf, Backnang, 1847. The
Second Epistle of Peter,^ etc., and Revelation, with Notes, New York, 1854. Stern, Komment.
iiber die Offb. des Apost. Joh., SchafFhatisen, 1864 (Catholic theology). Auberlen (1854-57
see above). Hahn, Leitfaden zum Verstandniss, etc., Salon, 1851. Christ. Paulus, Blicke in
die Weissagung der Offb. Joh., Stuttgart, 1857. Blicke in die Apok., Basle, 1857. Graber,
Versuch einer historischen Erkl. der Offb. Joh., mit besonderer Beriicksichiigung der Ausleguti-

gen von Bengel, Hengstenberg und Ebrard, Heidelberg, 1857 (a valuable work, apart from its

chronologico-historical method. The same person wrote : Das Jahr 1866 und die Offb. Joh.
Elberfeld, 1867). Diisterdieck, Kommentar (Part XVI. of Meyer's Commentary, 1859).
Benno, Cisterzienser, Die Offb. Joh., Miinohen, 1860. Vetter, Die letzten Dinge der Offb.,

Breslau, 1860 [Idem, Die Lehre vom tausendjahrigen Beich). A. H. W. Brandt, Anleitung zum
Lesen der Offb. St. Joh., Amsterdam, 1860. Sabel, Die Offb. Joh., aus dem Zusammenhang
der messianischen Reichsgeschichte ausgelegt, Heidelberg, 1861. Ewald, Die Joh. Schriften 2
Vols., 1862 (Volkmar, also 1862). Gartner, Erklarung des Propheten Daniel und der Offb. Joh.,

sowie der Weissagung von Hesekiels Oog {Hesekiels von Gog), Stuttgart, 1863. Kemmler
Die Offb. Jesu Christi an Joh., etc., TiibLngen, 1863 [Chronological, see Palmer's review of
the work in the JaAriacA /fir rfewfeoAe TAeofojrie, 1863, p. 365). Eichter, Kurzgefasste Aus-
legung der Offb. St. Joh., Leipzig and Dresden, 1864. Holtzmann, Die Offb. des Joh , in

Bunsen's Bibelwerk, 4 Parts, 1864. Jessin, Die Offb. des Joh., 1864. Blech, Erlauternde

Ueberslcht, Dantzig, 1864. The Apocalypse Popularly Explained, London, 1852. Lammert,
Die Offb. Joh. durch die Heilige Schrift ficr alle Bibelfreunde ausgelegt, Stuttgart, 1864 (see

the Jahrbb. fiir deutsehe Theologie, 1865, p. 560, review by Palmer). Pacificus, Die Weissa-

gungen, etc., Leipzig, 1864. Heinrich Bohmer, Die Offb. Joh. Ein neuer Versuch, ihr Dunkel
zu lichten, Breslau, 1866 (reviewed by Diisterdieck in the Jahrbb. fur deutsehe Theol. 1867,

p. 127). Fr. de Eougemont, La Reo^l. de St. Jean, expliqu£e par les icritures et explicant

I'histoire, priaidie d'une breve interpretation des prophities de Daniel, Neuchatel, 1866 (the

writings referred to by De Eougemont are by Nicolas, Von Orsbach, Faber, Jurieux, New-
ton, Digby, Guers, Elliott, Cunningham, Geymonat, Auberlen, Steinheil, N. von B., Vitringa,

Lambert, Darby, Kelly, B. W. Newton, Mousseaux, Bossuet, etc.). Eiemann, Die Offb. Joh.

fiir das Chriatl. Volk, mit 3 Anhdngen, Halle, 1868. H. W. Einck, Die Zeichen der letzten

Zi.it und der Wiederkunft Christi. Erklarung der Hauptabschnitte der Offb. Joh. fiir die

auf ihren Herrn wartende Qemeinde, Basle and Ludwigsb., 1868 (by the same. Die Lehre der

Ileiligen Schrift vom Antichrist and Die Schriftmdssigkeit der Lehre vom tausendjahrigen Reich).

Older works, particularly by Stilling, Siegesgeschichten, 1799. Naehtrag zur Siegesges-

chiahte, 1805. Eiihle von Lilienstern, 1824. Weigenmeier, Tiibingen, 1827. Sander, 1829.

Osiander, 1831. Von Brunn (2 Parts, 1832). Schliissel zur Offb. Joh. durch einen Kreuzritter

.

Fr. Von Meier, Karlsruhe, 1833.t
4. Monographs : Eiemann, Die Lehre der Heiligen Schrift vom lOOOfdhrigen Reich und vom

zukiinftigen Reiche Israel (in opposition to Diedrich), Schonebeck, 1858. Florke, Die Lehre

vom tausentljahrigen Reiche, Marburg, 1859. Nepomuk Schneider, Die chiliastische Doktrin

und ihr Verhdltniss zur Christlichen Olaubenslehre, Schaifhausen, 1859. Huschke, Das
Buch mit 7 Siegeln, Leipzig, 1860. Kraussold, Ueoer das tausendjdhrige Reich und die Offb.

* Writings for and against Bengal's system, see the catalogues of literature. Opitz, Kurze Uehersicht, 1816. Tinius,

Derjil^gste Tag, Bautzen, 1830. Mem, Bit Offenb. Joh., Leipzig, 1839.

f %\yii>iii'ahoTz, Apncalypsis explicata secundum sensum spiViiuaieffied. Tafel, Tiibingen, Verl<igs-Uxpp.diti<m, 1S62.
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Joh., Erlangen, 1863. Das tameiidjahrige Reich geluirt nicht der Vergangenheit, sondern der

Zukunft an (in opposition to Hengstenberg), Gutersloli, 1866. The Symbolical Numbers of

Scripture, by Kev. Malcolm White, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark. Christ's Second Coming, Will

it be Pre-Millennial f by D. Brown, Edinburgh. Fairbairn, The Typology of Scripture, 2 vols.,

4th Ed., Edinburgh. Wemysa, Clavis Symbolica; or. Key to the SymbolicalLanguage ofScripture,

Edinburgh. Van Eldik, Commentatio de septem Epist. Apoc, Lugd. Bat., 1827. Lammert,

Babel, das Thier und der falsche Prophet, Gotha, 1863. Hebart, Fiir den Chiliasmus, ein

Gutachten, Nuremberg, 1859. Chantepie de la Saussaye, De Toekomst. Vier eschatologische

Voorlezingen, Rotterdam, 1868. Christiani, Bemerkungen zur Auslegung der Apok., mit

besonderer Eilcksicht auf die chiliastische Frage, Eiga, Bacmeister. Gottlieb, Ursprung,

Ausbildung und Ende der Erde, Heidelberg, 1869.

5. Chiliastio Works : .BroscMrere tio» Zimpel (Schaffhausen, 1859, 1860, 1861; Frankfurt,

1866). Gumming, Die grosse Triibsal ([The Great Tribulation], Studal, 1862). {Lectures on

the Apocalypse, First and Second Series, etc.]. Cloter, Eine Heerde unter Einem Hirten im

Konigreich Jesu auf Erdsn vor dem jUngsten Tag, Stuttgart, 1859. Charbonnel, 60 Jahre

noch und die Welt ist nicht mehr, Stuttgart, 1850. Older works, by Petersen, Leutwein,

Tubingen, 1821, 1830.

In reference to chiliastic writings, we would here again remark that it is necessary to

distinguish, with a clear perception of Church history, between the Biblical doctrine

of the Millennial Kingdom in a symbolical sense and actual Chiliasm. Some commentators

—

as, for instance, Schleiermacher—have fallen into the error of regarding the doctrine of this

subject as set forth in the Apocalypse itself, as Chiliasm.

6. Works of an edifying and homiletical character : Literature on separate portions of

the Apocalypse : Schmidt, Fin Votum iiber die homiletische Behandlung der Apok., Stuttgart,

Schober, 1867. Lucius, Die Offb. Joh. in 231 Predigten, Dresden, 1870. Bengel, 60 Reden

mit Pfeil's Liedern; 60 Oebete, Tiibingen, 1831. Koos, Erbauliche Reden uber die Offb. Joh.,

Tiibingen, 1781. Idem, Deutliche und zur Erbauung eingerichtete Erklarung, etc. Hahn,
Erbauungsstunden Uber, etc., Stuttgart, 1795. Hermes, Versuch zeitgemdsser Betrachtungen,

etc., Leipzig, 1801. Schultheas, Homilien iiber die Offb. Joh., Winterthur, 1805. Idem, Aua-
legang und christerbauliche Nutzanwendung , etc., Zurich, 1805. Frisch, Apok. Katechism.,

Winterthur, 1804. J. J. Hess, Briefe iiber die Offb. Joh., 1843. Frautz, Betrachtungen,

Quedlinb., 1838. Winkler, Tagliche Betrachtungen, Stuttgart, 1842. Spurgeon, Stimmen aus

der Offb. Joh., Ludwigsburg, 1862.

Poetical Literature on the Apocalypse : Pfeil, 1759 ; Schreiber ; Lavater, Jesu.; Messias,

oder die Zakunft des Herrn in 24 Oesdngen, Zurich, 1780; Miinter, Copenhagv^n, 1784;

Venator, Die Offb. St. Joh., Darmstadt, 1846 ; in verse, Leipzig, 1864. Diedrich, Die Offb.

Joh. kurz erldatert, Neu-Ruppin, 1865. Harms, Die Offb. Joh., gepredigt nach einz^Men Ab-
schnitten aus derselben, Kiel, 1844. Wachtler, Die Offb. St. Joh., fiir die christliche Oemeinde
ausgelegt in Predigten, 2 vols., Essen, 1855. W. Hoffmann, Maranatha; Part 2d, Jie Weis-

sagungen der Apostel, Berlin, 1858. Zuschlag, Die Offb. Joh. in Bibelstunden, Leii^zig, 1860.

Vetter, Die Offb. St. Joh. auf Bibelstunden eingerichtet, Breslau, 1859. Beckholz, Ludwigs-
burg, 1860. Guenning, Blicken in de Openbaring, 4 deelen, Amsterdam, 1867. Deutinger,
Die christliche Ethik nach dem Apostel Johannes; Vortrage Uber die Briefe und die Offb.,
Eegensburg, 1867. Tomlin, Scriptural and Historical Interpretation of the Revelation, Macin-
tosh, 1868. Bengel's Offenbarungsgedanken. Aus den 60 Reden, Stuttgart, 1867. Freybe,
Von misers Herrn Chrisli Wiederkunft, Parchim, 1868.

The Seven Epistles : Meister, Pastoralbriefe des Sohnes Oottes. Wichelhaus, Die 7 Send-
schreiben des Herrn, Predigten, published by Sander, Elberfeld, 1827. Heubner, Predigten
iiber die 7 Sendschreiben, 3d Ed., Berlin, 1850. Zorn, Die 7 Sendschreiben und die 7 Siegel,

Bayreuth, 1850. Van Oosterzee, Chrislus unter den Leuchtern. Uebersetzt von Petri, Leipzig,
1854 (the title of the original Dutch work is : Stemmen van Patmos, Rotterdam, 1854. A
new translation by Merschmann has recently been announced). Vetter, Die 7 Siegel, Breslau,
1859. Huschke, Das Buck von 7 Slcgeln, Leipzig, Dresden, 1860. Eoffhack, Sohopfang und
Erlosung nach Offb. 4 und 5. Barmen, 1866.
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The Seven Trumpets : Vetter, Die 7 Posaunen, Breslau, I860.*

Antichrist (ch. xiii.) : Comenius, Cerberus Triceps, Stockholm, 1641. J. H. Hesa, Der
Antichrist, Winterthur, 1831. Viedebandt, Die beiden Hauptparteien, Bibelstudlen uber Offb.

St. Joh., JSTap. 12 u. 13.

The Seven Viala of Wrath : Vetter, Breslau.

Chap, xvii.: Oetst der Zeit in seinen Werkzeugen und Folgen, Stuttgart, 1848. Blicke in

die Vergangenheit, etc. (chs. xi.-xix.), Elberfeld.

Chap. XX. ; Eobbelen, 1861. Seyflf'erth, Das tausendjahrige Reich, New York.

Chaps, xxi. and xxii.: Ewald, Die Herrlichkeit des neuen Jerusalems, 2 vols., Bremen,
1738-40.

§ 6. SUPPLEMENTAL TO LITERATURE ON THE APOCALYPSE.

Having laid the preceding history of the exposition of the Apocalypse before our
readers, there remain but a few points to glance at, and those more especially of a general

character.

The literature on the Apocalypse, like that on the Canticles, is of immense extent. The
charm of mystery, of the most significant images, of a language expressive of the strongest

feeling, as well as the piquancy of a striking singularity and an apparent sensuousness of

view, all these traits combine to assemble exegetes and ascetics, devout men and visionary

enthusiasts, allegorists, critics, and criticists of all kinds, before the sanctuary of these Books.

From the history of general exegetical literature alone, might be gathered an extensive history

of the literature on the Apocalypse. We must limit ourselves here to a mention of the most

noted catalogues, the best synopses, and a few suggestive supplementary remarks.

According to Heidegger's Enchiridion, p. 661, the exegesis of the Apocalypse—apart

from Commentaries embracing the entire Scripture, or the whole of the New Testament

—

seems to have been treated, principally, by Eeformed and Catholic Theologians. The Bib-

lical Archivarius of Lilienthal, p. 707 sqq., however, shows that Lutheran Theologians have

likewise been extensively engaged in the interpretation of this Scripture ; with especial

reference to the question of Chiliasm. Still, the Bibliotheca Theologica of Walch, Part IV.,

p. 760 sqq., also represents the Eeformed literature on the Apocalypse as particularly ex-

tensive. Fuhrmann's Handbuch der Theolog. Literatur, Vol. II., 1st half, p. 348, presents but

a meagre account of the more recent literature on this subject (Vogel, Herder, Munter, Eich-

horn, Sam. Gottl. Lange). Two lists of the principal works on the Apocalypse are contained

in Wiener's Handbuch der Theolog. Literatur, p. 274 (on Daniel, p. 221), and in the first

supplement, p. 42 (Daniel, p. 35). There are much more extensive lists in Danz' Worter-

buch der Theol. Literatur, pp. 53, 57 (Daniel, pp. 206-208) and in Supplement I. (reaching

to the year 1841^2), p. 6 (Daniel, p. 25). The account of Apocalyptic literature is carried

down to the present day by the catalogues in Hagenbach's Encyklopddie, p. 190 (Daniel, p.

187) ; in Hertwig, Tabellarische Uebersicht, p. 77. Guerike, Isagogik, p. 490. Eeuss, Qe-

schichte der Heiligen Schri/ten Neuen Testaments, 4th Ed., p. 147 (Gnostic Apocalypses, p. 260.

Apocryphal Apocalypses, p. 270. On Apocalyptic exegesis, pp. 576, 603).

On the Book of Daniel, Keil, Einleitung ins A. T., p. 438. Comp. also the articles on the

Eevelation of John, and Daniel, in Herzog's Beal-Encyhlopadie.

The following Commentaries likewise furnish catalogues of literature : De Wette,

p. 22 sqq. Olshausen, Ebrard, p. 15 sqq.

For more general lists, see Lange's Comm. on Matthew, p. 19 [Am. Ed.]. John, p. 46 sqq.

In Lucke's Versuch einer vollstandigen Einleitung, there is much literary information in

the notes.f

[In Darling's Cyoloprndia Bibliographica, London, 1859, there are more than 52 columns

consisting of the Titles of Special Works on the Apocalypse.—E. E. C.].

Aimbruster, Die 7 letzten Posaunen ( ? ) oder Wehen ( 1
), Stuttgart, 1830.

t Antiquarian catalogues of Apocalyptic literature: Steiukopf in Stuttgart, Catalogue 18,23,29; Heckenhauer in

Tubingen, No. 34 ; HanliO in Zurich, No. 65 ; J. Moore, at Delft, Maske, Breslau, 91.
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J 7. GEAJSTD MISCONCEPTION OF THE APOCALYPSE, AND THE EEASON OF SUCH
MISCONCEPTION.

We are not referring now, primarily, to that misconception wiiich the Apocalypse, as

a Biblical Book, must suffer in company with all other Biblical Book?, or to that which,

as a Prophetic Book particularly, it shares with all Prophetic Books - - the misconception

of unbelief;—we have reference at present to the misconception which it, specially, expe-

riences at the hands, perchance, of earnest Christian men, or, it may be, of higniy gifted

minds.

Passing by the misunderstandings of the old Alexandrian school—such as, for in-

stance, were occasioned in the mind of Dionysius of Alexandria by the spiritualism

[Spiritualismus] of that school—three great instances drawn from the more modern
period, subsequent to the Eeformation, will suffice fully to illustrate this surprising

fact. Three great men, of different tendencies, whose views we have already ciied on

another occasion, measured their intellectual strength against the Apocalypse, and sig-

nally came short in the effort. We have reference to Lutheu, Goethe, and bCHUiiEK-

MACHEE.

LuTHEfi says, in his Pre/ace to the Revelation of St. John, 1522 : "I suffer every one to

exercise his own judgment in regard to this Book of the Eevelation of Jolin. I have no
desire to tie any one down to my error or prejudice. I say what I feel. I judge this Book
to be neither Apostolic nor Prophetic, for more reasons than one. First and foremost, the

Apostles did not deal in visions, but prophesied in words, clear and direct, etc. My mind
cannot suit itself to the Book, and to me the fact that Christ is neither taught nor recog-

nized in it, is good aad sufficient cause for my low estimation of it," etc. Luther, in his

preface to the edition of 1534, considerably modified this iudidcreet deliverance, conserving,

nevertheless, the expression of doubt (see Guerike, Isagogik, 531).

Goethe gives utterance to the following sentiments in his Letters to Lavater (see foot-

note, p. 58) :
" I am a man of the earth, earthy; to me the parables of the unjust steward, the

prodigal son, the sower, the pearl, the lost piece of money, etc., etc., are more Divine (if aught
Divine there be about the matter) than the seven messengers, candlesticks, seals, stars and
woes." It may be seen from this sketch that Goethe did not plunge very deeply into the
study of the Apocalypse.

The opinion of Schleiermachee is particularly unfavorable [EinleUung ins Neue Testa-

ment. Vol. Vin. of his Sanimtliche Werke, p.449sqq.). This commentator perceives, as he
thinks, a lack of unitous connection in the Apocalypse ; he discovers in it nothing but universal
plagues, represented under sensuous images to which he can attach no great religious value.

Viewing the Scripture in question thus one-sidedly, it seems to him a matter of indiffer-

ence whether the visions be understood or not, and his inference is, that " even a thoroughly
correct interpretation of this Book would be productive of but little profit."

Schleiermacher delivered lectures on Church History, yet one grand fact seems to have
escaped his observation, viz., that, in the darkest times of the Church, the Apocalypse
contributed nmch to the maintenance of Christian hope and steadfastness. The circum-
stance that he regarded the Book as Chiliastic, in accordance with an exceedingly superficial
prejudice, is deserving of nought save a passing mention.

The cause of this misapprehension is far more evident in the case of Schleiermacher
than in the case of Luther. In the Apocalypse, as well as in the Epistle of James, Luther
seems to have missed the doctrine of justification. Schleiermacher, on the other hand, was
unable to accommodate himself to the Hebrew-symbolical style either of the above-men-
tioned Epistle or of the Apocalypse. He brought hLs Hellenizing mode of view to bear
upon these Scriptures in particular.

The criticism of the school of Baur has recently reached its meridian in the sphere of
the Protestant union. Under this head belongs: Schellenberg, Die Offb. Joh. Ein Vortrag,
Mannheim, 1867 (see the Thenl. Jahresbericht for 1867, p. 179).

Any attewvt to *ward \ ^dl vneasure of api^-^j'jiation to the Holy Scrijitures, particularly
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those of the Old Testament {Schleiermacher's misconception of that is well known)—the
Prophetic Writings more especially, and hence most especially the Apocalypse—is still

greeted with general coldness and disfavor; and the principal reason of this is, doubtless, the
confounding of the Hebrew revelational style of writing, and the Graeco-Eoman intellectual

style. For a more general treatment of this subject, we refer our readers to the introductory

remarks on Apoealyptics.

ib. RULES FOE THE IHTERPEETATION OP THE APOCALYPSE.

Under the caption: The T)-ue Principles of Ejcegem, Woxardi (p. 27sqq.) lays down the

following canons

;

1. The exegete is by no means to turn to those ' lights which Church History affords,'

but is independently to interpret the given text, as such, in accordance with the general rules

of exegesis.

2. The business of the exegete is not to query whether such and such a prophecy has

been fulfilled ; it is his simply to question—what is written here ? etc.

3. Exegesis must be conjoined with a careful consideration of its roots in the Prophecies

of the Old Covenant.

4. There must be a careful comparison of similar and dissimilar items.

5. Nothing should be symbolically interpreted which is not proved to be symbolical

in the Apocalypse itself or by Old Testament visions. Nothing should be apprehended

literally which is demonstrated to be a symbol.

6. In exegesis we are not to proceed from the external and formal sides of prophecies,

but, on the contrary, always and everywhere from the subject-matter.

The result of these provisions is couched in the following terms :
" That school which,

in the Revelation of John, finds the fundamental points of Churchly development pro-

phesied ; which discovers in it neither conjectures and ideas, nor passages of Church-

historical or eschatological detail, but real, true prophecy, is as yet in its infancy."

Such is, doubtless, the case. So far as exegesis is concerned, however, it can assuredly

be productive of no harm, if we make use of such "'exegetical illuminations" as Church

History may ofier, as well as examine into the fulfillment of prophecy, reserving to ourselves

full liberty the while.

We need not here repeat the rules of general theological hermeneutics. If, however, we
follow the progress of Apoealyptics, a series of definitions will result from the chain of

developments—ranging themselves thus : 1. Revelation ; 2. Prophecy—Messianic Prophecy,

in particular ; 3. Eschatological Prophecy, or Apoealyptics.

Parallel with these three material elements we find the following formal elements :

1. Historicalness in ideal significance ; 2. Symbolical colors and forms in the service of holy,

i. e., objective-subjective, vision ; 3. A Hebrew ground-form, which has thoroughly adopted

the New Testament idea of universalism ; or the perfect synthesis of the Hebrew art-form

and Hellenic culture. Let us briefly examine the result.

1 Revelation. It is to be decided whether the Apocalypse really pertains to the sphere

of Revelation. And, in handling this question, we must admit that a critical discrimination

between genuine and non-genuine chronicles of Revelation is not an art of the most recent

times only ; far less is it the art of indiscriminately rejecting all that ecclesiastical criticism

has won by dint of persevering labor through long centuries. It being, then, ascertained

that our Apocalypse, regarded both as a visionary fact, and as a written production, belongs

to the sphere of Revelation, it necessarily results that its character as a Revelation must be

defended against the tendencies of deistic and pantheistic exegesis. And this most especially

in respect to its fundamental idea^the foretokens of, and preludes to, the coming of the

Lord for the perfect revelation of His Kingdom. In antithesis to this fundamental "idea,

the utter frivolity of fictitious motives, such as, for instance, the wretched Neronic tradition,

should be shown up. The mere fact that it is a Revelation, proves that the Apocalypse

consists neither of mere histories, for the satisfaction of idle curiosity or a profane thirst
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for knowledge and love of science, nor of bare didactic conceptions, but of ideally significant

facts appertaining to the Kingdom of God.

And here be it remarked that the present use of the term historical is calculated to

mislead. Deism, in its day, bestowed the epithet of historical on that method which, for

instance, constructed the Personality of Christ from Eisenism, or translated the word pistil

{man;) by fidelity to conviction; without questioning where, in the old time, the primeval

source of all these things, whose novelty was but apparent, might be situate. In reality, the

conception of an all-embracing, primitive cell was involved here. This hatred of the truly

new and original is the property, in a still higher degree, of what are denominated modern

times [Neuzeit]. Pantheistic rationalism regards Christianity as the product of a compound

of Judaism and heathenism. The fact that both these were instrumental in preparing the

way for Christianity, rationalism transposes into the assurance that they were the parents

of it. Away with originalities !—seems to be the cry. Down, especially, with the highest

of them, their peculiar stand-points, and aspects I History begins in the lowlands of

humanity. -Then Gehazi must needs be more historical than Elijah, because he is so very

human. Judas must be more historical than John. And, finally, the superstitious work-

ing up of tlie Neronic tradition must be more historical than the prophetico-original world-

view of a John.

2. Prophecy. Prophecy, in the more general sense of the term, is the organ of the

new; of the heavenly source-points of the Kingdom of God; of new words, new works.

Prophecy, in the stricter sense, is the opening of new source-points within a sphere

that had become historical—the sphere of individual, legal Judaism; the opening of

source-points of theocratico-human universalism, of preludes to, and proclamations of,

Christianity. This Prophecy is materially conditioned by contemporary inducements, for-

mally conditioned by contemporary conceptions.

The fact that Prophecy has its points of departure in its own time must not lead us

to conclude, however, that it is confined to its own time—least of all, to the errors of its

time. What we have to conclude from this fact is that Prophecy, as the conditional dis-

closure of the eternal, which embraces the three periods—the past, the present, and the

future—will be demonstrated to be the exegesis of the past, the pastorate of the present,

and the guiding-star of the future, by means of its delineation of the fundamental traits

of that future. Whilst it is said that Prophecy contemplates the future on a reduced scale

in perspective concentration, it must be admitted that the religious measurement of time

is totally distinct from the common chronological measurement. The difference is infinite

between an Apostle's declaration : The Lord cometh quickly, and the same affirmation in

the mouth of a Chiliast. The former does not reckon; he speaks foi-th his strong pre-

sentiment of the speedy Coming of Christ, because to him the history of the world is

principially fulfilled ; because he feels the Christologioally winged, ever more rapid pace of

its history to be a continual Coming of the Lord. But the Chiliast reckons;'^ for to him

and his impatience the interval between the first and second Advents of Christ is so much

dead space. When, however, the chiliastic impulse begins to assume an authoritative tone

with its chronology, the Prophetic and Apostolic spirit brings to light the critical sobriety

of its consciousness, eifecting this now by the designation of seventy weeks, now by a state-

ment of other symbolical measures of time. Surely it is but a starveling branch in the

midst of the Theology of the present day^this confounding of the religious dates of Pro-

phets and Apostles with chiliastic determinations of times and seasons.

3. Eschatological Prophecy. The distinctive mark of Eschatological Prophecy is this

:

with the genuine characteristics of true perspectivity, it must reach to the second Parousia.

Now a spiritualism [Spiritualismus] which regards the idea of the second Parousia as a

chiliastic error, cannot fail to be dissatisfied with this claim. To such spiritualism the

very idea of Apocalyptic Prophecy is itself a vpaTov ipehSoc. Upon these premises a lengthy

strife as to details might he carried on ; but we have here to do simply with the collision

• [A few may reckon, but Dot all — E. R. C.].
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of opposite principles. It is, indeed, not every negation of the escliatological expectation

that has a principial consciousness. Manifestly false, however, is every view that leaves

the chariot of Ezekiel, near the first Parousia, deep in the sand of the common historical

circumstances of his time. As it may be said with truth that the Baurian Theology causes

the Christology of the " Jewish Apostles " to fall behind the Christology of an Isaiah, and

makes the characters of the Evangelists and Apostles vanish like murky shadows behind

the distinct and shining forms of the Prophecies; so, likewise, it is claimed that the

New Testament Apocalyptist knew really less of the future than his brethren of the Old

Testament, or at least that his writings reveal less than the eschatological discourses of

the Lord and the Apostle Paul. If we have become truly acquainted with the mode of

Old Testament Prophecy, we shall not look upon those fundamental traits of the eschato-

logical future which are presented in the Apocalypse as a ground-plan of either Church

or world-history ; much less shall we be able to mistake the parallel points in the character

of Apocalyptic Prophecy, or fail to recognize its cyclical progression,

4. Historicalness in, ideal significance, i. e., Hebrew theocratico-religious style. This

caption is expressive, on the one hand, of the reality of the historical basis of the Apoca-

lypse (the personal Christ ; the Redemption, the Church, the Kingdom of God, the kingdom

of darkness, the Eesurrection, etc.] ; on the other hand, of the ideal significance of that basis,

which makes it impossible that the Apocalypse should anjTvhere be purely historical

;

hence, chs. ii. and iii. may not be restricted to the seven churches of Asia Minor ; chs. v.

and vi. cannot have reference to periods of the Church's history ; nor can ch. vii. and

other passages be applied to the Jewish nation, etc.

5. Symbolical colors and forms in the service of holy, i. e., objective-subjective vision. If

the colors are symbols, so too are the forms. And, consequently, so likewise are the num-

bers. It is unnatural, in a symbolical writing, to treat the numbers in accordance with

either their common value or their literal value. Again, as it is necessary to

distinguish betwixt symbols and dogmas, not taking for granted that a symbol- -as, for

instance, a beast, a lion—always denotes the same idea, but modifying the signification of

the symbol by the context, so it is likewise necessary thoroughly to distinguish those visions

which are produced by the Spirit of God from morbid subjective hallucinations, with which

they now are often frivolously identified.

6. A Hebrew groundform which has thoroughly adopted the New Testament idea of Univer-

salism ; or, the complete Synthesis of the Hebrew Art-form and Hellenic Culture. In the first

place, we have to reject the common enthusiastic, as well as the common humanistic,

notion which maintains the existence of a strife between the perceptions ot immediate

ecstasy, the mediation of those perceptions through the instrumentality of religious writings,

aided by a knowledge of previously existing Holy Scriptures, and the framing of said

perceptions in artistic forms. Secondly, we would controvert the notion which represents

those moments of inspired conception and the moments when the mind, looking in upon

itself, passes in review and commits to writing the treasures which have been entrusted to

it as mutually exclusive the one of the other. An ordinary knowledge of the nature of

high poetic productivity should lead the critic beyond this sorry judgment. But the point

up'on which the greatest stress should be laid is this, viz. : that it is an hypothesis utterly

contradictory of ethical psychology to suppose that exalted revelations could, by any possi-

bility, have been poured into the vessel of narrow and impure folk-prejudices, folk-traditions,

and fantastic extravagances. The wise man indeed says : Apples of gold in dishes [pictures]

of silver, but never : Apples of gold in unclean earthen shards ! Again, the identification

of Apocalyptic forms with forms of Greek poetry, or the dissection of the Revelation into

various irreconcilable parts, or the non-appreciation of its unitous composition, is totally at

variance with the idea of the Apocalypse.

According to Eeuss (p. 147) the following leading tendencies have been developed in

exegesis

:

1. The Chiliastio tendency. This he should have divided into
:

(a) the true eschato-

logical tendency ; and [b] its caricature, the really Chiliastic tendency.
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2. The moral spiritualizing [spiritualisirend] tendency—more accurately defined: the

religious.practical allegorizing tendency. Thia, however, may also be chiliastic.

3. The hiatorizing tendency in various modifications : (a) Church-historical with polemic

reference to the Papacy
;

(b) Political phases, in their relation to the development of the

Kingdom of God; (c) Having reference only to the immediate period of the Jewish war.

4. Idealizing modernization of eschatological elements.

5. The purely historical tendency which is determined to insure the views of primitive

times in full possession of their rights, and seeks to interpret the Book by them alone, with-

out any regard to the views current in our own day. Reuss mentions Ewald, De Wette,

Diisterdieck, Bleek, Volkmar, as representatives of thia last tendency—a fact in itself suffi-

ciently illustrative of his conception of the " purely historical."

Davidson's arrangement of systems, noted by us under ^ 5, is of greater value.

Auberlen distinguishes [Daniel and Bevelation, p. 359 sqq., Eng. Ed.] : 1. The Church-

historical view; Bengel, the English and French commentators ; Elliott, Gaussen. 2. The view

which conceives of the Apocalypse as portraying contemporaneouB history : Ey/ald, De Wette,

Liicke, etc. 3. The conception of it as descriptive of the History of the Kiagdom of Ood :

Von Hofmann, Hengstenberg, Ebrard—to this third class of exegetes Auberlen himself

belongs.

This simple and attractive disposition, however, includes important varieties under its

several rubrics. And beside the pure forms, there are also mixed forma of interpretation.

In accordance with our view of the style of theocratic revelation, we might lay down

the following distinctiona

:

1. Abstract historical view : (a) Absolutely Divine Church and world-historical predic-

tions; (b) Absolutely human combinations of contemporary history and popular prejudices;

(c) Theosophic and chiliastic mixed forms, confusing—not reconciling—^the two elements of

which they are composed.

2. Abstract idealistic view : {a) Quietistic allegorizings for private edification; (6) Mo-

dern allegorizings as translations of theocratic concretes into deistic or pantheistic abstracts

;

(c) Chiliastic, mixed forms—Swedenborg and others.

3. Concrete Christological forms : (a) Cyclical view
;

(b) Rhapsodical view
;

(c) Mixed

forms.

§9. CONSTRUCTION OF THE APOCALYPSE.

The Apocalypse, in respect to its formal side, constitutes the meridian of Hebrew poetry

and art, embracing in its individual forms the most diverse elements. In respect to its con-

structive side, again, it is, in accordance with the character of all Apocalypses, a finished

composition, a unitous work of art, as are the Biblical Apocalypaea in general ; beyond the

circle of these, the same may be affirmed of the Book of Job, and, in a certain sense, of the

Biblical Books throughout. If the laws of this construction be but recognized, the obscure

Book of Revelation will present itself to our eyes as a radiant constellation, a symmetrical

cathedral, built upon a plan of perfect clearness and transparency.*

In the first place, the Apocalypse is a unitous ideal representation, furnished, like the

Gospel of John, with a Prologue and an Epilogue.

The Prologue of the Apocalypse relates to the revelation of the second Coming of Christ,

imparted to the Apostle John for believers—the seven churches in particular. Similarly,

the Prologue of the Gospel relates to the revelation of Christ's first Coming for the Jews,

the disciples of John in particular. The Prologue is comprised in ch. i. 1-8.

In the Epilogue of the Apocalypse the Lord enacts certain definite regulations in refe-

rence to His Coming, aa in the Gospel of John ; here, however. He definitely proclaims His
speedy approach, and in the stead of the two Apostles, Peter and John, He sets forth, on
the one hand, the word of prophecy concerning His Coming, and, on the other hand, the

Church's prayer for that Advent, The Epilogue is comprised in ch. xxii 6-21.

• Comp. Lange's Apost Zeitalttr, Vol. II,, p. 454.
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The fundamental idea or theme of the Apocalypse itself is : The near Advent of Christ,

as the end of the world, in order to the perfect revelation of the Kingdom of God, or the

transfiguration of the world into the Father's House, the City of God ; considered in respect

to its presages and signs, for the instruction, warning, strengthening, and elevating of the

believing Church.

The mediation of Christ's Coming is developed agreeably to the idea of a great Divine
week; this, as the week of the second creation—the creation of an eternal spirit-world

—

forms both a contrast and a parallel to the Divine week of the first creation, whose Sabbath
was the consummation of the natural world in the appearance of the first man. The charac-

teristic of the Apocalypse, therefore, is the number seven. Seven churches ; seven seals

,

seven trumpets ; seven thunders ; seven heads of Antichrist, or seven mountains
; seven viahi

of wrath ; the seventh Day appears as the perfect revelation of the Seven Spirits in the

glorified Christ.

As within each individual seven, within the seven churches, seven seals, etc., a quaternary

is set off against the following ternary—the quaternary forming the universal foundation; the

fifth image, in the ternary, the special form of the crisis ; the sixth the actual culmination of the

crisis (the ciKiJ.fi) ; the seventh image being the consummation or fruit of the foregoing ones, the

bud of a following septenary—so it is with the arrangement of the seven principal items ; here,

too, a quaternary precedes the ternary. The first four images—the seven churches,' seven

seals, seven trumpets, and seven thunders^are descriptive of the course of the world as its

approaching end ; the last three images, on the contrary—the seven heads of Antichrist, thfe

seven vials of wrath, and the seventh day, are descriptive of the end itself in its develop-

ment from the judgment to the glorification of the world. In accordance with the above,

the movement of the Apocalypse may be divided into two parts ; the course of the world t(t

the end, chs. i.-xi., and the course of the world in the end, chs. xii.-xxi*'. We have only

to remark that the fragmentaiy and mysterious sketch of the time of the seven thunders

forms the transition from the first to the second half

In accordance with the law of prophetic sight, the individual items of the septenary do

not follow each other chronologically, like different historical periods (as Bengel and- many
others maintain) ; on the contrary, the individual visions are invariably pictures of the whole

course of the world, characteristic of this course in its various aspects and dynamical rela-

tions, and linked together like rings. Accordingly, the seven churches, the pictures of

Church- history, appear as the dynamical forerunners of the history of the world. The

history of the world, in its seven seals, is the womb of those facts which pre-eminently

preach repentance, i.e., the seven trumpets. In the midst of the seven trumpets, the seven

mysterious thunders are heard ; these are, doubtless, spring and summer messengers for the

rejuvenation of the Church. But over against the ever richer, purer, and riper development

of Christianity, and almost outstripping it, the parallel development of Antichristianity is

seen, the Beast with its seven heads. These seven heads call forth the final judgments, the

judgments of hardening, poured forth from the vials of wrath ; these judgments are to be

carefully distinguished from the penitential trumpets [trumpeta calling to repentance]. The

last judgment of wrath signalizes the turning-point which brings with it the Coming of the

Lord—the seventh day.

But though the seven principal items do not, as chronological sections, progress from the

beginning to the final goal, yet there is an advance toward the end in the point of view

which each predominantly exhibits. They gravitate toward the goal of the Coming of Christ

And, in this respect, the seven seals are more eschatological than the seven churches ; the

trumpets more eschatological than the seals, and so on. Nevertheless, the first item, the

series of the seven churches, comes in contact with the end of the world, oh. iii. 20, 21, and

even the last items, the vials of wrath, and the seventh day, reach back into the begin-

ning of the Christian course of the world. See ch. xiii., the characteristics of the world-

monarchies.

* [See Introduction by the American Editor—E. R. C]
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That which exhibits the construction in all its sublimity, however, is the idea of the

absolute teleology of the Divine Government; the absolute and yet free sway of Divine

Providence above a fluctuating liberty in the history of mankind, and over the demonic

powers of hell ; these hellish powers, with ever increasing boldness, induced by their appa-

rent triumphs, are making constant advances against the Divine Kule, until, in the end, the

complete unveiling and exhaustion of the Satanic kingdom results in the complete revelation

of Heaven and the perfect appearing of the Kingdom of God, both Kingdoms grappling to-

gether at last in personal concentrations. This idea of the heavenly assurance of victory

finds its expression in the fact that a heaven-picture invariably precedes an earth-picture;

a heavenly pre-celebration of the victory of Christ is the invariable forerunner of the earthly

crisis, of earthly strife and woe, the conflict of the Church Militant.

With the progress of these heavenly festivals of victory, in their eschatological suc-

cession, there is a corresponding progression in the forms of their revelation, i. e., the visions

of the Apocalyptist. Thus, the one Apocalypse develops into a unity in the organic mani-

foldness of individual Apocalypses.

In accordance with the preceding remarks, the contents of the Apocalypse may be

arranged as follows :

The Theme of the Book, which may be found in the conclusion of the Prologue, ch. i. 7, 8,

is the great Advent of Christ. The Prologue itself characterizes the Book as the Revelation

of the Coming of Christ, ch. i. 1-7, 8. The Epilogue proclaims the nearness and grand im-

port of that Coming, ch. xxii. 6-21. The Apocalypse itself, therefore, begins with ch. i. 9, and

closes with ch. xxii. 5. It falls into two parts : 1. The course of the world to the end of the

world, chs. i. 9-xi. 14. 2. The end of the world to the glorification of the world, chs.

xi. 15-xxii.*

The Peologue, Ch. i. 1-8.

Part I.—Course of the world to the end, or the future generally, as the Coming of

Christ. The seven churches ; the seven seals ; the seven trumpets ; the seven thunders,

chs. i. 9-xi. 14.

1. The seven churches or lights. First day of creation : Let there be light, chs. i. 9-

iii. 22.

a. Heaven-picture. Heavenly appearance of Christ, and ideal forms' of the Church;

the stars in His hand ; the candlesticks at His feet, ch. i. 9-20.

b. Earth-picture. Earthly forms of the Church in the series of the seven churches

;

and the Lord in the spiritual coming of His word to them, chs. ii. 1-iii. 22.

a. The first four churches in their conflict between light and darkness, pictures of

the developing Church : The active church ; the martyr church ; the mixed church;

the enthusiiisti", church.

/3. The three fundamental forms or aspects of the matured Church : The church

cold in death ; the church warm with life ; the dying and lukewarm church (the

world within; Christ without).

2. The seven seals or enigmas of world-history in its relation to the Church ; unsealed

by Christ. Or the second day of creation : Heaven and earth, chs. iv. 1-vi. 17.

a. Heaven-picture. Heavenly aspect of world-history, chs. iv. 2-v. 14.

b. Earth-picture. The unsealed seven (i. e., the six, which develop into the seventh),

ch. vi.

u. First four seals. Universal fundamental aspects of world-history in its eschato-

logical modification. War, dearth, and mortality under the supremacy of Christ,

or the teleology of the Kingdom of God.

|8. The succeeding seals. Martyrdom of the Kingdom of God. Convulsions of the

earthly cosmos. Dawn of the day of wrath.

[See Introduction by the American Editor.—E. E. C]
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3. The seven trumpets, issuing from the seven seals. Third day of creation. Separation
betwixt land and water, and appearance of vegetation, chs. vii. 1-ix. 21.

a. Heaven-picture. Sealing of the people of God in this present world, indicated by
the sealing of the elect of the Twelve Tribes of Israel. Consummation of the people

of God in the other world. Or the firmament of God (Ps. xciii.) in contradistinc-

tion to the billowy sea of world-history, ch. vii. 1-17.

b. Earth-picture. The seven (relatively six) trumpets. Or penal judgments, through

the prayers of the saints converted into disciplinary sufferings in order to awaken-
ing, chs. viii. 1-ix. 21.

a. First four trumpets : Judgment upon the spiritual (and physical?*) earth. Upon
the spiritual world-sea. Upon spiritual fountains and rivers. Upon spiritual

celestial lights, in their outward appearance, ch. viii.

/3. The two succeeding trumpets : Demonic psychical sufferings originating in the

abyss, as the first woefrom the abyss ; and pneumatic world-plagues, 'ch. ix. The
second woe, completed in chs. x. and xi.

4. The seven thunders, or rejuvenizing voices delaying the trumpet of final judgment,

the seventh trumpet (6 Karexuv ; to mrixov). Fourth day. Appearance of the sun over earth

and sea, chs. x. 1-xi. 14.

a. Heaven-picture. Heaven on earth in the sun-like radiance of the manifestation of

Christ upon earth. Sealing of the seven thunders, ch. x. 1-7.

b. Earth-picture. Suggestive episodes of the time of the seven thunders. Eating of

the little book. Measurement of the Temple, and separation of the outer court.

The two olive-trees, or witnesses of Christ. Slaughter of them ; their resurrection

and ascension. Else of Antichristiaaity, chs. x. 8-xi. 14.

Paet II.—The end of the world, to the glorification of the world, chs. xi. 15-xxii. 5.

5. The Beast with seven heads, or Antichristianity. Fifth day of creation. Marine

animals, chs. xi. 15-xiii. 18.

a. Heaven-picture, chs. xi. 15-xii. 17.

b. Earth-picture. The Beast out of the sea, or Antichristianity as developed out of

national life. The Beast out of the earth, or Antichristianity as developed out of

the old religious and secular order of things, chs. xii. 17-xiii. 18.

6. The seven vials of wrath, or judgments of hardening. Sixth day of creation, as the

day of the appearing of the New Man from heaven, chs. xiv.-xx. 15.

a. Heaven-picture of the incipient judgment (general view), chs. xiv.-xv. 8.

b. Earth picture of the incipient final judgment (general view). The seven last

plagues, ch. xvi. 1-21.

a. First four plagues. Judgment of hardening upon the earth ; upon the sea
;

upon the rivers (spiritual currents)
;
judgment of the transformation of the sun-

shine of revelation into fiery heat (comp. the first four trumpets).

p. Fifth and sixth vials of wrath. Judgment upon the seat of the Beast. Judg-

ment of the loosing of the kings of the East (see the fifth and sixth trumpets).

y. The seventh vial of wrath, or the ramification of the one judgment into three judg-

ments, ch. xvi. 19-21.

a. Final judgment on the great Whore, executed by the ten kings, representatives of

dechristianized national life, chs xvii. and xviii.

b. Final judgment on the ten kings, completed by the Appearance of Christ, chs. xix.-

XX. 6.

c. Final judgment upon Gog and Magog, the last rabble-remnants of Antichristianity,

incited to rebellion by Satan ; accomplished by fire from Heaven; the fire of the

terrestrial metamorphosis, ch. xx. 7-15.

* This u contradicted by ch. ix. 3.
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A. First final judgment, or the judgment on the great Whore; absolute Babylon. A
judgment of reprobation, chs. xvii. and xviii.

a. Heaven-picture of the reprobatory judgment on Babylon, ch. xvii.

6. Earth-picture. Fall of Babylon, ch. xviii.

B. Second final judgment, as a damnatory judgment upon the radical dominion of the

Beast and the false Prophet, ch. xix. 1-21.

a. Heaven-picture. Pre-celebration of the visible appearing of the Kingdom of God,

ch. xix. 1-16.

b. Earth-picture. Victory of Christ, at His appearing, over the Beast ; and the result

of victory ; the Millennial Kingdom, chs. xix. 17-xx. 5.

C. Third judgment, or the fiery judgment on Satan himself, and the last anarchical re-

bellion instigated by him on earth, ch. xx. 6-15.

a. Heavenly pre-celebration of the consummation, ch. xx. 6-8.

b. Consummate victory over Satan and his kingdom on earth. The general resurrec-

tion and the general judgment, vers. 9-15.

7. The seventh day. As the day of the finished new creation, and the eternal new
world, chs. xxi.-xxii. 5.

a- Heaven on earth, or the City of God, the new Paradise, ch. xxi.

b. Earth glorified to Heaven, or the Land of God, the Paradisaic world, ch. xxii. 1-5.

The Epilogue, ch. xxii. 6-21.
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A. SIGNIFICANT TERNARIES.

1. The last three churches ; the last three seals ; the last three trumpets ; the last three

kings ; the last three vials of wrath.

2. The three woes.

3. The three frogs, (a) Out of the mouth of the Dragon
;

(b) out of the mouth of the

Beast
;

(c) out of the mouth of the false Prophet.

4. The three parts of the great city, Sodom and Egypt, devastated by the seventh vial

of wrath ; and the ensuing three judgments: (a) Judgment upon Babylon; (6) judgment
upon the Beast and the false Prophet

;
(c) judgment upon Satan, together with his last organ,

Gog and Magog. The two or three [?] forthgoings of Antichristianity from the Euphrates.

B. PARALLELS OF THE SEVEN PHASES OF THE COITRSE OF THE WORLD.*

In submitting, on the following page, parallels of the seven sevens, it is not with the

intention of establishing a thorough analogy of the individual numbers in respect to their

denotations; several such analogies will, however, appear—especially between the trumpets

and the vials of wrath.f

* TTie visions of the fore-festiTala in Heaven migbt be represented in a similar table.

t There is also a correspondence, by no means indistinct, between the Rider on the white horse and the first peniten-

tial judgment [judgment calling to repentance], as also the first judgment of wrath, upon the earth. To the rider on tlie

red horse, the penitential judgment and the judgment of wrath upon the sea of nations correspond. To the blacli horse,

or Dearth and Tribulation, the penitential judgment and the judgment of hardening upon streams and fountains, i. e.,

intellectual tendencies and original minds, correspond. To the pale horse, or Death and Sheol, the judgmeut consisting in

the obscuration of the Sun of Life, Revelation, corresponds. Under the quinary, the heavenly subtilty of the martyrs

corresponds with the psychical and demonic subtilty of the plague of locusts, and the torments of the Beast him-^elf.

Under the senary, the esuhatological earthquake corresponds with the loosing of the horsemen from Euphrates, and with

the drying up ol' that river. That the seventh seal is productive of the seven trumpets, and that these, with the increased

power of (he seven thunders, occasion the manifestation of Antichristianity; and, finally, that Antichristianity induces

the sending of the vials of wrath, are palpable facta. With the decomposition of the air, or the separatimof spirits, of th»

eeventh vial of wrath, the Faronela is also indicated.
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PARALLELS Or THE SEVEN SEVENS.

The Seven Churches.

KPHESU8..

SMYRNA..

PBKQAMUS..

THTA.TIRA .

INTE

SAUDIS..

PHILADELPHIA.

LAODICEA .

Tlie Seven Seals.

The Rider on the

White Iloree.

Christ.

The Red Horse.
War.

The Black Horse.
Dearth.

e Pale Horse.
Death.

Power of Death

RVAL.

The Martyrs.

The Earthquake
as a Presage of
thi End of the
"World.

'eventh S-^al as
t h e Substance
of 1 he Trumpet'
or Penitential
Judgments.

The Seven Trum-
puts.

PenitentialJudg-
Dient on the

Earth.

PenitentialJudg-
ment on tlie

Sea.

On tlie Rivers
and Fountains.

Partial Darken
ng of S u n,

(ReformatroDB;
Scaled. Signi-

ficant Episodes

,

The Little Book.

Separation be
twixt the Tem-
ple ami the
Outer Court,

The Two Wit-

M o o n
Stars.

Locusta out of

the Opened Pit

of the Abyss.
Tormentors of
Mankind.

[lorsemen loosed
from the Ku
phratea. Slayers
of Mankind.

Seventh Trum-
pet: Announce
mentofthe Last
Penitential
Jndi^ment o n
Aatichristiani-

ty.

The Sevm Thun-
dtfrs.

The Seven Heads The Seven Vials of

(The Two Beasts
)

TheSoven Kings.

First King 1

<)/ Antichribt.

Sec'd King

F'rth King

Fifth King.

Sixth King, wh'

WiOthasJudg
menfs of Bard
ening.

Poured out
the Earth.

Poured into the
Sea.

On Ihe Kiverp
and Fountairis.

Into the Sun.

On the Seat
the Beaat.

Seventh Kl n p.

who is to come.

On the River En
phraieH.

Into the Air.

The Beast Ilim
^-elf as the
Eighth King,
ramityinii into
the Ten Kings,

The Seven Spi-

9-its heveat'd
in, the Per-
fecUd Chrxst.



THE

EEVELATIOIT OF St. JOHN
AS THE

BOOK OF THE PROPHECY OF CHRIST'S COMING.

OB

THE REVELATION OP CHRIST TO HIS TRUSTED FRIEND, THE APOSTLE JOHN. THE
SECOND, HIGHER GENESIS, CORRESPONDING TO THE FIRST GENESIS, AS THE
BOOK OF GOD'S DAYS' WORKS IN THE THROES OF THE END OP THE OLD
WORLD, IN ORDER TO THE CREATION OP A NEW AND ETERNAL SPIRIT-WORLD,

AMID THE COMING OF CHRIST.

FIEST OR EXEGETICAL DIVISION.

PROLOGUE.
Chap. L 1-8.

Comp. tie Gospel according to John, Chap. I. 1-18; 1 John I. 1-3.

VeR. 1, THE REVELATION.—VEilA2. JOnif. VER. 3. THE RBADER9 IN GENERAL.—VER. 5. THE
IMMEDIATE READERS: THE SEVEN CHURCHES, AS SUCH ALSO, HOWEVER, AS REPRESENTATIVES
OP THE CHURCH IN ITS TOTALITY. (THE GENERAL DEDICATION OF THE REVELATION TO THE SEVEN
CHTTRCHES MUST BE DISTINGUISHED FROM THE SEVEN EPISTLES, WHICH ARE NOT EPISCOPAL,
BUT PROPHETIC, ORIGINATING IN THE VISION AND FORMING A PART OF THE APOCALYPSE IT-

SELF.) VERS. 4, 5, 6. GREETING AND BENEDICTION (OOD, JEHOVAH. THE SEVEN SPIRITS.

0HII8T, THE FAITHFUL WITNESS. HIS DIGNITY AND WORK. DIGNITY OP CHRISTIANS). ^VERS. 7, 8.

ANNOUNOEUEIIT OF CHRIST'S COMING; THE THEME OF THE BOOK.

THE EEYELATION OF ST. {pm. ST.] JOHN THE DIVINE bm. THE DIVINE'].

Superscription.

1 The Eevelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to show unto his

servants things which [what things] must shortly [Lange : in swift succession] come
to pass; and he sent [sending] and [om. and] signified it [om. i<]^ by his angel

2 unto his servant John : Who bare record [testified] of the word [Lange : Logos=i

Word] of God, and of [om. of] the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of [om. and of]'

3 all things that [whatsoever things] he saw. Blessed is he that readeth,* [aloud] and
they that hear* the words' of this [the] prophecy, and keep those [the] things which
are written therein : for the time [Lange : decision-time]' is at hand [near].

8:
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DEDICATION AND GREETING [WITH DOXOLOGY-J

4 John to the seven churches which are [om. which are]' in Asia : Grace be \om. he]

unto you, and peace, from him which [who] is, [om. ,] and which [who] was, [pm. ,]

and which [who] is to come [cometh]' ; and from the seven Spirits' which [that]

5 are before his throne ; And from Jesus Christ, who is [om. who is] the faithful wit-

ness, and [om. and] the first-begotten [first-bora] of* the dead, and the prince

of the kings of the earth. Unto him that loved [loveth'"] us, and washed"

6 us from'' our" sins in his own [om. own] blood, and [ins. he] hath made us kings

[om. kings— ifts a kingdom]'* and [om. and] priests unto [ins. his] God and his [om.

his] Father ; to him be glory and dominion forever and ever [into the ages of the

ages].'^ Amen.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT. THEME OF THE BOOK.

7 Behold, he cometh with [ins. the] clouds ; and every eye shall see him, and they

also [om. also] which [who] pierced him : and all kindreds [the tribes] of the earth

8 shall wail because of him. Even so [Yea], Amen. I am [ins. the] Alpha and [ins.

the] Omega, the beginning and the ending [om. the beginning and the ending,]''

saith the Lord [ins. God]," which [who] is, [om. ,] and which [who] was, [om. ,]

and which is to come [who cometh], the Almighty [or All-ruler].'*

TEXTUAL AND GEAMMATICAL.
I So fie Roc. ; Cod. B.* his the Theologian [Divine] and Evangelist. fLach., Alf., Treg., Tisch., with N. C, give simp.j

'AwoKaAui//L9 'lujaj'i'ou. The title of A. is lost.—E. R. C. j
s Ver. 1. [''Whether eaijiJ^avev has its object expressed in tjc of this verb, or in oo-n elfie of ver. 2, or whether the ob-

ject is to be supplie I by a pronoun for an-OKaAui/zts, or for & Set yeceVSat, or, lastly, whether the verb is u j d absolutely,

areqaesnons, some of thein at least, more difficult than important, into which we need not enter. A tr nslatiun, especially

of the divine or.-icles, oui^ht not to be more explicit and determinate than the original.—No object i.* supplied by Wick.,

Tyn., Cran., Gen., R leims,—Vulg., ,Syr.,— Brasm,, Vat., Castal., Coco., Vitr.. Eos., Orient., Lord, Kenr. '—Note of De.

LlLLIB i» HIS TaANaLATloK FOR THB A. M. BiB. UNION.—E. R. C]
3 Ter. 2. The re after oira of the Rec. di turbs the sense, and is omitted, according to A. B.''= C. K. There is also an

erroneous exegetical addition in [^o:ueJ minuscules. Thus DUsterdieck. [t tmitted by Crit. Ed--, gi-ncnilly.—E. R. C]
* Ver. 3. 'O avaytvi^aKuiv Ka.1 ol a.KovovTes Unimportant var.ations and additions in niinuscules.

* Ver. :i. [Lach., Alf , Treg., Tisch. (1859) give Toils \6yovi with A 0. P., Vulg., ete. ; Tisch. (8th Ed.), withN. B,,«

gives rbv \6yov.— B. R. C]
« Ver. 4. The words which are do not occur in the Edition of 1611.—E. K C]
' Ver. 4, Variations : before 6 wi- a rov (on which see Uelitzsch, Sandschriftliche Piinde'), also deov, and instead of 6, 05.

[Reo. gives ToO before 6 mv; B.* gives &eov\ Lach., Alt., Treg. Tiach., with N- A. C, ete., give simply aTro 6 oiv. The la»t

mentioned reading is adoDted in the text. The translation is to come, although not erroneous, is obje tionable, as it is

1 a'>Ie to have put upon it the erroneous meaning, isto be. The Rheims, following the Vulgate, translates and whidi [uj/io]

shall come. (See Trenrh On the Epistles to the Peven Churches). Still better is the translation given above.—E. R. C]
8 Ver. 4. UpevfiarMv a; B.* 0. The additions are explanatory. [Lach., Alf, and Tisch., read as above; fiT a given by

B*. 0., Tre?. reads rutv with K- A.; Rec, in accordance with P., inserts etrriy alter ci, which is omitted by K- A, B*. C,
elc.—E. R. C]

9 Ver. 6. The ex is OTiitted [by Crit. Eds. generally] in accordance with X- A. B*. C. [(Also by P. Vulg. CJop. Syr., etc.)

The Qerm.an Vers, reads ^^from the dead. ' Rec. gives ex —E. R. C]
J» Ver. 6. Tu iyan-oii'Ti, {<. A. B». C. [So reid Lach., Alf., Treg., and Tisch.—E. B. T.]
II Ver. 5. Aoiio-ai'Tt according to B*. Vul r. ; more Johannean than Xvtjavri.. See, howevr, DUsferdieck. [Lachm.,

Treg., and Tiscn. (Stu Ed ) give KvaavTi in accordance with X. A. C. ; Alford presents both readings (but brackels the o),

Xouo-ai/Ti, in accoriance with B*. P., Vulg. etc. Tisch. (1859) gave Aoud-cli'ti.— W. R. C]
12 Ver. ;. [La-h., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.) give \k with N. A. O., c(c. ; Tisch. (1859) gives iiro with P. B*.—E, K. C]
18 Ver. 5. 'H^iof is better established than the omission of it. [Lacb., Treg,, end T.sch., give tjjuwi/ with X. C. P. B*.

;

Lach. (Min. Ed.) omits with A.; AKord brackets.-B. R. C ]H Ver. 6. T"e reading ^atri\eiai' establistied by K*. A. C, etc., against patrtAeis [by Rec. and P., and pao-t'Aeioi' by B*.
—E. R. C] 'H/xa? e3t.abli3herl by [<. and B*. aga'USt 17^,11' and yj/iuii/. [Alf. and Tisch. read r^p.a.'; wit i X. L""- P. Vulg. \Cl.\
etc.; Lach. (E'l. Maj.) gives r\tL!^v in ac:o^danc6 with C., Alford ciies in lavor of this reading the following MSS. of the Vul-
g,ite

—

Amiat., Fuld,, Hart. Toll. Lach. (Ed. Min.), and Treg., give titxiv witn A. The correct reaoing of each word is ex-
ceedingly uncertain.—E, R, C]

15 Ver. 6, [Lach, (Ed, Min,), Tisch, (1869). and Alf.. omit rUf aicinoii/ with A. P. ; Lach. (Ed. Maj.), Treg., Tisch. (8th
El.) and Lanee retain it with N. B* C.,etc., Vu'gale.— E, R. C]

w Ver. 8, The unauthorized addi ion apxv «ai reXos is explanatory. [These words find no place in any oneof the old
Codices.—E. R. ]

" Ver. 8. Kiipio! 6 Oeoi against the Re". [They are given bv Crit. Eds., with X. A. B*. C. P., etc.—E. E. C]
18 Ver. 8. (For the trantlation All-ruler Bee Add. Com. on ver. 8, p. 93.—E. R. C]

I

See very rigorous revisions of the text by
EXEGETICAL, AND CRITICAL. |

Kelly.—On John the Theologian, Bee Biographies
of John.

Ver. 1. Revelation of .Tesus Christ. IniJica-

tive not of the form of the B ok, but of its sub-
stance. The Book likewise receives its title from
its subject-matter. Inadequate conceptions of
the essence of the Apocalypse may be found in

the works of Buusen and Holtzmann. ['ATroKii-

u. THE SnPERSnitlPTION.

[In this section the nature, subject, and writpr
of the Book are declared, and the importance of
the subject indicated by a benediction on those
who shall hear and read it in the spirit of obe-
dience. (Altered from Alford).—E. R. C]
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/lui/Hf is employed in the New Testament as in-

dicating—1. The disclosure by word or symbol

of that which is hidden or future, Rom. xvi. 25

;

1 Oor. xiv. 6, 26 ; 2 Cor. xii. 1, 7 ; Gal. i. 12,

ii. 2 ; Eph. ii. 3 ; 2. The manifestation in sub-

stance of that which was hidden or future, Rom.
ii. 6, viii. 19 ; 1 Cor. i. 7 ; 2 Thess. i. 7 ; 1 Pet.

i. 1, 13 ; 3. Illumination (possibly) Luke ii. 32
;

this meaning, however, may be resolved into the

first. It is manifest from the following iel^ai

that the term is here employed in the first of

these senses. The following from the Treatise

of Sir Isaac Newton is well worthy of consider-

ation : "The Apocalypse of John is written in

the same style and language with the prophecies

of Daniel, and hath the same relation to them
which they have to one another, so that all of

them together make but one complete prophecy.

—The prophecy is distinguished into seven suc-

cessive parts ; by the opening of the seven seals

of the book which Daniel was commanded to

seal up ; and hence it is called the Apocalypse or

Revelation of Jesus Christ."— E. E. C] —Of
JesuB Christ.— (?e?!!(.«u6y. : Christ the mediatory
cause.—God, in the absolute sense, as the Father,

being the primal source of all things, is likewise

the fountain of Revelation. — [Which God
gave unto Him.—God, i. e. the Father : Christ,

the Mediator, knows not the times and seasons

{xatpov^, ver. 3) which the Father hath put in

His own power, save as they are revealed to Him.
Comp. Acts i. 7; Miirk xiii. 32.—E. R. C]
To show unto His servants.—Statement

of the purpose : To set before the eyes of the

servants of Christ. Hengstenberg : theprophets.

Ebrard: believers. These aertian^s we hold to be
believers who are in a condition to discuss the

mysteries of the Apocalypse with the Church
proper.—Such things are to be shown as must
come to pass, in the sense of Providence, in

the Cliristian apprehension of the term. [^Must.

" by the necessity of the divine decree. See ch.

iv. 1 ; Malt. xxi. 6, xxvi. 64; Dan. xi. 28."

—

Alford.—E R. C]
In swift succession [shortly].—Different

interpretations of ev toxu. Ebrard correctly

interprets it as referring to the rapidity of the

course of the events prophesied.* Dusterdieck
maintains that this view is inconsistent wiik
eyyv^, ver. 3. But the Katp6^ is syyv^, irrespec-

tive of the length of time consumed by what is

to come to pass. The whole course of the naipd;

has for its final component part a period of a

thousand years. The expression : what shall

come to pass, cannot, however, be paraphrased
by: what shall begin to come to pass. That
exegelical prejudice which is incapable of dis-

tinguishing between religious and chronological

dates, comes in play here (see DUsterdieck
against Vitringa and others).

—

''Ea^/mvev is a,

modification of dei^ai, indicative of the signs

* [The contrary opinion as to the meaning of ec raxet,
is ably set furtli by Alford in tlie following cxtrsict : "The
context, the repetition below, 6 yUp Kaip6s ewu'?, and the
parallel, ch. xxii. 6, followed ih. 7, by tSoi> epxoixat. to^u, fix
this meaning {befnre long) h'-re, aa distinguished from the
other of ffufi/y^y, which indeed would be hardly intelligible
with the historic aorUt yefetrOat, This expressitin, as
De Wette well remarks, nnifit not be urged fo signify that
the events of apocalyptic prophecy were to be close at hand :

for we have a key to its meaning in Luke xviii. 7, 8, where
long delay is evidently implied,"—K. R. C]

employed, the symbolical representation.* It re-
lates to Christ. [Christ is the sender; seech,
xxii, 16.—E. R. C] Hence, there is a change of
construction, according to Dusterdieck and
otht-rs.

Sending,-!- oi'offm^of; absolute.—By His
angel (cumpare ch. xxii. 6).—In respect to the
various hypotheses concerning tbe.se words—the
angel of the Lord—Gabriel—tlieangel whoaccom-
panied the Apocalyptist, or who did but throw
him into his rapt state, etc.—we refer to the
Comm. on Genesis, p. 385 sqq. [Am. Ed.]. From
this Angel of Christ, in His universal form,
particular angelic appearances are to be distin-

guished. DUsterdieck regards the term as ge-

neric, signifying that particular angel of wliom
Christ made use in each particular case. If we
assume the angelic visible appearance of Christ
to be the angel of the Apocalypse (comp. Acts
xii. 11, 15), we do indeed encounter a ditficulty

in the fact that the angel designates Himself in

ch. xxii. 9, B.a cvvdov/ioc ; doubtless, however, it

suffices to remark that He appears to the apostle

in the quality of an angel.

J

To His servant John.—Is it conceivable
that a presbyter John could have applied this

emphatic term to himself, so long as the memory
of the great Apostle John endured?

Ver. 2. 'Who testified.—According to Diis-

terdieck and many others (from Andreas of
Csesarea to Bleek, Liicke, Ewald, II.) the whole
of verse 2d refers to nothing but the present
scripture. This supposition they hold to be in

nowise inconsistent with i/xafyTvpr/ae. Not only,

however, is the Aorist thus rendered of no dis-

tinctive value, but the fiaprvpelv and fiaprvpia are
likewise deprived of their full weight. Neither
to a vision nor to the report of a vision could
these expressions be applied. We, therefore,

with many others—from Ambrosiaster to Eich-
horn—refer this passage to what was known as

the earlier ministry of John; not simply to his

Gospel, but, with Ebrard, to his whole evangeli-

cal and apostolic witness, corroborated by his

martyrhood, and familiar to his readers. §

• [This restriction of the meaning of irrjfj.aii'M is not in
accordance with the other instances of its use in the Kew
Testaolent (three of the five, it will be observed, being by
John), John xii 3.'J, xviii. 32, xxi. 19, Acts xi. 28, xxv. 27.

In all these instances the signifying was by word and not by
symbol,.—E. E. 0.]

t [Lange translates, in that ht sent (indem er Botschaft
sandte), a German idiom equivalent to the sending, with
which the B. V. in this translation is corrected.—E, it. C]

% [The comparison of Acts xii. 11 wirli 15, most certainly

does not show that by " the angel of the Lord," ver. 11, it

was intended to indicate in any sense "a visible appearance
of Christ." The disciples, manifestly, did not intend to

designate Peter himself by that which they styled his angel

—at the most, all they could hiive intended was his spiritual

representative, a pei-Bon or thing distinct from tiiniself. On
the supposition that by "the Angel of the L rd" it waa
intended to designate sotne special representative of Christ,

he would be distinct from Christ, and, as a creature, would
represent himself as a avvhovXoi. On the supposition that

by the Angel was meant Christ Himself, it is inip(}ssible

satisfactorily to explain the language of ch. xxii. 9. The
explanation of Lange does not sulfice. However He might
have appeared (either subjectively or objectively) to the

Apostle, it is Impossible to conceive of Him as using the

language there attributed to the angel.—E. R. C]
g [As supporting this view, see John xxi. 24 ; 1 John i. 1 , 2.

On the other baud. Alfohd writes: "The objections to Kb-

raid's reference ar-' to me insuperable. First, o.s to its inlro-

dwtifnt with the simple, relative oy. We may safely say that,

harl anv previous writing Oi- act been intended, we should

have had os koX, or even more than this, . . , Kext, as to the
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The Word of God (comp. ch. xix. 13).

—

Why sliould not the Logos be intended, aa Ebrard
and others maintain ? [See the preceding ex-

tract.—E. R. C]
The testimony \_Zeugnissthat=witness-act]

of Jesus Christ.—Not testimonium de Chrislo

(Lyra), and still less the angelic message of

Christ. [See preceding extract.—E. R. C] How
natural it was for the Aposile, in his martyrhood,
to think of Christ a'^ the great Martyr (see ver.

5).

—

"Ooa elde. Diisterdieck : The visions here
described. Comp. against this view 1 John i. 1

;

Gosp. of John i. 14, xix. 35.—The expression
embraces the wliole witness of Jotin concerning
his whole view of the glory of Christ, in the

grandeur of His deeds and demonstrations.
Ver. 3. Blessed is [or be] he. [Comp.

Matt. V. 3-11.—E. R. C]—This conveys an idea
of the importance of this book totally different

from that v/hich is represented by many moderns
—Schleiermacher, for instance, in his Introduc-
tion to the New Testament. Diisterdieck affirms

that this fiampiog has reference only to a par-

ticipation in the kingdom of glory, and not to

conservation in the conflicts which precede its

establishment—ns if the two ideas were separa-
ble.

—

That readeth, and they that hear.
Representation of a religious assembly. If the
hearing be intended to convey the idea of reli-

gious earnestness [comp. ch. ii. 6, 11, 17, 29,

iii. 6, 13, 22, &c.—E. R. C ] thus being emphatic,
why may not the reading be expressive of the

same idea? [These words imply the duty of
striving to undrrstand—a duty still further im-
plied by the following direction to keep. How
can that be ke//t which is not understood ? There
are those who refrain from the study of unful-
filled prophecy, upon the ground that " the pro-
phecies were not designed to make us prophets."
This is true; but a prophet is one thing, and an
understander of prophecy is another. There is,

indeed, a curious prying into things not revealed,
an effort to make determinate those times and
seasons wliich our Lord has expressly declared
are (for us) left indeterminate (comp. Matt,
xxiv. 36; Acts i. 7). Such conduct, however, is

entirely different from the reverential, prayerful
study of the word as revealed. It should be
remembered that our Lord rebuked the Jews
and His disciples for not understanding the pro-

things wltnusxcA. The words 6 Adyo? tov deov k. f] iMaprvpCa.
'I. Xp. cannot with any likelihood betaken to mean * the
(personal) Word of Oo.l.and the tentimony of Jeans Christ:'
for why, if the former ti'im ref.r to Christ personally, should
lie be introduced in the second member under a dififerent
name? Besides, the words occur again below, Ter. 9 aa
indicating the reason why .John w.is in the island of Patm'os
and there surely they cannot refer to his written Oospel but
must be understood of his testimony for Christ in life and
words: moreover, i, fiapTupia 'I^o-oO is itself otherwise ex-
plained in this very book., ch. xix. 10. But there is yet
another oh)ecti.>n to the supposed reference to the Gospel
arising from the last words, otra t'Sev. First the very
adjective oira refutes it ; for the Evangelist rfistinctly tella
us, John XX. 30, I hat in writing his Oospel he did not set
down oo-d «S™, but only a portion of the things whi'h.Te'ius
did in the prsenco of His disciples. . . . But still more does
the verb eiSe^ carry this refutation. In no place in the
Gospel does 8t, John use this verb of his eye-witnessing aa
the foundation ol his testimony. . . . But in this book it is
the word in regular and c.Mistant use. of the seeing of the
Apocalyptic Vlsmns Taken then as represenring the
present l^ok, t6i- Advoi/ hero will be the aggregate of oi
loYoi, ver. 3

: ^ ^lopTupi'a 'I. Xp. will be the jri-eOda Trit
jrpi,.)>r)Ttio5, eujbodied in the Church in all ages."—E. R C.J

phecies relating to His first Advent, (comp. John
v. 39, 46; Luke xi. 52; Matt. xvi. 3; Luke xxiv.

25); and that His last great eschatological dis-

course was delivered that His people might be
fore-warned (coatp. Matt. xxiv. 4, 15, 24, 25, 33)

—

the implication, of course, being that it should be
studied. It is not intended by these remarks to

assert that a full and complete understanding of

all prophecies will be attained to, by all who
faiihfuUy study; their design is to set forth the

duty of study. Doubtless, many things will

remain dark to the most earnest students, even
to the beginning of the end ; it may be confidently

believed, however, that to such, much injportant

knowledge will be vouchsafed which will be
withheld from the negligent; and, furthermore,
that all knowledge expedient for them to possess

will be granted.—E. R. C. ]

—

The Twords ofthe
prophecy. These eschatological predictions.—And keep. An edifying impression on the
heart is not the sole thing intended here; refe-

rence is had to the faitliful holding fast of all

things set down in this prophecy, and to a corre-
sponding observation of the signs of the times.

For the decision-time. This is not to be
considered as relating to jj.aKdpioc, as Diisterdieck
thinks, for the blessedness cannot refer to the
future alone; that time is intended when that
which relates to the last things shall begin

—

hence 6 Kaipdc. [The classical meaning of Kaipdc
is the right measure, the right proportion. In the
New Testament it is used to indicate a time, a
period ; but it seems to carry with it its classical
force of determinate proportion—it is a season
fixed as to time of occurrence and duralion.
Comp. Matt. viii. 29, xiii. 30, xxi. 34, xxvi. 18,
John V. 4; Acts i. 7, xvii. 27; Rev. xii. 14, etc.

But what Katpdc is here referred to ? Is it not,
manifestly, the entire period, viewed as a unit, in
which the things symbolically seen by the Apoca-
lyptist should come to pass ?—a period nenr to the
Apostle when he wrote ; to us, present.—E. R. C]

b. DEDICATION AND OKEETINO [wiTH DOXOLOOT].

The view of Hengstenberg and Ebrard,*
who regard this dedication, from vers. 4-6, as re-
lating only to the seven epistles, in antithesis to

the established theory, is opposed to the organic
simplicity of the book. The entire prologue
belongs to the entire book, as does the entire
epilogue. The seven churches, however, as the
congregations of the first readers, represent the
entire Christian reading-world

;
just as the Gos-

pel of Luke and the book of Acts composed by
him, were not designed for Theophilus alone.

Ver. 4. John to the seven churches.—On
the relation of the Apostle John to the Church
in Asia Minor, comp. Church History. The fact
that the seven churches formed an ecclesiastical
diocese, extending from the metropolis of Ephe-
sus to Laodicea, is intimated by the address of
the Epistle to the Ephesians, taken in connection
with Col. iv. 16. [It is difficult to perceive the
intimation. Most certainly the fact that neighbor-
ing Churches are exhorted to exchange epistles
directed to them respectively, does not imply
that they belong to one diocese.—E. R. C] On
the accounts of John's labors in Epbesus, comp.

* [Alford attributes to Ebrard the exactly opposite view.
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Steitz. The reality of the septenary does not

preclude its symbolical import.

Asia.—In the narrowest sense— proconsular

Asia. See Winer and others. [See an exceed-

ingly valuable and interesting passage in Cony-
beare and Howson's Life and Epistles of St.

Paul, Vol. I. ch. viii. Also Smith and Kitto.

—

E. K. C]
Grace be with you and peace.—As in

the writings of tUe Apostle Paul principally.

Comp. also 2 John iii.

Prom the : He is present, etc.—Decla-

ration of the name of Jehovah, not an etymolo-

gical analysis of it, as earlier exegetes imagined
(see the citation of Bengel in Diisterdieck). The
declaration He is. He was. He cometh, or He is to

come, does not do full justice to the idea, for the

vrord Jehovah signifies that God is ever present,

at hand, for His people, as the faithful covenant-

keeping God ; neither is this idea contained in the

expression who is, etc. [Alford writes: "A par-

aphrase of the unspeakable name mn*, resem-

bling the paraphrase H'nX "liyx irriN in Exod.

iii. 14, for which the Jerusalem Targum has, as

here, qui fuit, est, et erit: as has the Targum of

Jonathan in Deut. xxxii. 39; Sohemoth R. iii. f.

10-5, 2: 'Dixit Deus S. B. ad Mosen: Ego fui et

adhuc sum, et ero in posterum.' Scbottg., Wetst.,

De Wette."— E. R. C] On the [grammatienl]
imparity of this formula, and the attempts to

smooth it down (rov-^v-epx^fievog), see DUster-

dieok, page 100. [Trench, in his Com. on the

Epistles to the Seven Churches, thus treats of
" the departure from the ordinary rules of

grammar: Doubtless, the immutability of God,
'the same yesterday, and to-day, and forever'

(Heb. xiii. 8), is intended to be expressed in

this immutability of the name of God, in this

absolute resistance to change or even modifica-

tion which that name here presents. ' I am the

Lord; 1 change not' (Mai. iii. 6), this is what is

here declared." — E. R. C] The name is no
direct designation of the Trinity; at most, it

contains but au indirect allusion to the three

economies.

Prom the seven Spirits. — See Is. xi. 2

;

Kev. iii. 1; iv. 5; v. 6. The seven Spirits burn
like lamps [Germ. Fackeln, torches] before the

throne, as Spirits of God, and are at the same
time seven eyes of the Lamb. By this we under-
stand seven ground-forms of the revelation of the

Logos or heavenly Christ in the world (hence
ideals of Christ; lamps of God ; eyes of Christ)

;

neither, therefore, seven properties of the Koly
Ghost, though the Spirit of God is their unitous

life ; nor properties of God (Eichhorn) ; nor the

symbolical totality of the angels (Lyra) ; nor
the seven archangels, in accordance with the tra-

ditional view (of these archangels six only are

grouped together on canonical and apocryphal
ground) ; as in Is. xi. 2, the six spirits are merged
in the unity of the septenary [Siebem(thl'\ ;* nor

seven of the ten Sephiroth (Herder). We must
likewise distinguish from these seven Spirits the

* [Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Sealthiel, Jeremiel.
Tlie doctrine of atrue septenary of arcbangels was advanced
in later tifiiea, tliough not bo late aa 1460. Cump. the note

ia JDusterdieck.—E. K. C.J

Spirit who speaks to the churches (ch. ii. 7,

xi. 29); with reference to Zeoli. iii. 9, iv. 6, 10.*

Ver. 5. From Jesus Christ.—From Him
also the blessing of grace and peace comes

;

hence, to Him divine operations are attributable.

[Who is].—Thenuminalive, making a change
in the construction, manifestly gives prominence
to the three following designations of Christ as

favorite Apocalyptic names. As God Himself,

in an Apocalyptic view, ia pregminently He Who
is present. Who was present, and Who draweth
nigh [jpresent], so Christ is, first, the Great Mar-
tyr in a unique sense; secondly, the Conqueror
of death ; thirdly, the Prince of the kings of

the earth. In accordance with the senie, a roii &

would be in place here also. These names,
therefore, serve neither as a foundation for that

which follows nor for that which precadcs them,

though it is not without reason that Ebrard par-

allelizes these three names of Christ with the

following three soteriological operations. With
the faithful Witness correspond the words: Who
loveth us, etc. The three offices of Christ are

likewise suggested here, though Diisterdieck dis-

putes even this. We must remark that the

reading TAoavri would convert the high-priestly

function into a kingly one.

The faithful Witness.—Seech, iii. 14; also

ch xix. 11, XXI. 5, xxii. 6 —Diisterdieck appre-

hends this as intimating the fact that Christ is

the Mediator of all divine revelation, and dis-

putes the very reference in point; viz. : to the

fact that Christ, in the extremity of temptation

under sufi'ering, sealed the revelation of God
with His testimony (Ebrard). The revelation of

God is likewise enwrapped in both the following

points; the First-born and the Prince. Other re-

ferences [of the faithful Witness

—

Te.] either to

the fulfillment of threats and promises, or to the

truth of the apocalyptic words, pass by the fun-

damental idea. [The following comment of

Richard of St. Victor, quoted by Trench, sets

forth the truths involved in this appellation in

great fullness : " Testis fidelis, quia, de omnibus
quae per Eum testificanda erant in mundo testi-

monium fidele perhibuit. Testis fidelis, quia

quseounque audivit a Patre fideliter discipulis

suis nota fecit. Testis fidelis, quia viam Dei in

veritate docuit, nee Ei cura de aliquo fuit, neo

personas hominum respexit. Testis fidelis, quia

reprobis damnationem, et electis salvationem

* [That created beings cannot be intended by the Seven

^I'Wis is evident from their being meutione I belween the

Father and Jesus Christ, and also from their being regarded

as -soM/'ce.s of blessing. The view as to their nature advocated

by Lange is inconsistent with their being associated with Per-

sons, and their being D&medwith and still more &fl/'ore Christ.

Tr aich judiciously remarlts: " Tbereis no doubt tli^it by 'the

seven spirits ' we are to understand not indeed the sevenfold

operations of the Holy (ihost, but the Holy Ghost sevenfold

in His operations. Neither need there be any difficult, in

reconciling this interp-etation, as Mede urges, with the

doctrine of His personality. It is only that Ho is regarded

here not so much in His personal unity, as in His manifold

energies; for 'there are diversities of gifts but the same
Spirit,' 1 ror.xii.4.—The manilbid girts, operations, energies

of the Holy Ghost are here represented under the number
seven, being as it is the nuralier of comidcteness in the

Church. We have anticipations of this In the Old Testament.

"When the Prophet Isaiah would describe how the Spirit

should b" given not by measure to Ilim whose name is the

Branch, the enumeration of the gifts is .sevtmfold (xi. 2);

and the seven eyes which rest upon the stone which the Lord

had laid can mean nothing but this (Zech. iii. 6, cf. iv. 10;

Kev. Y. 6j."—E. K. C.J
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iiuneiavit. Testis fidelis, quia veritatem quam
verbis doouit, miraculis confirmavit. Testis fide-

lis quia testimonium Sibi a Patre nee in morte
negavit. Testis fidelis, quia de operibus malo-
rum et bonorum in die judicii testimonium
verum dahit."— E. R. C]
The First-born of the dead.—See Col. i.

18; 1 Cor. xv. 20.—Tiie idea of the ancient

Churcb, that the day of a man's death is the

day of his higher birth, was founded upon fact

in the history of Jesus, and upon the word of

the apostles. [The reference however, of the

title First-born of the dead was not to a glorifica-

tion co-incident with death, but to the resurrec-

tion of Christ from the dead Comp. Col. i. 18

;

1 Cor. XV. 20, 23.—E. R. C] Christ, according
to the epistle to the Colossians, is the apx^ in a

two-fold sense : the a/ix^ of the creation and of

the resurrection; the latter is of course implied
here, for the heavenly birth of Christ is the

efficient cause of the resurrection of the dead
(Eph. i. lOsqq.).*
The PRINCE of the Kings.—In ch. xix.

16, He is called the Kino of kings. There He
has taken possession of the kingdom ; in the
beginning of the Apocalypse He has but un-
folded the power and right of a king in a princely
manner before the eyes of His people, and com-
menced to give proof thereof in tJie world; see

Matt, xxviii. 18 ; Acts xiii. 33 ; Phil. ii. 6 sqq.
Comp. Ps. ex. ; Is. liii., and other passages. As
the kingly principle, even now dynamically
ruling over the kings of the earth, and destined
in the end to prevail oyer the Antiohristian
powers also, He works on and on until His ap-
pearance as the King proper.

The three names jointly form the foundation
for the truth of the facts of the Apocalypse.
The whole of divine revelation, whose goal is a
new world, is sealed by the faithful Witness ; the

principial foundation of its work of renewal—

a

deadly work to the old world—is in the First-

born; it is continually at work and unfolding its

royal power in the Prince.

From Him •vrh.o loveth us.—According to

Diisterdieck [the E. V., Lachraann and Alford],
the doxological formula begins here. The doxology
at the close of ver. 6, however, is independent;!
it is founded upon all that has been pre-
viously affirmed of Christ. Diisterdieck rightly
insists upon the signifieancy of the present
[tense] form ayaxCivn (ch. xxii. 17 ;j; Rom.
viii. 37). The real motive for the founda-
tion of a new world is the loving glance of God
and Christ at (he men of God, who are to be the
fruits of creation and redemption.

• On Basterdieck's controversy with Ebrarf in respect to
wSive^, Acta ii. 2i, see tlie note in Diisterdiecli, p. 113.

f [Tiiis position can be maintained only in deiiance of all
grammatical propriety. For obvious reaaoos, the datives
dyajTwtn-t and ^ovaavri should be connected, not with the
preondiu',' genitives governed by dTro, but with the following
avTw. The ' oleciain of ver. 4, can have no place here, as the
grounds of its . xisteoce are wanting ; and, further, a similar
solecism, were it in place, would give us aYan-ui^ and not
ayairCuni.—E. K. C]

t [ " Ihn certainty that Christ continually loves His people
is as significant, in the connection of the book, as the cer-
tainty that He is the Faithful Witness, etc. The Bride, re-
joicing, comforts herself wi'h the coming of Him who loves
her (Rev. xxii. 17 ; comp. Eom.viil. 37 "). DuESTEapiEOK, n. 113—Tb.]

'

And v^ashed as. — It is an unmistakable
fact that one and the same root lies at the foun-

dation of both XoveLv and T^-vetv ;* that the one in-

volves the other, and that both are embraced in

this concrete expression of Scripture. Never-
theless, the ideas of liberation from the guilt

[rea(M»= liability to punishment.—E. R. C] of

sin and liberation from the bondage of sin are

contra-distinguished, not only in doctrinal theo-

logy, but also in the Holy Scriptures. Now it is

manifest that in ch. vii. 14, a liberation from
guilt is meant; so likewise in 1 John i. 7. These
analogies, as well as the consideraiion that an
atonement for the guilt of sin lies at the founda-
tion of a redemption from its power, add weight
to the remark that the operation of Christ's

blood is distinct from His special act of making
us kings. We cannot, therefore, with Diister-

dieck, find " substantially the same idea in both
readings."

Ver. 6. A kingdom.—It is true that believers

are, in a spiritual sense, kings as well as priests.

They are true priests, however, through indivi-

dual self-sacrifice. It is impossible for them, on
the other hand, to exercise an individual govern-
ment, thus encroaching upon the rights of Chris-
tian fellowship; —kings they can be only in the
community of the Church. Hence there are
material reasons, as well as documentary ones,
for preferring the more difficult reading r/iia^ to

fllilv and ij/iuv; though the abstract fact that
Christians are spiritually possessed of kingly
dignity is to be maintained; that fact is also
supported by ch. v. 10 (jiaat'ieiiciv). The term,
then, denotes neither, on the one hand, a people

of kings, nor, on the other: the subjects of the
kingdom, for the essential element in this king-
dom is that the members of it rule by serving
and serve by ruling (Matt. xx. 25 sqq.) or the
identity of sovereignty and subjection [serving.
The ideas of serving and subjection are widely
different.—E. R. C] Christians, therefore, are
a kingdom, because they are priests,—by virtue
of a self-abnegation, heavenly in its purity.
(On the Old Testament type, see Exodus xix.)
[See Excursus at the end of the section.

—

E. R. C]
To His Ood.—'kvTov " appertains to the

whole term tc> dew Kal iraTpi." (Diisterdieck,
against De Wette and Ebrard.) Believers are
priests on the basis of the High-Priesthood of
Christ, because, with reconciled consciences,
they have immediate access to God in prayer for
themselves and intercession for others (Rom.
V. 2), in the spirit of self-surrender, giving
proof of this spirit in their sufferings, and that
not only as witnesses (Rom. xii. 1) ; these suffer-
ings are of course (as Ebrard remarks in refe-
rence to Col. i. 24) to be distinguished from the
perfect expiatory passion of Christ. " We find
a kindred conception in ch. xxi. 22, where- the
new Jerusalem is represented as destitute of a.

temple." (Diisterdieck.)

To Him be —According to De Wette and
Diisterdieck, 66^a should be supplemented by

* [Liddell and Scott present both AYn and AOYO ss root
words, the latter contracted from the old Xoeio. They remark
in a nof» under the latter—" Akin to Lat. Im, diluo, am
lavo, but hardly to the Greek Aiiu." (A Bimlhir note is an-
pended to the former.)—E. R. 0.J
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iari, after the manner of 1 Pet. iv. 11. A more
obvious explanation of the ellipsis is in accord-
ance with the sense of Rev. iv. 9, 11, and other
passages. [Alford remarks: " The like ambiguity
is found in all doxological sentences."—^E. R. C.J

C. THE ANNOUNCEMENT. THE THEHE.

Ver. 7. Behold, He cometh.—In the fol-

lowing words the Apostle announces the theme
of his book with prophetic vivacity. Behold,
iSoi) (see ch. xvi. 16). He directs the attention
of his readers to a new and grand fact as one
who himself beholds and wonders. This form
is likewise met with in the Gospels.

—

He cometh.

Not: He shall come. The strong Apocalyptic
term ffe cometh, for ffe cometh quickly, is partly
based upon the idea that He is continually com-
ing—continually on the way.
With the clouds.—Dan. vii. 13; Mark xiv.

62. —" Among the later Jews the Messiah is

actually called the Cloud-Man" (Diisterdiook
after Evvald). God also is said to have His
dwelling among the clouds (Ps. xcvii. 2, xviii.

11). The cloud is, so to speak, a material sym-
bol of the divine presence, or the divine mystery
—partly veiling, partly revealing. [We are not
to suppose, however, that the declaration " He
cometh with clouds " is figurative. The clouds
with which He will come may be symbolic, but
they will be real. Of the literal fulfillment of a
prophecy solemnly repeated by our Lord in His
discourse on the Mount of Olives (Matt. xxiv.

80), and again to the High Priest, before the
Sanhedrin, on the occasion of His trial (Matt.

xxvi. 64; Mark xiv. 62); and referred to in the

account of the ascension (Acts i. 9, 11) ;—all

under circumstances that preclude the idea of

figure;—there should be no doubts.—E. R. C]
£i7ery eye.— All mankind ; not believers

simply (Matt. xxv. 32).

And they who pierced Him.—According
to Diisterdieck, this is significant of the Jews
alone. The following sentence he renders: and
all the Gentiles shall wail because of Him. This,

however, does not accord with Zechariah xii. 10.

Why should not those who at the first pierced the

Lord be the mourners afterwards? And if a
mere external historical meaning be attached to

the former clause, the saying would apply to a,

few individual Jews only. The text leaves the

question as to whether, and to what degree, re-

pentance is involved, undecided. An element of

judgment, startling to all, is enwrapped in the ap-

pearance of the Crucified One. Part icular inter-

pretations by Ebrard and Dusterdieck, see in the

workof thelatter, p. 116. The eff/tfjr^^ffaK appears

also in John xix. 37. It was for the Apostle a point

of the highest symbolical significance. [Alford

makes the following important comment: "As
there (John xix. 36) St. John evidently shows
what a deep impression the whole circumstance

here referred to produced on his own mind, so it is

remarkable here that he should again take up
the prophecy of Zechariah (xii. 10) which be

there cites, and speak of it as fulfilled. That
this should be so, and that it should be done

with the same word e^enivrt/aav, not found in the

LXX. of the passage, is a strong presumption

that the Gospel and the Apocalypse were written

by the same person."—E. R. C]

Yea {vat), amen.—Double assurance in the
Greek and Hebrew.

Ver. 8, Alpha and Omega—(ch. xxi. 6).—Indication of the principle and the final goal
of all things, in a symbolism drawn from the
Greek alphabet (see Rom. xi. 36). Hence the
interpolated gloss by way of exegesis. The
corresponding Jewish symbolism says: from ^
to Pi. The deduction of the divine Essence from
the revelation of that Essence in the world forms
the foundation for the deduolion of the divine
Rule, iu accordance with the divine Eijsence as

revealed; and upon this latter deduction the
certainty of the last things is based.

The All-ruler.—It is not without reason that
this expression Kavroicpdrup is of constant occur-
rence in the Apocalypse. It is one of the tasks
of the last times to hold fast this assurance, not-

withstanding all appearance to the contrary.

[The Apocalypse is the only portion of the New
Testament iu which the word occurs, except in
2 Cor. vi. 18. It is, however, of frequent occur-
rence in the Septuagint, and to that book we
must look for the determination of its meaning.
In Job it is used to translate '']]E', the Almighty;

elsewhere it is employed as the second member
of the compound expression [kvploq TravToicparup)

which most frequently represents—not translates

—the Hebrew compound niX3S niiT' Jehovah of

hosts. (Sometimes the second term is translated

by rov Sw^dfieuv (Ps. xxiv. 10), rijv Grpariuv

(Amos vi. 14), and frequently it is reproduced,
aajipadd, as iu Is. i. 9). Now, it is impossible to

suppose that the Seventy regnrded navTonpaTup

as the Greek equivalent for niK^S ; the most

natural supposition is that they looked upon the

entire Hebrew expression as an ellipsis for

niX3S
'r! '''. i^^i^'i which would give as the

meaning of the Greek terfn one consistent with

its etymology, viz. : God of hosts. This suppo-

sition is confirmed by the fact that, in several

instances where the three terms occur, as in Jer.

V. 14, XV. 16, xliv. 7; Amos iii. 13 (in this in-

stance four), TravTOKpdrup is used to render the

last two. From all these facta it is natural to

conclude that it was used as a term expressive

of infinite supremacy, including the two corre-

lated ideas of universal dominion (God of hosts)

and almighty power. This meaning, whiL-h is

most in accordance with the classical and sacred

usage of the words from which TrauroKpdrup is

compounded, and which is consistent with every

instance of its use in the Now Testament, is,

almost certainly, the meaning that should be
attached to it.—E. R. C]

[exouesus on the easileia, ver. 6.]

£t/ the American hddor.

[The expression Kingdom of God (and its

manifest synonyms. Kingdom of Heaven.^ The

* [The ph^H^e Ki'rigdom of Heaven O'-^ura only iti the Gos-

pel of Matthew. That itia strictly evnoiiymous with King-
dam. of G"d is maoifeat from the following comparisons

—

Matt. iv. 17 with Mark i. 14, 15 ; Matt. v. 3 with Luke vi. 20

;

Matt. xiii. 11 with Mark iv. 11, Luke vili.lO; Matt. xiii. 31

with Mark iv. 30, 31; Matt xix. 14 with Marlt x. 14, Luke
xviii 16; Matt. xix. 23 with Mark x. 23, Luke xviii. 24.

Matthew himself uses Kivgdom of Ood five times (vi. :'3, xii.

23, xix. 24. xxi. 31, 43). It needs but a glance at thesn pas-

sat^ea to perceive that he uses the phrase as synonymous with

the one more frequently employed by him.—E. K. C]
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Kingdom, Kingdom of Christ, etc. ) is of most
frequent occurrence in the New Testament, and
apparently of greatest importance. It is the
phraHe employed to designate that— (1) which
the Baptist heralded (Matt. iii. 2); which our
Lord, in the beginning of His ministry, pro-
claimed as at hand (Matt. iv. 17; Mark i. 14);
(•S) to (he exposition of which His life before
His Crucifixion was mainly devoted {Luke iv. 43,

and the Gospels pass ); (4) concerning which
He gave pre'^minent instruction throughout the

forty days tbiit followed His Rpsurrection (Acts

i. 3); (.5) which He sent forth His disciples to

herald before His Passion (M.itt. x. 7; Luke
ix. 2; X. 9) ; (6) concerning which His minis-

ters, after His Ascension, went everywhere
giving instruction (Acts viii. 12; xiv. 22; xix.

8; XX. 2.5; xxviii. 2-S. 31 ; and the Eps.

It might naturally be supposed that some one

objective would be represented by this oft-recur-

ring and apparently important phrase, and yet

there is no expression which the great mass of

interpreters regard as having been used in so

many varied and mutually exclusive senses. In
some instances it is represented as designating
something established on earth in New Testa-

ment times, either before the Crucifixion, or at

the Ascension, or on the day of Pentecost; in

others (and by the same interpreter), as some-
thing to be established in the future. Where it

is regarded as indicating something already
established —-in some instances it is viewed as

representing true religion in the heart ; in

others, the vital Church; and in others still,

the apparent Church. Where viewed as desig-

nating something future— sometimes it is held

to signify the miUenial era on earth; and some-
times the Kingdom of glory in Heaven. Dr.

Robinson, who may be regarded as a represen-

tative of the most numerous school of evangelical

interpreters, and who, through his Greek and
Hebrew Dictionaries, exerts a most powerful in-

fluence upon the theological thought of the minis-

try of this country, under the title BaffiAe/'a, thus

writes: "We may therefore regard the kingdom
of heaven, etc. in the New Testament as desig-

nating in its Christian sense, the Christian dispen-

sation, or the community of those who receive

Jesus as the Messiah, and who, united by His
Spirit under Him as their Head, rejoice in the

truth, and live a holy life in love and communion
with Him. This spiritual kingdom has both an
internal and an external form. As internal, it

already exists and rules in the hearts of all

Christians (it is then a, principle.—E .R. C.) and
is therefore present. As external, it is either
embodied in the visible church of Christ, and in

BO far is present and progressive ; or it is to be
perfected in the coming of the Messiah to judg-
ment and His subsequent spiritual reign in bliss

and glory, in which view it is future. But these
different aspects are not always distinguished,

the expression often embracing both the internal
and external sense, and referring both to its

commencement in this world and its completion
in the world to come." In his following digest
of passages he gives instances of all these
alleged uses. Now it is evident that a dispensation,

», principle, and a people actuated by that principle,

are distinct, mutually exclusi-ve objectives. To

suppose that they were designated by one and
the same expression, and that expression mani-

festly one of the most important in the Book of

Life, is to attribute to the inspired writers a

looseness in the use of language which, to say
the least, would be thought strange in an unin-

spired teacher, and which, in the case of men
writing under the influence of the Spirit for the

in.struction of the Church in all ages, is scarce

conceivable. To such a supposition we should

be driven only by most urgent considerations.

The question naturally arises—-Is there not some
one objective wiiich the expression may be re-

garded as indicating in each instance of its oc-

currence, and which objective shall satisfy all

the demands of the expression—grammatical and
contextual—in all its occurrences in the word
of God ? If such an objective can be set forth,

it must, manifestly, be regarded as the one con-

templated by the Spirit of the Lord. The writer

believes that there is such an one—complex in-

deed, as is the objective of the term Church—
but which, in all its fullness, may be regarded as

designated by the expression wherever it occurs.

—To the exposition of that objective this Excur-
sus is devoted.

As preliminary, however, to this consideration

of the nature of the Basileia (which, for the sake
of precision, that Kingdom of God heralded by
John and preached by Jesus will, in this article,

be styled) it will be necessary to discuss another
topic, viz. : its futurity. The generally received
opinion that the Scriptures teach that it, in some
one of its phases, was established in the days of

our Lord, or shortly after His Ascension, lies at

the basis of the prevalent idea as to its nature;
and, consequently, until that opinion is at le.ast

shaken, and several of the texts which, almost
without question, are assumed so to leach, are
shown to have no such force, it cannot be ex-
pected that due weight will be given to those
expressions which set forth its nature in lan-
guage inapplicable to aught that now exists, or
has ever existed, on earth.

I. THE FUTORITT OF THE BASILEIA.

Before presenting the scriptural argument it

is proper to premise that

—

(a). The fact that the natural Kingdom of God
includes the earth as a revolted province, affords
no proof that the Basileia prophesied by Daniel
as future was established by Jesus. That na-
tural Kingdom existed from the beginning.

(A). The mere fact that the existing order of
things on earth—an organized Church, grace in
the heart—can be spoken of as a Kingdom, does
not imply that the Basileia has been established

;

a similar state of things existed when Daniel
prophesied of the establishment of the Basileia

as future.

With these remarks we proceed to the argu-
ment.

1. Our Lord and His Apostles at every stage
of New Testament history referred to its estab-
lishment as future

:

(1). Indefinitely as to accompanying event
(only the leading passages will be cited): Jesus
preached that it was at hand (i. e., not then
established) Matt. iv. 17; Mark i. U: Hetauglit
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His disoiplea to pray "Thy Kingdom come,"
Matt. vi. 10; Lulie xi. 2: He sent tlieia fonli to

preach the comiQg Kingdom, Matt. x. 7; Luli:e

ix. 2, X. 9: neur the close of Hia ministry He
spake a parable for the instruction of those who
thought it " should immediately appear " (iteXXei

avafaivsadm), Luke xix. 11 : in the institution of
the Supper He again and again referred to its

futurity. Matt, xxvi 29 ; Mark xiv. 25 ; Luke
xxii. 16-18, 24-3(»: it is declared that, after the

EesurreotioQ, "He opened their (the Apostles')
understandiog, that they might understand the
scriptures" (Luke xxiv. 45), and also that "He
was seen of them forty days, (and) speaking of
the things pertaining to the Kingdom of God,"
Acts i. 3 ;—on the last day of His sojourn with
them, they, illuminated and instructed, asked a
question, "Lord, wilt Thou at this time restore
the Kingdom unto Israel," evidenily based upon
the belief that it had not already been estab-

lished, and He gave an answer that implied the

correctness of that belief; is it conceivable
either that they were mistaken, or that, if they
had been. He would have so answered as to con-
firm them in their mistake? The Apostle James
speaks of believers as hairs of a promised King-
dom, ii. 5 : Paul, of his being preserved unto
God's heavenly Kingdom, 2 Tim. iv. 18; of m-
heriting the Kingdom, 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10, xv. 50;
Gal. V. 21; Eph. v. 5; of his fellow-workers
unto (fif) the Kingdom, Col. iv. 11: Peter ex-
horts believers so to walk that they might enter
into the everlasting Kingdom, 2 Pet. i. 11.

(2). By representing it as synchronous with
the second glorio.is Advent of the Messiah : This
intimation was first given by Jesus just before
the Transfiguration and after He had begun to

show 10 His disciples that the first Advent was
to be one of humiliation, comp. Matt. xvi. 21,

27, 28 ; Mark viii. 31, 38, ix. 1 ; Luke ix. 22, 26,

27. It is evident from a comparison of our
Lord's last discourse (the Greek text) on the
Mount of Olives (Vlatt. xxiv., xxv. ; Mark xiii.;

Luke xxi. 5-33), with the LXX. of Daniel (vii.

9-27, ix. 27, xii. 1-13), that He had those prophe-
cies in view throughout; and that He, as did
Daniel (vii. 13, 14), connected the establishment
of the Basileia with a future glorious Advent of

the " Son of Man ;" comp. Matt. xxiv. 3, 27,

30, 39, XXV. 1, 31, 34; Mark xiii. 26; Luke xxi.

27, 28 (and note especially) 31 : see also 2 Thess.

i. 5-10; 2 Tim. iv. 1, (There was probably an
allusion to this in the institution of the Supper

;

comp Matt. xxvi. 29 ; Mark xiv. 25 ; Luke xxii.

16, 18. with 1 Cor. xi. 26).

2. Jesus implied that the oflFer of immediate
establishment was withdrawn from the Jewish
Church because of its rejection of Him, and that

the establishment itself was postponed: comp.
Luke xix. 41 44 (the weeping over Jerusalem
and the accompanying remarks) with the subse-

quent addresses in the temple. Matt. xxi. 23-
xxiii. 39, especially xxi. 42, 43, xxiii. 37-39.

The preceding scriptures do not in themselves

imply more th in the withdrawal of the offer

from the Jewish Church, in order to an
immediaie establishment amongst Jewish and
Genlile converts; but, in connection with the

words of .lesus referred to under the preceding

head, the implication of an indefinite postpone-

ment becomes manifest. This view finds con-
firmation iu the prediction of the humitiation of
the Church until the day of Christ's glorious
appearing, 1 Pet. iv. 13

;
(see also Acts xiv. 22

;

2 Tim. ii. 12, iii. 12, etc.).

3. There is no critically undisputed passage
in the Scriptures which declares, or necessarily
implies, even a partial establishment in New
Testament times (Rev. i. 6, is not contemplated
in this argument, as the correct reading is un-
certain).

Tile passages which have been referred to as

proving the doctrine of a present establishment
may be divided into two classes, viz. ; those
which it is alleged (1) logically imply it, (2) di-

rectly declare it. These will be examined in the

order indicated. It should be disiinotly noted
that it is not denied that many of these passages
are consistent with the hypothesis of a present
establishment. All that is now claimed (save iu

reference to one or two of them) is that they are
also consistent with the hypothesis of an entirely

future establishment.

(1). Those passages which, it is alleged, logi-

cally imply a present establishment of the Ba-
sileia.

Ii. Those in which our Lord, and others,

declare it to be near {kyyi(,eLv), as Matt. iii.

2, iv. 17, etc. Admitting that any reference in

argument to the distinction between prophetic

and historic nearness would, iu this connection,

be out of place, it is enough to say that the offer

of an immediate establishment, an offer subse-

quently withdrawn because of virtual rejection,

fully satisfies all the requirements of the lan-

guage referred to.

b. Those which declare that Jesus was a King,
Matt. ii. 2, xxi. 5; John i. 49; xviii. 37, etc.

Reference need only be made to the manifest

distinction between a King dejure and a King de

facto. He was born King of the Jews, and yet

confessedly for thirty years He did not establish

His Kingdom. A similar explanation may be
given to the fact that believers are styled a Paoi-

Xuov hpareviia, 1 Pet. ii. 9. (The fact, that He is

now exalted to the throne of universal dominion,
Eph. i. 20-22, no more provej that the Basileia is

now established on earth, than did the universal

government of God in the days of Daniel prove

that the Kingdom of God was then established on

earth. We must distinguish between a King-
dom on earth, and a Kingdom over earth—which
includes earth as a revolted province.)

c. The exhortations of our Lord to "seek the

Kingdom of God," Matt. vi. 33; Luke xii. 31.

It is manifest that both these exhortations are

consistent with the hypothesis of a future King-

dom—as though He had said. So act, that when
the Basileia is established you may enter it. In-

deed the contexts of both exhortations require

that we should put that interpretation upon
them: the one in Matt, follows the direction to

pray " Thy K'njrdora come" (ver. 10), and that iu

Luke is manifestly parallel with the exhortation

to wait for an absent Lord (vers. 35-40).

d. The declaration " this generation shall not

pass," etc., Matt. xxiv. 34; Mark xiii. 30 ; Luke
xxi. 32. The term -yevea is one of the most in-

definite in the Greek language. It is used to

represent a race of men, a generation (of which
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three make a century, an age (see Liddell and
Scott). Immediately after the preceding utterance

our Lord declared that the time of Hia second com-
ing was concealed (Matt, xxiv. 36); is it not pro-

bable that, in using this indefinite teim. He did

so designedly, that no note of time niigbt be given?

e. The declaration of Jesus, "There be some
standing here," etc.. Matt. xvi. 28 ; Marls ix. 1

;

Luke ix. 27. This, according to the opinion of

Chrysostom and others (see Lange Comm. on
Matt. xvi. 28), may find its fulfillment in the im-

mediately following Transfiguration. In this

event the Basileia was not merely symbolized,

but in all its glory was for a moment set up on
earth (comp. 2 Pet. i. l(i-18).

(2.) The passages which, it is alleged, de-

clare a present Basileia.

a. Matt. xi. 12; Luke xvi. 16. It is assumed
that f^idi^erat and dpTrd^ovc'tv are taken in a good
tense, as in the E. V. Against this assumption
may be urged— (a) the established usage of the
words: pia^siv occurs in the New Testament only
in the pass iges underconsideration; in the LXX.
it occurs (undisputed) ten times, it represents
rape (Deut, xxii. 25, 28; Esther vii. 8), the

breaking through the barriers around Sinai (Exodus
xix. 24), simple violence (Sir. iv. 29 ; xxxi. 21 ; 2
Mace. xiv. 41), urging (Gen. xxx. 12; Judges
xix. 7 ; 2 Kings v. 23); the leading idea of the
word when applied to persons is, inimical vio-

lence ; dpTrdfav occurs thirty-three times in the
LXX., and (with possibly four exceptions) is al-

ways used in a bad sense ; it represents the vio-

lence of the robber, the rattening of the lion and
the wolf (Gen. xxxvii. 33; Lev. vi. 4, etc.) ; in

the New Testament (besides the instance under
consideration) it occurs. Matt. xiii. 19; John x.

12, 28, 29; VI. 15; Acts viii. 39; xxiii. 10; 2
Cor. xii. 2, 4; in all these instances the idea is

that of overmastering force, and in the first

four, which (with the one under consideration)
are the only instances of its use by our Saviour,
it indicates sinful force, (ii) The unfitness of the
terms, when used in a good sense, to represent
the approach of a penitent sinner to Christ: the
disciples were captives—not conquerors; (c)

Their unfitness in a good sense, and their fitness

in a bad sense, to represent the condition of
things then existing. It is true that in the be-
ginning of our Lord's ministry the people
crowded around Him; but few, however, in the
modern sense of the phrase, " entered the king-
dom;" on the occasion indicated by Matt. xi. 12,
the people were deserting Him (vers. 12-25),
and their leaders were engaged in that system of
opposition and persecution that culminated in
His crucifixion. Must we not conclude that by
these words our Lord intended to indicate that
violent opposition to, and ravening upon, the of-
fered kingdom in the person of Him, its repre-
Bentaiive, which resulted in the withdrawal of
the offer (Matt. xxi. 43) and the fearful denun-
ciations of Matt, xxiii. 13-39 ?

4. Matt. xii. 28 ; Luke xi. 20. The original
in both oases is ecpOaaav e<j>' v/id^, not Ipxerai
(Luke xvii. 20), nor dvafaiveadai (Luke xix. 11).
" In the New Testament, with the exception of
1 Thess. iv. 1.5, (?) (pedveiv occurs only in the
later, weakened sense of reaching to " (Lange
Com. on 1 Thess., p. 43, E. V.). The phrase is

similar to the one iu 1 Thess. ii. 16, where,
manifestly, it was not designed to represent the

wrath spoken of as alreadypoured forth upon its

objects—they were living men, but as having

reached unto, overhanging them, comp. also Rom.
ix. 31 ; 2 Cor. x. 14; Phil. iii. 16 ; 1 Thess. iv.

15, in all which, however, the prepositions are

difl^erent. The passages under consideration

aptly accord with the idea of a near approach
of the Basileia to the Jews in the person of

Christ, implying an offer of establishment which
might be withdrawn ; they are equivalent to the

declaration of Luke x. 9, 11.

c. Luke xvii. 20, 21. This passage, probably,
by the advocates of the prevalent theory of the

Basileia, is regarded as their most important
proof-text, both as to its nature and present es-

iablishTnent. In this portion of the Excursus,
only its bearing on the latter of these points is

to be considered. In the E. V. there is a diflFer-

ence in tense between the question of the Phari-
sees and the answer of Jesus—they asking, when
the Basileia should come, and He answering, it

Cometh not with observation, it is within yuu

—

which necessarily implies a declaration oi then
existing establishment. This difference is alto-

gether unauthorized—both the question and the
answer are in the present ; the question of the
Pharisees should be translated " when cometh
(ipxerai) the kingdom of God ?" The quest ion
was aslied in the vivid, dramatic present; it

manifestly had reference to the future ; it would
be in defiance of every conceivable law of language
to suppose that our Lord, in following the lead of
His questioners, intended to indicate a different
tense. The question and the answer are but illus-

trations of that law proper to all languages, but
pre-eminently to the Greek, by which a certain

future may be represented by a verb in the pre-
sent; illustrations may be found. Matt. xxvi. 2
(lifter two days is the feast of the passover, and
the Son of Man is betrayed, etc.) ; 1 Cor. xv. 42-
44 (it is sown in corruption, it is [in the future
resurrection] raised in incorruption), (see Jelf,

Winer, Kiihner, and grammarians generally).
To the conclusion that the language of our Lord
must be understood as having reference to the
future, it may also be remarked, we are shut up
by the following considerations : The supposi-
tion that He indicated an existing Basileia (a)
implies that it was set up in (or among) the
Pharisees

; (b) disconnects His words from
the immediately-following address to the disci-
ples, whilst the contrary supposition brings them
into manifest and beautiful connection therewith,
and with His other utterances.*

* [Fully to appreciate this remark, we must appreciate
the force of the terms Traparrjp^o-is and ivro^. The lormer
of these occurs i.owLere else in the New Testament, and
only in one disputed passage in the LXX. Its vertjal root,
h -wever, occurs several times, and always has the force of
close watching or observation (Mark iii 2; Luke vi. 7 ; xiv.
1 ; XX. 20 ; Acts ix. 24 ; Gal. Iv. 10). In accordance with th»
meaning of the verb. the Lange Com. (Van Oosterzee) trans-
lates fiera TrapaTy]pijcr€M^ :

'* with or under observation," re-
marking " s ' that it can be re* ognized and observed I y out-
ward tokens, and that one could exdaim with as.-urance,
Loliprf/ lotlierel'* The translation d nhtless is correct,
and also, in the main, the accomiianying remark. The lat-
ter, however, might be fo modified as to distinctly sot
forth the twofold idea of observation—(l)a8 to pssence (as
that which In Itself is visible), and (2) as to manifestation OT
fippronnh (as the dawn, whoso aimroa'-h is w ith or under ob-
servation). With tliia modification ; 7*0. under obi,ervaiion^
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d. In this connection may be considered that

class of passages which are regarded as teach-

ing the doctrine of a present Basileia from their

use of a, present verb when mentioning it. (Re-

ference is not now had to (hose in which there

is aught in the context that apparently requires

the hypothesis of a present kingdom—each of

these receives an independent consideraiion).

These passages are : all those parables which
thus refer to the Basileia, Matt. xiii. 31, 33,

44, 45, 47, etc. ; also Matt. xi. H ; Rom. xiv. 17.

These, it is admitted, are all consistent with the

hypothesis of a present kingdom ; but, under
the rule set forth under the preceding head,

they are all grammatically consistent with that

of a certain future establishment. That there is

notliing in the nature of the Basileia as set forth

in the parables to require the hypothesis of a
present kingdom, but the contrary, will appear
in the second general division of this Excursus.

e. Acts ii. 29-3G. It is assumed by many that

the exaltation of vor. 33 constitutes the session on

ike throne of David of ver. 30. But the assump-
tion is wholly gratuitous. Nowhere in his ser-

mon did the apostle declare the oneness of the

two events ; and most certainly the exaltation

there spoken of does not imply the session as

already existing—it may be an exaltation begun,

to culminate in a visible occupancy of the throne

of David. (The visible establishment by an
emperor of the seat of his government in the

heart of a once revolted province, does not dero-

gate from his dignity—does not imply an abdi-

cation of government in the rest of his empire.)

But beyond this, not only is the assumption gra-

tuitous; it is against probabilities that amount
to certainty. The apostle, be it remembered,
was arguing with Jems, to prove that the ab-

sent Jesus was the Messiah (ver. 86) ; he was
arguing with those, one of whose most cherished

beliefs it was that the Messiah should occupy a

VfonldTaeojl either without visibility (as the wind), or vjith-

outthe signs of gradual approach (as the lightning). The
strict meaning of cctos is wit/iin, in itie midst of, as in Matt.
x.\iii. 36 ; that which ia ei-Tos men individ-ually, is that
which ig internal to them individually ; that which is eVToy
tUem collectively (viewed as one whole), is that which is in-

ternal to them as a whole—in the midst of them—among
them individually. This latter use of the term occurs Xen-
ophon Anab. i. 10, 3—aAAA /cat Tavrrjv iffntaav (ot ^EAATjves)

Ka'i aWa OTroo-a e VTog avrSiv, etc. (see Alfordlrt loc.) Now,
remembering the close connection in the Jewish mind be-
tween the establishment of the Basileia, and the glorious
coming of the Son of >lan—a connection established by the
prophecy of Daniel (vii. 13, 14), and not previously rebuked
but approved by Jesus (Luke ix. 26, 27)—let any one hypo-
thesize as the meaning of fjLera ncipa.rt]prjfjeta<; with the signs

ofa gradual approach, and of evrbs in the midst of, and read
the entire passage, vers. 20-.30. The Pharisees ask our Lord
"when Cometh the Kingdom of God?" He answers, " It
Cometh not with the signs of a gradual approach; neither
shall they say, Lo here, or lo there, for lo the kingdom of
God is in the midst of you." Then turning to His disciples

He Bays : "The days will come when ye shall desire to see
one of the days of the Son of Man, and ye shall not see it.

And they shall say to you, Lo here, lo tliere : go not after

nor follow. For as the lightning that ligliteneth (flashing)

from one part under heaven shineth to the other part under
heaven (comes not with thcsigns of a gradual approach), so

also shall the Son of Man be in his day," etc. Does not the
very unity perceptible in the entire address—the vividnessof
the scene it presents—the manifest oneness of the doctrine
with that elsewhere taught by our Lord, especially on the
Moant of Olives—place the stamp of truth on the hypothe-
BiB ? Does it not become manifest that this passage, so far

from teaching the doctrine of a present establishment of the
Baaileia, must be numbered amongst those that connect the
establishment with the Second Advent ?—E. R. C]

7

visible throne. To suppose that, under such cir-

cumstances, he should advance a doctrine at war
with this belief without a word of explanation
or proof, and that too in a sentence capable of
an interpretation consistent therewith, is incon-
ceivable. The interpretation suggested by the
writer is confirmed not only by its consistency
with the previous teachings of our Lord, but by
the address delivered by the Apostle Peter
shortly after. Acts iii. 19, 20. The literal trans-
lation of the passage referred to is as follows
(see Lange Com. and Alford) : " Repent ye, there-
fore, and be converted, that your sins may bo
blotted out, in order that the times of refresh-
ing may come from the presence of the Lord,
and that He may send the Messiah Jesus, who
was appointed unto you, whom the heavens must
receive until the times of the restitution of all

things," etc. It is also confirmed by the subse-
quent teachings of the apostle in his epistles;

comp. 1 Peter i. 4-7, 13 ; 2 Peter i. 11, 16 ; the

KXTjpovofila and diroicdXvTpu; of the I Epistle are
manifestly synonymous with the jiaaikela and
napovoia of the II.

1 Thess. ii. 12. The preposition in the Greek
is £jf. But since believers on earth are not yet
\u glory, the whole expression is manifestly
proleptical, and the E. V. gives the transtlation,

unto.

Col. i. 13. At first glance, the passage appa-
rently teaches that believers are already trans-

lated defacto into the Basileia ; it m,ay however
legitimately be regarded as teaching a de jure

translation. Not only does this interpretation

bring the passage into harmony with the great
mass of Scripture, but it seems to be required

by the immediately preceding and succeeding
contexts ; believers are not yet delivered de facto

from the c^ovaia of Satan (Eph. v. 12), nor have
they yet received de facto, certainly not in com-
pleteness, the d7ro7ivrpuacv (comp. Luke xxi. 28

;

Rom. viii. 23 ; Eph. i. 14 ; iv. 30 ; see Lange
Comm. in loc).

Ileb. xii. 28. The reception of the Basileia

herela spoken of manifestly may be dejure. Be-
lievers on earth receive a sure title to their fu-

ture possession.

n. NATUKE OF THE BASILEIA.

When the Baptist and our Lord began to preaoi
" the Kingdom of God is at hand," the subject

of their discourse was no novelty. The Jews
were then expecting the establishment of a Basi-

leia, which had been foretold by the prophets.

The phrases " Kingdom of God," " Kingdom of
Heaven," do not indeed occur in exact form in

the Old Testament ; cognate expressions, how-
ever, appear, which may be divided into two
classes—(1). Those which refer to the natural

Kingdom of God over the universe, Dan. iv. 8,

34, vi. 26; Ps. cxlv. 12, 13
;
(LXX. iii. 83, iv. 31,

vi. 26; Ps. cxliv. 12, 13). (2). Those in which
the then future Basileia of the Messiah was pre-

dicted, Dan. ii. 44, vii. 14, 27, (LXX. as Heb.);
allied to the prophecies from which these cita-

tions are made, are Isa. xi., xxxii., lix. 20

—

Ixvi. 24; Ps. ii., Ixxii., etc. There can be no
doubt that the Basileia foretold in the latter

class was the one contemplated by Jesus, espe-

cially In view of the distinct reference to the
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prophecies of Daniel, and (he quotations there-

from, in His great esohatologicaldiacourse on the

Mount of Olives.

1. The apparent characteristics of the Basileia

as deduced from a normal* interpretation of the

prophecies referred to, are as follows :

It was a. government to be established.

—

(1) in a glorious, visible advent of "the Son of

man," Dan. vii. 13, 14; (2) in the awreAsia tov

mtpov, Dan. ix. 27, xii. 4, 13
; (3) after a period

of great ini-jtu;. Dan. xii. 1, xi. 26, 27
; (4) whose

members should be govrrnors (the subject nations

were under^ not members of the Basileia), Dan.
vii. 18, 22, 27 ; (5) as cecumenical, Dan. vii.

14, 27, et pas^. the other prophecies ; (6) as

political, in the proper sense of the term, as in-

dicating an external government exercised, .as

are now merely human governments, over the

persons and property of men, [passim the prophe-

cies ; (7) whose members should be the saints

(spiritually holy ones) of the covenanted people

of the preceding aeon or mupir, Dan. vii. 18, '22,

27 (oomp. 27, ix. 27, xii. 4, 13) ; (8) in which
righteousness (spiritual and external) should
prevail, [pass, the prophecies).

Let it be observed concerning these character-

islics

—

a. That no one is exclusive of any other;

all may co-exist in one and the same objective.

h. That if fairly deduced from the normal sense

of the Old Testament Scriptures they are to be
regarded as the true characteristics, unless it can
be shown that the New Testament teachers de-

clared that the prophecies are not to be normally
interpreted, at least in reference to the points

specified, c. That whilst the first six accord
with those presented in what is universally re-

cognized as the old Jewish scheme, the 7th and
8th are different—for the !Sainfs of the covenanfed

people, the Jews substituted the natural seed of

Abraham, and for spiritual, mere ceremonial right-

eousness.

2. Jesus and the other inspired New Testament
teachers recognized the truth of the foregoing
characteristics.

They did so not only by positive affirmation in

respect to each one; but also by direct condem-

* [Normal is used instead of literal (thi^ term generally
employt'd in this connection) as more expressive of tlie cor-
rect idea. No terms conld have been chosen more unlit to
designate the two great schools of prophetical e-xegetes than
literal and spiritual. These terms are not antithetical, nor
ai'e they in any proper sense significant of the peculiarities
of the respective systems they are employed to characterize.
They are positively misleading and confusing. Literal is

opposed not to spiritiialh\xt to figurative ; spiritval is in an-
tithesis on the one hand to material, on the other to carnal
(in a had sense). The Literalist (so called) is not one who
denies that fifjurative langaaye, that symbols, are used in
prophecy, nor doGi he deny that great spiritual truths are
set forth therein; his position is. simply, that the prophecies
are to be normai/.i/ interpreted fi. c. according to the received
laws of language) as any other utterances are interpreted

—

that which is manifestly literal being regarded as literal,
that which is manifestly figurative being to regarded. The
position of tlie Spiritualist (so called) ia not that which is

properly indicated by the term. Ho is one who holds that
whilst certain portions of the prophecies are to be normally
interpreted, other portions are to be regarded as having a
mystical (i. e. involving some secret meaning) sense. Thu'i,
for instance. Spiritualists (so called) do not deny that when
the Messiah is spoken ofas"aman of sorrow an 1 acquainted
with grief," the prophecy is to henormally interpreted ; they
affirm, however, that when He is spoken of »s coming '' in
the clouds of heaven " the language is to be " spiritually "

(mystically) interpreted (see the quotation from Robinson in
the introduction to the Excursus). The terras properly ex-
pressive of the scho->l8 are nonnal a.niimystical.—ti. E. C]

nation of the Jews for misinterpreting the Scrip-

tures, where they substituted different doctrines,

and by silence at times, as well as occasional

affirmation, in respect to all those other points

on which the Jewish belief accorded with them.

(In the following exhibit, for purposes of com-

pactness and distinctness in argument, the 7th

and 8th of the characteristics will be considered

first, and in the inverse order—the preceding

notation, however, being preserved.)

(8). The Basileia was to be a government in

which righteousness (spiritual and external)

should prevail.

It ia a universally recognized fact that the

great mass of the Jews of our Saviour's day
regarded all righteousness as consisting in cere-

monial observance. Our Lord in rebuking this

opinion, and in declaring to the people, "Except
your righteousness shall exceed the righteous-

ness of the Scribes and Pharisees ye shall in no
case enter into the Kingdom of heaven," (Matt.

T. 20), proceeded on the ground, not that the

true meaning of the Old Testament had been
hidden beneath a mystic veil which He came to

remove, but th.at they had " made the law of

God of none effect (i. e. had set aside its normal
interpretation) through their (your) traditions"
(Matt. XV. 6). Throughout the whole of His
ministry, as lies on the surface of the New Tes-

tament, He taught the great doctrine previously
taught by the prophets, that into the Basileia

nothing impure should enter. (As to the special

force, as bearing on this point, of the parables in

Matt, xiii., x.xii., xxv.,'see below.)

(7). Whose members should be the saints

(spiritually holy ones) of the covenanted people
of the preceding 3eon.

The Jews believed that the members of the
Basileia were to be selected from the members
of the covenanted people of the preceding seou,

and on this point our Lord uttered no denial.

He referred not merely to those then living as
entering into the future Kingdom, but to Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, as having a place therein,

Luke xiii. 28. His teachings manifestly accorded
with their beliefs. The Apostle Paul declared,
" flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
God," and, further, that upon those who remain
upon earth until the coming of the Lord a resur-
rection change should pass (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 50-

62 with 1 Thess. iv. 14-17), implying that those
who inherit the Kingdom are the changed Saints
of a former dispensation.

For the Saints, however, the .Jews substituted

the ceremonially righteous, and for the covenanted
people, the natural seed of Abraham. Both these
substitutions Jesus condemned, and that in ac-

cord.ance with the normal interpretation of the
Old Testament. The former condemnation and
its ground were virtually considered under the

preceding characteristic.

As to the latter, the Baptist declared: "God
is able of these stones to raise up children unto
Abraham," Matt. iii. 9, and our Lord declared to

(he Chief Priests and Elders, " The Kingdom of

God shall be taken from you, and given to a
nation (tfivof^gentile people) bringing forth the
fruits thereof," Matt. xxi. 43. Now, in making
these declarations, Jesus and His forerunner
were not uttering b«u) revelations— they were
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proceeding on the platform of Old Testament
Scripture, wliose normal sense was ignored by
the Jews. It is true that the covenant belonged
pre-eminently to the natural seed of Abraham

;

yet, from the beginning, on the one hand, great
branches of that seed had been oast aside ; and,
on the other, provision had been made for the
reception of proselytes, and it had also been
prophesied that in process of time Jehovah

would call them His people (0^=7ia6^) who had

not been His people, Hos. ii. 23. In that portion

of the epistle to the Romans (ix.-xi.) in which
the Apostle establishes the covenant relations

of converted Gentiles, their true engrafting into

the covenanted people (x. 17-21), he does not

speak of it as a strange thing, but argues it as

the fulfillment of prophecy, quoting the prophecy
of Hosea above cited (ix. 24-26). Manifestly
the New Testament teachers not merely approve
this characteristic, but the Apostle Paul approves
it as in accordance with the Old Testament.

(1). It was to be established in a glorious
visible advent of " the Son of Man."

This is universally recognized as one of the
most prominent doctrines of the Jews. If it had
been an error, it is inconceivable that our Lord
would not have rebuked it in terms as decided
as those employed in reference to other errors.

But on the contrary He affirmed it, and affirmed

it, manifestly, as the fulfillment of the prophecy
of Daniel (see under section 1, (2), of the I.

division). The only instances in which it is

claimed that He denied it (or spoke of a Basileia

as coming in any other mode) are Luke xyii. 21,

22, and those few passages in which He referred

to the Kingdom in the use of a present verb.

The passage in Luke is best explained as being in

harmony with His other teachings (see above),

and the other passages, as we have seen, are
grammatically consistent therewith.

(2). In the avvTsXeia tov Kaipov (Dan. ix. 27,

xii. 4, 13). This was directly taught and in

manifest reference to the prophecy of Daniel,

comp. Matt. xxiv. 3, 6,13,34; Mark xiii. 7

;

Luke xxi. 9, 31 ; see also Matt. xiii. 39, 40, 49,

with context.

(3). After a period of great 6Xlipt(; (Dan. xii.

1, vii. 26, 27). Confirmed in the New Testament,
Matt. xxiv. 21, 29; Mark xiii. 19, 24; 1 Pet. iv.

12, 13 ; 2 Thess. i. 4-7.

(4). The members to be governors (Dan. vii.

18, 22, 27). This was a doctrine never cuntro.

verted by our Lord ; but, on the contrary. He
again and again so spake as to manifest that He
took its truth for granted. See Matt. xix. 28,

xxiv. 47, XXV. 21, 23; Luke xii. 44, xix. 17, 19,

xxii. 29, 30. The counsel that He gave His dis-

ciples on the occasion of the ambitious request
of the Sons of Zebedee, Matt. xx. 25-28, and the

rebuke He administered at the Last Supper,
Luke xxii. 24-27, cannot be understood as nega-
tiving that doctrine. His design on both these

occasions was, not to teach that there should be
no ruling in the Basileia, but to rebuke the am-
bitious spirit that seeks after authority for the

sake of self, and to teach that the true idea of

ruling is that of rendering service. This is evi-

dent from the fact that He presented Himself,
the acknowledged Master, as their model ; and

from the further facts that, on the first of the
mentioned occasions. He implied that one was to
sit on His right hand and another on His let^

(to share in superior authority). Matt. xx. 23,
and that, in the latter, immediately after the re-

buke. He declared to His Apostles that they
should sit on thrones, Luke xxii. 29, 30. (See
also 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3 ; Jude 14, 15 ; Rev. iii. 21,
V. 10, XX. 6, xxii. 5.)

(5). As (ecumenical. No one affirms that this

characteristic was ever denied by our Lord. It

was not, indeed, directly declared by Him that
the saints should be associated with Him in the
rule of all the earth ; it was manifestly implied,
however, in His evident reference to the prophe-
cies of Daniel as of normal interpretation with-
out any qualification, and in His association of

His disciples with Himself in government, in

connection with the known belief of the Jews. It

seems to be directly affirmed, 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3;
Jude 14, 15 ; Rev. xx. 6.

(6). As political, (i. e., an external government
exercised over the persons .and property of men).
There can be no question as to the apparent

teaching of the Old Testament on this point; all

the prophecies bearing on the Basileia present;

the idei of an external, political government.
And it ia also universally admitted that the Jews
were expecting such a kingdom of the Messiah,
an expectation which was shared by the Apostles.

It is utterly inconceivable that if they had been
mistaken on this point, especially as their mis-
take was confirmed by the apparent teaching of

the prophecies, the Great Teacher would not
have distinctly undeceived them. And yet
throughout His whole ministry He continually

so spake as to leave them in error if they were
in error. On the occasion of the Last Supper, He
employed language which must have confirmed
them in their belief on this point, Luke xxii. 29,

30,—a belief not shaken by His forty days teach-

ing on the subject of the Basileia after His resur-

rection, as is evident from their last question, and
in which He must have still further confirmed
them by His answer. Acts i. 3-7. The alleged

instances of His teaching a contrary doctrine will

be considered in the following division.

III. Our Lord and His disciples taught no doc-

trine of the (or a) Basileia (either complete or

inchoate) as lacking any one of the preceding
characteristics.

It is alleged that this was done in those utter-

ances in which the Basileia is spoken of in the

use of a present verb, and also in Luke xii. 14

;

xvii. 20, 21; Matt. xiii. 31-52; John xviii. 36;
Rom. xiv. 17. All these passages, it is contended,

set forth a Basileia having a merely internal

character. As to those texts whose force in this

direction is derived merely from their gramma-
tical form, we have seen that they are consistent

with the idea of a future Basileia. We have also

seen that Luke xvii. 20, 21, is consistent with the

theory maintained in this excursus. The other

passages will be considered in their order.

Luke xii. 14. "Who made Me a judge or a

divider over you?" The kingdom had not then

been established; our Lord at that time occu-

pied simply the position of a teacher.

Matt. xiii. 31-52. It is contended that in the

parables of the mustard seed and the leaven es-
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pecially, Jesus taught concerning the Basileia,

that it begins silently and imperceptibly in the

heart and in the community, and gradually in-

creases. The force of the argument is derived

from the assumption that in these parables Ihe

thing next to the verb of comparison is that to which
the Basileia is compared—that in one case it is

compared to the mustard seed, and in the other

to the little leaven which the woman hid. But
if this rule hold good in one case, it must in all

others ; and under its operation we have the

kingdom likened (ver. 2i) to the sower, (ver. 45)
to the merchant-man, (xx. 1) to the householder.

(xxii. 2) to the king, etc. Manifestly, in all

these instances, we must pass over the next thing

to the verb of comparison, to seek for the

object of comparison. Doubtless the true

explanation of the phrase " the kingdom is

likened, etc.," is the one given by Alford on Matt.

xiii. 24, '* is like the whole circumstances about to

be detailed," i. e., the entire parable presents a

truth concerning the kingdom. With this ex-

planation, unity as to the nature of the Basileia

(which on the current interpretation is lacking)

is brought into this whole series of parables, and
these and all the other parables are brought into

beautiful consistency with all the other teach-

ings of our Lord. The series in Matt, may be
regarded as setting forth that nothing impure,
imperfect, or immature, can have place in the

Basileia—in such case the good grain, the mighty
tree, the thoroughly leavened lump, the treasure

separated from the field, the pearl, the good fish,

will represent it.

John xviii. 36. In this utterance, it is con-

tended that our Lord intended to declare to Pi-

late that the kingdom He came to establish was
not after the manner of the kingdoms of this

world, i. c, not external, political. It is admit-

ted that the utterance considered in itself will

bear this interpretation ; but it will also bear
one consistent witlithe theory herein advocated,

especially in view of the introduction of vvv in

the last clause of the verse, which may be re-

garded as a particle of time—My kingdom is not

now established. Which of these interpretations

are we to adopt ? The one supposes that our
Lord whispered into the ear of a heathen (nei-

ther the disciples nor the Jews were in the Pre-
torium, ver. 28), the great truth concerning
His kingdom, which he had not only concealed

from His disciples (hid from them in a bewilder-

ing enigma) but a few hours before on the so-

lemn occasion of the institution of the Supper,
Luke xxii. 29, 30; but which, also, He continued
to conceal throughout the forty days of His sub-
sequent continuance with them, during which
time He is represented as "speaking of the

things pertaining to the kingdom of God," Acts
i. 3, and as opening " their understanding, that
they might understand the Scriptures," Luke
xxiv. 45! The other interpretation supposes

that He spake in consistency with His previous

and subsequent teaching.

Rom. xiv. 17. This passage is perfectly con-

sistent with the hypothesis of a merely internal

Basileia, but manifestly it is also consistent with

the hypothesis of a perfectly holy external go-

vernment. " Meat and drink " do not necessa-

rily infer externality, they may refer to mere

fleshly enjoyment which has no place in the Basi-

leia as set forth in this excursus.

In conclusion of the whole subject it may be
remarked:

(1). If it has been fairly shown that the great

mass of Scriptures in which the term Basileia

occurs, require as the objective thereof the one
set forth in this excursus, then is it utterly illo-

gical, from the possible force of a few scattered

passages, which may, without straining, be in-

terpreted in consistency with the others ; either,

on the one hand, to deny the validity of the ob-
jective established, or, on the other hand, to hy-
pothesize a second and variant objective—to

conclude that the term was used ambiguously.

(2). The theory herein defended is not liable

to the objection that it presents a *' carnal " or
"material" doctrine concerning the nature of
the Basileia. Most certainly the doctrine is not
" carnal" in the bad sense of that term, nor as
teaching that gross flesh and blood shall inherit
the kingdom; nor is it " material " save so far
as the doctrine of the resurrection of the body
is so. It agrees with this latter doctrine in im-
plying that the redemption of Christ respects the
body as well as the soul, and also with the doc-
trine set forth in Rom. viii. 18-23.

(3). Much important matter bearing on this
subject, connected witli the scriptural use of the
terms avvTE^eia, irapovala, 'nrii^aveia, avanraair,
TTa^t-yyevEGia, aTTOnaTdoTaan;, K7i7]povofiia, ^uy al6~
viog, has necessarily been passed over. Fully
to discuss the subject in connection with all

these terms would require a volume.

(4). If the foregoing reasoning be valid, in-
creased doubt is thrown upon the reading ^fia;
Paaileiav, ver. 6, of this chapter. Should, how-
ever, the now generally accepted reading be sus-
tained, the passage may be rendered consistent
with the theory herein supported by attributing
to eTTob/arv a proloptical, or rather dejure, force.
And, lastly, this excursus has been written in

a spirit of deep conviction, but not, it is trusted,
in one of dogmatism. The writer feels that any
man should study so vast and important a sub-
ject with the deepest humility and self-distrust,

and express his conclusions with the utmost mo-
desty

; and he more keenly feels, as he finishes
his work, than in the beginning, how unfit he is

to grapple with it. If aught of dogmatism
should have appeared in the expression of his
views, he trusts that it will be attributed to the
necessity of hia situation, where brevity in ex-
pression ia of prime importance.—E. R. C.]
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THE COUESE OF THE WOELD TO THE END OF THE WOELD.

Chap. I. 9—XI. 14.

SECTION FIRST.

The seven churches. Heaven-picture and earth-picture.

Chap. I. 9—III. 22.

A.—THE IDEAL HEAVENLY LIFE-PICTURE OP THE CHURCH. HEAVEN-PICTUEE OP
THE SEVEN CHURCHES. STAND-POINT OF THE SEER.

THE QKEAT VISION ; FIRST, AS A BASIS rOB. THE SEVEN EPISTLES TO THE SEVEN OHUECHES. Hi:,KCE

ALSO AS THE BASIS OF THE POLLOWINQ VISIONS (bECADSB ALL THE VISIONS KELATE TO THE
PEHPEOTION OP THE CHUKCH AS EEPKESENTED IN THE SEVEN CHUKCHEs).

Chap. I. 9-20.

J'ohn in the spirit,

9 I, John, who also am [om. who also am]' your brother, and companion [fellow-

partaker] in [ins. the] tribulation, and in the [om. in the]'' kingdom and patience

[endurance] of [in] Jesus Christ [om. Christ] [Lange : (ia Christ)],' was in the isle

that is called Patmos, for the word of God, and for' the testimony of Jesus Christ

10 [om. Christ].* I was [Lange: transported] in the Spirit [spirit] on the Lord's

11 day, and [ins. I] heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet. Saying, I am
Alpha and Omega, the first and the last : and, [om. I am Alpha and Omega, the

first and the last : and,]* What thou seest, write in [into] a book, and send it [om.

if] unto the seven churches which are in Asia [om. which are in Asia] ;' unto

Ephesus, and unto Smyrna, and unto Pergamus, and unto Thyatira, and unto

Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.

Appearance of Christ in His glory.

12 And I turned [ins. about] to see the voice that spake [was speaking]' with me„
13 And being turned [having turned about], I saw seven golden candlesticks ; And

in the midst of the seven' candlesticks one like unto the [thej" Son" of man,
clothed with a garment down [reaching] to the foot [Lange : festal or priestly robe],

and girt about [round at] the paps [breasts] [Lange : not as a working dress about

14 the loins] with a golden girdle.'^ [And] His head and his hairs were white like

[i7is. white] wool, as white [om. as white] as snow ; and his eyes were as a flame
15 of fire ; And his feet like unto fine brass [Alford : chalcolibanus],'" as if they

burned [as if they had been burned, or as when burned] in a furnace [Lange : And
his feet like unto a stream of molten metal, as it had become glowing'* in a furnace]

;

16 and his voice as the sound [voice] of many waters. And [: and] he [om. he] had
[having] in his right hand seven stars : and out of his mouth went [going forth] a
sharp two-edged [two-edged sharp] sword : and his countenance was [om. was] as

the sun shineth in his [its] strength.
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Convulsing and exalting effect.

17 And when I saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid his right hand upon

me, saying unto me [om. unto me],"' Fear not ; I am the first and the last : [^om. :]

18 I am he that [om. I am he that] liveth, [and the living One;] and [ins. I] was

dead; [om. ;] and, behold, I am alive [livmg] for evermore, [into the ages of the

ages ;] Amen
;
[om. Amen ;]^* and [ina. IJ have the keys of hell and of [om. hell

and of] death [mis. and of hades].

J'ohn^ s prophetic calling and commission.

19 "Write [ins. therefore]" the things which thou hast seen, [;] and [both] the things

which are, and the things which shall be hereafter [are about to happen after

20 these] ;'' The mystery of the seven stars which'^ thou sawest in [upon]^" my right

hand, and the seven golden [om. golden] candlesticks [ins. of gold]. The seven

stars are the [om. the] angels of the seven churches : and the seven candlesticks

which thou sawest [om. which thou sawest]'^ are the [om. the] seven churches.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 9. [Rec. inserts (cai after 6 ; it is omitted in all critical editions, in accordiince with all the leading Codices.

—

B. E. C]
2 Ver. 9. [Rec. has ec TJ5 "vvith P. and a few minuscules ; it is generally omitted in critical editions with N- A. B*. C, etc.

Vulg., etc.—E. R. C]
3 Ver. 9. Codd. X. C. [P.], Vulg., eic, read ei' '1i]<tov ; A., Iv XptcrTco.

* Ver. 9. [Lachnianu omits Siii with A. C, Vulg., etc.; Alford brackets it; it is found in X. B*. P., c/c—E. E. C]
6 v^r. 9. [Lachmann and Alford omit Xpio-rou with X.' A. 0. P., Vulg., etc.; it is fouud in X-'° B.*, cte.—E. E. C]

Ver. 11. The addition e^oi ei/xt, etc. is not well founded. [It is found only in P. (which omits eijat) and a few minuB-
cnles; it is omitted in X- A. B*. C, Vulg., etc.—E. R. C]

7 Ver. 11. [Rec. gives Tai? kv 'Ao-ta, with Vulgate (Clementine); all the Codd. omit, together with the Amiatinus and
other MSS. of the Vulgate.—E. R. C.|

8 Ver. 12. [Critical Editors generally adopt eAoAet mth X- B*. C, Vulg., e^c; Eec. with P. gives cAtxATjcre; A. gives
AoAei.—E. R. C]

fi Ver. 13. [Lachmann omits en-ra with A. C. P., etc.; Alford brackets it; X- B., etc., agree with Rec. in giving it.

—

E. R. CJ
to Ver. 14. [There is no article in the original. In justification of the retention of " i7<e" (italicised) the following is

quoted from Alford; " In New Testament Greek we should be no more justified in rendering utbs ai'dpiunov in such a
connection as this " a son ol man," than TTyevij.a deou, a spirit of God. That meaning would, doubtless, have been here
expressed by Tot? uiot? rwv av&pwnujv."—E. R. C]

11 Ver. 13. The reading uidf Cod. B., etc., probably arose from the fear lest the apparition should not be taken for an
appearance of Christ.

12 Ver. 13. Different forms : jioio-Tors Cod. C. [P.] Rec. and ii.ii(oU Cod. A. [/jLatreoi^, X-—E. R. C.l.

18 Ver. 15. [Alford transfers the Greek word vaAKoAt/Sai'Oi', its meaning not being known. See Exegetical Notes.

—

E. R. C]
1* Ver. 16. The reading Trem'pw/xeioiy corrected to Tr^Trvpoi/j.evj]. Tischendorf [and Alford] in accordance with Codd.

B. A. and P., TTeirvpoifj.ii'oi, relating to the feet, which gives no sense. Feet cannot be made to glow in a furnace, but the
lustre of gold ore is doubled when it appears glowing white in a glowing furnace. [Lachmann gives ireTrvptufieirtj^, citing as
authorities A. and C, which Alford confirms, although he himself gives -ot

; X. gives TreirupojfxeVw (confirmed by Vulgate)
which, as a masculine or neuter dative, better agrees with Lange's idea. See Exeg. Notes.—E. R. C]

15 Ver. 17. [The (iot is utterly without authority.—E. R. C]
l» Vor. IS. [X**. and B*. give in^"; X-' A. C. P. omit.—E. E. C]
17 Ver. 19. X. A. B*. C. P., Vulg., and all recent critical editors, give ovv.—E. R. C]
18 Ver. 19. [Alford (in accordance with Bleek and De Wette and others) translates this verse: "Write therefore

the things which thou sawest and what things they signify, and the things which are about to liappen after these."
See Ex. Notes.—E. R. C]

I» Ver. 20. The Eec. and Tischendorf uiv [also B*.] ; A. C. [P.] give ovs.
20 Ver. 20. 'Ejri aa against ec. [A. gives ec tj} fie^ia.—B. E. C.j
21 Ver. 20. [The Eec. reading as elSes is supported only by P. and a few minuscules. Critical Editors, in accordance with

X. A. B*. C. omit it.—E. E. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[Vers. 9-20. Alford: "Introduction to the
Epistles, Appearance of our Lord to St. John,
and command to write what be saw, and to send
it to the seven churches."—E. R. C]
The entire section has a two-fold significance.

In the first place, as a heavenly action [an action
taking place in heafen], it lays the foundation
for the critical review of the seven churches in
the seven epistles. Secondly, it forms the basis
of the whole Apocalypse. We must observe,
however, that it is contrary to the text and to
all internal probability to suppose that the entire
series of visions, and even the recording of them,
toolc place in one day (Bengel, Hcngstenberg

and others). In accordance with prophetic form,
John begins his book with the announcement of

his calling and commission; comp. Jer. i.

;

Ezek. i.

Ver. 9. I, John.—We find the same expres-
sion in ch. xxii. 8; comp. ch. i. 4. Diisterdieck:
" The conjunction of ky6 with the name is Dani-
elle " (Dan. vii. 15, viii. 1, ix. 2, x. 2, xii. 5).

[Trench : " The only other writer, either in the

Old Testament or the New, who uses this style

is Daniel— 'I, Daniel' (vii. 28, ix. 2, x. 2)."

—

E. R. C] It is, therefore, an apocalyptic form,
and it has been imitated by apocryphal apocalyp-
tists. The conjunction of the name with what
follows signalizes the Apocalyptist as the living
mediator between God and the Church.
Your brother and companion. — This
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companionship has its founJation in Jesus, in

fellowship with Jesus. It is a companionship at;

first in tribulation; then in the glory of the

kingdom ; the great contrast being harmonized
by endurance (Rom. viii. ; 2 Tim. ii. 10, 12;
1 Pot.). To tlie suffering of atiiictioa at the

hands of the hostile world, as a suffering with
Christ, for His name's sake, the prinoipial posses-

sion of the glory of the kingdom corresponds, on
wh ich prinoipial possession the hope of tJac perfect

appearing of i hat glory is based. The goal ia not
attained, however, without endurance inChrist;
see ch. xiii. 10, xiv. 12. ["As yet, however,
while the tribulation is present, the kingdom is

only in hope ; therefore he adds to these, as that

"which is the link between them ' and patience

(endurance) of Jesus Christ; cf. Acts xiv. 22,
where exactly these same three, the tribulation,

the patience, and the kingdom, occur. 'Tiro/uofT/,

which we have rendered 'patience,' is not so

much the 'patientia' as the 'perseverentia' of

the Latin; which last word Cicero [De Invent.

ii. o4) thus defines : ' In ratione bene conside-

ratS, stabilis et perpetua mansio ;' and Augustine
(§Ma;s<. Ixxxiii. qu. 31): ' Honeatatisaut utilitatia

cau-ia rerum arduarum ac difficilium voluntaria

ac diuturna perpessio.' It is indeed a beautiful

word, expressing the brave patience of the Chris-

tian

—

'PaaMc Tav dperoiv, Chrysosiom does not
fear to call it." Trench.—E. R. C]
Was in the isle.—The Apooalyptist intro-

duces himself to his readers under the aspect
of his martyrdom [^Marti/rium'], wherein they also

participate, in that blessed fellowship of love

and suffering, to which the Apostle Paul de-

lighted to refer (see 2 Cor.). Diisterdieck thinks

that this reference of "companion" to a suffer-

ing of affliction as a martyr ia not admissible.

The simple and obvious traditional reference of
the following words : " for the word of God, etc."

—to John's banishment to the Isle of Patmos, a

fact, attested by Church history, is disputed by
De Wette, Liicke, Bleek, Diisterdieck. Aid, as

they take it, indicates that John was on the

island of Patmos iu order that he might receive

the testimony of Jesus. A marvellous idea, this,

that John should have been obliged to travel

from Ephesua to Patmos for the sake of receiving

a revelation from .leans ! These commentators
affirm that, according to the usage of the Apoca-
lypse, the fiapnpir' 'Ijjaov cannot mean witness
concerning Jesus, as Ebrard and others suppose.

"On the contrary, the genitive accompanying
uaprvpia is invariably a subjective genitive."

In support of this view they cite: ch. i. 2, xii.

17, xix. 10, XX. 4, in connection witli the pas-

sages ch. i. 5, xii. 11.* The Apooalyptist, how-
ever, manifestly regards the fiaprvpia of Jesus
as a grand unitoua fact, as that world-historical

witnessing unto, and suffering for, the truth

(John xviii. 37), in which Jesus stands in the

midst of His people as the faithful Witness, but

which all faithful believers participate in, by

* [" The usage of our writer himaelf in the passages where
he speaks of death by persecufclou {vi. 9, xx. 4), show tiiat

with him fiia in this connection is because of, in consequence
of. De Wette naively sayc that had it not been fur these
parallel places such a meaning would never have been
thought of here. We may as simply reply, that owing to
those parallel passages it must be accepted here," Alford.
—B. R. 0.]

virtue of the very fact that they testify of Jesus.

For testimony of ov concerning Jesus has a heavenly
significance only through its being a testimony
with Jesua of the whole revelation of God; as,

on the other hand, a testimony with Jesus can not
exist without a testimony of or concerning Him.
[Believers, in filling up that which is behind of

the afHictions of Christ (Col. i. 24), continue Hia
witnesa^they witness both with and concerning

Him.—E. R. C] Moreover, it cannot be denied
that tliia strained interpretation, which identifies

the ideas of revelation and testimony, is in the

interest of that criticism which seeks to set aside
the authorship of the Apostle John. The ex-

pression, was on the island, permits a distinct

discrimination between the time of the revela-

tion itself, or the grand series of visions, and
the time of the inditing of the scripture. Whether
it follows, however, that, at the time of writing,

the Apooalyptist was no longer on the island, is

extremely doubtful. Various attempts to ex-
plain tyevdjir/v, see in Diisterdieck, p. 120.

[Alpord remarks : " When an event ia notified with
eyevero, we express the meaning by ' came to

pass:' when a person, we have no word which
will do it;'' and he continues on the same word,
ver. 10: "Not merely ^I was,^ but *I became.''

"—
E. R. C]
That is called Patmos.—The first readers

of the Apocalypse were of course aware of this;

doubtless, therefore, r?? KaXovjikvi) is not intended

as an irfdication of the smallness of the island,

but aa a historical item for the more extended
circle of readers. On the aituation and charac-

ter of the island (Patino or Palmosa), comp. the

lexicons and works of travel.

Ver. 10. I was in the spirit, i. e., trans-

ported out of the ordinary every-day conscious-

ness, and placed iu the condition of prophetic

ecstasy [trance], Acts [x. 10;] xi. 6, xxii. 17,

1 Cor. xiv. 2, The contrast is: to be in one's

riglitmind [the 07-J/nar?/right condition of mind;
or rather to be kv kavrij.—E. R. C] (Acts xii,

11), or to be and to speak in the understanding

(vovc) [1 Cor. xiv. 14]. It is the contrast of

reflecting consciousness, holding intercourse

with the world through the medium of the

senses, and of a higher, or rat her, polarily opposed
form of consciousneaa, in which direct apiritual

contemplation predominates. By the spirit,

therefore, we undoubtedly are to underatand, not

the Spirit of God (as Grotius and others main-
tain), but that spiritual life of man which
stands contrasted with his relation to the world;

which, as a prophetic state, is inconceivable

without the operation of the Holy Spirit, and
hence presupposes the more general life in the

Spirit (Rom. viii. 9) as its basis.* [The ex-

pression is simply ev TTj'ei'^ari, the article does

not appear. " That which is born of the Spirit,

is spirit" {Ik tov Hvev/j-aro^ nvev/id earij, Johu
iii. 6. The ordinary condition of the Christian,

and the extraordinary condition of the prophet,

are spiritual conditions produced by the Holy
Spirit.—E. R. C]
On the Lord's day.—Not transported by

the Spirit of the Lord to the Last Day (Wetstein

* Comp. my treatise on the two-fnld conscxoupne-s in tha

Zeitschrift fiir cliristiictie WissenschafI, lS51,p. 242.
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and others), for tlie being in the spirit is an iude-

pendent idea, but on Sunday (Acts xx. 7 ; 1 Cor.

xi. 20, xvi. 2). On the reference of this to

Easter day, and the ideas connected with this

Tiew, see Uusterdieck, p. 121. [Alford discusses

the entire subject at considerable length.

—

E. R. C]
And I heard behind me.—This represents,

as Diisterdieok correctly remarks, the utter un-
expectedness and surprisingness of the divine

voice. Consequently, its pure and certain objec-

tivity likewise. Various inlerpret.ations—as in-

dicative of the invisibleness of God—of the posi-

tion of the prophet, as on earth, etc., see in

Diisterdieok. That commentator, however, fails

to recognize the reference to the fact that, in

the region of prophecy, the auricular wonder
gcner.ally precedes the ocular wonder ; and after

the litter has faded aw.ay, the tones of the former
are still heard—a fact in perfect accordance
with psychological relations. The Jewish po-

pular notion that no man can see God without
dying, can of course have no application here

;

it is itself, however, but a dark reflection of the

actual fact that every first or greatest view of

the glory of the Lord has so astounding an etfect

upon the prophet as to cast him to the earth

(Is. vi. ; Jer. i. 6 ; Ezek. i. 28 ; Dan. viii. 17)

;

thus it was here. Ebrard rightly gives promi-
nence to the gradualnesa of the development of

the visionary state.

As of a trumpet. — DUsterdieck remarks
that this is a mere comparison without any par-

ticular significance. The trumpet, however,
significantly opens the Apocalypse, as a signal

of the last time ; see 1 Thess. iv. 16 [Matt. xxiv.

31]. In Exodus xix. 19, it is the signal of the
revelation of the law. According to Numbers
X. 6, 7, the mere blowing of the trumpet was the
signal for the gathering together of the con-
gregation ; the sounding of an alarm, on the
other hand, being the signal for the breaking up
of the camp—a distinction such as exists between
the symbolical import of the peal of bells and
the cannonade. This voice, according to Heng-
stenberg, proceeds from Christ Himself. Diister-

dieok regai'ds ch. iv. 1 as militating against this

view. It is, manifestly, the visional trumpet
of the visional form of the Angel of Christ, i. e.

Christ Himself in His svmbolical appearance.
Ver. 11. Saying: What thou seest.—Pro-

phetic present.

—

In a book (jiipjiov).—Heng-
stenberg: Everything, to the end of ch. iii,, is

intended. Diisterdieok : The whole revelation

is meant. Since this first, leading vision forms
the foundation not only of the seven epistles,

but also of the entire scripture, the latter view
is established beyond a doubt. The commission
to send the book to the seven churches devolved
upon John immediately at the opening of the
revelation in Patmos. This alone does not prove
that the book was written on Patmos; nor, still

lees, that its author wrote it while iu the ecstatic
condition (as Hengstenberg affirms). But since
it is not supposable that John made any unne-
cessary delay in writing down such great things,
it is highly probable thai the book was written
during his stay on Patmos. It would seem as
if the first eyev6ijr/v were modified by the second,
yartioiiUrly when we consider the great contrast

between being in the spirit [irvcv/ja) and being

in the understanding (vovg).

Send unto the seven churches,—Though
the seven-foldness of the churches constitutes,

as a sacred number, a symbolical type of the

whole Church, this type is also founded upon a

unitous organization of the diocese of Ephesus,

to be inferred from the exchange of Paul's

Ephesian cyclical epistle from [i. e., received by
the Colossians from.—E. R. C.]. Laodicea and
the epistle to the Colossians (Col. iv. 16).*

—

The order of the seven churches accords with

their geographical position in respect to Patmos
and Ephesus. Comp. the maps, ancient geogra-

phy, and the travels of Schubert, Strauss, and
others.

Ver. 12. And I turned about.—Effect of

the voice. To see the voice.—The prophetic voice

pre-supposes a speaker in the background, and
to visional seeing a more general sense attaches.—Seven golden candlesticks.—These are
the first things that he sees, for the whole Apoca-
lypse treats of the future of the kingdom of

God as represented by the Church. Seven candle-

sticks ; "not one candlestick with seven arms"
(Diisterdieok, in opposition to Grotius).

Ver. 13. And in the midst {ifi/iiau).—The
fact that Christ is always in His Church (Matt,

xxviii. 20) and, indeed, in the midst of the seven
candlesticks, is here symbolically displayed to

prophetic contemplation. Herder has observed
that every one of the seven epistles commences
with a feature of this vision. On the candle-
sticks comp. Matt. v. 14-16. The appearance
is directlj' signalized as an appearance of Christ

by the apocalyptic sign, Dan. vii. 13, x. 16-18.

Why is the word ouowf used ? Hengstenberg
;

To indicate that the Person seen is no mere man.
Lyra : To indicate that it is the Angel of Christ.

Ebrard: The Danielle 3 (ch. vii. 13). The state of

the case is simply this: Christ is called the Son of

man, but is like a son of man (Rom. viii. 3 ; Phil,

ii. 7). The Seer adopts the latter form as the origi-

nal apocalyptic term, and the one corresponding
to the mysteriousness of the phenomenon. Doubt-
less he was iu part led to the use of this expres-
sion— Son of man—by the fact that it was
Christ's own name for Himself; [It was one of

the prophetic names of the Messiah—a name
highly signifioant(seenote* p. 24), and the name
adopted by Christ Himself.—E. R. C.]; and
ij/ioio<: is also in part expressive of the apostolic

view that the human personality of Christ, in

its glorification, is clothed with the splendor of

divine majesty. The garment of Christ, the

long talar (n"0(57p??f, reaching to the feet), denotes

the Iligh-priest ; the golden girdle, the King.

Christ is both these in the highest power, since

He even makes His people kings and priests

(ver. 6). He wears the girdle about His breast,

not about His hips. Why is this ? Ebrard's
explanation is justly rejected by Diislerdieck

(p. 124). It is well known (hat the girdle, when
worn about the loins, denotes a preparedness for

travel and, consequently, for labor ; surrounding
the breast, it is an ornament, expressive of rest

and festivity. The priests also wore their girdles

thus, according to Josephus (see the citation in

DUstordicck).

* [See remarks on ver. 4, p yu.—E. H. C]
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Ver. 14. His head and His hairs.—The
head (pursuant to the irregular conjunction of

terms) first appears under the aspect of the
hair; since that, according to Oriental ideas,

was the especial representative of its dignity.

The whiteness of the hair is doubly character-
ized, the second image surpassing the first (Is.

i. 18; Mark is. 3). What does this whiteness
denote ? Cocceius : Purity from sin. Hengsten-
berg: Holiness and glory. De Wette: A celes-

tial light [lucid] nature. Diisterdieok, with
others : Eternity, in accordance with the appear-
ance of the Ancient of Days, Dan. vii. 9 ;—with
reference to Rev. i. 17, 18. In the history of the

transfiguration and elsewhere, the white lustre

certainly denotes the lucid or light-nature, in

which eternity is conditioned by purity and ma-
turity [together with the dignity and authority
that (especially among the Orientals) belong to

age—the Ancient of days.—E. R. C], perfection.

[Augustine (Exp. ad Gal. iv. 21): "Dominus
non nisi ob antiquitatem veritatis in Apocalypsi
albo capite apparuit."—E. R. 0.]
As a flame (chap. xix. 12; Dan. x. 6).

—

Interpretations: Vitringa and others: Omnis-
cience. Hengstenberg and others: Avengingjus-
tice. Ebrard : Holiness, consuming all that is

unclean. Diisterdieok: Omniscience, directed,

with holy wrath, against all that is unholy.

De Wette: The translumining, consuming glance

of heavenly light-essences (analogy: classical de--

scriptions of the gods). It is significant that

the eyes of flame re-appear in the epistle to

Thyatira. The all-piercing glance of the Judge
is specially directed to the distinguishing of

mock- holy fanaticism, such as Jezebel's, from
genuine spiritual life. The Greek term for pure-

ness, sincerity, el?uKf}iv£f.a, is derived from the

sun-ray [and the English pure, from irvp, fire.

—Tr.]
Ver. 15. His feet lilse unto fine brass [or

molten gold].—In the epistle to Thyatira this

specification is conjoined with the eyes of flame.

On the obscure ;t;a/l«:o/li/3ai'oi', comp. the lexicons,

Ebrard, p. 138, and DUsterdieok, p. 126. The
interpretations furthest from the point are : oli-

banum \_Erzweihrauch, frankincense of deep
hue] (Ewald); furnace ore \_Ofenerz] (Hitzig);

but neither is white ore [ Weisserz, " a mix-
ture of sulphuret of silver, sulphuret of copper,
sulphuret of lead, and sulphuret of antimony."

—

Sanders' Worterbuch.—Tr.] (Hengstenberg), or

Lebanon ore (iron) [Ebrard], satisfactory. For
what idea could readers living in Asia Minor
connect with either of these? Ziillig supposes
Xa'AKoUPavov to be a provincial term peculiar

to Asia Minor. Perhaps we should go back to

2,d^u>, ?ul3a^a, yii^a^, 'XijiaSiov, and translate: fused

copper \_Kupferguss—a gush or flow of molten
copper], glowing copper, heated in the furnace
to a white glow, a golden stream, so that Xtjiavov

maybe a word unknown, indeed, to the lexicons,

and yet a perfectly correct term for molten,

white-glowing metal;* see ch. x. 1. According
to De Wette, these feet, radiant with a fiery glow,

* [Alford correctly remarks; "This word has defeated all

the ingenuity of coraraentatora hitherto. ... If conjecture
were adniisaible (which it is not), I should in despair of any
way out of the difficulty, suggest whether the word miglit

hot have heen ;(£iA«oAt/3a6tw, a stream of melted brass : AI
haviui; been road At or N."—B. E. C]

are significant only of brightness and splendor
;

according to Diisterdieok, they denote tlie down-
treading of unholy foes, with reference to Ps.

Ix. 12 ; Is. Ixiii. 6 ; Dan. x. 6. But as feet in

themselves are instruments of motion, and as the
golden-yellow hue denotes pure motion, so, espe-
cially, this metal, purified in the furnace, fluent

and glowing with white heat, denotes the holiest

motion. And hence, also, this characteristic of

Christ is properly opposed to the unholy and
mischievous motion of a fanatical Jezebel of

Thyatira.

And His voice as the voice of many
waters.—The surging waters represent the life

of the nations. Aathevoiceof Christ is, on the

one hand, like a trumpet of God, it may, on the
other, be heard in the sea-like roar of the voices

of Christian nations. Whether the many waters

admit of so simple a translation as " the majesty
of ocean, calmly roaring" \_die Majest'dt desruhig

rauschenden 3Ieeres "] is doubtful.*

Ver. 16. And having (ex^v) in His right
hand.—The stars have, with exceedingly bad
taste, been turned intojewels or rings (Eichhorn).

[" Not ore His right hand, as anumber of jewelled
rings, but in his right hand, as a wreatli or gar-

land held in it." Alford.—E. R. C] The fact of

His being able to lay the same hand on the head
of John is contrary to the sensuous apperception,

but not to the symbolical representation. That
the stars are in His hand is expressive not sim-

ply of the fact that the churches are His pro-

perty (Diisterdieok), but also that they are sur-

rounded by His providence. We cannot, with
Hengstenberg, regard this trait as pre- emi-
nently expressive of His punitive power, though
neither is that to be excluded. Nor is the ele-

ment of comfort (Herder) pre-eminent. What
is primarily taught is simply Christ's [property
in, and] rule over His Church, a doctrine

branching into consolation, admonition, and
warning.
And out of His mouth.—This unpicturesque

but symbolically pregnant combination is ex-

pressive of the fact that Christ overcomes the

world with His word, as with a two-edged sword,

la. xi. 4; xlix. 2 ; Wisd. xviii. 15 ; 2 Thess. ii. 8.

Christ's simple word is intended here; hence
there is also a reference to the power of that word
in so far as it is contained in the preaching of

His servants (a point which Diisterdieok denies)

;

even the testimony of each individual Christian

is included, Eph. vi. 17. [The word of the Lord
is almighty ; by His word He acts—He createSj

He overcomes, and He destroys. The last, or

the last two, seem to be the fact, or facts, set

forth by this figure.—E. R. C]
And His countenance. — Diisterdieok

translates : His appearance, declaring that in

ch. X. 1, the word is irpScruKov [instead of 6i/"C]-

But is it probable that different portions of the

body would be described and the face, of all

* [It is to be regretted that Lange does, not give us the
name of the author whom he quotiis. If the above sentence
Wfts written in ridicule, it is singutarly inappropriate. There
is an internal calm, a " hiding of power," in tliat which is

truly mighty when producing effects within its scope, that
maltea the expression " calmly roaring," when applied to

the ocean, beautifully appropriate. As there ie no sound on
earth so majestic as the roar of ocean, and at the sjime time
so suggestive of a hidden power, what figure so appropriate
to represent the voice of the Almighty?—E. R. C]
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tilings, left out? And are we to suppose that

the whole form ahone as the sun, and yet that

the white hair, the stars in the hanJ, and the

white glow of the molten metal were percep-

tible in this dazzling radiance, whilst the face

itself was invisible ? Dan. x. 6, would then offer

a diversity.—In its might.—The noon-tide

blaze of the sun, uuobsoured by clouds or mist.*

Ver. 17. And when I saw Him.—Exodus

xxxiii. 20;Is. vi. 5; Ezek. i.28; Dau. viii. 17, x. 7.

" The impression made by the appearance of the

Lord is that of deadly terror, for because death

is the wages of sin, no sinful man can stand

before God and live" (Dusterdieck). In the first

place, we must distinguish the pure meaning of

Ex. xxxiii. '20 from the popular Jewish notion

set forth in Judg. xiii. 22; the astounding and,

possibly, well-nigh fatal effect which the appear-

ance of the Heavenly and Holy One produces

on sinful man does indeed remain
;

yet, as Eb-

rard justly remarks, it would be a very one-

Bided proceeding to regard this element of fear

in view of death as the only one at work in the

breast of the aged John. Was an element of

rapture combined, an emotion of pleasurable

fear, as tlie same commentator claims? At all

events, the tremendous operation of the physio-

logical and cosmioal contrast is to be taken into

account. Perfect spiritual sight is in itself a

sort of death to this world (second conscious-

ness), a state into which the seer is transported

by a death-like convulsion, and a transportation

from the earthly to (he heavenly condition of

existence is not conceivable without a metamor-
phosis. Comp. the history of the transfigura-

tion and the resurrection. On the inconsistency

which De Wctte pretends to discover in this de-

scription, see Diisterdieck. Be it remarked
only that this event signalizes the commencement
of the visionary state and not its entire course.

He laid His right hand upon me.—See

the miracles of Christ. According to Diister-

dieck, the laying of the right hand upon John
was but a friendly sign accompanying the aid

actually given by the word of Christ. Unseason-

ible separation of the two sides of one act

!

* [Trench: "Tlie description of the glorifiefl Lord, which
has nuw been brouglit to a conclusion, sublime aa a purely
mental conception, tint intolerable if "we were to give it an
ontwird form and expression, and picture llim with this

sword pr ceeding from Ilia mouth, these feet as burning
brass, this iiairwjiite as wool, and the rest, may suggest a
few reflections on tlie apocalyptic, and generally the Hebrew
symbolism, and the very significant relations of dilference

and opposition in whicU it stands to the Greek. Religion
and art for the Greek ran into one another with no very great
preponderance of the claims of the former over the latter.

Even m his relij<ioua symboliam the senseof beauty, of form,
of proportion, overrules every othtr and must, at all costs,

find its satisfaction. . . . But with the Hebrew symbolism it

is altogether different. The first necessity there is that the
symbol should set forth truly and fully the religious idea

of which it is inti-nded to be the vehicle. How it would
appear when it clothed itself in an outward form and shape,
whether it would lint favor and allowance at the bar of

taste, this was quite a secondary consideration; may be
confidently affirmed not to have been a consideration at all

;

for, indeed, with the one exception of the cherubim, there

was no Intention that it should embody itself there, but
rather that it should remain ever and only a purely mental
conception, the unerabodied sign of an idea. I may observe,

hy the way, that no sltiil of delineation can malci I tie cher-

ubim other than unsightly objects to tlie eye. Thus, in

this present description of Christ, sublime and majestic a.s

it is, it is only siicli so Img as we keep it wholly apart from
any external embodiment."—E. 11. C.J

Fear not.—The same words that ring through

the Gospels.

lam the First, and the Last [ver. 18].

And the Living One.— The First: this,

Christ is in a mediate sense, as the Father is the

same in an absolute sense: He, Christ, is the

principle of the world (Epistle to the Colossians)

and the final goal of the world (Epistle to the

Ephesians), especially of the Kingdom of God;

and both these He is in the unity of the simple

Living One, whose life and demonstrations of

life go on from Alpha to Omega (ch. xxii. 13).

The Living One does not directly signify (im-

noiuv (Grotius) [it includes it, however.

—

E. R. C] ; but neither does it simply mean one

who is alive ; in power and eflFect it denotes Him
who is the fountain of life, and who now restores

life and animation to the paralyzed John.

And I was dead.—As Man, also. He is the

Living One, Who, by His resurrection, has got

death behind Him and under Him (Rom. vi. 9

;

Acts xiii. 34).

And behold, I am living.—He lives from

seen to aeon. This expression is significant of

eternity—not, however, as a rigid unit, void of

distinction and diversity, but as a series of pecu-

liar and original conformations of the teon or

the seons of the seons. The latter conception is

one of infinite grandeur. As there is a heaven

of heavens, i. e., as the uranic units unite into

one more general unity, so there is an seen,

composed, not of years, but of aeons, and this

jeon, again, unfolds into a plurality. And Christ

does not live passively into these aeons, but as

He who has the keys of death and Hades. Hell

is not spoken of in this passage.

The keys denote authority

—

exclusive autho-

rity. Christ can redeem men from death and

Hades, and can cast men into them ; and He alone

is possessed of this power, ch. iii. 7, ix. 1, xx. 1.

And have these keys, through Peter's hands,

been transmitted to the popes ? The distinction

between death and the realm of death occasions

difficulty. We cannot think of death as a place

to which keys give access. This place is Hades;
see the articles on Sheol and Hades.* Thus
both terms seem to express one and the same
idea (De Wette)

;
yet the Seer further distin-

guishes between death and Hades, ch. vi. 8

;

XX. 14. In the first passage. Death manifestly

appears as the former lord of Hades, the pre-

vious possessor of ils keys—Death is personified,

therefore, as in Ps. ix. 13 ; Job xxxviii. 17.

And it is personified because it had become an
independent power, inasmuch as the natural

spirit-life of humanity was powerless in its

presence. Christ, in communicating to John a

new and exalted consciousness of this His glory,

not only raises him up again, hut also endues

him with that elevation of mind wiihout which
he would be unable to view the terrors of the

last limes.

Ver. 19. 'Write now [therefore] —Because
thou art now freed from thy dread, and hast

but to write of life's triumpli over death. This
verse, based upon verses 17 and 18, is in part

a repetition of ver. 11 (Hengstenberg). What
thou bust seen, is not limited to the vision intro-

* [See the Excursus on ll-ides uuder ch. xx. 14.—E. R. C]
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duoed in ver. 12 (Dusterdieok), but includes
what thou shalt have seen, i. e., the whole series
of visions. The visions, however, relate first to

what is, what now is (thus most oommmentaiors,
whilst Bleek, De Wette and others interpret a elalv

in the sense of: what it signifies), and, secondly, to

that which is to come. ["Two meanings of fl tlalv

are possible. 1. The things which are, viz., which
exist at the present time ... 2. What things they
(the a dSe;) signify ... In deciding between these
we have the following considerations: o. the use
of the plural uaiv, as marking off this clause in
meaning from the next, which has o/iEAAEiyeveffSai.

If this latter is singular, why not (his? Is it

not because the jiiWei yeveaBai merely signifies

the future time, in which this latter class, en
masse, were to happen, whereas this a d(T(i> im-
ports what these things, each of them severally,
mean ? And, b. this seems to be borne out by
the double repetition of elniv in the next verse,
both times unquestionably in this (the second)
meaning." Alfoud.—E. R. C]

Ver. 20. The mystery of the seven stars.
—This adjunct is of the highest moment in a
two-fold aspect. In the first place, it gives us
to understand that the whole apocalyptic pro-
phecy will really be a history of the seven stars and
the seven candlesticks ; secondly, that the entire
series of visions will consist of symbolical mys-
teries, not to be understood literally, requiring
interpretation; yet susceptible of interpretation

through biblical means. The interpretation

which Christ here gives by way of example, re-

minds us of the interpretation of the first two
parables in Matt, xiii., also designed as a guide
to the interpretation of the rest. Hence an an-

gel of exegesis appears once more in the darker
portion of the Apocalypse, ch. xvii. 7 sqq. ; and
at the close of ch. xiii., there is a fresh reference

to the fact that we have to do with riddles. The
mystery of the seven stars is that which is sym-
bolized by them. Sacram secretum, per ipsas sig~

nificalum (Lyra). *' A iivuttjplov is everything
that man is unable to understand by means of

his own unassisted reason, and which can be
apprehended only through divine showing aud
interpretation, such as immediately follow here"
(DUsterdieck). But this definition is undoubt-
edly too narrow ; or do commentaries on the

Apocalypse pretend to be the direct result of

divine notifications ? A mystery is a deep-lying

and concealed truth or fact, to be disclosed not

by direct revelation, but by the Spirit of enligh-

tenment in His own time, which time, however,
God has always reserved to Himself, 1 Tim. iii.

10. Diisterdieck justly declares that the com-
mand to write this mystery is fulfilled throughout
the book, "for the prophetic unfolding of the

hope in the triumphant consummation of Christ's

Church through His own return, rests upon the

mystery of the seven stars in Christ's hand and
the seven candlesticks amidst which He walks

—

i. e., upon the fact that Christ is the all-power-

ful protector of His Church, the vanquisher of

all its foes." [Lange seems to misapprehend
Diisterdieck. The " divine showing and inter-

pretation " spoken of by the latter is not neces-

sarily an immediate divine influence upon the

mind of each apprehender—as Lange evidently

supposes him to mean. A ^vaTrjpmv, revealed

immediately to one for the instruction of others,

is revealed for all, and to all, who, under the

ordinary enlightening operations of the Spirit,

apprehend His instructions. It is generally

supposed that the essential idea of a " mystery"
is that of something hidden—that it ceases to be
a "mystery" when it is apprehended. This

is indeed the meaning of the term in ordinary
language, and seems to be the one contemplated

by Lange; it is not however the import of the

term as employed in Scripture. There the

essential idea is simply that of something undis-

coverable by mere human reason—it is necessarily

hidden until it is revealed, but the fact of being
hidden does not enter into its essential character;

it continues to be a " mystery " after it has been
revealed, and after the revelation has been ap-

prehended. Specifically, there are hidden mys-
teries, revealed mysteries, and (so far as indivi-

duals are concerned) apprehended mysteries.

The symbolic relation of marriage to the union
between Christ and His Church is as much a
mystery now, as it was before the inspired Apostle

announced it in the Epistle to the Ephesians
(v. 32). And so with the mysteries of which the

Apostles were stewards, comp. 1 Cor. iv. 1, with
Matt. xiii. 11, 1 Cor. i. 26; the mystery of the

gospel, Eph. vi. 19, of the/a!<A, 1 Tim. iii. 9, etc.

(See all the passages in which the term occurs
;

the Greek term is invariably translated mystery,

and the English word never occurs save as the

translation ol /j-varf/piov.)—E. R. C]
The seven stars are angels.—This inter-

pretation seems at first sight but to exchange
one mystery for another ; we must consider,

however, that in apostolic times the idea of an-

gels was more intelligible than at the present

day. Interpretations : 1. Heads, teachers,

(Mai. ii. 7) ; either as bishops (ancient view) or

as the whole ecclesiastical government of the

church—the presbytery eveniually, with the

bishop at its head (Hengstenberg; Rothe: the

bishop in idea). 2. The church itself (Andreas
and others), or the personified church-spirit

(De Wette; he identifies this church-spirit with

the ayyelo( itpopoQ). 3. The messenger of the

church, i. e., the delegate, who went to and fro

between the church and the Apostle (Ebrard).

John, however, could not write to this delegate,

since it was he who took charge of all manu-
scripts; neither is it probable that there was
more than one delegate between John and the

Church in Asia Minor.

If we consider the distance betwixt a star aud
a candlestick, we shall put both bishops and
presbyteries out of the question, and above all,

Irvingite wandering stars. We must consider,

in the first place, that the epistles are addressed

to the angels just as though they were addressed

to the churches themselves. The angel receives

praise and censure as the representative of the

church. Again, he seems to be significant of the

conscience of the church ; the church's refor-

mation and awakening were to proceed from

him. Now both these points coincide in

the idea of the personified character or life-

picture of the church (to be distinguished

from the church-spirit ; comp. Acts xii. 15).

It may indeed be objected that a symbol can-

not be replaced by a symbol (Pothe), And oei-
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tainly a symbol cannot be written to. But the

ideal (in the sense of existing in idea, not in the

sense of conforming to God's perfect idea) fun-

damental type of a Church is a reality in

heaven and in the sight of God, as well as in the

church's own disposition, and every amendment
of a church must start from a laying hold on

this fundamental type. It also results from
this address that the letters are not episcopal,

but apocalyptic. Episcopal letters Christ would,

we believe, have left to John. It further results

that the epistles form a constituent part of the

Apocalypse, and not a mere introduction to it

(Bleek) ; and, furthermore, that the churches

are cited not simply as empirical congregations,

but as seven universal types of the Church in all

places and ages. That there is au empirical foun-

dation for the epistles, is an unquestionable fact.

[Note on the Angels of the CnnKCHEs.

—

The subject of the Angels of the Churches is one
of great interest, apart from the fact that it has
an important bearing on the question of the go-

vernment of the primitive Church. Beside the

interpretations given by Lange, there are two
others which it is most strange that he failed to

mention—since the former was advocated by
Origen, Greg. Nys., and Jerome, and in modern
days by Alford ; and the latter by Vitringa,

Lightfoot, Bengel, and "Winer. They will

now be presented, and will be numbered iu

continuance of the interpretations given above.

4. Celestial angels, in some way representing
the churches. 5. Officers in the primitive

churches similar to tlie 113V n wiy [nunciua ec-

clesise) of the synagogue. The objection urged
by Lange to the 3d view is insuperable ; and to

this may be added the fact that there is no evi-

dence that any delegate from the churches waited
upon John. The 5th view is supported only by
a similarity in name—the title of the synagogue
officer referred to may be translated : ayyehic;

£KK?^?jGLa^. It seems to be a fatal objection, how-
ever, tliat the Hebrew minister was one of the
inferior officers of the synagogue (see Kitto'e

Cyclopaedia, Tit. Stnaqogue), and the Angel of

the Apocalypse, if a single person, must have
been the chief ruler of the church. Schaff
(Mist, of the Ap. Ch.) thus writes: "We must
at the outset discard the view, that the angels
here correspond to the deputies of the Jewish
Bynagogues. . . . For these had au entirely

subordinate place, being mere clerks, or readers
of the standing forms of prayers, and messengers
of the synagogue; whereas the angels in ques-
tion are compared to stars, and represented as
presiding over the churches; nor have we
elsewhere any trace of the transfer of that
Jewish office to the Christian Church." The 2d
view, the one advocated by Lange, viz. : that by
angel was meant the church, or the personified
character thereof—is liable not only to the objec-
tion mentioned by himself, but to the far stronger
one, that the angel is clearly distinguished
from the church (vers. 13, 16, 20). The ar-
guments in favor of the 4th view may be abridged
from Alford as follows: (1) The constant usage
of this book, in which the word ajyc7M(; occurs
only in this sense

; (2) the further usage of this
book, in which we have, ch xvi. 5, the ayye^nc
rOv vdarav introduced without any explanation,

who can be none other than the angel presiding

over the waters ; (3) the expression of our Lord
Himself, Matt, xviii. 10, together with Acts xii.

15, both asserting the doctrine of guardian or

representative angels
; (4) the extension of this

from individuals to nations, Dan. x. 21 ; xii. 1 ; (5)

the fact that throughout these Jipistles nothing is

ever addressed individually, as to a teacher, but

as to some one person reflecting the complexion

and fortunes of the church, as no mere human
teacher or ruler could

; (6) as against the objec-

tion that sin is charged upon the angel, "that
there evidently is revealed to us a mysterious

connection between ministering angels and those

to whom they minister, by which the former in

some way are tinged by the fates and fortunes

of the latter. E. g., iu our Lord's saying cited

above (Matt, xviii. 10), the place of dignity

there asserted of the angels of the little child-

ren, is unquestionably connected with the char-

acter of those whose angels they are," etc. As
against this view it may be urged

—

a. that the

preceding answer is not satisfactory—the cita-

tion does not support the assertion ; and even if

it did, it would aiford no basis for the charging
the sin of the churches upon the holy ministering

spirits of God; andi. it is well nigh inconceivable

that our Lord should have selected a human Apos-
tle yet in the flesh, as His medium of communica-
tion with the blessed spirits who minister before

His face. The first view is not only the most
natural, but it is liable to the fewest objections.

The epistles are such as might properly have
been addressed to the chief ruler or rulers of

the respective churches, and would naturally
have been addressed to them as representing
their congregations. The sole difficulty arises

from the use of the term angel. This, however,
in view of the peculiar nat ure of the Apocalypse,
should occasion no serious difficulty, and most
certainly the difficulty is less in supposing an
unusual application of the term, than is con-
nected with any hypothesis that gives to the

term a precedented meaning. No opinion is ex-
pressed as to whether by the angel was meant a
single prelate, a bench of presbyters, or the
moderator of a presbj'tery

—

a, primus inter pares.

These are questions which are not determinable
from the passage before us, and which can be de-
termined only from a, discussion of the entire

scriptural teaching on the subject of Church or-

der—a discussion which cannot in this place be
entered upon. (For valuable discussions of the

subject of the Angels, see Neander, Kitto's J3ib.

Cyc, title Bishop; Alford, Trench (: The Epistles

to the Seven Churches), Onderdonk's Episcopacy

tested by Scripture, Alexander's Primitive Church

Offices, Killen's ^nc. Ch., SchnS's ffisl. oftheAp.
Ch. and Hist, of the Chr. Ch., Vol. I.)—E. R. C]
The seven candlesticks.—The churches as

light -bearers. Their sevenfoldness is the ramifica-

tion of the one seven-armed candlestick in the tem-
ple, symbolical of all revelation. "For this very
reason the churches must represent the Church
universal, or the kingdom of God" (?). Dn Wette.
Seven churches.—Are merely the seven

churches in the empirical sense intended (Wolf;
a singular variation by Harenberg, see in
Diisterdieck), or have they a more general im-
port? De Wette and many others are in favor
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of the latter view. In adopting the latter view,

we must distinguish between the Church and the
Kingdom of God, however. The question next
suggests itself as to whether these types are to

be chronologically apprehended and applied

strictly to the different periods of the Church
(Vitringa) ; or whether they are types of differ-

ent conditions of the Church (Diisterdieck) ; or,

finally, whether a combination of these two
views is admissible (Ebrard) ; or, again,

whether these types shall be realized in the last

times exclusively (Hofmanu). On these points,

see the Introduction and the Notes on the Seven
Epistles. We will but remark in passing, that

the typical grouping of the ecclesiastical

ground-forms of eoolesiastioal life in a

totality, composed of the sacred number seven,

is evident ; the chronological arrangement un-
mistakably offers striking analogies—a circum-
stance which, however, must doubtless be re-

ferred to the fact that the outward consecution

of these forms is based upon a considerable de-

gree of inner ethical construction, nearly in ac-

cordance with the psychological law of oscilla-

tion. To that decrease of the first love, accom-
panying an honest zeal and activity, in Ephesas,

succeeds a re-infiammation of the Church under
her martyrdom in Smyrna ; the mixture with
the world which gained ground in Pergamus,
amid all the faithful confession of the Church
there, is followed by the reaction of a more
active spiritual life in Tbyatira, where even
worldliuess is induced to assume the garb of re-

ligious enthusiasm, which agitations, however,
relapse into deep exhaustion, into a death-slum-

ber, such as appears at Sardis ; then, again, fol-

lows the reaction of faithfulness in the Church
of Philadelphia, with its little strength ; this re-

action, however, cannot hinder the condition of

final lukewarmness in the Church—a condition

elsewhere described in the esohatological dis-

courses and parables of the Lord.

[These variations, it may further be observed,

occur in individual Christian experience, in the

life of individual churches, and in the history of

the Universal Church. And not only so, but

they all find their illustrations in different por-

tions of the Catholic Church of any one period.

Though in each period the Church as a whole may
predominantly present one of the seven types, yet

illustrations of all the others may be found in

different sections. (See add. note, p.l39.—E.R.C.]

B.—EARTH-PICTURE OF THE CHURCH; OR THE REAL, EARTHLY WORLD-PICTURE
OF THE SEVEN CHURCHES. THE SEVEN EPISTLES XO THE

SEVEN CHURCHES.

Chap. II. 1-29.

1. The Metropolis.* \_Ephesus.'\

1 Unto the angel of the church of [in'] Ephesus write ; These things saith he that

holdeth [ins. fast] the seven stars in his right hand, who [he that] walketh in the

2 midst of the seven golden candlesticks ; I know thy works, and thy' labor, and
thy patience [endurance], and how [that] thou canst not bear them which [that]

are evil : and thou hast tried [didst try^] them which [who] say* they are apostles,

3 and [ins. they] are not, and hast found [didst find] them liars : and hast borne [en-

durance], and hast patience [didst bear], and [om. , and] for my name's sake hast

4 labored [om. hast labored], and hast not fainted [become weary].* Nevertheless

[But] I have somewhat [om. somewhat] against thee, because [that] thou hast left

6 thy first love. Remember therefore from [om. from] whence [Lange: from what

height] thou art fallen,'' and repent, and do the first works ; or else [but if not] I

will [om. will] come unto [Lange : upon] thee quickly [om. quickly'], and will

TEXTUAL AND GEAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1. Read thus in accordance with A. B*. C. [ec 'E^eo-w] ; instead of the Rec. 'E^eo-tVrjs (which arose from too great

haate [in transcribing]. See Delitzach, Funde, p. 23). On the'difference between tt)9 and tw see Diisterdieck.

2 Ver. 2. The (70U after KOTTov, founded upon B*. [{<.], etc., is wanting in A. C. [P.], eic. Omitted liy Tischendorf and
Diieterdiecll [also by Laclimann and Alford]. Analysis [and analogy] seems to be in favor of its retention.

3 Ver. 2. Instead of the Rec. 67reipd<7i«i (see Delitzsch, p. 24), according to the best Codd. [X. A. C. P. B*.] eTretpao-a?.

* Ver. 2. ReadAe'yoi/Ta^eauTous aTTOo-ToAous [with X. A. B,*C. P.; instead of the K^c. •i}aiTKOVTa<; elvai anotTTOKov;.—E.R.C.]
6 Ver. 3. Otherwise tlie Rec. See DUsterdiecIi. [The Rec. reads, Kai efiaiTTaiTa^ Kal vnotLovr^if exei5, xai 6ta to

ofojua jiiou KEKOTTiaKa? Kal ov KCK^ijicas. Alford gives a number of readings, and well remarlis, " There is a seeming

inconeistency in oXha tov koitov <rou .... koX ov KeKon-iaxa?, which caused those who were not aware of St. John's use

of the last word (John iv, 6), to alter the sentence as in var. readd."—B. R. C]
° Ver. 5. The reading ireirTcD/cos [with A. B*. C, Lach., Treg., and Alf., instead of Rec. eKTreVTUiica! with P. Tisch. gives

jreTTTWKe? with X.—E. R. C]
' Ver. 6. Tox" not firmly established. See Delilzsch, p. 24 [supported by B*; om. by X- A. 0. P., ete.—E. R. 0.].

* Brandt : 1. " The Mother Church."
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6 remove thy candlestick out of his [its] place, except thou repent. But this thou

hast [Lange: retaiaest], that thou hatest the deeds [works] of the Nicolaitans,

7 which I also hate. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the_ Spirit saith unto

the churches f To him that overcometh [conquereth] will I give to eat of the

tree of life, which is in the midst of [om. the midst of] the paradise of [Lange

:

my'"] God.
2,* The Martyr-Charch persecuted by Judaism. Smyrna.

8 And unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write ; These things saith the first

and the last, which was [who became— n/nCTo] dead [Lange: the First of the martyrs],

9 and is alive [revived] ; I know thy v/orks " and [ins. thy] tribulation, and [ins.

thy] poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know [om. I know] the blasphemy of them

which [thy calumny from those who' ^] say they are Jews [Lange: and the ca-

lumny (if those who say they are (true) Jews], and are not, but are [om. are] the

10 [a] synagogue ofSatan. Fear none of [or not] those things [Lange : nothing of that"]

which thou shalt [art about to] suffer : behold," the devil shall [ is about to] cast

some of you into prison, that ye may be tried ; and ye shall have tribulation

[Lange: a tribulation of] ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and I will give

11 thee a [the] crown of life. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches ; He that overcometh [conquereth] shall not be hurt of

[injured by] the second death.

o.* The Martyr-Church persecuted by Heathenism. Pergamus.

12 And to the angel of the church in Pergamus write ; These things saith he which
13 hath the sharp [ins. two-edged] sword with two edges [om. with two edges] ; I

know thy works, and [om. thy works and'*] where thou dwellest, even [om. even]

where Satan's seat [throne] is : and thou boldest fast my name, and hast not
denied [didst not deny] my faith, even in those [the] days wherein [in which]'* An-
tipas was my faithful" martyr, who was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth.

14 But I have a few things against thee, because [that'®] thou hast there them that

hold [ins. fast] the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balak'^ to cast a stumbling-block

[Lange: ,i means of infatuation] before the children [sons] of Israel, to eat things

15 sacrificed unto idols [Lange : idol sacrifices], and to commit fornication. So hast

thou also them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans [ins. in like manner],'"'

16 which thing I hate [om. which thing I hate]. Repent [ins. therefore*'] ; or else

[but if not] I will come unto thee quickly, and will fight [war] against them with

17 the sword of my mouth. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith

unto the churches ; To him that overcometh [conquereth] will I give [ins. to

him''] to eat [om.to eat]'^ of the hidden manna, and will give [ins to] him a white
stone, and in [on] the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving
[except] he that receiveth it.

8 Ver. 7. The eTrra in LachmanD not tenable; [Hupported by A. C. ; om. by X B*. P., Alforil—E. R. C.]
^ Ver. 7. Not: in tlie midst of the Paradise. [Rec. Rives ei- tw fxeo-w toO Trapafiei'o-ou; t<. ***. P. ei- Ttp jueo-o) T(ij irapa5er(rtu;

X. A. B*. C , with Lachniann and Alford, give Toi 7rapa6et(Tw.—E.R. C.']

10 Ver. 7. The ixov after 0eoD has A. C. fc<. [P., J apaiost'it, but all versions, Church fathers and theological considera-
tions in its favor: [B*. VuIk. etc.. cive it;Lach., Trcg., and Tisch, omit; Alford brackets.—E. R. C]

11 Ver. 9. A. C, e^c, omit Ta ep-ya Kal [also P., Lach., Treg., Tisch., and .\lford
; X- and B*.frii'eit.—E. R. 0,^

12 Ver. 9. [Rec. omits €« with P. ; it is given by X- A. C. B*., Lachmann, and Alford.—E. R. C.]
13 Ver. 10. The oiher reading p.^ is stvongly attested by A. B. C, Lachmann [and Alford]. ^Tj^ei* in Tischendorf ia

supported by versions, fathers, and minuscules. The subsequent text is in favor of it. [^tjScV appears in X. and P.

—

E. R. C.l
1* ver. 10. 5^ is omitted [by X. A. C. P., Lachmann; it is given by B* ; Alford brackets it.—B. R. C.J
IB Ver. 13. [Rec. gives tA Ipya. aov Ka\ with E*. ; omitted by X- A. C. P., Vuig., JEth.. etc., Lachmann and Alford.

—

E. R. C]
11 Ver. 13. Of this passage there are three readings: viz. iy aU [Rec X- P-] a!? [B*., Alford brackets 1—and both

omitted [A. C, Lachmann]. The omission may be due to the fact of the seeming inconsistency with the foregoing hast not
denied, etc. [Trcg., .and Tisch. (8th ed.) omit—B. E. C]

11 Ver. 13. [A. and C. give a second /low after irto-ro?, also Lachmann. Alford brackets, which would give as the trans-
lation

—

my martyr, myfaittiful one. Treg., and Tisch. give the /lov.—E. R. C]
18 Ver. 14. The on before exei? seems to be sufficiently corroborated by A. B*. and many others.
11 Ver. H. Tw. Unimportant variations.
20 Ver. 15. Instead of o ^lo-d) read: o^utotwg [with X. A. B*. C, Vulg., Lachmann, Alford, Treg., and Tisch.—E. R. C]
21 Ver. 16. The GUI' which is wanting in the Rec. has strong authorities in its favor. (X- P Vulg omit* it is given

by A'. B*. C.Lach., Treg., and Alf. Tisch. fSth ed.) omits.—E. E. C]
22 Ver. 17. [This o-tiri omitted by X.—B. R.C.]
28 Ver. 17. *aycic is a late addition. [P. gives it; it is omitted by X. ^' B*. 0., Vulg., etc.—B. R. C]

* Brandt : 2. " The churches of the beginning, martyr churches." [Smyrna and Pergamus.]
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4.* The Church stained by Idolatry. Thyatira.

18 And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira write ; These things s lith the Son
of God, who hath his^ eyes like unto [as] a flame of fire, and his feet are like

19 fine brass [to chalcolibauus—(Lange : as white-glowing molten copper)]. I know
thy works, and \ins. the] charity [love], and service, and faith [the faith, and the-

service], and thy [thd] patience, [endurance of thee;] and thy works; \om. and

thy works ;] and the [thy] last [ins. works] to he [are'] more than the fii-st.

[Lange : thy love and thy faith, thy zeal in service and thy endurance in sufii;riug

20 (aad how"*) ; thy last works are more than the first]. Notwithstanding [But] i

have a fe w things™ [oin. a few things] against thee, because [that] thou sufi'erest [apei'c]

that woman [thy wife or Lange : the woman"] Jezebel, which [who] calleth her-

self a prophetess, to teach and to seduce [and she teacheth and seduceth—Lange

:

and teacheth (applies herself to teaching) and seduceth]'* my servants to commit

21 fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols [Lange : idol-sacrifices]. And
I gave her space to [time that she might] repent of her fornication [om. of her

fornication] ; and [Lunge : but] she repented not [om. repented not

—

ins. willeth

22 not to repent of her fornication"']. Behold I will [om. wilP"] cast her into a bed,"

aad them that [those who] commit adultery with her into great tribulation, except

23 they repent of their [her (aur^?)] deeds [frorks]. And I will kill [slay] her

children with death ; and all the churches shall know that I am he which [who]

searcheth the [om. the] reins and hearts: and [Lange: ,and that] I will give unto

24 every one of you [to you, to each,] according to your works. But unto you I say,

and unto [on. aud unto] the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine

[teaching] [Lange : these doctrines] and [om. and] which [such as''] have not

known the depths of Satan, as they speak [say] ; I will [or om. wilP'] put upon

2-5 you none [cast not upon you any] other burden. But that which ye have

already [om already'], hold fast till [until] I [ins. shall] come [Lange : until I

26 come"]. And he that overcometh J^conquereth], and [ins. he that] keepeth

27 my works unto th^ enl, to him will I give power over the nations: And he shall

rule [shapherdize] them with a rod of iron [an iron rod] ; as the vessels of a

potter shall [om. shall]'* they be broken to shivers [are shattered or he shattereth]

:

28 even [om. even] as I [ins. also have'*] received of my Father. And I will give

29 [ins. to] him the morning star. He that hath aa ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches.

Chap. III. 1-22.

5.* The Church for the most part Spiritually Dead. Sardis.

1 And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write ; These things saith he that

hath the seven Spirits of God, and the seven stars ; I know thy works, that thou hast

2 a'" name that thou livest, and [ins. thou] art dead. Be watchful [Become thou watch-

ing], and strengthen the things which remain, that are ready [which were about]*'

24 Vor. 18. AuToD rests upon B. C. [P. ], etc. It is omitted by Lachmann and Diisterdieck.

25 Ver 19. Kal ia omitted according to A. B. 0., etc. [Lange is here mistaken ; tbe /cal omitted by the authoritieB cited,

and also by N. B*. P., Lachmann, Diisterdieck, Alford.ia the one belore tA i(rxa.Ta.-\\hich requires the translation given in

the text.—E. B. C] , ,. u v . „

«

2« Ver. 20. The addition oKiya. is omitted. See Delitzsch, Funde, p. 22, No. 20. [X. gives iro\v ; both are om. by A. B.*

C. P., etc., and Crit. Kds. generally.—B. E. C.J i . , v
21 Ver. 20. TwalKo. without uou or erov -rriv, in accordance with 0. X- Vulg. [o-ou is given by A. B». Lachmann;

Alford brackets,—B. R. 0.] Tliy wife is probably a conjecture founded upon the supposition that the angel was the

28 Ver. 20. Kal SiSair/tei. koX TtKava. A. C. X- See Delitzsch, No. 20, [also B*. P. and critical editors generally.—E.E.O,]

2» Ver. 21. Kai ou eiKci. iicTavo^Wi.. [The reading of which the above is the translation is supported by X- A. B*. 0.

P., Lachmann, Alford, Treg., and Tisch.-E. E. C] „ „ ,
so Ver. 22. [A. 0. Lach., Alford, Treg., and Tisch. give ^iWii ; X."" P-, Vulg. ^a.\io.—E. K. C.J

81 Ver. 22. Cod. A. (^uAttKi^i.—a gloss * ^ n ti t» /n
82 Ver. 24. Oirires without /tui. I Reo. gives icaX with Vulg.; it is om. by X. A. B*. C. P., etc.—M. K. O.J

S3 Ver. 24. [Eec. with X. B. Vulg. gives ^iAio ; A. 0. P., Loch., Treg., Tisch., and Alf. give piXAo,. The former read ng is

probably correct. An alternative translation is given,—E. R. C.J
, , , .. t, t. m

8* Ver. 26. [X- A. C. P., with Lach., Treg., Tisch., and Alf. give on' ijfu; B*. reads ai-iofu.— li. K. C.J

85 Ver. 27. Swrpi^eTiu instead of the Future [with X. A. 0.; B«. P. give o-ui-TpiPijaeToi.—B. K. O.J

86 Ch. III. 1. The article to before ovo^a is omitted.
, . ... ^ t^ „ t

« Ver. 2. Instead of ^aeXAei, read eVeAAo.', according to A. 0. etc. fX- P., Treg., Tisch.. and Alt.—E. R. C.J

* Brandt: 3. " The intermediate ohnrches," externally unimpeachable, but inwardly fallen, u. Lapsed into idolatrji

i. lapsed into spiritual death, ffioth too strong). [Thyatira and Sardis.]
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to die : for I have not fouod thy works [or any works of thine]'* perfect [completed]

3 before [ins. mf] God. Kemember therefore" how thou hast received and heard

[heardest] and hold last [keep*'], and repent. If therefore thou shalt [dost] not

watch, I will come on [upon] thee" as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour

4 I will come upon thee. [ins. But]" Thou hast a few names even [om. even] in Sardis

which have not defiled their garments ; and they shall walk with me in white : for

5 [because] they are worthy. He that overcometh [conquereth], the same shall [or

om. the same, and ins. thus (after shall)]" be clothed in white raiment [garments]
;

and I will not blot [wipe] out his name out of the book of life, but I will confess

6 his name before my Father, and before his angels. He that hath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

6.* The Tried Church. Philadelphia.

7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write ; These things saith he that

is holy [the holy One], he that is true [the true One], he that hath the key of

David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth [shall shut"] ; and [ins. he] shulteth

8 and no man openeth [shall open"] ; I know thy works : behold, 1 have set [given]

before thee an open door [a door opened], and [which] no man can [is able to]

shut it [ojre. it] : for [Lange : . For] thou hast a little strength, and [Lange : ins.

yet] hast kept [didst keep] my word, and hast not denied [didst not deny] my name.

9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which [who] say they are Jews,

and are not, but do lie ; behold, I will make them [Lange : ovi. them] to come
[that they shall come] and [ins. shall] worship [Lange : tall down*'] beibre thy

10 feet, and to [om. to—i;i.?. shall] know that I have loved thee. Because thou hast

kept [didst keep] the word of my patience [endurance], I also will keep thee

from [Lange : through] the hour of temptation, which shall [is about to] come
upon all [om. all] the [ins. whole] world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.

11 Behold, [om. Behold,**] I come quickly : hold that fast which thou hast, that no

12 man take thy crown. Him that overcometh [conquereth] will I make a pillar

in the temple of my God, and [ins. out of it] he shall [mis. nevermore] go no more
[om. no more] out : and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name
of the city ofmy God, which is [om-. which is—ins. the] new Jerusalem, which cometh

down out of [from*'] heaven from my God : [,] and I will write upon him [om. I
13 will write upon hhn\ my new name. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith unto the churches.

7.* The Lukewarm Church nigh unto Reprobation. Laodicea.

14 And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans [in Laodicea™] write ; These

things saith the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning [Lange : prin-

15 ciple ] of the creation of God ; I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor

hot [Lange : warm] : I [om. I] would [ins. that] thou wert cold or hot [Lange

:

16 warm]. So then [Lange: However] because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold

17 nor hot [Lange : warm], I will [am about to] spew thee out of my mouth. Be-

cause thou sayest,*' I am rich, and increased with goods [Lange : yea, I have
become exceedingly rich], and have need of nothing ; and knowest not that thou

^ Ver. 2. [A. C. and Lachmann fpve ep-ya, without the article; }<. B*. P. give tA ; Alford brackets.—E. R. C]
^ Vf r. t, Mou is omitted hy sume mauuscripts bere as \veli as in ch. ii. 7, but baa still struuger authorities lu its favor

here than in the other pafcsage. [The gieat autliorities all support it; J<. A. B*. C. P., Vulg.— Ji). it. C.J
*» Ver. 3. (,S. omits ovi-; Alfonl brackets; Treg., an l Tisch. give it.— ti. It. C.J
41 Ver. 'i. Kat rjKovfrai koL n'ipei is gruuudlesaly objected to by Matth.
42 Ver. 3. Eiri. ae uu addition of the Kec. [X- B*., \ ulg. (Clem, and Am.) give it ; A, C. P. omit with Lachmann and

Alford. Treg., and Tisch. retain. The weieht of anc.ent authority, as it seems to me, is in favor of retaining.—E R. 0.1
« Ver. 4. rx. A. B*. C. P. give iMcl.—E. R. C.J
44 Vta. 0. Instead of ouTos, read oiirw?, in accordance with A C.cfc. [also X^Ijach., Treg., and Tisch.; X.*^R-* P. iind Alt

read outo? — E. K. C.J
45 Ver. 7. [Kec. gives itAei'ci with Tulg. ; Crit. Eds., with N. A. B*. C. P., give icAeiVci.—E. R. C.J
46 Ver. 7. ['A..o;j"._ supported by X B*. Alford, Treg., and Tiscb.; avoCyti, by A. 0. P., La h.—E. R. C.J
47 Ver. 9. A 0. X ,

^$ovai. xai TrpovKwrj^rovat..
48 Ter. 11. ['Ho.; is omitted by Crit. Eda., with X. A. B*. C. P., elc.—E. R. C]
4» Ver. 12. KaTaflaiVouo-n.. A. 0., etc.

60 Ver. U. [Crit. Eds., with X- A. C. P., give ev Aao6iK«io.—E. K. C.J
61 Ver. 17. [Lach., Treg., Tiacb., with A. 0., Vulg., give a second art after Ae'vety; X. B*. P. omit ; Alf. brackets.—E.R.O.]

Brandt superscribes Noa. 6 and 7; The churches of the end; a. the beloved; b. the conJumnable. Almost right I
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art wretched, and miserable [the wretched and pitiable one^^], and poor, and
18 blind, and naked: I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in [burnt from

(Lange: purified by)] the fire, that thou mayest be [become] rich; and white
raiment [garments], that thou mayest be clothed [cover thyself], and that the
shame of thy nakedness do not appear [may not become manifest]; and [ins.

eyesalve to] anoint thine eyes with eyesalve [om. with eyesalve] that thou mayest see.

19 \ins. I, (Lange : (do thus).] As [as] many as I love, I rebuke and chasten : be zealous^

20 therefore, and repent. Behold, I stand at the door, and knock : if any man hear my
voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he

21 with me. To him [om. To him

—

ins. He] that overcometh [conquereth] will I
grant [I will give (ins.') to him] to sit with me in [on] my throne, even as I also

overcame [conquered], and am [om. am] set [sat] down with my Father in [on] his

22 throne. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

B2 Ver. 17. The article before eAeeLi/d? is not established. [It is given by Lachmann with A. B*.; omitted by X. C. P.;

Alford brackets ; Treg., and Tisch. omit.—E. R. C]
63 Ver. 19, Z^Aeue in accordance with A. C, etc. fSo Grit. Eds, generally.—E. R. C.J
M Ver. 20. B*. and 5^, read Kac before eto-eAeuo-ojiiat, against A. [P.], Lacb. [Tisch, gives it; Treg. omits: Alf, brackets,—E. E. O.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

GENERAL EEMARKS OK THE SEVEN EPISTLES,*

In the use of the sacred number seven through-
out the Apocalypse, we must note the indications

of a distinction between four and three. Diis-

tei'dieck remarks (p, 21) that in the case of the

seals and trumpets, the quaternary takes the pre-

cedence (this is additionally marked in the case

of the four riders by the parenthesis of the four

beasts ; and in the vision of the trumpets, by
the fact that the last three are designated as

the three woes), and the trinary follows ; in

the seven churches and the vials, on the other

hand, a Ihree precedes the four. In the case of

the vials, Diisterdieok, not groundlessly, regards
the thought that we have presented as indicated

by the interlocution of ch. xvi. 5-7 ; though the

vials, in respect of their effects, may also be
perfectly well divided into four and three. The
first three epistles, according to this commenta-
tor (and Bengel, Ewald, De Wette and others,

p. 141), are distinguished from the last by the

form of the conclusion. In the first three epistles,

the admonition : he that hath an ear, etc., is fol-

lowed by the final promise (ch. ii. 7, 11, 17),

whilst in the last four, such a promise precedes
the admonition (ch. ii. 29, iii. 6, 13, 22). This
variation is, we admit, well worthy of notice

;

yet the inner marks of the churches favor the

distinction of four (mixed forms) and three (per-

fectly distinct forms). The fundamental forms
of the individual epistles have been presented by
Bengel, as follows (Hengstenb. I. p. 167): The
plan of the seven epistles is the same in all.

For in each we find: 1. An order to write to an
angel of a church, 2 A glorious title of Jesus
Christ ["taken for the most part from the
imagery of the preceding vision," Alfokd.—E.

R. C.]. 3. An address to the angel of the church:
wherein is contained a. a testimonial to the

mixed, the bad or the good condition of the angel

;

an admonition to repentance or perseverance;
b. an announcement of what is to come to pass,

referring chiefly to the coming of the Lord. 4,

A promise to him that conquereth, together with
the word of awakening : he that hath an ear, etc.

* See Lange's Apostol. Zeitalter, II. 470.

" The titles put forth by the Lord at the begin-

ning of each letter are most illustrious, as is also

indicated by the words : these things saith—the

Supreme Majesty,—like the Old Testament : thus

saith the Lord."

" The address in each epistle consists principally

of plain and perspicuous expressions. In the

promise, on the other hand, the Spirit deals more
in figurative expressions. In the address, the

Lord Jesus speaks principally and primarily to

the churches then existing in Asia Minor, espe-

cially and particularly to their angels. The
promise speaks in the third person of those who
conquer—both in those first times and also in the

ages after them."
"Amongst the seven angels of the seven

churches there were two, the one atEphesusaud
the one at Pergamus, in a mixed state ; and two,

those at Sardis and Laodicea, were extremely cor-

rupt. Not only the latter two, whose whole con-

dition was bad, ch. iii. 3, 19, but also the former,

v/ho were defective in some particular respect,

ch. ii. 6, 16, are recommended to repent. And
so at Thyatira the adherents of Jezebel are ad-

monished to repentance—the woman herself will-

ing not to repent, and the angel of the church

having no need of repentance so far as he

himself is concerned, ch. ii. 21, 22. The con-

dition of two of the angels, those at Smyrna
and Philadelphia, was good; hence they needed

no admonition to repentance, and are only

encouraged to persevere. There is no mixed
or good or bad state whose pattern might not be

found here, as well as apt and salutary doctrine

therefor. Though a man were as dead as the

angel of the church at Sardis, or as flourishing

as the one at Philadelphia and the aged Apostle

John himself, this book suiteth his case, and the

Lord Jesus hath somewhat to say to him therein."
" In the seven epistles there are twelve pro-

mises. In the third, fourth, and sixth, there is

a two-fold promise, and in the fifth a three-fold

promise; each one of the promises being dis-

tinguished by a particular expression : I will

give, I will not blot out, I will confess, I will

write.—The promise to him that overcometh

[conquereth] is declaratory, sometimes of the

enjoyment of the most precious boons, sometimes

of immunity from the extremest misery. The
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one is included in the other, and when a part of

the blessedness and glory of the victor is ex-

pressed, the whole should be understood, ch. xxi.

7. That part is particularly expressed which

relates to the virtues and deeds referred to in

the address.—Some things contained in these

promises are not again expressly mentioned in

the Revelation ; as, for instance, the manna, the

confession of the victor's name, the name if the

New Jerusalem written upon the victor, the sit-

ting upon Christ's throne. Some things bear a

resemblance to what is afterwards declared con-

cerning Christ Himself; viz. the secret name, oh.

xix. 12; the shepherdizing of the nations, ch. xix.

15 ; the Morning Star, eh. xxii. 16. Some things

are expressly mentioned again in their proper

place; as the tree of life, ch. xxii. 2; immunity

from the second death, ch. xx. 6 ; the name in

the hook of life, ch. xx. 12, xxi. 27 ; the abiding

in the temple of God, ch. vii. 1-5; the name of

God and of the Lamb on the righteous, ch. xiv.

1, xxii. 4." Benobi.
The fundamental idea of all the seven epistles is

the fundamental idea of the Apocalypse itself

—

the Coming of the Lord. The arrangement is

the epistolary form in apocalyptic sublimity:

superscription, substance, conclusion. The su-

perscriptions have the common form of Christ's

self-designation, with the prophetic announce-

ment: Ta6z Acyu (Amos i. 3, ele.)\ they present

the various attributes of His majestic appearance

as described in ch. i. The distribution of the

attributes harmonizes with the churches. For

Ephesus, the metropolis: the seven stars and

seven candlesticks. For Smyrna, the martyr

church, He that was dead and is alive again.

For Pergamus, where Satan's seat is : the sharp,

two-ed(;od sword. For Thyatira, where the

spirit of fanaticism is rampant: the eyes as

flames of fire, and the feet lilie a glowing stream

of molten metal. For dead Sardis: the Pos-

sessor of the Seven Spirits (of life) and the

seven stars. For faithful Philadelphia: the Pos-

sessor of the keys of David, the Opener of a door

to the church. For Laodicea, as for Ephesus, a

more general designation of Christ, yet under

the name of the Amen, Who certainly fulfills

His threats. The attributes also correspond

with the commendations, admonitions, and
threJits, i. e., with the criticisms and the promises.

In the criticisms, praise and blame are sometimes
united; and where praise predominates (as in the

case of the first four churches), the first place

is given to it; where censure predominates, it

has the first place (Sardis). So in one case we
find praise exclusively (Philadelphia), and, in

another, only censure (Laodicea). The promises

are always promises of entire blessedness in

concrete terms, such as are appropriate to the

condition, conduct, and conflict of the church.

Ebrard remarks that the first four promises are
taken from consecutive items of Old Testament
history (Paradise, death, manna, David) ; the

last three relate to the final establishment of the

Kingdom (p. 157). The epistle proper is grounded
upon the Lord's complete knowledge of the state

of the church (oiSa, etc.). This is followed by
a portr.aiture of the church and the award of

praise and blame ; next follows the prognosis,

the prediction of good or danger ; finally, the

application: admonition, threat, consolation.

Tlie conclusion is a specific conditional promise,

accompanied by the exhortation to hear the

words of the Spirit; amid constant reference

to the Coming of the Lord.

[See an exceedingly able and interesting arti-

cle! on " The Seven Churches of the Apocalypse,"

in Schaff's History of the Apostolic Church, p.

427 sqq.—E. R. C.]

FIKST EPISTLE. EPHESUS.

Chap. ii. 1-7.

Ver. 1. Ephesus was the metropolis of

proconsular Asia; not merely in a political, but

also in an ecclesiastical sense. It is placed at

the head of the seven churches as the actual see

of John, Hengstenberg remarks ; a proposition

which is groundlessly denied by Diisterdieck.

On Ephesus, see Winer, Das Worterbuch fur das

ChristLiche Volk, and Books of Travel.* [Cony-

beare and Howson's Life and Epistles of St. Paul,

Schaff's History of the Apostolic Church, Kitto's

Bib. Cyc, etc.—E. R. C] At the present day,

the only remains of this once pleasant city are

some ruins and the village of Ajosoluck. The
church was founded by Paul (Acts xviii. 19, xix.

1). On its Pauline period, see the Commentaries

on Ephesians and 1 Timothy. Because Timothy
was the head of this church for a time, Alcasar,

Cornelius k Lapide, and others, have regarded

him as the angel of the church. This opinion

was held even in opposition to the traditional

notion, according to which John was the succes-

sor of Timothy.
That holdeth [fast] —Kparijv, stronger than

f;f(jv, ch. i. 16. Diisterdieck thinks it involves

the idea of Christ's ability to cast the stars out

of His hand. [The idea is that of holding with

power, comp. John x. 28.—E. R. C] We must
distinguish, however, between stars and candle-

sticks (ver. 5, ch. iii. 1). The stars, perhaps,

are "graven in His hand."
"Who walketh.—" The ireptwarav resembles

the passage ch. i. 13." It is a stronger expres-

sion, however. [The idea presented seems to be

that of one who walks about to trim the lamps.

According to the opinion of Sir Isaac Newton.
E. R. C] Ebrard justly refers this more general

designation of Christ, in respect of His relation

to the churches, to the metropolitan character of

Ephesus. Diisterdieck does not recognize this

reference.

Ver. 2. [I knoT!7^oI(5a.—Knowledge concern-

ing, not approval, is indicated by this term ; the

same word is used in reference to the church of

Laodicea, ch. iii. 1-5. The commendation spoken of

below is to be gathered from the context and not

from this term.—E. R. C.]—Thy works.—With

reference to ver. 4, it may seem a strange tiling

that He should begin with a commendation of

the works of the church. Yet they are commen-
dable, though not exactly heroic deeds against

false teachers, as Hengstenberg maintains. The
active zeal of the church may have formed a

contrast to the heathen mysticalness and moon-
struck character of the city. The form of tlie

works branches first into labor or toil, and per-

severance or endurance. It is thus [as perse-

* Also Laage'8 Apostol. ZHialter,
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Teranoe or endurance] tliat we translate vnofiovfi

in this place, since the word cannot be a mere
repetition in Ter. 3. ["This word ndiroq, signify-

ing, as it does, not merely labor, but labor unto

weariness, may suggest some solemn reflection to

every one who at all affects to be working for hia

Lord, and as under his great Task-Master's eye.

This is what Christ looks for, this is what Christ

praises in His servants." Tkenoh. — " Kinoq
and vnofiovfj form the active and passive sides

of the energizing Christian life. The omission

of the aov after too k.6kov, serves to bind the

two together in one. They are epexegetic, in

fact, of Ipya ; of. 1 Cor. xv. 58," etc. Alpord.—
E. B. C.] — With this zeal in the life of the

Church, a healthy polemical system corresponds,

which may also be divided into two forms. In
the first place, the church cannot bear bad men
—this means, of course, in the domain and mask
of religion— and, secondly, it even dares, by
means of a Christian proving of spirits, to un-
mask men giving themselves out as apostles, and
to show them to be liars. False teachers, mani-
festly, are meant [see Acts xx. 29, 30] ; men
assuming to possess apostolic authority, whether
they appeared in the guise of inspired persons,

or as Judaizing traditionalists. According to

Diisterdieek, this saying would be meaningless af-

ter the destruction of Jerusalem. It is well known,
however, that in all ages of the Church persons
have appeared who have laid claim to apostolical

authority. Dusterdieck thinks that these men
were tried by their works pre-eminently ; but
false apostles should be pre-eminently, though
not exclusively, tried by their doctrine. [Comp.
1 John iv. 1-3.—E. R. C]

Ver. 3. And that thou hast patience
[endurance]. — Here follows the third com-
mendation of the church, for its good conduct
under suffering ; this also is exhibited under two
aspects—suffering in general, for Christ's name's
sake, and steadfast endurance under these suf-

ferings. [There can be little doubt that the
alteration of the text in this passage is due to

an apparent inconsistency between olSa rav k6ttov

aov, and oil netcoiriaiiag (see Textual and Gramma-
tical), There is a world-wide distinction be-

tween being weary in the flesh (a mark of faith-

fulness in working) and being wearied in spirit

(a mark of faithlessness), which, doubtless, the

Apostle designed to indicate, and which the al-

terers failed to grasp.—E. B. C]
Ver. 4. [I have against thee. — The un-

authorized introduction of somewhat into the
E. V. weakens the force of the rebuke— which,
as it came from the mouth ofJesus, was unquali-
fied. Trench well remarks : " It is indeed not
a 'somewhat,' which the Lord has against the
Ephesian Church ; it threatens to grow to be an
'every thing;' for, see the verse following, and
comp. 1 Cor. xlii. 1-3."—E, R. C]—That thou
hast left thy first love.—This reproach is a
contrast and counterpoise to all previous praise,

almost outweighing it, in fact. Some of the dif-

ferent interpretations of this first love are cha-
racteristic. The two following are antithetic in

their nature : Calovius understands the words
as signifying a watchful zeal for the purity of

the word of God (i. c, doctrine), while Eich-
horn, on the other hand, thinks that the church

is charged with a want of clemency in the judg-
ment of the false teachers. Grotius understands
the passage as referring to a defective care for

the poor. Ebrard thinks it indicates a diminu-
tion, not of love to Christ, but of Christian

brotherly love. Dusterdieck will not allow that

the words bear a comparative meaning, but
maintains that the first love was actually lost.

If it were completely lost, as love, the church's
Christianity were at an end. What Dusterdieck
means, however, is the maiden form of love,

with reference to Ziillig, Hengstenberg, and Jer.

ii. 2. But the Spirit of Revelation cannot have
intended to say that the first bridal or blossom-
like form of development of Christian life mustlje
permanent. Neither can brotherly love be called

the first love, in comparison with love to Christ;

nor can we suppose it possible for the former to

vanish whilst the latter remained. Least of all

is it assumable, after the commendations be-

stowed, that the church was lacking in Its care

for the poor. According to the presentation of

the contrast in the epistle, there was, manifestly,

in proportion to a flourishing outside show of

churchly life, an incipient Lack of inwardness
and fervor—i. e., a lack of true divine know-
ledge, of habitual prayerfulness, warmth, con-

templativeness ; in a word, just those traits be-

gan to be lacking whose deficiency became more
and more perceptible, not before the destruction

of Jerusalem, but toward the end of the first

century. Such a deficiency m.ay be connected
with a morbid prosecution of Christian works

;

as, for instance, is the ease in our own time,

even in evangelical circles. In a time when three

important Lutheran ecclesiastical schools no
longer sound the depths of the Lutheran doc-

trine of justification, and the religious expecta-

tion of the speedy coming of the Lord is almost

universally exchanged for a chronological error,

we have a practical illustration of what it is to

have left the first love. [The words seem scarce

to require a comment. The obvious reference is

to the loss of that glowing, all-absorbing love

to Jesus, as a personal Saviour, which at the

first constrained them to devoted service (comp.

Eph. iii. 16-19, iv. 15, 16). This view is borne

out by the following verse, where the decay of

love is followed by the decay of works of right-

eousness. See also Jer. ii. 2 sqq.—E. B. C]
Ver. 5. Whenoe thou art fallen.—Prom

what a height of ideal Christian life (comp. the

writings of the Apostles and the works of the

apostolic fathers).

And repent.—In reference to this fall, in-

ward reflection is needed—a new internalization

of Christian character. And thus, do the first

works does not mean, do yet more outward

works, but, do the living inward works on which

all sound Christianity rests. [The reference

doubtless was to both inward and outward works

—to the internal works of love and faith, and to

the bringing forth of fruits meet for repentance

in the outward life. The "first works" do not

mean more ritual observances, yet they do in-

clude such outward works as are described, Eph.

iv. 17, to the end of the Epistle.—E. B. C]
But if not.—The magnitude of the threat-

ened punishment shows that the internal condition

of the church is exceedingly bad. The grand
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trouble is that it ia travelling a downward road.

If the inward life be once neglected, and replaced
or covered up by an external zeal for works, the

false movement, if not corrected by repentance,

goes on to spiritual death. This fact is demon-
strated by the history of the mediseval Church,

and by that of the modern evangelical awakening.
[Not only was the internal condition of the

church bad, but also the external. It is to be
feared that many Protestants confound external-

ity with mere-externality, and so lose sight of vital

truth. True religion has an out side as well as Pha-
risaism—an outside which differs from the latter

not only in that it is more ecriptural, but also in

that it is broader, more complete. It may be in-

deed narrower in a merely ritual direction, but, in

all other respects, it is more extensive. It should

ever be remembered that our Lord exhorted,

"Let your light so shine before men that they

may see your good works," Matt. v. 16, and that

the Apostle Paul presented it as one of the

characteristics of true Christians that they are
" zealous of good works," Tit. ii. 14. The Pha-
risees, in losing internal piety, narrowed the field

of external religion; they placed it altogether

in ceremonial observances; in tithing mint, anise,

and cummin (which was a duty) and in other

uncommanded rites, and ignored the weightier
matters of the law. Matt, xxiii. 23. They
omitted not merely the internal graces of judg-
ment, mercy, and faith, but the actions proceed-
ing from these graces. The mark of a decaying
church is not an external zeal for works, but a

zeal for works in a contracted, often an uncom-
manded field, whilst the broad surrounding ter-

ritory of Christian duty is left uncultivated.

This, doubtless, was the condition of the Ephe-
sian church.—E. R. C]

I come upon thee.—Properly, unto thee

(aoi). (The cTTi ae of ch. ii. 3 is similar. Both
forms are expressive of the unexpectedness of the

coming.)
Will remove thy candlestick.^Since the

church is also itself called the candlestick (ch. i.

20), the following explanation readily suggests it-

self: ejjiciam, ut ecclcsia esse d'istiias (Aret. ) ; or, if

the angel be regarded as the bishop: I will take
from thee thy church, thy position (Zeger)—the

ordinary expression for which, however, would
be : I will remove thee. The interpretations of

Grotius and E wald are also inadequate. But since

the candlestick is here distinguished from the

church, it doubtless denotes the Christian quality

of the church, consisting, according to the Chris-
tian saying, of light and life. History teaches us
what becomes of the dead body in the case of

such a removal of the soul. This passage sug-
gests a reference to the perfect desolation of
Ephesus, as compared with Smyrna and Phila-
delphia.

Ver. 6. But this thou hast.—Properly,
doubtless: tbou still retainest. The sign of hope
presented in ver. 3 is again and more distinctly set

forth. Hate cannot be resolved into disapprove

(as De Wette interprets) ; it is, however, to be re-
ferred to the works of the Nicolaitano—not to

them personally (Lyra). The dogmata lying at

the foundation of the works, are doubtless also

intended, though not exclusively, as Calovius
supposes.

Nicolaitans.—A sectarian tendency in the

Apostolic Church, on which comp. Church his-

tory and the Encyclopaedias.* It is obvious from
the epistles themselves— 1. That they form a,

contrast to " the Jews" in Smyrna and at Phila-

delphia [ch. ii. 9], ch. iii. 9; and, on the other

hand, 2. That they are akin to, and, in practice,

even identical with, the Balaamites at Pergamus,
ch. ii. 14, and the school of Jezebel at Thyatira,

ver 'JO.f We distinguish three opinions in re-

gard to the Nicolaitans: 1. The Catholic tradi-

tion representing the deacon Nicolas, Acts vi. 5,

as the founder of the sect; 2. The correction

proceeding from Clement of Alexandria, stating

that from a misunderstanding of an utterance of

Nicolas, the doctrine that the lusts of the flesh

mustbeindulgedhadbeenderived; 3. Theassump-
tion, since Heumann, that the term Nicolaitans is

a symbolical expression ; in support of this hypo-
thesis it is alleged that the Greek word Nicolas

means conqueror of the people ; the Hebrew .Sa/acrTre,

devourer of thepeople; the two, in symbolical unity,

signifying religious seducers of the people (ana-

logous is the Antichrist Armillus, kprjiiolao^

[desolator, ravager of the people]). From the

Epistle of Jude, ver. 11 (comp. 2 Pet. ii. 15),

we see that the name of Balaam had previously

been symbolically employed in reference to anti-

nomistio corrupters of the people. The apocalyp-
tic symbolism might take advantage of this fact,

freely translating the name. In this case, how-
ever, the Apocalyptist would most probably have
made one name sufiice him ; and so the tradition

of the misuse of the name of Nicolas does not

seem to be altogether unfounded. It is possible

that one and the same antinomianism branched
into three forms : 1. A. doctrinal form (Nicolai-

tans) ; 2. A worlJbj-tvise form (Balaamites)

;

3. A spiritualistic form (Jezebel).
" Tlie Nicolaitans are, undoubtedly, not iden-

tical (Hengstenberg) witli the nandi mentioned
in ver. 2

;
yet they certainly do belong to those

bad people." (Diisterdieck. ) On the confusion
of opinions, see the last-named commentator.
The reference of the false apostles [ver. 2] to

"the Apostle of the Gentiles and bisadherents,"
is presumptuous and even audacious.

Ver. 7. He that hath an ear, i. e., the
organ of hearing; here in a spiritual sense.

The singular is more significant, our plural
[Luther's version has Ohren, ears] more popular
and emphatic. [Let him hear.—Hear in the

sense of heed, as in Matt, xviii. 15-17, xiii. 18
(comp. with 15).—E. R. C]
The Spirit.—The Holy Spirit, as the Spirit

of Christ and the inspiration of the Prophet.

* SeeLange's Apostol. Zeitalter, II. Mb. [Also, Pchaff'a
Hist, of the Apost. Church, p. 671, sq.—Alford in loc—
B. R. C]
f [The Bole reason that can be drawn from the epistles for

distioguishing thera from " the Jewd " is that they are aepa-
r.itely mentioned—when, had they been the same, or allied,

we should expect the fact to be declared. A similar and still

stronger reawn ex'sts for diatinguiahing them from the
Balaamites, arising from the fact that they are separately
mentioned in the same epistle, and that without a word that
could lead us to suppoae that they were not distinct sects.

No conceivable reason arises from rhe Scripture for connect-
ing th'*m with the followers of .Teznbel. Tiiose, Indeed, who
hold that the Nicolaitans were allied to the Balaamites,
mustalso hold that tliey wereallied to the school of Jezebel,
since it ia manifest that the last two were similar, comp. ii
14with20.—JB. 11. C.J
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Dusterdieok justly gives prominence to the fact

that John's persouality is in no way abrogated,

but glorified, by his ascription of what is said,

to the Spirit.

To him that overcometh [conquereth].
—The same exhortation at the close of all the

seven epistles denotes the victory of a steadfast

life of faith over the temptations and trials in-

dicated, and over all adverse things in general.

[It also implies that the Christian life, through-
out the entire period covered by the seven epis-

tles, is to be one of conflict. It pre-supposes the

warfare and the preparation of Eph. vi. 10-20.

—E. R. C]
Will I give.— The give is emphatic, mean-

ing—not bestow a portion—but grant power, au-

thorize.

Of the tree of life.—A reference to the

new Paradise (see chaps, xxi., xxii.). To
eat of the trees of life, the heavenly-earthly

antitypes of the tree of life in the first Para-

dise. An emphatic promise of eternal life, of the

enjoyment of eternal nourishment to eternal re-

juvenation. Since the lack of the first love is a

lack of life, the promise of heavenly life is a

fitting one.

In the paradise of [My] God.—(John xx.

17). The word My has been objected to (see the

Textual Notes) probably because it was thought
to militate against the Divinity of Christ. But
even in glory, Christ can call the God Who, as

the Faithful One, will so transcendently abide

by His faithfulness. His God, in order to denote
the infinite certainty of infinite promise. [Simi-

lar expressions occur, John xx. 17; Eph. i. 17
;

Rev. iii. 1 2. As the Fons Deitatis, the Begetter,

the First Person of the Trinity is at once the

God and the Father of the Divine Son.—E. R. C.]

BEOOND EPISTLE. SMTKNA,

Vers. 8-11.

Ver. 8. Of the church in Smyrna.—
This city is situated on a harbor of the .^gean
sea, and is flourishing even to this day. See the

Real-Encyclopaedias and Books of Travel. Letters

of Ignatius, Polycarp, Church Histories.

"Many, particularly Catholic exegetes, e^c,

also Calovius and Hengstenberg, have regarded
Polycarp as the angel of Smyrna." [Altered from
Diisterdieok.

—

Tr.] This assumption is based
upon the false theory in regard to the angel.

[These things saith the first and the
last, etc.—" Being addressed, as this epistle is,

to the Church exposed, and hereafter to be still

more exposed, to the fiercest blasts of persecu-
tion, it is graciously ordered that all the attri-

butes which Christ here claims for Himself
should be such as would encourage and support
His servants in their trial and distress." Tkench.
—E. R. C]
Who became dead.—This self-designation

of Christ harmonizes with the martyr-state of the

church. [And revived.—"The words (both

clauses of this designation) seem to point to the

promises in vers. 10, 11." Alford.—E. R. C]
Ver. 9. Thy tribulation.—This has refer-

ence to suff'erings from persecution—shame and
distress— extending even to imprisonment and
death (ver. 10 sqq.)

And poverty.—It is more probable that this

has reference to the spoiling of the church's
goods (Heb. x. 34, Primas. and others), than to the
helplessness of originally poor persons, in con-
trast to rich Jews, able to bribe the government
(Hengstenberg).
But thou art rich.—In heavenly goods (ch.

iii. 18; Eph. i. 3; Matt. vi. 20, [v. 11, 12], etc.)

Soul-elevating contrast. (HoAu/capffof, Hengsten-
berg

!

)

And (I know) thy calumny.—This ca-
lumny,* as addressed to heathen, might be
an accusation of riotousness and sedition
(Acts xvii. 6); as addressed to Jews or Jew-
ish Christians, it might be an accusation of
apostasy from the Law or from Ebionite Chris-
tianity. It is a query whether real Jews are in-

tended here (most commentators),or Judaizing
Christians (Vitringa and others). The two
readily made common cause, however, in takiug
olfenoe at the free development of Christianity,

and the Prophet might reproach them both with
not being genuine Jews, i. e., believers on the
Messiah (comp. the Epistle of James). Hence,
even if the Apocalyptist were speaking of real
Jews, he would take the word in a higher, sym-
bolical sense; we would remark in this con-
nection, that, in the Gospel of John, on the other
hand, the word Jews denotes, in the historical

sense, Judaizers. Ch. iii. 9, however, seems to

be more in favor of the supposition that Jewish
Christians are intended. Though it cannot be
denied that, in many cases, the Jews incited the
heathen to the persecution of Christians, we
cannot suppose (with Diisterdieok) that, at the
beginning of the Jewish war, the Jews, who
were almost all insurrectionists, could have
accused the Christians, who were peaceable citi-

zens, of anything like insurrection or sedition.

f

Asynagogue of Satan.—Cutting oxymoron.
Not a synagogue of the Lord (Nam. xvi. 3 and
elsewhere), but the extreme opposite of that.

As Antichristian adversaries of the church's
Christianity (see James ii. 2). Diisterdieck re-

calls Hosea iv. 15: Bethel a Bethaven. [Alford
referring to Trench : TVew Testament Synonyrm,

1 1, thus writes : " He (Trench) brings out there
how EKKXTjcia, the nobler word, was chosen by
our Lord and His Apostles for the assembly of
the called in Christ, while avvayuyij, which is

only once found (James ii. 2) of a Christian
assembly (and there, as Diisterd. notes, not with
toD Qeov, but with viiOv) was gradually abandoned
entirely to the Jews, so that in this, the last book
of the Canon, such an expression as this can be
used. See also his Comm. on the Epistles to the
Seven Churches." It is to be observed that avva-
yayij was not gradually abandoned, but was at once
relinquished. As a term relinquished by the
true Israel, it might be applied to an assembly
either of those clinging to Judaism, or of an
heretical Christian sect.—E. R. C]

Ver. 10. Fear none of those things Tvhich

* [The translation friven in the text

—

thy calumny from
those, etc.—is more nearly in accordance with the Greeli than
the B. v.—B. R, C]
t [May it not be that our Lord used the term " Jews "in

its highest sense, as indicating the true Israel (see note oa
p. 27.)? This explanatron gives obvious and special force to
the entire expression, ''who profess themselves to be Jews,
but they are not, but a synagogue of Satan."—E. K. C]
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thou Shalt suffer.

—

The prison is indicative of
persecutions on the part of the magistracy, which,
however, in persecuting, is unwittingly the devil's

servant (see ch. xii.). Dusterdieok: " The mean-
ing of the name ((!(d/3o/lof, slanderer) should not be
emphasized here (contrary to Ziillig and Heng-
stenberg) ; otherwise we should expect to tind 6

imji. in ver. 9, and b aarav. in ver. 10." Still, the
idea of the adversary (Satan) takes precedence
of the idea of the slanderer (devil), and the in-

carceration of the pious is a practical slander.

[Behold, the devil is about to cast some
of you into prison, i.e., through his influ-

ence upon the minds of magistrates, as he influ-

enced the Sabeans and Chaldeans against Job
(i. 15, 17). This passage agrees with other
Scriptures, in teaching not merely the personality
of the devil (Satan), but also that his permitted
power over the world and members of the
Church, though weakened, is still continued.
Comp. Luke xxii. 31 ; 1 Thess. ii. 18, 2 Thess.
ii. 9 ; Eph. vi. 11, 12 ; 1 Pet. v. 8, ete.—E. R. C]
That ye may be tried.^Though temptation

on the part of the devil is at the same time a,

testing or proving on the part of God, here the

devil's tempting to apostasy is intended. Three
terms for the devil are presented here, therefore

:

enemy, accuser, tempter.

Tribulation ten days. — The numeral is

not to be taken literally (Grot.), and denotes
neither a long time (a Lapide and others), nor a
short time (De Wette and others, [Alford,

Trench]), but a divinely meted, periodical world-
time, according, however, with the minor mea-
sure of the worldly life of Smyrna— numbered
days; i. e., the period of the expiration of the

old world-time in Smyrna ; which period, if we
regard it as thus meted and modified by days,

may undoubtedly appear a short time. Inter-

pretations: 1. Ten days are equivalent to ten
years. The persecutions under Domitian or

Decius. 2. The ten persecutions of the Christians
(Ebrard). This time of persecution must be dis-

tinguished from the universal time of tribulation

of the Church, ch. xiii. 5 (42 months^l260days,
ch. xi. 3, xii. 6^8} times, ch. xii. 14).

Be thou faithful.—Tlvov is significant—point-

ing to a long and perilous way.
Unto death. — The faithfulness must be the

faithfulness of the martyr, who is ready even for
death; a faithfulness exceeding the persecutions.
This exhortation may be beautifully generalized
thus : be faithful imtil death. [The two ideas of

unto and until death are conjoined. Be faithful,

though faithfulness lead to death ; be faithful
until you die.—E. R. C]
The crown of life.—1 Pet. t.4. Ibv cHif,.

T. t^ijij^. Diisterdieck : Genit. apposit. See, in
opposition to this, the Lange Comm. on James i.

12, p. 47 [Am. Ed.]. " The siimmum of life as
life's prize of honor." Genitive of appertinency,
therefore. Various interpretations : Ziillig :

The royal crown of the faithful. Hengstenberg,
figuratively : The most precious thing. Diister-
dieck, correctly: The figure of the victor's crown,
taken from the competitive games. [The ques-
tion here is as to whether the ariipavo^ spoken of
is the diadem of the king, or the wreath of the
victor. In favor of the latter interpretation
may be urged that the term is crr^i^araf, and the

further fact, that the promise is to the victor.

This, at first glance, may seem to settle the ques-

tion. It will not be denied that, according to

strict classical usage, Stdiiri^a represents the

crown of the king, and nTE(pavoQ that of the con-

queror in the Grecian games. It should be re-

membered, however, that at this very time the

crown of the Roman Emperors was the aTC(j>avo;

—(See Elliot, Hor. Apoc, Vol. I., p. 136 sq.),

the symbol at once of victory and dominion.
The question is as to the force of the term in the

New Testament. Aiddr/iia occurs but three times,

Rev. xii. 3, xiii. 1, xix. 2; the word everywhere
else translated crown is creipavoi;. In 1 Cor. ix.

2.5 and 2 Tim. ii. 5, there is, manifestly, reference

to the wreath of the victor; but, on the other

hand, the crown placed on the head of Jesus in

mockery of His claim to be a King, was styled

creipavni. Matt, xxvii. 29, etc.; (see also Rev. iv.

4, 10, vi. 2, xiv. 14, where the crown of the

ruler is referred to). A consideration of these

Scriptures establishes the conclusion that, in the

New Testament, this term, like the English crown,

is used to designate both the diadem and the

wreath. This conclusion is confirmed by the

well-known fact concerning the Roman Emperors
above alluded to. From this point of view there
can be little doubt that the oreipavoi of the glori-

fied saints are the symbols at once of their victory

in the contest of earth, and of their authority aa
kings in the Kingdom of Heaven.—E. R. C]

Ver. 11. He that overcometh [conquer-
eth].—The promise corresponds with the address
and charge. Overcoming is here the concrete
victory over temptation in the persecutions
announced ; a victory founded, as it necessarily
must be, upon a general victory over evil.— To
such a victor, invulnerableuess against the second
death is assured.

The second death.—A designation of dam-
nation (ch. XX. 6, 14, xxi 8), with reference to

Jewish Theology (see Diisterdieck, De Wette,
Wetstein, Buxtorf). This, therefore, is indi-
rectly the surest promise of eternal life. The
more certain the first death seems to be, the
more surely will the one assailed by it receive
an entrance into that free realm, where all is im-
perishable and unfading, where death is a thing
of the past. [See the Excursus on Hades, p. 364.—E. R. C]

THIRD EPISTLE. PERQAMUS.

Vers. 12-17.

Ver. 12. Pergamus or Pergamum in Mysia;
formerly a royal residence ; later, a principal
city of Roman Asia. This was the city ot Mscm-
lapius, as Ephesus was that of Diana. It is

now called Bergamo. There are many ruinous
remains of the old city. See the Lexicons and
Books of TraveL
The sharp, two-edged sword. — Here,

too, the attribute of Christ corresponds with the

situation of Pergamus ; see ver. 16. The sharp
sword is, however, not an instrument of external
penal judgments, but the organ of the Spirit's

judgments (see Eph. vi. 17; John xvi. 8).* It

was an hypothesis of Lyra, that the epistle was
addressed to a bishop named Carpus.

* [The term in Eph. vi. 17 is, not as here, pojii(>aia, hut
ixo-xaipa. ; uud surely that single passage (neitlier term occurs
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Ver. 13. Satan's throne.—The same idea ia

made prominent at the end of the verse : where
Satan dwelleth.—Double reoogaition is made of

the church's faithfulness, on account of the

perils of the place in which it ia tested. Inter-

pretations of the term throne of Satan: 1. Wor-
ship of .Sisoulapius, whose symbol was the ser-

pent (== devil, Grotius, and others). 2. Acme
of idolatry (Andreas and others). 3. Dwelling-
place of heathen and Nicolaitans (Calovius and
others). 4. Exu-eme of persecutions (Ewald and
others). 6. Museum of Pergamus (Zornius).

Pergamus being the seat of the supreme court,

it was natural that it should be the central point

of persecution (Ebrard). Diisterdieck also men-
tions this supposition, without giving it its due
weight. It has reference, indeed, to a later

period of the first century, when persecutions
began to be judicial. [Trench judiciously re-

marks : "All which we can securely conclude
from this language is, that from one cause or

another, these causes being now unknown, Per-
gamum enjoyed the bad pre-eminence of being
the headquarters in these pari 3 of the opposition

to Christ and His Gospel. Why it should have
thus deserved the name of ' Satan's throne,' so

emphatically repeated a second time at the end
of this verse, 'where Satan dwelleth,' must re-

main one of the unsolved riddles of these Epis-
tles."—E. R. C]
And thou holdest fast My name.— Re-

velation and knowledge of the essence and
governance of Christ. Diisterdieck, on the other
hand, in accordance with a widely diffused and
inevideut interpretation: The true objective

Person of Christ, together with its riches
and glory. The same expositor denies that

confession is intended, as De Wette maintains.
The church has already given proof of this, its

holding fast of the name of Jesus, in a, time of

tribulation and martyrdom, when it was tempted
to deny and would not.*

My faith ; i. e., belief in Christ, resting upon
His faithfulness. Objective genitive; ch. xiv. 12,

and other passages. Comp, Rom. iii. 25, 26.

[This interpretation is not required by the con-

in John xvi. 8) affords too narrow a basis upon which to
build any hypothesis as to tlie general use of even the latter
word—most certainly nothing can be gathered from it as to
the symbolic force of po/x^am. The most natural interpre-
tation of fiofj-itoiia. (comp. ver. 10, i. 16, vi. 8, .xix. 15, 21) ia

that it is symbolic of the destroying power of Christ's word—it implies external penal judgment; (see also laa. xi. 4;
2 Thess. ii. 8). A comparison of the declaration of the fol-
lowing verse, " where Satan's throne is," with 2 Thess. ii, 8,
where it is declared that "the Lord shall consume with the
Spirit (i e., sword) of His mouth. . . . him, whose coming is

after tbe working of Satan," may shed light upon the use of
this designation in this connection.—B. R. C.]
* [The Am. Ed. would suggest that, by the expression My

name in this place, and in ch. iii. 8, is meant Christ SimsHfm all His offices. Two meanings of the term om^a seem to
prevail in the New Testament. 1. The verbal expression
(title) which designates any person or thing, as in Matt. i. il,
X. 2, etc. 2. The personality itself, as in Matt, xii. 21: John
1. r2, 11, 23; Acts iii, 16(Ws.), iy.l2; Rom, x. 13. etc. To th 8
class belongs the terra when it occurs in such phrases as
(l)/or Ml/ name's sake (Matt. x. 22, etc.) i. e., for Mp sake ;

(2) mMn (or Thy) name (Matt, xxiv. 5; .John xvii.l2, etc.,
as the representative of Aft/ (or Thy) personality. A third
sense is probably found, ch. iii, 1, where it seems to indicate
reputation; this sense, however, may bo resolved into the first.
The meaning assigned by Lange is unsupported by argument
and IS altogether unprecedented. The meaning suggested
above is in accordance with a prevalent use of the term, and
18 consistent with the context.—K. R. C]

struotion. IliaTic may be regarded as having
been used concretely, as in Jude 3, etc., and the

genitive as that of the source.—E. R, C]
In which Antipas—We follow the reading

alf, supported by Cod. B. and adopted by Gries-
bach.* This reading has been objected to, prob-
ably on the ground that the church generally
was faithful. Accordingly, aif has been omitted
—a proceeding which gave rise to still greater
difSculties, on which comp, Diisterdieck (p, 158).

Again, an explanatory iv has been prefixed to

ale. On the plays upon the word Antipas, comp.
Diisterdieck ['Avri-Kac, against all : Anti-papa,
or ladivaTpov = Athauasianism ; Pergamus=
Alexandria). De Wette: "A certain Antipas
(Antipater) must have suffered martyrdom in

Pergamus some time previously." 'The later

martyrologies announce that in the time of

Domitian, Antipas, bishop of Pergamus, was
killed by being placed in an iron image of a

bull, heated red-hot, TertuUian mentions the

martyr Antipas, taking the name, most probably,

from our passage. Eiisebius [Hist, eccles. iv. 15)

cites three other martyrs of Pergamus. Heng-
stenberg conjectures that the symbolical name,
against all (Saskeride3|), denotes Timothy, Eb-
rard ironically expatiates upon this view (p,171:).

Consistent symbolical interpretation may lead to

attempts at the interpretation of names; but
consistent symbolioal interpretation does not

demand that the names of the seven cities should

also be interpreted.

Ver. 14, A few things against thee,—We
must not regard this as a litote and understand
the opposite to what is said (Ileinrich).

Thou hast there them.—^ Members of the

church are intended, but not the whole church.

It has not completely purified itself from these

people ; has been negligent in church discipline.

Who hold the doctrine of Balaam —
Persistently hold it fast, Kparodvrar. The com-
bination of the history of Bahiam, Num. xxii.

25 sqq., and the story of the avenging war of

Israel against Midian, ch. xxxi,, served for a

foundation to a Jewish tradition to the effect that

Balaam taught Balak how, by the institution of

idolatrous sacrificial feasts, he might entice the

Israelites to fornication and thus corrupt them. J
It was a doctrine, not in the sense of a system,

but as a maxim. And whilst Balaam hoped for

outward gain, and the Nicolaitans, on the other

hand, were following an Antinomian principle,

we find, together with the coincidence of the two

names, a certain difference which we have pre-

viously pointed otit.

[To cast a stumbling-block before tha
children of Israel, to eat idol offerings.—
" There are two words which claim here spe-

cial consideration, cicdij6a?t.ov and Ec6u?i.6livTov.

^KavdaXov, a later form of OKavda'Aridpov. . . . and
(T/caKfSaA/fw . . . occur only, I believe, in the Sa-

cred Scriptures, the Septuagint and the New

* [""As the shorter text runs (omitting als), and probably

also if we read the raU of the Cod. Sin., 'AvTtjras is regarded

as indeclinable, which circumstance has apparently led to all

the perplexing varieties of reading," Alford.—E. R. C.j

f Why not : offf.ring resislancf—the whnlfi, man f

X [" Certainly it is not expressly asserted in Num. xxxi.

16, that it was Batalc whom Balaam advised to use this agency

against Israel ; but the narrative almost implies it, iial;ik

was in power, and was the moat likely person to authorize

and put in force the scheme,'' Alford.—E. R. C.J
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Testament, and in auch writings as are immedi-
ately dependent upon tliese (see Suicer, S. V.);

being almost always in them employed in a

tropical sense; Judith t. 1, Lev. xxix. 14, are

exceptions. 2/idw5o/lovis properly a trap (joined

often with Trn/if, Josh, xxiii. 13; Ps. cxl. 9;

Ptom. xi. 9), or more precisely that part of the

trap on which the bait was laid, and the touch-

ing of which caused the trap to close upon its

prey; then generally any loop or noose set in

the path, which should entangle the foot of the

unwary walker and cause him to stumble and
fall; aKavSaXov^irpdamnna (Rom. xiv. 13) and
oiiav6aXLC,si.v = TrpoaKd-irrsiv (Matt. iv. 6 ; Rom. ix.

32) ; and next, any stone or hindrance of any
kind (Hesychius explains it by ifiTroduj/j-oc:), which
should have the same effect (1 Pet. ii. 7). Satan,

then, as the Tempter, is the great placer of

'scandals,' 'stumbling-blocks,' or 'offences,' in

the path of men; his sworn servants, a Balaam,
or a Jeroboam (1 Kin. xiv. 16), are the same
consciously. All of us unconsciously, by careless

walking, by seeking what shall please ourselves

rather than edify others (1 Cor. viii. 10), are in

danger of being the same ; all are deeply con-
cerned in the warning of Matt, xviii. 7. 'Eidu?.6-

6vTov is a New Testament word to express what
the heathen sacrifices were, as they presented
themselves to the eye of a Christian or a Jew,
namely things offered unto idols. The Gentiles

themselves expressed the same by hpddvTov

(which word occurs 1 Cor. x. 28, according to

the better reading, St. Paul there assuming a
Gentile to be speaking, and using, if not an
honorable, yet at any rate, a neutral word), or by
deodvTov, which the Greek purists preferred."

TiiEscH.—E. R. C]
Ver. 1-5. So hast thou also.—De Wette ex-

plains Kal Gv as indicative of a comparison with
Ephesus. Diisterdieck remarks : " It either re-

fers toBalak, or, which is more probable, to the

ancient congregation of the children of Israel.

Yet this too would be a reference to Balak."
This fact, at all events, is indicated ; uiz.: that

in Pergamus, as well as elsewhere, two kindred
forms of Antinomianism occur. It is also inti-

mated that the sect of the Nicolaitans had its

own independent origin in a misinterpretation

of the doctrine of Christian liberty. This lax

tendency, on the ground of a misunderstood
liberty, was springing up in Rome and Corinth
at the time of the Pauline Epistles to the Chris-

tians of those cities ; it had attained further
development at the time of the pastoral Epistles,

and subsequently received, amo?ii/ the methodical

Anomians, the sect-name of Nicolaitanism. At
the time of the Epistle of Jude and the Apoca-
lypse it was illustrated by the Old Testament
history of Balaam, an etymological kinship of
names aiding this comparison. This is more
probable than the supposition that the Greek
name is a mere translation of the Hebrew Balaam.
The practice of the different factions of Antino-
mianism (Balaamites, Nicolaitans, the fanatical

school of Jezebel) amounted to the same thing,

viz. : disorderly conduct under the cloak of
liberty; the first specific mark of this disorder-

liness being a participation in heathen sacrificial

banquets; the second, connected with the first,

a, sexual laxiiy amounting to actual unohastity.

Ver. 16. Repent, therefore. — This repen-
tance, as the painful self-prostration and stirring

of the church, must result in its cleansing from
Nicolaitanism. ["This command is addressed
not only to the Nicolaitans, but to the Church,
which did not, like that of Ephesus, hate them,
but apparently tolerated them." Alford. —
E. R. C]

But if not.—The threat appears much milder
than that addressed to Ephesus.

I will come unto thee, i. e., upon thee.

How?
And -will V7ar against them.—This act

will be a humiliation for the church, inasmuch
as it accomplishes directly, without the church's
instrumentality, what the church itself should
effect—thus suspending, to a degree, the church's
authority, and making it appear in the light of a
dependent church, taking away its independence.
But how shall this be done ? Grotius : Prophets
are to accomplish what the bishop has neglected
to do. Calovius ; The Lord will act through an-
other bishop. The fact is, the Lord comes to the
slothful individual church with the spirit of the
metropolitan church; and, when it becomes
utterly sluggish. He comes to it with theocratico-
hierarchioal authority, or by means of separatist
contrasts.

With the sword of My mouth.—This is

indicative of a, spiritual confiict and victory
through the word and the Spirit of God. It has
no reference, therefore, to the avenging sword
which came upon the misguided Israelites (Ewald,
De Wette, and others)

; particularly, in view of
the contrast between the Old and the New Cove-
nant. The sword of the angel that stood in the
way of Balaam can scarcely come into consider-
ation, for this reason, if for none other—because
that passage in the life of Balaam preceded his
actual sin.*

Ver. 17. Of the hidden manna.—The vic-
tor in Pergamus is the recipient of two promises
which, however, constitute a substantial unity.
The hidden manna stands contrasted with the
impure communion of idolatrous sacrifices, and
hence, as well as in accordance with the Johan-
nean idea (John vi.), characterizes the enjoyment
of the highest, heavenly communion with Christ
and the holy and blessed, as the partaking of a
manna which is hidden as yet—perhaps like
that which was kept for the Jewish Sabbath—
or as the mystery of the inner life of blessedness.
With this manna, the white stone with the
new name corresponds. The white stone is

that acquittal in the judgment which shall be
based upon a recognition of the verification and
righteousness of the new life; and the new name
is the distinct individual personality of the new
life ; every beatified spirit has a particular and
unique consciousness of this personality—a con-
sciousness known, in this uniqueness, to none
but the recipient himself (oh. xix. 12).

Different interpretations of the manna: The
Lord's Supper; Spiritual refreshments; Justifica-

* [See note on ver. 12. The interpretation of Lange, in
this and the precedina paragraph, requires us both to regard
that which was manifestly spoken of as a throat against the
persistenlly unrcpe_ntant, as a promise of highest blessing;
and to take Tro^etielv in the altogether unnatural and unpre-
cedented sense of indicating the convincing influence of the
Spirit. Comp. comment ou ver. 12.—K K. C.J
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Uon ; The mauna in the Ark of the Covenant, which
has been hidden since the destruction of the Tem-
ple; Christ; Heavenly bread. ["There can, I

think, be no doubt that allusion is here made to the

manna which, at God's express command, Moses
caused to be laid up before the Lord in the sanc-

tuary (Ex. xvi. 3^-34; cf Heb. ix. 4). This
manna, as being thus laid up, obtained the name
of 'hidden' . . This 'hidden manna' . . . repre-

sents a benefit pertaining to the future Kingdom
of glory. ... I would not indeed affirm that this

promise has not prelibations which will be tasted

in the present time. . . The words imply that,

however hidden now, it shall not remain hidden
evermore ; and the best commentary on them is

to be found at 1 Cor. ii. 9; 1 John iii. 2."

Trench.—E. R. C]
Interpretations of the white stone: The glori-

fied body ; Analogue of the names on the breast-

plate of the High Priest—priestly dignity, there-

fore; A reference to the heavenly reward; Tes-

sera hospitalis; The stone used in casting lots

for succession in the priestly function ; The glory
of victory.

The two meanings which attached to the white
stone among the Greeks, viz.: acquittal in judg-
ment and the award of some rank or dignity

—

are, manifestly, most intimately connected. Jus-
tification in the final judgment must, however,
be distinguished from the justification of faith,

though the two are connected and agree in the
possession of a negative and a positive ele-

ment [absolutio ; adopiio in the principial sense
;

in the sense of consummation).
Interpretations of the name : The name of

God; Consecrated to God; Son of God, or elect

person. Most commentators : The victor's own
name. This is new as the pure expression of the

new, heavenly life, in antithesis to the old con-
ventional name, meaningless in many cases, and
often a name of shame.

[The remarks of Trench [Ep. to the Seven
Churches^ pp. 170-181) on the white stone and the

new name are worthy of the highest consideration.

He repudiates the idea that these symbols
"are borrowed from heathen antiquity," declar-
ing that "this Book moves exclusively within
the circle of sacred, that is of Jewish, imagery
and symbols; nor is the explanation of its sym-
bols in any case to be sought beyond this circle."

Following Ziillig (Offenb. Johannis, Vol. I., pp.
408-454), he suggests that the i/i^^of Xsvkt) may
be, not a white pebble, but the Urim and 'Thum-
mim — probably a diamond, a precious stone
shining white. TUe "new name written, which no
man knoweth saving he that receiveth it (the stone),"

he identifies with the new name of Christ ch. iii.

12, and suggests that it was symbolized by what
was written on the Urim (probably the holy
Tetragrammaton) which no one knew except the
High Priest to whose charge it was committed.

—

B. R. C]

POUKTH EPISTLE. THYATIBA.

Ch. a. 18-29.

Ver. 18. Thyatira.—In Lydia, between Per-
gamus and Sardis, a provincial city ; now called

Akhissar. See the Encyclopsedias and Books of

Travel. Lydia was a woman of Thyatira, Acts
xvi. 14. This Lydia may be referred neither to

the loving zeal of the church nor to Jezebel
(Diisterdieck). For a mention of wavering
views in regard to the elements of the church
and worthless views concerning the bishop, see
Diisterdieck.

[The Son of God.—"Our Lord thus names
Himself here, in accordance with the spirit of
that which is to follow ; ver. 27 being from Ps.
ii., in which it is written, ' The Lord hath said
unto me, thou art my Son,'

'

' (Alford) ; comp.
vers. 26, 27, with Ps. ia. 8, 9. The reason of the
reference to Ps. ii. may possibly be found in a
comparison of ver. 20 with Ps. ii. 1-3, and the
history of Jezebel, 1 Kings xvi. 31 ; 2 Kings ix.

37. The Jezebel of the Old Testament was a,

heathen, a king's daughter, and a queen ; she
took counsel against the Lord, and seduced the
people of God to iniquity. This interpre-
tation requires us to suppose that the Jezebel
of ver. 20 occupied a position analogous to that

of her Old Testament type. Symbolically (on
the hypothesis that the churches represent dif-

ferent ages of the Universal Church) she may
represent a world-power, professedly converted
and assuming the position of a teacher, intro-

ducing idolatry and impurity into the Church.

—

E. R. C]
His eyes like as a flame of fire.—With

reference to the fanaticism in Thyatira. His
eyes pierce through the sphere of spirit, and
perceive the impure motives of all fanaticism, be
it hierarchic or sectarian, ascetic or libertine?

and this with a view to making it manifest and
judging it.*

And His feet.—He, "Who, with His feet

like unto brass, tramples on all that is unclean
and inimical." (Diisterdieck.) This, however,
is not the way in which fanaticism is judged. It

is made manifest in its nothingness by the feet

of Christ, in their holy, glowing motion, passing
over its imbecility and worthlessness and resolv-

ing thera into themselves. To the extent that

this nuisance is the originator of moral scandals,

it is broken in pieces with the iron sceptre as

heathenish (ver. 27).

Ver. 19. I bnovr thy works.— These are

subdivided into four fundamental traits : love and
faithfulness— the one showing itself in a loving

service to those requiring help ; the other mani-
fested in steadfastness under persecutions and
temptations. To these is superadded the fact of

the church's growth— that its last works are

more than the first. The opposite of Ephesus
(Diisterdieck).

Ver. 20. But I have against thee.—There
is a connection between the very vitality of the

church of Thyatira and the fact that it suffers

itself to be dazzled by the fiery semblance of

life in the fanaticism of Jezebel and her follow-

ers ; that it is unwatched on that side.

The woman Jezebel.— As the Anomians
were formerly traced back to Balaam, so here

they are traced to Jezebel, the wife of Ahab,
1 Kings xvi. sqq.

* [The ains of Jezebel and her followers can hardly be
Btyled "fanaticism;" they were lapses into idolatry and
impurity (see note on ver. 20). The eyes of flame are not

only indicative of splrit-searcbing power (ver, 23) but also

of the wrath of the Son of God, the Husband of the Church,

flaming against those guilty of spiritual, as well as physical,

adultery.—B. R. C]
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The individual traita of the description call

for the conclusion that Jezebel was a religious

fanatic, who claimed to be a prophetess and had
founded a school of Antinomianism, in which an
impure intercourse of the sexes was reduced to

a religious system, and clothed in the garb of

pious enthusiasm. The name is symbolical, but
scarcely the sex of the person. It should be
observed that the seduction to fornication occu-

pies the foremost place in this instance, and that

much more stress is laid upon it than upon the

eating of idolatrous sacrifices.* Here, there-

fore, we have the primitive type of a story that

has been often repeated by isolated Gnostic sects

even down to the present day.

Other interpretations: 1. Jezebel was the wife

of the bishop (Grotius and others) ; hence the

reading tt/v yvvalKa gov. 2. Heresy personified,

or the Nioolaitan false teachers (Vitringa, Heng-
stenberg, and others). 3. A woman really called

Jezebel (Wolf, Bengel). 4. The Jewish syna-
gogue (Ziillig).

The fornication to which the Old Testament
Jezebel was the seducer, was connected with the

service of Baal and Aslarte; Jezebel had brought
the worship of these gods with her from Sidon
and propagated it in Israel (see 2 Kings ix. 22,

and other passages). Hengstcnberg conjectures
that the ancient Jezebel was a demonically in-

spired prophetess of Baal.

Ver. 21. And I gave her time.—Ebrard
groundlessly takes this in a present sense ; ren-

dering it thus—from this time she shall have yet
another respite for repentance. — She has not
made use of her respite ; she V7.illeth not
to repent.—The disorder, therefore, has already
lasted some time, and though the church, as a
church, has suffered its continuance, admonitions
to repent have not been wanting. We need not
conclude from this, however, that John has pre-

viously issued a written reprimand (Ewald. Nor
does John here speak as a bishop).

Ver. 22. Behold, I cast her into a bed.

—

The punisliment, whose prefacing with behold
indicates its severity and speediness, is, in its

ironical expression, conformable to the sin
;

just as the cup of intoxication is poured out for

the intoxicated. A bed of torment corresponds
with the bed of fornication.

According to Lyra and others, nVivri denotes
the punishment of Hell.; while most commenta-
tors regard it as indicative of the bed of sick-

ness, with reference to Ps. xli. 3. [A bed of
sickness, physical and symbolical, the result of
her own impurity, maybe intended.—E. R. C.]
But whether such a menace of sickness is in-
tended to be conveyed here is exceedingly doubt-
ful. By the bed we understand an insulated
sectarianism, in which Jezebel and her followers

* [It is true that " the seduction to fornication occupies the
foremost place," but it is intimately conjoined with the eat-

ing of things sacrificed to idols. This conjunction, together
with the di.'tiiiet reference to the Old Testament Jezebel, im-
plies that the fornication itself was connected with idolatry.
Now, whilst it i.s conceivable that Christian fanaticism {i.e.,

fanaticism starting from Christianity) may have assumed the
form of an improper intercourse of <he ^l^xes, ir, is utterly
inconceivHble that it could have assumed that of idolatry.
Far better is it to r'-gard .Jezebel as a heathen at heart, and
those seduced by her, us crrorists led astray by her heathen
teaching, than as fiiiatics. She may indeed have been a
heathetiy but not a Christian, fanatic—E. R. C.J

will be the instruments of their own destruction;

the threatened casting into this bed, therefore,

we apprehend as a threat of excommunication,
to be executed by the Spirit of the Lord in and
along with the church (1 Cor. v. 3 sqq.), if she
do not thoroughly repent.* We emphasize as
follows: Behold, I cast her into a bed, and those

that commit adultery with her

—

into great tri-

bulation.—"For the destruction of the flesh,"

St. Paul says. After its excision from the
church, the school, as a sect, must necessarily

be given over to eccentricity, discord, the pangs
of remorse, and despair, to say nothing of the

disgrace which would attach to it, and the cen-
sure of the world.
Those who commit adultery with her.

—The fornication is now characterized as adul-
tery, for together with the actual occurrences of
this sort, religious apostasy, previously present
in germ, is thus symbolically designated ; in
this case, it is apostasy from Christ and from the
Spirit of His Church. With her. In fellowship
with her; as her companions and followers.

Except they repent.—An ultimatum pre-
ceding excommunication, such as was addressed
to the false teachers in the Galatian Church,
Gal. i.

Of her [atJ7r/f=] works.
Ver. 23. And I will slay her children.—

According to Grotius and others, these are actual
children of fornication—as such, however, they
could not be the objects of so severe a threat.

According to Diisterdieck and many others, they
are the previously mentioned companions of Jez-
ebel, the noixe'vovTe^. Ebrard: "The Jezebel
brood, in which iniquity threatens to propagate
itself in time to come." These children are
plainly distinguished from the immediate com-
panions of Jezebel, both by name and by the
form of the threatened punishment. They are
the second generation of disorderly sectarianism,
in which the whole power of spiritual and phy-
sical death becomes manifest; and there is an
unlimited perspective into futurity in the threat—hence it is declared that all the churches
shall know this Divine judgment.
With [Lange: By the power of] death.—

Sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death
(Jas. i. 15). Explications of ev itavdTo): 1. Death
is Hell: 2. Pestilence (Septuag. Ezek.'xxxiii. 27);
3. The Hebrew formula: Jiav-nia, as the penalty

of adultery. Lev. xx. 10. Diisterdieck urges
cogent reasons against the supposition, enter-
tained by Hengstenberg, that the passage in Le-
viticus is alluded to. 'Ev signalizes i^dvarof as
the instrument of killing — hence, as deadly
power. [ " A strong Hebraistic expression,
meaning that he would certainly destroy them."
Barnes.—"Others find a reference to the two
sweeping catastrophes which overtook the Baal
priests and votaries at exactly that period of
Jewish history to which the mention of Jezebel
here points (1 Kings xviii, 40; 2 Kings x. 25).
To me it seems no more than a threat that their
doom should be a signal one, that they should

*[The Church excorainunicates ; the woe here threatened
is one that Christ Himself threatens and inflicts. Excision
from the visible Church is not necessarily implied, but rather
that spiritual eoiruption anil death which follow a with-
drawal of the influences of the Spirit.—E 11 C]
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not die the oommou death of all men, nor be
visited after the visitation of all (Num. xvi. 29),

but leaving the precise manner of that doom un-
defined." Trench.— E. R. C]
And all the churches shall know.

—

Dusterdieck: "Every Divine judgment upon the

world is a manifestation of the Lord's glory,

resulting, in accordance with the Divine inten-

tion, in the advancement and strengthening of

believers in knowledge." — They shall know,

especially, that G-od is the Holy One, that He is

pure Liglit, and that He knows and judges all

impurity, even when arrayed iu the closest sem-
blance of holiness.

All the churches— congregations— in the

whole Church. Wecau say, wiiu Grotius, "The
Asiatic churches, if we only do not apprehend
them externally, but as types of the whole
Church."
That I am He.—The absoluteness of God is

here indicated, from the special point of view
that it is He who tries and searches the reins
and hearts, the whole inner life, and the inner-

most disposition of man. ["This is clearly a

claim to Omniscience, and as it is the Lord Jesus
who speaks iu all these epistles, it is a full proof

that He claims this for Himself." Barnes.—
E. R. C] Grotius and Bengel make a, distinc-

tion in the concrete unity of the expression, in-

terpreting loins as the lusts or passions, hearts as

the thoughts ; this is in opposition to the unitous

sense of the passage, in which, at the utmost, a

harmonious contrast is indicated.

To you, to each.—Address to the guilty

ones. Within the more general chastisement,

the judgment upon each individual shall be
proportioned to his works. [According to
your Tworks.—"This promise, or this threat,

for it may be either (is it not both ?—E. R. C.) is

one which we commonly keep at this time too

much in the background ; but it is one which we
should press on ourselves and others with the

same emphasis wherewith Christ and His Word
presses it upon us all (Ps. Ixii. 13; Matt. xvi.

27; Rom. ii. 6; Job xxxiv. 11; Prov. xxiv. 12;

Jer. xxii. 19). It is indeed one of the gravest
mischiefs which Rome has bequeathed to us,

that in a reaction and protest, itself absolutely

necessary, against the false emphasis which she

puts on works, unduly trusting therein to share
with Christ's merits in our justification, we often

fear to place upon them the true; being, as they
are, to speak with St. Bernard, the 'via regni,'

however little the ' causa regnandi ;' though here
too it must of course never be forgotten that it

is only the good tree which brings forth good
fruit ; and that no tree is good until Christ has
made it so." Teench.—E. R. C]

Ver. 24. But unto you I say, [the rest in
Thyatira, etc.—The andot the E. V. is omitted;

see Text, and Gkam. Notes.—E. R. C.]. Address
to individuals who, as such (not as members of

the church as a body), are guiltless. They are
characterized by two marks. First, they have
not this erroneous doctrine; and, secondly, they
have hitherto not known the pretended depths in

it as depths of Satan, as they express themselves
now that their eyes are opened. The objection-

ableness of the doctrine in question was clear to

them, but not its Satanic depth, its nature, and

operation—ruinous to souls, poisoning the words
of truth, fatal to spiritual life.

Interpretations : These false teachers boasted
that they knew the depths of Satan (Neander,
Hengstenberg). These false teachers, like the
Gnostics, boasted that they knew the depths of
life and, especially, of the Godhead ; but the
Apocalyptist sarcastically reverses this boast by
intimating that their pretended depths are depths
of Satan (Grotius and many others).

" As they say," according to Vitringa, refers

purely to the depths; this restriction, however,
seems somewhat violent, and it is more probable
that the innocent individual members of the
church have themselves now recognized the
greatness of the evil, and sarcastically handle
the claim of the false teachers.

[" It was the characteristic of the falsely

called jvaaig to boast of its ffddsa, or depths, of
Divine things. . . . We may safely therefore re-

fer the expression ova lyvaaav rd jSiidea to the

heretics spoken of. But it is not so clear to

whom, as their subject, the words tif Myovaiv are

to be appropriated ; and, again, whose word tov

aaraud is, whether that (1) of our Lord, (2) of

the heretics, or (3) of the Christians addressed.

If cjf "k^yovotv belongs to the Christians, then the

sense will be, that they, the Christians, called

the fiddsa of the heretics, the pdBea tov aaravd,

and were content to profess their ignorance of

them. SoAndr., Areth., Heinr., Ziillig, Ebrard:
and so far would be true enough ; but the sen-

tence would be left very flat and pointless, and
altogether inconsistent in its tone with the
solemn and pregnant words of the rest of the
message. If i>g Myovatv belongs to the heretics,

we have our choice between two views of tov

aaravd: either (1) that the heretics themselves
called their own mysteries rd ,8. tov aaravd. But
this, though held byHengst., and even by Nean-
der ... as a possible alternative, and recently

by Trench, can hardly be so, seeing that the

words surely would not bear the sense thus

assigned to them, viz. ; that they could go deeper
than and outwit Satan in his own kingdom: and
seeing, moreover, that no such formula, or any
resembling it, is found as used by the ancient

Gnostic heretics : or (2) that the wf Xkyovatv ap-

plies only to the word pddea, and that, when ac-

cording to their way of speaking, tou 6eov should

have followed (cf 1 Cor ii. 10), the Lord in

indignation substitutes tov aaravd. This has
been the view taken by most commentators, e. g.,

Corn.-^-Lapide, Ribera, Grot., Calov., Wetst.,

Vitr., Bengel, Wolf, Eichhorn, Ewald, De W.,

Stern, Diisterd. And, it appears to me, that

this alone comes iu any measure up to the re-

quirements of the passage, in intensity of mean-
ing and solemnity, as well as in veri-similitude."

Alford. See, as representing other views.

Trench and Barnes in loc.— E. R. C.J
I cast not upon you any other burden.

—Our first effort must be to gather the meaning
of the other bwrden from the epistle itself. The
sinful toleration of Jezebel must now be ex-

changed for the opposite course, i. e., the ex-

communication of the false teachers, unless they

repent. And this, indubitably, is a painful and
heavy task, a burden; the Apostle will, however,

lay none other on the church.
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Explanations: 1. No other suffering than that

which ye already bear (Bengel and others); in-

cluding the threats (Ewald). 2. No other obliga-

tion than the one indicated—to prohibit the eat-

ing of idolatrous sacrifices, etc.. Acts xv. 28.

Not the entire Mosaic law, therefore. The for-

mer of these interpretations is too indefinite,

the latter too far-fetched.* Equally valueless is

the interpretation of Grotius: Jactant illi se rerun,

muUarwn cot/nitione, £am a vobis non exigo (gnosis,

then, is the aXKo j3apo(\); Bengel: As Jezebel

was burden enough to them ; Eichhorn gives a

still difi^erent explanation, see De Wette.

By the following promise, we see what they
are to do. They are to combat the new heathen-
ism arising in that sectarian school; and to

wield the iron sceptre of the Messiah, in accord-
ance with the promise, yet in a spiritual sense.

Ver. 25. But that -which ye have.—The
kxttv is to be converted into a Kparzlv in the

manner indicated.

Hold fast (have more than ever). Seek to

hold it fast in its whole consistency. They need
not, therefore, work themselves up to another
stand-point, but must consistently work out their

actual spiritual life (ver. 19). [" The aorist is

more vivid and imperative than would be the
present; it sets forth not so much the continuing
habit, as the renewed and determined grasp of

every intervening moment of the space pre-
scribed." Alfoed.—E. R. C]

[Until I shall come.—"The av gives an
uncertainty when the time shall be, which we
cannot convey in our language." Alfokd. —
E. R. C]

Ver. 26. And he that conqnereth.—The
promise, in this case also, is in perfect harmony
with the tenor of the epistle. The overcoming
is modified here by the keeping of Christ's works
to the end, or to thegoalof the works themselves
in their perfect consistency. In rypeiv, we f nd,
on the one hand, the acknowledgment that they
occupy the right stand-point, and, on the other,

the demand that they should keep it pure, after

the example of Christ, and as His instruments.
Together with the esohatologieal goal, therefore,
reference is had to the ideal goal of perfect
Christian development. The works of Christ,

which are particularly meant, however, are here
those of purifying severity, ver. 27. The works
of His people must in their purity be Sis works,
and this in antithesis, also, to the works of
Jezebel.

Power over the nations [heathen].—This,

according to Dusterdieck, is to be fulfilled,

" when the (iaaiXeia is set in operation at the
Coming of the Lord." A one-sided adjournment
of the promises to the day of the Parausia, in
accordance with Meyer's method. It is apos-

* [The view thus char.acterized is supported by a compari-
son of the sins of the Jezebelites with Acts xv. 28, 29. lu
that pjisaage abstinence from these very sins is enjoined, viz.:
affe;i(e(70aL etSojAoSuTwi' . . . Kai Tropveia^, and is characterized
as a ^apo9 in almost the same language here employed. In
support of the view advocated by Lange, it must be admitted,
are the words of our Lord, ver. 20, " thou sufferest that wo-
man," etc., iuiplyiug the duty of casting her out of the
church. The reason assigned for this interpretation in tlie
following paragraph is futile : The "iron sceptre" was not
promised to the Church Militant, as an organism, but to
individuals : and not to individuals in the present state of
conflict, but to those who, at '* the end," should appear as
conqueioi-s (vers. 25-27).—E. li. C]

tolio doctrine that the Parousia does not bring

the beginning of the blessedness and glory of the

new life, but their final consummation. It is so

with the preceding promises and so with this.

The power of Christianity over the heathen

world, which power is to be perfected at the end
of the world, begins with the victorious power
of the Christian spirit over heathen works and
ways.*

Ver. 27. And he shall rule [shepherdize]

them vyith an iron rod.—Neither can the

wielding of an iron sceptre be adjourned to the

end of the world. This sceptre unmistakably
denotes the element of severe discipline in the

shepherdizing of the flock ; a preponderance of

spiritual power over the carnal mind (see the

parable of the leaven) is also expressed by the

antithesis of the iron sceptre and the earthen
vessels dashed in pieces by it. Of course, the

dashing in pieces is a spiritual act, and one that

is performed only in proportion to the resistance

offered.

Diisterdieok, in consequence of his peculiar
views, fails to recognize the element of truth in

Grotius' explan.ation : Evolvam ilium in gradum
Presbyteri, utjuditetde iis, qui non Ckristiane, sed

kdviKtiji; vivunt; and J:)a(j6. Gt6. ^verbum dei, cujus

pars est excommunicaiio. Diisterdieck likewise
denies that there is any reference to the conver-
sion of the heathen, either separately or in con-
nection with the idea of the future royal rule.

Shepherdize \_Trotpaiveiv'\ is the Septu-
agint rendering of D^ID, Ps. ii. 9. Alcasar
regarded the iron rod as significant of the

bishop's staff or crosier. "Brightman thought
it denoted the power which Protestant princes
have exercised over popish cloisters," ete., (De
Wette;.

As I also.—The personal Christ as the entire

Christ in His Church.
Ver. 28. And I -will give him.—The morn-

ing-star is to be a recompense of that purity
which is the fundamental requirement of the
whole epistle. According to 2 Pet. i. 19, the
morning-star symbolizes the full dawn of the
New-Testament day. According to Rev. xxii.

16, Christ, on the way of His speedy Advent, is

the bright Morning-star. The promise, there-
fore, is that the pure and unadulterated Chris-
tian, as a victor over fanaticisms, shall, in ad-
vance of others, behold the morning-star of the
new time, the last time, the Coming of the Lord,
as if that morning-star were his own ; nay, he
shall even point to the morning-star as the object
of his prophecy. He shall stand " in the morn-
ing radiance of eternity," in the full enjoyment
of Christian hope. Christian progress, the true
ante-celebration of the Coming of Christ.

Interpretations: 1. The glorified body of
Christ; 2. The devil, with reference to Is. xiv.

12; 3. The king of Babylon; 4. Christ; 5. The
gloria illustris, the heavenly Sd^a ; starry radi-

ance.

[" It is observable that it is not said that He

* [That Christianity possesses a power over the heathen
world is not denied; the power, however, is not that of the
iron 8Ce))tro " (ver. 3)—the power of government. The ad-
journment of these promises to the day of the Parousia is
in accordance with the express language of Christ Himself.
See the preceding note, and the Kxciursus on the Basileia,
ii. ;

(comp. Luke xix. 17).—E. R. C.j
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would mahe him like the morning-star, aa in Ban.
xii. 3, nor that he would be compared with the

morning-star, like the king of Babylon, Isa. xiv.

12 ; nor that he Would resemble a star which
Balaam says he saw in the far distant future.

Num. xxiv. 17. The idea seems to be, that the

Saviour would give him something that would
resemble that morning planet in beauty and
splendor— perhaps meaning that it would be

placed as a gem in his diadem and would sparkle

on his brow—bearing some such relation to Him
Who is called ' the Sun of Righteousness,' as the

morning-star does to the glorious sun on his

rising. If so, the meaning would be, that he
would receive abeautiful ornament, bearing a near

relation to the Redeemer Himself as a bright

Sun—a pledge that the darkness was past—but

one whose beams would melt away into the supe-

rior light of the Redeemer Himself, as the beams
of the morning-star are lost in the superior

glory of the Sun." Barnes.—E. R. C]

FIFTH EPISTLE. SAEDIS.

Ch, Hi, 1-6.

Ver. 1. Sardis, once the wealthy capital of

Lydia, and the city of Croesus, is now a poor

village, bearing the name of Sart. An earth-

quake took place here during the reign of Tibe-

rius. Melito was bishop of Sardis about the

middle of the second century. For particulars,

see Commentaries and Books of Travel.

From the description given of the church, it

appears that its members, with the exception of

a small remnant, were almost entirely secular-

ized. Though occupying a correct position in

respect of creed and worship—having the name
of life, therefore—the faith of the church was a

dead faith, and its life of that worldly form
which is always accompanied by the most mani-

fold moral defilements. Yet the reproach of

death is not absolute ; otherwise, there could be

no question of a part that was in danger of dying

or, still less, of a vital strength that should re-

animate this part, the elements of which strength

the angel must find in the church itself.

"Ewald's conjecture, that the Christians of

Sardis had, on account of their heathenish life,

not been molested by the heathen, and that this

is the reason why the epistle does not speak of

iJ/lii/j(f and moiiovfi, is scarcely in accordance

with the text." (Duesteedieok). Evenif [asDii-

sterdieck avers] "the church had enough of the

semblance of Christianity to preclude the friend-

ship of the heathen," there is no foundation for

the assertion that Ewald's conjecture is not in

accordance with the text, save the bare fact that

it is not expressly laid down in the text.

That hath the seven Spirits of God.—
The seven fundamental forms of the revelation

of Christ, in the seven fundamental forms of the

working of God's Spirit, with Whom He (Christ)

is anointed without measure ; corresponding to

the seven stars or fundamental forms of the

Church. Why is Christ thus described here ?

Explanations: Because of His omniscience, pene-
trating the innermost recesses (DeW. and others).

But thiswould be a repetition of the idea set forth

by the eyes like aflameof fire (seeThyatira). Un-

limited power to punish and reward (Hengsten-
berg) . But the Seven Spirits are not Seven Spirit.'!

of judgment. They denote the holy all-sidednesa

of Christ and Christianity, here as opposed to

the false all-sidedness of a sham Christianity,

which is conformed to the world. Inasmuch as

they are indicative of the fullness of the Spirit of
Christ, they are proclaimed to a church which,
from its lack of spiritual life, is at the point of

death. Bengel: The Seven Spirits have refer-

ence to the vital forces which Christ proposes to

communicate to the church.

[By the Seven Spirits, as was set forth in the

note on ch. i. 6, we must understand the Holy
Ghost, "seven-fold in His operatioas." Christ

is spoken of as having the Spirit, not because in

the days of the flesh, as the Son of man. He was
anointed with the Spirit without measure (John
iii. 34), but because, as the Son of God, the

Spirit of God is His Spirit (Rom. viii. 9), and
because He sends the Spirit (John xv. 26, xx. 22;
Acts ii. 33), Who acts as His representative

(John XV. 18, 26). In reference to the fitness

of the assumption of this designation in the

address to the Angel of the Church of Sardis,

Trench well remarks : "To him and his people,

sunken in spiritual deadness and torpor, the

lamp of faith waning and almost extinguished in

their heart, the Lord presents Himself as One
having the fullness of all spiritual gifts ; able

therefore to revive, able to recover, able to bring
back, from the very gates of spiritual death,

those who would employ the little last remaining
strength which they still retained, in calling,

even when thus in extremis, upon Him."—
E. R. C]
And the seven stars.—The Spirits and stars

are contrasted here. The seven stars must re-

ceive their vital light from the Seven Spirits;

these latter are also the source whence Sardis must
draw its light.* ["Since the 'stars are the angels

of the seven Churches ' (i. 20), we must see in this

combination a hint of the relation between Christ,

as the giver of the Holy Spirit, and as the au-

thor of a ministry of living men in His Church
(Eph. iv. 7-12 ; John xx. 22, 23 ; Acts i. 8, xx.

28)." Teenoh.—E. R. C]
Thy works, that thou hast a name.

—

We are not to read : and that thou, etc. Diister-

dieck interprets : From thy imperfect works I

know that thou, etc. The meaning of the passage,

however, is, doubtless— the sum of thy works is

sham Christianity.

A name.—Several have interpreted this as

referring to the fortuitous name of the bishop

(Zosimus, etc.), or to his ofSce. Others have

better interpreted it by referring it to the out-

ward semblance of the church. ["/n name"
(Baknes) ; "Nominally" (Alford); thou hast

the reputation.—E. R. C]
Thou livest.—In accordance with the con-

ception of life in Christ. ["The word life is a

word that is commonly employed in the New
Testament to denote religion, in contradistinction

from the natural state of man, which is described

as death in sin." Barnes.—E. R. C]
And thou art dead.— Spiritual deadness,

as spiritual sleep, indulged in to the furthest

* Comp. Ebrard's polemical suggestion, p. 572. See Duster
dieck, p. 178.
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extremity which admits of a waking; hence the

admonition of ver. 2. Our passage, particularly,

proves that the state of the angel represents the

state of the church.

Ver. 2. Become thou watching.—This is

a stronger term than the simple awake. Watch-

fulness or wakefulness must become as much an

attribute of the angel's life as sleep—careless-

ness, indifferentisra—is now.

And strengthen the things which re-

main.—Here also we must take the angel in his

connection with the church. It does not mean,

therefore, the remaining good in thy soul (Ben-

gel) ; nor, the rest of those in the church
;
but

the dying, though not yet dead, life which consti-

tutes the vitality hitherto possessed by the

church. Novatianism could only have written:

the ones who remain \_Tovg XotKo'u(;], and it is

true that, from another point of view, there

would necessarily be a reference to persons

as conslituting the remainder (Ezek. xxxiv.

4). The present passage, however, treats of

the general edification of the church, not di-

rectly of the special cure of souls. The " offi-

cial conception" of the angel regards rd AoiTd as

representative of the laity (Hengst.).

[Alforu thus writes : " The latter view (that

rd, Xoma refers to persons), is taken by (Audr,,

Areth., as reported in Diisterd., but not in Catena)

Calov., Vitr., Eichh., De Wette, Stern, Ebrard,

Diisterd., Trench, et al. And there is nothing

in the construction to preclude the view. But if

I mistake not, there is in the context. For to as-

sume tliat the XoLTToi could be thus described, would
surely be to leave no room for those mentioned
with so much praise below, in ver. 4."—^E. R. C]
For I have not found thy works per-

fect [completed].—Qood works are not the

only ones intended here—at the best, they are

still imperfect, as a matter of course ; nor is the

external conduct in general referred to ; but the

actual collective works as phenomena of the

spiritual condition: they are not complete before

Ctirist's God ; in His light andjudgment they lack

the impress of the New Testament spirit, the stamp
of principial perfection in the purity and sincerity

of love. Pure, ripe, rich are the predicates of

Christ's works and of Christian works in Him.
[" The word here employed is not that which

we commonly render 'perfect;' not rt'?.f/a, but
TTCTrXr/iMo^h'a ; so that the Lord contemplates the

works prepared and appointed in the providence
of God for the faithful man to do as a definite

sphere (Eph. ii. 10), which it was his duty and
his calling to bare fulfilled or filled to the fall, the

same image habitually underlying the uses of

7r/l??poiiy and Tr'^jpoiicdat (.Matt. iii. 15; Rom. xiii.

8). This sphere of .appointed duties the Sardian
Angel had not fulfilled; not, at least, ^before

God ; ' for on these last words the empliasis

must be laid. Before himself and other men
his works may very likely have been 'perfect,'

indeed we are expressly told that he had ' a name
to live,' ver. 1, etc." Teench.—B. R. C.]

Ver. 3. Remember, therefore.—Not only
the reception of the Gospel on the part of the

church (bow receioed), but also its character as

Gospel (how heard), is specified by iruf. In
each connection there is a reference to the quali-

tative nature of living Christianity. The dege-

neration of the subjective keeping of God's

word is accompanied by a degeneration of the

objective form of truth ; orthodoxy itself, when

dead, becomes heterodoxy; Thus, not only the

receiving, but also the thing received, must be

traced back to original (principial) vitality.

Dead orthodoxy sinks the doctrine in doctrines,

the primary articulation in derived articles. The

result of right remembrance, which always con-

stitutes the essence of true repentance, will be a

compliance with the following commands.

["This may refer either to some peculiarity in

the manner in which the Gospel was conveyed

to them—as by the labors of the Apostles, and by
the remarkable effusions of the Holy Spirit ; or

to the ardor and love with which they embraced

it ; or to the greatness of the favors and privi-

leges conferred on them ; or to their own under-

standing of what the Gospel required, when they

were converted. It is not possible to determine

in which sense the language is used, but the

general idea is plain, that there was something

marked and unusual in the way in which they

had been led to embrace the Gospel, and that it

was highly proper in these circumstances to look

back to the days when they gave themselves to

Christ." Barnes. " The charge against Sardis

is not a perverse holding of untruth, but a heart-

less holding of the truth; and therefore I can-

not but think that the Lord is graciously remind-

ing her of the heartiness, the zeal, the love with

which she received the truth at the first."

Trench.—E. R. C]
And hold fast and repent.—The distinc-

tions of Bengel are not applicable to this passago

(see Diisterdieck).—True holding and keeping is

a constant seizing and holding fast; here, a re-

newed seizing and holding fast that lead to re-

pentance. The significance of the perfect

elX!/<paf, as contrasted with the aorist ymvaa^, in-

dicated by Ewald, would have greater weiglit if

la/ip&vciv did not denote the manner of the sub-

jective appropriation.

[Hold fast.—"1. The truth which thou didst

then receive ; 2. What remains of true religion

among you. Repent in regard to all that in

which you have departed from your views and
feelings when you embraced the Gospel."

Barnes.—E. R. C]
If, therefore, thou dost not watch.—

Stress is again laid upon the main matter, and a

threat connected with its non-observance. The
threat itself corresponds with the command. To
spiritual sleepers the Lord, as Judge, always

comes as a thief in the night (Matt. xsiv. 42).

Spiritual sleepers have lost all perception, by their

spiritual senses, of the threatening signs of the deve-

lopment of judgment unto its catastrophe. As this

applies to the judgment at the end of the world,

so it also holds good in regard to all preliminary

judgments upon whole congregations as well as

upon individu.al souls. Even though there may
be an obscure presentiment of judgment, the

proximity and actual hour of it take its objects

by surprise ; the hour is hidden from the sleep-

ers, and the judgment comes upon them in as

strange a form as a thief.

Ver. 4. But thou hast a fe'w names in
Sardis.—The Lord's righteous verdict always
distinguishes between the guilt of communities
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and the guilt or innocence of individuals ; here
also the distinction is made. The contrast which
the persons indicated in the text present to the

dead mass of the church, makes them appear as

living members, known to the eye of the Lord by
name [comp. John i. 3] ; afier being made to

prostrate themselves under the general verdict,

they are relatively excepted from that verdict as

individuals.

["In most cases, where error and sin prevail,

there may be found a few who are worthy of the

Divine commendation; comp. Rom. xi. 4."

Barnes.—B. R. C]
Which have not defiled their garments.
—This sentence is not absolute praise, inasmuch
as it is simply negative; still it is great praise,

inasmuch as the individuals referred to have
withstood the general infection. On the various

one-sided explanations of the garments (the body,

as the garment of the soul ; the conscience ; the

righteousness of faith, the baptismal robe),

also Ebrard's interpretation, see Diisterdieck

[this commentator regards all such special

interpretations as an unwarrantable straining of

the text.

—

Tb.]. But neither must we stop at the

general conception, maculari per peccatum (Lyra),

against which Aretius and Vitringa have insisted

upon the ideas of life and its actions, or confes-

sion and morals. The divine sharp-sightedness

of the Lord is proved by the fact that among the

Sardians who have the semblance of life, He
perceives their defilement or non-defileraent by
the mere appearance of their life, by their

actions. If the works of the majority, in their

negative aspect, were formerly characterized as

not complete, not perfect, here they are indi-

rectly characterized as polluted, defiled by the

filth of worldliness, of earthly-mindedness, of

heathenighness ; thus Christ passed sentence

upon the pious-mouthed Pharisees, judging them
from their very words. And so the spotted gar-

ments do really refer to the polluted consciences,

and, symbolically, to the defiled baptismal robe.

["That 'while raiment' there [ver. 5] is the

garment of gloi-y—this the garment of grace.

That incapable of receiving a stain, being part

of an inheritance which, in all its parts, is

a/^iavroc (1 Peter i. 4); this, something to which
an-jAoj (Eph. v. 27 ; James iii. 6), fitda/iaTa (2

Peter ii. 20), /ioAm/iot (2 Cor. vii. 1), can only

too easily adhere. . . . This, itself a wedding
garment (Matt. xxii. 11, 12), but not necessarily

identical with the fine linen, clean and white,

the righteousness of saints (Rev. xix. 8), is put

on af. our entrance by baptism into the Kingdom
of grace ; that at our entrance by the resurrec-

tion into the Kingdom of glory." Trench.
" There can be little doubt that the simpler and
more general explanation is the right one ; viz.

:

who have not sullied the purity of their Chris-

tian life by falling into sin." Alford. So also

Barnes.—E. R C]
And they shall -walk with Me in white.

—The reward of these is appropriate to their

conduct, yet far superior to it. " The white

robes, with their ' bright hue of victory ' (Ben-

gel), are peculiar to the inhabitants of Heaven
(ver. 5 ; ch. vi. 11 ; vii. 9 ; xix. 8). Those who
keep their garments undefiled in this earthly

life, shall walk with Christ {lier' i/iov, compare

Luke xxiii. 43 ; John xvii 24) in white robes,
living, thus Sbdorned, in statu glorise immortalitatis
(N. de Lyra), before the throne of God and of the
Lamb, in the full and blessed enjoyment of fel-

lowship with Him " (Dubsterdieck). On a re-
ference of the promise to the Israelitish sacerdo-
tal dress, see Diisterdieck.

Because they are worthy.—Here also we
learn, in accordance v/iih Scripture, to distin-

guish between the righteousness of faith in the
court of the Spirit and the repentant conscience,
and righteousness of life in the tribunal of the
Judge of the world (oh. xvi. fi) ; recognizing the

fact, however, that the latter is always condi-
tioned upon the former.

[" They have shown themselves worthy to be
regarded as followers of the Lamb; or they
have a character that is fitted for Heaven. The
declaration is not that they have any claim to

Heaven, on the ground of their own merit, or
that it will be in virtue of their own works that
they will be received there ; but that there is a

fitness or propriety that they should thus appear
in He.iven." Barnes. "God's word does not
refuse to ascribe a worthiness to men (Matt. a.

10, 11 ; xxii. 8; Luke xx. 35; xxi. 36 ; 2 Thess.

i. 5, 11) ; although this worthiness must ever be
contemplated as relative and not absolute. . . .

There are those who ' are worthy^ according to

the rules which free grace has, although there

are none according to those which strict justice

might have laid down." Trench.—E. R. C]
Ver. 5. He that conquereth shall thus be

clothed in w^hitegarments.—Theever-recur-
ring term b vmov has here the special meaning
of victory over temptation emanating from the
subtle worldly-mindedness and slumbrous spirit

of the ohurcli. Tlie faithful in Ephesus had to

overcome the temptation of excess in external
works, amid which the first love grew cold. Be-
lievers in Smyrna had to overcome the trial of

persecutions unto death. Believers in Pergamus
were to overcome auomiauism. Believers in

Thyatira must be victorious over fanaticism.

The Philadelphians were tried with Judaism,
and the Laodiceaus, finally, had the temptation

to self-righteousness to surmount. The licher

expression, he shall thus be clothed, etc., gives

prominence to the free act of grace in the right-

eous recompense ; as does also tlie clause :

And I will not [Lauge, never (oi |U^)]

wipe out his name.—His name was entered

in the Book of Life simultaneously with his call-

ing and conversion. Such names may, however,

be wiped out—adestiny awaiting many in Sardis.*

But the names of the conquerors shall never be
wiped out.

The figurative expression, book of Life,

borrowed from the regisiers of the living citi-

zens of a community (see Diisterd.), like the idea

of calling, is not always used in exactly the

same sense ; sometimes it predominantly denotes

the actualized ethical relation of man to God
(Ps. Ixix. 28 ; is. iv. 3 ; Dan. xii. 1 ; Rev. xx.

12; xxi. 27); sometimes it is pre-eminently sig-

nificant of the relation and conduct of Divine

grace to man (Ex. xxxii. 32 ; Ps. cxxxix. 16
;

* [It la not asserted in thia paseape tliat the namea of any
who shall finally perisli were ever entered in the Book ot

Life, nor is it necessarili/ implied.—E. K. C]
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Rev. xvii. 8) ; and sometimes the predominant
idea is that of the concrete unity of the two ele-

ments which we have mentioned, the reciprocal
relation of which is always implied (Phil. iv. 3

;

Rev. xiii. 8).*

But I will confess hi3 name.—Third pro-

mise. The recurrence of the name, is signifi-

cant. It is the mark of a dead church-life that

only a collective Christianity remains, that Chris-

tian names^ pronounced personalities, are lack-

ing. In Sardis, however, there are still a few
such names ; and these the Lord will confess by
name as His own, before God His Father, and
before the angels of God—in the most glorious

circle of life, therefore. Highest glorification

of the highest definiteness of their personal
life! [Comp. Matt. x. 32; Luke xii. 8.—
E. R. C]

[" It is a very instructive fact, that every-

where else in the epistles to all the churches, save

only to this and to Laodicea, there is mention of

some burden to be borne, of a conflict either with
foes "within the church or without, or v?ith

both. Only in these two nothing of the kind oc-

curs. The exceptions are very significant.

There is no need to assume that the church at

Sardis had openly coalesced and joined hands
with the heathen world ; this would in those

days have been impossible ; nor yet that it had
renounced the appearance of opposition to the

world. But the two tacitly understood one an-

other. This church had nothing of the spirit of

the Two Witnesses, of whom we read that they
' tormented them that dwelt on the earth ' (Rev.
xi. 10), tormented them, that is, by their witness
for a God of truth and holiness and love, Whom
the dwellers on the earth were determined not to

know. . . . The world could endure it because
it too was a world." Tkencii.—E. R. C]

SIXTH EPISTLE. PHILADELPHIA.

Ch. Hi. 7-13.

Philadelphia, like Sardis, was situated in

Lydia, about thirteen hours' journey southeast
from that capital. It derived its name from its

builder, the Pergamese king. Attains Philadel-
phus. Though frequently visited by earth-
quakes, the city still exists under the Turkish
name of Alah Shehr, a living monument of the
faithfulness of Divine promises in the midst of

ruins. Comp. the Encyclopaedias and Books of
Travel. On its ohurch-hiatorical reminiscences
see Diisterdieok. In Philadelphia, as in Smyrna,
there was a "synagogue of Satan," i. e., an as-
sociation of .Judaistic enemies of Christianity,
in opposition to which the epistle, whose images
are theocratic throughout (see Diisterdieok), sig-

nalizes the church as the true people of God.
Ver. 7. These things saith the Holy

[One], the True [One].—The Lord's self-

designation is here in perfect accordance with
the theocratic idea of God, and that in reference

* [Thephrass: /SipXos (t!)s) fiu^s, occurs Pliil. iv. 3; Rev.
iii. 6 ; XX. 1.5, ancl fii^Kiov t^j fu^s, xlii. 8 ; xvii. 8 ; xx. 12

;

xxi. 27. (Ex. xxxii. 2; Diiu. xii. 1, probably refer to tlie
aame, although the word ^coijs docs not appear ; and possibly
Ps. Ixix. 28, and Ib. iv. 3, may have a similar reference.) In
all these i)aH8agca it is manifest that the simple hypotlicsia
of a register (tigurative, of course), of those who are to in-
herit eternal life, satisfies every contextual requirement —
E. E, C.J

to the question as to which is the true people of

God. The description is connected aa a whole

with the import of the Son of Man, ch. i. 13, in

accordance with Dan. vii.

The Holy One.—The specific predicate of the

God of Israel, the Sanctifier to Himself of a pe-

culiar people—or a people of possession (see 1

Peter i. 15, 16). "Christ, rejected and blas-

phemed by the synagogue of Satan, is neverthe-

less, simply and plainly the Holy One, the true

Messiah and Lord of the Church " (Diisterdieok).

The personal manifestation of the God of Israel,

the Founder of the Theocracy. Diisterdieok (p.

186) cites a number of instances of the misap-

prehension or ignoring of this obvious reference.

[Comp. Luke i. 35; Acts iii. 14. "Christ

claims here to be 6 "Aj-iof, the Holy One ; of.

Acts ii. 27 ; xiii. 35 ; Heb. vii. 26. In all these

passages, however, baio^, not ayiog, stands in the

original ; nor are these words perfectly identical,

though we have but the one word, 'holy,' by
which to render them both. The baiof, if a man,
is one who diligently observes all the sanctities

of religion ; anterior, many of them, to all law,

the 'jus et jfas,' with a stress on the latter word.

If applied to God, as at Rev. xv. 4 ; xvi. 5, and
here. He is One in whom these eternal

sanctities reside ; who is Himself the root and
ground of them. The a/wf is the separate from
evil, with the perfect hatred of the evil. But
holiness, in this absolute sense, belongs only to

God ; not to angels, for He chargeth His angels

with folly (Job iv. 18), and certainly not to men
(Jam. iii. 2 ; Gen. vi. 5 ; viii. 21). He then that

claims to be * the Holy One '—a name which Je-

hovah in the Old Testament continually claims

for Himself—implicitly claims to be God," etc.

Trench. "As opposed to the ciwayayrj tov

aarava below." Alfokd.—E. R. C]
The True One.—In the New Testament, the term,

"the true" \^dcr Wahrhaftige, (iKijQivo^., veritable,

see Gomm. on John, p. 460, Am. Ed.—E. R. C.]
denotes not only the fulfillment of Old Tes-
tament prophecy (2 Cor. i. 20), but also the sub-

stance of the Old Testament shadowy sketches
(John i. 17). Accordingly, the attribute

a7.r}QLv6<; is related to ak7}dq<;, and founded there-

upon ; the two epithets are contra-distinguished,

however, by the pre-eminence of the idea of
substantiality, of true spiritual life, in aXrjdivdi.

Comp. the series of interpretations cited by
Diisterd. The blasphemies of the Jews who
refused to see in the Lord aught but the hanged
one "whence, a false Messiah—are correctly

pointed out by Hengstenberg as the antithesis to

6a\ri0tv6Q. As Christ is personal holiness as the
realized fund.amental idea of the Old Covenant,
so He is also the True in the sense of the fulfill-

ment and essential consummation of the Old
Testament, the perfect essential form of the

Messiah.
["We must not confound aXijOivdc; (=tie™s)

with aijjd^c: [=verax). God is afujOl]^ {=a-\l)svSI](,

Tit. i. 2), as He cannot lie, the truth-speaking
and truth-loving God ; with whom every word
is Yea and Amen ; but He is a\>]di,v6i;, as fulfilling

all that is involved in the name God, in contrast
with those which are called gods, . . . That ia

dli/divdr, which fulfills its own idea to the highest
possible point. . . . Nor is dXtdtvi^ only, as in
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this case of God, the true aa contiasted with the

absolutely false ; but as contrasted with the suh-
ordinately true, with all imperfect and partial

realizalious of the idea; thus Christ is c/idf alrjtii-

v6v (.John i. 9 ; 1 .John ii. 8). a/jrof aXr/divd^ (John
vi. 32), a/i7reXoc a'kjjdivij (John xv. 1); there is a
GKT/vi) aXr/Oiv^ in Heaven (Heb. viii. 2). In each
of these cases, the antithesis is not between the
true and the false, but between the perfect and
the imperfect, the idea fully and the idea only

partially realized ; for John the Baptist also was
a light (John v. 3.5), and Moses gave bread from
Heaven (Ps. cv. 4U), and Israel was a vine of

Gud's pl.inting (Ps. Ixxx. 8), and the tabernacle

pitched in the wilderness, if only a figure of the

true, was yet pitched at God's express command
(Ex. XXV.)." Trench.—E. R. C]
That hath the key of David.—The key of

the house of David was kept by the steward of

his house ; it was the province of this official to

grant or deny access to the king, and to decide
all questions of presentability at court. Accord-
ing to Is. xxii. 22, the key was given to Eliakim,
after being taken from Shebna.* This key to the

perfected theocratic Ptoyal House, the House of t he

Messiah, the Messianic Kingdom, is now held by
Christ the Messiah Himself (not by a steward)

;

He and He alone decides, first, by His word and
Spirit in the Church, and, again, by His authori-

tative rule in the world, the question as to who
belongs to the people of God. And thus He
forms in His Church the contrast to the syna-
gogue of Satan. That which the.Judaists would
exclude. He includes ; what they would include.

He excludes. The difference, however, ie that

their communion, like their excommunication, is

a mere delusion, whilst His acts have absolute
reality. When He opens, none can shut: the

world cannot take away His peace—no, not even
from the martyr. When He shuts, none caa
open: the sentence of judgment which He by
His Spirit executes in tiie spirits of men, can be
invalidated by no fanatical self-delusion, or de-

ception on tlie part of others.

["Christ teaches us here that He has not so

committed the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven,
with the power of binding and loosing, to any
other, His servants, here, but that He still re-

tains the highest administration ot them in His
own hands." Trench. Is not " emphasis " to be
laid on " the 6 ex<^^ "—the " steward " may hold

the key, subject to the authority of the Mas-
ter, the latter .alone can be said to posxexs it?

This view supports the interpretation of Diister-

dieck given below.— B. R. C.]
Various interpretations. Christ alone opens the

Holy Scriptures; Lyra.f The cross of Christ in-

strumentum omnipotentiss; Alcasar, That supreme
power which is the property of the Lord, Matt,
xxviii. 18; Diisterd. and others. Christ, as Lord
and King of the Kingdom, admits into it and ex-

cludes from it (Diisterd., Hengst., and others).

Ver. 8. I know thy -works.—We do not, with

Bengel and others, pass over the next word lihb,

etc., and find a specification of the works in the

* [Is. xxii. 22, (LXX.) A6ia-iii avrw rriv /cAeiSa oIkov AavlB
eirl Tui (djLtcj) avToH, xai avoi^'it Kai oiiK earai 6 awoK^eiutv, Kal
KAetiret xat OVK iaTai it avoiymv.— E. K. C.j

t [There is uo connection between thia key and " the key
Of knowledge," spoken of Luke xi. 52.—E. K. C.j

9

subsequent flr^, etc.; but neither are they "desti-
tute of further qualification " [Diisterd.]; on the

contrary, they contain the motive of the follow-

ing : Behold I have given [6h'iuica, etc.]; they
are consequently an expression of full recognition.

Before thee a door opened.—Does this

mean : The door into the Kingdom of God is

opened for the church, though the Judaists would
fain shut it, or is it a door to successful activity?*

The former apprehen.sion, with various modifica-
tions, is supported by Bengel, Hengstenberg and
others (see Diisterd.), whilst most commentators
favor the latter conception, interpreting the pas-
sage as referring to the church's opportunity for

missionary labors. Dii.sterdieck declares in-

favor of the latter view, with reference to ver.

y. The connection may also be thus construed,
however : So far from thine adversaries being
able to shut the door upon thee, they shall be

constrained to turn to thine open door them-
selves. If we translate thus: Behold, 1 have de-

termined that the door shall stand open before

thee, we include both particulars, and it gen-

erally proves that that church which itself euters

into the Kingdom of God draws in others with it.-j-

For thou hast little strength.—This must
not be understood as indicative of spiritual weak-
ness (a lack of miraculous gifts, Lyra), but of the

external smallness or insignificance of the churcli

(Diisterd., f< ai. [" The words 'little strength '

may refer either to the smallness of the num-
ber ; . . or it may refer to the spiritual life

and energy of the church—meaning that, though
feeble, their vital energy was not wholly gone.

The more natural interpretation seems to be

to refer it to the latter." Barnes. It may
refer to either of these, or both ; conjoined

with their lack of temporal wealth.—E. R. C.]).

Though thou hast little strength ["not as il.

v., 'a Utile strength,' thereby virtually reversing

the sense of the words : ^tupdu ex£i(: ^ov, import-

ing ' thy strength is but small,' and the E. V. imf
porting ^ thou hast some strength,' the fact of its

smallness vanishing under the indefinite terttt 'a

little,' . . . and (using that Utile well)." Al-
FORD.—B.R.C ].—The sense is, though tiiouhast

little strength, Thou didst keep,f(c. [This idea of

the German, weakened by the parenthesis, mast
be preserved.]

Thou didst keep My word, e^c—The
church has already proved its faithfulness by
contessing Christ in tribulation; therefore the

Lord will grant it spiritual success exceeding the

measure of its external power.

Ter. 9. Behold, I will make them [Lange :

I give ((S(d(j/i() that some] of the syna-
gogue of Satan.— Here also that community

• [Prof. Stuart advocatee a third interpretation, viz. : (as

presented by Barnes) "that tbi^y iiad befoie them an open
way of egress fromdanger and pei'secution."—E. It, G.]

f [The view of Diisterd. (Alford, Trench) and others re-

quires more than this— it dem.iiida that the door opened
should be between the church and the unconverted ; coinp,

(as referred to by TriMichj 1 Cor. xvi. 9; 2 Cor. xi, ii; Acts

xiv, 27; Col, iv, 3, It is tr'ie that Christ does open tli,,s

door ; but is not the dour which He unlocks with tne key ot

David that which le ids into the Kingdom of Heaven ? An
King. He hursts open the gates of Hi,^ enemies. Ver. 9 caa
hardly be regarded as supporting the view ot the text; be-

ing " made ol the S,\ nagogue of 8atan," and " tailing down
heiore the church" (not worshipping liefore Uod), are not the

results of the rrppu door to the unconverted, refened to in 1

Cor. xvi. 9, etc.—E. B..O.J
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of Judaism which assumes to be the true Israel,*

is denominated a synagogue of Satan, with the

same energy with wtiich the Johannean Gospel

opposes Judaism. Even from this community of

demonic adversaries, the church shall win some

souls. Here, too, the diSufu has more the appear-

ance of an enactment than of a gift. He makes a

disposition of these few already; subsequently

He causes them to come.

And fall down before thy feet.—As it was
prophesied in theOld Testament that iheGentiles
should be converted and come unto Zion to the

Jews, so here it is predicted that the Judaizing

Jews shall in their conversion come to the Church
of Christ as the true Zion. Even the vpoaKvvelv,

as an expression of homage, and, at the same
time, humiliation before the Church of Salvation

and of the presence of the Lord, is heard in the

following prophecies: Ps. lxxii.9; Is. ii. 3 ; xlix.

23; Ix. 14; Zech. viii. 20. On the misinterpre-

tation of this pi-sage in favor of the Catholic

Hierarchy, see Diisterd., p. 192.

f

And to know that I have loved thee.—
''KyAivriaa denotes a continuous love, begun in the

past. Diisterd. refers this demonstration of love

to the death of Christ, in which case Philadel-

phia would only represent the Church total.

Others interpret the word as indicative of the

superiority or excellence of the Philadelphian

church. De Wette : That I have known thee to

be a faithful church. Both considerations must,

however, be recognized in their unity : That My
love to thee has become manifest in thy life of

faith. The recognition of Christ is implied

with the recognition of the church, and as

the real motive of the latter. Diisterdieck

gives prominence to the thought that the Jews
shall know the love of Christ as manifested in

His death upon the cross, whilst now they still

blaspheme Him as a crucified malefactor.

Ver. 10. Because thoa didst keep the
word of My patience [endurance].—Diis-

terdieck makes the pronoun y.ov relate, not to tijq

vTTofi. alone (like Ewald, De Wette, Hengstenberg
and others), but to the whole conception tov ^,6y,,

etc. (with (jrot., Eichhora and others). But the

reading : Mi/ word of patience, gives rise to ob-

scurity, suggesting the thought that the words
of other teachers have glorified patience. There

* {See foot-note to chapter ii. 9.—B. R. C.]

f [Ttiere can be no rioubt that there is special reference
here to tlie prophecies of Is. xlix. 2a, Ix. 14; and there can
be as little iloiiOt thiit a cottw^m'ore ie implied in the^e prii-

pljecies. Tlie coiiversinn, howeyer, is not tliat of the present
missionary era of tiie Church—that which follows the
p-eachin,<r of the Onspol to the unconverted tbrouj^h the
" open door " alhidi'd to in 1 Cor. xvi. 9, etc.;—during which
titne the converts are at once admitted into the Church. It
is a conversion which is consequent upon the Bulijection of
the nations totlie estaijiished Baslleia,—On Is. xlix. 23, J. A.
Alexander tlms comments : "Theadditioa of these words,
' t'at-6 toward tlie e.ir'h,' determines the meanini? of the pre-
ceding verb (LX.X. Trpoff-icui/j^tT-oucrO as donotinti; actual pros-
tration, which is a'so clear from the next i lause, where the
licking of the du^t cannot be natura ly understood as a
strong expression for tiie Ivissingof the feet or of the eartti,
in token of homage, hut is rather like the biting of the dust
in Homer, a poet cal description of complete and compulsory
prostration, not merfly that of eubject-s to their sovereign,
but of vanq'iished enemies before their conquerors (comp.
Mif.ah vii. 17; Ps. Ixxii. 9)." A conversion is Implied in
this pa-isage under consideration, it is true; but that which
was directly contemplated in this t/ireaf- of the Lord is suh-
;jiiqatini. See also preceding note, and the Excursus on the
Basiloia, pp 93 sqq. -E. E. a]

are also different explanations of this apprehen-

sion of the sentence. The word which, among
other things, prescribes patience ( Heinrich) ; The
word which bestows and demands patience

(DUsterd.). Isolated utterances of Christ, re-

commending patience—Christian pat ience ( Heng-
stenberg. This interpretation approximates the

other).

[Barnes: "My word commanding or enjoin-

ing patience, that is, thou hast manifested the

patience which I require." Trench: "Belter,

however, to t.ake the whole Gospel as Uhe word

of Christ's patience,' everywhere teaching, as it

does, the need of a patient waiting for Christ,

till He, the waited-for so long, shall at length

appear." The translation, constancy or endu-

rance, or steadfastness, is altogether to be pre-

ferred ; the idea of patience is rather that of un-

complaining submission under trial—in this sense

it is a misnomer to speak of the iwo/wvy of Job,

Jam.T. 11.—E. R. C]
The word of the patience of Christ is also vari-

ously interpreted as the word of My passion,

My constancy (Calov.). The word which, as the

word concerning the cross, demands, in respect

of its purport and in respect of the obligation

which it imposes, steadfastness such as is pecu-
liar to Christ and His people (Vitringa). We
read: The word ripened in persecution into a
word of perseverance, to the martyrs' testimony
[^martyrium'], to confession. Hence: Thou hast

kept my word in the fiery trial of temptation
and opposition, when the word concerning the

cross became a word of tbe cross;—the word
in the beauty and power of the cross. The
Holy Scriptures contain multiplied references
to viTOjiovTi

;
particularly Rev. ii. 2, 3, 19;

xiii. 10; xiv. 12 [Luke viii. 15; xxi. 19; Rom.
ii. 7; V. 3, 4; viii. 26; xv. 4, 5; 1 Thess. i. 3;
2 Thess. iii. 6; Heb. x. 36 ; xii. 1; James i. 3,

4, etc.—^. R. C]
I also will keep thee.—Three-fold inter-

pretation: [1] Thou shalt be excepted from the

hour of temptation. [2] Thou, with all the

faithful, shalt be preserved from the plagues of

unbelievers. [3] Thou shalt be kept through
exterior temptation ; it shall not become to thee
an internal temptation to apostasy (Vitringa,

Hengstenb., and others). Diisterdieck: "The
expression Trip. Ik must be distinguished from
Typ. and."

Prom the hour of temptation.—The hour

of temptation is the culminating point in the

time of temptation (Luke xxii. 53), the moment
of the crisis. In general, doubtless, the severe

conflicts of faith which the Church must undergo
previous to the Coming of the Lord (see ver. 1

1)
are here intended, as bringing with them the

danger of apostasy.

More particular definitions: The preservation
represented eh, vii, 3 sqq. (EwaM, De Wette);
the tribulations of Antichrist (Primasius) ; in

addition to these, the plagues of the sixth angel
(Bede).—Needless limitations.

False modifications: The persecutions under
Nero (Grotius), Domitian (Lyra), Trajan (Alca-
sar and others).

[A Treipaapdg is aught that tends to cause to

swerve from the right (either in feeling or ac-

tion), whether it be a promise, an allurement, a
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prophecy of evil, a threat, a persecution, or an
affliction (see Luke iv. 13; viii. 13; xxii. 28, 40,

40; Acts XX. 19; 1 Cor. x. 13; Gal. it. 14; 1

Tim. vi. 9; 1 Peter i. 6; iv. 12, etc.). It is so
Btyleil because it is a trial, a lest, of faith or the
spirit of obedience. The hour of temptntion [test-

in/;) is dijubtless that special period referred to,

1 Pet. iv. 12 (r^ ev vulv Trvp^trec npog treipafffidv

ifilv yivnfiivr)), and by our Lord, Matt. xxiv. 21,

22
;
(a period both of testing and of punishment—

primarily, however, of the former). This special

period, be it observed, is distinguished from the

period of ordinary irsipaafiol referred to 1 Peter
i. 6, and Matt. xxiv. 4-13. It is also to be ob-
served that the promise is not of preservation in

trial, as was the promise to Peter, Luke xxii. 32;
but of preservation/roTre (f/c) the hour or period

of trial (oomp. 2 Peter ii. 9). The lilea of this

promise seems to be, that as the Philadelphians
had continued steadfast throughout the period
of ordinary testing, they were to be exempted
from those extraordinary TTupaap-ol which were
to come upon the world.—E. R. C]
Which is about to come upon all the

world [o'i.imviihTf\.—Though it is relatively true

that the Roman empire was the olnoviikvri [Grot.,

Vitr., Stern, etal.'\.* it must here symbolize the
whole of the inhabited world. This is indicated

by the next clause.

To try them that dwell upon the earth.
—According to Diisterdieck, "the mass of man-
kind in antithesis to believers, redeemed out of

all peoples." The following passages are cited

in illustration of this view: ch. vi. 10; xi. 10;
xiii. 8, 14. It results from ch. xiii. 8, however,
that the inhabitants of the earth are more or
less identified with unbelievers only on account
of the great majority of the latter over believers.

It is irue that the temptation comes, as a judi-
cial infliction, only upon the unbelieving; yet
the tempting fact comes, as a rigorous trial, upon
believers also, in order to their confirmation.

This result they owe to Divine preservation.

Ver. 11. I come quickly.—Constantly re-

curring announcement, designed for the awakcn-
kening and terrifying of foes and the consolation

and elevation of the pious. We would again in-

sist upon the fact, that it is no definition of time

in the common chronological sense ; it is to be
apprehended in an exalted religious sense. The
term raxv always involves the surprisingness of

the coming, as unexpected, sudden, terribly early

and territ>iy great.

Hold that fast which thou hast.—See eh.

i. 3; ii. 25; xxii. 7. Cherish the charism pe-
culiar to thee. The ever new reproduction and
more thorough acquisition of the thing possessed
is expressed, together with the holding of it fast

(Matt, xxiv, 13). Here the charism of steadfast-

ness in the fait his denoted. ["Whatever of truih

and piety you now possess " Barnes.—E. R. C]
That no man take thy crown.—That no

man despoil thee of the victor's wreath. f that

awaiteth thee at the goal ; i. e. that none cause
thee to lose it. Not, therefore, in the sense of

* (There is no authority for this limitation of the primR
refereoce of ot«oujae'nj (comp Matt. xxiv. 14; Luke iv. 5;
Actsxvii. 31; liom. x. 18; Heb. i. 6; Rev. xii. 19; xvi. 14).

—K. R. C
J

t [2Te'i^tti'05==thHt which is at once the wreath nftht vtct/vr

and the crown of the king. See note on ch ii. 10.—B. R. O.J

another's coming before and winning it in the

church's stead (Grot.). Mi?(!eif. however, repre-

sents the power of temptation, finally concen-
trated in Antichrist, with reference to the com-
petitive contests of antiquity.

Ver. 12. A pillar in the temple.—The dis-

tinct promise corresponds again to the distinct

conduct of the church : 1. A pillar in the spirit-

ual Temple of God : 2. An eternally consecrate

inmate of the Temple; 3. Adorned with the

three-fold inscription : a. With the name of God ;

the complete expression of perfect religiousness.

b. With the name of the City of God ; the com-
plete expression of perfect ideal churchliness.

c. With the name of Clirist; the complete expres-

sion of perfect Christliness, which embraces in

one both the foregoing considerations. This

promise will, of course, not be perfectly fulfilled

until the Coming of the Lord; yet we cannot,

with Diisterdieck, regard its fulfillment as exclu-

sively subsequent to the second Advent. Dus-

lerdieck not only denies the reference of the

promise to the Church Militant alone (Lyra,

Grot., and others), but he even disputes its ap-

plication to it and the Church Triumphant (Vit-

ringa and others). ["The promised reward of

faithfulness here is, that he who is victorious

would be honored as if he were a pillar or col-

umn in the Temple of God. Such a pillar or

column was partly for ornament, and partly for

support, and the idea here is, that in that I'em-

ple he would contribute to its beauty and the

justness of its proportions, and would at the

same time be honored as if he were a pillar

which was necessary for the support of the Tem-
ple."

—

Barnes. Alfobd judiciously observes:
" It is no objection to this view (substantially

the cue set forth above) that in the heavenly Je-

rusalem there is no Temple, ch. xxi. 22 ; but

rather a corroboration of it. That glorious City

is all Temple, and Christ's victorious ones are its

living stones and pillars. Thus, .as Diisterdieck

well remarks, the imagery of the Church Militant

1 Cor xiii. 16sqq.; Eph. ii. 19 sqq. ; 1 Peter ii.

5 sqq., is transferred to the Church Triumphant,

but with this diflFerence, that the saints are no

longer the stones merely, but now the pillars

themselves, standing on their immovable firm-

ness," This passage is but one of many which

het forth the pre eminence of the victorious

saints of the present dispensation, in the future

iBon of blessedness and glory. They are the

a^apxv, the first Jruils, Jas. i. 18; Rev. xiv. 4;

the bride, Rev. xxi. 9 ; kings in the Kingdom

then to be established. Rev. ii. 26: iii. 22; priests

in the holy congregation, Rev. i. 6; v. lU; xx.

6- pillars in the heavenly Temple. (See also

note on ch. ii. 26.)—E. R. C]
And he shall nevermore go out. (Kal

l^u oil liij t^eX&v Iri.)—The pillar shall not be

put out, according to Ewald and others. But

thi-re is doubtless a change of figure. The vic-

tor can no more fall away or be separated from

the blessed fellowship of God. His secure posi-

tion in the eternal Temple as a pillar, for firm-

ness and beauty, is only equalled by his sure

establishment therein as an inmate. [Continued

purity, and exemption from aspooianon with

anything impure, seem to be empliasizt'd by th<>

use of ^fw; comp. ch. xxii. 15 — E. R. C]
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Hengstenbei'g justly says, thfit this applies to

every Christiaa, for to be a Chi-iatian is to be a
victor. The inscription also refers to the victor,

not to the pillar, see ch. xiv. 1. On the refer-

ence of the name of Jesus to Jesuani, Jesuitaa,

see Diisterdieck's note, p. 197.

An analogue of the three names in Jewish
Theology, see in Uiislerdieck, p. 198

Which Cometh down out of heaven.—
See oh. xxi As the Church in this world is ever

growing more spiritual, so the Church in the

other world is constantly becoming more real,

more corporeal, until its perfect worldly appear-
ance is consummated in the resurrection. [See
under ch. xxi. 1-3.— E. R. C]

As the three names, in close connection with
the Trinity, are expressive of a three-fold mani-
festation of the Divine image in the beatified

one, so they also denote a three-fold appertinency
or consecrateness on his part.

[And I will V7rite upon him the name
of my God.—"Christ will write this name of
His God upon him that overcometh—not upon il,

the pillar. It is true, indeed, that there were
sotiietimes inscriptions on pillars, which yet
would be aTjjXaL, rather than arii/ioi ; but the
image of the pillar is now dismissed, and only
the conqueror remains. In confirmation of tiiis,

that it is the person, and not th^ pillar, whom
the Lord comemplates now, we find, further on,

the redeemed having the name of God, or the
seal of God on their foreheads (vii. 3; ix. 4;
xiv. 1 ; xxii, 4), with probable allusion to the

golden plate inscribed with the name of .Jehovah
which the High Priest wore upon his (Exol.
xxviii. 36-38). In the 'Kingdom of priests' this

dignity shall not be any more the singular pre-
rogative of one, but the common dignity of all."

TttEvoH.

—

And the name of the City of my
G-od.— •' What the name of this City is, we are
told Ezek xlviii. 35 : ' The Lord is there.' Any
other name would but faintly express the glory
of it; 'having the glory of Ood' (Rev. xxi, 11,

23). He that has the name of this City written
upon him is hereby declared free of it. Even
while on earth he had his true iroXiTr.viia iv

nhfiai'olc (Phil, iii 20; see ElUcott thereon), the
state, city or country to which he belongetl was
a lieavenly one ; but still his citizenship was la-

tent ; he was one of God's hidden ones ; but now
he is openly avouched, and has a right to enter
in by the gates to the City (xxii. 14)." Trench.—And .... My new name.—"This 'new
ncfme'isnot ' The Word of God ' (xix. 13), nor
yet ' King of kings and Lord of lord< ' (xix. 16).
It is true that both of these appear in this Book
as n imcs of Christ ; but at the same time neither
of thorn could be called His new name; the faith-
ful having been familiar with them from the be-
ginning; but the '?ie!o name' is that mysterious
and, in the necessity of ihings, nncommunicated
and, for the present lime, incommunicable name,
which, in that same sublimest of all visions, is

referred to: ' He had a name written, that no
man knew, but He Himself (xix. 12); for none
but God can search out the deep ihings of God
(I Cor. ii. 12; of. Matt. xi. 27; Judg. xiii. 18).
But the mystery of this new name, which no
man by searching could find out, which in this
present condition no man is so much as capable

of receiving, shall be imparted to the saints and
citizens of the New Jerusalem. They shall know
even as they are known (1 Cor. xiii. 12)."

Trbnch.—E. E. C]
[The following extract from Gibbon's Decline

and Fall (ch. Ixiv ) will be read with interest in
this connection : "Two Turkish chieftains, Sa-
rukhau and Aidin, left their names to their con-
quests, and their conquests to their posterity.

The captivity or ruin of the seven churches of
Asia was consummated; and the barliarous lords
of Ionia and Lydia still trample on the monu-
ments of classic and Christian antiquity. In the
loss of Bphesus, the Christiana deplored the fall

of the first angel, the extinction of the first can-
dlestick, of the Revelation; the desolation is

complete; and the temple of Diana, or the
church of Mary, will equally elude the search
of the curious traveller. The circus and three
stately theatres of Laodicea are now peopled
with wolves and foxes; Sardis is reduced to a
miserable village; the God of Mahomet, without
a rival or a son, is invoked in the mosques of
Thyatira and Pergamus ; and the populousnesa
of Smyrna is supported by the foreign trade of
the Franks and Armenians. Philailelphia alone
lias been saved by prophecy, or courage. At
a distance from the sea, forgotten by the empe-
rors, encompassed on all sides by the Turks, her
valiant citizens defended their religion and free-
dom above four-score years ; and at length ca-
pitulated with the proudest of the Ottomans.
Among the Greek colonies and churches of Asia,
Philadelphia is still erect, a column in a, scene
of ruins; a pleasing example that the palhs of
honor and safely may sometimes be the same "

—E. R. C]

SEVENTH EPISTLE. LAODICEA.

Ch. iii. 14-22.

Our Laodicea was situated on the river Lyons
in Phrygia Major, in the neighborhood of Co-
losse and llierapolis; it was a large and rich
commercial city. Bearing earlier the name of
Diospolis, and then of PJioas, it received iis sub-
sequent appellation in lienor of Laodice, the
Queen of King Antiochus II. In the year U2
ihis city, like Colosse and llierapolis, was de-
stroyed by an earthquake, li.it was speedily re-
built. An insignificant town called Eskihissar,
surrounded by ruins, nosv forms the List trace
of its existence. Laodicea was the last of the
seven churches; hence, a circular letter to these
(the Epistle to the Ephesians) had, on reaching
this city, arrived at its final destination, and
from there an exchange could readily be effected
between it and the Episile to the Colossians
(Col. iv. 16). Notwithstanding this. 'Winer still

talks of a lost letter from Paul to the Laodice-
ans.* The bearer of the seven epistles, having
gone northward from Ephesus through Smyrna

* [Thpre are three opinions concem-'ng the destination of
the B|ii8tle to the Ephesians: 1. That it whs addrBssed spe-
cifically to the chnrdi in ISphesns ; 2. That it is the Kpistle
to ifroin=eK) Laodiei-a mentioned Col. iv. 16; 3. That it was
a circnlar let'er tor ali the churches of Asia Minor For full
di^cuHStons of the eniire sutiject see Convtieare and How-
soil's Lifi- and Epiitles of St. Paul, Alford, Eadie, Hodge, the
l.ange fhmm. im Epfieaians (Am. Ed.), ftc. The e^ idence iu
fiivor of the last two opinions is of the most meagre charac-
ter.—B. K. C]
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to Pergamua, turned southward to Tdyatira,

Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea ; thus tra-

versing a trivlum and a quadriviuin.*

For furtlier partiouhirs, fee Encyclopedias,
Books of Travel and Geographical woi-ks.

*' A bishop and martyr of Laodicea, called

Sagaris {A. D. 170), is mentioned by Euscbius,

H. E. iv. 2r>; v. 24; even Archippus (Col. iv.

17) is named as bishop [Const. Apofit. viii. 46).

Each has been regarded as the angel of the

church; and in the expression ^ cipx^ ». fcr.,

ver. 14, Hengstenberg has even discovered an
allusion to the name of Arch-ippus as the most
influential leader of the church at Laodicea."
(Dqestkrdieck.) a curious discovery, certainly!

Colossiana ii. does not distinctly prove, as

Diisterdieck assumes, that in Paul's time the

Laodicean church, as well as thai, at Colosse,

was in danger from erroneous theosophic doc-

trines, though Viiringa, with astonishing acute-

ness, maintained that there were traces of such
things in the very epistle that we are examin-
ing (Diisterdieck, p. 199). The spiritual condi-

tion of the church may be clearly gathered from
tlie epistle addressed to it, but, cannot be ex-

plained from the external circumstances of the

church itself.

Ver. 14-1 These things saith the Amen.—
Here also a narmouy of ail parts may be t.iken

for granted at the very outset. The central

point of all the terms contained in the epistle

lies, manifestly, in the false aelf-gratulation of

the Church as expressed in ver. 17. In the first

place, such, a morbid assurance of completeness,
involving a cessation from striving, and even
from aspiration—such a conviction of hiLving

arrived at a state in which all need is done
away with (7re7rAour?7/ca)J—does not arise in a

healthy condition of faith, for even on the firm

ground of the peace of reconciliation, such a

condition implies—nay, is itself—a longing and
striving afier perfuction (the true righteousness

of faith, an agonizing after righteousness of

Ufe).

But, again, this assurance of completeness

and consequent stoppage of all exertion does not

spring into existence where there is amere legal

holiness of works ; the goad of the law is cun-

stanily rousing those under its bondage—or, at

least, the worthier portion of them—from the

false repose to which they, for a moment, may
have yielded, and urging them on. Spiritualism

\Spiri(ua/i'i/nus~\,^ however, is always and every-

* {Of all this there is not one particle of evidence.

—

E. R. C]
f I^On this and several following paejes, Lange presents a

genera! view of the epistle. Special exegetical comments
and aiJditions may be found pp. 135 aqq — i . R. C]

J (The miirvellous compeniliouanfss of the Gcman Isin-

guac^e is forcibly illustrated here. Six words present all

that our translation has given io the ep4,ce comprised witliici

the last period and 7r€TrAoi;TTj«a, with the excepti-n of "in
the first place," which in the German o'-'-urs further on.

We cite the pr-'gniuit six: Ein snlchps krankhaftes FerttgsHn

und Bpdu.rfniRsl-o'ifjpjnnrde.niiP.tn. Perhaps it is hnt fair to

remark th;it the final octosyllable U composed of a substan-

tive, an adjective, a participle, and an infinitive. — I'R.J

§ |Langf! soems lo h^ve employed this word, co'ned from
the Litin as a grenerifi term rt-presHntative of the dnc-

trin« of those who deny the necBsitv of an external

atonemnnt, r-'velati-m and ordinances—affirming that the

spirit of a man is sufficietit unto itself. In this sense it in-

cludfs the wildest mystics and the bahiest rationalism. The
only liln^lish word by which it can be renilered is spirilual-

ism. Thi; use of this term, however, is objectionable, aa it is

where thoroughly satisfied, whether it appear
in a mystical form, declaring, I too am a son
of God, or in a rationalistic guise, affirtning Lhat
there is no such thing as a sun of God, no such
thing as the Atonement. Spiritualism [Spi/i/u-

allsnius~\ has the property of not being warm,
because it has no spiritual [ffeistlich] blood, no
social, historical or personal life; but neiiUer is

it cold, for it has its religious views and opinions,

its party even, for which it can, for a time, be
enthusiastically or fanatically hot. It does not,

however, grow warm for the living fellowship

of God and the Cburch of God. Now this spi-

ritualism \_Spiri{ualis'nus'\ may, in Laodicea, as

well as elsewh re, have been based upon the an-

tecedents of theoretical, theosophic heresies; at

the writing of the epistle, however, these here-
sies were a vanishing point in the background

;

the enthusiastic soarings in the clouds had been
succeeded by the reactionary fall of satiety and
lukewarmness. Hence the word of revelation

does not directly attack theoretical errors of the

church, but its practical appearance, so specifi-

cally modified, however, that we perceive the

epistle to be also aimed at the genus of the

church's corruptitm latent in the bacl^ground.

The self-designntion of Christ is the first in-

strument for the accomplishment of the design
we liave just stated. The Amen, the faithful

and true [genuine] Witness, the Originntor

[apx'^, see Col. i. 18) of the creation and reiiemp-

tion.* He is the Amen as the perfect ami com-
plete personal conclusion of the revelations of

God, beyond Whom there can be no angelic or

philosophic or spiritualistic \_spiriiitaliaiisch'] re-

velations, f—the focus of the Divine suu of reve-

lation, through Whom alone true vital heat is to

be got. He is the faithful and essential, per-

fectly historical and real Witness of the truth,

in face of Whom the inflated illusions, images
and systems of spiritualism [Spiritualism a s'\

must vanish away. He is the living, personal

Principle of the whole creation; hence there is

no principial life of spirits or spirit outside of

that cosmical order of the Kingdom which is

comprehended in Him.
With this description of Christ, the descrip-

tion of the church corresponds. Its works are

specifically merged in its character, and this

character is lukewarmness—not lukewarmness
as positivism, however, but as a double negation:

neither cold nor warm. If the church were
cold, if it were a stranger to Christ, like the

heathen, or even if it cherished a positive anti-

pathy against Him, He would not approach it in

the character of a Judge; it might yet become
warm. It has just enough Christianity to come
under condemnation, but not sufficient to attain

to blessedness, for the reason that it is not

warm.

already employed in English in two or three ditferent senses.

As far -ta po-;«ibte to avoid confusion, whenever it and the
gAlw(\v/ords.'-piriiual;Sfdrituali!<t,occ\iry the originals will

be printfd in lirackes aa above.—E. R. C.]
* [See comments and additions on pp. 135 sq(7,—E. R. C]

•f
[TJii-; comment seem^ to be baaed on a modern use of the

term Anf-n. As it forms the c^ncluainn of our prayers, it

ha-' come to be eiiiployeil, I'oth in lifrman and Kn^jhsh, as

a word expressive of conclusi'm. No such meaning, how-
ever, properly belongs to it. Nor in tliere any reason to anp-

po^e that, iu tlie days of the Apostles, it was ever employed
ia this special conventional sense.—K. K. C]
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This condition, in its approximatiou to eternal

hopelessness, wrings from the Judge Himself,

in His blessed majesty, a sigh that seems laden

with a human grief: that thou wert cold or

warm!—Again, the condition of the church is

illustrated by the figure of lukewarm water,

which, when drunk, causes nausea: / am about

to (not yet: I will) speie thee out of my moulh

;

i. e reject with lively indignation and repul-

sion.

Not cold, not warm, but lukewarm. This at-

titude toward the Lord, His word and His
Church, is based upoa the church's conduct

toward itself, upon its spiritual [^geistlicJi] pride.

This pride is likewise expressed three-fuldly : I

am rich—Ihave become rich toexcess or satiety

—1 have need of nothing (or, as it may also be
rendered, no person, no Saviour, no fellowship).

The first declaration is expressive of the

church's self-deception in imagining that it can

be rich iiidependeatl'/. lu the second declara-

tion, the church intimates, that in some way or

other (by an arcanum or a would be new idea)

it has become rich, and that its wealth is forever

an accomplislied fact. In the third declaration,

the, fearful consequence is announced : it has
need of nothing more ; it is subjectively free

from all heavenly aud earthly props ; its

satiety is the complete caricature of the
blessedness of true faith, having an ima-
ginary exaltation in an imaginary omniscience.

Its false self-appraisement is met by the anni-
hilating sentence of the Lord :

Thou knowest not.—^Ignorance, and that

in relation to the most immediate and necessary
knowledge—ignorance of its own condition; ig-

norance in Its most aggravated form—self-

blinding, constitutes the basis of its wants.
The church (represented by her character, her
masculine life-picture) knows not that she is, on
the one hand, the wretched one, the specific

bearer of the burdens of a salvationless state;

and, on the other, the one pitiable above all

othefs, on whom, also, the Lord wills yet to have
pity in consideration of her ignorance (see Luke
xxiii 34). The three fundamental traits of this

wofut picture are: poor and blind and naked;
poor hi reference to the true riches of life;

blind in refei'ence to truth and knowledge; naked
in refi'rence to the utter want of a truly spiritual

[veisllic/i] appearance in genuine good works or
signs and evidences of the inner life.

The counsel of the Lord is in harmony with
the situation. The church is admonished to

buy all that she lacks of Him. For of Him
alone can the beggar buy—buy for nought (Is.

Iv. 1), and yet bui/, inasmuch as it is only under
moral forms and conditions that the free gift is

received
;

its reception implies the surrender of
a whole world of counterfeit value, and thus
there is a difference between its bestowal and
the actual giving of alms to a beggar. The first

proffer is that of r/old—gold purified by fire;

the heavenly riches of righteousness, in the ster-
ling quality of thii fidelity of faiih

; purified by
the fire of tribiilaiion, and thus proven to be
genuine gold. Tlie spiritualist [Spiriliialisl]

dares not expose his gilded fancies to the fire of
tribulation. Tiie church's nakedness is the
Becoud thing provided for—in advance of her

blindness ; and this is, doubtless, because a mo-
dicum of sight is pre-supposed in the first and
second acts, and because it is high time that the

manifestation of the shame of her nakedness,

appearing, as it necessarily will, in moral scan-

dals, should be averted by demonstrations of

Christian life, in white garments, which are con-

nected with the gold of faith. Then comes the

eye-salve of truth, in order to the gaining of

true and perfect sight in Christian knowledge,
from which the spiritualist \_SpirituaUst'], ia

his false conceit of knowledge, is most remote.

The severe utterance of the Lord is next ex-
empted from all suspicion of partyism, party-
strife or school-wrangling. The truth of Christ,

under whatever aspect it is viewed, always turns
to rebuke when it encounters falsehood ; and the
very fact of its rebuking and chastening is de-
signed to teach the person thus exercised, that
the love of Christ has not yet given him up, and
that, on the contrary, it would fain win him by
these means of rebuke and chastening—that it

is thereby calling him to repentance.

Ver. 2u. Behold, I stand at the door.—
With the peculiar species of sinfulness in the
condition of the church, the peculiar form of re-

pentance corresponds. An obliteration of the

consciousness of mau's liberty of election is

partly the cause, partly the effect of spiritualism
\_SpirdiiaUsinus~^ ; the nerve of moral freedom
is paralyzed, and the sense of moral greatness,
as exemplified in the history of the world, is

obscured. Therefore Christ^Who has not for a
long time been in this high-flying spiritualism
\_Spiritualismas~\—stands at the door of the soul
and knocks. He finds the door shut; still He
does not burst it in ; He knocks and begs for
admittance. In face of this conduct of the roy-
ally Free, the unfree should rouse him from his

palsy. If any man.—This, indeed, is not to be
expected of the mass of blinded ones, yet it may
be hoped of individuals.

If any man hear My voice.—There is help
for any one who still has an ear for this—for the
affectionate tone, the loving call of Jesus' voice.
Amid his spiritual [^geistig^ waverings betwixt
light and darkness, his heart, constantly de-
clining, as it is, into an indilferenoe to personal
love, is not yet quite dead. This is proved by
the fact of his opening the door to the Lord, by
his reception of the personal Christ as his Friend
and Saviour. And what then ? With the pecu-
liar modification of repentance, the peculiar
modification of grace corresponds. The subse-
quent word of promise is, assuredly, meant for
ail who are converted, but especially is it in-

tended for the returning spiritualist \_Spiritii-

ali-'it'].

I -vrill come in to him and w^ill sup -with
him. -In the case of the spiritualist ^Spiriluatisl],

above all, the new life must take the form of the

most intimate communion, of personal fellowship
with the Lord. This communion is primarily
Christ's supping with him; his heart, his pro-
perty, his breid henceforth belong to the Chris-
tian fellowship. But the higher form of this

new life is that he, OD his part, sups with Christ,
that he becomes a participant in His blessed,

heavenly life. And though the general refer-

ence here is to the meal of vital communion, the
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restoration of the epirilualist \_Spirilualist'] will

also be particiiliiily evideaoed ia a proper appre-
oiatioa of tlie Lord's Supper, the social Christ,

a Sacrament which he has before despised in his

imagined self-sufficiency.

In this epistle, as in all the others, the con-

cluding promise to the victor is in perfect har-
mony with nil tliat has gone before.

Ver. 21. To him that conquereth vyill I

grant to sit iwith Me on My throne.—TUo
throne of Clirist is the glory of His Kingdom

—

the sitting on IJis throne, the personal vit il pos-

session of tills glory; the sitting with Him on
this throne is, tierefore, the co-enjoyment of

this highest definite less of perfected personal

life. Tills future forms the extremesl contrast

to the expectation of the spiritualistic [spirim-

alistisch] indiff -reutist who holds that he is to be

swallowed up in the waves of the general, im-
personal world-essence.

But the promise unfolds still greater glories:

And sat down with My Father.—We can
imagine noi hing concerning a fellowship in God's
personal exaltation above the world, above the

transiioriness, unfreeaess, and imperfection of

the world. Tlie words at the head of this para-

graph, however, unmistakably form the culmi-

nating point of the contrast to the nihilistic

views of the indifferentistically lukewarm mind,

the positive counterpart of the negative Budd-
histic Nirvana.
The solemn conclusion appeals for the last

time to the organization, the capacity, the desti-

nation of man ; for the last lime to man's free-

dom and to t he first stirrings of freedom in hear-

ing and obeying ; for the last time to the high

calling of the Christian—to hear what the Spirit

sailh to the churches. The words this time have

a seven-fold weight, for they form the conclusion

not only of the last letter, but of all the forego-

ing epistles likewise.

The more general import of Christ's declara-

tion. Behold, I stand at the door, is this, viz.,

that the last epistle sketches the last form of the

church, and touches upon the Parousia.

After this general consideration of the final

epistle, we present, briefly, the following exege-

bIs of particular poinis:

Ver. 14. The Amen. 2 Cor. i. 20.—["Refer-
ring, as is the case in every epistle, to some at-

tribute of the speaker adapted to impress their

minds, or to give peculiar force to what He was
about to say to that particular church. . . . The
word amen means true, certain, faithful ; and, as

used here, it means that He to whom it is ap-

plied is eminently true and faithful. What He
affirms is true ; what He promises or threatens

is certain. Himself characterized by sincerity

and truth (2 Cor. i. 20), He can look with appro-

bation only on the same in others ; and hence He
looks with displeasure on the lukewarmness
which, from its very nature, always approxi-

mates insincerity." Barnes. It may also be

observed that a state of lukewarmness is a state

of indifferentism, of partial unbelievingness.

The lukewarm hear as though the promises and
threats of their teachers were as vain as the

wind. It was most appropriate that the Great

Teacher should endeavor to arouse the Laodi-

ceans to heed Ills words, by an epithet declara-

tive of His sincerity, and the truth and certain 1 1
of His declarations.—E. R. C] The Hebrew
expression is, doubtless, thoroughly akin to tlio

subsequent Greek terms (Bengeland others); ywi
there is a distinction between absolute certainty
and absolute faithfulness and actuality, and we
have here no mere climax (Diisterdieck).—See
Uiislerd. on unsupported interpretations.

[The faithful and true Witness—" He is
^ the Witness, the faithful and the true,' in that He
epe.ika what He knows, and testifies what He has
seen. The thought is a favorite and ever-recur-
ring one in the Gospel of St. John (iii. 11, 32,

33) ; but does not appear in any other. ... Of
the two epithets, the first, Tnardc, expresses His
entire trustworthiness. The word is employed
in the New Testament, as elsewhere—now as
trusting or beVieving (John xx 27 ; Acts xiv. 1),

now as trustworthy or to be believed (2 Tim. ii.

22 ; 1 Thess. v. 27 ; 1 John i. 9). Men may be
TTLffroi in both senses, the active and the passive,

as exercising faith, and as being worthy to have
faith exercised upon them. God can be only
Tviardc in the latter. ... It will be seen that the
truthfulness of Christ as a Witness is asserted in
the Trsffrdf, not, as might at first sight be as-

sumed, in the ahfiivdc that follows, or at least in

it only as one quality among many. Christ is a
/laprvg alrflivd^ (not a^r/d/;g), in that He realized

and fulfilled in the highest sense all that belonged
to a witness. Three things are necessary there-

to. He must have been avrdTrrr/^ ; having seen
with his own eyes that which he professes to at-

test. He must be competent to relate and repro-

duce this for others. He must be willing faith-

fully and truthfully to do this. These three
things meeting in Christ, and not the presence
of the last only, constitute Him a ' true* Witness,'

or one in whom all the highest conditions of a
witness met." Trench.—E. R. C]
[The beginning {dpxj) of the creation of

Grod.]—-[1] The principle of the creation; see

Col. i. 1-3.— False interpretations: [2] The
Prince [^FUrsl, first] of the creation; [3] The
Founder of the new creation, the Church; [4]
The first and most glorious Creature of the crea-

tion. See John i. 1 sqq. [The first of the pre-

ceding views, the one adopted by Lange, is the

one advocated by Alford and Trench. Their ar-

guments as against the 4[h, or Ariau, view, are

embodied in the following extract from Barnes.

Both these distinguished commentators cite, as

supporting their opinions as to the use of the

term apxi}, many passages from Apocryphal and
early Christian authors. Trench writes as fol-

lows: "For the use o{ apxv in the sense and
with the force which we here demand for it as

'prineipium,' not 'initium' (though these Latin

words do not adequately reproduce the distinc-

tion), comp. the Gosp. of Nicod. u. 25, in which
Hades addresses Satan as tj tov Oavdrov apx^l f^
}}iC,7j TTJi; d/iapriac; and further, Dionysius, the

Areopagite (c. 15) ; 6 Gfoc earlp Travruv alrtu Kal

dpxV't ^"<i again, Clement of Alex. (^Slrom. iv. •

25) : 6 Qeog 6e dvapxog, dpx^ rdv oAuv jravTe'/Jj^.

These, and innumerable otlier passages, abund-
antly vindicate for dpx^ that active sense which

* [The word comjietent is a better translation. Tbeideaof
tho original eeemrt to be beat brouf^lit out in the phrase : the

Witnein, tlte faithful and tlie comptteni,—K. B. C.J
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we must needs claim for it, here." Barnes, wlio

adopts tlie lid of tlie above views, preaeuis tlie

entire subject in tlie following powerful lan-

guage: ''The phrase here used is susceptible, pro-

perly, of only one of the following siguifications,

viz. : either (a) that He was tlie beginning of the

creation in tlie sense that He caused the universe
to begin to exist, tliat is, that He was the author
of all things; or (6) that He was the first cre-

ated b''ing; or (c) that He holds the primacj
over all, anil is at the head of the universe. It

is not necessary to examine any other proposed
interpretations, for the only other senses sup-
posed to be conveyed by the words, that He is

the beginning of the creation in the sense that

He rose from the dead a^ tiie first fruits of them
that sleep, or that He is the head of the spiritual

creation of G td, are so foreign tX) the natural]
meaning of the words as to need no special refu-

{

tation. A-i to the three significations suggested
above, it may be observed, that the first one

—

that lie is the author of the creation, and in that

Bense tlie beginning, thougli expressing a Scrip-
tural doctrine (John i. 3 ; Eph. iii. 9 ; Col. i. 16),
is not in .accordance with the proper meaning of
the word here used

—

(ipx'l- The word properly
refers to tlie commencement of a thing, not its au-

thomhip, a-id denotes properly primacy in time,

and primacy in rank, but not primacy in the

sense of causing anything to exist. The two
ideas which run through the word, as it is used
in the New Testament, are those just suggested.

For the former—primacy in regard to time— that

is properly the commencement of a thing, see
the foil iwing passiges where the word occurs:
Matt. xix. 4, 8i xxiv. 8, 21 ; Mark i. 1 ; x. 6

;

?iii. 8, 19 : Luke i. 2 ; John i. 1, 2; ii. 11 ; vi.

64 ; viii. 2-5, 4t ; xv. 17 ; xvi, 4; Acta xi. 15 ; 1

John i. 1 ; ii. 7, 13, 14, 24; iii. 8, 11 ; 2 John .5,

6. For the latter signification—primacy of rank
or authority—see the following places: Luke xii.

11; XX 20; Koia viii. 38; 1 Cor. X7. 24; Eph.
i. 21 ; iii. 10 ; vi. 12 : Col. i. 16, 18 ; ii. 10, 1.5

;

Tit. iii. 1. The word is not, therefore, found in

the sense of authorship, as denoting that one is

the heguming of anything in the sense that he
caused it to liave an existence. As to the second

of the significations suggested, that it means tiiat

He was l\\e first created being, it may be observetl

{«) that this is not a necessarg signification of the

phrase, since no one can show that this is the

only proper meaning which could be given to the
words, and therefore the phrase cannot be ad-
duced to prove that He is Himself a created be-
ing. If it were demonstrated from other sources
that Clirist was, in fict, a created being, and the

first that God had made, it cannot be denied that

this language would appropriately express that

fact. I5ut it cannot be made out from the mere
nae of the language liere ; and as the language
is susceptible of other interpretations, it cannot
be employeil to prove that Christ is a created be-

ing. (A) Such an interpretation would be at va-

riance with all those passages which speak of

Him as uncreated and eternal ; which ascribe

Divine attributes to Him ; which speak of Him
as Himself the Creator of all things. Compare
John i. 1-3; Col, i. 16; Heb. i. 2, 6,8, 10-12.

The third signification, therefore, remains that

He is • the beginning of the creation of God,' in

the sense that He is the Head or Prince of the

creation ; that is, that He presides over it so far

as the purposes of redemption are to be accom-

plished, and so far as it is necessary for those

purposes. This is (a) in accordance with the

meaning of the word, Luke xii. 11 ; xx. 20, et al.,

ut supra, and (b) in accordance with the uniform
statements respecting the Redeemer, that 'all

power is given unto Him in Heaven and in earth'

(iMatt. xxviii. 18) ; that God has ' given Him
power over all flesh' (John xvil. 2); that all

things are 'put under His feet' (Heb. ii. 8; 1

Cor. XV. 27) ; that He is exalted over all things,

Eph. i. 20-22. Having this rank, it was proper
that He should speak with authority to the

church at Laodicea."—E. R. C]
Ver. 15. Thy works.—Works are of value

only as indications of the character of the per-

sons performing them. Lukewarm hearts, luke-

warm works, and vice ver.^d. [See ci.ninients on
ch. ii. 2.—E. R. C.]—[That thou art neither
cold nor hot (Lange : warm)] —The applica-
tion to this passage of the disiinciion between
the perfectly righteous, the perfectly unright-
eous, and tliose occupying a middle position, is

misleading; far more applicable is Dante's de-

scription of the sinners peopling that portion of

Hell which lies immediately beyond the direful

portal—wretches too bad for Heaven, and even for
Hell ; i. e., the present passage of Scri|ituie speaks
of qualitative not of quantitative things. Most cer-
tainly the warm one is be who bangs upon the Lord,
for only a personal relationship of love to Jesus,
andcouductactuated by that love, make warm life.

Whilst De Wette and others regard fvxp6( as the
antithesis to fcffrdf, Dusterdieck, with Hengsten.
and others, justly insist that the antithesis is a
vacillating middle conduct. Diisterdieck's posi-
tive definition of coldness as enmity and resist-
ance to the Lord, such as were manifested by
Saul of Tarsus, is, however, as incorrect as
Hengstenberg's theory concerning a cold person
v.'ho is painfully sensible of his coldness. The
antitheses are : the believer—the non-believer

—

and in the midst, the half-believer, who in his
inmost soul is already an unbeliever. [I would,
etc.—"'0(peMv, properly the second aorist of
Ai^filu, but now grown into an adverbial use (^
utinam), has so far forgotten what at the first it

was, as to be employed promiscuously in all

numbers and persons
; cf I Cor. v. 8; 2Cor. xi.

1. It governs an indicative, not an optative,
here (^f, not tir/i;, is the right reading), inasmuch
as the Lord is not desiring that something even
now might be, but only (hat something might have
been. In form a wish, it is in reality a regret."
Trench. But in what respect is a lukewarm
worse than a cold condition ? The author just
quoted answers the question thus: "Best, 1
think,

. by regarding the ' coW as one hither-
to untouched by the power of grace. There is
always hope of such an one, that, when he does
come under those powers, he may become a zeal-
ousandearnestChristian. Heisnot one on whom
the grand experiment of the Gospel has been
tried, and has failed. But the ' lukewarm ' is one
who has lasted of the good gift, and of the powers
of the world to come, who has been a subject of
Divine grace, hut in whom that grace has failed
to kindle more than the feeblest spark. The pub-
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ficans and harlots were ' cold,' the Apostles ' hoi.'

The Scribes and Pharisees, such among them as

that Simon in whose house the Lord sat and
spake the parable of the fifty and the five hun-
dred pence (Luke vii. 3t)-47), they wei-e ' luke-

ioarin.' It was from among the ^ cold' and not the
' lukeivarm,' that He drew recruits."—B. R C]

Ver. 16 The figure is umuistakably derived

from the nauseating effect of lukewarm water

when taken into the mouth. [The figure is in-

dicative of moat fearful woe, namely, utter rejec-

tion by Clirist as loathsome.—E. R. C] the

fieTiXeiv must be distinguished from a positive

BeXeiv.

Ver. 17. I am rich.*—This is not, as a number
of commentators suppose, to be referred to the

earthly wealth uf the flourishing emporium of

Laodicea, though the connection between exter-

nal riches and the danger of an inward conceit

of riches cannot be ignored. Comp. the Old and
New Testaments. The fancied wealth of spiritual

goods is, therefore, the tbiug intended, in ac-

cordance with most commentators. [' So far as

the larujuage here is concerned, this may refer

either to riches literally, or to spiritual riches.

it is not easy to determine which is the

true sense, hut may it not have been that there

was an allusion to both, and that, in every reitpect,

they boasted that they had enough ?" Barnes.
— E. R. C] Note the climax: wUvaidq eifu, etc.,

[see p. 134.]

And knowest not.—This is no mere simple
self-delusion ; it is marked in its character, be-

ing an iiggravated ignorance, over against a sup-

posed muliiplied knowledge.—That thou, even

thou.—6 raAa/TToipof—the wretched one, par ez-

cellem-e.

Ver. 18. I counsel thee.—The " dash of

irony" which Ebrard discovers in this expres-

sion, may consist in the fact that Christ does not

here approach the spiritualistic [^spiritualislisch'^

indifferent in His historical authority, because
such an one has loosed the bond of historical

obedience. He meets him on the ground of his

false liberty. If he will not obey the voice of

the Lord, he must still hear the language of

truth.f Perfectly analogous lo this form is the

further declaration: Behold, I stand at the
door—a hint to the Ohurcu in her dealing with
[self-] emancipated spirits [emansipirte GeisterJ.^

* [Trench woulrl connect this verse with the precedinK;
" placing d colon ;it the end of ver. 16, and a full stop at tuat

of ver. 17."— B. K.C.J

f [" There is a certain irony, hut the irony of Divine love,

in these words. He who niiglit liave commanded, prefttrs ra-

ther to counnel ; He wtio might have spolteu as from Hea-
ven, conforms Uimaelf, so far as the outward furiii of llis

words reaches, to the language of earth. To the merchants
and factors of tliis wealthy mercantile city. He addresses
Himself in their own dial ct." Trknch. " There is a deep
irony in this woid. One who hasnmd of nothing, yet needs
counsel on the vital points of self-preservation.'" Alporb. Is

it not better, as more consistent with the character of the
compassionate and long suffering Saviour, to 8n|i[iMse that
there is no irony here ? Thelan.;uage, coiiciipd indeed in the
comuiercial dialect of tbos- addressed, is eiicli as ,a Inving
Fatller, yeirniiig over indifferent and ungrateful children,

might use tt win th ni to better things.—E. K. C.J

% [By ihisexpiession.T.ange doubtless would indicate those

who. in llis o>vn lantiuage. might better be styled (self-)

emancipated iipiriiualTStfi. The adjective fmanzijyirt has,

when employed in certain connections, obtained the mean-
ing of SP-lf-Rmancipation—thus an emamipirtp. Frau, is a
woman wlio has ireed herself from conventionalisms—as wo
Bay in English, a slrong-mmded woman,—JB. K. C.J

To buy.—There can be no question of an
actual purchase by a merilum de conyruo ; for

Laodicea is poor and naked, and the thing to be
procured is gold. Yet the usual Protestant idea

—the church must simply surrender her self-

conceit; that is the purchase-price (Vitringa,

Bengel, and others)—conceals in some measure
the true relation of things. Such a surrender

invariably presupposes an advance toward the

Saviour in peniteuce and self-denial.* Accord-
ing to Ebrard, the Lord's counsel should be fol-

lowed invertedly ; first, eye-salve, then raiment,

then gold. There are substantial grounds, how-
ever, for the order given. The gold purified in

the fire, the fidelity of faith, tested in temptation

and trial (Hengstenberg, ^rfes; aLapide, caritas;

Diislerd., spiritual good things; Ebrard, good
fruits). [Is it not the righteousness of Cliris-t,

imputed to him who believes, by virtue of which
the possessor becomes rich {comp. ilom. v. 15-

18 ; 2 Cor. viii. 9) ?—E. R. C]
White garments.—Throughout the Apoca-

lypse, these represent the victorious adornment
of that righteousness of life which is based upon
the righteousness of faith. Hence they are not

of like meaning with the gold (DUsterd.), nor do
they denote the subjective purification of the heart

(Ebrard), which cannot be seen as can white gar-

ments. [iMay not the reference be to the entire

righteousness of saiictification (holiness of heart

and life) produced by the Spirit? The gaiments
of the Saints are white within as well as without.—
It may here be remarked, (hat it is utterly vain

to expect that any one material figure should

set forth a spiritual truth in all its phases.

—

E. R. C]
The eye-salve, no'AXo'i'pLov (the classic form is

KoXAi'piov), is likewise differently explained (as

the word of God, the gift of the Holy Spirit Who
enlightens).

Ver. 19. 'Eyci.—After the Lord's apparent
self-coordination with the church. His high and
sovereign personality emerges once more to

view. This is the case here, however, especially

in order to the expression of the fact, that Uis

rebuke and chastening are pure love, and that

His love can chasten and punish ; and all this in

contrast to the loose and anti-personal nature of

inditt'erentism, which perverts love into laxity,

accounts punishment as harshness, and utterly

sunders the two. [Comp. Heb. xii. 5-13 ; Prov.

iii. 12.—B. R. C]
As many as I love.—DUsterdieck justly in-

sists, in opposition to Vitriug.a, that this does

not apply merely to the better portion of the

church.

[I rebuke and chasten.]—The relation of

eUyX^^'" "•"'' "'otSci'eiv is in harmony with Chris-

tian liberty. The sinner must first suffer him-

self lo be convicted, intellectually corrected;

then grace begins to exercise an afi'eotionate dis-

cipline over conscience and life.

* [And BO it might be said, that any advance presupposes

a previous advance. There must b-' a beginning of spiritual

activil:y souiewhere. This surrender, this givin:; up the tin-

sel and rags of one's own rightenusnef^s, is es-entially in-

volved in that living faith which rests upon Ctirist a/o«e for

salvation, and which is the beginning of spiritual activity.^-

B. R. C.l
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[For a full discussioQ of tbe force of hMyx^iv,
see Lange on John xvi. 8 (Am. Ed., pp. 472

sqq. ). Trench writes that it is "more than
tTTiTtiiav, wish which it is often joined ; see my
(his) Si/n. of the N T., §4. It is so to rebuke,
that the person rebiilced is brouglit to the ac-

knowledgment of his fault, is convinced, as

David W!ia when rebuked by Nathan (2 Sam. xii.

13)." This definition will scarce bear the test

of thorough exegesis. It is manifest that in the

use of tlie term Matt, xviii, 5; Luke iii. 19, an
acknowledgment of sin is not contemplated, but
the contrary. The word is one which expresses

the act of an agent, and not the effect of that

act upon its object; it is such a presentation of

the truth as leaves tbe object without excuse for

not believing (comp. John viii. 40; xvi, 8 ; 1

Cor. xiv. 24; Eph. v. 11, 13; 1 Tim. v. 20; 2

Tim. iv. 2; Titus i. 9, 13; ii. 15; Heb. xii. 6;
Jms. ii. 9). Tlie necessary consequence of re-

buke tiius defined may, indeed, be a dim, incho-

ate perception of the right, but not necessarily

that completed judgment^ that conviction, which
involves an acknowledgment even to self; and
even this perception is not necessarily contem-
plated in the use of the term. (In John iii. 20

;

viii. 9; the only otlier passages in which the

term occurs, its use is peculiar. In the latter the

man was his own rebuker

—

conviction preceded
rebuke; in the former, the idea is somevvliat

similar—here a dim perception of tlie fact of sin

leads the transgressor, insttnctivelg, to avoid tbe

light which will clearly manifest hia unworthi-
ness.) The term Tracdevetv is also too much re-

stricted by Trench, and apparently by our
author. The former writes: " UaiSd'Ctv, being
in classical Greek to instruct, to educate, is in

sacred Greek to instruct or educate by means of
correction, through the severe discipline of love,"

etc. This is the meaning of the English word
chasten, which was used by our translators to

render the word whenever, in their judgment,
the TTOife'a was castigatory (1 Cor. xii. 32; 2
Cor. vi. 9; Heb. xii. 6, 7, 10; see also iraiSeia

in Heb. xii. 5, 7, 8, H ; and TraitScun/f, Heb. xii.

9) ; but it is by no means the established sacred
usage of the original term. That fatherly cor-

rection was not always contemplated, see Luke
xxiii. 16, 22 (ani perhaps 1 Tim. i. 20) ; that
castigation was not always implied, see Acts vii.

22; xxii. 3; 2 Tim. ii. 2.5; Titus ii. 12; also

•KatScla, Eph. vi. 4; 2 Tim. iii. IB; and iraidevTi/Q

Rom. ii. 20. An apparent force is given to tlie

remark of Trench from the frequent recurrence
of the word (and its allies) in Heb. xii., where
it appears eight times out of the twenty-one in-

stances of its New Testament use. These, how-
ever, in an exi-getical point of view, constitute
but one appearance. It appears in only thirteen

independent passages; in three of these only do
the contexts require us to limii its specific mean-
ing to the training of castigation (Heb. xii. 5-10

;

1 Cor. xi. 32 ; 2 Cor. vi. 9—possibly four, if we
include 1 Tim. i. 20) ; and in seven this specific
meaning is excluded by the context (see above).
The classical force of the word is retained in

the Scriptures. Its proper meaning is to disci-

pline, {0 educate ; and into this education enter
all the elements of spiritual training. T{a((hveiv

includes i~AlL)xci-v. A context may, indeed, limit

the education spoken of to one specific kind.

In such case only have we a right to regard it

as limited. In the passage under conside-

ration, in which sin is referred to, doubt-

less, chastisement was contemplated; but we
should not suppose that chastisement alone

was in the view of the Divine speaker.

This very epistle entered into the waiSeia.—
E. R. C]
[Be zealous, therefore, and repent.

—

"This word {^r/Xevc), through fr/Aof connected

with C^t) and thus with (eardg (ver. 15), is chosen

as the special word of exhortation, with special

reference to the lukewarmness," etc. Trench.
"Be earnest, strenuous, ardent, in your pur-

pose to exercise true repentance, and to turn

from the error of your ways." Barnes.—E.

R. C]
Ver. 20. — This verse also makes part of

the special word to Laodicea; it is not,

therefore, an epilogue to the whole (Vit-

ringa). Yet the entire proceeding here de-

scribed forms a picture which closes the pre-

ceding epistles and touches upon the approach-
ing Parousia.

The door.—Generally interpreted, the door
of the heart, the knocking being referred to the

word of God, the Holy Ghost, special visitations.

[Compare Song of Sol. v. 2-(J.—He knocks in

every incident of providence—in every act of

TTait^eia—that produces the thought of Himself
in the mind.—E. R. C] The door of the heart

however, is the personal liberty. The standing
before this door is expressive of three things: 1.

Christ is not in the heart of the lukewarm; 2.

He recognizes the liberty of shuiting Him out

which the lukewarm person possesses ; 3. He
makes a positive assault up-in that unfreeness

which lies in the abuse of liberty. The Lord's
knocking in the last time is a synthesis of the
threatening pres.iges of judgment and His word.
According to Bengel, the promise, / will sup
with him, mast be understood of the earthly life;

he with Me, of the heavenly. The promise,
liowever, distinguishes in a general manner a
lower and higher grade of spiritual life (Martha,
Mary). Our passage has nothing to do with the

figure of the Marriage ; it treats of the estab-

lishment of a personal intimate relationship be-

tween Christ and the individual church, or, bet-

ter, the individual soul. [Conipare John xiv.

21-23.—E. R. C ]

Ver. 21. The promise, in its special greatness,

certainly corresponds to the special greatness

of the victory to be gained by the Laodicean
(Ebrard); in its peculiar nature, however, it

also forms a contrast to the destruction whence
he must tear himself. According to Diister-

dieck, this promise is merely the greatest and
last. But as the final promise it points, with

peculiar expression, to the all-embracing, con-

summate victorious form of the heavenly glory.

Diisterdieck justly discards the distinction of

different thrones of the Father and the Son
(Calov.), referring to the oneness of the throne

in ch. xxii. 1. [Is it not a promise of kingship

in the Basileia (comp. Dan. vii. 27; Matt. xxv.

21; Luke xxii. :H0; and the Excursus on the

Basileia, p. 93 sqq.) ?—E. R. ]
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8UPPLEMENTAKT REMARKa ON THE HISTOEIOAIi
REALIZATION OF THE PROPHETIC

OHUROH-PIOTUKES.

We wish, first of all, to establisli the following
points :

1. The seven epistles are by no means episcopal

letters designed as an introduction to the Apoca-
lypse: they are prophetic letters, constituting the

first part of the Apocalypse itself, and forming a

fouTidation for the whole.*
2. Hence, the life-pictures of the seven

churches are not merely historical portraits of

the Apostolic Church (issued through an episco-

pal medium, but of prophetic depth and form)
;

they are also prophetic types of ohurchly condi-

tions, which shall hold good until the end of the

world.

3. Still, we should bind ourselves to the gen-
eral chronological Church-historical conception
of the Apocalypse if, in the suooeasion of these

pictures, we were to pretend to discover distinct

periods of Church history. j-

4. Notwithstanding this, the Prophetic Spirit

has, out of the synchronistic coordination ofthe
seven Asiatic churches, indubitably made an
ideal succession which, in its beginning and end,
is at the same time unmistakably historical. For
Ephesus is manifestly a picture of the Church
toward the end of the apostolic time, whilst Lao-
dicea pictures it as it shall be in the last time,

according to the fundamental traits of that time,

as predicted Matt. xxiv. 37 sqq. And thus indi-

vidual attempts at exposition, conceiving of the

seven churches as historical periods, may be
worthy of notice ; in any case, the ideal founda-
tion, the prophetic view of a spiritual world-his-

torical process of development, such as we have
sketched above, must be retained. The attempts
themselves, however, are by their disagreement
characterized as mere attempts.

The construction of the Catholic Theologian
Holzhauser is incorporated by Haneberg in his

History of Biblical Revelation, p. 690 :

1. Ephesds : End of the apostolic age. 2.

Smyrna : Time of the martyrs. 3. Perqamus
—Confession of faith: Time of the great Church
fathers, from the fourth to the sixth century. 4.

Thtatiba—Laudable condition: Time of the
Churcli's domination, from Justinian to Charle-
magne ; warning (?) against worldliness—Jeze-
bel. 6. Sarois : Semblance of Christianity ; the

prevailing condition of the Church at the present
time. 6. Philadelphia—Destitute of exterior
power, yet witnessing a faithful confession : Per-
haps uur immediate future. 7. Laodicea, i. e.,

people's judgment: The end.

* [Are they not, on Lange's own hypothesis, both episco-
pal and prophetic? Episcopal, as coming from the grf-at

Shppheril and Bishop of souis (1 Pet, ii. 25) to the individual
churches in Asia Minor primarily addressed; and also to
those portions oJ the Cliurch throughout the ages respectively
prophesied concerning, through the medium of these indi-
vidual churches as types.—B. R. C]

j- [We should 80 bind ourselves, if we pretended (or en-
deavored) to discover tmly such distinct periods. If it be re-

cognized that all the types may be exemplified at any one
time, althoue;h only one predominantly, there is no such
binding. Manifestly when these epistles were written, all

the types existed as realities ; but, almost certainly, the ex-

isting Kphesiis represented the predominant character of the
then extant Church. See Additional Note, beginning in the
following column, and paragraph 4 above.—E. R. C.J I

Sander furnishes a Protestant pendant to this:

1. Ephesus: Like Holzhauser. 2. Smyrna:
As above. 8. Perqamus: Period from Coiistan-
tine the Great to the midiUe of the eighth cen-
tury. 4. Thyatira; From the middle of the

eighth century to the Reformation. 5. Sabdis:
Time of dead orthodoxy, from the end of the
sixteenth century to about the latter half of the
eighteenth. 6. Philadelphia : Church of

Itrotherly Love, signalized by the phenomena of
Pietism, Htrrnhutism, Methodism. 7. Lao-
dicea: Picture of the final period.

We can affirm with certainty that the seven life-

pictures are continued side by side through all

ages of the Church; now one, and now another,
predominating; one prevailing at this place and
another at that. There have been illusi rations of
the figure of Jezebel in all ages. And were there
no Philadelphia in the very last time, where
would the Lord find His Bride ?

[AoDiTioN.iL Note on the Historioo-pro-
PHKTio Character of the Seven Churches.
—As to the nature of the Seven Churches, there

are three (logically) possible hypotheses. I. The
Historic—that they were merely seven churches
in Asia Minor; II. The Prophetic—that (having
no proper historic character, as existing when
the Apocalypse was written), they represent

merely seven ages of the Church ; HI. The His-

torico-prophetic—that they were seven churches
then existing, but also typical of seven periods

cf Church history. The generic Historioo-pro-

phetic hypothesis is divisible into two species:

1. The simple Historico-prophetic—that merely
seven prophetic periods were indicated ; 2. The
complex Historico-prophetic—-that seven periods
were indicated in which all the typ s should be ex-

emplified, one exemplification however being pre-

dominant in each period, in the order imiicated.

There have been few, if any, supporters of the II.

hypothesis; nearly all commentators who have ad-

vocated tile prophetic character of the churches,

have admitted that the types were realized in the

churches mentioned. It is probahle, also, that

there are no advocates of the I., or Historic, hypo-
thesis, who do not also admit that the seven his-

toric churches were, in some sort, representative

of churchly conditions that should be exempli-

fied throughout all periods of the present dis-

pensation. Thus Trench (who, in an exceed-

ingly able Excursus at the end of his work on
The EpiUles to the Seven Churches, opposes the III.,

or what he styles the' "Periodist," hypothesis,

admits that 1. " These seven epistles, however,

primarily addressed to these seven churches of

Asia, were also written for the edification of the

Universal Church ;" 2. "These seven churches

of Asia are not an accidental aggregation, which
might just as conveniently have been eight, or

six, or any other number ; that, on the contrary,

there is a fitness in this number, and that these

seven do in some sort represent the Universal

Church ; that we have aright to contemplate the

seven as offering to us the great and leading as-

pects, moral and spiritual, which churches gath-

ered in the name of Christ out of the world will

assume. . . . (But) though not exhaustive, . . .

they give us on a smaller scale (if h rvnt^, the

grander and more recurring features of that life

(the new life which Christ brought into the
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world) ; are not fragmentary, fortuitously strung

together ; but have a completeness, a many-
siUeilness, being selected probably for this very

cause; here, perhaps, being the reason why
Philadelphia is included and Miletus past by

;

Thyatira, outwardly so insignificant, chosen,

(vheu one might have expected Magnesia or

Tralles. . . . That these cliuiches are more or

less represenlndve churches, and were selected

because they are so ; that tbey form a complex
within and among themselves, mutually fulfill-

ing and coiuplcting one another , that the great

Head of the Church contemplates them for the

time being as symbolic of the Universal Church,

implying as njuoh in that mystic seven, and giv-

ing many other indications of the same." It is

also probable that there are few, if any, wlio

adopt tiie first species of the Historico-prophetic

view, all tlie advocates of this generic hypothesis

adopting more or less completely the second

—

the one designated in this note as cornpler. This

latter specific view, is the one that will be advo-

cated in this paper; as there is no danger of

confusion it will be styled simply, Hislorico-pro-

phetic.

In order to the complete establishment of this

hypothesis, three points must be proved: 1. That
the Seven Churches are representative of the

Universal Church. 2. That they arc represen-

tative of ditferent forms of Church-life, each of

which is always existent, to a greater or less de-

gree, in every period of Cliurcli-history. 3. That
they are, in tiieir order, representative of the

predominant characteristics of the Church in

seven periods of her history between the writing

of the Apocalypse and fheseeoml Adventof Christ.

1. Tlie proof of the first of tliese points is

ably set forth in the language of Trench, quoted
above. The following, however, is presented as

a more complete expof^e of the facts upon the view

of which the trutli of this proposition may be

concluded, viz.: The nature of the Apocalypse
as a Book for the Universal ("hurch (chs. i. 1-3

;

xxii. 6-20 [16]); the mention of the seven

churches in immecllate conneciion with an Introduc-

tion contemplating the Universal Church {comp
i. 1-3 with 4) ; the choice of the number senen

(the sacred, mystic number, symbolic of complete-
ness), when there were otlicr. and in some in-

stances, more prominent, cliurches in the geogra-
phical district ; the manifest parallelism of the

»?y^/i candlesticks and the seven stars, with the
seven Spirits of God, ch. i.'4; iii. 1 ("the Holy
Gliost sevenfold in His operations " in the

Church), and with thu sevenfold description of the

person of Christ, ch. i. 14-1(1 ; their being sym-
bolized by the seven-branched candelabrum of
the Tabernacle (itself, doubtless a symbol of the
one liglit-givinir(]!:urch. manifold in its branches)
tendeil by the (Jreat High Priest, ch. i. 13; ii. 1

(see Notes) ; the characteristics of the respective
churches which set forth every conceivable form
of Church-life, each being the complement of all

the others, as is each beam of the seven colored
rainbow; the constant call throughout the epis-
tles for all to hear (and heed) the things said
unto the churches, a call manifestly contemplateil,
nu'lin essence resumed, in the conclusion of the
Book, wliere the address is unquestionably to

the Universal Church (ch. xxii. 6-'J0) ; all these

things are inconsistent with the idea that ch. i.

4^iii. 22, is an unnoted episode, in which merely

seven churches (and these not, all of them, the

most prominent even in their own geographical

district) should have been addressed ; but, on

the other hand, require the hypothesis that,

whilst the seven churches specifi>-d were specifi-

cally addressed, they were selected and ad-

dressed as types of Chnrch-life then existent,

and that should continue to exist until Christ

should come again.

2. An d, prion probability as to the truth of

the second point

—

viz., that each of these forms

typified a form existent in every period of Church
history—arises from all that has been said under
the preceding head. Manifestly, they were all

existent, in the apostolic age, in the churches

specified ; and the most cursory view of history

is sufficient to show that these churches have al-

ways had their analogues—in every age, there

has been somewhere, a Philadelphia, a Sardis, a

Laodicea.

3. The proof of the third point

—

viz., that the

Seven Chuicbesare, in their order, representative

of the predominant characteristics of the Church
in the seven periods of her history—i^ based en-

tirely on observation of history. On this point

Trench, after stating objections to the hypothe-
sis, remarks: "But all such objections, with all

those others which it would only be too easy to

make, might indeed be set aside or overborne, if

any marvellous coincidence between these epis-

tles and the after-course of the Church's devel-

opment could be made out ; if history set its seal

to these, and attested that they were prophecy
indeed ; for when a key fits perfectly well the

wards of a complicated lock, and opens it with-

out an effort, it is difficult not to believe that

they were made for one another. But there is

nothing here of the kind." He admits that
*' there are two or three fortunate coincidences
here between the assumed prophecy and the

fact. . Smyrna, for instance, represents ex-

cellently well the ecclesia pressa in its two last

and most terrible struggles with heathen Home;
so too for such Protestant expositors as see the

papacy in the scarlet woman of Babylon, the

Jezebel of Thyatira appears exactly at the right

time," elc. His principal objecliun

—

riz., that

resemblance fails between the church of Phila-

delphia and the churches of the Reformation, in

that the latter suifered the " open door " set be-

fore them "to so great an extent to be closed

again "— is based altogether upon his own inter-

pretation of the open door— that it was to the hea-

then. If by this be understood an open door to

the Kingdom of Heaven (see Note on ch. iii. 8),

which had been previously closed by those who
made void the law of God by their traditions

(comp. Matt, xxiii. 13; Luke xi, 52), the coinci-

dence becomes no less striking than in the case

of Smyrna. And if by Jezebel is understood,
not the scarlet woman of (he Papacy, but a

world-element brought into a position of power
in the Church by the unholy marriage of Church
and State—in time assuming the position of a

teacher and introducing heathen abominations
(see Note on ch. ii. 20), the coincidence between
Thyatira and the period following the union be-
comes more striking than as presented above.
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The scheme set forth in the following para-
graph, which, as to the great periods iadicaied,

is substantially that of Vilringa, is suggested
for coasideration. It may here be remarked
that, upoa the suppositioa of the truth of the

hypothesis, it does not necessarily fjllow that,

the diiffrent periods should have distinctly de-

fined termini ; it is rather to be expected that,

like the colors of the rainbow, the oharacteri.^tios

of adjacent periods, manifestly distinct in their

central portions, should blend into one another
at each beginning and end.

Ephesus : The Cliurch of first love, but de-
clining—the primitive era extending to a lime
between the date of the Apuoalypse and the Dh-
cian persecution, A. D. 2-30. Smtrma: the

Church fiitliful in trial— the period of persecution
extendiu:; I'rom ne-ir the beginning of the third

century to about A. D. 312. Pergamus: The
Church beginning in persecution (martyrdom of

Antipas), subsequently brought under the pro-

tection of the world-power [dweMing \_K.nTotKeii>^

secure hahil.aiion] where Satan's throne is), earn-

est in woriiing and faithful in the confession of

essential truth, yet having those who, like Ba-
laam, taught the world-power to seduce to hea-

then customs—the period beginning at the cl 'se

of persecution, A. D. 312, and extending through
the era of Constantino to about A. D. 700. ( This

was the period of Athanasius, Basil, Ambr se,

Jerome, Augustine, Chrysostom; of the protests

against Arianism and Pelagianism ; of the first

five (Ecumenical Councils; and also of the intro-

duction of pompous ceremonies and image wor-
ship, after the manner of the heathen). Thya-
TiRA : The Church of earnest working, yet of

unholy union wiih the world-power, in which
the State itself, as an authority and a permitted
teacher, established lieathen rites—a perio I inti-

mately connected with the former, yet in its cul-

mination different ; having its roots, indeed, in

the era of Constantine, but, as a distinct period,

really beginning with the transformation of al-

liance into marriage with the State, culminating
in the era of Charlemagne, and running on uniil

lost in the period typified by Sardis, at some time

before A. D. 1200. (This was a period of great

charities and extensive missionary operations m
Britain and througnout northern, central and
eastern Europe, and yet of unholy union with, and
subjection to, the civil power. In the West, the

right of patronage was developed, the right of kings
to confirm and invest bishops was established, and
that of the emperor to confirm the election of tlie

Pope; in the East the subservience of theChurcli

was still more complete. Heathenish customs,

which at the first seemed to have been adopted

out of compliance with the world, now hecame,
especially in the East, a matter of state conlrol.

On the subject of image worship, Gieseler well re-
marks that "orthodoxy changed according to

court caprice ;
" it was abolished by Leo Isauri-

cus, A. D. 726 730, but restored by ihe infamous
Irene, who, A. 1). 787, summoned a Synod at
Nice, which, under her authority and influence,
decreed in its favor ; again under imperial au-
thority, it was abolished, and again restored by
the Empress Theodora, wlio, A. U. 842, insti-

tuted a yearly festival [/; iivfjian?) Ttj; bp0oih^/a;1

incomfoemoraiion of iis establislimem [see Uiese-
ler's Church Historif, Period 111, D v. 1 ; and His-
torians generally on Century Vlil ]. This was
an extended period in which ample Fpace was
given for repentance.) Sakuis: The Church of
uncompleted works, of mere riiual observances,
of spiritual death: in whieh, however, a few
living souls were found—the period blending
with the spiril^iHl declensions of the preceding,
and extending througli the dark ages to the Re-
formation. Tins was a period in which true re-

ligion was confined almost entiiely to small
and oppressed bodies, as the P>iulicians, Albi-
gensesand Waldenses. Philadelphia: The/u<(A-
ful Church, to be preserved, l,efore whose mem-
bers was set an open door to the Kingdom—

a

period beginning with ttie " morning star of the
Reformation," near A. D, 1400, and extemling in
appreciable degree to the present time. Laodi-
CKA : The outwardly prosperous, but lukeivarm

Church. Has not this period alrtady begun?
That this is a day of unequaled (iutw,ird pros-

perity for the Church is acknowledjied by all. Is

it not also a period of lukewarnuiess even in Pro-
testant lands? It is true that this is a time in

which, as compared with the absolute works of

former days, great schemes of Christian benefi-

cence are in operation. Spiritual warmth, how-
ever, is to be estimated, not by the absolute

amount of work performed, but by the propor-
tion which that amount bears to ability. The
exisiing schemes of beneficence are sustained
and operated by only a portion of the nominal
Church ; and still further, tliey bear a scarce ap-

preciable proportion to the ability even of the
portion nominally engaged in them. In point of

fact, are not these schemes the work of the Phila-

delphia which, still preserved, is enibosumed
witnin the increasing Laodioea?*—E, K. C.

]

* [Sir Isaac N i;wti>n presen ted ^peculiar prophetic scheme.
He referred the aevea churrhea "tfi ihe timert of the Ji/th
and 5i:rWi seals, wtiich he piaced bt-tweeri the period.^ of the
divisioQ of the Empire under Ui,tcle8ian. A. i> ',i85, nnd A.
I), 37s, All these churches, he liehl, were destroyed, with
the exception of Smyrna and Philadelphia, which were con-
tinued aa the two Witnesses o/ ch. xi. 3.—E. K. 0.]
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SECTION SECOND.

The Seven Seals.

Chap. IV. 1—VI. 17.

A.—IDE.4.L HEAVENLY WORLD PICTURE CONCERNING THE SEVEN SEALS. STAND-
POINT OF THE SEER IN HEAVEN. THE HEAVENLY WORLD AS THE

ARCHETYPE AND FINAL GO.AL OF THE EARTHLY WORLD.

Chap. IV. 1—V. 14.

a. Translation of the Seer to Heaven.

1 After this [these things] I looked [saw'], and, behold, a door was \om. tocw]

opened [set open] in heaven : and the [that] first voice which I heard was {om.

vimI as it were of {om. it were of] a trumpet talking [speaking] with me
; [,] which

said [saying''], Come up hither, and I will show thee things which must be here-

2 after [after tiiese things]. And \om. And'] Immediately 1 was in the Spirit [spirit] :

h. The Throne, the Sitter thereon, and His Oovernment.

And, behold, a throne was set [stood*] in heaven, and one sat on the throne [upon
3 the throne" one sitting].* And he that sat [the one sitting] was [om. was'] to look

upon [in appearance] like a jasper and a [om. a] sardine stone : and there was
[om. there was] a rainbow round about the throne, in sight [appearance] like unto

4 [om. unto] an emerald. And round about the throne were [om. were] four and
twenty [twenty four^] seats [thrones] : and upon the seats [thrones] I saw [/ sawf
four and twenty [twenty-four*] elders sitting, clothed in white raiment [garments]

;

and they had [om. (hey had"] on their heads crowns of gold [golden crowns].

5 And out of the throne proceeded [go forth] lightnings and thunderings and voices

[voices and thunders] :" and there were [om. there were] seven lamps of fire burning

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
> Ver. 1. [n*. jives tiSiov—B. R. C.J
2 Vnr. 1. Imiedil o( Myovcra. [Rec, P. {<''], read Aeycov, [with X-' A. B* Lach., Words., Alf., TreK., and Tisoh.—

E. K. C.l
3 Ver. 2. Tha icnl before eii9eoJs is not firmly established, according to N. A. [B*., etc.; P. gives it. Lach., Words., Alf.,

Trefr- and Tiscli., omit.— IS. R. O
]

* Ver. 2. [The original is cKetro, the literal translation of which would be loT/ ; the English idiom requires gtood.—
6 Ver. 2. 'Eiri tov flpoi'oi', comp. Diisterdieck, p. 209. [Kec, with P., gives tod flpovou

; «. A. B*., Lach., Words., ilf.,

Treg.. and Tisch., t'oij dpovof.—K. R. C]
« Ver. 2. [' i'hii old r is retained by the Litin andOorm m Veres., Syr., It., Fr., S., —Daub., Woodh., Sharp. Treg.. Kenr."

fAlford) Ur. Lilli .—E. K. 0.]
' V.-r 3. Ag iinst tho_^i/, before oftoio? [givn by Rec. P. and Vnlg.], Codd. N- A. B*.
8 Ver. 4. Bach time cIkoiti Teat<rape<; without «ai. It is a perplexing qneition whether the second twenti/four is con-

nected with tho lhro,ie< or with the rMers. The lhrnne.s, however, have their number from the eW<!r.5—not ince versA. The
Tou? before the tMmi.!j-fnu.r ddrrs [with B*.] would certainly i e premMture here. [ The correct reading of this entire passage is

exi-.^edingiy doubtlul. 'Jhe Rec. gives icai kvkK6Q<:v tov dpovov Bpovoi el^oo-t icai riaaa-pe^- Kal €7rl Tou? Bpovov: elSotf Toiii
eUocrt Kai Teauapas npea^vrepovs Kadrtfj-evovi. All the authorities omit Koi before reaaape^ in both insUnces, anil also
liSou. Ill the tint aentence bach, and Ti.sch., wih X- and A., give Sjiotous. Word*., Alf Treg., with H*. giv" epovai.
Worils., Tisch., and Tieg., with B.*, give tho second cl mse as the Rec, with the omission of etSoi' and itai (Treg. and Tisch.,
alSii with P., limit th! seconil rorn); Lach. and Alford. with A., read btt'i toO? cLk. retra. Spovov; irpea.K<i». Cod. X- omiisall
tliB word,! b tw lea eTri and Teo-irape! inclusive. In the judgment of the Am. Ed the reading of 8< is to bo preferred ; in
the fac .

it the groai cril^ic.U authorities on the other sidi-. however, he cannot venture to remove this clause from the text.
The reading of i'rcgullei (whicn Lango supports) is adopted iu the translation.—K. R. C]

» Vor. 4. [" All Iho rr-cent editors reject tUaf on the authority of A. B., ... I recommend that thi.i retding be fol-
lowed, imt, iu Older to mark the change of construction, would leave I taw in italics, as a supplement, extracted i'roiu the
iSoii of ver 2. See Win. J 64, 3. 1." Da. LlLHE'3 Notea. e.li:.—E. R C

]
l» Ver. i. The taxou before eirl t. k. unfounded. [It is omitted by X. A. B*. P., and critical authors generally.—B. B.C.]
1> Ver. 5. [The orjer i(ia)i/ai ical ^poi/Tai is given by Lach., Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch., in accordance with X. A. B*. P.—

£. R. C.j
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6 before the throne," which are the" seven Spirits of God. [;] And [and] before the

throne there was [ow. there wag-ins. as it were] a sea of glass [glassy sea]" like

unto crystal : and in the mid-it of the throne, and round about the thrcme, were

7 [oTO were] four beasts [living-beings'*] full of eyes before and behind. And the

first beast [living-being I was [om. wa{\ like a lion, and the second beast [living-be-

ing] like a calf [bullock"] ; and the third beast [living-being] had [having] a [the]

< face as" \ins. of] a man, and the fourth be«st [living-being] was [om. was'\ like a

8 flying eagle. And the" four beasts [living-beings] had each of them [each one of

them having]" six wings [ins. apiece*] about him [om. about himY^ ; and they were

[ om. they weri'.—ins. round about and within were]^'^ full of eyes within [om. within] :

and they [om,. they] rest [ins. they have] not [ins. by] day and [ins. by] night, say-

ing, Holy, holy, holy,^ Lord God [ins. the] Almighty [or All-ruler''*], which [who]

9 was, and [ins. who] is, and [ins- who] is to come [cometh]. And when [whenso-

ever] those [the] beasts [living beings] [ins. shall] give glory and honor and thanks

to hira that sat [sitteth] on [upon] the throne, who [to him that] liveth for ever

10 and ever [into tbe ages of the ages], the four and twenty elders [ins. shall] fall

down before him that sat [sitteth] on [upon] the throne, and [ins. shall] worship

him that liveth for ever and ever [into the ages of the ages], and [ins. shall"] cast

11 their crowns before the throne, saying. Thou art worthy, O Lord [our Lord and
God],^° to receive [take] [ins. the] glory and [ins. the] honor and [ins. the] power :

for thou hast created [didst create] all things, and for thy pleasure [on account of

thy will] they are [were"] and were created.

Chap. V. 1—14.

c. The Sealed Book of the World's Course. Lamentation and Comfort touching the Sealed Book with the

Dark Enigmas of the World's History.

1 And I saw in [upon] the right hand of him that sat [sitteth] on [upon] the

throne a book [scroll] written within and on the back [or, without™] side [om.

12 Ver. 5 [Alford brackets avTov after Opovrrv^ in accordance with B*. Lach., Treg., and Tisch., omit with X^*. A. P.

—

E. K. O.J
" Ver. ^ [Alford brackets Tft in respect of its omission by B*. ; Lach., Words., Treg., Tisch. give it with ^3*. A. P. and

Eec—E. R. O.j
1* Ver. 6. [" The adjective is retained here by Latin and German Verss., Bt.; Wakef., Woodh., ptc. (Comp. Horace,

Cctrm. IV. 2, ' Vitr&o . . Panta

;

' and Milton, P. L. VII. 619 :
' The clear hyaline^ the glassy sea ')." Db. Lillie's Aotes, etc.

—E. R. C.)
15 Ver. 6. [' The E. V. ' bnasts ' is the most unfortunate word that could be imaginfd. A far better one is that now

generally adopted, ' living-creatures ;
' the only objection to it being that when we come to vers. 9, 11, we give tbe idea, in

conjoining -living-creatures' and created (eKTuras), of a close relation which is not found in the Greek." Alford.—
B. R. C]

10 Ver. 7. [" Mdcrxoi is not necessurily to be pressed to its proper primary meaning, aa indicating the young calf in

distinction from the grown bullock ; the LXX. use it for an ox generally, in Exod. xxii. 1 ; Lev. xxii. 23; also Exod. xxix.

10, and Uen. xii. 16." ALPOhn.—E. K. C.J
17 Ver. 7. The reading ws OLvSpuiirov, in accordance with A., etc. Cod. 5^. reads otherwise still. [Cod. X- reads : u>s

ofioLov audp^xtiroit \ Wordswor:h, with B.*, omits <oy ; Alf ird brackets ; Lach., Tisch., and Treg. read with A.—B. R O.J
18 Vsr. S [B*. ant Kec. omitra. -K. E. ly
ifl Vet'. 8. I'he reading: iv xad' ev auroiy e^ov. [Lachmann. as Lange, Alford, and Tisch., give ei, KaO' ^v avriav, with

A. P.; (B*. also gives If icad' iv, • ut omits auTwi'); Wordsworth follows the Rec, ey Kad' eavro; Tregelles,^with K- and

Vulg., gives ev 'sKacTTov ainuiv. Alf., Treg., and Tisch , with A
,
give cxwi- : Lach. and Words., with U*., e^o^ ; X- Rec.

Vulg., etxoc. The readinss of Treg. are adopted in the translation.—B. K. C]
20 Ver. S.

I
For the force of ivi, see Winer, § 49. b.—B. R. C]

21 Ver. 8. [There is great difference amongst critical editors as to the connection of KVK\69ev. Treg, agrees with Rec.

in connecting it with the precnding irrepvya! If ; Lach., Words., Alford, Lillie, Tisch., with Vulg. and Lange, connect with

KoXiaaSeu. LiLLiB thus support, the Utter arrangement (iVotes.c'c.): ''(I) Assumins! ix"" or e")(a)i/ and -yjuouaiv to be

the true r -adings, the structure of tlie whole verse is simplified
; (2), tbe other arrangement does not harmonize with the

cherubic appearances before referred to. ver. 7 ; (3), and might have precluded the Seer's minute observation ..f the other

features (vrs- 6, 7), which first caughl his eye; while. (4), the construction proposed is apparently reipiired by tlie S)i-

TrpoaBtf and o7n(r9m of ver. 6; and, (5), is that adopted by Vulg., Jr., S.; Grot., Hamm., Beng., Sch., Wordsworth." Cod.

B*. has, after (tiz/tAoflei', xai i(u)Seii.—E. R. C.J
22 Ver. S. (Kor the unauthorized yiii-ovra. of the Eec, all the modem critical editors, with N. A. B'*. P., Vulg., etc., read

yifjiovtrtv.—K R. C]
23 Ver 8. [The ayto? occurs nine times in B*.. and eight times in M^.—E. E. 0.]
24 Ver. 8. [See .idditional comment on ch. i. 8, p. 93.—B. R. C]
26 Ver. 10. [La.h., Words., All., Treg., Tlach. give (SiAoiio-i {v) with N*«. A., Am., Puld.

;
pn^Kovin. is given by X*. B*-!

Vulg. (CI.) reads mittehani.—E. R. C]
2« Ver. 11 -According to A. B*., etc. [Lach., Words., Alf, Treg., Tisch., with X. A. B*'., read o /tiipios Kal o 9eb9 wiov (N-

prefixes Kupte, and B"'. subjoins 6 ayto?) : P gives Kvpie o 9eo5 tj^oji'. Lance translatiis : our Lord and oar God.— K R. C.J

" Ver. 11. [The Rec. ti<n agrees with P. Lach., Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch., with «. A. S*., give ?i<Tav. B*. gives ou«

Jltrav; on this ALFORD remarks: ''The remarkable reading ou/t ^croii' is worth notice, 'by reason of Thy will they were not,

and were created,' i e., 'they were created out or nothing.' Bat besides the preponderance of authority the other way,

there is the double .-hanoe tliat otiK may have arisen from the preceding ou (o-ouj, and that it may have been an escape from

the dihScilltv of ijiroiv. •—B. E. C]
2« Ub V. 1. The reading : on-ttrflev so fa^ aa the sense is concerned, the same as Ifui^ei'. [Lich

.
Words . Air., T eg*; lies,

Tisch.. with X. A., give oiriirdev; f$ui9ev is given by B'". P., Vulg., e(c. ; the re.iding; ef^npotrdev wai b-mtrBiv in X.,Origen,

etc.—H. R. C.J
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2 side], sealed [ms. up] with seven seals. And I saw a strong angel proclaiming

with [in™] a loud [great] voice, Who is [is""] worthy to open the book [scroll], and

3 to loose the seals thereof [of it] ? And no man [on-^J in heaven, nor in [upon] earth,

neither [nor] under the earth, was able to open the book [scroll], neither [nor eveiij"

4 to look thereon [upon it]. And I wept much,'' because no man [ou,^] was f -und

worthy to open and to read [on. and to reat]*' the book [scroll], neither [nor even]

5 to look thereon [upon it]. And one of the elders saith unto me. Weep not: behold,

the Lion [t;w. that is]'* of the tribe of Juda, the Root of David, hath [om. hath]

prevailed [conquered] to open'' the book [scroll], and to loose [on. to loose]'« the

seven seals thereof [of it].

d. The Lion as the Lamb.

6 And I beheld [saw], and, lo, [om., and, lo,]" in the midst" of the throne and of

the four beasts [living-beings], and in the midst of the elders, stood [om. stood] a

Lamb [ins. standing], as [iiia. if"] it had been [om. it had been] slain, having

seven horns and seven eyes, which*" are the seven Spirits of God sent forth*' into

7 all the earth. And he came and took the book [om the book*^] out of the right

hand of him that sat [sitteth] upon the throne.

p. Worship of the Lamb.

8 And when he had taken the book [scroll], the four beasts [living-beings] and [im.

the] four and tweoty [twenty-four] elders fell down before the Lamb, having every

one [each] of them [of them] harps*' [a harp], and golden vials full of odours [in-

9 cense], which are the prayers of [iii.i. the] saints. And they sung [sing] a neiv souj,',

saying. Thou arc worthy to tike the book [scroll], and to open the seals thereof

[of it] : for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed [didst buy] us [or om. us**] to God
by [with] thy bloo<l out of every kindred [tribe], and tongue, and people, and na-

10 tion ; And hast made [didst make] us [them**] unto our God*'kings [a kingdom"]
and priests :' and we [they] shall" [or om. shall] reign on [upon or over]™ the

11 earth. And I beheld, and I heard [or ins. as"] the [or a] voice of many angels

29 Ver. 2. In accordance with A. B*. [K-], etc., iv(ipiavji). [So also Lach., Worda., Alford, Treg., and Tisch. ; Rec. with
P., Vnln , etc., omits if.— IS. R. O.J

30 Ver. 2 The eo-Tii' aft r rt's in omitted, which throws a Btronger emphasis on afto?. [ft is omitted by critical editors

geneiullv, in accor-lanee with J<. A. P., etc.; Rec, with Vnlg., inserts it before afio?, and B*. after that word.—E. R. C]
'll Ver 3. [Wordsworth and Alford give ovSe three times ; Lachmanii and Tregelles {rive oiiSe ovSi, ovre. with A.; Tisch,,

with B*., gives oure tlirice ; and X. ovts twice, oniittiug the intermediate. See also Winer, § 55 b (d.)

—

li. K. C.J
^ Ver. 4. no\u instead of woWd, in accord ince with B*. [jroKvy], X [P-]. etc.

33 Ver. 4 Ktii irayvii/ai is omitted. [So Lach , Words., Alford, Treg., Tisrh., with N. B*. P., etc.—S. R. C]
3* Ver. 5 The Mf is omitted. [So all the recent critical editors, with X- A. B* P., e'c—E. R. C]
35 Ver. 5. The reidin^ afo^lii, in accorlauce with A. [X-J and m my others, against avolytav [B*.].
3S Ver. 5. [Lach., Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch., with A. I!'-. P., Amiat., etc., omit Kutrai, which is given by Rec, X-, Vulg.

(CT.).—E. R. 0.]
37 Ver. 6. I'lie clause kj.X iSou, supported by B. [?], e'c, is also supported by the context. The Seor wishes to prepare

his readers tor an unexpected, great and ne .v visiou. It seems most hazardous to erase the two words. [B*. does not sup-
port the i.daiise. It is omitted t>y Laclimtnn, Wordsworth, Alford, Tregelles, Tisch., with X B^. P., etc. A. and Vulg. give
it.— E. R. C]

38 Ver. 6 [Lange translates :
" the middle point." Alford translates ;

" the mi Ist," commenting : " the words seem to
indic^ite the middle point li-f iro the throne."— E. R. C]

39 V"r 6. [For the translation ai if, see Robinson under los, B. a ; Kiihner, g 312, 8.—E. R. C]
40 Ver. 6 Unimportant variations, see in Diisterd. [X. A. and Vulgate give ot ; Tischendorf with B* gives a.

—

E. B. 0.)
*l Ver. R. The reading a;roTTe\\o^ei/a has B., and the sense, in its favor. [So Wordsworth ; Alford and Tischendorf

read an-e jraA^ei-a, with ^^. : L ich. and Treg., an-eo-TaAaeVoi, with A.—E. R. C]
*2 Ver. 7. Without St^Aioc. [Lach., Alford, Tregelles, and Tisch., with X- A., omit to /3t/3Aioc; Wordsworth gives it;

B*. gives TYif.— E. 11. C.|
<3 Ver. 8. [Modern editors, with X- A B*. P., give iti#i()iii/.—E. R. C]
4* Ver. 9. Against the insertion "f rj^ayareCod. B. ['t],etc. Still more opposed to it is the context, for i7jaas would refer to

the living-beings as welt as to the elders. Hence we should read aurou? in ver. 10 also, in accordance with Cod -. A. B., etc.

[Lachininn. Wordswcirtli, alford, and Tisch., with A., omit ^(lii ; Tregelles, with X- B*. P., Vulgate, etc., gives it. It is

marked above as doiihtfnl.— G. R C.]
« Ver. til. [Oriticil editors, with X- A. B*., give avToii?.—E. R, C]
« Ver. 10. T-ji ©etii (j^if, omitted by A., is probably connected with the foregoing variaMons. [Lachm,ann and Alford,

witli A., omit ;
Wordsworth, Tregelles, Tischendorf, wi'h X. B*. P., Vulg., etc., give the expression.— R. R C.

|" Ver. 10. BacriAeia:'. [Lacbmann, Alford, Tregelles, and Tisch., with X- A., give an!ri>i.eia.i> ; Words., with B* ete.;

reads gacriAees.— B. R. C]
M Ver 10. [Oiid. X. reads Upareiai/.—B, R. C]
« Ver. 10. Bac-iAeiioucrii/. [l..achmann, Wordsworth, Alford, Tregellna, with A. B*., road as Lange. Tischendorf. with

Cod. X. Amiat., Fuld., Tnl.. ffarl., g'weiliaa-iKeiJfrova-iv : the Vnlgtte (fffem.) requires Sao-iAeiitro^iei'. The weight of an-
cient antnority seems t me to lie a'lout equally divided between the pr^.wnt and th-^ future forms ; the conditi in of those
who utter the song (m Ifaiyen), together with the promise to the saints of fitt'ire authority upon and over the earth, in my
judgment, require the future —E. R. C]

w Ver. 10. rpor the force of iiri with the gen , see Winer, 3 47, a—E. R C.l
" Ver 11. fTr-gelles and Ti-chendorf. with X., give co; before ij>a>i/ni' ; Lachmanii and Wordsworth, with A. B*. (corr.),

P., Vulgate, dc, omit; Alford brackets.—E. R. 0.]
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round about [around"^] the throne, and the beasts [living-beings], and the elders : and
the number of them was ten thousand times ten thousand [myriads of myriads], and

12 thousands of thousands; Saying with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was
[hath been] slain to receive [take] [ins. the] power, and riches, and wisdom, and

13 strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing. And every creature which [that] is^' in

heaven, and on [upon] the earth,^* and under the earth," and such as are in [upon'^']

the sea, and all [things*'] that are in them, heard I saying, [ins. To him that sitteth

upon the throne and to the Lamb, be] Blessing [the blessing], and [ins. the] honor,

and [ins. the] glory, and [ins. the] power [might], be unto him that sitteth upon
the throne, and unto the Lamb [om. be unto him that sitteth upon the throne, and

14 unto the Lamb] for ever and ever [into the ages of the ages]. And the four beasts

[living-beings] said, Amen. And the four and twenty [om. four and twenty]"
elders fell down and worshipped him that liveth for ever and ever [om. him that

liveth for ever and ever]"

.

M Tor. 11, [Recent editors, N. A.B*. P., Vulgate, etc., give icunXoi.—E. R. C]
63 Vor. 13. Without eariv. [Liichmann, Wordsworth, Alford, Tregelles, Tischendorf, with 5<. A. B*., omit irrTiv after o

(t<. to) ; Tregelles and Tischendorf omit it a'so after 9aK6.ij<jrt'i with X- ; Lachmann and Alford give it in the latter place
with A. B*. P.; Wordsworth, with B*. P., reads i eo-ri.— B. K. C]

64 Vor. 13. [Recent editors, with K. A, B*. P., eic, give en-i rij? yi}?.— B. R. C]
66 Ver. 13. [X- omits vrroKaTU) rijs y^s, which is given by A. B'^,, Vulgate, etc.—B. R. C]
6* Ver. 13. [Recent editors give eTri rij? daXautrrj?, with A. B*. P.

; ^. and Vulg. give ev rfi 9a\dtT(r[).—B. R. C]
67 Ver. 13. [Lachmann, Alford, Tregelles, Tischendorf, with X- P., read Travra ; Wordsworth and Lange read n-aira?, with

Vulgate
;
(Tregelles claims A. for n-avra, Alford cites it as reading Trai'Ta?) ; B*. reads iravTa «ai Trdcras.—B. R. C]

6B Ver. 14. [Elkoo-l recrcrape?, which is supported by the Vulgate (Clem.), etc., is omitted by critical editors, with X. A.
B». P., Amtat., Fuld., etc.—'Si. R. C]

6« Ver. 14. This addition is not based even upon minuscules.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

[PBELIMINART NOTE ON THE SYMBOLISM OF THE
VISION.]

By the American Editor.

[The question—What did the Apocalyptist be-

hold ?—is one of great interest and importance.
It is almost universally admitted, that he did

not look upon the real Heaven and real angels.

The scene he beheld was symbolic. But what is a
symbol? What are the classes of symbols ? What
relation do they bear to the objects symbolized ?

It is not designed in this note to discuss the

whole subject of Symbolism. For this, the writer

does not feel himself to be, at present, prepared
;

neither has he time or space for so great a

work. He would, however, present certain

views which may prove helpful to a more tho-

rough appreciation and understanding of the

Apocalypse than at present obtains, and which
also may be of use as preparatory to that com-
plete discussion of the entire subject, which, in

the not distant future, must be made.
A Symbol may be defined to be a substantial

[real or apparently real) sense image of some other

object. Ordinarily, in the enumeration or classi-

fication of symbols, not only are substantial objects

given, but also attributives (such as acts, effects,

relations, etc.), and chronological periods and
numbers. These latter, for scientific purposes,

are better classed as symbolic attributives, pe-

riods and numbers, contemplating under the term
Symbol only substantial (real or apparent) objects.

Symbols are of two essentially distinct classes,

vii. : material and visional. The former are

material things, such as the Tabernacle, the

Mercy-Seat, the Candlestick, and the Cherubim
of the Tabernacle, the Water of Bapti,sm, and
the Bread and Wine of the Lord's Supper.
Visional Symbols are those images, having the

appearance of substantiality (simulacra), beheld
10

in ecstatic vision. The latter were the objects

beheld by the Apocalyptists (Daniel, Ezekiel,

John), and concerning these alone is it designed,

in the present note, particularly to treat. It is

here proper to remark, however, that whilst

scientific arrangements of these two classes of

symbols based on their nature will be somewhat
different, those based on a consideration of (heir

relations to the ultimate objects represented will

be precisely similar, as will appear.

As has just been hinted. Symbols may be
classed on two essentially distinct principles

:

first, in respect of their nature; and, secondly, in

respect of their relations to the ultimate objects

symbolized.

The former, which, so far as the writer is

aware, is the only classification that has been
attempted, is exceedingly important; it is abso-

lutely essential to a complete presentation of

the subject of Symbolism. The following,

adapted to meet the special views of the present

writer, from Winthrop's Essay on Prophetic

Symbols, pp. 16 sqq. (and therein credited to

Lord's Theological and Literary Journal, Vol. III.,

pp. 688sqq.), ispresented for consideration.*

I. Living Conscious Agents.
1. Intelligent, (1) the Zwa, Rev. iv. 6, 8, 9;

(2) Angels; (S) Men, etc.

2. Unintelligent, (1) Brutes; (2) Monster
Animals.

II. Dead Bodies, such as the slain witnesses.,

Rev. xi. 8-11.

III. Natural Unconscious Agents oe Objects
;

as the earth, the sun, the moon, stars,

mountains, etc.

IV. Artificial Objects in Oecinary Use : as

candlesticks, crowns, swords, harps, etc.

* [This table was prepared with special reference to Vi-

sional symbolization. It should be noted, however, that in

farm it presents a classification, not of Visional Symbols
themselves, but of the apparent elements thereof; by the

Visimial Symbol must be understood the simulacrum cf
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A still more important clasaification, however,

ia to be made in respect of the relations existing

between the symbol and the ultimate object

symbolized. The following, which does not

profess to be more than tentative, is presented

for consideration.

The symbols {simulacra) beheld by John and

the other Apocalyptists are at once divisible into

two classes: Immediate &nA Mediate The former

immedintdji represent the ultimate object con-

templated, as the simulacra of Heaven, the

Elders, the Angels; the latter represent the

ultimate through the medium of some other

object, as Christ is represented by the Simulac-

rum of a Lamb, and a church by that of a candle-

stick. This distinction is clearly implied in the

narrative of John. Sometimes he wrote as

though he directly beheld the ultimate objects;

he saw Heaven, the Throne, and Him who sat

thereon, and the Angels: and again he wrote,

not as beholding the ultimate, but some object

that represented it ; be saw, not Jesus, not the

Holy Spirit, but a Lamb representing the former,

and Seven Lamps the latter. In the descriptive

language of the Apocalyptist, the simulacra,

which formed the common elements of the entire

vision, were, so to speak, eliminated, and he

wrote as though he directly beheld the things

which the simulacra represented,—sometimes

the ultimate object, sometimes the intermediate

object that denoted the ultimate. In the former

case, the eliminated simulacra were immediate

;

in the latter, mediate. In reference to the latter

class, we occasionally iind the Seer interpreting

the symbol as in Rev. i. 20, " The seven stars are

(i. e. represent) the Angels," etc. This was not

always done, because, generally, it was unneces-

sary, as in the case of the Lamb slain represent-

ing Christ. It was done, however, with sufficient

frequency to indicate the law.

Immediate symbols are divisible into two orders,

viz.: (1) Similar, where ihe form o{ the simulac-

rum corresponds with that of the ultimate, as

where the simulacrum of a man symbolizes a man;
(2) ideal, where the form 18 not an image of the

form of the ultimate, but ia an ideal image (not,

however, a likeness of some other known object)

expressive of the qualities of the ultimate, as the

(probably) ideal simulacra of the angels.

Mediate .symbols may be divided into three

orders, mz.: (1) individual, where ihe simulacrum
indicates an individual ultimate, as where the
Lamb indicates Christ; (2) classical, where it

indicates a class of individuals, substantial en-
tities regarded as one whole, as where the
simulacrum of a candlestick symbolized a church,
and that of a woman, the universal Church; (3)
aberrant, where the simulacrum (always appa

tfie thing spedfied therein. With certain modifications tlie
table may be regarded as preaentinf; a classification of ifa-
lerud Hijinbols. These are of two distinct, thouRh parallel
orders: the /r.rf, erahracini; those real existencies that are
themselves employed iis Symbols—as the lamlj of sacrifice
the bread of the Lord's Supper ; the sccoml, consisting of ma'-
terial tmc-ges (of real or ideal existencies) that are tljus em-
ployed—as the image of the flyina fiery serpent the r9ieru-
him of the. Tabernacle. The above table presents a complete
classiflcation of the first of these orders, in so far as it is a
classification of real existencies that have bc^en employed as
Symbols; it bears to the second order a relation precisely
similar to that which it bears to Visional Symbols.—
£. R. CJ

rently substantial) indicates as its ultimate, not

a substantial, but an ideal entity, as where the

simulacrum of a. sword indicates justice ; and
that of a horseman, war or pestilence.

From the preceding clasaification we deduce
five orders of symbols, which maybe designated

with sufEcient clearness as follows : I. Imme-
diate-similar ; II. Immediate-ideal: III. Mediate-
individual; IV. Classical ; V. Aberrant.*

All the attributives of symbols (qualitiea, ac-

tions, relations to other symbols, etc.) are them-
selves symbolic, i. e. they represent some attri-

butive of the ultimate object. They are of two
kinds: Similar and Ideal. Similar, when some
similar attributive is denoted, as where the

walking, standing, speaking, of the symbol de-

notes that the individual symbolized walks, stands
or speaks; Ideal, when something dissimilar ia

indicated. Thus the opening of the Seven Seals by
the Lamb ia Ideal; it denotes, not an actual

opening of aeals by Christ, but a disclosure of
the previously concealed purposes of God. It

may be observed that this division is analogous
to the general divisions of the symbols them-
selves, given in the preceding foot-note. It

may also be remarked that in the case of Classi-

cal and Aberrant Symbols, all the attributives
are necessarily Ideal.

Numbers as applied to symbols, whilst they
cannot properly be classed as attributives, have
a like division. They are either Similar, de-
noiing a like number as applied to the ultimate,
or Ideal. Chronological periods may be in like
manner divided.

One important fact in reference to Visional
Symboliaation should here be di^tincdy noted,
as its non-recognition has resulted in much
confusion. A simulacrum mnj im)nediately repre-
sent a Material symbol. Thus, for instance, in
the real world, a throne is a real thing, even
though it be at the same time a Material Symbol
of established sovereignty. Now in the Vi-
sional symbolizalion of a palace and its furni-
ture, the simulacrum of the throne would be an
Immediate Symbol: it would designate a really
existent substance. The throne in the palace
would be a Material Aberrant symbol indicating
sovereignty. The simulacrum of that throne
would be a Visional Immediate symbol repre-
senting, primarily, a real throne. Such a
Visional symbol, it should be remarked, would
legitimately suggest that which the Material
Symbol represented, and, under certain ciicum-
stances, might be designed to suggest it. From
these observations it follows that a Visional
Symbol may perform the double office (I) of
immediately symbolizing a Material Symbol as a.

substance, and (2) of aberrantly representing
that which the Material symbol was designed to

set forth.

* [These orders may be more scientifically deduced as
follows

:
The e are four general respects in which every

symbol is i elated to its ultimate object, viz.: as to (1) mau-
ner of representation, (2) correspondence of nature, (3) form,
(4) number; and in each of tliuse respects it must bo related
in one of two alternative modes. Its relation must be in
™'^.°^ (1) numner of reprrsentatim, either Immediate or
Medtafe

; (2) correspondence of nature, either Correspondent
syr Aberrant; (3) form, eifhar Similar ot Idml ; [i) number,
either Individual or Classical. From a combination of these
general divisions there would result, theoretically, sixteen
dJfltinct orders of symbols. Several of these, however, would
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The effort will be made to apply the princi-

ples set forth in this Note in additional notes

and comments throughout the remainder of the

Commentary.—E. K. C]

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.*

Chs. iv, and v.

THE SEVEN SEALS.

The Vision of the Seven Seals embraces the

history of the world,f reposing upon the foun-

dation of the Divine counsel and government.

This history is represented in its constant gra-

vitation toward the end. It is, on the one hand,

in its fearful form, the riddle of all riddles, a

book sealed seven-fold; but, on the other hand,

unsealed by the Lamb of God, by Christ and the

spirit of His cross, it appears as the foundation

of the Church's history, as the history of the

Kingdom of God [Church]. Its Sovereign Ruler

is the Rider on the white horse,J behind Whom
the other terrible horsemen must ride as esquires.

It is thus dynamically governed by the Christian

idea or, rather, the personal Christ; its object

being the renewal of manliind by the connection

of all human suffering with the redemptive cru-

cial suffering of the Lamb. The Lamb, as It

had been slain, is the central PersonRlity, in the

intinite life-giving operation of Its central suf-

fering. As is the relation of the Logos to the

world, of Christ to the human and spiritual

world, so is the relation of Christ's suffering to

all the sufferings of humanity, down to the very
depths of Sheol [Hades]. Accordingly, the vision,

in respect of the celestial foundation which it con-

stitutes, is the archetype of the world's history

—

not its procursive counterpart, in accordance with

Jewish ideas. See Diisterdieck, p. 211. The
picture of the world's history, again,—especially
its history in New Testament times—ch. vi., is

the foundation of esternal Church history, in

respect of its eschatological bearings ; whilst

the Church, in respect of its inner relations as

exhibited in the seven Churches, is the ideal

prius^ of world-history. On the seven seals rest

be impossible of realization. Thus a symbol at once Ahp.r-

ran^ (i.e. differing in -nature from its object) and Natural
(i. e. similar in form) is inconceivable. And of those that
ax^ possihle of realization, several have no exemplification in

the Scriptures. The five orders given above (all of which
are exemplified in the Apocalypse) are here reproduced, an
enumeration of the general divisions to which each belongs
being given in the parenthesis.

I. Immediate-similar (Immediate, Similar, Correspondent,
Individual ).

II. Immediate-ideal (Immediate, Ideal, Correspondent,
Individual.

III. Mediate-individual (Mediate, Ideal, Correspondent,
Individual).

IV. Cla:<sical (Mediate, Ideal, Correspondent, Classical).

V. Aberrant (Mediate, Ideal, Aberrant, Individual).
—E. R. C]

* [Additional comments, save in a few specint instances,
are reserved for Explanations in Detail, on pp. 150 sqq.

—

E. R. C]
t [If by world is meant the present serm or diypensaivm,

extending to the Second Advent and the complete establish-
ment of the Basileia, this statement is manifestly true, since
the seventh seal includes' the trumpets and the vials. If,

however, by world is contemplated the earth, as the scene
of life and activity, the statement cannot be accepted. See
Introduction by the American Ed. also Lange on ch. i. 1,

p. 156.—E. R. C]
X [For other interpretations of the Rider on the white

horse, see Comm. on ch. vi. 2, p. 171.—E. R. C]
§ [Ijange reproduces this term from the Latin. As there

was no German word that could express his idea, it is hardly
possible that an English term can be found.—E. R. C]

the seven trumpets ; on these, the seven thunders,

and against these last, the opposition of the

seven-headed dragon rears itself, calling forth, in

its turn, with its two seven-headed [?] Antichris-

tian organs, Vae seven angerrvials ofjudgment; the

vials of anger being, as the end of the old world,
the preliminary condition of the new.
The effort to decide whether John beheld the

whole series of visions in an unbroken succes-

sion, or whether prophetic sight ceased between
the individual visions, .and he set down by par-
cels that which he had seen only in part
(Bengel and others), is the result of a ra-

ther literal conception of the Apocalypse.
The latter view overlooks the grand unity of

the vision in its totality, a unity which is even
distinctly expressed in chap, i., and without
which the lively connection of the whole could

be comprehended only through the assumption
of immediate inspiration. On the other hand,
the opposite theory ignores the freedom of

the symbolic expression ; in accordance with

which the conception, given in its fundamental
outlines on one Sunday, might be farther de-

veloped in, with and amid its setting forth in

writing, being continually accompanied by pro-

phetic evidence.*

The sublime Heaven-scene of chs. iv. and v.,

introduced by the words, p-era ravra elSov, is

the type of all subsequent Heaven-scenes. And
like the rest, it is, as a Heaven-picture, the pre-

liminary condition of the earth-picture; in the

sense, that is, of an absolute Providence of the

Personal God—a Providence overruling the pro-

gress and development of freedom in the world,

in their human and demonic aspects, in the

might of light and right (Urim and Thummim),
in order to the carrying out of judgment to the

victory of salvation.

Single Features of the Heaven- Scene.

The Open Door in Heaven is the full unfolding

of the Apocalyptic revelation even unto its deepest

heavenly foundation. In the first stage of vision,

Christ came to the Seer on earth, clai'ifying the

condition of the Seven Churches, already histo-

rically familiar to John, into a type of all future

fundnmental forms of the Church. In this new
stage of vision, Christ transports John to Heaven
itself: this higher power of vision is signalized

by the words: Immediately I was in the spirit.

The Throne of God needs no explanation

:

it denotes the absolute firmness of His go-

vernment.-j- He sits upon the Throne—an ex-

* [Tt is somewhat diiBcnlt to determine from this passage

what view Lange adopts. The most natural hypothesis

seems to be that John beheld the visions like the unfoldings

of a panorama (see the frequent recurrence of the phrase

/leri TaOra dSov, ch. iv. 1 ; vii. i. 9 ;
xv. 6 ; xviii. 1 ; xix. 1

,

and similar expressions through the Book); and that he

wrote as he beheld, or in the possible intervals of vision (see

ch. X. 4, where it is recorded that after hearing the thunders,

he was about to write, but was forbidden). The latter part

of this hypothesis is not inconsistent with the idea that, after

the completion of the entire vision, he wrote at leisure a full

account of what be had seen and he.ard, on the basis of the

notes he bad previously taken.—E, R. C]

t [See Pkeliminaev Note on p. 145 sqq., especially the

concluding: paragraph on p. 145.

[Is not this symbol, primarily, significant of a Tlirone in

Heaven—soma glorious seat in the Heaven of Heavens where

Jehovah specially manifests His glor.v ? Secondarily, it is

indicative not merely of the " firmness " of the Government

of God, but of the fact thereof. The Throne—the visible seat
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pressioQ of His glorious assurance of victory.

He aits upon the Throne as the Unique One, the

Mastery of mysteries ; and yet recognizable as

the exalted Personality. He is also more particu-

larly characterized by His symbolic appearance.

The jewda, as such, denote the most noble life,

light and imperishability in one. If we suppose

the fiardius, as the carnelian, the flesh-colored

stone, to be expressive, not of the divine penal

righteousness—indicated by the hue of fire—but

of God's eternal relation to humanity through

Christ, it Is probable, that the jasper is sig-

nificant of the Divine Essence in the abstract,

in its symbolical appearance everywhere mani-

fest as essential light; and according to this,

the diamond* and not the ordinary /as^er, is un-

doubtedly intended.

The Rainbow, whose arch surrounds the

Throne, is indicative of the fundamental tone of

God's government
;
judgment issuing in salva-

tion—covenant faithfulness, an attribute pre-

viously expressed by the rainbow of Noah.
Amongst the colore of this rainbow, emerald

[green] is pre eminent; and it is to this that it

is likened [ch. iv. 3] ; Divine promise demands
human hope.

The Occupant of the Throne is immediately
surrounded by the twenty-four Eldars, the ideal

representatives of the Old and New Testa-

ment Theocracy, human spiritual princes; in

respect of their symbolical number
,-f

represent-

ing the ramifying foundations of the Old and
the New Covenant in the adornment of their hea-

venly perfection

—

clothed in white raiment ; and by
their yolden crowni—the sign of their imperish-

able royal freedom [and authority], won by sur-

render to God—attested in God as His heroes
(Israel=combatant of God).

Before the Throne the lohole governance of God
is manifest. His alternate operations are V<jht-

nings, and voices, and thunders ; lightnings of

heavenly wonders, fortning epochs on the earth;

voices, in which the fuudamental idea of these
lightnings becomes manifest; and far-revevbe-
rating thunders, as periods of the rejuvenescence,

extension and development of the Kingdom of

God [Churcli].

These operations are conditioned, however, by
the Seven flaming Lamps [Torches] before the
Throne, the Seven Spirits of God, as Fundamen-
tal Forms of the personal and permanent Life-

Revelation of God in His Logos or the eternal

of the Sovereign—is the symbol of pstablisheil government.
On earth .Tohovah now governs, and the fact becomes evirient
to tboBe who wisely consider; >iut it is not patent: it is in
measure hidden beneath the veil of what wo style the laws
of na'ure. In Heaven, however, it is imme(iiai.ety manifi-st
that lie upholds those laws, and governs in, an.l through,
and above them.—E. K. 0.]

* [So also Ebrard conjectures. Wordsworth thus writes:
" The ya.5per (says Victorinus) is likoroaifr; the Sardine is

like fire: and thus these stones seem to represent God's
M^esty and Justice as seen in His ,j udgments—that of the
./i^orf, and that of the Tire of Sodom and of the Last Day.
Or, rather, the union of these two colors; the one ot a bi-il-
liant and lively hue; the other of a deeper, fiery and darker
hue, may perhaps bo designed to symbolize the union of
Mercy and Glory, with Justice and Majesty in the Godhead,
especially in the Gospel dispensation (Kom. iii. 20). Simi-
larly there is a combination of brightness and fire in Eze-
kiel's Vision (Ezek. i. 4), which also displays the Rainbow
(i. 28)."— E. R. 0.]

t [dee additional comment under ch. iv. 4, p.l52 .—E. R. C.J

Christ, or as the Seven Fundamental Forms of

the revelation of the Holy Spirit (see Is. xi.)*

In pursuance of this manifestation of God, ths

ideal world is spread out before His Throne ;—

a

sea, clear like crystal ; infinitely swelling and

agitated life
;
yet in its appointednessharmonii-

ing with the Divine will—as in crystal life is

fixed and transparent, like light ; infinite liberty

in infinite appointedness.

The foundation of the operations of God in

the moral kingdom before the Throne are the

four Life-forms (beasts) ILiving-beings] about the

Throne ; the four Fundamental Forms of Divine

Governance in the universal world generally^
also in the crcatural world.f For the number
of the world is four ; the number of the King-

dom of God is seven (see below, on the four

beasts [Living-beings]). These Life-forms are

full of eyes before and behind (as also within and
without, see ver. 8). That is, the Divine Govern-
ance is a thoroughly conscious rule; an absolute

looking back upon the foundations and events of

life, an absolute looking forward to the aims of

life and their preliminary conditions; a perfect

insight into the profoundest vital causes, as well

as a perfect outlook upon the uttermost vital phe-

nomena. A figure of omniscience in its undying
motion over the world, in the consciousness of the

Divine Governance. The Zj'ore appears in this figure

as the mighty governance wliich overcomes all

things, the dynamical principle in its irresistible

forth-breakings. The bullock or ox appears as

the principle of all sacrifice in the world, the

principle of suffering in the creatural life (mon-
strously perverted into a conflict for existence).

The human face represents the principle of hu-
manity, relatively pervading the whole world

;

this Life-form is expressive of the concentration

of the infinite in a likeness of the most condi-

tioned finite life. The flying eagle appears as that

ideal tendency toward some central sun which
not only pervades the planets and comets, but is

expressed in the motion of our sun itself; that

tendency which is the mystery of all motion—

a

mystery manifested in its most peculiar essence
in the higher tendency of the spirit-world to-

ward the Sun of all life (/ go to the Father).

In a more general sense, however, motion is the

property of all four Life-forms [Living-beings].

Each has six icings ; for six is the number of rest-

less activity in Heaven, of restless labor on
earth, of restless self-frustration in the abyss.

Hence it is said: the beasts [^Living-beings'] have

no rest day and night. Their non-repose, how-
ever, consists in the festal work of glorifying

God. They glorify Him as the thrice Holy One,
Who preserves the purity of His own personality,

and works unto purification in all His providen-

tial operations throughout the creatural and
spiritual world. As the Holy One, He is the

All-Ruler, Who repels every temptation to an im-

personitl line of conduct. And at the same
time He is Jehovah ( Who was, etc.). Whose co-

venant faithfulness aims in all ages at the es-

tablishment in love of a pure life-kingdom of

personal beings.

Now follows the representation of an antiphon^

* [See on ch. i. 4, p. 91 —E. R, C]

t [See on ch. iv. 6, p.l54—B. R. 0.]
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between the beasts [Living-beings] and the
Elders. The beasts [Living-beings] have the
initiative ; for the adoration of the human
spiritual princes, the Elders, rests upon the Fun-
damental Forms of the Divine rule in the world

;

that Divine Governance which actually redounds
to the praise and glory and thanks of Him that

sitteth upon the Throne, Who liveth for ever and
ever. The Elders fall down before the Throne in

humility and reverence, and worship ; they cast

their crowns at God's feet as a sign that unto
Him alone belongs honor, and utter their dox-
ology. It agrees with the doxology of the

beasts [Living-beings], with the exception that

in the case of the Elders we have t'Oiva/xic in-

stead of eiixapiesTia, thanksgiving resolving it-

self into a glorification of the Divine almighty
power. But the Elders further give the reason
of their praise, and it is noteworthy that they

speak of an ideal existence of things preceding
the actual creation of them.

This vision of God's glory in His government
of the world constitutes the general basis of the
special vision of the world's history. The his-

tory of the world is embraced in a book-roll

[scroW] in the hand of God ; the leaves of which
are sealed with seven seals. The book [scroll]

must, doubtless, contain seven leaves ; otherwise
all the seals would of necessity be loosed at

once.* At every new leaf of the roll, a, fresh

seal is encountered ; but if the leaf be unrolled,
it is found to be written upon both sides. Thus,
in God's sight, the history of the world is com-
plete, like a book [scroll]. Its course is sep-

tenarious, for its design is holy. But it is a sealed

book [scroll] ; its whole contents are made up
of perplexing and disturbing enigmas. And no
being is able to unravel this fearful history, to

throw light on the gloom-enwrapped fate of the
world. None in the angelic world is able to do
this, none in the human world, none in the
world of departed souls. Not one can so much
as try to look upon the book, to examine whether
he can open it. The cry of the strong angel is

not simply dramatic ; it must be made evident
that no spiritual power would have solved the
riddle of the world's history, if Christ had not
solved it with His cross.

And I wept much, says the Seer. A simple yet
Bublime expression of the feeling and thought
of what the world's history would be, had not
Christ's cross and victory unveiled it.f The

[* Not necessarily. A roll might receive seven seals on
either of the jflat eads, each seal holding together the edges
of a number of the revolutions of the parchment. In such
case all the seals would be visible, and any one might bo
brokenwithoiit breaking the others. Of course, in the un-
rolling, the seal nearest to the circumference would have
first to be broken, and so on toward the centre. Nor would
there be any difficulty in reading such a roll, written within
and without, if the writing were in transverse columns, from
edge to edge—the entire scroll being turned (longitudinally)
when the bottom edge was reached. In this caee the por-
tion read would have to be re-rolled in one hand, as the un-
read portion was unrolled in the other.—E. R. C]

t [Does not the explanation take for granted that the
Seer understood something of the future history before the
unrolling? Alford'a explanation, in which he agrees with
Lyra, seems to be better: "It had been promised to him,
ch. iv. 1, that he should be shown future events ; and now
it seemed as if this promise were about to be frustrated by
the lack of one worthy to open the Book and his
tears burst forth in the .-arneatnees of disappointed desire
•fter the fulflllment ot the promise."—E. B. C]

weeping Seer is comforted by one of the Elders ( for
the redemption belongs to humanity), who points
him to the glorious victory of Christ (ch. v. 6).
The cross must, of course, be perfected in the
resurrection ; the Lamb that was apparently
overcome must be manifested as the triumphant
Lion, for only thus might He loose the seals of the
world's history. As the Lion of Judah, Christ
possessed the lion nature in the highest sense,
as the Master of self-denial and self-conquest
(Gen. xliv. 33, 34) ? and the depths of His royal
essence are expressed in the announcement that
He is the i^oo^ ofDavid, the truly real fundamental
idea and fundamental impulse of Davidic glory
in the centre of humanity.* This Root is signifi-

cant of the deepest human cause of life ; this

Lion denotes the most spiritually mighty human
appearance. Then the new wondrous vision
within a vision is prefaced by the words: / be-

held, and lo !

In the midst of the Throne, i. e., directly in front
of God, surrounded by the circle of beasts [Liv-
ing-beingsj, and by the circle of Elders, there
appears a Lamb, as it had been slain—the Man,
with the lineaments of absolute patience and
the traits of mortal sufferiug—suffering sur-

mounted, it is true, yet in its effects enduring
forever. The attributes of the Lamb, symboli-
cally defined, are seven horns, the sum of holy
powers (Matt, xxviii. 18), and seven eyes, the

seven Spirits or spiritual manifestations of the

one Spirit of God, which are continually going
forth from the Lamb into the world. This appa-
rition comes and receives the book [^scrolll from
the right hand of God. Two things are indi-

cated here : first, the self-presentation of the

Lamb upon the summons of the angel; secondly,

the fact that He is really to loose the seals. And
hence the grand chorus of praise is not post-

poned until after His action. In reference to His
work, the Elders need not await the doxology of

the Divine powers of the world. A new song
bursts forth from beasts [Living-beings] and
Elders in one grand unison. This song relates

to the new creation, the redemption. The re-

demption \^ErldsiLng'\ is the loosing \_Losung^ of all

seals, and the lledeemer [_LJrldser~\ alone is worthy
to perform this work. The beasts [Living-be-

ings] and Elders base their praise upon the Re-
deemer's death on the cross (slain), and the ef-

fects of that death. He thereby out of all peo-
ples bought a people for God, the New Testa-

ment people of the peoples, making of them a
Kingdom of Priests who, in dynamical opera-
lion, even now, in all their yielding, nay, by
means of the same, reign on earth. This song
of praise in the centre of the heavenly congre-

gation, is echoed in a grand antiphony betwixt
the angelic world, on the one hand, and the crea-

tural world, on the other- The doxology of

countless angel hosts, forming the remoter circle

round the beasts [Living-beings] and Elders,

comes first. Their homage is sevenfold, in har-

mony with the holy throng. The worship of the

creatures is fourfold, in accordance with the

number of the world. "We have here an an-
tiphonal song of praise from all beings, remind-
ing us of Ps. cxlv.

* [See on ch. t. 6, p.l6T—E. R. C.J
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In a didactical a3pect, the song i3 expressive

of the fact that the eifect of Christ's triumph

pervades the entire world of spirits, on the one

hand, as an extension of His glory (Eph. i ; Phil,

ii.) ; and that, on the other, it ushers the whole

creatural world into the process of gloriiication,

to be consummated in the Palingenesia (Rom.
viii.). The four Life-forms or beasts [Living-

beings] can only say Amen to this, for therein is

the effort of their governance fulfilled. But for

the Elders this blissful contemplation is an in-

centive to unutterable prostration and worship.

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ch. iv. 1. Compare the introductory remarks
by Diisterdieck, p. 211. Especially the distinc-

tion between the Jewish view of the heavenly
preludes (a Divine council with the angels) and
the Christian idea. Also the difference of the

formulas : i^era ravra elSov and ical cldov.*

On the disputed question as to whether John
alwa5TS beheld and wrote down the visions sepa-

rately, see above [p. 147]. The literal conception

is pressed on either side.

[After these things.—The reference here
is to the order of the visions. It does not neces-

sarily follow that the events symbolized were to

be subsequent to those previously set forth.—E.

R. C]
[I saw, "not / looked, as in the E. V; not

the directing of the Seer's attention, which dis-

covers the door to him, but the simple reception

of the vision which is recorded." Alford.—E.

R. C]
A door set open in Heaven.—Explana-

tions : Heaven is conceived of as a vault ; as a

Temple ; as the Palace of God (Diisterd. ). In
accordance with the connection, however, the

door here denotes the disclosure of the highest
revelation, and, hence, the insight of John (De
Wette). The voice is expressive of the heavenly
inspiration and legitimation of this view. It

distinguishes the real ecstasy of the Seer from
an enthusiastic and fanatical exaltation.

[Set open.—"Observe here the perfect par-
ticiple, the door had been opened and v/aa stand-

ing open. The veil of the heavenly Holy of

Holies had been removed by Christ (Heb. x. 19,

* [The pass;

foliowa:
i m Diisterdieck specially referred to are aa

"On comparing the description, ch. iy., with Habblnical
conceptions, sii';h;i3 MoreNevoch.,H. 0; 'Non facit Daus quic-
quam, donee iUud iNTOlTDa fwrit in familia superiori,' and
xhir Hasclnriia It. Ibl. 93 ; ^Non /acit Deu3 quicauam, nisi
auteade eo consult vterit cum familia superiori^ (in Wet-
stein), we can nut uverlooli tiio essential diiTerence consisting
in tbo fact tli.Lt the Joliannean view is a pure development
of Old and New Testament fundamental truths, whilst the
Rabbins had but a corruption of those truths (contrary to
Wdtflt., Bichh., Hoinr., Ew., ei al.) Pi ir the familia superior,
Tjhicb is represented bj the Rabbins as taking part in the
council of God, has, according to .lohn, but to worship OoJ
and to maKnify the counsel together with the works of God'
and the visions beheld by John, in wliich the things to come
are preSgured to him, being in the spirit, a-e by no means
that heavenly prelude of earthly events which the Rabbins
conceive of (comp. Wetst. : 'Ex mrnte Judxirrum, quse in
terris eventura sunt, in ccelo coram consessu angeim-um prim
manifestantur atqtte repr^sestantur ')."

" The formula /xera raOra cTSov marks the beginning of a
new vision, and that a great-^r or more important one (chs.
vii. 1, 9 ;

XV. 6 ; xviii. 1), whilst the formula Kal elSoy intro-
duces the manifold individual features which present thora-
aelves in the course of a greater main picture (v. 1, 6 11 • vi
1, 6, 8, 9, 12 ; viii, 2, 13, ci al.")—E. B. C]

20), and Heaven was laid open to the view."

WOBDSWOKTH.—E. R. C]
[The Apocalyptist saw Heaven, i. e., he saw

an Immediate symbol thereof. As to the fact

that Heaven is a, place, there should be no doubt.

It is, indeed, unquestionable that the term O'vpa-

vdr is sometimes employed to denote the sTty, aa

in Matt. xvi. 2, 3, and sometimes so used as to

be consistent with the idea of a mere state, but

it i.s also again and again employed in the di-

dactic Scripture, as indicating a glorious and
blessed place, where God specially manifests His

glory, to which the Saviour ascended after His
resurrection, and which is to be His abode until

His second appearing in glory. (Comp. Acts i.

10, 11 ; iii. 21 ; vii. 55, 56; Rom. x. 6 ; 2 Cor.

xii. 2 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16, etc. See also the Excur-
sus on Hades, p. 364). It can scarce be sup-

posed, however, that the symbolic display of the

vision took place in this central home, this Holy
of Holies, of the universe. This supposition

is not required, as some may suppose, by the

language. It is manifest that, throughout the

Book, the Seer employs similar expressions
where the object of vision was not the thing de-

scribed, but a simulacrum thereof, as in ch. xiii.

1, where he declares that he " saw n beast rise

up out of the sea." And still further, precisely
the same form of expression is employed. Rev.
xxi. 1 (" I saw a new Heaven and a new earth "),

when the real objects referred to were not, at

the time of the vision, existent—all that he
could then have beheld were their simulacra.

But was the symbol similar or ideal? On this

point it is impossible to speak with certainty
;

and, perhaps, it is improper in any degree to

speculate. It may be remarked, however, that

it by no means follows (as some seem to suppose)
from the fact that the complex symbol beheld by
John resembled the Tabernacle as to form and
arrangement, that it must have been purely
ideal. On the contrary, it is not improbable that

the Tabernacle—the earthly dwelling-place of

Jehovah, fashioned by Moses after the pattern
shown him in the Mount (Ex. xxv. 40; xxvi. 30)—may have been a material symbol of the Hea-
venly Temple, not only Immediate, but, so far as

the earthly can resemble the heavenly, similar.—
E. R. C]

Ver. 2. Immediately I was in the spirit.—'BiWuf, without a conjunction, forcibly ex-

presses the instantaneous translation of the Seer,

thus denoting » high enhancement of the first

stage of visionary sight. The text, therefore,

forms a new step in comparison with the first

/ was in the spirit, ch. i. 10.* The prototypes

of this visionary celestial Throne- picture, 1 Kings
xxii. 19 ; Is. vi. ; Ezek. i. ; Dan. vii. 9, have

been perverted by the Jews into monstrous alle-

gories. See Diisterdieck. p. 214, the extract from

the Pirke, R. Elieser, as given by Schottgen. "j1

dextris ipsius est vita, a sinistris mors." This re-

calls a kindred idea of Milton's.

The ^p6vnQ ineiTo is interpreted in a variety of

ways (breadth of the Throne, Bengel ; its rest-

ing upon the cherubim (!), Hengslen.) The fact

of its establishment in the highest sense is

doubtless enwrapped in the /cricn^ai.t

*
I
See on ch. i. 10, p.HO.—B. R. C.l

t [See foot-note,t p. 147.—E. R. 0.]
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Upon the Throne One sitting.—Not an
indefinite designation, but an expression of tlie

loftiest mystery. The Jewish dread of uttering

the name of Jehovah (Ewald and others) can
hardly have any application here, since the Seer
has several times given utterance to that name
in a developed form. Herder's explanation is

irrelevant: " the soul has no image, language
no word whereby He may be called." Accord-
ing to Diisterdieok and some elder commentators.
He who sits upon the Throne is not the Triune
God, but the Father. This is a misapprehension
of the symbolical nature of the distinctions.

[May there not be an allusion here to a visible

Manifestation of the Glory and Presence of Je-

hovah similar to the Shekinah, which, in the

Tabernacle, beamed from the Mercy-seat (the

Throne), from between the Cherubim ? For
comments on the Throne, see p. 147.'—-E. R. C].

Ver. 3. Iiike a jasper atone.—See the In-

troduction, pp. 20, 21 [and also p. 148]. The true

jasper is sometimes greenish, sometimes of a
reddish hue, but not Tifu6TaTo^ and KpvaTaWJ^uv,

as this jasper is described, ch. xxi. 11. Hence
those exegetes who apprehend the word as ex-

pressive either of the ordinary jasper, or of a

peculiar and unknown sort, are justly opposed
by those who are of opinion that the diamond is

intended. See Diisterdieok, pp. 216, 217. Com-
pare likewise the various interpretations of the

stones as there given.

And a raiubo'W.^It is a mooted question

whether the iris is to be apprehended as a roAn-

bow, or merely as a bow ; whether it encircled

the Throne vertically or horizontally. As the

light of the sun is refracted in its journey to-

ward the earth, so the refraction of absolute

Light can be conceived of only in its direction

toward the world, i. «., toward the Seer priina-

rily. Yet the bow, as a bow, can appear only
in a vertical form. Green, the color of promise,

is a dominant color even in the real rainbow, and
it is not without reason that Ebrard (p. 222) and
others have apprehended it as forming an anti-

thesis to the hues of the precious stones which
denote attributes of the Divine Essence itself. It

is not indicated, however, that this circular radi-

ance has its origin in the lustre of tbe jewels.

It is possessed of an independent symbolical
meaning ; the revelation of God in the world is

always, conditionally, at the same time a con-
cealment. A tempering of the Divine radiance
(Ziillig) lies in the colored appearance of the

Divine manifestation, whether a pillar of fire, a
pillar of cloud, or a cloud is the instrument of

presenting the highest glory to the gaze of im-
perfect human beings. The bow can, of course,

be no true rainbow, since the most sublime re-

fraction of light is intended here ; though it

cannot be concluded that John had a distinct

idea of a heavenly ether in centra-distinction

to the grosser atmosphere of earth.

["The rainbow, composed by the joint in-

fluences of shower and sunshine, is an emblem
of Divine severity, blended with Divine love ; a

symbol of the dark shower of Divine judgment
illumined by the bright beams of Divine Mercy.
Comp. the vision of Ezekiel, i. 28. The Bow is

a record of the deluge, in which the world was
drowned for sin, and speaks of sunshine after

storm ; and of the Divine Promise that the
world should never more be destroyed by water;
and yet it is also a silent memento of another
judgment (see Gen. ix. 13-16, and 2 Pet. iii. 7."

Wordsworth. The iris is but the manifestation
of the different hues which joer/eci light assumes
when in connection with gross matter. Since
perfect light is the highest symbol of the Divine
Excellence, what so significant of that excel-
lence in its relation to the creature world (dis-

integrated, so to speak, into what we style dif-

ferent attributes) as the many-colored rainbow ?

Alford is of opinion that the entire bow was
j^reen—the shape, and not the prismatic coloring,
being indicated by the term rainbow. — E.
R. C]

Ver. 4. Twenty-four thrones,—According
to De Wette, the twenty-four thrones must be
conceived of as " a few degrees lower " than the
Throne of God. If we bring earthly ideas in

play here, " a few degrees " would not be suffi-

cient to indicate the distinction. The definition

of the twenty-four Elders is an index to the ec-

clesiastical and theological stand-points of the
dilferent exegetes; they have been inlerpreted
as follows: cardinals (Lyra) ;

priests (Ale.)
;
pas-

tors (Calov.) ; true heads of the Church, and pastors

(Vitringa) ; the crown of the human race (Idlerdcr

the humanist) ; angels (Hofmann)—in accordance
with an exaggerated Angelology. Rinck simi-

larly; Old Testament dignities ([ lFiirc?c7!=^dignita-

ries?] Beng.); New Testamentmarlyrs (Eiebhorn);
half, representatives of teachers, half, representatives

of hearers (Volkmar ; not quite democratic enough,
since the hearers must necessarily preponderate
over the clergy). The number of the Elders be-
ing composed of twice twelve, Bleek and others
have groundlessly regarded it as indicative of a
twofold representation of Jewish and Gentile

Christians. Ebrard justly remarks, in opposi-

tion to this view, that such a division has no Bi-

blical foundation ; whilst Dusterd., on the other

hand, erroneously cites ch. vii. 4, 9, in sup-

port of the same opinion, though the real anti-

thesis in the passage quoted is—not Jewish
Christians and Gentile Christians, but— the

Church Militant, and the Church Triumphant.
Yet Diisterdieok himself gives the preference to

the preponderant interpretation of many com-
mentators, according to whom the twenty-four

Elders represent the Old and New Testament
Church, or the Twelve Patriarchs of Israel, and
the Twelve Apostles. De Wette shows a thorough
misapprehension of the symbolism employed, in

insisting upon the unwortbiness of individual

Patriarchs. And thus an adverse argument hai

been founded upon the names of tbe Twelve
Apostles, ch. xxi. 14. In perfect analogy with

this symbolism is the fact that the conquerors

on the sea of glass sing " the song of Moses and
the song of the Lamb." By this, as well as by
the twenty four Elders, the complete harmony of

the Old and the New Covenant is expressed.

The fact that Jehovah is immediately surrounded

by Elders, entirely corresponds with the sym-
bolical significance of the theocratic Presbytery.

The Eldfrs represent the purest, richest, and
ripest spirits in their Divine likeness and tbeir

acquaintance with the counsel of God. In this

idea originated the Talmudistio Judaistio ac-
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counts pf the Elders before the Throne of God

(see Hongst., p. 270; Diisterd., p. 219).

[Dusterdieck thus writes: "The twenty-four

Elders whom John sees sitting on the thrones

which are placed around the Throne of God are

the celestial representatives of the whole people

of God, just as in Isaiah xxiy. 23, Elders (An-

cients) are conceived of as the earthly heads

and representatives of the whole Church."*

This view, which is confirmed by a comparison

of Deut. xxxi. 28 with 30, does not exclude, but

confirms, the further idea that the representative

Elders were also (individually) chief Rulers in

the Kingdom of God. The idea of superiority

in rule was distinctly recognized by Jesus (see

the Excursus ON THE Basilbia ii. 2 (4), p. 99).

The fact that these Elders are Rulers is set forth

by their sitting on thrones and wearing crowns

(see below). The suggestion of Barnes in ex-

planation of the number of the Elders is worthy

of consideration, viz.: that it was in reference

to the twenUj-four courses of the Jewish Priest-

hood (see i Chron. xxiv. 3-18). On this view

the iwenhj-four Elders are not only Superior

King.s, but'the Chief Priests, the Heads of the

priestly courses of the glorified Israel.f^
E. U. C]

* [Dii'iterdieck filso quotes, as bfarinc; upon the pa<5=age

citpd tVura I.-.ai.ih, th* t tllowiug pas-a^es quote I by Schottg.

and Hyng-(t. from Tanchiirha (fol. 48): *' Tempore futuro
Deus S. B. gloriam seniorihus iribuit. Dixe.runt quoque Rab-
bini noslri; faciei sibi JJeus S. B. conses&um seniorum sun-

rum.'" Al-fo tbe following in roferunce to Dan. vii. 9:
" Tempom fufuro Dens S. B. sedebit et Angeli dabunt sellas

magnatibun Israelis, et illi sedent. Et Deus S. B. sedet cum
senioribus tanquam princejjs senatus et judicabunt gentiles."

—E. R. C]

f [Tn the Additional Comments above, the Am. Ed. has
written as adoptini^ the generally accepted view thai: the

Elders belong to the glorified Church. He would, in this

place, defereutiallv suggest for conjiideratton another hypo-
thesis. The evidence for the current view rests nolely on
the formerly accepted text of the doxology in which the
Living-beings and the lildera are represented as muting (ch.

V. 1(1, 11). Critici-sm has shown that, in this instance, the
text of the Recepta ie t-pecially corrupt; it hsia established

the fact, that the rj^a? aid ^aotA.elioo^te^' of ver 10 are cor-

ruptiins of auroii? aid ^aiji\ev<TOv<Tiv (or ^a<TiKiiL>ov<nv),

and ha3 rendered proba')le {certain in the opinion of Lange,
Alford and Tisi^h mdorf ) the further fact, that the rjiua? of

ver. 9 U an inierpolation. It is well nigh certain (from
t xtual criticism alone) that the doxology waa raised in view
of the general fact of redemption, and not of the personal

redemption of those who united in it—that it affords no
evidence that any who .ioined in its utterance were thom-
Bolves the subjects of redemption. Apart from f his doxology,
there in no evidence th.it the KMers were in any way con-

nected with the Church; on the contrary, all the indications

of the Ap'ictlypso are ooposed to the idea. Although they
are several times mentioned, it is never as representing the
redeemed, aa being amongst tbem, or a-i joining in their

hullelnjahs. When theyare represented as sitting onthrones,
the souls of the martyrs—certainly the noblest portion of the
redeemed, even if that throng were not intended to rejire-

sent tbe whole body of the saved—were beneath the altar

(comp. chs. iv. i with vi.9). And where, if not amongst rho
vi'irtyrs, are the Princes of the glorified Israel to be sought?
"When the great multitude of the redeemed stood before the
Throne and raised their hallelujah, tbe Elders (-tood, not
with them, but with the Living-betngs and the Angels, ofi'cr-

ing a separate worship and uniting in a separate hymn
of praise (ch. vii. 9-12). On this august occasion one of the
Elders is represented as addi-essing the Seer, not as a reprt;-

sentative of the glorified Host, but as a spectator of their
glory ; and as a mere spectator (he spolce of tbem^ not of us\
he gave information concerning their past andfnture history
(ch. vii. 13-17). In the doxo'ogv that burst forthfromthe
Living-beings and the Elderd iminedintelv on tbe anno-mce-
ment of the complete establi-hment of the Kingdom "f the
Messiah on oarih, there wns tio Hlhismn to any personal
participation in the rewirds that fihonl I be bestowed on
(human) propheti atid i-ainis fch. xi. lf(-18). Again, when
the Lamb at the head of the hundred and forty-four thousand

The white robes and golden crowns are not

merely symbols of the martyrs or confessors in

the narrower sense; they are expressive of

perfect righteousness of life in its negative and

positive aspeois. [The croivns, doubtless, are

significant of their kingly authority (see above;

also additional comment on ch. ii. 11) —E. R. C]
Ver. 5. And out of the Throne go forth

lightnings.— [See Synoptical Vit:w, p. 148.

—

E. R. C] According to Diisterdieck, the light-

nings, voices and thunders symboWze the omnipo-

tence of God, especially that almighty power
which is exercised in judgments (similarly

Hengstenberg [also Alford and Barnes.—E. R,

C.]). This interpretation is connected with the

one-sided apprehension of the precious stones as

symbolizing the essence of God. This too spe-

cial interpretation contrasts with the too gsneral

explanation of De Wette. " In ver. 5 the mighty
and vital influence of God over nature is repre-

sented ; in vers. 6-8 nature itself, or the realm

of the living, is symbolized in the four cherubim;

in vers. 9-11, finally, the harmony of creation

and redeemed humanity is represented; and
thus God. in His living activity and reality, is

exhibited" (De Wette). Similarly Ebrard, who
describes God's Throne as a "laboring, effer-

vescent volcano."*

On theocratic ground the lightnings are still

less a purely terrific conception than in the

Scandinavian-Germanic mythology (the hammer
of Thor). With reference to the lightnings of

Sinai, comp. Deut. xxxiii. 2, 3. The Coming of

the Son of Man shall be like a mighty flash of

lightning. Thus the lightnings of the whole
New Testament manifestation are for the defence

of the faithful people of God, being terrible only

to His foes, Zech. ix. 14. They are, therefore,

wonders of revelation [Divine manifestation?

—

E. R, C.].

The history of Christ's Baptism and Trans-
figuration demonstrates that voices are a se-

quence, in definite ideas and truths, of Divine
revelations—revelations of salvation, in particu-

lar; in general, they are the first of the Divine
forms of revelation. Even God's voices, His re-

velation truths, have a judicial as well as an
evangelical side, Gen. iii. 10.

The last remark applies equally to the thunder.

This denotes the grand effect of revelation [Divine
manifestation] injudgmentand deliverance. Thus
the typical redemption of Israel was effected by a
mighty thunder which, at the same time, brought

stood on Mount Zioa (where should the Princes of Israel

have been but with that cumpanyO) the Elders and ihe
Livinff-beings stood apart by the Tlirone, and before

(not bi/) theai tlie new song of ihe redeemed was sung (ch.

xiv. !-.'>).

Tlie writer would ask, Do not tiicse facta go fir to confirm
the indeyn-ndent conclusions of criticism as to the true text

ofthe doxology in ch. v. 1(1, 11? And do they not tend to

establish the conclusion, that the KUlers were not Princes or
represontativce of the glorified Church, but Princes of the
heavenly hosts—of unfallen spirits? And it may also be
Hsked, if this view does not give a unity to this Heaven
scene, and to all the scenes of the Apocalyptic visions,

entirely lacking on the hypothesis generally accepted.

—

K. R. C]
*[Thp following view of Wordsworth can hardly he ac-

cepted as a complete explanation :
" This adjunct (thunders)

confirms the opinion that St. John is here speakin-:; of Gud's
word. Thunder is the voice ol God St. .Tohn himself, aa

a preacher of Uod's word, was named by Christ 'a son of
thunder.' "—E, R. C]
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down judgment on the head of Israel's foes, Ps.

Ixxvii. 18, 19. Job finds his prostratingjiulgment,

but also his reoonciliation, in a grand thundering of

God, chs. xxxviii.-xl. As thunder accompanied
the giving of the Law, so the voice which an-

swered Christ's prayer in the Temple, the prayer
with which He consecrated Himself to death for

our redemption, was accompanied by a tone as

of thunder. And the more tremendous the
wrathful judgment announced in the thunder,
according to Jer. xxv. 30, the more distinct is

its proclamation of a new redemption for the

people of God; comp. Joel ii. 11. As Elijah,

like Moses, was an Old Testament son of thunder,

ascending to Heaven in a fiery storm, so tsvo of

the greatest Apostles of the New Testament were
sons of thunder. And how glorious is tlie de-

scription of the seven-fold thunder of God in

Psalm xxix., the festal thunder-Psalm! This,

therefore, is the sense in which we apprehend
the thunders of God; they are heavenly, un-
checkable, redemptive revelations, accompanied
by judgments—in other words, reformations.

And seven Lamps [torches]* of fire burn-
ing before the Throne.—[See Synoptical
View, p. 148.—E. R. C] We cannot refer tbe

participle KafS^ievaL to the preceding eKKopevnvrat

;

for the Lights, as such, do not issue forth like

lightnings, and the Spirits of God do not proceed
from His Throne, but from Himself. By the

Seven Spirits that, according to ch. i., stand be-

tween Jehovah and Christ, and, according to

ch. V. 6, go forth into all lands, we understand
the seven fundamental forms of the revelation

of tile Holy Ghost through Christ, according to

Is. xi. 1, or the seven archangelic forms of

Christ.

["These seem to represent the Holy Spirit in

His seven-fold working: in His enlightening
and cheering as well as His purifying and con-

suming agency. So most. Commentators."

—

Al-
FORD. The idea of the seven-fold influences of

the Holy Ghost is thus set forth in the ordination

hymn of the Church of England :

" Come, Holy Ghoat, our souls inspire.
And Ijfihten with celestial fire

;

Thou the anointing Spirit art,

Who dost Thy sev&n-Jold gilts impart.^'

It may here be remarked, that in the view of
the Am. Ed. (see Peeliminakt Note, p. 14'5sqq.)

the simulacrum of the Seven Lamps constitute

one (compound) Mediate-individual Symbol of the
Holy Ghost; the division being significant of

His manifold energies, and the seven-fold division,

of the completeness, the perfection of those
energies.—E. R. C]
According to De Wette, tbe Seven Spirits are

significant of the Spirit of God as the principle

of physical and spiritual life, through Whom the
inner influence of God over nature and mankind
operates. According to Ebrard, also, the Spirit

of God, in all His distinct properties, is denoted.
in so far as He rules over the creation. Ac-
cording to Hengetenberg, on the other hand, the
TTvpdg—fire being invariably used in the Apoca-

*
I" Seven torches nf fire : Xajiijras in this Book does not

mean a lamp (see viii. 10), but a torch (comp. .John xviii. 3)

;

and these seven torches or flambeaux 'iT fire liurninK before
the Throne are contrMsteil with the Star which .f^.tl aa a
torch from Htinven (vili 10): comp. Wetstein I., p. 507; and
Tratih, Syn. N. T., p. 193. ' WoEnswoma.—E. R. C]

lypse to designate the Divine wrath ( ? comp. ch.

XV. 2)—here denotes the Spirit of God or of Christ
with a limitation, i. c, "in so far as His opera-
tions are productive of ruin, are punitive, de-

structive." To this view Dlisterdieok justly

opposes the remark, that the Apocalyptist is

speaking of torches (^^a^nrdSeg). This word is

doubtless expressive of the enlightening efl'ect

of God's Spirit.

The contrast between the lightnings, voices,

thunders, which issue forth from the Throne,
and the lights which are stationary before it,

has been explained by De Wette in a manifold
way. He suggests the dogmatical distinction of

manifestations and inspirations, the distinction

between the evangelical history and the out-

pouring of the Holy Ghost. The thunder slowly

dies away in the great echoes of the world's

history ; but the light [Aa/z!rdf] becomes a morn-
ing star in the heart—^in the realm of the inte-

rior history of the Kingdom, therefore ; and
when the Spirit can complete His judgment as

the Spirit, that judgment becomes a redemptive
judgment.

Ver. 6. Before the Throne as it were
a glassy sea [sea of glass].— [See Synop-
tical View, p. 148.—E. R. C] The meaning
of this is easily gathered from the two items,

sea and crystal—national life and transparent,

spiritualized creaturality. Hence the inter-

pretation of Arotius comes very near the

point : ceetus ecclesise triumphantls. Similarly

Ebrard, p. 22.5. The interpretations—some
of which are quite singulai-—of this pas-

sage are also, in many respects, character-

istic. We cite some of them: Baptism (the

baptismal basin); the Holy Scriptures; the

perishable world; the smooth and shining hea-

venly p.avement; the atmosphere; or more ab-

stract conceptions (^certa dei voluntas, etc.). See

Diisterdieck, p. 223. In ch. xv. 2 the crystal

brightness of this sea is mingled with fire, or the

appearance of fire, either because the victors

have, in many ways, passed through the fire, or

because the victorious Church contains the

principle of the fire of the universal judgment.

Diisterdieck, referring to Einck, maintains that

the crystal-like sea is identical with the crystal-

like river of ch. xxii. ; but this view is untena-

ble. The purity, transp.arenoy, spirituality of

this sea is doubly asserted wtien it is dechired

to be both glassy and like crystal. According

to llengstenberg, the crystal sea is another image

of the judgments of God. "Opposed to the flood

of human wickedness is the great flood, the broad

ocean of Divine judgments."

[The following from Alford is worthy of high-

est consideration: "Compare, by way of con-

trast, ?? aaQriiiEvrj hnl [rdv) v6aruv [rdv] TvoTJkihv,

the multitudinous and turljulent waters, ch. xvii.

1. In seeking the explanation of this, we must

first track the image from its Old Testament

earlier usage. (He compares Exod. xxiv. 10;

Ezek. i. 22, and Job xxxvii. 10). If we are to

follow these indices, the primary reference will

be to the clear ether in which the Throne of God

is upborne; and the intent of setting this space

in front of the Throne will be to betoken its

separation and insulation from the place where

the Seer stood, and, indeed, from all else around
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it. The material and appearance of this pave-

ment of the Throne seem chosen to indicate ma-

jestic repose and ethereal purity. . . . It is the

purity, calmness, and majesty of God's rule

which are signified by the figure." Words-

worth, who adopts the idea that the sea of glass

was symbolical of the glorified Church, thus

writes: "Sea. in this Book, represents the ele-

ment of tumult and confusion in this lower world

(see xiii. 1). But here, by way of contrast,

there is in the heavenly Church a sea of glass, ex-

pressive of smoothness and brightness, and this

heavenly sea is of crystal; declaring that the

calm of Heaven is not like earthly seas, ruffled

by winds, but is cri/stalized into an eternity of

peaee.^^

Here, it may be asked, may not the glassy sea

be an Immediate symbol, indicating a real pave-

ment in the real Heaven spreading out before

the Throne ; but at the same time aberrantly sig-

nificant of the unapproachable grandeur of Him
who sits upon the Throne, and (perhaps) of the

peace, stability, and brightness of His rule?

Similar questions might be asked in regard to

other symbols, whicli generally are explained as

merely Aberrant.—E. R. C]
In the midst of the Throne and round

about the Throne four living-beings
[Lange: life-forms].—[See Synoptical Vikw,

p. 148; and also .Vdditionai. Note ON THE LiviNO-

Beings, by the Am. Ed ,p.l61 sq.] According to

Eichhorn, Ewald I., and Hengstenberg, "the hin-

der part (of the eagle, and the human figure, ns

well as the others?) of the four l^ua lay under
the Throne, whilst the upper portion of them
projected from beneath it and rose above it."

'* An idea which, for the sake of its unsightli-

ness, if on no other account, should not be im-

puted to John. According to Ebrard, theTlirone

is transparent, and the Cwa move within it and
issue forth from it." (DuESTEED.) Idem: "One
on each side of the Throne, and each in the

middle of its respective side." If the Throne
be significant of the Divine sovereign rule, tlio

beasts [Living-beings], as individual Fundamen-
tal Forms of this government, niust issue neither

from the foot nor from the summit of the Throne,
but from its mid-height, as from the centre of

the Divine governance ; see above. According to

Bengel and Hengstenberg, the four beasts [Liv-

ing-beings] are emblems of nature or the earth,

or of the creation, according to Diisterd.* Ac-
cording to Ebrard, they are the creative powers of

God Himself, by means of which He exercises

a sovereign sway throughout creation (like the

lightnings, etc.). Against Ebrard's interpreta
tion of the beasts [Living-beings] as representa-
tives of the fourfold powers of God, see Diister-

dieck, p. 21^8. The contrast, moreover, is by no
means clearly defined.

The germ of the representation of the four
Fundamental Forms of Divine Providence is con-
tained in Gen. iii. 24. It is a view which, in

constaut process of development, runs through
the whole of the Sacred Writings; see Ex. xxv.
18 ; Ps. xviii. 10

; (comp. Ps. civ. 4 ; Is. vi. 2) ;

* De Wette: These four creatures, iis pre-eminent, the
fir:.t two for Btrengtti, and the two otliers for l-.nowled^e, are
reprcsentativea of all creatures {creatures—that rest not day
or night l").

Ps. xoix. 1 ; Ezek. i. and x., etc. Riehm, De
natura et notione Chernborum, 1861. Lammert,

Die Gheruhim der Heiligen Schrift, Jahrbb. filr

deutsche Theologie, 12, 4, p. 687. The latter

starts from the passage Heb. ix. 5, from the

term Cherubim of glory. He beholds in the figure

of the Clierubim " symbolical representations of

the sovereign glory of God, keeping His holy

law, overthrowing all that is hostile to Him, but

rescuingall that have His laws before their eyes."

The explication of the beasts [Living-beings], p.

Gl 5, reminds us of Ebrard's interpretation; it of-

fei3 no inducement to us to depart from our own
view as given above. We, therefore, regard the

ox as expressive of the spirit of sacrifice ; the

lion as expressive of the spirit of irruptive

victorious courage ; the human figure as expres-

sive of the spirit of human and humane sympa-

thy ; and the eagle as expressive of the spirit of

ideality, of striving after the re.alization of the

ideal (see Leben Jesu, I., p. 2.34; Dogmatik, 1303).

Difi'erent interpretations: The four Evange-

lists (whose attributes they certainly are, but

not their original symbols); the four cardinal

virtues ; the four patriarchal churches ; the four

greatest fathers of the Church ; the four myste-

ries of faith, etc. The quaternary is manifestly

the number of the world. The six wings like-

wise demand consideration ; the eyes, all about,

as well as within (directed inward); the restless

motion, by day and by night, in eternal praise of

the thrice Holy One. The senary of the wings
is six in a, good sense ; restless activity which in

its unity makes up the festal septenary (see

John V. 17). The wings are symbolical of the

absolute motion of the Divine governance toward
higher and highest goals. The eyes represent

the omniscient rule of Divine Providence, imma-
nent in the life of the world, conscious on all

sides. With an absolute roi/nrf-look corresponds

an absolute iw-look, expressive of the contem-
pUative concentration and unity of the Divine

omniscience. According to Hengstenberg, the

eyes are expressive of the permeation of the

whole world by spirit; according to Diisterd.,

they are significant of wakefulness by day and
night (of oreatural beings''*); whilst the wings,

as he thinks, denote the dependence and subjec-

tion of the creature. Hh.\i praise continually of-

fered by the four Life-forms, the Trisagion, re-

minds us of the song of praise of the Seraphim
(Is. vi.), though it does not follow from this that

the Cherubim and the Seraphim should be iden-

tified, as Lammert thinks. These two symboli-

cal angelic groups are undoubtedly connected

;

yet they also form an antithesis (Ps. civ. 4). See

Com. on Genesis, p. 241 sq. [Am. Ed.]). Their

hymn is expressive of the fact that the govern-

ance of God, in all its forms, redounds to His

praise ; to the praise of the glory, the glorious

personality of God, Who is Jehovah, in an m-
volvcd-\ expression {Who was, etc.), and Lord of

Hosts (Sabaoth), as the All-Ruler, in an involved

expression also.

* [Yes. Comp. ch. vii. 15, where the redeemed are repre-

sented as servmg by day and by night {i. e., continually) in
the Temple. To the blessed spirits, braced by the atmos-
phere of Heaven, perpetual service is perpetual rest.—E.

R. C.l

f [Mathematically involved. B. R CJ
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Vers. 9-11. [See Synoptical View, p. 148 sqq.],
" With the representatives of the creation, the

four beasts [Living-beings], the tweuty-four
Eiders, the representatives of redeemed hu-
manity, unite in the praise of God" (oomp. De
Wette, Hengstenberg, Ebrard). The contrast

here presented, however, is not that of creation

and redemption ; neitlier is a union of voices in-

tended. On the contrary, the actual eulogy of

God in the Forms of His government, waives the

antipliony of praise on the heights of the hu-
man spirit-world. The future, brav Suaovaiv, is

declared by some commentators to be a pure fu-

ture ; whilst others apprehend it in a frequenta-
tive signification

—

whoi they, or as often as they.

[This latter view is adopted by Wordsworth, Al-

ford, Barnes, etc. See Winer, ^ 42, 5.—E. E. C. ]

The relation of priority, as pertaining to the

Bong of praise of the Life-forms [Living-beings],

is, however, also enwrapped in the term. They
must strike the first notes. It is doubtless in-

dicated, moreover, that there are particular
epochs of praise.

Ver. 9. Give is a genuine theocratic term

:

to return that which is beheld or experienced,
to its Author, as a spiritual sacrifice.

Grlory and honor.—Diisterdieok : Recogni-
tion of the glory and honor peculiar to the

Lord, " whilst Kal evxapiariav denotes directly,

without metonymy, the thanks (Hengstenberg)
offered by the creature." This under the suppo-
sition that the fua are creatures. If, however,
they be Ground-forms of the Divine glory or

Mia in its governance, ri/ir/ may denote the ob-
jective side of this governance over human souls,

and evxapiaria its subjective side in human souls.

Comp. the Doxologies, ch. v. 12, 13; vii. 10, 12;

X. 6.

To Him that sitteth upon the Throne.—In face of all the terrors of the last times, the

Spirit of this prophecy is not afraid that the

Throne of God will ever totter. As God lives

into the aeons of the seons, i. e., into the great

seons which are composed of lesser seons (ana-

logue of the Heaven of Heavens), and lives ab-

solutely, so He survives all enemies upon whom
the first and second deaths shall prey.

Ver. 10. The twenty-four Elders fall

down—cast [down] their crowns.—An ex-

pression of enthusiastic reverence, prostration,

self-abasement, in the recognition of the fact

that to Him alone belongeth honor. [It is also

expressive of their voluntary and grateful recog-
nition of the fact that as i^w^er^ they are subject to

Him—that their authority is derived from, and
continually dependent upon, Him.—E. R. C]

Ver. 11. [Thouartworthy to take.—"The
original signification of the word (Aa^/3dvu) is

twofold; one, to take, the other, to receive " (LiD-
DELL and Scott). Is not the fact that it was
here used in the former of these senses, indi-

cated by the exchange of dvva/Ji( for the svxa-
piaria of ver. 9? Jehovah receives the thanks

which His creatures ffive; He takes the pmoer
that can be given Him by none. So far as (Wfa
and Tiiiri are concerned, there is an essential glory

and honor which He takes and holds, and there is

also an ascriptive glory and honor which His crea-
tures may give and which He receives.—E. R. C]
The glory.—The Elders say: t^ 66^av n. r. 2,.,

because they are responding in a degree to ver.

8 (Bengel and Ddaterd.) They seem aiitipho-

nally to translate the evxapiarla into dvvajiL^
;

whyisthis? DcESTEttDrBCK: The represeulatives

of the creature must necessarily and justly re-

turn thanks, but the Elders looked upon the
work of creation with a certain objectivity. See
against this view ch. xi. 17. Even thanksgiving
is a dbvaiuQ given of God (da quodjubes),* [See
the preceding paragraph.—E. R. C.]

[For Thou hast created all things (ri

'rTdvTaz:=lhe ail things, tlie universe).—Tlie i^lders

here assign the reason why they esteemed Jeho-
vah " worthy to take the glory, and the honor,

and the power." Krifav, like the Hebrew XT3,
which in the LXX. it is often used to translate,

has not the distinctive meaning, to create ex niliilo;

in 1 Cor. xi. 9, for instance, it manifestly has the

signification ; to form out of previously existing

substance. It mtiy, however, be restricted to the

former meaning by the context, and this is

clearly the case in this present instance—-to

make the all things, must mean to create them.

And that this is the meaning, is confirmed by the

following sentence (see below).—E. R. C]
And on account of Thy w^ill (not:

by Thy will). — ['-Because Thou diilst will

it, they were, ;'. e., they exisle'l, as

in contrast to their previous state of non-exist-

ence, . . . and received it (existence) from Thee
by a definite act of Thine, Enriadriaav." Alfoed
after Duksteed.—E. R. C] It is the teleologi-

cally higher conception that all things have come
into being in order to the fultillment and glorifi-

cation of the Divine will (Rom, xi. 36), "'HaaK
is generally regarded as synonymous with tKTia-

^7]aai)." Diisterdieok makes this distinction:

they were, and thus it is that they were

—

ihey

were created. Almost the same idea again! Nic.

de Lyra ingeniously distinguishes the eternal

counsel of God and the actual creation. Gro-

tius, with equal ingenuity, distinguishes birth

and regeneration. Taking creation and re-

demption together, the doxology says : for the

fulfillment of Thy will, they finally were, and
were created (received their shape and impress)

with a view to this ultimate design (see Rom. ix.,

comp. also Ebrard, p. 231).

Ch. V. 1. [And I saw.—"Notice that from
the general vision, in the last chapter, of the

heavenly Presence of God, the scene is so far

only changed that, all that remaining as de-

scribed, a particular incident is now seen for the

first time, and is introduced by Kal ddov." Al-
roiiD.—B, R, C]

Ver. 1. On the right hand of Him that
sitteth upon the Throne,— [See Synoptical
View, p, 149]. For a discussion of ewl rf/v

Ssitdv, in opposition to Ebrard's view, see Diis-

terd., p. 234. ["The right hand was open, and

the book lay on the open hand." Alfokd.—E.

R. C]
A scroll.—The book [scroll], fiijiViov, was in

the Hebrew form of a roll (not in the form of a

Roman document, as Huscbke maintains).

[In answer to the question, " What is repre-

sented by this Book?" Alford presents seven differ-

ent opinions, which may be condensed as fol-

* [The prayer of Augustine {Omfess., Lib. ^. 29J ; "Da
quod Jubes, at jube quod vis."—K. R. 0.]
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lows: 1. The Old Testament, or the Old and New
conjoined (Grig., Euseb., Epiphaa., Hippol.,

Victor., August., Tiohon., Bede, Hilary, Jerome,
Joaohim, Greg, the Great, Haymo, Ansbert). 2.

Christ Himself (Hilary [?], Heterius, Pasoha-
sius). 3. Libdlus repudii a Deo scriptus naiioni

Judaicse (Wetstein). 4. Scntentiam a Judlce et

patribus ejus conscriptus in hortes ecclesias concep-

tarn (Schbttgen and Hengstenberg). 5. That
part of the Apocalypse which treats of the open-

ing of the seven seals, chs.vi.-xi. (Aloasar). 6.

The Apocalypse itself (Corn. a-Lap. ). 7. " Di-

vinse providentise concilium et prsefinilio, qua apud
Se staiuit et decrevit facere vel periniflere, etc.^'

(.\reth., Vitringa, Mede, Ewald, De Wette,

Stern, Dvisterd., et al.). The last he declares to

be, in the main, his own view. See also Synop-
TiOAL View.—E. R. C]
Within and on the back.—The idea of a

great leaf-roll, covered with writing on both sides,

is here presented. Similar descriptions in classical

literature; seeinDiisterd. ["Aceordingtoanoient
usage, a parchment roll was first written on the

inside, and if the inside was filled with writing,

then the outside was used, or back part of the

roll; and if that also was covered witli writing,

and the whole available space was occupied, the

book was called opistho-graphos (written on the

buck-side ; Liician, Vil. Auction. 9, Plin. Epist.

iii. 5). or written 'm aoersd cartd,' Martial, yVii.

22." WoanswoRTH.—E. R. C]
The book [scroll] has no vacant places, for

the world's history is great, and in Heaven
everything is foreseen even to the very end. The
explanation of the whole passage is by no means
as easy as Diisterdieck and others seem to think.

It is not easy to demonstrate how a single leaf

could be unsealed without the simultaneous
loosing of all its seals, or how the loosing of a
single seal could have freed only a single divi-

Bion of the leaf.* And therefore we, with Vit-

ringa (De Wette ?) and otliers, adopt the idea of
seven membranes or leaves, of which each one
was separately sealed. Purtber, we reject the

view which conceives of the book [scroll] as di-

rectly embracing the whole Apocalypse. It of
course embraces it impUcite, but explicite its con-
tents are exhausted with the sixth chapter, in-

asmuch as the seventh se.al, on being opened,
gives place to a new vision and introduces a new
group of pictures. We can, indeed, say that as
the seven churches preside over the seven seals,

so the latter preside over the seven trumpets;
nevertheless, not only do trumpets and seals
form distinct groups, but the seals, as forms of
secrecy or mystery, constitute a perfect antithe-
sis to the trumpets. We must particularly note
here the idea of the seal (secrecy and security
at once. Is. xxix. 11, etc.); that of the seven-
fold s%iA {^ s&ifiwhM aaA. hence sacred involu-
tion of both considerations)

; the idea of the
book [scroll] (Ex. xxxii. 32; Ps. cxxxix. 16,
etc.); finally, the idea of the writing on both
sides.

" The idea that the /Sfj^^JoK 13 the Old Testa-
ment (Victorinus), or the whole of Sacred Writ,
containing the New Testament within and tbe
Old Testament without (Primas., Bede, Zoger)

* [See Toot-note on p 149.—B. R. C]

is founded upon mere guess-work." Duester-
DiECC Our comment upon this is that the

contents are made known by the unsealing.

Ver. 2. And I saw a strong angel
(laxvp6v).*^To the world of Angels the world
of the contrast of guilt and grace is a mysterious

region (1 Pet. i. 12). Even to the strong Angela

it is mysterious. And an anxiety is felt in the

heavenly realms for a solution of this dark
enigma of earth. Now, the research of the

whole non-Christian spirit-world in regard to

the great enigma of the world's history might
itself be called a mighty Angel. The longing of

all spirits and all men cannot solve this enigma,

and it sends out its demand for a solution into

the universe. And hence beneath the unmis-
takable proolamatory office of the strong Angel,

whose voice must pierce the whole world
(Vitringa and oihers), we hear the cry of the

entire world of spirits for the coming of the

looser of the seals. Without this loosing \_L'6sung'\

there can be no complete releasing \_Err6suag,

redemption], as, on the other hand, the loosing

is conditioned by the releasing [or redemption].
According to De Wette and Hofmann, the loosing

of the seals is at the same time the execution of

that which is sealed. But a great part of the

book [scroll] is referable to the economy of the

Father—not to that of the Sou : we have refer-

ence especially to the red, the black, and the

pale horse. Even the Rabbinic declaration:

nonfacit Deus quidquam, donee illud intuitus fuerii

infaniilia superiorly does not lead to the assump-
tion which we have indicated.

f

Who is worthy ?—The history of the world
in its eschatological tendency is unsealed only
by the perfect ethical power resident in the

Lamb.
To open the scroll and to loose the

seals of it. — Is this a hysteron-proteron

(De Wette)? We think not. The undertaking
is first spoken of as a whole, and then its details

are entered into. And, moreover, it is highly
probable that there was something that bound
the book [scroll] together as a whole.

Ver. 3. Or under the earth.—All this

is in perfect accordance with the real cir-

cumstances of the case. The angels know not
sin; the spirits in Hades and the demons [under
the earthy know not grace; and sinful men
know not the depths of the contrast between sin

and grace. According to Diisterdieok, the place
under the earth denotes, not demons (Vitringa),

but only departed souls. Why should demons
be excluded, since they, most of all, are posi-

tively blind in regard to the issue of things?

J

* [" The epithet laxyp^^ i^ IJ.V no means siiperfluou-s, but
corresponds to the <inavr] t^eydAj] below, which, as appear.s by
wliat followed, penetrated Heaven and eartli and lladea."

—

Alford. Ttiis is one of the paasag:e3 which indicate that

there are grades of anRelic beings.—B. R. C]
f [That the JxtoRing involved the RynholicexeeuHon of that

which WAS seated, seems to he clt^ar. .John tieheld in vision

( by symliols) that which was atterwanls to he (in reality);

(comp. ch. iv. 1 with the frequent recurrence of elSoi'). The
fact stilted tiy Lango cannot invalidate this conclusion. The
" economy of the Father " was, so to speak, the platform on
which the actions of the Son were wrouglit; in order to the

unfoldina; of the latter there must have been, of necessity,

an unfolding, to some degree, of the former, just as in the
unfolding of a Tyri7''nj there must be the unfolding of the
parchment on which it is inscribed.—E. R. C J

X [See Excursus on Hades, p. 364 sqq -E. E. C]
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And no ona iwas able.— Tliis takes for

granted numberless attempts.

Nor even [neither] to look upon it.

—

Diisterdieck: "The seeing resultant upon the

opening; hence, the seeing within it." This
would be a great deal and would lie beyond the
opening, whilst it is intimated that the inspecting
precedes tho opening. Most creatures dare not

so much as look well at the problem, and
none thoroughly recognizes it as a Divine
book.

Ver. 4. And I wept much.—Hengstenberg,
who is apt to see judgment everywhere, has
even accused the weeping John of weak faith

(p. 302) ; upon which view Ebrard sarcastically

expatiates. It is particularly remarkable that

Hengstenberg can conceive of a pusillanimous
weeping as compatible with a condition of in-

spired vision. In this vision, John the Seer sees

himself weeping as a bishop, and the weeping
bishop has a right to weep. How could he re-

ceive a communication concerning the whole
history of the world—a communication which
exalted the most terrible things, war, famine,

death's rule in the world's history, the great
martyr history, and the dread trumpet tones of

the world's evening, into one triumphal proces-
sion of Christ—how could he, we repeat, receive
such a disclosure without tears? Perfect faith

in the glorified Christ in the centre of the world
did not exclude the law that the universal con-

sequences of His glorification must be unfolded
iu a grand sequence of stages, amid the most
painful apostolic and reformatory struggles !*

Ver. 5. One of the Dlders.—The spirit of

literalism has given birth to unsupported defini-

tions of this Elder as Matthew or Peter (of course
it is taken for granted that one or the other of

thepe Apostles is already glorified).

Behold.—-This, according to Diisterdieck, has
reference to the beholding of the Lamb, in

ver. 6.

The Lion of the Tribe of Judah, the
Root of David, hath conquered.—.John is

to see, as he never has done before, the full con-
sequence of Christ's victory in its relation to the

grand enigma of the world's history.

Interpretations: 1. Christ has obtained the

power of opening the book [ev'tKyaev dvoi^ai,

Bengel, Ewald and others). 2. Absoluteness of

Christ's victory (Ebrard and others).

The text is, however, no mere declaration of
Christ's worthiness to open the book. The
opening of all seals is the consequence of abso-
lute victory. For the sealing is a judgment,en-
Buant upon the darkening of the mystery of the
world into an obscure and forbidding enigma by
sin.f Consequently, victory over the power of

* [A8 in theSYNOPTiCAl, View, Langebere takes for granted
that the Seer knew be/ore the disclosure. He wept, not be-
cause of tho woes thiit were to bo (of the^e ag yet be knew
nothing), but because no one was l^ound worthy to open the
seals—to make the disclosure. See STrfOPTlc.\L View and
foot note, p. 149.—B. R. C]

f [What is the proof of this assertion ? And if it be true
in reference to men, how came the scroll to be sealed in re-

ference to sinless angels ? It should be remarked in con-
tinuance, however, that there can be no doubt that the rip:ht

and power of the God-man to open the seals, which is but a
mode of representing His supreme authority over all things,
is the result of His victory over the power of darkness and
Bin and death.—E. R. C]

darkness is the condition of the loosing of the
seals.

The Lion of the Tribe of Judah.—The
promise of the Protevangel to the effect that tho
Seed of the woman should crush the serpent's
head, was farther modified by the prophecy
which constituted Judah the typical conqueror,
the victorious Lion (Gen. xlix. 9). The fact

that in the passage cited Judah was designated
merely as a type, is brought out in our text by
the additional clause; the Root of David.
These latter words are expressive of the further
explication of the type, in respect of its gene-
alogical kernel, in David, the warlike and vic-

torious prince ; in other words, it is intimated,
that the Incarnation of Christ was the innermost
motive power of the Christelogical significancy

of David (Is. xi. 10), and consequently that tho
type of the Lion of Judah has found its true
fulfillment.

The whole designation of Christ is a profound
Christelogical saying, which neither refers alone
to the human descent of the Saviour (Diister-

dieck), nor to His Divine nature simply (Calov.).

A reference to the hewn-down stem of the

Davidic house, in accordance with Is. xi 1, is

applicable here only as a collateral thought.

[Alford thus comments: "The root of David
(comp. Rom. xv. 12 with Is. xi. 1, 10), i. e. the

branch or sucker come up from the ancient root,

and so representing it : not as Calov., oi. , the

Divine root which brought forth David, to which
Vitringa also approaches very near: for the evi-

dent design here is to set forth Christ as sprung

from the tribe of Judah and lineage of Daviii,

and His victory as His exaltation through suf-

fering."—E. E. C ].

Ver. 6. And I saw [Lange: And lo*J in
the midst of the Throne.—[See SYNurxtcAi,

View, p 149]. The vision of the Seer expands,

and lo! Christ appears, in wondrous contrast to

the ideas which a Judaistic conception of the

Lion of Judah, the ideal David, might entertain.

This contrast is strikingly brought out (after

Bengel) by Ebr.ard : "Now comes this Lion,

the Mighty One, Whom none is able to resist,

—

the Victor par excellence. How terrible must be

His aspect! But lo! a Lamb [apviop] appears

in the stead of the Lion, and that <jf eatpay/nivov.

This is the battle whereby the Lion has over-

come, viz. : that He has suffered Himself to be

slain as a Lamb. It is only in the omnipotence

of all-suffering love that the greatness of omni-

potence could be proved."

Superfluous interpretations of the diminutive

dpviov see cited by Diisterdieck. ["The u.se of

apviov, the diminutive, as applied to our Lord, is

peculiar to the Apocalypse. It is difficult to say

what precise idea is meant to be conveyed by
this form Possibly, as De W., it may be

to put forward more prominently the idea of

meekness and innocence." Alford. As there

was manifestly an intended contrast between

the announced Lion and the appearing Lamb, may
it not have been intended to bring out more
vividly, not merely His meekness and innocence,

but His extreme natural feebleness ? — E.

K. C]

* [See Textual and Grammaticai Notes.—E. R. C ]
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The Lamb stands in the middle of the space

enclosed, on the inner side, by the Throne and

the four Life-forms [Living-beings], and on the

outer side by the circle of Elders. Thus Diis-

terdieok, De Wctte, Hengstenberg, whilst Eb-

rard, on the other hand, conceives of the Lamb
as seated in the midst of the Throne, and also in

the midst of the circle of Elders. "A truly

monstrous idea," observes Diisterd., who justly

cites the Hebrew r^'"!'?.* This arrangement^

moreover, distinctly proves that the four Life-

forms are not four representatives of the crea-

ture, but that they can be only four Ground-

forms of the Divine governance which is em-

braced in tlie Lamb, as are also the Seven Spirits

which, therefore, likewise stand between God
and Christ. f [" The words (iv fiiau) seem to

indicate the middle point before the Throne;

whether on the glassy sea (De Wette) or not docs

not appear ; but certainly not on the Throne,

from what follows in the next verse. 'Ev fitau

is repeated as avajikaov in Levit. xxvii. 12,

14." Alford.—E. E. C]
[Standing.—"The L.amb is here represented

as standirtff, as having been slain (comp. Isa. liii.

7 ; Jer. xii. 19). Although Christ was slain, yet

lie stands, lla wn-i not. overlhrown. On the con-

trary, by falling lie stood." Wokdswokth.—E.

R. C]
As it had been slain.—Diisterdieck, in ac-

cordance with many others :
" As one whose

still visible scars indicate its having once been

slain." The completion of the Biblical delinea-

tion of the Lamb, see ch. i. 18.

Seven horns and seven eyes.—See the

Sysopticvl View [p. 119]. Cump. the Con-
cordances. Seven world-historical manifesta-

tions of Christ in forms of power; seven world-

historical manifestations in forms of spirit (the

Lights). Against the combination made by Bode
and others, according to wliom tlie seven horns as

well as the seven eyes aro included in the expla-

nation

—

which are the Seoen Spirits, etc.—see

Diisterd., p. 242. The Spirits here do, undoubt-
edly, seem to be manifestations of the spiritual

life of Christ in the narrower sense of the term,

and should, we think, be apprehended as Spirits

of truth, knowledge. In accordance with their

position in ch. i., however, they also represent

the specific mighty governance of Christ; J Mi-
chael, among the Archangels, appears as the sym-
bol of His mighty rule. The septenary denotes

perfect holy worhiny, as the number tliree is sig-

nificant of holy being.

* [Diiatcrdieck'a comtiieut, in oin- upiuiun, has spe(;ial re-

ference to Etirtird'ri concept! 'a. of tlio Lam > as sittinff. It is

thus tliat he quotes and it.ihcized Ebr.rd: "Daa Ijamai
erschoint mUtcn ini TJiron, so dasa es zu gleichcr Zeit Im Ct'n-

trum der vier lebeudeu Wesen und im Centrum der aussen
herumsitzenden, eiaen weiten concentrischen Kreis bilden-

den, 2t Aeltesteu utzt.'^ Ho then givo.a utterance to tire

comment cited by Lan^o :
'' cine wahrhaft ungehcuerliclie

Yor.'tellong (with this addition—the italics are our own— )

:

das Lamm mitten im Tfirow. sitzcnd.^' Lan^e, by his pecu-
liar representation of Ebrard's view and liis suppression of
the italics in sitzt, and also by his irameiiats introduction
of the Hebrewterm, which DUsterdieclc does not cite in di-

rect connection with Ebrard, maites the latter commentator
the author of an utter absurdity, viz.. the assumption that
the Lamb could sit in two places at once.

—

Tr.1

f [See Additional Note on the Living-Beiu^js, p. 161 sq.—E.

E. C]
I [See comment and additional foot-note under ch. i. 5,

p. bl -E. E. C]

Sent forth.—See Zeeh. iv. 10.

[Seven horns.—"The horn is the well-known

emblem of might; comp. 1 Sam. ii. 20; 1 Kings

xxii. 11; Pss. oxii. 9; cxlviii. 14; Dan. vii. V,

20 sqq., viii. 3 sqq. ; ch. xvii. 3 sqq. The perfect

number seven represents that all power is given

unto Him in Heaven and earth, Matt, xxviii. 18.

And seven eyes, etc., which eyes represent

the watchful, active operation of God's Spirit

poured forth through the death and by the vic-

tory of the Lamb, upon all flesh and all creation.

The weight of the whole sentence lies in the pre-

dicative anarthrous participle, aweara/.i-icva. As

the seven burning lamps before the Throne re-

presented the Spirit of God immanent in the

Godhead, so the seven eyes of the Lamb repre-

sent the same Spirit iu His sevenfold perfection,

profluent, so to speak, from the incarnate Re-

deemer; busied in His world-wide energy ; the

very word a-eaTa'/./isva reminding us of the

Apostolic work and Church." Alfoed.—E.

R. C]
Ver. 7. And He came.—Expressive of the

calmest decision and certainty. Since the great

action of the Lamb is in question, ellr](pev can not

be reduced to a passive receiving. Aafipdueiv

has in general in the New Testament a consider-

able ethical weight.

Ver. 8. When He had taken ;
o-e e?M/}£v.

—[See Stnopticil View, p. 149.]

In* place of the antiphony, ch. iv. [8, 11],

sustained by the four Living-beings and the El-

ders, in praise of the Creator and the creation,

we have here a three-fold choral song in glorifi-

cation of the Redeemer, the Redemption, and

tliat transtnguration of the obscure and gloomy

history of the world issuing from the Redemp-
tion. The order of succession in this chorus is

very significant. First resounds the song of

praise of (he four Life-forms [Living-beings]

and the Elders; then the song of the Angels

(Eph.iii. 10; 1 Pet. i. 12); after that the song of

all creatures (Ps. cxlviii. ; Rom. viii.). If the

four Life-forms [Living-beings] were represen-

tatives of nature, nature would here twice strike

up the song of praise, in one case in advance of

tlie Angels. It may, indeed, be questioned : how
can the four Life-forms [Living-beings] fall

down before the Lamb if they denote Fundamen-
tal Forms of the Divine governance ! But we
might also query: how can Christ send forth

the Seven Spirits that yet do stand between God
and Him ? All these manifestations, however,

are, as individual forms of revelation, subordi-

nated to the Lamb in His unity and in the unity

of His highest decisive deed ; and that with the

expression of the freest homage. And the real

beginning of every creaturely song of praife

must proceed from Divine operations themselves.

[Fell down before the Lamb.—They ren-

der to Him Divine honor ; comp. ch. iv. 10.—E.

E. C]
Having every one a harp [lute].—The

playing upon the cither or harp is limited to the

Elders ; the Greek reads : exovreg iKacroQ. On
the difference between the citlier and the harp,

*[The proper place of this paragraph would peem to be

under th i following verse. As. however, there are allusioos

in It to this verse, the Am. Ed. has not felt at liberty to

tr.anspose it.—E. R. C]
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Bee Winer, Mitsioal Instruments. See ch. xiv.

2 ; XV. 2. [Also Kitto's Oydopsedia, and Smith's

Diet, of the Bible.—^. R. C]
And golden vials* full of incense.

—

Each cither, or lute, is proportioned to the indi-

vidual who holds it, and belongs to him alone
;

the golden vials are alike ; hence the plural in

the case of the latter, though each might have

his vial as well as his lute. These vials are full

of incense, and the explanation reads: al uatv

al Trpoasi'Xfii tcjv dyujv. Though at may by at-

traction relate to Ov/udfinTa, it is more probable
that its reference is to the vials, since these

forms, these measures of precious metal (in-

trinsic value) are an essential part of the mat-
ter. ["At might well have Ovfiiaadrov for its

antecedent, being feminine to suit 7rponEvxo.L be-

low; but it is perhaps more likely that (pid'Xai^ is

its antecedent—each vial being full of incense."

Alford. So also Wordsworth. Far more na-

tural does it seem to refer the ai, with Barnes,

to OvfitaudrcDv, thus bringing the passage into cor-

respondence with Pa. cxli. 2, "Let my prayer
be set before Thee as incense," and with the ap-

parent meaning of the incense offered in the

Temple.—E. R. C]
Here, too, commentators violate common sense

in the effort to grasp both items [the harp and
the vial~\ at once. Ebrard : The Ki&dpa is sup-

ported by the knees and operated upon by one
hand (without its falling?), whilst the other

presents the 0(nA);. Diisterdieck : "Intheriglit

hand the vial, whilst the left holds the cither."

How then could they play ? The like arrange-

ments of Biblical facts are of frequent occur-

rence; for instance, De Wette makes the Lamb
stand on tlie sea of glass. Symbolism gives botli

attributes to the Elders without insisting upon
the idea that each one manages both harp and
vial at each and every instant. Hengstenberg
remarks that the harps, in conjunction with the

songs of praise, refer chiefly to praise, and the

golden vials to supplicatory prayers.

On the ungrounded application of the passage
to the establishment of the Catholic doctrine of

the intercession of saints, or to the support of

the practice of invoking their intercession, com-
pare Diisterdieck, p. 244. Luther did not deny,

he says, that the members of the Church Tri-

umphant pray for those of the Church Militant.

The text, however, does not exactly bear upon
this point. f That which we gather from the

* ["The word vial^ with us. denoting a stnfill, slender bot-
tle with .a narrow neck, evidently does not e.xpresa the idea
here. The article here referred to wag used for offeiing in-

cense, and mnsthave been a vessel with a large, open mouth.
Tde word hovA or gohUt would Ijetter express the ide.i, and
It is so explained by Pro*". Robinson, Lex., and by Prof. Stuart,
inioc.^ Bau^es Tno criticism is undoubtedly correct.
Sine, however, the word vvzl is so inwrouj^ht into the reli-

gious literature and thought of the English speaking peo-
ple, a.nd as no material interest is affected by its retention
in the text, it is deemed expedient to retain it. Similar re-

marks might be made in reference to the retention of the
term harp.—'E. R. C]

t [Froni this passage Stuart derives the opinion that
prayer is offered by the redeemed m Heaven. (See Barnes,
in loc.) This doctrine cannot be regarded as established by
this Scripture; it is however, cinsistent with it, and seems
naturally to flow from it. It may further be said that the
doctrine referred to does not involve the utterly unscriptural
idea that prayer may be offered to glorified saints, nor is it

inconsistent with aught els'where taught in the Word of
God.—B. R. 0,]

words under examination, is that the prayers of
the saints on earth are inclosed in the holy mea-
sure of the golden vials ; that they are by the
ideal Church divested of their earthly, un-
bounded, and immoderate affections. As God
beholds all mankind in the most special sense in
Christ, so, too. He views the earthly Church in
the light of the ideal Church, which is its aim.
It is justly remarked, in this connection, that
the twenty-four Elders are symbolical forms.*
On the other hand, the view of Hengstenberg
and Bengel, who understand the saints already
in Heaven to be included in our passage, is pro-
ductive of confusion.

In reference to these prayers, the posture of
the Elders is different from that of the Angel
with the censer, ch. viii. 3. That Angel seems
to gather the prayers of the saints together,
and to supplement them precisely as the Holy
Ghost is declared to do in Rom. viii. 26. The
prayers are thus made perfectly acceptable, and
hence the same exalted Angel takes charge of
the granting of them, tilling the emptied censer
with fire from the altar, (. e., with flames of the
Divine judgment of the Spirit, and pouring its

contents upon the earth—a proceeding produc-
tive of voices, and thunders, and lightnings,
and earthquake, stirring forces which promote
the process of consummation going on in the
earth.

Vers. 9-14. [See under ver. 8, p. 1.58.] Let
us first compare this first choir with the second
and third, and then examine the three anthems.
The second choir is composed of Angels, the

heavenly host (1 Kings xxii. 19). And I beheld

and heard, says the Seer. This does not mean:
he saw, that is, he heard; but it probably indi-

cates that the survey of the infinite array of

spirits recedes behind the distinct perception
of their song. The circular arrangement of

this celestial army first demands our notice : all

of the vast array are related to the little inner

circle, that centre of the history of salvation.

Observe next their infinite number; myriads
consisting of myriads, and tliousands consisting

of thousands. According to Bengel, tlic addition

of tlie smaller numeral denotes a limitation of

the whole number ; according to Hengs'enberg,

it indicates tliat distinctions vanish in the case

of immense numbers. Diisterdieck, on the other

liand, says: ' The anti-climix (coiap. Ps. Ixviii.

17) signifies that the first and greater number
is not sufEcient."

Ver. 13. And every creature.—["The
chorus of assenting praise from creation itself."

Alford.—E. R. C] The third choir is formed
of the sphere of creatures generally, in four

divisions or regions (Bengel). The <Arc«-fold

division in Phil. ii. 10 has reference exclusively to

the spirit world ; the /oar-fold division here, with

its world-numeral, relates to creatures in gene-

ral. As the spirit-world is already represented

in the first two choirs, we cannot, with Alcasar,

regard the term in Heaven as referring to Chris-

tians. As the song of praise of this choir is a

matter-of-fact one, a-Lapide's explanation, to the

effect that sun, moon and stars are me.ant (in-

cluded), is not to be rejected. The heavenly

* [See foot-note on p. 152.— ii). R. C.J
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beings, as well as beatified saints (Diisterd.),

are represented in tlie first and second choirs.

In respect to ihe earlh, Diisterdieck regards all

other creatures as intended together with men.

It is justly denied that demons (Vitringa)

are here denoted by the creatures under the

earth : reference is had to the realms of the

dead [to Hades, where demons are not (see Ex-

cursus on Hades, p. 364sqq.).—E. R. C.].

Upon the sea.—On Pattnos John had a

lively view of creatures which live iipon the sea

rather than in it; we have reference particularly

to sea-birds and flying fish.

The first choir [vers. 9, 10] represents the

whole knowledge of the New Testament, and
magnifies it in a nevj song. From the wording
of the song it would seem that the four Life-

forms joined in it. As, however, the anthem is

sung to the music of the harps, and the harps

are the property of the Elders, the above
assumption becomes somewhat dubious. But

then the question arises: how can the Elders

sing of the redemption witbout including them-

selves if ttioy too have a part in it? Be it ob-

served that an Apocalyptic Heaven-picture
always has reference to a subsequent earth-pic-

ture. Thus our song of praise relates to ch. vi.,

especially to the Martyrs amid the sufferings of

the earthly time. They are ransomed to God with

the blood of the Lamb by the redemption. And
these very ones who in tlie earth-picture appear
under the altar as souls of the slain, crying for

recompense, appear in the Heaven-picture as the

Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of true Christian

kings who already (dynamically) reign upon
earth—not merely shatl reign [ftaoO^evovatv in

accordance with Cod. A. etc.*). They reign on

earth as God's Kingdom, but not as individual

kings: yet tlieir common rule on earth is me-
diated by their individual priesthood. f As a

matter of course, the Elders do not exclude

themselves from the redemption ; their expres-

sion, however, is concrete in reference to the

Church Militant on earth. '| The worthiness of

the Lamb to unseal the book [scroll] is deduced
from His redemptive act ; and justly so, for it

alone solves the enigmas of the world's his-

tory. [Is not the reason rather, that, by His

redemptive act. He has conquered to become
"Head over all things" (comp. Phil. ii. 8, 9;

Eph. i. 20-22) ?—E. R. C]
The Elders sing a new songj [sing], for the

* [See Testu.yl A.ND Gramm\tica.l.—B. R. C]

f [The iiJea tliat the Saints are to reign .is mere subjects

(i. e. to hQ kings witliout auUiorit}/ over others) seeoja to lie

inconsiatoDt with (1) the e.seential iriea of reigning, which is

to exercise ai/thoriti/ over others ; (2) the express intimation.s

of the won] of God; comp. Dan. vii. 22. 27 ; Luke xxii. 29,

30, cic. (seo Excursus ON THE IUsileia ii. 1, (-1), f6), p. 98 ).

The requirements of the first of these positions miffbt appa-
rently Ije satisfied hy saying that the glorified saints, being
freed from the dominion of Satan and sin, are to reign over

themselves. The requirement of the second, however, cannot
thus, even in appearance, be 8ati'*fied. If it be asked, Over
whom are the Saints to reign? it may be answered, (IJ

Some, as superior Rulers, over their bretliren (see Luke xxii.

29, 30, etc.) ; and (2) all, as kings, over the human races to

be born after the establishment of the 13asileia, and, per-

chance, over other races throughout the universe. Specula-
tion as to this last point, however, not only as to answer, but
as to question, should be restrained.—E R. C]

X [See foot-mite to ver. 4, p. 152.—E. R. 0.]

2 \Sing.—" Whyjjresfjif ? Is it because the sound still lin-

gered in his ears? O.-, more probalily, as describing their

redemption is a. matter of their enraptured ex-

perience. The Angels, on the other hand, are

moved by adoration and sympathy ; therefore

they say uvith a loud voice, in a sort of

recitative, as we understand it. The collective

creatures of the universe, again, are simply de-

scribed as saying. This saying is, of course,

also doxologioal.

Again, the song of the Angels [ver. 12] is in

harmony with their stand point. For them, the

idea of the redemption recedes behind that of

holy suffering. Because the Lamb was slain.,

i e. humbled Himself to such a degree, He is

worthy to receive majesty [i. e. glory and do-

minion) in the spiritual world such as is exalted

far above that which is possessed by even Ihem,
the Angels (Eph. i.; Phil. ii.). This majesty
unfolds itself in three predicates of inner essence

and three of outward appearance. The exalted

Christ is, in the first place, rich in life; secondly,

He is the wise Governor of His great Kingdom

;

and, thirdly. He possesses all requisite power.

Hence, in the first place. He is worthy of all

infinite honor ; secondly. His dominion is an
.apparent spiritual glorg ; and, thirdly. His
praise is sung by the whole world of spirits.*

The song of the creature-world rightly refers

to the Creator, Him who sitteth upon the Throne.
But even the creature-world is acquainted witli

Clirisi's import to the creation. For it, how-
ever, the death of Christ recedes, giving place

to the calm ground-tone of His Logos rule. He
is magnified with the Enthroned One as the

Lamb. And in harmony with the world-
numeral four, the creatures utter four eulo-

gies.

The sublimest doxology of all is the ascription

of praise \blessing~\ in the region of conscious
creatures. Next comes the ascription of honor
from all living things. Next, the loveliness and
magnificence of all beautiful creations in the

Cosmos [glory'^. The conclusion is formed by
the glorification of God's power in the whole
universe. And thus it is to be into the seons of

tlie Eeons, say the creatures. They speak thus,

first, because they are under the law of tempo-
rality, and have a sense of the greatness of

eternity; and, secondly, because they are des-

tined to an eternal development reaching into

the a3ons.

Finally, it is exceedingly significant that the

four Life-forms [Living-beings] utter an Amen to

the whole heavenly cultus, while the twenty-

special and glorious office generally, rather thsin the mere
one particular case of its exercise?" ALroRD.
New song.— ^- New, in the sense that it is a song conse-

quent npoQ redemption, and distinguished therefore I'loni

tlie songs sung in Heaven before the work of redemption
was consummated. We may suppose that songs of adoration

have always been snug in Heaven; . . . but the song of re-

demption waa a different song, and is one that would never

have been sung there if man had not fallen, and if the Re-
deemer had not died." Barnes.—E. R. C]

* [The above arrangement of the particulars of the ascrip-

tion seems to the Am. Ed. not only to have no foundation in the

text, but to be inconsistent therewith ; for (I) theforce of the

slniile article placed before the tlrst particular is to bind all

together as one word (so Bengel and Alford) ; and (2j 5vva.-

^L? cijjinotbe regarded as a. generic term (meaning majesty),

incliiHive of those that follow as representatives of specific

excellencies. The tnie idea seems to be that we have here

a seven-fold (indicating cmnpleteness ox perfection) ascription

ofglory.—E. R. C.
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four Elders, falling down, are plunged in ado-
ration.

In regard to the seven eulogies of the Angels,
Bongel thinks that they should be uttered like

one single word, on account of the one article at

the beginning ; he also regards them as refer-

ring to the seven seals. We prefer to take them
as different views of the spirit-world.

The hypothesis that the four Life-foims utter

the Amen on account of their comparatively
meaner position (an idea of Hengstenbergs) needs
but a passing mention.

[Additionai, Note on the LiviNO-BEiuas
(ch. iv. 6).—It is generally conceded, that the
Z&a are the same as the heavenly Cherubim of
the Old Testament. Not only is the term (Zcjra)

the one that is employed by Ezekiel, ch. i. 5

(LXX.), to designate those whom he afterwards
declared to be the Cherubim, ch. x. 1 sqq., etc ;

but the general appearance^ the position, and the

office of the Living-beings of both Testaments are
the same (corap. Eev. iv. 6-8; Ezek. i. .5-10 ; x.

1 sqq. See also the description of the Seraphim,
Isa. vi. 2, 3, with whom many of the most judi-
cious commentators identify them). On the
subject of their nature, however, there is great
diver.sity of opinion. It is generally agreed that

they are Mediate symbols ; but beyond this there
is unexiirapled diversity. They have been ex-

plained as— 1. Individual-mediate symho\s q( (1)
the Pour Evangelists, (2) the Four greatest
Fathers of the Cburoh, «(c. 2. Classical symhols
of (1) the Cluirch Militant (Mede and Elliot),

(2) the Ministers of the Church on earth (Dau-
buz), (3) eminent Ministers and Teachers of
every Age (Vitringa), (4) glorified Saints who
have been raised to special eminence (Lord),

(5) Saints who are to attend Jehovah as Asses-
sors in the Judgment (Hammond), (6) the

Church Triumphant (Bush), (7) the forms of

animated nature (Alford). 3. Aberrant sym\)o\3
of (1) Divine Attributes (Stuart), (2) the Four
Cardinal Virtues, (3) the Four Fundamental
Form^ of Divine Government (Lange), etc.

This diversity indicates utter uncertainty in

the mind of commentatoi'S a^ to the Scriptural
idea of the Cherubim. This uncertainty, in tlie

judgment of the Am. Ed., is dae primarili/ to the
corrupted form of the doxology in ch. v. 9, 10

;

and is itself, in great measure, the cause (not

the result) of that confusion of thought wiiich

prevails in the Church on the entire subject of

Symbolism. The effort will be made to show
the truth of both these positions.*

It will be generally admitted, that the appa-
rent force, not only of the Heaven-scene set

forth in chs. iv. v., but of the language and de-
scriptions of the entire Apocalypse is (1) to

place the Living-beings on the same plalfoim as

to reality of existence with the Elders and Angels
(if these are symbols, then are the Zua symbols;
if these are real persons, then so are the Zaa) ;

and (2) to suggest the idea, in reference to all

* [It should h'-re be remarkfid that, to prevent confusion,
the generally accepted terminolojiy will be used thro"ghout
this argument. The hope may also be here expressed that,
aa incidental resnlta of the argument, the impor auce of a
classification of symbota similar tn the one given in the
Preliminary Note (p. 145 sqq ), and ofthe employment of asci-
eutiflc terminology, will be apparent.—£. R. C.l

11

these objects, that they are heavenly Persona.

(The idea that the Angels and the Cherubim are
persons seems also to be implied throughout the
Old Testament ; the Elders, at least by that

name, are not mentioned therein.) Whilst, how-
ever, it is generally conceded that the Angels
and Elders are persons, it is also generally held
that the Zoia are mere symbols. Whence arises

this apparently unauthorized variance?

This question cannot be answered by a refer-

ence to the admitted fact that the objects imme-
diately beheld by the Seer (the simulacra) were
symbols. This, in a sense, is true ; but (1) it was
also true in the caseof the Angels and the Elders;
it consequently does not explain the variance;

and (2) it is not true that the simulacra beheld
by John were symbols in the sense in which that

term is ordinarily employed—iu the sense, for

instance, in which the Lamb was the symbol of
Jesus. There is an ambiguity here, resulting

from the generally unappreciated fact that there

are two essentially distinct classes of symbola.

A moment's reflection should convince any man
that whilst the Lamb was a symbol of Christ,

there was back of this in the vision of the Lamb
itself, the same distinction of simulacrum and
object of representation that existed in the vision

of the Zija In the vision of the Lamb not
only was there a double symbolizMtion, but a
symbol of one class was charged upon that of

another. The meaning of the writer may be
made clear by the following diagram :

John saw—
I. A simulacrum; repres. nting -j

* z^^ *

II. A simulacrum, representing a Lamb, representing Christ.

By this diigram the fact and importance of

the distinction between Immediate and Mediate

symbols, presented in the Preliminary Note, p.

14t), is made visibly manifest. In ordinary

language (and in ordinary thought) the simula-

crum drops entirely out of view, and the Seer
is said to behoM, not the simulacrum, but the ob-

ject it represents.

Nor can the variance be explained by a, re-

ference to the probable fact that the simulacra of

the Zua were ideal as to form. It is probabU
that the simulacra of the Angels were also ideal;

and it is certain that the undescribed Form upon
the Throne was so—we do not thence conclude

that the Blessed One whom that Form indi-

cated (ch. iv. 2, 3) must have been a Symbol.

(And here becomes manifest the importance of

the distinction between Similar and Ideal Sym-
bols. See p. 146.)

Nor, again, is it in the least supported (not to

say explained) by the admitted fact thai mere (Me-

diate) Symbols are introduced into the Heaven-

scene—as, for instance, the Lamps symbolizing

the Holy Spirit, and the Lamb representing

Christ ; for (1) these are not associated with the

Angels, Elders, and ZiJa, as the Angels, Elders,

and ZOn are associated with each other ; and (2)

the symbol of the Lamps was declared to bo a

symbol by the fact that it was explained, and
that of the Lamb, the previously recognized

symbol of Christ, needed no explanation—in the

case of the Zua there is no intimation, either in
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this narrative, or any where else in the Scrip-

tures, that they symbolized any thing.

The only satisfactory explauation of the vari-

ance is the one suggested above, viz.; that if the

2iua did take part in a doxology that ascribed

tlieir redemption to Christ, whatever be the appa-

TPnl force of the implications of Scripture to the

contrary, they musl be symbols either of indi-

vidual redeemed men, or of classes of redeemed men.

And so, in eilect, commentators must have argued
in the days when the text of the Recepta was
universally accepted. And thus the idea became
established iu the Church that the Cherubim,
the Zwrt, could not be heavenly persona—that they

musl be mere symbols.

15ut what do they symbolize? On this point

there is not the slightest intimation given in

the Word of God. The wliole matter seems
relegated to the imagination of commentators.
The proof of these assertions is to be found,

not only in the muliitudinous and contradictor3'

explanations given by abl^ men, but in the en-

tire lack of Scriptural evidence adduced as sup-
porting any specific view. On the platform of the

Recepta, the Zua are the Sphynx of the Bible.

It should here be observed that the very ne-

cessity of adopting a conclusion in this import-

ant instance, in the face of the apparent implica-

tions of the language and scenic descriptions of

the Scripture, together with the entire lack of

Scriptural explanation of the (supposed) sym-
bol, necessarily precludes any true scientific in

vestigation of the subject of Symbolism. Such
an investigation can be made only on the basis

of those implications which the compelled con-

clusion virtually declares to be deceptive, and
of those explanations which in the most import-
ant instance manifestly do not exist. The idea

that the Zua are mere Symbols plunges the

wliole subject of Symbolism into inextricable

confusion— it involves the further idea that the

entire symbolizatiou of the Scripture is with-

out order, at least without order discoverable by
us.

It may, however, be remarked by some that

our author is free from the alleged trammels of

the Recepta; he accepts as genuine that form of

the doxology which does not Imply that those

who united in it had any necessary connection
with the redeemed race, and yet he regards the

Living-beings as Symbols In answer it may be
said, that every observer of the course of human
tliought must have perceived that a generally
established idea will often, in measure, linger,

even in the mightiest minds, after the foun-

dation on which it was reared has been swept

away. To this, it is with the greatest deference

suggested, may be due the position of Lange on

this subject. He saw clearly (the fact \s patent)

that the correction of the doxology released him

from the necessity of regarding the Zua as sym-

bols of human beings, and he took a forward

step; but, reared under the influence of the uni-

versally accepted idea that the Living-beings

must be mere symbols, and not perceiving the

concealed truth, that the corrected doxology lo-

gically releases from this position also, he failed

to take a second. The step he has taken is a

mighty one in advance. It is preparatory, if

not. essential, to another, viz., that tlie Zua are

not Symbols at all—not Symbols of the Funda-
mental Forms of Divine Government, but per-

sonal Ministers thereof. This view, which sub-

sidizes all of truth that our author has with

so much power and beauty elaborated, is re-

spectfully submitted for consideration. It is

submitted in the belief that, upon reflection, it

will be seen to be, not only more consistent with

the apparent force of Scripture language and
description than the one presented by Lange,
Viut also absolutely essential to a consistent

scientific scheme of the great subject of Scrip-

ture Symbolism.
The ideal forms of these glorious ministers of

Jehovah, who stand nearest the Throne, are
doubtless symbolic. So far as those forms are

common to all, they are doubtless symbolic of

their common attributes of knowledge, wisdom,
and power ; and so far as they are peculiar,

they are representative of their peculiar charac-

teristics and ministries. The question is sug-

gested for consideration, whether the key to

their respective ministries (ministries in accord-

ance with their characteristics, as symbolized by
their personal appearance) may not be found
in the characteristics of the four seals, at the

opening of which they respectively ofiioiated.

(See foot-note on p. 179).

In conclusion, it may be remarked, concerning
the number four attributed to them, that two

hypotheses are possible, the first, that it is na-

tural, i. e., indicative of the actual number of

these heavenly Ministers in the realms of Na-
ture ; the second, that it is ideal, drawn from the

precedent symbolic number of nature (four),

and thus symbolic of their relation to nature.

The judgment of the writer inclines to the

adoption of the former of these, both because
of the relation of the Z«a to the first four seals,

and because this view manifestly presents a rea-

son why four should have been selected as the

number of nature.—E. R. C]
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B.—EARTH-PICTURE. UNSEALING OF THE SEVEN SEALS. (THE OPENED SEVEM
SEALS IN HEAVEN AND THE SEVEN FUNDAMENTAL FORMS OF THE

WORLD'S COURSE ON EARTH.)

THB DAKK EARTHLY WORLD IN THE LIGHT OF THE HEAVENLY WORLD.

Chap. VI. 1-17.

1. Predominantly Human History of the World.

Vers. 1-8.

1 And I saw when the Lamb opened one of [from among] the seals, and I heard, as

it were the noise of thunder [om., as it were the noise of thunder], one of the four

beasts [living-beings] saying \_ins. as a voice of thunder], Come and see [om. and
2 see].' And I saw, and behold a white horse : and he that sat on him had [having]

a bow ; and a crown was given unto him : and he went [came] forth conquering,

and to \om. to

—

ins. that he might] conquer.

3 And when he had {om. had] opened the second seal, I heard the second beast

4 [living-being] say [saying]. Come and see [om. and see]. And there went out

[came forth] another horse that was red : and power was given [om. power was
given] to him that sat thereon [upon him] [ins. it was given to him'] to take peace

from the earth, and [ins. in order] that they should [shalP] kill [slay] one another:

and there was given unto him a great sword [iidj(^aipa].

5 And when he had [om. had] opened the third seal, I heard the third beast

[living-being] say [saying]. Come and see [om. and see]. And I beheld [saw],

and lo [behold] a black horse; and he that sat on him had [having] a pair of

6 balances [balance] in his hand. And I heard [itis. as it were*] a voice in tha

midst of the four blasts [living-beings] say [saying], A measure [chosnix] of wheat
for a penny [denarius], and three measures [chcenixes] of barley for a penny
[denarius] ; and see thou hurt not [om. see thou hurt not] the oil and the wine
[ins. injure thou not].

7 And when he had [om. had] opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the

8 fourth beast [living-being] say [saying*], Come and see [om. and see]. And I

looked [saw], and behold a pale horse : [,] and his name that sat on him was
Death [and the one sitting upon him, his name Death], and Hell [Hades] followed

[was following] with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part

of the earth, to kill with sword [^nij.<paia], and with hunger, and with death, and
with the [ins. wild] beasts of the earth.

2. World-history in its Predominantly Spiritual Aspect, or the Martyr-history of the Kinr/dom of God
as the core of World-history.

Vers. 9-11.

9 And when he had [oyn. had] opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls

of them that were [have been] slain for [on account of] the word of God, and for

TEXTUAL AND GEAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1. [KaX /SAeVel Omitted by A. C, ete. PoBsibly in consequence of exegetical eonjecttire. rLang:e retains here,

and also in vers. 3, 5 and 7. Lach., Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch. omit with A. C. P.; (ib. and Sz,, witli X- B*., give kox tSe. B*.
omits in ver. 3. The other Codd. are in vers. 3. 5 and 7 as in this place.—E. U. C]

2 Ver. 4. Before Xa.fielv an ai™. (So Words., Alf., i'reg., Tisch., with N*. B*. C. P.; omitted liy X". A.; Lach.
brackets.—B. R. C.J

* Ver. 4. The reading a^a^ovtiiv in ace. with A. C, etc. [So Lach., Alf., Treg. and Tisch. Words , with X- B*. P., gives

ffi(>a£e)o-i.—E. R. C]
* Ver. 6. Before ^lavrjv a ws according to A. C. [Also X- P- So also Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. It is omitted by Worls-

worth.—B. R. C]
^ Ver. 7. Unimportant Tariations. [Cod. C. reads to rtraprop ^atov; and the Rec. Xe'-yovtrai' inste .d of Aeyoi^ro? —

E. B. C]
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10 [on account of] the testimony which they held [had] : and they cried with a loud

[great] voice, saying, How long [Until when] O Lord [Ruler], [in*, the] holy and

true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth?

11 And white robes were [a wbite robe was]' given unto every one of [om. every one

of] them liw. to each]' ; aud it was said unto them, that they shou d rest yet for [om.

for] a little* season [time], until their fellow servants also and their brethren, that

should [who are about toj be killed as [ins. also] they were, should be fulfilled

[fulfill it (the time)y-or have been completed (as to number)'}".

8. The Sixth Seal. An Earthquake as a Presage of the End of the World.

Vers. 12-17.

12 And I beheld [saw] when he had [om. had] opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there

was [om. lo, there was] a great earthquake [im. took place] ; and the sun became
13 black as sackcloth of hair, and the [ias. whole'"] moon became as blood. And the

stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even [om. even] as a fig tree casteth" her

untimely figs, when she is [om. when she is

—

ins. being] shaken of [by] a mighty

14 [great] wind. And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is [ovi. when it is]

rolled together [up] ; and every mountain and island were moved out of their

15 places. And the kings of the earth, [ins. and the chief captains,] and the great

men, and the rich men, and the chief captains [om. and the chief captains], and the

mighty [strong] men, and every bond man, [om. ,] and every [om. every'^J free man,
16 [om. ,] hid themselves in the detis [cavesj and in the rocks of the mountains ; and

said [they say] to the mountains and [ins. to the] rocks. Fall on [upon] us, and
hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the

17 Lamb : For the great day of his [or their"] wrath is come ; and who shall be [is]

able to stand ?

« Ver. 11, [Cnticil eilitors generally, with X, A, F*. C, P.. give iSoSij and o-toA^.—E. K, CJ
' Ver, 11, [Thi' rearling aiiTois eKacrrw gi^nerally adopted in ace. with fri. A. C. P,—B. R. 0.]
8 "V'er. 11. MtKpof is to be retaiiK-d lij aoi-, witii X, A, 0, If,],

Ver. 11, I Alf., Treg,, TiBCh., wiih «- i**- f-, give irATjpwo-uxni' ; Gb,, Lach,, Words,, with A, C, read •nKyipSiBunriv.-^

E K C 1

l» Ver, 12. |Lac>i,,Alf,,Treg.,Ti8cb„ with N, A. B«.C,, insert 6Aii.—E,K.C,]
" Ver. 13, [Tisch, tiVcS pi\A.ovo-a wilh J< Lach., Wordf,, All,, Treg., read ^iAAei, with A.B.*C. P.— E. E. C]
12 Ver. 15. Xho second n-as not well founded, interpolated for the sake of clearness. [It is generally omitted In ace.

with A.B,«and C—E. It, C-]
12 Ver. 17. [Treg. and Tisch. give ainuv with X. and C: Lach., Words,, and Alf,, auroO with A. B*. P.—E. R. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

8TN0PTICAL VIEW.*
This second eschatologico-cyclicul world-pic-

ture is as simple, clear, and intelligible in iia

fundamental features as the first, the world-pic-
iure of the Seven Churches, It seems to be the

ppecial prerogative of a chronological Church-
historical exegesis to close it up again with seven
seals and to involve it in (he obscurity of night.

Through the Lamb's opening of the seals, the
darkest book has become most clear—the book
of the world's history, in its enigmatical, fear-

ful and gloomy phenomena. The very fact that
the book is sealed is a ray of light for us ; the
highest hand has shut it up, intending that it

shall presently be opened. Another hopeful
fact is ihat the Senlsare seven, i. e., the riddle is

alioly one, and when it reaches its final term it

shall meet with a festal soluiion. The loosing
of the very first seal sheds a joyful light over

* [The. Am, M. deems It improper to break the c .nti-

nnity of til'' author's general statement by ihe pr sentati-'n
of Ihe vipWH of ot ers, whether coin^-idt-nt or adverHe; this
prertentat on he ha-s reserved either for the ExPL.\r<ATioNS IN
Detail, or the Adoitionai. Notes, the one at thM end of this
lection (p, 170), ihe other at the close of Ihe chapter (p. 178).
flo ha'* tak'-n the liberty, however, of int O'lwcin.; vntp.n nf
^pfp.ren.'-'- immediately aiter those matters of inlei pretation
V.' j.ch, lurttjer ou, he ventures to controvert,—£. R. O.j

the whole dark history of the world. The Kider
upon the white horse rides at the head of all the

others. The mere fact that the train is one of

horsemen calms our apprehensions ; the horses

denote the rapid movement of greiit phenomena
of life or deatli; no one of these phenomena
hangs stationary over the world. They all, in

their riders, have their governors. Wild though
the course of some may seem on earth, their

management, their direction, their career, and
their limit are fixed in Heaven, But at the

head of all is the Rider on the white horse. He
is the Prince, the rest are esquires, Tims, all appa-
rently fatal events must serve His purposes,

and those purposes are still redemption and its

diffusion throughthe world—notyet judgment, as

at His forthgoing in ch. xix. 11. The horse of the

first P.'der is white ; holy and pure as heavenly

light is ihe dynamical fundainenial movement
which governs all other and more coiiBpicuous

movements. The Rider is Christ [see p. 178]

;

to Him, therefore, to His power. His rule, all

subsequent facts are subject ; not only the three

riders, His servants, but also the facts of Ihe

filth, sixth, and seventh seals, the latter of which
embraces all items subsequent to its opening.

His bow is the bow with the sure arrows of the

word : His wreath or croivn is the diadem of His
principial victory over all the power of the

World and of darkness, and when He, notwith-
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itandiag, again goes forth to conquer, it is in

order to the neoeaaary development and consum-
matioa of His principial conflict and victory in

a grand succession of world-historical conflicts

and victories. He has no need of many attri-

butes ; a leading attribute is this : that the

three other riders are not before, but behind Him.
The figures of the following three symboliciil

riders are, manifestly, so general in their con-

ception, that it seems altogether arbitrary to

limit War, Dearth, or the Power of Death, to par-

ticular times Manifestly, we have here before

us dark forms th,at traverse the whole stage of

the world's history. From this running back
into pre Christian times, it results that Christ

also, the Rider on the white horse, surmounted
all historical bounds in the dynamical operation

of His Coming, even in those pre-Christian times.

A further sequence is that these powers [War,
Dearth, Death] have been possessed of the esoha-

tological bent from the very beginning, and have
been gravitating toward tlie end—the judgment.
And how could it be otherwise, when the final

judgment must adjust the difference between
the doin^ of wrong and the suffering of it in

war ; when, further, it must strike the balanon

between those who have revelled in wine and oil

and those who have siarved on the scanty mea-
sure of wheat and barley in dearth ? Death is

esohatologioal from the outset. Still, the com-
plete appearance of Christ at the head of the

horses proves that we are dealing pre-eminently

wiih forms of the Christian time, aud that, too,

as the last time.

The second horse is of the color of blood. His
rider is War; War as a totality, in its most
fearful form—not merely the war of self-defence,

of the vindication of rights, but rather that d.irk

power to which it is granted to take peace from,

the earth, to set on foot a reciprocal slaughter-

ing on countless battle-fields, and in pride and
wantonness to flaunt the great sword, the sym-
bol of all deadly instruments down to the pre-

sent day. It does not say, to take away peace
from time to timi, for the intervening times of

peace are so problematical, so penetrated with

warlike commotions and apprehensions, that

perfect peace is in reality taken away until the

advent of eternal peace.

The black color of the third horse is that of

mourning, here especially oi hunger &^i anxiety i

of that scarcity of bread which forms a part of

the world's dark history in all times and places.

Pauperism, moreover, is inclined to see and to

paint all the circumstances of life black—far

blacker, indeed, than they are in reality.

Dearth, however, is scarcely half a direct dis-

pensation of God, to be referred purely to the

failure of crops; it is no more so to be regarded

than war or death is to be classed under the

head of purely natural phenomena. Dearth is

at least half a result of the social exaggeration

of the distinction between the rich and the

poor. For the most indispensable necessaries'

of life, wheat and barley, must pass through the

scales of the rider and through a rigorous valu-

ation. According to this valuation, a denarius,

the entire day's wages of a man, suffices only for

his own support, if he buy wheat (one chcenix

of wheat, the eighth part of a Scheffel or Ger-

man bushel [nearly a quart, English measure.

—

E. R. C. ], for a denarius); whilst even if he
buy barley, there remains but a little, over and
above his own allowance, for a very small
family [three chaenixes of barley for a dena-
rius). This rigor is all the more noticeable

since the means of enjoyment and adornment,
oil and wine, principally used by the ricU, re-

main untouched. Certainly then, this human
exaggeration of a divinely appointed contrast is

an act which will have to be accounted for
equally with violent war, and only the subordi-
nation of the third horseman to ihe power of the

first makes, primarily, an ideal compensation
("to the poor the gospel is preached"—it is not

ordained that apostasy should be preached to

them, however), which toward the end becomes
real. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 7.

In connection with this dispensation of Dearth
it is especially remarkable that it is announced
by a voice out of the midst of the four beasts

[Living-beings]. This, doubtless, denotes that

all four beasts [Living-beings] are ptrticularly

concerned in it [see p. 179 ]. That wbioh the

lion, on the one hand, as the mighty power, insti-

tutes, is compensated by the ox, on the other hand
—self-sacrificing and devoted love. And the eagle-

like soarings of the spirit above earthly ciroum-
stances, are supplemented by the human figure

of humanity.

Tl'a^ fourth horse is of a pale color, light yel-

low, and its rider, whose name is expressly de-

clared, is Death, The whole kingdom of the

dead. Hades itself, is in his train. As he him-
self is an e.squire of Christ, so he also, in accord-

ance with his mighty power, has himself an
esquire, namely. Hades. This is expressive of

the fact that the power of historical Death, as a

consequence of sin, reaches down into the realm
of Ihe dead, in its dark compartment; and light

is also thereby shed upon the Old Testament doc-

trine of Sheol. Whilst, in aoeordance with other

passages, the gates of the Kingdom of the Dead
open wide and covetously towards the actors

upon this stage of life (Matt. xvi. 18), here

their effect apiiears in the midst of the stage of

the world itself. Thus much there is no diffi-

culty in understanding, namely, that the human
idea of the domain of the dead does preach re-

pentance, on the one hand, but tliat it also is in-

directly productive, on the other hand, of a

fatal effect of great power and extent (1 Cor. xv.

32; Heb. ii. 15). If it be true that every epidemic

draws countless victims into its whirlpool by the

mere workings of sympathetic fear, the like is

true of the power of Death as a totality. Tlie

exhalation of shadowy, terrific and spectral

images rising from Sheol goes like the breath

of sickness and death over the earth, carrying

contagion with it; and this entirely irrespective

of real retro-actions of the other world. The
pale, yellow color of the horse (pallida mors)

points to the element of fear as well as to the

hue of a dead body.

And yet to the united action of Death and

Hades, power is given over only the fourth part

of the earth. Pure mortality in the abitract al-

most seems to be distinguished from this doom
of death; at least there is also a euthanasia; a

blessed dying with Christ and according to Christ.
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Four is the number of the world; the fourth

part, therefore, we believe to be the apecifically

worldly part, which is given over to the world
[see p. 174], as, on the other hand, the third part

(oh. viii. 7), as a part bearing the number of

spirit, is indicative of spiritual circumstances, of

events transpiring in the spirit-world.

The worldly powers of Death are also four in

number: the sword, hunger, death, beasts. The
import of the sword here manifestly passes be-

yond that of the great war-sword ; it embraces
all forms of violent death. Hanger, likewise, as

a particular power of death, passes beyond
Dearth. And no less does specific Death, in the

shape of great pestilences desolating the world
[Aot^oi, Matt. xxiv. 7), exceed the ordinary forms
of death. Wbeiher rapacious animals, simply, are
meant by the beasts of the earth, or whether
there is at the same time a reference to those
mysterious and hurtful animal powers which are
being discovered in these modern times in the
form of parasites of all kinds, we do not venture
to decide. The point of departure for clearer
glimpses was certainly already in existence; to-

gether with a knowledge of the noxious herb,
men possessed a knowledge of the worm and its

destructiveness (Hos. v. 12).

Another point which we wish clearly to bring
out is this: that the four horsemen are succes-
sively announced by one of the four beasts
[Living-beings]. The first beast [Living-being]
IS signalized by its announcement of the First
Hoi'seman, Christ, in a voice like thunder. This
fact decides the wliole sequence. Understanding,
as we do, by the four beasts [Living-beings] the
four Fundamental Forms of God's rule over the
world, we claim that their task is completed with
the presentation of the four more general funda-
mental forms of worldly history itself as com-
prised in the four horsemen [see p. 179]. We
cannot, therefore, with Schleiermacher, con-
jecture that the Seer lacked beasts [Living-be-
ings] for the following seals. Manifestly, a
turning-point occurs just here ; the forms of the
cosmical course of the world are succeeded by
the forms of cosmical spiritual history.

First comes the history of the Martyrs in its

whole extent, though predominantly New Testa-
mental and eschatological. The Seer beholds
them as souls under the altar. The world would
fain have sacrificed them as curse-offerings to

Moloch, as Caiaphas desired to do with the
Prince of Martyrs Himself (John xi. 50); they
tliem-ielves, however, have with their faithful
testimony sacrificed themselves to God. In this
geneialnes.s, their sacrifice comes under the head
of the burnt offering; the altar is the centre of
the sacrificial system, as the altar of burnt sacri-
fices; here, in re.spect of its ideal import as ap-
pearing in the vision, the symbol of all voluntary
sacrifice of life under the hand of hostile pow-
ers, in faithful testimony to, and confession of,

the truth. They appear as souls, for the world
has violently deprived them of bodily appear
ance ; it must be evident from their appearance
that they have been slain on account of their
faithful confession. In their confession they
have been faithful at once to the Logos of God
ana to the subjective witness in their own
breasts. And thus they are united, a congrega-

tion of souls, belonging to the other world, yet

far removed from Sheol,* which meanwhile is

careering over the earth.

Now though the spirit of the Martyrs is shown
in Stephen's prayer: "Lord, lay not this sin to

their charge," the instinct of justice which lies

enwrapped in the suffering of wrong, in shed

blood (that of Abel, for instance, Heb. xii. 24),

in the full perception of the terrible calumnies

perpetrated on just men, of the darkenings of

the truth, of the caricatures of the gospel of love

and mercy on the part of persecutors, is not in

the slightest degree done away with by this

prayer. And in this sense, with the ghosily se-

verity of truth, they cry with a loud voice, say-

ing: iori, the holy and true. As the .ffoit^ One, God
owes it to Himself to repay; as the TVmp One,

having given them His word as the word of life.

He has put Himself under obligations to them to

repay. [See foot-note, p. 175 sq.—E.R.C.]

The terms employed have other and primary
bearings, however. The Martyrs address God
(not Christ; Grot, and others) by the unusual
name of AEcrTrdr??^. because they must needs bleed

under the sword of earthly despots or tyrants,

and in contradistinction to their unholy despot-

ism, exercised under cover of lying and arrogant

pretensions, they call Him the holy and true

(genuine) Despot.

Thus a mighty pressure and urgency of grief,

a cry for heavenly justice, rises ever stronger

from the depths of worldly and psychical life up
to the Throne of righteousness, though mitigated

and pacified by the spirit of the Atonement, the

blood that speaketh lietter things than that of

Abel. How long dost Thou not judge ? Though
God's judgment goes on incessantly through the

depths of life, the great wrong-suffering of the

Martyrs requires a restitutory final judgment
before the whole world. And in hungering after

this justice, the great interval may seem a right

long one, a hard trial of patience {iiaKpodvjiuv,

Luke xviii. 7) to all human perception. The
fact that they anticipate the avenging of their

blood as a consequence of the Divine judgment,
and lience call upon God as the Avenger of

blood, has nothing in common with a malignant

and hateful animosity. The avenging of blood

is the religious and moral popular fountain of

criminal justice; criminal justice, therefore, in

its true shape, is the form into which the

avenging of blood has ever developed under the

influence of civilization. Where criminal justice

is so perverted into its opposite, as to appear as

a system of judicial murder of the worst kind, in

demonic hostility to Divine justice, in the suffer-

ings and executions of the Martyrs, there the

cry for God's avengement of blood as the Divine

Fountain of Justice which men have utterly de-

nied, follows almost as a logical consequence.

But why should vengeance for former blood-

guilliness be laken upon those " that dwell on

the earth?" Those who now, as inhabitants of

fearth, belong to and are attached to earth, the old

blood-stained tragical order of things, are, as

accessories in guilt, placed under the consequen-

ces and further development of guilt (Matt,

xxiii. 32 sqq.).

* [See the Excursus on Hades, p. 364 eqq.—E. 11. C]
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This holy instinct of justice, however, is ap-

peased in a two-fold manner. First, a while robe

is given to each one. In the other world, there-

fore, they are clothed with the adornment of

innocence and righteousness. And so bright

are these white robes that even in the history

of this world they constantly become more dis-

tinctly visible, more admired and more honored
;

think of the white robes of a Justin, a Poly-

carp, a Huss, a Savonarola, and many thousand
other faithful witnesses. Again, the Martyrs
are further comforted by the assurance that their

period of waiting is neiiring its end, while, .13 a
period of waiting, it is itself under a holy de-

cree, in accordance with which the Martyr-his-

tory must attain its completion, the number of

Martyrs must be filled up. Herein is the indi-

rect announcement thai the season of martyr-
dom is not yet at an end ; that martyr sufferings

assume diverse forms throughout the ages, yet

continue to be even to the end a fundamental
condition of the healthful development of the

world's history, as the history of the Kingdom.
The great company of their fellow-servants and
brethren, the necessity of suffering in this world
and of patience ia the other, the glorious aim
of a suffering together with Christ (Rom, vi. 4;

2 Tim. ii. 12), elevate them to an exalted stand-

point, from which the perspective of the great

and glorious retributive judgment momentarily
becomes clearer and more complete. So far as

His perfect rehabilitation before the world is con-

cerned, even Christ in His glory must wait until

His great Epiphany.
In the grande.st contrast, the history of the

Martyrs is immediately confronted with the

beffiniiiny catastrophe of the final Judgment in the

opening of the sixth seal [see p. 179]. It is as

certain that a cosmical change is here indicated

as it is that such is the case in the Eschatologi-

cal Discourse of the Lord, Matt. xxiv. 29 sqq.,

though the figures may have their spiritual

back-ground as well. With the great earth-

quake, the first final convulsion of terrestri-

cosEoical things is announced. The sun, wrapped
in obscurity as in a penitential garment, is the

actual sun; the moon, red as blood, is the

literal moon ; for what we have here is not a

predominantly spiritual history, like eh. viti.

7 sqq., but the—gliostly, it is true

—

finale of this

world's history, anl to the theatre of this history

our sun belongs. As a matter of course, the

occurrences in the sun and moon are to be under-
stood pheuo-iienaUy. Even now there is no man
that dies, to whom the sun is not at the last

clothed in the garb of mourning, whilst his

senses sigh for " more light." The same remark
applies to the falling of the stars from Heaven.
Like every genuine catastrophe, this final catas-

trophe, above all, seems to make its appearance
quite abruptly ; heace the stars fall from Heaven
as the unripe figs of a fig-tree, suddenly shaken
by a storm, fall to the earth. The figure recalls

that of "the thief in the night," the "days of

Noah," and "the coming of the flood." The Holy
Scriptures are thoroughly at home in the law of

catastrophes The full of Ihe stars also can pri-

marily be understood only phenomenally, for

there would not be found room on the earth for

them all. But a cosmical change in the astral

region belonging to the earth is, doubtless, also

indicated. Nay, in reference to the condition

of this earth, the metamorphosis is as total as

if the old Heavens vanished like the contents

of a scroll that is rolled together (Is. xxxiv,

4) ; and this on the basis of the earthquake,—

•

in consequence of a crisis in which the entire

old form of the solid land, with the mountains,

and the entire old form of the sea, with the

islands, pass away.
But the spiritual back-ground of the changes

set forth in the pioturu of the convulsed earth

and star-world also becomes manifest. This
spiritual back-ground consists in a convulsion

of the old order of things: in a darkening of

the old sun, the time of grace of the economy
of salvation ; in a transformation of the ancient

luminary of night, who-ie silver radiance fi'led

the night with peace, into a bloody, fiery phe-

nomenon, for a sign that slumber is at an end
(Matt. xxvi. 45) ; in a perfect confusion of those

e.irthly relations and spirit-constellations which
h,Lve hitherto subsisted; and in the wreck of all

views of the world conditioned upon the senses.

All this is still more prominent ia the effects

of the great convulsion of ttiings. A general

terror at the presages of judgment seizes men
of all ranks and conditions. Kings first; thsy

have most to lose. Then princes [great men]
and chief captains [principal men of war] are

specified in their contrast [civil and military

eminence]. Then the rich and the mighty

Finally, together with the freemen, the slaties.

The range of view, therefore, extends far be-

yond an absolute democracy. In the perspec-

tive of the day of wrath, slaves, equally with

freemen, appear loaded with guilt and convulsed

with apprehension, for it stands to reason that

without the servilism of the laity ihere could

be no hierarchs, and without the servilism of

political slaves no despots could subsist. When
all are said to hide themselves in the clefts and in

the rocks of the mountaina, we are reminded of

the overthrow or removal of the mountains,

spfjkeu of before. That, however, all slavish

souls would fain find refuge in the ruins of the

old order of things ; nay, that they would rather

share in their destructionihan step into the bright

presence of the great day, lies in the nature of

the grand contrast between their worldly life

and the judgment of which they are on the eve.

The convulsion described will, however, as a

mighty convulsion of souls, be universal (Luke

xxi. 25, 26); ay, a holy trembling (as set forth

in the Dies Trie*), shall pass over even the

servants of God, for whom tbe day of ju<lgmont

is the day of final redemption (Luke xxi. 28).

Hence the appeal of the unpriiparnl to the

mountains and rocks: Fall on us, and hide us

from the face of Him that sitteth on the throne,

and from the wrath of the Lamb. The economies

of the Godhead seem to have changed, in accord-

ance with the great change of the times. The

face of God the Fa her, the perfect light of His

revelation, acts like a judgment of the Spirit,

similarly to the face of Christ in His earthly

pilgrimage. The wrath of the just and right-

* f" Quantum trentor est futurus,
Q'jando Judex p.H venturus,

Cuncta striate discussurus, —E. B. 0.3
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eou3 God is now committed to the Lamb, t. e.,

He ia to execute the actual judgmeot of separa-

tion. It i3 a judgment under the sign of wrath,

because it comes as the final decision, after the

days of forbearance and long-suffering (Rom.
ii. 5), upon an infinite accumulation of guilt.

Wrath, as the synthesis of love and righteous-

ness—the latter having the leadership—is mani-
fested in positive inflictions of death (Ex. iv.

14, 24 ; Ps. xc. 6). With the wrath of the Lamb,
the danger of the second death is revealed

(Matt. XXV. 41). For Ike great day of His
wrath is come (see Zephaniah), and who is able

to stand? Here we perceive the tone of worldly-
mindedness, which sees only wrath in judgment,
not judgment in wrath. The day of wrath is

characterized as a super-human death-doom.
Of a distinction between the blessed and the

damned, these exclamations know nothing.

For the fact that the worils tbat we are examin-
ing have a bearing not upon the dogmatical deli-

verances of August inian theologians, nor upon the

terrors of conscience witli which all liuman spi-

rits may be smitten at the dawning of the great
day, but upon the outbreaks of a mere slavish

anguish of men of the world—an anguish that

knows of no blessed existences—is evident from
the expressions of despair which precede the
final saying. It is the worldliuess of the old

world in its death-thought.

[Abstkacts or Views of Leadfno Modern
Ehqlish AND American Commentators. By the

Am. Ed.— It was pertinently remarked by Barnes
at the beginning of his comments on this chap-
ter: "It is at this point that interpreters begin
to differ, .... here commences the divergence
towards those virions, discordant, and many of
thera wild and fantastic theories, which have
been proposed in the exposition of this wonder-
ful Book." The Am. Ed. deems it expedient at

this point to introduce abstracts of some of tlie

views which have been put forth by leading
English and American divines in recent
times. His own view will be presented in an
Additional Note at the close of the Explanations
in Detail, on p. 178. sq.

Elliott. — This author is the most distin-

guished (English) advocate of what Lange styles
the Chronological Church-historical school of in-

terpreters. He has favored the Church with
four large volumes on the interpretation of the
Apocalypse, replete with extended, rich and
varied learning on the subject of which it treats.

(Horse Apocalyplicse, 5th Ed., London, 1862.) One
of the chief excellencies of his work, is his
constant citation of the infidel historian Gibbon,
thus strivirgto elucidate prophecy, by a histori-

cal record prepared by an opponent of the truth
of the inspiration of Scripture. He identifies
the Horses of the first four seals with the Roman
Empire, under different appearances in dif-

ferent times, and the Riders with the Emperors
of those times. He regards the period of the
first six seals as extending from the date of the
Apocalypse (which he fixes at A. D. 96 or 96) to

A. D. 395, the year in whicli Augustine was ele-

vated to the See of Hippo. The character of
this period he describes as from the stand-point
of the Seer: *' The coming temporary prosperity
fcnd the decline and fall of the Empire of heathen

Rome." He divides the period as follows

:

First Seal: From the accession of Nerva to the

incipient deterioration of the government under
Commodus (a. d. 96-183). Second Seal: From
the close of the preceding to the accession of

Diocletian (a. D. 183-284). Third Seal: The time

of distress from excessive taxation following

the Edict of Caracalla. (This sera overlaps the

preceding, as Caracalla was assassinated a. d.

217 ; Elliott assigns no date of its close.) Fourth
Seal: The period of fearful mortality from War,
Famine, Pestilence, and Wild Beasts (a. d.

248 268). Fifth Seal: The '-^ra of Martyrs,"
—the Diocletian persecutions (a. d. 3u3-312).

Sixth seal: (Part I.; oh. vi. 12-17).

—

The potilico-

religious revolution of the time of Constantine,

which involved the destruction of the political

supremacy of heathenism (a. d. 323) ; (Part II.;

ch. vii.).— The aera of general religious dead-
ness, and special religious life (that of the

144,000 sealed ones), extending from the time of

Constantine to that of Augustine.

Barnes, the distinguished American commen-
tator, is mentioned in connection with Elliott,

from the fact that he agrees with him in his

general principles of interpretation. The scheme
he adopts is precisely similar to that of Elliott,

so far as the first five seals are concerned. In
reference to the Sixth, however, he presents the
following as descriptive of its events. "It is,

in one word, the impending judgments from the
invasions of the Northern hordes of Goths and
Vandals threatening the breaking up of the Ro-
man Empire; . . . the tempest of wrath that was,

as it were, suspended yet on the frontiers, until

the events recorded in the next ch'iptcr (vii.)

should occur, then bursting forth in wrath in

successive blasts, as denoted by the first four
trumpets of the seventh seal (ch. viii.), when the

Empire was entirely overthrown by the Goths
and Vandals. The precise point of time which,
I suppose, this seal occupies, is that succeeding
the last persecution."

Moses Stuart, the eminent Professor in the
Theological Seminary at Andover, held, as is well

known, the view that the Apocal_\ pse was written
before the destruction of Jerusalem, and that
the prophecies of tlte greater portion thereof [^0
the close of ch. xix. ) had special and immediate
reference to the period closing with that event.*

* [The views of thi8 dietinguislied commentator have been
by many strangely misunderstood and misrepresented. He
has been undei'Stood as holding that tlie erttirf Book ha8
reference to events that have long i-ince occur ed, and yet in

his comment on cb. i.l, he writes "Now, although the

closing portion of the ReTelatioii relates, beyond a i donl't,

to a distant period, and some of it to a future i ternity," etc.

He is also by many understood as teaching that the first

portion h id reterence only to events preceding the destruc-

tiiin of .lernsaiem, and yet tlie opening paragraph of his

Introduction (Vol. I., p. 9) contains this sentence (ihe italics

being his own) ; "It lies upon the very face of the whole
composition, I mean the prophetic part of it, that tlie coming
and completifm of the Kingijtom of God or of (Jhri t, or, in

other words, the triumph of Christiattiiy over all enefmies

and opposers, its univn-saZ prmalevce in the wojld Jar a
long series of years, audits terminaiion in an endless period

of glory and happiness, constitute the main tlipiiie of the

writer, and is indeed the almoHt exclnnive snbject of his

contemplation." In ^9, entitled " 0/yVci of the Book'*

(Vol I., p. 1-'J5), he writes, '* The/irwl and eomph-te triumph

of Christianity irver all enemifs, and the temporal and etermd
ghrry and htippinrsB to which this triumph leads thr. Church,

or, Btill more briefly, as Liirke has stateil it, ' the coming
and completion of the Kingdom of God^ is the goiu--
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He entitles Mb special latroduotion to chapters
vi.-xi. (Vol. I., 138 aqq.) "First Catastbophe,
OR OVEETUROW OF THE JEWISH PEBSEOCTIUa
Power;' lieolaring tlierein, "Nothing, iii my
appreheusiou, can be further from a correct

mode of iaterpretatioa than a, mere historical

and literal applicalioa of any of the symbolic
part of the Apuealypse. The prophetic portion
in a\\ si/mbolical picture ; but not »uch a picture

as to constitute a reguLir history of wars and
calamities. lu its very nature, most of it is

generic, and not individual and specific." He
continues, in reference to the Seals (p. 151),

"The first four seals indicate the assembling
and preparing of an awful array commissioned
against the enemies of the Church. . . . A mighty
conqueror bedecked with the emblems of victory

leads on the hosts of destruction. Tiiese hosts,

armed with deadly weapons, follow him. Then,
ill the train coaxQS famine, commissioned against

tils enemy, and, in the rear of famine, march
Death and Hades, the allied tyrants of the under
world ; while the ravenous beasts of the earch,

waiting to devour the corpses of the slain, close

the terrific procession." Concerning the Fit'ih

Seal he continues (p. 159), " The awful array,

symbols of the wort of destruction about to be
accomplished, have been summoned, have taken
their places, and formed the ranks of the army.
Before marcliing into the battle their ardor is

now to be excited. In accordance with the de-

sign of rousing up powerful sympathies on such
an occasion, the persecuted and slaughtered
Martyrs are presented, lying covered with blood
at the foot of the altar where they have been
sacrificed, and crying aloud to the Go 1 of .Justice

to take cognizance of their wrongs aud viudi-

oate their ciuse." And, again (p. 163), "On
the opening of the sixth seal, the sun and moon
are darkened ; the stars fall from heaven ; the

heavens themselves are rolled away with a
mighty wind; and all the people of the land to

be smitten are filled with terror and amazement,
and fly to the rocks and mountains for refuge

from the dreaded invasion which is about to be
made." He explains the celestial phenomena
foretold as portending, according to the ideas of

those addresssd, merely "calamitous eoeiits."

Wordsworth regards the Seals as represent-

ing "a prophetic view of the history of the

Christian Church, from the first Advent of

Christ to the end of the world;" not however
in successive eras, the one closing as the orher

begins. The Ptider on the white horse he iden-

tifies with Christ, and He "is foUows-d in the

second, third, and fourth seals by another (hos-

tile) Power, riding on three horses in succes-
sion." This Power is Death (Satan), who, in

the ««conrf seal makes an assault hy persecution

;

in the third, by heresy, producing spiritual famine

;

in the /ouriA, by various workings: (1) barba-
rian incursions {^nij.^a'ii^, the barbarian sword).
(2)heresies and schisms producing spir it ual/am«rt(;

and death [Ai./i(J and davaTU), (-"i) heathen Rome,

ric theme of thu Hevelation." And. ag.iJQ. in ^ 28 (''Apoca-
lypse designfd f'lr the i'hurch in every Age,^' Vol. I., 478),
we find the fittio^ing. *' I regard the Apo alypge as contain-
ing matter which is a tuttos of alt that is to happen in reapect
to t'le ifh'trch. I regard the whole Book as (a) particular
lUasCration of a general principle—of a generic truth.''

—

». K. C.)

Papal Rome, the Romish hierarchy

—

to, dripla TJj^

yw. The opening of the fifth seal unveils the
condition of the faithful departed, in the inter-
mediate state, in Paradise. " The sixth seal
reveals the crisis of greatest suffering for the
Church ; it is the Fridiy of her Passion Week.
But it is also the eve of the Sabbath of her rest."
Alford regards the openings of these seals as

corresponding "to the various arrangemiU'.s of
God's Providence, by which the way is prepared
for the final opening of the closed book of His
purposes to His glorified Church." He classes
together the first four, viewing " these four
visions as the four solemn preparations for the
Coming of the Lord, as regards the visible Crea-
tion, which the four Living-bemgs symbolize."
In his own language, "The wuole Creation
demands His coming. 'Hpxov is the cry of all

its tribes. This cry is answered first by the
vision of the great Conqueror (not Christ Him-
self, but only a symbol of His victorious power)
Whose arrows are in the hearts of His enemies,
and Whose career is the world s hisiory. The
breaking of this first seal is the great opening
of the mystery of God. This, in some sense,
includes and brings in the others. The oihera
. . . hold a place subordinite to this. They are,

in fact, but exponents of the mysteries enwrapt
within this conquering career; visions of tlie

method of its being carried oui to the end in its

operations on the outward world." The Second
Seal Ue regards as representing "the reigu of the
sword (War) as one of the destined concomi-
tants of the growing aud conquering power of
Christ, and one of the world long aud world-
wide preparations for His Coming." The third,

as Famine, limited, however, "in his dusobiting
action, by the command given, that enough is

to be reserved for sustenance," i. e., (as Lange)
Dearth. The fourth, as destroying influences.—
sword, famine, pestilence, wild beasts. The.!e

seals he believes "to be couteinporaueous, and
each of them to extend through the whole life-

time of the Church," althougti he admits "that
they may receive continually recurring, or even
ultimate fulfillments, as the ages of the world
go on, in distinct periods of time, and by dis-

tinctly assignable events." The opening of the

fifth seal brings to view the souls of the mar-
tyred saints, and the cry for the Coming of the

Lord is now from them. The opening of the Sixth

Seal he regards as intimating "(ch. vi. 1:2-17) Im-
mediate approach of the great day of the Lord,
Malt. xxiv. 29, (vii. 1-8) ;

gathering of the elect

out of the four winds Matt. xxiv. 31, (vii. 9-17);
vision of the whole glorified Church, Watt, xxv."
Lord (An Exposition of the Apocalypse, New

York, 1847) identifies the Riders wiih different

classes of Ministers : I. " The pure teachers of

Christianity at large.'' II. "Diocesan Bishops,"
by whom, as he alleges, there was 'a usurpa-

tion of powers which Christ has not authorized,

an interception thereby of religious peaee from
the earth, and, finally, a compulsion of men lo

apostasy, in order to confirm aud perpetuate that

usurpation." III. Philosophic, mystic, and ritu-

alistic teachers, who " reduced the Church to a

destitution of the means of spiritual life, analo-

gous to the dearth of bread produced by oppres-

sive exaotioua in the Empire." iV. "Met. opt-
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litans, Archbishops, and other superior prelates

of the fourth and subsequent ages, and especially

the Patriarchs of the Greek and the Popes of the

Latin Church. ... It was at this period, and
under the promptings and guidance of those

great Prelates, that the Church first formally

apostatized from the faith and worship enjoined

iu the Gospel, and embi'acod a false religion."

Hence followed, he contends, spiritual pestilence

&n\i death. In respect of the other seals: he
regards the V. As a Heaven scene, symbolizing

the appearance of the martyrs in the presence

of God, and their recaption by Him. " It con-

tains no note either of the commencement or

close of the period to which it belongs. The
whole representation, however, indicates that

it is late in the reign of Antichrist. . . . Its

period is doubtless during the ravages of the

fourth hjrseman," etc. He i-epresents as follows

the VI.: " The events denoted by ihe symbol are

such as must naturally occupy a long period.

A political convulsion subverting one form of

government and instituting another is itself the

wofk of years. The change of the sun to black,

and the moon to blood, denote, not their extinc-

tion and disappearance, but their conversion

from au agreeable and salutary to a dreaded and
disastrous agency ; and the change of the new
rulers, which it denotes, from justice to oppres-

sion, and exorcise of a tyratinic.il sway, requires

quite a considerable period. It is subsequently
tliat tlie fall of the stars takes place, by which
their dejection from their stations is symbolized.

And tlie final disappearance of the heavens, the

removal of the mountains and islands, and the

promiscuous flight of rulers and subjects from
the presence of the Lamb, are to follow at a stdl

later period. Tlie first three of these great

events have undoubtedly already taken place
"

(the French revolution, the conversion of the

Republic into despotism, the overthrow of that

despotism). Then a period, during which the

sealing of eh. vii. takes place; then "the anni-
hilation of the civil governments, the Advent of

the Son of God, and a resurrection of the saints."

—E. R. C]

EXPI ANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ch. vi. 1, 2.

VISION OF THE FIRST SEAL.

Ch. vi. 1. The literal system is at much trouble

to settle upon an adequate conception of the

opening of the single Seals and the succession

of the single visions. The individual leaves of

the book are, manifestly, books in themselves;

and the individual books open not into leaves

with dead figures, but into living pictures. Eacli

new leaf is a new world-scene, illuminated by a

light from the open Heaven. Heinrioh's idea,

according to which the six pictures are found
upon the unsealed sides of the book, see in Dijs-

terdieck. According to Diisterdieok, the opening
of each separate Seal denotes a separate vision;

this view is in opposition to the vital connection
of the different items. According to Bengel, the

two groups of /our and three are so divided that

the first four refer to visible things, and the last

three to invisible things. On Aloasar's wonder-
lul allegory, see Diisterdieok. There i,s no reason

for referring the four beasts [Living-beings]

or Life-forms by name to the four Seals.

The general relation between the Life-forms and
the Seal-pictures is expressed, not thus : the

creation, on the one hand, and the Seal-visions

on the other; but thus : the Fundamental Forms
of the Divine governance, on the one hand, and
on the other, the fundamental forms of worldly
history. From aal ddov ore, Diisterdieok draws
the inference that the opening of the Seals was
not itself the subject of vision. It is merely
necessary, however, to distinguish between the

emphasis falling upon the new and leading fact,

the forth-coming figure, and that which after the

foregoing narrative is more a matter of course,

viz. : the acts of opening. Diisterdieok likewise
maintains that the hearing of the voice forms no
part of the tldov. In regard to this, we would
remark that the visions iu general branch into

voices and visible appearances. According to

this, the eldov of ver. 1 will be universal, branch-
ing subsequently into a manifestation fur the

ear, ver. 1, and one for the eye, ver. 2 (/tai eUov).

According to Diisterdieok, the thunder-tone of

the voice is to be taken for granted in the case
of all four voices after its mention in connection
with the first voice ; Heiig.stcnberg, on the other
hand, justly insists upon the peculiar significance

of the first voice.

Diisterdieok cannot positively deny that the
formula come and see is not only rabbinic but
also specifically Johannean. His declaratiou
tliat John's nearer approach is required is void
of meaning, since a viaional appearance is re-

ferred to. For the reasons here intimated, we
regard the reading which omits the see as an
improper correction.

[The weight of evidence of the Codd. is about
equally divided as to the reading (see Textual
AND Geammatical). Unless, therefore, some
new uncial MS. be discovered, having special

claims to confidence, we must form our conclu-
sions as to the genuine text from collateral con-
siderations. The fact that "Come and see" is

more Johannean than the simple "Come" (if it

be a fact), has no bearing on the question at

issue, which is, What did Johu hear? and not,

How was John in the habit of expressing him-

self? If it has any weight, it is rather in sup-

port of the hypothesis of interpolation, since a

copyist would be more likely to insert a word,
that he might bring a sentence into accordance
with the style of his author, than to omit a word
when the omission would involve a departure
from that style.

[If the address of Ihe Living-beings was to the

Seer, nothing can be gathered as to its form,
since, maniiesily, it might have been either

Come and .tee, or the abbreviated Come; if, how-
ever, it was to the Symbols, or to Christ, then

it must have been simply Come. That it was
not to John, Alford thus argues: "Whither was
he to come? Separated as he was by the glassy

sea from the Throne, was he to cross it? And
where shall we find the simple verb iftxeaSai used

absolutely in such a sense, ' Draw near,' without

tifc or some such particle ? Compare also the

place where the Seer is to go and take the little

nook (ch. X. 8), and see how dilferent is the

wuole form of expression." To this it may be
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added, Was not the Seer already at the point of
yision ? Why then was he called to draw nearer?
Why the repeated call ? Are we to suppose that

he went back to his former position after the
breaking of each Seal? Why the voice of

thunder ^

The view of Alford, however, as to the object
of the call is liable to serious objections. He
writes: "In interpreting so unusual a term of
address, surely we should begin by inquiring
whether we have not the key to it in the Book
itself. And in this inquiry, are we justiiied in

leaving out of consideration such a verse as oh.

xxii. 17, TO Ilvzvfia izal ^ vifjuli'ij Xeyovatv 'Epxov
K. T. A., and the following a^-^i> Ipxnv, Kvpte 'Ir/crov,

ib. ver. 20? This seems to show, in my mind,
beyond a doubt, what, in the mind of the Seer,
the remarkable and insulated exclamation ipxov
imported. It was a cry addressed, not to him-
self, but to the Lord Jesus ; and as each of these

four fir it Seals is accompanied by a similar cry
from one of the four living beings, I see repre-

sented in this four-fold Ipx^v the groaning and
travailing together of creation for the manifesta-
tion of the sons of God, expressed in each case

in a prayer for Christ's coming." This view, it

must be admitted, is beautifully consistent with
Alford's hypothesis, that the Zua symbolize the
different classes of animated beings, and could
it be sustained by independent considerations
(indeed, were it consistent with other considera-
tions), would give great support to that hypo-
thesis. The objections to it are: 1. In that it

lacks any express reference to Jesus, it is alto-

gether unexampled and unnatural as an address
to Him. 2. The comparison of ch. xxii. 17 with
20. does not in the least support it ; the call of
ver. 17 is manifestly to the water of life mentioned
in the last clause: and vers 17 and 20 belong
to entirely distinct divisions of the Book, the
object of the ipx^'" "f ^^ latter being fixed by
the immediately preceding Nai ipxa/iat raxv (see

in loc). 3. A voice of thunder is a voice o{ com-
mand, and not of prayer. Far better does it

seem to the Am. Ed. to regard these voices as
commands issuing from the ministers of God in
nature (or, on the hypothesis of Lange as to the
nature of the Zaa, from the Forms of God's
Governance in nature). This view, of course,
involves a special hypothesis as to the mean-
ing of the four Riders, for which see Additional
Note on p. 178 sq.—E. R. C]

Ver. 2. And I saw, and behold, a -wliite
horse.—^" The horses of the heroes of Roman
triumphs were white" (Diisterdieck, p. 253).
The single triumph of Christ, as set forth here,
has in ch. xix. 14 extended through the Church
Triumphant ; it appears as an array of victorious
hosts on white horses.

The horses [of the Seals] may not be specially
identical with those of Zech. i. 8; yet they are
in general related to them, as Divine sendings
which proceed over the earth (Zech. i. 10).
The chariots (Zech. vi. 1 sqq ) seem to denote
the same sendings in involved forms of destiny.
The Rider is here characterized by the bow—

not the sword. This distinction, according to

Diisterdieck, has no symbolical significance.
Such an inference, however, should not be
drawn from the abortive interpretations offered.

as especially the absurd one of Wetstein, who
makes the bow indicative of a Parthian king.
Doubtless the bow's property of being effective
at a distance (as is the case in modern times
with fire-arms of every description) is the true
ground-idea of the picture. Diisterdieck's re-
mark, that possibly the arrows spoken of in Ps.
xlv. B were present to the mind of the Seer, ex-
cuses the interpretation of Vitringa and others,
according to whom the arrows that have to be
supplied denote Christ's numerous Apostles and
Evangelists. Here, however, the unity of the
Rider and the unity of His bow are the main
thing; and inasmuch as arrows are to be taken
for granted as accompanying the bow, we are to

understand them as signifying, not persons, but
the lightning-like spiritual operations issuing
from Christ Himself, and traversing the whole
earth (Zech. ix. 14). Thus the weapons which
Satan employs are fiery darts, Eph. vi. 16.

In opposition to Ziillig and Hengstenberg,
Diisterdieck maintains that areipavo^ here (as 1

Cor. ix. 25) denotes only the wreath of a war-
rior—not the crown of a king. But there is a
peculiar meaning in the wreath which adorns
the brow of Him who is described as victorious
over the whole earth. And though a wreath
might be given to the Warrior in advance, as a
promise of victory, as Diisterdieck maintains,
the white horse would scarcely be given Him ia
advance also. That He, therefore, "already
goes forth as a vmibu," does not mean simply that
His purpose Iva viKr/aij will assuredly be attained

;

it denotes, rather, that He is the Victor abso-
lutely, that He has conquered and will conquer.
The principial victory of Christ through His
death and resurrection, and the development of
that victory into universal victory, could not be
more pertinently represented. Diisterdieck him-
self comes to a similar conclusion a little fur-
ther on.

The upholders of the Church-historical and
world-historical interpretation necessarily make
a special chapter out of the first Rider.

Ebrakd: "We pass over those purely allego-

ristic interpretations according to which this

rider is Caligula or Trajan (Bengel and others;
consult, however, Diisterdieck's note on this, p.

255), or war (Herder, De Wette), or the victory

of evangelical preaching (Cyr. and others), or
the word concerning Christ (Hofm. ), or the fall

(Berengaud.), and more of the same sort."

De Wette, without any foundation, even con-
trasts the mounted figure of Christ in ch. xix. 11

with the horseman in this passage,

Henqstenbebo recognizes the figure as that of

Christ. But what a Christ! Here also He goes
forth only to execute judgment upon a godless
world. Judgment and ever judgment! Here
Christ rides forth for the development of the
triumphs of salvation. In ch. xix. He goes forth

in order to the triumph of judgment. Ebrard
also remarks here: Christ is a warrior on horse-

back in reference to the hostile world. Accord-
ing to Ebrard, John has a view of earth from
his station in Heaven, having been previously

transported to Heaven. But the book of des-

tiny with its earth-pictures is opened in Heaven.*

* [For the view of the Am. Ed. see Ad>litioQaI Note, p. 178.

[Alford, ia the maiu, agrees with Lauge ia the iaterpretft.
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Vers. 3 and 4.

VISION OF THE SECOND SEAL.

Come [Lanqe: and see]. From this it ap-

pears, it Id ciairaedi that after the disappearaace

-vjt' the first Rider, John drew back and resumed

flis original place (Duaterdieck). According

to Ebrard, he retired from the book during

the interim. And this proceeding must neces-

sarily be repeated yet two more times. Then,

however, according to this literal apprehension

of the passage, in which it is forgotten that we

are in the midst of tlie whole vision, John would

rem lin standing before the book after the open-

ing of the fourth and fifth Seals.* Neither can

we regard the second figure as the form of

*' personified bloodshed" [Diisterdieck]. There

are yet other forms of bloodshed (see Ter. 8) ;

here its warlike form is intended. Concerning

the bloody hue itself there can be no doubt (2

Kings iii. 22).

tion of thi^ symbol. Tliere is a differeace. however, which

ia aet fn-th in las answer to the questioa: " Whoi^ the Rider

on this white harae?" He writes: "We muBt nor, ia reply,

OD the one h la 1, tto hiistily mtroducd tho Per-ioa of our
LordJysfis Himself, or, oa the other, be stirtled at the ob-

jection thac we ahLill be. parall^Hai; Hi n, or one closely re-

somblm:^ Hi n, witb the far different foroia which f iKow.

Doiibtle33, the resembUnce to the Rider, ch. xix. 11 sqq., is

very cl )ae, and is ioteaded to be very close. The diff reuce,

however, is consi lerable. There lie U set f rth aa present

in H.3 t iumph, followed by the hosts of Ileivea: here. He
is working in bidilyabsBDce, and the rider is not Himself,

but only a symb i\ of Hi^ victoriom pow r, the embiniiment

of IIis advaucin<Kmgiiom H8 regards tuat Hide of its pro-

gress wheie i. breaks dawn earthly power and makea ih-^

kingdom of t^ie world to be tho Kingdom of our Lord and
of His Christ."

[Elliott ( blLiwed by Barnes) support- his view (see p. ^eS)

as follows: He begins his discus-ii )a of the g neral pubjwct

of the Seals with the a priori probabilities that iho Apoca-
lyptic ?i'ir.s'e symbolized a nation, an! th it this nation was
the Rninan. He cont-'nis that, niider this hypothesis, on
the comparis m of tue symbols with the et-tablished facts

of history, Siirh unity and significance become apparent ai

to establish the truth ot the hypothesis. (And it must be

ackn "wledged, tliLiC if the unitv and significance fc^ as he

cla'rai them to b>^, it will be difficult lo invalidate his con-

clusioQ.) He, then, in reference to the description of the

char I ter of the even s of this particular seal (ver. 2. tho

crowns an I the wk'U color of the horse, iodicating triamp'i

and prosperit'/) a-fta: 'Did not this answ.-r very notably

and distinctively to the general state and history of tho

K')maa Kiupire f'>r eighty or nln">ty yi-ars succeeding John s

ban shment? that is, fr >m Domitian's d'-ath, A. D. 9^5,

th ougbout the aiicceasive F'jigns of Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian,

and tiie two Ant nia(^^, until the accession of Commodus,
etc f In answer to this questio i, he refera to Gibbon's de-

scription of ths period (vol. i., cha i., ii ), quoting tlie fol-

lowin.( trom the second chapter of the great History : "If a

man werf) calL'l up )n to fix the period in the history of the

world during which the condition of the human race w is

m 'St happy and prosperous, ha would, without hesitation,

name th t whi^^h elapsed from the d^-ath of Domitian to the

access] n o'' Oommodiia." He strives to confirm his hypo-
thesis byreferen e to the oref^ai-o? and the bow of thin

Kider; whowino; that during tliis period of Roiuan bist'>ry

the <rTe'(^af'oc, and no^ the 5ia5ijw.a. was the crowa of the
EmpiT'ir, and 'h t Norv.i, who w.is a Cret.tn by extraction
(his ^T^a'-^ranZ/f^/iT .vas pro'ta/j/y aCr--tanl see flor. .4p
Vol. I., p 111), notes 2 and 3), was properly repr'^sented

with a 6iu>, whi h was the symbol of a Cri'tan.—B. R. C ]
* [T^ho call must h ive had some eignificance. If addressed

to John (and it must have Iteen if the koX ^Keire or I5e 'q
gennine), it is inc nceivable that it should have meant any-
thing else than that he should^o /irwarii ; Hod the thrice-
reppated cail implies thtt he must have retired after eaci
opening. Th-s fti ther conclusion of our Author, however
(which h-^ B'^ems to have prf'Sf'nr.ed in ridiculp), is by no
means necessarv ; the Seer, after the opening of the/owr/Zt
Seal, might have letireil, as he most have d^ne nfter the
opening of all the preceding. Th« necesnity (on the suppo-
altion of thn genuineness of the Rec.) of this a ivancing and
retiring is among the coasiierations that go to estab ish the
fact ofiaterpolatlOD (see Add. Oommeat on p. 170 sq.).

—

E. K .C.
]

Special references:* To the Jewish war (Gro-

tius, Wetstein, Herder, etc.) ; to the persecutions

of tbe Christians (De Lyra and others) ;
to

Autichristianity, its rider being the Devil

(Calov.); to the Roman empire (Vitringa) ; or

the world-powers (Stern). The figure is cor-

rectly apprehended as general by some others

(Hengstenb., Ebrard, Biisterd.).

Vers. 5 and 6.

VISION OF THE THIRD SEAL.

The black color of the third horse does not,

according to Diisterdieck, indicate the mourning
occasioned by the dearth, but trouble and vexa-

tion in general. It is not to be expected, how-
ever, that among colors of specific meaning,

white, red, and pale-yellow, wo should find one

tjo general in its import, embracing all troubles.

In Job XXX. 30 the blackness of the skin is con-

nected with the drying up of the bones. The
folio vying passage in Lamentations, however,

ch. iv. 8, 9, is particularly significant :
" But

now their visage ia dark with blackness [A. V. ;

blacker than a coal ; marg. read. : darker than

blackness], so that they are not known in the

streets ; their skin cleaveth to their bones, and
they are as dry as a stick. It fared better with
those that were slain by the sword than with

those whom hunger slew, etc.^' Nothing can be
plainer than tliat the black color spoken of in

tlie third Seal-vision is likewise that of hunger.

['*The color ia indicative of the monrnful na-

ture of the employment of the rider." Alfobd.
—E. R, C]

Ver. 5. A balance.—Hengstenberg : "The
balance comes into consideration merely as a

symbol of dearth or scarcity. For according to

the subsequent verse the fruits of the earth are

not weighed out, but measured." Where there

is a superabundance, there ia no counting and
measuring. Gen. xli. 49; but where a thing is

weighed out, there is none too much of it. Fun-
damental passages are Ezek. iv. 10: "And thy

food which thou ahalt eat (shall be) by weight,

twenty shekels a day;" and ver. 16: "More-
over, He said unto me. Son of man, behold, I

will break the staff of bread in Jerusalem; and
they shall eat bread by weight and with care."

* [Elliott and Barnes regard this Seal as symbolizintr that
long period of war and bio )dshed which, c m nencing shortly
alter tbe aocessioQ of Cummodus, extended 10 the accession
of Diocletian (A. D. 1S5 or tt-2S4). As df'scriptive of this
period, thuy make many citations fr.'m Gibbon, and (Elliott)

the following trom Sismnndi [Fall of th'' Unman Empire,
Vol. I.): * With Commodus' death commenced the third and
most calamitous period. It Listed nim-ty-two years, from
192 to 284. During that time thiity-two Emperors atid

twentv-seven pretenders to the Empire alternately hurled
otch other irom the throne by incessant civil warfare. . . .

Nmety-two ye.irs of nearly incessant civil warfare taught
the worl 1 on what a frail foundation thi virtue ''f the Anto-
nines had reared the felicity of the Empire." They s-ipport

their hyr)othesis by such C'tnsideraiions as tho following:
(I.) All the t*ymbols, the rerf color uf the horse, tiie peace
t'ikf>n awai/, the killing, the great sword, indicate a staie of

war; (2) the taking atoay i>f peace indicHtes that it waa a
stale of war following a f)eriod of peace; (A) the fjid\aipa

^tlie Mniiian battle-sword, nnt pofjL^aia as in ver. 8). ihdt it

was a atiite of cM'tit war; (4) the swnrd given to the rider, that

the 'caw^al agency " ia the stJitn of wir Fhnutd he ''those

whose fitting and distinctive badge was sword-bearing,"" i. e.

" the military."

I Word-iwoith, who holds that the Rider is Satan making
hi-* Hrxt nasAXiit bi/ persecution, vfrite-* : '-This is the exposi-
tion which all the ancient interpreters have given of this

i*eal.'" On this point, however, he presents only one dirsct
testimony from tbe Catena.—E. R. O.J
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These passages rest upon Lev. xxvi. 26. [So
also Elliott, Alford, etc. Tbe last-named con-

tinues : " Some, as, e. g., WooJhouse, liave de-

fended the meaning 'yoke' for (vy6v. But
surely the question is here decided for us by
Ezek. xlv. 10 [LXX.] : C'J^f di/tamf, /c. r. ?,.,

where the same words occur in juxtaposition.

The assertion of Mr. Barker, in his strictures on
Elliott's Sor. Ap., .that i^vyd^ in the sense of bal-

ance absolutely is very rare, is sufficiently an-

swered by the proverb anpijisoTepoQ ^vyov, by
Diog. Laert. viii. 18 Where a word
can thus be used figuratively, in common say-

ings, its literal sense cannot be so very rare."

—E. R. C]
Ver. t). And I heard as it were a voice.

—[See Text. Notes]. Gloomy cry, gloomy dis

pensation! It resounds in the mdst of the

four Life forms. That is, all four participate in

it. [Tliis is not, by any means, a necessary con-
clusion; the voice more probably procceJed
from orte, but which one is not specified.—-E. II.

C] It is not, however (as Hengstenberg ninin-

tains), a piece of intelligence which concerns tlie

representatives of the living beings on earth
(in which category Hengstenberg places the
Cherubim).

"The first half of the cry," says Diisterdiock,
" soundj as when something is olfered lor sale

'

(Winer). But during a scarcity, produce is not
cried for sale. On the other hand, a dearth is

limited by a taxation of bread. The taxaiinn

here indi ated issues from the midst of the four
Living-forms.

He.nostenberq : "A measure, ehcenix, of

wheat is designated by Suidas as the daily main-
tenance of a man i^riy.cprjotoq Tftoijtr]). A denarius

was the usual day's wages of a man, according
to Matt. XX. i." The dearth fixed by this taxa-
tion is certainly no famine as yet ; moreover, as

a permanent and universal sulfering is denoted,
the figure of famine would be an exaggeration.
Hengstenberg thinks that "if a man should eat

barley bread, the usu.al food of the common peo-
ple (comp. John vi. 9, 13), which is three times
as ciieap as wheat bread, he and his family
might make shift to live." Possibly they might,
if the family was a very small one. [So also

Elliott, Alford, Barnes, etc.—E,. R. C]
An unmeaning remark is that of Bengel, who

observes that barley and wheat (see on the con-
trary, Ex. ix. 31, 32) ripen earlier than oil and
wine. Hence there would be only a modeiate
dearth, because the later productions wou d
succeed better. Still less should the contrnst
be obliterated by the declaration that the great-
est economy should be observed in regard to oil

and wine likewise (Rinck). The most utter mis-
interpretation is found in Ewald's assumption
that the oil and wine remained uninjured in a
sort of mockery. Though oil and wine are not,
in the strictest sense, articles of su^tenance,
they are—even in the East, where they are more
common—articles of luxury and enjoyment, and
the oppressiveness of the contrast Kes in the fact
that tile rich, who can also easily pay for the dear
wheat, have their special luxuries at a propor-
tionably cheap rate. Similar contrasts run
through social life down to the present day.

Speciivl interpretations :* The famine under
Claudius (Grotius and others) ; famines in a
more general sense [CaXo-v., etc.) ; the black
horse, false brethren whose works are black
(Bede); dearth of spiritual nourishment (Vit-
ringa, [Wordsworth and Lord]); heretics [k-
Lapide); personified heresies (Stern). For
additional fanciful interpretations, see Diister-
diock.

Vers. 7 and 8.

VISION OP THIS FOURTH SEAL.
It is not without purpose ami effect that of the

fourth rider it is expressly said tLjut his name is

Jiealh. In this stress upon tlie name, we might
fin.l it indicated that Deaih i.i only so called on
earth; that he is not really doatli, but sleep, ac-
cording to the name whereby faiih knows him

;

nay, that he is even a cosuiical birth so far as
the name by which ho is known ia the
other world is concerned. The c.nlext, how-
ever, seems more to favor the idea that ho
here appears in the light of a tei rifle object,
wliom all men call by name, by his dieud title.

Z'ea(A here appears as the specific death- power,
as a historically aggravated mortaliiy (see Ps.
ex.). Hence he cannot be reJuued to a specific

form of death, ^e^^eVenc?, tor instance, as Eich-

* fELLioTT and B.ibnes identify the events of tliis Beat
(see p. 168) witti the period oi distresa foltowlug the edict of
Caracalla, ante. A. U. 217. Botli tlit-se auttiura reler largely
to (iib OQ ; the latter quotea (from Lor-i) ttie following irom
Lactantiua {Ue M'trt Pers<x. ch. xxiii.). aa lurui-liiag "a
painlui but most appropri.ite illnatratioti :" " ^walm^ of ex-
actors sent iuio ihe provinces and cities filled ihem wiili

agitation and terror, as though a conquering enemy were
leading them into caplivity. The fit Ms were se, arately
measured, the trees and vines, the fi()cks and herds num-
bered, and an examination ma>le ol the ni<-n. In the cities

the cultivated and rude were uni ed as of the pame rank.
Th streets were crowded with groups of families, and every
,'ije required to appear with his children and slaves. Tor-
tures and lashes resounded on every side. Sons were gib-
I eted in the presence of their pM rents, and the most confi-

dential servauts harassed that they miglit make disclosures

against their masiers, anil wives that tliey might testiiy un-
favorably of their husbands. It ihere were a total deatitu-

tiou of property, they weie still tortured lo luake ackuow-
ledgraents against themselves, and, when overcouie by pain,

inscribed for wh (t they did not possess. Neiiherage norili-

health was admitted as an excuse lor not appearing. The
sick and weak were borne to the j>lace oi in cuption, a
reckoning made of the age of each, and years added to the
young and ileductedfrom the old, in order to subiect them
to a higher taxation than the law imiiosed. The whole
scene waa filled with wailing and sadness. In the mean
time individuals died, and the he ds and the flo' ks dimin-
ished, yet tribute waa none the leas reijuired to be paid for

thedeadjBo that it was no longer allowed either to live or
die wiiliout a tax. Mendicania alo e esc t ed, where no-

thing cOLild be wrenched, a d whom misfi.rtuiie aud misery
had made incapable of farther oppression. These the im-
pious wretch affecling to pity, that the. might not Buffer

V ant, ordered to be assembled, borne otT in veBsels, and
plunged into the Bea." lie adds : "Were we ntnv to repre-

sent these things by a symbol, we could scarcely find one
that would be more expressive than that of a rider on a
black horne with a pairof scales, sent fo Ih under a procla-

mation which indicated that there would be a most rig d
and exact administration i f severe and oppressive laws, and
with a special command, addressed to tlie people, not for the

purposes of concealment, or from opj ositiou to the govern-

ment, to injure the sources of revenue."
[ A oRnswoRTB thus writes: "The i nag'Ty of the Apoca-

lypse IS derived from ancient Hebrew prophecy. The
ground-work of Ira language here is that of tloaea xii. 7,

concerning Ephraim. J'phratm in the Afiocitb pse ia a re-

presenta ive of enmity to JudaJt. tlie Church otrhriBt.

And Hoaea thus describes Ephraim : He is a mercliant ; the

baln'nces of neceit are in his h^nd, he lovei li to oppress ; the

charac^teristic of Heresy ia to be a mfrcha'4, aud it bears a

I'alance in its hand. ' The Rider,' says Augustine, (?) ' haa a

balance in his hand, for he proles<ex 'lint he is ttacldng

equitabty, and yet he ia doing wrong.' "—E. R. C.j
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horn supposes. Besides, all Hades follows him,

and Hades is not populated by pestilence solely.

Hades on eirth is the whole terrific retro-action

of the Kingdom of the Dead on the race of mor-

tals ; it does not, therefore, denote the inhabi-

tants of Hades (Eichhorn. Ebrard) ;
otherwise

the earth would be peopled with ghosts. Heng-

stenberg even tries to make Hades the place of

torment, the abode of the damned, after the

mediaeval fish ion, in accordance with his

ruling view (p. 339). It is not said, however,

that Gehenna spreads itself over the earth.

Diisterdieck, moreover, justly remarks that

general plagues are treated of here ; not special

plagues ot unbelievers.

The color of the horse is x^^P^^^ *^® yellow-

ish green of the fresh-springing verdure, and
the greenish yellow of decay; the latter is the

symbol here.

On the meaning of ih.Q fourth parU see above.

It might be said

—

all men are mortal ; but the

fourth and pre-eminently worldly part is swept
away by an aggravated mortality. In the Pro-
phet3,also,thefour dark species appear as leading

forms of punishment, viz. : the sword, hunger,

death (in this special sense contagion ['^^'l, see

Diisterdieck, p. 2G2], of which, again, pestilence

is a particular form), and evil beasts (Lev. xxvi.

22; EzL'k. xiv. 21). (Another explanation of

ihQ fourth part, see ia Ebrard, p. 249-)*

[Alford :
** The enumeration comprehends

the 'four sore judgmenia ^ enwrnQva^Xa^ in Ezek.

xiv. 21, and in the same terms (LXX.): rag ria-

capeg EKdiKi/aeig jiov Tag irovr/pdg, ^ofK^aiav, Kal

'Atfiov, Kal Oypia novfjpd, Kal ddvarov. This fixes

the meaning of this second and subordinate favdrtj

as above*' (^. e.y ''pestilence ").—E, H. C]
Special inrerpretationsf : The mortal sufi^er-

* [The Am. Ed. mu'^there express his dissatisfaction with
every expliuirition that b-? hiis seen of the fourth part ; nor
can he piopose an interpretation satisfactory to himstlf. In
his judj^meiit. there is here either an undiscovered corrut»-

tion of text, or else a knot in symbolism which it is reserved
for some future commentator to unravel.—E. R. C]

j- [Elliott and Barneb regard this seal as indicating the pe-
riod {A. D. 24:3-268) embracing the reigns of Decins, Qallus,
^miiianus, Valerian and Gallienus. Concerning this pe-
riod, as to its general r;haracteri sties, they quote from Gibbon
the 'ollowing : " From the great secular games celebrated by
Philip to the death of the Emperor Gallienus, there elapsed
twenty years of shame and misfortune. During this calami-
tous period, every instant of time was marked, every pro-
vince of the Roman worhl was afflicted by baritarons inva-

dt-rs and military tyrants, and the wearied empire seemed to

a proach the last and fatal moment of its di-^snlution." In
reference to particular things (the quotations are made from
Uarnea) we h:ive the following: The sword (po(j.(f)aia=the

barbaric swurd): This " wan the period of thejlrsi Gothic in-

vasion of the Roman Empire; the period when tlioso vast
hordi's .... invaded the Roman territories from tiae East,

p issed over Greece, and made their appearance almost, a^

Mr. Gibbon sivs, within sight of Rome As one of the
illustrations that the ' sword ' should be uted by ' Death ' in

this period, we may refer to the siege and capture of Philo-

polis. ' A hundred thousand persons are reported to have
been massacred in the sack of that great city'" (Gibbon).
[Hunger: "This w^uld naturally be thecon-equence of Ions;

continued wars, und of such invasions as those of the Goths,
Mr. Gibbon says of this period; 'Our habits of thinking so
fondly connect the order of the univeise with the fate of
man, that tlii-i gloomy period of history has been decorated
with inundation-, earthquakes, uncommon meteors, preter-

natural darkness, and a cro ' d of prodigies, fictitious or ex-

agg»^rat'-d. But a long and general famine was a calamity
of a more serioua kind. It was the inevitable consequence
of rapine and oppression, which extirpatetl the produce of
the present, and the hope of future harvests.'" Vol. I,, p.

l.-)9.

[Pestilence : ** Of the pestilence which raged in this period

ings in the Jewisb war (Wetstein and others)

;

the pagan Romans under Domitian (Lyra) ; mi-

gration of nations (Buschke); death-bringing

heresy (Bede and others [Wordsworth]); the

Saracens (Vitringa).

Vers. 9, 10, 11.

VISION OF THE FIFTH SEAL.

Ver. 9. Under the altar.— [*' "XiroKdrid rov

Qvataorr^pLov, i. e.^ at the foot or lower part of

the altar, where the victim was laid whose
blood had been shed." Stuart.—E. R. C]
"Two altars are mentioned in Revelation;

namely, the golden altar of incense, and the altar

of burnt-offering, which is not called golden.

The former is denoted in eh. viii. 3, 4 ; ix. 13
;

the latter in ch. xiv. 18; xvi. 7. [Here it can
be only the altar of burnt-offering that is meant.

For this, as being the more public of the two,

accessible and open to the view of all, is always
the one intended in Scripture, and especially in

the Revelation, when the altar is simply men-
tioned (comp. ch. xvi. 7). And here we can the

less think of any other than it, as on it alone

were the bloody offerings presented, and only

under it could the blood be found, or the souls

of those that had been slain."— (E. R. C.)]

(? Hengstenberg). On the embarrassments in

which the literal exegesis finds itself in striving to

account for (he position of the souls under the

altar, and for (heir visibility, see Diisterdieck, p.

264. Idem : " The reason why the souls are
conceived of as under the altar, is found in the

fact that the blood of sacrifices, as which the

Mr. Gibbon makes the following remarkable statement, in
immediate connection with what he says of the famine

:

' Famine is almost always followed by epidemical diseases,

the effect of scanty and unwholesome food. Other causes
must, however, have contributed to the ftirious plague,
which, from the year two hundred and fifty to the year two
hundred and sixty-five, raged without interruption in every
province, evf.ry city, and almost every farnity in tfie Roman
empire. Buring some time, five thousand persons died
daily at Rome ; and many towns that hdd escaped the hauda
of the barbarians were entirely depopulated," i. 159."

[Wild beasts: *' These are formidable enemies in the early
stag' 8 of society, and when a country from any cause be-
comes d'^populattd. . . . Though not adverted to by Mr.
Gibbon, there is a record pertaining to this very period
which shows that this was one of the calamities with which
the world was then afflicted. It occurs in Arnobina, Adv.
GenteSy lib. i. p. 5. Within a few years after the deaih of
Gallienus (about A. D. 300), he speaks of wild bea>its in such
a manner as to show that ihey were regarded as a sore ca-

lamity. ... * When were wars waged with wild beaatn, and
contests with lions f Was it not before our times? When
did a plague come upon man poisoned by serpents ? Was it

not before our times?' "

[Wordsworth commrints as follows ;
" The word used in

the seal for sword is different from that in ver. 4, and pro-

perly sifiinifiea a Thracian sword The Beasts of the

Earth here, are savage powers exercising an earthly domi-
nion for earthly eruU. . . . Observe the article here, the

Beasts, showing that although they have not yet been men-
tioned, they are present to the Divine fore-knowledge, and
will be described mitre fully in later parts of the Apocalypse.
. . . These words, the Beasts of the Earth, thus Jutroduced,
connect the tim^ of the seal with the iiTne of otfier prophe-
cies in other portions of the Apocalypwe. The words thua
used in this book may be called chronological catch-words.

Tbey serve to rivet prophecies of contemporaneous events,

and to mark identity of subject, as well &>* sameni'ssof time.

. . . We flndon examiuatiou that the word ©Tjptoc, Beast, is

used in no less than thirty-seven places of the Apocalypse,
and always in a special r-ense, signifying b. particular power

;

we may therefore reasonably infer that the word is used in
the same sense in the passage now before us. This seal,

tuorefore, presents a compendious view of the sufferings
which the Church of Chris' would have to endure from th»
various workings of the Evil One.".—E. R. C.]
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martyrs are accounted, was poured out at the

foot of the altar." He rightly adds, in opposi-

tion to Ziillig and Hengstenberg, that it does not
fiillow from this that by the souls, nothing but
the blood is here intended. The altar is, by
most commentators, regarded as the altar of

burnt-offering [so Wordsworth, Elliott, Alford,

Barnes, etc.—E. R. C] ; only De Wette incor-

rectly apprehends it as the altar of incense, in

accordance with ch. viii. 8.

[Wordsworth: "The imagery of this vision is

derived from the sacrifici.'il service of the Temple
(Ex. xl. 29) ; 'the blood of the victims being re-

ceived by the sacrificing Priest in a vessel was
poured out at the foot of the altar ' (Jahn, Archseol.,

§377); see Lev. iv. 7, viii. 15; Isa. xxix. 1). The
sacrificial word (^ea<pay/iivoiv), here rendered slain,

is the same as is applied to Christ, the True and
Faithful Martyr, the Lamb slain (see v. 6, 9, VI,

xiii. 8), and to the Martyrs (in xviii. 24). This
imagery had been already adopted by the Apos-
tle St. Paul at Rome, on the eve of his own
martyrdom ;

' I am already being poured out, ' elc.

(2 Tim. iv. 6)."

—

Alford : " The representation
here, in which they are seen under the altar, is

simply symbolical, carrying out the likening of
them to victims slain on the altar. Even as the
blood of these victims was poured under the
altar, ani the life was in the blood, so their souls

are represented as under the symbolical altar in

Heaven,* crying for vengeance, as blood is often
said to do."

—

Barnes: *^John saw these souls
as if they were collected under the altar—the
place where the sacrifice for sin was made

—

offering their supplications. Why they are re-
presented as being there is not so apparent; but
prob.ibly two suggestions will explain this: (a)

The altar was the place where sin was expiated,
and it was natural to represent these redeemed
martyrs as seeking refuge there; and (6) it was
usuil to offer prayers and suplications at the
altar, in connection with the sacrifice made for
sin, and on the ground of that sacrifice. The
idea is, that they who were suffering persecution
would naturally seek a refuge in the place where
expiation was m.ide for sin, and where prayer
was appropriately offered."— E. R. C]
On account of the word of God and on

* [There ia no altar of burnt offe.ring in Heaven ; the only
altar ttiere ip tbiat of mcerese. In the symbolic Tabernacle,
the altai of burnt offering wai placed in the open courtj
before the va.6^ (the true Temple) and in the way to it ; end
80, doubtless, in the Apocalyptic vision. In the judgment
of the Amencnn Editor, the outer altar was symbolic of the
Earth as the platform of service (/. e. sacrifice in its broadest
sense) offered unto God <« thx condition of entrance into the
Holy Place. For the sinfvZ creature, this service inyolves
sacrifice in the sense of suffering and death. The perfect
service, involving the voluntary endurance of snfferini; and
death, whi h is the efflcaoious condition of the sinner's en-
trance into Heaven, was offered by the Second Adam ; and
yet those united unto Him are called to a service like His—
a service of obedience, involving sacrifice in the narrower
sense, the sacrifice of burnt offering. It was in respect of
this that the Apostle desired, not only for himself, but for all
beUevers, that they might know the fellowship of Christ's
siiffenngs, and bo made conformahle unto His death fcomp,
Phil. ill. 10 with 17). In the restitution of all things, doubtless,
this earth will be brought into the Holy Place, and the
brazen altar of burnt offering will become a golden altar of
meense (Rom. viii. 21, ch. xxi. 3,4), but until that day tlie
irth wdl remain, before the Temple, an altar of sacrifici.

llio scene that the Seer beheld wai (in the first part) an
earth scene during the present reou. in which he beheld the
I i-up followers of the Lord partaking in the sufferings of their
lioiia. (See Add. Note, p. 178.)—,i. R. C.J

account of the 'witness which they had.
The testimony, according to the ancients, De Wette
and Bleek, is the testimony concerning Christ;
according to Hengstenb., Ebrard, Diisterd., it is

the testimony (objective or subjective?) which the
martyrs have received from Jesus. Diisterdieck
says :

" This view is demanded, irrespective
even of the parallelism of the foregoing t. Uy.
T. iJ. by the clause ijv dxov, which presupposes
that the fiaprvpia which the martyrs had, had been
in the first instance by them receioed, namely,
from the true or original Witness, Jesus Christ."
There is an exegetioal obsoureness here. The
testimony is a specific term. The gospel which
a man receives from Christ is not in itself a
specific testimony or witness. It becomes testi-

mony by faithful confession ; and then, doubtless,
Christ confesses Himself to Ihe man by whom
He is confessed. Here, however, the holding fast
of confessors to their confession is denoted.
["The testimony is one borne by them, as most
commentators ; not one borne to them by the
faithful Witness, as Diis'erdieck and Ebrard,
most unnaturally ; for how could the testimony
borne to them before the Father by Christ (so

Ebrard) be the cause of their being put to death
on earth?" Alford.—E. R. C.]

Ver. 10. They cried [lupa^av).—According
to Ebrard, the souls ; according to Hengstenberg,
the slain. The grammatical reference, it is true,

is to the latter ; but the s/om are the souls. In
this vision Hengstenberg, after a more general
view of all that goes before it, falls entirely into

the church-historical interpretation, and speaks
of catastrophes which hold out a prospect of the
final judgment. All the seal-visions, from the
first on, progress toward the final judgment;
and this is assuredly true, therefore, of the
vision of the martyrs in particular. Toward the
actual end of the world, however, quite different

forms of persecution take the place of slaying,

see ch. xiii. 17.

According to Hengstenberg, the souls of ihe

slain are not their spirits as existent in the other
world, but their animal souls, identical with the
blood, and destroyed in death along with their

bodies ; he, therefore, apprehends the descrip-

tion as purely poetical ; or, rather, he gives a
purely prosaic interpretation.'*

* [It becomes an exceedingly interesting and important
question whether Hengstenberg is not right. He writes :

" The i^ijuls of the martyrs, in ver. 9, are not the souls in tha
intermediate state, as expositors commonly stippuse

; the
souls {ipvxo-i) are meant, of which it is said in tlie Old Tes-
t.vnient that they are m the blood—the animal souls (see, for

example. Gen. ix. .5, [the term here trauslated life is in the
LXX. i//ux^]); they are murdered souls

; but the blood itself

might as well have stood, and in ver. 10, indeed, ia actually

put instead of the souls here. This is plain from compar-
ing the original passage, Gen. iv. 10, where the blood ofAbel
cries to God from the ground. (Ziillitr: ' Only a dramatizing
of the thought; your blood demands vengeance, according
to Gen. iv. 10, ix. 6, etc.' [LXX.]) it is in accordance with
the phraseology of the d and New Testaments, in which
everywhere the spirits (Trreuw-aTa) only, not the souls (tjwj^ai)

of the departed are spoken of—see my Comm. on tlie F^alms,
Yo\. III., p. 87 (Trans,). It ia shown by a comparison of the

parallel passage, ch. xx. 4, where the discourse is of the souls

(i//uxat) of those who have been beheaded fur the testimorjy

if Jesus, and where the Prophet sees them live again. It is

plain, finally, from the fact that the S'mfs were seen un 'er

the altar, in reference to Levit. iv. 7 (comp. v. 9), ' And th»

whole blo()d of the bullock shall he pour out at the bottom
of the altiir of burnt offering, which is lelorc the t^l•e^n'^cle

of the congreg'ition.' Accor'ingly. since the place under
the altar has nothing to do with souls in the higher sense.
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The souls invoke the Lord as 6 SeoTrdTti; ; i. e.,

the LoKD in His absolute power and authority.

They doubt not that He is able immediately to

bring the course of the world to a conclusion.

The human soul in extreme distress is always

prone to appeal to this power. Diisterdieck

[also Alford], not without reason, brings out the

special ref rence of the Divine title to the iuuAoi-,

as indicated in our text hy the GvvSnvloi.

The application of dXriSiydg to God's faithful-

ness to His promise (Vitringa,Bengel and others)

is opposed tiy Diisterdieck. The word certainly

does primarily denote the true, essential Lord;

this, however, is not to the exclusion of an ap-

peal to His faithfuloess. [See on cb. iii. 7.

—

E. R. CI
Them thatdwell on the earth.—Antithesis

to the servants of God. In demonstration of the

ethical nobility of the longing uttered by the

martyrs— a longing w^iich contained neither a

culpable impatience nor a desire for revenge

—

Bede has remarked: ^'Non hsec odio inimicorum,

pro quibus in hoc i^xculo ro'/avfrunt, orani, ned arnore

seguita/is,qua ipsijudici ut prope positi concordant "

(Diisterdieck).

To Bengel's observation : "They are concerned
for the honor of the holiness and truth of their

Lord ;" we must ad^l that, for that very reason,

they are also concerned for justice and their own
justificatioa.

Ver. 11. And a white robe was given
unto them, to each. — This express singular

is very significant. Each soul in particular is

justified. According to Hengslenberg, this is

but an illustration of their felicity, for the bene-
fit of John and the Church. " According to ch.

iii. 4, f), and vii. 14, the white robe constitutes the

attire of all the blessed, and they, as such, enter

into glory immediately upon their departure out
of this life. Accordingly, the words, wasgiven,

cannot refer to the bestowment itself, but to the

consciousness of the Seer." Dusterdieck opposes
this hypothe-fis of a 'poetical fiction,"but also

combats the view of Bengel, who supposes that
some particular thing over and above eternal
salvation and blessedness is intended. "White
stolse, or long white robes, are an excellent adorn-
ment and high honor." Vitringa's interpreta-

tion is, indeed, a more v.aluable one: "The
cause of these martyrs shall be publicly vindica-
ted in the Church, and they shall be recognized
and extolled as sharers in (he glory and King-
dom of Clnist, their cause having for a time
appeared in a dubious light." Bossuet, in ac-
cordance with the import of the white robe
amongst the Romans, seems to regard it here as
indicative of a special expectancy of the resur-
rection. Martyrdom is certainly a special oan-
didateship for glory

;
yet, according to the mean-

we can on'y iind.'retand lay the soiil^ (tpvxai) thfl avfmal
touts, wliich iierish with the b.xiy.^' According to this inter-
pretation, it is the 111 tod, the murdered lives, of the paints
that calls to God for vengeanre. An 1 this ideals farmore in
accordance with what we nre t nght concerninp; the ch inic-
ter of ttie redeemed thjin the one commonly received. There
is no incongrnliy In the 8npiin.ilt!on that the bhmd nf mar-
tyred Stephen, like that of Ahel, should have call-d upon
God to aven re it ; tnit we cannot entert.ain the thitn!;lit that
the spirit of him who, like .Te.-us, departed with a jiraycr for
forgiveness, should, immediately after his departure, have
raised the cry. Lord, avenge me, punish my murderers
E. B. C]

ing of the white robe elsewhere in the Apoca-
lypse, Vitringa appears to us to have presented

tue true signification of the present passage.*

[Alfobd: "The white robe, iu this Book, is

the vestment of acknowledged and glorified

righteousness, in which the saints walk and
reign with Christ, comp. ch. iii. 4, vii. 13 sqq. al.

This was given to the martyr.s; but their prayer
for vengeance was not yet granted. The Seer
saw in vision that this was so. The while robe

was not actually bestowed as some additional

boon, but seemed in vision to be thus bestowed,

because in that vision one side only of tlie mar-
tyrs' intermediate state had been presented, ?)iz..-

the fact of their slaughter and their collective

cry for vengeance. Now, as over against that,

the other more glorious side is presented, viz. :

that though the collective cry for vengeance is

not yet answered, yet, individually, they are
blessed in glory with Christ, and waiting for

their fellows to be fully complete."—E. R. C]
That they should rest.—According to Bengel

and De Wette, avairavauvrai means a cessation

from crying; according to Hengslenberg, it

denotes the repose of the blessed, the rest from
the toils and conflicts of life, with reference to

ch. xiv. 13. This too, then, would be a mere
poetic descripiion. As in the humanly con-

ditioned world of feeling, (he impulse of justice

and the impulse of mercy modify each other, and
the latter especially appeases the former (James
ii. 13), so too the impulses of longing in view of

the Divine purpo.se and end of th. world are

appeased by the impulse of patience in view of

the Divine plan of the world. Patience must
supplement longing, Rom. viii. 17, 25. The con-
solation of them, by pointing them to the end of

their earthly sufferings, is an independent affair,

and its place is not here. The firtt word of

comfort that would be spoken to a man who had
been slain would not be—thou art now freed

from all trouble [?]. The instinct of justice is

SBonio, and extends into eternity ; this Eant
saw.
[WoKDSwORTH: "They enjoy the rest and re-

freshment of Paradise (Luke xxiii. 43), and ar«

in Abraham's bosom (Luke xvi. 22). Therefore,

as the Apocalypse says, 'Blessed are the dead
that die in the Lord ... for they (that they may
[shall]) rest from their labors, ch. xiv. 13.' "

—

Alford :
" Not merely abstain from their cry far

vengeance, be quiet ; but rest in blessedness, see ch.

xiv. 13; Dan. xii. 13."

—

Barnes: "That is, that

they must wait for a little season bifore they

could be avenged us they desired."—E. R. C]
Yet a little time.— "Bengel's nckonings

in regard to the length of the 'xp<i'>oc' suffer

shipwreck on the right reading XP' fiKpi'v"

(Diisterdieck). The term time iu itself is the

indefinite form of the future, softened for patience

by the epithet : a little time, as also by the idea

of the chronos as the legitimate!}' expiring period

leading to the Ka/p(if. Then, again, the purpose

of the waiting is stated : Iva KXr/pu^LiOiv, etc.

That their full number may be made up. Wolf,

Ebrard, Diisterdieck, Do Wette: That theircaretr

might he completed, or that they might be com-

* [Does not a comparison of this verse with rh- vii. 9, 13,

14, indicate that the white robes have reference to a heavevly

condition, and not to an earthly vindication f—E. R. C.J
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pleted [in the sense of dying, or of moral per-
fection ; De Wette thinlts either may be intended.
—Tr.J. Similarly Hengstenberg, in accordance
with the reading KXr/paauai. In opposition to

Bengel'a view, Hengstenberg remarks: "One
must be very full of Judaistic notions to pretend

to understand by the fellow-servants, future

martyrs from among the Gentiles, and by the

brethren, martyrs of Israel." Being slightly

soholiistic, however, is not always being Judais-

tic. Bengel had overcome the Judaistio tendency
to a greater degree than many another man.
According to Diistcrdieok, against De Wette, the

numeric cooipletonees has reference only to the

future martyrs. Bat neither can these consti-

tute a separate class, according to .John's view.
[Alford; ^^ Shall have accomplished (soil, iheir

course). Considering that this absolute use of

TTATipovv, without an object following, is an ctTraf

Xeydfievov, it is strange that Ebrard and Diist.

should designate TrX^pdjauaiv as an explanatory
reading for TrlripuBaaLV. If this latter be read,

then we must render : shall have been completed

(in number) ; a meaning found Luke xxi. 24

;

Acts vii. 23, 30; ix. 23; xxiv. 27; comp. also

Col. ii. 10, which suggests another reason for

altering to -Baaiv."—E. R. C.

]

The vision of the fifth seal has also been par-
ticularized. In the martyrs crying for ven-
geance, Vitringa discovered the Waldenses.
Bengel interposed a chrono3=llll J years be-

tween the Apostolic martyrs that cry for ven-
geance and the martyrs of the future ; thus he
also struck upon the Waldenses—not, how-
ever, at the beginning, but at the end of the
chronos.*

On isolated allegorizing interpretations of the
words, souls under the altar, see Diisterdieck,

p. 265.

Vers. 12-17.

VISION OF THE SIXTH SEAL.

Ebrard and Diisterdieck maintain with perfect
truth that the end of the world is depicted in

this vision [so also Wordsworth and Alford.
See Add. Note, p. 178.—E. R. 0.]. And thus
for the second time the cyclical structure of the
Apocalypse is established. But as the condition
of Laodicea and the Lord's standing before the
door did but lightly touch upon the end, so the
present cycle does indeed advance, yet in such a
manner as to leave abundance of room for the
following cycles. And this inasmuch as it is

essentially confined to the cosmical indications
of the beginning catastrophe. Our passage re-

produces the parallels in the Eschatological Dis-
course, Matt. xxiv. 29, 80, in a prophetically

• [Elliott »nd Barnes Identify this Seal with the persecu-
tion under Diocletian (A. D. 3113-312). I'hoy both give co-
pious extracts frjm Gibbon and other historians. The latter
quotes from Gibbon as follows :

" Galerius at length extorted
from him (Diocletian) the permission of summoning a coun-
cil, composed of a few persons, the most distinscuished in the
civil and military department of the State, It may be pre-
sumed that they insisted on every topic which might interest
the pride, the piety, the fears of their sovereign in the de-
struction of Christianity, i, 318." '-It would have been an
easy task, from the history of Busebius, from the declaration
of Lactantius, and from the most ancient acta, to collect a
long series of horrid and disgnstful pictures, and to till many
pages with racks and scourges, with iron hooks and red hot
beds, and with the variety of tortures which fire and steel,
savage beasts, and more savage e.xecutioners, could inflict
on the human body, i. 326."—E. R. C.l

12

developed form. The second vision has its foun-
dation in Matt. xxiv. b; the third and fourth
visions have theirs in ver. 7; and the fifth in

ver. 9. [This sketch, manifestly true in all the
particular parallels mentioned, leaves entirely

out of view, as will be ob.served, any parallel to

the leading figure, the false Christs of ver. 5.

See Add. Note.—E. R. C] Hence, all allego-

ristio interpretations which deny the reference
of the fifth seal to the end of the world, making
the vision consist of intermediate forms or more
general features, are to be rejected. Promi-
nence, however, must be given to the fact, that

the Seer here beholds only the signs of the cos-

mical end of the world and the elfects of those

signs, whilst with the seventh seal, or in the

trumpet cycle, chs, vii. and viii., the spiritual

signs and events are revealed. By this fact

exegesis is conditioned, as has been previously

intimated. Hoifmann did not understand this

sequence when he judged that nothing but a de-

scription of the new world could follow this

delineation of the day of wrath. See Ebrard
on this, p. 2til. Whilst Ebrard gathers from
our text that the whole firmament, the entire

structure of the world, shall be destroyed and
cease to be—a view which exceeds every Biblical

limit, even 2 Pet. iii.—Diisterdieck, on the other

hand, justly makes mention of the 'visional

form of the revelation, though that, indeed, does

not preclude the reality of the individual features

as symbolically presented.

Yer. 12. A great earthquake.—See ch. xi.

13; xvi. 18; viii. 5. In all these passages,

however, the context must decide whether the

terrestrial or the social and spiritual import

predominates.
["We have no word but earthquake for aei(!ij.6Q;

but it does not, by any means, cover the mean-

ing. For here the heavens are shaken (against

Diisterdieck), and the sea, and the dry land.

See Hag. ii. 6, 7, and . . . Heb. xii. 26, 27."

Alfoed.—E. R. C]
As sackcloth of hair, Is. 1. 3.

The moon like blood, Joel ii. 31.

The he.avens rolled together, Is. xxxiv. 4.

The kings, etc.. Matt. xxv. 32. "Kings are

filled with anguish in common with the meanest

slave" (Diisterdieck), This ought, properly,

to be transposed, since the meanest slave has

outwardly the least to lose.

Ver. 17. In the cry of the terrified and trem-

bling ones to the mountains and rocks, the

thought that they seek death (Hengstenberg,

Ebrard, Diisterdieck) is not the primary idea

conveyed by the text. They seek absolute con-

cealment from the face of God and the wrath of

the Lamb, from judgment, in their despairing re-

pentance. And the meaning of this is, we admit,

that this present life is so transformed for them

into an invasion of the terrible beyond, that they

now picture even ttiat beyond as more endurable

in reality than the life which they novv live.

Diisterdieck rightly characterizes these excla-

mations as representative of the utterances of

unbelievers.

Special interpretations:* as applying to the

* [Elliott and Baenes identify this Seal also with great

periods in Roman history (see p. 168),

[The former, who regards the period indicatedm this cfiap-
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Jewish war, especially the destruction of Jeru-

salem (Grotius and others) ; to intermediate

historic spiritual events in the Church {Bede,

Vitringa and others) ; particularly to the dark-

ening of prophecy and law (Bohmer), to Christ

blaspliemed (the darkened sun), etc. See DUs-
terdieok, p. 269. On similar allegorizings by
Hengstenberg, see Ebrard, p. 258.

[additional note on the fikst six seals.]

£>/ the American Editor.

[Every proposed scheme of the Seals must be
tried on its own merits, and that only which at

once meets the requirements of the individual

symbols, which preserves the unity of the whole
system of symbolization, and which manifestly
lies parallel with tlxe established facta of history,

should be accepted.

It is an essential element in the scheme of

Stuart, which represents the visions as having
had their^rimurT/ fulfillment in the events which
terminated in the destruction of Jerusalem, that

the Apocalypse should have been written before
that event. This opinion is, in the judgment of

the writer, successfully controverted by Lange
(see Introduction, p. SS) sqq. ) and many of the
ablest Commentators. But even if that opinion
be correct, and if the visions did find a fulfill-

ment in the events referred to, it seems rational
to regard that fulfillment as only typical, in it-

self prophetic of one greater and more complete.
We cannot suppose, in view of ancient history
alone, that the tremendous imagery, either of
our Lord's eschatological discourse, Matt. xxiv.

5-31, or of the Seals (which seem to lie parallel

with the portion of the discourse referred to),

should have had relation merely to the events
that preceded and accompanied the victory of

Titus. Still less, in view of the course of his-

tory since the destruction of Jerusalem and the
manifest accordance of the symbolization there-
with, can we avoid the conclusion that the latter

was a forecasting of the former. Stuart himself,

it will be observed (see Foot-note, p. 168), does
not deny the validity of this conclusion.

The schemes of Wordsworth and Lord, whilst
they have many things in them that have the
appearance of truth, do not, even where the

ter tt3 that in which the political pnwer of hi^atheuism was
destroyed, supports his view as follows: By the earth he un-
derstaads the '" Roman earth " (vol. i., p. 103) ; by the^rma-
wntal Hfaven above this Apocalyptic earthy "the ruling de-
partment in the dominant polity;" and by its luminanes,
'' the actual rulers and governing powers therein " (vol. i.,

pp. 103, 236 eq.). From this point of view ho writes concern-
ing this vision: "It surely betokened some sudden and ex-
tr.'iordinary revolution in the Roman Empire, which would
follow chronologicallv after the era of martyrdoms depicted
under the Seal preceding; a revolution arisiug from the
triumph of the C/i*-is/tan C'iu^fl over its enemies, and in de-
gree complete and universal." These ciinditiona he finds
fulfilled in the great revolution under Constantine—a revo-
lution concerning which he quotes Gibbon as writing (vol.
v.): "The ruin of the Pagan religion is described by the
Sophists as a dreadful and amazing prodigy, which covered
the Earth with darkness and restored tho ancient condition
of chaos and of night."

[Barnes fixes upon a different period, ris.: A. D. 36.5-410
He writes :

• The design of these verses (16-17 ), in the varied
language used, is evidently (o denote universal consternation
andalarm—ns if tho Earth should ho convuls-d, and the
Btars should fall, and the Heavens shoul I pass away." Ho
quotes largely from historians to show that these' figures
met their most complete fulfillment in the period closing
with the destruction of the Empire by the Cloths and Van-
fla'a.—B. R. 0.]

presentation of historical facts is correct, satisfy

the requirements of the Symbols.
Of the many historical views that have been

presented, those of Elliott and Barnes have by
far the greatest appearance of probability. But
even these are liable to serious objections. 1.

They fail in presenting well-defined historical

periods. The historical hypothesis calls for suc-

cessive periods which, although they may blend
into each other at each beginning and close,

shall be distinctly marked as satisfyiug the sym-
bols in their central portions. The first and
second periods presented by these Commentators
(I. A. D. 96-184; IL 184 or 193-284) are well-

defined (and to a considerable extent satisfy the

symbols), but beyond these all is confusion.

The third period does not begin at or near the

termination of the second^ but is embosomed
within it, beginning before A. D. 217, and run-

ning on indefinitely ; the fourth period is embo-
somed witliin the third (A. D. 243.268) ; the fifth

(A. D. 284-310 or 312) does not begin on the

termination of the fourth^ or even of the third,

but of the second. 2. Both these schemes pre-

sent utterly unsatisfactory explanations of the

Sixth Seal. We feel that the awful figures of

this vision—a trembling Universe, the sun dark-

ened, the moon as blood, the stars of Heaven
falling to the earth—are not satisfied by the

merely terrestrial convulsions that terrainaled

in, either the destruction of the political power
of Paganism, or tlie sack of Rome.
The hypothesis, advocated by Langeand Alford,

that the first five Seals are synchronous, begin-

ning, as to their development, at the date of the

Apocalypse and continuing to the present time, is,

in the judgment of the writer, correct, as is also

the further hypothesis, that by the Riders on

the second, third and fourth horses are meant re-

spectively War, Dearth 3,Ti<l Aggravated Morlality.

He must, however, express his dissatisfaction with

the interpretations of both these distinguisheJ

Commentators of the P^ider on the first or white

horse. Lange identifies this Rider with Christ.

A special objection lies against this view, viz.:

that it requires us to regard as mixed together

symbols of entirely different orders. As the

symbols of the second, third and fourth visions

are aberrant, and as all the surroundings lead us

to group the four Horsemen together, it seems

natural to suppose that the first symbol should

be aberrant also. Far better is the supposition

of Alford, who, ignoring the consideration just

mentioned, supports his interpretation that this

Rider is not the personal Christ, but Chris-

tianity, by language quoted in the Foot-note on

p. 171 sq.

But even this modified hypothesis is liable to

serious objections. In the first place, it repre-

sents Christianity as wearing the golden crown,

whilst those who profess it are represented in

the fifth Seal as victims falling under the hand

of the dmellers upnn earth. The crown of this

Rider calls for recognized sovereignty- i''^ the world,

and it is not satisfied by what is called the

spiritual kingship of the Sons of God. There

is a sense in which Christ was a King in humili-

ation ; but the only crown He wore on Eartb

was the Crown of Thorns. It is the teaching,

not only of the fifth Seal, but of the didactic
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portions of Scripture, that, throughout the pre-

sent dispensation, His true followers, as pilgrims

and sojourners here, must be partakers of His
humiliation. Another objection to this view is,

that it places Christianity in apparent subordi-

nation to God's ministers in nature (see last para-
graph of the Add. Comment on p. 1708q.). It ia at

the call of the Ziia that the four Riders come
forth. The unity of the complex symbol seems
to demand that each one of the Riders should
act in one of the realms of God's natural govern-
ment.

There is an hypothesis which, in the judgment
of the writer, satisfies all the requirements of

the entire symbolization, and which brings that

symbolizatiou into harmony with the other
teachings of the Scripture and the facts of his-

tory, vi2. . thstt the Rider on the white horse
symbolizes mere Human Culture, or, to adopt the
current term. Science.

From the beginning, Science has gone forth in

triumph, conquering, and that he may conquer

;

amongst "the dwellers upon earth" he is the ac-
knowledged and crowned King ; his bow, like that

of Apollo, is far-sounding and far-reaching. He
has proclaimed himself, and now in louder and
more triumphant tones than ever is proclaiming
himself, to be the true deliverer of men from woe.
And yet throughout the long period of his reign,
though he has ministered much to intellectual

and material advancement, he has been unable
to abolish war, and dearth, and aggravated
mortality, and the true followers of Jesus have
been opposed and persecuted—sometimes with
the sword and faggot, sometimes with less appa-
rent, but not less real instrumentalities. As
the servant of Christ, Science has been in the
past, and will be more gloriously in the future,
one of the grandest instrumentalities for human
development and blessing ; but, as an indepen-
dent king, he is a moek Christ.

This hypothesis, which is consistent with his-

torical facts, satisfies the Symbols of the first

vision, and brings them into unity with those
which follow ; it places the first Rider in the
same order of Symbols with the others ; it places
him in a realm of nature ; it is consistent with
the implications of the fifth Seal; it is in har-
mony with the teachings of the didactic Scrip-
tures as to the condition of the Church through-
out the present dispensation; and, lastly, it

brings the entire vision into parallelism with
the esohatologioal discourse of our Lord (Matt,
xxiv.), in which He forewarned His disciples that
in the future before Hia second Advent there
should be (1) false Christs, ver. 5; (2) wars,
vers. 6, 7 ; (3) dearth, ver. 7 ; (4) aggravated
mortality, ver. 7; (5) persecutions, vers. 9, 10;
(6) to be followed by fearful commotions and
woes preceding the Advent, vers. 15-30; (7) the
Advent, vers. 30. 31.*

In the opinion of the writer, the fifth Seal, as

* [The four realms of aature brought to view on this hy-
pothesis are (I) human intellect, (^) government, (3) the
processes ministeriuK to growth and nourishment, and (4,
possibly) the atmosphere as the seat of those influences which
minister to health and disease. Is it not possible tha' the
ideat forma of the Zua may have relation to these realms
of nature : the Human figure to the first, the Limi to the
second, the Ox to the third, and the Eagle to the fourth ?—
B. K. C]

to its first part (vers. 9, 10), is an Earth scene
representing the condition of the true followers
of Christ (or at least the most faithful portions
thereof) during the period of His absence.
That this is to be a condition of humiliation and
sufifering, comp. 2 Tim. iii. 12 ; Matt. xxiv. 8, 9;
John XV. 18-24; xvi. 1-4, 19-22; Rom. viii
18-23, 35, 80; Gal. iv. 29; Phil. i. 27-30; 1
Thess. ii. 11-15 with iii. 3, 4; 2 Thess. i. 4-7;
2 Tim. ii. 3, 12; Heb. xii. 1-5; xiii. 13, 14;
James i. 2, 3, 12; v. 7-11; 1 Pet. i. 6, 7, 11, 13;
ii. 12, 21; iv. 1, 12-14, etc.* As to its second
part (ver. 11), it describes the condition of their
departed spirits (see Foot-note, p. 176).

The events of the sixth Seal it seems most
reasonable to regard as subsequent to those of
the preceding Seals—indeed as still future.
Even on the hypothesis that the fearful convul-
sions therein foretold are to bo regarded as
symbolic of revolutions in the realm of human
government, it may be asked : H.ave there as
yet been such revolutions as satisfy the tremen-
dous symbols? And beyond this—Doubtless,
fearful convulsions in human affairs were in the
view of our Lord (Matt. xxiv. 29) and of the
Seer (vers. 12-16) ; but can we regard their
words as referring only to such convulsions?
If the earth quaked, and the rocks rent, and the
sun was darkened, when the God-man died
(Matt, xxvii. 45, 51, etc), is it not rational to
expect, in view of such prophecies as those
referred to, that similar portents will precede
or accompany His Second Coming in glory?
That the sixth Seal heralds and introduces

the End of the Mon and the Coming of the Lord
for the Establishntent of the Basileia, there can
be no doubt; that in any proper sense it can be
said to usher in the Final Consummation, the
Advent of the Lord for Final Judgment, is ex-
ceedingly questionable (Add. Notes, p. 339sqq.).
It brings us to the very Appearing oif the Lord;
but here, that Advent and its accompanying and
succeeding events are not described. We are
again brought to the same event at the blowing
of the Seventh Trumpet, ch. xi. 15 ; and again
ch. xiv. 11. The full description, however, is

reserved until the close of all the collateral

visions ending in that event; it is presented to

us chs. xix. 11 ; XX. 6.—E. K. C]

* [As against the position taken above, may he urged the
present exemption of the Church fiom persecution. This
suggests the question, whorher tliis exemption may not be
the result of undue conformity to the world—a conformity
exemplified in the case of the Church of Laodicea, ch, iii.

15-17. The only texts in the New Testament "with which
the writer is acquainted, militating against tlio truth of his
position are sucn as 1 Tim. iv. 8 ; Matt. vi. 33 ; xix. 29 ; Murk
X. 30. These texts, it is urged, promise temporal prosperity
to true Christians. It is to be reniembereii, that they had
immediate respect to primitive believers—to those to whom
the Saviour directly declared that the world would hate and
persecute them. The first passage cited was addressed to

that very minister to whom it was declared (2 Tim. iii. 12)
" All that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer perse-

cution.'' To suppose, therefore, that these texts imply a
promise of temporal prosperity and freedom from persecution
is to place them in direct antagonism with the general run
of inspired utterance ; and not only so, but it is to suppose
the utterance of a promise that manifestly never was ful-

filled in the case of those to whom it was primarily given.
All the passages can, without straining, be regarded as im-
plying the promise of spiritual prosperity in the midst of
temporal adversity. Thus, an 1 thus only, can they l[»e

brought into harmony with the declarations of prophecy
and the facts ot history.—E. R. C]
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SECTION THIRD.

The Seven Penitential Trumpets, issuing from the Opening of the Seventh SeaL

Chap. VII. 1—IX. 21.

A.—IDEAL HEAVENLY WORLD-PICTURE OF THE SEVEN PENITENTIAL TRUMPETS.
THE IDEAL, INVINCIBLE CHURCH. ITS ESTABLISHMENT AS THE CHURCH MI-
LITANT BY THE SEALING OF THE ELECT IN THIS WORLD ; ITS CONSUMMATION
WITH THE FOUNDING OF THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT IN THE OTHER WORLD.

PREPARATION, FOR THE LOOSING OF THE SEVENTH SEAL.

Ch. VIL 1—17.

1 And' after these [this'] things [om. things] I saw four angels standing on [upon]

the four corners of tlie earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind

should [may] not blow on [upon] the earth, nor on [upon] the sea, nor on [upon]

2 any tree.^ And I saw another augel ascending from the east [sun-rising], having

the [a] seal of the living God : and he cried with a loud [great] voice to the four

angels, [ins. those] to whom it was given to hurt [injure] the earth and the sea,

3 saying. Hurt [Injure] not the earth, neither [nor] the sea, nor the trees, till we
4 have sealed' the servants of our God in [upon] their foreheads. And I heard the

number of them which were [om. them which were

—

hu. the] sealed : and there

were sealed [ovi. and there tvere sealed] a hundred and forty and four thousand

[ins. sealed] of all the tribes [out of every tribe] of the children [sons] of Israel.

5 Of [Out of] the tribe of Juda wre sealed [om. were sealed] twelve thousand [ins.

sealed*]. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Reuben were sealed [om. were sealed] twelve

thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Gad ivere sealed [om. were sealed] twelve

6 thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Aser were sealed [om. were sealed] twelve

thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Nephthalim were sealed [ovi. were sealed]

twelve thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Manasses ivere sealed [om. loere sealed]

7 twelve thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Simeon were sealed [om. were sealed]

twelve thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Levi were sealed [(mi. were sealed]

twelve thousand. Of [; out of] the tribe of Issachar were sealed [om. were sealed]

8 twelve thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Zabulon xoere sealed [om. were sealed]

twelve thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Joseph jcere sealed [om. were sealed]

twelve thousand. Of [ ; out of] the tribe of Benjamin were sealed [om. were sealed]

twelve thousand [ins, sealed].

9 After this [these things] I beheld [saw], and, lo [behold]', a great multitude,

which no man [one] could number, of [out of] all nations, and kindreds [tribes],

and people [peoples], and tongues, stood [standing]' before the throne, and before

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1. The Kal nncertaio. [Words, and Tisch. give it with N- B*. P.; Lach. omits with A. C, TuIe.; Alf. and Treg.

bracket,—B. R. C]
2Vor. 1. Tho reading toSto preponderates. [Critical Editors read toCto with ». A. B*. C; Cod. P., Vulg., cfc, give

s Ver. 1, Ti SevSpoi', mors significant than 7r5i'Sev6poi'. [Qrics., Words,, Lach., Treg,, Tisch. (Ed. 1869) read n with
B*. C, Vulg. ; Tisch. (Stli Ed.) gives irii/ with N, P. ; Alford braclsets ti,—E. R. C]

* Ver. 3. [The reading <r((,pavifo)nei' is without autliority. All the Critical Editors with N. A. B*. C, P., etc., a^fnyi--
a-ojp.ei'.—E. R. C.J

•J Ver. 5. In the beat Coi<\A<s(\>ptiy\.a)j.ivouB given only at the beginning and at the close (vers, 5 and 8).
* Ver. 9, The Kai i5oi> is doubtful. In a material aspect also, inasmuch as the whole chapter treats of one general

vision. [VCords., Alf, Treg., Tisch., give /cal ;8oi> with N. B*. P. ; Lach, omits with A,, Vulg.—E. B. C]
^ Ver, 9, [Words, and Alf. read etrriuTa! with B». ; Cod. C. gives iaTiirav

; Lach., Treg., Tisch. (and Lange, see in lee.),

with N. A, P., etc., eo-TuTes.—E. B. C,J
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10 the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands ; and [ins. they]

cried [cry] with a loud [great] voice, saying, [ins. The] salvation to [or, is with]

our God which [who] sitteth upon the throne, and unto [or, is with] the Lamb.
11 And all the angels stood [were standing'] round about [am. about] the throne, [om. ,]

and about [om. abouf] the elders and the four beasts [Living-beings], and [ins. they]

12 fell before the throne on their faces, and worshipped God, saying, Amen : [ins. the]

blessing, and [ins. the] glory, and [ins. the] wisdom, and [ins. the] thanksgiving,

and [ins. the] honor, and [ins. the] power, and [ins. the] might [strength], be [or

om. be] unto our God for ever and ever [into the ages of the ages]. Amen.

13 And one of the elders answered, saying unto me, What are [om. What are] These

which [who] are arrayed in white robes [ins. , who are they] ? and whence came
14 they? And I said unto him. Sir [My" lord], thou knowest. And he said to me.

These are they which came [that come] out of [ins. the'"] great tribulation, and
[ins. they] have [om. have] washed their robes, and made them" white in the blood

15 of the Lamb. Therefore [On this account] are they before'^ the throne of God,

and [ins. they] serve him day and night in his temple : and he that sitteth on the

throne shall dwell among them [(TXTjuaxrec iiz" aoToui;, shall spread his tabernacle over

16 them]". They shall [ins. not] hunger no [any] more, neither [ins. shall they]

thirst any more ; neither [ouSk firif* shall the sun light [t^o-j, fall] on them, nor

17 any heat [xadfia, burning heat]. For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne

[rd ava /xiaov too Opd'joo] shall feed [shepherdize] them, and shall lead them unto

living [om. living] fountains of waters [ins. of life'^] : and God shall wipe away all

tears [every tear] from their eyes.

8 Ver. 11. Different readings see in Diist. [Lach., Alf , Treg., Tiach. give eio-T^/ceio-ai' with N. A. B*. P. (>5. A. P., how-
ever, give io-T- X- also gives-Kto-ai', and B*. -Kijaaf .—E. R. C]

» Ver. 14. There is a jtou after iciipie according to B*. C, etc. [Mou is given by Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch., with X- B*.

C. P., Vulg,, etc. ; it is omitted by A. 1, eic—E. R. C]
10 Ver. 14. The article is significant. The re iding of Lachmann omits it. [Words,, Alf., Treg., Tisch., give e/t ttj; e\i-

i/feti)? Tftq juey., with X- B*. P., etc.; Lach. gives oltto OKl^. /ney., with A. (Tisch. does not mention A. as presenting this read-

ing).—E. K. 0.]
" Ver. 14. " Their robes " [ra? o-to\&<j auTwf] in accordance with minuscules.
12 Ver. 15. [Tisch. (Ed. 1859) gave eiri tcS Spovji with B*.; Cod. N. A. P., etc. (according to Treg. and Tisch.) give in'i roO

epomv; Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8tb Ed!) give ei'iiirioi' toO Opomv, tha if<iwioy being appiirontly without authority,

(.llf. claims for it X- and A., and cites P. as agreeing with B*. The Am. Ed. cannot but suggest that the true reading is as

given by N. A. P., the ini (with the genitive) having the force of 6i;/ore or near (see BoBlNSOM's Lex. under 'Eiri, I. a. (S),

and Winer, i 47,'g. (c)).—E B. C]
18 Ver. 15. [Lange translates " will settle abidingly (in His glory of manifestation) Ofor them." See Bzpl.inations II?

Detail, p. 192., and also a most valuable note by Schaff in the Lange Comm. un John (Text, and Qe\m.) i. 14, p. 71. The

idea here seems to be that God will spread His own special dwelling-place over them ; this includes the idea that He will

dwell among them.—E. R. C.]
» Ver 16. [Alfbrd and Tisch. (1859) read ouS' ou ji'l ; Tisch., Treg., with N. A. P., etc., read as above.—B. K. C.J

16 Ver. 17. The reading ?o)^s. [So all modern Critical Editors, wuh X. A. B*. P., Vulg., eta.—E. K. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.*
The literal, allegoristical exegesis, with its

chronological interpretation, has covered this

section [ch. vii.] in particular, together with the

corresponding eighth and ninth chapters, with

confusion and obscurity. It should be pre-

mised, first of all, that chapters vii.-ix. consti-

tute a whole, representing the essential form of

the history of the Church in this world in re-

spect of its spiritual aspect, in its connection with
the history of the Kingdom of God, or the New
Testament history of religion. [See p. 192sq.] If

the seven churches were portraits of the Church
in its spiritual and world-historical aspects ; if,

further, the seven seals were characteristic of the

world-historical side of New Testament times ;

so now in the seven trumpets the New Testament
history of religion, as the spiritual side of New

* [Additions may be found un ier Explanations in Detail.—
B. R. C]

Testament times, is exhibited, or, in other

words, the Church is portrayed in its transcend-

ent nature as militant and triumphant. It will

appear, as we proceed, that the reference is

purely to spiritual matters ; let us meantime di-

rect the attention of our readers to the charac-

teristic of the section as presented in the con-

cluding words ch. ix. 20, 21. The d.ark side in

the entire period is the worship of demons, de-

vilish spirits, and this dark side is divided into

religious idolatries and moral enormities. As
the sections throughout the Apocalypse unfold

into the antithesis of Heaven-pictures and earth-

pictures, so it is with the present one. If it be

objected that the sealing of the 144,000 souls

does not take place in Heaven, but on earth, we
respond that to the Apocalyptist, Heaven and

earth are not purely local terms, as is evident,

moreover, from chaps, xii. and xxi. Even the Son
of Man Himself walks on earth, amid the candle-

sticks, according to ch. i. We must, therefore,

once for all, distinguish Heaven on earth from the

earthly form of the Kingdom of God. And this Hea-

ven on earth is in this case the kernel of the Church
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Militant, the plenary number of the sealed elect,

from whose ranks are issuing, ever and anon,

those victor-trains of parting souls that form the

Church Triumphant in the world beyond the

grave. Thus is framed the conception of the

Heaven-picture of the ideal Church as a whole
;

as branching into the two stages of the Church
Militant and the Church Triumphant (ch. vii.

1-8 ; 9-17). The contrasted earth picture of the

Church is characterized by the trumpets them-

selves. We continue to designate these as peni-

tential Trumpets, tliough prominence should also

be given in the first place to the more general

signification of the trumpetings, as figuring the

sudden warlike or dramatic appearance of

worldly spirits and spiritual errors, both of

which, however, serve as an admonition to re-

pentance, to the marrow of the Church. [See

p. 212tqq.]
With the chronological and literal conception

referred to, correspond the most considerable

misunderstandings which attach to this chapter.

Above all, the chapter should not be regarded in

the light of an episode. Neither should it be

considered as a special promise to the Jewish
people. If we hold fast to the idea of the or-

ganic completeness and unitedness of the Apoca-
lyptic narration, such an episode, which would
be destructive of all connection, is inconceivable.

As, furthermore, the seventh chapter, as the

basis of the seven Trumpets, must perfectly coin-

cide with the following two chapters, it cannot
be reduced to a section of the last time.

So far as the Jews are concerned, those com-
mentators are entirely at odds with the text who
teach that the Jews in a literal sense are intended
here. As surely as the New Jerusalem of ch.

xxi. cannot denote a new Jewish city ; as surely
as the term Jews, as used in the seven epistles, de-

notes the very opposite of Judaists, namely, the
true spiritual Israel

;
just so surely are the peo-

ple of Israel, here, representative of the whole
body of the people of God. It can be affirmed

only that converts from Israel are included.

Or are the 144,000 souls, standing, according
to ch. xiv., on Mount Zion, other chosen ones,

though those here mentioned likewise appe.ar as

sealed? Or are the former, also, only Jews after

all? And being Jews, are they virgins in the
literal sense, as Rothe maintains ; celibates, such
as are found so seldom amongst the Jews ? And
has the scene so far changed that, whilst in our
passage the Church in this world consists purely
of Jews, but in the other world is made up of all

nations, Gentiles predominating, therefore,—in
ch. xiv., on the other hand, the Gentiles upon
Mount Zion, i.e.,in the same region in which they,
inch. vii., occupy the foreground, are displaced
by the Jews?—In every case, we answer no.

Beit observed moreover, that if the symboli-
cal significance be lost sight of in the leading
matter, the Twelve Tribes must also be taken
literally; as also the 12,000 of every Tribe ; the
omission of the Tribe of Dan, and everything else.

And this, apart from the essential absurdity that
during this whole period of sealed Jewish Chris-
tians, there should be no account made of sealed
Gentile Christians on earth.

And here arises the question, why the New
Testament Church should be symbolized by the

Jewish Tribes ; its kernel by sealed in.

dividuals belonging to those Tribes. This

question is at once satisfactorily settled if

we do but glance back at the prophetio

representation of the destiny of Israel. The
people of Israel is the typical servant of

God, His elect, whoae office it is to disseminate

His law amongst the Gentiles (Is. xlii., xliii.,

etc.), before the Servant of God in the truest and

fullest sense of the term, the Messiah, is spoken

of. The New Testament, again, takes up this

typical import of Israel, but only decisively to

transfer it to the spiritual Israel, the New Tes-

tament faithful people, or people of faith (Matt,

viii. 11 ; Rom. ii. 28 ; oh. iv. 11,12; Gal. iv. 26).

In our passage there was abundant motive for

going back to the symbolical name of Jews, and

to the symbolical import of the Twelve Tribes

in particular, since the position of the spiritual

Israel in regard to spiritual heathendom— whose
pressure into the Church the Apocalyptist fore-

saw—was to be marked.* We would observe, in

this connection, that John, in accordance with

ideal theocratic notions, regarded even Judaistic

forms of corruption as a special formation of

heathenism. Precautionary measures were
virtually taken against misunderstanding, in

the fact that the Seer made those who were
sealed in this world re-appear, in their consum-
mation in the other world, as an innumerable
throng out uf all nations. [Seep. 193.] What
we have here, therefore, is not a special scene

from the last time, but an entirely new cycle of

the whole New Testament time which, as a whole,

is eschatological ;—a heavenly portrait of the

ideal Church.
The vision begins with the apparition of the

four Angels that stand upon the four corners of

the earth, holding the four winds of the earth,

that no wind may blow upon the earth, nor upon
the sea, nor upon any tree.

We have recognized the earth as the theocratic

order or institution ; here it is the New Testa-

ment order of things, as presented, first, in the

Church alone, branching out, subsequently, into

ecclesiastical and political life. On the four

corners of this earth, where it comes in con-

tact with the old world— from the direction of

heathenism, consequently—the four winds arise.

The four winds are the fundamental forms of

those worldly time-currents which threaten the

ruin of the Church (Dan. vii. 2 ; Eph. iv. 14).

These time-currents must be loosed when their

time comes, for a particular work is appointed

them ; on this very account, however, they are,

as Divine dispensations, held by Angels, that

they may not break loose before their time and

destroy the earth, i. e., the young Church; the

sea, or Christian national life, which is not yet

strong; or individual Christians that, like all

sorts of trees of God (jl) have begun to grow
up (Ps. i.). [Seep. 187.]
When another Angel appears, forbidding the

four Angels to injure the earth, or the sea, or in-

dividual trees, until he shall have sealed the

servants of God, there is presented, in the anti-

thesis of two chronological sections of time, in

the antithesis of the bound and the loosed winds,

* [See foot-note t on p. 27.—E. R. C]
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a spiritual antithesis ; that, namely, ofthe sealed,

over whom the four winds have no power, as

contrasted with the injured earth, the injured

sea, and the injured trees. The temporal distinc-

tion, however, has likewise its own independent
signification; the winds are never loosed until

the kernel of the faithful is firmly established.

The nature of the other Angel, ascending
from the rising of the sun, is determined by the

idea of the sealing. Since the conception of

justification has suffered such decay in the evan-
gelical Church, it is not to be wondered at that

our Theology has in still greater measure lost

the idea of sealing, although the latter was pre-

figured in the Old Testament (Ezek. ix. 4),

whilst it appears distinctly in the New Testa-

ment as the idea of the eternal fixation of

Christian character, to preserve it from the dan-
ger of apostasy (Rom. v. 4, 6oiup.fi ; James ii. 21

;

Eph. i. 13). [See. p. 186.]

With justification, the new life of faith is prin-
oipially decided ; it is necessary, however, that

it should be historically proved and fixed, just

as it was necessary that Abraham's faith should
be proved (see James ii. 21 ; comp. ver. 23).

Now this proving [or verification] is called, in

its relation to the simple trials of life, proving ;

in its spiritual import, over against the tempta-
tions to apostasy, it is denominated sealing

;

Ezekiel symbolized it by a mark on the fore-

head. It ia the mark of a spiritually quick and
faithful confession, which the tempter, the spiri-

tual murderer, passes timorously by.

It will hardly be supposed that the Apocaly ptist

had a lower conception of the sealing than the

Apostle Paul ; consequently, the Angel of sealing

can be significant only of I he Holy Ghost. [See p.,

187.] He ascends with the rising of the sun; i. e.,

the life of .lesus Christ, in His glorification,

results in the sending of the Holy Ghost. His
seal is the seal of the living God ; no letter, no
form, no fancy:—nothing but the life of the living

God, Whose personal manifestation is consum-
mated in the glorification of Christ, begets in

pure and honest souls such a homogeneous Di-

vine life as, in its matured form, victoriously

withstands all the winds and storms of worldly
history (1 John v. 4). For, after the sealing,

all the four winds must have been suffered to

sweep over them; otherwise it could not be said

of them : they are come out of the great tribula-

tion. Nay, sealing is itself a confirming against

great temptation.

Again, this Angel has power, with a mighty
voice to put his veto on an untimely loosing of

the four winds. This is the power of mighty
operations of the Spirit of God, checking for a

while the currents of the spirit of this world

;

e. g., by this power heresies were restrained

throughout the entire Apostolic age.

Then follows the sealing itself. This is too

great and too extended for the Apocalyptist to

describe the view of the acts themselves ; he,

therefore, hears the number of the sealed. And
the mere number is a leading point; it is a pre-

determined plenary number, the whole harvest
of God (Matt. iii. 12), the whole inheritance of

God. [See p. 193.] The winds may take their

part, the chaff (Ps. i. ; Matt, iii.); the whole
wheat harvest is secured to the Lord. We

scarcely need remark that the predestination in-
dicated corresponds with religious and moral
conditions. If it were not so, the sealed must
have brought the mark on their foreheads into

the world with them.
The plenary number of the sealed is 144,000.

For all charismatic ground-forms of the life of
faith are represented by the Twelve Tribes;
whilst the 12,000 souls out of every Tribe repre-
sent the whole ramification of eacli ground-form
into its twelve modifications, and the whole har-
vest of this fullness of the Divine Spirit and
human spirits, through the entire Christian
course of the world, as symbolized by lOOOyears.
In proportion to the historical extension of the

Tribes, the number 12,000 is exceedingly small;
this fact, however, agrees with all the declara-
tions of the New Testament [in regard to the

proportion of the saved].
The order of the Tribes gives rise to several

queries. Why is the Tribe of Dan wanting here,

whilst in the blessing of Moses the Tribe of
Simeon was left out ? Why is Simeon here even
set over Levi? Why is Manasseh distinguished
from Joseph, and why is Ephraim merged in

Joseph ? It would almost seem as if the Tribes
had been mingled together promiscuously, in

order to ward otf every Judaistic conception from
the figure. At all events, the perfect equaliza-
tion of the Tribes is itself not without signifi-

cance. A Jew would have expected preference
to be shown to the Tribe of Judah; he would,
however, have anticipated that the Tribe of Levi
would have the priority over all. Levi, how-
ever, is placed amongst the later Tribes; the

prerogatives of the Old Testament priesthood
are at an end (Bengel). We shall revert later

to the Christian and Jewish traditions in regard
to the omission of the Tribe of Dan. As tliis

Tribe early left its inheritance (Jud. xviii.), and
conquered the city of Laish, which, probably,

was subsequently included in the domain of

N.iphthali, the Israelitish genealogy merged it ia

Naphthali (see 1 Chron. iv. sqq.) ; and the Tribe
the rather lost its symbolical signiticauce, since

it had damaged it, not merely by the surrender
of its tribal seat, but also in other ways (by ido-

latry). And yet from none of these things need
we conclude that the future Antichrist is lo issue

from it, or that it has died out. In all New
Testament times, the Twelve Tribes have been
represented only by Judah, Benjamin, Levi, and
remnants of the other Tribes, and it is not

known exactly where the great mass of the Ten
Tribes are. The thing which the Apocalyptist

had in view was a symbolical twelve, on a his-

torical basis. Possibly the motive for this sub-
stitution of the venerable name of Joseph for

Ephraim was, that a disturbing allusion to the

falling away of Israel might be avoided. Amid
all the seeming confusion of the Tribes, in which
no distinction is made between tlie sons of Jacob's

lawful wives and the sons of his concubines, it

is still in harmony with the theocratic idea that

Judah should head the list and Benjamin con-

clude it.

If we essay now to divide the entire table by
the number three, as the number of spirit,

into /our times three, we have, Jirst, two sons of

Leali and one of her maid : Judah, Reuben, Gad;
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we haTe, secondly, Leah's adopted son, Aser, Ra-
chel's adopted son, Neplhalim, and Manasseh, the

first-born of Joseph ; the third triad is formed by
Leah's sons, Simeon and Levi, and her adopted

son, Issachar ; in the fourth group, Zabulon is

conjoined with Joseph and Benjamin, the late

offspring of Leah with the late offspring of Rachel.

On a general survey, the thought forces itself

upon our mind tbat the vision, in its symbolistic

enumeration of the Twelve Tribes, has obliter-

ated every semblance of a legal prerogative ;

—

apart from Judah's place of honor, which, again,

was symbolically significant of the dignity of

Christ.

In the 144,000 sealed ones, the assurance is

given that the Church shall in all ages have a

heart or kernel firm as a rock ; an invisible con-

gregation of sealed ones, against whom every
power of temptation, or every storm of the four

winds, must break. Our eyes are not permitted
to behold this kernel, this choicest and innermost
part; for this reason, among others, — because
many apparent forms of Christian heroism are
delusive and fall (the young men fall and the
youths faint, e(c.), whilst insignificant and humble
characters, or such as are disguised in worldly
forms, step into the breach at decisive moments.
Furthermore, we do not readily recognize and
honor God's heroes in a strange attire, as, for
instance, when they appear in the Middle Ages
in monkish garb, or, in the eighteenth century,
in the garment of critical humanism. Enough,
the Bnck is ever there, and though the gates of

the abyss lift themselves up ag.iiust it, they shall

be confounded ; and that Rock is Christ in His
elect. The fact that these chosen ones are num-
bered, like the Einheriar [heroes] of Odin in the
Northern mythology, points to the conclusion
that the reference is not to all pious souls, indis-

criminately, or in a body, but to those only who
constitute the support of the Church, as is evi-

dent also from tlie description of the 144,000 in

ch. xiv., and from the second scene of our vision,

the picture of the Church Triumphant.
It is tacitly assumed that the four winds have

been loosed subsequently to the sealing. Their
effect, however, is not described until we come
to the seven Trumpets, and then the figures are
changed. Yet it is declared of the triumphant
throng: these are they that come ([or, the coming
oncs\ oi £p;^u/ievof) outof the great tribulation (ver,

14). Tlie throng ig not secluded in Heaven, but
is constantly receiving new additions. We have
here, therefore, no picture of the Church Trium-
phant in its perfection; we see it in the period of
its growth, during the entire course of New Tes-
tament times. Hence, too, I his Church Trium-
phant presents the most diverse contrasts to the
sealed on earth. It is a multitude so great that
none can number it ; because, in the first place,

it increases every instant by the arrival of those
who have died in the Lord; and, further, be-
cause not only the sealed heroes of God, but all

the blessed make their appearance here. It is

a multitude out of all the nations and tribes and
peoples and tongues. That there are blessed
Israelites in this throng, is a matter of course

;

and it is just as evident that I he name Jews, in

the picture of the Church Miliiant, is the sym-
bolical title of honor of the heroes of the New

Testament people of God. They who compose
this multitude appear as the antitype of the

sealed, i. e., the invincible on earth ;
they have

overcome. They have left the storms of earth

behind them ; they stand before the Throne,

to whose Occupant they owe their general re-

demption from the woes of earth ; and before

the Lamb, to Whom they owe their specific

redemption. The white robes, with whicli they

are clothed, are significant of their victory ; the

^7a/!ms in their hands denote the eternal festival

that has begun for them. Their maturity is

evidenced in part from the fact of their ascribing

their whole salvation to the grace of God, glori-

fying not simply the government of the Father,

but also that of the Lamb ; not simply the

government of the Lamb, but also that of the

Father, and praising the latter first. Their song

is a unitous, mighty harmony, at which the

Angels in the grand circle surrounding theElders

and the Living-forms, fall upon their faces and
worship. The Amen which they utter, proclaims
the unison of the whole spirit-world with that

redemption of which earth is the scene (Col. i.

20); and their present understanding of the

great fact so long hid from their gaze (Eph. iii.

10; 1 Pet. i. 12) is expressed in their doxology.

In accordance with their universal stand-point,

they merge the praise of the Lamb in the gene-
ral praise of God. It is evident from the praise

which they render, that the world of spirits and
the world of blessed humanity have become one
congregation of God. The sevenfoldness of their

ascription of praise has been referred, not with-

out reason, to the antithesis of the seven Thunders;

at all events, the whole New Testament Divine
week, the entire accomplishment of the work of

redemption is herein symbolized. In the first

two dicta lies the general verdict, the praise of

the spirits, corresponding with the glory of God.
The two following dicta are declarative, on the

one hand, of the wisdom of God ; and, on the

other, of the thanksgiving of the spirits. In
the following two, mention is made of the honor,
the honorableness, which God has given to His
people, and with it is extolled the power or

majesty to which they owe this honor. That,

however, which has finally snatched the redeemed
out of all tribulation, is the eschatological mighty
ruling of God. And for this He is worshipped,
in accordance with all these terms, into the aeon^

of the seons ; all the ground-tones of the world's

history, and of the history of salvation form
themselves into this eternal hymn, resounding
henceforth without end throughout the SBOns.

The conversation next ensuing between one of

the Elders and the Seer himself, reviews the

spiritual career through which the blessed ones

of Heaven passed on earth. The Elder seems tu

answer the question contained in the astonihh-

ment of the Seer by first questioning him as to

whether ho knows who the white-robed ones are

and whence they come. Though the Seer him-

self cannot be uncertain in regard to the gene-

ral facts of the case, he desires a heavenly
assurance as to the earthly extraction of the

blessed. He, therefore replies: Thou knowest.
The response of the Elder embraces both ques-

tions: Who are they ? and whence come they?
For they are sufficiently characterized by the
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statement that they came out of the great tribu-

lation of all earthly trials and temptations ; that

they have escaped from it ; and that, with a full

sense of the inherent natural impurity of their

garments,—which are significant of their form
of life—they have washed them— washed them
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.
We cannot conceive of blood as making garments
white, but in the conception of salvation, the
Atonement in Christ makes them white as snow.
Here, then, righteousness of faith and righteous-

ness of life are evidently united. In accordance
with this is their exaltation {6id miiTo; comp.
Phil. ii. 9). They are before the Throne of God,
happy in the contemplation of His governance.
They serve Sim dag and night in His Temple.

This is the eternal, real Divine service of the

priestly race ; they have become absolutely de-

void of will, and strong iu will in their God. The
glory of God is extended permanently over them,
just as, in a typical manner, it was outspread
over the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of

Holies. All their longings, all their needs are

satisfied; their hunger and their thirst are for-

ever appeased; i. e., they are in the enjoyment
of all heavenly blessings, whilst they are free

from every annoyance from the earthly sun and
every heat of the day. They are thus complete
negatively and positively. They have reached
the highest point of that experience which falls

to the lot of God's people even on the earth,

according to Ps. xxiii. The Lamb iu the midst
before the Throne is their Shepherd, Who feeds

them and leads them to the water-springs of

life. And, again, together with their positive

felicity, their negative blessedness is expressed
in a few glorious and comforting words: God
Himself (their Leader through the vale of tears)

shall wipe away every tear from their eyes.

The highest heavenly consolation for every sad
experience is theirs, in the warmest human form,

as if consoling love were for them transformed
into pure maternal tenderness. Every tear!

Every tear of every sort ! God shall wipe it away
as a mother does with her child. The blessed,

then, may come into the heavenly world with a
tear in their eyes, a child-like question as to

the way that God has led them.

[abstkact of views, etc.]

By the American Editor.

[Elliott says, concerning the two visions of
this chapter, that they "together constitute the

second part of the sixth Seal " (see p. 168). The
period he places between the destruction of the

political power of heathenism and the year 395.

This period he sets forth as satisfying the sym-
bols, iu that it wan one in which—1. " The
threatening tempest of barbarians, which so soon
subverted the Roman greatness, being just
during the Constantiaian era ' repelled or sus-

pended on the frontiors " (quoting Gibbon iii.

97); 2. "The great mass of the professedly
Christianized population of the Roman world"
Were "Christians in profession only;" 3. Through
the instrumentality of faithful ministe»s, Jesus
gathered an elect portion for Himself from
the corrupt mass. The first vision (vers. 1-8)

he regards as " figurative not of events cogniza-

ble in real life by mortal eyes, . . . but of certain
invisible and spiritual actings by Jesus Christ,
whereby to constitute and mark out for Himself
an election of grace;" the second (vers. 9-17)
as indicating that the view of Christ's true
Church .... embraced the far future, .... as
well as the present; the perpetuation of this

true Church in its integrity . . . ; and, in fine,

the realization by the whole collective body of
its many successive generations, and by each
and all of its individual members, of the blessed-
ness of accomplished salvation and the glory of
the beatific vision."

Barnes agrees with Elliott, substantially, as
to the period of the first vision, carrying it on,
however, to the sack of Rome, A. D. 410. By
the sealing he understands the affixing "some
mark, sign or token " (1) " by which they who
were the people of God would be known ;"

(2)
"that would be conspicuous or prominent, as if

it were impressed on the forehead;" (3) "ap-
pointed by God Himself;" (4) that "would be a
pledge of safety.'' What this sealing is, he does
not directly state. His language is such as to

induce the belief, that he regarded it as, possi-

bly, two-fold: (1) Christian profession, in view
of which multitudes were saved in the destruc-
tion of Rome by Alaric, and (2) the "influence"
" of the doctrines of grace" selecting and desig-

nating those who were "the 'true servants of
God ' among the multitudes who professed to be
His followers." The process of sealing he regards
"as continued throughout the long night of

Papal darkness." The second vision (vers. 9-

17) he regards as " an episode having no imme-
diate connexion with what precedes or with what
follows." "The scene is transferred to Heaven,
and there is a vision of all the redeemed—not

only of the 144,000, but of all who would be
rescued and saved from a lost world."

Stuart regards ch. vii. as an episode indicating

the care of God for His people, and their safety

in the time of destruction.

Wordsworth treats of the whole chapter as

an episode, without directly declaring that it is

so. He regards the first vision as relating to

"the 'blessed company of all faithful people'

gathered together from all parts of the world

and constituting the Church universal, redeemed
by Christ's blood, and sealed by His Spirit,"

etc.; the second vision he regards as relating to

the same Church glorified and triumphant.

Alford directly declares that the whole chap-

ter is an episode; the first vision representing

"the sealing of the elect on earth;" the second,

"the great final assemblage of the saints in

Heaven." Concerning the first vision, ho de-

clares that it "stands in closest analogy with

Matt. xxiv. 31. . . . The judgment of the great

day is in fact going on in the background."

Concerning the nature of the sealing, he expresses

no opinion; as to ilg intent, he argues that (1)

"it was to exempt those sealed from the judg-

ments which were to come on the unbelieving,"

and (2) "it appropriates to God those upon
whom it has passed."

Lord connects the visions with the sixth Seal.

Under his comments on this Seal, he writes

:

" Betwixt that fall (of Bonaparte in 1815) and

the final subversion of the governments of the
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earth, denoted by the passing away of the

heavens, a period intervenes during which the

sealing symbolized by the next vision is to talte

place." In this vision (ch. vii. 1-8), he regards

the "winds" as indicating "multitudes and
nations roused to passion, and uniting in a vio-

lent demolition of political and social institu-

tions;" the symbol of the sealing as denoting
" that the servants of God, ere the whirlwind of

ruin begins, are to be led to assume a new atti-

tude towards the apostate Church, and usurping
civil rulers, by which, and in a manner never
before seen, they are to be shown to be indubi-

tably His true people. . . . The sealed and the

witnesses (ch. xi. 13) are undoubtedly the same."
The scene of the second vision he declares to be
the Divine presence. "The innumerable multi-

tude stand before the throne of God and the

Lamb, and are undoubtedly the redeemed raised
from the dead, publicly accepted and exalted to

the station of heirs of God aud joint heirs with
Christ in His Kingdom " (the resurrection here
referred to is the iirst—that of "the holy dead").
—E. B. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

To regard ch. vii. as an episode, with Eichhoru
and others, and even Diisterdieck, is almost as
incorrect as to assume, in accordance with
Vitringa, that it constitutes the second and third
parts of the sixth Seal; according to this view,
the true contents of the sixth Seal, as described
in ch. vi., would form but the third of it.

The discussions relative to the purpose of the
sealing show the obscurity that has crept over
the idea of sealing—an idea so familiar to the
New Testament, and introduced even by the Old
Testament. Diisterdieck justly combats the
view of many exogetes (especially ^-Lapide,
Ebrard), according to which the sealing hero
denotes an insurance against threatening penal
judgments. The New Testament scaling secures
against that temptation to apostasy which is en-
wrapped in the penal judgments, and thus con-
ditionally, we admit, annuls the penal judgments
so far as the sealed are concerned, although
they pass through them. And hence the signs,

cruiela, Ex. xii. and Ezek. ix., have a typical
relation to this passage ; a fact which Diister-

dieck denies, notwithstanding his correct appre-
hension of the idea of scaling (p. 280).

[Is not the sealing the impressing upon be-
lievers the name, i. e., the image of God the
Father and the Son (comp. ch. xiv. 1), or, in
other words, is it not their sanciification ? This
interpretation well agrees with all the instances
in the New Testament, in which it is said that
believers are sealed (see 2 Cor. i. 22; Eph. i. 13;
iv. 30). Barnes writes: "It would be some-
thing that would be conspicuous or prominent,
OS!/ it were impressed upon the forehead. It

would not be merely some internal sealing, or
some designation by which they would be known
to themselves and to God, but it would be some-
thing apparent, as if engraved on the forehead."
Sanctification, although internal as to its origin,
becomes apparent in the whole carriage of the
man; it sijines forth from him. No figure of it,

as apparent, could be more striking than that of

a seal placed upon the forehead—the noblest

and most prominent portion of the physical

man.
[The intent of sealing is, first, to make manifest

the fact of ownership, and, secoodly, to secure.

Both these ends are effected by the sealing, as

interpreted above; and furthermore, it maybe
remarked, the safety of that portion of the sealed

who may remain on earth during the period of

the great tribulation is insured, whether we regard

that tribulation as resulting from special judg-

ments, inflicted by personal ministers of God, or

from the influx of fearful temptations. In the

former case, it is secured, as was that of the

Israelites in the last great judgment inflicted

upon the Egyptians, by the sprinkled blood of

the paschal lamb ; in the latter, by the spiritual

strength inwrought by the Spirit of sanctifica-

tion.—B. R. C]
With the manifold misapprehension of the

sealing, a non- appreciation of the universal

import of this section is connected. Hence have
arisen false specializations, as e. g. . the flight

of the Christians to Pella (Grot, and others).

All the Jews down to the final judgment (Hein-

rich). All the servants of God at the end of the

days (De Wette). Hengstenberg, however, in-

terprets the passage more correctly than would
appear from Diisterdieck's notice of his views

(p. 277). He writes as follows: "The sealing,

as a symbolical act, is enclosed in a particular

epoch of time ; it takes place, once for all, be-

fore the commencement of the plagues with
which the godless world is judged. The root

idea, however, is this : that God protects Mis own
in the midst of all the judgments that sweep over the

godless world.—The sealing has reference to the

entire duration of the Christian Church, until its

final consummation; to the entire duration of the

world, to its final destruction (?). It has, there-

fore, not yet lost its significance."

The relation of the second part of the chapter
(from ver. 9 to the close) to the first part has
been defined in harmony with the individualiza-

tion of the section. The innumerable multitude
of Christians, ver. 9, has reference to the Chris-
tians in Syria, according to Grotius. It forms
a portion of the 144,000 ; a portion that have
perished despite the sealing, according to Hein-
rich. It is also declared to be identical with
the 144,000. Diisterdieck makes an ingenious

attempt to answer the question why only be-

lieving Jews (as he supposes) are represented

as sealed. If, however, it were really true that

sealed Jewish Christians were alone intended

here, the charge of Volkmar and others, that

the Book is .Judaistic, would not be so easily set

aside. Ebrard affirms, that Israel alone is

spoken of here, "not because the Gentile Chris-

tians then existing together with it are excluded

from this congregation of Israel, but because

they must be conceived of as adopted into it."

This reminds us of a generally diffused school-

idea, according to which Israel is, at the end,

yet to obtain legal prerogatives ; though it was
to its pretension to such prerogatives that its

apostasy was owing. The simple antithesis of

the elect, as the kernel of the Church in this

world, and the innumerable blessed, as the con-

stituents of the continually increasing Church
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in the other world, is entirely overlooked.

Even Ciisterdieek limits the 144,000 to Jews.

A special reason for this is the fact, that the

Twelve Tribes are mentioned by name. As if

the very Tribes had not a typical or symbolical

meaning ! Let the full consequence of Israel's

symbolical import be gathered from the Pro-
phets, Evangelists, and Apostolic writings,

and Ddsterdieck's arguments in favor of Ben-
gel's view

—

viz., that in vers. 1-8 only Israel-

itish believers are intended, whilst ver. 9 has

reference to blessed spirits from all nations,

from the Gentiles and the Jews—will excite

nothing but astonishment. Ou special distinc-

tions see DUsterdieok, p. 280.

Ver. 1. Font angels.—These are neither

four world-kingdoms (Bede), nor ostensible

Angels of Nature (De Wetle), nor bad Angels
(Calov.), nor distinct personal Angels, but sym-
bolical angelic forms, like the Cherubs at the

entrance of Paradise; denoting here all God's
providential arrangements in regard to the

forth-breaking of the spirit or winds of tempta-

tion.* "In the Angels who restrain and loose

the winds, the idea that the salvation of the

elect and the perdition of the wicked (?) come
from God alone has, as it were, assumed flesh

and blood. Comp. the similar symbolical rep-

resentation in ch. ix. 14, 15" (Hengstenberg).
The commentator just quoted also shows that

the winds in Scripture are symbols of Divine

judgments (p. 177) ; and it is thus that he ap-

prehends them here. In the New Testament,

however, they are also symbols of opinions, of

false doctrines, Eph. iv. 14 (comp. Hos. viii. 7),

and this meaning is by far the more probable one

here.f Ebrard truly remarks, that the concep-

tion of the four corners of the earth does not

necessitate the idea that the earth is a four-

cornered plane. The four corners characterize

the whole earth-world in respect of its spiritually

dark side, the heathen earth. The Seer is

already accustomed, like the Christian Church
at a later period, to conjoin the idea of heathen-

ism (Paganism) with the idea of a coming from
the uttermost corners of the earth. And in this

Ezekiel preceded him with his prophecy con-

cerning Gog and Magog—a prophecy which
John himself takes up (ch. xx.). According to

Hengstenberg, the four winds denote, " that the

storms of Divine judgments are to burst upon
the earth from all sides." Diisterdieck main-
tains that the winds are to be taken simply as

actual storm-winds, just as in ch. vi. 12 a real

earthquake should be understood. Misunder-
standing is driven to its utmost stretch when it

is proposed to take the figures of an allegorical

book literally, and when, on the other hand, the

law-abiding explanation of these allegorical

* [Lord regards the Angela as (Claeaical) Symbols of " the
authors and propagators of those (disorganizing) opinions

;

the fomentora and directors of the violences to which they
excite." There is nothing in this opinion inconsistent with
the fact that they are under the direction of God, since the
wicked are Sis hand, and He restraiTis the remainder of
wrath (comp. Ps. xvii. 14 ; Ixxvi- 10).

[Alford remarks : "This (that ihQy &y6 siw.ply Angpls) is

all that is declared to us in the text, and it is idle to inquire

beyond it. All allegorizing and all indiTidualizing inter-

pretations are out of the question."—E. R. C.]

t [See preceding foot-^note.—E. R. C]

figures is denominated allegorical interpretation.

With equal justice might it be said, that tha
sower of Matt. xiii. is a real sower, and that the
spiritual interpretation of him is allegorical

exposition. However abortive most of the in-

terpretations of such allegorical figures may be,

they are so only because they have not suffi-

ciently regarded the key which is offered by the
poetical and prophetico-symbolical style of ex-

pression. Our remark applies, for instance, to

BengeVs explanation of the earth &sAsia; the

sea as Europe; the trees as Africa. Yet other

interpretations see in Diisterdieck. Hengsten-
berg quite rightly understands the sea as de-

noting the sea of nations. Here, however, the

sea should be apprehended in the better sense

of the term, as symbolizing Christian national

life, because it is possible for it to be injured ;

it cannot thus be understood, however, in cases

where the harm proceeds from it, as Dan. vii. 2

and Rev. xiii. Hengstenberg thinks that the

trees denote kings or magnates; trees and grass,

the lofty and the lowly. We prefer, in this

passage, to apprehend the trees in accordance
with Psalm i., the grass in accordance with

Psalm xxiii., since it is not neutral things that

are spoken of as being injured, but positively

good things.

[May there not be here a double symbolization

—the storm directly significant of a convulsion

that is to shake the real earth and sea, and thai

symbolic of convulsion in the whole fabric of

human society ? Our Lord connects together

storms in the physical and social worlds as pre-

ceding His Coming (Luke xxi. 25-28), and the

whole imagery of the Apocalypse leads to the

idea that such storms will be connected in reality.

—E. R. C]
Ver. 2. And I saw another angei.

—

Vitringa, with perfect justice, regarded this

other Angel as significant of the Holy Ghost.

Diisterdieck considers it too great a digression

from the text to regard him even as an Arch-

angel (Stern), or as Christ (Calov., Hengstenb.).

The term certainly is dyycAof, and not Holi/

Ghost; but outside of Apocalyptic symbolism, it

is the Holy Ghost Who seals. [The Holy Ghost,

doubtless, is the efficient sealer; but may not the

Angel be m symbol of the instrumentalities by
which He seals ?—E.R.C.] This Angel undoubt-

edly says in ver. 3, the servants of our God;
but he must, necessarily, speak as an Angel and
he also includes with himself, as Hengstenberg

correctly reminds us, the four Angels first

spoken of. [The inclusion is possible, but not

necessary.—E. R. C]
Ascending from the sun-rising.—Even

this, we are told, contains nothing but

the "significant" intimation, "that the An-
gel who comes on an errand of blessing,

with the guarantee of life eternal " (An-

gels, then, are possessed of such power!),

"rises from the side whence light and life are

brought by the earthly sun." Diisterdieck, with

reference to Hengstenberg (?), Ebrard, Volkmar

and others. The words, then, contain a modern
poetical figure, and nothing more, though Scrip-

ture speaks of the rising of the Sun of right-

eousness (Mai. iv. 2; comp. Luke i. 78; Heng-

stenberg, p. 382 sqq.). Diisterdieck rejects a
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number of interpretations similar to his own
(p. 284).

A seal of the Living G-od.—This term
does not denote merely that the "seal be-

longs to the living God;" it means, ra-

ther, that it secures a life corresponding to the

living God—the new life of believers. Hence
God is termed the living God. According to Ue
Wette, the expression means that God is the

true God, and hence that His seal is the valid

one. According to Hengstenberg, Diisterdieck

and others, the meaning is, that God, as the

Living One, is also the bestower of life. Our
passage treats of the insurance of a life already

given, as is always the case when sealing is

spoken of. Together with the idea of insuring,

the idea oi property is included. These two con-

ceptions really cannot be separated ; he who
seals anything, secures it to himself. Without
this reference of insurance to ownership—of

which Hengstenberg can find no certain exam-
ple in Scripture—sealing, as such, would have
merely the import of a mechanical fastening.

But even a lock is not purely and simply a me-
chanical impediment.

''According to the hypothesis of several exe-

getes, the seal bore the name of Jehovah. Such
commentators refer to ch. xiv. 1, where the elect

are described as having the Name of God written

on their foreheads, etc. It is to be observed,

that Ezekiel (ch. ix. 4) merely speaks of a mari

,

without further qualification. This fact alone

should prevent us from going beyond what is

expressly stated in the text" (Hengstenberg).
Others have conjectured that the seal bore the

sign of the cross. Diisterdieck, on the other

hand, concludes, from the omission of the defi-

nite article, that we are at liberty to suppose
that God has different seals for different pur-

poses. The Apostle Paul, however, seems to

know of but one purpose in the sealing of the

servants of God.*
And he cried with a great voice.—This,

according to Hengstenberg, denotes the decided-

ness of the command. Other interpretations see

in Diisterdieck, p. 286. We understand by it

the mighty counter-working of apostolic Chris-

tianity against the incipient breaking loose of
spiritual heathenism upon the Church.
To whom it was given.—We find no •p\\i.-

perfect in £fMiJ)? ; for it is not until the sealing

that such power is given them. Previous to the

sealing, the four Angels were just as much de-
signed for the restraining of the winds as they
afterwards were for the loosing of them, for

they were the angelic purpose and the angelic
measure of the winds themselves (Ps. civ. 4).

To injure the earth.

—

'ASme'm is to be ap-
prehended in the more general sense of doing

harm to.^ A strange perversion of the sense is

* [The Apostle Paul, when he wrote of Beating, waa
writing, not a.s a proplief, but of a matter thf-n existent.
The fact tliat but one kind of sealing (or a sealing having
but one purpose) then existed, or may exist throughout the
greater portion of the Christian era, does not exclude the
possibility that in " the last days " another kind may be
employed.—E. R. 0.]

t [The use of aSixetv, the proper meaning of which before
an acciis.ative is t^ dovjrong if>(comp. Matt. xx. 13; Acta vii.

26, 27, eJr.) favors the idea of Lord, that the four Angels are
Bymbolic of evil men, or, at least, the idea that they signify

wil agencies. No valid objection can be urged ngainsi this

shown in the interpretations of Bengel, Herder
and Rinok, according to whom the holding of

the winds should be regarded as an injury, be-

cause they have a cooling or a. dispersing effect.

The hxpi- in ver. 3, irrespective of anything else,

decides in regard to the meaning. It even pre-

cludes the assumption that harm would result

only in case the winds were loosed too soon.

After the sealing, the injuring really ensues;

though the loosing of the storms is not literally

narrated, it is actually accomplished with the

sounding of the seven Trumpets.
Till we have sealed.—The general ap-

prehension of the plural as indicating that the

Angel has assistants who are not mentioned,

may have another direction given to it in the

assumption, that the four Angels themselves are

the assistants of the Angel who issues the com-
mand. This view is justly upheld by Hengsten-
berg, though Diisterdieck opposes it. For the

repression and limitation, as well as the co-

operation of temptation, of trial, of tribulation

from without, are alike necessary in order that

man may inwardly attain to his sealing. As,

however, a certain degree of temptation is the

condition of sealing, so there are also degrees
of temptation whicli would be irresistible, were
it not for the previous sealing. And this is the

idea presented here. Hence the four Angels
must first take a negative part in the sealing by
holding the four winds in check for a time.

Calovius' application of the plural to the Trinity,

see noticed by Diisterdieck.

The servants of our God.—In the Old
Testament all the pious are, in a general sense,

servants of God, in accordance with His Thorah
[law]. In a special sense, however, the people

of Israel, or pious Israelites, are His servants,

being organs of God, designed for the diffusion

of His light, His law and His salvation over the

whole earth (Is. xlii. 1). In the most special

sense, therefore, the Messiah is His Servant
(Is. liii.). On account of the contrast of son-

ship ana the slavish servitude of legalists (Rom.
vi.), the term servant occupies a less conspicuous
place in the New Testament. The Siokovoc of

God is a servant who is familiar with his Mas-
ter's purpose, and serves voluntarily. The high

and honorable name of duv7Mc:, however, gra-

dually and significantly re-appears, and the

(JoiAof of Christ is also the dovAoc of God (Tit. i.

1; Rev. i. 1). The true servants of God are

those in whom Israel's destiny is fulfilled; those

who, in and with Christ, represent, as the

kernel of the Church, God's light and law on
the earth.* And these, some exegetes would

opinion from the fact, that *' if wias givn " to them to injure,

since it is the prerogative of G>>d to use even the evil as His
instruments ; that which is a wrong from them, is no wrong
from IlimWho permits, uses and restrains them (comp.
Acts ii. 2:i).—B. R. C]

•* [The re fore no less than six words in the Greek Testa
ment which In the German Version are rendered Knecht,
and in the English (with one additional) gprvani. The word
generally and correctly so rendered is SoiJAos, the ordinary
LXX. rendering of T^J?. It cannot with proprie'y be said,

that it occupies a less conspicuous place in the New Testa-

ment than its equivalentin the Old. In the Gospels, in di-

rect address to the disciples and in descriptive parables, our
Lord used it more than fifty times; it is apiilied twcntyfive
times to Christians in oth-r portions of the New Testament.
It is a term generally employed by the Apostles in the in-

troductions to their Epistles as descriptive of their own
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fain persuade us, are Jewish Christians exclu-
sively ! " De Wette," says Ebrard, " wrongly
refers to ch. xiv. 1 in proof of the incorrectness

of the view which makes the sealed ones of oh.

vii. Jewish Christians. In his opinion the 144,-

000 sealed ones of ch. vii. re appear in ch. xiv.,

being generally designated in ver. 3 as redeemed
from the earth.—We shall see, in due time, that

the 144,000 introduced in the latter chapter
have nothing whatever to do with those of ch.

vii."* And yet in each case the number and
qualification [the mark on the forehead] are the

same ! The identity of individuals is, of course,

not the material point: what we contend for is

the identity of the idea: viz. of the 144,000 as

the stand-holders of the peoplo of God, the pil-

lars of the Temple.

On their foreheads.—Dusterdieck: "The
mark received by the servants of the Beast is

—

like the mark of slaves in ordinary life—im-

pressed upon the right hand or the forehead
(ch. xiii. 16; xiv. 9; xx. 4); the servants of

God bear the seal and the name of their Lord on
their foreheads alone. The fact that this is the

most conspicuous place (Aret., Bengel, Stern
and others) is a suiEoient reason only in the

case of the servants of the Beast ; with the

servants of God, the material point is, rather,

that the noblest part of the body should bear
the sacred mark." Again, there is no recourse to

the Scripturalbases of the idea. Why does Aaron
bear the name of Jehovah upon his frontlet (Ex.

xxxix. 30; xxviii. 36), and upon his breast-plate

the name of the children of Israel ? The breast

encloses the secret of faith ; but the forehead
manifests the confession, the stand-point, the

symbol, the colors and standard (Rom. x. 10).

When it is said of the house of Israel: It hath
hard foreheads and obdurate hearts ([they are

stiff of forehead and hard of heart] Ezek. iii.

7), not only is the like substance of unbelief

expressed, but also an antithesis of form. The

relation to Christ; see Rom. i. 1; Phil, i.l; Titus i. 1; Jas.
1.1; 2 Pet. i.l; Rev. i. 1. With still less propiietycan it

tie affirmed, that there was any relinquishment of the term
because of " the contrast of Honship and the slavish servitude
of legalists." In the very chapter to which our Author
refers as presenting that contrast (Rom. vi.) fioiJXos is em-
ployed as a generic term applicable to both the righteous
and the wicked (ver. 16), and the verb 6ovA6w is twice ap-
plied to Christians (vers. 18, 22); and in the beginning of
that very Epistle Paul styled himselfa SoOAos.

[In the primitive sense of the term, all creatures are the
SoyAot of God ; as applicable to Christ and Christians, it

carries with it the idea of voluntary subjection to Him as
Muster^ Owner (comp. Eph. vi. 16). Ordinarily, this subjec-

tion implies ministraiinn (in theordinarysenseof that word),
because God commands His SoOAot (having the opportunity)
to minister. It is not implied, however, in the use of the
terra SoiJAos, nor is it always implied in fact : God sometimes
calls His 5oi)Aot to serve by patient acquiescence in circum-
stances which forbid them to minister—" they also serve

who only stand and wait." The position of Lange is based
upon the altogether unauthorized (occasional) translation
Of 5idKoi/os by the German Knet^ht (^the English servant).

Not only are these words radically distinct as to meaning,
but in the New Testament one is never used as exegetical
of the other, and, still further, never are Christians, as such,
styled the SidKovot of Christ. The only instance which can
be, even apparently, adduced as negativing the last assertion
is John xii. 26; but even there, manifestly, the idea present
to the mind of our Lord was personal ministration. For a
full discussion of the terms SoOAos and Siolkoi^os see Cremer'a
Biblico-Theologicat Lexicon of N., T, Greek {translated from
tU German); Edinburgh (T. & T. Clark), 1872—a most
valuable work.—B. R. C]

• [For a counter statement Bee Additional Note, p. 193.

—

B. B. C]

expression: Thy forehead against their forehead,
is precisely a case in point. The symbolical
sense of the words is unmistakable (see Ez.
iii. 8, 9).

Vers. 4-8. As the loosing of the storms is

not described further on, neither is the very act
of sealing now depicted. John heard the num-
ber of the sealed. Why "probably from the
other Angel" (De Wette, Ebrard) ? The visional
hearing is the finest sensorium for the most
secret and profound revelation (see 2 Cor. xii.

4). And there are here but three general points

:

Israel; the number, 144,000; each Tribe fur-
nishing a twelfth of this number. On the num-
ber itself, see the Introduction, p. 16. The
equality of the number 1 2,000 for each Tribe is,

according fo Diisterdieck, expressive of the idea
that all have an equal share in the Divine gift

of grace—none, however, of right. But if the
Twelve Tribes, like the Twelve Apostles, be sig-

nificant, as an organic totality, of the manifold-
ness of the ditferent gifts of grace, the meaning
of this equality will be, that the round sum and
plenitude of every species of churchly gifts

of grace is assured to the eternal Kingdom of
God.
The enumeration of Levi amongst the Twelve

Tribes has been pertinently explained by Bengel
as follows: "The Levitic ceremonies being done
away with, Levi is again placed on an equal
footing with his brethren." Now if, Levi being
included, Manasseh and Ephraim—the latter

under the name of Joseph—retain their places
in the catalogue, the result must be thirteen

Tribes. In order to avoid this, the vision omits
the Tribe of Dan.
On violences against the text, see Dusterdieck,

p. 289. As also on the play upon the name of

Manasseh ; the ancient conjecture, that An-
tichrist is to come out of Dan (with reference

to the figure of the serpent. Gen. xlix. 17!) ; the

reference to the idolatry of the Danites; also

the reference to the Jewish tradition, represent-

ing the Tribe as being extinct, with the excep-
tion of a single family. Diisterdieck himself

thinks that the omission of Dan is to be ex-

plained on the ground of the Tribe's having be-

come extinct. We refer to the general view of

the chapter presented above.* The Tribe of

Simeon was also in danger of being left out on
account of its partial emigration and its partial

fusion with Judah (see 1 Chron. iv. ; comp.,

with reference to Simeon, Deut. xxxiii. Ac-
cording to Dii.'iterdieck, Issachar, too, is here

left out).

On the promiscuous order of the sons of the

different wives, and its design, as expressive of

the co-ordination of all believers, see Hengst.,

p. 398 sqq.

For a table of the different occasions when
the Twelve Tribes are mentioned, see Ebrard,

* [" He must have had an important special reason for

leaving out the Tribe of Dan ; and ttiis could only be a the-

ological one. We find the key in such passages as ch. xiv.

4, whe e it is said of the 144,000: 'These are they who
have not defiled themselves'with women (t. e., sins [or rather

idoiair3/=spiritual aduUerJ/\), for they are virgins, ch. xxi.

27 ; oh. xxii. 14. Almost the only remarkable fact which is

to be found in the history of the Danites is, fhat after having

got possession of the land, they introduced into their terri-

tory a false worship (Judges xviii.), which continued through

centuries." HEN83iENBi!Ea.~E. R. C]
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p. 266 (Gen. xxix. 30; Gen. xlix.; Num. i.; Num.
ii.; Deut. xxvii.; Deut. xxxiii.; Ezek. xlviii.)

On an error in the Cod. Sin. see Diiaterdieok,

p. 290. [Gad and Simeon are omitted ; Joseph

and Benjamin, transposed.—E, R. C.
]

Ver. 9. As a matter of course,—De Wette to

the contrary, notwithstanding—-the section

which now follows forms, in connection with

the preceding section, one general picture.*

["The vision seems to be transferred from

earth to Heaven ; for the multitudes which he

Baw appeared before the throne, (. e. , before

the Throne of God in Heaven. The design

seems to be to carry the mind forward quite

beyond the storms and tempests of earth—the

days of error, darkness, declension and perse-

cution—to that period when the (entire) Church
should be triumphant in Heaven." Barnes.—
E. R. C]
A great multitude.—The elect in this woi-ld

are numbered ; the blessed in the other world are

innumerable. This one antithesis makes a rent

both in the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination

and in the system of its antagonists, which fails

to recognize the element of truth in the doctrine

of election. It might be supposed, that the dis-

tinction consists in the fact that the 144,000

sealed ones are significant merely of the last

Christian generation, whilst the blessed are con-

gregated out of all generations. But even the

sealed denote the whole sum of steadfast Chris-

tians out of the most diverse Christian ages.

An antithesis must have been formed in the

Seer's perception by the fact, that he only heard

on earth of a host whose ranks were closed,

whose number was complete, whilst in Heaven
he actually saw a whole train of constantly aug-
menting masses. The constituent element of

the contrast can, however, lie only in the dis-

tinction between the chosen servants of God
who have to withstand the storms of the king-
dom of darkness on this earth, and the whole
fullness of blessed souls, amongst whom there

are also children^ who have entered into bliss.

In ch. xiv. this antithesis again makes its ap-
pearance ; and that in stronger terms and as

continuing in Heaven itself, without detriment
to the blessedness of all.

According to Diisterdieck, the difference is

contained in the circumstance, that the sealed
are of Israel exclusively, whilst the great multi-
tude are gathered out of all nations. According
to Ebrard, the distinction consists in the fact,

that the former are the Christians still on earth
in the last time, being, therefore, pre-eminently
Jewish Christians; whilst the latter are all the
blessed in the other world, being, therefore,
pre-eminently Gentile Christians. According
to De Wette, the distinction consists in the fact,

that the former are representative of an elect

number, in antithesis to the rejected, whilst in
the latter case there is no such antithesis. -h

Standiug before the Throne.—The nomi-
native t'(Trarcf,J remarkable in connection with

* [Wtiy " aa a matter of course," wheD separated from the
precedint; section Ity the strong disjvnciivt phrase, ^era
TauTtt elSoi/? Sffe on ch. iv. 1 (and /oof-nrjie), p. 160 ; also
Additional Note, p. 193.—E. R. O.J

f [See Additional Note, p. 193.—K. R. C]
I fSeo Additional Note, p. 193.—JS. K. C]

the accusative Trepil3e^?i7ffi^vov^ [see Text, and
Gram.], seems, together with dx^o(, to be de-

pendent upon idoii, thus supporting the reading

indicated ; it may be explained, however, by
the irregularity of the Apocalyptic style.

Standing before the Throne, and before
the Lamb.—Contemplation of the two-fold and
yet unitous source of their felicity, in Ood'a

providence and Christ's suffering; this contem-
plation is at once the continuance and the per-

fection of their bliss.

["Of all nations.—Not only of the Jews;
not only of the nations which in the time of the

sealing vision had embraced the Gospel, but of

all the nations of the earth. And kindreds—(pvXav.—This word properly refers to those
who are descended from a common ancestry,

and here denotes a race, lineage, kindred. . . .

And peoples—AaCiv.—This word refers pro-
perly to a people or community as a mass, with-
out reference to its origin or any of its divisions.

And tongues—languages.—This word would
refer also to the inhabitants of the earth with
respect to the fact, that they speak different

languages . . . not as divided into nations ; not
with reference to their lineage or clanship ; and
not as a mere mass without reference to any dis-

tinction, but as divided by speech. The mean-
ing of the whole is, that persons from all parts

of the earth, as contemplated in these points of

view, would be among the redeemed." Barnes.
—E. R. C]
The white robes are the attire of victory.

["The emblems of innocence or righteousness,
uniformly represented as the raiment of the

inhabitants of Heaven." Barnes. Comp. chs.

iii. 4; vi. 11; and especially ver. 14, where the

symbol is explained.—E. R. C] The palms
are signs of peace and festivity. From these
tlie inference has been drawn that a hea-
venly Feast of Tabernacles or harvest is indicated
(Ziillig, Hengstenberg, p. 403, with reference to

Zech. xiv. 16). "The palms, as a symbol of

victory, attribute an activity to the redeemed
which is not pertinent here, where everything
subserves to the praise of God's transcendent
redeeming grace" (Ilengslenberg). As if any
principial contradiction were involved therein 1

It cannot be disputed, however, that the Israel-

itish Feast of Tabernacles might form the point

of departure for the present figurative represen-
tation. [The palm was the symbol of victory

amongst the Greeks, but not amongst the He-
brews. With the hitter (in the Feast of Taber-
nacles) it was the memento of trials from which
they had been delivered—it was the symbol of

salvation (comp. Lev. xxiii. 89-44.). The re-

marks of Trench on ch. ii. 17 (the last quoted),

p. 85, are applicable here.—E. 11. C]
Vers. 10-12. With a great voice.—Now

follows the doxology of the Church Triumphant,
rejoicing in its deliverance from the great tribu-

lation of the Church Militant. The mighty
voice is the expression of the great, common,
unitous feeling of all the redeemed at their com-
plete redemption, ^un/pia denotes the whole
redemptive salvation, as principial and final

auTijpia [deliverance from sin (comp. Matt. i. 21)
and woe.—E. R. C.]. "Grotius erroneously
interprets rj auTrjpia metonymically (^=gratias ob
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acceptam salutem). The thanksgiving consists

rather In the fact, that the aeaaa/xivoi ascribe
the auTTipla given them to their God as the aunijp

"

(Diisterdieck). This, then, is, after all, equiva-
lent to converting the auTT/pta into a thank-
offering.* The Apocalyptic doxologies have in

all cases a similar profound meaning. They
give back to God in thanks and praise that

which He has first bestowed.
Ver. 11. And all the Angels.—Here per-

sonal Angels are spoken of. Whilst the sym-
bolical Angels are restraining the storms on
earth, it is said of this heavenly choir : all

the Angels.

Were standing.—The celebration of the

fact of redemption summons them all around
the Throne. They first ratify the song of

praise raised by the throng of blessed human
spirits, by their deep adoration and their Amen.
Then they also give expression to their angelic

stand-point in contemplating the redemption.
We apprehend their doxology from the Christo-

logical point of view, so that three harmonious
antitheses form a group of six, which, with a
mighty finale, becomes a septenary. JSee the

Stnoptioal View.
Vers. 13-17. The ensuing explanation of the

foregoing vision reminds us of a similar scene
which occurs in ch. xvii. 7. The conversation
here, manifestly, serves to give additional dis-

tinctness and effectiveness to the hortatory and
consolatory idea of the vision.

Ver. 13. And one of the Elders ansisrered.
—An Elder speaks ; what he says is an answer
according to Hebrew usage. No explicit ques-

tion preceded his reply ; it had, however, an
interrogative cause, consisting, doubtless, in the

question enwrapped in the astonishment of the

Seer. An Elder, as a representative of redeemed
humanity, is the fittest interpreter of the scene

depicted. I "The dialogistic form, with its dis-

tinctness and liveliness, serves to mark the point

in question" (Diisterdieck).

These who are arrayed in white robes,
who are they ? and w^hence came they?^
He does not mentiou the token of the palms—

a

circumstance which demonstrates more clearly

his desire to give prominence to the great mar-
vel: so many men of a sinful race—countless

men—in the garb of innocence. Yes, countless

holy meal How is it possible? Here the ques-

tion qui genus ? unde domo ? (see Diisterdieck)

acquires quite a unique significance.

Ver. 14. Lord, thou knowest.—This mode
of address—lord or sir—is, in its more general
sense, a term of respect. Thou knowest. Ebrard:
"1, indeed, know; but thou knowest far better."

Diisterdieck and others: "I know not, but I

should like thee to tell me."
Both, of course, are aware that these blessed

ones are men, and that they come from earth.

Even John knows great things concerning the

redemption and its effect. But notwithstanding
this, it continues to be a question with him,
what the nature of this vision of innumerable

* [The Ewcription, accnrding to tlie view of Diisterdieck,
fmpM'es ttianks ; but is not thereby converted into a mere
thanlc-olTering. It ifnplies thankt, befause it ifl an ascription
ofpraife in view of benefits confeiT'^d.— E. R. C]
t [See /oot-/iote f on p. 152.

—

E. K. C]

sanctified human beings, clad in snow-white
raiment, is. He is battling with sin, like Elijah
of old, and though it is with a New Testament
experience of salvation that he is waging this
conflict, still the view of the Elder is on a higher
plane than his own, just as the voice that told
of the seven thousand faithful Israelites was ex-
alted above the conception entertained by Elijah.
The wealth of the heavenly fruits of the Gospel
passes even the ethical conception of a John.

The train of the blessed is an endless festal

line ; they come and come. Hence the an-
swer:
These are they that come [Lange:

—

These are the ones coming],—And the
answer to the question. Whence come they?
is at the same time a reply to the inquiry
as to who they are. All who suffered, fought
and conquered in the great tribulation through
which every Christian, from the beginning of

the ages of the Cross down to the end, has to

pass. According to Diisterdieck, the great tri-

bulation of the last days is alone intended. He
also thinks that the comers are to be regarded
as " on earth as yet."

Out of the great tribulation.—This ex-
pression has, doubtless, an escliatological bear-
ing; not, however, in the sense which Diister-

dieck attributes to it, citing Ebrard in support
of his view, though the last-named commentator
says: "The great tribulation can be only that
general one, which had begun in John's time, and
which is to continue until the cniSinT/aii at Christ's

return." On the other hand, Bengel's interpre-

tation of the great tribulation, as significant of

all the Adamio trouble and toil of Earth, is,

undoubtedly, too general, or, rather, it is alto-

gether wrong, since the tribulation begins only
with the conflicts of faith. This is the first his-

torical fundamental feature of the blessed : they
have passed happily through this great tribula-

tion. The historical conflict, however, is based
upon the inward fact

:

And they washed their robes, etc —
Quite characteristically Johanuean is this more
definite apprehension of the Atonement in the

innermost centre of the expiation. Equally
characteristic the Catholic medimval idea, held

by Bede and Lyra, of the purifying power of

the blood of the martyrs; Ewald himself, in his

earlier publication, espoused this view (see Diist.,

p. 295). "Hengstenberg's distinction of the

washing from the making white, and his applica-

tion of the former to the forgiveness of sins and
of the latter to sanctiflcation, is contrary to the

nature of the figure. A washing whereby the

garments have become white, is denoted" (Diis-

terdieck).

[Note on The Great Teibulation.—Daniel
(xi. 1) prophesied of a "trouble" (OAJipjf) to

occur in the last days in the following language:
(LXX. ) KaX Eorai Karpog 6?u^e(j^, O/.hpiQ o\a ov

yeyovev d(jt' ov yeyevTjTat e6vo(^ kv ry yij, euQ Toi)

aaipov SKeivov. He also declared "at that time
thy people shall be delivered [aoidi/aerai)." The
evident implication of the Prophet is that this

6?iiipig shall not be visited upon the people of

God, but upon men of the world. Our Lord
(manifestly referring to this prophecy, for Ha
uses its very phraseology) speaks of the sama
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dXlil'ig, describing it aa great. His language is

(Matt. xxiv. 21) : eirroi yap rdre 6'AlTpii iieyalr;,

o'ia oil yeyovev air' apxv^ tcSff/zov ewf tov vvv, ovd'

oil pfi yhrjTat. Tliis dll-fiq immediately precedes

the Coming of the Son of Man (ver. 30); and
there can be no doubt that the period thereof is

that of the vengeance predicted Luke xxi. 22,

whose special woes the disciples were exhorted

to labor to escape by faithfulness (ver. 36).

In the Epistle to the Church of Philadelphia, the

same tribulation, doubtless, was alluded to as

*'the hour of temptation (TTfipaff/itic)," which
should "try them that dwell upon the Earth"
(worldlings), but from which the faithful should

be "kept" (Rev. iii. 10). It seems hardly pos-

sible to avoid the conclusion, that when, in con-

nexion with the Coming of the Lord, a tribulation

was spoken of to John, which, in the very words
of Jesus, is emphasized as "the tribulation, the

great one " [ol epx'^f-'-^^oi £k ri^g d?.Ltpeug ri^g fieyalT]^),

the Seer must have understood by it the very
tribulation predicted by Jesus. Two objections,

possibly, may be urged against this view, viz.

:

that (1) the redeemed are said to come out of
(ck) the tribulation; (2) this interpretation in-

volves that the innumerable white-robed throng
consists only of those who were on earth at the

beginning of the tribulation. Concerning the

former of these, it may be said, that the force

of £ii is not necessarily that the delivered should
have been actual participators in, or sufferers

from, that from which they are delivered, see

chs. ii. H; iii. 10; xviii. 4; John x. 39; Acts
XV. 29; 2 Cor. i. 10; Gal. ii. 13; 2 Tim. iv. 17;
2 Pet. ii. 9, etc. The second objection disap-

pears on the supposition, that the winds, which
are to bring on the great tribulation, have been
threatening, but are withheld, throughout the

entire preceding period, until the sealing and
gathering of the elect; on this supposition, all

the redeemed who have died throughout the
preceding ages have gone up from that which is

constantly threatening (see under ch. iii. 10,

and also Additional Note, on p. 193).

[There can be little doubt that the prophecy
of our Lord, Matt. xxii. 15-22 ; Luke xxi. 20-24,

found its first or typical fulfillment in the de-
struction of Jerusalem ; it should be remem-
bered, however, that, previous to that destruc-
tion, "the Christians, remembering the Lord's
admonition, forsook Jerusalem and fled to the

town of Pella, . . . where King Herod Agrippa
II. . . . opened to them a safe asylum " (Schaff''s

Mist. Ap. Ch., p. 391). It may be asked, if the

flood, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,
and the destruction of Jerusalem, are not types
of the great tribulation, and if the deliverance of

Noah, of Lot, and of the Church of Jerusalem,
are not, at the same time, types of the deliver-

ance of the Saints (oomp. 2 Pet. ii. 5-9) ?

—

E. R. C]
Ver. 15. On this account are they be-

fore the throne.—[They are in Heaven; see
the extract from Barnes, jx. 185.—E. R. C]
Perfectly Johannean: 1 John iii. 2. And all

this Grotius soberly refers to the Christians in
PcUa

!

And serve Him day and night.—The
heavenly life has itself become a priestly service
of God, being, moreover, as a spiritual life, ele-

vated above the change of day and night (ch

iv. 8; y. 8; xxii. 3). [The heavenly life is not

one of mere enjoyment, but of continued, active

service.—E. R. C]
And He that sitteth on the throne

shall spread his tabernacle over them
[Lange : shall settle abidingly over them].
— SKrjvuaei is difficult to translate. Hengsten-

berg's translation : to tabernacle, is objected to

by Ebrard on philological grounds. The ex-

pression fter' uvtCjv, ch. xxi. 3, is different from

the present term ett' av-ovc. In ch. xxi. 22 it is

declared concerning the City of God: 1 saw no

Temple in it: God Himself is its Temple. There

is, then, a development of blessedness in the

other world. Whatever interpretation we may
give to the passages in question, it is a thouglit

of unique grandeur, that the glory or Shekinah

of God, once veiled by the pillar of cloud and

fire, and, outside of diRlinct prophetic manifes-

tations, regularly revealed only in a figurative

form to the High Priest in the Holy of Holies

(of the Tabernacle), is now, in a permanent and
.apparent glory, to sink down from the Throne
upon the blessed and spread itself out over

them. See Matt. v. 8; 1 Cor. xiii. 12; comp.

Lev. xxvi. 11; Is. iv. 5; Ezek. xxxvii. 27. ["It

is exceedingly difficult to express the sense of

these glorious words, in which the fulfillment

of the 0. T. promises, such as Levit. xxvi. 11;

Isa. iv. 5, 6; Ezek. xxxvii. 27, is announced.

They give the fact of the dwelling of God among
them, united with the fact of His protection be-

ing over them, and assuring to them the ex-

emptions next to be mentioned." Alford.—
E. R. C]

Ver. 16. They shall nothungerany more.
—Pa. xvii. 15.

Thirst.—Is. It. 1 ; Ps. evil. 9.

Hunger and thirst, and the satisfaction of both

these needs, are, throughout the Scriptures, the

fixed figures of spiritual circumstances. As the

body is a fixed symbol of the soul, bo the condi-

tions of bodily existence and satisfaction are a

fixed symbol of the corresponding spiritual con-

ditions. [If the vision was of the post-resurrec-

tiou condition of the Saints, there was more
than the figure of spiritual supply in these

words. The bodies raised from the dead shall

experience no want or pain.—E. R. C]
The sun.—Ps. cxxi. 6; Ps. xc. and other

passages. The oriental sun, in its overpowering
effects ; g, type, also, of overpowering reality ia

daily life.

Any burning heat, (/tafi.ua.)—Heat of the

hot wind, of the burden of the day, of fever,

etc.

For the Lamb.—Is. xlix. 10. " He that

hath mercy on them." [_"I/ir Urbarmer," their

Compassionator.] From Him that shows mercy

or that pities, comes the Spirit of mercy; He
perfects His manifestation in the spirit of the

Lamb, personal and complete meekness, and

founds a congregation of infinitely deep and

firm peace. On the expression : rb ava fihov

roil Spdvov, comp. DUsterdieck, p. 297. The

meaning ia probably this : that Christ, by

His invincible meekness, has risen to the centre

of the Divine government. As the meek are to

possess the kingdom of the earth, so the Meek
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One par excellence has attained the sovereignty
over Heaven and earth at the right hand of the
Father and in His Name, Matthew xxviii. 18;
Phil. ii.

Shallshepherdize them.—Ps. xxlii. ; John x.

And Ood shall Twipe away every tear
from their eyes.—Is. xxv. 8; Rev. xxi. 4.

[additional note on the visions of oh. VII.]

By the American Editor.

[That chap. vii. is independent of what pre-

cedes (although, of course, related to it), is

evident from the disjunctive phrase, fiSTd,

TovTO eWov, with which it commences (see foot-

note, p. 190) ; and that it consists of two inde-

pendent visions, is also evident from the similar

phrase with which the second vision is intro-

duced, ver. 9. These visions are here introduced
as proper to this stage of the complex narrative.

They do not, properly speaking, constitute an
Episode, because they enter as materially into

the revelation of things future as do the events

under the Seals. They are not placed under
the Seals, because the matters set forth were
not concealed from the heavenly hosts (the with-

holding of the tempest of wrath, the sealing, and
t\\Q gathering of the redeemed in bliss), but had
been in process of development for a long time,

possibly from the days of Abraham or even those

of Abel.*

The 144,000 of the firpt vision the writer
identifies with those of ch. xiv. ; in his judgment
the number and the almost certain reference to

the Seal upon the forehead in ch. xiv. 1, place

this beyond a peradventure. But if this iden-

tification be correct, then the Sealed constitute a

peculiar portion of the redeemed, eminent for

faithfulness and nearness to Christ: "They are

the first-fruits, the a-jafixfl, unto God and to the

* [The Smls eymbotize the concealmpnt from angelic and
human view of cerium {not all) events in future hiatory.

Probably, at the date of the Apocalypse, both Angels and
men expected the immediat'^ return of Christ to earth. Tiie

eschatological predictions of our Lord (Matt. xxiv.. ptc.) np to

the point of His promised appearing seemed to have been
falfllled (and typicalli/ they had been fulfilled) in the de-

Btruction of Jerusalem. It is probable that neither Angels
nor men dreamed that centuries, or even months, of false

Christa, wars, famines, pestilences, persecutions, would in-

tervene before the eartlily establisyiment ot the promised
Kingdom ; and hence the importance of the unlnnsi.ng of the
Seals. But however these things might be hidden, the
sealing of believers and the gathering of departed Saints in
Heaven were not concealed from any. These were events
that for years (or centuries) had been going on, and their

continuance until the resurrection (whenever, or after
whatsoever events, that might be) was revealed and secured
by the open promise of God. In the visions of ch. xiv., the
Seer had a view of what had been openly progressing under
the view of Angels, and the fact of whose future progress
had already been revealed.—E. R. C]

Lamb" (ch. xiv. 3-5). This fact seems also to

be indicated by the number, which is one of per-

fection, which may well indicate, not mereiv
completeness as to number, but the peculiar
excellence, both in character and condition, of
the whole body. They are selected from the
tribes, the denominations, of the nominal Israel,

the visible Church of God (possibly the Jewish
as well as the Chrislian—the latter being the
legitimate successor of the former, Rom. xi. 17,

18). By the sealing the writer understands
(probably) a peculiar Christ-likeness impressed
upon the sealed by the sanctifying influences

of the Holy Ghost (see p. 186). The period of
the sealing he regards as extending througliout the
whole Christian dispensation, and possibly back
to the institution of the visible Church in Abra-
ham, during the whole of which periods the

winds of Divine wrath were restrained.*

The second vision contemplated, not (or not
merely) the airapxVi hut the whole body of there-
deemed (probably exclusive of the a-rrapxil)- This
innumerable company was composed of indi-

viduals of all ages—ante as well aspo«<-diluvian;

of all races: it included, probably, that innu-
merable host of infants (more than one half of

the entire human family), and those others
amongst the nations, wlio, influenced by the
Spirit by modes unknown to us, have been re-

newed and saved by the blood of the Atone-
ment.
The manifest points of difference between the

two companies have already been alluded to;

they may, however, be arranged as follows: the

one was innumerable, from all nations, the

whole body of the redeemed; the other was a,

(comparatively) small, definite number, from
Israel (the Church), the first-fruits. It may be
asked, if another point of difference is not sug-

gested by the iararec of ver. 9 ; there the general
throng are represented as standing before the

Throne, but the promise to the faithful of the

Church is that they themselves shall be enthroned

with Jesus (comp. chs. iii. 21 ; xx. 4).—E.

R. C]

* [If by the sealed the first-fruits are meant, they cannot
be regarded as consisting merely of those who chall be on
Earth just hefurexhe great tribulation. Not only is it re-

pugnant to reason and sensibility to shut out fr im that
glorious company the Apostles aud Miirtyrs, but we are ex-

pressly taught, that the primitive Cliristiar s form^-d a por-

tion of the airapxri (Jas. i. 18), and ttie Apostle Paul assures
UJ, that those who are alive at the Comingcf the Lord shall

not talee prpcedence of those who sleep (I Thess. iv. 14^17).

Nor does it seem proper to exclude from the company of the
faithful the Father of the faithful and that noble host de-

Sf-ribed in Heb. xi., of whom it is impliedly declared that,

though without ns they are not made perfect, with us they
ahall be perfected (Heb. xi. 40).—E. E. C.J

13
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-EARTH-PICTURE OF THE SEVEN PENITENTIAL TRUMPETS, ISSUING FROM THE
OPENING OF THE SEVENTH SEAL.

Chap. VIII. 1—IX. 21.

1. Opening of the Seventh Seal.

Chap. VIII. 1-6.

1 And when he had \_cmi. had] opened the seventh seal, there was [^^^i'STo=super-

vened] silence in [ins. the] heaven about the space of [om. the space of] half an hour.

2 And I saw the seven angels which [who] stood [stand'] before God ; and to them
3 were given seven trumpets. And another angel came and stood at [or before'] the

altar, having a golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense, that

he should offer it with [or add it to'] the prayers of all [tns. the] saints upon the

4 golden altar which was [is] before the throne. And the smoke of the incense,

which came [om. , which came] with [to or for]* the prayers of the saints, ascended

5 up [om. up] before God out of the angel's hand. And the angel took the censer,

and filled it with [from the] fire of the altar, and cast it [om. it] into [upon] the

earth : and there were [supervened] voices, and thunderings [thunders,and voices],

6 and lightnings, and an earthquake. And the seven angels which [who] had the

seven trumpets prepared themselves to [om. to

—

ins. that they might] sound
[trumpet].

2. First four Trumpets. Predominant human spiritual Sufferings under the figure of Sufferings in

Mature.

Vers. 7-12.

7 The first angel [om. angeP] sounded [trumpeted], and there followed hail and
fije mingled^ with blood, and they were cast upon the earth : [iTis. and the third

part of the earth was burnt up,]' and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all

green grass was burnt up.

8 And the second angel sounded [trumpeted], and as it were a great mountain
burning with fire was cast into the sea : and the third part of the sea became blood

;

9 And the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life [^o/ac]

died ; and the third part of the ships were destroyed.

10 And the third angel sounded [trumpeted], and there fell a great star from [ins.

the] heaven, burning as it were [om. it were] a lamp, and it fell ujion the third

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Vfir. 2. [For the use of the perf. and plup. of t(mj/Ai as an intransitive present and imp., flee G^rammars and liezieoni

generally.—E. R. C]
2 Ter. 3. ('ETrt with the genitive; flee Tbxt. and Gram, on ch.vii. 15 (Note 12). Lange explains: "en-i^bending over;''

Alford translatea: mer.—B. R. C]
3 Ver. .3. [This alternative translation of fiwo-et rat? npoaevxili is adopted from the margin of the E. V. For this, or

an equivalent, sense of 6t5w/xi see Robinson's Zeaj. (d). For a full discussion of this phrase, see Dr. Lillie's Notes.—
E. R. C]

,
* Ver. 4. [See Winer, g 31, 6. c.; LiUie explains: "'Ia':enfle belonging to, designed for.' the case here answering to

T with the latter of two nouns in construction."—See also EXPI. m Detail in loc.—E. K. O.J

6 Ver. 7. [All the reeent editors, with X- A. B*. P., etc., omit avye^ot.-K. R. C]
« Vi-r 7. [Tisoh. (8th Ed.), with «. P., gives ininyiiivov ; Lach., Alf., Treg. (and Tisch., 1869), with A. B*., /jLeiuynim.

7 Ver 7. Kal rb rpirov t^s y^s Karfied-q, omitted by the Rec. in ace. with minuscules. [Given by >5. A. B'*. P., etc.—
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11 part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of [ins. the'] waters; And the name of

the star is called Wormwood : and the third part of the waters became" wormwood

:

and many [ins. of the] men died of [from] the waters, because they were made
bitter.

12 And the fourth angel sounded [trumpeted], and the third part of the sun was
smitten, and the third part of the moon, and the third part of the stars

; [,] so as [oin.

so as

—

ins. that] the third part of them was [might be] darkened, and the day
shone not [might not shine]'" for a [the] third part of it, and the night likewise

[in like manner].

8. Last three TrumpeU. Predominant demonic Sufferings—in figures of Nature perverted into

Unnaiur

Chap. VIII. 13—IX. 21.

13 And I beheld [saw], and [ins. I] heard an angel [eagle"] flying through the

midst of heaven [in mid-heaven], saying with a loud [great] voice, Woe, woe, woe,

to the inhabiters of [them that dwell upon] the earth by reason of [^x] the other

[remaining] voices of the trumpet of the three angels, which [who] are yet [about]

to sound [trumpet]

!

Chap. IX. 1-21.

a. Fifth Trumpet. First Woe.

Vers. 1-12.

1 And the fifth angel sounded [trumpeted], and I saw a star fall [fallen] from

[ins. the] heaven unto [upon] the earth : and to him was given the key of the bot-

2 totnless [om. bottomless'^] pit [ins. of the abyss]. And he opened the bottomless

[om. bottomless] pit [ins. of tbe abyss]" ; and there arose [ascended] a [om. a]

smoke out of the pit,'* as the [om. the] smoke of a great furuace ; and the sun [ins.

was darkened] and the air were darkened [om. were darkened] by reason of [iz] the

3 smoke of the pit. And there came [om. there came] out of the smoke [ins. came
forth] locusts upon the earth : and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of

4 the earth have power. And it was commanded [said to, kpfiiOrf] them that they

should [shall] not hurt [injure] the grass of the earth, neither [nor] any'* green

thing, neither [nor] any'' tree ; but only those [the] men which [who (oiVt^c?)]

5 have not the seal of God in [upon] their [the"] foreheads. And to them it was
given that they should not kill them, but that they should fshall] be tormented"

Sve months : and their torment was [is] as the torment of a scorpion, when he

6 striketh [it hath stricken] a man. And in those days shall men seek death, and

shall not find" it ; and shall [ins. earnestly] desire to die, and death shall flee

[fleeth'"] from them.
7 And the shapes of the locusts were like unto [om. unto] horses prepared unto

battle ; and on [upon] their heads luere [om. loerc'] as it were crowns like gold, and

8 their faces were [om. were} as the [om. the] faces of men. And they had hair as

' Ver. 10. TUv iiSiToiv ; comp. Delilzsch, p. 32. [So all the recent editors with S. B*. P. This entire clanse (after rivers)

it om. hy A.—B. R. C]
9 Ver. 11. The Rec. givfls ytvnTai. in ace. with minuscnles.
10 Ver. 12. [Alf., Treg. aod Tisoh., with K. A., give (fia;-)).—B. R. C]
" Vor. 13. The reading ivyeAou has the hcst Coiid. against it; ffjr particulars see DUst. [Alf., Treg., and Tisch., w.th

X A. B*., gl»e aeroi); P., hi^wevt'r, reads a.yye\ov.—B. R. CI
12 Ch. ix., ver. 1. [The traoslatiun " bntiamUss pit" is altog^'ther wifh-^ut jufltification. By it, an important fact of

revelation is concealed from the readers of the E. V. (see Bxcubsos on Hadfs. p. 364 sqq.)—B. E. 0.].

18 Ver. 2. The words Kai ^vot^ei' to (t>peap t^s a^vfraov are grnundlessly assailed. [All th« recent editors give these

words with A. P., Vulg. (CL, Fuld., Harl.,^ Tnl.'i) ; they are om. hy K. B«., Vulg. (Am., Sari., Tnl), etc.—'E. R. C]
1* Ver. 2. Some Codd. omit Kairi^o! eic ToO 4p<aT05 [lisl. [These words are om. by 1, 35, 41, W (see Tischendorf ).—

B. fi. 0.1
IS Ver. 4. [For this rendering of irJ? see Winer, g 26, 1, Jirst par. (The iirj is here connected with the verb, the ovSi

being a mere continuance of the negation.)—E. R. C.l
1» Ver. 4. Tisch. ri8,')9] gives avrHv. [Tisch. (8th Ed.) and Treg. omit with X- A- P., .<*">•, Earl.*, etc.; C.d B*. gives

it ; Alford brackets.—E. R. C]
17 Ver. 5. [Lach , Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch., give patravi<r6ri<Tofrai with fc^. A. P.,e^c. Lange reads ^ao-avtcr^wat with

B*.—B. R. C]
18 Ver. 6. KoX fil) eSpi^triu, Cod. A. [PI, etc. [So Lach. and Tisch. (1859); Tisch. (8th Ed.), Alf., Treg., pivi e!ipr,<rov(T:v

with K. B».—E R. C]
1" Ver. 6. Tna reading ijieuyei. [So Alf., Treg., Tisch., with A. P. ; K reads .^uyB and B*. (fieiiferai.—E. R. C ]
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9 the hair of women, and their teeth were as the teeth of lions. And they had breast-

plates, as it were [ins. iron] breastplates of iron [om. of iron] ; and ihe sound of

their wings Moi as the [a] sound of chariots of many horses running to battle.

10 And (hey had [have] tails like unto [om. unto] scorpions, and there were [om.

there were] stings [iiu. ; and] in their tails : and [om. : and

—

ins. is] their power^"

11 was [om. was] to hurt [injure] men five months. And they had [have] a king over

them, ivhich is [om. which is] the angel of the bottomless pit [om. bottomless pit

—

ins. abyss], [;] whose [his] name in the [om. the] Hebrew [,] tongue is [om. tougue

is] Abaddon, but [ ; and] in the Greek tongue [om. tongue

—

ins. he] hath his [the]

12 name Apollyon. [wis. The] one woe is past [hath passed] ;
and, [om. and,]

behold, there come [wis. yet] two woes more hereafter [om. more hereafter

—

ins. after these things].

b. Sixth Trumpet. Second Woe.

Veks. 13-21.

13 And'^ the sixth angel sounded [trumpeted], and I heard a [or one (/Ji'ay)] voice

14 from the four"^ horns of the golden altar which is before God, saying to the sixth

angel [,] which had [the one having''] the trumpet. Loose the four angels which
15 [that] are bound in [at] the great river Euphrates. And the four angels were

loosed, which [that] were [had been] prepared for an [the] hour, and a [om. a]

day, and a [om. a] mouth, and a [om. a] year, for to [om. for to

—

ins. that they

16 should] slay the third part of [ins. the] men. And the number of the army
[armies] of the horsemen [cavalry'^*] were [was] two hundred thousand thousand

17 [two myriads of myriads] : and [ow. and'*] I heard the number of them. And
thus I saw the horses in the vision, and them that [those who] sat on them, having
breastplates of fire [fiery] and of jacinth [hyacinthine], and biimstone [sulphure-

ous] : and the heads of the horses were as the heads of lions ; and out of their

18 mouths issued [goeth forth] fire and smoke and brimstone [or sulphur]. By these

three [ins. plagues'"] was [om. was — mm. were slain] the third pnrt of [ins. the] men
killed [om. killed], by the fire, and by [om. by"] the smoke, and by [om. by"] the

19 brimstone [or sulphur], which issued [went forth] out of their mouths. For their

[om. their

—

inn. the] power [ins. of the horses]'* is in their mcuth, and in their tails:

for their tails were [are] like unto serpents, and [om. and] had [having] heads, and
20 with them [these] they do [om. do] hurt [injure]. And the rest of the men [,] which

[who] were not killed [slain] by these plagues [,] yet [om. yet] repented not [did

not even'' repent] of the works of their hands, that they should not worship devils

[the demons], and [ins. the] idols of gold, and [ins. of]™ silver, and [ins. of]™ brass,

and [ins. of]'" stone, and oP° wood ; which neither can [can neither] see, nor hear,

21 nor walk : Neither repented they [And they did not'" repent] of their murders, nor

of their sorceries, nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts.

20 Ypr. 10. The readiog of Lach. and Tisch. af>,pr Beneel. [Also of Words., Alf., Treg., le^vrfya, xai ^v raU ovpaU avratv

ri e^ovo-ia avri^v aSiK^aat ; £<. A. U*. P. pive KaC after Kefrpa and Omit it after the first avTbiv
; t4. A. p. ha\c 17 i^ovtJLa avriiiy

;

E^ . reads efouo-tai/ exov<Tit' ; B*. inserts tou before aSmrifTai, which is omitted by M. A. P. There are other minor varirttiona

of le^i authority.—E. U. C]
-^ Ver. 13. [t^.omita Kai ; B*. not ODly om its in this- place, but inserts before fi erU ravTa in prpced ing verse ; in ace.

with this, the corri-ct poiating wou d be a period after woea, the translation runniue:, And afitr these thirws, the sixth An.
gel. fte.-B. R. C.J

22 Ver. 13. Te(ro-opti>»' was omitted probably because it was regarded as Biiperfluons; DUst. Buspects it of being an
i'lt-ipilation. [I'll*., Treg., omit with N." A. 28, 79, Am., PuM.,etc. Tisch. inserts with B*. P., etc.; Alford brackets.-
E. R, C]

23 \ er. 14. A. B. [K. P.], etc., 6 ix'^v ; comp. Delilzseh with r^f. to Tisch., p. 33, also p. 32 (No. 10).
24 Ter. 16. Codd. A. B. |N. I'.], etc., toO lirTrwoS.
26 Ver. 16. [Kalis generdly om.iu „cc. withX. A. B*. P., rfc—B. R. C J
2« Ver. 18. [Recent editors generally insert irAijyili', with N. A. B. C. P., e(c.; 0. omits Tilr, and N- omits TOiii'.—

E. R. C]
27 Ver, 18. [The jic before Kairi'oO is given by C. P., Vulg. ( CI.) and om. by K, A. B*., Ynlg , Am., Fuld., etc ; that before

deiov is given by P., andora. by X. A. B-^ C. Vu'g, etc ; critical editors generally omit Iiotii.—E. R. C]
28 Ver. 19. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch., with N- A. B*. C. P., Vnlg., etc., give ij vap iPov<ria rHy linrwv : Words, also oii-

Ti^.—E. R. C]
!S Ver. 20. [Tifch. and Alf. give ovSe with N- B*. ; Lach. and Treg , oOre with A. P.; Gb., Sz , Tiech. (1869), ov with

C. For the rendering above (ov5e), nee Wi -er, g fj't, 6 (.footnote 2i.—E. R. C]
3'> Ver. 20. ["The repetition, if not r-qnireii in ordor to prevent am'jigulty, is the most convenient compensation for

the omission oft le ar iele." Dii, Lillie—E. R. 0.]
31 Ver. 21. The reading ou [wai 011 fxeTev6-rj(ra.v].
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.

The trumpet calls to war ; the trumpet sum-
muDii the congregation to assemble. Both points

are embraced by the vision of tlie Seven Trum-
pets; it is the vision of the experiences of the

Church as the Church Miliiaut; the vision of

her conflict in her spiritual assailments and
perils.* This spiritual conflict of the Church is

evident from each individual feature of the

vision. The prayers of all the Saints : the third,

as a diminution of three, the number of spirit ; the

opening of the abyss; the horsemen, coming
from the great river Euphrates, i. e. from the

sphere of Babylon; the slaughter of mankind,
effected by their demonic horses; and the im-

penitence still remaining after all these plagues

—everything is indicative of spiritual ciroum-
staoces.

These spiritual circumstances are, moreover,

of such a nature that they can be overcome only

by a mighty effort of Heaven itself ; by a tension

of the heavenly spirits in meditation, prayer
and intercession. Hence there is silence in

Heaven. Praise seems to grow dumb in Heaven
itself. Heaven prays in consideration of the

conflicts which are before the Church on earth.

The heavenly hour is the decisive hour of the

whole crisis; the entire half of this hour is em-
ployed in the celestial hallowing of the couflici

of the Church Militant.

In the mean time, the seven Angels, with the

trumpets which are given them, stand waiting.

The other Angel, whose task it is to give a

heavenly completeness to the earthly and imper-
fect prayers of the Saints is, doubtless, in ac-

coi'dance with Rom. viii. 26, the Spirit of Prayer,

in connection with the symbolical intercession of
Christ. In this character he approaches the

heavenly altar of incense. His instrument is

the golden censer — the heavenly purification

and measurement of the prayers which ascend
to Heaven mingled with pathological turbidity

and eccentricity (comp. the /^ET-piorraiJeZv of Christ

the High Priest, Heb. v. 2). The incense given to

)iim is offered upon the golden altar of incense be-

fore the Throne, and the smoke of it rises up and
completes the imperfect prayers of the Saints

before God.
By the retro-active power of this heavenly

sacrifice of prayer, the earth is consecrated for

her struggle: the Angel pours the Jire of the

allar, with which he has filled the censer, upon
the earth. Then from the heavenly fire of

prayer there issue on earth voices and thunders

and lightnings and an earthquake: holy ideas

and words, holy preachings and alarm-cries, holy
illuminations and spiritual judgments, result in

holy convulsions of the human world. Thus is set

on foot a victorious counteraction against the on-

sets just beginning. Though seven terrible cor-

ruptive and destructive agencies are now, one af-

ter another, let loose against the earth, we must
remember that the providence of God has encir-

cled them with angelic might; that in Heaven
they are transformed into seven grand dispensa-

* [See Additional Note, p. 212 sqq., on this etatemeiit,

and on the entire Synoptical View.—E. R. C]

tions; and that they are announced by Trumpets,

which summon the Church to the conflict

—

summon her to resistance, by repentance and by
a closer serriment in collectedness of spirit and
in the life of Christian fellowship.

First Trumpet-blast.

The first Trumpet sounds, and hail, mingled
with fire and blood, falls upon the earth. This
is, unmistakably, the dispensation of carnal zeal,

of sensuous piety, of fanaticism (Luke ix. 54),
which falls upon the earth, i. e., the churchly
lurni of the Kingdom of God (Ps. xciii.). The
hail, or the icy isolJness of men's souls toward
true spiritual life, corresponds with the fire of

superstitious passions (see Nitzsch, System, p.

39); and the fire is continually more and more
mingled with blood, as is demonstrated by the
first appearance of fanaticism in sacred history,

Gen. xxxiv., and, further, by all kindred records,

especially by the superstitious persecutions of

heretics in the history of the Church. This un-
holy fire consumes the third part of the earth, i. «.,

the Church, or, in a universal sense, legal order;

the Ihirdpart of the trees (Ps. i.), i. e. pious per-

sonalities; and more than the third part of the

green grass: the entire soul-pasturage of the

Christian flock (Ps. xxiii.) is more or less

scorched and blasted, being converted partly

into hay, partly into ashes.

Second Trumpet-Mast.

The mountain, which is next introduced, is not

a real mountain, but the appearance of a great

burning mountain, rushing, like a giant meteor,

through the air, as though hurled, by some mighty
hand, upon the sea. This, manifestly, is the de-

ceptive semblance of a great Divine ordinance,

which, changed by the flames of bigot passion

into a self-consuming crater, is inflicted, as a Di-

vine judgment, upon the sea or national life. The
third part of the sea is turned to blood by means
of religious wars and abominations of all kinds

springing from fanatical party spirit. The fur-

ther consequence is that the third part of the

creatures in the sea perish,, and the third part of

the ships are destroyed. The poisoning of Chris-

tian national life by the false fire-mountain de-

stroys a third part of the healthful and glad-

some popular life, and a third part of all human
intercourse, blessing and prosperity. Whole
nations, states and vital branches of the slate

are, so far as their spiritual existence is con-

cerned, in good part ruined. History affords

abundant illustrations of these Apocalyptic

words.

Third Trumpet-blast.

From Heaven, from the kingdom of spirit,

a great star falls, a real spiritual luminary,

burning like a torch, i. e., like a great and

brilliant world-light. If we contemplate its

spiritual fall, we cannot fail to perceive, that it

is the personified likeness of false liberty, of

the fanaticism of negation, rushing upon us

under the semblance of a new enlightenment

for the world. For it falls upon the third part

of the rivers, i. e. more general spiritual tenden-

cies, or currents, as they are called at present

(Is. viii. 6; xxxv. 61; it falls also upon tke
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fountains (Prov. xxv. 6), i. e., creatively original

minds, whence the currents proceed.

When it is said that the name of the star is

called Wormwood, the idea immediately striites

us that it is indeed that embitterment by which
—as in the history of Julian—a great portion

of the heavenly knowledge-life, the enfran-

chising spiritual reform, ia corrupted and trans-

formed from a quietly shining heavenly star

into a burning torch that falls from Heaven,
and, instead of truly enlightening, poisons the

fountains and currents of spiritual life. Thus a

third part of the spiritual water of life, in so-

ciety, culture and literature, is turned into a

water of death, a soul-de.atroying partyism,

sedition and sectarianism, inflicting even bodily

death upon many men, by mortally embittering

them (comp. Heb. iii. 8; Ex. xvii. 7; Num. xiv.

22; Deut. vi. 16).

Fourth Trumpet-blast.

A third part of the Heaven of spiritual life is

closed, and thus the opening of the abyss at the

blast of the fifth Trumpet is prepared. The
third part of the sun is smitten; i. e., the third

part of the sun of revelation is concealed and
made of none effect by the united darkness of

positive and negative fanaticism—superstition

and unbelief. In like manner the third part of
(Ac moora is smitten. Together with the bright

day-life of Christian knowledge, the night-life

of the spiritual repose and peace of souls is, in

a great degree, obscured ; the spiritual life of

nature, we might say, in accordance with Mark
iv. '27.

Thus, too, the third part of the stars is smitten;

in spite of all the advances of astronomy, the
joyous upward gaze of immortal souls into the
heavenly home of the eternal Father-house
(John xiv. 2) declines with many even to utter

extinction. Aud it is in perfect accordance
with the laws of polarity, that, together with the
true day-life of the spirit, the true night-life of

the heart, especially in the intercourse of spirits,

has suifered great loss.

By this great spiritual obscuration of sun,

moon and stars—an obscuration which, though
on the one hand partial, is, on the other hand,
lasting—preparation is made for the first of the

three great woes. This woe, together with its

successors, is heralded by an eagle which John
sees and hears, by reason of the rustling of his
wings, flying through the lofty midst of Heaven;
an eagle proclaiming with a mighty voice a
threefold woe upon the inhabitants of the earth—a woe coming with the last three Trumpets.
As the horse denotes regular rapid historic mo-
tion, so the ea'/le is indicative of a, vehement
and mighty movement toward a great catastro-
phe. This eagle flies along the meridian alti-

tude of Heaven, thus being visible down to the
very horizon, besides being able to descry the
coming woes with his piercing glance, and to
make himself heard by all with his mighty
voice. Thus the eagle is indicative of the lofty
and rapid flight of the seer-spirit over the earth,
with its sharp outlook upon the catastrophes of
the last times It is the very genius of Apocalyp-
tios, the eagle of John. That it does not denote the

final judgmentB themselves (as Hengstenberg

maintains), is evident from the fact, that it dis-

tinguishes them from itself as the three woful

times of the future. In spite of its lofty eagle

nature, it seems to suffer in human symp.ithy

with the inhabitants of the earth, upon whom
the judgments are coming.
Thus the way is prepared for the

Fifth Trumpet-blast.

Again a star falls from Heaven upon the earth,

or, rather, it has already fallen when John sees

it. If the previous falling star was the genius

of all carnal levity, it is followed quite naturally

by the genius of demonic gloom, the second

Janus- face of the more general spiritual corrup-

tions in Christian and, especially, modern times.

This star receives the key to the pit of the

abyss. The abyss is, undoubtedly, not equiv.alent

to Sheol, or the realm of the dead, in the general

sense of that term : but neither is it the same as

Gehenna, in the full sense of that word as identi-

cal with the lake of fire. It is the hell-like or

demonic region of the realm of disembodied

and unembodied spirits—a region of torment,

bounded on the one side by the brighter portion

of Sheol and on the other by Gehenna (the re-

marks on p. 30 must be modified by the present

comments ; see p. 35)- [See Excursus on Hades,

p. 364sqq.—E. R. C]
It is declared, ch. xvii. 8, that the Beast

ascends out of the abyss and goes into a-a?.iia;

ch. XX. 3, Satan is cast into the abyss ; after

the final revolt, however, he also is cast into the

lake of fire, to which the Beast and the false

Prophet have previously been banished. In the

present passage, mention is made of the same
demon-region which, 2 Pet. ii. 4, is, through

the medium of a verb, indirectly designated as

Tartarus.

The pit of the abyss is manifestly the con-

necting channel by means of which the re-

gion of tormenting demons holds communica-
tion with the earth and with human life. It

corresponds with the partial closure of Heaven.

Not all of Heaven is closed ; not all of the abyss

is let loose upon the human world, but the con-

necting channel between earth and the abyss is

now, in a mode entirely new, thrown open.

As the revelation of Heaven, on its side, extends

into the human world of spirit, so it is also with

the pit of the abyps : it is opened in the de-

monic depths of the human psychical life itself

through a demonic sympathy with the spirits of

the abyss.

The genius of a God-csfranged gloom is the

«(ar that opens the pit; the Acy in his hand is

hopelessness, the more general form of despair.

As the opening of the gloomy demonic death-

realm below began with the darkening of the

Gospel above, it is not in the modern world

alone that a spirit of gloom has pressed into the

Christian world. Rather, the origin of the

sombre abysmal moods in Christendom is to be

found in the land of the cultus of the dead, the

cultus of graves—in Egypt. Again, during the

whole of the Middle Ages we must distinguish

between the monk's garb, assumed by all Christian

confederations, and the specific spirit of monkery

in its dark form. In the course of time the lat-

ter has continually been assuming darker and
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darker forms, until in the modern world it

touches its other and worldly extreme.
Substantially, however, the two extremes of

gloom amount to about the same thing; they

are connected in a, decided estrangement from
the Gospel, from inwardness, as well as in a

fanatical racing and chasing, and in absolute

fanoifulness, whether in a religious or an irreli-

gious garb.

The first result of the opening of the pit

of the abyss is the thick-rising smoke—spiritual

derangement exhibiting itself in a gloomy play

of the fancy, darkening more than ever the sun

of truth and consciousness and the clear air of

prospect and hope. Then locusts break forth

out of the smoke;—demonic hobgoblin forms,

not eating grass, as do locusts, but, like scorpions,

stinging men. They have no power over the

objective region of genuine spiritual life—over

the grass of the soul's pasture, the verdure of

new life, the trees of God by the rivers of water

;

their power is over those men who have not the

seal of God on their foreheads. It is, therefore,

manifest that good men, awakened men, well-

meaning men, in a more general sense, may be
exposed to them. Even those men, however,
whom they successfully attack, they cannot
directly kill ; they have power only to torment

them five months, i. e., to rob them of spiritual

liberty, indicated by the numeral ^we, through a

series of minor changes of time or of the moon.
And in those days—those gloomy days of an-

cient and, especially, modern despair

—

men
shall seek death and not find it; death shall

even seem to fiee before them. This does not
exclude individual suicides on the extreme of

these self-tormenlings; in general, however,
these gloomy soul-moods are below the level of

the feeling of, and pleasure in, life. And what
an array of phantoms, or mere semblances full

of contradictions, do these tormenting spirits of

modern soul-sutfering constitute ! The descrip-

tion of the text very significantly proclaims
them to be nothing but fantastical and airy

visions (see p. 22).

The phantasmagoria image forth, as war-horses,

strong and passionate moods; they transform
themselves into heads, wearing superb and kingly
crowns, radiant with the semblance of gold;
then they put on a humane face, as of man, and
even assume a sentimentally soft deportment,
indicated by the hair as of women, whilst yet

they bite as though they had lions' teeth. But
above all, they love to disguise themselves as

grand warlike phantoms ; they appear in breast-

plated war-hosts; their wings thunder like war-
chariots charging to the battle ; and with their

fanciful terrors they change the world of Chris-

tian brotherhood more and more into a grand
complex of camps. The venomous sting of these

locusts is in their tails, which are like the tails

of scorpions, the emblems of the evil spirit.

Thus, too, the still worse power of the monsters
of the sixth Trumpet lies not only in their

mouths, but also in their tails. The meaning of

this fact is, doubtless, that their effects increase

and intensify toward the end ; they make
themselves felt particularly in the pains and
painful consequences of party-trains. Their

power is limited, however, and the Seer

again brings into view its terminus, five
months.

These demons of torment are, moreover, not
isolated apparitions; they form a mysterious
complex, a unity wherein, on the one hand,
their fearful power lies, and, on the other, its

limitation is contained. As Hades constitutes a
unitous realm of the dead, governed by Death
personified ; and as the kingdom of evil, as be-
yond this life, is concentrated in Satan, whose
manifest organ in this world is Antichrist, so,

in the midst between Hades and the domain of
Satan, the Abyss lies; this also is under the
rule of a king, called, in Hebrew, Abaddon, and
in Greek, Apollyon—the destroyer, waster.
This king, in accordance with the distinct region
and operation belonging to him, is the genius
of despair, which must be regarded as specific

destituteness of good or salvation, specific de-

struction. The two names doubtless signify,

likewise, that the Hebrew form of his spoiling

of souls is different from the Greek form ; in the

one case, he is wont to appear in the form of de-

monic possession; in the other, in that of me-
lancholy madness. In view of all this, how-
ever, this whole terrible sphere of psychical

torments must be clearly distinguished from the

ethico-demonic plagues appearing at the sound
of the sixth Trumpet.

This one woe passes; but it is the forerunner
of two others which are still worse.

Sixth Trumpet-blast.

On account of the importance of what follows,

this trumpet-blast is supplemented by a voice.

The voice issues from the horns of the golden

altar. Jlorns are symbols of protective power;
the horns of the altar of incense, therefore, are

significant of the perfect security of that spiritual

life which proceeds from a life of prayer per-

fected in Heaven. In this sense the voice cries:

Let loose! the Church is armed. Thus Christ

Himself says: "It must needs be that offences

come, but woe,'' etc. (Matt, xviii. 7; comp. 1 Cor.

xi. 19). The following treats, doubtless, of of-

fences in the strictest sense of the term

—

tares

(see Matt. xiii. 38, 39). Loose the four Angels by

the great river Euphrates.

With a grand assurance of victory, the vision

brings out two fundamental features in the in-

fliction of religious-ethical offences upon the

earth. They appear at the start as four bound

Angels. As emphatically as they, as offences,

belong to the kingdom Of darkness and are rep-

resentative, in respect of the numeral four, of

the spirit of the world (like the four beasts of

I>an. vii.)—just so certain is it that they are

bound by God's providence, and are unable pre-

maturely to break forth to destroy His souls,

and that, under angelic power, under the power

of the four Angels who, according to ch. vii.,

hold them bound, they must, as dispensations of

God, themselves go forth for judgment, when
the time comes, as His messengers. In respect

of their inmost essence, they may be representa-

tive of four fundamental forms of the Satanic

essence and worldliness; they are, however,

fundamental forms disguised as angels of light

(2 Cor. xi. 14; 2 Thess. ii). Thus all heresies,

at their first appearance, claim to be truths in a
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higher form of knowledge, and also operate as

powerful lies through tlie admixture of elements

of truth. Schleiermacher, perchance, might
have found his four ground-forms of heresy

symbolized here, had he properly appreciated

the Apocalyptic style.

Again, tliough these oiFenoes seek to press

forlh in their quiet preparedness, they are con-

ditioned by their Divinely ordained time as to

hour, day. month and year ; as to the hours of

decisive conflict, \h&days of their apparent vic-

tory, the vi'iona of their periodic change, and
the years of their collective domination. As it

is their natural tendency to kill men (.John viii.

44), suoli is likewise tlieir mission, inasmuch as

ttiey are instruments of judgment. Their mur-
ders^ however, are spiritual murders; they de-

prive the third part of mankind of their spiritual

life and prosperity.

After tlie portr.ayal of their peculiar essence,

these fundamental forms vanish bebind the pro-

digious train of horsemen forming their concrete
appearance. What Biirger said of the dead [in

tlie billad of Lenore'] is true also of erring spi-

rits : they ride, and ride fast. One would
think that a mi/riad might have been enough

;

but as a curse generates a curse, so the er-

ring spirits is productive of more of its kind,
even to mi/riads of myriads. The circumstance
that the enormous number is twice given, may
have its foundation in the fact that errors are
divided into positive and negative ground-forms
or extrem'S
The concrete numeric form employed by the

Seer does not, therefore, gain by its resolution
into two hundred millions.

Tlie S(>er heard tueir number and could never
forget it in its importance.

In these images of cavalry the horses them-
selves are the main thing. In ch. vi. (he horses
are but the bearers, in symbolical colors, of the
acting riders; here, on the contrary, only the
horses seem to be actually operative; the riders
work merely as weak directors of the movements
of their steeds and by tbeir symbolical breast-

plates and colors. Is the intimation intended
that these riders, beretios, are, in many respects,
not so bad as their horses, death-breathing here-
sies ? Or is it suggested that the horses ordina-
rily run away with them; that tliey speedily
lose fiontrol over the muvemenis originated by
tbemselves? Possibly both thougbts are inti-

mated. At all events, they all, without exception,
are strongly mailed against the darts of truth,
of sincerity and soberness of spirit, for fanatics
are chips of one block, though not in a predes-
tinarian sense; there is among them a good
deal of talent, ambition, ardor and a strong im-
pulse of self-consciousness; but little genius,
soul, piety and reverence. The colors of their
breast-plates correspond witb the fatal opera-
tions of their horses. The TZri! of fanaticism, so
prone to be mingled witb blood; the smoke of
gloomy and confused mental disorders, already
resolved into vapor; and the brim.itone of still

unused fuel floating about—how could the fun-
damental forms of false -lightism be more fitly

characterized I

Again, the horses have heads as the heads of
lions. Their arrogance, their aggressive ap-

pearance, assumes the semblance of true lion-

heartedness, of genuine leonine strength. It is

natural that their fatal operations issue from
their mouths, though these may also, in a figura-

tive sense, work by means of the pen. Besides
the power in their mouths, they have power in

their tails. These tails are still worse than
those of the locusts of the fifth Seal; they are

not like scorpions, but like serpents, which, after

the manner of serpents, do harm with their

heads. It is, perhaps, not out of the way to

suppose that the Seer designed giving promi-
nence, along with the direct dogmatic injuries,

to the pernicious moral eifects of ofi'ences or

false principles ; for thus they have a two-fold

mortal agency—through head and tail. It is in

the nature of (he thing that an inestimable

amount of bloodshed follows in the train of spi-

ritual murders.
The Seer finally brings out the melancholy

fact with which this cyclical world- picture

closes; which is also, be it understood, a cha-
racteristic universal picture of the last time.

The rest of the men, who were not killed by these

plagues, are those who have not, through a fall

into heresies, lost all spiritual life. In this

respect, therefore, they offer a contrast to the

others; yet even they have not suffered them-
selves to be roused to repentance. They are
divided into two ranks, composed of those who
are guilty in a religious point of view pre-emi-
nently, and those whose guilt is pre-eminently
moral—both ranks, however, being connected.
The principal offence of the one side is, that

they are subject to the works of their hands,

i. e. , thoroughly externalized, sunk in external-

isms, of which they do not repent. Demon-
worship, a subtile service of devils^thus runs
the terrible superscription, beneath which a
pompous image-worship is set forth

—

idolatry

with figures of gold, of silver, of brass, of stone,

and of wood. The absolute irrationality of this

idolatry is noticed by the Apocalypse as well as
by the Old Testament. These idols can neither
see, nor hear, nor walk ; they are, therefore,

less than the beasts.

On the other side, the chief superscription is

that of murder—something which well corres-
ponds with the service of the Devil; the indivi-

dual forms

—

sorcery, fornication, theft—are at all

events connected with this fundamental form.
Sorcery \_iIagismHs'\, in its most general import,
is the duskiest side of immorality ; it has a wide
domain, from conscious impieties to ecclesiasti-

cal mechanisms. Fornication is a chief sin of
heathen grossness under the mask of Christian
culture. Theft understands sublimating itself

into the most subtile and underhand forms of
swindle and fraud.
We would submit the following general obser-

vations :

We have seen that the Seven Times Seven which
forms the foundation of the Book, stands in a na-
tural sequence. The same remark was applied,
in particular, to the seven Churches. Again, if

we examine the seven Seals, we cannot fail to

recognize the naturalness of their sequence:
war, dearth, all sorts of death, especially pesti-

lence, martyrdom, earthquakes. The same re-

mark holds good, furthermore, in regard to th«
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Trumpets : 1. Fanaticism ; 2. A fanatiolsed oom-
manily-life ; 3. Negative embitterment: 4.

Darkening of revelation and of the life of salva-

tion ; 5. Penitential demonic psychical sufferings

;

6. Demonic mental or spiritual disorders, here-

sies—preparatory to apostasy.

[abstract of views, etc.]

By the American Editor,

[ElLiOTT regards the Trumpet-septenary as

included in the seventh Seal, and also this Sep-
tenary as chronologically consecutive on that of

the six Seals preceding. The Period of the

first six Trumpets (to the close of the First Fart

of the Sixth, eh. ix. 21j* he regards as extending
from A. D. 395 to 1453, including " the destruc-

tion of the Western Empire by the Goths, and
the Eastern Empire by the Saracens and Turks."
The half hour' s silence in Heaven (ch viii. 1) he
interprets as "the stillness from storms" in

"the aerial firmament;" i. e., a. continuance, for

a brief period, of the calm brought to view, ch.

vii. 1 ; by the incensa offering he understands the

presentation of the prayers of the Sealed before

God by .Jesus, the great High Priest. The
Trumpets he regards as fulfilling the uses of the

trumpets under the Levitical law, which uses
he represents as two: (I) "as regarded the

Israelites, to proclaim the epochs of advancing
time;" (2) "during war-time, and as regarded
their enemies, ... to proclaim war against those

enemies as from God Himself (Num. x. 1-10)."

The first four Trumpets he, in common with
other interpreters, regards as intimately con-
nected together; and he understands by them
the four Gothic ravages which ended in the sub-

version of the Western Empire. He contends
that during the period of these ravages the

Roman world was, in fact, divided into three

parts, viz. the Eastern (Asia Minor, Syria, Ara-
bia, Egypt); the Cen^rai (Moesia, Greece, Illyri-

cum, Rhcelia); the Western (Italy, Gaul, Britain,

Spain, Northwesteru Africa) ; and that the third

or Western part was destroyed, "ih^ first Trum-
pet (ch. viii. 7): (A. D. 400-410) the Era of

Alaric and Rhadagasius. The second (vers. 8,

9). (A. D. 429-477) the Era of Genseric, to

whom "was allotted . . . the conquest of the

maritime provinces of Africa and the islands."

The third (vers. 10, 11): (A. D. 450-453) the

Era of Attila who, as a "baleful meteor,"
" moved against the Western provinces along the

Upper Danube, reached and crossed the Rhine at

Basle, and thence tracing the same great fron-

tier stream of the West down to Belgium, made
its valley one scene of desolation and woe ;"

thence directing his steps to "'the European
fountains of waters' in the Alpine heights and
Alpine valleys of Italy." The fourth (ver. 2)

:

(about A. D. 476 or 479) the Era of Odoacer, by
whom "the name and ojice of Roman Emperor of
the West was abolished," and "thus of the

Roman imperial Sim, that third which apper-

tained to the Western Empire was eclipsed, and
shone no more." By the Angel (Eagle) flying

through mid-heaven (ver. 13), he understands
the public "forewarnings of coming woe" that

* [Elliott rogards the Second Part of the Sixth Trumpet
16 extending through ch. xi. 13.—E. R. C]

prevailed throughout the period from the death
of Justinian, A. D. 5B5, to the rise of Mohammed
and the Saracens—forewarnings in (1) the warn-
ing utterances of eminent fathers of the Church
(Sulpitius Severus, Martin of Tours, Jerome,
Hesyohius, Evagrius, Theodoret, and especially

Gregory the Great); (2) the generally dilfused

idea that the end of the world was approaching;

(3) the threatening "outward state and aspect

of things." The fifth Trumpet (ch. ix. 1-11):
the Saracenic woe beginning with the public an-
nouncement by Mohammed of his alleged mis-
sion, A. D. 512, and extending through one
hundred and fifty years (five prophetic months,
ver. 5) to A, D. 762, when, in the establisbment
of Medinat al Salem (City of Peace) as the capi^

tal of the Saracenic Empire and the following
tranquillity, occurred what Daubuz calls "the
settlement of the locusts."* The sixth Trumpet,
Parti, (vers. 13-19) : the Turkish woe, extending
from January 18lh, A. D. 1U57, the day on which
the Turcomans went forth from Bagdad on their

career of victory, to the day on which the in-

vestiture of Constantinople was completed, to

May 16th, A. D. 1453 [i. e., 396 years, 118 days=
the prophetic year, month and day, ver. 15).

f

Barnes agrees substantially with Elliott as to

the periods of the Trumpets, and the nature of

the judgments inflicted under them. He diifers

in certain points of interpretation, as will be

seen under Explanations in Detail.
WoKBSWORTH regards the description of the

seventh Seal as closing with ch. viii. 1, to be re-

sumed in the glories set forth in chs. xxi., xxii.;

and maintains that the Seer then proceeds to

portray the Divine judgments, from the beginning,

on the enemies of the Church, under the Seven
Trumpets. The Trumpets are prefaced by the

prayers of the Saints (vers. 8, 4), in answer to

which the judgments are sent forth (vers. 5, 6).

The Trumpets correspond with the woes inflicted

upon Egypt (Ex. ix. 23-26), and to the sevenfold

encircling of Jericho (Josh. vi. 1-20) ; the first

six are preparatory denunciations, warning, call-

ing to repentance, and preparing for the seventh

which will convene all nations to the general

judgment. The first (ver. 7) is a retributive

sequel to the second Seal, and represents the

woes which fell upon the Roman Empire in the

fourth century, when it was smitten by a hail

storm from the North (the Gothic invasion).

The secorei (vers. 8, 9): the uprooting and de-

struction of Imperial Rome (which had been as

a great Volcano) by the Goths, Vandals and

Huns. The third (vers. 10, 11): heretical

teachers (represented by the fallen star), who
embittered the waters of Holy Scripture. (" In

the Seals heresy is represented as a trial of the

Church; in the Trumpets h is treated as a. judg-

ment inflicted on (godless) men for sins.") The

fourth (ver. 12) : "a prophecy of the great pre-

valence of errors, defections, apostasies and

confusions in Christendom, such as abounded in

the Seventh Century." The fifth (ch. ix. 1-11):

the Mohammedan (Saracenic and Turkish) woe.

The sixth (vers. 13-21): "This vision has re-

vealed . . . that the Holy Scriptures {four-fold

* [To Daubuz, according to Elliott, is due the above ex-

planation of the one hundred and fifty yeiirs.—E. R. C.]

I [tor particulars, see ExtLiNAiluNa in Detail —E. it. C]
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Go8pel), though bound as captives for a time,

would be loosed by the command of God, and
that they would traverse the world like an innu-

merable army. And although they are . . . .

ministers of salvation unto many, yet the Vision

has declared, that the Holy Scriptures would be

like instruments of punishment and death to the

enemies of God." (!)

Alford regards the seventh Seal as having its

completion in ch. viii. 5 ; tlie preparation for the

Trumpets, however, he looks upon as "evolved
out of the opening of the seventh Seal." The
first four he regards as connected together by
"the kind of exercise which their agency finds

"

—" the plagues indicated by them " being "en-
tirely exercised on natural objects." The fifth

and sixth are in like manner connected ; tlie

plagues being inflicted on men— tlie former by
pain, the latter by death ; the seventh forming
rather tlie solemn conclusion to the whole than

a distinct judgment of itself. He affirms (1)
that the series of visions reaches forward to ihe

time of the end, and (2) that the infliction of

the plagues is general, no particular city nor
people being designated as their object. He
assigns no date for the beginning of the Trum-
pets, and leaves us in doubt as to whether he
regarded them as in the process of development
or still future.

Lord apparently regards the seventh Seal as

closing with ch. viii. 5 ; the silence was symbolic
of a short period (1) of contemplation, submis-
sion and faith amongst Angels and the Kedeemed
in Heaven, and (2) of quiet on Earth—the pe-

riod of repose intervening between the close of

persecution, A. D. 311, and the commencement,
near the close of that year, of the civil wars by
which Constantine was elevated to the throne

;

the voices, etc. (ver. b), symbolize the agitations

and revolutions which attended the elevation of

Constantine and the subversion of Paganism.
His interpretation of the Trumpets is substan-
tially that of Elliott and Barnes.

Glasgow* represents the seventh Seal as com-
prehending the Trumpets. The period ot silence

he identifies with the seven and a half days
from the Ascension to Pentecost, the smoke of the

incense with the Intercession of Christ, the fire

thrown on the land with the effusion of the Holy

* [iThe Apocalypse Translated and Expounded: James
Glasgow, D.D., Iiish Ggq. Ass. Prof, of Oriental Languages,
etc. Edinburgh : 1^72.) The Am. Ed. regrets tliat the above-
mentioned valuable Co-nmentary was not received in the
United States until after a large portion of this work w i3 in
print. He subjoins an abstract of Dr. Glasgow's scheme of
the Seals. They were all synchronous as to their opening:
T. Christ; II. Apostate Judaism; III. Greek and Roman
Paganism; IV. Gnosticism; V. lilartyrs of the old Economy;
VI. iJeneral Commotion; the 5«rt (the Church) was darkened
at the death of Christ, the moon (the political government
of the Jews) suffered a total eclipse, from which it never
emerged, the stars (the rulers of the Synagogue) lost their
light, the lte.aven (the Jewish Church) passed away, the
mountains and islands (the provincial governors in Judea
and those whom they represented) fell, kings and magnates
(the nations they represented) were oppressed with the idea
that they were exposed to the wrath of God (ch. vii. is not
a description of any prophetic times or successive events,
but of the condition of the Lord's people worshipping
serving and Messed), YII. As above.
[The patent objections to this scheme are, first, that in

fact it places the events of the sixth and seventh Seals before
the others; and, se ondly, th«t it reveals to John as things
to "be hereafter" (ch iv. 1) events that had taken place in
connection with the Crucifixion, the Ascension and the
Pentecostal Effusion of the Spirit.—E. R. C]

Ghost. The Trumpets he regards as suooessive:

I. The woes ending in the destruction of the

Jewish state, one third of the people being de-

stroyed by the Roman army. II. The expatria-

tion of the Jews after the revolt under Barcochba
(the mountain burning with the wrath of God
cast into the sea of the pagan empire). III.

Usurpation of Prelacy. IV. Arianism promoted
by Constans and Constantine. V. The Moham-
medan woe (Saracens and Turks). VI. The
four bound Angels are kings, popes, inquisitors,

and councils, previously kept in restraint, but
who are now loosed to slay the third part of the

men, i. e. true Christians—the period of perse-

cution beginning A. D. 1123, and extending to

the Reformation.—E. K. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.
Ch. viii. 1. Half an hour.—" The anxious

expectancy of the inhabitants of Heaven" (Diis-

terdieck). Classical, but not Biblical: Stupor
ccelitum (Eichhorn. Similar interpretations see

in Diisterdieck, p. 299). Vitringa : The whole
purport of the seventh Seal is: ecclesia in pace!
Similar interpretations see in Diisterdieck, p.

301. Hengstenberg offers a most remarkable
interpretation: Silence of Christ's enemies (in

Heaven!). We regard Diisterdieck' s polemic
against the idea that there is a recapitulation in
this place also, as utterly wrong; especially do
we object to his unconditional rejection of
Lyra's interpretation, viz. that nothing but the
Church's battle against heretics is depicted,

though it is true that this explanation would be
applicable only to the sixth Trumpet, if heresies

proper were alone involved. The fact that there
is a diff'erence between a supposed anxiety in

Heaven and a readily intelligible tension of
spirit and prayerful mood in the same blessed
place needs no further exposition. See tht
Synoptical View.

[For different views of the aiyf; see Add. Note,

p. 201 sq. Bishop Newton (after Philo) calls at-

tention to the fact, that *' while the sacrifices

were made (2 Chrou. xxix. 26-28), the voices

and instruments and trumpets sounded ; while
the priest went into the Temple to burn incense
(Luke i. 10), all were silent, and the people
prayed to themselves." (See also 2 Chron. xxix.

29). This silence was, so to speak, intensified

on the great day of Atonement when, at the of-

fering of the incense and the sacrifice, all save

the High Priest withdrew from the Sanctuary
(see Levit. xvi. 17; also Kitto's Cyc, Articles

Atonement [Day or] and Incense). It was said

to the souls under the altar in answer to their

cries (the cries of their blood for vengeance), that

they should rest until the full number of mar-
tyrs (or the time of martyrdom) had been com-
pleted (oh. vi. 9-11). On the completion of the

number, or the time (it matters not which, for

they would be completed together), the Seer

beheld in symbolic vision the oS'ering, by the

Great High Priest, of their prayers (doubtless

inclusive of the cry of the blood of their sacri-

fice), together with the incense of His own merits

before the Throne—it vpas fitting that during that

highest offering every creature sound, even that

of praise, should be hushed in Heaven.—£.

R. C]
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Ver. 2. And I saw,—Thia scene, depicted
in vers. 2-6, can have taken place only in the
pnuse of the aiyf). Heaven is sunk in prayerful
silence ; it is also, however, busy preparing to

encounter the ill etfects of the events which
transpire at the blast of the seven Trtimpeta.

According to Ebrard, this scene of preparation
takes place after the silence: according to Diis-

terdieck, the silence ceases with ver. 5, since

there we read of thunder and voices. (Further
on, however, he also makes the aiyi/ end with
ver. 6.) But these latter are but the general
consequences of the sacred fire cast upon the

earth.

The seven Angels who stand [Lauge:
stood] before God ; not who stepped [took their

stations] before God (Luther). But neither is the

reference to seven Angels who, by preference,

stand permanently before God (Diisterdieck

;

Archangels, De Wette; the seven Spirits, Ewald).
They are, undoubtedly, the Angela of the seven
Trumpets (Ebrard, Hengstenberg), and the

article

—

the seven Angels—-has reference to the

presupposition that these seven stand ready,

waiting their Divine commission. With Heng-
stenberg, the idea of the seven Archangels shifts

into that of Angels whose number is modified by
that of the Trumpets.
Seven Trumpets.—See above. For an

archseological treatise on the Trumpets, see

Hengstenberg, p. 432 sqq. [Eng. Trans., p. 395

sqq.].

Ver. 3. Another Angel.—"The other An-
gel, like the one mentioned in ch. vii., is to be

regarded as a real Angel," says Diisterdieck.

The meaning of this is, that the Apocalypse is

not to be treated as a symbolical Book in this

passage either. Hengstenberg, also, at first re-

gards the Angel here described as occupying
merely the position of a carrier, although he
subsequently remarks that he is notliing but a

symbolical figure. Manifestly, the former view
is in opposition to the text. This Angel minis-

ters at the heavenly altar of incense. For it is

to such an altar alone that the present passage

refers, as Grotius and others maintain ; not to

an altar of burnt-offering, as is the opinion of

Hofmann and Ebrard.
The question might well be asked : What idea

should we connect with a heavenly altar of

burnt-offering?* The altar of incense is quite

another thing. Comp. Diisterdieck' s polemic

against Hofmann and Ebrard, p. 305.

The attribute of this Angel is the golden censer;

by the heavenly incense which he burns, the

prayers of all the Saints on earth are perfected.

This Angel can even pour the holy altar fire

upon the earth and waken voices, thunders,

lightnings and earthquake. Can an Angel do

all this? Such forced literalism should surely

not bear the name of historical interpretation.

If consistently retained, it would here of neces-

sity lead to the Roman Catholic idea of angelic

mediation. The inquiry is historical as to who
is elsewhere in Scripture to be regarded as the

perfeoter of earthly petitions, by heavenly inter-

cession or by the heavenly administration of

prayer. The result of such inquiry precludes

* [See foot-note on p. 175 (first column).—B. R. C]

the possibility of this Angel being taken for any
but Christ, in accordance with Bede, Bohmer,
and many others (1 John ii. 1), or the Holi/
Ghost (Rom. viii. 26). It might, however, also
be maintained, that the heavenly perfecting of
human prayers is generally represented by a
symbolic angelic form (Grotius : anffelus precum
ecctesise).

A golden censer.—On Titpavordg see the
lexicons.

There was given unto him much in-
cense. — Much of the spirit of prayer, of
heavenly renunciation and heavenly confi-

dence.

[Of what was the incense of the Tabernacle
symbolic ? In seeking an answer to this ques-
tion, it should be remembered that it was com-
pounded of the most precious spices, that in its

normal condition it was most holy (Ex. xxx. 34-

36), but at the same time inefficacious for its

peculiar uses until consumed by fire from the
altar of burnt-offering; thus consumed, how-
ever, it was that without which the High Priest
could not enter the Holy of Holies to offer the
blood of the Atonement (Lev. xvi. 12-14), and
with which every morning and evening was
sanctified (Ex. xxx. 7-9). What can it symbolize
but the excellencies of the God- man, most holy

in their normal condition, but made effluent and
etficaoious for atonement and saiictification

only by fire from the Altar of Sacrifice ?

—

E. R. C]
That he should add it to the prayers.—

TaZf Trpooev^ali: has been differently interpreted

to mean : as the prayers ; in the prayers ; or

among them. The attempt has also been made
by emendations and constructions to improve
the simple sense, that this incense was intended

for the prayers of the saints, that is, for their

heavenly supplementation and perfection (Vitr.,

Calov. and others).

Upon the golden altar.—This, according

to Ebrard, is the altar of incense, whilst, on the

other hand, the altar mentioned elsewhere, in

vers. 3 and 5, is an altar of burnt-offering.

The altar of burnt-offering in ch. vi. 9 should
not be cited in support of this view, for that is

to be found, in a symbolical sense, on earth.

If, however, this description of a golden altar

before the Throne be applied to the idea of the

Temple, the golden altar is tlie Ark of the Cove-

nant, ch. xi. 19. The Ark of the Covenant was
really an altar, and that the third and holiest;

it was also golden. According to Lev. xvi. 12

—

a passage misconstrued by Ebrard, p. 281; see

in opposition to him Diisterdieck, p. 305—the

offering of incense was, on the great Day of

Atonement, made over the Ark of the Covenant
in the Holy of holies.*

* [The American Editor is unable to find the slightest

foundation for the assertion, that the Ark of the Covenant
was an Altar. Most certainly it is not implied in ch. xi. 19;

and the offi'ring of Lev. XTi. 13 was hefore the Lord, and
consequently }}e.f<yre the Ark, which supported the Mercy-
seat. That, in the second reference, the ascending clond of
incense covered both the Mercy-seat and the Ark, most cer-

tainly does not imply that the offering was made either upon
or over the latter ; and also, manifestly, if it imphes this in

the case of the latter, it must also in that of the former, and
80 the reference proves not only that the Ark, but that the
Mercy-seat was an Altar I It is inconceivable that the Ark
should, in the Divine intent, have been an Altar without
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Ver. 4. And the smoke .... ascended.
—Ebrakd :

" The prayers of the Saints had

ascended long before this ; but had hitherto not

been heard." This relation between earthly

prayers and heavenly intercessions, or perfect-

ings, cannot possibly, however, be thus parted

into separate times.* The human prayers are,

as it were, swallowed up by the smoke of the

heavenly incense, whose attributive destination

is " to the prayers of the Saints;" in this form,

the smoke rises before God—locally speaking,

this can mean only: over the Ark of the Cove-

nant. Thus is the perfect acceptability of the

prayers expressed. Their acceptance and an-

swering is also, however, symbolically set

forth.

Ver. .5. And the Angel took the censer.
—He fills it with fire from the altar of incense,

and casts the fire upon the earth. Thus,

rightly, Diisterdieck. Ebrard, on the other

hand, is of opinion, that he must have taken the

fire from the altar of burnt-offering, and then have

set the censer down upon the altar of incense.

Hence the fire, he thinks, is indicative of the

flame in which the martyrs were burned, and is

to be regarded as a fire of judgment. It is not

to be wondered at that Hengstenberg even here

finds a close connection between the fire of

prayer and the fire of zeal which shall consume
the adversaries. According to him, the silence

in Heaven itself is but a silence of the annihi-

lated enemies of God upon earth (p. 424 [Eiig.

Trans., p. 392 sq.]). Here, however, we have to

do with the heavenly fire of Divine providence,

which, having perfected the prayers, is now
become a fire of saving grace. By its being

cast upon the earth, the earth is rendered

capable of bearing the judgments now following;

by no means, however, are these voices, thun-

ders, lightnings and earthquake significant of

the judgments themselves. Comp. the voices.

Matt. iii. 17; xvii. 5 ; the thunder, John xii.

29; the earthquake, Matt, xxviii. 2; Acts iv.

31 ; xvl 26.

[The fire with which the incense was ignited

was taken from the altar of burnt-offering (Lev.

xvi. 12) ; it is probable, however, that the coals

cast upon the earth were taken from the golden

altar, where the incense had been consumed:
the fire of sacrifice which made efliuent the vir-

tues of Christ for the blessing of His people is

poured back on earth for vengeance. f The

any diatinct declaration of the fact in the Pentateuch; and
not only eo, hut the supposition is inonaistent witli the
ideaa manifestly attached to hoth the Ark and the Altar.
The former, containing the moral law, was the foundation
of the Divine Throne; the latter was the platform of human
service.—E. R. C]

* [Is it n< it absolutely necessary for us to hypothesize a
certain kind of separation? The prayers of saints an al-

ways acccptalde to God, and are always accepte i by Him,
through the merits of Christ; but, though accepted, they
are not alwa\s efficacious for the imirMdiaU procurement of
the results asked for, even where the bestowment of those
results is in thj Divine purpose. For ages theentire Church
Militant upon the eaith have, day by day, offered the prayer
tor the complee establishment of the Kingdom of Right-
eousness, and yet the bestowment of the object of that prayer
has been deferred (comp. ch. vi. 10, 11). These prayers have,
in a sense, so to speak, been gathered up by .Jesus, an 1 in

due time they will be urged before the Throne with ttie

incense of His intercession, and the answer will be bestowed.
—E K. C]

t [Barnes is of opinion that, "by casting the censer upon
the earth," " it is designed to show that, notwithstanoiug

following explanation is suggested in Kitto's

Ci/c. (Art. Incense), which is worthy of consi-

deration: " A silver shovel was first filled with

live coals (at the altar of burnt oflfering), and

afterwards emptied into a golden one, smaller

than the former, so that some of the coals were

spilled (Mishna, Tamid, v. 5, Yoma, iv. 4)." It

is possible that this Temple custom may have

been reproduced in the vision : the preceding

explanation, however, seems the more probable.

—B. R. C]
Hengstenberg regards the earthquake as " the

presage of imminent great revolutions." But,

be it observed, the earthquake was induced by

fire from Heaven, which can here properly be

said only of reformations. [?]

For general observations on the first four

Trumpets, see Diisterdieck, p. 308.

Vers. 6, 7.

FIRST TRUMPET.

Ver. 7. Hail and fire, mingled Twith

blood.—Comp. Ex. ix. 24 ; Joel ii. 30. Diist.:

" To explain allegorically all that John now
sees," i. e. to assume that the Apocalypse is a

symijolico-allegorical Book,[" is an undertaking,

which, there being no ground for it whatever in

the text, can lead to nothing but arbitrary guess-

work."].* By sticking to the letter of the text,

on the other hand, we arrive at the conclusion,

that the third part of the earth (the surface of the

earth, with all that is thereon) is burnt up,
" and, still more, the third part of the trees and
all the grass upon the whole earth." All the

abortive interpretations in the world cannot
make us abandon our conviction that the Apoca-
lypse has an allegorical meaning. •)•

Diisterdieck cites Bede : Poena gehennse; Gro-
tius; Judseorum ohduratio and iracundia sangui-

naria (not bad!); Wet stein : Arma civilia, etc.,

p. 310. Sander, better than many others, inter-

prets the figure as significant of the fire of false

devotion, joined with bloodshed, placing the

same, however, in the definite period of the

the prayer that would he offered, great and fearful calami-
ties would come upon the earth, . . . as if the prayers wi-re

not heard any longer, or as if prayer were now in vain.''

—

B. R 0.]
* [The portion within the brackets is supplied from Diis-

terdieck, Lange haviuK ended the quotation with an " e(c.'*

before his own comini-nt.—B. K. C.J

t [The question is not whether the Apocalypse haa an
allegorical meaning—that is admitted by all—but as to whe-
toer everything in it is always allegorical, or rather me-
diafeli/ symbolical. This, it would seeiii, our Author himself
does not always claim ; for he admits, ami must admit, that
sometimes when Heaven and Earth and Angels are men-
tioned, the real Heaven and Earth and real Angels are in-

tended, and that always when God is spoken of, the Divine
Being is designated. Indeed, it seems scarcely possible to

construct an allegory in which some portion of the figures

will not be natural ; and most certainly the union of the
Natui al with the Symbolic appears everywhere else through-
out the prophetic Scriptures. Tho following examples are

taken from an excellent article on this subject by Elliott

(Hot. Apoc. Vol. I., p. 357 sqq.): Ezek. xxvii. 26. "In this

passage Tyre is symbolized as a ship, and Nebuchadnezzar
as the destroying wind thst snipwrecked it; yet the choro-
graphic phrase: in the midst of tlie seas, desi.:nates the
literal locality of the situation of Tyre, and the *East,^ that

of the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar with respect to it," Ps.

Ixxx. 8, It :
" I'hoii hast brought a vine out of EQypt. . . .

It sent out its boughs unto the se^, and its branches unto
the 7-iuer." Hoie, "though the vine is symbolic, yet the
Egypt, sea (Mediterranean), and river (H-uphrates) are all

notoriously literal." 8e- also Ezek. xxxii. 2-16; Jer. ill. 6;
Is. Ivii. 6, eic.—E. R. C]
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time succeeding Constantiae. The Kreuzrilter

thinks the migration of nations is referred to.

Paulas believes that a great scarcity and famine

is intended (the soil and vegetation being parti-

cularly involved in the dispensation). Gartner
thinks there is a reference to Arianism.

[By this Trumpet, Elliott and Barnes under-
stand the desolation of the Western Empire by
the Goths under Alario and Rhadagasius (see p.

201; where also Elliott's exposition of "the
third part " may be found). These commenta-
tors regard their hypothesis as confirmed by
the fact, that the nature of one of the elements

of the plague [hail) indicates it as coming from
the North, and the further fact that it was upon
" the land " iudicntes that it was to fall on the

continental provinces. Both these conditions

were fulfilled in the invasion contemplated.

Bishop Newton, who previously presented this

view, farther supports it by the following extract

from Philostorgius, a historian who wrote in

this period: "The sword of the barbarians de-

stroyed the greatest multitude of men ; and
among other calamities, dry beats with flashes

of flame and whirlwinds of fire occasioned

various and intolerable terrors
;
yea, and hail

greater than could be held in a man's band fell

down in several places, weighing ag much as

eight pounds [Mist. Sec. 1. ii. ch. 7)." He also

quotes from Claudian, who, in his poem on this

very war, [Be Bella Getico, ver. 173), compares
the invaders to a storm of hail.—E. R. C]

SECOND TRUMPET.

See Jer. li. 25 ; Ex. vii. 20.

"The text," remarks Diisterdieck, "contains
nothing of an allegorical nature." And this

though the literal apprehension admits of posi-

tively no well-founded conception. The above-

cited commentator quotes, in illustration of the

allegorical interpretation, Bede : Diaholus, etc.,

in mare sseculi missus est; Grotius : The moun-
tain is the arx Antonia in Jerusalem ; Hengsten-

burg, who, he says, " entertains, in general,

the view, that all the Trumpet-visions except the

last are representative of the same thing, viz.

war;" Ebrard: The volcanic. Titanic energy

of egoism, etc. Ebrard likewise supposes that

the mountain is a volcano (like the Throne of

God, ch iv.), which, by reason of its inward

raging violence, plunges into the sea (iP'Afidri is

subversive of this view). Diisterdieck believes

the (jf to be indicative of the fact, that only a

mass of fire resembling a great mountain is in-

tended. But since the mountain is always signi-

ficant of a fixed and permanent order of things,

Mf merely denotes that this mountain lacks the

reality of the spiritual mountain nature. The

same truth is involved in the fact, (hat the

mountain is on fire, and that hence, to counteract

its conflagration, it is thrown into the sea.

Christian history is acquainted with many such

burning mountains, which, by reason of fanati-

cism, have incurred judgment—beginning with

the destruction of Jerusalem, the fall of Juda-

ism, the casting of which into the sea of nations

resulted in a considerable empoisonment of na-

tional life. Similarly, not only have states sub-

sequently fallen—as, for instance, the Eastern
Roman Empire—but also a series of dynasties,
being become a prey to fanaticism, have been
hurled from their proud eminence
Sander holds that the Arian controversies are

here predicted. The Kieuzritter regards tlie

passage as expressive of the maritime supremacy
of the Roman Empire ; while Gartner maintains
that the erroneous doctrines of the Orient, and
Islam, etc., are denoted. In short, every variety

of arbitrary interpretation attaches to the pas-

sage. [For other views, see on p. 201 sqq.

—

E. R. C.]*

Vers. 10, 11.

THIRD TRUMPET.

Ver. 10. There fell a great star from the
Heaven —The literal apprehension brings with

it such queries as these : whether the star itself

were devoted to perdition, or whether perdition

consisted but in the falling of the star; how one
star could fall upon so many streams and springs;

and how it is that wormwood, wliich is not a
deadly poison, can here have such bitter eS'ects.

Diisterdieck remarks, & propos of the last ques-

tion, that natural wormwood is not meant here,

immediately breaking out again into a polemic

against allegorizing expositors, i. e., expositors

of allegories.

We cannot deny that the most aimless and
arbitrary play of interpretation again meets us
at this passage. Pelagius, Arius (H. W. Rinck
thinks Arius is here intended— a view which is

also held by Renan, Strauss, Schenkel and their

associates), Romulus Augustulus and Gregory
the Great file past us in accordance with more
ancient conceptions of the great .Uar, whilst the

synchrono-historical interpretation advances

the Jewish fanatic Eleazar (Diisterdieck, p.

313). According to Ebrard, the star is, "as
it were, the natural spirit of bitterness, the

power of bitterness or embitterment, sent down
by God in visible concentration, eo to speak, as

a judgment upon the earth." Sander construes

the star as false asceticism, monkish morality,

constantly developing after Constantine's time.

According to Paulus, apostasy is intended.

According to Gartner, "the adulterations of

doctrine by the Romish bishops and priests"

(thus the Kreuzritter).

Even the external form of the star has been

the subject of a superfluity of conflicting conjec-

tures: it has been represented as a shooting-

star of great magnitude (Ziillig, Ewald) ; a

comet (Wetstein) ; a " great star " in the literal

sense of the words (Diisterdieck). On the im-

port of the star see Dan. xii. 3 ; Jude 13. On
the fountains see Prov. xiii. 14 ; xiv. 27 ; xviii.

* [Elliott and Thames suppose that this plasue relates to

the ravages of the Vandals under Genscric. The latter thus

writes: "The Bymbol of a blaziug or burning mountain,

torn from its foundation and precipitated into the ocean,

would well represent this mighty nation moved from its an-

cient seat and borne along toward the maritime parts of the

Empire."' The tornler confines the conquo-tt to " the miwi-

time provinces of Africa and the islands—nU, in short, that

belonged to the Western Empire in the Mediterranean.

Both refer largely to Gibbon and other historians to show

that the Vandals were principally a Tiaval power, and that

their ravages were confined to the m iritime province-i .and

islands of the Mediterranean, and to the destruction of the

fleets of the Empire, two of which were completely destroyed.

—E. E. CI
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4 ; xxT. 26. On the rivers see 2 Kings v. 12 ;

Isa. viii. 6 ; Ezek. xlvii. 1. [See also pp. 201 sq.

—E. R. 0.]*

Ver. 12.

FOURTH TRnMPBT.

The third part of the sun —It is neces-

sary here to lay special stress upon the fact,

that in treating of tho Trumpets we have to do
with spiritual affairs—not with natural phe-

nomena. It is, therefore, somewhat superfluous

to asli whether a natural percussio of the sun
(after the Rabbins) or a supernatural one (in ac-

cordance with Wolf) be meant; whether a tem-

poral third of the luminary (in accordance with
Ebrard) or a local third (in accordance with
Diisterdieck) be intended.

These ideas, since they have no symbolic
significance, are not to be pressed; the idea,

however, that the third part of the bright-

ness of the luminary is smitten or done
away with (according to Bengel, Bohmer and
others) is, as we think, the true one. This is

to be understood, in the first place, as touching
the effect of the luminary, and it must be limited

to its general effect in time ; it should not be
taken as an effect prejudicial to every individual

Christian. Thus, when the third part of the

sunshine is extinguished, this fact corresponds
with the loss of the third part of the capacity

of the human spiritual vision for taking in the
sunlight—the third part of man's love and kin-
ship to spiriiual sunlight. The thing meant is

a more general obscuration of the light of reve-

lation ; an obscuration conditioned upon human
guilt and modified by a fraction of the numeral
of spirit. But as amid this obscuration there
are thoie for whom all three thirds of the sun are
smitten—men walking in the darkness of night
—so, on the other hand, there are those who
luive the full light of the firmament. The cen-
sure which De Wette and Diisterdieck cast upon
the Seer as having "unnaturally" followed out
the uniformity existing between the third of the
luminary and the third of the day or night-time,
rest-j only upon a prejudice in favor of the sensu-
ous conception of the passage, i. c, upon a failure

to recognize its symbolicalness. Ebrard quali-

fies his interpretation of the third as a temporal

* [liarnea and Elliott (and historical interpreters gene-
rally) understand by the events under this Trumpet the
ravages of the Huns under Attiift. A brief abstract of the
views of the termer was presented on p. 201. The latter
writes :

" It is not a lurid meteor (land, pale, ghostly) that
is here referred to, hut a bright, intense, blazing 8t,r—em-
blem of fiery energy, of rapidity of movement and execution,
of Bplendor of appearance—such a=i a chieftain of high en-
dowments, of impetuousness of character, and of richness of
appa-el, would be. In all languages, probably, a meteor
flaming through the sky has been an emblem of some splen-
did geni s causing or threatening desolati m and ruin; of a
warrior who has moved along in a brilliant but destructive
path over tho world, and who has been regar^ied as sent to
execute the vengeance of Heaven." All these points he
firids realized in Attila, whose common appellation is ''the
Si-ourge of God." He finds a further confirmation of his
view in tho facts that (1) " the principal operations of Attila
word in tho region of the Alps (the founlaim of waters) and
on the portions of the Empire whence the rivprs fluw down
into Italy ;" (2) " at le»8t a third part of tho Empire was
invaded and desolated by him;" (3) "the meteor seemed to
be absorbed in the waters : th-ir power (the Hnns*) seemed
to be concentrated under Attila ; he alone appeared as the
lea'-ler of this formidable host ; and when he died, all (their)
concentrated power was dissipated." (A full detail of the
career of Attila may be found in Gibbon, cha. xxxiv xxxv )—E. R. C]

'

third with the remark: " This is conceivable in

the vision ; scarcely so in reality. Here also

therefore, the vision must contain a prophetic

symbol." He adds: " Hengstenberg is, as

usual, ready with his allegorical application of

the vision to anxious and gloomy times of war.

Vitringa, by the sun, apprehended the Roman
Emperor ; by the moon, the Patriarchs [ecclesi-

astical] ; by the stars, the bishops ; by the whole

vision, Arianism, together with the migration of

nations, etc." Other interpretations see noted

in Diisterdieck, p. 314: The troubling of the

Church by false brethren, heresy, Islam, politi-

cal disorders, Goths and Vandals, etc. Sander
justly remarks : "No posiftfe operation of hos-

tile powers, no distinct and single perverted

tendency is here spoken of; it is something
purely negative—a suppression of light, a reces-

sion of truth, subsequent to the operation of

the three perverted tendencies already men-
tioned" [first three Trumpets]. He thinks

this condition belongs to the time of the Middle
Ages. The Kre.uzritter makes this Trumpet refer

to the operations of Mohammedanism. Giirtner

finds the Beast from the abyss here indicated—the

sovereignty of the people, which is to set up a
false religion. Griber interprets the obscura-

tion as Mgnificant of the stoppage of the machine
of state, the disturbance of magistratio affairs.

The reverse of this dismal darkening see in Is.

XXX. 26. The opposite of the latter idea see in

Is. xxiv. 23, and again in Is. xiii. 10. On the

symbolism of the sun, Mai. iv. 2. For the figure

of the moon. Gen. xxxvii. 9 may not be without
significance. Feminine nature, natural life,

nocturnal consciousness: kindred ideas. The
Kreuzritter applies the darkening of the moon to

the darkening of natur.al wisdom, science, civili-

zation and culture, by Mohammedanism. Diister-

dieck thinks fhe first four Trumpets have refer-

ence to cosmical foretokens of the end of the

world, in accordance with Matt. xxiv. 29. [See
also pp. 20l8q.—E. R. C.]*

* [Barnes and Elliott refer this prophecy to the Era of
Odoacer, by whom thenanieand oj^e of the Roman Emperor
of the West were abolished. In support of this view, Barnes
thus writes: "Of the effect of the reign of Odoacer, Mr.
Gibbon remarks :

' In the division and decline of the empire,
the tributary harvests ofEgvpt and Africa were withdrawn

;

the numbers of the inh.abitants continually decreased with
the means of subsistence; and the country Wiis exhausted
by the irretrievable losses of war, famine and p stilence.

St. Ambrose has deplored the ruin of a populous district,

which had been once adorned with the flourishing cities of
Bologna, Modena, Regium and Placentia. Pope Gelasius
waa a subject of Odoacer; and he affirms, with strong ex-
aggeration, that in JEmilia, Tuscany, and the adjacent pro-
vinces, the human species was almost extirpat -d. One tliird

of those ample estates, to which the ruin of Italy is origi-

nally imputed, waa extorted for the use of the conquerors'
(ch. xxxvi.). Tet the light was not whnUy extinct. It was
'a third part' of it which was put out; jind it was still

true that some of the forms of the ancient constitution were
observed—that the light still lingered before it wholly passed
away. In the language of another (Elliott, Hor. Apoc, Tol.
I., p. 38.3 sqq.), 'The authority of the Roman name had not
yet entirely ceased. The Senate of Rome continued to as-
semlile ai usual. The consuls were appointed yearly—one
by the Eastern Braperor, one by Italy and Rome. Odoacer
himself governed Italy under a title (that of Patrician),
conferred on him by the Eastern Emperor. There was still

a certain, though often faint, recognition of the supreme
imperial authority. The moon and tho stirs miirht seem
still to shine in the West, with a dim, reflected light. In
the course of the events, however, which rapidly followed in
the next half century, these too were extinguished. After
above a century and a half of calamities unexampled almost,
as Dr. Robertson most truly represents it, in the History of
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Ver. 13.

[announcement op the three woes.]

Ver. 13. An eagle.—Db Wette: "An angel
in the form of an eagle." (Thus other commen-
tators.) There is no need arbitrarily to aug-
ment the symbolical angelic forms. According
to De Wette, fieGovfiavi^^uari here, as in. ch. xiv.

0, means through the midst of Heaven. But the

passage cited forms part of a Heaven-scene,
whilst the one which we are now examining
occurs in the midst of an Earth-scene. Diister-

dieck rejects the opinion set forth by Ewald in

his first Comm., viz,^ that the middle space betwixt
the vault of Heaven and the Earth is intended,

but seems to think that his [Diisterdieck's] own
explanation—through the meridian altitude of

Heaven—is identical with that of De Wette.
{Of course, Diisterdieck's interpretation must be
taken approximatively, the zenith being only a
point, affording: no space for the flight of an
eagle.) [De Wette, it would seem, uses the

term "Heaven" in the sense of the place of

God's visible presence, whilst Diisterdieck em-
ploys the word as significant of the firmament
above us.

—

Tr.]
The Three Woes have reference to the subse-

quent three Trumpets ; they are, therefore, en-
tirely new calamities, exceeding the former ones.

They come as visitations upon the human race
;

they are woes in the strict sense of the term,
however—as bringing destruction—only to the
earthly-minded dwellers upon the Earth.

Interpretations: Ebuard : "The world has be-
come a putrefying carcase; the eagle of judg-
ment flies along, croaking (?) his thrice-uttered

ovai." Referring to Matt. xxiv. 28. (Similarly

Herder, Bohmer, Volkmar.)
Hengstenberg: The eagle hevQ forms a con-

trast to the dove, John i. 32. "Whether the

ovaij wocj is intended to recall the croaking of
the raven, as Hofmann supposes, we will not
undertake to decide,"

"According to Joachim, the eagle is Gregory
the Great." The same, then, who, according
to another, was represented by the falling star.

De Lyra applied the eagle to John ; it is cer-

tain that it is Johannean, as a symbol of Apoca-
lyptic prophecy. (Similarly the Kreuzritter^ p.

430.) [See also on pp. 201 sq.—E. R. C]

Chap. iz. 1.

FIFTH TRUMPET, OR THE FIRST WOE.*

Ch. ix. 1. I saw a star fallen from the
Heaven to the Earth.—Its fall is done ; it

Nations, the Btatement of .Terome—a etatement couched nn-
der the very Apocalyptic fif^ure of the text, but prematurply
pronounced on the first talcing of Rome by Alaric—might
beconBideredat length accomplished: Clarissimum terrarum
lumen extinctum est—The world's glorious nun has been ex-
tinguished; or, as the modern poet (Byron, Childe Harold,
Canto IV.) has expressed it, still under the Apocalyptic
imagery

:

"She saw her glories star by star expire,"

till not even one star remained to glimmer in the vacant and
dark night.' " The passage from Robertson {OliarUs V. pp. 11,

12) ia :
" Ifa man were nailed on to fix upon a period in the his-

tory of the world during which thehistory of the human race
was the most calamitous, he would without hesitation name
that which eltpsed from the death of Theodosius to the
establishment of the Lombards in Italy."—B. R. C]

* [Elliott and Barnes, in accordance with Bishop Newton
and many other historical interpreters, understand by this

has fallen hither from Heaven to judgment,
Luke X. 18; Is. xiv, 12. A j^ar—therefore not
an Angel (Eichhorn) ; either good (Bengel) or
bad (Dusterdieck)

; certainly not the devil (Bede,
against which view ch. xii. 9 militates). Ac-
cording to Diisterdieck, the ideas of star and
Angel are confluent (Ps. ciii. 21 ; Jer. xxxiii.

22). Here, however, where distinct symbols or
conceptions are treated of, the two forms must
be kept separate. If we suppose the locusts to
be phantasies originating in psychical gloom,
we may take the star, which has fallen from
Heaven, to be repentance without faith, or the
sorrow of this world—so-called Cain or Judas
repentance—or the remorse and penance of re-
ligious self-torment, whether clothed in a more
ancient and mediaeval or a more modern form.
Comp. John xiii. 30; 1 John iii. 21.

Trumpet the woes under the Saracpnic invasions. They
support this view by coDsiderations such as the following:
1. The admixture of the human with the betffial (vers. 7, 8)
seems to imply, that the agents in this woe were men. 2. It
ia implied, that they were actuated by a false religion by
vers. 1-3, 11. 3. That they were symbolized by locusts (ver.

3) indicates (1), that they were from the Orient, Arabia
especially (see an exceedingly able article by Elliott [lior.

Apoc, Vol. I., pp. 420Bqq.] on "The Local Appropriateness
of Scripture Symbol); (li) that they rav-tged in nnmerous
aud immense armies as succeeding swarms; (3) their de-
structiveness. 4. The peculiarities of appearance presented
vers. 7-10 are strikingly significant of the Saracens : (1) like

unto horses, they were principally horsemen
; (2) crowns like,

unto gold, their peculiar head-dress

—

turbans adorned with
gold (Elliott) or yellow (Barnes); (S)faces liJce men, bearded

;

(4) hair Wee vjomen, thpy wore their hair (unlike other mili-
tary nations) long. ("In that most characteristic of Arab
poems, Antar—a po^m composed at Ihe time I spefik of—we
find the mu8tai:he and the beard, the long hair flowing on
the shoulders, and the turban also, are specified: i. 3^0;
' I-Ie adj usted himself properly, twirled his whislcei's, and
folded up his hair under hin turban, drawing it from off his
shoulders:' i. 1G9; ' His hair_^M)ed down his shatdders:' iii.

117; 'Antar cut off Maadi's hair in revenge:' iv. 325; 'We
will hang him up by his hair:'' ii.4; ' Thon foul-mustachioed
wretchl'" Elliott); (5) teeth like lions, their ferocity; (6)
breastplates as of iron, "Sale's Koran ii. 104, 'God hath
given you coats of mail to defend you in your wars'"
(iSlliott). 6. The addition of the scorpion (also pointing to
the Orient) sting, ver. 10, indicates (1) that their agency was
to be on rnen, and not as the simple locust figure would have
indicated, on vegetation, ver. 4. (It was Ihe command of the
Caliph Aboubeker, the father-in-law and successor of Mo-
hammed, in accordance with the spirit of the Koran, issued
to the Saracens on the invasion of Syria. " De.stroy no palm
trees, nor burn any fields of corn ; cut down no fruit trets,

nor do any mischief to cattle, only such as you kill to eat."

Gibbon, ch. 11.); (2) that it was to be a tarm^ntivff, not an
utterly destructive, agency, ver. B (the sting of the scorpion

is exceedingly pain/w?., but not ordinarily fatal, see Books
of Travel generally. In reference to the nature of this woe,
as thus appropriately symbolized, the following is extracted
from Barnes)

:

[" As applicable to the conflic's of the Saracens with
Christians (Christendom, the external Church), the meaning
here would seem to be, that ihe power cone ded to ihose

who are represented by the locusts was not to cut off and to

destroy the Church ; but it was to bring upon it various
calamities to continue for a definite period. ... In respect to

this, some remarkable facts have occurred in history. The
followers of the False Prophet contemplattd the subjugation

of Europe and the destruction of Christianity from two
quarters—the East and the West—expec ing to make a
JTiDction of the two armies in the Noith of Italy, and to

march down to Rome. Twice did they attack the vital part

of Christendom by besieging Constantinople; first, in the

seven years' siege, which lasted trom A. D. G68 to A. D. 675,

and secondly, in the years 716-718, when Leo the Isaurian

was on the imperial throne. But on both occasions, they
were obliged to retire defeated and disgraced. Gibbon, iii. 461

aeq. Again, they renewed their attack on the West. Having
conquered Northern Africa, they passed nver into Spain,

Rubdued that country and Portug.il, and extended their con-

quests as far as the Loire. At tliat time thf^y designed to

subdue France, and having united wth the forces which
they expected from th»i Eaet, tbey intended to make a de-

scent on Italy, and complete the conquest of Europe. This
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To him -was given, etc.—It is the key of the

pit of the Abyss, and is given him only after

his fall. Repentance was in Heaven at first,

but, through want of submission, fell to E.arth, a

fallen star, receiving now the melancholy ability

to open the pit of the Abyss, the demonic domain
of the lower realm of the dead. On the Abyss,

comp. the Lexkons. The pit, ippeap, denotes the

mouth of the Abyss ; the mouth being significant

of the close connection and readily opened com-
munication between human psychical life and
the demonic domain.

Difi'erent interpretations of the star see in De
Wette, p. 102 :—(Lyra) : Valens

;
(Grotius)

:

Eleazar
;
(Herder): .Menahera, the sou of Judas.

The Abyss : the fortress Masada. Abaddon :

Simon, the son of Gorion. A singular inter-

pretation is given by Aloasar : the Mosaic
Law.

According to Hengstenberg, the star is an
ideal person, a line of rulers, the last and
grandest form being Napoleon. Sander : Mo-
hammed and his Islam. Gartner: Arius. The
Kreuzritler : The hierarch ; he regards the

ascending smoke as enthusiasm and fanaticism.

[Barnes (on ch. viii. 10) : "A star is a natu-

ral emblem of a prince, of a ruler, of one dis-

tinguished by rank or by talent. See Num.
xxiv. 17 and Isa. xiv. 12. A star falling from
Heaven would be a natural symbol of one who
had left a higher station, or of one whose cha-

racter and course would be like a meteor shoot-

ing through the sky." And in loc; "This de-

notes a leader, a military chieftain, a warrior.

In the fulfillment of this, we look for the ap-

pearance of some mighty prince and warrior, to

whom is given power, as it were, to open the

bottomless pit, and to summon forth its legions."

[Alford; "The reader will at once think on

Isa. xiv. 12: 'How art thou fallen from Heaven,

purpose was dpfeated by the valor of Charles Martel, and
Europe and tbe Ctiristiaa world wei'e saved from Hubjuyation.
Gibbon iii. 4 seq. 'A victorious line of march,' f-ays Mr. Gib-
bon, 'had bt^en prolonged above a tliousand miles, from the
rock of Gibraltar to the mouth of the Loire; tbe repetitiim

of an equal space would have carried the Saracns to the
confines of Poland and the highlands of Scotlind The
Rhine is not more impassable than the Nile or the Eup 'irates,

and the Arabian fleet might have sailed withotit a naval
combat into the mouth of the Thames. Perhaps the in er-

pretation of the Koran would now be taueht in tlie 8chi>ols

of Oxford, an i her pulpits mght demonstrate to a citcum-
ciscd people the sanctity and truth of tbe revelations of
Mahoroet. The arrest of the Saracen hosts before Europe
wassubd'ied, was what there was no reason to anticipate,

and it even yet pcrpl -xes historians to be able to account for

it. 'The calm historian,' says Mr. Gibbon, 'who strives to fol-

low the rapid course of the Saracens, must study to e.xplain

by what means the church and state were saved from ttiisim-

pending, and, as it should seem, inevitable danger.' 'These
conquests,' says Mr. Hallam, ' which antoninh the careless and
superficial, are less perplexing to a calm inquirer th.in their
cessation—the lo.^s of half the Roman empire than the pre-
servation of the rest ' {Middle Ag'-s ii. 3, 169). These illustra-

tions may serve to explain the meaning of the symbol—that
their g and commission was not to annihilate or root out,

but to annoy and afflict. Indeed, they did not go foi th with
a primary design to destrmj. The announcement of the
Mussulman alwayH was, 'the Koran, the tribute, or the
sworJ,' and when there was submiision, either by embracing
his religion or by t'ibute, life was always spared. "The fair

option of friendship, or submiHsion, or battle,' says Mr. Gibbon
(iii. 387), ' W!^^ ijro[i03ed to the enemies of Mahomet.' Comp.
also vol. iii. 4.53, 45I5."

[6. The length of the woe, jive, months, i. e. (in the pro-
phetic calendai') one Imiul^pA and fifty year.*!—the precise
length of the Saracenic invasion (see abstract of Elliott on
p. 201 ; and also the Note on Froplietic Days, p. 2G0.—E.
R. 0.]

Lucifer, son of the morning!' And on Luke

X. 18: 'I beheld Satan as lightning fall from

Heaven.' And doubtless as the personal import

of the star is made clear in the following words,

such is the reference here. We may also notice

that this expression forms a connecting link to

another place, ch. xii. 9, in this Book, wheru

Satan is represented as cast out of Heaven to

the Earth. ... It is hardly possible, with Andr.

Eibera, Bengel and De W., to understand a

c/ood Angel by this fallen star." Elliott agrees

with Alford in regarding him as Satan, whom
he looks upon as the inspirer of Mohammed
(For other views see on pp. '201 sq.)—E. R. C]

Ver. 2. And he opened the pit of the

abyss.—The smoke. The region of the evil

conscience in the realm of the dead is a region

of self- burning, like Gehenna, whence the smoke

of torment ascends. The Seer knows of a retro-

action of the gloomy feelings of this region on

the Earth, the more since this region is even to

be found in the back-ground of an unfree human
soul-life in this world. Hence there results a

great darkening of the sun and air.

Ver. 3. Locusts.—Old Testament types, Ex.

X. 12-1-5; Joel i. and ii. In antithesis lO natu-

ral locusts, which desolate vegeiation, these

locusts leave unharmed all green things, at-

tacking solely those men who have not the seal of

God.
The scorpions of the earth.^ (Of the

earth: De Wette: in antithesis to the abyss.)

See the article Scorpion in Winer, particularly

the distinction between the Oriental and the

Italian species.

Interpretation of the locusts : Longobards,

Vandals, Goths, Persians, Mohammedans, Jew-

ish zealots. Bede and others: The raging

of hereiics. The Pope and the monks; or,

Luther and the Protestants (ancient Protest-

ant exposition—in opposition to Bellarmin and

others), etc. Hengstenberg: Martial hosts, see

Dtisterdieck, p. 328. "He who. like Hebert

(Die zweite sichtbare Zukunft Ohristi, Erlangen,

1850), looks for the literal fulfillment of all these

visions, expecting, for instance, the actual ap-

pearance of the locusts described in ver. 1 sqq.,*

certainly does more justice to the text thnn

any allegorist ; by reason of a mechanical

conception of inspiration and prophecy, how-

ever, he fails to recognize the distinction be-

twixt real prophetic matter and poetic forms"

(Dusterdieck). Remarkable words, if we con-

sider that by allegorists are understood such as

regard the Apocalypse as a Book of allegoric

figurative forms.

Ver. 6. Not kill them, but that they
shall be tormented [Lanoe : torment
them].—Tkis trait ia characteristic; it runs

through ver. 6: They shall seek death and not

tind it. In itself, this torment is not spiritual

death as yet; it is, however, so great as to make

men weary of life.

Five months.—The reference of the five

* " The fact f^at such creatures have never yet been seen

should not make ua conclude, that they never can or never

will come. In the last times many things, till thi-n unheard

of, shall come to pass—much thitherto unseen shall greet

mortal visio.i." Thus Hebert. This mode of apprehension,

however, has nothing to do with inspiration, aa itiisterdieck

thinks, but with literal exegesis.
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montlis to the popular idea that locusts are wont to

appear during the five months from May onward
(Diisterdieok, p. 323 [Alford]), does not preclude
the symbolical siguificaney of the number.
Here, too, manifold guesses have been hazarded.
See De Wette, p. 102; Diisterdieok, p. 321;
Ebrard, p. 294 ; Sander, p. 70. Vitringa thought
he had found the key to the mystery in the fol-

lowing formula : Each day of each mouth=one
year. Bengel defined the month as 15 ||
years. Hengstenberg saw in the number 5, as

the number of incompleteness, the sign of half.

Thus: "A long time, but not the longest."

Ver. 6. Seek death.—"A terrible counter-
part to the e-jri-^vfiia of the Apostle, springing
from the holiest hope " (Diisterd.).

Vers. 7-10. Like horses.—The likening of

the locusts to horses see likewise in Joel i. and ii.

As crowns.—Ewald : The antennm. Diis-

terdieok and others : A jagged elevation in the

middle of the thorax (?). Hengstenberg: The
sovereign people. We must not overlook the

fact, that the figures are modelled from the

idea, as is often the case in the Gospel parables.

Their faces as the faces of men.—Heng-
etenberg cuts the knot : "Virtually they really

were the faces of men." Undoubtedly if they
were troops of cavalry !

Ver. 8. Hair as the hair of vtromen.—
Hengstenberg: Suffering their hair to grow at

will, uncut and untended. Ebrard: " Mild and
gentle womanly faces." By this he under-
stands, not inaptly, those women whom, as his-

tory shows us, the spirits of the abyss employ
as tools to decoy many fools. Yet the text does
not speak of women's faces.

As the teeth of lions.—To terrify—not to

bite with. Hence the interpretation of Calov.

and others is wrong: The false doctrines and
blasphemies with which heretics have rent the

orthodox Church. Diisterdieok thinks their

desolating voracity is symbolized ; this quality,

however, should not be portrayed here.

Ver. 9. As iron breastplates.—^Their tho-

raxes.

The sound of their wings.—Comp. Joel

ii. 6.

Ver. 10. Tails like scorpions.—Does this

mean that their tails themselves are like scor-

pions (Bengel and others) ; or that they, like

Bcorpisns, have tails (Diisterdieok) ? The ana-
logy of ver. 19 seems to favor the former suppo-
sition. But as we must adhere to the general
idea of the locusts, the latter view is the more
probable.

Ver. 11. And they have a king over
them.—According to Hengstenberg, this king
is identical with the fallen star. And certainly

it is impossible not to perceive a close affinity

between them. If, however, we regard the

fallen star, a faithless remorse and penitential

self-torment, as the beginning of the plague of

locusts, their king surely must be regarded as

its consummation—the genius of absolute self-

torment. This symbolical king must Bkewise
be distinguished from Satan, for whom Grotius

and others take him. The comment: An angel

who is, in a peculiar manner, the head of the

Abyss (Bengel and others) throws no light on
the subject.

14

Abaddon.—See the Lexicons, article in^N.
It occupies in the Old Testament the same rela-
tion to Sheol as in the writings of the Rabbins
to Hell. [See Excursus on Hades, p. 364 .

—

E. R. C]
Apollyon.—With reference to airdlcia. John

had himself beheld the truest type of the whole
locust plague in the development of Judas, in re-
ference to whom it must be said that even suicide
is a seeking of death and not finding it. [See
Excursus on Hades.—E. R. C]

Ver. 12. Behold, there come.—On the
singular, ipxerai, see Diisterdieok. De Wette
reads ipxov-ai, with Cod. B. and others. The
following two woes are, according to the ar-
rangement of the Seer, intensively as well as ex-
tensively greater. The climax, intensively viewed,
may be stated as follows : Penitential self-tor-
ment; the spiritual death of heresy; consum-
mate apostasy. Extensively defined: An infiio-

tion of torment upon such men as have not the
seal of God ; an infliction of death upon the
third part of men; and, moreover, double hurt-
fulness

; an apparent general fall into destruc-
tion by the reception of the mark of the Beast.
See ch. xiv. 9-11.

Ver. \Zsqq.

SIXTH TRUMPET, OR THE SECOND WOE.*

In consequence of the omission of the utter

ances of the seven Thunders, ch. x., the esoteric

sketch of the cycle in question is incorporated
in the sixth Trumpet. And this makes it possible

to regard the sixth Trumpet as a double Trumpet.

* [Elliott and Barnes, in accordance witla Bishop Newton
and many other distinguished historical interpreters, under-
stand by the events under this Trumpet the AVoe of the
Turkish invasions (see pp. 201 sq.). The following is an
abstract of the alleged parallelism between the prophecy
and history, in view of which this view has been adopted
and supported. (In the arrangement of the points, the plan
of Barnes has been, in great measure, followed.) 1. TIte

place of departure: ver. 14 declares this to be the Euphrates;
it is a well known fact, that the Turks went forth from this

river on their career of conquest. 2. The four Angels, ver.

14 : Barnes explains this by referring to the fourfold divi-

sion of the old Turkish Empire, previous to the outpouring
on the remains of the Roman Empire, into four Kingdoms

—

Persia, Kerman, Syria and Roum {Gibbon, ch. Ivii.); Elliott

discards this and all similar divisions, and suggests that the

number four was chosen either (a) in accordance with the

propriety of the figure as indicating that there would be a

general outpouring, in correspondence wi'h the four winds
which are the proverbial representatives of all winds, or else

(b) as indicating that the tempest Angels (ch. vii. 1} loosed in

the Saracenic woe were subsequently bound at the Euphrates.

3. The preparation, ver. 15 : the Turkish Empire, having its

seat about and to the East of the Euphrates, had long been
growing in power and fitness to subdue the Eastern Komau
Empire; long before their attack upon the latter, they had
become the most powerful nation on the earth (see Gib-

bon, ch. Ivii.). 4. Bound and loosed, vers. 14, 15 ; it is a

matter of surprise that the powerful Empire which had sub-

dued the East should so long have refrained from moving
westward ; it would seem as though they had been restrained

by some superior power. 5. Tlie material of their armies

:

ver. 16 implies that this was cavalry, the well known prin-

cipal element of the Turkish hosts. 6. Their numbers : ver.

16, two myriads of myriads ; the Turkish armies were im-

mense. Gibbon says (ch. Ivii.) ;
" The myriads of Turkish

horse overspread a frontier of six hundred miles, etc." (It

is probable, if this hypothesis be correct, that the number
relates to the entire number engaged throughout the period

of the invasions.) 7. The numeration : by myriads, ver. 16:

it is one of the peculiarities of the Turks to speak of num-
bers, not as we do, by thousands, but by tomans (myriads),

"so that it is not without his usual propriety of language

that Gibbon speaks (as in the quotation in the preceding

division) of 'the myriads of Turkish horse'" (Elliott). 8.

Their personal appearance: ver. 17, " breastplates ^ery, hyor
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It is half the Trumpet of heresies ; half the

Trumpet of beginning apostasy. Hence the second

ivoe is continued tbroiigh ch. jl. to ch. xi. 14,

Hence, also, it results that the second woe is in

two stages. At the end of the first stage, men do

not repent of the works of their hands, ch. is.

20; at the end of the second stage, there is at

least a repentance of fear, ch. xi. 13. Still it

must bs observed that the secfion consisting of

chs. X. and xi, to ver. 14 is representative of an
entirely new cycle—a cycle connected with the

preceding section only from ch. xi, 7. The connec-

tion between the two consists in the fact, that in

ch. ix. we have to do with the spiritual end of the

course of the world; in ch. xi, 7 sqq., with the

spiritual beginning of the end of the world. Thus
at the revelation of the consurnmate offence, the

precursory offences form themselves into a unit.

See 2 Thess. ii. 7, 8.

Ver. 13. A voice from the four horns.

—

cinthine and sidphure^ics ;^^ Daubuz remarks: "From their

first appearance, the Ottomans have affected to wear warlike
apparel of scarlet, blw. and ydloioy 9. T/w heads of the

horses as the heada of lions, ver. 17 ; indicative (1) of their

strength and fierceness—thesR were well-kuown character-
istics of the Turkish cavalry; (2) not only of the character-
istics, but of the titl"^ of the Jieads or Uaders: Gibbon writes

(ch. Ivii.): "The name of Alp ArrtLin, the Valiant Lien, is

expressivii of the popular idea of the perfection of man ; and
the successor of Togrul Bey displayed the fierceness and
generosity of the royal animal. He passid the. Euphrates,
and entered Casaroa, ete." Elliott remarks (vol i., p. 498):
" This kind of title, which reminds one of those of the Ame-
rican Indians, seems to have been common among the
Turkmans. So Kizil-Arslan, the Red Lion, a chief contem-
porary with Togrul Bey ; and again K>Udge Arslan (Nohh
Lion) etc.;" and again he writes (p. 510): *'So Kycaut on
Vie. Turks, ch. xxi. :

' The Turks comp ire the Grand Seignor
to the linn, and other kings to little dogs.' " 10. Out of their
mouths, etc., ver. 17 Barnes remarks: "This is just such a
description as would be given of an army to which the use
of gunpowder waa known. Looking now upon a body of
cavalry in the heat of an engagement, it would noem, if the
cause were not known, that the horses belched forth smoke
and sulphureous flame;" the use of fire-arms by the Turks
in their inva'*ion of the Eastern Empire is one of the estab-
lished facts of history. 11. The destructive agency, ver. 18 :

Not only did the Turks u-ie fire-arms, but to this agency,
more than to aught else, was their success due, as appears
from the follt^wing remarks of Gibbon in reference to the
Biege of Constantinople, ch. Ixviii.: " Among the implements
of destruction, he (the Turkish Sultan) studied with peculiar
care the recent and tremendous discovery of the Latins ; and
his artillery surpassed whatever had yet appeared in the
world. A founder of cannon, a Dane or Hungarian, who
bad almost srarved in the Greek service, deserted to the
Moslems, and was liberally entertained by the Turkish Sul-
tan. Mohammed was satisfied with the answer to his first

question, which he eagerly pressed on the artist: 'Am I
able to cast a cannon capable of throwing a ball or stone of
sufficient size to batter the walls of Constantinople? I am
not igno'ant of their strength; but were they more solid
than those of Babylon, I could oppose an engine of superior
power: the position and management of that engine must
be lelt to your engineers.' On this assurance, a foundry
was established at Adrlanople, the metal was prepared, and
at the end of three months Urban produced a piece of btass
ordnance of stupendous and almost incredible magnitude; a
measure of twelve palms is assigned to the bore; and the
stone imllet weighed above six hundred pounds. A vacant
place beiore the new palace was chosen for the first experi-
ment; but to prevent the sudden and mischievous effects of
astonishment and fear, a proclamation was isem;d that the
cannon would be discharged the ensuing day. The explo-
sion was felt or heard in a circuit of a hundred furlongs ; the
ball, by the force of gunpowder, was driven about a mile-
and oil the spot whore it fell, it buried itself a fathom deep
in the ground The same destructive secret had been
revealed to the Moslems, by whom it was employed with
the superior energy of zeal, riches and despotism. The great
cannon of Mohammed has been separately noticed—an im-
portant and visible object in the history of the times. But
that enormous engine was flanked by two fellows almost of
equal magnitude: the long order of the Turkish artillery
was pointed against the walls

; fourteen batteries thundered

Not from God, ** behind the altar.*' The four

horns of the altar denote the complete, all-sided

protective power of the altar. From the same
altar on which the prayers of the saints were
perfected (ch. viii. 3-5), the signal that they
have been heard goes forth. The earth is now,
in its sealed ones, prepared by voices and thun-

ders and lightnings and an earthquake of the

spiritual life ; the greatest temptations may,
therefore, now be let loose. The distinction be-

tween these new and great temptations and the

foregoing ones is at the same time expressed.
That which the voice from the horns of the altar

says, is, of course, to be traced back to Divine
decision. According to Dusterdieck, the misap-
plication of the horns to the four Gospels (Zeger
and others) may have even occasioned the read-

\ng—four horns. Nevertheless, four, as the

number of completeness, is not devoid of signifi-

cance in a correct apprehension of the passage.

at once on the most accessible places ; and of one of these it

was ambiguously expressed that it was mounted with one
hundred and thirty guns, and that it discharged one hun-
dred and thirty bullets. From the lines, the galleys, and
the bridge, the Ottoman artillery thundered on all sid'-s;

and the camp and city, the Greeks and the Turks, were
involved in a cloud of smoke which could only be dispelled
by the final deliverance ordestruction of thoRomanempire."
In view of such historical fects, Elliott remarks :

" It was lo
' the fire and the smoke and the sulphur,' to tbe artillery
and firearms of Mahomet, that the killing of the tbird part
of men, i. e., the capture of Constantinople, and by co'nse-

quence the destruction of the Greek empire, was owing."
12. Power in their tails, ver. 19 : on this Elliott remarks*
" A Aorse-iii? to denotea rulerl Strange association! Un-
likely symbol ! Instead of symbolizing authority and rule,

the toil is in other Scriptures put in direct contrast with the
head, and made the representative rather of the subjected
and the low. Besides which, it is not here the lordly lion's

tail, but that of the Aorse. Who could ever, a priori, have
con''eived of such an application of it? And yet among the
Turks . . . that very association had existence, and still ex-
ists to the present day. ... It is the ensign of one, two or
three horse-tails that marks distinctively the dignity and
power of the Turkish Pasha." Barnes remarks: "The
image before the mind of John would seem to have been
that be saw horses belching out fire and smoke, and—what
wag equally strange—ho saw that their power of spreading
desolation was connected with the tails of the horses." 13.

The number, the third part of the men. ver. 18: this Elliott
explains aa indicating the overthrow of the Eastern, or one-
third of Xht entire, Empire. Barnes writes: "No one in

reading the accounts of the wars of the Turks, and of the
ravages which they have committed, would be likely to feel

that this is an exaggeration; it is not necessary to suppose
that it is literally accurate." 14. The time of continuance—
a day, hour, month and year, ver. 15 : this period in the pro-
phetic calendar, on the ordinary hypothesis of regarding the
prophetic year as consisting of three hundred and sixty days,

would equal three hundred and ninety-one years an5 thirty

days. Elliott, however, calls attention to the fact, that the
term employed is not the prophetic leaipdy, but ictauToy; he
therefore hypothesizes that the Julian year was intended,
and thence deduces as the period contemplated, reckoning
twelve hrmrs to the prophetic day (comp. John xi. 9), three

hundred and ninety-six years, one hundred and eighteen
days. The Turks, according to Abulfeda, went forth from
Bagdad on their career of Western conquest on the 10th of

Dzoulcaad A. H. 448, which corresponds with January 18/ft,

A . D. 1057 ; from this to May 29th, 1453, the date of the fall

of Constantinojile. is three hundred and ninety-six years^

one hundred and thirty days ; or counting to May 16th, the

day on which the investment was completed, the fortif.tk

day of the siege, we have the exact prophetic period. Con-
cerning the fortieth day, we have the " unintended exposi-

tory words (of Gibbon); 'After a siege of /or(y days, the

fate of Constantinople could be no longer averted.'" 13.

TJie fl/?fic^vers. 20, 21 ; it is notorious that, previous to the

Turkish woe, nominal Christendom was sunk in a condition

of (1) demon worship (the invocation of saints), (2) idolatry

(image worship), (3) murders (bloody persecutions), (4) sor-

ceri.pji (incantations and pretended miracles), (b) fornicationi
(abounding impurities), (6) thefts (indulgences, masses, etc.);

and it is equally notorious that this woe was not followed by
general repentance.—E. R. C]
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Other interpretations of the Jour horns see in

Diisterdieok, p. 332. How important it is that

the trials should not break out before their set

time, appears from the fact, that the Angel of

the sixth Trumpet may loose the four bound
Angels only upon a higher order. The same
truth is demonstrated by the co-operation of the

sixth Angel. Offences must come.
[The following, abridged from Elliott (Vol. I.,

pp. 481 sqq. ), is worthy of consideration : "When
a voice of command issued from the Throne, or
some divinely commissioned Angel, it was an
intimation that it originated from God ; but
when proceeding from some other local source,

it was indicated that the locality whence the

voice proceeded was one associated with sin to

be punished (comp. Gen. iv. 10 ; xxxi. 38 ; Isa.

Ixvi. 6; Hab. ii. 11; James v. 4). So here, a

cry commissioning judgment from the mystic
incense Altar indicates that that Altar had been
a scene of special sin. But this explanation is

only partial. It would seem as if guilt had
been contracted in respect of some ritual in

which the horns of the Altar were concerned.
There were three such services in the Mosaic
ritual. The first two were the occasional atoning

services for sins of ignorance ; the third that of

the Annual Atonement. In all these cases, some
of the blood of the sacrifice was put on the horns

of the Altar (comp. Ex. xxx. 10; Lev. iv. 3-7,

13-18; xvi. 1-18). It was thus that Hezekiah
made atonement for Israel after its apostasy

under Ahaz (see 2 Chron. xxix. 20-24). This

rite of Atonement having been performed, the

promised reconciliation with God followed.

From the Temple, and Altar, and each blood-

bedewed horn of the altar, a voice, as it were,

went forth, not of judgment, but of mercy ; in-

stead of summoning destroying armies against

Judah from the Euphrates, it staid them (comp.
2 Chron. xxxii. 21; Isa. xxxvii. 33, 34). Thus
direct was the contrast between Israel's case

under Hezekiah, and that of Christendom as

here figured. And now when, after the judg-
ments of successive Trumpets, the Seer heard a

voice denouncing judgment yet afresh from the

four horns of the golden Altar, what could he in-

fer but this, that in spite of the previous fearful

rebukes of their apostasy, neither the priesthood

nor the collective people, at least of this third

of Christendom, would have repented. More
particularly, as the rite had special reference to

the sins connected with the incense Altar itself,

it was to be inferred that those sins would be
persisted in: to wit the abandonment of Christ

in His character (1) of the one great propitiatory

Atonement, and (2) of the one great Intercessor

;

and thus the sin would be graven even on the

four horns of the golden Altar, and their one and
common voice, or that of the iutercessorial High
Priest from the midst of them, would pronounce
the fresh decree of judgment: 'Loose the four

Angels to slay the third part of men.'"—E.R.C.]

Ver. 14. Loose the four angels.—The
number four being the number of the world, the

four symbolical angels represent the collective

spirit of the world, collective heathenism, in its

infection of Christianity and transformation of

Christian truths into powerful lies, 2 Thess. ii.

These angels are, therefore, neither bad angels

^Bede, Diisterdieok and others), nor good ones
(Bossuet), nor destroying ones (De Wette,
Ebrard), if, by such, personal beings are under-
stood. As symbolic forms they are, beyond
question, et)i7 spirits—yet in angelic shape; as
it were in the angelic shape of the one Satanic
mask of an Angel of light (2 Cor. xi. 14) in four
world-forms. Different interpretations of the
quaternary see in Diisterdieok, p. 333.

At the great river.—We doubt not that the
hither bank of the great river Euphrates has an
import similar to that of Babylon, yet without
coinciding with Babylon. Babylon is a peculiar
configuration of the spiritual river Euphrates

;

that river, the general basis and condition of

Babylon

—

spiritual Babylon as the sphere of

historical Babylon.
Different interpretations : Parthian armies

against the Romans ; Roman armies against
Jerusalem ; Tartars, Turks (the Angels being
their commanders). The Euphrates, the Tiber;
Babylon, Rome (Wetstein). The Euphrates, the

border of Abraham's land, or of the Pioman
empire.

According to Diisterdieok, the mention of the
Euphrates is merely schematical ^schematisch'\,

as the region whence plagues usually came in

the Old Testament—the Assyrians, for instance.

Insignificant enough !

Ebraed : "Almost all ancient Protestant exe-

getes discover in this passage a prediction ©f

Mohammedanism. Grotius, Wetstein, Herder,
Eichhorn and others think it prophetic of the

army of Titus, which destroyed Jerusalem. De
Wette, with Ziillig and Ewald, occupies the

ground of 'fancy.'"

In opposition to these historical conceptions,

a just reference has been made to the superna-
turalness of the martial hosts portrayed. Diis-

terdieok will not listen to any allegorical appre-
hension of this supernaturalness, and so, ac-

cording to him, these armies are still more
incomprehensible than those of the locusts.

According to Gartner (p. 466), the two hundred
millions of horses are two hundred millions of

devils—hosts of Satan, amongst whom the fana-

tical faith of Islam, symbolized, as he contends,

by the Euphrates, originates. The horsemen
are such men as are borne away by the horses.

Ver. 15. The four angels iwere loosed.—
The resistance hitherto made by the power of

truth is withdrawn.
Prepared for the hour, etc.—Beautifully

expressive of the certainty that these trials, like

all hateful things in the world, have their ap-

pointed time, and that time only, Luke xxii. 53.

To slay the third part of men.—Only
spiritual slaying can be meant here, as is fur-

ther indicated by "the third part," three being

the number of spirit, ch. viii. 7-12.

Ver. 16. And the number.—Two hundred

millions [te'o myriads of myriads']. He did not

himself count the hosts, but heard the number
through the voice of prophecy ; this fact makes
the number more than ever significant. It be-

ing impossible to conceive of an army of this

size, Bengel has added together all the Turkish

armies of more than two centuries ; Hengsten-

berg sees an allegorical collective designation of

all armies in the number ; whilst Diisterdieok
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takes it as schematical ^schematisch'\—tbat is to

say, denoting, like the army, notliing definite.

But, manifestly, the number itself is allegorical.

The myriad is indicative of an enormous number

;

the formula, myriad times myriad, denotes the in-

finite productivity of the figures ; and, finally,

the binary is significant of an antithesis, either

of positive and negative offences, or of dogmati-

cal and ethical heresies.

Ver. 17. And thus I saw the horses.—In
the vision, he adds, probably because the mon-
strosity of their appearance necessitates a slight

reminder of the fact that we have here to do

with allegorical forms; an assumption which
Diisterdieck, in his horror of allegory, endeavors

to refute.

And those -who sat on them.—The horses

are of prime importance (see above) ; their r/iier*,

however, are first described. In this place the

riders bear the colors of the horses, as the

horses the colors of the riders in ch. vi.

Having breastplates.—According to Bengel

and others, the riders are here referred to ; ac-

cording to Diisterdieclc and others, the words,

having breastplates, refer to both horses and
riders. This view is contradicted, in the first

place, by the impossibility of putting the idea

into execution; and, furthermore, by the antithe-

sis between the colors of the breastplates and
the destructive stuJf issuing from the mouths of

the liorses. Many hypotheses have been founded
on the colors of the breastplates, see Diisterdieck,

p. 337. On i<{mjift)f see Ebrard. He conjectures

that this color was dark brown ; it cannot but be

seen, however, that it must correspond with the

color of smoke. Diisterdieck would have it that
" dark red " is the corresponding color.

As the heads of lions.—Not actual lions'

heads. A cruel and terrific aspect cannot be
meant by this, according to Diisterdieck, because
it " would undoubtedly correspond better with
the allegorical exposition."

It is likewise denied that there is an allegori-

cal meaning to fire, smoke, and brimstone.
The combination is, most certainly, found in vol-

canos in natura. The significance of these forms,
however, appears from the following other pas-

sages : ch. xiv. 10, 11; xix. 20; xxi. 10. For
diiferent interpretations, see Diisterdieck. The
view of Calov., who finds the three substances
associated in the Koran, is particularly striking.

Other singular exegeses are those of Grotius
(burning torches), Hengsteuberg and Bengel
(the murderous spirit and wanton destruotive-
ness of soldiers). It is worthy of note that the

same materials which compose the erring
spirit of this world, create the hellish torment
of the next: the fire of fanaticism; self-disso-

lution in ambition and self-seeking ; demonic
irritability—inflammability.

Ver. 19. For the power of the horses.—
They are hurtful in a two-fold manner; with
their mouths and with their snake-like tails.

Their principal power, however, is in their
mouths. On the futile application of this dtiuble

figure to the fable of two-headed serpents or am-
phisbmnx (Wetstein, Beng., Herder), see Diisterd.

Other interpretations : Bengel : Reference is

had to the turning of the Turkish cavalry, to the
sudden detriment of their pursuers.

Hengstenberg interprets the hurtful power in

the tails as significant of the insidious malignity

of martial hosts ; for fiery wrath, warlike ter-

rors, and the like, pervade the visions of the

fifth and sixth Trumpets particularly, according

to him.
Grotius : The tails are indicative of foot sol-

diers [on the backs of the horses, behind the

horsemen].
Sander : They dragged the teachings of their

false prophet behind them.

Volkmar has even applied this passage to ths

kicking out of the horse behind.

The after-effects of all heresies consist in the

fact that they poison morals and manners, intro-

ducing a destructive element into Christian so-

cial lite especially, and thus issuing in psychical

and physical evils.

Ver. 20. And the rest of the men, who
were notkilled by these plagues.—The Seer

distinguishes between the speoitic destruction of

a third of mankind by the fatal horses and the

general corrupt condition of the human race.

Repented not.—Comp. ch. xvi. 11. Their

conversion should show itself in a specific ab-

stinence from religious and moral transgressions.

The works of their hands, therefore, do not di-

rectly denote their whole conversation and walk,

but those characteristic sins in which, of a truth,

their whole walk was reflected. It has been
maintained that idols are thereby indicated, as

their own manufacture (Hengstenberg, Diister-

dieck) ; but the first object

—

ra datfxdvca—-stands

in the way of this view. This first object is, in-

deed, of prime importance to the Seer. The
meaning is as follows : subtile demon-worship,
symbolized by subtile idol-worship offered to im-

ages of the most diverse materials; see 1 Cor. a. 20.

Which neither see, etc.—Compare the

analogous passages in the Old Testament [Pss.

oxv. 4-7; cxxxv. 15-17 ; Is. xlvi. 7 ; Jer. x. 5
;

Dan. V. 23].

Ver. 21. Of their sorceries.—The poison-

minyling, as the word might likewise be under-
stood, is already contained in the preceding
murders.
Ebrakd : "Sorcery is to be understood as se-

ductive enchantments." The reason alleged in

support of this view, viz., that true sorcery is a

sin against God, whilst the present passage treats

of injuries inflicted by man upon his brother man,
is, however, of insufficient weight. All gross (poi-

son-mingling) and all refined sorcery is conjoined

with injury to one's neighbor. The terms are,

doubtless, symbolical throughout; Gal. v. 20.

" It is clear that the author is thinking of hea-

then." De Wette (similarly Diisterdieck). Truly,

the autlior regards all the things mentioned,
even in respect of their most subtile conception,

their most subtile manifestation in Christendom,
as heathenish.

[additional note on the seventh seal and

THE trumpets.]

By the American Editor.

[The very position of the Seventh Seal, se-

parated as it is from the others by the vi-

sions of chap, vii., should lead us to suppose
that it is sui generis ; and a careful conside-

ration of its development supports and enforces
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this supposition. Tlie most rational hypothesis,

as it seems to the Am. Ed., is that it includes

the Trumpets and the Vials ; there is no strong
disjunctive at the beginning of either ver. 2 or

a, such as would certainly have been employed
had tbe Seal closed with ver. 1 or 5, and no such
disjunctive occurs until ch. xviii. 1. This hypo-
thesis is not only in accordance wilh the mani-
fest indications of the phraseology, but it avoids

the supposition that a Seal was opened without

any thing being revealed under it, and it also

gives unity to all that follows, and to the whole
complex vision.

In the view of the writer, the opening of the

iirst five Seals discloses the general course of

history to the time of the second Advent—false

Christs, war, dearth, aggravated mortality, to-

getber with the persecutions of the saints ; the

opening of the sixth reveals the events imme-
diately preceding the Advent (see pp. 178 sq.);

the seventh is the Seal of Judgment (also termi-

nating in the Advent), in which, under tlie Sym-
bol of Seven Trumpets (indicating the goinff

forth of Jehovah against the enemies of His peo-

ple, comp. Num. x. 9; xxxi. 6; Josh. vi. 4, 5;

2 Chron. xiii. 14; Jer. li. 27, etc.), are revealed

the woes to be visited upon the sinful and per-

secuting world-power;* the last Trumpet de-

velops into the seven Vials. -j-

That the opening of the Seal was to be de-

lai/ed, is consistent with God's dealings in judg-
ment—sentence against an evil work, ordinarily,

is not executed speedily (Eco. viii. 11) ; and not

only 80, but it is intimated, (ch. vi. 10, 11), that

there should be delay until a certain period (or

number of martyrs) should be completed.

The length of this period of delay being unre-

vealed, the time of the beginning of the Trum-
pet-blasts can be determined only by the occur-

rence. It becomes a most interesting and im-

portant question : Have any of these blasts been
given, or are they all still future ? The writer

must acljnowledge that, after a careful conside-

ration of the principal views that have been pre-

sented, he has been constrained to the conclusion

that the scheme of interpretation advocated by
Elliott and Barnes is substantially correct (see

foot-notes on pp. 205 sqq.). The points of

resemblance between the symbols and the

events of history, especially as portr.ayed by
the infidel Gibbon, are too many, too striking,

and too exact, to allow the thought that they are

merely fortuitous. It would seem as though God
had raised up the great historian just mentioned
to perform a work for the Bible and the Church,

* [These judgments, in the opinion of the Am. Efl., com-
menced after the Woman had become the Harlot—after the
unholy alliance between the Church and State. See on ch.

xvii—E. B. C]
t ["There were to be seven Trumpets sounded, and under

the seventh Trumpet seven Vials poured out. The numeral
resemblance of these to the seven trumpet bleats sounded on
seven successive days against the ancient Jericht), and which
were followed on the seventh day by seven compassings of
its walls, till on the last the wall fell down, and entrance
was given to Israel into that first city of the promised Ca-

naan (Josh. vi. &-16)—this interesting resemblance, I say,

has been noticed by Ambrose Anebert in old times, and in

more modern times by Yitringa, and other Apocalyptic in-

terpreters after him. It almost seemed as if some power
were marked out hereby as the New Testament Jericho

;

whose domination opposed, and whose overthrow wouid in-

troduce the saints' enjoyment of the Heavenly Canaan."
BmoiT, Vol. I., p. M9.—E. R. C]

which could not have been so effectually per-
formed by a friend—at times it seems as though
he were writing history, purposely for the elu-
cidation of prophecy. The language of Barnes
in reference to the correspondence between the-

events of the sixth Seal and the history of the
Turkish invasion, as described by him, may be-

equally applied to the correspondence between
the entire series of symbols and his descriptions-
of all the invasions which historical interpreters
have adduced as fulfilling these symbols : " If

Mr. Gibbon had designed to describe the eon-
quests of the Turks as a fulfillment of the pre-
diction, could he have done it in a style more
clear and graphic than that which he has em-
ployed ? If this had occurred in a Christian
writer, would it not have been charged on him
that he had shaped his facts to meet his notions
of the meaning of the prophecy ?

"

It must be acknowledged that there are diiE-

culties connected with this interpretation; that
there are some points where the symbol and the
event adduced as realizing it, do not seem exactly
to harmonize. It may be remarked that, in

view of the imperfection of our records of his-

tory, and the partial ignorance of individual in-

terpreters, even of that which is imperfectly re-

corded, such discrepancies are to be expected

—

indeed, it is matter of surprise that they are not
more numerous and important. In fact, one of

the intluences that led the writer to adopt, in the
main, the scheme of Elliott, was the exhibit of

objections by Alford. Thoughts, such as the

following, arose in his mind : If these are the

only objections that can be adduced by an acute
and learned opponent, they .are tantamount to

an acknowledgment that in the far more nu-
merous and important matters presented in the

scheme, there is complete resemblance between
the Symbol and the event ; and if this be so,

either these discrepancies will disappe.ir on a

more thorough investigation of our historical

records, or else they will serve to show that on
the points at issue our records are themselves

imperfect. The first of Alford's objections is to

Elliott's interpretation of the third part (see p.

201). He remarks, "It is fatal to this whole
class of interpretations that it is not said; the

hail, etc., were cast on a third pari, but that the

destruction occasioned by them extended to a

third part of the earth on which they were cast.

And this is most expres.sly declared to be so in

this first case by all green grass being destroyed,

not a third part of it" (ch. viii. 7). Now, El-

liott's hypothesis concerning the third part is

deduced from a most careful comparison of ch.

viii. 7-12 with the acknowledged facts of his-

tory. It is notorious that four successive hordes

of enemies did, in the Fourth and Fifth centuries,

burst upon the Roman Empire, their ravages be-

ing almost entirely confined to a third, or the

Western division, thereof; and it is manifest, also,

that these ravages did, as to their general fea-

tures, most strikingly fulfill the requirements of

the symbolization—the first invasion being on

the inland provinces, tlie second on the mari-

time portions, the third on the rivers and foun-

tains, the fourth affecting the governors, the lu-

minaries of that third part (see pp. 205 sq. ). In

view of the general agreement, which is like that
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of the mountain shadows on the bosom of the

Lake of Geneva and the mountains themselves,

it seems legitimate to conclude that the symbol
shadowed forth the fact, and that the third part

of the former was designed to indicate (when
the event should occur) the third part of the

smitten empire. If this be so, then, when it is

said that hail fell upon the earth, we may un-

derstand the prophecy as meaning that it fell

upon that third part ; and, be it observed, there

is no undue straining of language in such an in-

terpretation, for certainly there is no disagree-

ment between a prophecy that Great Britain

shall be smitten, and the fact that Scotland re-

ceives the blow. And still further, by the third

part of the trees and all the grass, we may un-
derstand the trees and the grass of that smitten

third part.

Another objection is that Elliott's scheme fails

to give any satisfactory explanation of the ex-

emption of the sealed from the torment of the

fifth plague (oh. ix. 4). So far as Elliott is con-

cerned, the objection is well taken. This does

not imply, however, that an explanation cannot
be given consistent with the scheme. Whilst
historical records do give us the general informa-
tion that the citizens of those countries which
had been the seat of the old Roman Empire did
suffer fearfully from the Saracenic invasions,

they are almost totally silent as to the fate of

individuals ; from historical investigation it is im-
possible to determine who were the sealed, and
what was their condition during the ravages of

the Saracens. Alford writes : " In the very
midst of this corrupt Christianity, were at that

lime God's elect scattered up and down; and it

is surely too much to say every such person es-

caped scathless from the Turkish (Saracenic)
sword." If from other points of resemblance
between the Symbol and the Saracenic woe (and
there are many such which cannot be challenged,
seepp. 207sq.), the identity between the object of
prophecy and that woe can be established, then
it is not " too much to say," especially in view
of the absence of all proof to the contrary, that
God did, according to His promise, preserve His
sealed ones from the torment which was visited

upon the unsealed.

Another objection is brought against Elliott's

interpretation of the crowns like unto gold (ch. ix.

7). " Elliott tries to apply it to the turban ; but
granting some latitude to the areipavoi, the bfiotoi

Xpvois, will hardly bear this. The appearance
of a turban, even when ornamented with gold, is

hardly golden." True ; but a yellow turban
(Barnes) might be described as like to gold. Cer-
tainly Alford, who interprets fiery and sulphure-
ous (ver. 17) as meaning red and light- yellow,
Bhould have no objection to this explanation.

Alford again writes : " I cannot forbear no-
ticing, as we pass, the caprice of historical in-
terpreters. On the command not to kill the men,
etc., in ch. ix. 5, Elliott says : ' i. e., not to an-
nihilate them as a political Christian body.' If
then the same rule of interpretation is to hold,
the present verse (6) must mean that ' the poli-
tical Christian body ' will be so sorely beset by
these Mohammedan locusts, that it will desire to
be annihilated, and not find any way. For
surely it cannot be allowed that the killing of

men should be said of their annihilation as a

political body in one verse, and their desiring to

die in the next, should be said of some thing

totally different, and applicable to their indivi-

dual misery." The propriety of the criticism ot

the distinguished commentator may be allowed,

and yet it be shown to have no force against the

historical scheme. In chs. l.-lii. of the immortal
history of Gibbon, we have described the rise,

the conquests, and the decline of the Saracens.

In the grand features of history as therein set

forth, we perceive the similarity to the complex
symbol of cli. ix. 1-11. Prominent amongst
these features is the fact that though the Mo-
hammedan conquerors tormented, they never to-

tally destroyed the political combinations of

Christendom, In Europe they were as an in-

vading army encamped—they were never able to

take Constantinople ; although they ravaged the

country around Rome, they were restrained from
the capture of the Imperial City ; in their ad-

vance upon Christendom from the Pyrenees, they
were driven back by Charles Martel. Even in

Spain, where for centuries they held dominion,
they never completely extinguished either the

Spanish nationality or the organized Church.
In Syria, where their first conquests in Christen-

dom were made, although their sceptre has
passed away to the Turks, we still find nominally
Christian communities substantially as they

were organized in the days of the Saracens.
" After the revolution of eleven centuries, the

Jews and Christians of the Turkish Empire en-

joy the liberty of conscience which was granted

by the Arabian Caliphs All the oriental

sects were included in the common benefits of

toleration ; the rank, the immunities, the domes-
tic jurisdiction of the patriarchs, the bishops,

and the clergy, were protected by the civil

magistrate The captive churches of the

East have been afilicted in every age by the

avarice or bigotry of their rulers ; and the

ordinary and legal restraints must be offensive

to the pride or the zeal of the Christians" (Oib-

bon, ch. li.). From the beginning, these com-
munities have been tormented, but not destroyed.

And not only so, but from the days of the

Caliphs their preservation as organized commu-
nities, having a peculiar dress, has been in ac-

cordance with the policy of their rulers—they
are thus more easily kept in subjection, and are

separated from Moslems as inferior and tribu-

tary. The very preservation of these communi-
ties has in all time subjected them to torment, to

oflBcial exaction and popular contumely and per-

secution. Is it not most natural to suppose that

as political communities they have desired anni-

hilation ?

The last objection urged by Alford is against

Elliott's interpretation of ch. ix. 19. " Well

may Mr. Barker say {Friendly Strictures): 'An
interpretation so wild, if it refutes not itself,

seems scarcely capable of refutation.' Happily,

it does refute itself. For it is convicted, by al-

together leaving out of view the power in the

mouths, which is the principal feature in the

original vision ; by making no reference to the

serpent-like character of these tails, but being
wholly inconsistent with it; by distorting the

canon of symmetrical interpretation in making
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the heads attached to the tails to mean that the

tails are Bymbols of authority, etc." The force

of the criticism is admitted, and yet, like the

preceding, it bears not against the historical

scheme. The following is suggested as possibly

the true explanation of the verse alluded to.

On opening Webster's Dictionary we find the

following as the second definition of Basilisk :

"In military affairs, a large piece of ordnance,

so called from its supposed resemblance to the

serpent of that name, or from its size. This

cannon carried an iron ball of 200 pounds
weight, but is not now used." Such were the

cannon with which the Turks moved to the as-

sault of Constantinople. These long, serpent-

like instruments of destruction, dragged breach

foremost in the rear of the companies that served
them, might well have been described iu symbol
as tails, like unto serpents having heads ; and the

power by which the Turkish armies breached the

walls of Constantinople, and thus subjugated the

Eastern third of the old Roman Empire (ch. ix. 18),

was in these tails and the mouths of these heads.

It should be remarked, in conclusion, that the

resemblance contemplated in this Note is not

merely between the individual symbols and
the events which have been adduced as fulfill-

ing them respectively, but it is a resemblance be-

tween the entire series regarded as a whole, and
the entire course of history—it extends to the

relations of the symbols to each other, their suc-

cession and mutual proportions.—B. R. C]

SECTION FOURTH.

The Seven Thunders, or Seven Sealed Divine Voices; the mystery of mysteries,
as mediatory of the end of the world.

Chapter X. and Chapteb. XI. 1-14.

(Transition to Part Second.)

A.—VEILED HEAVEN-PICTURE OF THE SEVEN THUNDERS.

Chap. X. 1—U.

u. The Angel of the Time of the End.

1 And I saw another' mighty [strong] angel come down [descending] from [out

of] heaven, clothed with a cloud : and a [the^] rainbow was [om. was] upon his

head, and his face was [om. was] as it were lorn, it were] the sun, and his feet as

2 pillars of fire : and he had [having'] in his hand a little book [scroll] open

[opened] : and he set his right foot upon the sea, and his [the] left foot [om. foot]

3 on [upon] the earth, and cried with a loud [great] voice, as wimt [om. when]

a lion roareth : and when he had [om. had] cried, [ins. the] seven thunders uttered

[spake] their voices.

6. The seven Thunders as mysterious Mediations of the Time of the End.

4 And when* the seven thunders had [om. had] uttered [spake] their voices [om.

their voices],* I was about to write : and I heard a voice from [out of— ins. .the] hea-

ven saying unto me [om. unto me],' Seal up [om. up] those [the] things which tlio

5 seven thunders uttered [spake], and write them not. And the angel which [that] I

saw stand [standing] upon the sea and upon the earth lifted up his [ins. right']

TEXTUAL AND QEAMMATICAL.

' Ver. 1. 'A\\.ov is groundlesBly omitted by Bome minnscule3. [It is omitted by B*. and P. Critical Editors give it

with W A C T** K. P 1

2 Ver.'l.'llie ar'ticlo Is firmly established. [Critical Editors generally give it with X ^ A. B«. C; Eec. el at. omit with
1 V p Tl R P 1

'«
Ver.'2. [Orit. Eds. generally give exui/ with X- A. B*. C. P.. <(«.—B. K. C]

* Ver. 4. Cod. N- reads ocra [instead of ore]. An cxegetical snbstitution.

5 Ver. 4 An addition of the Keo. [Om. by crit. Eds. with «. A. B. C. P., «te.—E. R. O.J

» Ver. 4. [Lach., Alf., Treo-., Tisch., with X- A. B*. C. P.. etc.. omit ;ioi
;
Lnnge retains.—E. K. f^-J

' Ver. 5. An omission of the Kec. [Given generally in ace. with X- B*. 0. P. ;
omitted by A.—H. R. O.J
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6 hand to [ins. the] heaven, And sware by him that liveth for ever and ever [into

the ages of the ages], who created [ins. the] heaven, and the things [ws. in it] that

therein are [o?)i. that therein are], and the earth, and the things [ins. in it] that

therein are [om. that therein are], and the sea,* and the things [ins. in it] which are

therein [om. which are therein] , that there should be [om. there should be] time

7 [;f|Odvo?] [ins. shall be] no longer [or not yet (oir/.in eVrai)] : But in the days of

the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall begin [should be about] to sound

[trumpet], [ins. is also finished] the mystery of God should be finished [om. should

be finished], as he hath [om. hath] declared [ins. the glad tidings {eoriYyUKxev)'] to

his servants the prophets.

c. Second, new Calling of the Seer, in order to the symbolical Preparation and symbolical Annunciation

of the Time of the End.

8 And the voice which I heard from [ins. the] heaven [ins. I heard'] spake [speaking*]

unto [with] me again, and said [saying"], Go and [om. and] take the little book

[scroll] which is open [opened (ro -qvEuiytiivovy] in the hand of the angel which [that]

9 standeth upon the sea and upon the earth. And I went [ins. away] unto the angel,

and [om. and] said unto [saying to or telling] him, [om.
,

—ins. to] give'" me the

little book [scroll]. And he said [saith] unto me, Take it, [om. it,] and eat it up

;

and it shall make [om. make

—

ins. embitter] thy belly bitter [om. bitter], but [ins.

10 in thy mouth] it shall be in thy mouth [om. in thy mouth] sweet as honey. And
I took the little book [scroll] out of the angel's [om. angel's ] hand [ins. of the

angel], and ate it up ; and it was in my mouth sweet [om. sweet] as honey [ins.
;

sweet] : and as soon as [when] I had eaten it, my belly was bitter [embittered"].

11 And he said [they say]'^ unto me, Thou must prophesy again before [or concern'

ing"] many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and kings.

8 Ver. 6. KoX T7)i' Qakcfxaa-v [ko-I Ta ef auTJj] 18 Omitted by t^*. [an'l also by A.—B. R. C]
9 Ver. 8. [Critical Editors give \o.Kov<Tav and Kiyo\i(Ta.v witli X- A. B*. 0. P., eic—E. R. C]
» Ver. 9. (Critical Editors generally Rive SoCvai with X- A. B. C; Roc, with P., gives 5o!.—E. R. C]
11 Ver. 10. rCod. X. gives eyeniVSi).—E. R. C]
13 Ver. 11. Tlie reading, Kiyov^iv, although strongly attested, might have originated in a consideration of the co-

operation of the voice and the Angel, fLach., Alf., Treg., Tisch., with X. A. B., give Kiyoviriv ; Aeyet is supported by P.
The former reading, against Lange, is adopted above.—E. R. C]

13 Ver. 13. [For the f irce of i-ni with the dative, see Winer, g 48, c, and the grammars and lexicons generally. The
Am. El. has Joaerted the alternative translation in deference to the distinguished authorities by whom it is supported.
In his own judgment, the proper translation is before (possibly in a TwHile sense), as in his opinion, it should be. Heb. x.
28. In confirmation of thia opinion in the case in Hebrews, it should be noted that those condemned to death under the
Mosaic law, were executed hefore {in the presence of) the witnesses. (Comp. Deut. xvii. 6, 7 ; xiii. 6-9 ; Acta vii. 68).

—

E. R. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.
The picture of the prevailing impenitenoe of

the generality of men, or of the ruling world as

a whole, leads (as in Matt. xxiv. 37) to the an-
nouncement of the end of the world itself. The
end of the world is brought on, however, not
simply by the development of human corruption
into a readiness for judgment, but, rather, by
the development of the Kingdom of God over
against man's corruption, and, most of all,

by the development of the conflict between the
two.

It was to bo expected that the Apocalypse
would contain a revelation of the history of the
Kingdom of God, its development, advances and
reforms. And this revelation was made to the
Seer in the voices of the seven Thunders. But
the Prophet was commanded to seal those voices

;

he was forbidden to write them. This trait is,

unmistakably, a special sign of the Divine origin
of our Book ; no imitator, no apocryphal apoca-
lyptist vrould have thought of this holy silence,
and still less would he have consented to ob-
eerve it.

The fact that the Thunder-voices betoken a
new revelation, an advance of the Kingdom of

God, and, relatively, a reform, is proved by the

thunders of Sinai; by the thunder which heralded

God's answer to Job (ch. xxxvii. 2) ; the de-

scription of Israel's redemption amid thunder

and lightning in the prophecy of Zechariah (ch.

ix. 14) ; the voice of thunder over Christ as He
prayed in the Temple (John xii. 28)—the voice

which said : I have glorified IVly name, and will

glorify it. A reference to the charismatical ele-

ment, in the name of the Sons of Thunder, is also

appropriate here. [See foot-note I, p. 52.

—

E. R. C]
Now why was the unfolding of thia bright

side of the Kingdom of God, the succession of

seven holy reforms, not written ? Sohleier-

macher regrets the omission of a revelation of

this sort. The Spirit of revelation wisely with-

held it. The Seer might hear the seven Thun-
ders ; but the writing of them might have been

prejudicial to the free development of New
Testament times. The example of the gross

misinterpretations of Old Testament propliecy

lay at the door. Moreover, this was not to be a

section of prophecies, in the more general sense

of the term, but a closed [_geschlossen'] Apooa-
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lypse. Yet the Seer was permitted to communi-
cate a few features, in exoteric form, which fill

up this space.

The Heaven-picture of this oosmical and eccle-

siastic history of the seven Thunders is opened
by the appearance of a strong Angel, Who de-

scends from Heaven clothed with a cloud—the

rainbow above His head. These attributes

strongly resemble the picture of Christ at His
coming, as elsewhere portrayed (ch. i. 15; Dau.
X. 6) ; the last terms

—

His face as the sun, and
Sis feet as pillars of fire—being particularly

suggestive of the appearance of Christ in the

iirst chapter. We may, therefore, say that the

same relation which is sustained by the Angel
of the Lord, in the Old Testament, to the first

Parousia of Christ, is borne by this Angel to

His second Parousia. It is the manifestation of

the New Testament figure of Christ in the fore-

tolsens of His power. This Angel, in the might
and victorious confidence of His appearance, re-

minds us of the Archangel Michael ; as the au-

thor of the seven Thunders or reformations, He
suggests the dispensation of the Holy Ghost.

There is also a close connection between the

seven Spirit-forms of the Holy Ghost (Is. xi.
;

Rev. i.), and the seven revelation-forms of Christ

in archangelio shapes (1 Thess. iv. 16). Christ's

reformatory breaches through the old form of

the world are, in their personal features, con-

flicts and victories of the Archangel Michael (ch.

xii. 7) ; in respect of their ideal effects of Di-

vine origin, they are Pentecostal seasons of the

diffusion of the Holy Ghost.

But as this strong Angel is related to the ap-

proaching end of the world, so also is the Utile

book in His hand thereunto related. Three books
are associated in the Apocalypse. The first is

the book of the course of the world, in its re-

lation to the end of the world (ch. v. 1). The
last is the book of life, as the book of God's
Church which is to be perfected at the end of

the world (ch. xx. 15 ; xxi. 27). Between these

two, comes the book of the world's end, the re-

velation of the events of the approaching end of

the world. The first book was closed with seven
Seals ; this book, on the other hand—a little

book, because the last things shall come in the

quick succession of a catastrophe and epoch—is

unrolled, opened. Relatively it is reflected in the

everlasting Gospel (ch. xiv. 6), the Gospel as the

glad tidings of the final aurr/pia with which a

blissful eternity begins—in contradistinction to

the Gospel of Salvation in the midst of time.

For the tidings of the last day are to believers a
Gospel themselves ; not, indeed, really another
one [irepov. Gal. i. 6), but the final metamor-
phosis and glorification or spiritualization of the

first Gospel, Luke xxi. 28.

The Angel sets his right foot upon the sea, and
his left upon the land. The right one on the sea,

for it is from the sea, from surging, popular
life, that the last and mightiest crises arise, eh.

xiii. That Antichristianity which is from the
earth will be a secondary affair.

The setting of His feet on the sea and on the
land denotes, not simply and in general His
power over the whole earth, but also, parti(?u-

larly. His power over the two opposite funda-

mental forms of its spiritual life—earth and
sea ; theocracy and world.

His cry is a great one; His voice as that of a
lion. The lion, from of old, is significant of the
warlike and victorious epochs or transruptions
of the Kingdom of God in the history of the
world, Gen. xlix. 9. When Satan goes about as
a roaring lion, he does but imitate the voice of the
true Lion. He gives utterance to a lie as to his
power and as to his courage. The lion-voice of
the triumphant Christ then seems immediately to
branch out into the seven Thunders of His refor-
matory witnesses. The fact that these Thunders
are, in the most special degree, mediatory of the
end of the world, is evident from all that follows)
why their voices, their ideal revelations were not
written, we have seen above. Here a very spe-
cial sealing takes place, for reformers must walk
by faith, not by sight. The result, however, is

summed up by the Angel in His dread oiith con-
cerning the imminent end of the world. A more
powerful expression of the assurance of the Di-
vine Spirit, the confidence of prophetic faith, in

regard to the approaching end, could, we ven-
ture to assert, scarcely be conceived of. The
right hand of the Angel is lifted toward Hea-
ven. The oath is an oath by Him Who liveth

from eternity to eternity, and Who, as the Crea-
tor of all things, defines the measure and limit

of all creaturely vital movements toward the end.

Mark xiii. 82. There shall be no more time

(xpivoq [^«2i/ns<=respite]) ; from the term de-

fined by the Angel, i. e., from the opening of the

seventh Trumpet, the Kaipdc, the catastrophe of

the end of the world shall begin. They are days,

numbered days—the times of the voice of the

seventh trumpet. In those days, the mystery

of God, the specific mystery of the Father (Mark
xiii.), shall be fully accomplished.
The fact that the time of the seven Thunders

forms the transition to the final period of the

world, i. e., also to the Second Part of the Apoca-

lypse, is evident from the circumstance that the

section of the seven Thunders can be inserted

between the sixth and seventh Trumpets, whilst

a complete and minute survey of the section

leads to the expectation that the Antichristian

time must follow directly upon the seventh

Thunder. Another proof that a general turn in

affairs now takes place, is involved in the fact

that the same voice from Heaven that spoke to

the Seer in ver. 4, as well as at the beginning

(ch. i.), now commands him to take the little

book out of the hand of the Angel. The Angel

gives him the book, directing him, at the same

time, to eat it (eomp. Ezek. iii. 2), and telling him

that it will cause him bitter pain in his belly,

but will in his mouth be sweet as honey. The

Seer forthwith experiences the truth of the An-

gel's words.
Apocalyptic things have a wondrous charm.

To the honey-like sweetness of the little book in the

mouth, that enormous mass of literature testifies,

which is engaged in the eating of it. But who-

ever has, with some degree of understanding,

appropriated the little book, is greatly pained

within him by its startling perspectives and

images. A termination is then put to all idyllic

conceptions of the future and the end of the

world.
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But by the eating of the book the Seer is

doubly as much a Prophet as before. As he has

prophesied concerning the course of the world,

down to its end, so he must now prophesy of the

end itself, in the course of the world, in accord-

ance with the words: Thou must prophesy
again, concerning many peoples, and nations,

and tongues, and kings. The universal peoples'

life is now to form the foreground of his pro-

phecy. By way of preliminary, however, an
Earth-picture is annexed to this commission, ia

which the general effect of the seven Thunders
is reflected. That is, it forms, in its conjunction
with the seven Thunders, the transition from
the course of the world to the end of the same.

[abstract of views, etc.]

By the Am. Editor.

[Elliott regards the entire section, ch. ix. 20

—

xi. 15, as referring to "The Reformation, as occur-
ring under the latter half of the Sixth Trumpet:
including the antecedent history, and the death,
resurrection, and ascension, of Christ's two sack-
cloth clothed Witnesses ;" the whole period extend-
ing from "A. D. 1453-1789." He interprets ch. x.

as indicating the beginning of the Reformation

—

the strong Angel is Christ, His adornment in an-
tithesis to the antichristian claims of the Pope-
dom; Va% opened little scroll, ih^ opened Bible;
the Seer himself the symbol of Luther and the
reformed clergy ; the sweetness in the mouth, the
delight following the personal reception of the
opened Gospel ; the embittering, the woes follow-
ing the promulgation before peoples, etc. ; the
prophesying again, the resumption of evangelical
preaching, which had been almost entirely re-

linquished; tiin seven Thunders, the Papal bulls
;

the sealing, the non recognition, publication, and
action upon those bulls as of authority. The
Angel's oath he interprets as follows: '^ There
shall be time no longer extended, viz., to the myste-
rious dispensation of God which has so far per-
mitted the reign of evil, including the power of
Papal Rome's mock thunders; the seventh Trum-
pet's era being its fixed determined limit— " For
in the days of the seventh angel, when he shall
Bound, the mystery of God shall be finished."*

Barnes, as to the general interpretation of ch.
X., agrees with Elliott, save that in reference to

the Angel's oath he adopts the view put forth by
tlie latter in his earlier editions, viz. : " That the
time (of the consummation) should not yet be

;

but in the days, etc."

Stuart writes : " The impression made on
my own mind by ch. i. is, that the design of it

is to show in an impressive manner that the vi-
sion respecting this book with seven Seals (ch.

y.) is just now at its close, that nothing more re-
mains but the sounding of the seventh and last
Trumpet, and that this shall speedily take place,
oii/CEri ;t'f)(ivof fo-ra;, ver. 6. With this seems also
to be joined another object, viz., to introduce this
final catastrophe with all the solemnity and de-

* [The interpretiition of the oath above ia that given in the
5th edition. lu this edition Elliott writes, "Another pro-
posed interpretation, ' tJmt the time shall yet be,' whtch in my
earlier editions I adopted from other preceding interpreters
appears to me on reconsideration to be on grammatical
grounds inadmissible; since I cannot find authority for e'ri

meanioK i/H. in that sense of our English word vet or as
]/et."—K R. C]

monstration of its importance, which the nature
of the case seemed to require. The destruction

of the Temple and City of God, and also the de-

struction of the Jewish nation, were events such
as cannot often happen, and when they do, it is

intended that they shall make a deep impression.
The new commission which John receives (ver.

11) seems to be a circumstance which obviously
contributes to show, that his former vision of
the sealed book was now at its close or com-
pleted, and that he needed new directions for the
furtlier discharge of prophetic duly. The con-
tents of the book are not sealed. He devours
them, i. e., he reads them with avidity, in order
that he may know what they contained; and
then he is told, that he must prophesy again re-

specting many nations and people, and tongues
and king,s. Thus, when the last or seventh
trumpet shall have sounded, his task will still

proceed; while the scene is entirely changed in

respect to those whose destiny is predicted."
Concerning the seven Thunders he remarks,
" What was declared in the voice of thunder was
ominous of the catastrophe near at hand. Un-
tire silence (represented by the sealing) is neither
commanded nor observed. . . . What the seven
Thunders most probably declared fully to John,
he is restrained from writing down, etc.''

Wordsworth regards the Angel as represent-
ing Christ, the items of description setting forth
His excellencies ; the seven Thunders, as signs of
His power and indignation, representing the con-
summation of God's judgments; the little scroll

as containing a prophetic episode unrolled by
Christ; the eating as indicating, that the Seer
made it his own ; the oath as implying " that
there shall be no longer any delay or respite for

repentance to the wicked, or postponement of

reward to the righteous, save only in the days of

the last Angel ;" the act of swearing as indi-

cating that on account of the overflow of ini-

quity, even in the Christian Church, the world
would begin to doubt the truth of Christ's uni-

versal sovereignty, and as designed to put an
end to such doubts.
Alford regards ch. x. 1—xi. 14, as " episodi-

cal and anticipatory." This section, which re-

lates to things still future, he represents as con-
sisting of two episodic visions, that of the Little

Book, and that of the Two Witnesses. In respect

of the former, he regards the Angel as an angelic

minister of Christ ; tlie symbols with which he is

accompanied (those which surrounded the Throne
of God in ch. iv. 2sqq.) as betokening "judg-
ment tempered with mercy, the character of his

ministration, which, at the same time that it pro-

claims the near approach of the completion of

God's judgments, furnishes to the Seer the book
(little scroll) of his subsequent prophecy, the fol-

lowing out of God's purposes of mercy." In his

judgment the meaning of the Thunders, whilst

they form a complete portion of the Apocalyptic
machinery, is not revealed, and is by us undis-

coverable. The _;^;/y(5vof of the oath he regards

as that of ch. vi. 11 ; the intent of the oath be-

ing to declare that the delay there referred to is

at an end.

Lord regards the Angel as representing the

Mfnisters of the Reformation ; the seven Thunders

as denoting violent expressions of thought and
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passion by those addressed (" one of the first

and most violent of these thunder utterances was
a false pretence to inspiration, and expression

of the persuasion that the period had arrived for

the final overthrow of Antichrist and establish-

ment of the Redeemer's millennial Kingdom ")

;

the solemn oath of the Angel, as a response to these

thunder voices, designed to correct their error,

denoting the answer by Luther and the reform-
ers, from Scripture, to errorists, showing that

the time of the millennial Kingdom was not yet

to he; the Seer as symbolizing the reformed
Church, to which the ministry extended the open
Gospel symbolized by the liitle scroll; the prophe-

tying as indicating the fulfilling by the members
of the Church "the office of witnesses for God in

the presence of Antichristian rulers and nations. '

'

Glasgow.—The period indicated by the vision

of ch. X. is the beginning of the Gospel age

;

the Angel is Christ; the voice as a lion roaring

is Christ's commission to preach; the seven

Thunders are the voices of the disciples proclaim-
ing the truth ; the direction to seal the Thunders
indicates that the proclamations of the Church
are not inspired and therefore not to be incor-

porated in the Canon ; the oath implies a, term
and end of the seven Thunders; the opened
scroll is the Bible (the revealed Word of God),
the reception of which is sweet to the taste, and
yet fills the Christian soul with sadness; the de-

claration "Thou must prophesy, etc." announces
the communication of the New Testament pro-
phetic gift, to the ministry symbolized by John,
and the extension of the prophetic commission
as to all people.—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.
Ver. 1. This is as little the beginning of an

inter-scene as ch. vii. Some confusions result-

ing from the misapprehension of those who so

regard it, see in Diisterdieok, p. 342. Likewise cu-

rious discussions concerning the stand-point of
the Seer. If he was transported to Heaven in

oh. iv. 1, how could he see the Angel come down
from Heaven? De Wette has rightly limited
that more definite transportation to Heaven to

the contemplation of the heavenly Throne-scene.
Diisterdieok "retains," with Ewald, "the hea-
venly stand-point." According to this, John
must finally have come down to earth with the
heavenly Jerusalem. Hengstenberg has re-

marked, with justice, that there is no question
of exclusive localities here.* [Alford remarks—" The place of the Seer yet continues in Hea-
ven," calling attention to the fact that, in ver.

9, he is represented as going away (av^Wov), i. e.,

from his former place.—E. R. C]
Another strong angel.—The other Angel is

distinguished as thes<ra»,^onefrom the foregoing
Angels of the Trumpets. It does not follow
from the laxvpdv that he should be specially
distinguished from the laxvpdc of ch. v. 2 (after
Bengel and others). We have calle-i this Angel
the angelic image of Christ, preceding His speedy
Parousia. This, undoubtedly, is not, in the
strictest sense, Christ Himself, as Bede and many
others maintain ; but neither is the conception

* ["The iir'SRn'^o oi John in Hpaven must be underetood
positively—nut exclusively,"^ Hengstenberg.—Tr.J

of a mere Angel that which is presented in the
text (in accordance with Diisterdieok and others).

Diisterdieok: "The very style of the oath (ver. 6)
is inappropriate to Christ." Bengel remarks, on
the other hand :

" The Apocalypse makes a dis-

tinction throughout between the Father and
Christ."

Clothed with a cloud.—" The cloud cha-
racterizes the Angel as a messenger of Divine
judgment" (comp. ch. i. 7; Hengstenb., Eb-
rard [so also AlfordJ). Ithas, however, a much
more general significance, as is evidenced by the
cloud at the Transfiguration and the Ascension.
It denotes, in general, the mysterious veiling of

the Divine and heavenly glory from the human
eye on earth.

[And the rainbow upon his head.—
"The (ij) well known, ordinary, rainbow; indi-

cating, agreeably with its first origin, God's co-

venant of mercy." ALroED.—E. B. C]
[And his face as the sun.—See chs. i. 16

;

xviii. 1. Indicative not merely of His mani-
fested glory, but of His light-giving, life-giving

power. The sun in the solar system is the no-
blest and most glorious symbol of Christ in His
relations to the Universe.—E. R. C.

]

Hia feet as pillars of fire.—This feature,

also, is interpreted as indicative of judgment, as

in ch. i. 15. An antithesis to the rainbow is,

doubtless, presented. That, however, is not
simply a token of covenant grace in general ; it

is also a sign or guaranty of a continuing exist-

ence of the world until the end. Here too, then,

it is a sign that the end of the world has not yefc

arrived. The sun-like radiance of the face de-

notes, like the revelation of God itself, both grace

and judgment. Diisterdieok very correctly ob-

serves that the end of the world embraces both

judgment and redemption. Aretius applies the

cloud to the incarnation of Christ—Christ's

flesh.

Ver. 2. In his hand a little scroll.—Ben-
gel : In his left hand, see ver. 5. Why a little

book [scroll] ? See above. Three different ex-

positions are cited by Diisterdieok, p. 346. [Al-

roKD :
" That (the seven sealed scroll) was the

great sealed roll of God's purposes; this but one

portion of those purposes." Glasgow: "This

book applies to the whole contents of the Bible,

which, though the greatest of books in charac-

ter, truth, beauty, and importance, is compara-

tively a small Book in bulk, and thus adapted for

use, translation, circulation, and universal pe-

rusal."—E. R. C]
Opened.—It is open, as the unrolled conclu-

sion of the book opened by the Lamb.
Sea and earth neither denote simply that

the tidings brought by the Angel are for the

whole earth (De Wette), nor are they significant

merely of power over the whole earth (Ewald) ;

the expression likewise embraces the contrast

of sea and earth in their symbolical import.

Christianity recognizes the truth and the false-

hood on both sides of the contrast—ecclesiastical

authority and political national life—and rules,

without party-spirit, over both parties.

Interpretations of the antithesis: Bengel; Europe

and Asia. Hengstenberg: The sea of peoples

and the cultivated world, c(c.—All of which Diia-

terdieck denominates allegorizing.
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Ver. 3. With a great voice.—According to

Bengel, the purport of the voice is given in ver.

6 ; according to Diisterdieck, its purport cannot
be determined. We regard it as the unitous
source of the seven Thunders; hence it is as lit-

tle definitely intimated as the purport of these.

The "threatening character" [Ewald, Diisterd.]

of the cry is interpolated in the description.

The seven thunders.—The symbolical idea

of the thunder is presupposed by the Son of

Thunder. The number of the Thunders is dis-

tinctly stated

—

seven—being the number of a full

cycle (designated by us as the cycle of the Re-
formations). The article accompanies the ex-

pression of this definite totality. The Old Testa-

ment type of the Divine manifestation is most
distinctly contained in the seven Thunders, Ps.

xxix.

Different interpretations of the seven Thunders
and their purport : Seven roaring heavens ; se-

ven Spirits of God ; identical with the seven
Trumpets; the oracles of the Prophets; the

blessed mystery of the new world (Hofmann);
curses ; the seven crusades ; seven future acts

of God ; terrible judgments on the persecutors

of the Church. [For other interpretations see

Abstract of Views on pp. 218sq.—E. R. C]
Ver. 4. And when the seven thunders

spake.—They have, therefore, a verbal purport,

as distinct and diverse revelations. " In ac-

cordance with the command, oh, i. 11, John was
about to write what the thunders had spoken."

I vcas about to write,—i. e., he entertained

this idea in the vision—an idea, however, which
would have been the basis of the future act.

A voice from heaven.—From this also it

is evident that the Seer is no longer thinking of

himself as in Heaven. He was but momentarily
in Heaven, by virtue of a special, higher trans-

portation of his spirit. Diisterdieck strangely

supposes that he was still in Heaven, but that

the voice sounded from the interior \_Tiefe, depth]

of Heaven. [" From this it does not follow that

the Seer is on earth, any more than in ver. 1."

Alfobd. Had the Seer been in Heaven, it is evi-

dent that he must thus have spoken to indicate

that the voice came not from Marth, but with

authority,—E. R. C]
Seal.—According to Hengstenberg, this has

reference merely to this place (in the Book!),
For various and, in part, curious explanations

of the commandment not to write the voices, see

Diisterdieck, p. 350.

Ver. 5. Lifted up his right hand.—Gen.
xiv. 22 ; Dan. xii. 7. Symbolism of the sacred,

heavenly consciousness and certainty of the oath
;

see Deut. xxxii. 40 and oi her passages. [" Jesus,

the faithful and true Witness, has here left, for

the guidance of His people, a pattern according
to which they should be adjured when called to

give evidence in a court of justice—not by the
idolatrous act of kissing a book, but by lifting

the right hand in appeal to the living and Irue
God, that what they speak is truth." Glasgow.
_E. R. C]

Ver. 6, By him that liveth,—God the Fa-
ther, by virtue of His economy, alone has know-
ledge originally of the time and hour of the Pa-
rousia (Matt, xxiv. 36) ; this knowledge He has
here communicated to the New Testament "An-

gel of the Lord." Every a'P''^"? "^ period closes

with a Kaip6Q or epoch ; and this is particularly

true of the final age.

Interpretations : Simply the cessation of time

;

cessation of the time of grace ; a chiliastic mea-
sure of time—a non-chronus ( ! Bengel : Close of

the non-chronus—between 1,000 and 1,100 years

—the year 1836) ; most commentators : the com-
mencement of the fulfillment of the mystery of

God; see Diisterdieck, pp. 351 sqq.—" The time

of the seventh Trumpet."
[The view of Alford, viz., that the xp^^^oc is

that of ch, vi, 11, seems to the Am. Ed. to be the

true one. It was there declared to the souls un-

der the altar that they should rest m ;(p6vov.

The season referred to, manifestly, was that

of world domination — to be followed by
the avenging of the martyrs. In this pas-

sage the Angel declares, 'Or; XP""""! oiintn

earai* It seems hardly possible to avoid the

conclusion that those _,Yp(5vof are one and the

same. And this interpretation is in accordance
with truth elsewhere revealed. It would seen)

as though the judgments under the first six

Trumpets, although the beginnings of coming
woe, are rather judgments calling to repentance.

The avenging, properly speaking, does not take

place until the last Trumpet. This the writer

supposes to be the period of the great tribulation—
a tribulation from which the Saints are to be ex-

empt, a.period\n the beginning of which their

humiliation is to end (comp. Matt. xxiv. 21, 22
;

Luke xxi. 36; Rev. iii. 10; see also Add. Com.
under oh. vii. 14). Then is finished the fivar^-

pinv (see Add. Comm. on ch. i. 20) the glad

tidings of which had been declared to the Pro-

phets (ver. 7).f—E. R. C]
Ver. 7. In the days of the voice.—The

fact that days are still spoken of, after the cessa-

tion of time has been proclaimed, can be ex-

plained by the distinction of XP^^^S ^•^'^ Kaipdg,

but not, with De Wette, by the remark that the

stand-point of the vision is not strictly preserved.

The mystery of God.—The mystery of the

last things, announced by the Prophets ; in a

* [Accordinif to MiddlRton On the Greek Article i. 3, 3 (re-

ferrnd to by Elliott, Vol. II., pp. 12.5 sq.) the absence of the

dctiiiite article is Bupplled by th« fact that the copula is the

verb substantive {atiQ Acta xxin. 5 ; Johnv.9; Johnxix.l4;
Mark xi. 13; Joha v. 1),—E. E. C]
f [It is well worthy of consideration whether there is not

a connection between this section of the Apocalypse and 1

Cor. XV. 51, 52. It is difficult to imagine that in two Books,

both written under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, the

manifest parallelism between the fi.va-njptoi' and the last

(Ta\T7Ly^ and the glad tidings announced in the one, and the

/AuaTTjptof and the last o-aATriy^ and ttieglud tidings referred

to in the other, should have been merely fortuitous. Nor ia

there aught in the events described under these last Trumpets

to forbid our regarding them as one and the same. Certainly

there is nothing inconceivable in the idea that the period of

vengeance upon the persecutors of the saints, should be that

in which the heirs of the first resuri-ection should he raised

from the dead, and, together with living saints, be removed

to some place of safety (see Excursus on the First Resurrec-

tion, ch. XX. .5, 6). It may also be remark-d that this hypo-

thesis does not involve the id' a that the Apocalypse was

written be^fore the Epistles to the Corinthians. It should be

remembered t>at the Trumpets were introduced into the

Apocalyptic vision, in full accordance with the imagery of

preceding Scripture, as indi'-ating the going forth of Jeho-

vah for the deliverance of His people, and for the execution

ofjudgment upon their enemies. It should therefore excite

no surprise thnt the Apostle Paul should, under the inspira-

tion of the Spirit, have ref rred to a period aa that of the

last Trumpet, which in the more complete revelation to

John should be so described.—E. R. C]
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wider sense the esohatologioal mystery of the

world's history. According to Diisterdieck and
many ancients, only Old Testament Prophets are

here intended; we cannot see, however, why the

Prophets of the New Testament, and conse-

quently Christ Himself, should be excluded. The
grand fulfillment of this prophecy is immeasura-
bly dwarfed by a reference of it to the emanci-

pation of the Christians from the oppression of

the Jews (Grotius, Eiohhorn). [See under ch.

i, 20; and also preceding Foot-note.—E. R. C]
Ver. 8. Go.—-He is to go to the Angel. Of

course this means in idea, in the vision. He is

boldly to draw near the opening of the terrible

new revelation. As the Angel is standing on
earth, so the person commanded to approach him
has his station there also. According to Diis-

terdieck [and Alford], the Seer was still in

Heaven.
Vers. 9, 10. And I 'went, etc.—According to

Diisterdieck, the eating of the little book is not

allegorically intended. And yet by accepting

the interpretation of Beza : insere tuis visceribus

tt describe in latitudine cordis tui, with reference

to Ezek. ii. 8
;

[iii. 1-3 ;] Jer. xv. 16, he does ad-

mit that the passage has an allegorical sense.

["To ea< is, in various Eastern languages, ex-

pressive of receiving. (See Jer. xv. 16; Ezek.

iii. 1 ; Job xxiii. 12 ; Ps. xix. 10). The recep-

tion of Divine truth is a mental and spiritual ex-

ercise, sustaining and developing the higher

nature as food does the body." Glasgow.—
E. R. C]
The Angel says, in accordance with his view

of the operation of the little book

:

It shall embitter thy belly, but in thy
mouth it shall be street as honey.
The Seer, on the other hand—from the stand-

point of the eater—says :

Ver. 10. It was in my mouth as honey,
sweet : and when I had eaten it, my belly
was embittered.—Learned discussions on this

antithesis, see in Diisterdieck, p. 355. Bengel
has even harmonistioally inferred a double sweet-

ness—before and after the bitterness. Besides
the false interpretation of Heinrich, the inter-

pretations of Herder, Bede, Vitringa and Heng-
stenberg come under consideration ; with the

last of these commentators, Diisterdieck himself
agrees. The distinction between the first recep-
tion and the subsequent digestion, or investiga-

tion, is represented. Diisterdieck pertinently

refers to the similar experience of Ezekiel (ch.

iii. 3; comp. ch. ii. 10) ; the explanation which
he accepts is also the best. [" The Angel, dwell-
ing on the most important thing, the working of

the contents of the book, puts the bitterness
first ; the Evangelist in relating what happened,
follows the order of time." Alfokd.—E. R. C]

Ver. 11. And they say [Lange : he said]
unto me.—On the plural, see the Textual Notes.

The passage ch. xii. 6 is no parallel.

Thou must.—It makes a false antithesis to

refer the Sel exclusively either to his internal ob-
ligation, caused by his eating of the book, or to

the objective command of the Angel, since the

two are closely connected.

Prophesy again.—The prophecy of the end
of the world, now following, is thus distinguished

from the prophecy hitherto given, concerning

the course of the world (Grotius, Hengstenberg,
Diisterdieck, Ebrard).

Erroneous interpretations : Antithesis to the old

Prophets (Bengel). Again, i. e., after returning
from exile (Bede, et al.).

[Prophesy again before (or concerning)
many peoples, etc.—For the views of the Am.
Ed. as to the correct rendering of the preposi-

tion, see Text, and Gkam. "Prophesying. In the

Scriptural sense of the word, a prophet is one
who speaks for another, as Aaron is called the

prophet or spokesman of Moses. ' Thou shait

speak unto him, and put words into his mouth,
. . . and he shall be thy spokesman,' Ex. iv. 15,

16 ; or, as he is called, vii. 1, ihg prophet. The
prophets of God, therefore, were His spokesmen,
into whose mouth the Lord put the words which
they were to utter to the people. To prophesy,

in Scripture, is accordinglj', to speak under Di-

vine inspiration ; not merely to predict future

events, but to deliver, as the organ of the Holy
Ghost, the messages of God to men, whether in

the form of doctrine, exhortation, consolation,

or prediction." Hodqe, Oom. on 1st Corinthians,

ch. xi. 4. This interpretation of the word is

consistent with the idea that the prophesying
here referred to was that of the ministry of the

Reformation, symbolized by the Seer, before

peoples, etc.; or with the cognate and perhaps
truer idea that the Apostle was to prophesy again

—his ministry being resumed and carried on by
them. (See, however, the following Add. Note.)

—E. R. C]
Difficulties of construction, arising from an

imperfect distinction between Heaven-pictures

and Earth-pictures, see cited by Diisterdieck, p.

357. Also a quantity of abortive applications

of the chapter, the fault of which applications,

however, does not lie in "the allegorical in-

terpretation" in the abstract

—

i. e., the correct

assumption of the allegorical character of the

text. Thus, the strong Angel is declared to

be : The Emperor Justin ; Justinian ;
the evan-

gelical preachers ; the Pope. The little book
[scroll] is called: The Codex Justinianus; the

New Testament.
On the relation of the two books (ch. v. and

the present chapter), we refer to the Synoptical

View. Diverging opinions concerning them are

that they are: (a) identical; (b) altogether dif-

ferent
;

(c) that the second is a distinct part of

the iirst book
;

{d) that it is a repetition of the

first.

[additional note on the vision of the angel
with the little book].

By the American Editor.

[The Am. Ed. inclines to the opinion of Elliott,

that the period contemplated by this vision is

that of the Reformation. On this hypothesis all

the symbols (with one exception subsequently

noticed) are beautifully appropriate and signifi-

cant—the Angel, clothed with symbols indicating

excellencies falsely claimed by the antichristian

Papacy, representing Christ; the Seer, the minis-

try of the Reformation proclaiming the truth, as

the prophets of Christ, before peoples and na-

tions, and tongues and kings; the open book, the

Bible opened by Christ, sweet to the taste of those
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who receive it by reason of the instruction and
assurance of salvation that it affords, and yet

producing sorrow both in its study and in the

faithful promulgation of its truths. The truth

of this hypothesis seems to be confirmed (1) by
the position of the vision following the second

woe—if that represent the Turkish invasion,

then this would aptly indicate the following Re-
formation ;

and (2) by t\ied,priort probability that

such a glorious event as the Reformation would
not be unnoticed in the Apocalyptic visions, and
unless this vision indicate it, it is unnoticed.

[The writer must acknowledge, however, that

there is much in the vision that seems to demand

a still future fulfillment—especially the oath of

the Angel (see above) which apparently eon-

templates a speedy sounding of the seventh
Trumpet ; and also the declaration to the Apostle
that he is to prophesy again. This declaration,

which ia not satisfied by the fact that he con-
tinued his Apocalyptic narration, seems hardly
to be satisfied by the hypothesis that he resumed
his prophecy (symbolically) in the preaching of

the Reformers. May it not be that there is here
an indication that the Seer is personally to be
one of the two prophesying Witnesses of the suc-

ceeding vision (see ch. xi. 3-10, especially 3, 9,

10) ?—E. R. C.J

B.—INTIMATIONS FROM THE EARTH-PICTURE OF THE SEVEN THUNDERS. FEATURES
OF THE PREPARATIVE REFORMATORY RENEWAL OF THE EARTH; OR TRAITS
OF THE OPERATION OF THE SEVEN THUNDERS WHICH, IN THEMSELVES, WERE
SEALED.—IN CONCLUSION: THE FIRST AND PRECURSORY ANTICHRISTIANITY; OR

THE BEAST FROM THE ABYSS, THE DEMONIC REALM OF THE DEAD.

Chap. XI. 1-H.

a. The Inner and the Outer Church.

Vees. 1, 2.

1 And there was given me a reed like unto a rod : [,] and the angel stood, {^om. and
the angel stood,

—

ins. hef saying. Rise, and measure the temple [vaoy] of God, and
2 the altar, and them that worship therein [in it]. But [And] the court which is

without [outside of] the temple [I'aou] leave [cast] out,^ and measure it not [it shalt

thou not measure] ; for it is [was] given unto the Gentiles : and the holy city shall

they tread under foot forty and [or and] two months.

b. The Two Witnesses. The Ideal Church and the Ideal State.

Veks. 3-12.

3 And I will give power \om. power] unto my two witnesses, and they shall pro-

phesy a thousand two hundred and threescore [sixty] days, clothed in sackcloth.

4 These are the two olive trees, and the two candlesticks standing^ before the God
5 [Lord]* of the earth. And if any man [one] will [wills^] hurt [to injure] them,

fire proceedeth [goeth forth] out of their mouth, and devoureth their enemies : and
if any man [one] will hurt [shall wilP to injure] them, he must in this manner

6 [thus must he] be killed. These have {or ins. the'] power to shut [ins. the]

heaven, that it [om. it—i)u. rain (ueto?)] rain [l^p^xr}] not in [during*] the days of

their prophecy: and have power over [in.s. the] waters to turn them to [into] blood,

and to smite the earth with all plagues [every plague], as often as they [ins. shall]

7 will. And when they shall have finished their testimony, the beast [wild-beast] that

ascendeth out of the bottomless pit [om. bottomless pit—wis. abyss] shall make war
against [with] them, and shall overcome [conquer] them, and [ins. shall] kill

TEXTUAL AND GEAMMATICAL.
* Ver. 1. The readinf? of the Rec., and the Angplstofxi and said, ia without sufBcieut foundation. [Cod. B*. gives icai

et(rT7J«ei 6 ayveAo? ; Critical Eds. generally omit, and also give X^yutv with A. B*. P., instead of Ae'vet, ucc. to X*.

—

B. K. C]
2 Vor. 2. [Trog. and Tisc.h. give Ifi^Sei/ with X°. A.; Alf. tf.o with B*. Cod. N*. reads eo-io and P. la-taOtv.—E. R. C]
8 Ver. 4. The rending ecrToiTe? with A. C. X. [X*. B*. P.] and others.
4 Ver. 4. Kvpiov in ace. with A. B.*C. [X. P.], not ®eov.
6 Ver. 6. The reading eiKni.. fSo Crlt. Edi. with X- A. B*. C. P.—B. E. C.l
« Ver. 6. fTreg. and Xisch. give eeArju)) with X- A. ; Qb., Sz., T.ach., Alf.. Tisch. (1869), S^Xei.—E. R. C]
7 Ver. 6. [Lach. gives rrjv with A. C. P. ; Tiscli. omits with X. B*. ; Alf. brackets and Treg. marks with *.—B. R. 0.]
B Ver. 6. [Mod. Grit. Bds. give tA9 rnxepa^ with X- A. B*. 0. P. Bee Lange, Ezp. in Detail.—E. It. C]
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8 them. And their dead bodies [corpse"] shall lie [he] in [upon] the street [broad-

way'"] of the great city, which spiritually is called [is called spiritually] Sodom
9 and Egyjrt, where also our [their"] Lord was crucified. And they {_men\ of the

people [peoples] and kindreds [tribes] and tongues and nations shall [om. shall"]

see their dead bodies [corpse] three days and a half, and shall not [om. shall" not]

suffer [ins. not] their dead bodies [corpses] to be put in graves [a sepulchre].

10 And they that dwell upon the earth shall [om. shalP*] rejoice over them, and make
merry,'^ and shall [or om. shall'"] send gifts one to another; because these two

11 prophets tormented them that dwelt on [dwell upon] the earth. And after [ins.

the] three days and a half the Spirit [a spirit] of life from God entered into them,"
and they stood upon their feet ; and great fear fell upon them which saw [those

12 who beheld] them. And they [or I]" heard a great voice from [ins. the] heaven say-

ing unto them, Come up hither. And they ascended up to [into

—

ins. the] heaven
in a [the] cloud ; and their enemies beheld them.

c. The Judgment.

Vees. 13, 14.

13 And [ins. in] the same [that] hour was there [there was] a great earthquake,

and the tenth part of the city fell, and in the earthquake were slain [ins. names]
of men seven thousand : and the remnant were [became] affrighted, and gave glory

to the God of [ins. the] heaven.

14 The second woe is past ; and, [om. and,'] behold, the third woe cometh quickly.

8 Ver. 8. [Lach., Alf, Treg., Tiach., give to TrTw^o with A. B*. C; Lange, and Rec. ra n-Tw/Aara with X- P- In V' r. 9,

first occurrence, X* also gives the singular ; P. alone, the plural : in the second occurrence all the Codd. give the plural.

—

E. R. C]
10 Ver. 8. [See Explanations in Detail.—E. R. C]
11 Ver. 8. Instead of ^/xiv. read avru>v. [So Modern Grit. Eds. generally with fc^". A. B. C. P. ; Rec. et al. read rtttlav

with I ; N*. omits both.—E. R. C]
12 Ver. 9. [Laoh., Words., Alt., Treg., Tisch,, give /SAeiroi/o-iK with K. A. B*. 0. P., Gb., Sz.; Lange, ^Kiiiov<n.v with

Vulg., *.—B. K. C]
18 Ver. 10. 'A*iou<rir. [So Eds. generally with «. A. C. P., e(c.—E. R. ]

" Ver. 10. [Lach., Alf., Trog., Tisch., give xaipofo-ti- with X. A. B*. 0. P.—B. R. C]
16 Ver. 10. 'e.v<i,i,<iivovTa.t.. [So Modern Eds. with X. A. C. P.—E. B. C ]
1« Ver. 10. [Tisch. reads iriii.iiov<Ti.v with X*. P. ; Lach., Words., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (1859), Lange, ire>i|iov(rii', with X°.

A.C—B. R.C.]
" Ver. 11. 'Ec auTot5. See Diist. [Tisch. so ffiv 9 with A.; Treg. reads aurotj without iv with C. P. (he cites A. as

reading ejr' avroU) ; Alf. brackets ev ; X- B*. read et? aVTOus.—E. R. C]
18 Ver. 12. The reading ^(couo-ai/ was probably preferred as apparently the more natural one. [Po Lach., Alf., Treg.,

Tisch., with X. A. C. P., Vulg., etc. Gb., Tisch. (1859), Lange, give Jj/tovira with X-" B. (Treg. cites P. as giving the latter

reading.)—E. R. C]

of the outer court particularly appears in the

picture presented in the Apocalypse. Its con-

trast to the Temple is liliewise strongly set

forth. The Prophet is to measure the Temple.

but not the outer court. The Temple of Ezekiel

is also measured, ch. xl. But the City of Jeru-

salem itself is described as an immeasurahla

place in the Prophecy of Zechariah, ch. ii. 1 .'qq.

In the Apocalypse, the measured Temple ex-

pands into the measured City of God (oh. xxi.

15); the unmeasured or immeasurable outer

court expands into the ideal domain of the

world and the nations, out of whicli all glory

shall be brought into the Holy City (Rev. xxi.

24; xxii. 2).

The Temple itself, then, must be measured ; a

reed is given to the Prophet that he may mea-

sure it. The Spirit of God in the Church has

within Himself and in the Prophet a conscious-

ness that the inner, essential Church is a Divine

definity, chosen by God and known to Him

—

not

a passing cloud, a drifting, shifting, transitory

object. That which is here expressed by mra-

sure, is twice declared by the number 144,000

(chaps, vii. and xiv.). So the Northern My-

thology claims that the heroes of Odin are num-

bered.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.
The first figure that we meet with in this

chapter could scarcely be plainer; nothing save

a lapse into the misapprehensive literal concep-

tion could, from this passage, ch. xi. I, 2, draw
the conclusion that the Temple in Jerusalem
was still standing at the time of these visions.

The Temple has always been a symbol of the

visible form under which the Kingdom of God
has appeared, i. e. the Theocracy at first, and,

later, the Church ; and even the Temple of Eze-
kiel most distinctly presents this typicalism

(especially in the features of the mystical stream,

ch. xlvii. 1, and the voice of the Lord, ch. xliii.

7). In general, the mystical Temple of Ezekiel

seems to constitute a form which is transitional to

the Temple of the Apocalypse, in accordance with
the symbolical circumstances. The Holy of Ho-
lies has become one with the Holy Place, be-

cause the time of reconciliation has come; and,

on the other hand, the outer court has spread
into a number of outer courts, because it must
become a place for all nations ; corap. Matt. xxi.

13 ; Is. Ivi. 7. This significance and grandeur
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A still more remarkable circumstance is that

the Altar also is measured—the Altar of incense
—-the whole domain of holy pr.iyer-life. And,
humanly speaking, this belongs to the most con-

scious consciousness of God—to the inmost
intuition [innersten Erinnerung) of the Church.

Finally, the worshippers in the Temple are to

be measured. For the spiritual nature and de-

velopment of every individual believer, the de-

gree and the species of his glory, are known to

God ; they repose upon the individual capacities

and disposition of each believer, as determined
from eternity, his free agency being in nothing
impaired (see Matt. vi. 27).

In antithesis to these Divine fixities, an im-

measurable indefiniteness is reserved for the

outer court. There can be nothing hostile in

the direction to cast it out ; the words can be
expressive only of the decree that it is not to be
measured along with the Sanctuary, that the

consciousness of its externality is to be made
permanent. For in its very quality of an outer
court, it already lies outside of the Temple;
and, furthermore, the direction: cast it out (on
the milder or more general signification of

eK(3dX?^tv, see the Lexicons) is moditied by the

words : measure it not. And why not ? For it

is given to the Gentiles. This does not mean
merely, because the throng of the Gentiles—of

such as are not subjective, living Christians— is

immeasurable, but also because their assembly
is fluctuating ; because the outer court denotes
the vestibule to the Sanctuary—a preparation for

entrance into the Sanctuary. Of course, so long
and in so far as the Gentiles are Gentiles, they
trample on the outer court, as is also declared
concerning the impenitent Jews, Is. i. They
are loungers, street-walkers [Pflastertreter'^ in a
religious sense ; their outer court is the entire
Holy City, i. e., the Church as an external body;
they are they who, according to another figure,

"stand all the day idle in the market." In
the Christian service of the Sanctuary, they
constitute the ebbing and flowing mass; they
may, as a pious man once paradoxically ex-
pressed himself, sit in the way of the truly de-
vout. Their theological knowledge consists
partly of gross popular conceits, partly of spi-

ritualistic mist. In confession, they strain the
Divine word, in one direction, into a literal

ordinance, and relax it, in the other direction,
until nothing but an uncertain sentiment re-
mains. In matters of practical piety, they are
either violently active or inconstant and waver-
ing. In all cases, the treading of the outer court
is the leading feature of their devotions.

In regard to the import of the forty-two
months, Diisterdieck and others believe, that
they are connected with " the type of the dura-
tion of the down-treading of the Holy City by
Antiochus Epiphanes." That, however, lasted
but three years (see 1 ilacc. iv. 59; comp. ch.
i. 55). Moreover, the different designations of
the theocratic time of tribulation (a time, two
times, and half a time, Dan. vii. 25; xii. 7)
according to times, years, months or days, are
not without a mutual connection (see Introduc-
tion, p. 16). The forty-two months are the
times of the pilgrimage of Christianity through
the world, bearing the cross of suffering suf-

fering Inflicted on the internal Church through

the external Church. These times are defined as

forty-two little periods of change.

The second picture, in the history of the Two
Witnesses, treats of another antithesis—that of

the Christian Church and the Christian State.

For the voice of the Lord which, in the text, so

simply speaks of His two Witnesses, we, in face

of the many marvels which have here been
found, conceive of as setting forth the antithesis

of the Christian Church and the Christian State;

and this in accordance with the original passage
in the Prophecy of Zechariah, on which the

present passage is founded. The candlestick of

Israel, the light and law of the Theocracy (Zech.

iv. 2), receives its oil from the two olive-trees,

or sons of oil, standing at the right and left of

it (vers. 3 and 4). Now these, as they stand

before the Ruler of the whole Earth, are, ac-

cording to the context (ch. iii.), Joshua, the

High-Priest, the typical representative of the

future Church, concerning whom it is expressly

declared, that he stands before the Angel of the

Lord, and Zerubbabel the governor, the typical

representative of the future State, distinguished

by like dignities (ch, iv. 0, 7).

Many, no doubt, will regard this conception

as too home-spun—not sufficiently ingenious or

anecdotical. But, let us further remark, the re-

moval, through the Man of Sin, of the hin-

drance to Antichristianity—the Kars^ov (2 Thess.

ii. 6), or Karexaii (ver. 7)—coincides precisely

with the removal of the two olive trees [(?CT-mara,

sons of oil] through the medium of the Beast
out of the abyss.

The two Witnesses of God prophesy. To pro-

phesy is to aid in opening for the Kingdom of

God a way into the future, by declaring the

signs of the future.* True advances, develop-

ments and reforms, are prophecies in act. All

sound dogmas of the Church, as well as all sound
laws of the State, are prophecies. Both Wit-
nesses prophesy clad in sackcloth—in the peni-

tential garb of the Church Militant and of the

State, which latter is engaged in an incessant

struggle with the ungodly spirit of the world.

Here the movement continues through an unin-

terrupted chain of days' works

—

one thousand two

hundred and sixty days. The time is equal to

the forty-two months, but is viewed from an en-

tirely different point; the whole Church and the

whole State, in their higher aspect, are denoted
here. As, however. Church and State are dis-

tinct under the new dispensation, their oil no
longer flows together in one candlestick ; both

are olive trees [oil-trees] ; both, also, are can-

dlesticks. Again, they stand before the God of

the earth ; i. e., they unitedly represent firm, his-

toric order, authority,—symbolized by the earth.

Both have retained somewhat of the Old Testa-

ment character, the Elijah nature ; and they

are, manifestly, drawn after the type of Elijah.

When they desire to injure any one, fire goethforth

out of their mouth. This can, of course, only be

spiritual fire; just as the sword issuing from
the mouth of the Lord, is but a spiritual sword.

Nevertheless, it is a fire of judgment; it devoureth

their enemies. The death that they inflict upon

• [See Add. Coram, ou ch. x. 11, p. 221.—B. B. 0.]
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those who offend them, cannot be apprehended as

the spiritual death in order to the ne w life ; at least

social death must be understood—exclusion from
religious communion and civil fellowship, prac-

ticed in the Middle Ages under the great and
gloomy forms of outlawry and excommunication.
Their power lo shut the Heaven, that it rain not, is

most strongly suggestive of Elijah; whilst their.

power over the waters, to turn them into blood,

and to smite the earth with every plague, as often

as they shall will, recalls the wonders done by
Moses in Egypt.
They can shut Heaven. The meaning of this

is, they can check and withhold the blessings

of the Spirit.

To turn the waters into Wood, is to darken the

currents of national life through wars and blood-

shed.

To smite the earth with every plague, means to

curtail the blessing of the historical authority

or order of things in every way, and to convert

it into a curse. As often as they shall will, adds the

Seer, thereby indicating a great development of

despoticalness and autocracy in their power.
Can it be supposed, we ask, that tow.ard the

end of the New Testament economy, two per-

sons could appear as Prophets, having power to

answer personal grievances with devouring fire?

Or having power, at their own discretion, to

bring forth in nature such wonders of judgment,
and inflict them upon the earth ? The Church
and the State, however, have, in a symbolical
sense, acted after precisely the Old Testament
fashion here described, and that, with such a
mingling of their qualities, as though they had
done all things in common. They have like-

wise, in respect of their fundamental tendency,
prominently set forth by the Seer, prophesied, i.

e., served the cause of development ; and they
have been Witnesses of God—representatives of

His light and justice.

The predominantly Old Testament character
of the past and present fulfillment of their mis-
sion, undoubtedly aids in cutting short the time
of their testimony and in facilitating the tri-

umph of the Beast over them. In consequence
of the severity—in many respects excessive—of

their rule, as manifested, particularly, in the

form of the mediaeval excommunication, and the

military and judicial system of the same period,

a two-fold Helot rancor, an ecclesiastical and po-
litical resentment, has ineffaceably impressed it-

self on the memory of the agitated life of the

nations, bringing near the fatal time at which
the Beast of Antichristianity may ascend out of the

abyss.

Be it observed chat Antichristianity passes
through three climactic stages before attaining

to perfection; exhibiting itself first in the form
of the Beast out of the abyss, next in that of

the Beast out of the sea, and finally in that of the

Beast from the earth. The Beast out of the abyss
possesses, as yet, no positive popular and human
apparent form, much less the complete mock-holy
semblance of the Lamb, possessed by the Beast
from the earth; it first comes forth, as a bodiless

spirit, from the abyss, in the power of a predomi-
nantly demonic spirit of the times, or party spirit.

This spirit has ascended from the abyss, i.e., the

demonic region of the realm of the dead, which
15

constitutes a transition-form to the final hell.

In this respect he is suggestive of the spirit of
gloom which arose from the abyss at the fifth

Trumpet. And from the fact of this re-

semblance, it results that ho does not ne-
cessarily appear in the naked forms of law-
lessness [_Anomismus^. There is a gloomy
ohurchly form which is subversive of the true
Church, and a passionate state-form which un-
dermines the true State. If we have recog-
nized in the two Witnesses the intimate union be-
tween Church and State, as respects the bright
side of both institutions, it becomes evident that
their absolute disagreement must speedily be
followed by self-dissolution. The true spirit of
the Church can, indeed, long curb the wanton-
ness of the State ; the true spirit of the State
can long protect the Church against a false ec-
clesiastical system. But mankind has already
seen the false Church-form in conflict with sound
State principles, and vice versS,. And mankind
must finally see the Church ruined by the
Church, the State by the State, because in the
case of each, sombre party-spirit has taken the
place of right principles.

The Beast, then, shall make mar with the
two Witnesses—not merely a word and pen war.
but also the war of social breach. He shall

conquer them in public opinion, as men say, and
complete his triumph by killing them. They are
killed when destroyed as to their true principles
—when the masses rule over faith and worsliip
\_Kultus'\ in the Church, over morals and culture
in the State ; or when, in the State, the last trace
of kinship with the Church is destroyed through
principial Atheism, and the last trace of politi-

cal or social discipline and duty has disappeared
from the Church. Then are they killed, even
though their outward forms continue to exist,

like the shades of departed substances, as, for

instance, the forms of the Roman Republic un-
der the first Emperors.

It is most significantly said: their corpses lie

in the street of the great city. Their bodies,
therefore, are not formally buried and put out
of sight ; they remain in the public street of tha

great city, under the eyes, and amid the surging
to and fro, of a society fundamentally anar-
chical.

The great city itself is called Sodom and
Egypt. Sodom is the symbol of perfect uuna-
turaluess ; Egypt is the symbol of a magical
natural science and deification of nature. The
ivio extremes, in their abominable coalition, are
the Janus heads of a world which, in her deifi-

cation of nature, is fundamentally at variance
not only with God, but also with the kernel or
inmost essence of nature itself.

There, adds the Seer, their Lord was crucified.

The crucifixion of Christ was itself the re-

sult of a coalition of the spiritual unnaturalness
of Judaism—self-murderous, in the killing of its

Messiah—and the heathen world, which had
fallen into sorcery \_Magismus'\ and an intellectual

cultus of nature.

Thus, as the murderess of Christ, Jerusalem
may be the type of this great collective city,

Sodom-Egypt; that the real .Terusalem itself is

intended, can be supposed only under the erro-

neous system of an anti-symbolical, so-called
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historical treatment of the Book. With the

symbolical name Jerusalem, however, another

collective city, Babylon, might easily corre-

spond. Some of the men, better disposed ones,

who still have a remnant of influence left, indi-

vidu.als of the peoples and tribes and tongues

and nations, shall in the meantime keep their

d<;ad bodies in view for three days and a half^
not permitting them to be put into sepulchres;

assuredly, in the hope of their revival. But the

time rich in promise, the time of resurrection,

the three days (Hos. vi. 2), pass away without

affording any comfort; the corpses lie there

until the hour of despair, indicated by three

days and a half. And precisely this fact is a

cause of delight to those who dwell on the Earth,

or cling to the Earth in her earthiness—the

earthly-minded ones. They rejoice over the

apparent destruction of the two Witnesses ; they

hold feasts and contemplate further festivities

;

mutual greetings, in the way of presents or

compliments, are exchanged, falling, particu-

larly, to the share of the great utterers of public

opinion, we doubt not.

The reason for all this is as follows : These

two Prophets tormenlcd them that dwell upon the

Earth. Churchly rule [Norml and civil law
have always, to the true ujen of this world, who
have made themselves at home on the Earth, been
as a troublesome fanaticism, only disciplinary

and tormenting.

But the people who watched their dead
bodies have not sorrowed in vain. Finally,

out of the horror of the human heart, full

of a religious-moral anguish, a super-terres-

trial power developes. It is thus not without
instrumentality that, in the most disconsolate

hour, the flame of the ecclesiastical and the po-

litical spirit rises again bright and heavenly,

with united brilliancy and glorifled beauty

;

that a spirit of life from God penetrates the

corpses, so that they again stand upon their

feet, prep.ared for war and victory, offering de-

fiance to the whole apostate world, and diffusing

great spiritual terror over all with whom they

come in contact.

But they are not commissioned to fight again
the former conflict; in the Kingdom of Spirit,

they have triumphed through their defeat, like

Cbrist their Lord. Therefore they hear, or the

Seer hears. a great voice from Heaven saying to

them : Come up hither.

But how can the Christian Church and the
Christian State have assigned to them an ascen-
sion more glorious than that of Elijah—similar

to that of Christ Himself? Nitzsch says:
"Church and State shall, in their consummation,
be swallowed up in the unity of the Kingdom of

God." Let us particularly consider the following
in this connection:

Their ascension is their exaltation above the
former historical, in part pedagogical, forms,
into the ideal form of a pure spiritual fellowship.

They ascend into Heaven even whilst still on
Earth, by being transported into the realm of

pure spirit, of perfect fellowship with God.
When, however, it is declared, that a cloud en-

velops them, there takes place a gathering and
separation of this perfected congregation of

God, this Bride of Christ, from the unbelieving

world (Matt. xxiv. 31) ; and, no less, an altera-

tion of her condition, to meet the heavenly glo-

rification—an alteration characterized as an
" attaining" \_Entyegenkommen=aom.mg towards]

"the resurrection" (Phil. iii. 11); as a being

"changed" (1 Cor. xv. 51) ; as a being "caugh't

up into the air to meet the Lord" (1 Thess. iv. 17).

Their enemies must be spectators of their be-

ginning glorification.

The hour of their glorification, however, be-

comes an hour of judgment for the world. The
separation of the congregation of God from the

world is followed by a great earthquake; all

the relations of the old human society are

shaken and mingled confusedly together by the

separation of the salt of the Earth. Thus a

great reaction is awakened in the better elements

of the ungodly world. The tenth part of the

godless city falls in the earthquake. Ten, as

perfect development, realized freedom, is also

perfect will, decided tendency. Thus, with the

fall of the tenth part of the Antiohristian world,

the back-bone of that world is broken ; hence-

forth it is a confused mass, anxiously expectant

of the end. This change is especially brought
about, however, by the fact that seven thousand

names of men, or men of name, are slain in their

names by the earthquake. Without doubt, the

reaction of the terrified peoples has been directed

with special fury toward their leaders, who, as

seducers, by thousands, as spirits, by seven

(Matt. xii. 45). have promised men the sevenih

day—the peoples' holiday. Above all, their

names, shimmering with a deceptive lustre, are

given up to scorn and destruction.

Whilst we must not forget that a cyclical life-

picture of the entire New Testament time is here

presented to us, neither should the fact be over-

looked, that the conclusion of this time is cha-

racterized as (he second looe—the intermediate one
therefore—that which forms the transition from
the first to the third woe ; and it is in accord-

ance with this fact that we must seek to deter-

mine the eschatological import of the present

section.

We have seen that the second woe has pre-

sented itself in the grand succession of heresies

(religious and ethical), which run through the

entire Christian time; the time of this woe,

therefore, coincides with that of the activity of

the two Witnesses ; it forms the reverse of their

dispensation (Matt. xxiv. 26). It has likewise

been found that the third woe begins with the

seventh Trumpet, as the time of ripened Anti-

christianity, with features historically developed

and determined.

The second woe is, therefore, a peculiar con-

formation of the times, consummated at the defeat

of the two Witnesses and continuing until the pe-

riod of positive Antichristianity. Its characteris-

tic feature is the tremendotis rocking of affairs

beginning with the bursting forth of Antichris-

tianity. The authorities and guardians of

Church and State seem at last to be everlastingly

destroyed ; the better disposed are but indivi-

duals from all parts of the world who, in a man-
ner, keep watch by the bodies of the slain, whilst

the ruling party celebrate the excited festivities

of an utterly secularized party-spirit. Then,

however, by reason of the separation and
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gathering of the Church of God, a reaction again

talies place; the power of the godless city is

shaken by the glorious precursory appearing of

the congregation of the Kingdom and by the

altered sentiments of many of her inhabitants

—

in whom the change, however, bears the pre-

dominant character of a repentance of fear, and
can therefore give way to the full manifestation

of Antichristianity in the third woe. This pe-

riod of a purely Antiohristian spirit of the times,

without final consolidation, is, in more general

descriptions, included together with the final

revelation of Antichrist, c. g. 2 Thess. ii. 8.

The manifestation of wickedness [or the Wicked
One

—

dea BoshaftenJ has its gradations, as has

already been intimated. This time seems to be
more definitely characterized by the Beast,

which is transformed into the eighth king (ch.

xvii. 11), and which forms the transition from
the seven kings of the old world of authority to

the ten kings of absolute democracy.
We must, further, not overlook the fact, that

even the second woe touches the end of the

world, and that even the third woe, the revela-

tion of Antichristianity, reaches back into the

old time. In this connection, we would again
call to mind the law of the cyclical circles ; they

ever present total world-pictures, though ob-

serving a continual progression toward the end
of the world and illustrating always a different

aspect of the world.

A feature worthy of notice is that the Beast
of this second woe ascends out of the same abyss
whence, after the fifth Trumpet, the smoke, ac-

companied by the swarm of locusts, arose; that,

on the other hand, it precedes the third woe of

consummate Antichristianity, just as the judg-
ment upon Babylon (chs. xvii. and xviii.) pre-
cedes the judgment upon the Beast (cb. xix.)

We have, then, in oh. xi., the Earfh-pioture of

the Christian visible world, in respect of its all-

sided historic conformation in good and evil

;

above all, in respect of the conflict, waxing ever
more pronounced, between ecclesiastical and po-
litical nomism [^Nomismus^ in the good sense of
the term), on the one hand, and the antinomism
or anomism of false liberty, or the modern spirit

of the times, on the other hand—a conflict finally

conducting, in part, to the ripe antithesis betwixt
the Kingdom of God and the world, and ending,
in the world itself, with the most extreme fluc-

tuations.

[abstkact of views, etc.]

By the American Editor.

[Elliott and Barnes regard vers. 1, 2, as pro-
perly belonging to the preceding section (the
latter part of ver. 2 being transitional to the
following section) and as indicating the Re-For-
mation of the Church by those whom the Seer
symbolized. The Temple, in the widest sense
of the term, (inclusive of the Sanctuary and all

the Courts) they interpret " as symbolic of the
Christian Church Universal: the Holy of Holies .

. . representing that part of it . . . gathered
into Paradise; the remainder of the Temple . . .

the Church on JEarth, the Holy Place, .... as
figuring the Church in respect of its secret spirit-

ual worship and character, . , . the Altar-court . .

the Church in respect of its visible and pub-
lic worship, .... the outer or Gentile court

is the symbolic scene of the adscititious mem-
bers from out of heathenism." The bestov/-

ment of the rod (Elliott), as denoting " the rryal
authorization of those whom St. John here repre-
sented ... in the work of the Scriptural re-for-

mation of the Church;" the direction to measure,
coupled with the casting out, as implying, 1. The
defining of those who alone could rightly be con-
sidered as belonging to Christ's Church ("such
as in public profession and worship recognized
that cardinal point of the Christian faith which
the Jewish Altar and Altar ritual-worship sym-
bolized, viz. justification by the alone efficacy of
Christ's propitiatory sacrifice") ;—2. The exclusion

or excommunication of "the Romish (and Greek?)
Church ... as apostate and heathen;"—the re-
cognition of those excluded as within a Court of
the Temple, as indicating that those excluded
" would continue to appear for a time attached
as an appendage to the Church visible." By
the Witnesses they understand the unbroken se-

ries of upholders and proclaimers of truth, di-

vided as follows : (1) The earlier Western Wit-
nesses, such as Serenus of Marseilles in the
early part of the 8th Century, the Anglo Saxon
Churcb, Agobard, Claude of Turin, etc. ; (2) tlie

Eastern line, consisting of the Paulicians arising
about A. 1). 653; (8) the United Eastern and
Western lines, during the 11th and 12th Centu-
ries; (4) the Waldenses* and Albigensea origina-

* [Elliott (Vol. TI., Appendix) givea at length, and in the
origmat, the Nohle Lesson of the Waldeneea. This work,
written abmt A. D. 1170, preseots the Witness of the AYal-
densian Church to the truth. He gives, Vol. II., pp. .'SOO-

396, translations from this, and from one of their later Tvorks
Quiitlei Antichrist. So valuable and interesting is the lat-

ter as indicating the position ("fthsit remarkable people in
reference to Rome, and as witnessing against her, that the
extract presented by Elliott is here reproduced. (The last

paragraph is as presented by Barnes.)
'* Antichrist is the falsehood (doompd to eternal damna-

tion), covered with the appearance of the truth and right-
eousness of Christ and His spouse . . . being administered by
false apostles ; and defended by one or other arm (i. e., the
spiritual and secular arm). . . . Thus it is not a certain par-
ticular person, ordained in a certain grade, office, or minis-
try, considering the thing generally; but the falsehood it-

self, opposed to the truth, with which however it covers
itself, adorning itself OMiwardZy with the beauty and piety
of Christ's Church, of Christ Himself, His names, offices,

scriptures, sacraments. The iniquity of this system, with all

his ministfrs, higher and lower, following it with an evil

and b inried heart—snch a congregation, taken together, is

called Antichrist, or Babylon, or the Fourth Beast, or the
Harlot, or the Man of Sin, the Son of Perdition.
" Hisjlrst work is, that the service of iatria, properly due

to God alone, he (Antichris ) perverts unto himself and to
his works, and to the poor creature, rational or irrational,

sensible or insensible; as, for instance, to male or female
saints departed this life, and to their images, bones, or re-

lics. His works are the sacraments, especially that of the
fuct>arist,v/hich he worships equally with God andChri-t,
prohibiting the adoration of God alone.

" His secffnd work is, that he robs aud deprives Christ of
the merits of Christ, wi h the whole sufficiency of grace,

righteousness, regeneration, remission of sins, sanctification,

confirmation, and spiritual nourishment ; and imputes and
attributes them t > his own authoriiy, to his own doings, or
to the saints and their intercession, or to the fire of purga
tory. Thus he separates the people from Christ, and leads

them away to the things already mentioned ; that so they
may seek not the things of Christ, nor through Christ, but
only the work of their own hands ; not through a living

faith in God, and Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit; but
through the will and thi works of Antichrist, agreeably ti

bis preaching that man's whole salvation depends on his

works.
*' His third work is, that he attributes the regeneration

of the Holy Spirit to a dead outward faith ;
baptizing child*
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ting about A. D. 1170; (5) the Churches of the Re-
formation.—They interpret: (1) The 1260 days as

Indicating 1260 J^cara; (2) the olive-trees and can-

dlesticks, that they were to consist of both ministers

and churches; (3) the number two that they were
to be, (a) a number competent to bear witness

(oomp. Deut. xvii. 6; xix. 15, etc.), (b) a, small

number, (c) possibly the original division into

two lines, Eastern and Western
; (4) their being

clothed in saek-clolh, that they were to witness

in the midst of grief and persecution
; (5) their

power (Barnes), (a) over those who should in-

jure them, to devour them ivith fire, their doc-

trines and denunciations, which would resemble
consuming fire (resulting ultimately in Divine

judgment)
;

(b) to shut heaven, that spiritual

blessings would seem to be under their control.

("During the ages of their ministry, there was
neither dew nor rain of a spiritual kind upon the

earth, but at the word of the Witnesses. There
was no knowledge of salvation but by their

preaching—no descent of the Spirit but in an-

swer to their prayers ; and as the Witnesses

were shut out from Christendom generally, a

universal famine ensued," Seventh Vial); (c)

over the waters, that the wars, commotions, etc.,

which have followed the attempts to destroy
them, and which have caused rivers of blood to

flow, would seem to have been in answer to their

prayers
; (6) the war against them, the war of ex-

termination waged in particular against the Wal-
denses ("from the year 1540-1570 . . . no fewer
than nine hundred thousand Protestants were put
to death by the Papists in different parts of Eu-
rope."

—

Barnes)
; (7) the Beast (the fourth Beast

of Daniel, Dan. vii.), the Papacy
; (8) the death,

the apparent desiruolion of the Witnesses at the
Lateran Council (to which all dissentients had
been summoned and at which none appeared)
when. May 5, A. D. 1514, the Orator of the Coun-
cil proclaimed to the Pope from the pulpit, " Jam
nemo reclamat, nullus obsistitr' "There is an
end of resistance to the papal rule and religion

;

opposers there exist no more :" and again " The
whole body of Christendom is now seen to be
subjected to its Head, tliat is to Thee." (Quoted
by Elliott, Vol. XL, p. 450) ; (9) the not permit-

ting their bodies to be buried, " that they should
be treated with indignily as if they were not
worthy of Christian burial," (it was decreed that

heretic3should.be denied Christian burial by the

Ten in that fnith, find teaching that hy it is the consecration
of baiitisin and regeneration, on whicli same faith it (he) mi-
nisters orders andtheother sacraments; and onitfounds all

Christian religion.
" \l[ii fourth worlt is, that he rests the whole religion and

sanctity of the people upon bis Mass; for leading them to
hear it, he deprives them of spiritual and sacramental man-
drjcation.

" His fifth work ie, that he does every thing to be seen.,

and to glut his insatiable avarice.

"His siari^ wofk is, that he allows manifest sins without
ecclesiastical censure and excommunication.

" His 5eve7ii/i work is, that he defends his unity, not by
the Holy Spirit, but by the secular power.

" His e:i.ghth work ie, that he hates, persecutes, makes inqui-
sition after, .and robs and puts to death the members ofChrist.
"These things and many others, are the cloak and vest-

ment of Antichrist ; by wliich he covers his lyini; wicked-
ness, lest be should be rejected as a heathen. But there
is no other cause of ididatry than a false opiriion of grace,
and truth, and authority, ani invocation, and intercession

;

which this Antichrist has taken away from God, and which
he has ascrih-il to ceremonies, and authorities, and a man's
own works, and to saints, and to purgatory."—E. R. C]

Lateran Council, A. D. 1179; again, 1215, by
Gregory IX.; and by Pope Martin, 1227); (10)
the broad place (or wai/) of the City, [Elliott) the
Council above mentioned, representing the whole
Roman power, gathered in Rome ; (11) the re-

joicing, etc., the special rejoicings after every new
victory over " heretics," and especially at the close

of th Counoilmentionedin sect. (8)— (see Elliott,

Vol. II., pp. 464 sq. ) ; (12) the resurrection after

three days and a half, the renewal of witness by
Luther—Luther posted his theses at Wittemberg,
Oct. 31, 1517, i. e., three years and 180 days after

May 5, 1514, when the Orator of the Lateran Coun-
cil (see above in 8) proclaimed heresy to be extinct

;

(13) the ascension, the deliverance of the Churchts
of the Reformation from persecution and into po-
sitions of prosperity and influence; (14) the earth-

quake, the Reformation—" That religious revo-
lution which astonished and convulsed the nations
of Europe" (Lingard, quoted by Barnes); (15)
the fall of the tenth part of the City, the falling

away from Rome of, (Barnes) a considerable
portion of her power, (Elliott) England, one
of the ten Papal kingdoms; (16) the slay-

ing of seven Chiliads, (Elliott) the separation
from the Roman power of the Seven United Pro-
vinces of Holland

—

(Barnes) the proportion of
those v/ho perished in Europe in the wars conse-

quent on the Reformation; (17) the remnant
affrighted, the alarm of, (Elliott) the remnant of
Papists in Protestant countries, (Barnes) the en-
tire unconverted portion of the Roman City

;

(\8) gave fflory to God, (Elliott) praise was given
by the Witnesses, (Barnes) the unconverted stood
in awe at what God was doing.
Stuart understands vers. 1, 2, " to prefigure

the preservation of all which was fundamental and
essential in the ancient religion, notwithstanding the

destruction of all that was external in respect to

the Temple, the City, and the ancient people of

God." The vision of the Witnesses he interprets

as symbolizing " that God would raise up faithful

and well endowed preachers among the Jews, at

the period when the nations were ready to pe-

rish ; that those preachers would be persecuted
and destroyed ; and after all that the Christian
cause would slill be triumphant."
WoKDSwORTH regards (vers. 1, 2) the Temple

and Altar (of incense) as symbolizing the true

Church ; the reed as the Scriptures ; the mea-
suring as an act " of appropriation and of preser-

vation (Num. XXXV. 5 ; Jer. xxxi. 39 ; Hab. iii. 6

;

Zeoh. ii. 2), and also of partition and separation,

(2 Sam. viii. 2)"
;
" in this vision of the Apoca-

lypse, the last written of all the Books of Holy
Scripture (the completion of the Canon or mea-
suring rule), St. John receives the reed from
Christ and measures the Church." The two
TFiVnessea he understands as indicating the Church
(called two as consisting of both Jews and Gen-
tiles), enlivened and enlightened by the two Tes-

taments (the two olive trees) ; their pi-rsecution,

death, etc., that the history of Christ willbe repro-

duced in the history of His Word and Church. The
Beast and City he interprets as Barnes and

Elliott.

Alfoed remarks, " No solution at all approach-
ing to a satisfactory one has ever yet been given

of any one of these periods. This being so, my
principle is to regard them as being still among
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things unknown to the Church, and awaiting

their elucidation by the event." Concerning the

Witnesses he remarlcB on ver. 6, " All this points

out the spirit and power of Mosea combined with
that of Ellas. And undoubtedly it is in these two
directions that we must look for the two wit-

nesses or lines of witnesses. The one imperso-

nates the law, the other the Prophets. The one
reminds us of the Prophet whom God should

raise up like unto Moses ; the other of Elias, the

Prophet who should come before the great and
terrible day of the Lord." As to whether the

prophecy is to be fulfilled by individuals or lines

of witnesses, he does not attempt to decide.

Loud writes as to the measuring of the Temple,
" The rod is the symbol of the revealed will of

God ; . . . the Holy of Holies . . . the scene in

which God visibly manifests Himself, Christ in

teroedes, and the Cherubim, the representatives

of the redeemed, serve in His presence ; so the

other sanctuary symbolizes the place or places on
earth in whict the true worshippers offer Him
the public worship which He enjoins. The Altar
on which incense, the symbol of prayer, was of-

fered, represented the Cross of Christ, the in-

strument of His expiation, and thence of recon-

ciliation and access to God. ... To measure the

Temple, then, was to seek and learn the truths

taught in the Scriptures, and symbolized first by
the inner sanctuary, . . and next . . by the

outer sanctuary, respecting the place or places on
earth which He has appointed for the worship
which He enjoins on His people, respecting the

expiation on which they are to rely, ... and re-

specting the ministers who conduct the worship
He enjoins. . . . The court, which was on the

outside, . . . denoted the station of the congre-
gation of visible worshippers ; ... to reject it

as no part of the Temple, was therefore, to reject

the body of the nominal or visible, as not true

worshippers ; and the direction to reject it was
equivalent to the prophecy that the nominal was
not to be a true Church. , . . The command to

measure the Temple was addressed to the Apostle

doubtless as representing the same persons as he
symbolized in the prediction that he must again
prophesy before peoples, etc," On the subject

of the Witnesses, he agrees as to their nature,

substantially, with Elliott and Barnes ; their

death, resurrection, and ascension, however, he
regards as still future and as literal. The 1260,
and three and a half, days, he interprets as sym-
bolic of years.

Glasgow refers the measuring to Apostolic
times. "Vhe Apostles (symbolized by TbAn), by
inspiration, gave laws of discipline and of mo-
rals, for receiving or excluding candidates or
members. Thus they measured the Mouse and
City of God. And they measured the Altar by
teaching the doctrine of the one sacrifice offered
by Christ, and of His intercession, and of His
government on the mediatorial throne ; and they
measured the worshippers, by supplying the pat-
terns and rules of duty, and thus furnishing the
means of distinguishing the Lord's peculiar ' peo-
ple' from His enemies." Tne outside court he
interprets substantially as Elliott ; the trampling
of the City, as the predominance " of what Nean-
derand Killenhave called 'the Catholic system.'"
The Witnesses he also interprets as symbolizing

the Paulicians, Waldenses, etc. ; he begins the
Witness, however, with the protest of the Nova-
tians about A. D. 253, and thus concludes the
1260 days (or years) of prophesying in sackcloth
(or afiliolion) in A. D. 1514. He adopts the opi-
nion that the declaration made May 6th, 1514,
in the Laterau Council, referred to above, de-
notes the death and exposure of the dead bodies
of the Witnesses. On other points of interpre-
tation he agrees generally with Elliott,—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.
Diisterdieok holds, with us, that the present

section really closes with ver. 14. [With El-
liott and ethers, the Am. Ed. regards vers. 1

and 2 as connected with the preceding chapter.
See Additional Note, p. 132.—E. R. C]

Ver. 1. And there was given me a reed.
—After the analogy of Old Testament prophetioo-
symbolical transactions ; see Is. viii. 1, and
many other passages, particularly in the Pro-
phecies of Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

Given.

—

By whom? The indeterminateness
denotes that nothing in the symbolism is depend-
ent upon this feature. The literal interpretation
would fain define the giver.

A reed—Ezek. xl. 3; Rev. xxi. 15. [Like
unto a rod.—" The word pa/3rfof, rod, is coupled
three times in the Apocalypse with the adjective

aiSripa. (ii. 27 ; xii. 5 ; xix. 16). And in the same
places it is coupled also with the verb TToiiiaivetv,

to tend, as a shepherd does. The idea is thus sug-

gested of & pastoral staff." Wordsw.—E. R. C]
Saying [Lange : Whilst it Tvas com-

manded].

—

-Aeyav—indefinite form. Bcngel ex-

plains, grammatically but not symbolically : the

Measure the Temple.—The Temple in

Jerusalem had long since been measured ; it,

however, is not what is meant here. Neither,

indeed, is the measuring to be taken literally.

The worshippers, also, are to be measured, i. e.,

precisely determined. In Ezek. xl. 3sqq. ,the

measuring of a symbolical Temple is spoken of,

whilst Rev. xxi. treats of the measurement of

the symbolical City of God.

According to Diisterdieok and many others,

the measuring here denotes exemption from de-

struction ; the above-mentioned commentator

supposes that the treading under foot of the

outer court is indicative of actual destruction.

Yet the very passages that he cites [in con-

nection with the measuring'l — Amos vii. 7;

Hab. iii. 6—have reference to destruction, and

the idea that the outer court was destroyed, but

that the Temple and the worship continued to

subsist, is utterly futile, as is in general the so-

called historic application of the passage to the

Temple at Jerusalem. Diisterdieok calls the

interpretation of the Temple as the true Church

of God, allegoristic ! One-sided, we admit that

it is, to interpret the measuring of the Temple

as indicative of a reconstruction of the Church,

or trf apply the contrast between the Temple and

the outer court, in which contrast the chief

weight of the similitude lies, to the contrast be-

tween the evangelic Church and Catholicism ; in

opposition to the latter exposition, Catholic

exegetes distinguish between good Catholics and
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excommunicated persons. [See the Abstract
OF Views, etc., pp. 227 sqq.—E. R. C]
The altar.—The Altar of incense. The Altar

of burnt-offering stood in the outer court. [El-

liott and Barnes regard the Altar as that of

burnt-offering. It must be acknowledged that

the language apparently points to the three great

divisions of the Temple enclosure—the vacif or

Sanctuary, the OvoiauTijptov or altar (^couri), and
the court outside the Sanctuary, i. e., the court

of the Gentiles. Of these courts, that of the

Gentiles alone entirely surrounded the Sanctu-

ary; the inner court merely enclosed it on three

sides : the latter, from both its local and
spiritual relations to the Sanctuary, could not so

well be described as outside {t?)v aii^yv Ti)v i^uOev

rov uaov), as the former.—E. R. C]
In it (h avTu) These words might be re-

ferred to the Altar of incense, inasmuch as all

prayers do, in a symbolical sense, ascend from
the Altar of incense; most exegetes, however,
make them relate to the Temple.* The main
thing, here as elsewhere, is the contrast pre-

sented to those without. John is thought even
here to have in view the imminent destruction

of Jerusalem, differing, however, from the

eschatological prophecies of the Lord by pre-

dicting a preservation of the Temple, and
placing the faithful Jewish Christians therein!

(comp, also De Wette, Liicke, p. 354).

Ver. 2. And [Lange : But] the court
which is without the Temple.—On misap-
prehensions of the outer court, by Luther, Vit-

ringa, Ewald, see Diisterdieck.

Cast out.—Eichhorn, correctly : Profanum
declara.

Given unto the Gentiles [heathen'].— [On
the New Testament force of rd IBvti see Cremer's
Biblico-Theological Lexicon under '^vog. The
following is extracted ; " It is a peculiarity of
New Testament, or, indeed, of Bible usage gen-
erally, to understand by to. idv?/, Tvavra to. idvrj,

those who are not of Israel, opp. viol ^Japaf/X,

'lovdaloi. Acts ix. 15; xiv. 2,5; xxi. 11, 21;
xxvi. 20; Rom. ii. 24; iii. 29; ix. 24, 30, 31;
xi. 25 ; 1 Cor. i. 28 ; Gal. ii. 15 : ol ka irepiTofivjc;

Acts X. 45: 7TcpiTnfi.f/ ; Gal. ii. 9 (cf. Eph. ii.

11): yevoQ; 1 Cor. xi. 26 parallel; ol Kara-
'Komoi tCiv avdpimuv, Acts xv. 17. In this sense
the word corresponds to the Hebrew 'IJ (LXX.
8ometimes^^a(if, e.g., (Josh. iii. 17; iv. 1),

which signifies primarily nothing but a con-
nected host, multitude. . . . Td Wvti are the peoples
outside of Israel—the totality of the nations,
which, being left to themselves (Acts xiv. 16), are
unconnected witli the God of Salvation, Who is

Israel's God ; Acts xxviii. 28 ; Eph. ii. 11, 12;
Rom. xi. 11, 12 ; Gal. iii. 8, 14; 1 Thess. iv. 5

;

Eph. iii. 6 ; Matt. xii. 21. Left to themselves
and to their own will, they stand in moral an-
tagonism to the Divine order of life, Eph. iv.

17 ; 1 Pet. iv. 3, 4 ; 1 Cor. x. 20 ; xil. 2 ; Matt,
vi. 32 ; Luke xii. 30; cf. Matt, xviii. 17 ; they

* [With equal propriety may tliey rofor to tVie Altar^;onrt
if that bo meant by the Ov^naaTripLov. And indeed the in-
troduction of this clause seems to point to this interpreta-
tion of the Altar, as only priests worshipped in the Sanctuary
—the people worshippiuK in the court. On the other hand
however, it may be contended that, as all true Christians
are priests their proper place of worship is the Sanctuary.—K. R. C.l

are not in possession of the revealed law, Rom.
ii. 14 ; cf. ix. 30 ; nor are they bound to the
rules and laws of Israelitish life. Gal. ii. 12, 14,

15. It is this moral-religious lack that renders
so significant the emphasis laid on the mam^
Tr/'oTfuf, on the part of the Wvt], Rom. i. 5 ; xv.

18 ; xvi. 26. . . Whether in the Apocalypse idvTj

is opposed to Israel, or, as it appears to me, to

the New Testament redeemed Church, must be
left to commentators to decide. Rev. ii. 26 ; xi.

2, 18; xii. 5; xiv. 8; xv. 3, 4; xvi. 19; xviii. 3,

23; xix. 5; xx. 3, 8; xxi. 24, 26; xxii. 2." See
foot-noief on p. 27.—E. R. C]

—

[Given unto.]
—Diisterd.: They shall lodge therein as victors,

treading the outer court and the entire Holy
City. Bengel—better, at least : The outer court
is not measured, because an unthought-of throng
of Gentiles shall one day worship therein. But
something more than a mere future is contem-
plated. De Wette and others : The bloody
sacrificial service, consummated on the altar of
burnt-offering, shall cease.

Ver. 3. My two Witnesses.—According
to Diisterdieck, these must be personal indivi-

duals. Personal individuals possessing the

characteristics described cannot be pointed out as
existing at the time of the destruction of Jeru-
salem, or as living on through the entire Cross-
aeon of the Church down to the end of the
world. According to Diisterdieck and others

(p. 382), these two witnesses are Moses and
Elijah; according to Stern and others, they are
Enoch and Elijah ; even Luther and Melanch-
thon have been suggested. According to Ebrard,
they are symbols of authorities, powers, which,
however, he pertinently enough defines as Law
and Gospel. Since the Witnesses can be wit-

nesses of Christ only, the term. My witnesses, is

elucidative of the strong Angel mentioned in the
foregoing chapter [who spoke to John, ch. x. 9,

11, and whom Lange apparently regards as

still speaking]. [See Abstract of Views, pp.
227 sqq., and Add. Note, pp. 232 sq.—E. R. C.].

I ^vill give.— What He gives them, is de-
clared by what follows ; Sijau, therefore, need
not be supplemented by conject^ures.

Sackcloth, as a penitential dress, Jer. iv.

8 ; Jon. iii. 6 ; Matt. xi. 21. [As a garment of

affliction, see Gen. xxxvii. 34; 2 Sam. iii. 31 ; xxi.

10; 2 Kin. vi. 30; Esth. iv. 1, 2, 3, 4; Job xvi.

15; Pss. XXX. 11; xxxv. 13; Ixix. 11; Isa. iii.

24 ; XV. 3 ; xx. 2 ; Jer. xlviii. 37 ; xlix. 3

;

Amos viii. 10—E. R. C]
Ver. 4. The t-wo olive trees.—The Seer,

as an accomplished symbolist, has descried in

the olive trees of Zech. iv. perfectly admissible

types of New Testament affairs. On of...fcru-ff,

see the remark in Diisterdieck. ["As the olive-

tree furnished oil for the lamps, the two trees

here would seem properly to denote ministers of

religion ; and as there can be no doubt that the

candlesticks, or lamp-bearers, denote churches,

the sense would appear to be that it was through

the pastors of the churches that the oil of grace

which maintained the brightness of those mystic

candlesticks, or the churches, was conveyed.

The image is a beautiful one, and expresses a

truth of great importance to the world:—for

God has designed that the lamp of piety shall be

kept burning in the churches by truth supplied
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through ministers and pastors." Barnes.—
E. R. C]
Before the Lord of the earth.—The Lord

is the unitous authority of the earth or the theo-

cratic institution—which formerly branched into

Joshua and Zerubbabel, and now ramifies into

State and Church. Ebrard interprets the Old
Testament Lord of the whole earth as indicative

of the king of Persia, and regards the corre-
sponding New Testament expression as signifi-

cant of the ruler of this world.
Vers. 5, 6. " The individual lineaments of

this description, especially in ver. 6, are bor-
rowed from the history of Elijah and Moses.
This reference—admitted by all expositors—to

the miracles of those old Prophets (miracles
which are in no wise allegorically understood)
of itself renders it highly improbable that the
description of the present passage is allegori-

cally intended" (Diisterdieck). Most original
logic, this ! As if historical facts, and espe-
cially such as have since their very occurrence
assumed a Bymbolical coloring, might not be
employed in allegorical descriptions. A slight

examination of the New Testament will speedily
convince us that such is not the case. [See the
quotation from Alford, p. 229.—E. R. C]
Fire goeth forth out of their mouth.—

Jer. V. 14. The reference to 2 Kings i. 10 is by
Diisterdieck considered of doubtful propriety,

because Elijah calls down fire/rom Heaven. But
even this fact might be paraphrased, in the pro-
phetic style, as follows : fire proceeded out of
his mouth, Siraoh xlviii. 1. If, however, we
take the words, out of their mouth, and fire, lite-

rally, we have "a fearful reality" (Diisterd.).

This is called historical exegesis. The spectator
of such fire- works might possibly say : a dubious
reality—magic ; such an one would be able to

set his mind at rest only by echoing the verdict
of Rothe : " God is an adept at sorcery."

Ver. 6. Power to shut Heaven.—1 Kings
xvii. 1.

During [Lange: For] the days.—If the

words, for the days of their prophecy, denote the
time of their entire activity, and that with refer-

ence to the 3J years of drought predicted by
Elijah, the time of this entire activity would need
to be reduced to ordinary years—and this is not
practicable. We, therefore, apprehend the pas-
sage thus : for the days fixed hy their prophecy.
Over the waters.—Ex. vii. 19.

With every plague [Lange : With all

(manner of) plagues].—Reference to the
Egyptian plagues generally. According to Diis-

terdieck, it is inadmissible to interpret even these

features allegorically, i. e., to apprehend them
as allegorical. Whilst the interpretation of

Bede—making the power to shut Heaven the

potestas clavium—may be too restriotedly eccle-

siastical, the more general application of the

passage to the withholding of the rain or bless-

ing of the Gospel, is certainly removed beyond
the objection urged against it, viz.: that in case

of its acceptance, it would be necessary to ap-

prehend 1 Kings xvii. ; James v. 17; Ex. vii.

sqq. figuratively also ; and this, apart from the

fact that even these passages are not to be taken
in so naked a Grseoo-historical sense as many
seem to suppose.

Ver. 7. Finished their testimony,* the
wild-beast, etc.—Preliminary and more gen-
eral symbolizatiou of Antiohristianity. This
one Beast branches into two Beasts in ch. xiii.

Vers. 8-10. In the broad-wayf [Lange:
street] of the great city.—The literal me-
thod entails the apprehension of the fact that
the bodies remained lying in the City, in accord-
ance with the ancient conception of the great
impiety of suflFering corpses to remain unburied.
The question arises here, however : are the in-
dividuals (ver. 9) of (all) the peoples identi-
cal with the persons mentioned in ver. 10, who
are described in general terms as the inhabitants
of the earth, and are, therefore, enemies of the
Witnesses ? The text plainly distinguishes be-
tween the two classes. There is, then, in any
case, a two-fold interest which is subserved by
the leaving of the corpses unburied—a hostile
and a friendly interest. In ver. 9 it is declared

:

(iAeTTovaiv £(c Tciv Xauv, etc.

" That the great City is identical with the Holy
City, where the vabq tuv iJeoistands (ver. 1 sqq.

),
and that it is, therefore, none other than Jerusa-
lem, is evident from the context" (Diisterdieck).
Even the literal interpretation is forced to admit
that Sodom and jEgypt (see Is. i. 9 ; Ezek. xvi. 48)
is a "spiritual appellation," the fact being ex-
pressly set forth in the text. Yet this appellation
is robbed of the greater part of its force, when
the attempt to exhibit a distinction (Hengsten-
berg's, for instance : Egypt has reference to reli-

gious corruption, Sodom to bad morals) is swept
aside, with the declaration that the only point of
importance is that in which Sodom and Egypt
are essentially one, viz.: perfect hostility to the
true God, His servants, and His people.
The great City.—As the so-called historical

interpretation regards the present passage as
significant, throughout, of the real Jerusalem
(Ewald, Bleek, De Wette, Diisterd., et al.), the
following question arises : Why is the City called

the great, and not the holy ? Discussions of this

question are submitted by Diisterdieck, p. 370.

The question does not present itself at all to a
more correct exegesis^one that appreciates the
symbolical import of the passage. It is some-
thing of a leap to discover, like Calov., here, in

the City of Jerusalem, Babylon—in Babylon,
Rome—in Rome, papal Rome. Undoubtedly,
this great City of Jerusalem is, in essentials, of

like import with the great City of Babylon (in

the more general sense of the latter, ch. xvi.

19) ; but the context contains a reason for the

fact, that the City is here indirectly called Jeru-

salem, as the city where the Lord was crucified,

and there, Babylon. Here, namely, it represents

the symbolically modified Theocracy, or Divine
establishment, embracing Church and State, as

a mock-holy fallen Theocracy ; there, it repre-

* [Lord translates : And when they would finish their testi-

mony, etc. ; and comments ;
*' The Witnesses would finish

their testimony before the close of the 12G0 years, doubtless

nnderthe apprehension that it was no longer to be neces-

sary ; that the great changes wrought in public opinion, and
in the condition of the apostate Church by juflgments on it,

divested it of its dangerous power, and insured its speedy
overthrow; and that they might therefore turn from the
mere endeavor to maintain the truth in opposition to it, to

the happier task of proclaiming it to those who had never

yet heard the glad tidings."— E. R. C]

t [See Kitto's Did. of the Bible, Title Sieei:!.—E. B. C]
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sents the centre of the open Antichristian spirit

of the world.—The meaning of the great City is

more generally apprehended by Ebrard, p. 342.*

Diiferent interpretations of the three and a half

days see in Diisterdieok, p. 371. A short time
;

the time during which Clirist lay in the grave ; the

time which exceeds the term during which corpses

should remain above ground ; analogous to ver.

2; Chiliastic computations of the number.
Ver. 11. And after the three days and a

half, a spirit of life, etc.— Materially [as dis-

tinguished from grammaticallij~\^ Hengstenberg'a

interpretation of Trvev/za ^(o^c as the Spirit of life

cannot be incorrect [Diisterdieck to the con-

trary, notwithstanding], since this spirit pro-

ceeds from God.—A form of peculiar signifi-

cance : el(T?]?.^EV eu avrolg.

Great fear.—The usual eifect of great Divine

wonders, angelic appearances, spiritual opera-

tions, and especially of the wonder of resurrection.

Ver. 12. And they ascended, etc.—Sug-

gestive of the ascension of Elijah and, still more,

of Christ's ascension.

Vers. 13, 14. And in that hour.—That is,

the events narrated took place simultaneously

with the ascension of the two Witnesses and
were co-operative therewith. According to

Diisterdieck, not even this earthquake should,

as Ebrard maintains, be symbolically appre-

hended as an extraordinary event. In respect

of the numbers, we refer to the Synoptical
View. Ebrard's interpretation, see p. 347

;

comp. Diisterdieck, p. 874.

In spite of the invincible difficulties which lie

in the literal apprehension (the outer court de-

stroyed ; the Temple, and even the worship
therein celebrated, continuing ; the two Wit-

nesses vomiting fire ; Christ prophesied the

destruction of Jerusalem—the Seer narrates its

visitation by an earthquake, etc.), Diisterdieck,

supported, we must own, by notable predeces-

sors, believes that this apprehension is in all

points firmly established against the symbolical
apprehension. An allegorical text, however,
does not cease to be allegorical for the simple

reason, that a multitude of wrong interpreta-

tions have attached themselves to it. Arbitrary
interpretation is not conquered by cutting the

Gordian knot and plunging into the absurdities

of literalism; that which ia requisite and able

to overcome it is a more precise and accurate

determination of the symbolical expressions and
conceptions of the Old Testament. Such a de-

termination at once dispatches the following

collection of arbitrary expositions presented by
Diisterdieck, p. 375.

Vers. 1 and 2 are, according to Bede, pro-
phetic of the institution of the festival of Church
consecration by Pope Felix. The tioo Witnesses

are, according to Lyra, Pope Silverius and the

Patriarch Mennas; or, according to others, the

testes veritatis ; or the Waldenses ; or Huss and Je-

rome ; or Luther and Melanchthon. Vbe Bea^i out

of the Abyss is the Imperial general Belisarius, or

the Pope. The Temple is the true Church ; the

outer court, bad Christians, etc. Similar chrono-
logical computations see in Dilsterd.'s note, p. 370.

* [For an exceedinttly able argum^^nt designed to show
tliat Romo vas probably refarrod to by the Apocalyptiat, Bee
Barnes in loc.—±1. K. C]

In reality, however, most of the so-rcalled

allegorista essentially occupy the same stand-

point with the historical expositors after Liicke,

Bleek, Diisterd. and others; both have in view
particular historic facts, literally defined;

only, according to the allegorists, these parti-

cularities are actual, inspired prophecies, veiled

in figures. Modern supporters of the historical

view have found some portions of the veil indis-

pensable ; they, moreover, divide the prophetic

items into truths and errors.

With all Diisterdieck's fondness for literalism,

however, he decidedly rejects the rationalistic

interpretation, p. 877 sqq. See likewise his

further examination of the symbolical exegesis

as represented by Hengstenberg.

[additional note on the section.]

By the American Editor.

[In the judgment of the American Editor, vers.

1-8 (or 7) are connected with tlie vision of the

preceding chapter—vers. 2-8 (or 7) containing

an address made to the Seer during that vision,

in which the work and death of the Witnesses
are verbally described to him. The vision of the

Witnesses begins with ver. 9 (or 8). It will be
perceived that at that point the phraseology
changes; the Seer no longer rehearses what
another told him ; he describes what he himself
beheld. If this opinion be correct, the Apoca'
lyptic stand-point of John at the vision beginning
ch. X. 1, was probably at the period of the death
of the Witnesses ; in the explanatory narration
beginning ch. xi. 3, the narrator described as

future that which was to be; but in the descrip-

tion of the vision, John describes as past and
present that which (in symbol) he so beheld.

The Witnesses.— Who are they? Barnes has
well declared concerning the passage which de-

scribes them: "This is, in some respects, the

most difiBcult portion of the Book of Revelation."

There are many points in the description which
seem to favor the idea that they are, as is con-

tended by Elliott, Barnes, etc., the long line of

protesters against a heathenized Christianity

;

there are other points, however, in which we
feel that, on this hypothesis, the symbols are but
inadequately satisfied ; the miraculous powers
ascribed to them, for instance and especially,

seem to demand something which the history

even of the Waldenses does not fully supply.

The thought has arisen in the mind of the writer,

that possibly here, as in some of the Old Testa-
ment prophecies, and probably in those concern-
ing Antichrist (see Add. Note, p. 339), the

symbols may have a double objective—respect-

ing (1) two lines of witnesses which are to be
consummated in (2) two individual Witnesses,

in whom they are to be fully (as Immediate-
similar Symbols) realized. On this hypothesis
(possibly) the lines would prophesy throughout
the twelve hundred and sixty years of initial

Gentile trampling ; the individuals throughout
twelve hundred and sixty days of consummate
trampling (the three and a half ?/ears=twelve
hundred and sixty days, during which the lines

would lie as dead), and then be literally slain,

and lie unburied for three and a half days.

On the general hypothesis that lines of wilnessea
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(either primarily or exclusively) are intended,

two questions arise, viz., Wliat is tlie period of

tlieir riee? and what of their death? These
questions are so intimately associated that they
cannot with propriety be considered separately

;

they constitute one complex subject. On this

subject there are three particular hypotheses set

forth by those who adopt the day-for-a-year the-

ory : 1. That of Elliott, that they began in the

Paulicians about A. D. 653 ; were slain at the

Lateran Council, May 5th, 1514 ; arose again in

Luther, Oct. Slat, 1517 ; and still continue their

testimony. 2. That of Glasgow, who agrees

with Elliott as to the period of their death, but
who places their beginning about A. D. 258, in

the Novatian protest. 3. That of Lord, who
substantially agrees with Elliott as to the period

of their beginning, but who places their death

in the future. Of these hypotheses, the first

seems to the writer to be clearly inadmissible

;

the comparison of vers. 3 and 7 requires that

we should place their death at the close of the

twelve hundred and sixty days of their testi-

mony. There is much to commend the earlier

period of beginning advocated by Glasgow. Mani-
festly, there is much in history to support the idea

that a death of the Witnesses did occur at the

Council referred to—a death followed by a resur-

rection three and a half years after in the rise of

the Reformers ; and it is certainly a question

whether, twelve hundred and sixty years before,

a trampling of the Church by the previously
invading Gentiles did not begin in the almost
unoonditioDal restoration of the lapsi—a resto-

ration against which the Novatians in saekeloth
protested. But, on the other hand, this hypo-
thesis not only assumes a doubtful terminus a
quo, but it fails to provide for the present time
when, manifestly, there exists just such a tramp-
ling as then existed, and likewise a similar wit-
nessing.

The writer would suggest as a possible solu-
tion of the difficulty, that there was contem-
plated (1) an initial trampling of the outer court
beginning about A. D. 253, followed by a typical

death of the Witnesses in 1514; (2) a more com-
plete trampling beginning, perchance, in the intro-

duction of image worship, to be followed by a
more complete death in the future; (3) the whole
to be consummated, as indicated above, by the
prophesying and death of individual Witnesses.
As to the measuring, the writer agrees with

the general opinion of the commentators whose
views he has presented above. That opinion
may be most completely set forth in the lan-

guage of Wordsworth: "The action of measuring
is one of appropriation and preservation, and also

of partition and separation.^' This act, possibly,

was initially and typically performed at the
Reformation; probably it will be more fully

performed in the future, when the casting out

(the excommunication) of those who trample the
outer court will be proclaimed by an individual (or

a class) directly commissioned for this purpose by
the Great Head of the Church. May not this event
be coincident with the call to the people of the
Lord, who may still remain in Babylon, to come
out of her (oh. xviii. 4) ?—E. R. C]
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FJ^'U/T SEOOITID

THE END OF THE WORLD.

[Ch. XI. 15—XXII. 5.]

SECTION FIFTH.

Developed Antichristianity. The seven-headed Dragon and his Image \_Erscheimngs-

6iW]: the seven-headed Beast.

Ch. XI. 15—XIII.

A—THE HEAVEN-PICTURE ABOVE THE ANTICHRISTIANITY ON EARTH; OR THE
PRECURSORY TRIUMPH OVER THE DRAUON, AND HIS FALL

FROM HEAVEN TO THE EARTH.

Ch. XI. 15—XII. 12.

a. Pre-celebration of the Victory.

Ch. XL 15-19.

15 And the seventh angel sounded [trumpeted] ; and there were great voices in [ins.

the] heaven, saying, The kingdoms [kingdom]' of this [the] world are [is] become the

kingdoms oi\_om.tlie kingdoms of] our Lord [Lord's], and of [om. of] his Christ

16 [Christ's] ; and he shall reign forever and ever [into the ages of the ages]. And
the^ four and twenty [twenty-four] elders, which [who]* sat [sit]" before God on

17 [upon] their seats [thrones], fell upon their faces, and worshipped God, Saying,

We give thee thanks, Lord God Almighty [or All-ruler*], which [who] art, and

[ins. who] wast, and art to come [om. , and art to come]^ ; because thou hast taken to

18 thee [om. to thee] thy great power, and hast reigned. And the nations* were angry

[wroth], and thy wrath is come, and the time of the dead, that they should [om.
,

that they should-irts. to] be judged, and that thou shouldest [om. that thou should-

est-ins. to] give [ins. the] reward unto thy servants the prophets, and to [om. to] the

saints, and them that [those who] fear thy name, [mis. the] small and [ins. the great]'

;

and shouldest [om. shouldest-in^. to] destroy them which [those who] destroy the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 15. The plural of the Rec. is based upon a misapprehension of the passage. [Modern Critical Editors read eye-

vtTO rj pcKTiAeiot with N. A. B*. 0. P. Vulg., etc. The Kuc. la suijijortej by only 1, 7.—E. R. C]
2 Ver. 16. [Lach. omits the o'l in both instances, the former with J^*. A., the latter with A. B*., e(c.; Alf. brackets

both ; both are given by Treg. and Tisch., the former with X°. li*. C. P., the latter with «. 0. P.—B. R. C]
3 Ver. 16. [Gb., Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.) give KierjvTo.!. with N* •' "• B*. C, etc.: Lach., Tisch. (1859), Alf., Kae^/ievoi, with

A. P.—E. R. C]
* Ver. 17, [See AcM. Comm. on ch. i. 8, p. 93.—E. R. C]
6 Ver. 17. The third item is here om. by the best Codd. [Modern Crit. Eds. om. with X. A. B* 0. P., Am., Ftdd., Barl,

etc.—B. R. 0.]

6 Ver. 18. [See Add. Comm. on ch. xi. 2.—B. R. C]
J Ver. 18. On an erroneous accusative in Cod. A., and in some others, see Diisterdieck. [L«ch., Alf., and Treg., with

^*. A, C, read roiJ? fitxpovs ko.1 tous /xeydAous; Tisch., with K"". B*. P
,
gives toIs fj.iKpoU, k. t. A.—E. R. C]
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19 earth. And the temple of God [ins. which ivas in the heaven]' was opened in hea-
ven [om. in heaven], and there was seen in his temple the ark of his testament [co-
venant] : and there were lightnings, and voices, and thunderings [thunders], and an
earthquake, and [ins. a] great hail.

Ch. XII. 1-12.

b. The Theocracy. Christ. The Churches of the Wilderness, or Church of the Cross.

1 And there appeared [om. there appeared] a great wonder [sign (a->]iislov)—ins. was
seen] in [ins. the] heaven ; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet,

2 and upon her head a crown of twelve stars : And she being with child cried [cri-
eth]', travailing in birth [om. in birth], and pained [tormented] to be delivered

3 [bring forth]. And there appeared [was seen] another wonder [sign] in [ins. the]
heaven

; and [,] behold [,] a great red [Ku/i/So^'] dragon, having seven heads and ten
horns, and [ins. upon his heads] seven crowns [diadems] upon his heads [om. upon

4 his heads]. And his tail drew [draggeth'"] the third part of the stars of [ins. the]
heaven, and did [om. did] cast them to the earth : and the dragon stood before the
woman which [who] was ready to be delivered [about to bring forth], for to de-
vour her child as soon as it was born [that, when she should bring forth, he might

5 devour her child]. And she brought forth a man child [male son (uldv apaev ")]
who was [is {ixilXety] to rule [shepherdize] all [ins. the] nations with a rod of iron
[an iron rod] : and her child was caught up [away {fip-KdaOyj)'] unto [to] God, and

6 to [to] his throne. And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath [im.
there]'" a place prepared of [by (aizof^'] God, that [ins. there] they should feed
[may nourish]'* her there [om. there] a thousand two hundred and threescore [sixty]
days.

li. Establishment of the Church Triumphant in the Heaven of the inner Spirit-life on Earth. Freedom
of the Invisible Church.

7 And there was [iyivsro'] war in [ins. the] heaven : [,] Michael and his angels fought
against [warring with]'* the dragon ; and the dragon fought [warred] and his angels,

8 and [ins. they] prevailed not ; neither was their place found any more in [ins. the] hea-
9 ven. And the great dragon was cast out [thrown down (i^XijOrj)'], that [the] old

[ancient] serpent, [ins. that is] called the [om. the] Devil, and [ins. the] Satan [or

adversary], which deceiveth [that seduceth or misleadeth ((5 irXavSv^l the whole world
[inhabited world (oixou/iivrji')'] : he was cast out [thrown down] into [unto] the

10 earth, and his angels were cast out [thrown down] with him. And I heard a loud
[great] voice saying in [ins. the] heaven, Now is come [ins. the] salvation, and strength

[the power], and the kingdom of our God, and the power [authority] of his Christ:

for the accuser of our brethren is cast [thrown] down, which accused [that accuseth]

11 them'* before our God [ins. by] day and [ins. by] night. And they overcame [con-

quered] him by [on account of] the blood of the Lamb, and by [on account of] the

word oftheir testimony ; and they loved not their lives [life {'P'^zf-')^ unto the [om. the]

8 Ter. 19. The reading 6 ev to! oiipawa. [Alf. om. 6 with ti.K; Treg. and Tifloh. give it with A. C. P., etc. Crit. Ed3.
generally give ovpavw without the add. of avii> as in K*.—E. R. C]

SQh. xii. 2. The reading KaleVpaleK is probably an alteration of the original reading. [Alf., Treg. and Tisch. read
icpafei with K. A. P. ; Tisch. (8th Ed.), Lach. (maj.), prefix Kai with «. C. ; Tisch, (1869), Laoh. (min.), Treg., omit with A.
B*. P.; Alf. brackets ; Lach. reads ixpaiev with 0. ; B*. gives eVpnJei-.—E. B. C]

"> Ver. i. The imperfect is probably an alteration. [The reading o-vpei is unquestioned.—E. B. C]
" Ver. 6. Codd. A. 0. give the reading ifiaev instead of cSppei/a. [So Grit. Eds. generally. N. and B*. give ippeva (B*.

apeva).—E, B. C.}
M Ver. 6. 'Ottou eyei inel. [Alf. and Tisch. give e/tei with X. A. B*. P., etc.; Eec. Lach. and Treg., omit with 0. 1, etc.

—E. E. C]
13 Ver. 6. [Crit. Eds. give aird with X. A. C. P. ; B*. reads i-no.—E. R. C]
14 Ver. 8. [Lach. and Alf. give rpiif,iO<r\.v with A. P. ; Gb. and Tisch. (1859), iKTpi<i>ti<riti with B* ; Treg. and Tisch. (8th

Ed.), rpei^oixTii' with «. C. For the N. T. use of Iva with the Ind. Pres., see Winer, J 4, par, 3.—E. E. C]
16 Ver. 7. We follow the best authenticated, although difficult and venturesome reading rov iroAe^^o-at. [Ciit. Eds.

give iroAep.ijcrai with N. A. B*. 0. P. , Gb., Sz., Lach., Tiach. (1869), Treg. prefix tov with A. 0. P.; Tisch (8tb Ed.), omits
withj^. B*.; Alf. brackets. Winer (g 44, 4) confesses hia inability to explain the construction, and thinks it probable
that there is a corruption of the text. Alford comments :

" The construction is remarkable, but may easily be explained
as one compounded of (roi;) rov M. Kai tow? a-yy. auroO ?roAe^T}ffat (in which case tbe Toy depends nn the e-yeVero as in Acts
X. 25) and 6 M. Kai ot a-yy- avroi) eTro\efjLriaav. In the next clause it passes into this latter.'' Lillie, assuming the correct-

ness of the text (toG iroAe/iijo-ai) prefers " to construe 6 M «ai ot ayy avToO as absolute nominatives, with the participle ol

the substantive verb understood." This gives a construction equivalent to the one adopted above. For other explanations

see Winer and Lillie.—B. B. C-l
16 Ver. 10. There ia an unimportant difference between avriav and aurou's. [Alf. and Tisch. read the latter with A.

P.; Treg., the former with X. B'*. C—E. B. 0.]
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12 death. Therefore rejoice, ye, heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the in-

habiters of \pm. the inhabiters of]" the earth and of \pin. of] the sea ! for [because]

the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath [anger], because he knoweth

that he hath but a \oin. but a] short [little] time.

17 Ver. 12. The reading toIs KaTotKouj-tc is a gloss. [It is supported only by 1.—E. R. C]

Kingdom of power, possessed by God from the

beginning, and a Kingdom of His Spirit's sove-

reignty in spirits, founded by His grace in

Christ, to which, howoTer, the kingdom of dark-

ness stands opposed—an anarchy of spirits,

under the lying power of Satan—the point in

question here can be nought but the synthesis,

already accomplished in principle, of the King-

dom of power and the Kingdom of grace. It is

a Kingdom of God over the world, which Is at

the same time a Kingdom over hearts; or a

Kingdom over hearts which, from the invisible

Church, goes forth, in dynamic operation,

through all the world, finally spreading through

the worlds of space, as through the Eeons of

time.

At the close appearing of this Kingdom, the

kingdom of darkness is destroyed. With the

mere announcement of this absolute Kingdom is

conjoined the absolute thanksgioing of pious

humanity in the evening of the world; pious

humanity as represented by the twenty-four

Elders, the Presbytery of the Theocracy and the

Presbytery of the New Testament Kingdom of

God, both of which institutions have had so much
to suffer from the oppressions of the kingdom of

darkness. \&se foot-note-\, p. 162.—E. R.C.]

They, lying upon their faces, rightly return

thanks to God as the All-Ruler, Who now has

taken to Himself—i. e., brought into full opera-

tion

—

ffis great power. In these words a grand
theological revelation is contained. From the

beginning of the world's history, but, above all,

in the humiliation of Christ, in His cross, and
His cross-bearing Church, God has so greatly

restrained His power, in the maintenance of the

liberty, thereunto opposed, of moral agents, and
in the service of love, as to make it seem as if

He had laid that power aside. Now, however,

that the seed of liberty has gradually matured,

having sprouted up partly on the right hand
side, partly on the left hand side, He can un-

chain His full majestic power, and He has begun
His absolute royal rule.

The first mark of this turn in the current of

aifairs is peculiar ; it has almost the aspect of a

contradiction. The heathen \_nations'\ have become

wroth, it is declared ; the power of darkness seems

jnst now to be more than ever at liberty. But as,

in the second Psalm, the strongly emphasized to-

day marks the very date of the general rebellion

against Jehovah and His Anointed as the date

of the anointing and institution of His Son—as

the date of the crucifixion of Christ became the

date of His exaltation likewise—so it shall be at

the time of the last great apostasy; even above

the wrath of the heathen and simultaneously

with it, the revelation oilhe wrath o/Gorf appears.

The wrath of God is destination to death (Ex.

iv. 14; comp. ver. 24; Ps. xc ). The suicidal

death-choice of the old world, in its apostasy

from the living God, brings the judgment of the

Divine destination to death directly upon this

EXEQETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.

Here, manifestly, the beginning of the End
commences, and, consequently, the second divi-

sion of the Apocalypse. It begins with the

heavenly pre-celebration of the victory over the

Dragon—Satan—and over his representative on
earth—the Beast, i. e.. Antichrist. This pre-

celebration is linked to the blast of the seventh

Trumpet. A striking turn in the description is

found in the fact, that the Spirit of prophecy
does not make the seven-headed Beast appear
immediately upon the blast of the seventh

Trumpet, as the seven Trumpet-Angels emerged
from the seventh Seal. In like manner, the

vision of the seven Seals might not directly fol-

low the picture of the seventh Church ; nor,

furthermore, can the seven Vials of wrath be
immediately linked to the seven heads of Anti-

christ, and this irrespective of the fact, that

these [the heads] constitute, in the first place,

a unitous phenomenon. If it had been designed
that the seven Thunders should be particularly

set forth, they would have followed upon the

seventh Trumpet, whilst the seventh Thunder
would have been succeeded by the announce-
ment of the Antichristian time. The sealing of

the seven Thunders, however, necessitated a

modification of the outward consequence of the

septenaries ; nor could the new Divine mani-
festations issue from the preceding bad human
conditions, but could only follow them as judg-
ments.
From the seventh Trumpet great or powerful

voices proceed. Not one voice, but a chorus of

voices—and those, mighty, voices—concordantly
proclaim the great victory

This is, manifestly, an expression of the strong-

est assurance of victory, developed in the very
face of the emergence of Satan and his Antichrist.

This assurance of victory in Heaven is also an
assurance of victory in the spirit-realm of the
Kingdom of God in this world, i. e., in the invisible

Church. It is a fundamental feature of the
Kingdom of God, that this assurance of victory
has been in process of more and more glorious
development from the Protevangel down to the
consummation of the New Testament (1 John v.

4). And, indeed, with the death and resurrec-
tion of Christ the victory is, in principle, de-
cided, so that there is no longer question save
as to the full development of the principle into
the visible appearance.

But in what manner do the voices proclaim
the victory? The kingdom of the world is be-

come our Lords and His Christ's, and lie

shall reign to the ssons of the seons. The
position of Christ toward God (he Lord is

economically modified here, because the king-
dom relationship is involved (see 1 Cor. xv. 25-

27). Since we must distinguish between a
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old world. The living have become a prey to

death ; the dead, on the other hand, revive.

The time of the dead, when it is their turn to

have justice done them, has come; the retribu-

tive judgment must be held, in which God gives

to His servants their reioard, i. e., the final per-

fect and solemn restoration, which forms the

antithesis to all the ignominy and sorrow of their

historic life.

And here the Old Testament Prophets and the

New Testament saints are beautifully linked

together; and with them, all the Ood-fearing,

who have kept the name of God—their know-
ledge of God—sacred ; all, both small and great,

in the whole sphere of God's Kingdom. For
they all had to suffer from the destroyers of the

earth—of Divine order on Earth, as well as of

Nature and Earth in the literal sense.

But the time of compensatory retribution is

likewise the time of punitory retribution : the de-

stroyers of the Earth must themselves be destroyed.

The judgment is consummated amid the com-
plete revelation of that idea of justice by which
it is put in execution. Hence the Temple of God in

the Heaven is opened, i. e., the radiant archetype

of the Kingdom of God on Earth is revealed in its

ideal and dynamical authority for mankind.
The Ark of the Covenant in this Temple becomes
visible; the heavenly rule [^2'/'orm'] of the con-

demning law, as well as of the real redemption,

is made known to all ihe world.

Nor is the radiant appearance all; it produces,

as a vital phenomenon, in the richest manifesta-

tions of its powers, lightnings, or revelations of

the Spirit ; voices, or Divine words and thoughts

;

thunders, or lively stirrings of soul ; earthquake,

or convulsions of the old world ; and a great

hail, as a symbol of the conflict betwixt Hea-
ven and Earth : fire and cold issue from the

disclosure of the heavenly spirit-world at the

end of the world.

And now the history of Antichristianity on

Earth is prefigured by the history of it in Hea-
ven. Here Heaven is manifestly the pure celes-

tial sphere of spirit and of spirits, the back-

ground of all occurrences in that general history

of the world which is visible to all. A great sign

appears in this Heaven. A Woman, the King-
dom of God, modified by the feminine receptivity

of the human mind, is seen. She makes her

appearance in the unity of the Old Testament
Theocracy and the New Testament Kingdom of

Heaven; she is adorned with the sun of revela-

tion ; with the moon, as a symbol of nature, in

its subserviency to the Kingdom of God (and

also as symbolizing the change of times), under

her feet; and a crown of twelve stars upon her

head—-the adornment of a plenary number of

elect spirits appertaining to her. The Seer has

deeply felt the conflict of the transition from

the Old Covenant to the New, as is proved by

the words: And she, being with child, crieth,

etc.; the Lord's people, together with Himself,

have experienced these throes of the Messiah

(see John xvi. 21). This sign is accompanied
by another: Behold, a great fiery-red Dragon.

In Heaven! how is this possible? Heaven is

that realm of spirit and of spirits in which
Christ overcame Judas (see the author's L'ben

Jesu, Book ii., p. 1328), without the observation

of mere historical men, in their external world
;

hence, it is the spiritual back-ground of worldly
history. In this Heaven, the great red Dragon
appears; the winged primeval serpent, at once
serpent and swine; signalized as a monster, not
only by the fiery hue of the murderer, but also

by the seven heads, and especially by the dis-

proportion between the seven heads, or the ca-

ricature symbol of holy intelligence—not to say

of a Holy Spirit—and the ten horns or the sym-
bols of worldly power; the heads only are
adorned with diadems, thus making the worldly

power appear as unauthorized might, obtained

by artifice. Farther on, the Dragon, the ancient

serpent (Gen. iii.), is e-xpressly called the Devil

and Satan (ver. 9; ch. xx. 2). These seven
heads of the Dragon are not to be identified wilh
the seven heads of the Boast, nor are they to be
referred to historical shapes ; they are seven
spiritual deformities which ape the seven Spirits,

or ground-forms of the Spirit.

It is declared concerning his first exertion of

violence : His tail draggeth ihe third part of the

stars of the Heaven, and cast them upon the Earth.

This cannot be regarded as significant of the

apostasy of a portion of the angels, since the

angels of the Dragon are spoken of, further on,

as still in Heaven.

The passage should rather be interpreted in

accordance with ch. viii., particularly ver. 10.

The third part of the spirits designed as light-

hearers in the human Heaven are, by the violent

oscillations of the demonic tail—overpowered,

that is, by the impressions of apparently irre-

sistible vivacity and might—swept from the

Heaven of spiritual purity, and cast upon the

Earth ; made subservient to worldly-mindedness,

in order to the more thorough transformation

of God's Earth (Ps. xciii.) into an Earth

estranged from God. The preliminaries to the

crucifixion of Christ were, in particular, the

fruit of this act of the Dragon. Fallen stars

constituted the government of Palestine and the

majority of the Sanhedrin; even the Messianic

hopes of the Jews were satanically empoisoned.

In the face of Christ's appearance, however, tba

machinations of the Dragon concentrate them-

selves ; for Christ is the glorification of the per-

sonal God, of love in the love-kingdom of personal

life, by means of an absolutely worthy personal

conduct; Satan, on the other hand, is the seducer

and accuser of men, who tends to sink the whole

world in worldliness—to plunge the personal

kingdom into the service of impersonal things, by

means of the lying perversion of his own true

creaturely essence into the semblance of a false

divinity.

Shamelessly, therefore, the Dragon takes his

stand before the Woman who is about to be de-

livered, that he may devour her child. Thus

was the power of evil concentrated in Israel at

the very moment when Christ, in respect of His

historical descent from the eternal congregation

of God, extending through the Tlieooracy and

the Church, was about to be born.

But the new-born Child is a man—the Man..

simply (Is. ix.)—^destined, in the words of the

Old Testament (Ps. ii.), to rule \_shepherdize'\ the

nations with a rod of iron; ordained to the

government of the world in redemptive and
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judicial rigliteou3nef33—for Satan, tlierefore,

unattainable in His essence (John xiv. 30). His

own name for Himself is the Son of Man, in the

highest sense. Pilate calls Him (he Man [6

av^pa-jTo^^Mensch, human being]. The vision

calls Him the Man [Mann [vlbv apasrv)'], in the

highest sense of the term. And here, in ac-

cordance with the spiritual, seonio aspect of the

history, there is no special reference to the suf-

ferings of Christ; His death itself forms a part

of His elevation above every assault of Satan

;

hence it is declared : her Child was caught

away to God and to His Throne. This exalta-

tion (Phil. ii. 6sqq. ) is at the same time the

foundation of the Church Triumphant in Heaven
and on Earth.

Of the Woman it is said, that she fled into the

wilderness. She is the same who bore Christ—

•

hence, the Old and New Testament Church in

undivided unity. The wilderness, prepared for

her by God as a place of shelter,* exhibits a trans-

formation similar to that presented by the cross.

As the cross, from the tree of the curse, has
become the symbol of salvation, so this wilder-
ness, from being the abode of demons (Lev. xvi.

22 ; Matt, iv.; xii. 43), was changed into a refuge
from the Arch-demon. This wilderness is the per-
fect New Testament renunciation of the world,
which makes the Church on Earth, in respect
of its invisible kernel, like unto the Church in
Heaven. The entrance thereto is baptism into
the death of Christ (Rom. vi.); its external
form is asceticism; its security is courage for the
cross; its verdant oases are the triumphs of the
martyrs. The time of residence in this wilder-
ness is modified after the measure of the New
Testament trial-time ; not in the form of the
change of times (ch. xi. 2), but in that of unin-
terrupted days' works — twelve hundred and
sixty days (ch. xi. 8). In regard to the Woman
herself, the notation of time is more obscure,
less definite, and gloomier: a time, two times, a
half time (ch. xii. 14; Dan. xii. 7)—running,
we may say, into apparently endless helpless-
ness or destitution (Luke xviii. 1).

The succeeding scene is most wonderful. The
theatre of this war in Heaven—a conflict marvel-
lous when considered merely in the abstract
is, we believe, the spiritual and spirit world of
the Church Invisible—not, however, the Heaven
of Christ's glory.

The nature of the confliot is equally remarka-
ble : Michael and his angels (as the attacking
party) war with the Dragon ; but the Dragon
also wars, and his angels (as the resisting
party). We have shown elsewhere that the
Archangel Michael is an image of Christ
victoriously combatant. Christ is an Arch-
angel in His quality of Judge; and He ap-
pears as Judge, not only at the end of the
world, but also in the preservation of the purity
of His Church (Acts v. 1 sqq. ; 1 Cor. v. 1 sqq.).
That Christ has His angels also—those that war
with Him—not merely in the evening of the
world, but from the beginning, is a fact which

* Tlie Seer eeems to repeiit liiriiHelf in ver. 14, tho flirfit
into tho w IdernesB bein? agiin de.iicied thprc. But in this
very fact, the archifectriniCi of (lie Bonlt may be seen
Here, in ver. 9, we have tho Heaven-picture in yer 14 the
Earth-picture.

'
'

'

John has previously intimated in his Gospel (ch.

i. 61); they are the principles and spirits which
are with Him absolutely. And so the Dragon
also has his angels, his assistants. Since the

foundation of Christ's Church, Christian and
Antichristian principles have been warring with
each other—primarily, in spiritual, intellectual

and ethical forms (John xiv. [xv. ?]).

These battles are not simply central general
combats, but a sum of great single conflicts.

Micliael wars ; the angels war ; the DragoTi
wars, and his angels. But, with them, he is

defeated.

Why is it so concisely declared : they prevailed

not? Be it observed, in the first place, that

the principial victory of Christ has already taken
place, and that the final historic victory cannot
yet be intended. But Satan is totally defeated,
in so far as respects the fact, that the New Tes-
tament Heaven, in its central essence, is tho-
roughly purged from him and his angels; in

Heaven their place is no more found. That is,

as the Church Triumphant is now established in

Heaven, so, in correspondence with it, the
Church on Earth has also a place that is purified
from all Satanic essence—the sphere of pure
Christian spiritual life, the communion of saints.

Out of this Heaven, therefore, is cast the great
Dragon, the ancient Serpent (the demonic seducer
of Adam) ; the Devil and Satan, as the slanderer
and enemy of mankind (Job ii.), who has con-
tinually changed the conception : man is sinful
and wicked—into the calumniatory sentence:
he is fundamentally bad; and this, on account
of his success in approving himself the seducer of
the whole world.

When it is declared, that the whole Satanic
troop is cast upon the Earth, in company with
its leader, it cannot be necessary to apprehend
the declaration in an astronomical or local sense.
Expelled from the inner Church, Satan now
directs his whole assault against the outer
Church. The wheat of Christ's field remains
pure; but the field, as such, becomes impure:
the enemy sows his tares amongst the wheat.
The foundation of the holy Church, the com-

munion of saints, is an infinitely glorious
achievement. A great voice pronounces the
hymn of victory; it is a single, common trium-
phant consciousness of all the heavenly throng.
Now there is founded, with Christ and through
Him, a pure, eternal Heaven, which descends
from Heaven to Earth. And with the pure
Church, the New Testament Kingdom of Heaven
is established, in which God reigns with three at-

tributes: He has taken upon Himself the satoafen—the perfect and final redemption from all evil;

He has, further, taken to Himself the power over
redeemed souls, and has called in the current
of worldly aff'aire as co-operative in redemption
(Rom. viii.); and, consequently. He has finally

assumed the real Kingdom of His Spirit as a

sovereignty over all good spirits. The attribute
of Christ is, henceforth, the authority, the execu-
tive power (c^ovala). Such is the constitution
of the Kingdom (ch. xi. 15).
How all this has come to pass, is intimated in

the following words. The negative term runs
thus : the accuser of our brethren is cast down, who
accuseth them before our God by dtiy and by night.
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The temptations to despair, which Satan brought
to bear upon the consciences of men, subsequent

to his seduction of them into sin, are annihi-

lated, throughout the whole realm of faith, by
the sure and perfect peace of reconciliation

(comp. 1 John iii. 20; Heb. ii. 15).

And they conquered him by \on account of'\ the

blood of the Lamb, is the reason assigned for their

victory ; for it is upon the triumph of Christ that

the triumphs of Christians are grounded. Their
heart-victories, howeyer, have become intellec-

tual victories likewise, through the word of their

testimony ; and victories of their entire life, bo-

cause they loved not their life unto death, when
martyrdom was the price of adherence to the

truth (Matt. xvi. 24, 25).

Therefore rejoice, ye Heavens, and ye that

dwell (take up your abode) in them—such is the

festal conclusion. Heaven spreads out into a

plenitude of Heavens (John xiv. 2), and these

Heavens become peopled with blessed conquerors.

A terrible contrast to the above is presented

by the last words : Woe unto the inhabiters* of

the earth and of the sea. The danger is height-

ened for the world-church of external order and
authority, as well as for the surging popular

life and the fluctuations of society. For the

Devil, as the poisoner of the truly historical

powers, has made their common destruction

his aim. He h^^ great anger; the principle of

demonic worldly-mindedness is excited—the

more, as it is a final paroxysm, or because he

knoweth that he hath little time.

The fact that the Heaven-picture continues to

this passage, is proved, among other things, by
the concluding hymn (vers. 10-12).

[abstract op views, etc.]

By the American Editor,

I. Ch. xi. 15-19.

[Elliott regards ver. 14 as setting forth the

cessation of the Turkish woe—the period of

cessation beginning with the battle of Lepanto,

A. D. 1571, and extending to the peace (humilia-

ting to Turkey) in 1791, between Turkey on the

one side and Russia and Austria on the other.

He connects this " second half" of the Turkish
woe with the visions of ch. x. 1-xi. 13, as fol-

lows : It was just after the " slaying of the third

part of men" (ch. ix. 18), i. f., the fall of Constan-
tinople—and the inefi'ectiveness of the catastro-

phe to induce repentance (see p. 210, foot-note),

that the Covenant Angel descended (ch. i. 1)

—

betokening the Keformation (see p. 218) ; and also

it was just after the ffill of the tenth part of the

City and the seven Chiliads (ch. x. 13), i. e., the

political earthquake following the Reformation
(see p. 228), that the announcement of ver. 14
was made. (The beginning of this earthquake
he places about A. D., 1569 ; the battle of Le-

panto was fought A. D. 1571.) Vers. 15-19 he

interprets as a general Heaven-picture of the last

time (including the establishment of Christ's Mil-

lennial Kingdom), the development of the great

events of this vision being deferred until after

" the parenthetic Visions " in chs. xii.-xiv.

* [In the Text (see ver 12 and note 17) our author pro-
perly omits these words.—B. E. C.J

Baknbs regards the description of the events
of the seventh Trumpet as closing with ver. 18

;

the period extending to the establishment of the

Millennial Kingdom, and the vision closing tlie

series of visions beginning at oh. v. 1. He re-

gards ver. 19 as commencing " a new series of

visions, intended, also, but in a diifereut line, to

extend down to the consummation of all things.'

Stuakt : " One powerful and bitter enemy of

Christianity is now, or is speedily to be, put
down. The judgments of Heaven, which had
been so gradually proceeding, and seemingly so

slow, are immediately to be consummated. The
triumph of Christianity over opposing and em-
bittered Judaism is to be completed. 'Their
place and nation are now to be taken away.'
The progress of the Gospel can no longer be
stayed by them."
Wordsworth agrees with Barnes in regarding

this section as closing the iirst series of visions,

and with commentators generally, in regarding
it as referring to the last time.

Alford : (Ver. 14). " Transitional—The episo-

dical visions of chs. x. 1-11, xi. 1-13 are finished
;

and the prophecy refers to the plagues of the

sixth Trumpet, ch. ix. 13-21. These formed the

second woe, and upon these the third is to follow

(vers. 15-19). Rutin actual relation and detail

it does not immediately follow. Instead of it, we
have voices of thanksgiving in Heaven, for that

the hour of God's Kingdom and vengeance is come.

The Seer is not yet prepared to set forth the na-

ture of this taking of the Kingdom, this reward
to God's servants, this destruction of the de-

stroyers of the earth. Before he does so, an-

other series of prophetic visions must be given

regarding not merely the dwellers on the earth,

but the Church herself, her glory and her shame,
her faithfulness and her apostasy. When this

series has been given, then shall be declared in

its fullness the manner and the process of the

time of the end."—"Notice (1), that the seventh

Seal, the seventh Trumpet, and the seventh Vial,

are all differently accompanied from any of the

preceding series in each case ; (2) at each seventh

member of the series (a) we hear what is done,

not on earth, but in Heaven (chs. viii. 1 ; xi. 15

;

xvi. 17) ;
(b) we have it related in the form of

a solemn conclusion (with slight variations),

eyevovTO (jpovral k. t. 1., chs. viii. 5; xi. 19;

xvi. 18 sqq.
;

(c) we have plain indication in the

imagery or by direct expression, that the end is

come, or close at hand, by (a) the imagery of

the sixth Seal, and the two episodes preceding

the seventh Seal, (/3) the declaration here ^Wev

6 tiatpoQ Tuv vcKpuv Kptdyvat, ()') the Veyovei' sound-

ing from the Temple and the Throne on the pour-

ing out of the seventh Vial; (3) all this forms

strong ground for inference, that the three

series of visions are not continuous, but re-

sumptive ; not indeed going over the same ground

with one another, either of time or of occur-

rence, but each evolving something which was

not in the former, and putting the course of

God's providence in a diiferent light. It is true

that the Seals involve the Trumpets, the Trum-

pets the Vials ; but it is not mere temporal suc-

cession, the involution and inclusion are far

deeper," etc.

Lord : The seventh Trumpet is to be followed
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by 1. The assumption by the Redeemer of the

dominion of the earth in a new and peculiar re-

lation as its King, and the commencement of a

visible and eternal reign, 2. The resurrection,

aMii public adoption as heirs of the Kingdom, of all

saints who have suffered the penalty of death
;

and the acceptance and reward of all living

saints. 3. The destruction of the apostate

powers, the Wild-beast, False Prophet, etc. This

Trumpet is cotemporaneous with the seventh

Vial (comp. ver. 19 with svi. 18 sqq.) ; the light-

nings, voices, etc., denoting excitements, commo-
tions, and revolutions among the nations, and

the descent on them of judgments. The open-

ing of the inner Temple and the exhibition of

the Ark (ver. 19), denote, probably, that the

mysteries of the former administration are fin-

ished, and that thenceforth the reasons of the

Divine procedure are to be understood.

Glasgow regards the prophecy of the period

of the seventh Trumpet as contemplated in only

ver. 15. This period he holds to begin with the

Reformation and to extend " through all the

period of the Vials." " The Trumpet declares

the Kingdom to be Christ's, and gpes on to an-

nounce the events by wliich all rebels are to be

brought to submission or extinction." The
voices he interprets as "The voice of Jesus
through the instrumentality of ecclesiastical

voices. They are the voices of Luther, ZwingU
—all the Reforming preachers." He explains

the expression : " Ilis Christ's," as relating to

the Church (see E.xpl. in Detail). Vers. 16,

17 describe a Heaven scene (at the opening of or

throughout the period ?) ; ver. 18, an Earth scene

at the beginning of the Reformation. Ver. 19,

he refers to the day of Pentecost, when " Peter

and the other apostles, by preaching, ' opened
the door of faith instrumentally I

'" (See Expl.
IN Detail.)

II. Ch. xil 1-12.

[Elliott : With this section this author re-

gards Part IV. of the Apocalypse as beginning,
including ohs. xii., xiii., xiv. This Part pre-

sents a " supplemental and explanatory history

of the Rise, Character, and Establishment of

the Beast from the Abyss, or Popedom ; with its

chief Adjuncts ; and the contrasted Impersona-
tion of Christ's faithful Church." The vision of

this section he holds to be retrogressive. By the
Travailing Woman he understands Christ's true

visible Church, in the heaven of political elevation

(invested with Christ a,»i,h& Sun of Righteousness;

the moon, representing the civil authority, under
her feet ; the stars, ecclesiastical ministers, re-

cognized as dignified authorities before the
world) ; bringing forth with pain (the Diocletian
persecution) a son who is to rule, etc., i. e., pro-
ducing children who, united and multiplied info

a nation, are to be raised to dominant political

power
;

(this elevation being first accomplished
under Constantine, to whom, according to Am-
brose, was given the title " Son of the Church").
The Dragon he interprets as the Roman Empire as

a persecuting power hostile to Christianity. He
presents the following indications as to the time
of the birth and effort to destroy : (1) not until

after the close of the Second century, as it was

then that the dragon was first used as a Roman
ensign; (2) not until the time of Diocletian, as

it was then that the diadem was first assumed as

one of the imperial insignia
; (3) the drawing

by the Dragon of a third part of the stars of

Heaven indicates that though he was still in the

political heaven, his power was diminished to a

third part of the Imperial power, and this oc-

curred about A. D. 313, when in two divisions

of the Roman Empire, Europe and Africa (under

Constantine and Licinius), Christianity was in the

ascendancy, but in the third, Asia (under Max-
imin). Christians were still exposed to persecution ;

(4) this was the period of the termination of

forty weeks (280 prophetic days from Pentecost)

of the Church's gestation. The attempt to destroy

he explains by (1) the persecution of Maxi-

min (see Gibbon ii. 489) ; (2) the apostasy of

Licinius, A. D. 323, and the following persecu-

tions. The catching up of the child to God and

His throne he regards as the elevation of Con-

stantine, as an avowed Christian, to the undi-

vided throne of the Roman Empire, and the

consequent establishment of Christianity, after

the defeat of Licinius at the battle of Adrianople,

A. D. 323 (see Gibbon and historians generally).

(For the explanation of the flight of the Woman,
see the following abstract, p. 258.) The war in

Heaven he regards as indicating the struggle of

Paganism for re-elevation to political power un-

der Licinius and Julian the Apostate, and the

throwing down of the Dragon (or Satan, who
inspired them) as the final downfall of Paganism,

primarily in the defeat of Licinius, and finally

in the death of Julian iu the Persian War, A.

D. 3G3. Vers. 10-12 (1st clause) he interprets

as the Church's song of victory in the "symbolic

Heaven of political elevation and power." The
last clause of ver. 12 he regards "as a detached

and solemn notification by the dictating prophetic

Spirit of some woe on the Roman Empire soon

about to follow," reference being had " prima-

rily, to heretical persecutors within the Church
and Empire ; and, secondarily, to the Gothic

scourge."

Barnes agree?, In the main, with. Elliott.

His most important variations are as to—1.

The adornment of the Woman: by the moon
under her feet he understands "the ancient (Jew-

ish) and comparatively obscure dispensation

now made subordinate and humble; and by the

twelve stars, "the usual well-known division of

the people of God into twelve parts." 2. The

ivar in Heaven : he writes, "Another vision ap-

pears. It is tliat of a contest between Michael,

the protecting Angel of the people of God, and
the great foe, in which victory declares in favor

of the former, and Satan suffers a discomfiture,

as if he were cast from Heaven to Earth."

Stuart interprets (1) the Woman as the

CAurcA ("not simply as Jewish, but in a more
generic and theocratic sense, the people of God")
at the period of Christ's birth

; (2) the child as

Christ Himself; (3) the dragon as Satan inspiring

Herod, Judas and other persecutors; (4) the

attempt to destroy as the massacre at Bethlehem
and the other assaults on our Lord; (5) the

catching up to Heaven as the Ascension; (6) the

War in Heaven (the lower heaven, tlie air) as a

struggle between good and bad spirits, "accord-
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ing to the U3ual popular modes of conception ;"*

(7) "the words of the voice in Heaven (ver. 10
sqq. ) are to be regarded mainly as anlicipative of

victory in respect to the future, grounded on a
reminiscence of victory with regard to the

past."

WoBDswoETH regards oh. xii. as a " Prophetic
View of the History of the Church relatively to

Rome" (vers. 1-12, relatively to heathen Rome).
" The Woman in this vision is the Cbristian

Church ; she appeared in Heaven, for her origin

is from above ; she is clothed with the Sun, for

Christ is tlie Sun of righteousness ; she has the

moon under her feet, because she will survive the

changes of this world ; she has on her head a
crown of victory [are^avo^) ; the crown of twelve

stars indicates the Tweloe Apostles," The Dragon
is the Old Serpent, who is called in this Book
the Dragon, see vers. 9, 15, 16, where the names
Satan, Devil, Dragon and Serpent are inter-

changed; the Z'ro^ora is also described here as

having Seven Heads, etc. ; diadems are symbols
oi royalty ; horns are emblems of power (Luke i.

69) ; the number seven represents completeness,

and combined with the number ten [ten horns),

it connects this manifestation of the Dragon
with the display of his power, as wielded by the

/owrM great Monarchy, that of Rome." Herefers
the Male Son primarily to Christ, secondarily to

* [Scriptural ANGELOLnar.]

[Stttart gives, in the Appendix of his Commentary on the
Apocalypse, an elaborate Excursus on this sufjjoct, of which
the following is an abstract.

I. Good Angels.

1. They are very numerous, Dan. vii. 10 ; Ps. Ixviii. 17 ; 2
Kings Ti. 16, 17; Heb. xii. 22; Matt. xxvi. 63: Juda 14;
Rev. T. 11.

2. They accompany the Divine Majesty and the Saviour,
and take part in all the peculiarly glorious displays which
they make, cither in the way of mercy or of judgment. (1).
At the giving of the Law, Deut. xxxiii. 2; Ps. Ixviii, 17

;

Heb. ii. 2; Acts vii. 53 ; Gal. iii. 1<). (2). At the destruction
of Jerusalem, Matt. xxiv. 30, 31. (3). At ihe final judg-
ment, Matt. xiii. 39-41 ; xxv. 31 ; 1 Thess iv. 18 ; 2 Thess. i.

7-9.

3. They are guardians—(1). Of the Lnrd Jesus, Luke i. 11-
20, 26-38

: Matt. i. 20, 21 ; ii. 13, 19, 20; iv. 11 ; John i. 61
;

Luke xxii. 43; Matt, xxviii. 2-7
; Mark xvi. 5-7 ; Acts i. 10,

11. (2). Of individuals, Matt, xviii. 10; Gen. xxxii. 1; 2
Kings vl. 17 ; Ps. xxxiv. 7 ; Acts xii. 7-16 ; Heb. 1. 14. (3)
Of nations and kingdoms, Ex. xiv. 19: xxiii. 20; xxxiii. 2;
Num. XX. 16 ; xxii. 22-36

; Josh. v. 13 ; I^a. Ixiii. 9 ; Dan.
X. 5-13, 20, 21 ; xl. 1 ; Zech. i. 8-14 ; iii. 1, 2 ; xii. 1 ; Jude 9.
From all this it is appareutthat not only the Jews butother
nations—that not only Jesus and the saints, but little children
have their guardian angets.

4._ They are employed as special ministers for executing
Divine justice See many of the preceding passages; also
Gen. xix. 1-23. oomp. with xviii. 1,2; Ex. xii. 23; Josh.
V. 13, 14 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, 17 ; 2 Kings xix. 36 ; Acts xii.

23; Rev. vii.-xi. ; xvi.
5. They seem to watch over and govern the different ele-

ments. Rev. vii. 1, 2; xiv. 18 ; xvi. 5, (prob. 7J ; xix. 17;
(also probably Ps. civ. 4 ; Heb. i. 7).

6. They were regarded as intercessors. Job. xxxiii. 23
;

Zech. i. 12, 13. In Rev. viii. 3 an Angel takes his station by
the altar in Heaven, and presents " much incense .... with
tile prayers of all saints." (He endeavors to show, by copi-
ous extracts from Jewish and contemporary Christian
writings, that John is not singular in bis alleged meaning
in Rev. viii. 3. This view% be it observed, does not involve
the ntterly unscriptural idea that Angels may themselves be
invoked.)

II. Evil Avgels.

1. These are numerous, Matt. xxv. 41 ; xii. 26 ; Mark v. 9
2. They were originally good, but fell from their first

estate, 2 Pet. ii. 4; Jude 6.

3. One is more distinctly marked and made very promi-
nent. He is cal'ed((l). Satan (TCOtJ^ri), the adversary. Job i.

6-12; ii. 1-7; 1 Chron. xxi. 1;' Zech. iii. 1, 2; Matt- xii. 26;
Mark iv. 16 ; Luke xxii. 3 ; Acts v. 3 ; Bom xvi. 20, etc. (2). .

the people of Christ; the rod of iron is Christ's
word, the Holy Scriptures, and by it the male
children, the masculine spirits of Christ's Church,
are endued with power from Him to rale the

nations and overcome the world." (On the flight

of the Woman see the Abstract on p. 2C1.) Con-
cerning the war in Heaven, he writes: "St. John
now reverts to an earlier period, in order to re-

cite the antecedent history of the Dragon, and to

explain the circumstances under which he was
led to persecute the Woman, and he traces that

history till it is brought down, in ver. 14, to the
same point as in ver. 6, namely, to the escape
of the Woman in the Wilderness; Satan is

displayed as he was before his fall from
Heaven."
Alfokd regards the vision of this chapter "as

introductory to i he whole imagery of the latter part

of the Apocalypse," and holds ihat "the principal

details of the present section (chapter) are rather
descriptive than s'rictly prophetical." ^y the Wo-
man be understands " the Church, the Bride of

God, and, of course, from the circumstances af-

terwards related, the Old Testament Church, at

least at this beginning of the vision;" by the

Dragon, the Devil ("he is irvppSg, perhaps for

the combined reasons of the wasting properties

of fire, and the redness of blood;" the seven crown-

ed heads represent " universality of earthly do-

The T'mpfer, Matt. iv. 1-11 ; xiii. 19; Luke x.xii. 3, .=13: Ants

V.3; 1 Cor. vii. 6; 1 Thess. iii. 6; 2 Cor. xi. 3; Rev. xii. 9;
XX. 2, 8, 10. (3). The DP-strmjer CAn-oAAuwf), Key. ix. 11.

(4). The Devil (6 6la^oAo?), the accuser, c;ilumniator. This
designation is too frequent to need references.

4. The extent of S-itan s power, together with that of

other evil spirits {dmwns), is very great, 2 Cor. iv, 4 ; .Fohn

xii. 31; John xiv. 30; Bph. vi. 12; Ool. i. 13; Rev. xii. 17;
XX. 8, (This extensive influence is the resuit of coriuption

in men, rather than of anv irresistible power in Satan, Jas.

iv. 7 ; 1 Pet. V. 8, 9 ; Bph. iv. 27.)

5. Place of evil spirits before the general judgment. (1).

The Abyss, This word means without bottom, unfathomable.
The idea of the Hebrews respecting it was that of a deep,

dark pit or chasm, which w»s, or might be, closed up, and
where darhrn>.ss perpetually reigned ; hence Jude 6, " angels

kept in perpetual chains under darkness, ' i. e , in the

deep and dark abyss. See also 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Luke viii. 31

;

Kev. ix. 1, 11; xvii, 8; xx. 1-^ (ihis, ver, 9, is styled

ifivAdK^). (2). Deserts, Isa, xiii. 21 ; xxxiv. 14; Rev. xviii.

2; Ma'-t xii, 43. (3). The air, Eph.ii. 2 ; vi. 12.

6. They are sometimes employed as executioners of Divine

justice or chastisement. Job i.,ii; 1 Kings xxii. 21-23; 1

Cor. V. 5; 1 Tim. i. 20.

The Excursus concludes with the following :
" Is angelic

interposition unworthy of the Godhe.ad ? What th"n are the

laws of nature, and all the intermediate agencies by which

the Maker of Heaven and earth carries on His designs and

accompllBhes His purposes! On the other hand, I can con-

ceive of no more magnificent and ennobling view of the

Creator and Lord of all things, than that which regards Him
as delighting to multiply, even t" an alm'.st boiin.'le s ex-

tent, beings made in His own image, and therefore rational,

and moral, and immortal, like Himself. How different from

representing Him as the Master of a magniflcciit puppet-

show, all of whL-h He manages by m rely pulling the wires

with His own h-ndsl To make Him the only re»l agent in

the universe, and all else as mere passive recipients of His

influence, is to take from Him the glory that reMilts from

the creation of numberless beiniS in Ills own image—beings
which reflect the brightness i f their great Origin.il. It is

this intelligent and r.ational creation in which J"hn lives,

moves, thinks, and speaks. 'J'ho universe, as viewed by

him is filled with mini-ters swift to do Jehovah's will

They stand before His throne; they preside over nations;

they guide the sun in his shining course; the moon an I

stars send forth radiance at their bidding; the very ele-

ments are watched o»er by them; even infants are com-

mitt 'd to the euidance of presence-angels ;
and ' the Ang;;l

of the Lird encamneth round abont all that fear Uim.

Such is th- Universe," which the God WIio is, and was, and is

to come has created and govei ns ; and ami I the contenipla-

tion of produ'^tions and arrangements such as these, John

wrote the glowing pages of the Apocalypse."—E. R, t.}
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minion ;" " the magnitude and fury of the Dra-
gon are graphically given by the fact of its tail

. . . sweeping down the stars of heaven") ; by
the cAjW, "the hori. Jesus, and none other" ("the
exigencies of this passage require that the birth

should be understood literally and historically,

of that Birth of which all Christians know ;" (see

also ExPL. IN Detail, ver. 5). Concerning the

war, he writes : " The war here spoken of ap-

pears in some of its features in the Book of Da-
niel, ch. X. 13, 21 ; xii. 1 (also Judo 9) . . . Sa-

tan's being cast out of Heaven to the Earth is the

result not of the contest with the Lord Himself,

of which it is only an incident leading to a new
phase, but of an appointed conflict with his faith-

ful fellow angels led on by the Archangel Mi-
chael." (See also Expl. in Detail.) In con-
clusion he writes ;

" 1 own that I have been led

... to think whether after all the Woman may
represent, not the invisible Church of God's true

people, which under all conditions of the worl 1

must be known only to Him, but the true visible

Church: that Church which in its divinely pre-

scribed form as existing at Jerusalem was the

mother of our Lord according to the flesh, and
which continued as established by our Lord and
His Apostles, in unbroken unity during the fir.it

centuries, but which, as time went on, was broken
up by evil men and evil doctrines, and has re-

mained, unseen, unrealized, her unity an article

of faith, not of sight, but still multiplying her
seed, those who keep the commandments of God
and have the testimony of Jesus, in various sects

and diiferent countries, waiting the day for her
comely order and oneness again to be manifested
—the day when she shall 'come up out of the
wilderness, leaning on her Beloved;' when our
Lord's prayer for the unity of His people being
accomplished, the world shall believe that the

Father has sent Him. If we are disposed to carry
out this idea, we might see the great realization

of the flight into the wilderness in the final sever-
ance of the Eastern and Western churches in the
seventh century, and the flood cast after the Wo-
man by the Dragon in the irruption of the Mo-
hammedan armies. But this, though not less

satisfactory than the other interpretations, is as
unsatisfactory. The latter part of the vision yet
awaits its clearing up."

Loud. " The Woman is the representative of

the true people of God ; . . . her sunbeam robe,
her station above the moon, and her crown of
stars, beipeak her greatness, conspicuousness,
and majesty ; . . . her cry and labor to bear, de-
note the importunate desire and endeavor of

those whom she symbolizes to present to the em-
pire one who should, as their son, rise to supreme
power, and rule the nations with an iron sceptre,

etc." "The great red Dragon symbolizes the
rulers of the Roman Empire; the seven heada de-
noting the seven species of the chiefs of its an-
cient government ; the ten horns the chiefs into
which its western half was divided on its conquest
by the Goths ; ... its sweeping its tail through
the sky, dragging one-third of the stars, and
casting them to the earth, represents its violent
dejection of one-third of the Christian teachers
from their stations by imprisonment," etc. By the
child he understands Constantine; and his being
caught up to God and His throne he takes as de-

noting "both (1) that he was rescued in an ex-

traordinary manner from the attempts of the Pa-
gan Emperor to destroy him, and exalted to

supreme power in the Empire ; and (2) that he
became in that station a usurper of the rights of

God, and an object of idolatrous homage to his

subjects." " That the Woman fled into the de-

sert, signifies that the people of God, wholly dis-

appointed in their expectation of a more favora-

ble rule from monarohs professing to be Christian

and exposed to greater evils than they had suf-

fered from their pagan persecutors, were com-
pelled, in order to safety, to retire from the na-

tionalized Church into seclusion." (See also

iibstract on p. 262 ). Concerning the war, he
writes : " Michael and his angels are symbols of

believers in Christ, who gain a victory by faith

in His blood, by proclaiming His word, and by
submitting to martyrdom rather than swerve
from fidelity to Him. . . . Satan* and his angels,

on the other hand, symbolize antagonists of be-

lievers, who endeavor by contradiction to coun-
tervail, or by persecution to prevent, their tes-

timony and to maintain the supremacy of idola-

try. . . . The period of this war was the period
of the persecutions by Diocletian, Galerius,

Maxentius, Maximin, and Lieinius ; and the

victory, that change of feeling that rendered per-

secution and paganism itself unpopular, prompted
Constantine to espouse the cause of the Chris-

tians, and finally led to the rejection of paganism
as the religion of the State." " The chant (ver.

10) was uttered by the victors, and indicates that

the Church was to regard . . (the victory) as

insuring the speedy Advent of Christ, and com-
mencement of His millennial reign. The heavens

summoned to rejoice are the new heavens, the

symbol of the risen and glorified saints; . . .

they who dwell in those heavens are the sancti-

fied nations who are to live under their sway
;

. , . the land and the sea . . . denote the nations

at rest and in agitation anterior to the establish-

ment of that millennial kingdom." " That the

dejection of Satan and his angels was to be a woe
to the earth, indicates that the decline of the pagan
party into a minority was to exasperate its priests

and rulers, and lead them to more violent mea-
sures, to overwhelm their antagonists, and rein-

state themselves in authority."
Glasgow regards the Woman as denoting the

invisible Church ; the Child, all the regenerated
children of God, the assumption of the Child, the

elevation of the membere of the Church invisible

to a heavenly status; the Dragon ("the seven
headed monster, with his sixth head now fully,

developed"),! the heathen empire ; the attempt

* [Lorddintinguiqhesbetwoea the greatUragan of ver. 9,

and the great red Draqon of ver. 6, identifying the former
with Satan E. R. C.)

t [Glasgow: " The pagan empire occupipd the place and
character of all the hoads developed and gone. ... Vftrioua

enumerations of them (the heads) have been propounded.
That which bears most verisimilitude is t 1. Egypt . . . 2.

Paif.stinA or Arabia (Amalek, Idumea, etc.) ... 3. Assyria . .

. . 4. Babylon ... 5. Persia ... 6. Yavan, or Hellas, dating
from Alexander's conquest of Persia, B. C. 331, and compre-
hending Greece and Rome, until Paganism fell, and which,
when it became complete, assumed the nature and received

the name of Dragon. 7. Rome, which began first with Con-
stantine. who adopted Byzantium as his capitol, B. C. 329,

and thus led the way to the rise of that new or second Ro-
man empire, called ©^ptof, themonster with seven heads (the

first six repres -nted by the last) and tea horna." (EJee /eof-

noU^, p. 272.)—E. R.C.I
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to devour, the persecution of the Church begun,

in a public and national sense, in A. D. 61, under
Claudius, but in an indirect sense in Herod's
massacre of the babes ; the fliffht (ver. 6, dis-

tinguished from that of ver. 14), the banishment
of Christians in the first persecution, A. D. 51.

The war he interprets as the intellectual and po-

lemical warfare waged between Jesus (Michael)

and His ministers (Quadratus, Aristides, Justin,

etc.), and Satan and his ministers (Celaus, Por-
phyry, Diocletian, etc.), resulting in the dejection,

i. e., the destruction of Pagan supremacy under
Constantino. The hymn (ver. 10) he regards as

that of Christians raised to the Heaven of eccle-

siastical superiority; the woe (ver. 12) as im-

plying that Satan instigated the pagan priesthood

to resist Christianity to the utmost, and also that

after Coustantine, Arianism prevailed.

AuBEBLEN.* "Woman and Beast form mani-
festly the same contrast as iu Daniel the Son of

Man and the Beasts. ... In both cases it is the

human which is opposed to the bestial, only with
Daniel in male, with .lohu in female shape. Da-
niel beholds the Man, the Bridegroom, the Mes-
liah ; because he looks into the time when Christ

shall reappear visibly and establish His King'dom
upon earth. John, on the other hand, within
whose horizon lies, to speak at present only in a

general way, the time before the second advent,

beholds the Womun, the Bride, the Congregation

of God in the world. He beholds her in the

figure of a Woman, and this symbolism is not
confined to the Apocalypses, but is a consumma-
tion of the whole usus loquendi of the Old and New
Testaments. It begins in the Pentateuch . . .

(for example Ex. xxxiv. 15; Lev. xvii. 7; xx.

5,6; Num. xiv. 33; xv. 39 ; Deut. xxxi. 16
;

xxxii. 16, 21). We find a further development
of this view in the writings of the Prophets . . .

(Isa. i. 21 ; I. 1 ; liv. 1 ; Jer. ii. 2, 20, 28-25
;

ill. 1; Ezek. xvi., xxiii.; Hos. i., etc.). In the

New Testament the same expression is used by
John the Baptist (Johuiii. 29). Thus from the
very outset Christ is introduced iu the place of

Jehovah ; in the time of fulfillment Jehovah be-
came Jesus Christ, as His name manifests, <i Kv-
pio;, the Lord. He Himself calls Himself the

Bridegroom (Matt. ix. 15). . . . We meet the same
view in the Apostolic Epistles (Eph. v. 23-32,

comp. with Gen. ii.) . . . All this the Apocalypse
sums up in one word. Woman (xii. 1). The cha-

racteristic of woman, in contradistinction to that

of man, is her being subject (Eph. v. 22-24), the

surrendering of herself, her being receptive.

And this is in like manner the characteristic of

man in his relation to God, and receiving from
Him. . . . Humanity, in so far as it belongs to

God, is the Woman ; therefore it is said of Christ,

the Son of the woman (xii. 5), that He is a Male-
Son. True, He is born of a woman ; . . but at the

same time. He is the Son of God, and as such His
relation to the Church is that of Husband to

Wife. . . . This is the simple meaning of the ad-
dition of male to son, apparently pleonastic. . . .

Beside Him no man dare deny his receptive,

woman-like position ; for they who imagine to
' have life in themselves, who separate themselves

* [AlthouKii this distin^iisfaed author cannot be classed
with Eoslish and Atneric-in commentatora, it is deemed pro-
B«r hare to present aa abstract of his views.—B. R. C.J

from God, rise against Him, and, trusting to

stand in their own strength, sink to the level of
irrational beasts. The proud nature-strength of
man is not of a manly, but of a beastly kind ; it

is nothing but the brute force of the beast. . . .

The choice of symbols is (not) accidental or ar-
bitrary, but based on the essential characteristics

of Woman and of the beast. . . . Woman and Beast
designate the Kingdom [Church] of God, and
the kingdom of the world, not only in this or
that period of their development in time ; but
also iu general universality." By the male-son,

this commentator understands (as above) Cheist
;

by the Woman, &i the period of Christ's advent,
" the congregation of Ood in its Old Testament

shape;" by her adornments—the sun, the super-
natural Divine light borne by her ; the moon
under her feel, heathenism vanquished and con-

quered by her ; the crown of stars, the twelve-
fold division of Israel (continued in the twelve-

fold New Testament shape, ch. xxi. 12). The
wilderness he regards as indicating the heathen

world whither the Church fled from Canaan
;

" the flight of the Woman into the wilderness is no-

thing else but the passing away of the Kingdom,
[Church] of God from the Jews, and its intro-

duction among the Gentiles: Matt. viii. 11, 12
;

xxii. 43; Acts xiii. 46, 47; xxviii. 25-28."

("The Acts of the Apostles gives us a grand
comment upon this in the description it contains

of the Church's migration from Jerusalem to

Rome. . . . The Church's life is nourished by the

kind ministrations from on high ; she lives in

the wilderness, even as Israel on manna from
Heaven ; . . . but though she finds no nourish-

ment, yet she finds a refuge and an asylum in

the Gentile world, even up to this day.") Con-
cerning the war in Heaven (vers. 7—12) he writes:
" We cannot possibly find anything else but a

description of th« fact, known to us from other

parts of Scripture . . . that the Prince of this

world is judged by the completion of Christ's

work of reconciliation There are three

stages of the conflict of Christ and Satan. The

first is the temptation of Christ in the wilder-

ness ; . . . (the second, the assault upon) those

who were near Christ, in order to oppose the Sa-

viour's work; the third, in which the victory is

consummated, is the sufferings and death, the

resurrection and ascension of Jesus. (What Paul

expresses in Col. ii. 15, in a didactic form,

John saw in a prophetic vision. The devil is

now cast out of Heaven after the Son is raised

to the throne of God, ver. 5. The Archangel

Michael is appointed the executor of the judg-

ment. For according to Dan. i. 13, 21 ; xii. 1,

he, among the high angelic Princes, is the Angel

to whom is entrusted the defence of God's Church
against the opposing powers in the invisible world

of spirits.)" Vers. 12 sqq. he regards as setting

forth the second period* in the history of Satan

* [Auberlen liolda that the hiiitory of Satan and evil spi.

rits *' consists of an ev^r deeper downfall, in four gradations

or periods. Theirs* extends to the first coming of Christ

(ver. 8 (ert) presupposes that hitherto, np to the ascension

of Christ, th^ demons were in Heaven lilie the other angels,

ani that like them, they influenced Earth from their abodes

in Heaven, in which there are many mansions. See Job i. 6 ;

ii. 1 ; 1 Kings xxil. 19-22 ; Zech. iii. 1, 2). The sr.cmd period

is from Christ to the commencement of the Millennium ;
th^n

Satan ia cast out of Heaven to earth, where he exercises yet

free power. . . . The third period embraces the millenniu u.
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during which, having "lost his power and place

in Heaven, and chiefly for this reason, because

(on) he can no longer accuse men before God," "he

concentrates all his strength (by temptation and

persecution) to ruin as many souls as possible."

(See also in loco.)—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.*

Ch. xi. 15. Great voices.—Voices simple

are prophecies. In view of the hasty movement

of the Kingdom of Darkness toward the revela-

tion of Antiohristianity, Heaven is filled with

the triumphant and prophetic presentiment that

now the judgment upon the darii kingdom and,

consequently, the appearance of Christ's King

dom, are near. " The question—to whom did

these voices belong?—need neither be asked nor

answered" (Diisterdieck). For various insignifi-

cant hypotheses on this subject, see Diisterdieck.

This commentator also rightly discards the limi-a-

tions of the circuit of tlie seventh Trumpet
(Hengstenberg : it embraces vers. 115-19; Eb-

rard : vers. 15-18), and, in connection with

others, maintains the proleptical import of the

voices. On the other hand, the interpretation

of the words :

In the Heaven, as indicative that John is

still in Heaven, reposes upon a comprehensive

misapprehension of the structure of the Book.

The kingdom of the vrorld.—Simultane-

ously with the Satanicand Antichristian uprising,

tlie imminent emergence of the Kingdom of Christ

is decided (Matt. xxvi. 64 ; comp. Ps. ii.)—as

beginning, however, with dynamical operations

which are in constant process of development,

and do not become perfectly apparent until the

end, at the Parousia.

Is become our Lord's.—Piapturous feeling

of the Christian consciousness, in face of the

apparent rule of the Beast who is about to come
forth.

He shall reign.

—

See Dan. vii. 14.

Our Lord's and His Christ's.—Careful
observation of the economical relation.

Vers. 16, 17, 18. The twenty-four Slders.
—These, therefore, are distinguished from
tlie voices; doubtless, however, as forming
the concentrated acme of them. The prophecy
concerning the Kingdom of God likewise assumes
a stronger expression. First, in the circumstance
that the Elders fell upon their faces (see

ch. iv. 10; V. 8, 14; vii. 11: xix. 4). The con-
templation of the sublime, thrills us with a sense

of our own littleness and nothingness ; the ador-

ing and admiring consideration of the sublime,
triumphant Divine rule, in its moments of
grandeur, casts angels and men upon their knees.
In the twenty-four Elders we see, as ever,

the elect representatives of the human race.

[See foot-note j, p. 152.—E. R. C]

Thft enemy is bound; and as he was cast out of Heaven to
Eartb, he is now cast into the bottomlees pit [pit of the
Abyss] and rendered harmless, Rev. XX. 1-3. After havioK
been let loose for a little while, he is, fourthly, jud;;ed and
ca>t for ever and ever into the lake of tire (Rev. xx. 7-10;
Matt. XXV. 41 ; 1 Cor. vi. 3). Thus the whole history whirh
the Apocalypse gives of Satan, is a continual succession of
his being cast out, hurled down (^AnSnt/ai., xii. 9 ; xx. 3-10) "

—E. R. C]
'

* [Special comments are reserved for the Adl Noe p
250 8q—E,R. C]

The second element in which the prophecy of the

Kingdom presents a stronger tinge, is the form

of their adoration : they give thanks, in the

loftiest assurance of spirit; they regard whit is

to come as already decided. " Thei/ give thanks,

not because they regard themselves as partici-

pants in the great power and government of

God ( Hengstenberg), a conception which is as

remote from the subject here as in ver. 15
"

(Diisterdieck). As remote, in the sense of hier-

archical superiority, and as near, in the sense

of humble co-heirship with Christ. Further-

more, the feeling that God is the All-Ruler as-

sumes addilion.al prominence, and the future of

His consummate sovereignty has become present

—hence the omission of 6 efixo/^^vog.

Because Thou hast taken, etc. — la

the economy of grace, God had suffered hu-

man spirits to pursue their own way in liberty,

emptying Himself, as it were, of His power, even

to the semblance of impoteney (Christ on the

cross), that He might then make conquest of

souls in this their liberty, and educate ihem to

salvation. Now, however, this economy of sal-

vation is ended, and God brings His whole au-

thoritative sway into active and visible opera-

tion again.

Thirdly, there is a particular grandeur in the sign

by which the Elders recognize the turning-point

of the times. This sign consists in the fact that

The nations [Lange: heathen] were
wroth.—In the very wrath of the revolt, the

apostasy of the heathen—and also of the Chris-

tian peoples, which have, by apostasy, become

heathen again,—theSeer—as, approximately, the

singer of Ps. ii. (particularly in the to-day that

cxegetes have misunderstood)—perceives that

the wrath of God is on the point of executing

its judgment. Not only has He arisen "against

the wrath of His enemies," but in the very wrath

of His enemies, the judgment of JJis wrath is

revealed. Undoubtedly, however, the wrath of

God first issues forth, in full revelation, in the

Vials of wrath [or anger}* which follow upon the

wrath of the heathen under the domination of

the Antichristian Beasts.

The time of the dead.—We understand

this, not as significant of the judgment upon

the awakened dead, ch. xx. 12, with DiisierJ.,

but as indicative of the satisfaction imparted to

the pious dead by the judgment upon living

transgressors (see ch. vi. 10, 11). This judg-

ment is two-sided : first, it gives reward to all

the servants of God, and that in all proportion-

ate degrees : to Prophets, saints, even to simple

God-fearing men—and not only the great, but

also the small. This reward does not necessarily

begin with the heavenly glory ; the most affect-

ing reward is satisfaction, vindication of honor,

justification. Hence the second side of the

judgment, the antithesis :

To destroy those who destroy the earth.

—The latter expression recurs in ch. xix. 2. It

is in every respect highly significant, whether

by earth we understand the theocratic Divine in-

stitution, or the basis thereof, the cosmos, which,

in all points of its ideal destinations, is laid waste

by the enemies of the Lord, even in the direc-

tion of an ungodly civilization.

• [See note 29, p. 276; and /ooi-uoie on p. 276.—E. R. 0.]
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DiiBterdieck refers rojf (JoWo/f to the Prophets

only, apprehending roif ^o^aviihoig as a summary
expression for the entire mass of the godly.

The distinction of Bengel, adopted by Heng-
Btenberg, accords better, however, with New
Testament usage; namely, Vhq servants of God ani
the God-fearing—by servants understanding the

saints together with the Prophets. Nor must tbe

antithesis, the small and the great, be con-

founded with the same antithesis in ch. xiii. lU

and xix. 18—interior relations being contem-
plated here.

Ver. 19. And the Temple of God which
was in the Heaven -was opened.—Herewith
begins the heavenly fulfillment of the preceding

festal prophecies.

The Heavenly Temple is the archetype of the

earthly Temple (see Ex. xxv. 9 and 40) ; it is,

therefore, the ideal Kingdom of God. The
Cburch Invisible, then, begins to become visible;

even the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of

Holies is seen. The meaning of this is, we
believe: the ideal import of the holiness of

the law and the truth of the redemption becomes
a matter of Christian knowledge manifest to all

the world. Hence, also, there proceed from this

great ideal appearance lightnings, and voices,

and thunders, and earthquake, and a great hail

—all kinds of awakening and vitalizing con-

vulsions of the spiritual world. They com-

mence with lightnings, with grand radiations of

new illumination, and close with a great hail,

in which the grand conflict of hostile winds

with the heavenly spring-wind in the spiri-

tual atmosphere seems to be set forth. So
far as the idea of the heavenly Temple, the

heavenly Ark of the Covenant, etc., is concerned,

we may remark that the Jewish axiom cited by
Dusterdieck [see p. 150 and foot-note.— E. R.

C] : quodcunque in terra est, id etiam in coelo est,

does not stand on the same footing with the Jew-
ish tradition to the eifect that the lost Ark of the

Covenant had been transported to Heaven. On
the confusions of construction attaching to vers.

18 and 19, see Diisterdieck, p. 388.

The different expositions of the present section

follow the lead of the various conceptions of the

whole Book. According to the Church-histori-

cal view, reference is had to the conquest of the

Goths and other Arians by Narses (Lyra). Ac-
cording to the synchrono-historical view, we
have an announcement of the truth, that ac-

cess to the heavenly Sanctuary is open to all

through Christ (Herder), or a reference to the

destruction of Jerusalem (Eichhorn), or toBar-
cocheba (Grotius). According to Hofmann, the

law has now received its due through the me-
dium of the judgment ; therefore, the Ark of the

Covenant, which contains the law, can now ap-

pear. According to Hengstenberg, the Ark of

the Covenant appears, because the Covenant now
meets with its visible realization. Similarly

Diisterdieck. Sander better explains: "The
testament [covenant] which the Lord made with
His Church and, particularly, with Israel, be-

comes manifest in all its glory ; to many, pro-

found glimpses into the mysteries of the cove-

nant are vouchsafed," etc.

Ch. xii. 1. " If that judgment upon Anti-

christiaaity, which the Lord comes to execute,

is to be represented in exact completeness and
reasonableness l_Begriindung=:sla,te of being
based upon just and sutfioient reasons.

—

Tk.],
not only must the deepest Satanic foundations
of Antichristianity as a whole be laid bare but,

likewise, the most essential shapes in which this

radically Satanic Antichristianity appears in the

world, must be depicted " (Diisterdieck).

A great sign was seen in the Heaven.—
According to Ebrard, this means simply a sym-
bol. Hengstenb. is of the same opinion. Diisterd.

strives to distinguish this symbol from other

figures, which, he declares, are in no whit alle-

gorical in their nature ; he, however, cites, in

illustration, no figures that are not allegorical ;

for dearth, for instance, in ch. vi., is assuredly
presented in an allegorical figure. Hengsten-
berg, on ihe other band, superfluously suggests

that John is continually seeing only signs.

Be it observed, in the first place, that the Seer
here speaks of a great sign; and, furthermore,

that the Woman cannot be intended as a symbol
of the Church or the Theocracy simply in and
for herself; but that her condition forms an im-

portant element in the symbolism. The great

sign in Heaven presents, in a highly striking

picture, which is no mere symbol, but a histori-

cal life-picture or parabolical phenomenon (an

entire composition of single symbols), the whole
spiritual conflict betwixt the Kingdom of God
and the kingdom of Satan^a conflict which is

at the same time a presage of the imminent
emergence of Antichristianity, to do battle

against Christianity in this present visible

world.

A woman.—In reality, only three explana-

tions are possible here:

1. The Woman (as the Bride of the Lord, in

accordance with a sUnding Biblical view, based

upon deep and essential spiritual relations, the

contrast ofspiritual receptivity and spiritual crea-

tive power) is the Christian Church (Bede et al.

to Bengel et al.), or, particularly, the Christian

Church of the last time (a Lapide, Stern, Chris-

tiani). The attempt has been made to remove

the contradiction which makes the Christian

Church the mother of Christ, by saying that by

the birth of the Messiah we are to understand

the birth of Christ in believers; or even by de-

claring that His birth is His return to judgment

(Kliefoth).

2. The Woman ean be only the Old Testament

Church of God, the true Israel (Herder et al. to

Diisterdieck). Ebrard even apprehends by the

Woman, the natv.ral people of Israel qua posses-

sor of the promises.

3. The Woman is the Old and New Testament

Church of God in undivided unity (Viotorinus lo

De Wette, Hengstenberg, Auberlen). The fact

that the Woman cannot be referred to the Neie

Testament Church alone, results clearly from

ver. 5 ; the Christian Church did not bear Christ.

Holding fast the identity of her in the Heaven

and her in the wilderness, neither can the

Woman be significant of the Old Testament

Church by itself, since the same Woman lives on

in the wilderness throughout the New Testament

period of the cross. The unity of the Old and

the New Testament Church of God lay, doubt-

less, much nearer to the contemplation of John
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than to that of an exegesis whose view is, in

many respects, too exclusively fixed upon exter-

nalities, Thougb it is impossible that John
could have apprehended the Woman as Mary
herself, yet the fact was most closely present to

his consciousness that this Mary, whose bodily

offspring Christ was, was the final concentration

of the Old Testament Theocracy—the Theocracy
which, in respect of its inner essence, spiritually

gave birth to the Messiah, and which, in respect

of this inner essence again, continued, as the

Kingdom of God, in a new and New Testament
shape.

But who then are the Tjinrnl of ver. 17 ? queries

Diisterdieck. This we shall touch upon later.

Clothed V7ith the sun.—It is an obvious

fact that the sun is a symbol of the Divine reve-

lation of salvation; comp. Mai. iv. 2; also Ps.

XIX., where the sun is spoken of in connection
with the law, i. e., revelation. The distinct re-

ference of the sun to the historic Christ, which
many have sought to establish (Bede, tic), is

not pertinent here, because Christ is the Son of

the Woman. According to Hengstenberg, the

sun is the glory of the Lord; but with the glory

of the Lord, the Lord Himself is clothed (Ps.

civ. 1, 2).

So far as the moon is concerned, Diana of the
Ephesians was well known to the Apostle as a
symbol of nature, and to readers of Asia Minor
there was something peculiarly striking in the
circumstance that the Seer represents the moon
as appearing under the feet of the Woman whose
clothing was the sun. The symbol of Isis also

denotes nature. Thus Constantine saw the cross
over the &un, because in his time the latter was
adored, as a symbol of the nature-divinity, by
a sublimated heathenism, and particularly in his
own family.

The figure of the moon has likewise been va-
riously interpreted—as significant of: Worldly
glory (Bede); the light of the Old Testament
(Grotius) ; the light of Church teachers, in so

far as that is derived from Christ (Calov.) ; ihe
light of the Turkish orescent (Bengel; to make
this true, however, half of the moon must be in-

visible. The same commentator regards the sun
as the Christian Empire!); created light (Heng-
stenberg; the same looks upon the sun as signi-

ficant of uncreated light)
; pale night with her

half (?) moon-light (Ebrard). Poetic description
(Diisterdieck).

A crown of twelve stars.—Twdoe is the
number of completeness; the crown, as a wreath
or garland [prize], is an orn,.ment which has
been obtained by a struggle ; the stars are the
elect spirits of the Kingdom of God (Dan. xii.

3). The number Iwdm has been taken literally,

and, in accordance with the whole interpreta-
tion, referred either to the twelve Apostles
( Vitringa, et al.), or to the twelve Tribes of Israel
(De Wette, et al.).

Ver. 2. And she, being with child,
crieth.—Several grand contrasts successively
appear here. First, the Woman in her heavenly
garb of light; then the same, crying out in the
pains of a hard travail and menaced by the
hellish Dragon. Again, the Woman in her sim-
ply beautiful and sublime raiment of light, over
against the Dragon in the startling forms and

glaring colors of demonico-bestial unnaturalness.
Furthermore, the third part of the stars of Hea-
ven ; swept away and cast down by the tail of
the Dragon. Next, the Son lifted up to the

Throne of God, and the mother sheltered in the

retirement of the wilderness. The crying Wo-
man represents the sufferings of the true Israel

at the time of Christ's crucifixion—sufferings of

which John had the deepest experience.

Ver. 3. Another sign.—The sign is not only
the symbolical form of the Devil, as the prince
of darkness, the adversary of the Kingdom of

God, the murderer of man and mortal enemy of

Christ, but also a presage of the imminent out-

burst of the Antichristian power. The allegorical

figure of the serpent, originally significant of
Satan, was blended, even upon Israelitish

ground, with the figure of the crocodile or
leviathan ; in Jewish tradition, together with
the features of the dragon of story, it re-

ceived the name thereof, especially through the
mediation of the Septuagiut [SpaKuv=V2T\ and

jri'l?). Though the dragon, in the narrower
sense, has, in accordance with passages in the
Psalms, been represented as king of the sea and
of marine animals (like the Midgard serpent in
Scandinavian mythology), he also occupies the
position of a hostile ruling power toward the
Earth ; and the present figure in the Apocalypse
symbolically indicates that which in the Gospel
of John is denoted by "the prince of this world"
(John xii. 31; xiv. 80; xvi. 11). Greek my-
thology elevated the dragon, subsequent to its

killing by Hercules, into a constellation, situated
near the polar star, and embracing several stars

in its folds. Jewish tradition elaborated the
original figure of a serpent into a dragon with
seven heads (see De Wette, p. 127).—Even in

tlhrisfian story, the dragon-slayer, under differ-

ent names (Michael, St. George), occupies an
important place.

A great red [Lange : fiery red] dragon.—
Uvppdg, the designation of the color, is looked
upon by many as blood-color, in accordance with
ch. vi. 4, and considered as referring to him who,
from the beginning, hasbeen the murderer of man
(John viii. and 44), and who now seeks to kill, in

particular, the Son of the Woman also. Ebrard
combats this interpretation, maintaining that
blood-red and fire-red are two different things, and
that fire is a symbol of destruction and ruin. The
fire-hue certainly is susceptible of several shades,
from pale to brownish red. In ch. vi. 4, blood-
color is unmistakably indicated. In the Neronio
persecution, John had, moreover, become ac-
quainted with the prelude to those stakes at

which, since then, the hues of blood and fire

have so often mingled.

Seven heads and ten horns..—"The pic-
ture is not to be conceived of (with De Wette)
as so utterly without taste, as if on four of the
heads there were one horn and on the remaining
three, two horns, but (with Bengel, et at.) as
having ten horns on one of the heads." This is

said to be proved by ch. xvii. 5, 9, 12 ; bnt the
horns of Satan must not be identified with the
horns of the Beast. Neither is it possible for us
to see how one head with ten horns could, be-
side these, carry a crown likewise. A oorreoj
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appreciation of the symboliem, however, will

leave the disposition of the ten horna amongst
the seven heads to exegetical controversy. The
appearance is designed to be monstrous, however.

By many, a wrong leap is taken from the figure

of the heads and horns of the Dragon to the

heads and horns of the Beast (see Diisterdieok,

p. 395 ; Ebrard, p. 355 ; Hengstenberg, p. 603),

although the Seer himself has taken sufficient

pains lor their distinction. The seven heads of

Satan are not, in the abstract, to be divided into

historical phases, any more than are the seven

archangelic forms, or the seven Spirits, that, from

the Throne of God, go forth into all lands, to be

thus distributed. In the case of the seven

heads, the septenary bears the import of the

whole Satanic week, so to speak—in its continu-

ance, as a plenary number of lying works, from

the beginning of the Satanio labor in Paradise :

this week, with its demonic days' works, gives

promise of a new Paradise, an absolute witches'

Sabbath*—which, however, shall be celebrated

in tbe lake of fire.

The same emphasis must be laid upon the

symbolical element in the case of the ten horns ;

i. e., neither are they to be identified with the

ten kings who appear as ten horns of the

Beast. Ten is the complete course of ihe world

;

ten horns are the complete world-power, here,

indeed, appearing as lying powers. This cir-

cumstance [of their falsity] is manifest in the

fact that Satan has three more horns than

crowns. In more ancient times Vitringa, at least,

pointed out the difference of equipment between

the Dragon and the Beast ; the same has been

done in modern times by De Wette. Ancient

exegetes have, moreover, taken the difference for

granted, by referring the se^en heads of the Dra-

gon to seven bad spirits, or the whole number
of bad spirits; to seven capital vices, or the

seven deadly sins : or by apprehending, by the

ten horns, the ten sins against the ten command-
ments; or worldly power; or the multitude and

might of the demons.

According to Hofmann, the seven heads sym-

bolize the non-unilous power of Satan ; according

to De Wette, they are a symbol of wisdom—that

is to say, of consummate cunning. In the Indian

mythology, the members of the divine forms are

multiplied, for the purpose of portraying the

superhuman greatness of the qualities indi-

cated.

Erroneous historical interpretations see cited

by Diisterdieok: Diocletian, the one head with

ten horns. Diisterdieok himself: the Koman
empire \imperium'], etc. Dusterdieck, p. 396

;

De Wette, p. 127.

The Heaven, in which the Dragon makes his

appearance, can be neither the antemundane
Heaven of the angel-world—since the fallen

angels did not immediately fall to earth—nor

the Heaven in which the glorified Christ is en-

throned. That which is intended, therefore, is

the Heaven that Christ has instituted on earth

—the invisible Church, the Communion of saints

—into which Satan, as a Dragon, has found en-

trance, just as, long ago, he pressed into Paradise.

* [Witch- s' Sabbath (Hexensabbath) : " the festive conven-

ticle of witches and spirits, for the indulg»nce of wild up-

roar and dissolute mirth." SiHB2BB' PFSrtertacft.—Tb.]

Ver. 4. And his tail, etc.—De Wette : " The
strength of dragons is resident in their tails,

Solin,, oh. XXX. in Wetstein." Three is the
number of spirit. A third is a fraction in re-

ference to spiritual things. The significance of

the third has already been set forth in ch. viii.

From the one star of embitterment, of mere.y
germinant apostasy, an apostasy of the third

part of the stars, i. e., the spiritual Church-
heaven, has resulted. These stars are, by the

lashings of the Satanic tail, by the magic of an
apparently prodigious vital power, oast from
Heaven to earth, i. c, from being stars of the

invisible Church, they become demonic organs
of the external Church and of Christian politi-

cal order.

The reference of the stars to angels (Vitringa,

et al., Ebrard) is most erroneous : further

on, the Dragon himself, together with his angels,

is found still in Heaven. The division of the

stars into two classes, based upon their refer-

ence to churchly teachers (Grotius, et al.), and
to believers or faints (Alcasar, ft al.), is inad-

missible. According to Ewald, the action of the

Dragon's tail constitutes merely a poetic trait

—

being indicative of eageroesa for combat. Diis-

terdieok also reduces the description, in essence,

to a poetic picture. Other interpretations see

quoted by the last named commentator, p. 398.

And the Dragon stood [(ra/=:3tepped^

took his stand].—According to Pliny viii. 3, dra-

gons move in an upright posture. Comp. Wet-
stein, De Wette.

Ver. 5. A male son.—Jer. xx. 15. The strong

expression of the manfulness of the Child by the

neuter apaev, is not merely explanatory of Hia

destination, in accordance with Ps. ii. 9, to

shepberdize (in acconiance with the Sept.) all

the nations with a rod of iron (Diisterd.); it

also contains a slight intimation of the fact that

Christ has, by His resurrection, frustrated the

attempt of Satan to devour Him. De Wette to-

tally denies the emphasis in the apposition
;

Diiaterdieck, unnecessarily, discovers an an-

nouncement of the shepherdizing of Antichris-

IJan nations in Judgment.

Manifestly the Messiah is here denoted in the

literal sense of tbe term—not in any metaphori-

cal sense whatsoever. Tliis truth, however, does

not invalidate the typiealness of the facts set

forth : the people of Christ, in whom He is

born on earth, are, like Him, themselves caught

away into Heaven, through the medium of suf-

fering and death, from Satan's plots for their

destruction.

Manifold interpretations of the words, as re-

ferring to the Christ born of the Church, from

Bede onward, see in Diisterdieok, p. 400, De Wette,

p. 128 (Christians; Constantino the Great: the

Nicene confession ; the Roman Church ; Chris-

tianity, etc.).

[" These words (who is to shepherdizo all the

nations, etc.), cited verbatim from the LXX. of

the Messianic Psalm ii., and preceded by the of

of personal identification, leave no possibility

of doubt who was here intended. The m.in-

ohild is the Lord Jesus Christ, and none other.
'

AiFORD. See also the abstract of Auberlen, p.

243, and the Add. Notr, p. 2.50sq.—E. R. C ]

And her child was caught away.

—

^ub
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specie mterni, the sufferings of Christ, as insti-

gated by Satan, down to His very death upon
the cross, are a baSBed machination, resulting in

the consummation—opposite to that desired—of

His exaltation to the Throne of God. De Wette
pertinently cites the words of Jesus (John xiv.

KO) : The prince of this world hath nothing in

Me. Mark also his comment on the "absurd
interpretation" of Grotius concerning the

translation of Christ, on the hypothesis that

the Roman Church is meant. On the same
hypothesis of a mystical birth of Christ, Lyra
spoke of the liberation of the Church, ,and Eich-

horn of its growth. The fact that the actual

history of the humiliation and exaltation of Je-

sus (hence also the fact of the Ascension) under-
lies the Apocalyptic description, is vainly denied

by BUsterdieck ; he himself subsequently ad-

mits it, in a. certain degree, by saying that tlie

historical actuality serves merely as a firm, con-

crete substratum for the idea.

Ver. 6. And [Lange: But] the woman
fled into the wilderness.—On the repetition

of this passage, see above. The wilderness be-

comes a place in the heavenly region itself by
its perfect symbolico-ideal import : heroic abne-
gation of the world. On the term designating

the period of retirement in the wilderness, see

Symbolism of Numbers in the Introduction.

Also De Wette, p. 121. In commenting on the

wilderness, escgetes have referred to the wander-
ing of Israel through the wilderness; the sojourn

of Elijah in the wilderness; the flight of the

parents of Jesus to Egypt; withdrawal from the
world and renunciation of it; the flight of the

Christians into the wilderness; the flight of

the Christians to Pella, etc. Even waste-lying
Palestine is mentioned (by Hofmann) as the
wilderness in which the Woman, who is still

fleeing, will one day arrive (!).

De Wette calls the interpretation of the flight

as the flight of the Christians into the wilder-

ness, "pettily literal"—a comment which is

ungrounded, since in that flight the external
fact originally coincided with its inner signifi-

cance—as was the case in regard to Christ's so-

journ in the wilderness.

[AcBEBLEN supports his view that by the wil-

derness is meant the heathen world (see p. 243),
by considerations such as the following :

" It is

by flight that the Woman comes into the wilder-
ness. If we remark whence she flies, we shall
also find whither. It is before the persecutions
of the Devil, through Herod, and in general
through the Jews. But whither does she fly ? . .

Undoubtedly from the Jews to the heathens.
Therefore it is that, in this passage, the attri-

bute given to Christ elsewhere, that He will rule
the heathen with an iron sceptre (ii. 27 ; xix. 5

;

Ps. ii. 9), is expressly mentioned. From the
time of His ascension, the heathen are given to
Him as His field ; thither His Church, perse-
cuted by the Jews, takes her refuge (from Acts
viii. onwards). There God has prepared a
place for her to be sheltered and nourished. . .

This signification ... is corroborated by the
prophetic usus loquendi. We know that Canaan,
as the seat of all temporal and spiritual bless-
ings of God, is called the land of glory, of plea-
samness, etc. (Jer. iii. 19 ; Ezek. xx. 6, 15 ; Dan |

xi. 16, 41 ; viii. 9). The land of the heathen,

on the contrary, is a wilderness, because for-

saken by the fullness of Divine life and strength.

As God dwells and reveals Himself in the Land

of glory, the demons dwell in the wilderness

(Matt. xii. 43; Mark i. 13; Lev. xvi. 21, 22
;

Isa. xxxiv. 14) ; they are the rulers and princes

of the heathen world (1 Cor, x. 20; Rev. ix. 20).

Hence, when Israel is exiled to Babylon, it is

said to be in the wilderness (Isa. xl. 8 ; xli. 17-

19; xlii. 10-12; xliii. 19, 20," e<c.—E. R.C
]

Vers. 7-12. Expulsion of Satan from the Hea-
ven of the spiritual Church, the communion of

saints.

" The assumption that the Dragon pursued
the Child even to the Throne of God, and that

this was the cause of the conflict that arose in

Heaven (Eichhorn, Herder, De Wette, Stern), is

not only utterly without foundation in the con-

text, but is also incompatible with what is

stated in ver. 5" (Diisterdieck). The commen-
tator from whom we have just quoted, will,

however, listen lo no conjectures as to the signi-

fication of this Heaven, and calls even Bede's ex-

planation (which is also that of Primasius and
others), in ecclesia, "allegorical interpretation."

Ver. 7. War in the Heaven.—Treatises on
Ihe difBcult reading which we meet with here,

see in De Wette (p. 131 ; Diisterd., p. 404). [See
Text, and Gkam.—E. R. C]
Michael.—We read this as in apposition to

the war in Heaven. The war in Heaven is the
eternal, holy, and warlike opposition against the
Satanic Kingdom ; .an opposition represented by
Michael, the warlike form of Christ, a form
which also manifests itself in Hia Church as the
spirit of discipline.

" The view of Vitringa, of which Hengsten-
berg is an earnest advocate, that Michael is not
an Angel (according to Dan. x. 13; xii. 1, the
guardian Angel of the Old Testament people of

God; according to Jude 9, an Archangel), but
Christ Himself, or, as Hengstenberg prefers to

say, the Logos—suflfers shipwreck at the very
outset—irrespective of the passage Jude 9,

where the express title 6 apxdyyelo^, according
to Hengstenberg, no more contains a proof
against the divinity of Michael than the utter-

ance of our Lord, John xiv. 28, bears testimony
against the homoousia of the Son—in the im-
possibility of regarding the Michael of ver. 7
and the Child of ver. 5 as one and the same
person" (Diisterd.). Within the range of sen-

suous apperception this is, undoubtedly, impos-
sible ; in Christology, however, Christ can, at

the same time, be a child, in Bethlehem, and the
Son of God, in universal relations and manifesta-
tions. We take it that Michael, in accordance
with the diflicult reading, is, from the outset,

Christ in warlike array against Satan, and that
hence it is that the angels of Michael are ap-
pointed to be angels of war against the Kingdom
of Darkness. The very designation of Michael
in Jewish Theology as the amrp/ap, or advocate
of the pious, in opposition to the Karriyup, is ex-
pressive of the assumption that Michael is no
mere angel. [See/oo^rao(e, p. 241,—E. R, C]

Ver. 8. " Hofmann, Ebrard and Auberlen pre-
posterously dogmatize on this verse, maintaining
tuat it presents the idea that until then (until
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the Ascension of Christ, ver. 5, Auberlen [see pp.
243sq.]; during the whole 'world-period,'/™™
the Ascension, Ebrard) Satan and his angels

have really had (heir place in Heaven. In the

presentation of this view, reference is had to the

appearance of Satan before the Lord, Job i., in

the senae of an historical fact, and from Zech.

iii. it is shown that Satan's occupation in Hea-
ven is that of accusing" (Diiaterd). Ebrard
even assumes that during the whole world-pe-

riod of the 1260 days, Satan has a right to ap-
pear before God us the accuser of the people of

Israel, etc., p. 365.

We have already called attention to the con-
ciseness of the expression : they prevailed
not; neither was their place (as a permanent
position) found any more in the Heaven

Ver. 9. And the great Dragon was
thrown dow^n [Lange: cast out], etc.—

A

solemn and comprehensive expression, declara-

tory of the expulsi.m of Satan, hence also of liis

lying arts and motives, from the Church of God,
the kernel of humanity. First, the symbolical
term : the ancient serpent. The great Dra-
gon, as the mortal enemy of Christ, long ago
began his murderous sport as the ancient ser-

pent. The ferpent of Paradise has become the

great Hell-dragon. And, similarly, in accord-

ance with his true essence, the fiend has, from
being the Devil, or slanderer and accuser of man-
kind, become its unmasked foe, Satan. Al-
though known in, and ca.it out from. Heaven
under these titles, he resumes his old cour.ses in

the world as the seducer of the whole world.
In antithesis to the holy kernel of the Church
of God, he now becomes, more truly than ever,

the seducer of the world.

He was throw^n down unto the earth.—
That is, not out of the cloud-heaven upon the
terrestrial globe, but out of the inner Church
upon the external Church and the ecclesiastico-

politioal institution. It is a truth supported by
historical data, that the antithesis of the exter-

nal Church to the inner spiritual Church of faith

has, in many impure, egotistical organs of the
former, been the cause of the more perfect deve-
lopment of the hypocritical world-spirit in hier-

archical and sectarian forms. The second clause
of the sentence, therefore:

And his angels were thrown down
with him, must not be regarded as relating
purely to demonic powers of the other world.
The declaration concerning the angel of Satan,
wtio buffeted the apostle Paul [2 Cor. xii. 7], is

suggestive of the hatred of Jewish or Judaizing
fanaticism ; and such fanaticism was also at

work in the rise of the synagogues of Satan, of
which the Apocalyptist spealis.

Vers. 10-12. The song of triumph over the
liberation of the invisible Church, the communion
of saints, from the deceptive arts of Satan and
his angels.—This song is expressive of the great
contrast betwixt the inner and the external
Church—a contrast as great as that between
Heaven and earth, na.y, between wheat and tares,

though, notwithstanding it, the Church in its

totality continues to be a unitous organic pheno-
menon until the end of the world. Hail to the
one ! Woe to the other !

Ver. 10. Now is come [iyhsro) the salva-

tion and the power and the Kingdom of
[Lange: with] our God.—These words, diffi-

cult in an exegetical point of view, are ex-
plained by the assumption of a traditional anti-
thesis. In this holy region, which is purged
from all Satanic works, but one salvation is

known, which, as principial and final aurrifiia, is

with Ood alooe. Here, therefore, there is no
condition of the forgiveness of sins, or of the go-
ing home to the Father through human media-
tion. Here the mighty rule of God alone pre-
vails, and the Church is purely and alone His
Kingdom, in which the authority of no other
ruler is of any account. The rule of the Divine
authority, however, is mediated singly and only
by the pure and infallible mighty rule of Chritt.
For the accuser (narfiyup) of our brethren

is thrown dowrn..—Satan is, on the one hand,
the seducer of the natural life to levity by the
sophism, that sin is nothing, and on the other
hand, the accuser of the spiritual life, and the
deluder into melancholy, by the sophism, th.at

sin is unpardonable ; in both aspects, he is the
calumniator of man before God, in the declara-
tion that man is worthless to the very core. As
seducer, he endeavors to rule in the world ; as
accuser, he seeks dominion in the Church. So
long as men's consciences are unperfected (Hfb.
ix. 9, 14), so long are they in fear of death (Heb.
ii. 14, 15); and just so long are they not free

from the power of the accuser, as exercised
through hierarohs and sectarian heads of par-
ties. If, however, the accuser be but decidedly
cast out of the smotuary by means of the per-

fect peace of the reconciliation, then ia salvation

found here alone with God, and all the might
of hypocrites influenced by Satan is here
broken. But how has this Divine freedom in

the peace of God been brought about?
Ver. 11. They conquered him on ac-

count of [Lange: by virtue of] the blood
of the Lamb.—The appropriation of the re-

conciliation in the death of Christ was, at the

same time, a being baptized, with Him, into His
death, resulting in their joyful confession of

Him. [Ai.FOED : "They conquered by virtue

of that blood having been shed ; not as in B.

v., 'by the blood,' as if Sia had been with the

genitive. The meaning is far more significant

;

their victory over Satan was grounded in, was
a consequence of. His having shed His precious

blood ; without that, the adversary's charges

against them would have been unaoswerable. It

is remarkable, that the rabbinical books give a

tradition that Satan accuses men all days of the

year, except on the day of Atonement. Vajikra

Rabba, §21, fol. 164. 3, in Schottgen."—E. R. C]
The word of their testimony. In the

consistent bearing of this testimony, they
loved not their life unto death; they were,

in respect of the posture of their hearts, ideal

martyrs, even though real martyrdom should not

have been required of them. That the Heaven
on earth is here intended throughout, is evident

from the fact that the great voice in Heaven

says: The accuser of our brethren is thrown down.

Thus do the blessed in the Heaven beyond, speak

of the sealed in this present world.

Interpretations of the heavenly brethren: As
thi! .ingela; the twenty-four Elders; the per-
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fected saints in the other world. According to

Ebrard, the voice proceeds from the whole num-
ber of individual Israelites who are converted
throughout the period of the 1260 days ; by the

brethren in this world, he understands Israel as

converted at the end of the world-period.

Ver. 12. Therefore rejoice, ye heavens.
—Significant plural. The dwellers in the Hea-
ven beyond this life, as well as the dwellers in

the Heaven in this life. Diisterdieck combats
the declaration of Hengstenberg, that the saints

on earth are included in this apostrophe (in ac-

cordance with Phil. iii. 20; Epb. ii. 6). The
former commentator regards the inhabitants of

Heaven as proleptically celebrating the victory,

yet future, of their brethren. This explanation
is foreign to the context, and does not hold fast

the antithesis.

Woe to the earth and the sea.—Even
here Bengel looks upon earth and sea as signifi-

cant of Asia and Europe. Diisterdieck utterly

rejects every "allegorical interpretation," and
thus the two unreconciled propositions stand
contrasted: WOE TO the earth (with the Accu-
sative)—"Satan is made a conquered foe even
for believers 0/1 ear^A" [Diisterdieck's comment
on ver. 11.

—

Tr.].* If the terrestrial orb were
meaot, in its merely literal sense, the mention
of the sea would be superfluous. Hengstenberg
rightly refers the sea to the sea of nations, and
thus, here also, a contrast to it is formed by the

earth as the theocratic institution and order, as

ecclesiastical and, relatively, ecclesiastico-poli-

tioal authority.

The devil is come down unto you.—
Even within the sphere of the earth there is an
above and a, below. The devil, after being cast

down, makes pretence of a voluntary descent,
as a sort of Mentor, to the pastors of the earth
and the agitators of the sea.

Having great auger.—The animosity of
the kingdotn of darkness and its prince is

heightened by the presentiment of its imminent
judgment—a presentiment conditioned by the
sense of its vileness.

Little time.—We cannot identify Raipbq with

XP^voq^ as if the whole time from the Dragon's
expulsion from Heaven to the coming of the

judgment were intended, as the "time of Anti-
christ," or, according to Bengel, the period from
the year 917 to 1836. The naipoi of Satan do
not run through the whole Chronos of the
Church of the cross; they emerge from time to

time only, as particular moments of apparent
triumph fur the kingdom of darkness, even
though Satanic temptations pervade all times ; see
Luke xxii. 53. Here, therefore, the kingdom
of darkness, in its deepest demonic foundation,
as represented by Satan himself and his angels,
appears first as an ultramundane spiritual king-
dom—which, however, in its onslaughts against

* [The precise poaitioQ of Diisterdieck is, that ver. 11 con-
taina aproleptical celebration of the futurevictory of earthly
believers, whilst ver. 12 rather reverts to the acttial condi-
tion of affairs, proclaiming joy to the Heavens and the dwel-
lers therein, on account of the victory over the Dragon ; but
wne to the earth and all its inhabitants—even to believers
since it is theirs now to make good the triumph prolepti-
cally rejoiced over, and to fiiiht the raging Dragon, even to
the death.—The contrast between the " two propositions,"
therefore, is not quite so irreconcilable as would appear
from Dr. Lange's statement of the case.— Tli.]

the Kingdom of God and His Anointed, begins,

in the centre of the Theocracy in this world, as,

subsequently, in the periphery of the Church,
to belong to this world. Satan already has his

instruments in this world, as prefigured by his

organs in the specific Antichristian sphere, the

Beast out of the sea and the Beast from the

earth. The attributes of this hellish triad are

attributes of falsehood and hypocrisy. The
Dragon has seven heads, the sea-Beast has seven
heads; and whilst the plurality of heads an-

nounces the monster, the septenary, as holy,

seems to cover this drawback; it is the number
of holy days' works, promissory of an entrance

upon the eternal Sabbath, the new Paradise.

In still more hypocritical guise, the Beast from
the earth appears ; he has two horns like the

lamb. This is the pseudo-Christian figure

which comes to the aid of the Antichristian

shape, by means of which the latter succeeds in

obtaining perfect apparent victory. The con-

summate hypocrisy of this second Beast forms a

contrast to the insolent boldness of the Beast
out of the sea. The ten horns of Satan are
themselves indicative of complete earthly world-
power, as well as the ten horns of the first Beast;

but the former wears the crowns, a sacred seven,

with the semblance of legitimacy, upon his

heads, whilst the Beast has ten crowns, which
he boldly sets upon his horns, as manifest signs

of his usurped revolutionary power. This hell-

ish triad agree, however, in blasphemous speech;
even the Lamb speaks as a Dragon.*

[additional note on the section.]

By the American Editor,

[lu the judgment of the writer, this Section
is divisible into two parts. The first, ch. xi.

15—18, presents the doxology of the heavenly
hostf in view of the events of the seventh and
last Trumpet, which events are immediately in

order to the establishment of the Millennial
Kingdom, and issue in that establishment. At
the first blast of the Trumpet this doxology is

begun. The second part, ch. xi. 19—xii. 12,

forms the introduction to the development of the

events of the Trumpet. Ch. xi. 19, like the
preceding doxology, may indicate purely a
Heaven-scene in which, under circumstances of

inexpressible grandeur, the Divine purposes in

fulfillment of the promises of the Covenant will

be unveiled to the inhabitants of Heaven ; or it

may betoken a fearful convulsion, shaking Hea-
ven and Earth, which will inaugurate, and per-
haps be continued throughout, the period of this

Trumpet.

The Woman and the Dragon.

The writer adopts the view, that the Woman
symbolizes the True Church; and the Dragon,
Satan, or more probably the host of evil spirits

under the leadership of Satan (possibly one-

third of the original number of blessed spirits,

ch. xii. 4). He regards them as Classical Sym-

* The hypothesis earlier advanced by Bleek, to the effect

that the Book origi'>ally closed with ch. xi., has since been
declared by himself to b» untenable {Apnk.. p. 120; Beitrdge,

p. 81). This dispatches the note in Hengstenberg I., p. 589.

t [For thn writer's views concerning the Elders see/oo^
note to p 162.—E. R. C.J
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bola (see p. 146), a8 also the male Son of ver. 5,

representing the cnvapx^ (see below). He cannot
adopt the conclusion that the vision is retrogres-

sive. This seems to be forbidden by the phrase-
ology of the Apocalyptist. There is here no
strong disjunctive (koi liSTOl. tovto eldov) as in the
beginning of the account of the intercalated

vision of ch. vii., not even the secondary disjunc-
tive nai eldov (see Add. Note, p. 193 ; and foot-

notes, pp. 150, 190) ; the whole narrative flows
on as though the Seer were describing one con-
tinuous scene. And not only so, but there is

nothing to require an unannounced and unprece-
dented break in the description at this point,

and still further, as will appear, the idea that
the actions ascribed to these symbols occurred
after the blowing of the seventh Trumpet gives a
unity to the whole description unattainable on
any other hypothesis.

As to the adornment of the Woman, the writer
adopts the general view set forth by Lange (pp. 237,

246), understanding, however, by the crown of
twelve stars the dignified position and complete-
ness of her ministers. (On the number twelve,

see p. 15 ; and for an inspired exposition of the
stars, ch. i. 20.) He has formed no decided
opinion as to what is symbolized by the seven

crowned heads and the ten horns of the Dragon.
He would suggest, however, that this symboli-
zation may have been employed because of the
relation of Satan to the seven-headed and ten-

horned Wild Beast (the World-power, developing
in seven Empires, the last being divided into ten

kingdoms, see p. 272), which he inspires, which
is his earthly representative and instrument.
On this hypothesis, the Dragon appropriately
wears the crowns on all his heads, as the one
inspirer and ruler of all ; but the Wild-beast is

introduced as wearing the crowns upon his

horns (ch. xiii. 1) as indicative of the time of

his appearance on the Apocalyptic platform.

By the male Son, the writer underslands the

airapxi/, who, with Christ, their Elder Brother
and Head, are to rule all nations with an iron

sceptre (comp. ch. ii. 26, 27; iii. 21 ; xx. 4, 6;
Matt. xix. 28; Luke xxii. 29, 30; 1 Cor. vi. 3;
see also Add. Note, p. 193). In one point of

view (exclusive of Christ), this body constitutes

the Bride of the Lamb, and is so symbolized, ch.

xxi. 2, 9; but in another (as forming one body
with Christ—a body of which He is the Head,
the Root, the King, the Elder Brother, the Hus-
band) it may appropriately be styled the male

Son. The travail of the Woman commenced
with the Advent of Jesus, and from that time
until the present the Dragon has continually
stood before her striving to destroy her offspring,

which continually has been caught away from

his grasp to the Throne of God. She is brought
into the lield of Apocalyptic vision in the last

time, when her long labor is near its end. John
beheld the completion of the birth, the last
assault of the Dragon, and the completed deli-
verance of the male Son from his attacks. Then
the completed body, the a^apx^, the 144.000,
delivered from Satan and the woe that is to
come upon them that dwell upon the Earth, stand in
safety, with their Head, on Mount Zion (comp.
vers. 5, 12; Luke xxi. 35, 36; Rev. iii 10; vii.

4, 14 ; xiv. 1-6 ; sec also Note on the Great
Tribulation, pp. 191 sq., and Add. Note, p.
193).*

The War in Heaven the writer also refers to
the period of the seventh Trumpet. It may,
indeed, have begun on, or before, the Ascension
of Jesus; but for reasons already given, we
must conclude, that it comes into the view of
the Seer as waged to its completion under this

Trumpet. As additional reasons for this opinion
may be urged the following: 1. The declaration
concerning the Dragon following his dejection,
"he knoweth that he hath little time," ver. 12;
the time accorded could not have been charac-
terized as little if the dejection occurred at either
the Ascension of our Lord or the establishment
of Christianity under Constantino. 2. The de-
claration that the woe following the dejection
should be visited upon the Earth. This
seems to point to the period of the great tribu-

lation (see above; and also 2 Thess. ii. 8-13,

comp. with Matt. xxiv. 21-24, in which the last

and most violent outburst of Satanic malice is

directly connected with the great tribulation).

The writer adopts in the main the views of Au-
berlen as ro the nature and place of demons

;

holding, however, that the dejection is still fu-

ture ; that when it takes place, the hosts of evil

spirits being concentrated on Earth, the fulfill-

ment of the last quoted prophecies, which lie

parallel with the remaining portions of this

vision, will begin.

By the flight of the Woman into the Wilder-

ness, the writer thinks it probable, is intended
the removal of the vital Church to some earthly
retreat of seclusion and safety. By the victory

of ver. 11 he understands not that of Michael,
but the victory of the Saints whom the Dragon
persecuted and accused.—E. R. C]

* [An ohjfction to the iurerpretation Etven above may
arJHein the miuds of some from the fact, that after the de-
jection of the Dragoi to Earth, he ia represented as making
war with the remnant of the Woman's seed, V(-r. 17. The
writer will here only remark, that in his mind there ia a
growing coQvictiiin that the an-apxij does not include all

true Christiana, hut that it conaiata of a select portion of
them—the specially faithful. He regards ver. 17 irHiv Aonroii;

Toil <TW€p^iaTo^ ai/T^s) as strongly confirmative of this view.
See Add. Notes, pp. 193 and 291.—f). B. C]
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B—THE DRAGON UPON THE EARTH; OR, CHRISTIANITY, AND, OPPOSED TO IT,

ANTICHRTSTIANITY, IN ITS DEVELOPMENT AND IN THE TWO GROUND-
FORMS OF ITS MATURITY; THE BEAST OUT OF THE SEA

AND THE BEAST OUT OF THE EARTH.

Chap. XII. 13—Chap. XIII. 18.

Chap. XII. 13-18.*

a. The Dragon and the Prelude of Antichristianity.

13 And when the dragon saw that he was cast [thrown] unto the earth, he persecuted

14 the woman which [who] brought forth the man child [male son]. And to the

woman were given [ins. the'] two wings of a [the'] great eagle, that she might fly

into the wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished \ins. there] for [om.

15 for] a time, and times, and half a time, from the face of the serpent. And
the serpent cast out of his mouth \ins. after the woman] water as a flood [river]

after the woman [om. after the woman], that he might cause her* to be carried

16 away of the flood [river]*. And the earth helped the woman ; and the earth

opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood [river] which the dragon cast out

17 of his mouth. And the dragon was wroth with [concerning*] the woman, and

went [departed] to make war with the remnant of her seed, which [who] keep the

commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ [pm. Christ]'.

18* And I [he]' stood upon the sand of the sea, [.]

Chap. XIII. 1-18.

b. The Antichrist out of the Sea of Nations.

1 And [wis. I] saw a beast [wild-beast] rise up [ascending] out of the sea, having

seven "heads and ten horns [ten horns and seven heads]*, and upon his horns ten

crowns [diadems], and upon his heads the [om. the] name [names'] of blasphemy.[;]

2 and the beast [wild-beast] which [that] I saw was like unto a leopard, and his

feet were [om. were] as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion

:

and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat [throne], and great authority

3 [iSiioaia].[:'] And I saw [pm. I saw]'" one of [from among] his heads as it were [ovi. it

were

—

ins. if] wounded [slain]" to death ; and his deadly wound [or the wound of

his death] was healed : and all the world [the whole earth] wondered after the beast

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 14. [Tisch. iiwertB ai, with A. 0. P. ; Treg. marks with * ; Alf. braclteta ; it ia omitted by X- B*.—B. R. C]
2 Ver. 14. Alf., Treg., Tisch., insert Toy before aerou ; it is omitted by X.—E. R. C ]

8 Ter. 15. "Gb and Sz. read ravT-qv with P. 1, 7, instead of avTiji', given by Modem Eds. with X- A. B*. 0.—B. R. C]
* Ver. 15. An unusual compound adjective is here employed, ,roTa(xo</>op7)Toc ; the literal translation of the sentence

is, that he might make her river-borne.—B. B. C]
6 Ver. 17. [" The eiri presents the Woman as the ground and occasion, not as the immediate object, of the Dragon's

wrath. Comp. Matt, xviii. 3 ; Mark iii. 5, etc.; and see Winer, g 52, c." Lillie's Notes. Winer, § .52. c. (c), gives ctti in this

place the force of over.—B. R. C ]

6 Ver. 17- [Modern Editors omit XptuToO with all the Greek Codd.; it is given by the Vul. CI , om. by Am, and Fuld.;

Lange retains..—E. R. C]
7 Ver. 18. This reading is given by X A. C, Tulg., etc. The Rec. toriBriv (retained by B». [P.], etc., Gb.. Tisch., etc.),

has the internal connection against it. The standpoint of the Seer is immovatile; the scenes he beholds are movable.

[The reading of Lange, with which Lach., Alford, and Treg. agree, is adopted.—B. R. C.l
8 Ch. xiii. 1. According to X. A. B*. C. [P.], etc.. the K^para are mentioned first ; and indeed they are more striking here

than the hejid.s; the natural sequence, preferred by the Rec, would here be inappropriate.
9 Ver. 1. The plural bfofLara is given by [X-], A. B*., and many others. Dilsterdieck regards it as interpretative, but

it might also be supposed

—

one Beast, otic, name. [Treg. and Tischendorf give the plural; Alford gives ovo^ia with C. P.

—

B. R.O.j
w Ver. 3. Inserted for the sake of clearness. [It is omitted by Crit. Eds. with X- A. B*. C. P. 1, Am., Tol.; it occurs in

Vulg. CI. Doubt! ess the fiiav is governed bv the elBov of ver. 2 ; the Seer beheld the Wild-beast ascending with a wounded
head. Ver. 2 i% in a sense, parenthetical and subsidiary to ver. 1.—E. R. C]

11 Ver. 3. [ The marginal reading of the E. V. (first-class, marked f) is here adopted. See section on Marginal Read-
inga in the Special Introduction, by the Am. Ed.—E. R. C]

* [The notation of Lange and of Critical Editors of the Greek Testament is here adopted. That which ia here styled

iMrr. 18 is the first clause of ch. xiii. 1 of the Engbsh VeroioD. See Note 7 above.—fi. R. C.J
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4 [wild-beast]. And they worshipped the dragon which [om. which

—

ins. because
he] gave power [the authority (rijv ^^ouaiw^)] unto the beast [wild-beast] :" and
they worshipped the beast [wild-beast], saying, Who is like unto [om. unto] the

5 beast [wild-beast] ? [ins. and] who is able to make [om. make] war with him ? And
there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies ;" and
power [om. power—ins. there] was given unto him [authority (^?«o<ri'a)] to continue

6 [act'*] forty and [om. and] two months. And he opened his mouth in blasphemy
[unto blasphemies]" against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and"

7 them that dwell [those who tabernacle] in [ins. tfie] heaven. And it was given unto
him to make war with the saints, and to overcome [conquer]" them: and power
[authority (^foyo-c'a)] was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations

8 [every tribe, and people'*, and tongue, and nation]. And all that dwell upon the
earth shall worship him,'^ whose names are not [every one whose name™ hath not
been] written in the book of life of the Lamb [ins. that hath been] slain [or ins. ,]^'

9 from the foundation of the world. If any man [one] have [hath] an ear, let him
10 hear. He that leadeth into [If any one is for] captivity shall go [om. shall go

—

ins. ,]
into captivity [ins. he goeth]^* : he that killeth [if any one shall kill]^^ with the
sword [ins. , he] must be killed with the sword. Here is the patience [endurance]
and the faith of the saints.

e. The Antichrislian False Prophet, as the last Product of the Earth—i. e., the Ancient Order nf Things
in Its Lapse into Antichristianity

.

11 And I beheld [saw] another beast [wild-beast] coming up [ascending] out of the
12 earth ; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he

exerciseth all the power [authority {i^ouaia)] of the first beast [wild-beast] before
him, [in his presence ;] and [im. he] causeth [maketh]''* the earth and them which
[that] dwell therein [in it] to [om. to

—

ins. that they should] worship the first beast
[wild-beast], whose deadly [om. deadly] wound [ins. of his death] was healed.

13 And he doeth great wonders [signs], so that [or in order that also (iVa xai)]^ he
maketh [may make] fire come down from [ins. the] heaven on [unto] the earth in

14 the sight [presence] of men, and deceiveth [seduceth or misleadeth {irXavay]

them that dwell on the earth by the means of [because of] those mirftcles [the

signs] which he had power [it was given to him] to do [work] in the sight [pre-

sence] of the beast [wild-beast] ; saying to [telling] them that dwell on the earth,

that they should [om. that they should

—

ins. to] make an image to the beast [wild-

15 beast], which [who^*] had [hath] the wound by a sword, and did live [lived]. And

^ Ver. 4. [The Am. Ed. leavea unaltered the prnrvHyig of Vers 3 and 4, in the B. V. On this subject critical editors are
widely at variance. That pointing which, in hia judgment,' will most correctly present the entire passage, Is as follows:
And one from avuyng his heads as if slain to death. And the wffund of his death was heated ; and tlie whole earth Wfmdereti
after the wiUi~beast, and they worshipped the dragon because he gave the authority unio the wild-beast, and they worshipped
ttie wild-beast, saying, etc— E. E. C.]

13 Ter.6. We give the plural in ace. with the Rec, X- C. Opposed to this we find the singular, and the reading
^Adai^Tjfia. [Treg. and Tisch. (8th ed.)a8 Lange, which reading ia adopted above ; Gb. and Tisch. (1859J, give ^\aaii>T]iJ.Ca.v

with B*. P. ; Lach. and Alford, fiMo'jtriiJ.a with A.—E. E. C]
" Ver. 5. [For this translation of Troi^o-at, see Robinson sub voce 2. (b). Lange translates schaltert.—E. R. C.J
IS Ver. 6. [Crit. Eds. read eis pKaur^tr^nia': with X- A. C. The singular is given by B*. P.—B. R. C]
>» Ver. 6. [Lach., Alford, Treg., Tisch, (8ih ed ) omit Kai with N^- A. B*2. C; Langeand Tisch. (1S59) retain (as above)

vrith N". B*. P., Yulg.—B. E. O.J
1? Ver. T. The first half of this verse is omitted in A. C. [P.J, e^., and is discarded by Lach. Codd. X. B. and versions

[Vulg., Cop., .ffith.J give it. The omission is to be explained by the repetition Kal e5o0r], [Alford, Treg., Tisch. retain.

Against such authorities the Am. Ed. dares not remove thesentence from the text, although he regards the internal evi-

dence as favoring the judgment of Lafhmann.^l^!. R. C.J
'3 Ver. 7. [Crit. Eds. insert Aod.- with N. A. B*. C. P.—E. R. C.J
^^ Ver. 8. The reading avTov in ace, withA. B*,C..c(c.
20 Ver. 8, Several unimportant variations here. Tisch. [Alford, Treg.J gives o5 ov yiypaTrrat rb ovo^l.a k. t, A. [Sora**

Eds. give ra ovd^ara with J<. P.—E. R. C.J
21 Ter. 8. [It is doubtful from the text whether or not a comma should here be introduced. Lange omits. For a pre-

sentation of his views and those of other commentators, see under Exp. in Detail, pp. 268sq.—E. R.C.J
22 Ver. 10. For various readings, see Tisch. and DUsterd. [Lach. _(ed. maj.), Alford, Tisch., with A^ give el tis ei?

ax\}LaKiaaia.v, eU al\fj.aKtiifTLap vjrdiye ; Treg., with K. B*. C, gives ets aixf^aAaJtrta*' only once; Lange seems to adopt the
reading of the Rec—B. R. C.J

28 Ver. 10. [Treg. and Tisch. give i-iroKnvtT Set with B». C. P. ; Alford reads airoKTavOtivai with A.—E. E. C.J
24 Ver. 12. Kal jroier, N- A. C. [P.J, bach. [So Alf., Treg., Tisch (8tb ed.). Tisch. (1859), ical eiroiei witli B'.—E. R. C.J
25 Ver. 13. [Winer writes, g 53, " In the defective diction of the Apofalypse, Iva is apparently used once, xiii. 13, for

w(rT« or m?, after an adjective including the notion of intensity : magna miracuixi,i. e., tarn magna, ut, etc." Th" Am. Ed.
must express his dissarisfaction with this unprecedented, though generally accepted, translation—the more especially, as,

In his judgment, the ordinary force of the particle gives a good sense.—E. R. C.J
2* Ver. 14. The Ptrikiug reading os in A. B* C. [P.J, is probably based upon an exegetical interpretation of the Beast.

[N. 1. etc., give o. The reading 65, which Alford, Treg., Tisch, adopt, is clearly to be preterred.—B. E. C.J
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he had power [it was given to him] to give life [or a spirit" (Tzveufia)'] unto the

image of the beast [wild-beast], that the image of the beast [wild-beast] should

both speak, and cause that'* as many as would [should]^' not worship the image of

16 the beast [wild-beast] should be killed [slain]. And he causeth [maketh] all, both

[on. both

—

ins. the] small and [ins. the] great, [ins. and the] rich and [ins. the]

poor, [ins. and the] free and [ins. the] bond, to receive [om. to receive

—

ins. that

they should give'" them] a mark in [on] their right hand, or in [on] their foreheads

17 [forehead] : and [or om. and]*' that no man might [one should be able to] buy
or sell, save [but] he that had ^^hath] the mark, or [om. or] the name of the beast

18 [wild-beast], or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath un-
derstanding count the number of the beast [wild-beast] : for it is the number of a
man ; and his number is Six hundred threescore [and sixty] and [om.and] six.'^

^ Ver. 15. fThe Marg. Read, (f) of the E. V. i8 breath. This meaning is altogether anprecedented in the New Teata-
ment.— B. R. C.l

28 Ver. 15. Lachmann, in ace. with A.[P.7,Vulg, CT. and FM/<i.], reads ti'a before 6<rot. [This reading is also given by
Treg.; Alford brackets; Tisch, and Lange omit with i^. C.^ Am., etc. The Am. Ed. has not felt at liberty to alter the
generally acf.epted reading, although he is inclined to adopt the opinion of Lach anil Treg. If the u/a be genuine, tha
translation will be.**theiinagf'.of ihf. wild-beast .^Iwuid both spfakand/act^inarder ttiatas inany as." etc.—E. K. C]

29 Ver. 16, [Lach., llsch. (1859), Alford, Treg. read npoUKwriaiairai, wiih A. B*. P.; Tisch. (8th ed.l, -ovcni' with X.—E. R. 0.]
30 Ver. 16. [Grit. Eds. give fiwaiK with X*. A. B*. C. P.; 1 reads 5w(ret ; 7, duaHiiTLV', 26, 96, Aieierij'.—E. R. C]
31 Ver. 17, Lai-hmarin, ia ace. with C., omits the wot without sufiicipnt re ison. [Tisch. (8th ed ) omits with 6<*. C. 6,

Tel, etc.; Tiach. (1859), Treg. give it with jK". A. B*. P., Vnlg. ^except Tol.), etc. ; Alford brackets.—K. R. C I

32 Ver. 13. [Tisch., Treg. read xfir with B*. 1, 6, cte. (Tisohendorrs Ed. of B*. gives xJst) ; Alford, efaitotrioi eJ^KoiTa
ef with A. Cod. K'l instead of tne efnKoiriot of .\., reads -tat ; and P. 7, -ta. Cod. C. gives e$y]K6(rta Sexa e^.

—

H. R. C.j

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYN-QPTICAL VIEW.
Prefatout Remarks on the Relation or

Ch XIII. to Ch. XVII.—/< hat already been re-

marked that the figure of Satan and his seven heads
(ch. xii.) must not be identijied with the figure of
Antichrist and his seven heads. Neither must the hts-

t9ii/ of therute of .4ntichristi'inity, primarily setforth
as a whole (ch. xiii.), he identified with the Judgment
upon the first third of Antichrisdaniiy^ the Harlot.
(ell. xvii. ). Consequently, the details also (cbs.

xiii. and xvii.), especialli/ the parallels of the seven

heads, may, indeed, be regarded as similarities, but

are not to be treated as identities. This remark ap-
plies particularly to the deadly wounding of one of
the Beast's heads (oh. xiii.) and the temporary dis-

appearance of the Beast (oh. xvii.)

—

a disappear-

ance certainly resultant upon the wounding. All
those combinations that are grounded upon the iden-

tity of these two items^ which are connected as cause
and effect, fall to pieces when subjected to a more
precise and circumstantial exegesis. It is impossible
to overlook the antithesis, that, in the total, history

of Antichristianity (oh. xiii.), the False Prophet, the

spirit of a fallen Hierarchy, is subservient to the Anti-
christian political World-power, whilst in the history

of partial Antichristianity (ch. xvii.), the Woman
rides upon the Beast, although the Beast at last

destroys the Harlot. Comp. Ebrard, pp. 377 and
4.5.5.

Above all, we would remind our readers of the
fact that we have another entire cyclical world-
picture before us, viewed under the aspect of
Antichristianity; it is no mere petty section of
Roman history, comprised, as some would have
it, between the years 1 and 70 A. D. Further,
the following definite antithesis is distinctly evi-
ilent

: As the Beast out of the sea represents the
whole of hist orical worldly political Antichristian-
ity, as embraced, however, in its final consum-
mate appearance—so, likewise, the Woman, con-
trasted with the Beast, is not, so to speak, a

particle of the Kingdom of God, still less the
Jewish people, but the whole Old and New Testa-

ment Kingdom of God, and this too with reference
to \Me final form of the Old Testament, in which
the Mother appears, and to the final form of the
New Testament Church, which divides into the
two forms of Harlot and Bride, finally appearing
'as the Bride.

Our Earth-picture is in three sections. In the
first, the devilish essence has obtained no human
shape, but already operates by summoning to its

aid human masses which unconsciously serve it.

In the second section, it has fashioned an organ
unto itself in the appearance of the Beast out of
the sea. In the third section, it has even made a
Beast from the earth, a production of the old
Theocratic order of things, subservient to the
sea-monster, and hence, indirectly, ministrant
to itself.

The beginning of the first section plainly shows
that here the Earth-picture commences which
corresponds with the Heaven-picture, for in ver.

14 ver. 6 is repeated. Here however, we have
the amplifioatory statement: to the Woman
were given the two wings of the great eagle,

that she might fly into the wilderness. The great
eagle may be relatively understood of worldly
powers, if the context require such an appre-
hension, as for instance in Ezek. xvii. 3, 7. When,
however, the term is as free from limitation as
we find it here, our thoughts are led back to the

redemption of Israel from Egypt, when Jehovah
bare the people on eagle wings (Ex. xix. 4) ; and
we are the more forcibly reminded of that event,

since Israel, also, found refuge from the pursu-
ing Pharaoh far out in the wilderness. If Je-
hovah Himself is not to be here understood, the

thing signified is His redemptive providence, in

its powerful, swift and lofty flight, unattainable
for all earthly pursuers. The fact that the

wings must be two in number requires no eluci-

dation; it is, however, somewhat remarkable
that the Woman receives the wings herself and
becomes & flying Woman. Thus did the young
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Church of Christ fly from JeruBalera to Pella
;

|

and thus in every subsequent persecution it has

fled deeper into the wildtrnexe of solitude, of

concealment, of renunciation, of foreign coun-

tr es;* thus itfinally fled literally into the wilder-

ness of hermitry and monasticism. For the wil-

derness forms, in general, a contrast to the worldly

region of secular life, just as the wilderness into

which the Eagle bore Israel formed a contrast to

Egypt. Tlie Middle Ages afl'ord a symbolical

representation of these flights, in the develop-

ment of monkish forms, of constantly increasing

strictness, in face of every new advance of se-

cularization;—back of these figures, however,

lies the fact that the Church has ever fled deeper

into the hiding-place of world-renunciation.

Here is her place, where she is nourished. And
how she has been nourished with heavenly

strength, has been shown by the Mystics of the

Middle Ages as well as by the Martyrs of the

Reformation.

The time of her sojourn in the wilderness, or

the time of the Church of the Cross, is, as has
already been observed, obscurely designated in

a twofold manner—by the number 3J and by the

indefinite form of times.

Thus she is nourished from the face of the

Serpent. Even the serpent of hierarchical despot-

ism scarce observed how the Church was
nourished inwardly with powers of the world to

come [Heb. vi. 5].

But the abode of the Woman does not remain
hidden from the Serpent, who casts out of his

mouth water as a river, that he might cause her to be

carried away. In the parable of the mustard seed,

Christ had described the development of the seed
into a tree-like shrub, which the birds would
mistake for a real tree, and make their nests in

its branches ; John could already see the begin-

nings of the fulfillment of this prophecy in the

pressing of foreign elements into the living

Church. In his quality of Seer, however, he had
the broadest and most extensive view of this

whole inundation of the Church by the Graeoo-

Koman world, by the migrations of nations, by
its baptism with many peoples. For it is an ir-

refragable fact that waters are indicative of

surging nation.al life (Ps. xciii. 3, 4) ; conse-

quently, the river here denotes a violent flux of

national life against the essential Church, and
the casting of this water out of the mouth of the Dra-
gon forces the inference of a diabolical back-
ground to this tremendous onset. We cannot,

of course, deny the fact that an opposite attrac-

tion to the light had its share in influencing the

Germanic peoples, especially, in their migra-
tions; this, however, does not invalidate a truth

clearly unfolded in the migrations of the Huns,
the Vandals, the Turks, and the Mongols, in

their perilous onset against the Church. And,
moreover, the Germanic nations were urged on
and swept away by the dark lust of conquest of

the Huns. But the earth helped the Woman by

opening her mouth and swallowing up the river. It

was the earth as a Divine institution, in the dou-
ble form of the pedagogical Church of the Law,
striking back into the Old Testament, and the

* ChriHtiana as emigrants to Bobemia, Poland, Germany,
Prussia, America—a L-ing story. See Mott. x. 23.

Christian State, which subdued the flood of bar-
barous nations through the medium of a Theo-
cratic education.* Numbers xvi. 32 can hardly,
merely on account of the similarity of expres-
sion, be cited here as analogous.
The rage of the Evil One is, indeed, only

heightened by this discomfiture; it, however,
takes another direction. The l)ragon, angry
concerning the Woman, departs to make war "with
the remnant of her seed." These are designated
as truly pious persons ; they keep the command-
ments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus
Christ. The explanations of them as brethren
of Christ, or Gentile Christians, or Zionites, are
not satisfactory. It would seem nearer the
truth to say that they are the individual Chris,
tiana who, collectively, form the Woman (Bleek
et al.), if the text did not make a decided dis-

tinction between the Woman, or the Kingdom of

God in its visible appearance, and these isolated

children of the same. And here it is a natural

proceeding to glance back from the striking ex-

pression oi loiiroi (comp. ch. iii. 2) to the signi-

ficant typical expression of the Prophets : the

remnant ([residue, remainder] 1XK' rt'TSK?; Is.

X. 20-22; xi. 11; xxviii. 5; Amos' ix. 12; Mi-
cah ii. 12 ; iv. 7 ; vii. 18, etc.). There has been
a storm of judgment, in the assaults of the Dragon
upon the Woman, at the end of which there is

but a remnant of individual Christians left, who
are true servants of God and martyrs of Christ.

The Woman has had to submit to an alliance

with ^Ae earth; the essential Church has had to

consent to an alliance with the Theocratic eccle-

siastico-political form. In consequence of this

alliance, the Church has itself become more akin

to the earth, and a distinction has arisen between
her visible totality and her living»children.

Subsequently she is herself partially represented

by the earth. In the last time, therefore, Satan

instinctively directs his attacks only upon the

vital Christianity of individual Christians. He
may gain many a victory in combat with them

;

for how many separatists and sects fall a prey to

diabolical deceit. As a whole, however, they

resist him, and this urges him on in the direc-

tion of the sea, the social life of the nations.

Accordingly, he stands upon the sand of the

sea. Here he appears to vanish—only, however,

to arise in his moral creature, the Seast out of the

sea, positive Antichristianity. The fact that

here, as well as Dan. vii. 2sqq., the sea repre-

sents the life of the nations, U proved not only

by the consistent import of this symbol, but also

by the agreement of the idea in respect of the as-

cending Beast. The fundamental thought is this

—that always a demonic ruling power issues

from a spiritual anarchy of excited national life,

and rests thereupon. It does not follow from

this that we already have to do with a demo-
cratic form of Antichristianity. The decisive

passage where we are to seek for light is the

scene ch. xvi. 19. After the out-pouring of the

seventh Vial of wrath, the one great city, So-

dom-Egypt (ch. xi. 8), is divided into three

* In connection witli the general fulfillment of this pro-

phecy, r<iferenc6 may be made to tbe slaughter of the Huns,

the victory of Charles Martol, and, in general, to the tri-

umpba of Christendom In the East and West over Moham-
medanism.
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parts, and the one judgment branches into three

judgments—the judgment upon specific Buby-

lon, executed by the ten kings (chs. xvii., xviii.)
;

the judgmeat upon the ten kings, executed through

the Parousia of Christ (ch. xix.); and the judg-

ment upon Gog und Magog as the host of Satan,

executed through the intervention of God with

fire from Heaven (ch. xx. 9). Honoe it is evi-

dent that in the present bestial figure, those three

potencies are still uudivided^Antichristian ab-

solute despotism, democracy and anarchy. That

the decidedly worldly character of the i5east is

expressed, ia evitlenced by his coherence with

the Danielic world-monarchies ; and, no less, by
his hostile antithesis to the Theooratico-ohurohly

Woman, and his distinction from the False Pro-

phet from the earth. Still, the three ground-
forms of Antichristianity already peep forth

from our unitous figure, and among them, of

course, the first ground-form, Babylon, appears.

That a great Beast of prey is intended, is evi-

dent from the attributes of the Beast as well as

from his peculiar designation [-^yplov not=i^(jov).

With these attributes, he appears as a unitous

compound of the Danielic beasts, yet in an ori-

ginal modification. The ten horns of the fourth

Danielic Beast come in view here. In the stead

of the four Beasts, however, we have the one

Beast, and thai, not with four, but with seven

lieads, because here the centre of gravity falls

in the New Testament time, beyond the vision

of Daniel. The Beast has, moreover, become
civilized with the times. In the vision of Daniel,

tlie lion occupies the foreground: here, tlie

general aspect of the Beast is pied, like the less

formidable leopard^Yiiriegnted with hierarchic
and despotic colors. Of the Danielic bear, the
.Tohannean Beast has retained the ursine feet, on
account of his ungainly appearance, or his fatal

embraces. Of the lion, the mouth remains
(see 1 Pet. v. 8). Thus compounded, he is still

more of a monster than the fourth Danielic
Beast; and his monstrosity is still further in-

creased by the fact of his union of the
seven spirit-like and apparently holy heads with
ten horns of worldly authority—a disproportion
which distinctly proclaims that his authority is to

be regarded as bestial arbitrariness, and not as
reposing upon actual spirit-might ; this fact is also

evident from the circumstance that he has set

his crowns not on his heads, but, more shame-
lessly than Satan himself, on his horns.

On the other hand, the heads have on them
names of blasphemy, different forms of rebellion
against the Divine-human government of God,
and against the God-man Himself (Dan. vii. ; 2
Thess. ii.).

The Dragon seems desirous of being completely
merged in this his representative. He gives
him (the manner of the giving is intimated John
xiii. 21) his magical jBOioer, i. e. his lying power;
his throne or his terrific ruler-glory, intimidating
to all that is cowardly and base on Earth ; and-
his authority as a ruler (see Matt. iv. 9; 2 Cor
iv. 4).

Manifestly, this collective appearance of Anti-
christianity reaches back into the Old Testa-
ment; in this it resembles the collective appear-
ance of the Kingdom of God, in the form of the
Woman (ch. xii). As, however, the main his-

tory of the Woman falls in the New Testament

time, so it is with the full revelation of Anti-

christianity, which even tapers at last into the

consummate figure of Antichrist (vers. 17, 18).

And now we come to the hardest knot of the

Book. The point ofdeparture for our oonsideratioa

is the mark, or recognition-sign {x^pajpia), the

real symbolum of the congregation of the Beast.

Every one who chooses to belong to this congre-

gation must bear this sign about him, either on
his forehead or on his hand. After the analogy

of branded slaves, he must bear the Antichris-

tian slave-mark on himself as a sign that he be-

longs to the Beast—indirectly to the Dragon

—

and that he has not fallen under social excom-
munication, like the confessors of Christ. Now
is this mark to be apprehended literally or figu-

ratively? The particulars seem to favor the

literal apprehension of it. Either on the fore-

head or on the hand—either in ordinary writing

or in number-writing.
Forehead and hand, however, are themselves

intelligible symbols; and, consequently, the

sign on the /oreAeafi seems to denote the Theo-

cratic impiety of open confession of the prince

of enmity to God and Christ, whilst the sign on
the hand is apparently significant of the practical

impiety of open atheistical audaciousness; thus

a contrast is formed, as if the complete dogma-
tics and ethics of Satanic superstition and unbe-
lief were intended.

But, though the spiritual deportment is the
main thing, the instantaneous recognizability
of the spiritual stale is conditioned on a definite

symbolum. This symbolum consists of the An-
tichristian party-name, corresponding to the

generic name of Christian. The devil-worship-
per calls himself after the name of the Beast
who rules him; either plainly, without circum-
locution, or in numeric writing.

In the declaration: here is wisdom—however,
it cannot be meant that the Seer designs depo-
siting here in a riddle the central point of all

the wisdom of revelation. The like expression
recurs, more plainly, in ch. xvii. 9: Here is

the understanding that possesses [is master of]
wisdom—in accordance with what follows after,

the skillful, holy, intelligent ability to recognize
the Antichristian power, or rightly to apply the

Apocalyptic sign to the corresponding historic

phenomenon. In this, therefore, wisdom will

approve itself. Wisdom alone will not answer;
understanding alone would be still further from
the mark. But whosoever has the right under-
standing of wisdom will reckon the number of

the Beast, or transpose the ideal marks of the Beast
into historic marks.

The Seer next furnishes the key. Thenwmier
of the Beast is, in the first place, the number of

an unknown man. It runs through a line of

precursory Antichrists down to the last specifi-

cally consummated Antichrist. The standing

sign, however, is the demonic side of Antichrist,

and this is signalized by the number six hundred

sixty-six. By an absolute unrepose and toil, by
the absolute denial of the approaching Sabbath
or Golden Age, and by an absolute aimlessnesa

and abortiveness, or self-consumption, we are to

recognize the features of Antichrist. Where
these appeir in demonic perfection, there is
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Antichrist (comp. Is. xlviii. 22 ; Ivii. 21 ; Ixvi.

24). To compute the number of the Beast means,
therefore, to determine the human unknown
Antichrist in accordance with the stationary

and revealed traits of the demonic nature of

Antichrist, with the understanding of wisdom
(not the understanding of a prying and calcu-

lating curiosity).*

Between the general form of Antichristianity

and its summing up in the last Antichrist,

a highly significant consideraiion presents itself.

One of the keads of the Beast appears as wounded
to death; but the deadly wound becomes whole
again. Such a wounding could proceed only
from Christianity. We must, however, carefully

distinguish the fact, that Christ Himself, in the
kingdom of spirit, has bruised the serpent's

head (the life-principle of the seven heads)

—

from the fact that historic Christianity inflicts a
deadly wound upon the Antichristian world-
power in the distinct head of the pagan-
Koman world-monarchy,—a wound which, in

this present world's history, can be healed.

This item coincides precisely with the apparent
vanishment of the Beast that was and is not and
shall be, as represented by the seventh head (ch.

xvii. 8-10.—See Int., pp. 25 sq.). Since that

healing, all the Earth has been wondering after

the Beast, Since within Christianity itself an
Antichristian power has unfolded in many and
diverse forms, having even partially matured its

principles, the generality of men, especially such
as are hangers on of authority d, toutprix, have be-

come accustomed to divide their hearts, and at the
rupture of light [truth] and falsehood, right
and might, with superstition and cowardice to

pay homage to the lying power, making, for the
most part, only symbolical reverences to Chris-
tianity. This is worshipping the Jieast, and it

is also, indirectly, a subtile devil-service—a wor-
shipping of the Dragon. For that which has
converted Satan into an Ahriman, an evil deity,

for such men, is the fact that he has given power
to the Beast; this he has accomplished by
means of an impious policy of craft and vio-

lence—a policy which, starting from Italy espe-
cially, attained such fearful terroristic develop-
ment in the Middle Ages. In reference to the
Dragon, they worship Godless principles

; in

reference to the Beast, they worship his incom-
parableness and irresistibility. Vast pomp and
inexorable hardness compose the social cement
which, ever more and more, threatens to convert
the majority of men into an idea-less, anti-ideal

mass—the method which would succeed in giv-
ing mankind an animal training, were it not
that it has a Divine kernel before which all the
might of Satan must be confounded. So secure
is Divine Providence in face of the Beast, that it

gives him a mouth for all boasting and blas-

* The verb [i/fTj^ifeii/] meana not merply to reckon, but
also to judge (pass senteuce), decide, adjudge. We have
already rejected the unsymbolical, though usual, hypothesis
of au ordinary number. Such an hypothesis fails to recog-
nize the symbtjlical character of the Apocalypse. It is an
impossibility that tlie Seer should have regarded it as a
mark of Christian wisdom, and that in an extraordinary
degree, either to propose or to dpcipher such a numeric
puzzle. In oh. xvii. 9 likewise, wisdom will approve itself,
not in refinements of calculation, but in a religious-moral
judgment, aided by a reference to Old Testament sym-
tioliem.
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phemy, i. «., for all self-exaltation and derision
of Divine truth, of Christian principles. For
precisely this is the Divine method of sifting, as
exhibited in the history of the world ; thus the
elect must become manifest, and thus the chaflf

must be separated from the wheat. To this end,
therefore, authority is given to him, power to

do what seems good to him for forty-two months.
This, again, is the whole time of the Church of
the cross—not, however, in the form of times or
of days, but in the form of months [moons],
like the abandonment of the outer court to the
Gentiles (oh. xi. 2) ; the greatest vicissitudes
and fluctuations thus being indicated. Mean-
while, this Antichristianity is perfecting itself

against the end. Finally, there is an open mani-
festation of audacity

; the Beast blasphemes God,
and that in a threefold manner : he blasphemes
His name, or revealed religion; W\s tabernacle,

or His vital, simple, unadorned Church ; and
His children, the men of the Spirit [or men of
spirit, i. e., spiritually-minded men], who dwell
in Heaven: in his blaspheming against them
that dwell in Heaven, a blasphemy against (he
hope of a hereafter is involved. It is also given
him even to make war with the saints and to overcome
them. For the combat is conducted before the
undiscerning, appearance-seeking and party-
spirited world, and here, almost. inv,iriably, it

is the Stentor voice, arrogance and false puthos
that decide ; and the result is all the more cer-
tain since extraordinary magical and terroristic
aids are on the side of the Beast, extending even
to all terrors of violence and tricks of cralt.

Thus there is vouchsafed him an extension of
authority over every tribe, and people, and tongue,

and nation. Now it is an unmistakable fact

that this ideally unitous might has hitherto, in

its actual exercise, been only approximately
unitous, although the phenomena of the gradual
realization of such a unity occasionally appear
in formidable powers. But with the develop-
ments of the Antichristian might, corresponds
the homage of all who dwell upon the earth, the

true slaves of the old ordinances and the old

earth, further characterized as those whose
names are not written in the Book of Life of the

Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

The meaning of this is—they lack the Divine
trait of a believing aptitude for suffering, of

willingness to suffer for the truth, to suffer with
Christ.

The highly significant words now following,

to which the arousing challenge is prefixed, "if
any man hath an ear, let him bear," may pri-

marily conduce to the comfort of believers amid
the persecutions which (he Beast prepares for

them. The Old Testament law of the strictest

retribution, in spite of that misunderstanding
which regards it as abrogated in the social af-

fairs of life, because it is thus abrogated, by a

higher law, in the Kingdom of Love, of personal
relations, re-appears at the close of the New
Testament in all its freshness, nay, in sharper
outlines than before. We refer our readers to

the original text and the attempt of the transla-

tion to reproduce it.* The retribution will

correspond in each case to the fault.

* [The translation of Lange is :
*' Wennjemand arm Gefan-

gmscliaft betreibt, der trtibt sich in die Gefangenscttaft
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Believers are to comfort themselves with these

words in their sorrows. The words are, also,

however, designed for their instruction, for even
well-meaning, pious zeal has, in manifold ways,

violated the law of tke patience [endurance'] of

the saints. Often are the sufferings of a later

Christian generation expiations of ancient tres-

passes, committed in a sphere in which the patience

[^endurance] and the faith of the saints alone

win the victory. Here appears the vital law
which lies at the foundation of the patience and
f.iilh of the saints. The more prominence is

given to this law, inasmuch as just these excesses

of pious zeal to which we have referred, are
connected with the contrast which now comes to

view with the appearance of the second Beast,

that arises from the earth. This Beast from
the earth, the supreme issue of the spirit of cor-

rupt theocratic authority, the spiritual extract

of the fallen hierarchy, ia a still more hateful

monster than the Beast out of the sea. He is

personified baseness, for he denies his origin, the

conf^ecrated earth of God. He is personified hypo-
crisy, for he has two horns like a lamb, and he
speaks like a dragon; he is, therefore, still worse
than the Beast out of the sea, in Satanic false-

ness, in Satanic hate. He is, likewise, personiiied

hoUowness, in that he begins to imitate the deeds
of the first Beast. Finally, he is personified

reprobacy, in that he becomes an eye-servant of

the first Beast, changing from a prophet of God
into a prophet of Antichrist. The prototype of
such "arch-rogues" was Judas, when he be-

c ime subservient to the enemies of Christ, him-
self excelling tliera in depravity.* Even in
earlier .Judaism such traitors made their appear-
ance, especially in the time of the Maccabees,
when Simon, Jason, Menelaus and the like fig-

ured (2 Mace. iv.). In reality, Caiaphas, in

his rehation to the Romans, belongs to this class.

Throughout the Christian ages such perfidies

have been repeated : there was a rank growth
of them in the French revolution in particular.
Even our own time betrays a peculiar disposition
to the production of Buch subjects. The ap-
proach to the bridge of treason is, however,
visible at all times in such tendencies as seek
to obliterate, as far as possible, the contrast be-
tween God and the world, sin and grace, in-

wardness and outward show. But at all events,

the master of false prophecy is yet to come—the
vice-Antichrist, acting as the deputy [^Scherge]

of the head Antichrist, and seeking to save at

least his thirty pieces of silver out of the wreck
of his former system. Thus, therefore, the False
Prophet enters tlie service of Antichrist; his of-

fice, henceforth, is to gain adherents for his
master. He it is who also prepares the earth
for apostasy. A special motive which he urges

Hnnn. Wmn jrmand mit dem Schmert todton will, drr
muss selber (sdim) mit dt,m Echwert geWdM sein;" which
may thue be rend.^re'l

: "It any one drtvelh a captivity, he
drivoth himself into captivity. If any one will kill with the
sword, he must himself (his very self) be killed with the
Bword."—E. E. 0.]

* Here we have a striking Johannean trait. Not one
in the circle of the disciples of Jesns penetrated so enrly
aiid so deeply the aemonic inclination to treason as John.
And thns, doubtless, Judas became for him the type of the
Fiilse Prophet. The way in which he sevf-ral times strikes
upon the idea of raakiuK Are tall from Ueaven, is likewise
^iiaracterjstic ol the Sou oi Thunder.

to induce men to become worshippers of the

Beast, is the fact that his dead'y wound is healed.

This, in his sense, signifies that the operation of

Christianity ia exhausted—that Christianity has
outlived itself—Biblical, pristine Christianity is

at an end. This false, counterfeit lamb does

great signs, and would even, in appearance,
imitate the former Church-ban by a ban of na-

ture, and m^'k.Vi fire fallfrom Heaven. Here, espe-

cially, we perceive the heavenly integrity of the

former Sou of Thunder, who once desired to

make fire fall from Heaven upon a Samaritan
city. He now knows to what such a proceeding
would lead, and knows that God has reserved

to Himself the right in the final judgment to let

fire fall from Heaven on the Satanic mob (ch.

XX.). The signs, however, which the false lamb
really executes, to the seduction of men, will be
lying signs, like the cause which he serves—or,

at all events, grandiose magical arts.* The
greatest sign is the infatuation of men into

making an image to the Beast—to the Beast,

moreover, as presenting the mockery of Christ's

resurrection, as having been wounded to death,

and as having revived again

—

i. e., to the invin-

cible, immortal Beast. It \i a slight reminder
of the sin of Aaron, that the men must make
the image, but the False Prophet himself gives it

a spirit, so that the image of the Beast can speak.

Thus, in fine, the theory, science, poetry, and
art of Antichristianity speak just as does this

Beast himself in his practical shape. The declara-

tion that the tendency of the image was to cause
that all who would not worship the Beast should
be killed, is doubtless to be taken as referring
to social death ; and matters even arrive at such
a pass that those who refuse their countenance
to the Beast are, by his godless company, who
have adopted an absolntely anti-symbolical sym-
bolum, completely excluded from social inter-

course, as indicated by buying and selling. Thus
there is already prepared, by the world, that

separation which Christ, at His coming, shall

judicially consummate.

[abstract of views, etc.]

By the American Editor.

[Elliott: The dejected Dragon (Satan) per-
secutes the Woman (the true, primitive, orthodox,

catholicly united Church), also fallen from Heaven
[her first figured state of elevation and glory), by
inciting against her (1) Arian emperors (Con-
stantius, A. D. 837-361 ; Valeus, A. D. 364-378):

(2) temptations to superstition: (3) the Arian-
Pagan Gothic flood (see below). The flight into

the wilderness indicates a change, not of place,

but of state; it implies "the faithful Church's
(gradual) loss of its previous character of Ca-
tholicity or Universality, its invisibility in respect
of true Christian public worship and (destitution of
all ordinary means o/ spiritual sustenance." (For
the period of the Wilderness-state, ch. xii. 14,

see below with ch. xiii. 5.) The two wings of
the great eagle, the assisting and protecting in-

fluence of the Eastern and Western divisions of

the great, eagle-symbolized, Roman Empire united

under Theodosius the Great; these wings were
given to her: Theodosius was not only a Church-
member, but appears to have been a truly pious

See Add. Comment on ch. xiii. 13, p. 270.—B. R. 0.]
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man.* The flood cast out of the serpent^s mouth,

the Arian-Pagan Gothic invasions (a double

idea suggested : (1) what flows from the mouth

is dvctrine, good or bad, Prov. xviii. 4; xv. 28;

(2) floods are a constant Scripture metaphor for

the invasion of hostile nations, Isa. viii. 7; Jer.

xlvi. 7 ; Ezek. xxvi. 3 ; Nahum i. 8, etc. ; see

also, with the double sense, Ps. cxliv. 7) ; such
was the fury of this flood as "to svveep away
all the political bulwarks of the Roman autho-

rity before it; and thus might well have been
deemed sufficient to sweep away also the Chris-

tian Church and Christianity itself, the pro-

fessed religion of the Empire." The earth helped,

etc.: "In those continuous and bloody wars of

which the Western world had been the theatre,

the barbarous invading population was so

thinned, so absorbed, as it were, into the land
they had invaded, that it needed their incorpo-

ration as one people with the conquered to make
up the necessary constituency of Kingdoms.

And in this incorporation, not only was much
of their original institutions, customs and lan-

guages absorbed, but their religion altogether.

... So the Arianism of the invading flood, as

well as its Paganism, was seen no more. It was
absorbed, as it were, into the soil, and had dis-

appeared." The Beast from the sea (ch. xiii. 1)

is one with (1) the Beast from the Abyss (oh.

xvii. 3) ; (2) the little horn of Daniel's fourth

wild Beast (Dan. vii. 7, 8, 19-24); (3) St. Paul's

Man of sin (2 Thess. ii. 1-12)
; (4) St. John's

Antichrist (1 John ii. 18-22; iv. 3; 2 John 7),

and symbolizes the Papal Empire (the sea rep-

resenting ihe flood of invading Goths): the seven

heads signify (1) seven hills (of Rome), ch. xvii.

9; (2) "the number ot different successive govern-

ing heads of bestial character—forms of government

—which (not another Beast or Empire, but) the

same individual seven-hilled Roman Empire would
be under from first to last, from its early origin

to its final destruction; there being here pre-

mised, however, . . . that the seventh head visible

on the Apocalyptic Beast would be, in order of

existence, its eighth (ch. xvii. 11), "f they [five

* [" First, to him (Theodosius), alone of Roman Emperora
from Constantine to Charlemagne, the title has attached^
deservedly attached, to use Gibbon's expression—of ' Theo-
I10SI08 THE Great.' Next it was his lot, alone of Roman
Emperora after its bipartition by Valentinian, to nnite the
two divisions of the Empire, the Eaateru and the Western,
Mhich now, let it bo noted, in the very eoinaee of the Kra-

pire seemed to be figured as win^s, xinder his own sw;iy.

further, it was pre-eminently his character to use all this,

his imperial power, snccesa and greatness, as a protector

and nursing father to the orthodox Church of Christ. As
Gibbon says, ' Every victory of his contributed to the tri-

umph of the Christian and catholic faith.' Indeed, not the

professing ortkodnx Church alone (contradistinctively to the
j^rian) might claim Theodosius as a friend and protector;

but Christ's true Church also, included in the former. For
none, I think, can read his history without the impression
of his real personal piety. See his character as slsetched by
Milner."

—

Elliott, Vol. IIT., pp. 55 sq.

fThe patent objection to this exposition is. that it is diJfi-

cult to conceive how the influeuco of Theodosius could have
a.S8isted the flight of the Church into the wilderne.ss as that

symbol is explained by Elliott; it would seem as though
his influence must rather have tended to an escape from it.

—E. R. C]
t ["His (the Angel's) meaning in this {xvii. 11) is easily

seen, in so far as the symbol itself is concerned, by reference

to the statement ... of ch. xiii. 3. that one of his heads ap-

peared to have been wounded to deatti by a sword, but that

his deadly wound was healed. For a fresh head had evi-

dently sprouted up in place of the preceding one cut down

—

a new seventh in place of the old seventh ; so that the last

having fallen at the time of the Apocalypse,
xvii. 10) represent (a) Kings, (6) Consuls, (c)

Dictators, (d) Decemvirs, (e) Military Tribunes,

(/) the arcfavo; crowned Emperors beginning
with .Augustus (the head then existing), (^7) the
dtdiSij/ia Emperors beginning with Diocletian,*
(this head received its deadly wound in the edict

of Theodosius, suppressing Pagan worship,
which edict, according to Gibbon, ch. xxviii.,
" inflicted a deadly wound on Paganism," but
revived or sprouted again as an eighth head,OT2.;)

(A) the Popedom—professedly Christian, but
essentially heathen: the ten horns represent the
ten kingdoms into which the Western Empire
was divided (and which gave their power and
strength unto the Beast, ch. xvii. 12, 13), viz.,

(1) the Anglo-Saxons, (2) the Franks of Central

France, (3) AUemau-Franks of Eastern France,

(4) the Burgundic Franks of South-eastern

France, (5) the Visigoths, (0) the Suevi, (7) the

Vandals, (8) the Ostro-Goths in Italy, (9) the

Bavarians, (10) the Lombards; (with changes,
"the number ten will be found to have been ob-

served on from time to time, as that of the

Western Roman or Papal Kingdoms"): the

Beast and the ten horns receive their power at

one and the same time {fiiav cjpav, ch. xvii. 12),

i. e., from about A. D. 430-530 ; three horns

plucked up before the Beast (Dan. vii. 8), the

subjection of tlie Vandals, Ostrogoths and Lom-
bards to the temporal power of the Pope (A. D.

533-755, in which last year was Pepiu's donation

of the Exarchate of Ravenna—a donation tcon-

firmed and enlarged by Charlemagne, A. D. 774,

which completed JPeter's Patrimony) ; blasphemies,

as Christ's Vicar assuming all his offices as Pro-

phet, Priest and King ; worshipped (ch. xiii. 4,

comp. 2 Thess. ii. 4), the Pope seats himself

"on the day of his consecration upon God's high

Altar under the dome of St. Peter's, there to re-

ceive the adoration of his Cardinals," and "in
the eighth century it was Gregory the Second's

boast to the Greek Emperor, 'AH the kings of

the West reverence the Pope as a God on Earth '

"

head visible on the Beast, though visibly the, seventh, was, in

p:int of chronological succession, the eighth. It was thus,

indeed, that the Beast, under iU new and last head, became
what the .\ngel called it, 'The Beast that was, and is not,

and yet is' {Ka.i n-apea-Tai=and shall be present), ch. vii. 8;

it having by tliat deadly wound been annihilated in its im-

mediately preceding t/racmi':; form ; and through the froeh-

sprouted head, revived in its new or ten-horned besHaJ, form.

I said the next preceding draconie form, because it is stated,

th.it the Dragon yielded to it I the Beast), on its emergence

from the sea, ' bis power aud his throne and great authority.'

So tiiat the transition from the draconie state of Rome and

its empire to the teji-ltorned bestial was direct, and without

any other form or head intervening, according to the Apoca-

lyptic represeotHtion." Elliott, vol. iii., p. 115.—E. R. C]
« [Elliott calls .attention to the fact, that although the

title of the sovereign remained the same, the nature of his

office was entirely cljanged after Diocletian. He writes
:

" On

turning to Gibbon .... and glancing at the Index of Con-

tents, ch.xiii both the/ocf and the symbol that we seek

arrest the eye connectedly, even as if placed there for the

very purpose of illustrating the Apocalyptic enigma: 'Dio-

cletian assumes the diadem, and introduces the Persian

ceremonial. N'w farm of administration.'—The, notice thus

summarily given is explained and enlarged on in the history

(ch.xiii). The transition of the Roman Empire from its

imperial or sixth head, introduced by Augustus, to a new

and SBWm'/i introduced by Diocletian, is tlius distinctly de-

clared :
' Like Augustus, Diocletian may be considered as

the founder nf a new empire.' and the ch.inge is then illus-

trated somewhat fullv, as affecting alike the official dignity

of the Prince governing, and the constitution and adminis-

tration of the ismpire governed."—E. E. C]
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(Gibbon; see also Secular and Ecc. Histories).

The two-horned Beast represents the Papal Clergy

united under the Pope in his ecclesinstical cha-

racter as Western Patriarch, and acting so as to

support his usurpation as Vicar of Christ: (1)

he has horns like a lawb, and speaks as a dragon^

i. e. under pretence of preaching; the Gospel, he
elaborates a denial of Christ; (2) he exercises all

the power and authorifj/ of the first Beast before

(i. e. as responsible to) him, the grand charac-

teristic (assumed) power of the Pope—-that of

ike kegs—is delegated to the clergy; (3) signs,

the assumption by the clergy of the power to

work miracles
; (4) causing them that dwell on the

Earth to worship, the entire influence of the

clergy exercised to support the usurped claims
of the Pope. The Image of the Beast symbolizes
the Papal General Councils, which -virtually r(?/>-

resented the Head of Antichristendom,* (I) it

was the two-homed Beast (the papal clergy) that
said to them who dwelt on the Roman Eartli,

that they should make the image (constitute a
General Council); (2) it was given to this Beast
to give breath to the im,age, etc.—it was the pecu-
liarity of the General Councils that on matters

ecclesiastical the clergy should alone have voice
;

(3) the Image was made to be worshipped—these

Councils claimed to pronounce infallibly on ques-
tions of religion and faith

; (4) the Image caused
a^ many as would not worship it to he put to

death—the Councils anathematized and excom-
municated all who would not submit to their

decrees. The name is, the one suc^gested by
Irenseus, Aareivdc—the numerical value of the
constituent letters of which is [X, 30 -[- a, 1 -f-

7-, 300 -f f, 5 + I, 10 -f V, 50 + 0, 70 + f, 200
=) 666; the imposing on men the murk, etc.y is

causing the inhabitants of the Roman Earth to

devote themselves to the Papal Antichrist, and
this both in profession (forehead) and action

(hand), even as soldiers to their emperor^ slaves

to their master, devotees to their god.—The period
of the Beast's continuance as a persecuting power,
ch. xiii. 5, and of the wilderness- state of the
Church, ch. xii. 6, is twelve hundred and sixty
prophetic days or years: the primary terminus
a quo of this period is the promulgation of Justi-

nian's Code and Decretal Epistle to the Pope, A. D.
529-533; the secondary Q^ooh. is the Decree of
Phocas, A. D. 604-608; i\\Q primary concluding
terminus, A. D. 1789-1793, "the epoch by vphich
a blow was dealt to the Papal power from which
it has never recovered." (In reference to the
secondary concluding terminus, Elliott calls at-
tention to the fact, that Daniel (xii. 11, 12)
foretells a supplemental period of seventy-five
years which he (writing in A. D. 1861) sug-
gested was probably to be added to that terrai-
n'ls in A. D. 1864-8. Writing in A. D. 1868
(Postscript to Preface, Vol. I.), he claims that
the Bull of the Pope for the Convocation of an
(Ecumenical Council, issued in that year, in
that it does not invite Sovereigns to sit in that
Council, is " an admission of the completed end-

* [A.S to the Jitiv.ss of the symbol (elKtov), Elliott writea:
"The figure has been applie I to the chi^-f exemplifications
that hjgtory ofFers nf national representation by d''put.i<'ii.

So c. g. of the British Parliament. Says Burke; 'The virtun]
spirit and essence of a Home of Commom conei-^ts in its
bein^ the express image of the feelings of a nation '"

ete —
E. r: C.l

o
, .

ing of the period of the kings of Western Christen-

dom spiritually subjecting the power of their king-

doms to him; that is, of the completed ending
of twelve hundred and sixty years." The pre-

sent he regards as the supplemental period, to

close about A. D. 1943.*

Barnes : (Ch. xii. 13-17). Satan (after his

failure to destroy the Church through Pagan
persecutions, see p. 240), " puts forth his power
and manifests his hostility in another form

—

that of the Papacy. . . The Church is, however,
safe from that attempt to destroy it, for the Wo-
man is represented as fleeing to the wilderness
(some place of refuge—possibly the retreats of

the Waldenses, deserts, monasteries, etc.), be-

yond the power of the enemy, and is there kept
alive. Still filled with rage, though incapable

of dr'stroying the true Church itself, he turns
his wrath, under the form of Papal persecutions,

against individual Christians."—-(Ch. xiii.) The
first Beast is the one (secular) Roman power
contemplated as made up of ten subordinate
kingdoms, which "combined in itself all the

elements of the terrible and the oppressive,

which had existed in the aggregate in the other
great empires that preceded it." The second

Beast is the Papacy considered as a spiritual

power, putting on the apparent gentleness of the

* [Elliott at this point (vol. iii., p. 260 sqq.) presents an
elaborate argument, of which the fotlowin^ is an abstract,
against the Day-Day, and in favor of what he styles

The Tear-Day Pmnciple.

I. The presumptive d priori evidence.
1. From t/ip^ nature ofprophetic symhnls. The Apocalyptic

prophecies, to which the controversy relates, are confessedly
symbolic proptieciea (save that of the Two Witnesses, which
8 'me contend to be literal). In such prophecies (which are
piiitures in miniature), it is reasonable to expect that a pro-
portion of scale will be observed between the symbol and the

th-'ug symbolized, in tirn.''. as well as in other respects.
2. From God's declared purpose of making the near ap-

proach of the consummation evident at the time of its

approaching; yet, till then, so hidden as to allow of Chris-
tians always expecting it. This seems to require that, when
p'-opbesying concerning times, a chronological cypher tAioxxi^

have been employed.
3. From the probability that this cypher would be a day

for a year. We find similar cyphers employed Dan. ix. 24-
27 (Elliott contends that J/lDt^, there meaning hebdoinad,

when by itself, always means a wclc—seven days^; Ezek. iv,

1-0: Analogies, Num. xiv. 3i; Lev. xxv. 2-4.

II. 'I%e direct evidence.
This arises from the fact, that the periods of so manv pro-

phecies interpreted on the Year-day principle have proved
correct. He refers to his interpretations of the periods of
the Saracenic woe, p. 201; the Turkish woo, p. 201; the
Witnepses, p. 228; the Woman travailing in birth, p. 240,
and sojourning in the Wilderness, p. 260; the ten-horned
Beast's time of prospering, p. 200.

III. Objections* (Only the more prominent will be men-
tioned.)

1. The alleged novelty of the principle as one unknown in
the Church from the days of Daniet to those of Wickliffe.

Answer: The tact is not as alleged. From the day-i of
Cyprian, this principle in reference to some prophcoiea has
been adopted.

2. The allesed discrepancies and nnsatisfactoriness of
Apocalyptic expositions based on this principle. Answer:
Wrong applications of a principle, resulting in disr-repan-

cies, do not militate against the principle itself, if it be
supported (as this Is, see under It.) by manifest coiQci-

dences.
3. The alleged necessary participation of all in communion

with the Church of Rome throughout twelve hundred and
sixty years (many of whom we have reason to believe wore
true Christians) in the curse and perdition of Babylon as s^t

forth ch. xiv.9-11. Answer: The chronological position f>f

the warning which contains the threatening of woe is at the
very end of the period of twelve hundred and sixty yenrs,
after ihe fall of Babylon (xiv. 8), and therefore after the call

of ch. xviii. 4.—E. R. C]
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lamb, but at the samo time possessing the spirit

of the Dragon. The deadly wound of the first

Beast indicates that the Roman civil and secular

power was so waning (in consequence of the in-

vasion of the Northern hordes) as to be in dan-

ger of extinction ; the healing symbolizes the re-

storative and preservative influence of the Church
of Kome upon the secular empire. The secular

power thus preserved is to continue 1260 pro-

phetic days or years

—

blaspheming (by its (1)

arrogant claims, (2) assumed authority in mat-

ters of conscience, (3) setting aside Divine au-

thority, (4) impions declarations in derogation

of the Divine claims); persecuting [e. g., the

Waldenses, Albigenses, etc.), but at last shall (1)

go into captivity,* (2) come to an end in blood.

—The image of the Beast symbolizes the civil go-

vernment strongly resembling the old Roman
dominion, which the spiritual power of the Pa-

pacy caused to exist, depending for its vital

energy on the Papacy, and in its turn, lending

its aid to support the Papaoy.f—-In reference to

the name and mark of the Beast, Barnes agrees

with Elliott.

Stuart: (Ch. xiii.). The first Beast sym-
bolizes the Pagan Roman Empire; the second, the

Pagan Priesthood ; the deadly wound of one of

the heads, the death of Nero, one of the seven

Kings of Ch. xvii. 10, 11 ; the restoration, the

belief of a reappearance of that emperor (!) ;J

the image, the statue erected to him as a god;

the forty-two months, the period of the Neronic

persecution (from November, A. D. 64 to June,

* [" This is yet, in a Kfoat measure, to be fulfilled ; and as

I understand it, ifc discloses the manner in which the Papal
secular power will come to an end. It will be by being sub-
dued, 80 that it might seem to be made captive, and led off by
some victorious host. Rome now is practically held in sub-
jection by foreign arms, and has no true independence

;

perhaps this will be more and more bo as its ultimate fall

approaches." Baenes. (This was written A. D. 1851.)—E.

E.G.]

f [Barnes finds the fulfillment of this Symbol in the re-

establishment of the Roman Empire under Charlemagne.
Ho quotes tlie following from Gibbon, ch. xlix. ; **The title

of patrician waB below the merit and greatness of Charle-
magne ; and it was only by reviving the Western empire that
they could pay their obligations, or secure their establish-

ment. By this decisive measure they would finally eradicate
the claims of the Greeks ; from the debasement of a provin-
cial town the majesty of Rome would be restored ; the
latin Christians would be united under a supreme head in

their ancient metropolis; and the ctmquerurs of the West
would receive their crown from the successors of St. Peter.
The Jtoman Church would acquire a zealous and respectable

advocate ; and, under the shadow of the Carlovingian power,
the bishop might exercise, with honor and safety, the go-
vernment of the city." To this he adds the following re-

mark :
" All this seems as if it were a designed commentary

on such expressions as these :
' And he exerciseth all the

power of the first Boast, saying to them that dwell on
the earth that they should make an image to the Beast which
had the wound by a sword and did live ; and he had power
to give life unto the image of the Beast,' " etc. He also sub-
joins the coronation oath of the Emperor from Sigonins :

" I, the Emperor, do engage and promise, in the name of
Christ, before God and the blessed Apostle Peter, that I will

be a protector and defender of this holy Church of Rome, in
all things wherein I can be useful to it, so far as Divine as-

sistance shall enable me, and so far as my knowledge and
power can reach."—E. R. C.]

t [Stuart devotes a long Bxcnrsus to the establishment of
this opinion. He writes : " I do not say that John meant to

convey the impression that Nero would actually revive, and
r»'appear on the stage of action ; for this I do not believe.

But thus much I am compelled to believe, . . . that John
here recognizes, and intends that others should recognize,
Nero, by pointing to an individual respecting whom reports
were everywhere current, such as have been exhibited
above."—K. E. C]

A. D. 68) ; the name, "IDD ['nj, the letters of

which give the number 666.

Wordsworth :
" The Tuio Wings are emblems

of the Two Testaments ; . . . the Cliurch flies

on their pinions in her missionary course through
the wilderness of this world." The flood and the
help of the earth, he interprets as Elliott.—(Ch,
xiii.) He agrees with Elliott in the exposition
of this chapter, with the following exceptions:
By the seven heads he understands (ch. xvii. 10,

li) " the kingdoms which were successively ab-
sorbed within the circle of the Rom.in Empire,
. . . the (1) Babylonian, (2) Medo-Persian, (.3)

Greek, (4) Syrian, (5) Egyptian, (6) Roman
Heathen Imperial ... (7) Imperial power of Ger-
many." By the wounding, the ceasing of the
imperial power in the abdication of Augustulus
—it is not said that the Head was restored, but
that the wound of the Beast was healed (ver. 12),
the Beast lived on in the Papacy. By the image,
" the personification of the Papacy, in the visible

form of the Pontiff for the time being."
Alford: (Ch. xii. 13-18.) The figure of the

wings is taken from Old Testament expressions
in reference to the flight of Israel from Egypt
(Ex. xix. 4; Deut. xxxii. 11). "We must not
understand (by) the Woman, the invisible

spiritual Church of Christ, nor (by) her flight

into the wilderness, the withdrawal of God's true

servants from the eyes of the world. . . I own
that considering the analogies and the language
used (in reference to Israel in the desert), I am
much more disposed to interpret the persecution

of the Woman by the Dragon, of the various per-

secutions by Jews which followed the Ascension,
and her flight into the wilderness, of the gradual
withdrawing of the Church and her agency
from Jerusalem and Judea, finally consummated
by the flight to the mountains on the approach-
ing siege. . . And then the river . . . might be
variously understood—of the Roman armies
which threatened to sweep away Christianity

—

or of the persecutions which followed theChurch
into her retreats, but eventually became ab-

sorbed by the civil power turning Christian—or

of the Jewish nation itself, banded together

against Christianity wherever it appeared, but

eventually itself becoming powerless against it

by its dispersion and ruin^or, again, of the in-

flux of heretical opinions from the Pagan philo-

sophies which tended to swamp the true faith.

I confess that not one of these seems to me satis-

factorily to answer the conditions ; nor do we
gain any thiog by their combination. ... As to

the time indicated by the 1260 days, or 3^
years, the interpretations given have not been
convincing, nor even specious." See also the

extract from Alford on p. 242. He concludes

his section with the words: "This latter part

of the vision yet waits its clearing up."—Chap,

xiii.) The first Beast is one with the four Beasts

of Daniel and that of ch. xvii. ; he symbolizes

the aggregate of the empires of this world as op-

posed to Christ and His Kingdom ; the seven heads

are (1) Egypt, (2) Nineveh, (3) Babylon, (4) Per-

sia, (5) GrsBoia, (6) P^ome, (7) the Christian Empire

beginning with Constantine ; the wounding (with

Auberlen), the conversion of the empire to Chris-

tianity, by virtue of which the Beast in his

proper essence, in the ful'-uess of his opposition
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to God and His saints, ceases to be ; tbe worship,

etc., " are a sort of parody on ascriptions of

praise to God (Ex. xv. 11 ; Ps. xxxv. 10; Ixxi.

19; Is. xl. 18,2-5; xlvi 5, etc.): they represent

to us the relapse into all the substantial elements

of Paganism of the resuscitated empire;" the

forty-two monilis, the well-known period of the

agency of Antichrist. The second Beast, identi-

cal with the false Prophet of ch, xix. 20, is the

reviver and upholder of the first; in reference

to the first, he is (1) identical as to genus, (2)

diverse in origin, [Z] subsidiary in Zealand action;

he symbolizes the sacerdotal persecuting power.

Pagan and Christian, which, gentle in its aspect

and professions, was yet cruel in its actions.

The Image, the statue of the Emperor, which
every where men were made to worship; "it is

not so easy to assign » meaning to the giving life

and speech to the Image. . . Tlie allusion proba-
bly is to some lying wonders permitted to the
Pagan priests to try the faiih of God's people.

We ciinnot help, as we read, thinking of the
moving images, and winking and speaking pic-

tures, so often employed for purposes of impos-
ture by their far less excusable Papal suc-
cessors." Vers. 16, 17 point to the commercial
and spiritu.al interdicts which have, both by
Pagan and by Papal persecutors, been laid on
non-conformity. Concerning tbe na^me and num-
ber, he writes in the Prolegomena, §5, 32: "It
(kareivdi;) is beyond question the best solution
that has ijeen given; but that it is not the so-

lution, I have a persuasion amounting to a cer-
tainty." (See also m ioc.)

Lord: (Ch. xii. 1.3-17.) "The Dragon who
followed the Woman symbolizes the Pagan priests
and their abettors ; . their following after her
denotes their attempt to join her society by a
profession of Christianity." " The Serpent , . .

was not the Devil who fought with Michael, but
the Monster Dragon of seven heads (see p. 242),

. it represents the rulers of the Roman Em-
pire from the elevation of Constantine." The
gift to the Woman of the wings, denotes that su-
pernatural aids were granted her, viz.: graces
that formed a part of herself; the river, the
flood of false doctrines and superstitious rites
introduced by Constantine and his successors;
the eartk, the people generally, who eagerly em-
braced the adulterated religion, and who by their
exulting reception of it so occupied the attention
of the rulers as to allow the dissentients to
esc'ipe ; the retreat from the face of the serpent,
the flight of the true Church to a place unknown
(the Waldenses, eCc. ) ;

Vaa anger of the serpent, \hi
continued disposition to destroy ; the making
war with the remnant, the persecution of isolated
dissentients

; the time, limes, and half a time,
twelve hundred and sixty years.—(Ch. xiii.)
The first Beast symbolizes " the Gothic rulers
who established governments in the Western
Empire during the Fifth century, and their suc-
cessors and subjects to ihe present time ;" the
symbols of the first part of ver. 2, that this go-
vernment unites in itself the agility of the
leopard, the strength of the bear, and the merci-
lessness and voracity of the lion ; the head re-
ceiving the wound was the last—the wounding
denotes the slaughter of all Christian heirs to
the throne and the accession of Julian the apos-

tate ; the recover^/, the restoration of the Chris-

tian scccession in Jovian ; the worship, etc., of

vers. 3, 4, that the populace (1) entertained for

their rulers awe and admiration, (2) and, re-

garding them as having acquired the rights of

the old Roman Emperors, acquiesced in their as-

sumptions in matters of religion ; the great

things and blasphemy, usurpations of authority

over Divine riglits, laws, etc. ; ver. 7, the perse-

cutions of the Albigenses, Waldenses, etc.; vers.

9, 10 predict the slaughter and vassalage of all

who should attempt to deliver themselves from
religious tyranny by force (exemplified in the

history of all persecuted peoples) ; the forty-

two months denotes 1260 years of domination (the

terminus a quo being about A. D. 597 or some-
what later).* The second Beast indicates the
" hierarchy of the Italian Catholic Church
within the Papal dominions;" the ear^A whence
he came, the population of the empire under a
settled government ; the two horns, twofold rule

(civil and military)—^ami-like (apparently for

ornament and defence), dragon-\\^e (aggressive,

insatiable, merciless) ; ver. 12 (first part), that it

exercises the same power (civil and military) as t he

first Beast, and contemporaneously (issuing and
executing decrees, making war, etc.)-, ver. 12 (se-

cond part), theleadingof thepopulace tosubmitto
blasphemous usurpations of the emperors ; vers.

13, 14, the pretended miracles of the priesthood.

The Image symbolizes Ihe Papal Kingdom which
the priesthood established—" the union of their

several national churches into asinglehierarcby,
and subjection of them to the Pope as their su-

preme legislative and judicial head, after the
model of the ancient civil Empire under Con-
stantine," etc. The Name is Karstvd^, whose let-

ters give the number 666. Vers. 16, 18 indicate

excommunication and outlawry for non-con-
formity.

Glasgow: (Ch. xii. 13-18.) Ver. 13. When
Satan could not prevent the external prosperity
of the Church, he diffused the poison of heresy.
Ver. 14. The second flight of the Woman ; the
great eagle is the fourtli Zba of chap, iv •,\ the
flight to the desert indicates expatriation (in the
valleys of Piedmont, etc.) ; the lime, etc., the pro-
phetic period of 1260 years (beginning about
A. D. 607). I Vers. 1.^-17, as Elliott.— (Ch. xiii.)

* [Lord's Exposition was published in 1847.—E. R. C]
f [Glasgow i^coguizes in the ZcLa "The official and repre-

sentative ministrant agencies commissioned by the Lord Je-
sus ; and comprehensively all His people, when actively
servinf; Him for the good of man." According to him, the
Litm symbolizes "that like Jiidah of old will belheChris-
tian people of the Gospel ase, rising paramount to and sub-
duing all the nations of the earth ; the Ox, the ministers
and people of .T CPUS " as (1) "sufferers of persecution," (2)
aboufding in "works of faith and lalwrs of love ;" the Face
of a Man. the " people of God as bearing the image of Christ

"

—especially ministers; the Flying Eagle, "three great facts

realized in the agencies employed by .Jesus in His Church:
(I) the means and power given them of escaping from the
rage of their persecuting enemies; (2) their movement to

distant plices in bearing the gospel message ; (3) their etudy
of the prophecies, and their having ' their life hid with Christ,'

the RocU of Ages."—E. B. C-l

X [Glasgow remarks: "It is worthy of being noted that
there is in all these, a.s in prophetic dates generallv, a mar-
gin of three or four, sometimes as many as seven, years,

withinwhich limit an event may be reckoned some few years
earlier or later." (He might also have call d atrentiou to

the fact that some prophecies have a double—an initial and
consummate—objective, and i-onaeqiiently will have a two-
fo'd beginning undending.) He brings together someeven a

that hai-e for their period 126U years, as follows:
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This ia not a new vision, but a continuation of

the preceding—the Dragon that sank down in

the sea (ch. xii. 18) emerges in a new form and
with a new name ; this Beast (see p. 242)

emerges from the sea, i. t., ** of the Arian Goths
and northern Pagans, and remanent Pagiins of

the Empire." For his expositions of the heads,

see p. 242; in his interpretation of the korns he

agrees with Elliott, p. 259. The wounding de-

notes the fill of the Western Empire, partially

in A, D. 476, and more completely A. D. 493

—

this fall did not imply a total cessation of the

imperial power; the imperial laws and princi-

ples were so adopted by the barbarian conquer-

ors that ultimately a new Roman Empire sprang
to life from the contused head of the old (the

restoration). The transition of the Beast from
ihe Dragon-form spanned over the time from
Constantino to Justinian ; the forty-two months
were allotted to him after the healing of. the

mortal stroke, and their beginning (A. D. 529-

532) was marked by the institution of the Bene-
dictine Order, and the publication of the Code
of Justinian. The second Beast is the Papal
hierarchy {generally on this subject he agrees
with Elliott). The Image—(sic)—" this we at

once recognize in the temporal power of the

Pope, and the territory called Peter's Patrimony,
granted by Pepin in A. D. 754 ; to which may
be added the creation of cardinals, who are at

once priests and temporal lords;" (this image
of the monster has not the term of 1260 pro-

phetic days assigned to it ; the giving of spirit to

it was fulfilled in the summoning of Western
Councils—by these it both spoke and acted. The
Name and number, AarecvdCy is one, though not
the 5o/e, solution of the problem. (He presents
the following, all bearing on the Latin Church :

BtvedtKrdg, 'IrcAiK^ iniikriGLa, ^v-rropla, HapdSoaig,

"E(T7repof a^(3d, 7np7 t^X"!, Vicarius Filii Dei,

Vicarius generall's Dei in terris, etc).

AuBERLEN : (Ch. xiii.) This writer in many
points agrees with Elliott, and his views have to

a considerable extent been adopted by Alford,
Glasgow and others. According to him: The
first Beast represents the world-power ; the
seven heads, (1) Egypt, (2) Assyria, (3) Babylon,

(4) Medo-Persia, (5) Greece, (6) Rome, (7) the
Germanic-Sclavonic Empire ; the wounding, the
conversion to Christianity of the seventh head ;*

[A.D.67+1260=1S27, from ths Woman's flight under Nero,
until the Betting up of a rival Pope by Louis of Bavaria,
which gave a measure of relief—synchronous with the birth
of WicklifTH, and the r\m of Marailius of Padua.

[A. D. 2.54+1260=1514, from tbu usurpation exercised by
Cornelius, Bishop of Rome, to the death of the Witnesses
(see p. 2^9).

[A. D. 292+1260=1552, from the beginning; of the Galerian
peraecution to the Peaco of Passan and the esrablishment of
Protestant freedom.

[A. B 311+1260=1571, from the election of Coecilianus aa
Bishop of Carthage leading to th" Erastian interference of
the Emperor, to the granting of Iib'fty of cjnecience to
Protestants in Franie, and the Pope a excommunioation of
the Prntfstant Sovwrftitrn of England.

f A. D. 520+1260=1789, from the in^iitution of the Bene-
dictine Monks, and the publication of Justinian's code, to
the beeinning of the French Revolution.

[A. D. 607+1260=1867 (8), from the decree of Phoca'i, to
the Spanish Revolution, which brought down the last of the
ten horns.—E. R. C]

* [" St. John beholds ' one of the Bfast's heads, as it were
Blam unto death, and the wound of hia death was healed'
(xiii. 3, 12, 14). This deadly wound of one of the w<>rld-

kiugdoms reminds us of what Daulel saw (Dan. vii. 4) with

the healing f the apostatizing of the Christian
head (thia is the eighth head of ch. xvii, 11, the
Antichristian Kingdom in the strict sense ;* pro-
bably a person f ) ; the ten horns denote ten

regard to the King of Babylon :
' I beheld till the wings

thereof (of the lion) were plucked, and the King received tlm
upright posture and the heart of a man.' We know ihat
hereby the humiliation of Nebuchadnezzar's high-8oarin<
haughtiness ia indicated, and his «uh-cquent con ersion to
the living i3od. A similar change pfissea over one of the
Apocalyptic heads of the Bsaat. It is not changed into a
human head, but it receives a wound to death, and is thus
rendered innocuous. The Kingdom of this world, for which
this head stands, does not truly turn to the living God, so
that its beast-nature is changed into a human one, as was
the case with Nebuchadnezzar; but it does not develope its

beast-like, brutal, God opposed character, so fully as the six
others ; for a time it divests itself of its anti-Christian cha-
racter. It appears ws ka^ayiiivov, as if slaio ; and the re-

mark has been justly made, that this expression is choi^en
purposely, in order to point out an outward resemblance be-
tween the Beast and the Lamb, which John beholds (ch. v. 6),
likewise o)? ifr^ayfxivov. The second Beast was like the
Lamb, because it had two horns like a lamb (xiii. 11 ); the first

is like the Lamb in having a deadly wound. Hence we must
not expect, even of the Beast, of the world power itself, that
its developmpnt to the end will be in an exclusively hea-
thenish form ; it is to be Christianized externally ; nay, for a
time, it will appear to be altogether dead, and to hn\ e passed
out of existence; and yet it will be in existence, and not
have ceased to be J3easi." Aubeelbn. p. 297.— E. R. C.J

* [" The deadly wound is thus healed : The Beast which
received it recovers life and returns, but now not only Jrom
the sea, but out of the Abyss, whence it drew new Anti-
christian strength of Hell (xiii. 3, 12, 14; xvii 8; xi. 7).

The Lord Jesus has expressed the same progression (Matt,

xii. 43^5). The Chribtian Germanic world apostatizes
from Christianity ; the old, God-opposed, and anti-Christian

beast-nature asserts itself with new power and gains the

ascendancy ; a new heathenism breaks in iipon the Christian
world. A heathenism which is worse, more demonic, more
of the nature of the bottomless pit, than the ani'ient one,

for it, as represented by the first beads of the Beast, was
only an apostasy from the general revelation of God in na-

ture and conscience (Rom. i. and ii. 14), whereas this hea-
thenis'ii is an apostasy from the full revelation of Divine
love in the Son (comp.Matt. xi. 41.42); it is refined, intensi-

fied heathenism, to which the words shall be addressed :

'Remember from whence thou art fallen !' (ch. ii, 5). This

prophecy is not confined to the Revelation ; it is the same
apostasy (airoffTaa-ia) of which St. Paul speaks in 2 Thess. ii.

3, and which he sees culminate in Antichri-t, ihe Man of

&in, the son of perdition. And in describing the evil times

of the last days (2 Tim. iii. 1 sqq.), the Apostle delineates the

character of the men who shall live then, in a manner
which reminds us of his characteristics of the heathens

(Rom. i.29); thus he foresaw a new heathenism within Chris-

tendom. For it is evident that he wpeaks of Chrifteodom
;

bis expressions—apostasy, 2 Thess. ii. 3; srime shall depart

from the faith, 1 Tim. iv. 1 (comp. 2 Tim. iii. 5; iv. 3, efc.)~

pliunly show it. What is peculiar to the Apocalypse is the

clear juxtaposition of the Harlot and the returning Beaat.

The Lord Jesus (Matt. xxiv. 4, 5, 11, 23-26) and the Apostles

speak of false doctiine, seduction, apostasy, more in general

terms, whereas the Apocalypse distinguishes between two
kinds of apostasies, .lewish and heathenish, of the Church

and "f the world; the pseudo-Christianity of the Harlot,

and the anti-Christianity of the returning Beast. The latter

is the world d. vested of all Christianity; the former, the

world, adopting Christianity, or Christianity adapting it-

self to the world." Acbeelen, pp.300 sq.—E. R. C]

f ["It cannot be proved with absolute certaintythat aprr-

annat Antichrist will stand at the head of the Antichristian

Kingdom, for it is possible that the eighth, bke th'' prece-

ding seven heads, designates a kingdom, a power, and not a

person, and the same may be said conr erning the Anti. hris-

tian born desnribed by Daniel, when compared wiili the ten

horns. But the type of Antiochus Epiphanes is of decisive

importance, for this personal enemy of God's Kingdom is

dericribed in the eighth chapter of Haniel, as a little, gradu-

ally increasing horn, just as Antichrist is spoken ot in the

seventh. And this ia corroborated by the Apostle Paul (2

Thess. ii.), who describes Antichrist (ver. 4} with colors evi-

dently furnished by Daniel's sketch of Antiochus, and who
calls him, moreover, the Man of sin, the Son of perdition,

which, if explained naturally, must refer to an individual

(comp. John xvii. 12, where the same expression, 6 vtb? -nj?

a7ru)Aeta9, is used of Judas). In favor ot the same view may
be adduced, likewise, analogies in the history of thn world ;

the previous world-kingdoms had extraordinary persons aa

their heads, Nebuchadnezzar, Cyrus, Alexander tue Great.
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kingdoms into which the last head is to be di-

vided (ihia division is still fu(ure). The second

Beast ia identical with the False Prophet of ch.

xix. 20, and with the human eyes of the Utile horn

I f Dan, vii. 8; the first Beast is o. physical, poll-

tfcal—this a spiritual power, the power of doc-

Irine and knowledge, of intelleotual cultivation,

of ideas; he arises from the earth, i. e., the civi-

lized, consolidated, orderly world; he comes ia

a Christian garb and name, the horns of the lamb,

but with the spirit and speech of the Dragon
(comp. Matt. vii. 15) ; the Image which the

False Prophet causes to be made (the historical

substratum of which is in the image in D.ia. iii.,

and the statues of the Roman Emperors, to

which divine Avorship was paid), denotes the

deification of the world and the world-power

—

this is the new heathenism, sinking back into the

deification of nature and humanity, of which it

cannot be predicted what forms of folly and
bestiality (Rom. i. 22 sq. ) it shall yet assume ;

with this enhancement of idolatry, seem to be

connected ne(v demonic mighty operations, ac-

cording to ver. 15. Vers. 15-17 contain a pro-

phecy that all public intercourse will be on con-

dition of receiving the mark of the Beast (which
is significantly contrasted with the Seal of the

servants of God, ch. vii. 3 sqq.), and that true

believers will be given into the hand of Anti-

christ for persecution, as is intimated, Daa. vii.

21, 25 ; Matt. xxiv. .*—E. R. C]

The spiritual and universjil character does not exclude indi-

vidual pergonal representatives. Every spiritual tendency
has ita distinguished representatives, and when it has
reached its perfection, produces its representative Kar'

€^QXTiv. Hence Anti-Ohristian tendencies produce different
Antichrists; and it is a aober historical view, when Chris-
tianity niaiutauis that these separate Anticlirists shall, some
future day, find their consummation ia an individual, far
excelling them in the intensity of his evil character (Lango
I. c. 374)." A'JBERLEN, pp. 30-4 sq.—E. R. C]

* [According to Anberlen the kealinrj of the first Bpost
and the exercise of the special power of the second, &et forth
ill ver. 12, have already bi^gun. He writes: " The return of

the Beasf. is repre.>^onled, or at least prepared in that princi-

ple, which, since A. 1). 1789, has ma' ifoated itself in be ist-

liko outbrealrs, and has since then been developed both ex-
tenr^ively and intensively. This principle h;ts appeared in
various forms, in tUe Revolution; in Nnpoleon, despoti'»m
sanctioning revolution, proving, at the same time, that the
Beast, even in this shape, can carry thu Harlot; in Social-

ism and Communism. But we may yet expect other mani-
festations." 'It will not be denied by any one who views
the events of the two last centuries with enlightenc^d eyes,

that also the prediction of the false prophecy has begun to
be fulfilled. Unconverted I'aganism passed over by degrees
into the Chur b during the first centuries, and this mixini^
of Christian and Pagan elements produced Human Catholi-
cism. Then came the Reformation, dissolving thia illegiti-

mate union, and restoring purpi Chriitianity; and hence, it

was natural, that in ihe succeeding centnrii-s, Heathenism
s'lould likmvise ajtpear more naked, undisguised, and do-
ci'led. and should attack Christianity again, but at first only
with spiritual weapons. The Antichristian element, which
before was under a Christian Gruise, now came forward with
incretsmff openness, and manifested itself hs the false pro-
phecy, as false doctrine, as the spiritual power of seducing
ideas, which are based on a view of the w^orld, radically false
anri opposeil to God, bnt which spread and eat as a canker,
under the n uno oJ' philo-ophy, enlightenment, and civiliza-
tion (2 Tim. ii. 17). It is a fact, that the Beast's coming to
life agiin and its new power, whereof we spoke ah ve, is

called forth, accompanied nd strengthened by tlie influence
uf the FaLsi^ Prophet exactly as it is described in Rev. xiii.

12 8qq. It is evident and palpable, that the philosophic
principle of the autonomy of the human spirit, and the
corresponding theological principle of Rationalism, th it

Ifleali'^m and Material isra, Deism, Pantheism, and Atheism,
are all the produ' ts of the same spirit, the essf-nce of which
Ib apostasy from the fundamental principles of Christianity,
alieu'ition from the living and holy God, d ification of the
ert-aturely, Is exactly what id meaut in the Apocalypie by

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ch. XIL 13. He persecuted the woman.
—First he persecuted her Child, the holy Christ

Himself; now he persecutes the Woman, the

institution of the Kingdom of God ; subsequently,
when the Woman has, in respect of her outward
appearance, allied herself with the earth, he per-

secutes her inner essentiality—that which is

later to appear as the Bride—in her remaining

children. That the earth must, equally with the

wilderness, be symbolically apprehended, is re-

quired by the consistency of the description.

Ver. 14. The two wings.—The saving pro-

vidence of Grod is represented, in eagle-like flight;

the Church has so intimately appropriated this

providence, that it maybe said that the eagle-wings

nvGyiven her, Rom. viii. 28-37. As the deliverance

on eagles' wings, into the wilderupss, ia suggestive

of /srae^s deliverance, so, also, an entrance into

the heavenly Canaan is in view ; not, however, the

Judaizing prospect of the external leadership of

a Jewish Church at the end of the world.*
"Where she is nourished.—The beginning

of this fact had arrived even ia the ancient days
of John—with the flight to Pella. The typical

element in the miraculous nourishment of Israel

in the wilderness is here touched upon. She is

nourished (and thus preserved) from the face
of the serpent (Beugel, Ewald, et al.). That
the wilderness is to be apprehended in a symboli-

cal sense, is manifest from the fact that the Woman,
whilst in it, is unattainable for Satan, although
elsewhere earthly wildernesses are designated as

a favorite abode of evil spirits. The Serpent,

therefore, sends a stream of water out of his mouth
after the escaped Woman.

Vers. 15, 16. Water as a river.—That is,

in the form of an apparently incessant current.

Diisterdieck vainly labors to fix upon the inter-

pretation of the torrent of water aa a torrent of

nations an allegoristic character. It is the sim-

ple historico-philological explanation of a very
pronounced allegorical figure; whilst, on the

other hand, the general application of the figure

to pressing daggers, or the citation of billows of

death and streams of destruction (Ps. xviii. 4),

is meaningless in this connection, it being the

intention of Satan not to kill the woman outright,

but to cause her to be carried away of the
river—possibly, only to cause hor "to float with
the current" (KOTafio(})6f}T/Tov). The divergent
specializations of the stream of nations do, in-

deed, rest upon ill-advised and arbitrary guess-

work, practised in conformity to the theory of

Church-h istorical predictions
(
persecutors ; wick-

ed men and evil demons; heretics; Saracens;

worshipping the Beast. Indeed, even in a literal sense, ia
the pri'sent day, ^bestialiti/ is the idfal of thinkers.' But
even where thia extreme point has not yet been reached, the
False Prophet is powerful enough. What ia bringing thou-
sands from Chri -ti mity, and preventing others from coming
to a belief in a full and true Ohri-<tiLnity, is nothing else

but respect for those intellectual powers which rule in these
di>8, for moile-n Science a-.d Culture." {These quotations
have been made from the Biinbnrgh Trans, of the first edi-

tion of Aubf-rl-*n. pp. 304, 311 sq.)—-E. R. C]
* [In accordance with his view that this vision relates to

that which is still future (see Add. Note, pp. 250 sq.), the

Am. Ed. regards this definite symbol (ihe two wings of the

great ea^le) as havnt^ reference to an object that cannot now
be identified. For hii views concerning the wilderness, tee

concluding paragraph on p. 251.—JH. 11. C.J
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Ewald: a sore peril menaomg the fugitive Cliria-

tians by the Jordan 1 See Diisterdieok). Diis-

terdieck's objections against the general refe-

rence of the water-stream to streaming nations

(p. 418) are based upon a continuous miaapprehen-
Bion of allegorical modes of expression. He asks

:

" Can it be said that the Germanic peoples came,
like a flood, out of the jaws of Satan, and were
swallowed up by the earth ?" It may, assuredly,

be assumed that in the first motions of the mi-
grations of nations, especially in the rising of

(he Huns, demonic Impulses were at play; and,
similarly, it may be asserted that the Theocratic
order of the Medioeyal Occident overcame the

hostile torrent of barbarians.

And [Lange: But] the earth.—Neither the

application of this figure to the cultured Roman
world (Auberlen) or to another opposing worldly
power (Hengatenberg), nor the reference of it

to the cleaving Mount of Olives (Zech. xiv. 4), in

accordance with the opinion that the final Anti-
christian time is here exclusively spoken of (Eb-

rard), corresponds to the explicit character of

this Old Testament type.

Ver. 17. And the dragon was wroth,—
Since the Dragon has already been wroth against
the Woman, an increase of wrath is here ex-
pressed, developed in the conflict with the Wo-
man. Hence the reading: iiri in conjunction
with TTi ymaiKi is significant. The preposition
£7r( with the dative may, indeed, simply denote
the object of an action, but it often signifies:

concerning, on account of, about, and this is most
frequently the case with verbs that indicate an
emotion of the mind (as here). Satan becomes
so incensed concerning the combat with the Woman
that he now departs, etc.

With the remnant.—See above. A co-

pious treatise on this point see in Diisterdieck,

who, however, by these remaining ones appre-
hends, with Ziillig. the Zionites (?) on earth.*

Ver. 18. And he stood.—[See Text, and
Gram., Note 7.—E. R. C.] According to De
Wette and many others, the reading koTdSrj is

exegeticiiUy impossible. In reality, however,
the reading of the Recepta, tard'&^v, for which
there is loss authority, is far less possible. See
above. Since a demonic operation upon the sea

of nations is in question, Satan takes his station

upon the sandy shore, a place where the earth is

fiat and the sea shallow. A contemporaneous
appearance of the Dragon, on the sand, and the

Beast, above the waves of the ocean, is not de-

clared; the Dragon vanishes as the Beast in-

spired by him makes his appearance.
Ch, XIII. l.f Ascending out of the sea.—

See the Introduction. Out of the sea of nations:
Many interpreters from Victorinus down. Out
of Europe (! Bengel) ; out of the Italian insular

kingdom (Ewald). The sea is the sea and no-
thing more, Diisterdieck declares, just as the

earth is the literal earth—why, then, are not
also the Beasts literal beasts ?

A wild-beast.—Doubtless, only the God-
opposed, Antichristian world-power can prima-

* [By the remnant the Am. Ed. understands those left on
earth, subject to tlie assaults of the Dragon and his in-

•trunients, aftpr the removal of the airapx'n (see p. 251 and
fonUnote.—E, R. 0.)

t [jei the Add. Note, pp. 272Bq.—B. R. C]

rily be intended—eschatologically concentrated
and modified, however (Auberlen, Hengstenberg).
One-sided, therefore, is the interpretation of the
Beast as pagan Rome (from Victorinus to Bleek
and many others) ; and equ.illy one-sided is the
application of it to papal Christian Rome (Vi-
tringa, Bengel, etal.). The import of the figure,

undoubtedly, does not gravitate backward to

heathen Rome, but, in accordance with its es-

ohatological tendency, forward to Christian Rome.
Heathen Rome can be but visible in one of the
seven heads; and the like is true of Christian
Rome, or, rather, the ecclesiastico-politioal Rome
of the Middle Ages. The Beast is avajialvov

through a long period. With the circumstance
that the terrestrial ocean embraces the earth,
the fact that the Beastfrom the earth does not ap-
pear as co-regent with the Beast out of the sea,

but as his vassal, must not be confounded, as in

Diisterdieck.—The Beast, as -d-npiov, is to be dis-

tinguished from l^aov; the word is indicative

of a bestially ferocious nature, see Dan. vii. 1.

Ten horns.—See the Introduction.

Seven heads.—Interpreted as seven world-
periods; or seven persecutions of Chi-istians; or
seven Antichristian world-powers. Hengstenberg
defines these powers as follows (ii. 13): The
Chaldean, Medo-Persian, Greek and Roman king-
doms. The first and second heads he looks for

as existing before the Chaldean empire. Con-
sequently, ** only Egypt and Assyria can be
thought of." The sixth kingdom, he affirms, is

that of Rome, in accordance with ch. xvii. 10;
the seventh endures, as he believes, until the ces-

sation of the God-opposed power, and passes into

the ten horns or God-opposed kings. We have
taken the liberty of apprehending the seven
heads otherwise (p. 25 sq.). In the first place, it

is, in all probability, to be taken for granted that

the Apooalyptist retains the four world-monar-
chies of Daniel. In accordance with his manner
of constructing the seven, he then follows up the

pre-Christian quaternary with a ternary, beginning
with tile Christian era. John would be more apt

to include the Herodian kingdom in his sys-

tem of heads than Egypt or Assyria. With
Christianity, pronounced Antichristianity first

began — began primarily, in the Herodian
forms,* and continued in the new phase of the

Christ-opposed Roman empire, as distinct from
the Danielle vision of the Roman republic. With
the application of the Beast to pagan Rome, a ma-
nifold explanation of the seven heads has been con-

nected (the seven hills with ten kings, seven em-
perors with ten prefects). With the reference

of the Beast to papal Rome, Vitringa conjoined

an enumeration of seven principal forms of Ro-
man government, from kings and consuls to the

pope ; by the ten horns he understood ten king-

doms subservient to the papacy, from the French
kingdom to the Polish (see Diisterdieck). Pur-

suant to the interpretation of the Beast as the

pagan Roman empire, Diisterdieck, in accord-

ance witti others (see Bleek, p. 326), makes of

the ten horns with ten crowns ten Roman empe-

rors; 1. Augustus; 2. Tiberius; 3. Caligula; 4.

Claudius; 6. Nero; 6. Galba; 7. Otho; 8. Vi-

tellius; 9. Vespasian; 10. Titus. The tenth,

* Ziillig regards the eight kings as Edomitish priuces.
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corresponding to the seventh head, is, he de-

clares, still future [to the Seer]. His ex-

position of the relation between the ten horns
and seven heads may be found p. 432. The
whole, therefore, according to his view, is a petty

repetition of the history of the time, clothed,

in an illusory manner, in prophetioo-symbolic

form. It is not to be denied that the self-

deificatious of Roman emperors (Diisterdieck,

page 58) were types of Antiohristiau blas-

phemies.

Names of blasphemy.—It is neither assuma-
ble, with Ziillig, tiiat the individual heads bore

frontlets, on each of which was inscribed one letter,

the whole number making together the inscription:

lO'V/ 'ilI'\i) (although the antithetic reference to

the fronllet of the High Priest, Holiness to Je-

hovah, is certainly ingenious)—nor that upon
every head the same blasphemous name was
written, according to Diisterdieck and others.

Why should not a sevenfold form of Antiohris-

tian self-deification, corresponding to the seven

world-powers, be intended ? Bede refers to the

name Augustus; Bengel conjectured that the

name Papa was intended; Hengstenberg sug-

gests the name of Christ, ch. xix. 16.

Ver. 2. And the wild-beast that I saw
vyas like. elc.—The Beast is a compound of the

four Danielle Beasts, Dan. vii. 4; amongst these,

however, we regard the fourth Beast as the

Roman world-kingdom, since the third Beast (ch.

vii. 0) has the same number as the Greek world-
kingdom (ch. viii. 8)—four wings, four heads,

four horns. It is entirely incorrect, on the
other hand, to identify the eschatological anti-

theocratic horn (ch. vii. 8) with the precursory
anti-theocratic horn (oh. viii. 8). Be it ob-

served, however, ia this connection, that the

fourth Beast in Daniel, as the real eschatological

Beast, embraces, together with the vision of the
Bomankingdom,the entire series of world-powers,
as coinciding, in perspective, with that kingdom.
The ground- color of the Apocalyptic Beast is

variegated, as was formerly the color of the Greek
kingdom in its division. The fact that, with
John, the four kingdoms have become one king-
dom, rests upon the depth of intuition by which
he has perceived the unitous demonic foundation
of the world-kingdoms. The circumstance that
the ten horns of the fourth Danielle Beast find
their parallel in the ten horns of the Apoca-
lyptic Beast, which embraces all the world-king-
doms, reposes upon the common symbolism of
the number ten and the horns, by which a per-
fectly developed and organically ramified world-
power is expressed. Amongst the ditferent in-
terpretations of the individual bestial forms,
that of Cocoeius is particularly interesting :

Varii coloris. Ad hanc hestiam enim pertinent
Christiani servientes episcopis et aliud principium
fidei constituentes, item Ariani, Musulmanni,
etc.

And the Dragon gave him, e<c.—After this
inauguration, the Dragon seems to retire from
the scene. His representative now comes for-
ward. The Devil has vanished from theology,
philosophy, and popular consciousness, but Anti-
christ is present, in whom the genius of the former
secretly lives oa. To him is transferred, first,

the demonic powder, the true method of com-
bining falsehood, hatred, and the breath of
death into a magical agency. Then he has, se-

condly, the demonic throne, i. e., there is hence-
forth a centre of diabolical evil in this present
world. Thirdly, great demonic authority is

committed to him ; he has despotic and anarchi-
cal organs enough.

Ver. 3. One from among his heads as
if slain [Lange: V70unded]. — That the
Apooalyptist could ascribe the wounding to death
of a head of the Antichristian power only to

the operation of Christ's victory, or to Chris-
tianity in its assumption of its visible place in
history (Hengstenberg), but not to the migration
of nations (Calov., Auberlen, De Rougemont. et

al.), ought to be undei-stood without further dis-

sertation. Nothing save the (if could lead us to

doubt that such was the fact, and that only if

the word be regarded as indicative exclusively
of mere empty appearance. The expression,
however, does not mean that the wound itself

was mere semblance, but that the probability of
its inflicting death upon the head, and so, indi-
rectly, upon the Beast, seemed to be mere sem-
blance. The wound was, doubtless, priucipially
mortal (as isevidentfromthe expression: yirlrj-fli

Toil Havdrov avrov, vers. 3 and 12—each time re-

ferring to the Beast itself), but, so far as out-
ward appearance was concerned, it seemed soon
after to be healed, the Antichristian power of
this head reviving. Now whilst the ancient
Protestant exegesis referred this power, exclu-
sively, to Rome (see Calov., Cocoeius, Nikolai,
Vilringa, Bengel, in Diisterdieck, p. 438), Diis-

terdieck maintains the limitation of the seven
heads to seven Roman kings. A quid pro quo,
he declares, is ascribed to the Apooalyptist
when it is asserted that " he represents tne holy
Roman Empire as the revived world-kingdom of
pagan Rome;" such an assertion, he states, is

incompatible either with historical truth or with
a sound conception of Biblical prophecy. We
certainly are not willing to conclude, with Au-
berlen and others, from (if kaiiayii., that an ap-
parently Christian life and essence are ascribed to

the healed* head. The explanation of Heng-
stenberg is as follows : uq eaip., as in the case of
the Lamb, means that the slaying was accompa-
nied by real death, but was now perceptible only
by the scar, the Beast having become alive again;—this interpretation, also, may be dispatched
with the remark that there is a wide difference
between the risen Christ and the apparent re-

storation of the Antichristian Beast. We may
safely leave the " holy Roman Empire " its mea-
sure of holiness, without, on the one side, with
Rothe, regarding the Christian State as the heir
of the goods of the Church, or with Hengsten-
berg, locating the Millennial Kingdom in the
Middle Ages ; but also without, on the other
hand, shutting our eyes to the fact that the me-
diaeval system of government, in its theocratic,

ecclesiastioo-political character, abandoned it-

self more and more, in the constraint which it

* [Lange aeema here to misapprehend Auberlen. It is to

the wourided head tliat 'he lurter aacribes aa apparent Clirie-

tian life; ttie wounding consiurs in the partial destruction
of tho bmittli/ naiaie. tee Abstracta of Aubenen, p. 2(>38q.

—E. tt. C]
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exercised over men in matters of faith, in the

Inquisition, in Machiavelism, in papistic and de-

spotic forms of world-empire, to ungodly, worldly,

and demonic principles. In the face of this

great fact, Diisterdieck arrives at the following

interpretation: " The death-wound was given to

the (fifth [?]) head by the death of Nero and the

immediately following interregnum, etc. The
healing of that death-wound took place when
Vespasian, the founder of a new race of empe-
rors, restored the empire, as its actual possessor,

to its ancient strength and vitality." Far be it

from us to deny that Diisterdieck has performed
a meritorious act in refuting that miserable in-

vention—first appearing in the obscure sphere
of Viotorinus—which regards the fable concern-
ing the risen Nero as here transformed into an
Apocalyptic prophecy (seeDUsterd.,p. 439 sqq.)

;

he has, however, not accomplished the refuta-

tion without inconsistency, for if the Apoca-
lyptic king be only a literal king, the wound can
not be situate in Nero, and the healing, on the
ottier hand, in Vespasian. Comp. the Introduc-
tion to this Commentary, pp. 26 and 60. Ex-
planations by Grotius and ZiiUig, see in Diister-

dieck, p. 439, as also a special reference to the
Popes, by Vitringa, in the note on p. 438. Sander
thinks the wounded Beast is Gregory VII.
Gr'aber, more appropriately, regards the wound-
ing as the Reformation; in a certain degree, the
Reformation does pertain to the death-stroke
which the Beast received at the entrance of

Christianity into the world.

And the whole earth wondered.*—This
applies to the increasingly general despair as to

the truth of the victory of Christ and the Chris-
tian principle^a despair which is confronted
by a sovereignty and an external glory of the
world-power which continually become more
imposing. To this wonderment and admiration
all converts of despotism and particularly of

the hierarchy, who have turned their backs on
Christianity, specially testify.

Ver. 4. And they worshipped the dra-
gon.—The history of gross and subtile devil-

service here arrives at its meridian. Most cer-

tainly the exclamation; Who is like uato the
w^ild-beast, and ^ho is able to w^ar vrith
him ? does bear the appearance of a liturgy of

this new demonic cultus, of "a blasphemous
parody of the praise with which the Old Testa-

ment congregation celebrated the incomparable
gloriousness of the living God (comp. Is. xl. 25;
xliv. 7, etc."). DuESTERDiEOK. The commen-
tator from whom we have quoted seems, how-
ever, to apprehend everything that is said in re-

gard to a worship of the Devil, rather literally

;

hence he cannot approve of the utterances of

Cooceius, according to whom such worship may
be offered by the adherents of the papacy. But
what is it to offer the most decided personal
conviction to a worldly apparent power, let that

power be of a hierarchical or a political nature ?

In every village where demonic villainy has be-
come such a power that no one dares any more
stand up for right and truth against it, there
a subtile devil-service reigns, even though the

* [The GermaD word (bevmndem) includes the idea of
admiration.—Tu.]

people who indulge in it may still frequent the
house of God.

[The verb wpoaicm^a is the one elsewhere em-
ployed to denote the outward worship that
should be offered only to God. See oh. iv. 10;
V. 14; vii. 11 ; xiv. 7 ; xv. 4 ; xix. 4, 10; xxii.

8, 9 (ch. iii. 9 may seem to be an exception to

the general rule; but even there the reference
is to a grovelling in the dust as before a supe-
rior being). The reference here, and in vers.

8, 12, 15; xiv. 9, 11; xvi. 2; xix. 20; xx. 4,

probably is to the payment of Divine honors.
Tbese prophecies have almost certainly been
fulfilled, either typically or consummately, in

the worship offered to the Pope.—E. R. C]
Ver. 5. And there was given unto him.

—An actual giving, in the ordinary sense of the

term, is not intended, but a perfect abandonment,
as a positive Divine destination to judgment.
The ard/^a of the Beast, employed by him for blas-

phemy, is even itself to be regarded as a, pro-

duct of world-historical culture. The specifi-

cally great mouth may, in a formal aspect, be
conceived of as an excessively cultivated mouth,
practised in the rhetoric of deceit. Its manifesta-

tion in speaking great things, words of out-

rageous arrogance, of self-glorification (2 Thess.

)i.), is in close correspondence with its blasphe-
mies. In all great world-kingdoms, political

and hierarchical, this polarity of godlessness

appears. The great words of the King of Babylon
(see Is. xiv.) were followed by the great words of

the successors of Cyrus; these, by the self-deifi-

cation of Alexander and the anti-theocratic

machinations of Antiochus Epiphanes. To the

last, finally, succeeded the vain-glorious vaunts

and apotheoses of pagan (see Diisterdieck, p.

58) and mediaeval Rome, the echoes of whose
last word are even yet resounding in all the

churches and on all the thrones of Europe. The
typical expression of this art of blasphemies is

found in Dan. vii. 20 and 25. The time which
is there granted to the last king for his blas-

phemy is defined in the form : a time, two
times, a half time. Here, the authority of the

Beast continues for forty-two months. These
periods are not to be chronologically calculated;

still less are they to be conformed to each other;

the distinction lies in the choice of form. The
forty-two months constitute a changeful time of

tribulation, in which the number of rest and

joy is continually crossed by the number of toil

and distress (7 X 6).

Ver 6. Unto blasphemies against God.
—The blasphemies noticed in ver. 5 are here

more particularly explained, and that with ex-

ceeding pertinence.

To blaspheme (first) His name.—In the

more general sense, religion itself; in the more

special sense. His revelation, especially His

complete revelation in Christianity. The Beast

retains a remnant of religious idea sufficient to

make a god of himself (Antichristianity=pseudo-

Christianity).

(Secondly) His tabernacle.—That is, the

Church of God, the true, living Church, men-

tioned in Amos, ch. ix. 11, 12, as the house of

God of the Tiniwoi out of all nations, in antithesis

to the splendid edifice of the Temple. Accord-

ing to Diisterdieck, Heaven is meant. But how
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Bhould Heaven, as dislinot from God and from
those who dwell In Heaven, be an object of irre-

ligious hate? Possibly it might be thus con-

ceived of by those systems which regard the

Earth alone as a place of spiritual life, and to

which the idea of the stars as symbols of a local

existence beyond this life is repugnant.

The third blasphemy is, however, itself the

blasphemy against the life beyond. With those
who tabernacle in the heaven, not only is

God's work of grace in Christians who are yet in

this world blasphemed, as a recognized reality,

but the inhabitants of the world beyond are them-

selves, likewise, blasphemed as vain shadows, or

as men who, for a phantom hope, have sacrificed

their pretensions to this present life.

As, to the Name of God, the Beast opposes his

own self-dfification, so, to the Tabernacle of God,
he opposes God's desecrated Temple (2 Thess.

ii. 4), and so, finally, to the vital Heaven, of the

blessed Church of Christ and to the hope of that

Heaven, be opposes the present world, made
empty and of no account by atheism and com-
munism.

Ver. 7. To make war with the saints,
and to conquer them.^Observe the grand
integrity and boldness of the vision. The vic-

tory will, indeed, be only an apparent victory,

for before God it is the saints who shall remain
victors (ch. xii. 11); it is not necessary to con-

clude from this, however, that the Beast will

conquer them merely by violence, by imprison-
ment, exile, death, and all sorts of ^?uipi( (Diist.

;

similarly De Wette and others). We question
whether those are the methods of triumph of
Antichristianity in the last days. At all events,

killing is not spoken of previous to ver. 15. In
the war of words, also, and the conflict of opi-

nions, the Beast is able to conquer the saints,

Defore an auditory fully given over to the spirit

of the times. Even the religious disputations of

the time of the Reformation may give us a prelimi-
nary idea of the magic of the loudest voices, of

bold assurances, of disputatious arts, in pre-
sence of a sympathizing audience. Not merely
the awkward utterances of an uncalled pious
zeal, but also ripe testimonies to the truth, may,
in great modern world-circles, be seemingly
demolished by so-called witty jests. But
when, in the future, public opinion, the
press, the forms of mental intercourse in gene-
ral, shall lapse more and more into what may be
the ungodly tendency of the day, the tongues of
truth and of love, of men and angels, may, in

the end, be drowned by an impious majority of
voices. The elect, of course, who are of the
truth, will, doubtless, always recognize the
voice of truth.

Authority was given him over every
tribe, etc—In connection with morbid univer-
salism, a morbid particularism, on the other
hand, is developed; the principle of nationality,
vfhich, in its ancient morbid form, preferred
the isolation of the heathen nations to the prin-
ciple of humanity, appears again in a modern
morbid form; in this latter form, by the exces-
sive stress which it lays upon tribes, it disinte-
grates the nation and the state ; by an exclusive
stress upon the pe"ple (for instance, the Italian
or the Russian), it d'sintegrates the Church

;

and it results in making of the conflict of lau'

guages (whose common notions are increasingly

denied) an eschatological Babel, and, by the fana-

tical battle of races [nations'], puts an end to the

conflict between the Kingdom of God and the

kingdom of darkness. The relative authorization

of the principle of nationality in the Kingdom
of God has been earlier expressed in the Apoca-
lypse (ch. T. 9 ; also, it is probable, ch. xi. 9).

The fixedness of the four forms {(bvXri, etc.; also

ch. xiv. 6) manifests, at the same time, their

authorization. Hence we have particularly to

consider the distiuction of 1a6^ (DJ? cultured

people, primarily Israel) and edvo^ ("'IJ a nation-

ality, nation or race). At the last, this classifi-

cation is peiturbed, as it appears, by the agency
of Antichristianity (ch. xvii. 5).

Ver. 8. And all that dwell upon the
earth.—The dwelling on earth is the common
characteristic of the different modern heathen-

doms: all who have made themselves at home
in this world simply and exclusively. [The ex-

pression: "they that dwell upon the Earth"
[oL KarotKouvrec £^i ttj^ y?}^) here, and elsewhere
(ch. iii. 10; vi. 10; viii. 13; xi. 10 6m; xii. 12;

xiii. 8, 12. li bis; xiv. 6; xvii. 2, S) might be
translated worldlings. It designates such as are
in antithesis to those whose conversation is in

Heaven, who live as pilgrims and sojourners here,

— E. R. C]
Shall V70rship him (TrponawfjaovGiv).—Avr&v

is rightly referred by Diisterdieck,—against

Hengstenberg. who understands by it the king,

ch. xvii. 11—to the chief subject 6 SpaKuv, with
the remark that the future form corrt^sponds

with such a reference ["(comp., on the other

hand, ver. 4): as the activity of the Beast, in

respect of its decisive part, is still in the future

(comp. ver. 7, where it is first Divinely given to

the Beast what it shall do), so also is the wor-
ship of the Dragon thereby induced still future."

DuESTERDiECK.

—

Tr.]. There continually deve-

lops more and more fully, along with the enthu-
siastic veneration of the Antichristian power, a
conscious bowing of the knee before the Satanic

principles which lie at the foundation of that

power (slander, murder, absolute egoism) and
before the Dragon himself.

Every one whose name, etc—Thus a con-
trast is found—not merely in a general way,
but betwixt man and man—-between the wor-
.shippers of the Dragon and those whose names
are written in the book of life. This writing

here denotes that security of the people of God
which is expressed in ch. vii. by the sealing. And
now the following question arises—Shall we read:

Written in the book of life of the Lamb
that hath been slain from the foundation
of the world (Vulg., Bede, etc.), as the imme-
diate reference of the closing words [diro icara-

(inX^; (ciiff/Mt)] seems to demand, or: written
from the foundation of the world in
the book of life of the Lamb that hath
been slain (Grotius, Bengel, Hengstenberg,
Diisterdieck, et al.), as seems to be decidedly

indicated by the passage, ch. xvii. 8? It can-

not, however, be denied that 1 Pet. i. 19, 20,

supports the former and more ancient appre-

hension, as does also the Johanneau utterance

in the Gospel of John, oh. xvii. 24. Both ap-
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prehensions of the passage contemplate the first,

and hence the last, cause of the security of God's
people in that election which took place before

the foundation of the world, and which has there-

fore prevailed since the foundation of the world.
But as the pre-appointment of the glory of Christ

was at the same time a pre-appointment of His
death, and was conditioned, in its manifestation,

by the foreview of His holy conduct, so the elec-

tion ofbelievers, in its manifestation, is conditioned

by their faithfulness, in aocordauoe with ch. xx.

12 (KaTCL TO Ipya aiiTuii). We, therefore, have to

do with a mysterious synthesis of eternal per-

sonal foundation and disposition and a morally
free verification [of said foundation and disposi-

tion]—neither with the one alone, in a predesti-

narian sense, nor with the other exclusively, in

an Arminian sense. There is a decided lack of

clearness in the following deliverance of Heng-
stenberg: "When temptation has attained its

highest degree, nothing holds out against it save

the eternal election based upon the atonement in

Christ." Since both explanations are, materi-

ally, equally warranted, the more obvious course
is to prefer the older exposition. And what shall

we giiin by so doing? Those who are written

ia the book of the Lamb that was slain from the

foundation of the world, are such as form a con-
trast, in respect of their disposition and conduct,

to those who dread and shun suffering ; for by a
dread of suffering, the greatest genius that man-
kind has ever seen may lapse into subtile coward-
ice, and thus fall under the dominion of the world
and Antichristianity. Comp. Rom. vi. 3. The
central point of those who are readyfor suffering—
the martyrs, who, precisely as such, are invinci-

ble—is formed by the Lamb, Who was mystically

slain from the foundation of the world, and Who,
from the very fact of His being thus slain, is the

Prince of life, with Whose victory the ideal, eter-

nal book of life is actualized.

[" These last words (aird Karaffo^iji kSu/iov) are
ambiguously placed. They may belong either

to yeypa-irrat, or to kaipayiikvov. The former con-
nection is taken by Hammond, Bengel, Heinr.,

Ewald, Zullig, De Wette, Hengst., Diisterd. But
the other is far more obvious and natural : and
hud it not been for the apparent difficulty of the

sense thus conveyed, the going back so far as to

yeypa-rtrai for a connection would never have
been thought of. ... The difficulty, however, is

but apparent: 1 Pet. i. 19, 20, says more fully

the same thing. That death of Christ which was
foreordained from the foundation of the world,
is said to have taken place in the counsels of Him
with Whom the end and the beginning are one."
Alford.—The foreordi?tation of an event is one
thing, its occurrence is another. In like manner
as the above, it might be said that, as the de-

struction of the world was foreordained from the
foundation of the world, the world has been de-
stroyed from its foundation. In the judgment
of the Am. Ed., the manifest difficulty of the sense
conveyed by the connection advocated by our
author and Alford, together with ch. xvii. 8, not
only justify, but require, the connection with
yiypaKTat.— E. R. C]

Vers. 9, 10. If any one is for captivity
[Lanoe: If anyone driveth a captivity],
ttc.—Whosoever hears this declaration with the

right hearing of faith, is perfectly comforted as
well as perfectly warned. In God's world, a
perfect system of retribution obtains. Just as
elsewhere the depth of the suffering and the
wrong-suffering of Christ is made the measure
of His exaltation, so here the greatness and the
manner of wrong-doing—especially in the Anti-
christian persecution of believers—are consti-
tuted the measure of future retributional suffer-
ing. In the form of the legal /«s talioni.i, this is a
thoroughly matter-of-fact and indefeasible vital
law. So much so, th,at the Apostle speaks ellip-

tically, as if he were quoting a perfectly familiar
paragraph from the Law: el ti( et( alxjiaTujalav,

etc. Uuestekdieck: " Volkmar regards the
threat of the sword as directed against Nero."
Of course, where the Apocalyptic Seer declares
a profound and general vital law, there—accord-
ing to Volkmar—an uncanonical, Christian poet
of the people slyly doubles up his fist against
Nero.* This reminds us of the kicking cavalry
horses, ch. ix. 19.

[The declaration seems to be the announce-
ment of a general law in reference both to Saints
and the ungodly. In reference to the Saints, it

is a declaration that if they resist persecution
with carnal weapons, they shall perish by the
sword. And has not this been exemplified in

the history of the Albigenses and Waldenses, and
others who have taken up the sword in their own
defence? In reference to the persecuting world-
power, it is a declaration that though for a season
it may prosper, in the end it shall be destroyed
with violence. The reception of this truth, which
is but one phase of the more general truth,
" Vengeance is Mine, I will repay, saith the

Lord," Rom. lii. 19, manifests the faith and
gives strength for the endurance of the Saints.

—

E. R. C]
Here is the endurance [Lanqe: patience]

etc—Does this mean: here must the patience

and faith of the saints show themselves (De
Wette), or: "here is patience existent; here
are the foundation and the source of it" (Dhes-
teedieck) ? The meaning may also be, how-
ever : here is the objective mark of the saints,

the vital law which has become embodied in

them. The suffering of wrong without doing
wrong, in the assurance that the wrong-doing
rebounds upon its author, in accordance with

the law of retribution—this universal ordinance

established by God in this world, appears princi-

pially in the cross of Christ and is continually

further manifested in the endurance and faith of

the saints. Thus, eschatological wisdom appears

in the right understanding of the number of the

Beast, ver. 17, and thus the wise man's under-

standing of eschatological symbolism, in parti-

cular, is evident in the right understanding of

the seven heads of the Beast, ch. xvii. 9.— Here is

the source or fountain:—this would be saying too

much, inasmuch as Christ is the fountain. Who,

verily, has drawn His constancy from the depths

of that Divine law. On the other hand, the

challenge : here let the patience and faith of the

saints give evidence of themselves, would be say-

ing too little. Here, therefore, appears the idea

which is realized in the life of the saints.

* [Da maclit nach Volkmar tin unkanom^chf.r christlicher

TolksdiclUer gegen den Nero eine Faust in der Tasclie.]
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Ver. 11. Another wild-beast.*—The i^'u^se

Prophet, according to chs. xvi. 13; xix. 20: xx.

10; Iren. v. 28, (2). According to Dujterdieck

and many who preceded him (Viotorinus, Gro-

tius, De Wette, Hengstenberg), the pagan Roman
prophethood la here intended—tliat paltry sys-

tem of augurs. " The many references to papal

Rome (Cocceius, Calov., Vitringa, et al.)" are,

according to Diisterdieck, precluded [by the ap-

plication of vera. 1-8 to the Roman empire.

—

Tr].

The Augurs, then, had hypocritically imitated

the lamb-like character of Christ ! [Diisterdieck

denies that there is any special reference to

Christ as the Lamb, whilst he admits that there

m.ay be an allusion to the idiocrasy of pseudo-

prophethood as set forth in Matt. vii. 15.

—

Tk.]

Out of the earth.—Of this, various inter-

pretations have been given, all of which re-

gardlessly pass by the Old Testament symbol-

ism; the Asiatic continent (Bengel and Ewald);
earthliness or worldliness (Hengstenberg); as

near as mny be, meaningless (Diisterdieck) ; e/c

r^f yf/i; signifies : out of that which '* has already

become firm soil" (Ebrard after Vitringa and
Hofmann).
Two horns like a lamb.—We do not trans-

late, like the lamb, since the Lamb, in the eminent
sense of the term (ch. v. 6), has seven horns; the

present description, however, like that unique
Lamb, goes back to the phenomenon of the lamb

genaricalbf cowfidsred ; the Beast counterfeits the

n iture of the lamb. The two horns, therefore,

are not to be placed in the category of a defect,

in accordance with Ebrard: "the Beast (ver. 11)

has but two horns, and is thus distinguished, as

a natural sheep, confined within creaturely

limits and boundaries, from that other Lamb."
According to this, he is innocent enough. But
since he apcaka as the Dragon, he is scarcely all

right, notwithstanding his two horns. Heng-
Btenberg'a conjectures respecting the two horns,

see in Ebrard. The former commentator looks

upon them as denoting the hidden might of the

wisdom of this world! The lamb has his two
horns simply for self-defence, and yet he speaks
as the Dragon, as tliough he had ten horns. Are
there not such lambs? See Matt. vii. 15. Ac-
cording to Diisterdieck, the speaking like the
Dragon is indicative of the crafty speech of the
deceiver and seducer. Gen. iii. ; but the Dragon's
speech is not merely crafty, like that of the ser-

pent, as is evident from the whole of the present
chapter.

Special interpretations: Vitringa: The two horns
are the two mendicant ord ers of friars. Hammond

:

Double priestly power of miracles and prophecy.
Ver. 12. Audheexerciseth.— Hoifi. In ma-

gical poesy he imitates all the power of the first

Beast in presence of that Beast, thus preparing the
earth and the dwellers thereon to worship the first

Beast, whose wound was healed. The cii<^77ioi>

auTov cannot mean that he has from the outset
voluntarily regarded himself as the vassal of the
first Beast; his subserviency to him was not ori-

ginally contemplated and does but gradually re-
sult from the operations of the second Beast.
His mode of action being terrestrial, must even-
tually devolve upon the first Beast, and fin.ally.

* [See the Add. Note, p. 272 sq.—B. R. 0.]

the second form, as a matured Seast from the

earth, becomes the conscious False Prophet of the

Sea-Beast.

Ver. 13. Great signs.—Not real miracles,

but ostensible, illusive wonders. The tendency
is that he would even [seem to] make fire come
dov7n from the Heaven in the presence of
men. That is, to the acknowledgment of specta-

tors. Withoutdoubt, thisisaaimitationof Elijah,

in the sphere of the superstitious view of men.
Agreeably to the conception of superstition, the

fire of the Inquisition stakes fell from Heaven.
A controversy between Hengstenberg and Diister-

dieck on the subject of Iva, see in the Commen-
tary of the latter, p. 452. Misunderstanding of

the passage. It might, indeed, be said that as

a true Elijah goes before the true Christ, so a
pseudo-Elijah goes before the pseudo-Christ.

—

False applications to the Pentecostal feast and to

Solomon, see noted in Diisterdieck.

[The term ori/iela (see also Matt. xxiv. 24;
2 Thess. ii. 9) is the same that is generally em-
ployed to designate the miracles of Christ. In

both the additional passages referred to, rcpara

occurs, and in the second dwdpei;. And not only

so, but the connection of kouIv with aTip.ua is

the form of expression commonly used by John
to designate the working of miracles (see John
ii. 11, 2.3; iii. 2; iv. 64; vi. 2, etc.'). In view
of these facts, together with a consideration of

Deut. xiii. 1, 2, (where ^enwme (j7;/ietaaud rkpara

seem to be referred to) and the solemn warning
of our Lord, Matt. xxiv. 24, 25, it seems, to the

Am. Ed., scarce possible to avoid the conclusion
that the miracles foretold are genuine. The
implication of Deut. xiii. 1-5, seems to the writer

to be that miracles alone are not evidence of Di-

vine commission, that God may permit their

being wrought fur the purpose of testing His pro-

fessed followers; and that the claims of one who
offers miracles as a proof that he speaks by Divine
inspiration, are to be further tested by the ac-

cordance of his teachings with extant Revela-
tio'is. The last clause of 2 Thess. ii. 9 cannot be
alleged as an objection to this view, since the Ti-

paoL ^ehdovg [wonders of falsehood) may well be
interpreted as ripara in confirmation of the -ipeij-

6oc mentioned in ver. 11.—E. R. C]
And he seduceth (or misleadeth).—Dues-

terdieck: " The wonders are an actual means,
(Matt. xxiv. 24) ;"—as powerful lies, or lying

powers, we would add.

—

Telling them that
dwell on the earth to make an image to the
wild beast.—Dcesterd.: "The images of the

deified emperors. The statues of Augustus and
Caligula erected to them in the character of

gods." The Seer is not speaking of an image
of the first Beast in the abstract, but of the

image of that Beast in his quality of having the

wound by the sword and reviving. This can be

only an idealized, theoretical and poetical like-

ness of the regenerate heathen world power—

»

likeness which has diffused itself in the pagan
deification of power, in hero-worship, image-
worship and external cultus and popular super-

stition—a unique image of the pre-Christian

world-power in many images. The image of the

Beast is, therefore, the re-appearance of hea-

thenism, or the heathen world-power, in the

Christian world ; and it is the False Prophet who
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causes the erection of this Image. Ay, he even
knows how to commuaioate a sort of apparent
life to the image of the first Beast.

Ver. 15. And it Twas given to him to give
a spirit, etc.—A liind of spirit suitable to the

kind of image; an appearance of unitous spirit-

life, for modern heathenism as the image of

ancient heathenism. It is impossible by this to

understand the cultivation of humanism— prac-

tised by later Byzantinism and the Romanism of

the Fiiteenth century,—as the acme of the civili-

zation of ancient heathenism. The image of the

heathen world-power is spoken of—the reflec-

tion of that world-power, in copy, within Chris-

tendom. The fundamental features of this

image are : abstract authority, corresponding
with abstract superstitious democratism—the

design being abstract uniformity. At first, the

second Beast claimed all this for himself, but, in

accordance with the nature of the case, he was
all the time playing into the hands of the first

Beast, and has now, in the last eschatological

time, entirely gone over to the service of the

latter. The medium by which life is counter-

feited in the image is the power to speak.

"Ver. 15 must not be apprehended as signifi-

cant of a 'spiritual speaking ' of pagan images
of gods (in opposition to Hengstenberg, who re-

marks that the heathen, in his image of a god,

objectified his own intuitions ^Ansckauunffen~\^

and that with a liveliness which attested itself

in the allegations of actual speech on the part

of those images) ; this trait of the description

rather contains a suggestion of what is reported

concerning divine images which are said really to

speak (comp. Grotius, Ewald II.; the latter also

refers to the deception of the people by means of

talking images of the Virgin) ; and John seems
to take for granted the reality of snch demonic
wonders" (Duesterdieck). Disregard of the

symbolicalness of the expression leads to such
an assumption as the above, which virtually

charges John with superstition. The image of

the Beast can really speak. But as the image
itself is a fundamentally false, new-heathenish,
romantic system, so its speaking is the art of the

fundamentally false and dazzling phraseology
which is in the service of that system.

And cause that as many as should not
worship the image of the •wild-beast
should be slain.—We understand this slaying

in an eschatological sense, and regard it as sig-

nifying social annihilation—privation of oral,

legal, social [in the more restricted sense of the

term] life [=influence, efiiciency]. Theanalogies
discoverable in the heathen mode of procedure
against Christianity (Duesterd., p. 453—letter of

Pliny to Trajan: worship of the imperial image ),

consisting in the infliction of capital punishment,
may have served as the starting-point of the text.

The first great type of the uniformity-image
was the tower of Babel. The first image
which men were commanded, on pain of death,

to worship, was the symbol of the first heathen
world-power—the golden image of King Nebu-
chadnezzar, at Babylon (Dan. iii.).

Vers. 16, 17. And he maketh all.—The
False Prophet operates upon all. This fact of his

universal operation is emphatically set forth hy
a threefold antithesis : the small and the

great, etc. The end for this universal com-
pany upon which the False Prophet has been
working, is the Antichristian symbolism ; they
assume the mark of appertinency to the Beast
(ch. xiv. 9, 11; xvi. 2; xix. 20; xx. 4). The
terrible earnestness and decisiveness of this self-

assignment of men to the Beast, and the dis-
tinctness with which the Seer foresees this forma-
tion of a perverted congregation of Antichris-
tian confessors, are evident from his frequent
recurrence to this fatal symbolum. We cannot
perceive why Diisterdieck should regard the
view of Grotius and others, who maintain that
this idea is reminiscent of the heathen custom
of stigmatizing slaves and soldiers, and thus
signalizing their appertinency to their masters,
as at variance with Hengstenberg's view, that
the x^payp-a will be a species of confession.
The exclusive operation of the token is expressly
brought out. Here, also, it is perfectly obvious
that the Seer did not intend that his words
should be taken literally. For it is impossible
to overlook the fact that both the forehead and
the hand have a symbolical significance in the
Scriptures. The frontlet of the high priest,

with its inscription; the expression: forehead
against forehead, Ezek. iii. 8, 9; and similar

passages afford sufficient evidence that the mark
on the forehead imports a confession ; whilst

the mark on the hand is no less expressive of a
practical tendency. See Stnop. View. Consum-
mate effrontery and consummate mutinousness

—

by these attributes, the membersof thisChurchof
the Beast shall recognize each other, and accord-
ingly consign to social death those who are un-
marked, not simply excommunicating them, but
also civilly outlawing them. A fanatical Pro-
testant interpretation of the ;(dpa}fia by Cocc,
see in Diisterd., p. 454.

Ver. 18. Here is wisdom.—The wisdom of

God, like the wisdom of men, relates to the ends
and aims of life. Hence Christianity, towards
the end of the world, is more and more a voca-

tion to wisdom, to the trying of spirits, espe-

cially to the recognition of the signs of the Anti-

christian spirit. Herein wisdom must show itself

(see Synop. View). Wisdom, however, is to be

learned in learning to calculate the number of

the Beast. That this can be no problematical,

chiliastio reckoning, in the true sense of that

terra, we may rest assured, by reason of the

origin of the recommendation ["Let him that

hath understanding," etc.} with the Spirit of

prophecy.
Various explanations of the number 6G6:

1. According to Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 2,

p. 702), John himself was ignorant of the refer-

ence of the number to a determinate personality,

having merely seen and written the number
(similarly Luthardt, Die Offenb. Joh., p. 53).

In reality, however, Hofmann pledges him-

self to the following solution : It will be the

Greek enemy of the Old Testament Church
of God, who will return to this earthly life in

order to the destruction of the New Testament

Church.
2. The diJBoult solution of the puzzle will be

found in the future (Iren., Andr., et al.).—With

Nos. 1 and 2, No. 3 is connected, which is as

follows

:
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3. The number denotes a diatinot human indi-

vidual (Bede, Grotius, et al).

4. The expression, apfSjiix; yap av9pitivov, de-

notes that the interpretation of the letters is

to be deiermined in accordance with their con-

ventional numeric value (which must be trans-

lated back into letters) ; the number must be

referred, agreeably to ordinary human custom,

to a name (Wetatein, De Wette, Hengstenberg,

Diisterdieck, et al.). " That this is no easy ope-

ration is manifest from the history of the inter-

pretation of this passage, which exhibits (comp.

"Wolf, Curse; Heinriohs, Exrurs. vi. ; Ziillig, Ex-

curs, ii.) handreds of attempts at a solution of

the problem, etc." (Diisterdieck).

5. Interpretations looking off from the per-

sonal reference ; amongst these, that of Bengel
—666 years—is specially worthy of notice (Diis-

terdieck, p. 457).

Vitringa and Hengstenberg refer the number
to the Hebrew name Adonikam (the Lord
ariseth), because the Adonikam mentioned in

Ezra ii. 13 had 666 sons. Hengstenb. gives a bet-

ter alternate interpretation, in accordance with

which the number 666, as a world-nuraber, falls

short of the Divine number Seven. In this sen3e,

Luthardt contrasts the number 6B6 with 888, the

number appearing in the Sibylline books as the

number of the name of .Jesus. By the employ-

ment of the Greek, the Hebrew and the Latin

alphabet, the most diverse names have been ar-

rived at (Nero, Diocletian, Luther, Calvin,

names of Popes, the Jesuits, Napoleon, Balaam,
Cassar, Rome, etc., see Diisterdieck, p. 459. A
quantity of chiliastic computations of time and
other dsfinitions, see noted in Ebrard, pp. 3'Jl,

392; De Wette, p. l.S9sqq.). Calov., Eichhorn,

De Wette, Ebrard, Diisterd., and others, have,

after Irenajus, declared themselves in favor of

the name ^.arelvoc. And thus, according to them,

the great mystery amounts, after all, only to such
a generality as the Roman world-kingdom.*

[additional note on the section.]

J3t/ the Avierkan Editor.

[For reasons given in the preceding Add.
Note (pp. 250 sq.), the writer regards the entire

scene described in ch. xii., as liaving its consum-

mate fuliiUment in events under the seventh
Trumpet—the blowing of which is yet future.

In continuance, he would remark that to him it

seems scarcely possible that (according to Lord)
the flight of the Woman mentioned in ver. 6,

should be ditFerent from that of ver. 14. He sup-
poses that af'er the mention of the flight in ver.

6, an account of the Dragon is given, which in

ver. 14 reaches the same incident. In vers. 15,

16 are foretold Satan's attempt, immediately
following the flight, to destroy, and its frustra-

tion; ver. 17 declares his subsequent purposes
of destruction ; and in ch. xiii. are described
the instrumentalities by which he endeavors to

accomplish these purposes.
The position here taken, that the visions of

this section have immediate respect to events still

future, in wliich they are to be consummately

* See also the application of the nnmher, on the part of
the Swedish tlieoloniaa PetrelH, to Joseph Smith, the
founder of Mormoni^m, aa (li-*cu=iBed by me in No, 39 of the
Deutsche Zeitsdiri/bfUr christl. Wissunscliaft, I859!

fulfilled, is not inconsistent with the further idea
that they may have already had a typical ful-

fillment. The course of history is often a fore-

shadowing, through long ages, of that in which
it is to be consummated ; and, in such case, a
prophecy which has immediate respect to that

consummation, will have a secondare/ (though
previously fulfilled) relation to the foreshadow-
ing events. Many of those prophecies which
had an immediate respect to the iMessiah, found
iv typical fulfillment in Israel. The many coin-

cidences brought to view by Elliott and others,

forbid the thought that in this section there is

no reference to the Church of Rome; but, on
the other hand, the circumstances of the vision,

together with the manifest fact that the fulfill-

ment claimed in the past is to so great an extent
shadowy and incomplete, compel the conclusion
that the consummate fulfillment is yet future.

TTie Beasts and the Image (ch. xiii.).

The writer adopts the opinion that the first

Beast symbolizes the world-power, or rather
that portion of the world-power within whose
domain the Church has had existence, and is

substantially {i. «., as to the object symbolized)
identical with the statue of Dan. ii., the Beasts
of D.an. vii., and the scarlet colored Beast of
cli. xvii. ; the heads representing the seven uni-
versal* Sovereignties that have exercised tem-

poral authority over the Church, viz.: (1) the
Egyptian, (2) the Palestinian, or the Assyrian,

(3) the Babylonian, (4) the Medo-Persian, (5)
the Grecian (the five fallen heads, ch. xvii. 10),

(6) the Roman (the one existing at the date of
the Apocalypse), and (7) one ihat is yet to arise. }
By the wounding the writer understands, not

only with Auberlen the nominal conversion of
one of the heads, but also its ceasing to be as a
universal Sovereignly ; and by tliis wounded
head he understands, not the seventh, as does
Auberlen, but the sixth or Roman. They are
notorious facts of history, (1) that the Roman
head was converted (at least nominally) in the

person of Constantine, and (2) that shortly af-

ter the period of Constantine the one Roman
sovereignty ceased to exist. The imperial
power was divided amongst the sons of Con-
stantine, and though again united, it was again
divided, and finally in the death of Theodosius
it ceased to exist as a unit—and from that day
to the present there has been no universal go-

* l^JTnivcrsal, i, e., in reference to what may l)e styled the

avpa of the Church. No human government, since that of
Noah, has been wniversal, in the more extensive sense of
that term.—B. R. 0.]

t [Daniel presents only the Sovereignties that were to

bear rule in and after hie day—his fifth power beinff pre-
sented in the feet of the St.itue (ch. ii. 33, 41-43). and in the
ten hams and little horn of the fourth Bea^t (oh. v i. 7, 8. 20,

24, 26). The view of John sweeps over the (-nfire period of

the Church's history, and embraces the two peryecuting
powers that had preceded Daniel. Glasgow, in his idfntifi-

ca'.iou of the heads (sef^ footnote, p. 242), mentions the Pales-

tinian as the second, and the Assyrian as the tliird. This
cannot be correct, as it would imply that six heads hnd
fallen at the date of the Apocalypse, which is directly

counter to ch. xvii. 10. Auberlen omits the Palestinian, nod
reckons tho Assyrian as the .second, on the authority of Jer.

1. 17 sq. Is it not more probable that the SeT contemplated
the As'iyrran and Bahylrmian as one head—the ifiird, and
tht^ Palestinian as the second? Most certainly this power,
as represented by the Philistines (or the Arabian hordes), may
well be regarded as one of the persecu'ing; heads.—E. R. C]
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vernment within the area of Christendom. The
Empire established in Charlemagne cannot
be regarded either as the continuance of the
sixth head, or as the seventh, since it never ex-

tended over the field of the Eastern Churches,
and indeed not entirely over that of the Western.

If the seventh head is in its universality ana-
logous to that of the six that preceded it, we
must look for it in the future.

It is with extreme hesitation that the Am. Ed.
ventures to write any thing concerning prophecy
as yet unfulfilled. He dares not dogmatize, and
he scarcely ventures to suggest what he regards

as the possible outline of the future as portrayed

in Apocalyptic symbols.

Did ch. xiii. stand alone, the probable inter-

pretation would be that the Beast is to arise

from the sea of the nations with the seventh
head not only fully developed, but analogous in

form to those that preceded it, i. c, under one
fully established and visible imperial govern-
ment, the ten horns indicating ten subordinate
kingdoms. A comparison, however, of this chap-
ter with Dan. vii. and ch. xvii. suggests a dif-

ferent hypothesis. May it not be that in the
first arising of the Beast the head is to be found
in a confederation of the ten horns or kings
(themselves wearing the diadems), which con-

lederation is to be subsequently developed into

an empire ? May it not be that the Image, vers.

14, 15, is the Little Horn of Dan. vii. 8, 21, 25,

before whom three of the original horns are to

be plucked up, and who is to attain to supremacy
over the others—the eighth head of ch. xvii. 11,

who is of the seven—in whom the Beast is to be
finally and completely " headed up," and who is

the personal Antichrist, the Man of Sin and Son
of Perdition. On this hypothesis the second
Beast (vers. 11-14), the False Prophet (ch. xix.

20) may represent a class of teachers (perchance
an apostate ministry of Christ [comp. Malt, vii

15], possibly to be consummated in an indivi-
dual) under whose influence he shall arise, and
be anointed and supported, who shall develop
into the seventh complete head.
Of the prophecy as interpreted above, we

have had a typical fulfillment in the history of
the Western Empire. Although wounded unio
death, the beastly nature of the world-power
has continued throughout the ages. In the
West we find the temporal power continued in
ten kingdoms, which, under the instigation of
the great adversary, might be regarded as con-
federate in the oppression of the true body of
Christ. Under the influence of the Romish
priesthood, the Pope—an image of the old Ro-
man emperors—arose ; before him three of the
original horns were plucked up, and in process
of time he attained to a real supremacy over the
whole of Western Christendom (see Abstract of
Elliott, p. 259). This Image of the old Roman
Empire is now, it is true, shorn of his temporal,
and in great measure of his spiritual, supre-
macy ; but, in conclusion, it may be asked if it

be not possible that he, under the influence and
support of an apostate ministry, may yet de-

velop into the seventh and consummate head of

the Beast (the eighth head of ch. xvii. 11).

As to the number of the Beast, the writer agrees
with Alford (see p. 262). As to the 1260 days,

it may be remarked that in the typical fulfill-

ment of the prophecy it may indicate a period

of years—in the consummate fulfillment a period

of days, or weeks, or months, or years. Pro-
perly the symbol indicates 1260 periods of time;

what those minor periods are, can be determined
only by the event, or at least in the period of

fulfillment.—E. R. C]

SECTION SIXTH.

(First Division.)

The End-judgment in general. The Judgment of Anger. The Seven Vials of Anger.

Chap. XIV. 1—XVI. 21.

A.—THE IDEAL HEAVENLY WORLD-PICTURE OP THE
ANGER-VIALS IN GENERAL.

LAST JUDGMENT; THE

Ch. XIV. 1—XV. 8.

1. The solemn Festival of the Elect. The Church Triumphant high above the Anger-Judgments of Earth.

1 And I looked [saw], and, lo [behold], a [the]' Lamb stood [standing]' on the

mount Sion, and with him a hundred forty and four thousand, having [ijis. his

2 name and]' his Father's name written in their foreheads. And I heard a voice

from [ins. the] heaven, as the [a] voice of many waters, and as the [a] voice of a

TEXTUAL AND GPvAMMATICAL.
» Ver. 1. [Crit. Eds. gin t6, with K. A. B*. C. ; it is omitted by P. 1, 28, f.tc.—E. E. C]
' Ver. 1. iDstead of the Rec. eo-Tri/td?, X- A. 0. [P. 79] give la-Tos. [B«. gives etrTio!.—E. R. C] ...
sVer. 1. His asrainst the Kec. [Lange reads avToO twice, but ovoixa only once. Alf., Treg., Tlsch., read to oir/ii

aJlToi; Kal TO ovoiia toC iraTpbt aiiToO with X^ A. B*. C.j 7, 16, 98, witb Lange, omit the second rb ovoii.a ; P. and 1 read as

Uec.—E. R. C]
18
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[om. a] great thunder : and [mi«. the voice which]* I heard the voice [om. the voice

3 —ins. was as]* of harpers harping with their harps : And they sung [sing] as it

were [om. as it were]* a new song before the throne, and before the four beasts

[living-beings], and the elders : and no man [one] could [was able to] learn that

[the] song but [except] the hundred and forty and \_om. and} four thousand, which

4 [that] were redeemed [bought] from the earth. These are they which [who] were
not defiled with women ; for they are virgins. These are [are] they which [who]
follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth [may go].° These were redeemed [bought]

from among men, being the \_om. being the

—

ins. a] first-fruits [first-fruit] unto God
5 and to [om. to] the Lamb. And in their mouth was [his. not] found no [om. no]

guile [falsehood] : for they are without fault [blameless] before the throne of God
[om. before the throne of God].'

2. The Tliree Angels of the Annunciation of the Final Judgment,

u. Announcement of the Final Jadfjment as t/ie Eternal Gospel.

6 And I saw another' angel fly [flying] in the midst of heaven [mid-heaven], having
the [an] everlasting gospel [,]' to preach [declare glad tidings (eda^ysXlfrai)] unto""

them that dwell [sit]" on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred [tribe], and
7 tongue, and people, Saying with a loud [great] voice, Fear God, and give glory to

him ; for the hour of his judgment is come : and worship him that [who] made
[ins. the] heaven, and [iiis. the] earth, and the'^ sea, and the [om. the] fountains

of waters.

b. Announcement of the Final Judgment for the Destruction of Babylon.

8 And there [om. there

—

ins. another, second'' angel] followed another angel [om. an-
other angel], saying, [mis. Fallen, fallen, is] Babylon [ins. the great]'* is fallen, is

fallen, that great city [om. is fallen, is fallen, that great city],'* because she [om.
because she

—

ins. whn]'^ made [gave] all [ins. the] nations [ins. to] drink of the
wine of the wrath [anger or rage]'" of her fornication.

c. Announcement of the Final Judgment upon the Wicked.

9 And the [om. the

—

ins. another,]" third angel followed them,'* saying with a loud
[great] voice, If any man [one] worship [worshippeth] the beast [wild-beast] and
his image, and receive [receiveth] his [or a] mark in [on] his forehead, or in [on]

10 his hand, The same [he also] shall drink of the wine of the wrath [anger] of God,
which is [hath been] poured out without mixture into [or mingled unmixed in]"
the cup of his indignation [wrath {<ipri)'] ; and he shall be tormented with fire and
brimstone in the presence of the [om. the]™ holy angels, and in the presence of the

11 Lamb : And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up [om. up] for ever and ever
[into ages pf ages] : and they have no [not] rest [ins. by] day nor [and by] night,

who worship the beast [wild-beast] and his image, and whosoever [if any one] re-

* Ver. 2. [Alf., Trog., Tisoh., rnad ical i) (Juxij fiv ^doucra it with N- A. B*. C. ; P. reads, koX <fiioi>>ji' ijitoua-ci lo?.—E, R. C.l
6 Vor. 3. The raiding of N. B*. [P.], etc.: A. C, etc., read iv liSiiK. [TiBch., as Lange, omito ; Alf. and Treg, bracket.—

E. R. C]
8 Ver. 4. [Lange and Ti9cb (8th Ed.) read in-ivn with X. B*. P.; Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (1859) iiiraym with A. 0. 7,

etc,—E. R. C]
' Ver. 5. This clause is wanting in the best codices. [So modern Crit. Eds. with N. A. B*. C. P. 1, p«c.—E.R. C]
8 Ver.6. [Lunge, Treg., Tisch., read oA.A.ox with X<». A,0. P., Vulg., etc.; Ob. omits with X*. B*.; Alf. brackets.—E.R. 0.1
Ver. 8, [The p linfins is that of the Vulg., Treg., Lillie, etc.-B. R. C.l

ID Ver. 6. Cndd. A. C [«. P.] give i„L bnf.ire K<.9>,^evov5.

™ o" X^n'"'
^' ['*>"^""'" O"'"- Et"'- g'^« /ta9,(iei/ou! with X. B*. C. P. Vulg., etc. Lach. (miu.), KaroiitoiJi'Toi! with A.14, etc.—

±,. K. O.J

« J"''' !• K'^"'';,?"'
^iJ-) Eives Hiv with X- B*.; Lach. Alf., Treg., Tiwh. (1850) omit with A. 0. P. 1, efc.—E. K. C ]

14
p ''

a V^ A ^"'^i,"'"' SeuTepoi in ace. with almost all tlie Codd.—E. R. 0.]

H R 01
^ ^^"^ ''""' Eire(7ei/ lire(Tei. B<i(3vA.a)i' r, (xeyaX,, ; the insertion of ^ ttoXi! is without authority —

M v"""' a ™ ^"lotimc^ with A. a, «««., /,. ['On is given only by 1 and 36.—B. R. C]
r;

*^'"'- °;.l^*'"'.\'!'""«;""'"''in,;am7/.r see Note 20 below. It is, however, exceedingly questionable whether, by rea--ou
ot Its connection with OTiM and./v)rafca/,'TO,9„^,i5 has not, in this place, a peculiar idiomatic force, and should not im
translated rajre. See Note 29 below —B. R. C]

i i-
,

p ,

1? Ver. 9. In accordan -o with A. B* 0. [P 1 etc

w v""' ?o
f ™'' ^''''^e<'""''ll.V -ead liTor, witii Oypr. ; Lange reads oirJi with A.-B R. C.l

,
^": ^''. L'^IM/'- V- nresents the idinmatic. though not the !ite.-a(, translation of the Greek. Alford remarks ; "Prora

the almost universil custom of mixing wine with water, the common term for preparing wine, putting it iutj the cup,
came to be «'P«"^^' ; h-nce the apparent contradioMon in terms here."—E. R. 0.1

n«»m .,S i -^^•'""?, ''''.l''?^''-^ «'™ iyveAcu.- ayiW (without rir) with X- C. P., etc.; B*. prefixes to^; TiMh
(1850), Alf. read toiv ayyeXijjv with A.—B. R. C.l

/*»,» f
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12 ceiveth the mark of his name. Here is the patience [endurance] of the saints : [,]

here are they that [om. here^' are they that

—

ins. who] keep the commandments of

God, and the faith of Jesus.

d. Deliverance concerning the Godly.

13 And I heard a voice from [ins. the] heaven saying unto me [om. unto me]", Write,
Blessed are the dead which [who] die in the Lord from Sjym. from] henceforth

:

Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may [shall] rest''' from their labours; and [for]^*

their works do {om. do] follow [tm. with] them.

3. The Three Angels of the Beginning Execution of the Final Judgment.

a. The Judgment, or Harvest, of the Earth itself. The Chief Harvest, or the Harvest of the Blessed.

(Matt. iii. 12 a. Ch. xiii. 43.)

14 And I looked [saw] and behold a white cloud, and upon the cloud one sat [sitting]

like unto the [a] Son of man, having on [upon] his head a golden crown (aTifw/ov),

15 and in his hand a sharp sickle. And another angel came \ins. forth] out of the

temple, crying with a loud [great] voice to him that sat on [the one sitting upon]
the cloud, Thrust in [Send forth (jliKpovy] thy sickle, and reap : for the time

[hour] is come for thee [om. for thee]^^ to reap ; for the harvest of the earth is ripe

16 [has become dry]. And he that sat on [the one sitting upon] the cloud thrust in

[cast (e/JaAev)] his sickle on [upon] the earth ; and the earth was reaped.

h. The Harvest of Anger, or the Judgment upon the Wicked (Matt. iii. 12; ch. xiii. 42).

17 And another angel came [ins. forth] out of the temple which is in [ins. the] heaven,

1>^ he also having a sharp sickle. And another angel came [ins. forth] out from [of]

the altar, which had [om. which had

—

ins. having]^" power [authority (^fooo-t'a)] over

[ins. the] fire ; and cried with a loud cry [great voice] to him that had [the one

having] the sharp sickle, saying. Thrust in [Send forth] thy sharp sickle, and

19 gather the clusters of the vine of the earth ; for her grapes are" fully ripe. And
the angel thrust in [cast] his sickle into [unto] the earth, and gathered the vine of

the earth, and cast it [om. if] into the great'* winepress of the wrath [anger] of God.

20 And the winepress was trodden without the city, and blood came [ins. forth] out

of the winepress, even [om. even] unto the horse [om. horse] bridles [ins. of the

horses], by the space [or to the distance] of a thousand and six hundred furlongs

[stadia].

4. Preparation, in Heaven, for the Judgment.

Ch. XV. 1-8.

a. The Ideal Preparation.

1 And I saw another sign in [ins. the] heaven, great and marvellous, seven

angels having the [om. the] seven last [om. last] plagues [ins, the last]
; [,] for

2 in them is filled up [finished] the wrath [anger]''" of God.'" And I saw as it were

a [ins. glassy] sea of glass [om. of glass] mingled with fire : and them that had

21 Ver. 12. The second Ue is unfounded. [Crit. Eds. omit witli X- A. B*. 0. P. Vulg., etjs.; it ia given by 1. 7, eto.—

B. K. 0.]
22 Ver, 13. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisoh., omit fioi with X- A. B«. 0. P. Am., FuU., etc.; Lange gives it with 1, 28, 36, Ckm.,

etc E. R. C.l
28 Ver. 13. rOrit. Eds. give ivairaritravTal w th N. A. 0. (B*. and 1 also give avanav(ravTa.i.) ; P. gives avawava-avTai..—

E R 1

a Ver. 13. [Lach., Alf., Tree., Tisch. (8th Ed.) give yap with X- A. 0. P. Vulg., etc.; Lange and Tisch. (1859) read St

with B«.—B. R, C]
25 Ver. 15. 2oi is omitted by the best Codd. [by X. A. B*. C. P. Vulg.—B. R. C.].

211 Ver. 18. The article 6 is omitted by X. B*. [P.]; the omission probably originated in an incorrect exegeHc^ ^??''''

bension of the passage. [Alf, Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.), omit; Lach., Lange, and Tisch. (1859) give it with A. C—B. B. C.J

21 Ver. 18. The readini? ^niu.ao-ei' i, (rra^vKii -ri)! v^s, in aco. with B*., etc. The easier reading undoubtedly has more

authorities in its favor. But why is this? The question is whether that which is difBcult ia significant. [Ont.Jlds. g iie-

rally give fiiciia<ray ai (rT«*v\<.l auT^s, with K- A. C. P. 1, Vulg., etc.; Tisch. (1859) instead of ai-rij! reads t>,s y))! with B:
7, ete.—E. R. d

2* Ver. 9. The remarkable reading tox iiiyoLv; the most obvious explanation is that Arjvds is gen. commun. On ttie

change of gender in the adjective see Winer, De Wette, DUsterd. [The reading is supported by A. B*. 0. P. 6, 8, etc. ; N. (,

ete., give Ti)x (leYo'Aiii/.—B. R. C.l , , , . ,„
2» Ch. XV. 1. [There are three words which in the B. V. are translated wrath: viz.: flujios, as here; opY>7, as m ver. 10;

iropopyio-(i(S!, which occurs only in Eph. iv. 26. The instances of the occurrence of the first two are as follows: Wvnos :

tnkeiv.28; Actaxix.28; Ram. ii. S {indignalim); 2Cor.xii.20; Gal. v. 20; Bph.iv.31; Ool. iii. 8; Heb. xi. 2i
;
Kev. xii.

13
i xiv. 8, 10, 19 ; xv. 1, 7 ; xvi. 1, 19 (Jieroemss) ; xviii. 3 ; xix. 16 {fierceness) ; 'OpYij : Matt. iii. 7 ; Mark lu. 5 ;

Luke in. (

;
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gotten the victory [those conquering] over [from] the beast [wild-beast], and over

[from] his image, and over his mark [om. and over his mark,]'' and [and] over

[from] the number of his name, stand [standing] on [or by] the [ins. glassy] sea of

3 glass [om. of glass], having the [o?w. the]'' harps of God. And they sing the song of

Moses the servant of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying. Great and marvellous

are thy works, [ins. O] Lord [,] God Almighty [,the All-Ruler]
;
just and true are

4 thy ways, thou King of Saints [om,. saints—ms. the nations].'' Who shall [or should]'*

not fear thee [om. thee]" O Lord, and glorify'* thy name ? for thou only art holy

(o(T£o?)'^ : for all [ins. the] nations shall come and worship before thee ; for thy judg-

ments are made manifest [were manifested].

b. The Real Freparalion. Equipm,ent of the Angels of Judgment, or the Seven Angela with the

Vials of Anger.

5 And after that [these things] I looked [saw], and, behold, [om. , behold"

—

ins. opened

was] the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony [witness] in [ins. the] heaven was

6 opened [om. was opened] : And the seven angels came out of [from] the temple,

having [or that had]" the seven plagues, clothed in [ins. linen"] pure and [and]

white [glistening] linen [om. linen], and having their breasts girded [girt around the

7 breasts] with golden girdles. And one of the four beasts [living-beings] gave unto

the seven angels seven golden vials full of the wrath [anger] of God, who liveth for

8 ever and ever [into the ages of the ages]. And the temple was filled with smoke*"

from the glory of God, and from his power ; and no man [one] was able to enter

into the temple, till [until] the seven plagues of the seven angels were fulfilled

[should be finished].

xxi. 23; John iii. 36; Rom. i. 18; ii. 5 (his), 8; iii. 5 {vengeance); iv. 1.5; v. 9; ix. 22 {his); xii. 19; xiii. 4, 5; Epb. ii. 3; iv.

31; V. 6; Ool. lii. 6, 8 {anger); 1 Thens, i. 10; ii. 15; t. 9; 1 Tim. ii. 8; Heb. iii. 11; iv. 3; Jjs. i. 19, 20; K'T. vi. 16, 17; xi.

18; xiv. 10 {indignati'm); xvi. 19; xix. 1.5. From a comparison of tliese passages, especially those in the Apocalypse, it

will become app'irdnt thac thd latter 18 the tn'erasiue of the former (see Lange in BsPL. If Detail on Ter. 10),—th^t the
effects of dvij.6^ are for the raont part experienced in the present life; those of hpyr) in the life to come. In accordance with
what he regards as the manifest design of the Spirit to distingnish between the objectives of these terms, the Am. Ed.
throughout this translation renders the former by anger and the latter by wrath. It may be objected that this change of
the translation of &u/xo? involves a change in the formula Vials of wrath that has become a household phrase. It may ba
answered that due reg.ird fur the distinctions made by the Holy Spirit requires a change here, or in the rendering of opyq;
and the latter would require an alteration of the formulas—the wra'h of the Lamb (vi. 16), the great day of His wrath (vi.

17), the fiercene^'S of His wrath (xvi. 19), the wrath of Almighty Ood, xix. 15.—It should bo remarked tbat in the confused
translation of these terms the E. V. closely follows Luther's Version, as it generally does in other instances.—E. R C]

^ Ver. 1. [The transUtion contemplated is as follows: "Seven a-ngels liaving seven plagues—the. last, forin them is

Jinished the anger of God.'^— Ii. R. C]
31 Ver. 2. Omitted in the best Codd. [Omitted by N. A. B*. 0. P. 6, 7, 14, Vulg., e(c. ; it is given (see Tisch.) oniy by 1,

35, 39, 79.—B. R. 0.]
^ Ver. 2. [Oiit. Eds. omit the article with «. A. 0. P.; it is given by B*. 2, 7, e(c.—E. R. C]
33 Ver. 3. Two variations: of the xons, of the saints. [Orit. Eds. give twc iSvwv with X". A. B*. P. 1, 6, 7, etc.; rStv ayitav

with?; X*. C. 18, 9.5, Vulg , CI., Fal4., rtc, read tmv a-li^vinv. Alford judiciously remarks: "The confusion has apparently
arisen from the similarity "f AIQNON {t9viav) and AltlNnN; but which was the original, it is impossible, in the conflict

of authorities, to decide."—E. R. C]
** Ver 4. [Tlie construction here is irregular

—

t\i>i first verb being ff)o^i)9jj; the second, 5ofao-et.—E. R. C]
85 Ver. 4. togije^ without o-e. [So Crit. Eds. with A. B*. 0. P. 1, 12, etc.. Am., Fldrl.; 6, 7, Ol., etc., subjoin ere; X. places

it before ou ((.0/3.—K. R. C.J
3» Ver. 4. [Crlt. EJs. give Strio; with X- A. 0. P. 1. etc.; B*. 6, 7, 8, read aY'<>5.—E. R. C]
81 A'er. 5. [The t5ou is supported only by Vulg., Cop., Prtns., Er.; Crit. Eds. omit with X. A.B*. C. P.l, Syr., Arm., .Sth.,

«fc.—E. R. C]
33 Ver. 6. [Lange and Tisch. read ot eyoi-Te? with A. C, etc.: X. B*. 1, etc., omit ol; Alf. brackets, Treg. marks with *.

—E. B. 0.]
™ Ver. 6. Codd. A. C, etc. [Am., Fuld.] give the ditacult reading >^iOov; X. B*. [P. Vulg. C?.] support the Rec. [Lange,

Alf., Tisch., give \lyof; Lach. and Treg. Ki9ov.—E. R. C]
« Ver. 8. Kajryoij without €« roO, according to X. A. 0. [P.]. [So Crit. Eds. generally; Tisch. (1859) prefixed U toS

with B*.—E. R. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.
The fundamental idea of the whole section,

chs. xiv.-xv., is the End-Judgment in its general
form— the same Judgment which aubscquenthj
branches into the three special judgments upon Baby-
lon, the Beast, and Sutan himself in conjunction with
Gog and Magog. The fundamental idea of this

first division [chs. xiT., xv.] of our section is

the preparation of the End-Judgment, or the
judgment of the Vials of Anger,* in Heaven. Be-

* [For the employment of this term rather than wrath see
Text, and Gram. (Note 28) on ch. xv. 1. In consequence of

cause this great judgment brings about the final

decision, it is preceded by a very great and so-

lemn preparation in Heaven, the description of

which runs through two chapters , the judgments
then being executed upon the earth itself, in swift

8ucce3sion,bytheoutpouringof the Vials of Anger
(ch. xvi.). Thus, this heavenly proleptical cele-

bration of the End-judgment is analogous to the

the confusion of 0u/xo5 and opyij in the accepted Version, the

same confusion exists in the language of German, aa in that

of English-speaking, Theologians. As the German Zom,
like the English wrath, is use i to translate botli these words;
and as it is capable of being rendered by both anger and
wrath, the Am. Ed. takes the liberty of using the one or the

other of ttie-e English words according as the reference 18 to

Ovixoi or opyij.—B. R. C]
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great proleptical celebration of the Seven Seals

of world-history in ehs. iv. and v.

The anger of God is the manifestation of His

love in the forth-going and predominancy of His
righteousness unto judgment. God's anger or-

dains dealh as a punishment for sin—as a reac-

tion against the spiritual death of man, continuous
disobedienoeorgerminantapostaay (comp. theart.

Zarn [anger, wrath] in Herzog's Real-Encyklo-

pddie). And inasmuch as anger impels apostasy,

or hardening, which is but another form of apos-

tasy, to a crisis, it conducts to eternal death

tlirough spiritual death

—

i. e., it manifests itself

in judgment.
But as the very first manifestation of anger

.was but the climax of a rhythmical succession

of chastisements under the reign of long-suffer-

ing (Rom. ii. 4, 6), so also the true anger- [or

wrath-] period, the great day of anger [or

wrath], appears in a succession of constant aug-
mentations.

Great, however, though the anger-judgments
may be, so that they wear the aspect of endless

and nameless darknesses—as, e. g.. in the de-

struction of Jerusalem, in the fall of Constanti-

nople,—before God they are weighed and mea-
sured, and their measure and operation are ap-

pointed them by God's faithfulness. Thus,
anger is contained in golden vials ; it is so scrupu-
lously prepared in Heaven, so pondered over,

so permeated by the Divine Intelligence, that, as

a heroic act of Divine reason, it embodies in it-

self precisely the opposite to what Is described

in the heathen pictures of the envy of the gods,

and the might of destiny. Our remarks hold

good especially in regard to the moderation and
limitation of the anger-judgments for the right-

eous, who are oftentimes externally exposed to

Ihe same tempests as the godless—in regard to

the cutting sliort of the troublous days, as the

Lord expresses it (see Comm. on Matthew xxiv.

22) ; they are, however, also applicable to the

operation of judgment in general.

As these Anger-Vials are, on the one hand,
akin to the Trumpets, and unmistakably paral-

lel with them (see Int., p 86), they form, on the

other hand, an antithesis to them, in that the

Trumpets are predominantly exhibited in the
light of judgments in order to awakening (see

ch. xi. 13), whilst the Vials of anger generally

operate as judgments of hardening (see ch. xvi.

9, U).
The first great vision in the Heaven-picture of

the end of the world is the throng of the elect

centre of the Church Triumphant, representa-
tive of the Church Triumphant itself. The
scene is on Mount Zion. That Mount Zion can
neither be situate in Heaven, nor be geographi-
cally understood of the eminence on which the

Temple stood in Jerusalem, is evident from the

symbolical import of the expression. Accord-
ingly, Mount Zion is the real State of God, in

its consummation. The heavenly appearance,
oh. 1. 12, becomes, ch. iv. 2, the sphere of the

heavenly Throne. In ch. vii. 9. the Church Tri-

umphant is depicted in the process of its grovHh.

Here we have the picture of its preliminary
spiritual consummation. It is still, however, to

be conceived of as in the sphere of the beyond,

for only in ch. xxi. is the union between the

Christian further and hither shores consummated
in the descent of the heavenly Jerusalem, as the
City of God, upon the earth. Then, and not till

then, the complete pneumatico-corporeal trans-
figuration of the world, and the real resurrec-
tion, are declared. The spiritual consummation
of the Church, however, is declared in this

earlier passage—^its blessed, secure position
above the anger-judgtueuts now about to break
upon the earth. The centre of the picture is

formed by the Lamb. He is surrounded by
144,000 elect souls. To the query as to whether
these are the same souls that appear as sealed
ones in ch. vii., we would answer: First, that
the crisis of trial lies before those sealed ones,
whilst these who surround the Lamb have passed
it, and are, to the triumphant prophetic gaze,
perfected ones, the centre, therefore, of the in-

numerable throng of ch. vii. 9. Secondly, the
symbolical import of the number 144,000 must
be carefully regarded in this passage also. We
need not, therefore, press the inquiry as to the
identity of the two bands as individuals, but
may regard as established their identity as a
whole ; inasmuch as the sealed elect of this

world must also appear in the other world as per-
fected elect ones. The companions of the Lamb,
therefore, are the complete number of the centre
of the blessed, representing the entire Church
Triumphant.* They have the Name of Christ

and the Name of the Father written on their

foreheads, i. e., they are perfected confessors,

and hence not such as think they must obscure
the Name of the Father by the Name of the

Lamb ; nor are they such as act in a converse
manner. That the Seer intended to represent
this throng as composed exclusively of Jews is

an utterly ridiculous assumption, from begin-

ning to end. It is, however, particularly ridi-

culous when the designation of them as virgins

is literally understood of celibacy, and the cli-

max of absurdity is reached with the explana-

tory citation of the Old Testament provision, in

accordance with which sexual intercourse ren-

dered unclean for a time. For marriage itself

was so far from being represented in the Old

Testament as defiling, that, on the contrary, the

greatest promises were attached to it. Even
Mary, the Mother of our Lord, was obliged to

pass through a legal purification, and the Apostle

Peter was married. To attribute such a view

as the above to the writer of the Apocalypse is

to regard him as a dualistic ascetic. Even the

Patriarchs and Prophets would, on this ground,

be excluded from the number of the elect by this

supposed Judaist or Judaizing non-Jndaist—for

the historical interpretation advances even to

the latter conception of the Apooalyptist.

This great optical wonder is followed by »

great auricular wonder. The new song of the

consummation of the Church Triumphant

bursts, in a grand harmony, from Heaven.

It sounds like the roar of many waters, for

it is the united praise offered to God by the

redeemed peoples. It sounds like a great

thunder, for it is the completed, world-re-

freshing revelation of God. It sounds like the

harping of harpers, for all true art has entered

* [See Add. Note, p. 193.—B. R. C]
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into the service of the holy. And they siny a

new song. These words Beem to relate primarily

to the harpers, for it is declared that they sing

it before the Throne, before the four Life-shapes

and before the Elders. The song, however, is

not their property; it is given to them as the per-

fect blossom of revelation ; hence it ia also new

—a marvel of song, which has never before

been. We must not overlook the fact that the

new song, like the State of God, passes through
different stages of development before attaining

to perfection ; see cha. v. 9; xiv. 3; xv. 3; xix.

6 (oomp. Ex. XV.; Ps. xcvi. 1). Even the 144,000

elect must learn the song, and they alone can

learn it, because it presupposes the entire depth

and circuit of their experience and the whole

state of their being "bought from the earth."

They have not defiled themselves with women. It

is manifest that this can be understood only sym-
bolically, for virgins are spoken of. The symbol,

however, does not consist of women themselves,

but of defilement with women, by which deiilement

the women themselves are more particularly

characterized (Prov. ix. 13). That illicit inter-

course is here referred to, and not marriage,

may be understood as a matter of course, in a

Book which closes with the Bridal of the Lamb.
The Biblical representation of idolatry and
apostasy under tbie figure of harlotry is familiar

to all readers of the Sacred Writings, and the

idea referred to is the more obvious here, since

immediately before the great apostasy has been
depicted. The doing of these virgin souls was,

however, founded upon their being.* As virgins,

they have also kept themselves pure from all fa-

naticism and party-spirit in their piety, for both
these forms of the defilement of piety are also,

in particular, very fatal forms of subtile idola-

try. Their virginity is expressed in the fact

that they follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth

—follow Him, therefore, in all His historical

and heavenly movements and advances, and fol-

low only Him. Absolute, pure obedience in ab-

solute, pure trust, is the sign that they are
bought from among men as first-fruits (see Comm.
on James i. 18) unto God and the Lamb. As,
however, the consummation of their electness

was based upon redemptive grace, evidence of
that electness was given, above all, in the charac-
teristics of uprightness (Prov. ii. 7 ; Eccl. vii.

8) and veracity. Grotius rightly makes mention
of the fact that all idolatry is infected with/a/««-

hood (John iii. 21). The fact that they should
not be represented as sinless and having no
need of redemption, is manifest from the decla-
ration eonoerning them, that they stand before
the Lamb, that, they are bought, and that no
falsehood was found in their mouth—no species
of untruthfulness^and that they stand as, in
every respect, wholly perfected, blameless—as
is expressly affirmed—before the Throne of God.

After this exhibition of the security of the
whole blessed Kingdom of God, the announce-
ment of the Judgment may be made. This Judg-
ment has three sides :

First, it is, for the righteous, final redemption

;

hence, its proclamation as an everlasting gospel,

* Schiller : Gemeine Nafuren zahlen mit dem was sit
thun, edJe mit dem was sie Bind.

the eschatological gospel of the final aartipia,

through the judgment, to eternal blessedness and
well-being ([ffeil] Matt. xxv. ; Luke xxi. 28).

This gospel is proclaimed to all who sit on the

earth, all who are most firmly attached to earth

(ver. 6), before the coming of the Judgment it-

self ; and the proclamation is conjoined with an
admonition to voluntary self-humiliation before

God, Who is here pertinently designated as the

Creator, the Cause and Lord of all things, and
particularly also, as the Author of the fountains

of waters, i. c, all original geniuses.

The Judgment is, secondly, for the world ripe

unto perdition, an actual fall into perdition.

Hence the proclamation : Fallen, fallen is Baby-
lon the great! Beit here observed that in this,

passage it is not Babylon in tbe narrower sense

of the word, to which reference is had, as inch,

xvii. As in Genesis, ch. i., water is at first

spoken of in the most general sense, then in a

special sense, and finally in the most special

sense, so here by Babylon the whole ungodly
Antl-christianized world is intended. At the

outpouring of the seventh Vial of anger, this

ungodly and Antichristian world, represented by
Babylon, is divided into three parts (ch. xvi.

19), when the general Judgment branches
into the three special judgments : upon the

Harlot, or Babylon in the narrower sense ; upon
the Beast ; and upon Gog and Magog under the

leadership of Satan. Concerning the more gene-

ral Babylon which has, undoubtedly, for a con-

siderable time had its culmination-point in the

more special Babylon, it is declared : She gave

all the nations [heathen, Gentiles] to drink of
the wine of the anger [or ra^ej * of her fornication.

Autichristianity is a unitous evil mock-growth,
which has twined its stifling tendrils throughout
humanity, as, on the other hand, the tree of the

Kingdom of God has pushed its holy roots

throughout the same. The wine of the anger of

fornication is only materially identical with the

anger of God (see ch. xi. 18) ; in a formal point

of view it forms an antithesis thereto. The
wine of the anger of fornication is, as sin, pas-

sionate, riotous intoxication in apostasy ; as a

judgment, it is also the wine of the wrath of

God, the mind-deranging operation of the death-

judgments of God.
Fin.ally, the judgment consists, in the third

place, of the sentence which interprets the facts.

Thus the actual separation of the sheep and the

goats (Matt, xxv.) precedes the sentence passed

upon them. The sentence of the Angel ia condi-

tioned as follows : If any one worshippeth the Wild*

beast and his image, and receiveth his mark on his

forehead or on his hand. The one implies the other:

recognition of the power of the Beast, and ap-

propriation of the false idea of the system, theo-

cratic or practical testimony. The sentence is

as follows : he incurs the internal judgment of

having to drink of the wine of the anger [or

wrath] of God—deadly derangement of the mind

;

this is a wine mingled, i. e., here poured out (pre-

sented, credenzt) unmixed [olvof KCKepdafievo^ aKpa-

TOfJ.f as the strongest and most intoxicating

* [See Text, and Gram, under cb. xiv. 8, note 16.—B.
K. CO

t [Sea Text, and Gram, under ch. xiv. 10, note 19.—B.
B.C.]
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beverage, in the cup. the self-limiting decree, of

Jliswrath [_bpy^']. TheexternaUocairesMfeisasfol-

lo.vs: he shall be tormented with Jire and brimstone

tn the presence of holy angels and in the pre.-

sence of the Lamb. The outward and apparent
form of the Judgment is fiery self-consumption

in the ever afilaent new elements of fiery irrita-

tion. For as, to the righteous, every affluent ex-

perience is transformed into the gentle oil of

the Spirit, so, to the wicked, every experience be-

comes brimstone—fuel for his passion. The tem-

poral result of the Judgment is as follows: the

smoke of their torment ascendeth into ages of ages.

Smoke rises from fire ; not, however, from a

clear fire, but from that which is hemmed in and
dim. Here, doubtless, the fire of hate is par-

ticularly referred to—fanatical passionateness

in apostasy. Hence it is further declared : they

have not rest by day and by night ; this they have
not, not in a good sense (oh. iv. 8), but in a bad
sease, as demonic beings, and the true causality

thereof lies in their very apostasy ;—the context

is : who worship the wild-beast and his image, and

if any one receiveth the mark of his name. The fact

that the condition of damnation can continue

into the ages denotes, indubitably, the temporal
immensity of that condition, but is also, at the

same time, expressive of seonio figurations and
alterations of it.

At the close of this sentence, we again en-

counter the saying of ch. xiii. 10, amplified by
the declaration that the patience \endurance~\ of

the saints is also evidenced in keeping the com-

mandments of God; their faith, meanwhile, ap-

pearing as a faith in Jesus. Only through this

patience or endurance can a man escape that

sentence of aeonic fiery death. Here also, as in

ch. xiii. 10, this spirit of blessed calm forms a

contrast to the fire- smoke of the restless (Is.

xlviii. 22). Here again the Seer significantly

insists upon the fact that a vital veneration of

God and faith in Jesus necessarily accompany
each other.

The sentence unto damnation is now con-
trasted with the sentence unto blessedness. But
why does not the Angel give utterance to the

latter, and not a voice from Heaven? We might
reply, because the experience of the celestial

blessedness of proven Christians passes the ex-

perience of Angels. According to the context,

this beatitude is pronounced by the Spirit, i. e.,

the Spirit of the Church Triumphant ; He,
therefore, gives utterance to a testimony of di-

rect experience. The beatitude of the blessed
dead is, however, specially signalized, and com-
mended, as it were, as an inscription for grave-
stones, with the command: Write. Although
this precious sentence (ver. 13) holds good for

all times

—

blessed are the dead, etc.—it is of par-
ticular moment when regarded in its bearing
upon the last times. Then are the dying, who
die in the Lord as they have lived in Him, to be
accounted particularly blessed, because they are
taken away from the storm of the last days (see

Is. Ivii. 1).

We, therefore, interpret cnrapTi in the follow-
ing sense: Such are henceforth peculiarly
blessed, because they attain unto rest from their
sore conflicts, whilst the blessing of their works,
and also their perfected vocation to ideal acti-

vity, accompany them into the Church Tri-

umphant.
Before passing to a consideration of the three

Angels of the beginning execution of the End-
Judgment, we must examine the relation of
these three Angels to the preceding three Angels
of the announcement of Judgment. It is natural
to suppose that the first three Angels form an
organic totality (aA/lof ver. 15, d/lAof ver. 17,

dAAof ver. 18, akin to a/^Aof, ercpof, aXXo^, 1 Cor.

xii. 10), and not that an abstract series of other
and still other Angels is cited. The second an-
gelic triad, then, corresponds to the first, and
the following scheme is formed :

A. The Announcemfnt of the End. The
Lamb standing on Mount Zion (ver. 1).

1. The aXln^ ayyelo^, the proclaimer of the

everlasting Gospel, or the Gospel of eternity

(ver. 6).

2. The aXkoQ dehrepoi; dyyfXof, as the pro-
claimer of the decided fall of Babylon the Great
(ver. 8).

3. The d/lAof dyj-fP.of rpi'-of, the proclaimer of

the judgment upon the worshippers of the Beast
(ver. 9).

4. The voice from Heaven : Proclamation of

the blessedness of the dead who die in the Lord.

B. The Accomplishment or the End, Ap-
PEAUANCE OF THE FOEM OF THE SON OF MaN
ON THE White Cloud (ver. 14).

1. The dAXof dy^e/lof, issuing out of the Temple,

proclaiming the hour of the Judgment (the be-

ginning of the entire Judgment) as a judgment
upon Babylon (ver. 15).

2. The d/.Aof dyyeAof, issuing out of the Tem-
ple in Heaven, with the sharp sickle for the con-

summation of the harvest (ver. 17).

3. The dAAof ayyekog, ver. 18, issuing from
the Altar, having power over the fire of sacrifice

—who challenges the preceding Angel to the

completion of the EndJu'Igment, as that Angel
(ver. 15) had in his turn challenged the form of

the Son of Wan (ver. 14).

We, therefore, distinguish the group of the

proclamation of Judgment (A) and that of the exe-

cution of Judgment (B). The former is under
the dominion of the Lamb, Who stands fast for-

ever on Mount Zion as the Head of the Church
Triumphant ; the latter group is under the do-

minion of the form of the Son of Man on the

white cloud, with the crown upon His head, and

in His hand the sharp harvest-sickle—under the

Christ, therefore, as He comes for Judgment upon

the world (Matt. xxvi. ti4 ; oomp. Dan. vii.).

With the first Angel, who has proclaimed the

eternal Gospel, i. e., the Gospel of a blessed

eternity, the final aurtifila (ver. tj), corresponds

the first Angel of execution, in that he notifies

the Son of Man of the hour or time of harvest,

and summons Him to the harvest ; whereupon.

He Who sits upon the cloud; casts His sickle

upon the earth and reaps the earth. This har-

vest (ver. 16) is, without doubt, the harvest of

the wheat (Matt. iii. 12 ; xiii. 39), with which

the Parousia begins (Matt, xxiv, 31 ), correspond-

ing to the Gospel of the fin.al redemption, and to

be distinguished from the harvest of judgment

(vers. 19, 20). Distinctive marks : The Angel

of ver. 15 goes forth from the Temple, i. e., the

ideal Temple of the ripened Church of God, for
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the ripeness of God's Church for redemption is

the sign of the ripeness of the world for judg-

ment; this Angel is the symbol of the decree of

the Father (Acts i. 7). Again, this first harvest

is called simply the harvesto/(A« earth; it begins

with Christ, as the Judge of the world, casting

His sickle from the cloud to the earth—that is,

with the commencement of His Parousia itself.

Here, therefore, the earth which is reaped, is to be

understood in the more special sense of the term.

With the second Angel of proclamation, who
cries out: Fallen is Babylon (ver. 8), corre-

sponds the second Angel of execution (ver. 17).

This latter Angel issues forth from the Temple
of Heaven, for the judgment unto judgment is

based entirely upon the objective sentence of Di-

vine Righteousness, which decides when the in-

ternal corruptness [ Verderben^ of the world must
find its judgment in external ruin [_Verderben'\.

Even this Angel of judgment, however (who
bears a similarity to the import of Michael, the

judging Christ), receives the summons to the

execution of judgment from another Angel, the

third Angel of execution. This Angel issues

from the Altar ; he has authority over the fire.

This is what qualifies him to call for the fire of

judgment. For every little flame, every fire of

sacrifice, has been a pre-exhibition of the great
sacrificial burning at the end of the world.
Thus with the third Angel of proclamation (ver.

9), who announced that law of the Kingdom in

accordance with which the sentence of damna-
tion (vers. 9-11) and the Judgment, as a judginent

offire, ensue, corresponds ttie Angel of the actual

fiery Judgment, whose world-historic prefigura-

tion is sacrifice.

We scarcely need mention that this double
angelic triad forms a group of symbolical
figures ; in which the first triad belongs more
to the economy of Christ, and the second more
to the economy of the Father.

It may appear particularly remarkable that
the harvest of judgment is represented as a
gathering of the vine—the vine thus, apparently,
having an entirely different import here from
that assigned it John xv. 1. It might here be
suggested that all Antichristianily will be a
corrupt and apostate Christianity. There is,

however, another motive which lies at the door,
viz., that of conforming the entire picture to the
central idea of the wine-press, Is. Ixiii. The
wine-press of wrath or deadly judgment brings
with it the retribution for the great blood-guilti-
ness of the world's history—especially as mani-
fested in the history of the martyrs;—this re-
tribution is exhibited in the mighty river of
blood in which, at the end of the world, the life

of the old humanity pours forth. The treading
of the wine-press is accomplished without the

city ;* an antithesis by which only the City sim-
ple, the City of God, can be iiitended. The
depth of the river of blood is indicated by the
declaration that it reaches to the reins [Ziigel]

of the homes—not to the hits [Zaiime, German
Version], for in that case the horses would
necessarily sink. It is with difficulty, therefore.

* [May there not be an allinion to the fact that the cruci-
fixion 01 Christ, in which tlie »in anj, par ixmllrncr,, the
hi io(i-guiltiness of the world culminated, took place without
tli£ city f— I'E.J

that the horses of world-development (ch. vi.

2 ; xix. 14) can labor through this stream ; it ia

only through a great crisis that the new world
issues from the old. The bloody stream itself

overspreads 1000 stadia, the symbol of an seon,

by the space of 600 stadia, by which an im-
mense extent of further suffering is indicated.

In ch. XV. ia represented the preparation of this

Judgment which is about to be executed through
the medium of the Vials of Anger. It might be
conjectured that the Earth-picture of the Anger-
Vials would begin here, but individual traits

are against such a supposition—especially tha
festival-keeping on the crystal sea. First, then,

the Seer beholds another sign in Heaven, the
seven Angels with the last seven plagues, or
judgment-strokes, with which the anger of God
shall be filled up. Again, however, the vision
must strengthen the courage of the faithful ; the
description of the terrible angelic forms is there-
fore preceded by a picture of the celebration
of the Judgment in the congregation of the
blessed. The glassy sea is here, as in an
earlier passage [chap. iv. 6], the completed
history of the peoples as a history of sal-

vation, sub specie selerni, translumined by the
Spirit of God ; Divinely still and transparent,
and Divinely moved. Here, however, it is

mingled with the appearance of fire (see p. 34)

;

for this new world-form has passed through the
sacrificial fire as well as through the fire of the
universal judgment ; moreover, the reflection of
the Vials of anger falls upon the crystal splendor
of this sea. Hence, the blessed are here desig-

nated as victors over the Beast. Their victory
is detailed. They have vanquished not only the
temptation of the Beast, but also the temptation
of his Image, the temptation of his mark, the
Antichristiau symbol ; aye, they have overcome
even the temptation to a covert [yerbliimt'] re-

cognition of him by the assumption of the num-
ber of his name in a restless pursuit of vanity.

And now they all have harps ; harps of God, as
Divinely inspired singers and players. The new
song which they sing is now called the song of
Moses, the servant of God, and the song of the

Lamb. Of the two songs, the song of the typi-

cal redemption (Ex. xv. ) and the song of the
real redemption, one unitous, grand anthem of

redemption is born. Even the Law is, in the
light of the consummation, glorified into a phase
of the Gospel ; and it is also, in spiritual forms,
its very self glorified, elevated—and, by being ele-

vated, in a sense abrogated [aufgehoben'],—trans-

muted into celestial custom (iWatt. v.). This song
has reference to the imminent final Judgment from
which they, through the redemption, have
escaped, as Israel escaped from the pursuit of

Pharaoh. Hence, mention is first made of the

great wonders of God, particularly as manifest

in His conduct of the Final Judgment. Hence,
God is again magnified as the All-Ruler [tlav-

To/cpirup'],* and His ways, in particular,—His
government and providences \_Filhrungen und
Filgungen^V^&dm^a and joinings]—are extolled

as righteous and true; as righteous in His

world-historic retribution—as true in His final

fulfillment of all prophecies and threats. Thus

« [See on p. 04.—E. E. C]
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He approves Himself the essential King of the

nations (not simply of the saints, after the

scantily attested reading).* Thus the worship

of the true fear of God appertains to Him at

the end of days as much as, and still more than,

in the days of the Old Covenant, for this fear is

fundamentally diverse from the fear which is

cast out by perfect love. The supreme reason
for this worship is expressed in the words : He
only is holy—words declaratory of the Absolute
Personality, not merely as a negation of all im-

personal conduct, but also as the Founder and
Awakener of the Personal Kingdom of Love, in

Whose almighty traction of love all nations

[Heiden, heathen, Gentiles] shall come and wor-

ship before Him after they have beheld the grand
manifestation of His judgments. These words
point to a great conversion, to take place amidst

the development of the world's judgment.
After this pre-celebratiou of the Judgment of

Anger, the Seer, with new amazement (ver. 5),

beholds the equipment of the seven Angels for

the execution of the Judgment. The scene

opens with the opening of the Temple of the

Tabernacle of the Witness, i. e., the Ark of the

Coveaant—the Holy of Holies, therefore. There
the holy Law reposes, which has testified the

will of God to the nations ; thence, therefore,

perfect retribution proceeds, as a punitory pro-
videaoe which itself bears tte mark of the Holy
of Holies, and hence is to be regarded entirely

as a providence in order to the protection of

personal life.

This providence issues from the Holy of Holies,

under the guidance of the seven Angels who are

to execute the seven last plagues. These Angels
themselves appear as highly consecrate spirits,

clothed with pure, glistening (or pearl-beset ?f)
linen, for tbey accomplish the deliverances of

supreme truth and righteousness solely, in exe-
cuting the sentence of the anger of God ; they
are no mediums for the outflowing^ of dark and
unfree passion, no ministers of blind and sense-
less fate-strokes. Hence they are also girded as
for a festal celebration, about the breast—^not as
for labor, about the loins ; they are girded with
golden girdles, the signs of Divine strength, self-

determination, and bound-abiding faithfulness.

The seven Vials of Anger are given to the
Angels by one of the four Life-shapes. Here it

is particularly manifest that these Life-shapes
cannot be regarded as symbolical forms of creature
life. J They stand between God and these high
Angels—who may not, indeed, be identified with
the Archangels—and receive the Vials, which
are full of the anger of God. One of them dis-
tributes the Vials

;
greater explioituess is not

accorded to the vision—hence it would be mere
guess-work were we to conjecture that the Lion
was the recipient and distributer of the Vials.
Why do we here find the expression : Who liveth

into the ages of the ages ? The domination of
God's wrath in inflictions of death is conditioned
by this life. The manifestation of absolute Life
is a decree of death to obstinate sinners.

* [See Text, and Gramm. under ch. xv. 3, note 33,—
E. R. C]
t On the reading Ki6ov, see DUaterd. fSee aUo Text, and

Gram.—E. R. C]
t [See Add, Noifl on pp. 161 sq.—E. E. 0.]

Furthermore, God withdraws Himself from
human view as an angry God. Thence-
forth the Temple was filled with smoke from
the glory of God, so that none could go into
the Temple until the seven plagues were
fulfilled. This phenomenon cannot be resolved
into the more general fact that the glory of God
veils itself in the pillar of cloud or in a pillar
of smoke (Ex. xl. 34; 1 Kings viii. 10; Matt.
xvii. 6), although it is connected with that fact.
For the Temple was not previously filled with
smoke, to the eye of the Seer ; he has even had
a mysteriously expressed sight of God. But as
God, as the Holy One, in general conceals Him-
self from the gaze of sinful man, so this is espe-
cially the case in His judgments. "He made the
darkness about Him His covering—His pavilion
round about Him dark waters [ Wassernacht'],
clouds upon clouds," Ps. xviii. 11. Thus He
covers Himself when He comes with terrors
upon His enemies. For the Prophet Isaiah also
(Is. vi.), the Temple in which he has seen the
glory of Jehovah, afterwards becomes filled

with smoke; a sign that this Temple should be
burnt, but also an expression of the fact that
God is, for the human eye, hidden most in His
judgments, most difficult of comprehension
therein. That affectionate and familiar bold-
ness which seeks an immediate access into the
Temple, to God, shrinks back amid the thunders
of majesty ; nevertheless, the Mercy-seat is set

up in front of the Temple in the person of Jesus
Christ for all in the whole world who seek for
refuge (Rom. ill.).

[abstract of views, etc]

By the American Editor.

[Elliott :* Ch. xiv. 1—5, is parallel with chs.

xii., xiii., and presents a view of the true Church
gathered around the true Christ (the Lamb—
standing, not yet enthroned)—in antithesis with
the merely nominal Church gathered around the

enthroned Antichrist, as set forth in those chap-
ters ; vers. 2, 3, mark a progression in their

condition—they refer to the Reformation ;—the

harpers are the rejoicing members of the churches
of the Reformation; the voice of many waters and

of a great thunder implies the uniting of both na-

tions and princes in their rejoicing; ihe new song,

the song of the Reformation, as set forth by La-
ther : " Learn to know Christ, Christ crucified,

Christ come down from Heaven to dwell with

sinners ! Learn to sing the New Sonq, Thau
Jesus art my righteousness ; I am Thy sin ; Thou
hast taken on Th/self what was mine ; Thou hast

given me what is Thine." Vers. 6-8 are parallel

with chs. XV., xvi. 1-14 (xi. 15-19), and set

forth the missionary advance of the true Church
throughout the Era predicted in those passages

(see on p. 296 ). Vers. 9-20 are connected

with ch. xvi. 15 to the end of the Apocalypse

(see on p. 297 ).

* [Tliere is considerable complexity in the last part of El-

liott's great work. The whole of chs. xii.-xiv. he regards as

a connected revelation written on the oufdde of the Roll,

and presenting a revelation parallel with that preaeoted in

the other portions of the Apocalypse (inside written) to the

close of ch, xix, (see ch, v. 1), Cha. xii.-xiv. 6, he regtrds as

extending to what he styles the primart/ end oi' the period of

I2t)0 days, about A, D., 1789-93 (see p, afiO) ; ch, xiv, 6-S, and
9-20, as above.—B. B. C]
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Baenbs : Ch. xiv. containa a succession of

symbolical representations, designed to comfort

those exposed to the troublous events of cbs.

xii., xiii., by showing the ultimate result of those

events : There is represented by the vision of

(1) vers. 1-5, the character and final triumph

of all the redeemed ; (2) vers. 6, 7, that the

gospel will be preached among all nations, and
that as indicating the near approach of the con-

summation ; (3) ver. 8, the destruction of Anti-

cbristian. Papal Rome; (4) vers. 9-12, the cer-

tain and final destruction of all the upholders of

that power; (5) ver. 13, the blessedness of all who
die in the Lord; (6) vers. 14-20, the final over-

throw of all the enemies of the Church; the har-

vest -rQ-pvG^Qniin^VnQVi^hiQOUS to be gathered into

the Kingdom ; the vintage, the wicked to be de-

stroyed Ch. XV. commences the statement of

the manner in which the pledges of the pre-

ceding chapter would be accomplished, which
statement is pursued through the subsequent
chapters, giving in detail what is here promised
in a general manner—it " is merely introductory

to what follows, . . . and designed to intro-

duce the account of those judgments with suita-

ble circumstances of solemnity."

Stuaet :
" The combination of three such

powerful enemies against Christianity (the Dra-
gon, Satan [p. 240] ; the First Beast, Pagan
Rome ; the Second, the Pagan Priesthood [p.
^61 j), was in itself of fearful import. ... To
animate the courage, however, of this noble lit-

tle band (of Christians), the writer arrests the

progress of action in the great drama, in order

to hold out the symbols of ultiviate and certain

victory ; Symbol First is of the Lamb (Christ) on

the earthly Zion, surrounded by His 144,000
sealed ones—not forces to be employed against

enemies, but trophies of victory already achieved;

Second, consists of a triplex series of proclama-

tions of [a] the ultimate and certain spread of

the gospel throughout the whole world, vers. 6,

7, (b) the absolute and certain fall of mystical

Babylon (heathen Rome), ver. 8, (c) the awful
punishment that awaits the followers of the

Beast ; Third, is constituted of a triplex series

of actions—[a] the reaping, vers. 14-16 (the har-

vest which is ripe, i.e., the enemies of the Church
whose wickedness is consummated), (b) the

gathering, vers. 17-19 (also the wicked), (c) the

treading of the wine-press, ver. 20.* -Ch. xv.

A Ileaven-scene preceding the infliction of the

seven last plagues : the martyrs around the

Throne sing the song of antioipative triumph,
and praise the justice of God as about to be dis-

played in the overthrow of the Beast, vers. 2-

4 ; the smoke preventing the entrance of any one

into the Temple, ver. 8, indicates that no one is

permitted to intercede for those about to be pun-
ished, and consequently, that their punishment
is certain and inevitable.

WoRoswoRTH : Ch. xiv. 1—5. This vision re-

veals that, although during the sway of the Beast
many would fall from the faith, yet the true Ca-
tholic Apostolic Church of Christ (the 144,000—
the number of completeness and union in the true

doctrine and discipline of Christ, as preached by

'.^ [The above seems to be the division coutemplated by
Stuart.—E. K. C]

the twelve Apostles) would never fail, and would
finally triumph over the power of the Beast, and
would stand with the Lamb on Mount Zion (in

antithesis to the rising of the Beast from the sea)

in His Kingdom, which will never be destroyed

(comp. Ps. cxxv. 1, etc.); the virginity of the

144,000 (ver. 8) indicates that they were not

corrupted by the spiritual harlotries of Babylon
(ver. 8 ; xvii. 1-5) ; the song of triumph (vers.

2, 3), is that of Angels chanting the victory of

the Church. Vers. 6, 7 predict the universal

proclamation of the gospel (by ZiieraZ Angels?),

and that as a preparation for the End (compare
Matt. xxiv. 4). Ver. 8 is antioipative of the

fall of Babylon, i. e.. Papal Rome. ^Vers. 9-11,

a warning (by literal Angels?) against worship-

ping the Beast. Vers. 14-16, Vision of the

Last Judgment, as (1) a Harvest, the ingather-

ing of the good; (2) a Vintage, the crushing of

the wicked. Cli. xv. 1. " St. John, having

been brought in the foregoing chapter to the eve

of the Day of Judgment, now re-ascends, as usual,

to an earlier point in the Prophecy ; and enlarges

on the judicial chastisements to be inflicted on
the Empire of the Beast." Vers. 2-4. " Anti-

cipations, continued and expanded, of the future

victory of the faithful over the power of the

Beast." -Vers. 5-8. "Preparation for the

pouring out of the Seven Vials on the Empire
of the Beast."
Alfokd : Ch. xiv. This is not entirely an-

other vision, but an introduction of a new ele-

ment, one of comfort and joy, upon the scene of

the last ; it is anticipatory, having reference to

two subjects to be treated of afterwards in de-

tail—(1) the mystic Babylon, (2) the consumma-
tion of punishment and reward ; it is general in

its character, reaching forward close to the time

of the end, and treating compendiously of the

torment of the apostates and the blessedness of

the righteous. It naturally divides itself into

three sections: I. Vers. 1-5. The 144,000 are

identical with those of ch. vii. 4, and represent

the people of God; their introduction here serves

to place before us the Church on the holy hill of

Sion ("the site of the display of God's chosen

ones with Christ " [" the seat of God's true

Church and worship ? "]), where God has placed

His King, as an introduction to the description

of her agency in preaching the gospel, and her

faithfulness in persecutions. II. Vers. 6-13.

The four announcements of this section form the

text and the compendium of the rest of the

Book—these are of (1) the universal proclama-

tion of the gospel as previous to the final judg-

ments, vers. 6, 7, (2) the fall of Babylon (Rome,

Pagan and Papal—principally Papal ; see on

ch. xvii.), as an encouragement for the patience

of the saints, ver. 8
; (3) the final defeat and

torment of the Lord's enemies, vers. 9-12; (4)

the blessedness of all who die in the faith and

obedience of Christ. III. Vers. 14-16. The
Uarvest, i. e., the ingathering of the saints, an-

swering to the proclamation of the gospel in

vers. 6, 7. IV. Vers. 17-20. The Vintage of

Wrath, fulfilling the denunciations of vers. 8,

11. Ch. XV. Prefatory to the Seven Vials:

Ver. 1, the description of the vision ; vers. 2-4,

the song of triumph of the saints victorious over

the Beast ; vers. 5 8, the coming forth of the
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seven Angels, and delivering to them of the seven

Vials, (See also in Expl. ik Detail in I'oc.)

LoBD : Ch. xiv. 1-4. The 144,000 are the same
as those of ch. vii. ; they are also the Witnesses

of oh. xi. raised from the dead ; they have not

belonged to the apostate Church, nor sanctioned

the blasphemous usurpations of the Wild Beast,

but are pure v^crshippers of God ; they are the

first-fruits unto God (distiuguishei from the com-
plete harvest of vers. 15, 10) ; the song of ver. 3

is their song. Ch. xiv. 6, 7. The Angel re-

presents a body and succession of men, who are

to bear the everlasting gospel both to the nations

of the ten kingdoms, and to all other tribes and
languages of earth. -Ch. xiv. 8. Great Baby-
lon is the aggregate of the nationalized hie-

rarchies of the ten kingdoms; she symbolizes

the teachers and rulers of the churches, with
whom the kings of the earth join in the institu-

tion, practice, and dissemination of a false reli-

gion; uniting with her in the usurpation of the

rights of God as lawgiver, etc. ; her fall is her
severance from the civil governments, and dejec-

tion from her station and power as a combina-
tion of national establishments ; the Angel is the

representative of a body of men, his flight in mid-

Heaven denotes their publicity and conspicuity,

and his annunciation, that there is to be a public
and exalting celebration of her overthrow.
Ch. xiv. 9-13. The warning implies that not-

withstanding great Babylon has fallen from her
station as a national establishment, men are still

worshipping the Wild-beast and its image, and
receiving its mark—those Romish hier.archies

are still to subsist after their fall, and acknow-
ledge the Pope as their head ; the symbol fore-

shows that after great Babylon has fallen from
her station as a combination of nationalized hie-

rarchies, numerous teachers shall arise who
shall publicly and strenuously assert the exclu-
sive right of God to enjoin the faith and institute
the worship of the Church, etc. Ch. xiv. 14-

16, The one like the Son of Man represents (not
Christ but) a human being, raised from the dead
in glory, like the human form of Christ in His
exaltation—the period of this agency, therefore,
is after the revivifioation of the Witnesses; those
harvested by him are the saints, living and mor-
tal. Ch. xiv. 17-20. The dejection of the vine
into the wine-press signifies that those whom
the vine symbolizes are to be crushed by the
vengeance of the Almighty—the treading of the
wine-press outside the city (the symbol of the
nationalized hierarchies), denotes that the
grapes are from their vineyards—the river of
blood symbolizes the vastness and visibility of
the destruction; the dejection of the vine into the
press is a different work from the treading—the
former is the work of the reapers, the latter of
the Son of God. Ch. xv. 1-4. A Heaven-
scene wherein the entire mass of witnesses, who
throughout the ages have held the testimony of
Jesus, and refused submission to Antiohristian
powers, are represented as praising the wisdom
and rectitude of the Almighty. Ch. xv. 5-8.
The introduction to the pouring out of the Vials,
indicating that no intercession by the saints on
earth for the salvation of Antiohristian foes is
to be offered during this period.
Glasoow : Ch. xiv. The 144,000 are the same

as those of chap. vii.—they are the first-fruits

(oomp. Ex. xiii. 15; xxxiv. 20), representing all

God's ransomed people; the Angel of ver. 6

symbolizes the ministry of the gospel from the

beginning (specially as missionaries to the hea-

then) ; the Angel of ver. 8 represents home mis-

sionaries, who are more controversial and Pro-

testant than the preceding; the third Angel,

ver. 9, symbolizes the Protestant ministry ; the

dead of ver. 13 are the martyred dead of all ages;

the one sitting on the cloud, ver. 14, is Christ in

His humanity throughout the gospel dispensa-

tion sitting on the cloud (the symbol taken from
the cloudy pillar), whioli ever abides over the

Church; the Angel of ver. 15, the whole body of

Christ's ministry—the time of their prayer to

Christ coincides with the death of the Witnesses,

the reaping-time of His compliance with that

prayer is that of the resurrection of the wit-

nesses (the Reformation) ; the Angel of ver. 17
is the Holy Ghost; that of ver. 18 represents

persecuted saints; the vintage symbolizes the

wasting wars that followed the Reformation.

Ch. XV. The resurrection of the witnesses sym-
bolizes the Reformation, and also presents a ge-

neral view of the glorious events and retributions

that followed.—E.R.C.]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ch. xiv. 1. And I saw, and behold.—
Lively introduction of the new, great vision of

the heavenly pre-oelebration and preparation of

the final Judgment. The consummation of the

Church, as appearing in the 144,000 virgins, is

symptomatic of the consummation of the earth,

of its ripeness for judgment.
The Lamb (ch. vii. 17)—here in the radiance

of His glorious spoils of victory.

On the Mount Zion.—Is the mountain to

be conceived of as in Heaven (in accordance with

GrotiuB, Hengstenberg, Ebrard, et al. ) ? Or is it,

in accordance with De Wette and Diisterd., to be

taken in its "proper" acceptation, i. c, lite-

rally ? Diisterdieck applies the epithet allego-

ristic to the interpretation of Mount Zion as the

Church (after Bede, Calov., et at.), in his chronic

misapprehension of what allegorism is. The

vision is, evidently, a picture of the Church Tri-

umphant, resident in that spiritual Heaven which

pervades Heaven and earth. Mount Zion, how-

ever, particularly symbolizes the lofty citadel,

the eternal fortress of the people of God.

And with Him a hundred and forty-four

thousand.—There is as little foundation for

the belief that these 144,000 are composed ex-

clusively of Gentiles (Diisterdieck) as for the

assumption that the 144,000 of ch. vii. are Jews

exclusively. For a discussion of the question

as to the identity (Grot., Vitringa, and many

others) or diversity (Bleek, Neander, et al.) of

the two assemblies, we refer our readers to the

Synoptical View [also Add. Note, p. 193.—B.

R. C] The 144,000 of the present chapter are,

as a whole, the same kernel of the Church of

God—a kernel, however, which has developed,

from a host of combatants warring on this side

of the boundary which divides this life from the

life to come, to a host of victors who have

crossed the line; as, similarly, the seal on the
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forehead.? of the first has become the open in-

scription of appertinenoy to God and Christ.

Ver. 2. A voice from the Heaven—The
heavenly character of the voice is ihe main
thing; the sounds are sounds of perfection. The
voices are in part voices of Christian nations

(the voice of great waters), in part the voices of

great Prophets (the voice of a great thunder),

both the former and the latter being perfected

in holy art (the voice of harpers). lu a certain

degree, therefore, the voice from Heaven cer-

tainly does represent the 144,000 themselves

(Bengel, Hengstenberg, et al.) ; more strictly

speaking, however, it is the true fountain of

song within the Church of God, whose outflow-

ings pass but gradually to the entire Church;

—

the choir of the celestial Church.

—

Great wa-
ters (ch. i. 15).—The voice of a great
thunder (ch. vi. 1).—Harps (or cilliems).—
With all its sublimity, the song, in its spiritual

beauty, is as exquisitely delicate as the music of

the cithern. [Alfoed comments : " The harp-

ers and the song are in Heaven, the 144,000 ou

earth ; and no one was able to learn the song, i. e.,

to appreciate its melody and meaning, so as to

accompany it and bear part ia the chorus." On
the other hand Lord remarks: "The Mount
Sion on which the 144,000 stood was that of the

heavenly tabernacle. . The song, accordingly,

which he heard from Heaven was their song;

not the song of the other redeemed or of angels.

This is apparent from the representation that it

was sung before the Living-creatures and Elders,

and that no one was able to learn it but the

144,000. To suppose it to have been sung by olliers,

is to suppose that they had already learned it."—-E.

R. C]
Ver. 3. A new song.—As the Old Testament

is new in comparison with the primeval time
;

as the New Testament is new in comparison with

the Old Testament ; as the eternal gospel is new

in comparison with the gospel of prinoipial

CQTTjpia; so the new song is Ti^w in comparisoa

with Moses' song of redemption ;—a more de-

veloped form is the conjunction of the two songs

(oh. XV. 3).—And no one could learn the
song, etc.—^The condition whereon the learning

of it ia dependent is not artistic talent, but the

depth of ethical experience, such as is possessed

by the 144,000. The highest sesthetics, the

most profound artistic intelligence, in the sim-

plest words.

Vers. 4 and 5. On different attempts to con-

strue the following, see Diisterd.

Attributes of the 144,000 : 1. They are vir-

gins [izafi^^evoi, virgin-like [^Jungfrijuliche'] ; tiie

Greek term is applied to men as well as to wo-
men) in a religious sense ; they have kept them-
selves pare from idolatry (Coccei., Grot., ei al.),

ideal iconoclasts, who, it may be, even as hea-

then, perceiveil the myths to be but symbols.

The words [jrap-Qhoi yap elaLv\ have been infeli-

citously referred to monkish asceticism by Ro-
man Catholic exegeies ; to celibacy (Augustine,

Bede, Rothe, Diisterdieck) ; to chastity (Heng-
Btenberg ; abstinence from all fornication, De
Wette) ; to the Christians of the last days (Hof-

mann). And thus the symbolism of the entire

Old Testament, bearing upon this point, has

heen unable to obtain a foothold in the minds of

these commentators. And the flimsy deductions

which Neander and others (also Diisterdieck

especially, see his note, p. 466} have drawn from
the misunderstanding, are a result of this igno-

ring of the Old Testament symbol, a recognition

of which should the more assuredly have been
induced by the fact that this virginity forms the

extreme contrast to the extreme abomination of

idolatry, viz. . the worship of the Beast.*

2. These (with emphasis) are they who
follovr the Iiamb, etc.—Diisterdieck and others

lay stress upon the present, follow, in order to

confute the interpretation of the term as a pre-

terite, expressive of the following of Christ to

tribulation and death (Grot., Bengel, Hengsteu-
berg). They are the constant attendants of the

Lamb, it is declared. The latter thought, how-
ever, is inclusive of the former one, even as it is

also the result of it. [" If He goes to Gethse-

niane, they follow Him thither ; if He goes to

Calvary, they take up their cross and follow Him
thither. He is gone to Heaven, and they will

be with Him there also." Woedsworth.—E. R.

C]
3. These "wexG bought.—Emphasis is laid

upon the persoDal worth of these souls bj the

repetition of ovtol They are redeemed [bought]

in a special sense, agreeably to their destination

of being an aTcapxv for God and the Lamb.
["^Redeemed from among men—language derived

from the Book of Exodus: * The first-born of

my sons I redeem ' (Ex. xiii. 15 ; xxxiv. 20),

This exhibits the 144,000 as representing all

God's ransomed people."—E. R. C.]

Does dirapxv constitute an antithesis to the

entire world (in accordance with De Wette, et

uL, comp. Jas. i. 18), or, which is more proba-

ble, to the general throng of believers (Ewald),

or of the blessed (Bengel, Diisterd., et al.) ? In

accordance with the distinction made, ch. vii.,

between the 144,000 and the innumerable mul-

titude, a special selection is likewise intended

here. In this view, the difi"erence between the

Augustine-Calvinistic and the Biblical doctrine

of election is clearly apparent.

* [Alford ;
" There are two ways of TindeTStanding these

words. Eitber they may be Jiguraiive, inipljing that the

pure onea lived in all chastity, whether Id single ur in mar-
ried lite, and incurred no pollution (see 2 Cor. xi. 2) ; or they

may be meant literally^ that these purest ones had lived in

that state of which St. Paul eaye,! Cor. vii l,/caAbi'di/0p(i67r(|)

•yui-difcb? /Liij a.TTTeo-9ai ; and as between these two meanings, I

conceive, tliat the somewhut emphatic position of /lerft

yvi'aKan' goes soma way to decide. It is not ifLoKvyBr^a-av.,

xhf fact of imparity in allowed intercourse, but fi-eid. yvvai-

Kiliv thnt 18 put forward, the fact of commerce with women.
I would therefore belieTe that in the description of these m'Iic

arn the first fruits from the earth, the feature of virginity is

to be taken in ita literal meaning. Kor need any diflBculty

be found, in tliis. It is on all hands granted that he wtio is

married in the Lord enters into holy relations ol which the

single have no experience, and goes through ble>8!'d fnd

elevating degrees of self-sacrifice, and loving allowance, and
preferring others before himself. . . Eut neither on the other

hand can it be denied that the state of holy virginity has

also ita peculiar blessingB and exemptions. Of tliese, the

Apostle himself speaks of that absence of distraction Irom

the Lord's work, which ia apt to beset the married busy as

they are with the cares of a household and with pleasing one

another. And another and primary blessing is,th»t in them
that fountain of carnal desirii has never lie.-ii opened which
is so apt to be a channel for unholy thoughts nnd an acceBB

for ttie tempter. The virgins may thus have missed the vic-

tory over the lusts of the flesh ; but tliey have also iu great

part escaped the conflict. Theirs is not ihe triumph of the

toil-worn and stained soldier, but the calm Hnd the unepot-

tedness of those who have kept from the strife."—E. E. C]
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4. In their mouth -was not found false-

hood.—" The term ipevdng (oorap. oh. xxi. 27) is

to be apprehended in its general import, and not

to be limited to the falaehood of idolatry (Grot.

:

non vocanmt decs, qui dii non sunt, Bengel),

heresy, or n denial of Christ (Hengstenberg)."
Diisterdieok. This deliverance is more than

half recanted by the remark that a certain an-

tithesis to the sphere of falsehood in which the

seducing pseudo-prophet moves, is obvious, (af-

ter Ewald, Ebrard). Idolatry is the primary
form of falsehood, see Rom. i.

Summation of attributes: For they are
blameless.—Here, again, their seouic disposi-

tion is cited as the basis of their temporal con-

duct ; as in ver. 4 : for they are virgins.

In discussing the design of this vision it must
first of all be stated that, in accordance with the

Construction of the whole Book, the vision has

not a backward reference to ch. xiii., but a for-

ward reference to ch. xvi., as a life-picture of

the final auTr/pla contrasted with the final Judg-
ment. Church-historical interpretations of par-

ticular details—some of which are of a re-

markable character—see in Diisterdieok, p. 468,

and De Wette, p. 14(5. Christiani's reference of

the 144,000 to the Church of the last time agrees

better with the context than many another inter-

pretation. A reference to the hraeliiish Church
of the end [liUthardt] belongs to a Judaizing
chiliasm.

Vers. 6 and 7. Another Angel.—The refer-

ence of the expression " another Angel " to An-
gels who have previously appeared upon the

scene (De Wette, Diisterdieok), is untenable.

The difficulty of aXXoQ was, nerhaps, the cause

of its omission in Cod. B.; see above.

—

Flying
;

—Comp. oh. viii. 13.

—

In mid-heaven.—

A

herald to the whole world.

—

An everlasting
gospel.—Ebrard :

" The older exegetes, together

with Lilcke, are probably right in understand-
ing the import of the tidings to be salvation in

Christ generally." (Note by the same com.

;

"Of course this apprehension does not in the

slightest degree justify the arbitrary allegoristio

references of the three Angels to Wiokliffe,

Huss, and Luther, and the like. Calovius un-
derstood by the first two Angels Luther and
Chemnitz, most coolly appropriating to himself
the honor of being the third."—In conjunction,
that is, with the other opponents of syncretism

;

see De Wette on this passage; also Diisterd., p.

474.) Other interpretations of the three Angels,
see collected in De Wette. p. 147 (Peter de
Bruis, Wiokliffe, Luther, etc.). Ebrard refers

the Angel of the everlasting Gospel to the preach-
ing of the Gospel amongst the heathen, which,
according to Matt, xxiv., precedes the end. But
though the old Gospel is, in respect of its pur-
port, an eternal Gospel, it should, as the Gospel
of principial salvation, be distinguished from
the Gospel of the^«a/ redemption to eternal feli-

city; and the new proclamation, of which the
present passage speaks, is not for the heathen
alone, but for the whole earth. One-sided, but
not incorrect, is the explanation of Corn. a-La-
pide: A message promissory of the eternal good
things in Heaven. According to Hengstenberg,
the message of the Angel is a Gospel [even for
the enemies of God], inasmuch as his exhorta-

tion to repentance is conjoined with the grant of
a respite for repentance. But there is no inti-

mation here of a respite for repentance in the
strict sense of the words. The last-named com-
mentator interprets the attribute eternal as hav-
ing reference solely to the irrevocability or cer-

tainty of this Gospel. On the reference of this

Angel (0 Luther, comp. Hengstenberg, II., p. 13.3.

To declare glad tidings unto them, etc —
The fact that this message is not addressed sim-
ply to the heathen who may still be left (Ebrard,

p. 408), is clearly evident from the further ex-

plication of those for whom it is intended: to
every nation, etc. Neither can it be said that

the Angel's exhortation to repentance is distinct

from his message of joy ;—the message in its

totality is the everlasting Gospel, in the form of

a parsenesis [Trapaiveai^^.

The general character of the exhortation:—
Fear God, etc., rests upon the law that the

preaching of the end goes back to the preaching
of the beginning ; and that partly on acsount
of the fact that most Christians have learned

very little from Christianity, and that there is

now no time to lose. The fear of God, accord-

ing to the text, would be for many the beginning

of salvation, as it is elsewhere declared to be
the beginning of wisdom. Finally, in the

eternal Gospel, the form shall have become
transparent for the universal Gospel, and a real

worship of God, Who, besides the Heaven,
has made the earth and the sea and foun-
tains of vyaters—all in a symbolical sense

—

would be the actual foundation of conversion,

the beginning of all Christian development.

This Gospel is, certainly, conditioned, but, as

conditioned, it is also a real Gospel (see Luke
xxi. 28). It cannot be denied that the passage

is suggestive of man's absolute dependence upon
God, as opposed to a false dependence upon, and
subserviency to, the Beast;—the particular truth,

however, which it is designed to exhibit is, that

the judicial power of God is based upon the fact

that He is the Creator of all things.

Ver. 8. And another, second Angel, etc.

—It is not on account of the dramatic vividness

of the scene that one Angel follows another

(Diisterd.), but because of the rapid succession

of particular items in the approaching judg-

ment—a truth of which Grotius was sensible

when he commented thus : Quot rei nunciandse,

totidem nuntii.

Fallen.—One of the sublimest words of con-

solation for advanced Christians. Comp. Is.

xiv. Before God, the thing is decided ; the de-

cision on earth approaches. The passage is,

therefore, a proleptioal description, in prophetic

form, of an imminent event (see ch, xi. 18).

—

Triumphant certainty is expressed in the repe-

tition ; fallen

!

Babylon the great.—Babel was, even in

Genesis, the primeval type of a God-opposed

world-power; in the Prophets, Babel [or Baby-

lon] became the greatest type of the anti-theo-

cratic world-power ; and here the typical ex-

pression is perfected in the type of the anti-

Christian world-power. Godless self- exaltation

(Dan. iv. 30), apparent crushing omnipotence

over against the Church of God, and perfect im-

potence in face of the suddenly approaching
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storms of Divine judgment—are the individual

features of tlie type. Here, however, as has

already been remarked, the reference is, not to

Babylon in the narrower sense of the term, but

to Babylon in the most general sense, culmina-

ting, of course, in Babylon in the more restricted

sense.

Who gave all the nations to drink of
the wine of the anger [or rage] of her
fornication.— Wine is a symbol of enthusiasm;

fornication is a symbol of idolatry ; and ^v/j.6<: in

this connection is the wrathful [angry] zeal of

fanaticism.* As fanaticism, in its lust of rule

and its intolerance, corresponds with internal

irreligiousness and protiigacy, so idolatry itself

corresponds with actual unchastity. These
characteristics are found combined in the reli-

gion of ancient Babylon, and are in process of

constant development, corresponding to the in-

creasingly God-opposed character of the world-
powers. Various have been the false interpre-

tations of the Twine of anger, as e.g., poisoned

wine and ardent wine—explanations rightly re-

jected by Diisterdieck. Yet the expression can
not be regarded as signiiicant purely of the wine
of the anger of God; rather, together with the

anger of the heathen [nations] or the Harlot,

the reaction of the Divine anger develops into

judgment (see ch. xi. 18; xvii. 4; comp. Rom.
i. 21 sqq.). Thus the fornication also is not

simply "fornication committed with great Baby-
lon" (Diisterdieck), but, above all, the fornica-

tion of the Harlot herself (see Jer. xxv. 15 ; li.

7). De Wette and others assert that this Baby-
lon is pagan Rome solely (TertuU., Augustine,

etc.) ; not papal Rome (Vitringa, Bengel, et al.),

or Jerusalem (Abauzit, Herder, et al.), not even
the wicked world or world-power (Andreas,

Bede, et al.). Hengstenberg also confounds
Babylon in the wider and Babylon in the nar-

rower sense (ch. xviii. ). Similarly Ebrard. It

should, indeed, be observed that the judgment
upon the great universal world-Babylon com-
mences with the judgment upon Babylon in the

narrower sense of the term.

Vers. 9-11. And another, third Angel.—
He proclaims the code or norm of judgment in

an eschatologioal form.

—

With a great voice.
—This clause is wanting in the description of

the second Angel. Hengstenberg thinks that

this is because the proclamation of the second

Angel is related to that of the first as the par-

ticular to the general, whilst the proclamation of

the third Angel is of a general cast again. The
distinction, however, lies also, and in a greater

degree, in the purpoit of the announcements
If any one worshippeth the Wild-beast,

see ch. xiii.

—

He also shall drink, etc.—Diis-

terdieck: "Krat avT6<; (comp. ver. 17) represents
the individual as incurring judgment equally
with the Harlot herself (compare Ewald) " A
nearer reference of the aal av-oQ would, perhaps,

be to the fact that he has previously, in com-
pany with the Beast himself drunk the wine of

anger of Antichristian fanaticism, and presented
the same to others (see ch. ix. 17, 18; xiii. 10;
Hengstenberg, IT., p. 1.51). Taken in the abstract,

the reference to the Beast would also give a good

* [See Tjixi. and Gram, (note 16) in, toe—E R.C.]

sense. The meaning is that none shall be able

to excuse himself on the plea that the Beast or

the False Prophet seduced him; every one who
has worshipped Antichrist shall be personally

responsible for the fact—he himself, man for

man. An important rule, as opposed to those

who hold that individuals belonging to a great

mass are personally excused from responsibility.

The error is the greater when it includes the

belief that the holiness-treasures of a heavily

indebted hierarchical system * are available for

personal profiting.

Of the anger of God.—Anger for anger

—

the holy coming as a retribution upon the evil.

Which is mingled [=poured out—pre-

pared] unmixed.—The expression, literally

•apprehended, contains a contradiction; it must,

therefore, be taken as an oxymoron. Now if, with

Wetsteiu and others, we take mpfv in the trite

sense of to pour out, no distinct point is visible.

The explanation of Ziillig :
" pure essence of

mixtures" [spices, etc.'\, needs not to be refuted.

Hengstenberg, on the other hand, seems to hit

the point: "In the Divine wine of anger, mix-

ture with water corresponds to the element of

grace, of compassion. The entire absence of

such an element is represented here." Diister-

dieck calls this comment artificial. [See Texi.

AND Gram., Note 19.—E. R. C]
In the cup of His -wrath.—Here bpyi] ap-

pears—the stronger form of '^vfidg. [See Text.

AND Gram., note 29.—E. R. C]
Tormented with fire and brimstone.—

Ch. ix. 17; XX. 10. "The hell punishment
here described may not be resolved, in accord-

ance with Grotins, into pangs of conscience."

(Diisterd.). It goes on, however : In the pre-

sence of holy angels and of the Lamb. Can
this be said of the torments of hell, in the strict

sense of the term ? The torments of hell re-

sultant upon a being cast into the lake of fire are

spoken of later. Do they not begin, however,

in this life, especially at the end of time, where
time and eternity come in contact with each

other? The fire is the glow of passionate self-

consumption ; the brimstone is an envelop-

ment in the fuel of irritability and irritation

—

a fuel constantly blazing up afresh with new ar-

dor ; the pangs of conscience are as yet in the

background, or at least form but a part of the

torment. On the Old Testament types of pun-

ishment by fire, see Hengstenberg, II., p. 150.

A leading passage bearing upon the subject is

Is. Ixvi. 24. ["See ch. xx. 10, and Is. xxxiv. 9,

10, from which the imagery comes. De Wette is

certainly wrong in interpreting Mjitwv, nach

dem Urtheile—in the judgment of. It is literal,

and the meaning as in Luke xvi. 23 sqq., that

the torments are visible to the angels and the

Lamb." Alpord.—E. R. C.]

And the smoke of their torment.—Ch.

xix. 3; Is. xxxiv. 10; Matt. xxv. 41. Smoke is

* [Whether the ivdthtedness has a human or a Divine hear-

ing

—

i. e., whether it eignilieg the issue, by the ayetem in

qnestion, of more promiaaory notes than its capital will

cover,—or whether it is indicative of a moral involvement

toward God—the German leaves undecided (Heiligkeitsschiit-

ze. fines schiver verschuldeien hierarchisclt^n SysteMS); Dr.

Lange's somewhat frequent use of the ^gwiuogws, however, fa-

vors the idea that both aspects of the matter were contem-
plated by him.

—

Te.]
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a phenomenon attendant upon imperfect com-
bustion. If they burned with free devotion in

Bacrificial fire, they would blaze refulgently,

without smoke; the more the flame is restrained

by resistance, the thicker and blacker is the

smoke which pours forth. Hence, also, Paaavia-

fid^ is not pure [passive] sufi^ering, but a racking
or torturing process. Hengstenberg: "They
have no rest day and night from being tor-

mented "—with reference to ch. xx. 10, and in

opposition to Vitringa, who interpreted the pas-

sage as referring to 'he torment of conscience.

They have not rest by day and by
night.—Absolute unrest or excitement—a frantic

condition, therefore—forms the spiritual aspect

of their jiaaavoj^d^.

Who -worship, etc.—The present form of

the verb must not be overlooked. The offence

continues along with the fjanavitjfidc. It is not:

who worshipped. With the punishment, the

crime which at the first merited that punishment,
endures.

Ver. 12. Here is the endurance [Lange:
patience], etc.—Are these words a digression

of the Seer, or are they the concludiug utterance

of the Angel? In accordance with the analogy
of oh. xiii. 10 (comp. also ver. 18), they are a

practical digression of the Seer. Thus Heng-
stenberg regards them : " The verse has refer-

ence to the point of view, the purpose to which
the foregoing is subservient." Does this mean
that the warning against this hell-punishment is

the source of the patience [endurance] of the

saints ? This is about the theory maintained by
those who occupy a legal stand-point ; it was the

theory of the Middle Ages, and is still the theory

of the most popular Protestant sermons whioli

advocate a turning from sin to holiness princi-

pally on the ground of the pain thereby to be
escaped. The patience [endurance] of the saints,

however, has its source in the righteousness of

God, in that sacred and Divine justice which is

here depicted in characters of flame (see ch.

xiii. 10). The explanation : Here is the place

for patience, here it must give proof of itself

(De Wette, Hengstenberg, Ebrard), virtually

translates Gi6e by hither ! which, undoubtedly, in

and for itself gives a good sense; it is also me-
diately to be retained as a challenge, as is evi-

denced by the subsequent sentence. The con-
struction ol TTjpovvTsc " is informal, like ch. i. 6

;

ii. 20 " (Diisterdieck). In the sense of the Seer,
however, a second wiJe is, probably, presupposed.
The expression : The commandments of
God and the faith of Jesus, is, doubtless,

of wider scope than the distinction of Law and
Gospel. The whole of revelation is grounded in

the eternal righteousness of God, and cul-

minates in the faith of Jesus, which is principi-
ally the steadfastness of Jesus Himself.

Ver. 13. And I heard a voice.—We cannot
fix this voice upon any distinct person [e. e.,

"saint or Elder" (Hengstenberg)]; nor are
there two voices (the first voice and the speak-
ing Spirit, Ziillig). It is the voice of God's
Spirit Himself in the Church Trumphant, in
His sympathy with the Church in the last time.

The temptation to apostasy is more prevalent
than ever : Blessed are the dead who die
la the Lord. Diisterdieck (in accordance with

most commentators) rightly distinguishes be-
tween the theme, which closes with airdpTi, and
the subsequent rationale. On a preposterous re-
ference of a-rrdpTi to the last sentence, see Diis-
terdieck. With Cooceius and Hammond, we
firmly adhere to the view that the propo-
sition does not simply contain a general consola-
tory truth, but that it has a special bearing
upon the last troublous time. Those, however,
who die in the Lord are not to be apprehended
as martyrs of the old style (Ziillig) ; for the ex-
pression is not: die for the Lord's sake (Grotius,
et al.), but in Him, in positive fellowship with
Him.

—

Henceforth is by Roman Catholic exe-
getes explained (Stern) as intimating that the
intermediate state of purgatory is now [at the
end of the world] done away with; by De Wette,
Hengstenberg, Diisterdieck, it is interpreted as
signifying that the glorious end is near—hence
also the perfect beatification of believers. This
explanation should be retained only upon the
condition that special stress be laid upon fiaaa-

pioi, with reference to the temptations and trials

of the last time ; but precisely this has previ-
ously been disallowed by Diisterdieck. Our ex-
planation of the manifoldly interpreted Iva is

indicated in the translation of the text given in

the beginning of this chapter. See the author's
Dogmatik, p. 1243.

[" The mention of the endurance of the saints

brings with it the certainty of persecution unto
death. The present proclamation declares the
blessedness of all who die not only in persecu-
tion, but in any manner in the Lord, in the faith

and obedience of Christ. And the special com-
mand to write this, conveys special comfort to

those in all ages of the Church who should read
it. But it is not so easy to assign a fit meaning
to airdprt. That it belongs to the preceding
sentence, not to the following one, is, I conceive,

plain And, thus joined with the former
sentence, it must express some reason why this

blessedness is to be more completely realized

from this time when it was proclaimed than it

was before. Now this reason will quickly ap-

pear, if we consider the particular time, in con-

nexion with the proclamation which is made.
The harvest of the earth is about to be reaped

;

the vintage of the earth to be gathered. At
this time it is, that the complete blessedness of

the holy dead commences : when the garner is

filled and the chaif cast out. And that not on
account of their deliverance from any purgato-

rial fires, but because of the completion of this

number of their brethren, and the full capaci-

ties of bliss brought in by the resurrection."

Alford.—" The language is evidently not to be

construed as implying that they who had died in

the faith before were not happy, but that in the

times of trial and persecutioQ that were to come,

they were to be regarded as peculiarly blessed

who should escape from these sorrows by a

Christian death." Barnes.—E. R. C]
For [Lange: But] their works folloTW -with

them.—A rejection of the bare idea of reward
is detrimental to the idea of retribution itself.

The same spirituality of Theology which com-
bats the idea of legal merit as pertaining to

works, has also to maintain the truth that those

works of believers which have been done in God
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hoTe become for the performers of them not sim-

ply powers and virtues of the new life, but also

riches of that life. The K6fT0t, as such, are left

here—from them the blessed rest; but as ipya,

as ideal operations, they pass with them, as their

escort, into eternity. Not simply the memory
of their deeds accompanies them, but also the

love-blessing of this whole world in which they

have helped to build the future. [May not the

distinction be this : They rest from their labors

(service rendered with fatigue and pain), but

their works (service to be rendered without fa-

tigue and pain) follow them ? See Add. Com-

ments on ch. vii. 15, ani foot-note {*) (2d column),

p. 154.—E. E. C]
Ver. 14. And I saw, and behold (a new

vision-wonder, the Judgment scene itself).—The
Angels of the announcement of Judgment are suc-

ceeded by the Angels of the execution of Judg-
ment ; Ctirist being, as before, at the head.

Diisterdieck's superscription of the following

section: "further figurative announcements of

the now imminent judgment," overlooks the an-

tithesis between this section and the preceding

one. —A white cloud.—Commencement of

Christ's P.irousia. The fact that Christ alone

can be intended is manifest not only from the

attribute of the golden crown and the parallel-

ism with Dan. vii. 13 ; Matt. xxvi. 64, but also

from the harmonious contrast between vers. 14

and 1. In the latter passage, Christ stands, as

the Lamb, on Mount Sion, keeping holy-day in the

midst of the Triumphant Church ; in the former,

the King Militant appears on the white cloud to

execute judgment upon the world. Even the

parallelism which the three following Angels of

execution sustain toward the three preceding

Angels of announcement, serves as evidence that

none other than Christ can be intended.* Hence,
Diisterdieck rightly rejects the interpretation of

the figure as an Angel (Grotius, e( al.), or as

heroic princes, proolaimers of the principles of

evangelic truth (Vitringa).

—

A sharp sickle.

—The implement of harvest in the hand—a sym-
bol of beginning judgment.

Ver. 15. Another Angel.—No reference is

had to ver. 14, nor to the preceding Angels
(Diisterdieck) ; the reference is to the two fol-

lowing Angels ; see above.

—

Send forth thy
sickle.—Such a command is, certainly, not in

harmony with the position of a real Angel ; as-

suredly, however, the decree of the Father (see

above) is most aptly set forth in a symbolical

Angel.
Ver. 16. Cast His sickle.—The commence-

ment of the judgment, therefore, precedes the

actual Parousia of Christ. f The Harlot, or

Babylon, is first judged through the Beast (ch.

xvii. 16) ; then follows the appearance of Christ,

for the destruction of the Beast himself (ch. xix.

11). Babylon, or the fallen theocracy, is de-

stroyed by mankind ; the Antiohristian bestiali-

zation and deification of man is destroyed by
Christ; Satan, with his rabble rout, is destroyed

* [For a different view, see abstract of Lord, p. 283.

—

E. K. C.J

f [Thia conclualon does not follow. If the appearance of
the Son of Man on the white cloud be the "commencement
of Christ's Parousia" (see comment on ver. 14), then, mani-
festly, the eastinff forth of the sickle does not -precede th.'it

Parousia.—E. R. 0.1

by God the Father.

—

And the earth was
reaped.—This is the true harvesting of the

fruit, the net produce of the harvest-tields of

earth for God (Matt. xxiv. 31).*
Ver. 17. Another Angel.—This Angel re-

presents the judgment of reprobation, or the
dark side of the Judgment. According to Heng-
stenberg, this Angel is Christ Himself again.

It is wrong to suppose either that Christ only is

intended or that a mere ordinary Angel is meant.
Why should not the Angel, as a symbolical unit,

represent that plurality of Angels, who, accord-

ing to Matt. xiii. 41, are the executioners of judg-
ment ? The present passage is not identical

with oh. xix. 15, nor with Is. Ixiii. Certainly,

Christ is Himself the Judge in reference to the

reprobate as well as to the blessed, but the An-
gel, as such, is the symbol of a manifestation of

Christ which must be distinguished from Christ
Himself. Hengstenberg sees in this Angel a
terrible warning to those whomight suffer them-
selves to be driven by fear into concessions; he
does not s.ay, however, what concessions he

means—the expression is so indefinite that it

might even mean concessions against the hie-

rarchy.

Vers 18,19. Andanother Angel.—See chs.

viii. 3; xvi. 7. The altar here is not the altar

of hurni-nffering on earth, but the altar of incense

in Heaven.

—

Out of the altar; this can be said

only of a symbolical Angel. The mythical idea

of a fire-angel (De Wette) must be rejected (see

above).

Gather the clusters of the vine of the
earth.—Hengstenberg: " Such an antithesis be-

tween the harvest and the vintage as is assumed
by Bengel, is not indicated by any feature of the

description." Manifestly, however, the first

harvest, as the fruit harvest [fruit—in the primi-
tive sense of that which is profitable and good.—Tr.], is characterized by the fact that the har-
vest-field has become dry or white in appear-
ance ; the grapes, on the other hand, are full of

grape-blood. See Ebrard, pp. 416-18. Compare
Joel iii. 18. The remarkable choice of the

figure of the vine, the grape, and the blood of the

grape might, primarily, be based upon the fact

that the vintage comes later than the wheat-har-
vest—thus signifying that the judgment upon
the wicked is not until after the ingathering of

the righteous. To this, however, must be added
the consideration that Christ calls Himself i}

a/zTTfAof ?} dlTj&Lvfi, an expression suggestive of

the contrast of a vine which is such in a merely
symbolical, unreal sense. Such an one was the

Old Testament Theocratic Church at first. The
whole vineyard early became corrupted, how-
ever, according to Is. v. The vine was laid

waste, Ps. Ixxx. It became a degenerate vine,

Hos. X. 1 ; Jer. ii. 21 ; Deut. xxxii. 32. It is

to be given over to judgment, Ezek. xvii. 6-10.

The fact that the Old Testament vineyard, with

its vines, has become a fief \_Lehnsbesiiz, the old

feudal term=e3tate in loan, trust-estate] of the

New Testament Church of God, is declared by
the parable Matt. xxi. 33 sqq. Christ, the true

[M>Men<ttcA=essential, genuine] Vine, is the au-

thor of true [see preceding parenthesis] eternal

* [For a contrary view, see abstract of Stuart, p. 282.

—

E. R. C]
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joy and inspiration ; the symbolical vine of the

New Testament Church, therefore, In so far as it

differs from Christ, is a vine which attains its

maturity in spurious enthusiasms, fanatical and
untrue joys and festivals. The most terrible

thing in its degeneracy, however, is the fact

that its clusters acquire their juice [Blut'\ by
blood-shed—thit it has been the author, to a

constantly increasing extent, of demonic joys of

bloodthirstiness ; hence pure blood flows from
it when it is trodden in the wine-press, and the

conception grape-blood or Juice is exchanged,
with fearful irony, for blood (see Is. Ixiii. 3).

The base-lying thought is the following: as

much blood as the vine has drunk in, shall be
pressed out of it again in the great V7iiie-

press of the anger of Ood.
Ver. 20. Without the city.—Explained by

most commentators of Jerusalem ; by others of

Rome. In the symbolical apprehension of the

passage, only the City of God can be meant.
But is this the Church, as Hsngstenberg main-
tains, or the heavenly Jerusalem, as Bede, ei

al., aflirm? The external Church, at all events,

can not be intended, since the text treats of the
end of the world, a time when the Church is

fallen. The visible appearance of the heavenly
Jerusalem (ch. xxi. 2), however, is preceded by
the Judgment—in the first (ch. xviii. 24; xix.

2), second (ch. xix. 17 sqq.), and even third in-

stance (ch. XX. 9). Nothing, therefore, save the
vital Church of God of the last time can be un-
derstood—in its quality, incontrovertibly, of

passing into the visible appearance of the hea-
venly Jerusalem and the imperishable City of

God (ch. xxi.) ; as, on the other hand, the tread-
ing of the grapes begins with the judgment upon
Babylon (to which judgment it seems, also, to

have special reference), but extends through the
subsequent judgments into the seons. We are
of opinion that this seonic duration is that
which is denoted by the 1600 stadia (see above).
—In view of all this, therefore, the application
of without the City to the contrast of Heaven is

not entirely incorrect, but too external. Curi-
ous interpretations of the reins, see in Diister-

dieok's note, p. 478. [Alford regards the City
as that of ch. xi. 2, viz. -. Jerusalem ; so also

Barnes, etc.; Wordsworth, as the iVew Jerusalem ;

Lord, as that by which the apostate hierarchies
are represented.—E. R. C]
For a thousand and six hundred stadia.

—By this we understand a punitory suffering
extending beyond this present ason into future
seons, a state of misery to which the eye can see
no limit. Manifold interpretations of the num-
ber, see in De Wette. The complete number
1000 and the age of Noah at the time of the
deluge (Andreas). The number 4x400, deno-
ting the expanse of the earth and the four re-
gions of Heaven (Viotorinus, el al.). The length
of Palestine (Bengel, et al.), with reference to

Jerome. Extension of the Roman dominion
(Mede). The British Islands (Brightman : the
Reformation; Cranmer: the Angel, ver. 18!).
Martyrdom of converted heathen (Aleasar). Ac-
cording to Ebrard, the number should be ana-
lyzed by 40. " The number 40 is the number
of punishment; 40X40 is, therefore, the num-
ber of involved punishment." An Involved

19

[mathematical sense] temporal measure of pun-
ishment of some 1600 years does not exactly
coincide, however, with the seonio succession of
judgment.
Ch. XV. 1. Another sign in the Heaven.—The Seer has already beheld the uuitous phe-

nomenon of the final Judgment ; he now sees
the historic preparation and development of the
same in the succession and intensification of the
Anger-Vials or judgments of hardening. The an-
tithesis to the sign in ch. xiv. 14 is the pragma-
tical preparation of the Judgment. The sign,
however, is a sign in the Heaven; it still belongs
to the Heaven-picture. " The greatness and
marvellousness of the sign does not lie solely in
the fact that seven Angels—not Archangels (Ziil-

lig, Stern; comp. De Wette)—appear simultane-
ously, but also in their peculiar equipment:
^^oi'^of vXriya( IktA, " (Diisterdieck). Hengsteu-
berg thinks that even before the reception of the
Vials they might have been recognizeil as the
Angels of the seven plagues by some sign—espe-
cially by eyes like flames of fire. Ziillig, De
Wette, Ebrard, Diisterdieck, rightly regard the
vision of ver. 1 as the superscription of the im-
mediately following .section, as the Angels them-
selves do not issue from the Temple until ver. 5
(in opposition to the conception of Hengsten-
berg). We do not think, however, that the sec-

tion under this superscription reaches to ch. xvi.

21 (Diisterd.), but hold th.at it ends at ver. 8,

since with ch. xvi. 1 a new picture—the Earth-
picture—begins.

The seven plagues—the last.—That is,

the eschatological last auger-strokes, which
bring in the final Judgment ; these plagues are,

manifestly, characterized ausj'idgments of harden-

ing. The last: This term is, on the one hand,
not to be construed as having reference to indi-

vidual life, or to be taken partially (Bengel)
;

but on the other hand, neither should it be con-

founded with the final Judgment itself (Heng-
stenberg), as Diisterdieck justly remarks. 'Ere-

?Ja-&ri denotes not so much the coming to an end

as the consummation, the full development of the

anger of God. Even in this point the New Tes-

tament preserves its septenary, in contrast to the

ten plagues under which Pharaoh and the Egyp-
tians hardened themselves. As, however, those

plagues were instrumental to the redemption of

the people of Israel, so are these instrumental

to the perfect redemption of the New Testament

Church of God. For the unitous mass of the

earth all plagues do indeed come to an end with

the last of these plagues; it is not so in thecasa

of the enemies of Ctcrist.

Vers. 2-4. And I saw as it were [Lange

:

an appearance as].—It might be queried : Is

not this a second and therefore superfluous pre-

celebration of the Judgment, since we have al-

ready had one pre-celebration of it in ch. xiv.

1-5? That, however, was the general pre-cele-

bration of the entire Judgment, with reference

to the Church Triumphant and its escape from

said Judgment ; here we have the more special

pre-celebration of the plagues of anger, the se-

cond part of the Heaven-picture. The antithesis

to the fearful stormy succession of those last

strokes of anger is formed by the crystal sea—
the world-history of the saints, calmed and clari-
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fied in God ; the antithesis to the Impenitent

world on the earth is formed by the conquerors

by [on] the crystal sea ; the antithesis to the

blasphemies of those visited by the plagues is

formed by the heavenly celebration in song, and
adoration of the rigliteous judgments of God.
As a glassy [Lange: crystal] sea mingled

^srith fire, see ch. iv. 6.—Diisterdieck justly re-

marks, against Ebrard, that the article [before

»e(z] must be absent because it is only the image

of a crystal sea that is spoken of. The greater

stress must be laid upon this circumstance, since

the idea of a crystal surface of sea mingled with

fire does not come within the possibilities of

thought, and hence Ewald, in consequence of his

insisting upon the reality [materiality] of the

image has arrived at the conception of an " in-

effably seething and foaming mass, a fiery broth "

(see Diisterdieck, p. 484). The image of a

crystal-clear sea in Heaven may, however,
readily appear as though illuminated and red-

dened by the fiery glare of the Anger-Vials on
earth ; and this very reflection is expressed in

the song of praise which refers to the judgments
of God ; moreover, the clarified world-history

has itself passed through the fire of earthly

world-history (see p. 34 and ch. iv. 6). ["The
addition, fiEiuyiikv-r^ irvpi, is probably made as

bringing into the previous celestial imagery an
element belonging to this portion of the pro-

phecy, of which Judgment is the prevailing com-
plexion." Alford.—E. R. C]
And I saw those conquering.—To this pas-

sage, again, a great and confused mass of inter-

pretations attaches. De Wette : The multitude
and glory of the blessed (And., Areth.). Baptism
(Primas., el ol. ). The Divine truth in which be-

lievers have their station (Vitringa). Multitude
of the heathen (Alcas.). Gentile Christians
(Grotius). De Wette : The atmosphere. The
last named commentator rejects the reference to

the brazen sea in the Temple, but assumes a re-

ference to Israel's passage through the Red Sea.

The fire has also been variously interpreted :

Trial-fire (Andreas ; others: temptation, perse-
cution, conflict). M.artyrdom (Primas.). Love
(Grot.), etc. See De Wette, p. 152. According
to Diisterdieck, the crystal sea mingled with fire

denotes the unity of the beatific grace and the
judicatory righteousness of God. The conquer-

ors are not simply martyrs (in accordance with
Eichhorn, Ewald, et al.), neither are they (be-
cause of the present: vinavTac) such as are still

in the conflict; they are, in a proleptical repre-
sentation (De Wette), the congregation of vic-

tors, especially those of the last time, over
against the great plagues of the last time and
those who blaspheme under them. 'E/c tov
^ripiov undoubtedly does not mean that they
have destroyed the power of the Beast ; from
this fact, however, it does not follow that it must
mean : away from the Beast \yom Thiereweg'], as
if they had kept themselves at a distance from him.
[On (or by) the glassy sea—" Does ettj

import actually upon, so that they stood on the

turface of the sea, or merely ore the shore of? On
every account the latter seems the more proba-
ble, as better suiting the heavenly imagery of
ch. iv., and as according with the situation of
the children of Israel when they sung the song

to which allusion is presently made. The sense

may be oonstructionally justified by ch. iii. 20,

and viii. 3." Alfoed.—E. R. C]
Harps of God.—Tuned solely for the praise

of God (Beng.).

Ver. 3. And they sing, etc.—The eong of
Moses is the lyrical celebration of the typical re-

demption by Moses ; the song of the Lamb the

celebration of the real redemption by the Lamb;
and the two songs in their unity as one song are

the lyrical celebration of the Old and New Tes-

tament revelation faith, in view of the whole re-

demption which began with Moses, was decided
with Christ, and is now thoroughly consum-
mated through the fiery judgments of God. Not
two songs, therefore, sung respectively by Old
and New Testament believers (Andr.) ; not the

song of Moses applied to Christ and the things

of Christ (Grotius) ; not a song composed at

once by Moses and by the Lamb (Ewald, Dus-
terd.); but the whole redemption as mediated

by Moses and Christ, with a distinct reference

to the song of Moses and the passage through

the Red Sea, as » type of the passage through
those rivers of fire by which the faithful of the

last time shall be separated from the hardened
sinners of that time.

Great and marvellous, etc.—The thought

of Vitringa : Canticum Mosis habet spiritualem et

mysticum sensum, secundum quem si accipiatur fit

canticum agni^ contains something of truth inas-

much as even in the song of Moses, together

with the omnipotence of God, which de-

stroyed the enemy and saved the people of

Israel, the manifestation of His holiness is espe-

cially magnified, and it is also even intimated

that the whole event must make a startling and
a relatively awakening impression upon the hea-

then. Comp. Ex. XV. 14-16 with the conclusion

of the song in the Apocalypse.
Vers. 3, 4. The song first glorifies, in an objec-

tive contemplation of the Judgment, the marvel-

lous, all-swaying, kingly rule of God over the

world, in particular over the nations—a govern-

ance now attaining its consummate appearance,

especially in the righteousness and truth (abso-

lute consistency and faithfulness) of His ways.

Then, secondly, it declares the impression made
by this rule upon the conquerors : it produces

the most sacred awe of the holiness of God, and

a joyful enthusiasm which prompts them to

praise His name as it shines in the perfection of

His revelation. Thirdly, the song expressesthe

prophetic expectation of the efi'cct which these

judgments of God shall produce upon the world

of nations ;—a genuine New Testament trait a>

expressive of the hope that many shall yet be

converted even under the ministry of the Vials

of Anger, Ex. ix. 16, xiv. 7 ; Ps. cxxvi. 2; Micah

vii. 16.—In ver. 4, as well as in ch. xvi. 5, oowf

is used "in reference to God, which is unusual."

Ver. 5. Opened -was the Temple.—It is

more precisely defined as the Temple of the

Tabernacle of the Titritness. According to

Groiius, Ebrard and others, the Holy of Holies

is itself intended ; according to Ewald and Diis-

terdieck, the Sanctuary proper is intended, as

an adjunct (o the Holy of Holies. Hengstenb.

:

"The Temple in its qnality of being the place

of the testimony." The Temple as the Sanctu-
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ary, in contrast to the Holy of Holies, also

needed not now first to be opened ; see Syn. View.

—Be it further observed that the seven Angela are
symbolical figures of anger in the ramifi-

cation and course of its domination. [" The
va6g is the holy place of the Tabernacle, to which
latter the appellation tov fxaprvplov is here pecu-

liarly appropriate, seeing that the witness and
covenant of God are about to receive their great

fulfillment." ALroRD—E. R. C]
Ver. 6. Clothed in linen pure and glis-

tening.—Their adornment is similar to that of

Christ. Their import also is, doubtless, con-

nected with that of the Archangel Michael. The
reading Xi^ov gives occasion to many debates

here (see Diisterdieck, p. 486). Clothed with

Christ, the Jewel, or with the ornament of the

vir:ues (Andreas) ? This is destitute of all ap-

propriate meaning, and about the same remark
may be applied to the explanation that (with re-

ference to Ezek. xxviii. 13) a garment bestudded
with precious stones might be understood.

In conjunction with such a A/i9-of the ad-

jective Aa/iirpi5f would be rather superfluous, and
lur^apd^, at all events, would be inappropriate.

Ver. 7. And one of the four Living-be-
ings [Lange: Life-shapes].—Here, likewise,

the false interpretation reappears, according to

which the four so-called Blasts are representa-

tives of the creature, and hence one of them
appears because (he plagues concern the whole
creation.—Into the ages.—The eternity of

God surpasses the time of the seven Anger-vials.

The Vials of Anger also denote death, unceasing
and repeated—and over against them stands the

eternally Living One.

Ver. 8. With smoke.—Veiling of the Di-
vine Majesty (Bengel). Also a sign of His un-
approacbableness in the manifestation of His
holiness. See Is. vi.; Ex. xl. 34; 1 Kings viii. 10.

Comp. Syn. View. Different interpretations, see

in De Wette, p. 154; Diisterdieck, p. 484. There
are some very curious interpretations amongst
those cited, aa for instance that of Cocceius :

The human ordinances of popery debar men
from faith. Or that of Calov. : Symbol of the
blindness of unbelief.

["No one was able to enter into the
Temple (comp. 1 Kings viii. 10, 11 ; Ex. xl.

34, 35) until the seven plagues of the
seven Angels should be finished.—The
passages above referred to give the reason : be-
cause of the unapproaohableness of God, when
immediately present and working, by any
created being. See Ex. xix. 21. When these
judgments should be completed, then the wrath-
ful presence and agency of God being with-
drawn. He might again be approached."

—

Al-
FOKD. See also the conclusion of the abstract
of Stuart, p. 282.—E. R. C]

[additional note on the section.]

By the American Editor.

[This section consists, as it seems to the
writer, of three complete visions, and the be-
ginning of a fourth—each relating to a period
Btill future, and terminating with the consum-
mation of the present seon (the seen immediately
preceding the establishment of the Millennial

Kingdom). Each of these visions is independ-
ent—each contemplating matters not referred to
in any of the others, and each describing events
mentioned by all the others, though in a differ-
ent mode and under different relations.

Vision I., ch. xiv. 1-13, is introduced by the
strong disjunctive formula, Kai ISov, iial Uov,
and consists of several consecutive parts.—Part
first (vers. 1-5) contemplates the body about to

possess the Kingdom—the Lamb with the com-
pleted a-wapxfl (see p. 193)—standing on the
Mount Sion.* It describes also the condition
and character of the chosen companions of
Christ.—Part second (vers. 6, 7) relates to a uni-
versal proclamation of the Gospel preceding the
outpouring of the Vials of anger. Whether the
Angel, in this and the following parts, denotes
a real Angel, or symbolizes a body of men spe-
cially commissioned for the purpose indicated,
it is impossible now to determine.—Part third
(ver. 8) foretells a proclamation of the fall of
I5abylon (see on ch. xviii. 2).—Part fourth con-
templates o public proclamation of woe to be
visited upon the worshippers of the Beast; (the
execution of the judgments set forth in this and
the preceding proclamation is presented in de-
tail in chs. xvi.-xix.)—Part fifth is designed for
the comfort of the saints. It refers (ver. 12) to

the ground of their endurance, viz. . the sure de-
struction of the power of their persecutors; and
then declares (ver. 13) their certain blessedness
when the trial-) of this life are ended.

Vision II., ch. xiv. 14-20, is introduced by
the game formula as the preceding. It contem-
plates Christ in the exercise of His office as

Ruler over all things (comp. Eph. i. 22)—(1) as

gathering His ripened Church from the earth
(vers. 15, 16) ; and (2) as executing judgment
upon His enemies. This execution of judg-
ment, as in the preceding vision, is more fully

set forth in chs. xvi.-xix.

Vision III., ch. xv. 1-4, is not indeed intro-

duced with the same formula as the preceding;
it commences, however, with one equally signi-

ficant. It is purely a Heaven-scene. It con-
templates, on the one hand, the chosen ministers

of the judgments about to be executed; and, on
the other, the entire glorified Church gathered

before the Throne as worshippers, and as spec-

tators of the course of Divine Providence on
earth. (Is not this assemblage the same as

that mentioned ch. vii. 9 ? See Add. Note, p.

193.)

Vision IV. begins with ch. xv. 5, and extends
to the close of ch. xvii. This vision is intro-

duced with one of the most significant disjunc-

tive formulas employed in the Apocalypse : Kal
jiera rnvra ISnv (sue foot-note, p. 150, first column).

It consists of three parts.—Part first, ch. xv. 5-

8, sets forth the preparation of the ministers of

vengeance for their work, and the heavenly

* [It 19 an intaresting question, Where is the Mount Sion

here mentioned? la it earthly or heavenly? In the judg-

ment of the writer, it is heavenly. Christ as Head of the

Millennial Kingdom dO"S not come into visible mdnifestatioQ

(on earth) until after the pouring out of the Vials (see ch.

xix. 11-16). The earthly Jerusalem and the earthlv Sion are

types of places in that glorious world where Jesus and HIb

disembodied saints now are (comp. .Tohn xiv. 2, 3 ; Ileb. xii.

22), awaiting the time for the establishment of the B-isileia

and the manifestation of the Sons of God on earth.—fi.

E. C]
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eventa attendant thereupon.—Part second, ch.

XTi., describes the execution of their work.

—

Part third, ch. xvii., containa a supplemental

statement concerning the Harlot and the Beast,

upon whom judgment had been executed.—E.

R. C]

B.—REAL EARTHLY WORLD-PICTURE OF THE SEVEN VIALS OP ANGER; OR, THE
END-JUDGMENT IN GENERAL.

Chap. XVI.

And I heard a great voice out of the temple saying to the seven angels. Go
your ways \om. your ways], and pour out the [ins. seven^] vials of the wrath

2 [anger] of God upon [into] the earth. And the first went [departed], and poured
out his vial upon [into'^] the earth ; and there fell [came {kylvsroy] a noisome [an

evil] and grievous sore' upon the men which [who] had the mark of the beast

3 [wild-beast], and upon them which [who] worshipped his image. And the second

angel [om. angel*] poured out his vial upon [into] the sea ; and it became as the

[om. as the] blood [ins. as] of a dead man [man] : and every living soul [or soul

4 of life (jl'oyjj Cm'T?)] died [m-s. , the things] in the sea. And the third angel [om.

angeP] poured out his vial upon [into] the rivers and [im. the] fountains of [ins.

5 the] waters ; and they became blood [or there came blood (ij-ivsru^ al/i-z)]. And
I heard the angel of the waters say [saying], Thou a.rt righteous, O Lord, [om.

Lord,]'which [who] art, and [ins. who] wast, and shalt be [om. and shalt be*

—

iiu.

the' Holy], [or who art and who wast holy,]' because thou hast judged thus [didst

6 adjudge these things]. [;] For [because] they have [om. have] shed [poured out]

the blood of saints and prophets, and thou hast given them blood to drink; for

7 [om. for]'" they are worthy. And I heard another out of [om. another out of]"

the altar say [saying]. Even so [Yea], [wis. O] Lord [ins. the] God [ins. ,the] Al-

8 mighty [or, All-Ruler'^], true and righteous are thy judgments. And the fourth

angel [om. angel"] poured out his vial upon (cti) the sun; and power [om. power
9 —ins. it] was given unto him [it] to scorch [ins. the] men with fire. And [ins.

the] men were scorched with great heat [scorching], and [ins. they]'* blasphemed
the name^* of God, which [who] hath power [the authority] over these plagues :

10 and they repented not to give him glory. And the fifth angel [om. angeP*] poured
out his vial upon the seat [throne] of the beast [wild-beast] ; and his kingdom
was full of darkness [became darkened] ; and they gnawed their tongues for [be-

ll cause of (ix)—ins. the] pain, and blasphemed the God of [ins. the] heaven because of
{ix) their pains and [ins. because of {ix)} their sores, and repented not of (iz) their

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.
2 Vor.

. 1. [Orit. BiiB. generally g've enri with N. A. B*. 0. Ynlt)., etc.; Lange omits with P. 1, 28, efc.—E. E. C.l

.2, e;? instead of iwi. [So Crit. Eds. with X°- A. B*. 0. P., ete.—B. R. C]
3 Ver. 2. 'Ett; iostead of eis. [So Crit. Eds. with X- A. B«. G. P., «(c.—E. R. C.)
I Ver. 3. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Ti.sch, omit S-yyeAoi with H°. A. C. P., Am., Puld., Demid., Tot, etc.; Lange retains with B».,

atan., etc.—Fj. R. C]
6 Ver. 4. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisoh. omit ayye^og with X. A. B*. 0. P., Vidy., etc.; Lange retains with 1, 35, etc.—E. R. C]
« Ver. 4. [Lange, All'., Treg., Tiich. give eyivtro with N- B*. C. P. 1, Vulg., etc.: Lachmann reads eveVoi'TO with A. 36,

95., fte.—B. B. C]
' Ver. 6. [Lauh.. Alf., Treg., Tiech. omit Ktipie with X- A, B*. C. P. 1, Am., Fuld., Demid.. Tol, etc. : Lange retains

with CSoti., Imi.i., /"Eth.—E.R.C]
8 Ver. 5. f'Epxo/xei'o? is witliont authority ; all Crit. Eds. read wrtoy.—E. R. C]
» Ver. 6. 'Ocrtos without /cai S. [So also Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (1859), with A. B«. C; Tisch. (8th Bd.l gives 5 with

N. P.—E. R. C]
1» Ver. fl. [Orit. Bla. generally omit with A. B«. C. P. ete. ; N gives oirep.—E. R, C]
II Ver. 7. Crit. Eris., with X- A. C. P., give sim|)Iy Toi) evataarripLov AeyofToc,—E. K. 0.]
18 Vor. 7. [fee Arlditmnal Comment on rh. i. 8, p. 93.— B. R. C]
1' Ver. 8. [Crit. Eds. generally omit ayyeAoi with A. B*. C. P.,Am., Fuld., Tol. etc.; Lange retains, with X. 1, 6, Clem.,

etc.— E. R. C]
» Ver. Q. [Gb., Sz., Tisch. (1859) insert oi ivSpuurot with B*.; Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.) read as above, with X-

A. C. P. 1, 36, Vutg., etc.—Ti. R. C]
= v / i

1' Ver. 9. [Orit. Eils. generally read rt ovoiia; A. gives eviuiriov.—E. R. C]
i« Ver. in. [Orit. Eds. generally omit with X. A. B». C. P., Am., FiUd., Demid., Tol, etc.; it is given in 35, 36, efc., dim.,

etc. ; Lange bracltets.—E. R. C]
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12 deeds [works]. And the sixth angel [om. angel"] poured out his vial upon the
great river Euphrates"; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the

13 kings of the east [who are from the sun-rising] might be prepared. And I saw
three unclean spirits like frogs come [om. three unclean spirits like frogs come'] out
of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast [wild beast], and out

14 of the mouth of the false prophet [m». , three unclean spirits as frogs]. [;] for they
are the [om. the] spirits of devils [demons], working miracles [doing signs], ivhleh

[that]" go forth unto [upon (^tti)] the kings of the earth and [om. of the earth
and]™ of the whole world [inhabited world {uixoufihTj^)], to gather them [ins. to-

gether] to the battle [war] of that [the] great day of God [ins. the] Almighty
15 [or All-Ruler"]. Behold, I come as a thief Blessed is he that watcheth, and

keepeth his garments, lest [that] he walk [ins. not] naked, and they see his shame.
16 And he [or they]" gathered them together into a [the^^] place called in the [am.
17 the] Hebrew tongue [om. tongue] Armageddon [or Harmagedon]. And the

seventh angel [om. angel"^] poured out his vial into [upon] the air ; and there
came a great" voice out of^ the temple of heaven [om. of heaven^*], from the

18 throne, saying, It is done. And there were (iyivero) [ins. lightnings, and] voices,

and thunders, and lightnings [om. , and lightnings] ; and there was (i)'ivt-(i) a
great earthquake, such as was not since [from the times when] men were [a man
was]" upon the earth, so mighty [such] an earthquake, and [om. and] so great.

19 And the great city was divided [became (kyiveTo)'] into three parts, and the cities

of the nations fell : and great [om. great] Babylon [ins. the great] came in remem-
brance [was remembered] before God, to give unto her the cup of the wine ^" the

20 iierceness [anger] of his wrath. And every island fled away [om. away], and the
21 [om. the ] mountains were not found. And there fell upon men [om. there fell

upon men] a great hail [ins. as of a talent in weight descendeth] out of [ins. the]

heaven [ins. upon the men], every stone about the weight of a talent [om. every stone

about the weight of a talent] ; and [ins. the] men blasphemed God because of the

plague of the hail ; for the plague thereof was exceeding great [because great is

the plague of it exceedingly].

i^ Ver. 12. rOrit. Eds. generally omit aa in precedinf; Note ; Lango retains.—E. E. C]
18 Ver. 12. [Ob., Sz., Tisch. (8th Ed.) omit the article before Euphrates with J<. B», P., etc.; Lach., Alf., Tisch. (1859),

Lange, prefix it, with A. C. 1, etc.; Treg. brackets.—E. B. C]
18 Ver. 14. The reading eKTropeviia-9ai. is unimportant. [Alf., Treg., Tisch. read & eKtropeveraL. This reading is adopted

above.—E. R. C]
» Ver. 14. [Omitted by Grit. Eds. with X- A. B*., Fu//?., efc.—B. B. C]
^ Ver. 16. [Grit. Eds, read irvvriyayt;v with A. B*. 0. P., etc.; X. gives -yoi'. Lange translates he, regarding (?od aa the

flubject (see in ha.) ; the more natural reference, however, is to the irvevixara of ver. 14, which, as a neuter plural, may be
the subject of a verb in the singular.—E. B. G.]

22 Ver. 16. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. give toi- with A. B«. 1, etc. ; Lange omits with X. 14, e(o.—E. B. C.l

^ Ver. 17. [Crit. Eds. generally omit with K*. A. B*., Am.. FuM., Tol., etc.; Lange retains with X». 1, 23, 35, etc., Clem.,

«<«.—B. E. C.]
« Ver. 17. [Lange, Treg., Tisch. give iieyiXri with N. B*., Vulg.; (Jb„ Lach., Alf. omit with A. 1, 12, 46.—B. E, C.]
"S Yer. 17. ^Airb toO vaov, oiro To5 flpoi-oi;. [So also Tisch. (1859) with B*.; Gb., Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.) give

« instead of the first awo, with X. A. 1, etc. The latter reading is adopted above.—E. E. C]
™ Ver. 17. [To5 ovparaO is omitted by Grit. Eds.: it occurs only in B*. 1, 6, 38, Arm.—Ii. R. 0.]
^ Ver. 18. AvdpittiTOi iyevero. [So Crit. Eds. with A. 38, Cktp., Arm., Mh.; 1, 7, 8, etc., read ot ivflpwjrot iyevovro.—

B. R. C.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYFOPTICAL VIEW.

_
The seyen Vials of Anger embrace the collec-

tive Earth-picture of the world-judgment in gene-
ral. Hence the seventh Vial is comprehended
together with the rest, and not, like the seventh
Seal and the seventh Trumpet, made the basis
of a new Seven. The seven Angels of Anger fol-

low each other in rapid succession and with ter-
rible effect; only, between the third and fourth
Vials, there occurs a double digression, in a sort
as a theodicy of these fearful judgments and for
the tranquillization of the startled mind. Now
if we hold fast the idea that anc/er is an inflic-

tion of death, death being the decomposition,
the dissolution of life, the explanation, in gene-

ral, of the present section is already established

;

—especially if we further consider that the

anger, or death-judgment, of God is operative

through the medium of the anger of the hea-

then [nations], or the frenzy of false enthusi-

asm. Once more we are rominded of the lofty

consciousness and teleology of the plagues.

Oaly at the command of a great voice from the

smoke-filled Temple—at the bidding of God,

therefore—do the Angels begin their work.

Each one knows, in his quality of Angel, his

particular rank in the angelic series, and his

particular mission. The following is the suc-

cession of the outpourings of anger :

1. Into the earth. This, therefore, is the death,

the vital decomposition and dissolution of the

New Testament Theocracy, the external pheno-

menal form of the Church (^and relatively of the
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Christian State, inasmuch as the old Theocracy
embraced both State and Church). (See the

Introduction, pp. 33 sq.; 2 Thess. ii.) The ef-

fect of this iirst Vial is a malignant sore, with

which all the worshippers of the Beast are

smitten. The consummate idolatrous world-

spirit in the Church, in churchly dignities and
forms, results in an incurable fiery sore of faaa-

tical self-consumption and self-destruction (2

Tim. ii. 17). The form of this sore is intoxica-

tion through the medium of the cup of anger, i,

e., the confusing false enthusiasm or fanaticism

which it inspires as the product of the denial

of all religious and moral principles.

2. Into the sea. The worldly life of state and
nations likewise becomes the subject of a pro-

cess of decomposition which leads to death.

Consummate passionate subjectivism and party-

spirit, in all the forms of senseless self-intoxi-

cation, in mercantile, socialistic, absolutist and
many other directions, finally rupture all social,

popular, and political coherence. The sea be-

comes blood (Ex. vii.), and this blood is as that

of a, dead man; dead blood. All the goods of

the social life of the nations lose their vital

value, because they have become the property
of consummate egoism. They are dead like the

men who determine their value, and operate fa-

tally upon every one who would carry on his

life in this sea of blood. Every living being, it

is declared, died in the sea.

3. Into the rivers and fountains of waters. Self-

empoisonment of mental currents, and, what is

still worse, self-empoisonment of fountains, the
original life of geniuses and men of talent.

And there became blood [.ryevEro al/za]. It is

not said that this blood was like that of a dead
man. The life of minds, of mental culture

—

pouring forth in an unnatural state of obduracy
and frenzied deification of self, frenzied deifica-

tion and bestiiilization of man—becomes a nause-
ous and fatal death-draught for those who would
quell their thirst at the fountains and streams
of waters. The natural life-fountains and life-

rivers of minds have, in the perversion of
moral nature to unnaturalness, become fountains
and rivers of deadly intoxication and mental
distraction.—Now ensues a pause. The Seer
hears the Angel of the waters speaking. And
here let us avoid the pagan and also Rabbinical
conception of spirits of nature,—water or fire

angels in the literal sense of the term. The
Angel of the waters, in this passage, is the Angel
who brings anger upon the w-iter, the Angel of
the Divine rule as exercised over the surging,
social nation-life of men; just as the Augel of
the Altar (ver. 7) or of the fire (ch. xiv. 18) is

the spirit or teleology of all fire of sacrifice on
earth. The Angel of the waters adores the
righteousness of God in this terrible judgment
upon the waters. Men must now drink blood,
because they have shed the blood of Saints and
Prophets, i. e., also, because they have first
turned the heavenly fountains of waters on
earth, out of which it was designed that they
should drink, into blood. The assent of the
other Angel from the Altar* designates the na-
tural consequence of the ancient blood-guiltiness

* [See EXPLANAT10H3 IN DETAIL, ver. 7.—E. R. C]

still more decidedly, in accordance with the idea
of the Altar, as a righteous judgment of God.

4. Upon the sun. The sua of revelation it-

self; not in respect of its essence, but in respect
of its shining and eflfect. The true shining of
the sun is as vitalizing life ; its effect is healthful
vital heat. But how is it when men begin to make
Christianity, in great part, a hot-blooded sys-

tem of confession or negation, a thing of priest-

hood or of sects !—how is it when churchly fa-

naticism begins to produce Siearii, as did Jew-
ish fanaticism in the Jewi.sh war! The fanati-

cal heat of the one class calls forth increasingly
the bl.isphemy of the other, instead of all being
horrified at this frightful incapacity for receiv-

ing the simple sunshine of Christianity in purity,

at this still more frightful capacity for converting
the light of revelation into nothing but a mis-
leading and infatuating power and a consuming
passion.

5. Upon the throne of the Beast. The Beast
must still be understood in the general sense,

like the City of Babylon (ver. 19), for the
branching of the one judgment into three judg-
ments has not yet taken place. The throne of
the Beast is the government, the system of An-
tichrist. His kingdom became darkened; this

means, we think, that it became confused in its

contradictions—it lost its consistency. For it

was a sphere of spiritual and religious-moral
darkness from the beginning. Such self-confu-

sion is already to be seen where atheism and
spiritism, bigotry and blasphemy, criticism and
facatioism hold high carnival together.—Then
a mighty and poignant self-scorn comes over
the haughty spirit of the associates of this king-
dom, and they gnaw their tongues in the pain
of their impotence and nothingness. They
blaspheme the God of the Heaven because of their

pains. In so far as they need an object for
their blasphemy, therefore, they are still theists.

They blaspheme God as the God of the Heaven—all

that is transcendent is hateful to them because
the Beast has become their god on earth.* In
so far, also, as Nature reflects the Divine linea-

ments of her Creator, she too, doubtless, be-
comes the object of their blasphemy ; indeed
she is occasionally blasphemed even now by
some who make her the subject of their investi-

gations. Because of their pains and because of
their sores they blaspheme

; the sores—i. e., the
malignant ulcers which do not, as local focuses,
eliminate the morbid matter from the system, but
which overpower the life, changing it into mor-
bid matter and consuming it—continue, there-
fore, from the first Anger-vial through all the
stages of outpoured anger. This blasphemy of

despair sets in instead of the repentance of

faith.

6. Upon the great river, the Euphrates. Here
also we look upon the Euphrates as the line of

demarkatiou between the civilized world and the
barbarous and savage world of the nations of
the East (ch, xx. ; Ezek. xxxviii. sqq.). We
see, accordingly, that the army of horsemen (ch.

ix. 14) comes from the hither shore of the Eu-

• [Mav not a sense of the contraat between their own
wri'tched condition and the condition of the blessed in-
mates of Heaven inducti this peculiar form of bUsphemy !-•

Ta]
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phrates, from the region of Babylon, the seat of

the most ancient civilization, the type of all An-
tichrisiian world-monarchies (Dan, vii.). On
the other hand, the kinga of the East [from the

lun-rising'] come from beyond the Euphrates, as

the representatives of all the barbarism of the

remotest world. The drying up of the Euphra-

tes, therefore, signifies that the barrier-line be-

tween the civilized world and the rudest and
roughest popular life is done away with, in a

social as well as a terrestrial sense. In conse-

quence of the mental confusion and distraction

resultant upon a false over-refinement, the way
is prepared for the hostile attack of rudeness

and barbarism upon the seat of culture. Never-

theless, the Eastern barbarian kings come not

uncalled. Three spirits, resembling frogs, pro-

ceed out of the mouth of the Dragon, and out

of the mouih of the Beast, and out of the

mouth of the False Prophet. Thus a frog-clamor

with three variations is formed. The key of Sa-

tan is contempt of man (Job ii. 4) ; the key of

the Beast is the deification of man (2 Thess. ii.);

the key of the False Prophet is a bigoted train-

ing of man—a compound of the preceding two
elements (ch. xiii. 13, 14). Thus these modern
nightingales, the frogs, announce the new
spring-time of mankind. As spirits they are
spirits of demons, of such demons as engender
moral possession; with this effect they come
upon the kings of the earth and set on foot the

great revolt-alliance for the war of the great

day of God, Who, as the All-Ruler, over-rules
even this uprising (see ch. xix. 19, xx. 8). As
the greatest of catastrophes, this event shall come
very suddenly and as in the night-time—hence
the admonition of ver. 15. None should abandon
himself to spiritual carelessness, as one that

sleeps without his garments, for a man so

doing might be cast out naked into the night.

This admonition applies even to the pious, in

reference to the last time. The rebel host ga-
thers, as appointed by God the Judge, at a
field of battle called Sarmageddon [or, Arma-
geddon].

The enigmatical name of Harmageddon or
Harmagadon gives occasion for a precur-
sory examination of the entire section. The
three special judgments following, from chap-
ter xvii. on, are already visible in this gene-
ral sketch of the judgment. This is mani-
festly the case wiih the incipient judgment upon
the Beast (ver. 10), as compared with the con-
summate judgment upon the Beast, ch. xix. 19.

So, likewise, the judgment upon Babylon (chs.

xvii. and xviii.) is visible in the judgment of
the first Anger-vial, poured out upon the earth.

The second Vial of anger is annexed to the
first; the third and fourth form a transition to

the fifth. The reflection of the sixth Vial of
anger we behold in the judgment upon Gog and
Magog. When these are said to surround the
camp of the Saints and the beloved City, it ne-
cessitates the reference of the name Har-Ma-
gedon (IMount of Decision or Sentence) to the
Mount of Olives in accordance with Zech. xiv

4. The mountains of Israel shall in general,
according to Ezek. xxxviii. and xxxix., be moun-
tains of decision, A more precise definition of
the locality, the valley of the dead (ch. xxxix.ll),

leads us into the region between Jerusalem and
the Dead Sea—likewise, therefore, into the vi-

cinity of the Mount of Olives. Hence, the Seer
may have merely borrowed the name from
the northern waters of Megiddo, where the
Israelites conquered the heathen kings of Ci-
naan (Judges v. 19), and from the southern plain

of Megiddo (2 Kings xxiii. 'i%), where Josiah
was defeated by the Egyptians,—possibly with
the idea that the mountain of Megiddo puts an
end to the fluctuations between victory and de-
feat in the wars of the people of God.

7. Upon the air. The air is the vital element
of the earth, the sea, the sweet waters, and
mankind. With the decomposition of this vital

element—whicli cannot be understood simply of
the common spirit-world of humanity, but must
be regarded as having reference also to the cos-
mical vital conditions of men and of the earth,

because the end in the former sense necessarily
brings with it the end in the latter sense- -the

death of the old form of the world is decided.

Hence a great voice resounds from the Temple
of Heaven and from the Throne, saying: It is

done. This end of the world (see ch. x.x. 9
sqq.), however, is not the annihilation of the

world, but its setting, in order to a resurrection.

Hence the dying of the old world is accom-
plished amid lightnings, and voices, and thun-

ders, annunciatory of a new world, and together

with these comes the great earthquake whose
like has never been since men were on the earth

(see 2 Peter iii.). And now out of the great

general judgment, the three special judgments
develop (ver. 19). The great City is broken
up into three parts. The judgment upon great

Babylon consists, primarily, in the fact that it

is divided into a small, specific, mock-holy Ba-
bylon, into the demonic Kingdom of the Beast,

and into a brutal, Satanic mob-kingdom (comp.

Ezek. xxxviii. 21, 22). The cities of the na-

tions [Gentiles] likewise fall—the ancient seats

of worldly civilization ; the islands of small and
intimate communities vanish, as do also the

towering mountains;—great, secluded churches,

even proud, firm-based states are sought for now
in vain. Equilibrium in the spiritual world as

well as in nature is destroyed ;
all things waver

betwixt fiery heat and deathly cold;—hence the

formation of hailstones, of the weight of a talent,

which fall upon men ; these hailstones and their

fall are, of course, not to be apprehended in a

purely material sense, according to which they

would dash all men to pieces, but they are still

real and terrible enough to provoke the rem-

nants of a recognition of God in the wicked to

fresh blasphemy. With the partition of Ba-

bylon the Great, the judgment is in reality al-

ready decided, there being a reciprocal nega-

tion on the side of the parts, and the whole, con-

sequently, being in process of complete dissolu-

tion; in like manner the tower-building of an-

cient Babel was put an end to, and. in its cen-

trality, judged, by the Divine dispersion of those

engaged therein.

We call attention once more to the fact that in ver.

19 the ramification of the great general Entl-jndg-

ment into the three special Judgments now following,

is expressed.
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[abstkact of views, etc.]

By the American Editor.

[Elliott: Chs. xvi. 1-14; xi. 15-19; xiv. 6-

8; XV., relate to the same period (see on p. 281)—viz.: "The era of the French Revolution, as

figured under the first six Vials of the seventh

Trumpet," a period extending from A. D. 1789

to A. D. 1848. Cha. xi. 15-19
; xv. 1-xvi. 1 is

the introduction and commencement of the Vial-

outpouring.*—(Note the similarity of ihe first four

Vials to the first four Trumpets. See on p. 201).

Ver. 2. The first Vial. The e/'u/cof (expressive of

the boil that broke forth on the Egyptians, comp.
Ex. ix. 9,—probably ihe plague-spot or the small-

pox) figures " some extraordinary outbreak of

moral and social evil, the expression of deep-

seated disease within, with raging pain and in-

flammation as its accompaniment—disease of

Egyptian origin perhaps in the Apocalyptic

sense of the word Egypt, and alike loathsome,

deadly, self-corroding, and infectious—that

would arise somewhere in Papal Europe, shortly

after the cessation of the Turkish woe, and on
the sounding of what might answer to the

seventh Trumpet's blast ; an evil, too, which
would soon overspread and infect the countries

of Papal Europe generally and their inhabi-

tants." It symbolizes "that tremendous out-

break of social and moral evil, of democratic
fury, atheism, and vice, which was speedily seen

to characterize the French Revolution ; that of

which the ultimate source was in the long and
deep-seated corruption and irreligion of the

nation ; its outward vent, expression and organ
in the Jacobin clubs, and their seditious and
atheistic publications ; its result, the dissolution

of all society, all morals, and all religions ; with
acts of atrocity and horror accompanying scarce

paralleled in the history of man ; and suffering

and anguish of correspondent intensity throb-

bing throughout the whole social mass, and cor-

roding it—that which from France as a centre,

spread like a plague, through its affiliated so-

cieties, to the other countries of Papal Christen-

dom ; and proved, wherever its poison was im-

bibed, to be as much the punishment as the

symptom of the corruption."—Ver. 3. The se-

cond Vial. A judgment on the maritime power,
commerce, and colonies of the countries of Pa-
pal Christendom

—

i. e., Spain, France and Portu-
gal. It symbolizes—(1) The great naval war
which continued A. D. 1793-1815, in which
" were destroyed near 200 ships of the line, be-
tween 300 and 400 frigates, and an almost incal-

culable number of smaller vessels of war and
.ships of commerce. It is most truly stated by
Dr. Keith (Signs of Times, ii., p. 209) that the

whole history of the world does not present such
a period of naval war, destruction, and blood-
shed." (2) The revolt of the transatlantic colo-

nies and the following bloodshed.—-Vers. 4-7.

The third Vial. It symbolizes the judgment of

war and bloodshed visited on the countries

watered by the Rhine and the Banube, and on
the sub-Alpine provinces of Piedmont and Lom-

* [Elliott calls aftention to the fearful convulsions in pa-
tnre—tt>mpe-ts, hail storms, rp-opening volcanoes, earth-
qniikos (ch. xi. 10)—th t preceded the outbreak of the French
Kovolution.—E. It. C]

hardy, A. D. 1792-1805.—Vers. 8, 9. The fourth

Vial. This symbolizes a judgment on the Ger-

man Emperor and the other sovereigns of Papal
Christendom. Napoleon, A. D. 1806, compelled
the renunciation by the Emperor of Austria of

the title "Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire
and of Germany;" he also deposed the other

papal kings, and " scorched men with fire," A.
D. 1806-1809. (Comp. the Explanation of the

fourth Trumpet, p. 201).—Ver. 10. The fifth

Vial. A judgment on Rome {the throne of the

seven hills), consecutive on that of the former
Vial. Immediately after the battle of Wagram,
A. D. 1809, the Pope was subjected to insult and
spoliation, his temporal authority over the Ro-
man State was abolished, and Rome itself was
incorporated with France as the second city of

the empire.* — Vers. 10 (last clause). 11 set

forth—.(1) The severity of sufferings endured
;

(2) the blasphemy (a) of France in atheism, (b) of

Papal countries (subsequently of France also),

in ascribing Divine prerogatives to creatures

;

(3) the continuance in sin of those who had
been punished, after the cessation of the pre-

ceding judgments.—Ver. 12. The sixth Vial. The
first portion symbolizes judgment on the Mo-
hammedan Turk, begun A. D. 1820, in the asser-

tion of independence by Ali Pacha of Yanina,

and the immediately-following Greek insurrec-

tion, and continuing in the gradual decay of the

empire to the present time. By the kings from
the sun-rising are symbolized the .Tews; the way
for their return to their own land being pre-

pared in the decay and fall of the Turkish Em-
pire. By the three frogs are figured three un-
holy principles, going forth throughout the

whole habitable world

—

viz.: (1) from the Dragon,
heathen-like infidelity ; (2) from the Beast, popery ;

(3) from the False Vro^\ie.t, priestcraft. Ch.
xvi. 15-xxii. 15, together with ch. xiv. 9-20, re-

presents " The present and the future, from A.

D. 1849 to the Millennium and Final Judgment

"

—the first portion of which is the sera of the

seventh Vial. Ch. xiv. 9-20 presents the primary
and briefer series of prefigurations of the asra

of the seventh Vial in the part without-written^

of the Apocalypse, down to the wine-press tread-

ing before the Millennium ; this consists of four
parts— (1) vers. 9-11, a public and notorious
outcry of warning throughout European Chris-

* [Barnes, in support of a similar view.qvioti-s the follow-

ing: "In this connection, I may iu'eit here the remarkable
calculation of Robert Fleming, in liis woi'k entitled .4^oca-

lyplical Key, or the PonHng out of llie Vutls, first published in

1701. It is in the following words: 'The fifth VihI (vers. 10,

11), which is to be poured ont on Oie seat of the Beast, or Vie

do^minwns which more immediately hehniff to and depend on the

lioman See ; that, I say, this judgment will probably begin about

the year 1794, and expire about A. D. 1848 ; or that the duration

of it upon this opposition wUl be the space of fifty-four years.

For I do suppose that, aeeina: the Pope received Ihe title of

Supreme Bishop no sooner than A. D. 606, he cannot be sup-

posed to have any vial poured upon his 8e.at immediately (so

aa to receive his aiUhorilyso signally as this judgment must
be supposed to all) ti^dU the year 1848, which is ihe date of the

twelve hundred and sixty years in prophetical account, when they

are reckoned from A. B. 606. But yet we are not to imagine
that this will totally destroy the Papacy (though it will ex-

ceedingly weaken it), for we find that still in" being and
alive, whn the next Vial is poured out.' p. 68. Ed. New
York. It is a circumstance remarkaldy in accordance with
this calculation, that in the year 1848 the Pope was actually

driven away to Gaeta, 'Ud that at the present time (1851) he
iK restored, though evidently with diminished power."—E.
B.C.]

t [See fool-note, 2d column, p. 201.—E. R. C]
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tesdom and its dependencies as to what is meant
by the Beast and his image, and as to the fate of

their followers; (2) vers. 12, 13, a deep impres-

sion and earnest inculcation, on the part of the

true Church, of the near approach of the grand
epoch of blessedness predicted in Scripture of

departed saints
; (3) vers. 11-16, the first grand

act of the judgments of the consummation on
Antichristendom

; (4) vers. 17-20, the last judg-
ment, a judgment unto blood, upon apostate

Christendom. Ch. xvi. 16-21 presents " The
fuller Apocalyptic figuration, as within-written,*

of the events immediately preparatory to, and
those included in, the seventh Vial; down to the

wine-press treading, and destruction of the Beast
and False Prophet, immediately before the Mil-

lennium;" in it are— (1) ver. 15, an introduc-

tion to the outpouring, the warning, indicating

increased faithfulness on the part of the minis-

try in declaring the coming of the Lord and the

duty of being prepared to meet Him (?); (2)

ver. 16, the success of the unclean spirits in in-

fluencing kings and people against Christ and
His Church; (3) vers. 17-20, the seventh Vial

—realities yet future are symbolized, viz. : An
extraordinary convulsion, darkening and vitiation

of the moral and political atmosphere of

Europe (having, perhaps, a literal groundwork
in some ominous derangement of the natural at-

mosphere), ministering disease to each body
politic, and, perhaps, resolving society for

awhile into its primary elements ; resulting,

finally, in the resolution of the Papal Empire
into a tri-partite form, in which form Rome (in-

cluding its subject ecclesiastical State and the po-

litical tri-partition connected with it), is to re-

ceive its peculiar and appalling fate.

Baenes agrees, in the main, with Elliott ; he
makes, however, the following important dififer-

enoes in interpretation: 1. The pouring out of

the fourth Vial upon the sun, etc. (ver. 8), indi-

cates *'that a scene of calamity and woe would
ensue as if the sun should be made to pour forth

such intense heat that men would be ' scorched,' "

the reference being to the wars following the
French Revolution.—2. By the kings of the East
(ver. 12) are to be understood the rulers of the
East (Orient?) ; "All that is fairly implied in

the language here is that the kings of the East
would be converted to the true religion," and
that the destruction of the Turkish power would
be in order thereto.—3. The three malign influ-

ences symbolized by the "frogs " (ver. 13) are
not specifically characterized.—This author
quotes largely from Allison's History of Europe
in support of his interpretations.

Stuakt regards the Vials as a series of judg-
ments upon the enemies of the Church, termina-
ting primarily in the death of Nero and the de-
struction of Jerusalem, and ultimately (?) in the
destruction of the Pagan power under Const.au-
tine. He writes: "The author of the Book
has given a sketch which corresponds, with a
good degree- of exactness, to the slate of facts.

The persecuting power of the unbelieving Jews
Ceased in the main with the destruction of Jeru-
salem. Hence the tempest and earthquake which
lay that place in ruins, are Vas finale of the first

• [SmfoolMote, 2d column, p. 201.—E. R. C]

catastrophe. But not so with the second. The
death of Nero was indeed the destruction of the
Beast, for the time being, and it made a tempo-
rary end of persecution. But the Beast still

came up again from the pit ; the contest was re-
newed, and, with many remissions, continued
down to the time of Constantino. Rome, as
heathen, then finally ceased to persecute. The
Beast was finally slain."

Wordsworth regards the visions of the Vials
as partially fulfilled, and yet only as "a prelude
and specimen of what will be more fully de-
veloped." He interprets the fif with which the
i^exee of the first three Vials is construed as de-
noting infusion into and admixture with the ob-
ject of punishment, and the ini of the last four
as indicating the Divine vengeance as trampli»g
upon it. His interpretation of the Vials is as
follows: 1. This plague is upon raeii' a persons,

and consists in physical and spiritual disease,
tile result of the teachings and practices of the
Papacy.—2. The sea represents nations in a rest-

less state, and the plague is that carnal men
lose the genuine properties of men and become
mere things.—3. This plague is inflicted on the

resources of the Papacy ; those things that once
supplied it with wealth and power (indulgences,

pretended miracles, etc.), become occasions and
instruments of its suffering and shame.—4. The
temporal splendor (sun) of the Papacy, by the

galling exactions through which it is maintained,

already scorches its subjects.—5. "The fifth

Vial is poured upon the throne of the Beast ; and
his kingdom is darkened. Here is another re-

ference to the plagues of Egypt, etc. (No exposi-

tion is given.)

—

-6. This plague consists in the de-

cay of supremacy, secular and spiritual, which is

to Rome, the spiritual Babylon, the source of her
glory and strength, as was the literal Euphrates
to the literal Babylon. By the kings of the Eo,st

are symbolized saints whose advance Rome has

hindered.—7. The destruction of Rome, the

mystical Babylon, "the capital city of the Em-
pire of the Beast."

Alfobd. This writer remarks generally con-

cerning the Vials: 1. The series reaches on to

the time of the end, and the whole of it is to be

placed near that time. 2. As in the Seals and
the Trumpets there is a marked distinction be-

tween the first four and the following ihree^
the objects of the former being the earth, the

sea, the springs of water, and the sun, those of

the latter being more particularized. 3. As in

the other series, so here there is a compendious

and anticipatory character about several of the

Vials, leading us to believe that those of which

this is not so plain, partake of this character

also. 4. We have no longer, as in the Trumpets,

a. portion of each element atfected, but the wholt.

5. While by the plague of the fourth Trumpet

the sun is partially darkened, by that of the

fourth Vial its power is increased.—He presents

no aiBrmative views as to the nature of the spe-

cific plagues, save in the case of the la.st, which

he regards as indicating the destruction of the

city of Rome and the execution of ven-

geance on the mystic Babylon.—For parti-

cular remarks see under Explanations in De-

tail.

Lord : The office of the seven Angels is sim-
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ply to assist the revelation, by designating the

commencement of the seven judgments, and dis-

tinguishing them as inflictions of Divine wrath;

not to symbolize the agents on earth by whom
they are caused. The interpretation of the

several Vials is as follows: 1. The earth, when
distinguished from the sea, etc., denotes the popu-

lation of an empire under a settled government;
the men were those who have the mark of the

Wild-beast; the ulcer symbolizes an analogous

disease of the mind ; a restlessness and rancor of

passion exasperated by agitating and noxious
principles and opinions, that till it with a sense

of obstruction, degradation and misery—this

ulcer represents the restlessness under injury,

the ardor of resentment, hate, and revenge, the

noxiousness and contagion of false principles

and opinions that marked the commencement of

the political disquiets of the European States to-

ward the close of the last century.—2. The sea

denotes the population of a central kingdom in

violent commotion ; it is to the animals that live

in it what a people is to the monarchs, nobles,

ecclesiastics, etc., who owe to them their sup-

port. This symbol denotes the second great act

in the French Revolution, in which the people
slaughtered one another, and exterminated all

the influential ranks, king and queen, nobles,

etc.—3. Rivers ^ni fountains are to the sea what
smaller exterior communities are to a great cen-

tral nation. This symbol denotes the vast blood-

shed in the other Apocalyptic kingdoms, in the

insurrections and wars that sprung out of the

French Revolution.—4. Those who exercise the
government of a kingdom are to the people what
the sun is to the land and sea. This symbol de-
notes that the rulers of the people on whom the
preceding judgments fell, were to become armed
with exiraordinary and destructive powers, and
to employ them in the most violent and insupport-
able oppression.—5. The ascription of a throne

and kingdom to the Wild-beast shows that he
is the symbol of Ihe rulers of an empire. The
effect of the Vial on the throne is not depicted,

but only its consequence to the kingdom; the
subversion of the throne, however, is implied—
the event indicated is the subversion of the im-
perial throne of France, and re-establishment
of the Bourbon dynasty in 1814 and 1815.—6.

The Euphrates is used as a symbol in a relation

analogous to that of the literal river to the lite-

ral Babylon. The entire symbol indicates that

agencies are to be exerted by which vast crowds
of the supporters of the nationalized hierar-
chies (see p. 283) are to be withdrawn from
them. This Vial has already begun.—(Vers. IS-

IS. The Dragon is the symbol of the rulers of
the Eastern Roman Empire supporting an
apostate Church, and arrogating the right of
dictating the religion of their subjects, and im-
plies that at the period of this event, a govern-
ment is to subsist that shall nationalize the reli-

gion of that empire as under its last imperial
head ;

the Witd-beast is the symbol of the civil

rulers of the Kingdoms of the Western Empire
;

and the False-Prophet of the hierarchy of the
Papal states. The unclean spirits represent ec-

clesiastics who profess to work miracles, and
thus establish a Divine sanction to their mission

;

they induce the kings of the whole world to

unite in a war to prevent the establishment of

Christ's Kingdom. The Oreat Day is the day
when Christ shall visibly descend from Heaven
and destroy His enemies and establish His King-
dom.)—7. This Vial is to be poured into the air

which envelopes the globe, indicating that the
great changes which follow it are to extend to

all nations. Lightnings, voices, and thunders are
symbols of the vehement thoughts and passion-
ate expressions of multitudes, occasioned by the

sudden discovery of momentous truth. The
earthquake denotes a civil revolution in which
the whole surface of universal society is to be
thrown into disorder, and ancient political in-

stitutions to be shaken down. Great Babylon (p.

283) is to be divided into three parts. The
cities of the nations are the hierarchies without
the ten kings, as the Russian, Greek, etc.; these
are to fall. Great Babylon is then to be de-

stroyed. Every smaller combination of men
symbolized by the islands is to be dissolved, etc.

These events are to follow the Advent, to pre-

cede the vintage and perhaps the harvest, and
are to occupy a considerable period.

Glasqow interprets the Vials: 1. The Vial
was poured out by the preaching of Luther in

1517 ; the woe was executed in the wars waged
by Charles V., subsequent to 1519, against
France and Rome.—2. Poured out in the great

Protest in 1529; the woe executed in the imme-
diately following wars.—3. The rivers and
fountains represent the purer Christians that,

living in the midst of a nominal Christianity,

have spiritual life. The pouring out of this

Vial is the shedding of Protestant martyrs'

blood, beginning in 1546; followed by the shed-

ding of retributive blood.—4. Symbolizes a
stroke (?) upon the ecclesiastical power. It be-

gan at the rising of the Tridentine Council in

1564, and was followed by the Popedom of Pius
v., the revolution in Holland, the massacre of

St. Bartholomew, and the invasion of the Eng-
lish coast by the Spanish Armada, etc., produ-
cing what has been styled " the counter-Re-

formation."—5. The attitude of self-defence as-

sumed by the Protestants against Rome, followed

by the Thirty Years' War.—6. The decay of the

population and power of the nations that con-

stitute Great Babylon, i. e., the Roman or La-
tin nations, beginning with the first French re-

volution.—7. The air represents the intellectual

department of knowledge. The pouring out of

this Vial symbolizes the remarkable changes in

political ideas, and revolutions in governments
that have taken place and are yet to take place

in consequence of the unprecedented advance
in Science and Philosophy, to terminate in the

destruction of the systems of the heathen world

(involved in the fall of the cities of ihe nations)

and Romanism (involved in the fall of Babylon
or Rome).—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

On the different divisions of the Vials of An-

ger into four and three, and five and two, com-

pare Diisterdieck, p. 489. The same commenta-
tor observes here (in variation from p 21) that

" all seven Vials are poured out one after the

other without intermission." At aU events, the
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vehement haste of a rapid approach to the end

is unmistakable. Though there is no longer

question of a fraction that is smitten (first a

fourth, then a third), yet the generalness of the

phrase, on the earth, on the aea, etc., is not to be
understood in a literally absolute sense, but

only as a universal operation which draws the

process of worldly history to a close ; otherwise

we could hear no more of an emerging Church
of God, the Bride of Christ.

Ver. 1. A great voice.—" This can belong
only to God Himself (Bengel, Ziillig, Hengsten-

berg)." DUsterdieclt. The voice speaks, how-
ever, of the Vials of the anger of God.—The
voice out of the Temple is the voice of the

Temple itself. The house of salvation says : My
work upon this hardened race is at an end; now
let the reign of anger begin. In like manner it

was the spirit of compassion, from the four

horns of the Altar, which in its time gave the

signal for the loosing of the hosts of horsemen
by the Euphrates (see ch. ix. 13). The Apostle

Paul makes the entirely analogous declaration

(1 Cor. V.) : "In the name of our Lord Jesus

Christ, I have determined .... to deliver the

same unto Satan." See Rom. ii. 5.

Into the earth.—Here the earth embraces
the whole sphere of the Vials of Anger, in dis-

tinction from [the earth of] ver. 2. Comp. ch.

viii. 5.

Ver. 2. Into the earth.—The earth in a spe-

cial sense, in accordance with its symbolical im-

port (see above).

—

An evil and grievous
sore.—^Ex. ix. 10, Deut. xxviii. 3.5, Job ii. 7.

The malignant sore comes upon individual men
from the earth—from the corrupt mass it fastens

upon individuals; the corrupt character of the

theocratic authority corrupts those characters

that are subject to it, throws them into a condi-

tion of moral self-consumption. As they have
marked themselves with the x^P'^W'^ of ">®

Beast, they are now, by way of retribution,

marked with the sore.

Ver. 3. Into the sea.-—On the symbolical

import of this, see Syn. View.—Blood as of a
dead man.—" Not a great pool of blood, as

of many slain (on veicpov SiS:=rv€Kp6)v, see £L-Lapide,

Eichh., De Wette, Hengsten., et al.), but the

horribleness of the fact is increased by the cir-

cumstance that the sea seems like the coagu-
lated and already putrefying blood of a dead
man (Bengel, Ziillig, et al.)." Diisterd. Since
the blood of a living person quickly coagulates,

the difference does not seem so very great. The
main thing is that it is changed as into dead
blood of dead men, in which no living being can
be without dying. Fearful deadly poisoning of

the life of the nations. That which had its be-

ing in this sea, lost its life in it. " Ta ev ry ^a-
laaaij is in apposition" (Ebrard).

Vers. 4-7. Into the rivers and fountains
of waters.—The drinkableness of this blood,

as contrasted with that of the sea, should, we
think, not be premised.* Here the drinking of

* [Lanpe haa reference, probably, to the following pasaage
in DUsterdieck: '* TaCra refera to ver. 4, not to ver. 3, lor re-
ference is had (ver. 6) t • drinkable water which ie turned
into blood, eo that the inhabitants of the earth, who have shed
the blood of Saints and Prophets (comp. ch. xiii. 7, 10, vi.

10, xi. 7, xvii, 6, xix. 2) are n 'W constrained to drink blood,"
PUBterdieck, however, does not assert that the water of the

blood is a puniahment ; in ch. xvii. 6 it appears
as an offence meriting punishment. In the lat-

ter passage, the effect of fanatical blood-shed-
ding, intoxicating even to frenzy, is meant; here
we have the punishment of men with the drink'
ing, repugnant to nature, of blood—the imbi-
bing of nauseous and pernicious draughts of
moral death (ever provocative of greater thirst)

which they derive from those very streams and
fountains that should give them clear, refresh-
ing, living water.

And I heard the Angel of the waters
saying.—This Angel is certainly not the guardian
Angel of the physical waters (see De Wette, p.

166, with reference to ch. vii. 1—" Angels over
the winds "—and ch. xiv. 18—an Angel over
fire), but neither is he merely " the Angel who
emptied the Vial upon the water" (Grot., Eb-
rard). As sacrifices and prayers have a di-

vinely ordained mission, represented by the
fire-Angel, so geniuses—or the source-points of
spiritual [^eiaiijrsrintellectual, spiritual, as
distinct from material] life—and spiritual \_geis-

tigl currents have their divinely-appointed
mission. The spirit of the Divine destination

of spirits and spirit-currents, therefore, gives

utterance to the subsequent deliverance upon
the great criminality of those men who have per-

verted these Divine appointments into the unna-
tural and horrible opposite of that which they

were intended to be—into fountains and rivers

of blood and death. According to Diisterdieck,

the four Living-beings are analogous to the

Angel over the water ; he perceives a similarity

to them in the Danielle Angel-princes also, whom
he mentions (p. 492) in connection with Rabbini-
cal conceptions ("earth-angels, sea-angels, fire-

angels and the like)." Hengstenberg violently

assumes a connection between our passage and
John V. 4.

Who art and Who V7ast.—" The ical i

zpX^H-^^^^ ^3 wanting here as in ch. xi. 17, be-

cause the coming to judgment is already in pro-

cessof fulfillment."

—

Holy, ooloq.—In this retri-

bution, God has shown not only His righteous-

ness, but also His boiirTiq, His holy and pure

personal dignity, the Divine humanity of His

government, as making visitation in this judg-

ment for the criminal contempt of personal dig-

nity. [The term haioq has reference to the coiie-

nant love and mercy of Jehovah toward His own
people. It is here used as the most fitting

ascription to Him who had avenged the blood

of His hyioi. His consecrated ones, upon their per-

secutors.*—E. R. C]

—

The blood of saints.

rivers and fountains is any more drinkable in its trans-

formed state, as blood, than the blood of the sea.—Tr.]
* [This is one of the two occurrences of oo-to? in the Apo-

calyp-e, the other beiug in ch, xv. 4, In other portions of

the New Testament it appears only in Acts ii, 27 ;
xiii, 34,

35; 1 Tim, ii, 8; Titus i. 8; Heb. vii, 26 (oo-iottis, Luke i.

75 ; Eph. iv, 24 ; hfrita^, 1 Thess, ii. 10). It is a term of com
paratively frequent occurrence in the LXX,, and is there ge-

nerally employed to translate T'On ; it is also occasionally

used tor TI, ^l^t3, DH, O'DH. Oremee writes: "The

meaning of H^DH is to be defined according to lOH (see

HupfeU on Ps, iv. 4), This word, which \B=goodness. kind-

nesa, is need to denote God's holy love towards His people

Israel, * both as the source and as the result of Hi-i sovereign

choice and covenant with them ;
' wheu applied to men 'it

does not denote the corresponding covenant relationship

and feeling of Israel toward God (not even in 2 Chron. vi, 42

cf, ; Isa, Iv. 3 ; Ivil. 1), but love and mercifulness towarda
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—Matt, xxiii. 35; Rev. vi. 10, xvii. 6, xviii. 24,

xix. 2.

Prom tho altar.*—The spirit of human des-

tiny is not alone in adoring the righteousness

and purity of God in this judgment; the spirit

of sacrifice, of reconciliation, of intercession,

joins in the sentiments uttered by the former.

Over against the praise of Jehovah, the voice

from the Altar brings in view the almighty so-

vereignty of God, the rule of Elohim Sabaoth,

and instead of God's holiness it magnifies, to-

gether with the righteousness, the truth in the

judgments of God. These do not appear simply

at the end, unmediated; they are prepared from

the beginning by the prophecies of the Scrip-

tures, of the human conscience, and of history.

The bold and hence difficult expression per-

sonifying the Altar, has been the subject of mani-

fold conjectures and additions, such as the fol-

lowing: Another Angel from the Altar [E. V.]

;

the Angel who keeps watch over the spirits un-

der the Altar; an inhabitant of Heaven stand-

ing by the Altar, etc. The explanation of Bede:
Interior affectum sanctorum vel antjelorum vel homi-

num, does not properly belong in this category

of supplements cited by Diisterdieck. See ch.

ix. 13. According to Diisterdieck, the idea of

the speaking Altar is intelligible from chaps, vi.

10, viii. 3, ix. 13, xiv. 18. Bat no more than

we are at liberty to identify all Altar-visions,

may we identify the voice of the Altar itself and
the voice of soul-lives beneath it crying for ven-

geance. According to Hengstenberg, "the Al-

tar itself here rejoices at the vengeance" for

the " blood shed upon it" (?).

Vers. 8, 9. Upon the sun.—Reference is not

had to the sun considered by and for itself; but
neither is the sun, "in its burning quality,"

"the figure of the sufferings of this life." The
operation of the sun of revelation is intended
(oomp. ch. viii. 12). This operation—which is

Christianity,—from being an enlightening and
warming agency of blessing, is, by the anger-fire

of fanaticism, over which the anger of God rules
injudgment, converted into agio wing_;?re-sAi>i« [in-

stead of the former and proper s«n-sAi>ie.

—

Te.],

vphioh makes men hot with great heat (passive)

;

hereupon men, unable to distinguish between
this fervid glow of an externalized Christianity

and the name of God, Divine revelation itself,

blaspheme the name of the God Who has authority

over these plagues, instead of becoming converted
(and so distinguishing between revelation-faith

and fanaticism) aui giving Him glory. This obdu-
racy must be distinguished from impenitenoy
(ch. ix. 20).

—

It -was given unto it ; air(^

—

to the sun (De Wette, et al.). Bengel and others
incorrectly: to the Angel.

Vers. 10, 11. Upon the throne of the
Wild-beast.—As in the fourth Vial of Anger

others who are united with us in the same holy covenant. It
is generally na-A of luvo deacendirii; from above to those bc-
Death, and not of love ascending.' " See al^o Alexander on
Ps. iv. 4 (3). Tt is a fact worthy of norice that otrtos is nerer
used in the LXX. for ^Hp, or any other word which ayioi

is employed to render, save in owe instance, Prov. xxri. n,
where it ia uned to translate 1int3, which in a smijle in-
stance. Lev. X. 14, is translated aytoc. And yet these terms
are, in tho E. V. of tho New Testament, almost invariably
translated by the one word holy 1—E. R. C]
* [See TzxT and Qramm., Note 11.—E. E. C]

the judgment upon Babylon, the Harlot, is already

foreshadowed, so in this fiflh Vial the judgment
upon the Beast, and in the sixth the judgment
upon Gog and Magog (see ch. xiii. 2 ; 2 Thess. ii.)

are intimated.

—

The throne of the Beast is the priu-.

cipial system upon which the power of the

Antichristian life of the people rests. There is

no question of the fact that the principle of the

absolute sovereignty of the absolute quantita-

tive majority is the root of the most godless

and mischievous confusions and seditious agita-

tions, and that with the loosing of these confu-
sions, induced by the Angel of anger, a great
intellectual and social darkness must of necessity

diffuse itself over that kingdom (not rulerdom) of
the Beast which, in an ethical sense, was already
darkened. That there may be an allusion to the
Egyptian darkness is not, indeed, to be denied ; it,

however, plays no important part here.

—

They
gnawed their tongues.—Together with the
sensation of torment, the emotion of rage is ex-
pressed, as in the wailing and gnashing of teeth.

—

Blasphemed the God of the Heaven.—The
blasphemy is directed no longer simply against
the name of God, revelation, but against the God
of the Heaven, the primeval revelation of God, and
God in His universal revelation—hence, against
all that is Divine. They have now reached the
stage of recognizing, in the incipient ruin of the
bestial kingdom, all the foregoing plagues as

plagues, but instead of now, at last, repenting
of their works, they pass from their unbelief to

that demonic belief in which they do indeed re-

cognize the God of Heaven as the author of

their plagues and sores, but recognize Uim only
consciously to blaspheme Him even in this phase
of heavenly omnipotence and glory. Ebrard
queries how a darkening or mere withdrawal of
light can be conceived of as causing so great
torments. The key to this problem is, he thinks,

furnished by the locust-plague of the fifth Trum-
pet—the present darkness being occasioned, as
he maintains, by a host of scorpions—and he
declares that "any man who is not wilfully blind
must be able to see this." The sores of ver. 11

are also, as he thinks, distinguished from those
of ver. 2, as the consequences of the unmen-
tioned scorpion-stings. The problem as here set

forth presupposes sensuous causes and effects

;

in the spiritual realm, however, there is nothing
easier of conception than that the incipient

darkening of the Antichristian Kingdom and all

the fanatical hopes based upon it should result

in the rage and torment of despair.
Vers. 12-16. Upon the great river [Lange:

the] Euphrates.—See Stn. View; comp. ch. h.
14. Above all thingswe must distinguish between
the starting- point of this side of the Euphrates
(ch. ix.) and that of beyond the Euphrates.
Therein is contained not merely a distinction,

but also a contrast. It is wrong, therefore, to

identify the Eastern kings with the four Angels
(Ebrard). As little are they ideniical with the

ten kings, oh. xvii. 12, who give their power to

the Beast (De Wette, Diisterd ). The prepara-
tion of the judgment upon the Beast was treated

of under the fifth Vial of anger. References
to Eastern kings or P.arthian allies ([confede-

rated with Nero against Rome] Ewald), in the

interest of the so-called eynchrono-historioal
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interpretation, need no more than a mention.
An utter misapprehension of the sixth plague is

manifested in Bengel'B designation of the immi-
nent judgment upon the kings as itself the

plague, into which the kings run. The plague,

undoubtedly, culminates in the barely intimated

defeat of the kings ; but their very coming is a
plague also, because, like the Hun and Mongol
trains, they sweep away with them to the battle

against God all the unsealed men and powers on
their road. On account of the laying bare of

the Euphrates' bed, an event of historical oc-

currence in the capture of Babylon by Cyrus, it

is maintained by some (Hofmann, Ebrard, De
Wette, Briiokner) that a battle of the Eastern kings
against the spiritual Babylon is intended. To Ue
Wette this passage suggests the passage of Israel

through the Jordan. A number of interpreta-

tions of the kings see in De Wette, p. 157. Al-

casar: The Apostles and Evangelists; Bullinger

and ethers: Believintf princes; Grotius: Con-
slantine the Great; Vitringa: The Kingdom of

France. Others: The King of Persia, the Bar-
barians, the Turks, the Flavians. Jews adopt-

ing the Christian faith (Herder: the Babylonish
Jews who go to the aid of those of Palest ine), ele.

Out of the mouth of the Dragon, He.—
Combined operation of all the evil powers. Out of

the three great mouths go forth three unclean
spirits, as spirits of seduction. Or rather they
have gone forth from these mouths and now ex-

ist independently, although at the time of the last

battle, in which Gog and Magog are judged,
the Beast and the False Prophet are already de-

stroyed (ch. xix. 10). On the other hand, some
expositors would fain read in ver. 14 kuKoptve-

adai instead of cK-nopeiiETai, in order, by means
of an artificial construction (see Hengstenberg),
to gain the missing verb—which would, however,
occasion material difiSculties. The seed of re-

bellion lives on in impure spirits in that ring of

heathenism which encircles the Millennial King-
dom. Be it, moreover, considered that here we
are still in the course of the collective unitous
description of the preparation for the General
Judgment, and the colors of the three judg-
ments still play into each other.

As frogs.—This similarity is borne by th«
unclean spirits themselves ; it is not their un-
cleanness simply that is denoted by the uf (as

according to Hengstenberg). The Egyptian
frogs (Ex. viii. ) were plaguing spirits because
they went everywhere and deiiled every thing
with their uncleanness ; these are plaguing spi-

rits because they go forth to all parts as unclean
demons, and seduce the kings of the earth to

war against the City of God. They operate as
spirits of demons, i. e., through ethico-psychical
domination, after the analogy of possession.
Even after the judgment upon the centralization
of evil in the Harlot, in the Beast, and in the
False Prophet, Satanic evil shall continue to ex-
ist in a seed of evil reminiscences amongst the
heathen, and in demonic operations. The ex-
pedition to which they excite the Eastern peo-
ples is not directed against Babylon=Rome, for
this has already (chap. xvii. 18) incurred judg-
ment. Hengstenberg says that the expedi-
tion is directed against Canaan, i. e., the Church,
and that the prediction has reference " not to

something that shall happen at some one future
time, but to that which is to be continually re-
peated." It is also asserted that Rome is not
referred to, because all the other plagues have
an oecumenical character. As if it were not
called urbs from orbis. That the expedition is

really not directed against Babylon-Rome is

evident from the order of the judgments. Ac-
cording to Grotius, by the three frogs should be
understood three forms of superstition to which
Maxentius was addicted (the first is extiipicium,

not exstispicium) ; according to Luther, the so-

phists—namely, Faber, Eck and Emser: accord-
ing to Vitringa, the Jesuits (the dried Euphrates
being France, drained by its kings) ; according
to Calovius, the Jesuits, Capuchins and Calvin-
ists, etc. According to Dusterdieok, we should
not ask what is to be understood by these three
spirits

—

i. e., they are schematical—importing
nothing. According io Artemidor (see l)o

Wette), the frogs are significant of jugglers and
buffoons. Aristophanes portrayed their allego-

rical significance long before the writing of the
Apocalypse. The froff has been used as a sym-
bol in manifold connections (see Friedrich, St/m-

bolik und Mythologie der Natur, p. 611). A lively

interpretation of these little impotent, yet withal

vociferous, dwellers in slime, see in Ebrard, p.

435. Friedrich brings out the additional fact

that frogs have impudent eyes.

Doing signs.—By this can be meant only
lying apparent miracles*—a description which
applies to demonic miracles in general. De
Wotte speaks of an infatuating eloquence. The
charm of eternally-repeated phrases is resident

in will-magic, in the overpowering of weak souls

by the semblance of assurance.—The kings
of the v^hole inhabited vvorld.—This ex-

pression is conditioned by the preceding words:
the Eastern kings ; although these may finally

draw yet other powers into their vortex.—To
the war of the great day.—The two days
and the <wo battles [wars] (ch.xix. 19, xx. 9) are

as yet wrapped together in one—in such a man-
ner, however, that the ^as( battle is faintly visible.

See Ezek. xxxviii., xxxix.; Dan xii. 1; Zech. xii.,

xiv.

—

The day of the last end-judgment, properly

so-called (Jude 6). Thus Bengel, De Wette, and

others. Other interpretations : the day is the

entire time from the passion of Christ to the end

(Bede). "The day of God has a comprehensive

character, denoting all the phases of God's judg-

ments, etc." (Hengst.) This is an attempt at the

obliteration of definities—paving the way for

his theory of the Millennial Kingdom.

[The expressions, day of the Lord, great day of

the Lord, etc., are of frequent occurrence in the

New Testament ; see Acts ii. 20 ; 1 Cor. i. 8; v

5; 2 Cor. i. 14; Phil. i. 6, 10; ii. 16; 1 Thess.

V. 2, 4; 2 Thess. ii. 2; 2 Peter iii. 10, 12. These

passages (with the exception, perhaps, of those

in 2 Peter), together with the one under consi-

deration, seem to refer to the day of Christ's

appearing for the establishment of His Millen-

nial Kingdom (comp. ch. xix. 11-21 ;
Matt. xxiv.

30 sqq.), and not to the day of Final Judgment

(comp. ch. XX. 11-15 ; Matt. xxv. 31 sqq ) See

Excursus on The Futdeis Comings or thb

Lord, p. 339 .—E. R. C]
* [See Aid. Comment on ch. xiii. 13, p. 270.—E. B. C]
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Behold, I come as a thief.—A practical,

warning digression of Itie Apostle, as in similar

great decisive moments. As a vivid reminder
of a saying of tlie Lord, he introduces the Lord
as immediately speaking (see Malt. xxiv. 43, 44,

Luke xii. 39, Rev. iii. 3). [Not a digression of

the Apocalyptist, but a solemn re-affirmation by
the Spirit of the warning of Jesus and His
Apostles; comp. Matt. xxiv. 43, 44; Mark xiii.

35, 86; Luke xii. 39; 1 Thess. v. 2, 4: 2 Peter
iii. 10.—E. R. C] The peculiar form of Christ's

admonition—as recommending watchfulness—is

doub'less based upon the fact that He is speak-
ing to believing readers. The keeping of the

garments of salvation is an idea which lies the

closer at hand since the glance of the Seer
passes beyond even the day of the Parousia and
the secure years of the Millennial Kingdom.
And He [or they], etc,—The combatants

are, without their will or even their knowledge,
under the guidance of God, Who brings them to

the battle-ground of their defeat (Ezek. xxxix.

2). The subject ot cvvi]yayev is God (Hengsten.,
Ebrard) ; not the sixth Angel (Bengel), nor the
Dragon (Ewald), nor, still less, the unclean spi-

rits (Bleek, De Wette [Diisterdieck]).* Harma-
geddon.—See Syn. View. On the different inter-

pretations of Harmageddon, see Diisterdieck, p.
499. (Etymological interpretations: Excidiumex-
ercitus; the Capitol ; Mount Janiculus, Histo-

rical interpretations : The Megiddo of Jud. v.

19, or the Megiddo of Josiah, 2 Kings xxiii. 29;
comp. Zech. xii. 11.) Diisterdieck indeed notes
the fact that the term mountain of Megiddo (IIJO

in) differs from both of the Old Testament appel-

lations

—

the waters of Megiddo, and the valley

[Germ., £Aen«^plain] of Megiddo; he, however,
looks upon this distinction as an accessory cir-

cumstance, and thinks that there can be a re-

ference only to the place where the Israelites

were victorious over the kings of Canaan (.Tud.

T. 19). But why should not the fateful name
of Megiddo have given occasion to a symbolical
compound, with reference to Ezekiel and Zecha-
riah ?—denoting, therefore, the mountains of
Jerusalem in a symbolical sense. On the re-

peated reference to Some in Ewald, see Diister-

dieck.—In an architectonic aspect it is very
noteworthy that the sixth plague conducts us to

the place of judgment at Harmageddon, without
describing the judgment itself.

[Harmagedon.—" It is evidently in the
meaning of the Hebrew name of this place that
its .appropriate significance lies. For otherwise
why should f/Spatffri be prefixed to it ? . . . But
this circurmstance does not deprive the name of
geographical reality ; and it is most probable
on every account that such reality exists here.
The words rbv roxov rhv KaXoitfievov would surely
not be used except of a real place habitually so
named, or by a name very like this. Nor need
we search very far for the place pointed out.
njD-"in, the Mountain of Megiddo, designates at

least the neighborhood where the Canaanitish
kings were overthrown by Barak, Jud. v. 19;
an occasion which gave rise to one of the two
triumphal songs of Israel recorded in the Old
Testament, and therefore one well worthy of

* [See Text, anb Gram., Note 21.—E. R. C]

symbolizing the great final overthrow of the
kings of the earth leagued against Christ.* That
the name slightly differs from that given in the

Old Testament, where it is the plain (2 Chron.
XXXV. 22) or the waters (Judg. v. 19) of Me-
giddo, is of slight consequence, and may be
owing to a reason which I shall dwell on below.
The LXX. in both places adopt the form which
we have here, Maye^u—66v or

—

d66. Nor must
it be forgotten that Megiddo was connected with
another overthrow and slaughter, viz., that of Jo-
siah by Pharaoh-Necho (2 Kings xxiii. 29 ; 2
Chron. xxxv. 22), which, though not analogous
to this predicted battle in its issue, yet served
to keep up the character of the place as one of
overthrow and calamity; cf. also Zech. xii. 11,

and the striking description, 2 Chron. xxxv. 25,
of the ordinance of lamentation for Josiah. At
Megiddo also another Jewish king, Ahaziah, died
of the wounds received from Jehu, 2 Kings ix.

27. The prefix JIar, signifying ' mountain,' has
its local propriety, see Stanley's description of
the plain of Esdraelon, in the opening of his

Sinai and Palestine, ch. ix. . . . Still there may
have been a deeper reason which led to, or, at

all events, justified the prefix. As the name
now stands, it has a meaning ominous of the
great overthrow which is to take place on the

spot. Drusius, believing the word to be merely
a mystic one, explains it to be Umj KDin ' inter-

necio exercitua eorum,' the overthrow of their

army. But, conceding and maintaining the geo-
graphical reality, must not we suppose that such
a name, with such a sound, so associated with
the past, bore to a Hebrew ear, when used of
the future, its ominous significance of overthrow?
It is remarkable that in Zech. xii. 11, where the
mourning for Josiah is alluded to, the LXX.
render not the plain of Megiddo, but ev TreSia en-

KOTTToahov, and this agrees with the interpreta-
tion of Andreas here, who supposes the name
equivalent to SioKmrij." Alford.—E. R. C]

Vers. 17-21. And the seventh Angel
poured out his vial upon the air.—The air

is the common life-sphere of men. The Anger-
Vial in the air is, therefore, in the first place a
deadly decomposition of the spiritual life-sphere
of men, resulting in the falling asunder of great
communities. And this is the immediate result

depicted in ver. 19. But with the separation
of the three powers, Babylon, the Beast, Gog
and Magog, is also introduced the cosmical de-

composition of the earthly life-sphere—the end
of the world.—From the temple, from the
throne.—-The throne does not appear to us to be
expressive merely of a climax, in order to the

more certain indication that the voice comes from
God Himself (Diisterd.). From the Throne is, pri-

marily, a modification—hence there is no Kai. to

connect it witli the preceding sentence. The
Temple is the Holy of Holies ; the Throne is the

covering of the Ark of the Covenant. The con-
sonance of Temple and Throne is the consonance
of the economy of Christ and the economy of

the Father. It is, in fine, a unisonous deliver-

ance of the sentiment of the Church of God, as

» [It is wortliy of note that the fong of Deborah and
Barak is io raeaHure adopted bnth by David and the Apostle
Paul an deacrjptivf (symbolic) of Messianic triumphs; comp.
Judges V. 12; Pa. Ixviii. 18 ; Eph. iv. 8.—B. E. C]
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well as of the terrestrial cosmos, through which
the voice of God is heard, saying: It is done!
The end is decided. We take the word abso-

lutely, with Eichhorn and others [actum est)—
not, however, in the following sense: now is

done that which was commanded (in ver. 1 )
(Ben-

gel, Diisterd., et al.). A learned digression ex-

plains: fuit Roma (Grotius).

And there -vreta lightnings, etc.—Ch. zi.

19. Hengstenberg: "We have again reached
precisely the same point at which we were al-

ready in ch. xi." Approximately true. Ac-
cording to Hofmann, the present vision comes to

an end in the midst of ver. 18, and with the

words KoX aeidftdg, etc., a new leading vision be-

gins. On the evangelical import of the light-

nings &nd thunders, see Syn.Vibw.—^There follows

then a great earthquake, such as was never

heard of before—a convulsion of earthly rela-

tions to their very foundations, so that the

Christian world is sundered into three parts, more
truly, even, than the Jewish world was thus rent

previous to the first Parousia of Christ.

—

And
the great city.—We have already more than
once pointed out the decisive import of this pas-

sage. It contains the key to all that follows, as

a summary declaration, namely, of the General
Judgment and as a disposition of the three fol-

lowing special judgments (Babylon—the Beast

—Gog and Magog). Hence it results also that

the great City, as such, must comprehend all

three parts, and consequently that it can denote
neither Christian nor Pagan Rome, though Rome
is its highest representative point. Still further

from the truth is the reference to Jerusalem
(Bengel, Herder, Hofmann, et al.). Considered
in and for itself, the great City is an ideal City,

embracing all Antichristianity in the Occident
and in the Orient. According to Hengstenberg
(who remarks that two Cities in the Apocalypse
bear the title of great, Jerusalem and Babylon,

i. «., Rome), not only are we to avoid thinking

of Jerusalem in this connexion, but we are also

to put Christian Rome out of our thoughts—the

City, he maintains, can be only a heathen City,

heathen Rome. A certain tender care for " Chris-

tian " Rome is hardly mistakable here. It is

impossible, however, that eschatological Anti-

christianity should ripen in a heathen City,

knowing nothing properly of Christianity.

—

Be-
came into three parts —" The number three

(comp. ch. viii. 7, 8, 11, 12) has, perchance, a
special reference to the three arch-enemies, ver.
13" (Ebrard). DUsterdieck : The Beast and
the False Prophet, however, are regarded as one

vanquished power (oh. xix.). The severance
of two hostile powers is rightly insisted upon
by Ebrard (p. 451) ; it cannot, however, be said
that the third comes direct from the abyss, for

the Eastern kings are on the ground ; further,
the specific Antichrist, in the narrower sense of
tbe term, is the Beast (ch. xix.), not Satan (ch.

XX ).

—

Babylon the great was remembered,
etc.—Acts X. 31. Oreat Babylon is but the more
definite designation of the great City. She re
ceives the anger-wine of the seventh Vial of

Anger to drink, and the eflfect of this wine con-
tinues through all the three special judgments
now following. The anger of wrath \tov Bvjiov

Tij; opyij^l is aptly symbolized by the wine-

cup ; J. e., psychical intoxication and drunken-
ness, spiritual delirium- tremens, is the common
fundamental trait whence, in all three judg-
ments, death proceeds.

—

The cities of the na-
tions ILaagu: Heiden], etc.—See Stn. View. Ver.
!^0 —According to Hengstenb., the islands and
the mountains are indicative of kingdoms. " To-
gether with the islands and the mountains

"

(says the same expositor) " the sea, also, has
vanished." In a physical connection this is no
necessary consequence, and in a symbolical con-
nection we are constrained to ask: In what re-
spect has the sea vanished ?

Ver. 21. And a great hail, as of a talent in
weight, etc.—" Hailstones of the weight of a
mina are called incredibly great by Diodor. Sic.
xix. 45, but our passage mentions hailstones of
the weight of a talent, which contains sixty mi-
nas; they are, therefore, probably of equal
weight with the stones used in the catapults "

(DUsterdieck; comp. De Wette, p. 161). Ac-
cording to Ebrard, the hail of a hundred-pounds'
weight, "symbolizes the tremendous blows of
suffering and sorrow which the world sustains
in this time of revolution."* ffail is a specific

devastating atmospheric discharge arising from
the tension of the physical extremes of heat and
cold, and their conflict. Thus, after the disso-
lution of human fellowship, the most ruinous
conflicts of the extreme parties will arise ; most
fearful in their effects, however, will be the
momentary coalitions that will take place—

a

truth typically exemplified at the crucifixion of
Christ [where Sanhedrin and rabble, Jew and
Roman, for the time made common cause.—Tr.].
But the great fluctuations of nature in the ageing
cosmos are also expressed in this figure.

—

And
men blasphemed God.—In order to be able
to blaspheme God, they are in a sense become
monotheists again [or, rather, the fearful exi-

gency has startled them out of their false systems

and brought their inner consciousness of the One
Almighty to the surface.—Tu.]. It is, certainly,

not necessary to suppose that those who are

struck by such a hail, ,blaspheme as they are

dying (Hengstenberg). "Some are precipitated

lifeless to the earth, others blaspheme" (DUs-

terdieck). " We are, assuredly, not to imagine

that actual natural hail is meant " (Ebrard).

This blasphemy is the result of the rage with

which they are irritated by a course of worldly

affairs which is utterly incomprehensible to

them, and by the hostile view of the world

which confronts them. Even now not only

radicalism, but also liberalism operates thus

upon the minds of the hierarchical party ; and,

vice ven&, not only papacy, but even Christianity

itself has the like effect upon anarchicorevolu-

tionary spirits. Even in view of the objective

world and the course of the times, extremists

become increasingly irritated. Especially, not

only socialistic, but also absolutist fanaticism is

at a loss for money, weapons, wind and weather

for the prosecution of extreme party-aims. All-

sided pessimism, the issue of optimistic extra-

vagances.—Dift'erent historical interpretations

of the Vials of Anger, see in DUsterdieck, p. 603.

* [GLAsaow finds the ohjeclim of this prophecy in the tre-

mendous caunon-balls—some of 6U0 poundb' weit^lit—eaj-

ployetl in modern wartare.—E. R. C]
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[additional note on the seven vials.]

By the American Editor.

[In the judgment of the writer, the vision of

the Seven Vials relates to events still future-
events the last of which will immediately pre-

cede the advent of Christ for the establishment

of His Millennial Kingdom. The plagues pre-

dicted are to be executed upon the opposers of

Christ and His true followers—upon the follow-

ers of the Beast [i. «., the world-power, p. 272)

and Babylon (i. e., the apostate or world-allied

Church, see Add. Note on p. 317); the whole
series, possibly, constituting that which in eh.

vii. 14 is styled simply " the great tribulation "

(see Add. Note, pp. 191 sq.).

The writer is disposed to regard the terms
earth, sea, rivers and fountains, and sun, of the

first four Vials (vers. 2-10), as having been used
literally—the prophecy being that these should
be so aiTected as to cause them to give forth dele-

terious influences.—If by the Beast is to be under-
stood the world-power, then, probably, by the

pouring of the fifth Vial on his throne (ver. 10)
we are to understand some influence upon estab-

lished civil governments—either destructive, co-

vering the nations with the darkness of anarchy

;

or strenytheniny, producing the darkness which
flows from tyrannical oppression.—^By the Eu-
phrates of the sixth Vial we are, probably, to

understand, with Wordsworth, Lord, and others,

that which is to the mystical Babylon what the

literal river was to the literal city. If this view
be correct, then may we regard the symbol as

indicating that current of opinion amongst world-
lings in favor of, or those multitudes in the world
allied to, the Apostate Church ("many waters"

of ch. xvii. 1 and 15?). The drying up of these

waters, or their falling away from Babylon,
would prepare the way for her destruction set

forth, ch. xvii. 16. May it not be that the kings

from the sun-rising are those mentioned ch. xvii.

12, 13, 16, who are to destroy the Harlot [i. e.,

Babylon, comp. ch. xvii. 1 and 5)—and who are

described as from the sun-rising from the fact

either that when the Apocalyptistwrote they were
below the horizon of vision, yet to arise (ch. xvii.

12); or that they were to come from the East?
By the frogs (vers. 13, 14) we may understand
teachers of evil, instig.ated by Satan, and some
having civil and others ecclesiastical authority,

and working miracles (see Additional Comment
on ch. xiii. 13, p. 270), who shall seduce the na-

tions into an assault on Christ and His true

Church. For an explanation of Harmagedon,
see the extract from Alford on p. 302.—The
seventh Vial poured out upon the air may indi-

cate an efi'ect produced upon the literal atmo-
sphere, at once universal in its influence and
producing fearful convulsions in the realms of

nature and in human society (comp. Isa. xiii.

6-10; Joel ii. 1, 2, 10, 30, 31; iii. 15; Matt.

xxiv. 29 ; Mark xiii. 24, 25 ; Luke xxi. 25, 26
;

Acts ii. 19, 20;* Rev. vi. 12-17; see also Note
on the sixth Seal, p. 179). The destruction of

Babylon, here alluded to, is described in the fol-

lowing chapters.—E. R. C]

* [The Apostle Peter quoted thi^ prophecy of Joel with,
out intending to teacli that it had received its uitimaie ful-

fillment in events attending the Pentecostal effusion. It
seems impossible to resist the conclusions that the word^ of
our Lord in Matt. xxiv. 29, etc., have reference to convulBiona
in nature immediately preceding his second Advent, and
that the prophecies of Isaiah and Joel, though they may
have already received partial and typical f'llftllmeuts, have
uttimau respect to the same events.—E. B. O.j

SECTION SIXTH.
(Second Division.)

The Seventh Vial of Anger, or the Three Great End-Jadgments.

Chap. XVII. 1—XX. 10.

i.—jirst special end-jndqment. judgment upon babylon.

Chap. XVII.-XVIII.

A.—THE JUDGMENT UPON BABYLON AS A HEAVEN-PICTURE, OR THE HEAVENLY
PROPHECY OP THE FALL OF BABYLON.

Chap. XVII. 1-18.

And there came one of the seven angels which [who] had the seven vials, and
talked with me, saying unto me [om. unto me]', Corae [om. Come] Hither ; I will

show unto thee the judgment of the great whore [harlot] that sitteth upon [or ins.

2 the]^' many waters ; with whom the kings of the earth have [om. have] committed
fornicatioa, and the inhabitants of [they who inhabit] the earth have been [were]

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1. fCrit. Eds. omit fiaiwith S and A.—E. K. 0.1
» Ver. 2. [lisch. inserts Tix twice with B*.; Lach. and Treg. omit with X. A. P.; Alf. brackets.—E. R. 0.]
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3 made drunk with the wine of her fornication. So [And] he carried me away in
the [om. the] spirit into the [a] wilderness : and I saw a woman sit [sitting] upon
a scarlet colored lorn, colored] beast [wild-beast], full of [or ins. the]' names of

4 blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. And the woman was arrayed
[clothed] in purple and scarlet color [om. color], and* decked [gilded] with gold
and precious stones [stone] and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand fiill of

5 abominations and filtbiness [the uncleannesses]^ of her fornication" : And upon her
forehead was [om. was] a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT
THE MOTHER OF [ins. THE] HARLOTS AND [ins. OF THE] ABOMI-

6 NATIONS OF THE EARTH. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood
of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs [witnesses] of Jesus : and when I

7 saw her, I wondered with great admiration [wonder]. And the angel said unto
me, Wherefore didst thou marvel [wonder] ? I will tell thee the mystery of the
woman, and of the beast [wild-beast] that carrieth [beareth] her, which [that]

8 hath the seven heads and ten horns. The beast [wild-beast] that thou sawest was,
and is not; and shall [is about to (/j.iXXsi)'] ascend out of the bottomless [om. bot-

tomless] pit [abyss] and [ins. to] go' into perdition (d.-Kcuhtm') : and they that dwell
on the earth shall wonder, whose names were [of whom the name is] not written
in [upon] the book [scroll] of life from the foundation of the world, when they
behold [see] the beast [wild-beast] that [ins. he] was, and is not, and yet is [om.

9 yet is—iM. shall be present]'. And [om. And] Here is the mind which [that]

hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth

10 [or where the woman sitteth upon them]. [,] and there [om. there

—

ins. they] are

seven kings : [ins. the] five are fallen, and [o7n. and

—

ins. the]' one is, and [om. and'\

the other is not yet come ; and when he cometh [is come], he must continue a
11 short space [little while]. And the beast [wild-beast] that was, and is not, even
12 he" is the [an] eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. And the ten

horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which [who] have [ins. not yet]" received no
[oni.no

—

ins. a] kingdom as yet [om. as yet] ; but [ins. they] receive power [authority]

13 as kings one hour [ins. together] with the beast [wild-beast]. These have one
mind (yjoiixri), and shall [om. shall] give their power and strength [authority] unto

14 the beast [wild-beast]. These shall make [om. make] war with the Lamb, and the

Lamb shall overcome [conquer] them : for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings :

15 and they that are with him are [om. are] called, and chosen, and faithful. And
he saith unto me, The waters which thou sawest, where the whore [harlot] sitteth,

16 are peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues. And the ten horns which
thou sawest upon [om. upon

—

ins. and]" the beast [wild-beast], these shall hate the

whore [harlot], and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and
17 burn [consume] her with [or in]^" fire. For God hath [om. hath] put in [gave

into] their hearts to fulfill [perform] his will [mind (yvio/irj')'], and to agree [perform

« Ver. 3. Tisch. [1R59, also Trsg.] giyea y4/iov to. ov6ii.aTa, with Cod. A., etc. [Lach., TiBch. fSth Ed.), Alf. road yinovra
iiv6fxaTa ; Tisch. (8th Ed.) declares that P. requires this division. The reading: of the participle in the following clause, which,
were it certain, would settle the question, is also disputed: Alf., Tisch. (8th Ed.) read c^o^'t"- ^^^h J<. P. ; Laeh., Tisch.

(1869), and Treg,, ixov with B*. 1, etc.—TS. K. C]
* Ver. 4. Lach. gives /cai in ace. with A., cfc. [So also Treg. and Tisch. (8th Ed.) with N. A., 1, 7, Vulg., etc. ; Tisch.

(1859) omits with B*. P. ; Alf. brackets.—E. E. C]
s Ver. 4. Codd. {< A. B*. give ra aKadapTa.
' Ver. 4. Codd. A. [J] B*., eta., give ttjs y^s. fSo Tisch. (1859) with B*. (not A.) ; Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8th Bd.) give airiji

with A. 1, 7, Vulg., etc. ; X. reads auT^s Kat tyj? 717?—E. R. C.]
' Ver. 8. Codd. A.,«(c., give u?rav«. [So Lach., Alf, and Tisch. (1859) : Treg. and Tisch. (8th Ed.) give iiiriyjii' with «.

B«. P.-B. R. C.l
8 Ver. 8. [The "anrf yet is" iaan attempted translation of the printed text of Erasmus, Kainep eart. This reading, as

is now generally conceded, is '"an error of Erasmus' copyist " or of the pre«8 ; it is not found in the original MS. of Eraa-

mns. On this subject Dr. Oonant writes (in his article on the Greek Text of the Apocalypse ia. T e Baptist Qimrterly) :
" Tbe

MS. reads, koX nap eart, with ecrrt slightly removed from the preceding syllable (as often happens in manuscript), but with
a distinctly written o in the syllable irap, and with the accentuation, unquestionably, of koX jraptirTi. The copyist, mis-

talting a for e in the syllable Trap, and making a wrong division of syllables, wrote Kai-rrep etrrt, contrary both to the letters

and the accentuation of the MS. There can be no doubt that the true reading is that of the ancient MSS., namely, the

Sinaitic(7rape<rTe=7rapeoTcii), the Alex. (Cod.Eph. is defective heie), B. of the Apoc, and the Porphyriau palimpsest, allot

which have Trapeinat." The reading thus indicated is universally adopted.—E. K C]
» Ver. in. [Crit. Eds. read 6 da without Kai. in ace. with N. A. B*. P., Vulg., elc.—H. E. C]
1» Ver. 11. [Lach., Alf, Tisch. read avro'; with A, P. 1, Vulg., etc. ; Treg. gives oJto! with N. B*.—B. B, C]
" Ver. 12. The reading oiisa in ace. wilh B». [X». P., Yulg.X etc. [So Alf, Treg., and Tisch.; Lach. reads ou« with A.,

md.-V. H. c.l
^ Ver. 16. tCrit. Eds. read xai with X- A. B*. P. 1, Am., Fuld., Demid.. Tol.; Clem, and Lips. *» require cni.—'E. E. C]
" Ver. 16. [Tisch. (8th Ed.) reads irvpi, without iv, with X. B*. P.; Lach,, Tisch. (1869), Treg. prefix iv with A. ;

Alf.

[jrackets.—B. K. C.l
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one mind (jcoirjaai tj.(av yvwix-qvyf*', and [ins. to] give their kingdom unto the beast

18 [wild-beast], until the words'" of God shall be fulfilled [finished]. And the woman
which [that] thou sawest is that [the] great city, which [that] reigneth [hath king-

dom] over the kings of the earth.

w Ver. 17. [This clanse is omitted by Lachm., and bracketed by Alf., in accord, with A. 79, Vtdg., etc.; it (or yvvfiifg

liiav) is given by Treg, and Tisch., with X. B*. P. 1, 7, 14, efc.—E. R. C]
« Ver. 17. Oodd. A. B*. [S- P.] give oi Aoyoi.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.

When we say : the fall of Babylon as a Hea-
Ten-picture, we mean, the fall of Babylon sub

specie mterni, or, in other words, the phenomenon
of Antichristianity in the Church, in all its his-

torical bearings, illuminated by the light of re-

velation and designated for judgment by the

rule of Divine Providence.

We must, above all, keep fast hold of the fol-

lowing points: 1. That the Babylon here spoken
of, the Harlot, is to be distinguished from the

general Babylon (ch. xvi. 19), and yet that it

coincides with the latter as its first [last?]* his-

torical culmination. 2. That the Beast which
bears the Harlot is identical with the Beast out

of the sea (ch. xiii.), as the peculiar antitheo-

cratic and Antichristian organ of Satan ; that,

however, it here comes under consideration pro-
visionally in a special aspect only, as bearing
the Woman for a time, and, finally, judging
her. Hence, also, the history of the Beast is

more special here than in oh. xiii. In the lat-

ter passage, ver. 3, one of his heads is mortally
wounded ; here, the whole Beast disappears for

a time (ver. 8).f 3. That the heads and horns
of the Beast here resolve themselves into a spe-
cial history consisting of two parts—a history
which must by no means be confounded with the
history of the Beast presented in eh. xiii.

That we are still in the sphere of the seventh
Vial of anger is manifest, in the first place, from
the bare fact that one of the seven Angels who
bad the Vials, shows the Seer the judgment of
the great Harlot. The latter is preliminarily
signalized by two marks : 1. She sits upon many
waters ; she is an authority based upon many
nationalities, many national dispositions, pecu-
liarities and currents. 2. With her the kings of
the earth have committed fornication^ and they who
inhabit the earth have become drunk with the

wine of her fornication. She herself has become
for the kings of the earth, of earthly states and
seats of culture, an idol, a subject of idolatry

which has seduced them to a thousand-fold
apostasy from the laws of religion, humanity,
truth and righteousness ; and not only have they
departed from the true God and served false

gods in company and connection with her, but

* [It is probable that the erf^e of the German edition is a
misprint for Utzte, as it is only in the latter form that the
proposition of oar Anthor can be accepted. It may be re-
mariced that even with this correction the truth of the first
part of the proposition is questionable. Is it not probable
that by " Babylon the Great " of ch. xvi. 19, the Seer con-
templated the entire Babtjlon as " headed up " in the Babytan
of the Ifuit days ; or, in other words, as identical with *' Baby-
lon the Great " of ver. 6 !—B. E. C]

f [la not one and the same event set f irth by the figures
"as slain " (xiii. 3), and "is not"(xvii. 3)

—

viz.: the appa^
lent ceasing of the Beast to exist as EeaMf—E. E. C.l

they have also done the same independently,

as her followers and imitators. They have,
however, in many respects been swept along in

this direction by those who inhabit the earth—
by absolute hangers-on of the soil and of au-

thority, who have become intoxicated in the fa-

natical enthusiasm of the bigotry of the world.

The Angel takes the Seer in spirit into a
wilderness. Here, it seems, we a while ago left

the Woman, once clothed with the sun (ch. xii.).

And such is indeed the fact: it is the same
wilderness, and not the same ; the same Woman,
and not the same. History sufficiently instructs

us concerning the fact that the holy wilderness
of world-renunciation, of asceticism, which so

long guarded the integrity of the Woman, be-
came in course of time a wilderness of spiritual

and intellectual moral corruption—that the hea-
venly flight from the world was changed into a
demonic seeking of the world, embodied in the
wild career of false monks—that a wilderness of

hypocrisy, ^za fraus, fanatical terrorism and de-

moralizing dogmas of all kinds was gradually
developed. But the Woman—is she, indeed, the

same ? Those who cannot understand how the

one Woman (ch. xii.) can in the course of time
have divided into the two figures of the Harlot
and the Bride, should consider the fact that the

wheat and the chuff grow on the same ear ; that

the same Theocracy which, in respect of its in-

ternal essence, bore Christ, also crucified Him,
in respect of its external hierarchical figuration

;

and that thus the development of the Harlot
and the Bride has not been efi'ected in two sepa-

rate lines, but in an original organic unity, in

which the contrast has been continually matu-
ring (see the foot-note on p. 25).
The following considerations now successively

demand our attention:
1. The Woman and her relation to the Beast.

2. The Beast in his relation to the seven
Heads.

3. The seven Heads in relation to the ten Horns.

1. The Woman and her relation to the Beast.

That the Woman here depicted is significant

of the fallen Church there can be no doubt, when
we consider the import of the Woman (the con-

gregation of God) and of womanhood (reli-

giosity)—(see Rink, p. 238 sqq. ). The exclu-

sive reference of this figure to pagan Rome fails

to recognize, in the first place, the broad scope

of the eschatological vision ; secondly, the fact

that even in the time of Doraitian, and far more
iu the time of Nero, it would have been impossi-

ble for the Apocalyptist to speak of Rome
as cherishing a true Antichristian thirst for the

blood of the saints. Thirdly, such a reference

misapprehends the idea of Antichristianity,

which takes its rise only in corrupt Christianity.

From these considerations it will also be evident,

first, that not simply the fallen Romish Church,
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Borne, is here intended ;—this ia the further

from being the fact since imperial Rome has
been transferred to Byzantium and its centre of

gravity has been thence removed to Moscow and
St. Petersburg ; moreover, the hierarchical prin-

ciple radiates far and wide throughout the

Church. It is also further evident, however,

that nothing but Christian Kome can constitute

the symbolical and historical apex of this whole
body of the fallen Church. The Muscovite hier-

archism is too rude to be this apex ; sporadic

hierarchiam too theoristic ; the mean lies where
hierarchism is in its whole demonic depth.

Nevertheless, we regard the aeven mountains

whereon the Woman sits, as but an allusion to

terrestrial Rome, it being agreeable to the con-

sistency of the Book to take the seven mountains

as a symbolical figure, of which we must speak
further on. The Seer declares that he wondered
much to see the Woman as he saw her. We ap-

prehend this utterance in the same sense with
those expositors who have assigned the contrast

of this iigure with the appearance in ch. xii. as

the ground of the Seer's wonderment. In the

earlier passage, we behold a celestial Woman,
clothed with the sun, the moon under her feet,

adorned with a garland of chosen stars, equipped
with eagle's wings. Here we have a Harlot,

riding or sitting upon a scarlet Beast, a Boast
signalized with the hue of blood and blood-

thirstiness (into which the fiery hue of the Dra-
gon has darkened), and thus herself founded
upon the Beast and its blood-thirstiness, i. e.,

upon an Antichristian world-power and bloody
violence. The Beast is full of the names of
blasphemy—there ia no form of irreligion which
is not comprehended in the absolute Maohia-
velism of world-monarchy: religious persecu-

tion, contempt of humanity, despotism over coq-

sciences, breach of promise, a doctrinal system
of faithlessness—and the like—are some of the

first articles. The incongruence of the seven

Meads and ten Horns is brought into view here
likewise, in order to the signalizing of the power
indicated, as possessing the semblance, and but
the semblance, of holineaa. On this demonio
Beast the poor Woman has prepared her a sort

of throne for her exaltation ; no longer is the

moon beneath her feet—vanished are the stars

of elect spirits, and the eagle-wings. She her-

self is clothed with a party-colored double red

—

with the royal hue of purple and the scarlet of

blood—and over this is spread the sheen of gold

brocade, of precious stones and pearls, the rich-

est worldly adornment of every sort. In her

hand the Woman holds the magical means of her
dominion and glory, the golden cup, the symboli-

cal vessel of consecrate and holy communion,
solace and refreshment—but full of abomina-
tions; and, together with the cup, the unelean-

nesses of the fornication, i. e., the idolatry, of
the earth—i. e., all those iniquities that follow

in the train of idolatry. The abominations de-

note all manner of unnaturalnesses ; the un-

cleannesses of the fornication of the earth are

all those immoralities which are the consequen-
tial issues of the earth's departure from the true

God and its service of false divinities. On herfore-

head she has a name written as a mystery ; i. e.,

whoever is able to read the name, will read the

following inscription: Babylon the Great, the

Mother of the Harlots and of the Abominations of the

Earth. She herself knows not that her proper
escutcheon—absolute sovereignty over the con-
sciences of earth—means only this, and can
mean nothing else. Most repulsive is her
appearance : A drunken woman ! Through
fanaticism intoxicated to the verge of fren-

zy ! Drunken with the blood of the saints

and with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus

!

Blood-guiltiness produces excitement, con-
fusion of the mind ; and this remark ap-
plies in the fullest sense to that blood-guilti-

ness whose measure is filled up in the per-

secution and destruction of the holiest witnesses

of God and Christ. Grotius depicts this pheno-
menon with drastic vividness, like a Dutch genre-
picture : Vidit earn ore rabido, despumante et evo-

mente sanguinem, ut ebrii solent.—But now arises

the question—how can the Beast lend himself to

bear the Woman, when it is declared that the

ten Horns and the Beast shall hate the Harlot

and make her desolate (ver. 16) ? The weight
of the future tense must be observed here. At
first the Beast is subject to the Woman, for it is

the Woman who helped the Beast out of his ap-

parent annihilation. The absolutism of the hier-

archy has promoted the growth of the absolu-

tism of despotism. Finally, however, there is a

reversal of the relation, the Beast having made
a pupil of the Woman's, the False Prophet, sub-

servient to himself; and in the end it is the

deep-lying antagonism between the demonic
ground-forms of the two [the Woman and the

Beast] which gives occasion to the full out-

break of hostility and the destruction of the

Woman—possibly in a conflict in which the Beast

will prove himself more human than the Harlot.

The Seer marvels to see the Woman in this

situation—or, let us rather say, to see her again.

According to the speech of the Angel, that

which most surprises John ia her fellowship

with the Beast, her riding upon him—this most

horrible Amazon-equipment. Hence the answer

of the Angel [to John's wonderment] has in

view an explanation of the origin of this mys-

tery of the fellowship of the Woman and the

Beast. The utterance runs thus: The Beast was,

and is not, and shall ascend out of the abyss, in

order to go speedily into damnation* This decla-

ration [of the Beast's vanishment and re-appear-

ance] is, certainly, a parallel to the mortal

wounding of a head of the Beast (ch. xiii. 3),

but it must be distinguished from the declaration

concerning the king who "is not yet come"
(ch. xvii. 10). The wounding of the Beast's

head is the cause, the disappearance of the

Beast the result ; the return of the Beast is the

transition from the seventh to the eighth head.

For at that very moment of the vision [not the

moment depicted by the vision, but the time at

which the vision was vouchsafed.

—

Tb..], the

Beast was not—he seemed to have vanished

—

whilst the sixth king was in being. We, there-

fore, understand the declaration of the Angel as

of the following import : The Antichristian

world-power was in being before Christ ; it then

seemed, for a period reaching to the time of the

* [So Lange here freely renders.—E. R. C]
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Tieion, to be -annihilated by the victory of Christ

—as indeed it was principially annihilated ; it

however was to return later as an external appa-

rent power. And it was as the returned

Beast that the Beast ca.rried the Woman, for in

that interval of bis vanishment it was only in the

saintly seeming of subserviency to the Woman
that he could mak« hie appearance again. But,

again, it was also his wonderful re-appearance

which induced the Woman to trust herself to

him. From the wonder of all people dwelling

upon the earth at the apparent invincibility of

the Beast—that is, -from the renewed belief in

the irresistible power of «vil—the complete fall

of the Woman resulted—the vain fancy that

with the help of the Beast, with the help of un-

godly and Gad-opposed state-maxims, she might

attain to greatness and' ever-increasing glory.

Hence this unbkst concordat in which, for a

long time, the Woman seems to rule the Beast,

until she is finally deposed and destroyed by

him.
2. The Beast in his relation to the seven

Heads.
Hither [let] understanding [come']. The mys-

tery which the Angel here pronounces can be

solved only through the union of worldly under-

standing [or an understanding of the world

—

Weltverstand] and spiritual wisdom. In the ap-

plication of this problem to the Nero tradition,

there would certainly have been no wisdom; at

most, it could only have contained such an un-

derstanding as the Apocalyptist would have de-

clared to be devoid of wisdom. To proceed, the

seven Heads of the Beast are seven mountains, on

which the Woman sits, and are seven Icings.

Here our task is, to abide by the laws of sym-
bolism and not take a leap into geography, al-

though we assume that there is an allusion to the

City of the Seven Hills. Neither is it advisable

to regard the sentence, and are seven kings, as

tautological. As ia the Book of Daniel, the

world-monarchies (eh. ii.) are, in respect of

their bright side, represented in the human
image of metal, and (ch, vii. ) in respect of their

dark side, in the four bea.its, so there is also here,

doubtless, an antithesis to be taken for granted.

The seven mountains are seven forms of empire
—in the sacred number, because the State, taken

in the abstract, is subservient to the purposes
of the Divine Kingdom. The kings, however,
seem here, in accordance with chs. xvii. 2 and
xviii. 3, as despots, to represent the dark side

of the world-monarcby, its God and Christ-op-

posed conduct—hence, pre-eminently, its bestial

nature. The reference is not to individual kings

;

such a reference is impossible on this account, if

for no other reason, viz. : because the kings must
be in exact correspondence with the seven moun-
tains. Otherwise the Apocalyptist must necessa-
rily have seen fourteen heads, for, in accordance
with the laws of allegory, the heads cannot de-

note two entirely ditferent groups—the seven
mountains as diverse from the seven kings. We
reckon once more, therefore, the four world-
monarchies of Daniel and add to them the Ro-
man-Herodian government as the fifth monarchy.
The sixth king is the Roman Empire at the time
of the vision, and the Seer proleptioally beholds
the coming of a seventh, a world-monarchy, on

which the Woman can ride for a short time.

Then the Beast that was, and is not, again un-

disguisedly appears. In the seventh king it was,

to a greater or less extent, the still anonymous
bearer of the Woman ; in the eighth, which issues

from all the seven, as their evil extract, it will

become the open enemy and destroyer of th»

Woman, and then, when it has fulfilled its judi-

cial mission, it will go into perdition,

3. The Seven Heads and the Ten Horns.

The ten horns are distinct from the seven heads;

they seem finally, however, to be comprehended
together above the eighth head {eight is the num-
ber of the world), in which the Beast manifests

himself again openly. The number ten is the

number of the ripe development of the world,

in antithesis to the number seven as the number
of complete Divine order. And so, also, the

horns denote bare power or force, in antithesis

to the heads which symbolize the government of

intelligence. They, therefore, together with the

eighth king-picture from the life of the Beast,

issue forth as ten kings of abstract power, as ab-

solute radicalism. They had hitherto not yet

received a kingdom; now they obtain, for one

hour, complete imperial power in the world to-

gether with the Beast. This hour is, again,

the great and fear-inspiring hour of the decisive

conflict between open Antichristianity and the

hypocritically disguised Antichristianity of the

Woman. The ten kings rule, not successively,

but conjointly ; they are also not real kings, but

mock-kings (uf paaiXcJ;),* and if they have one

mind, it is but the spirit of Antichristian coali-

tion. By the declaration: They shall war with

the Lamb, and the Lamb shall conquer them, etc.,

the finale is indicated—the judgment upon the

Beast (ch. xix. 19). But to what purpose this

interruption here ? It explains that hatred of

the Woman which finally bursts forth in com-
pleteness. A bold change of allegorical

images is visible in the first and third verses,

where the same Woman is spoken of as sitting

upon many waters, and as sitting in the wilder-

ness. Here [ver. 15] the reference is again to the

waters on which the Harlot sits (and when we
read : the waters which thou sawest, this inaccu-

racy reminds us of similar expressions in the

Johannean Gospel). The sovereignty of the

Harlot is based not only upon the wilderness and
the Beast, but also, through these, upon the

peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and

tongues. And she becomes in the end, by means
of the semblance of Christocracy that clings to

her, an object of hatred to the ten Horns and
the Beast. She is destroyed by four principal

strokes. In the first place, she is wasted, deso-

lated: an allusion to the Harlot as a city, or to

her false eremite estate. Secondly, she is stripped,

exposed in her nakedness, a frequently cited

punishment of courtesans, whose meretricious

adornment has been a means of seduction.

* [When the Apostle Paul refers to the fact that ths Thea-

Palonians treated him oa (tos) an Apostle, does he imply that

he wiia a mock-apostle f Tlie well-known force of djyis to in-

dicate not mere similarity to an individnal or a class, but in-

cluBioa in a class specified—thus it ia declared, Matt. xxi.

26, that the people held John as a prophet; see also 1 Cor. iv.

1, 14 ; X. 16 : 2 C T. vi. 4. etc. And further :
•' To receive au-

thority as a king," is tu be a king, de faclo if not dejvte.—'

E. B. C]
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Thirdly, she is, while still living, robbed of her

flesh, which her enemies devour: her goods, her
territories, all her possessions become the prey
of the foe. And fourthly, she is, in a sarcastic

auto da fi, suggestive of so many like pro-

ceedings, burned with fire; amid the wrath-

fire of open, bold Antichristianity, hypocritical

Antiohristianity meets its end.

—

For God gave

into their hearts. As, in accordance with the

grand view of the Seer, in the wrath of the

heathen, the wrath of God is manifest in an
ironical mode of judgment, so in the one mind
and unanimity of these kings, the purpose of

God is visible, and in the surrender of their

kingdom to the Beast, the consummation of the

prophetic words of God may be seen, as in that

dark hour when Caiaphas and Pilate were made
to subserve His Providence (John xi. 61,

xix. 11). The Angel at the close comprehends
the characteristics of the Woman in one expres-

sion: The Woman that thou saweat is the great

city that hath kingdom over the kings of the earth.

In the Woman, Great Babylon shall be judged
specially as Babylon.

[abstract of views, etc.]

Bg the American Editor.

[Elliott;* This chapter contains a vision

(vers. 3-6), and a descriptive statement by the

Angel (vers. 7-18) ; both the vision and state-

ment are introductory to the judgment upon Ba-

bylon, and explanatory of its causes and rea-

sonableness. In the Vision, the Woman repre-

sents Papal Rome ; the Beast, the Roman Em-
pire under its last or Papal head (see p. 2&[l)

;

the desert, the Roman Campagna. The period

of time contemplated in the vision is the 1260

years of the Beast's life under his last head (p.

260).

—

In the description, the Angel contemplates

the entire history of both the Woman and the

Beast—the former representing Rome, Imperial

and Papal (see ver. 18) ; the latter (identical

with the Beast from the sea of ch. xiii.), the Ro-
man Empire under all its heads or forms. (It

is on the ground of the general nature of this

description that Elliott denies that the burning

of ver. 16 is the final burning foretold in ch.

xviii. 8. He explains the destruction referred

to in the former instance as preceding the vision

—as that effected by the ten Gothic powers in

the Fifth and Sixth centuries. These hornt of

the Beast (p. 260) then spoiled and burned the

City, and bo desolated the surrounding Cam-
pagna as to produce the Ipvi'-o^ or desert, in the

midst of which Papal Rome arose, and in which
(ver. 3) the vision was located).—The riding of

the Woman on the Beast (ver. 3) symbolizes that

the Western Papal Empire, as a whole, with the

power of its ten secular kingdoms and many
peoples, should uphold and be ruled by Papal
Rome.—The double character of the Woman, as

a Harlot with the ten kings and a tavern-hostess

Vending drugged wines to the common people

(vers. 1, 2, 4), symbolizes her unholy alliance

with the former, and her unholy and corrupting

traffic (in indulgences, relics, transubstantiation-

• [Elliott la at this point exceedingly obscure. The above
1b believed to be a fair presentation of the views be designed
to express.—E. K. C.]

cup, etc.) with the latter.—The adornment of the
Harlot (ver. 4) presents, " as applied to the Ro^
mish Church, a picture characteristic and from
the life ; the dress coloring specified being dis-

tinctively that of the Romish ecclesiaatioal digni-
taries, and the ornaments those with which it

has been bedecked beyond any Church called
Christian."—The word Mystery, ver. 5 (allusive

to the mystery of iniquity, 2 Thess. ii. 7, 8), " was
once, if we may repose credit on no vulgar au-
thority, written on the Pope's tiara."*—The
title ^^ Mother of harlots, etc.," is a parody of the
title, " Rome, Mother and Mistress."—The
drunkenness with the blood of saints, ver. 6, sym-
bolizes the martyr blood shed by Rome through-
out the 1260 years of her prosperity.
Barnes; This chapter commences a more de-

tailed description of the judgment inflicted on
the Antichristian power referred to in ch. xvi.

;

it contains a description of the sequel of the
seventh Vial, which is continued (in various
forms) to the close of ch. xix. ; it embraces the

following: 1. Introduction, vers. 1-3
; 2. A par-

ticular description of this Antichristian power,
vers. 3-6

; 3. An explanation of what is meant
by the Woman, and of the design of the repre-
sentation, which comprises (1), a promise of the
Angel that he would explain

; (2) an enigmati-
cal representation of the design of the vision

(containing a description of the Beast, etc.),

vers. 8-14
; (3) a more literal statement of what

is meant by this, vers. 15-18.—The Harlot sym-
bolizes Papal Rome ; her adornment, fornication,

cup, drunkenness, many waters, substantially as

Elliott ; her inscription, see Expl. in Detail,

ver. 6.—The Beast is identical with that of ch.

xiii. 1, and designates the Roman power (see p.

260)—the period of the vision being that of the

Eighth or Papal head and the ten horns, or ten

subordinate kingdoms •[

—

viz. : the 1260 years of

Papal supremacy.—The destruction of vers. 16,

17, is the final destruction of ch. xviii. 8, to be
effected by the instrumentality of the ten secu-

lar powers who now uphold and are governed by
the Harlot.—The ip^/^og, ver. 3, is the Roman
Campagna.

J

* ["Scaliger, on the authority of an informant of the Duke
of Montmorency whilst at Home. And Bo again Francis Le
Moyne and Brocardus, on ocular evidence, they assure us;

saying that Julius III. removed it. .^ee Daubuz, Vitringa,

and Bishop Newton, ad ioc." Foot-wie by Elliott.—E.

B.C.]

f [Barnes agrees with Elliott as to the general interpreta^

tion of the heads and horns, as on p. 2.59. He nnderslands,

however, by the sixlk head, not the diademed emperorswhom
he includes under the fi/lh, but the Dukedom under _th6 Ex-

archate of Bdvenna, continuing from A. D. 5G6 to 7li7.—E.

E. C]
% (Barnes agrees with Elliott as to the place indicated by

the e'pvifios, but not as to thii fact that it was produced by

the dettnuMon of ver. 16. The following extract which he

makes from Gibbon's DeoUne and Fall, ch. xlv., (Jcserves con-

sideration :
" Rome had reached, about the close of the sixth

century, the lowest period of her depression. By the re-

moval of the seat of empire, and the successive loss of the

provinces, the sources of private and public opulence were

exhausted; the lofty tree under whose shade the nations of

the earth had reposed, was deprived of its leaves and

branches, and the sapless trunk left to wither on the ground.

The ministers of command and tho messengers of victory no

longer met on the Appian or Flaminian way ; and the hos-

tile approach of the Lombards was often felt and continually

feared. The inhabitants of a potent and peaceful capital,

who visit without an anxious thought the garden of the ad-

jacent country, will faintly picture in their fancy the dia-

tre'ia of the Romans ; they shut or opened their gates with

a trembling hand, beheld from the walla the flames of their
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Stuart : Ch. xvii. is wholly occupied with an

explanatory vision designed for the purpose of

making the reader understand whose destruc-

tion is going on. —The Woman symbolizes the

City of Rome, " altogether in the manner of the

Old Testament prophets, who everywhere per-

sonify great cities by women." — "The Beast

means the Roman Emperors, specifically Nero,

of whom the report spread throughout the em-

pire is (was) that he will revive, after being ap-

parently slain, and will come as it were from the

abyss or Hades ; but he will still perish, and

that speedily. The Beast symbolizes him of

whom it is said, that all the world will wonder

at and worship him, when they see him thus re-

turned, as they suppose from the under-world "

(see also p. 261).—The ten horns denote the

subordinate and tributary kings of the empire,

who unite with the Beast in persecuting the

Church.^Ver. 16 indicates " that tyrants like

Nero, and persecutors such as his confederates,

would occasion wasting and desolation to Rome,
even like that already inflicted by Nero, who
had set Rome on fire and consumed a large por-

tion of it. In a description so highly figurative

as the one before us, nothing more seems to be

necessarily meant."—The kpjiiio^ of ver. 3, is

" appropriate to symbolize the future condition

of the Beast."

WoKDSwoKTH. The views of this commenta-
tor concerning the Wo-man and her session upon

the Beast, coincide generally with those of El-

liott and Barnes.—For his interpretation of the

Beast and the heads, see p. 261.—By the horns

he understands " the kingdoms growing out of

the Roman Empire at its dismemberment."

—

The IpTjfio^, he declares, may indicate the Cam-

houaes, and heard the lamentationa of their brethren who
were coupled together like dogs, and dragged away into dis-

tant slavery beyond the sea and the mountains. Such inces-

sant alarms must annihilate the pleasures and interrupt the
labors of rural life ; and the Gamp<ujna of Honie was speedily

reduced to the state of a dreary wilderness, in wliich the land is

barren, the waters are impure, and the air infectious. Curiobitv
and ambition no longer attracted the nations to the capital

of the world; but if chance or necessity directed the steps

of a wandering stranger, he contemplated with horror the
vacancy and solitude of the city ; and might he tempted to ask,

where is the Senate, and where are tlie pe&ple f In a season of
BXCfSsive rains, the Tiber swelled above its banks, and rushed
with irresistible violence into the valleys of the seven hills.

A pestilential disease arose from the stagnation of the
deluge, and so rapid was the contagion that fourscore per-
sons expired in an hour in the midst of a solemn procession
which implored the mercy of heaven. A sotiefy in which
marriage is encouraged, and industry prevails, soon repairs
the accidental losses of pestilence and war ; but as the far

greater part of the Romans was condemned to hopeless indi-
gence and celibacy, the depopulation was constant and visible,

and tlte gljomy eniluisiasts might expect the approaching failure

of the Imman race. Yet the number of citizens still exceeded
the measure of subsistence

; their precarious food was sup-
plied from the harvest of Sicily and Egypt ; and the fre-
quent repetition of famine betrays the inattention of the
emperor to a distant province. "27ie edifices of Borne were
exposed to tlte same ruin and decay ; the mmildering fabrics were
easily overthrown by inundations, tempests and eartliqualces, and
the monks who had occupied the most advantagous stations, exulted
in their base triumph over the ruins of antiquity. . . Like Theses,
or Babylon, or Carthage, the name of Rome might have been
erased from the earth, if the city had not been animated by
a vital principle which again restorf^d her to honor and do-
minion The power as well as the virtue of the Apostles
revived with living energy in the breasts of their successors

;

and the chair of St. Peter, under the reign of Maurice, was
occupied by the first and greatest of the name of Gregory.
.... The sword of the enemy was suspended over Rome; it

was averted by the mild eloquence and seasonable glfis of
the Pontiff, who commanded the respect uf heretics and bar-
bariHus."—E. R. C]

pagna, or the moral wilderness in which Rome
la situate, or both.—The destruction of ver. 16

he interprets as Barnes.

Alford. This commentator also adopts the

generally accepted Protestant hypothesis (that

advocated by Elliott and Barnes) concerning the

Woman, her adornment, fornication, session upon
the Beast, etc.—For his interpretation of the

Beast and the seven heads, see pp. 261 sq.—Con-
cerning the eighth head he writes: " This eighth,

the last and worst phase of the Beast, is not re-

presented as any one of his heads, but as being

the Beast himself in actual embodiment. He is

en Tuv inra, not ' one of the seven,' but the suc-

cessor and result of the seven, following and
springing out of them. And he e\^ arr^Xetav

vndyzi—does not fall like the others, but goes

on and meets his own destruction at the hand
of the Lord Himself. There can be little doubt

in the mind of the student of prophecy, who is

thus described ; that it is the ultimate Anti-

christian power, prefigured by the little horn in

Daniel, and expressly announced by St. Paul, 2

Thess. ii. 3 sqq."—He interprets the ten horns

as "ten European powers, which, in the last

time, in concert with and subjection to the Anti-

christian power, shall make war against Christ.

In the precise number and form here indicated,

they have not yet arisen."—He regards the de-

struction as the final destruction mentioned ch.

xviii.

Lord : It is apparent from vers. 1, 2, that the

Woman had been beheld in a previous but un-
recorded vision, sitting where there were seven

mountains and many waters. The scene was the

site of Rome; the seven mountains were the seven
hills of that city, and were symbols of the seven
kinds of rulers who had exercised the govern-
ment of the ancient empire ; the waters were
symbols of the peoples, etc., of the empire; the

Woman symbolized the nationalized hierarchies
of the Apostate Church, and the actions ascribed
to her show that the kings of the earth united
with her in her idolatry.—The vision exhibited
(vers. 3-6) and the explanation (vers. 7-18) re-

present the Woman in her relations to the rulers,

first as her supporters, and finally as her destroy-

ers.—The Beast on which the Woman was borne,

was, and is not, and yet is : it was, as the succes-

sions of rulers of the ancient empire, which its

heads symbolize, had been ; it is not, as a go-

vernment of a head is no longer exercised over

the empire as anterior to its fall ; and yet it still

is, in an eighth form, inasmuch as the cotempo-

raneous kings who now reign over the kingdom
into which it is divided exert a sway essentially

the same—they are a combination of rulers and
under their several governments one, by exer-

cising their authority on the same principles and

on the same authority as the seventh head, and

in that respect they are an eighth appropriately

symbolized by the same monster under the

horns.*—The names of blasphemy symbolize the

* [Lord regards the Beast as identical with that of ch. xiii.

1. At The time of the emergence from the sea {ch. liih), l^&

horns were diademed, which, in his judgment, indicates that

then a'l the heads should have fallen, although at the timeof

the Apocalyptist but five had fallen. At the time of the einer-

^ence.and in the passage before us, the Beast represent-i "the

liothic rulers who esrablished governments in the Western
Empire durin< the Fifth century, and their successors and

subjects to the present time " (see p. 262). The Beast in ita
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srrogation by the rulers of the rights of God, in
assuming to dictate the faith and worship of
their subjects, legislating over Divine laws,
making their will the reason that they are to

offer worship, etc.—The session of the Woman on
the Beast denotes that the combination of hie-

rarchies whom she symbolizes is nationalized and
established by the civil rulers.—The destruction

of ver. 16 has already begun in the disallowance

and scorn of the claims of the Established

Church in most of the European States, the con-

fiscation of her property in France, the con-

quest of the Papal States, etc. ; and these judg-
ments are to be carried on to a greater se-

verity.

Glasgow. This writer adopts the generally

accepted Protestant view that the Woman sym-
bolizes Rome ecclesiastical.—The Beast he iden-

tifies with the Beast of ch. xiii. 1, and the Dra-
gon of ch. xii. (see p. 263), and regards it as

symbolizing, in its entirety, the world-power,

and at the period contemplated by the vision,

the Roman Empire in and after the fall of the

Western Empire, A. D., 493.—The heads have
Acre a double symjolization; they are : 1. Seven

mountains, i. c, the seven forms of government
through which tie Beast (since his emergence
from the sea, ch, xiii. 1) has passed, viz.: (1)
the state of ten horns represented in Italy for a

time by Odoacer tnd Theodorio, (2) the govern-

ment of Justinian in the West, (3) the Kingdom
of the Lombards, (4) that of Pepin and Charle-

magne, (5) that of Otho the Great, (6) that of

Charles V., (7) tlat of the Emperors after Pro-
testantism obtaiied political equality, A. D.

1555 ; 2. Seven Kngs, i. c, the original kingdoms
out of which the Roman power rose, as on p.

242.—The horns he interprets as Elliott, see p.

259.—The sessior. on the Beast he interprets as

Elliott and Protestant interpreters geaerally.

—

The period of th vision he places in the latter

part of the effusion of the seventh Vial ; the

Woman " is revtaled to view in the same condi-

tion in which sh3 has existed for a long period."

—Ver. 16 foretells the assaults that have from
the era of the Smperors been made, from time
to time, upon tie Romish Church, to result in u,

complete destrvotion.

Auberlen: This chapter describes the Harlot
and the Beast, ripe for judgment. (For the

views of this vriter concerning the Woman and
the Beast, gjnerically considered, and the
mlderness, see pp. 243 sq., and 263 sq.). The
Earlot is idejtical with the Woman of ch. xii.,

who symbolizjs the Church of God in the world;
she is the Chirch conforming to the world. The
identity is ejtablished by, 1. The place where
she is seen, ihe wilderness, comp. xii. 6, 14; xvii.

8. 2. The fact that the same expressions are
used in ohs. xii. and xvii. for wilderness and Wo-
man (ipfi/io; and -ymr/). 8. The fact that the

Beast in (he two chapters is identical;—but
Beast andWoman are in both placed in imme-
diate contection ; if the identity of the one is

conceded, how is it possible to doubt that of the

entirety symbolizes the Koman Empire in ail its forms both
before and ifter the disruption ;—thH heads repre.oeoting the
diflferent fjnns of government before the disruption, t)i3.;

tings, coniuls, dictators, decemvirs, tribunes, Paean empe-
rors, Chrirtian emperors; the home as above.—E. B. C]

Other t * 4. The expression used by the Seer

:

"When I saw her I wondered :
"—the wonder

finds its only explanation in the extraordinary
change which had passed over the Woman ; the
impression made on John may be expressed Toy
the words of Isaiah (i. 21) : " How is the faith-
ful city become a harlot !

" 5. The reason which
lies in the expressions : Harlot (xvii. 1, 5, 15,
16; lix. 2), to commit fornication (xvii. 2; xviii.

3, 9), fornication (xiv. 8 ; xvii. 2, 4 ; xviii. 3

;

xix. 2); Woman means the Church (see on p.
243); Harlot throughout both Testaments the
Apostate Church, comp. Jer. ii., iii. ; Ezek. xvi.,
xxiii. ; Hos. i.-iii. ; Matt. xii. 39; xvi. 4; Mark
yiii. 38 ; Rev. ii. 21. 6. The objective parallel-
ism between Babylon and New Jerusalem

; both
are cities—the one a harlot, the other a bride
(xvii. 1, 3, 5 ; xxi. 9) ; but as the latter is ac-
knowledged to mean the transfigured Church,
it follows that Babylon means the Church in its

worldliness. 7. The contrast in xix. 2, 9, be-
tween the Harlot and the Wife of the Lamb. 8.

The word Mystery on the forehead of the Harlot
(ver. 6) ; this word warns us not to adopt a lite-

ral, but to look for a spiritual interpretation of
those which follow, an interpretation to which
we may be guided by Eph. v. 31, 32.—The word
Harlot describes the essential character of the
false Church ; she retains her human form, re-
mains & woman, does not become a beast—she has
a form of godliness, but denies the power there-
of (2 Tim. iii. 8). Her adultery " appears in its

proper form when she wishes herself to be a
worldly power, uses politics and diplomacy,
makes flesh her arm, uses unholy means for holy
ends, spreads her dominions by sword or money,
fascinates the hearts of men by sensual ritual-

ism, allows herself to become ' Mistress of cere-
monies' to dignitaries of this world, flatters

prince or people, the livi»g or the dead—in short,

when she, like Israel of old, seeks the help of

one worldly power against the danger threaten-
ing from another;" it appears in a less gross
form (comp. Matt. v. 28) " whenever she forgets

that she is in the world, even as Christ was in

the world, as a bearer of the cross and pilgrim,

that the world is crucified to her and judged,
whenever she regards the world as a reality and
lusts after its power and pleasures." " Herein
consists the essence of whoredom, in leaning and
listening, and conforming to, and relying on
the world. Hence, there could not be a better

description of it than that given, xvii. 3, 7, 9;
the Woman sits on the Beast. ") (See also be-

• [*' It must strike the reader at a first glance that all

three expressions, wilderness, Woman, Beast (ch. xvii. 3), arft

withoutthearticle, which would be naturally expected here as

expressions known from their previous occurrence. But the
omission of the article baa its good reason. The three ex-

pressions are identical and yet in a sense not identical with
the former; the heathen world, the Church, and the world-
power, have undergone, as we shall see snbsequently, great

changes, so much so, that John can scarcely recognize them,

and sees a beast, a woman, and a wilderness." Aubeelbn.—
K. K. C]
f [Anberlen precedes the statements of which this section

is an abstract, with a rcmmi of New Testament prophecy
concerning the corrnption of the Church. He writes: "Our
Lord Himself has given no obscure intimations in the para-

bles which refer to the history of the Church (Matt, xiii.),

that when once the gospel, according to its destination, shall

have the whole world for its field, . . . the Church would not

be pure, but mix^d, consisting of goi'd and evil. The xxiv.

ch. of Matthew, Christ's eschatological words, in which II*
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low).—The Harlot cannot be found exclusively

either ia the Romish Church, or in the Estab-

lished State Churches. Christendom (the Church

)

as a whole, in all its manifold manifestation of

sects, is the Harlot; the boundaries between Wo-
man and Harlot are not denominational—-true

believers are hidden and dispersed, the invisible

Church is within the visible, as the kernel with-

in the shell ;* nevertheless it is true that the

Roman and Greek Churches are in a more pecu-

liar sense the Harlot, than the evangelical Pro-

testant. "The Roman Catholic Church is not only

accidentally and de facto, but in virtue of its very

principle, a harlot, . . . whereas the Evangelical
(Protestant) Church is, according to her princi-

ple and fundamental creed, a chaste woman
;

the Reformation was a protest of the Woman
against the Harlot."—As yet the mystery of Ba-
bylon is not fully developed. Bengel was pro-

bably correct in his expectation that Rome will

once more rise to power; it is probable that the

Greco-Russim Catholicism will likewise become
of importance ; the adulterous, worldly ele-

ments, in all churches and sects, lean towards
that false Catholicism, and pave the way for its

progress :—-and thus may it attain again to

power.—In like manner as the Woman, the Beasl
also appears in this chapter in a shape other
than before; the deadly wound (xiii. 3) is healed

(see Extracts from Auberleu in foot-notes, pp.
263 sq. )—^he recovers life and returns, but now
not only from the sea (xiii. 3), but out of the
abyss (xvii. 8), whence he has drawn new Anti-
christiau strength of Hell ; he ia now scarlet-

colored, a symbol of his blood-guiltiness; the
names of blasphemy formerly on his heads (xiii.

1) now cover his whole body, as a sign that his

opposition to God is now to manifest itself per-
fectly ; the crowns which were formerly on the
horns (xvii. 3) have now disappeared. -j- In such
manner the Antichristian Kingdom comes into ex-
istence ;—"a new kingdom in which all the

views simultaneously the destruction of Israel and His Pa-
rousia, and hence judgment upon Israel and Christendom,
—is based upon the fundamental view that the New Testa^
ment Church will become as ranch a wicked and adulterous
generation as th-^ Old Testament congregation; and the Lord
dwells upon some symptoms and characteristics of this adul-
tery, as distrust and suspicion, tiatred, treachery (vers. 10-12)
division into parties (23-26), false doctrine (24). In the light
of this chapter the Apostles looked into the future of the
Church, see 1 Tim. iv. 1 sqq ; 2 Tim. ili. 1 eqq. : iv. 3 4; 2
Peter ii. 1-.3; iii. 3; 1 John ii. 18." Comp. also Luke xviii.
8.—B. B. C]

« [Auberl n quotes as follows from John Michael Hahn
(Briefe u, Lleder iXhcr die Qfenharung, vol. v., sect. 6): "The
Harlot is not tire city of Eomo alone, neither is it only the
Pjjman Catholic Church, to the exclusion of another, but all
Churches and every Church, oura included, vvi. : all Chris-
tendom that is without the Spirit and lif« of our Lord Je-
sus, which calls itself Christian, and has neither Christ's
rnind nor Spirit. It is called Babylon, that is, canfmion, for
false Christendom, divided into very many churches and
sects, is truly and strictly a confuser. However, in all
churches, parties and sects of Christendom, the true Jesus-
conp-cgation, the vVoman clothed with the sun, lives and is
hidden. Corrupt, lifeless Christendom is the Harlot whose
great aim and rule of life is the pleasure of ihe flesh, the
welfare 01' the beast-like, sensual humanity, who is open to
the influence of all false spirits and teachers, and is go-
vemed by the spirit of nature and the world."—B. R. cf

t ["Is this circumstance intended aa an indication that
the ton kingdoms into which the Oermanic-Sclavonic wnrld
is to be divided, will lose their monarchical form in the end ?

The expression (ver. 2), 'leceive power m kinzs,' speaking
"f the power which thev are to receive along with the Bi-ast
in the last time (fLiav woav), seems to be in favor of such a
supposition." AUBERLEN.—E. R. C]

Beast's opposition to God ia concentrated, and
raised to a power such as it had had never be-
fore ; therefore wc read of an eighth, which pro-
ceeds from the seven (xvii. 11), and is the full

manifestation of the beast-nature." The final

apostasy will consist in the union of the pseudo-
Christian and Antichristian elements, which the
Apocalypse expresses by the Harlot sitting on
the Beast ;* this alliance likewise appeared in

the concluding period of the Old Testament

—

apostate Israel, which was then the Harlot,

formed an alliance with the heathen world-

power against Jesus and His Apostles, see Luke
xxiii. 12 ; Acts xvii. 5, 9.—The abominations
committed by the Jews, drew down the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem by the Romans, that is the

judgment of the Harlot by the Beast (Dan. ix.

26, 27)—an exact parallel to the future judg-
ment set forth in vers. 16, 17.—The judgment
on the Harlot has already begun; see extract ia

foot-note (first column), p. 264.—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ch. XVII. 1, 2. One of the seven, etc

Which, is not to be determined, though the judg-
ment upon Babylon in the narrower sense is in-

dicated under the fourth Vial of anger.

—

Hither, rffiipo (comp. ch. xxi 3).—The refer-

ence is not to a local motion but to a certain
direction of the contemplatioi in accordance
with the guidance of the Angel

—

I 'will show
unto thee the judgment.—''The fulfillment

of the promise is not found imnediately in ver.

3 (contrary to the opinion of; Hengstenberg),
nor ia it contained at all in ch. xvii." (Diister-

dieck). It is doubtless, however, the idea of
the Angel that John must alrealy be able to see

the judgment in this appearanc* of this Woman
—ch. xvii. being the judgment, in a Heaven-pic-
ture, and ch. xviii. the same in ai Earth-picture.—Of the great harlot.—Pagai Rome, accord-
ing to Diisterdieck. The folio rang description
is simply inappropriate to this conception.—
That sitteth [Lange: is enthroned] upon
many waters.—Pagan Rome dd indeed reign
over many peoples, but its throie did not rest

upon the superstition of those peoples (Jer. Ii.

13 does not apply here). Still more forcibly

does the following pronounce against the appli-

cation of the passage to pagan Rone.—[Ver. 2].

With whom the kings of the earth com-
mitted fornication.—Pagan l(ome did not
allure the kings of the earth by b^ndishments

;

she destroyed them. There is one (ase—that of

Antony and Cleopatra—which miglt be recom-
mended, as a make-shift, to the "listorical in-

terpretation," but even there the geiders would
have to be reversed before it could Droperly be
regarded as applicable. — And tiey who
inhabit the earth were made c^unk, etc,

—Not even this could be said, with rtference to

pagan Rome, either of the SpaniardB,;or of the

"= [In a preceding paragraph, Auberlen speaks if the sesnwi

of the Woman upon the Beast as symbolizing her mdtertj (see

ahove), but here as indicating the final apostasy.
,

Although
the former of these is the beginning of, and resets i i the
latter, yet are they distinct as bud and fruit. Vis it not
more correct t^i say that the session indicates the fempleted
and public alliance of the Church with the world, )r world-
power!—E. R. C] I
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Britons, or of the Germans, or of the Parthians,

or of the Jews.
Ver. 3. And he carried me a'way in

spirit.—This is to be understood only of a.

change effected in the ecstatic direction of the

spirit [of the Seer]. " The confounding of this

wilderness with that mentioned in ch. xii. 6, 14

—

a proceeding which, on account of the lack of the

article is, even from a mere formal point of view,

properly impossible—is in Auberlen's case con-

nected with his view of the identity of the Har-
lot of ch. xvii. and the Woman of ch. xii."*

Ditesteiidieok;. Most certainly, the ascetic wil-

derness in which Jesuitism has its being is, spi-

ritually, utterly diverse from the wilderness of

Saint Anthony, and yet the two stand in the

relation of historic continuity, and, hence, ex-
ternal unity. In like manner, the relation of

the Harlot to the Woman is determined. Ac-
cording to Diisterdieck,ei al,, the Woman is seen
in the wilderness because of the desolation im-
minent upon her in accordance with ver. 16!
The symbolical interpretation of the wilderness
is abundantly illustrated both by the Old and
the New Testaments (Moses, Elijah, John the

Baptist, etc.); we must, therefore, wonder at the

perverted interpretations of it (Bengel : Europe,
especially Italy ; other interpretations, see in

DUsterdieck, p. 506). The fact that the same
Woman who here sits in the wilderness, is sub-

sequently represented as sitting on many waters,

must necessarily give trouble to the "historical

interpretation."—And I sa'w a 'Woman sitting
upon a scarlet Beast.—De Wette and Ziillig

embellish the Beast with a scarlet covering. The
Beast must wear the color of blood (Andr., Lyra,
et al.), just as the Dragon wears the color of

flame, which is allied to blood-color. The Wo-
man's attire is variegated ; together with the
blood-color, the honorable hue oipurple appears.
In general, the Beast of the present passage is

identical with that of ch. xiii. ; observe, how-
ever, the formal distinction that in the latter

passage the Beast is spoken of in its general,
world-historical shape, whilst here the primary
and special reference is to it in its re-appear-
ance after its vanishment, as the bearer, at iirst,

of the Harlot.

—

Full of the names of blas-
phemy.—The yefiov^ with the accusative is re-

markable. Hebraizing: An emphatic expres-
sion : now filled up with writing ; all the names
of blasphemy. ["The names of blasphemy,
which were found before on the heads of the
Beast only (xiii. 1), have now spread over its

whole surface. As ridden and guided by the

Harlot, it is tenfold more blasphemous in its

titles and assumptions than before. The heathen
world had but its Divi in the Csesars as in other
deified men of note; but Christendom has its

' Most Faithful ' and ' Most Christian ' kings,
such as Louis XIV. and Philip II. ; its ' Defend-
ers of the Faith,' such as Charles II. and James
II. ; its society of unprincipled intriguers called
after the sacred name of our Lord, and working
Satan's work ^ ad majorem Dei gloriam;* its

'holy office ' of the Inquisition, with its dens of

darkest cruelty ; finally its ' Patrimony of St.

Peter,' and its ' Holy Roman Empire ; ' all of

* [For the view of Auberlen, see/ool-nole (*), p. 311.—E.B.C.]
t [See Text, and (Jeam., Note 3.—E. B. C.]

them, and many more, new names of blasphemy,
with which the Woman has invested the Beast.
Go where we will, and look where we will in
Papal Christendom, names of blasphemy meet
us. The taverns, the shops, the titles of men
and places, the very insurance badges on the
houses are full of them." Alford.—E. R. C.]

Ver. 4. And gilded with gold and pre-
cious stone and pearls.—" The aexpyaaiihri
is zeugmatical" (Diisterdieck). Both precious
stones and pearls, however, must have been set
in gold. As a decoration of the Church, such
an apparel rudely anticipates the adornment of
the celestial congregation.

—

A golden cup.—
Even the cup [.SeZcA=chalice] or goblet [Becker
=beaker] would look very strange in the hand
of pagan Rome. The cup is, apart from the
symbolism of measure, here the symbol of fel-

lowship
; the golden cup symbolizes the holiest

fellowship—the fellowship of salvation. But,
filled with abominations, it is certainly akin to

hypocrisy, as in accordance with Bede—a strange
equivalent for the "poculum missaticum" (Ca-
lov.). According to Diisterdieck, the golden cup
means merely a cup that is golden, agreeably to
the "historical interpretation." The accusative
Kal rd. aiid^apra is remarkable. The most plausi-
ble construction of this is, apparently, that of

Diisterdieck, who maintains that aKa^apra should
be taken as parallel with the accusative Kori/piov.

It contributes to the characterism of the Woman
when it is intimated that together with the cup
she has all sorts of other things in her hand

—

things which the Spirit of truth designates as
uncleannesses, and which are the issue of the
fornication, i.e., idolatry, of the earth. ["This
language is probably taken from Jer. li. 7, 'Ba-
bylon hath been a golden cup in the Lord's hand,
that made all the earth drunken ; the nations
have drunken of the wine, therefore the nations

are mad.' " Baknes on xiv. 8.—E. K. C]
Vers. 5, 6. A name written.—The /xvar^-

ptov does not belong to the inscription, but it

characterizes it

—

i. e., it is declaratory that the

name Babylon and the rest of the title

—

the

mother of the harlots and the abomination.i, etc.

—is to be symbolically understood. [So also

Barnes, Stcakt, et al. On the other hand,

Henqstenb., Wordsworth, Alf., et al. Lillie

thus powerfully combats the former, and advo-

cates the latter view: "1. While the Apocalypse
is full of iivaTTjpm, in no other instance does the

narrator herald one as such. 2. Supposing the

inscription to have included ^Ivarripiov, an expla-

nation was thus formally invited which is fur-

nished in ver. 7 ; and the interpreting Angel is

then to be considered as taking up the very

word, and as personally (iyi)) confronting the

difficulty which it announced. 3. As the Angel

uses it the term is attached not to the name, but

to the IFoman herself and her equipment. 4. In

that reference it might very well characterize

her origin, nature, history, and destination
;
gra-

ciously to know the evil— ' the depths of Satan '

(ii. 24)—' the mystery of iniquity ' (2 Thess. ii.

7)—this, not less than the knowledge of the

good, requires heavenly teaching and ' an unc-

tion from the Holy One' (1 John ii, 20). 5.

Even if not intended thus to be itself descriptive

of the Woman, MvoTypiov might yet stand in the
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inscription as a sort of prelude or index to her
name, somewhat like 'S2<5£ 7 ao<l>ia kariv in ch.

xiii. 18."—E. R. C]
BABYLON THE GREAT.—This sym-

bolism is introduced as early as in Genesis, with

the history of the building of the tower, and
carried on especially by Isaiah and Jeremiah

;

this special Babylon, however, must not be
identified with the general Babylon (ch. xiv. 8

and oh. xvi. 19), as is ordinarily done.—The
MOTHER OP HARLOTS has also a more
special import; the mother is reflected in spi-

ritually, or rather fleshly, kindred daughters,

some of whom compete with the mother in magi-
cal power. Grotius is correct in supposing
that the aspect of the Woman must proclaim her
drunkenness—and that a drunkenness ^rith the
blood of the saints, even the 'witnesses of
Jesus (see Stn. View). Prelusive examples of
blood-thirstiness and its augmentations are to be
found in the old pagan world; this blood-thirsti-

ness, however, is fulfilled in the specific lusting
of the Woman after the blood of the witnesses of
Jesus, prefigured, it is true, by the death of Abel
(see M.itt. xxiii. ). ["The phraseology is de-
rived from the barbarous custom (still extant
among many pagan nations) of drinking the
blood of enemies slain in the way of revenge.
Here, then, the fury of the persecutors is de-
picted in a most graphic manner. Blood is

drunk by them even to intoxication, t. c, copi-

ously, in great quantities. The efi'ect of drink-
ing blood is said to be, to exasperate, and to in-

toxicate with passion and a desire of vengeance.
But the copiousness of the draught, and so the
extent and bitterness of persecution, is particu-
larly marked by the expression here." Stuart.
—E R. C.]—And I wondered.—The Seer
could hardly have expressed so great astonish-
ment at the blood-thirstiness of pagan Rome

—

a quality long notorious and, proportionably, not
so extraordinary. But this Woman! The Jew-
ish hierarchy had, certainly, already nailed
Christ to the cross. But that such a Woman
could finally be the product of the historical de-
velopment of the Church of faith then existent,
must appear even to the Seer, with his know-
ledge of the world, a thing unheard of. Diis-

terdieck here reverts to Auberlen, stating that
it is the opinion of the latter that the Seer mar-
vels at recognizing in the Harlot the degenerate
Woman of ch. xii. 1. Diisterdieck calls this as-
sumption an " egregious mistake." Not even
Auberlen, however, could have looked upon the
Woman herself ag the Harlot; that which he
so regards, is but the Woman's last historical
representation—in antithesis to her internal es-
sence, the finally emergent Bride.* Similar ut-
terances of amazement at the degeneracy of the
Church are to be found even in the Old Testa-
ment, Is. V. 1 [sqq.], Jer. ii. 1 [sqq.], ch. xviii.,

Ezek. xvi,; Matt. xxiv. 37, 1 Tim. iv., etc. Ac-
cording to Bengel, the Seer wondered at the
phenomenon of so powerful a Beast being con-
strained to carry the Woman ; according to
Ziillig, Diisterdieck. et al., he marvelled because
he knew not the import of the phenomenon; ac-
cording to Ebrard, his astonishment was occa-

* [For the view of Adbeelen, see p. 3H.—E. E. 0.1

sioned by the change in the Beast which he had
seen in ch. xiii. According to Hengstenberg,
who frequently makes a point of discovering

moral failings even in the yisional moods of

the Seer, the wonderment of John is censured
as foolish. The object of astonishment is, doubt-

less, intelligible to the Seer—it is the contrast

between the Woman and the Harlot; in regard
to the origin and development of this contrast,

however, he stands in need of enlightenment
from the Angel. [The object of wonder is doubt-
less the complex mystery (the mysteries, for each
object is in itself a mystery) concerning which
the Angel gives an explanation, viz. : the Woman,
the Beast, and their relation to each other. This
is evident from the words of the Angel (ver. 7):
Wherefore didst thou wonder ? I will tell {^explain

to) thee the mystery, etc. The explanation ex-

tends through ver. 18.—E. R. C] According
to Diisterdieck, the Beast denotes the world-king-

dom, and the Woman the world-city.

Ver. 7. I will tell thee the mystery.

—

The mystery which he is to know, is the rela-

tionship betwixt the Woman and the Beast [see

above]. How has it come to pass that the Wo-
man could seat herself upon this terrible Beast ?

Or how is it that the wild-Beast suffered itself

to be mounted by the Woman, like a gentle pal-

frey ? In this query lies the key^to the dark
words that follow. The first explanation is con-

tained in the history of the Beast.

Ver. 8. The Beast . . . w^as, and is not,
and is about to ascend oat of the abyss.
—The historic re- emergence of the world-power,
spiritually wounded to death by Christianity

—

an event proleptically beheld by the Seer at a
time when the Beast seemed to be really de-
stroyed—-serves as an occasion of offence and
fall to the world and, consequently, to the ma-
jority of the men in whom the external and visi-

ble form of the Woman consists. The earthly-

minded dwellers on the earth, whose names
are not written in the Book of Life from the

foundation of the world—who, therefore, do not
belong to the selection of the sealed

—

shall

wonder when they see this apparent revival and
gain of dominion on the part of the Beast. This
is the history of the waning faith in the world-
overcoming victory of Christ and the simul-
taneously waxing faith in the omnipotence of
the world-power. It is the history of all who
can see the Kingdom of God only in a tangible
Church, a tangible salvation, a tangible Head of
the Church—in a word, in external things. All

of these have lost all heart for the powers of

the world to come ; through them, the Beast
rises and the Woman descends, in a spiritual

sense, or, in respect of outward appearance, the

Woman is elevated on the back of the Beast—by
means of a compromise between the two. [For
an exposition of the Abyss, see Excuisus, pp.
364 sqq.-E. R. C]

Ver. 9. Herewith is connected the history of

the Woman. It becomes intelligible only for the
mind [Lange: understanding] that hath
wisdom, the cultivated connoisseur of world-

history, who views the same in the light of the

Ki ngdom of God. The seven heads (of the Beast)

are, primarily, seven mountains, on which
the 'Woman sits. The fact that the Woman sits
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upon the seven mountains is, considered In and for

itself, perfectly natural, for mountains are Divine
political world-ordinanoes (see Bom. xiii.), and
the seven mountains constitute the totality of the
ground-forms of the political order of the world.
But this natural conditionality of the Church
upon worldly state ordinances becomes fatal

from the fact that the seven mountains are at the
same time seven kings, i. e. , here, despotic powers

;

in other words, that the noble human image of

metal (Dan. ii.) has a reverse side, in accord-
ance with which it is composed of four rapa-
cious beasts. Through the despotism of the world-
monarchies, the Woman is continually drawn
more and more into the parallel path of hie-

rarchism, and her character becomes more and
more corrupt. [See Add. Note, p. 317.—E.R.C.]

Ver. 10. After the general history of the
Beast and the Woman, the Angel gives the Seer
a world-historical exposition of his stand-point
in time. Five kings, i. e„ world-monarchies,
from a theocratic point of view, are fallen. The
one is now subsisting—the sixth king, i. e., the
sixth world-monarchy, behind which the Beast
seems, for the instant, to be annihilated by
young Christianity. This view was, assuredly,
more entertainable by the Seer at the time of
Nerva or even Domitian than at the time of Nero.
The other king is the seventh world-monarchy,
the future historioo-Christiau world-monarchy
in a general apprehension, in so far as it, as
Beast, bears the Woman upon its back. The
Seer, from his distance, beholds, in perspective,

the time of the seventh king on a reduced scale
;

he must continue a little while. Then, however,
the whole Beast reappears in the eighth king in

his true and undisguised nature. ' As Satan has
embodied himself in the Beast, so the whole
Beast, as the sum of all world-historic enormities,

embodies itself in the eighth monarchy. Hence
the Angel speaks of the eighth king as proceed-
ing from the seven, as, in a sense, the unitous
evil genius who was present in separate forms
in all his seven predecessors. But because
world-historical wickedness is, so to speak, con-
centrated and sublimated in this monarchy,
finally being, as it were, embodied in the per-
sonal Antichrist (though the latter may branch
into ten mock-kings), the stay of this eighth king
is not long ; he appears, he becomes an instru-

ment of judgment upon the Woman, he goes into

perdition. [See Add. Notes, pp. 272 sq., 304
and317sq.—E. R. C]
Hengstenberg correctly regards the seven moun-

tains as symbols of seven kingdoms ; Diisterdieck,

on the other hand, with others, understands by
them Rome, the City of the Seven Hills. Irre-

spective of our admission of an allusion to Rome,
we consider the symbolic apprehension of

the mountains as, indubitably, the true one,
though, notwithstanding this, a number of other
features are decidedly suggestive of the City of
the Seven Hills. On the literal interpretation
of the seven kings, or world-monarchies, as re-

ferring to seven persons, see p. 26, and the exe-
gesis of ch. xiii. ; comp. Diisterd., p. 512 sqq.^
Seven kings, this " historical," i. e., literal, ex-

position [of Diist.] declares, are merely seven kings

and nothing more. Why then may not the Beast be a
real beast and nothing more ? The different modes

of enumerating the kingdoms, see in Diisterd., ibid,—The five are fallen.—This, it is maintained,
means that they are dead—in total contradiction
to the use of terms. It may be queried: why ia
the successor of the fifth king not called the sixth,
and the seventh, the seventh ? Probably because
both these numbers are in an eminent sense sym-
bolical; here, however, this symbolism must lie

dormant. The sixth is, contrary to the nature
of six, the better, behind whom the Beast seems
to have vanished ; and the seventh is the tame
one \_der Zahme, with reference to the taming of
the wild Beast into a palfrey, so to speak, of the
Woman.

—

Te.], in whom the Beast again ap-
pears. The expression, and is of the seven
[ver. 11] is differently interpreted, as : the re-
turning Nero (De Wette, et al. ) ; the returning An-
tiochus Epiphanes (Hofmann) ; a descendant of
the seven (Primas., et al.). Diisterdieck, rightly,

makes the eighth proceed from the totality of the

seven. This conception is, truly, very difficult in

connection with that view of the kings which
regards them as significant of so many indivi-

duals. A thorough understanding of the sub-
ject, in general, is impossible on the basis of

this latter view, as is demonstrated by the fol-

lowing note of Diisterdieck: "All interpreta-

tions are false, by which the concrete historic

reference to the circumstances of the Roman
Empire is discarded; thus, for instance, An-
dreas, who by the d-Tjplov (ver. 8) understands
Satan, explains that by the appearance and,

especially, the death of Christ, the Beast was
brought to a state of not-being. Comp. Bede, C.

^-Lap., Zeger, et al. Marlorat and other Pro-
testants explain : Pagan Rome has passed away

;

Papal Rome is in present existence, but its world-
dominion is in itself nought [ova iortv)." Va-
rious enumerations of the kings, in accordance
with the synchrono-historical conception, see

in Diisterdieck, p. 516. According to this expo-

sitor, the Seer did prophesy a little, after first

prophesying expost facto concerningkings already

known to history ; he fore-announced that Ves-
pasian should be succeeded by his two sons:
" Titus as the seventh, Domitian as the eighth

—

that Titus should continue for a short time, and
that Domitian should appear as a personification

of the whole Beast." Nevertheless, "John was
mistaken in the expectation that the Roman
world-kingdom would perish with Domitian."

Still, Diisterdieck admits that a minimum of pro-

phecy remains notwithstanding this mistake:

"The singular error manifests, undoubtedly, a

certain imperfectness of the prophetic essence

in the Apocalyptist, but by no means entirely (!)

abrogates that essence."

Vers. 12 sqq. Now follows the future history

of the ten horns, in respect of their relation to

the Beast and the Woman. For although their

war with the Lamb is mentioned here, the prin-

cipal point of view is the war with the Woman.
The war with the Lamb, considered in and for

itself, is not announced until ch. xix. ; it is in-

troduced here, in this earlier passage [ch. xvii.

14], because the hostility of the radical An-

tichristian powers against the Woman is di-

rected against the last traces, reminiscences and

tokens of Christianity in her nature.

Ver. 12. The ten horns are ten kings.--
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The number ten is the number of the completed
course of the world, the completed development
of the world. In the ten kings, therefore, the poli-

tical organization of the last phase of world-

history is represented. They are all anarchical

upstarts, who, thitherto, had not received the
kingdom. They all cotemporaneously attain to

dominion together. They are all, in reality,

mock-kings, or, symbolically defined, mock-go-
vernments and mock-powers, sporadically dif-

fused over the earth, and for one hour only, i. c,

for one unitous, great, final, terrible, but short

decision-time, do they obtain the government
with the Beast. This is the specific Antiohris-

tian evening of the world, which precedes the

Parousia. The fact that they are but quasi-

kings, is based not upon the shortness of the

time of their supremacy (in accordance with
Bengel and Diisterdieck), but upon the anarchi-

cal relations of the times. It is the period when
the theocratic element in Church and State is

laid dead, in accordance with ch. xi. ; when the

image and mark of the Beast prevail, in accord-

ance with ch. xiii. [See on p. 308.—E. R. C]
Ver. 13. These have one mind.—Not, sim-

ply, a common cause, but also a common theory

[" one and the same view and intent and consent."

Alford.—E. R. C], the system of positive con-

tempt and blasphemy of the name and tabernacle

of God, and the dwellers in the Heaven (chap,

xiii. 6), based upon a threefold perversion

of the truth into strong falsehood (the abso-

lute nameless Divine, the absolute religion of

this world, and the absolute blessedness of

this world). Hence, they stand, from the out-

set, in connection with the Beast and make
themselves, with their masses of peoples, their

power and authority, completely its organs.

Ver. 14. These shall wax with the
Iiamb. [Together with the Beast, see xix. 19.

—E. R. C]—This announcement has a place

here not independently, but as serving as an
explanation of their hatred of the Harlot. Be-
cause they are enemies of the Lamb, even the

dead, despiritualized symbolism, by which the

Woman is still suggestive of the Lamb, is a sub-

ject of hatred. The Bride they scarcely see,

because she is thoroughly internal, living, and
human ; she incurs their excommunication only
in her individual members ; the Harlot, however,
they see, because she is thoroughly external,

hindering life with her dead forms and denying
humanity with her anti-humane statutes.* Hence
we here receive, in reference to the Lamb, only
the precursory tranquillizing assurance that He
shall conquer them because He is Lord
of lords and King of kings. In His conflict

and victory His people shall participate; they
shall take part therein as truly called ones,
who, in respect of their eternal ground-trait, are
elect, and in respect of their character, in its

temporal development,! faithful. For the de-
scription of them is not divisible into three
characteristics, but into two

—

elect and faithful,

* [The p.xrallel passage in x^x. 18, BPems to indirate that
the attack upon the Lamb and Hia followers Bhall be p9r-
soaal and direct.—E. K. C-l

t {Nach ihrem zeUllch ausgeprd^ten Charakter. The idea of
the German is not that of an outward character, or form,
imposed by the external application of a stamp, but one pro-
duced by internal out-presainy—by development,—E. K. C.j

jointly bearing the signature of the truly called.

This companionship may be predicated of the
sealed in this world, who are progressing to-

ward the Parousia, as well as of the trans-mun-
dane retinue of the Lord on Mount Sion, that is

to appear with Him in accordance with ch. xix.

[14].

[" Here is the ground and reason for the vic-

tory assigned, and that is taken, 1. From the
character of the Lamb; He is King of kings
and lord of lords. He has, both by nature and
by oflSoe, power over all things ; all the powers
of earth and hell are subject to His check and
control. 2. From the character of His follow-

ers ; they are called, and chosen, andfaithful ; they

are called out by commission to this warfare

;

they are chosen and fitted for it ; and they will

be faithful in it.—Such an army, under such a
Commander, will at length carry all (he world
before them." M. Henkt.—E. B. C]

Ver. 15. And he saith unto me, The wa-
ters, etc.—These waters serve as an introduction
to the judgment upon the Harlot. The Woman
has a threefold foundation. Her safest position

was in the wilderness, in so far as she was spi-

ritually at home there. Pure renunciation of
the world is identical with heavenly security.

But even the seat upon the seven mountains, the

seven kingdom-powers of political order, gave
her, still, a royal firmness. She is, however,
also founded upon the many waters of surging

popular life, and this foundation has become in-

finitely fluctuating, since popular life has been
set in motion from its very depths, and is sunder-
ing into peoples, and multitudes, and na-
tions, and tongues, and since the Woman has
lost the foundations of genuine asceticism in the

wilderness and of the protection of the seven moun-
tains. Hence it is incorrect to say, " in spite

of her wide dominiou and all her glory, she shall

be destroyed" (Dcesterdieck), for whence
should the ten horns have their power if they
did not establish themselves upon those very
m.xsses of peoples that have apostatized from the

Woman?
Ver. 16. And the ten horns and

the Beast, these shall bate the Harlot.—
This hatred manifests itself in two negative and
two positive forms. They make her desolate,

not in the sense of devastation, but they leave

her to herself, they take her at her word, and
make her a perfect eremitess ; moreover, they

deprive her of all worldly fullness and covering
[Fillle und Miille'j, so that she appears in all her
nakedness. To these indignities are added posi-

tive damages ; they eat her fle-ih, i. e., they

wrest all her goods from her, and she herself is

destroyed by the Jire of negative fanaticism,

after having so long raged with the fire of posi-

tive fanaticism. In all this the Beast, of course,

acts through the horns or kings, hence ovtoi.

Diisterdieck refers the flesh-ealing to the figure

of the Woman, and the burning to the figure of

the City, of course maintaining that Rome is in-

tended.

Ver. 17. For God gave into their hearts.

Namely, to destroy the Woman. This judicial

decree resolves itself into three parts: first,

they must, blindly and against their will, execute

the counsel of God ; Becondly, they must, in
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thu3 doing, accomplish one purpose ; thirdly,

they must, in order to this end, surrender their

whole power to the Beast until the latter, in like

manner as an instrument of judgment, has ac-

complished all those words of God with which
the Apostate Church has been threatened.

Here, therefore, as in the crucifixion of Christ,

Divine, human, and devilish counsels materially

coincide in one, whilst they are formally, in their

motives, thoroughly diverse and even opposed to

each other. We, with Hengstenberg and others,

refer the avrov after t7)v yvu/^j/v to God, and not,

with Bengel, DUsterd. and others, to the Beast,

because this latter idea would then be tautolo-

gically expressed—the alliance between the

kings and the Beast having previously been in-

timated. At the close of this chapter, Diisterd.

vainly reiterates his assurance that nothing save

pagan Bome can possibly be intended (p. 620).*

[Ver. 18. And the Woman that thou
Sawest, etc.—This verse concludes the Angel's

explanation of the mystery (see ver. 7), and un-

mistakably presents to us as one and the same,

the Harlot, the Great City, and Babylon the Great

(comp. vers. 3, 5, 7, 18).—E. E. C]

[additional note on CH. XVII.]

By the American Editor.

[This chapter contains a section supplemental
to the pouring out of the seventh Vial. It con-

tains: 1. An introduction to the vision, vers. 1,

2 ; 2. The description of the vision, vers. 3-6
;

3. The explanatory remarks of the Angel, vers.

7-18.

In his interpretation of the symbols, the writer

agrees in the main with Auberlen, but with va-

riations, as will appear. For his exposition of

the Beast, see p. 272. In this chapter the Apos-
tate Church, which, in oh. xvi., was figured by
Babylon {i. e., the Great City^Rome), is pre-

sented under the symbol of a Harlot. These
symbols represent the Church from different

stand-points ;—the former in her earthly rela-

tions as a great, populous, wealthy, powerful
world-city ; the latter in her relations to Christ,

as a once chaste Bride now faithless to her hus-

band ;—each of these symbols represents an im-

portant truth which is not set forth by the other.

In this chapter a portion of the imagery of the

city-symbolization is preserved. This, indeed,
may be regarded as detracting from the artistic

unity of the respective symbols ; but upon re-

* [Elliott also contends that the destruction effected by
the feoTjM cannot be the final deBtruction set forth in ch. xviii.

8, since the kings of the earth (the horns) are, xix. 9, spoken
of as mourning over the burning. He therefore refers the
spoiling here mentioned to the destruction of Rome by the
Gothic Kings in the Fifth and Sixth centuries (seep, 309),
It must be admitted that he brings a w^ighfy consideration
in support of his opinion, one that may not be carelessly dis-

missed. It may be negatived by the fact, however, that men
in their wrath often accomplish that over which they mourn
in the subsequent hours of reflection. The Eoman army
destroyed the Temple at the capture of Jerusalem, and this
fulfilled the purposes of Jehovah (Josephus speaks of the
soldier who applied the torch as " being hurried by a certain
Diyine fury"), and yet that destruction was mourned oyer
by Titus and the army as a calamity.—£, B, C]

flection it will be seen not only to unite the two
symbols, but to give to each an instructive force
that could not otherwise have been given. The
mountains, the waters, and the wilderness are
taken from the city-symbolization;—the moun-
tains relate primarily to the mountains on which
Rome is situate, which symbolize the seven
great world-kingdoms ; the waters, probably to

the Mediterranean—that great sea which Rome
once dominated, symbolizing the peoples and
multitudes subject to the Church; the wilderness

relates to the present and future Roman Cam-
pagna, an IprifMOQ which aptly symbolizes the
moral world-waste around the Church at the
period contemplated in the vision—a waste
which it was her duty to reclaim and cultivate,

but which she has left uncared-for.
The Vision, vers. 3-C, is a scene beheld under

the seventh Vial ; it represents the Church in

the last time, in completed unholy alliance witli

the world-power, and ready for the destruction
about to be visited upon her through the instru-

mentality of the Beast and the ten horns. The
Introduction, vers. 1, 2, and the Explanation,

vers. 7-18, sweep through the entire period of
the Church's history ; they represent her as sit-

ting on the seven mountains (vers. 9, 10), i. c, as

having formed in every epoch of her history an
adulterous connection with the then existing

world-power—a connection prefiguring, and con-

summated in, the alliance symbolized in the vi-

sion. The parallelism between the adultery and
the destruction foretold in this chapter, and tho^e

set forth Hosea ii. 1-13, is manifest upon com-
parison. Is there not also a parallelism between
the deliverance of Hosea ii. 14-23 and that al-

luded to ch. xviii. 4 ? In the latter case, as in

the former, is there not an allusion to the educ-
tion of a life-germ, in the day of destruction,

from the corrupt mass, to be the seed of a new
organism ? The valley of Achor has ever been
to the true Church a door of hope, comp. Hosea
ii. 15; Josh. vii. 26; Isa. Ixv. lU.*—E. R. C]

* [The study of this chapter has induced the questions :

la not the range of the seven heads, piven on p. 272, too
narrow ? May not the reference be to the world-powers of
the seven great epochs of tlie Church's history? These are,

I. The Antediluvian, ending with the h postasy set forth Oen.
vi. 2, 12, and the Deluge. II. The Noachic, terminating in

the spiritual adultery alluded to Josh. xxiv. 2, and followed

by the call of Abraham. III. The Patriarchal, terminating
in the idolatry of Israel in Egypt and the Egyprian oppres-

sion; (although not directly stated, it is probable that the

spiritual adulteries in Eg.vpt, mentioned Joshua xxiv. 14;

Ezek. XX. 8; xxiij. 3, 8, occurred in the days of Israel's

prosperity, Ex. i. 7, before her oppression by the Egyptians
commenced), IV. The Mosaic, ending in the idolatry men-
tioned, 1 Sam. ii. 3, and the overthrow and subjection of
Israel preceding the da.y of Mizpeh, 1 Sam. iv, 10, 11; vii,3-

14. V. The Samuelic or Kingly, terniioaticg in the adultery
that was followed by the Babylonish captivity. VI. IhM
Restoration, terminating in the alliance between the High
Priest and [lerod on the one hand and Pilate on the other,

and the destruction of Jerusalem, VII. The existing epoch.
At the close of each of the first six of these epochs theie

was on the part of the visible Church an apostasy from God
and a completed alliance with the world, followed by a
destruction more or less complete of the extant form of

the Church and the bringing forth from the corriipt mass of

a newltfe-germ. The prophecy under consideration foretflis

a similar adulterous alliance, a similar destruction of tlie

visible body, and a similar eduction of the vital germ of a

new organism, ch. xviii. 4.—E. B. C]
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B.—EARTH-PICTURE OF THE FALL OF BABYLON.

Ch. XVIII. 1-24.

And lorn. And]' After these things I saw another angel come down [descending]

from [in.3. the] heaven, having great power [authority] ; and the earth was light

2 ened [lighted up] with his glory. And he cried mightily \_om. mightily] with [in]

a strong voice/ saying, [ins. Fallen, fallen is] Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen

[o??i. is fallen, is fallen], and is become the [a] habitation of devils [demons], and
the [a] hoid {(puXaxrj) of every foul [unclean] spirit, and a cage [hold] of every

3 unclean and hateful [hated] bird. For all nations have drunk of [or fallen by]'

the wine* of the wrath [anger or rage]^ of her fornication, and the kings of the

earth have \_om. have] committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the

earth are waxed [became] rich through the abundance [from the power or iniluence

4 ((Jtiva/ji?)] of her delicacies [luxury]. And I heard another voice from [ins. the]

heaven, saying. Come [ins. forth] out' of her, my people, that ye be not partakers

5 of [partake not in] her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. For her sins

have reached [heaped together]' unto [ins. the] heaven, and God hath remembered
6 her iniquities. Reward [Render unto] her even [am. even] as [ins. also] she rewarded

[rendered] you [om. you]', and double unto her [om. unto her

—

ins. the]' double
according to her works : in the cup which she hath filled [or mingled'"], fill to [or

7 mingle'" for] her double. How much she hath [om. hath] glorified herself [her-

self], a,nd lived deliciously [luxuriated], so much torment and sorrow give her:

for she saith in her heart [ins. that]", I sit a queen, and am no widow [a widow I

8 am not], and shall see no sorrow [sorrow I shall not see]. Therefore shall her

plagues come in one day, death, and mourning [sorrow], and famine ; and she

shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth [judged]"

9 her. And [ins. there shall weep and wail over her] the kings of the earth, who
[ins. with her] have committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall

bewail her, and lament for her [om. with her, shall bewail her, and lament for

10 her], when they shall [om. shall] see the smoke of her burning, standing afar ofi"

for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas [Woe], alas [woe], that [the] great city [,]

Babylon, that mighty [the strong] city ! for in one hour is [om. is] thy judgment
11 come [came]. And the merchants of the earth shall [om. shall]" weep and mourn
12 [sorrow] over her ; for no man buyeth their merchandise [lading] any more : The

[om. The]" merchandise [lading] of gold, and [ins. of] silver, and [ins. of] pre-

cious stones [stone], and of pearls, and [ins. of] fine linen, and [ins. of] purple,

and [mis. of] silk, and [ins. of] scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner ves-

sels of ivory [every ivory article], and all manner vessels [every article] of most

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1. Kal is oniitt"ed in accordance with N- A. B*. [P.], etc.

2 Ver. 2. The true reading is ev icxup? <i>'^^il, in accordance with decisive authorities. [So read Crit. Eds. generally;
the ei/ with A. P.; the io-^vpi (fiui-ij witli (K-) A. (B*.) P., c(c.—B. R. 0.]

3 Ver. 3. [Tisch. reads TreVwicai', Tren-w- (ttctto) with P., -xav with A. C; Treg. TTejTTbtieav with A. C. ; Alf. brackets the t;

t^. and B*. give TrewTuiKaaLV.—E. R. C]
* Ver. 3. [Tisch. gives tov olyov with K- B*., Clem., etc.; Lach. and Alf. omit with A., Am., Fold., Tol., Lips.; TregeUea

brackets.—E. R. C]
& Ver. 3. [For the rendering rage, see Note 16 on Chap, xiv., p. 274.—B. R. C]
Ver. i. There are various forms of this ; we, with Lach. [Ed. Maj., Tisch. (1859)], read efeASe, with B*. C, and also

from internal ro.iaons. [Lach. (Ed. Min.), Tisch. (8th Ed.), Treg., Alf, give e^eKOart with X. A.; P. reads efeAflere.—E.

R. C]
^ Ver. 5. 'lLKoX\ri9Tit7av in accordance with X- A. B*. C. [P.]. De Wette translates : "Giey have reached unto the heaven.*'

8 Ver. 6. The iifi.'ii' is omitted. [Om. by Crit. Eds. generally with X- A. B*. 0. P., Am., Fuld., Demid., Tot, et al.; it ap-

pears in 1, 31, 91, 96, Clem., Lips., et al.—E. R C]
9 Ver. 6. The aiiT^ is unfounded. [Om. by Crlt. Eds. Tisch. and Treg. insert to. with X. C. ; Lach, omits with A.

B*. P.; Alf. brackets.— K. R. C]
10 Ver. 6. [See Note 19 on Chap, xiv., p. 274.—B. R. C]
11 Ver. 7. [Crit. Eds. give oti with K. A. B« 0. P.—E. R. 0,]
>2 Ver. 8. [Crit. Eds. give Kpira? with K*. A. B*.C. P.; Kpivuiv is given by X«. 1, 6, etc—E. R. C]
18 Ver. 11. [Orit. Bds. generally give K^aiovaiv Kal nevdoutrtv with K. A. C. P.—E.R.C.]
" Ver. 12. [The article is without authority.—E. R. C]
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13 precious wood, and of brass, and [ins. of] iron, and [ins. of] marble, and cinnamon
[ins. and amomum,]'* and odors [incense {dufudfiara)'], and ointments [ointment], and
frankincense, and wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and beasts [cattle], and
sheep, and [ins. of] horses, and [ins. of] chariots, and [ins. of] slaves [bodies {<su>ij.d-

14 TwvJ], and souls (,4'oxd<;) of men. And the [thy]" fruits [fruit-time (oVcu^a)]" that
thy soul lusted after are [om. that thy soul lusted after are—tM. of the desire of the^"

soul is] departed from thee, and all [ins. the fat] things [ifis. and the bright things]
which were dainty and goodly [om. which were dainty and goodly] are [have] de-
parted from thee, and thou shalt [they'* shall] find them no [never, never] more

15 at all." The merchants of these things, which were made [who became] rich by
her, shall stand afar off for the fear of her torment, weeping and wailing [sorrow-

16 ing], And [om. And]'-'" saying, Alas [Woe], alas [woe], that [the] great city, that
was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked [gilded] with gold,

17 and precious stones [stone], and pearls [pearl] ! For [Because] in one hour [ins. was
made desolate] so great riches [wealth] is come to nought [om. is come to nought].
And every shipmaster [pilot], and all the company in ships [every one sailing ia

the region (or any whither],''' and sailors, and as many as trade by [ply the] sea,

18 stood afar off, and cried when they saw [or seeing] the smoke of her burning, say-

19 ing, "What city is [om. is] like unto this, the great city ! And they cast dust on
their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing [sorrowing], saying, Alas [Woe], alas

[woe], that [the] great city, wherein were made [became] rich all that had ships in

the sea by reason of her costliness ! for in one hour is [was] she made desolate.

20 Rejoice over her, thou [0] heaven, and ye holy [om. ye holy

—

ins. the saints, and
the] apostles and [ins. the] prophets ; for God hath avenged you [om. hath
avenged you

—

ins. judged your judgment]^^ on her.

21 And a [or one] mighty [strong] angel took up a stone like a great millstone, and cast

it [om. if] into the sea, saying. Thus with violence shall [in^. be cast] that great city

[om. that great city] Babylon [ins. , the great city] be thrown down [om. be thrown
22 down], and shall be found no more at all.'' And the [a] voice of harpers, and [ins. of]

musicians [or singers], and of pipers, and [ins. of] trumpeters, shall be heard no more
at all in thee ; and no [any] craftsman [artisan], of [ins. any art] whatsoever craft he be

[om. whatsoever craft he be], shall be found any [no] more [ins- at all] in thee ; and
23 the [a] sound [voice] of a millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee ; and the

[a] light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee ; and the [a] voice of the

[om. the] bridegroom and of the [om. the] bride shall be heard no more at all in

thee : for thy merchants were the great men of the earth ;'* for by thy sorceries

[sorcery] were all [ins. the] nations deceived [seduced or misled (iTT/layif^jjo-ay)].

24 And in her was found the [om. the] blood''' of prophets, and of saints, and of all

that were [have been] slain upon the earth.

16 Ver. 13. In accordance with X*. A. C. [P. 6, 11, Am., Fuld., Tol., Lipa.], etc. In the Rec. aLfj.iafj.ov ia omitted.
w Ver. 14. Codd. X. A. C. read (tou t^5 en-iflu^ta?.
IT Ver. 14. [The primary meaning of OTrwpa is, "the part of the year between the rising of Sirius and Arcturua, ....

and 80, not bo much the Lat. Auctumnus, as our dog-days or, at moat, the end of eummer. . . It was the proper time for both
the field and tree fruits to ripen " (Liddell and Scott sub voce).—E. R. C]

M Ver. 14. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8th Kd.) give eSipri,Toi>m.v with N. A. 0. P. Vulg., etc.; Tiach. (1869) gave eup^'i

with B*. ; 7 reads eipei's.—E. R. 0.]
18 Ver. 14. [The expression never, never more at all is adopted as the best idiomatic rendering of the threefold negative

of the original, ouKeVt ov fLrj.—E. R. C]
"> Ver. 16. [Grit. Eds. omit koi with X. A. B*. 0. ; it appears in P., Vulg,, Mth., el al—K. R. C]
^ Ter. 17. [Crit. Eds. give (cal nas 6 eirl tottov n-Ae'djv with X. A. B* C, Am., Fuld., etc. (B*. inserts Toe before toitov).

Lange adopts this reading, declaring the Rec. (cTrl riav irXoiuyv 6 ojutAo?) to bo unfounded; he translates, however, all who sail

to definite places. Alford translatps, every one who eaileth any whither. The first of the renderings given above ia regarded as

most in accordance with the presumptive meaning of the expression em toitov ; see Robinson under ETrt, iii. a ; and roiroy,

d. (y).—E. S. CI
22 Ver. 20. i'EKpivev—to leplfia Vfj.o}v ef ai/rrj^. Lange translates : Itath executed your sentence upon her.—E. R. 0.]
23 Ver. 21. 'The negatives in this and the following verses are merely double; see Note 19.—B. R. C]
2* Ver. 23. Xange translates : for the princes of the earth were thy merchants. See on pp. 323, 328 sq.—E. R. C]
25 Ver. 24. Cod. B*. gives alfiara ; A. 0. [K. P.J give ai>a. [Tisch. adopts the former reading ;

Lach., Alf., Treg. the
latter.—B. R. 0.]

of the actual judgment as taking plaea on the

EXEGETICAL AND CEITIOAL. earth. Hence, together with the unity of the

SYNOPTICAL VIEW. two sections, we must also recognize the contrast

With the vision of the heavenly counsel ofjudg- between these two pictures of Babylon. In the

ment upon Babylon and the ideal judgment it- light of Heaven, Babylon appears as a Woman,
self, is conjoined the proleptioal representation who, in the pomp of false magnificence and
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beauty, has lapsed into the extreme of hideoua-

ness ; a Harlot, — drunken with blood— the

blood of the saints ; bearing still the golden

cup of holy consecration, but riding upon the

blood-colored Beast of Antichristianity, the or-

gan of the abyss. In her earthly self-sufficiency

and in the lament of the earth on her account

(ch. xviii.), she is u, Queen, to whom the kings

of the earth have paid homage, who has been

magnified by the rich, the merchants, and the

sea-farers, glorified by the artisans, and marvelled

at, in her splendor, possessions and enjoyment,

by the inhabitants of the earth.

A strong Angel, who descends from Heaven to

earth, comes upon her. Hia strength is signalized

by the fact that tke earth is lighted up by his glory.

There is but one enlightenment for the earth

—

viz.
,

the light of the gospel ; but there is a distinction

between the stage of apostolic embassage, that

of reformatory confession, dogma and cuUus, and

this spiritual day-light of evangelic truth—ap-

propriated by all good spirits,—which, in Divine-

human beauty, in Christian humanity, finally,

as in one instant, extends from land to land,

and illumines the fallen Woman in all her hate-

fulness, thus executing upon her the ideal judg-

ment and denouncing (vers. 2, 3) the first real

judgment, which appears as a self-judgment of

the great Babylon in her internal relations. The

ideal judgment is the heavenly proclamation of

her fall, loudly promulgated through the earth.

Fallen! fallen I is the judicial cry of Heaven.

The fall agrees in greatness with the height

which she claimed as Babylon the Great (see la.

xiv.).

First Fundamental Form of the Actual Judgment.

Revelation of the Inner Judgment of the Fallen

Church [vers. 2, 3].

She has become a habitation or dwelling-place

of demons;—does not this, considered in the light

of Heaven, signify a sort of Hell on earth ? A
waleh-tower \hold'\of all manner ofunclean spirits;—
does not this mean a concentration of the most

diverse evil motives and egoistical characters ?

A coop or poultry-yard [hold~\ of all unclean and

hated birds;—does not this mean a gathering-

place of all volatile minds, intent upon the prey

of earthly profits? (See Matt. xiii. 32.) The

Spirit of prophecy has indicated a firm and ex-

clusive organization by a three-fold term: a fixed

habitation, a watch-tower, a secure receptacle

for birds.* It is true that <pv?MKi/, in both in-

stances of its occurrence, may be significant of

a. prison ; this term would not here have been

applicable to the demons. The cause of this de-

struction of Babylon is the wine of the anger [or

ragel of her fornication, i. e., the riotous enthu-

siasm of her anger [rage] or fanaticism in favor

of her idolatries, her deifications of all sorts. Of
this wine she has given to all nations to drink,

and has intoxicated them more or leas, instead

of truly sobering them for the milk of the

Gospel and wholesome nourishment, in accord-

ance with the reiterated instructions of the

Apostles Peter and Paul (1 Peter i. 13, iv. 7, v.

8; 1 Cor. XV. 34; 1 Thesa. v, 6, 8; 1 Tim. iii. 2,

11; Titus ii. 2; 2 Tim. ii. 26). In distinction

from this popular fanaticism, the kings of the

earth, with the political consciousness of refined

worldly-mindeduess, have committed fornication

with her—have deified her, permitted themselves

to be deified by her, and shared all manner of

other deifications with her.* Another pernicious

effect is that the merchants, i. e., those specula-

tors of earth who are bent upon mammon, have

become rich through her luxury. The very one

who should equalize earthly relations by the

spirit of Christian brotherlinesa [i. e., the

Church], has, by self-deification and the deifica-

tion of earthly powers, brought to a culmination

that false pomp and love of magnificence by

which the normal distinction of rich and poor

has been perverted into unnatural and perni-

cious extremes of luxury and pauperism. The
poisoning of popular life, of politics, of social

ordinances—such is the three-fold and yet uni-

tous effect of her three principal sins: [1] the

presentation of the wine of anger [or rage (see

Notes 5, p. 318; and 16, p. 274).—E. R. C]
;

[2] seduction to fornication
; [3] luxurious ex-

ternal show.

Second Judgment. Social Judgment of Separation

between the People of God and the City of Baby-
lon (vers. 4, 6).

This separation is brought about by the com-
mand of a voice from the Heaven. Whilst the An-
gel who descended from Heaven has executed

the judgment of the Spirit of truth, this voice

comes from the height of Heaven, and, as ap-

pears from the context, from the judgment-
throne of God Himself. The exode of the peo-

ple of God from fellowship with Babylon, not

only brings her internal judgment to view, but
also serves as an introduction to the external

judgment, because it is itself the dynamical so-

cial judgment. Thus must Noah go forth from
the antediluvian race that h.ad incurred the judg-

ment of God ; thus Lot must depart from Sodom

;

thua Israel, from Egypt ; thus the primitive

Christians, from fallen Jerusalem ; and so on.

This exode, which includes within itself the abro-

gation of all relations of religious fellowship, is

demanded by truth, by righteousness, by fide-

lity to the Lord. Thus believers execute the

minor ban in just reaction against the great ban,

and the Church finally goes forth from the

Church, in order that it may continue to be the

Church (Heb. xiii. 13).-|- The conservation of

human relations of duty will come out all the

more clearly, the more the religious and moral
errors of a false humanism are discarded in

pure and strict freedom of spirit. This exode

also becomes necessary, however, for the self-

preservation of believing souls, as is declared

by the warning: That ye partake not in her

sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. How
easily an accompliceship in guilt originates

through implication in the sins of others, the

Old Testament has typically demonstrated in

the institution of the sin-offering (Lev. v.), as

well as in many historical occurrences (Joshua

* [In the second and third instancea one ftnd the same * [For another exposition of the fornication, s-^e Ahstrtui

term is employed, vix.: (^u\aK^; and in the first, KaTOLKij- of Atiberlen, pp. 'All sq.—E. R. C]
rripiov.—E. K. C.] ' t t^'^^ ^^^- Note aud foot-note, p. 317.—E. E. C]
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yii.). The modern world's sensorium for these

mysterious relations of guilt is much enfeebled.

Even an entrance into the heritage of the hea-

viest ancient blood-debts is performed by many
with as little misgiving as if they were stepping

into a child's room pervaded with the breath of

innocence, or even into a temple of pure spirit,

pervaded with spirit-breath. The judgment of

God, however, must be executed, because the

sins of the City do not simply cry unto Heaven,

like the sins of Sodom (Gen. xviii.), but they

have become interlinked with each other and
tower up upon each other even to Heaven, until they

have become a demonic offence against the very

Throne of God. Hence, God has become mindful

of her iniquities—not simply of the last and new-

est, but of the entire series of them. The cul-

mination of these iniquities has—humanly speak-

ing—again made present to Him the whole his-

tory of their development, and with these words,

the conclusion of His refraining long-sutfering

and the dawn of His infliction of judgment are

expressed. At the basis of the expression iu

our passage lies a reference to the history of So-

dom, the more obviously since here, also, a fiery

judgment is at hand.

Third Judgment. The Recompense of Babylon
(vers. 6-8).

The command to execute the judgment of re-

tribution is not, like the preceding words, ad-

dressed to the people of God, as has been sup-

posed in accordance with the reading of minus-
cules: as she rewarded [^rendered to~\ you.* But
neither is the command addressed to the Angels
of the plagues, as Bleek supposes, for this retri-

bution is, according to ch. xvii. 16, to be exe-

cuted by the Ten Horns and the Beast. The
same judgment which, in the chapter cited, is

spoken of as to be accomplished by them, is men-
tioned here, again, in ver. 8. The address is

to those to whom she has presented the cup
(Matt. vii. 6). De Wette with justice remarks:
A challenge to the executioners of the penal
judgment. ' AnodMvai has at its second occur-

rence the meaning of the Hebrew 7nj. It shall
-T

be done to her as she has done to others. This
is the law of historic retribution which runs
through the whole of the Sacred Writings (see

oh. xiii. 10). It shall, moreover, be recom-
pensed double to her. As repentance has a dou-
ble value in proportion to the punishment which
preceded it (Is. xl. 2), so the guilt which is

heaped up for the Day of Wrath has, similarly,
a double value in reference to the succeeding
punishment. So, in particular, the cup of the
wine of anger is to be filled double for her. At
the time of judgment, negative fanaticism falls,

with double fury, upon the guilt of positive fana-
ticism.—But not sinaply the torments which she
has inflicted upon men are to be recompensed to
her, but also her self-gloritication and arrogant
ostentation are to be punished, in a correspond-
ing degree, with torment and sorrow. The hea-
venly voice also gives the ground of this severe
sentence. For, even now in the hour of judg-

* [The vfi.lv should be omitted.
Note 8. ver. 6.—E. E. 0.1

21

Text, and Grah.,

ment, she, hardened and without a foreboding of
approaching ill, gives utterance in her heart to her
false security thus: I «'(; [Lauge : am enthroned
US'] a queen, and a widow I am not (comp. Luke
xviii. 3 ;^not the Church that misses her hea-
venly Christ on earth), and sorrow I shall not see.

This obduracy is the motive which doubles her
guilt and punishment. Therefore, also, shall her
plagues come in one day— i. e., she does not gradu-
ally sink into ruin, but she plunges into it ia
one grand historic catastrophe. The plagues
branch out into the number of the world, the
worldly number of completeness, four : Death,
mourning [^sorrow'], hunger, fire. Death, doubt-
less, should not be interpreted as the death of

her children (Diisterdieck), but as a presenti-
ment of ruin which now comes over her. With
this death, her egoistic lamentations correspond,
amid which, again, her hunger after world-em-
pire is augmented to fury, whilst the fire of

judgment is already coming upon her. These
plagues now attack her with inevitable certitude,

for God has already commenced to judge her [h

Kplvac), and He is mighty in His judgments, which
He executes through the medium of mighty
earthly powers.

Hereupon the heavenly voice denounces a simultanc
ous judgment upon those classes which have min-

gled with Great Babylon and involved themselves

in her guilt ; representing them as mourners over

the fallen one (vers. 9-20).

The unitous idea of these lamentations lies in

the premise that the mock-holy City has her
sympathies, her roots, in the worldliness of the

world, especially the great world ; that she has,

however, brought this world, which it was her
duty to convert to God, itself to the brink of

perdition. For she has made self-deification,

the titanic glorification of her own dignity and
authority, the centre of all corruption. She has
thereby induced the kings or potentates of the

earth to push their authority also to a degree
exceeding a right human measure, to exchange
reciprocal deifications with her and either iu

pride to compete with her, or to make fellowship

with her. Thus have been formed the spheres

of a morbid luxury, far exceeding the measure
of morality, and as the merchants of the earth,

or the organs of this luxury, have attained to u

colossal and morbid greatness, so, likewise,

have their riches reached a corresponding

grandeur. Even wholesale trade, in the most
extensive sense of the term, or supermarine in-

tercourse of the world with the world, has been

drawn into this great vortex of feverish world-

liness. Thus the most thorough men of the

world, far and wide, have lived and sinned with

Great Babylon, and are most profoundly shaken

and discomfited by her fall. But they care not

to share her lot with her ; they are faithless to

her in her hour of need. The kings stand afar

off for the fear of her torment (ver. 10). The

merchants stand afar off for the fear of her torment

(ver. 15). The sea-farers and marine traders stand

afar off and cry (ver. 17). Doubtless, together

with the ideas of their participation in her guilt,

their grief, and their cowardly desertion ot their

mistress, there is likewise expressed the fact
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that Great Babylon is involved in a (remendous

conflagration, which illuminates llie whole earth,

which admits of no remedy, which none dare

approach, which, however, is visible from the

remotest spots—so far, at lea^t, as ita pillar of

smoke is concerned—holding all spectators spell-

bound with fear and amazement. It might be

queried : why the great detailedness of the de-

scription, especially of articles of luxury (vers.

12-14) ? Here we encounter the same masterly

skill of the prophetic spirit which is displayed

by Isaiah in his portrayal of the luxury of the

Hebrew women (Is. iii.). For the worldly mind,

this very detail of articles of pomp and plea-

sure is of supreme importance; the prophecy,

therefore, ironically enters into this mode of

view—the more, since for Babylon every parti-

cle of her pleasure becomes a particle of torment.

It is, further, characteristic that the kings shall

wet^p and passionately and loudly lameat (K6nTEa-&at)

over the fall of Babylon, yet shall hold them-

selves aloof even at the ascending of the smoke
from the beginning confiagratioa. That which
caused them to become worshippers of the City,

were the greatness and (magic) power of it.

The merchants of the earth weep also ; their sor-

row, however, takes the form of mourning for

the loss which has assailed them. Together

with the greatness of the City, its magnificence

and wealth have dazzled them. The sea-farers

express their mourning for Babylon most pas-

Bionately, in accordance with their life on the

water; they were enchained by the incompara-
blencss of the City and the great gain which it

brought them.

The first lament is that of the kings of the earth;

not the kings as such, but those rulers who, by
the aid of the Hierarchy, have despotically go-

verned, and, to enable them thus to do, have
worked into the hands of the Hierarchy, being,

therefore, bearers of a reciprocal deification.

The heavenly voice describes the lament of

the merchaws most comprehensively. The
splendor of the merchandise of the City is ex-

patiated upon, as consisting of: (1) Precious

things [metals, jewels] and splendid stuffs; (2)

Costly material (fragrant citron [thyine-] wood)
and costly vessels of precious stuffs of all sorts;

(3) Spices, ointments, incense; (4) Delicious ar-

ticles of enjoyment and nourishment; (5) Arti-

cles of a princely household, from draught-cat-

tle and flocks of sheep to the souls of slaves—

-

or slavish souls, which are the permanent fuuda-

nieiital condition of every Babylonish power. It

might be thought strange that after all this,

mention is made of delicious fruit* and that

here the enumeration passes into the form of an
address to Babylon itself; but in this region the

smallest thing is in many respects the greatest,

and, moreover, a special category of gastrono-

mical delicacies is in point—those, particularly,

, which belong to a princely dessert. Whilst the

kinys designated the great disaster of one hour,

the catastrophe, as a judgment upon Babylon,
the merchants lament that in one hour the great

icenlih of luxury in which Babylon arrayed her-

self, is destroyed.

Still more openly do the sea-farers express their

tee Text, and Uram., Notb 17.—E. E. C]

egoistical interest in their cry of woe and la-

mentation for Great Babylon.
After this fore-descriptijn of the special judg-

ments which, with the fall of Babylon, come
upon her companions, the judgment upon Baby-
lon herself is represented in a symbolic act.

The heavenly voice replies to all the unworthy
lamentations of earth with a cry of exulta-

tion. All those who long ago pronounced the

spiritual sentence of Babylon's lost state, with-

out its appearing that their sentence was of any
value in the actual world, are exhorted to re-

joice. Now their sentence is ratified by the

judgment of God. For such is the meaning of

the passage; reference is not again had to the

false judgment which they have previously ex-

perienced from Babylon, for how would such a

reference be applicable to Heaven ? Babylon
has been judged from of old: 1. By the Heaven
in general, the whole ideal world of God ; 2. By
the Saints, and 3. By the Apostles—nay, 4.

Even before them, by the Prophets of the Old

Covenant.
Next follows the symbolic representation of

the final consummation of the judgment.

A strong Angel takes up a stone, like a great

millstone, and casts it into the sea, making this

act, the violent casting of the stone, the great

whirlpool occasioned by it, and the precipitate

sinking of the stone, a symbol of the imminent,
sudden and violent reprobation of Babylon. The
Angel, because he is a fore-runner of the close

Parousia of Christ, is conceived of as a personal

being (see ch. xix. 9, 10) ; his action, however,
is thoroughly symbolical. The allegorical sym-
bol gains in expressiveness, it becomes typical,

if we consider that the sea, denotes the life of

the nations, that the millstone is already familiar

as the instrument of punishment for offence

given (Matt, xviii. 6), that, finally, the procla-

mation of the strong Angel, in connection with

his action, is expressive of the surest certainly

of the Spirit of God in His Church. The judg-

ment upon Babylon superinduces a great agita-

tion in the sea of nations. This agitation is oc-

casioned by a great stone of stumbling or most

flagrant ofl'ence given by Babylon to the world,

in particular to the "little ones;"* and it is

the Angel of the Christian faith who has in this

world awakened the consciousness of the life of

the nations in respect of this ofl'ence, as is ex-

pressed by the fore-runner of Christ from the

other world, one, in angelic form, of the glorified

ones who shall appear with Christ. The City, as

Great Babylon, is destroyed ; as a ruin, as a

desert place, she continues, for a memorial of

terror. Hence the Angel describes her immi-

nent desolation, not simply in order to intimate

that her own destruction is illustrated by the

destruction of her glory. This has been previ-

ously declared. The design is, rather, to sketch

the desolation of the ruin of this spiritual Baby-

lon in negative traits, even as Isaiah depicted

the desolation of the ancient Asiatic Babylon in

positive traits. No musical sound from any fes-

tivity can be heard any more in the deathly still-

* [Above, the stone was the symbol of Babylon ; its beinff

cast vnio the sea, the Byrabol of her punishment by Ood ;
but

here the etone is the symbol of Babylon's sill, and Ha oatting,

that of her own siuful conduct!—E. K. C.l
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ness of Babylon. Not a single artist of any art

can be found any more in the desert of her ruins.

No sound of a mill betrays a trace of business or

domestic life ; no light of a candle, occasions the

inference of life or of a social circle ; with the

voice of bridegroom and bride, every festal presage
of a future laden with new life has vanished.

And now again, to conclude the picture, the

grounds for the judgment are laid before us

—

viz. : Babylon's double guilt. On the one hand,
she has fully corrupted the corrupt world. For
the great of the earth, the possessors of power,
were her merchants, i. e., the agents and abet-

tors of her affairs (^ol ^fi-rropoi is the predicate,

according to Eichhorn ; see also Ebrard). Note
well the distinction. The ifnvopoi rf/q yfj^ (ver.

3) have become rich through the Woman ; the

fieyiffrdveq r^f yijg have become the efiTropol gov,

i.e., of the Woman. [See Text, and Gram.,
Note 2t, ver. 23.—E. R. C] Her love of mag-
nificence has driven luxury to its acme, and
converted the dealers in it into great lords; it

is still worse, however, that she has made the

great of the earth agents of her interests. It

was her fault that the merchants* could in

many oases become barons and princes—that

the princes could in many eases become mer-
chants [Krdmerl, e.g., of indulgences, hierarchi-

cal stocks, and the like. Thm she has instituted

a reciprocal action between egoistical mammon-
service and egoistical power. The nations have
been led astrag by her sorceries of all sorts. Thus
she has seduced the world in its great and lit-

tle ones. Of the kernel of the Church, however
—the Prophets and Saints — not the living

images, but the bloody traces of martyr-
dom, were found in her. The Angel, truly,

seems to conclude his accusation in a very hyper-
bolical manner. Is the blood of all who have been

slam on earth to be placed to the account of Ba-
bylon ? We might say : Undoubtedly it is, inas-
much as, at the day of reckoning, Babylon forms
the centre of all human guilt and blood-guilti-
ness. The choice of the verb, however, consti-

tutes a very important item for consideration.
20dfsiv, the verb in question, denotes, at least
in a predominant degree, slaying from a religious
point of view ; here, therefore, are indicated the
slain upon the earth who have been slain as sacri-

fices to fanaticism in general, and especially in

tlie religious wars and religious criminal courts
of earth. The centre of these specific crimes is

Babylon; it is manifest, however, that Babylon
is not here intended simply as a local centre,
for the like blood-guiltinesses make their appear-
ance sporadically all over Christendom—though,
indeed, always as fanatical radii, having a fana-
tical centre. -j-

[abstkact or views, etc. J

By the American Editor.

[Elliott: (See on pp. 281, 296.) The section
extends to the close of chap, xix. 4. In it we
have— I. Ver. 1. An angelic proclamation of
the approaching destruction of Babylon;—

a

* [Kr'dmer—a word of lower significance than Kaufleute,
previously translated merchants; tbe Ijitter denotes the {ireur,

wholesale dealers, whilst the former bignifies retaitera—skop-
Uepers, as we say in English.—Te.]
t [See ExPLA. IN Detail, Add. Comment on ver. 24.—E. R. C]

proclamation, (1) similar to that of chap. xiv. 8,

but with additional circumstances (ver. 3) ; (2)
anticipative, but as immediately preceding the ca-

tastrophe. II. A warning voice to Christ's true
servants to come out of her; which implies that

(1) there would be some of the holy seed in the
mystic Babylon, (2) their danger of participa-
tion in her destruction would be imminent. III.

A vivid description of the catastrophe, in which
are depicted : 1. Its nature, [1) unexpected (she
sits a queen, etc.) ; (2) instantaneous (in an hour)

;

(3) total (all life destroyed); (4) by eternal (su-

perhuman?) fire (xix. 8): 2. The lamentations

over the fall,—(1) of the kings who committed
fornication with her; (2) of the merchants, etc.,

who were enriched by her IV. The reasons for

the judgment,— (1) her deception of all nations
;

(2) her persecution of the saints. V. The hea-
venly song of praise over the destruction,—(1)
twice by the heavenly ho.it. Hallelujah (xix. 1-3) ;

(2) once (and it is the last act related of them)
by the Elders and Living-beings, Amen—Halle-
lujah (xix. 4).—From this passage the following

conclusions, as to the probable progress of fast-

coming future events, may be drawn that— [.

The destruction of Rome, the mystic Babylon
(comprehending not only the City and the Eccle-

siastical State; but, probably, the political tri-

partition adhering to it, xvi. 19), shall, very
soon after the tri-partition, and unexpectedly, be
effected by an earthquake and volcanic fire."^ II.

Immediately before this event tliere will be a

diffusion of great religious light, and a sounding

* ["A mode of destruction not obscurely intimated by
certain very strikina; allusive expressions in other prophe-
cies both of the Old and New Testament (Taa. xxxiv. 9, 10;

XXX. .33; Jer. li. 25; Luke xvii 28-32, eic), and thus ex-

pected, as we find, alike by ancient Jewish R'^bbis and
Christian Fathers of the Church; not to add that the very
nature of the Italian soil has forced on many a mind, in dif-

ferent ages, the thought of its physical preparedness almost
for such a catastrophe." Elliott.. Barnes, in support of

the probable correctness of this view, writes as follows:

"Gibbon (ch. xv.), with his n"ual accuracy, as if comment-
ing on the Aporalyo-e, has referred to the physical adapted-

ness of the soil of Rome tor such an overthrow. Speaking
of the anticipation of the end of the world among the early

Christian^, he says, 'In the opinion of a general conflagra-

ti.tn, the faifh of the Christian very happily coincided with
the tradition of the East, the philosophy of the stoics, and
the analogy rif nature; and ei'en the country, which, from reli-

gious motives, had been cliosen for the origin and principal scerw

of this conflagration, mas the best adapted for that purpose by

natural anii physical causes ; by its deep caverns, beds of sul-

phur, and numerous volcanoes, of which those of .^tns, of

Vesuvius, and of Lipari. exhibit a very imperfect representa-

tion.' As to the general state of Italy in refeiente to volca-

noes, the reader may consult, with advan'age, Lyell's Geo-

logy. B, II„ chs, ix.-xii. Bee also Murray's Encyclopedia of
Geography, II. ii , , , . The following extract in^m a re-

cent traveller will still further confirm this representation:

'I b hold every where—in Rome, nesr Rome, and ihrongh
ihe whole region fiom Ro -,e to Naples—the most astound-

ing proofs, not merely of the possibility, but th" probability,

that the whole region of central Italy wiil one day be de-

stroyed by such a catastrophe (bv earthquakes or volcanoes).

The soil of Rome is tufa, wi h a volcanic subterranean acfi n
going on. At Naples, the boi'ing sulphur is to be seen bub-

bling near ihe surface of the earth, Whert I drew a stick

along the ground, the sulphurous smoke followed the in-

dentation; and it would never surprise me to hear of the ut-

ter destruction of th - southern peninsula of Italy, The en-

tire country and district is volcanic. It is saturated with

beds of sulphur and the substrata of destruction, Xt seems
as certainly prepared for the flames as the wo >d and c al on

the hearth are prepared for the taper which shall kindle the

fire to consume them. The Divine hand alone seems to me
to hold the element of fire in check by a miracle as great as

that which prot-ctedthe cities of the plain, till the righteous

Lot had made his escape lo the mountaias,'

—

Townsend's Tour

in I(ai}l in I860,"—B. R. C]
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forth of strong appeals on the character and im-

minent doom of both Rome and the Popeflom,

alike in the Church and in the world. III. The
Jews will probably at, or just after, the catas-

trophe, be converted {indicated by the Hebrew
Hai.lelu.jah—this being the first introduction

of a word from that language in praise). IV.

Down to the time figured by this chorus (a song
represented as being in Ileavtin), no translation

of the living saints or resurrection of the de-

parted will have taken place.

Barnes: This chapter is a still further ex-

pjanatory episode designed to shoAv the effect of

the pouring out of the seventh Vial (xvi. 17-21)

upon the Antichristian power; the description is

that of a rich merchant-city reduced to deso

lation, and is but carrying out the general idea

under a different form. We have— (1) the an-

gelic descent and proclamation, vers. 1-3; (2)

a warning to the people of God to be partakers
neither of her sins nor plagues, accompanied by
a description of the latter, vers. 4-8; (8) la-

mentation over her fall—by those who had been,

[a] connected with her, (6) corrupted by her, {c)

profiled by her, vers. 9-19; (4) rejoicing over

her fall, ver, 20
; (5) the final (and total) destruc-

tion, vers. 21-24. (Whilst this writer regards
the Papacy, and not the city of Rome, as the ob-

ject specially contemplated by the prophecy, he
thinks it possible that there may be a literal ful-

fillment of the prophecy burned with Jire, ver. 8, in

the destruction of the city as in order to the de-

struction of the power; for quotations tending
to support this view, see the prec(>ding foot-note.

For special comments^ see Explanations in De-
tail in loc.)

Stuaet: In his Introduction to ch. ivii., this

commentator remarks: "Before any attack was
made upon the Kingdom of the Beast, an Angel
proclaimfd the fall of great Babylon {i. e., 'per-
secuting and pagan Rome'), xiv. 8. This, how-
ever, was only in general terms. But now the

seventh Vial has been poured out, and the city

has been shaken to its very foundation, and thus
a ruinous state of things has already commenced,
ch. xvi. 17-21, Final and utter extinction, how-
ever, still remains to be achieved. Accordingly
an Angel next appears, and not only renews the
proclamation of the fall of Babylon, but describes
this in such terms as necessarily to imply its

utter ruin." *

* [Tt is exceerlinely difficult to determine what is the idea
of Sthart as to the iDterpretatiou of this chapter. This
ariseri from the fact that nowhere in tlie special comment on
it itoes he deline what he means by Babylon; his meaning
h'lS to be pought through General and Special and Particular
Introductions and through excursuses and textual com-
ments. His comment on xi^.S can leave no doubt thatilftere
he pgards Babylon as the C ty of Rome; tiiat this int rpre-
tHtio^i is cont mpla^ed througliout ihis portion of the Apoca-
lypse, is implied in numerous remarks. But the peculi t
schf-mi of RTnART requires him to regard the woe as h iving
been accomplished; and manifestly the City of Kome baa
never yet become a desolation. The most plaiisibte idea c !-
earning his int'irpretarion is that he regards the prophecy afl

having its .?peq/tc fulfillment in thede truction of Eome long
ago commenced, but not yet accomplished; and ifs gpTwric
accompl'shme'it ia the overthrow of all Antichristian pow-
ers. The view as to the specific fulfillment is suggested by
the following remark under xiv. 8: "The readorls not to
suppose, th^t fallen, while it den .>tes absolute certaioty, at
the same time denotes complete and instantaneous excision.
The predictions resprcting ancient Babilon weie fulfilled
only in the lapse of sevonU centnries: but they wore at last
fully accoaiplishf d. And so of the tropical Babylon. The

Wordsworth: "Fuller description of the fu-

ture fall of the Mystical Babylon. It is to be
carefully observed that though Babylon falls, the
Beast still remains. Therefore, the fall of Pa-
pal Rome will not be the destruction of the
Papacy.''

Alford : Chaps, xviii. I-xix. 10 relate to the
Destruction of Babylon. I. Announcement of the
destruction (chap, xviii. 1-3). I[. Warning to

God's people to leave her on account of the great-
ness of her crimes and coming judgments (4-8).
III. Lamentations over her on the part of those
who were enriched by her, by (1) the kings of
the earth (9, 10); (2) the merchants (11-16);

(3) the shipmasters, etc. (17-19). IV. The calling
of the heavens and God's holy ones to rejoice over
her (20). V. Symbolic proclamation of Baby-
lon's ruin (21-24).

Lord : The Angel of ver. 1 symbolizes a body
of men who shall with resistless light unveil the
Apostate character of Babylon (i. e., the national-
ized hierarchies, see pp. 3 10 sq. ) . Thefall of Babylon
is her dejection from her nationalized position;
it is to be (1) in consequence of her idolatry, ver.

3 ; (2) followed by (a) her becoming the resort
of the most detestable of (human) beings, ver. 2,
(i) another proclamation by another body of men
calling upon those true Christians who remain in
her to come out of her, Ter. 4

; (3) effected (a)

violently, ver. 21
; (6) by the multitude, and not

by the kings and great men who are to mourn
over it, vers. 9-19. The fall is to be distin-
guished from the punishment (plagues); the lat-

ter is speedily and suddenly to follow the for-

mer, vers. 4-6. The destruction is to be entire,

vers. 21-24.

Glasgow: Ver. 1 introduces an account of
what accompanies or follows close upon the full

effusion of the seventh Vial. The Angel of ver.

1 is the Holy Ghost, who announces the coming
fall of Babylon, i. e., the Roman State ; the voice

of ver. 4 is that of Christ. By the kings of vers.

9, 10, the traffickers of vers. 11-16, the mariners of
vers. 17-19, are indicated the three parts into

which the City is divided (oh. xvi. 19); "as an-
cient Babylon exists now only in the palace of
her kings, the temple of Belus, and the tower
of Nimrod, so over the fall of the mystic city are
heard the wailings of superstitious rulers in the
palace, of trafficking priests of simony in their

cathedrals, and of far-travelled colonizers and
missionaries, propagators of her errors."
AuBERLEN : "The judgment on the Harlot

(i. c, Babylon—the apostate Church) is described
more minutely in its various aspects (xviii. 1

;

xix. 5), first by an Angel having great authority;
then by another voice from Heaven (vers. 4-20);

after this, thirdly, by a strong Angel (21-24);
and this is euoceeded by great voices of much
people in heaven (xix. 1-6), who praise God for

the judgment executed.—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

According to Diisterdieck, the judgment upon
Babilon is still imminent at the close of ch.

xviii. ("note the future ISXySi/creTai"). whilst in

Apocalypse itself gives sufficient intimation of a gradual
fulfillment ; comp. Boy. xvi. 19-21 with xv.ii. 4-8, 20^24 and
xix. 11-21."—B K. C]
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oh. xix. 1 sqq.. it is rejoiced over as actually ac-

complished. Tile judgment itself, therefore, [the

act of judgment], would not be found in the de-

scription. As an external scene, it is, indeed,

not to be portrayed. What, however, appertains

to a judgment ? Is not the heavenly sentence

itself the ideal judgment (vers. 2, 8) ? Is not the

separation of the people of God from Babylon,

which must ensue directly upon the heavenly
command, the decisive dynamical judgment (vers.

4 and 6) ? Next follows the historic recompense
;

first for Babylon herself (vers. 6, 7). And this

is presupposed as an accomplished fact in

the lameniatioa in which all her companions ap-

pear as sharers in the stroke which has fallen

upon herself, (vers. 9-19). The rejoicing of

Heaven and all the saints (ver. 20) clearly ex-

presses the accomplishment of the judgment, and
the symbolical act and speech of the Angel (vers.

21-24) are but declarative of the perfect repro-

bation of Babylon, together with its consequences,

her guilt being once more solemnly affirmed.

Thus is the judgment executed in four main
acts. According to Hengstenberg, the Seer here
describes what has already taken place. Exe-
gesis, with him, steers backwards; it, probably,

already sights the Millennial Kingdom—and this

it is anxious to avoid, as though it were a rocky
wall.

Ver. 1. Another Angel —A symbolic an-

gelic form, suggestive of Michael, not precisely

Christ (Calov. , Hengst. ), for the Parousia is not

to come until after this. The Holy Ghost (Vi-

tringa), however, is no angel of external even's,

and Luther's embassage did at least not bring
Babylon vpith violence to her fall. Historically

defined, Christianity, in a new, glorious, and
therefore mightily elEcacious phase of develop-
ment, must be understood by the Angel. Hence
alone is his glory to be explained, which lights

up the whole earth. A couple of wretched and
disorderly negations can, of course, not be in-

tended by this.

Ver. 2, Fallen, fallen.—A certain future,

which shall some day become both present and
past. The cry of ch. xiv 8 is reflected here

;

that, however, applied to the universal Babylon.
In the first place, doubtless, the complete spi-

ritual fall of Babylon is intended, as is manifest
from the context: and is become, etc. But
along with the complete spiritual fall, her histo-

ric fall is also decided. According to Diister-

dieck, indeed, the words : a habitation of
demons, etc., already denote external deso-
lation, like the description Is. xiii. 22. Similarly
Hengstenberg, vol. ii

, p. 268. Diisterd. even re-

gards it as singular that Ebrard should yet un-
derstand the birds " spiritually." A naive ''yet !"

According to Bengel, the " unclean spirits " are
departed souls, and " this passage very clearly
treats of such spirits as, when they appear to
the living, are called ghosts." The reverend
divine would, however, surely not transfer Ba-
bylon to Wurtemberg ! According to Hengsten-
berg, [also Stuart and Alford,—E. K. C], the
fv'KaKfj denotes a prison—thus : a prison of un-
clean spirits and unclean birds. The expression,
however, when used with reference to a fallen
city, is applicable neither to spirits nor to birds.
" The law of their essential character banishes

themthither." TothedesertofpaganRome? This
would be the worst that could possibly be affirmed
of Christian Rome! In respect of the birds, Heng-
stenberg cites I's. cii. 6; Is. xiii. 21, 22 ; xxxiv.
[11, 13] 14 [15] ; Jer. 1. 39; Zeph. ii. 14.

Ver. 3. For . . of the wine, e(c.—This is

the offence which is judged primarily by a fall-

ing under the dominion of demonic powers. Ba-
bylon has offended against three classes of men
—the nations, the kings, and a middle class, the
merchants of the earth. We must again distin-

guish these merchants of the earth from the specific

merchants whom the Woman has raised up for
herself from the great of the earth (ver. 23, see
Syn. View). If we examine the arrangements
of the Seer, we shall find that he has a more ge-
neral and a more special arrangement, Tlie

more general one distinguishes between the
kings, or the mighty of the earth, and the nations.

The Woman has seduced the former to the forni-

cation of world-deification, and intoxicated the
latter with the rage-wine of fanaticism, accord-
ing to ch. xvii. 2 ; xviii. 23. The more special

arrangement inserts a third class, the merchants
of the earto, a, transition-form between the kings
and the nations, in which the money-agents can
become money-princes, and the princes agents
of the Woman. But again, the class of mercan-
tile people is, in our chapter, sub-divided into

two classes, viz. ; [1] t\i^ eminent merchants, who,
as immediate servants of the Woman, participate

in her luxury, and [2] the ordinary tradespeople

of the world, here designated by sea-farers, whose
interests are likewise, in a more general sense,

involved in the luxury of the Woman. It was
clear to the Seer that the super-human exagge-
ration of magnificence, the pomp of world-seek-
ing in the heart of mankind, in the very place
whence the forces of world-renunciation, sim-

plicity and simple culture, should go forth, would
place the whole organism of worldly life in a
condition of morbid bloatedness, and feverishly

egoistic agitation. [See Note 16 on chap, xiv.,

p. 274.—E. R. C]
From the povyer (or influence) [Lange

:

mighty operation], etc.—According to Diister-

dieck (with Grot, et ul.), en rij^ dvmfiea^ rod arpr/-

vovr *' refers to the vast wealth \_gewaltige Vermdgen'\

of the City, employed in the service of luxury."

This would, undoubtedly, be more applicable to

pagan than to Christian Rome. Be it well re-

membered, however, that the " world kingdom "

did not become rich through the " world city,"

but vice versd. It is also better, from philological

considerations, to regard difvafii^ as the mighty

operation of that central luxury. The interpre-

tation : On account of her powerful luxuriuusness

(De Wette), really involves an obliteration of

Svvafuc. [" hiivaiiii, copia, as Vitringa, who re-

marks, ' alludiiur ad Ilebrseam voce 7'n, cujus hmc

significationis vis est. Job xxxi. 5; Ezek. xxviii.

4.' We have ttXovtov fieydTiov dvva/icv in Jos. ;

Antt. iii. 2, 4." Alford.—E. R. C]
Ver. 4. Another voice from the Heaven.
—It is noteworthy that the vo'ce from Heaven,

speaking from vers. 4-20, is interposed between

the two mighty Angels of ver. 1 and ver. 21. In

the two Angels, we behold the denouncer and the

executioner of God's judgment upon Babylon, aa
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that judgment appears on earth ; in the voice

from Heaven, we find the cry of the Church Tri-

umphant—the Church not simply in the other

world, but also in this world,—addressed to the

Church of God on earth. For whilst there is, in

the Church on earth, in respect of its individual

members, a constant wavering between prema-
ture separation from Babylon (by which name
even the evangelical Church is designated by
sectarian spirits) and a tardy tarrying in the

communion of a true Babylon, aggravated by ma-
nifold fanatical lapses into the captivitas Baby-
lonica, there resides in the heavenly Church the

true sense for the determining of the hour of

need when the general exode from Babylon be-

fore the,judgment shall be as necessary as the

exode of the Christians of John's time from Jeru-

salem to Pella. Too early a departure is op-

posed to humility and love; too late a departure

is hostile to faith and fidelity ; both acts, that

of precipitancy and that of undue delay, are a

fanatical opposition to the truth. According to

Bengel, the voice from Heaven is the voice of

God or Christ, against which Diisterdieck judi-

ciously remarks that such an origin does not ac-

cord with the descriptive tone of its discourse.

Mediately, of covirse, every angelic and every
heavenly voice is to be referred to God and
Christ.

Come forth out of her, my people.—This
can refer only to the complete rupture of reli-

gious and churclily fellowship. If we regard the

words as having reference to an external de-

parture of the Christians from Rome, all Chris-
tian K.ome would be a contravention of the hea-
venly voice. [" In Isa. (xlviii. 20; Hi. 11) the
circumstances differed, in that being a joyful
exodus, this a cautionary one:* and thus the
warning is brought nearer to that one which our
Lord commands in Matt. xxiv. IG, and the cog-
nate warnings in the 0. T., viz., that of Lot to

come out of Sodom, Gen. xix. 1.5-22, when her
destruction impended, and that of the people of

Israel to get them up from the tents of Dathan
and Abiram, Num. xvi. 23-2fi. In Jer. (1, 8 ; li.

6, 9, 4.5) we have the same circumstance of Ba-
bylon's impending destruction combined with the
warning; and from those places probably, espe-
cially Jer. li. 45, the words here are taken. The
inference lias been justly made from them (El-
liott IV., pp. 44 sq.), that there shall be even to

the last, saints of God in the midst of Rome ; and
that there will be danger of their being, through
u, lingering fondness for her, partakers of her
coming judgment." Alford.—E. R. C.l See
Jer. li. 6, 9, 45.

That ye partake not in her sins.—See
Gen xix. 15. 1W\s fellowship of sins is to he -au-

derstood in a peculiar sense as u fellowship
in guilt—a view which Diisterdieck combats, but
which finds its sufficient explanation in the dis-
tinction between the Biblical ideas of sm (S'llnde)

and guilt \_Schuld^reatus'\.^ A fellowship of

* [A caulionary exodus may be ajoiiM on». Ttie cautioned
eecitpers may rejoice iu view of tlieir e-cape.—E. R. C]

t [Ttie dlBtinction here referred to ReeiuH to Ire ttiat con-
templateri by the theoloeians of the Rcf'rrmatron in the um
of the Latin t«rmri macvla RnAre'itus pot^ntialis—the former
indicating the «(ain of siu; th-^ latter, the exposurf. to jmrt-
ishment proper to ttie, prrsons sinnivfi. ThuH Turtetin (Vol.
I., p. 6o4), " Macula est pollulio spiritualU et eihica, gtid hominU

sins, in the narrower sense (Luthardt), is as lit-

tle intended as a fellowship in punishment for

sins (Dusterd. ) is exclusively meant. A guiltless

participation in punishment would certainly be
akin to propitiatory suffering. Fellowship with

the sinner, however, on an equal moral footing,

without the re-action of discipline, chastisement,

excommunication, is fellowship in his guilt.

Hence the Trlriyai are not simply strokes; they

are deserved [yer8chuldete\ strokes (see Josh, vii.;

Numb. xvi. 21-24).

[" It is implied here that, by remaining in Ba-
bylon they would lend their sanction to its sina

by their presence, and would, in all probability,

become contaminated by the influence around
them." B.A.ENE3.—E. R. C]

Ver. S. For her sins have heaped toge-
ther unto the Heaven.—See Syn. View.

Vers. 6, 7. Render unto her.—See Syn.

View. Address to those injured by Babylon, aa

such. [Should we not rather, wiih Alford, re-

gard these words as " addressed to the execu-
tioners ofjudgment?"—E. R. C.] With the dou-

ble measure, the qualitative retribution is ex-

pressed in quantitative form. See Syn. View.
Comp. Is. xl. 2. The expressions dnrAuaaTe, di-

TTAd, Sltt'/.ovv are, therefore, not simply "rheto-
rical." The consummation of her punishment is

furnished with a three-fold motive, being the pun-
ishment (1) Of her evil deeds against the suffering

party generally
; (2) Of the cup, in particular

—

by which we are here to understand the cup of

bitterness
; (3) Of her self-glorification and

pride, which involved a like measure of

humiliation and oppression for the sufierers.

For she salth in her heart.—Even now ; so

unforebodingly secure is she in face of the signs

of the times. A queen.—Isa. xlvii. 7. And
a widow 1 am not.—A widow in the more ge-

neral sense, as one deserted. See Is. xlvii. 8, 9.

Neither is she a bride or a wife any more, but a

polyandria. Sorrow I shall not see.—Sor-

row, particularly, for her many daughters
(which, of course, are not the cities and peoples

subject to pagan Rome). Thus she also regards
herself as elevated above the universal law of

earthly vicissitude, elevated above historic

dooms.
[These expressions, in addition to reasons

presented in Add. Comm. on ch. xvii. 18, and
Add. Note, p. 317, identify the objective of

Babylon with that of the Harlot. As in ch. xvii.,

where tlie main figure was the Harlot, a porlion

of the symbolization was drawn from the Cify,—
80 here, where the main figure is Babylon, a por-

tion of the symbolization is taken from the

Woman.*—E. K. C]

anima inficUitr. Reatus est ohligaiio ad poenom ex prgsvio d&-

licto Dtiplex orittir reatris; olivet qui putentialis di-

cifur, qiii notat merilnm intrinsectim poeme, quod a peccato in-

separabik est ; alius vera ar tualirr, qui per Dei nmericordiam
at) eo stpar<iri pok'sl,' etc. As the term guiU is technically

employed by a large class of English Theologians as th^
equivalent of reotuj*, and as it is the term genera'ly employed
in trie E. V., where Schuld ocrurs in the G. V., it is here

ad'ipted. It should be carefully noted, however, that it is

employed, not in it^ ordina y meaning, but in the special

seDMe ind Leafed above.—E. R. C]
* [The true C'Ddition of the Church during the personal

absence of h^r Hu^baird and Head is that of a widow, comp.
Matt.ix. 16; Mark ii IS, 20; Luke v. 34;—shn shniild eve-

b« lookirrg, witri longing, f r Hh appearing. Tit, ii 13. The
Am. Kd, cannot resist tue thought ttiat theue e.xpr ssioas are
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Ver. 8. Therefore shall her plagues come

in one day.—Precisely therefore (]37). In an-

tithesis to her pride. Death.—Since death can

not come upon her twice, and since the death of

her children ia expressed hy sorrow or mourning

fver. 7], the term doubtless embraces the death-

doom in general, coming upon her primarily as

a presentiment of ruin, and then developing into

mourning, hunger, and fiery death. In one
day in one great catastrophe (see Isa. xlvii. 9).

[Without succession through a protracted pe-

riod—all-together.—E. R. C] For strong.—
The whole omnipotence of God opposes itself in

judgment to the haughtiness of Babylon, and

this judgment his already begun (/cptVaf). The

whole Providence of God executes the judgment

if the Lord, for it is as such that God has pri-

marily to do with Babylon.

Vers. 9, 10. And there shall Tweep and
wail over her.—In vers. 9-20 [19] are pre-

sented the three laments over Babylon, in which

the three classes associated in her guilt appear,

in antithesis to the people of God, as sharers in

the stroke which has fallen upon her. They re-

present the peripheries of the judgment, forming

about its centre. Comp. Ezek. xxvi., xxvii. The
kings of the earth.—Diisterdieck rightly dis-

cards the view of Hengstenberg, who finds in the

otrai, oiiai a. reference to "double to her double."

Highly significant is the kings' standing afar

off; they will not be burned up with her, for

their friendship with Babylon was based upon

egoism. They must, however, together with

her, be afflicted by the stroke which has de-

scended upon her. Their lamentation is expres-

sive of two things—on the one hand, that they

have been dazzled by the grandeur and power
of Babylon, and on the other, that they are aware
of her gtiilt, for they speak of her judgment, al-

though they do not come to the penitent con-

soiousness that they have committed fornication

and lived luxuriously with her.

[Standing afar off.—"The general senti-

ment here is that in the final ruin of Papal Rome
the kings and governments that had sustained

her, and had been sustained by her, would see

the source of their power taken away, but that

they would not, or could not, attempt her res-

cue. There have been not a few indications al-

ready that this will ultimately occur, and that

the Papal power will be left to fall without any
attempt on the part of those governments which
have been so long in alliance with it, to sustain

or restore it." B.iknes.—E. R. C]
Ver. 11. And the merchants of the earth.

—Second lamentation. Here, egoism is more
plainly visible. They weep and sorrovr be-

cause no one will buy their merchandise any
more. The vividness of the description ia also

augmented by the picturesque present : they

weep, etc., and, no less, by the circumstantiality
with which their merchandise, the entire expo-

indicative of a state of the Chm-ch in which she shall believe
aod a<)sert th*t the personal absence of Jesu.t is no berenve-
men(.—that alrea'lyas a Queen she has entered upon tlie pos-
sfission of the promised Kingdom,—that, du'ing Christ's
Tiersonal absence, without material bin trance, she is to go
cm to complete supremacy over the nUions. Already in
Borne, and to a great extent throughout Christendom, is
this cry heard.—B. B. C]

sition of their secularized industry, is described

(see Syn. View). No one buyeth theil
lading any more.—That is, the fall of Babylon
is accompanied by a thorough contempt for all

splendor and luxury ; it ushers in the fashion

of simplicity.

Vers. 12-16. The wares are arranged in order
(see SvK. View). "The alternation of accusa-

tives and genitives dependent on rbv y6fiov, pre-

vailing till the close of ver. 13, may serve as ex-
planatory of the dubious construction found in

ch. xiv. 4" (Diisterd.). The fact that the vision

draws the picture of these articles of luxury from
the view of antiquity—of ancient Rome for in-

stance—proves nothing for the import of Baby-
lon. On the individual articles comp. the Lexi-
cons. Special consideration, as less known, is

demanded by the ^'xiKov ^viov, aiiuptov, oK/jpa.

The distinction, adjxara and Tpv^ol av&pu-rruv, is

noted by commentators and differently explained

(see Diisterdieck, p. 627) ; the distinction, at all

events, is not a very sharp one, and the second
expression is indicative of an augmentation, the

extreme consequence of slave-holding. The re-

newal of these circumstances, even in Christian

Babylon, is well known. The strong emphasis
laid at the end upon the missing of the favorite

fruit* is highly characteristic as an ironical

trait. It is well known that fallen great men
often grieve most for the loss of the veriest tri-

fles. Conjoined with these delicacies in the way
of fruit, are all sorts of delicious things; "to
AcTTapd, literally the fat, but its conjunction

with rd laiiirpd admonishes us to take the ex.

pression in the usual unliteral sense (Is. xxx. 23

;

comp. Hesych., who explains Xot. as aaUv, i'Xaifi-

pov), with Luther, Bengel, Hengstenberg " (Diis-

terd.). There seems, however, to be a distinction

made between articles of gastronomic and sesthe-

tic taste.

Ver. 15. The merchants of these things.

— Here the style changes again from a vivid pre-

sentation of the Babylonish world-mart to the

prophetic future. These merchants [KaufleuteJ

also bemoan the City in a characteristic manner.

For them, the greatness of the City consisted,

not, as for the kings, in her power, but in her

outward splendor, her beauty of attire.

[Vers. 11-16. "The description ... is perhaps

drawn, in its poetic and descriptive features,

from the relation of Rome to the world that then

was, rather than from its relation at the future

time depicted in the prophecy. But it must not

for a moment be denied that the character of

this lamentation throws a shade of obscurity

over the interpretation, otherwise so plain from

the explanation given in eh. xvii. 18 {viz., 'that

the prophecy regards Rome pagan and papal, but

from the figure of an harlot and the very nature

of the predictions themselves, more the latter

than the former'). The difficulty is, however,

not confined to the application of the prophecy

to Rome Papal, but extends over the application

of it to Rome at all. . . . For Rome never has

been, and from its position never could be, a

great commercial city. I leave this difficulty un-

* [On the ireaniog of on-upa sen the Tfxt. and Vote 17, p.

319 The entire clause ia probalily flgu'ative, d c'arine th »

the period of temporal prosperity has passed away.-

E. E. C]
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Bolved, merely requesting the student to bear in

mind its true limits, and not to charge it exclu-

sively on that interpretation which only shares

it wiih any other possible one. The main fea-

tures of the description are taken from that of

the destruction of aud lamentation over Tyre in

Ezek. xxvii., to which city they were strictly

applic ible. And possibly it may be said that

they are also applicable to the Church which has

wedded herself to the pride of the earth and its

luxuries." Alfoud.—E. R. C.]*
Ver. 17. And every pilot, etc.—Marine af-

fairs are sketched as that form of world-commerce
and industry which was, proportionally, most
remote from the City. Even this general mer-
cantilism is atfected by the fall of Babylon, be-

cause the blow inflicted upon the kings and upon
the luxury of tlie great world touches it likewise.

From the pilots, who can sail in all directions, are
distinguished those who take ship for definite

ports—from these latter, all who do business at

sea [rijv •&a'Xa<yaav epydl^eui^ac). [See Text and
Note 21, p. 319.—E R. C]

Ver. 18. The smoke of her burning.—As
ver. 9. Not to be confounded with the smoke,
ch xiv. 11. The impression which the City has
made on them is, proportionally, the most inde-
finite; she was incomparable. If a reference to

oh. xiii. 4 was intended, it could yet not be sati-

rical in the mouth of seamen (as Ebrard claim-,).

The expression is, besides, the most general
and, therefore, most indefinite form of worldly
astonishment. It is thus that popular travellers

and seafarers have spoken from time immemo-
rial. [At the same time it should be noted that
in reference to both Rome actual and Rome sym-
bolical the expression is strictly true. Barnes
commen'S, ^^What city is like unto this great city?
In her destruction. What calaniity has ever
come upon a city like this?"—E. R. C]

Ver. 19. And they cast dust, etc.—A well-
known sign of passionate mourning. Hence we
need not ask. Whence came the dust at sea ?

The idea may be, however, that they viewed the
conflagration from different ports. The narra-
tive has changed to the preterite. The lamenta-
tion of these last is particularly passionate, aud
the egoistic motive is expressly assigned.

Ver. 20. Rejoice over her.— In face of the
threefold lamentation of the world, the heavenly
voice (not John himself) expresses the jubilation
of Heaven. We might here discover the indi-

* [The Am. Ed. eutertaine the view that by Babylon is
n.pant the UUy of Rante, and, still funh. r, that by tlie OUy
of Rome iosymbojiz d Ihe Fisit^e tTitircA (apostate in the time
of the lulfillineiitof the prophecy). It seems to him that the
dilBculties suggestid liy Alford are imaginary rather than
ro.il in reference to boih these hypotheses. It should be re-
membered that, in the days of the Apocalyptiet, Eomo was
not only the centre of the Empire, but in a peculiar sense her
bipundHries were coterminous with those of the Empire; the
commerce of the entie Stale was hers,—at once resulting
fr'.m, and ministeri.g ti, her wealth and p wer. A peculiar
rela'ion of hi-adsbip cmtiuued to be bon e by the City to the
nation dwolline within the pale jf the old Empire, even af-
ter that Empi-ehad been shattered into fragments. Even
to the p'eaeiit day t-he is in a sense the rapital of Papal Ku-
rope. And still further—the relation of R >me to the peoples
of whom she was and is the acknowledged capital, well
Bymboiizos the relation of the Visible fihurch to Christen-
dom. She is its inspiring centre.—the source, and to a lare:**

exteat a partaker, of its power and splendor. The cotiinierre
of the world is, in a pecultar sense, hers. To Eome sctiial,
and R<irae nymboliral (in the sense s t forth), the description
of theoo verses is applicable.—E. K. C]

cations of a three-fold jubilation: that of Hea-
ven, with the Saints—that of the Apostles—that

of the Prophets. Diisterdieck claims a distinc-

tion betwixt "earthly believers"-—as Saints,

Apostles, Prophets—and Heaven. But even in

Nero*s time, there were several Apostles in Hea-
ven, to say nothing of Prophets.

For G-od hath judged your judgment
[Lange: executed your sentence] upon
her.—We cannot apprehend the judgment \_Vt-

theils.^pruch^:^aentenG& of judgment], upcfia, pas-

sively, with Hengstenb., De Wette, el aL, in the

sense: God hath recompensed the judgment
which ye suffered as martyrs. For how would
that apply to Heaven? The rejoicing in this

form would, moreover, express the satisfaction

of the desire for vengeance, in a style savoiing
somewhat too strongly of the Old Testament.
The fitting expression for that satisfaction is

found in ver. 24, which is a sort of repetition

when the above-cited exegesis is adopted. The
higher satisfaction, however, which Heaven itself

must experience in connection with all the Saints,

particularly the Apostles and Prophets, consisted

ia the fact that their primeval prophetic sentence

upon Babylon, accompanying her throughout
her historic career, but appearing for so long a

mere melancholic fancy, at which the world
hooted, has been finally sealed by God Himself
through His judgment. The rejoicing over this

satisfaction is a rejoicing over the truth and
righteousness of God Himself. [Alford com-
ments, God " hath exacted from her that judg-
ment of vengeance which is due to you."

—

E.

R. C]
Ver. 21. And a (or one) strong Angel.—On

fif see Winer, p. 126. As we shall have occasion to

recur to this Angel in ch. xix. 9, 10, we may here
refer to the predicates there given by the Angel to

himself. Diisterd. remarks that the strength of the

Angel receives mention on account of the action

which he is represented as performing Like
a great mill-stone.—See Jer. 11. 63, 64. See
Syn. View. With violence.—In a catastro-

phe. And shall be found no more at all,—
i. e., as the magnificent City which it had been.

That, however, it should continue as a desolate

ruin, for a memorial of judgment, is evident from
the following context. See Ezek. xxvi. 13 ; Jer.

XXV. 10, et at.

Ver. 22. And a voice of harpers.—Art
stood high in Babylon [and in Rome, and in the

Visible Church—especially as she increases in

worldliness,—E. R. C] ; it was, however, com-
pletely under the influence of vanity and in the

service of idolatry. With art business vanishes

{the mill) ; with business, family life [the candle) ;

with family life, family festivals [and relation-

ships] (bridegroom and bride).

Ver. 2:i. For thy merchants "were the
great men of the earth [Lange: the princes
of the earth wrere thy merchants].—The
vision closes, most appropriately, with a brief

recapitulation of the guilt of Babjlon. For this

reason, also, we cannot, with Diisterd., Ewald,

De Wette and Hengstenberg [also Lillie, Alford,

Glasgow, et al.,—E. R. C], read: thy merchants

were the great of the earth.* No leading reproach

* [The order ' f the Greek requires this translation. The
reproach is, not " that uome few monoy-chaugerti b,,cuui«
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would be involved in the statement that some few
money-changers beoiime lords and princes under
the influence of absolutist luxury. At all events,

we should expect first a repetition of the two
leading categories of the transgression of Baby-
lon against the world related to her. The firit

transgression is the seduction of the kingSy or the

great, generally, whom she has made her mer-
chants, abettors and brokers (her associates in

fornication). The second transgression is against

the nations, which she has seduced or intoxicated

with her sorcery or poison-mixing (= wine of

rage). Diisterdieck interprets ipapuaneia as the

love-potions of the Harlot ;
" comp. Is. xlvii. 9,

12 sq. ; Ewald, De Wette." Oar Seer, however,
keeps the two categories separate, oh. xvii. 2

;

xviii. 3. The nations have not been so much in-

toxicated by love-potions as by rage-potions

(of fanaticism). A connection between the two
forms is of course unmistakable. [The ob-

jective of (papfiaKF.ia may be the instruments of

seduction by which she either allures the na-

tions into unholy alliance with herself, or by
which she causes them to wander in unrighteous
paths. See the Text.—E. R. C]

After the transgression of Babylon against the

world, ensues her transgression against the peo-

ple of God—a transgression siill greater than the

former, yet connected with it.

Ver. 24. See Synoptical View. Ebrard:
" Hengstenberg, who makes the Millennial King-
dom commence with Charlemagne, must, to be
consistent with his own view, point out the ter-

rible destruction of Babylon depicted in ch. xviii.,

as occurring at some period during the time be-

fore Charlemagne. Nor does he find this difficult

;

to be sure, in the City of the Seven Hills the

voices of lutists and pipers have never for one
moment been silenced; neither is the City thrown
into the sea, or burned, nor has an end been
put to her commerce and her magnificence, nor
has any one mourned over her downfall—on the

contrary, she has quietly continued to subsist in

the midst of the billo ws of national migrations: but
—'Rome here comes under consideration solely

as I he pagan mistress of the world '—and 2,3pagan
she is fallen, burned, desolated, etc : and all ihis

simply inasmuch as at about the time of Constan-
tine she was gradually transformed from a pagan
to a Christian City ! In ch. xviii., therefore, we
have, according to the exegesis of Hengstenberg,
au entirely new portrayal of a

—

conversion."

[additional note on ch. xviii.]

By the American Editor.

[This chapler, introduced by the disjunctive

phrase, Meto ravra elSov, and immediately fol-

lowed by a chapter having a similar introduc-
tion, forms, apparently, a supplementary section.

In it are set forth events preceding the fall of

Babylon. The direct vision of that fall occurred
during the outpouring of the vials, ch. xvi. 18,

princes," but that hwr merchantH, her men of business gene-
rally, busied themselves with the affairs of this world, be-
came worlulin^s, and assumed the positioa of its leaders and
great men.—£. B. C]

19. As, however, that series of visions could
not with propriety have been interrupted by the
introduction of others descriptive of matters
other than the plagues, supplementary visions
were vouchsafed descriptive of important mat-
ters necessarily omitted, or barely indicated, in
the main series. This chapter narrates a scries

of visions having reference (probably) to "the
voices, and thunders, and lightnings, and earth-
quake " mentioned ch. xvi. 18. It consists of
three parts, in which are narrated visions of—I.

A glorious, heaven-descended Angel giving a
proleptical prediction of the approaching de-
struction of the City, vers. 1-3. II. A voice from
Heaven making a threefold call upon (1) the peo-
ple of God, who should remain in the doomed
City to come out of her, vers. 4, 5 ; (2) the exe-
cutioners of judgment to destroy, vers. 6-19

;

(3) the inhabitants of Heaven to rejoice, ver. 20.

III. An Angel giving a symbolic prophecy of the

destruction.—An analogue of this section, as to

its subject matter, is to be found .ler. 1., li., where
we have a similar threefold division, viz.: 1. A
proleptical declaration of destruction, 1. 2. 2. A
call upon (1) the people of God to escape, 1. 8 ;

li. 6, 4-5; (2j the executioners of judgment, 1. 14
sqq. 3. A symbolical prophecy of the destruc-
tion, li. 63, 64.—One great distinction between
the two sections should be noted. The one in

the Apocalypse is the record of a prophecy of

events (including prophecies) ; that in Jeremiah
is simply a record of events (also including pro-
phecies). John prophesied of a Divinely ap-
pointed messenger (Angel) who should prophesy.
.Jeremiah was himself the messenger (Angel) who
foretold.

[In the judgment of the writer, the events here
symbolized are yet future; nothing in the history

of the world has occurred which adequately
meets the symbolization. A comparison of this

section with the one in Jeremiah, suggests the

thought that by the glorious Angel of vers. 1-3

may be symbolized a Divinely called and gifted

man, or body of men, who, in the spirit of the

old Prophets, shall declare the approaching fall

of the spiritual Babylon. By the Voice from Hea-
ven of ver. 4 may be designated the inspired

voice of these latter Prophets uttering the calls

foretold ; or, as the change in figure {another

voice) probably indicates a change in instrumen-

tality, by it may be indicated some other Divine

influence exerted upon the three classes men-
tioned. By the strong Angel casting the millstone

into the sea, ver. 21, may be symbolized some
great catastrophe in history or nature—possibly

the destruction of the great City that symbolizes

the apostate Church.—An objection to the sug-

gested interpretation may arise in the minds of

some from the fact Ihat the Voice of ver. 4 (an

m^iiCTCf) and the Angel of ver. 2 (the agent of a

catastrophe) are both represented in the context

as prophesying. In answer it may be said that it

is altogether in keeping with the dramatic na-

ture of the Apocalypse to represent thfse sym-

bols of Divine instrumentalities as themselves

declaring the results of their agency.—E. R. C]
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H. SECOND SPEOIAI. END-JUDGMENT. JUDGMENT UPON THE BEAST (ANTICHRIST) AND HIS PRO-

PHET. THE BEAST AND THE MARRIAGE OF THE LAMB; THE MILLENNIAL KINGDOM

A3 THE ^ON OF TRANSITION FROM THE EARTHLY TO THE

HEAVENLY WORLD.

Chap. XIX. 1—XX. 10.

A. IDEAL HEAVENLY WORLD PICTURE OP THE VICTORY OVER THE BEAST; AND
THE MILLENNIAL KINGDOM.

Chap. XIX. 1-16.

1. The Harlot and the Bride (Vers. 1-10).

1 And [om. And]' After these things I heard [ins. asf a great voice of much peo-

ple, [a great throng {li/Xou tzoXXou)'] in [ins. the] heaven, saying,^ Alleluia [Halle-
lujah]

;
[ins. The] salvation, and [ins. the] glory, and honour [om. and honour],* and

2 [ins. the] power, unto the Lord [om. unto the Lord

—

ins. of] our God : For true and
righteous [just] are his judgments; for he hath [om. hath] judged the great whore
[harlot], which did corrupt [that corrupted] the earth with her fornication, and

3 hath [om. hath—ws. he] avenged the blood of his servants at her hand. And
again [a second time] they said, Alleluia [Hallelujah]. And her smoke rose up

4 [ascendeth] for ever and ever [into the ages of the ages]. And the four and twenty
[twenty-four] elders and the four beasts [living-beings] fell down and worshipped
God that sat [who sitteth] on the throne, saying. Amen ; Alleluia [Hallelujah].

5 And a voice came out of [or forth from]* the throne, saying, Praise [Give praise to]

our God," all ye [om. ye] his servants, and ye [om. and ye'

—

ins. those] that fisar him,
6 both [om. both—ms. the] small and [mm. the] great. And I heard as it were [om. it

were] the [a] voice of a great multitude [throng], and as the [a] voice of many waters,

and as the [a] voice of mighty [strong] thunderings [thunders], saying,* Alleluia
[Hallelujah] : for the Lord [ins. our] God omnipotent [om. omnipotent

—

ins. the All-

7 ruler] reigneth [{i^atriXsuasv)—hath assumed the Kingdom]'. Let us be glad and re-

joice [exult] and [or ins. we will]'" give honour [the glory] to him : for the marriage
of the Lamb is come [came], and his wife hath made [om. hath made—ms. prepared]

8 herself ready [om. ready]. And to her was granted [given] that she should be
arrayed [array herself] in fine linen, clean [bright]" and [and]" white [pure]":
for the fine linen is the righteousness [righteousnesses {rd di/.aimiiaTa)'] of [ins. the]

9 saints. And he saith unto me, Write, Blessed are they which [who] are called
unto the marriage [om. marriage] supper [mis. of the marriage] of the Lamb. And

> Ver. 1. [Kai ia omitted by N. A. B. C. P., el al—E. B. 0.]

* Ver. 1. A. B. C. [N- P.], el al., give is.

a Ver. 1. Aeydi-Tuji/. [So Grit Eds. with N- A. B. C. P., et a!.—B. R. C]

• p't^^^;^.' '^^^ ^'^'^^'"s;^ 'f'^t n Tl^i.r| and KvpCu> are not based upon secure authorities. [Orit. Eds. give n irconjpta Kai
r} Go^a leat i; 5ui/a/xis ToO deov rnj.u>v with preponderating anthoritiea.—E. R. C]

. J T'"'' ^;
'^'"^If"?- f^*i''

^''' S"es «« ToS with «. P. 1, 31, 32, et cd. ; Lach., Tisoh., (1859), Alf. and Treg. give iiro with
A, B. O., €t <u.— ii. K, C]

« Ver. 6. Tco Btw ij^ii. in aoc. with A. B. C, ei al. [Grit. Eds. give tcu 9e<p with X. A. B. C. P., el al.—'E. R. C.]

m ' 7*^®• JT'"''!;- l?"i ?*' °™''» «'"' "'"> K. C. P.
;
Lach., Tisoh. (1869) give it with A. B*., 1, 7, 14, 38, et al. : Alf. and

Treg. braclcet it.—B, R. C.j
v

/
d ,,,.,»

/o.v 'Jl'^'J^'
'^°^' \- l^*"-!' '^'^- T"'""''- """5 ^<'- 8'^« Aeyoi^""'- [Ob., Sz., Tisch. (1859), Alf. give Aevo^ret with B.* ; Tisch.

(8th Ed.) Treg., KeyovTiuv—E. R, C.]
^ /• b i . i

.

°
^f'-

*• [" ^""^ '' " "'"'' where we cannot approach the true sense of the aor. e(3oi(riXeuo-si' but by an English present

:

reigned would malie the word apply to a past event limited in duration :
' hath reigned' would even more stronglv imply

that the reign was over. ' ALFORn. Still bettor is Lange's translation hath ataumed the kingdom, nTeBentioR the idea of

»

special reign then hegun.—E. R. C.]
y i f 6

_ "
J."'': ',o^'""i"'' '-" ""' "'"^ ><• ^O'' A. [Lach., Tisch. (1859), Alf give SJ,mnev with t!«. A. (ScoffiDuer) P. 11, 79;

Treg., Tisch. (8th Kd.) Sio^iei' with K*. B*. 1,7, e( a!,—B. R. C.]
' = '- .-< v ^- .i

H Ver. 8. [Grit. Eds. give Ao/iirpoi/ KaOapbi/ with [< A. P. 7, el al.—'E. R. 0.]
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10 he saith unto me, These are the'' true sayings [words] of God. And I fell at [be-
fore] his feet to worship him. And he said [saith] unto me, See thou do it [pm. See
thou do it— ins. Take heed] not: I am thy [om. thy

—

ina. a] fellow servant [ins. of
thee], [OTO. ,] and of thy brethren that have the testimony [witness] of Jesus : wor-
ship God : for the testimony [witness] of Jesus is the spirit of [im. the] prophecy.

2. The Bridegroom as the Warrior-Frince, prepared to do battle with the Beast. (Vers. 11-16).

11 And I saw [ms. the] heaven opened, and behold a white horse ; and he that sat
upon him was [om. was} called" Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth

12 judge [judgeth] and make war [warreth]. His" eyes were as [om. were as]" a
flame of fire, and on his head tuere [om. were} many crowns [diadems]

; [,] and he
had [pm. and he had

—

ins. having]" a name written, that no man [one] knew
13 [knoweth] but he [om. he] himself. [,] and he was [om. he was} clothed with [in]

a vesture dipped in blood : and his name is [has become to be]" called The Word
14 of God. And the armies which were [om. which were} in [ins. the] heaven followed
15 him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean [pure]. And out of

his mouth goeth [ins. forth] a sharp sword (/iofi<pata), that with it he should smite
the nations ; and he shall rule [shepherdize] them with a rod of iron [an iron rod]
and he treadeth the winepress [ins. of the wine] of the fierceness and [om. fierceness

and

—

ins. anger of the] wrath'* of Almighty [om. Almighty] God [ins. the All-
16 ruler]. And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING OF

KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.

IS Ver. 9. Oi iXveivoi : in ace. with A., et a]., with the article. [So Lach., Alf., Tisch. (1859) ; but Lach. (8th Ed.) Treg.
omit the article with N. B*. P., et a(.—E. R. 0.]

18 Ver. 11. [Tres. and Tisch. ^ive naAovVei/oi with X.; Lach. omits with A. P. 1, 4, 6, et al.; Alf. bra(,ket8.—E. E. C.J
1* Ver. 12. [In the original oi is followed by Se. Alf. remarks, *' The 8e, as often, is best given in English by an asyn-

deton, marking a break in the sense, passing from the subjective to the objective description."—E. li. C]
is Ver, 12. 'Us in ace. with A., Vul^., et at.; against it N. B*., et al. [Lach. gives it ; Treg. and Tisch. omit With X- B*.

V.,etal.; Alf. brackets.—E. R. C]
•6 Ver. 12. Cod. B*., et al, have ovofLaTa yeypaij.tj.eva after eYoir. [So Tisch. (1859); but Tisch. (8th Ed.), Lach., Treg.,

omit with A. P. 1, 7, FmZj., e<ai.; Alf. brackets.—B. R. C]
" Ver. 13. KeKAtjTai with X. A. B*., el al. [Bo Crit. Eds. generally —B. R. C]
^ Ver. 15. [For this rendering of roi) du/ioD -nji op-y^s see Note 29 on Ch. xv., p. 275.—E. R. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.
The first great special j udgment upon Babylon,

or upon Antiehristianity in u, hypocritical dis-

guise, is now followed by the second great spe-

cial judgment, the judgment upon the open, bold

and specific Antiehristianity of the Beast and the

false Prophet. After this Antiehristianity has ac-

complished God'sjudgment upon Babylon, its hour
likewise comes. It comes, because the downfall

and disappearance of the Harlot, " the fallen

Church," result in the consummation and ap-
pearance of the Bride or the pure Church [Con-
gregation] of God. The alternation of these two
womanly forms in their visible appearance, is

based both upon ethical and historical laws.

When the spirit of idolatry, of deifications—in

the form of party and sectarian spirit, as well as

in other forms—is destroyed in Christendom

;

when, consequently, all hierarchism and sectism
are thoroughly annihilated, then, and not until

then, can the Church of Christ appear as a Vir-

gin without spot or blemish—as His Bride.*

Until then, moreover, her simple, retired exist-

ence had been historically concealed by the

* [The underlying spirit of idolatry, or spiritual adultery,
is worldliness, which manifests itself in a multitude of other,
and more obnoxious forms than those mentioned above.
Until this spirit be destroyed, together with all the forms in
which it manifests itself, the Church will not be, or appear
as, a pure Virgin.

—

K R. C]

gaudy and ostentatious form of the Harlot.

Hence, also, the investment of the Bride is pre-

pared by a backward glance at the downfall of

the Harlot. But the Virgin Church, having
no earthly means of defence, stands, armed
only with the weapons of the Spirit, op-

posed to the terrible power of Antiehristianity.

The hour of tribulation, therefore, is now come
—the hour which occasions the return of Christ.

He comes in celestial conquering power—for the

rescue and emancipation of His Church. Hence
His appearing results first in judgment upon the

Beast; this judgment, again, is the preliminary

condition of the Marriage of the Lamb, which
begins with the Millennial Kingdom.

The heavenly songs of praise, and the pre-cele-

bration of the Marriage, in the description of the

Bride and the portrayal of the Bridegroom at the

head of His martial train, form the Heaven-pio-

ture of the judgment upon the Beast. The hea-

venly songs of praise are distributed into two

choruses. The first chorus, led by the Church
Triumphant, finds its lofty finale in the assent

of the twenty-four Elders and the four Living-

beings; the second chorus takes an opposite di-

rection, starting from a voice from the Throne,

and diffusing itself throughout the spirit-realm.

The first chorus is a post-celebration of the down-

fall of the Harlot; the second chorus is Ihe pre-

celebration of the glorification of the Bride.

The Seer has separated the celestial triumph

over the judgment of the Harlot from the vision
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of oh. xvii., in which place we should, in accord-

ance with foregoing analogues, have expected it;

he has done this for the following excellent reason

—that hemay constitute this triumph an introd ac-

tion to the appearance of the Bride and the Bride-

groom. The manner in which he has set forth

the antithesis of the Harlot and the Bride—each

related to the other, each opposed to the other

—

leads to very definite conclusions. That the

Bride of Christ can be only the true Church of

Christ, needs do proof. From this very fact,

however, it is evident that she has had a present,

but, in her heavenly purity, invisible existence,

previous to this—as the invisible Church, there-

fore. Her false image and counterpart, the Har-
lot, can, in accordance with this, be only the out-

ward and externalized Church, in the consistency

of her fall and decay.

How universal and unceasing is the triumph
of all good spirits over the fall of Great Babylon!
The hosts in H -aven cry, with the unanimity of

one voice: Hallelujah! Their rejoicing has re-

ference, above all, to the fact that the glory of

God, which had been increasingly obscuretl by
all idolatry, in minorem dei gloriam, is completely
restored. Before, at the establishment of the in-

visible Church in the Heaven of the Bpirit, the
heavenly voice proclaimed : Now is come [iyevsTo']

the salvation, and the power, and the Kingdom of our
God, and the authority of His Christ (oh. xii. 10).

Now, however, glory supervenes to these; the
Kingdom of 66^a is on Ihe point of appearing
(ch. xix. 1). Out of the darkness of God's es-

sence-conformed (veritable) and righteous judg-
ments upon the great Harlot, bursts forth the
radiance of His glory. The judgment is a double
judgment, as a recompense of the great double
sin of the Harlot in corrupting the earth with her
fornication, i. e., idolatry, and persecuting and
sliiying the servants of God ; on the one hand,
it is a judgment of unmasking, and on the other,

it is a judgment of avengement of blood. The
decisive character of the heavenly sentence
is once more expressed in a repeated Hallelu-
jah, based especially upon the fact that the
smoke from the burning of Babylon ascends into
the »on3 of the aeons. She shall never arise
from her ashes. In conjunction with the song
of praise of the heavenly hosts, the twenty-four
Elders and the four Living-beings utter, wor-
shipping, the Hallelujah, together with an Amen.
The four Living-beings are especially called upon
to say Amen (see ch. v. 14), because they have
been the single factors who have brought about
the final result of the judgment, or because the
fallen Church was thoroughly at variance with
each of these ground-forms of the Divine rule:
with ideality (the eagle), humanity (the human
image), with alacrity in sacrifice and 8uflFerin»
(the bullock), and with true moral bravery (the
Iton). Heaven has spoken, but God's servants
on earth apparently still forbear to utter their
sentiments in regard to the fall of Babylon. In
face of the kings of the earth, the merchants or
mighty men, the international lords of the sea,
who are all still lamenting over Babylon aye,
in view of reminiscences of the apparent holiness!
the former merits and proud security of Babylon
through many centuries, the servants of God,
and the truly pious in general, have become re-

ticent and silent. Therefore must a voice from
the throne of God issue the command : Give

praise to our God, all Sis servants [Lange: and]
those (in general) that fear Him, the small and the

great. For besides believers, the Seer recog-

nizes fearers of God, not only great ones, but
also little ones. With this, a storm of praise is

loosed on earth also: a voice of a great throng—
partly, a voice of many waters or peoples; partly,

a voice of strong thunders or prophetic geniuses

—

repeats the heavenly Hallelujah. But these

loosed tongues still seem timidly to pass by the

name of the Harlot—and this so much the more
since it is the world of the ten horns and the

Beast which has destroyed Babylon ; they fasten

immediately upon the glorious positive result:

^'- For the Lord our God, the All-Ruler, hath as-

sumed the Kingdom.'' Thus, not the dominion of

Christ merely, but the dominion of the Almighty,
in the general acceptation of the term, has been
obscured by the pseudo-kingdom of Babylon.
Let us be glad and exult, s.ay the pious on earth,

and we will give to Him the glory which w.is so

long alienated from Him. And they speak not
of foreign things when they introduce the Wo-
man, the Bride of Christ—who, like a Cinderella,

if we may venture to make the comparison, has
so long been retired from sight and sound—into

the field of view, with the aunouncement: The
Marriage of the Lamb is come, and His Wife hath
prepared herself.

And now the Seer himself takes up the story,

speaking first concerning the Woman, and then,

in obedience to an angelic voice, concerning her
imminent marriage-feast. The appearance of

the Woman forms a highly edifying contrast to

the appearance of the Harlot. The latter had
decked herself with purple and scarlet, and
loaded herself with gold and jewels; to the for-

mer it is given by God to array herself in the
right adornment, and her vesture is snow-white,
shining linen, a byssus-Tohe. The material of
her dress, the Seer adds in explanation of its

brilliancy and purity, are the dcxaiuiiaTa of the

saints, their final, eschatological judicial acquit-
tals (Matt. XXV. 34sqq.) which are grounded
upon the principial justification (Rom. v. 1),

upon the Smaiuaa of Christ, in the most manifold
forms of a now manifestly appearing righteous-
ness of life. For this cause, the Marriage can
now begin. The herald of it is an Angel whom
the Seer marks, without further explanation, as

one already brought upon the scene of action;
And he saith unto me. A lack of precision in form
which reminds us of similar instances in the Gos-
pel of John. What Angel is meant? This ques-
tion has been variously answered. Since the re-

ference here is to a personal, and not a symbolical
Angel, we do not, with Diisterdieck and others,

go back to ch. xvii. 1, as it is one of the seven
Angels of the Vials of Anger who there speaks ;

nor do we think that the Angel of oh. xviii. 1 is

referred to ; but we hold that the reference is to

the Angel who, according to ch. xviii. 21, exe-

cuted the judgment by a symbolical act, because
we here find ourselves in the sphere of the re-

turn of Christ, Who is to be surrounded by pei>

sonal Angels, and also by glorified believers.*

* [The most Daturnl refereocH most cert'iinly ie to the
Angel of chap. xvii. 1, of whose witbdi-awal from the Seer
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And such an one [a glorified believer] John here
sees in the form of an Angel, according to ver.

10; the other world begins to grow visible, in

spiritual shapes, in this world. Again ia the
Seer commanded to write a grand and inviting

word of revelation concerning the blessedness of
proved believers, as in eh. xiv. 13. Write

:

Blessed are theji who are called unto the supper of
the Marriage of the Lamb. The great beatitude is

strengthened by the addition: These are the true

[veritable, based deep within the kernel of life)

words of God.

John describes the impression which the su-

blime Gospel of the blessedness of the guests at

the imminent Marriage has made upon him : /
fell before his feet to worship him. The Seer can-

not have erred in his inclination to worship, but
he made a mistake in the object of his adoration.

It did not seem possible for any but Christ to

utter BO confident a declaration of so speedy a
blessedness. And the Seer was not mistaken in

his feeling that the Lord was near. That near-
ness, however, was announced by a celestial he-

rald; the dividing wall between the hither and
the further worlii [Diesseits und Jenseit.'s~\ is be-
ginning to fall. The herald of the Marriage re-

veals himself to the Seer as a glorified saint in

angelic form. Take heednot, might be said by an
Angel. And so might, I am thy fellow-servant.

But the words, I am one of thy brethren who have
the witness of Jesus [the true rendering is: I am
a fellow-servant of thee and of thy brethren that hare
the witness of Jesus. See the text, ver. 10.—E.

R. C], could not suitably be uttered by a real

Angel in the literal sense of the term. Wor.fhip

God. This, certainly, is a didactical reprimand
and exhortation which is calculated for millions

of men ; but in the case of John, the words must
have reference to something especially calling

for worship. And this something is expressed in

the words, for the witness of Jesus is the spirit of
the prophecy. It might, indeed, likewise be said.

The spirit of prophecy witnesses of Jesus ; but
still something particularly worthy of adoration
is here expressed in the idea: The witness of

and concerning Jesus in His saints is the spirit

of prophecy, which is sure of the imminent Mar-
riage. Living, practical Christianity is pro-
phecy from beginning to end. As a witness con-
cerning Jesus, therefore, the Angel is the bearer
of, and voucher for, the glorious promise. Wor-
ship God Who has put the certainty of the most
glorious future into the kernel of the life of
faith.

Did John perhaps think that Peter, his fellow-
servant and one of his brethren of the witness of
Jesus, would re-appear as the forerunner of the
Parousia of the Lord, to execute judgment
upon Great Babylon? However this may be,
the conversation of the Angel with John is fol-

lowed by the Parousia itself We must of course
take it for granted that a period intervenes be-
tween the judgment upon the Harlot and the
judgment upon the Beast—the period of the

no mention le made. The impHciition of ver. 9 Beams to be
that this Anp:et had continued with the Seer giving him in-
Btrnction. The reHSon assigned by our author for denying
that the reference is to him, seems to be without foundation,
for most certainly the iraplicntion of his coming to John and
givins: him instruction (xvii. 1, etpoia.) ia, that he is a^jer-
vmai being.—E. B. 0.]

troubled and waiting Church, the hour of heavi-
ness, depicted ch. xiii. 15-17. But in the pro-
phetic perspective, the period vanishes, as, Matt,
xxiv., the period between the destruction of Je-
rusalem and the end of the world ; the second
judgment follows quickly after the first.

John sees the Heaoen opened. Again the white
horse appears, as in oh. vi., now, however, no
longer to dominate the course of the world, but
to conclude it. The Rider has now, on the one
hand, an open name, proved in the history of the
world; whilst, on the other hand, the unnam-
ableness of His personality. His mysterious es-

sence, has attained full recognition.* He is

called Faithful and True (a~A7iSiv6i;), the purest
consequence and the innermost kernel of world-
history, in personal completion ; He is, therefore,
entirely the administrator of riyhteousness in

the judgment which He has just executed, and in
the war which He is about to begin. With
His righteousness corresponds Ilis all-piercing
glance; His eyes are as aflame of fire, illumi-

nating the object to which He directs them; as
this was formerly the case with regard to the
fanatical Church at Thyatira (ch. ii. 18), so it

is now the case with regard to the whole world.
Issuing from many victories, Ilis head is adorned
with many wreaths of victory or diadems, which,
in accordance with the textual variation, may
be accompanied by many names; but the full

import of His essential name is known to Him-
self alone, in His blissful consciousness. For
that which is true of every personality renewed
by Christianity—that it has a mysterious,

almost anonymous depth (ch. ii. 17)—is true in

the highest degree of the Crown of all human
personalities. His garment, also, is of the color

of blood, like that of the Babylonish woman ; in

His case, however, it is the pure blood-color, not

oft'ensively mixed with the hue of royalty; it is

the color of His own blood, for He has not yet

waged an external war with His foes—least of

all, by means of an external sword—hence the

sense is not the same as that of Isaiah Ixiii.,

although the expression is similar, and the

bearings of the two passages are kindred.

f

One with this perfected glory of beauteous

humanity, the adornment of self sacrifice in

love, is His mysterious Divine essence which

the Church has sought fully to express by the

name. The Logos of God. John was, doubtless,

perfectly aware that He uttered a mystery of

unfathomable depth when, in his Gospel, he

called Christ the Logos. But now the great

Bearer and Forbearer \_Dulder'\ comes as a vic-

torious King for judgment upon the woild; He
has waited sufficiently long to have destroyed

every suspicion of passionate reaction [against

His injuries]. The world has even accustomed

itself to the thought that His crucial passion

will never be completely reckoned for. The

universal character of His passion and victory

appears in His escort—a host of triumphant

believers, seated, like Himself, on white horses,

and clothed in white and shining linen [Byssus'],

* [See Add. Note, pp. 178 sq—K. B. C

]

t Tls not the sense in both ciis-s pr«ci,ely the same/ In

both cases, the Conqueror, at His Orst, appearan'^e, i* <ir«t"?-

tic^lly repreaenied as sprinkled with the bloud whn:h He
shed in the course of His advanje.

—

i&. K. C.]
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the color of righteousness, like the Bride of

Christ.* His weapons of attack are three-fold

:

first, the two-edged sharp sword which goeik forth

ovt of His mouth, and which is designed to smite the

nations (the modern heathen) (Is. xi. 4; 2 Tliess.

ii. 8; Heb. iv. 12; Rev. i. 16), From the spi-

ritual victory which He gains with this sword,

the symbolism of the Seer distinguishes the fact

that He will, secondly, shepherdize the heathen

[nations] with an iron rod {Ps. ii.). This, doubt-

less, refers to the dynamical, strict social govern-

ment which Christianity will exercise from the

time of the Parousia of Christ. Again, in rela-

tion to Antichrist and his company, Christ will,

thirdly, manifest Himself as the Treader of the

wine-press Who will tread the press of the wine of

the anger of the wrath (wrathful indignation) of

God, the All-Ruler (Is. Ixiii. 1), i. e. execute the

actual reprobationary judgment upon Antichris-

tianity in the final catastroplie of the course of

the world. It seems enigmatical that He should

wear the Name, Kino op kings, and Lord of

LORDS, on His vesture and on His thigh. The
Name is, doubtless, to be apprehended as twice

written, not as inscribed simply upon the girdle

of the tucked-up garment (as Dusterdieck main-
tains). We understand this as intimating that

the Seer desired doubly to express the idea that

it is a small thing for Him to be King of kings
;

He wears this Name, not on His crown, not on
His brow, but, as a passing decoration, upon
His garment. In this place, however, it has
deep significance, inasmuch as it is with the

blood of His vesture that He has achieved His
dominion over the kings of the earth. But why
does He bear the name upon His thigh also?

Because the generality of kings wear their

names there, upon the hilt of the Hword, as a

title based, for the most part, upon the right of

the sword; at least, it is thus with the titles of

the ten kings, who are from the outset designated

as democratic violence-kings. In view of all

this, we regard the Name of Christ in this place
as expressive of a declaration of war prepara-
tory to the conflict which is now to begin.

[abstract or views, etc.]

By the American Editor.

[Eiliott: Vers. 1-4 are connected with the
preceding section, and present the heavenly
doxology over the fall of Babylon.—Vers. 5-21
form the concluding portion of the inside-written

(see foot-note. p. 281) prophecy of events under
the Seventh Vial. The first part of this section
contains a hymn of praise, uttered by all God"s
servants, whose themes are the approaching
establishment of Christ's Kingdom and His mar-
riage. (By the establishment of the Kingdom, he
understands the introduction of the millennial
era; by the Bride, the completed number of the
saints of the old and present dispensations

; by
the righteousnesses of the saints, the badges of their
justification; [h^ the marriage, the glorification
of the risen saints with Christ?]). The lat'er
part of the chapter describes the glorious per-
sonal appearing of Christ and the destruction
of Antichrist ; which events are subsequent to

* [See Add. Note, p. 336.—B. B. 0.]

the utterance of the hymn, but precede the glo-

rious events pre celebrated therein.

Barnes: "This chapter, as well as the last,

is an episode, delaying the final catastrophe,

and describing more fully the effect of the

destruction of the mystical Babylon." It con-

sists of four parts: I. A hymn of the heavenly

hosts in view of this destruction, vers. 1-7. II.

The marriage of the Lamb, vers. 8, 9,

—

i e.

" the Church is now to triumph and rejoice as if

in permanent union with her glorious Head and

Lord." III. The offered worship of the Seer and
the rebuke, ver. 10. IV. The final conquest over

the Beast, etc. " The general idea here is that

these great Antichristian powers which had so

long resisted the gospel .... would be subdued.

The true religion would be as triumphant as if

the Son of God should go forth as a warrior in

His own might. This destruction . . . prepares

the way for the millennial reign of the Son of

God."
Stuart: Vers. 1-9, an episode (delaying the

main action) of praise, thanksgiving, and anti-

cipated completion of victory.—Vers. 11-21, the

final contest. (This author, in his concluding
remarks on chaps, xiii.-xix., writes; "That
Nero is mainly characterized in xiii., xvi., xvii.,

we cannot well doubt. But in chap, xiii., when
the beist out of the sea is first presented, he

has seven heads, and each one of these is itself a

king or emperor, xvii. 10. Of course, the beast,

generically considered, represents many kings, not

merely one. Yet as the reigning emperor, for

the time being, is the actual manifestation of

the beast, or the actual development of it, so the

word beast is applied, in the chapters named,
mainly to Nero, then persecuting the Church.
Insensibly almost .... this specific meaning
appears to be dropped, and the more generic

one to be employed again in chap, xviii. sq. . . .

That Nero's fall was in the eye of the Apocalyp-
tist here (chap, xvi.), I can hardly doubt. But
this was not the end of the Church's persecu-

tions; although a respite of some twenty years

or more was now given. Farther persecutions

were to arise ; and so, a continued war with the

beast, and a still further destruction of great

Babylon, are brought in the sequel to our view.

. . . As soon as the writer dismisses the case

of Nero from his consideration, he deals no
longer with anything but ^cttmc representations.

Persecutions will revive. The war will still be

waged. At last the great Captain of Salvation

will come forth, in all His power, and make an
end of the long-protracted war. Then, and not

till then, will the millennial day of glory dawn
upon the Church In order to designate

the final and certain overthrow of heathenism,

as opposed to Christianity, the writer has chosen

to represent the whole matter by the symbol of

a great contest between the two parties.")

Wordsworth: This writer regards the whole

section as having respect to the blessed condition

of the Church after the destruction of Rome.

His comments are of the most general and inde-

terminate kind.

Alford: Vers. 1 10 form the concluding

portion of the general section begun ch. xviii.

1 , entitled, " The Destruction of Babylon ;" vers.

1-8 present "the Church's song of triumph at
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the destruction of Babylon ; ver. 9 sets forth
tlie Bride as the sunt of the guests at the marriage
feast. Ver. 11 begins a general section extend-
ing through eh. xxii. 6, entitled " The End :"

the subdivisions of this section are, (1) vers. 11-

16, "the triumphal coming forth of the Lord
(personal and visible) and His saints to victory';

(2) vers. 17-21, the great defeat and destruction

of the beast and false prophet and kings of

the earth; (3) ch. xx. 1-6, the binding of Satan
and the millennial reign; (4) oh. xx. 7-10, the
greit general judgment; (5) che. xxi. 1-xxii.

5, the vision of the new heavens and earth, and
the glories of the new Jerusalem. (See also in

he.)

Loud : Vers. 1-4, the hymn of the heavenly
host on the destruction of Babylon. Vers. C-10,

the Marriage of the Lamb, i. e. the literal resur-

rection of departed saints, and their exaltation

to the thrones on which tliey are to serve Christ
throughout their endless existence

;
(the guests,

ver. 9, " are different persons from the raised

and glorified Saints who are denoted by the

Bride, and are doubtless the unglorified Saints

on Earth"). Ch. xix. 11-21 describes "a per-

sonal and visible advent" of Christ, accompa-
nied by the raised and glorified saints, and the

subsequent d?s'ruction of all His civil, ecclesias-

tical and military enemies who are to be arrayed
in organized and open hostility to him (see Ab-
stracts under following sections).

Glasgow : Vers. 1-10 show us what transpires

among the Saints of God in immediate connec-
tion with Babylon's fall; they present a vision

of the events that are now begun to be developed
in the Church and nation. By the "wife." ver.

7, is to be understood the Church, not merely in-

visible, but visible ; henceforward, she, as a

whole, will be honorable and pure, acknow-
ledging the sole supremacy of Christ, and alto-

gether Scriptural in her doctrine, discipline and
government ; by the yafioi; is to be understood the

marriage festivities. Vers. 11-16. The opening

of the heaven took place only once, and at the

beginning of the gospel age,—this scene takes us

back to the beginning. In the first seal (ch. iv.

2) Christ appears in His sacerdotal character

—

here is represented as going forth simultaneously

in His office as King; the white horse in both
appearances is identical and symbolizes the body
of Christian teachers; the entire vision repre-

sents Him as going on to complete victory and
supremacy.—E. B. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

[Vers. 1-8.] Earlier songs of praise may be
found chap. iv. 8; v. 9; xi. 15; xv. 3 ; xvi. 5.

["As each of the great events and judgments in

this Book is celebrated by its song of praise in

Heaven, so this also ; but more solemnly and
formally than the others, seeing that this is the
great accomplishment of God's judgment on the
enemy of His Church." (References as above.)
Alfokd.—E. R. C.]

Ver. 1. I heard as a great voice —It is,

certainly, the voice of a great people, but it is

also that of a heavenly people, and hence is to

be compared with [as] the tumult of voices of an
earthly multitude. This throng is to be sym-

bolically defined in general as the heavenly
Church of God, without further random con-
jecture concerning those from whom the
praise proceeds. Hallelujah.—With this spe-
cific shout of joy, the song begins. It is thus
from beginning to end a song of praise. In
Heaven there is no regret for the fall of Baby-
lon. "It is certainly not unintentional that
just here, after the complete judgment upon the
enemies of God and of His faithful ones has begun,
we find the express Hallelujah, which does not
appear any where else in the Apocalypse" (Foot-
note: "Nor is it found in all the rest of the New
Testament)." Duest. A four-fold Hallelujah ap-
pears in the New Testament with reference to the
fall of Babylon, and is found nowhere else! (for

even the Hallelujah of ver. 6 has reference to

the fall of Babylon). In the quaternary of the
Hallelujah, Hengstenberg discovers God's vic-
tory over the earth, " whose mark is four," in

opposition to which Diisterdieck judiciously re-
marks that it is not a victory over the earth, but
one over the Harlot, that is being celebrated.

The salvation.—Comp. ch. vii. 10 and xii. 10.

[Elliott infers from the introduction of the
Hebrew Hallelujah that at the lime contemplated
the Jews will have been converted. Wordsworth
regards the introduction of the word as " proving
that whatever appertained to the devolion and
glory of the Ancient People of God is now be-

come the privilege of the Christian Church."
The idea of Alford is preferable to either, vis.:

"The formula must have passed with the Psalter

into the Chi'istian Church, being continually

found in the LXX ; and its use firathere may be
quite accounted for by the greatness and finality

of this triumph."—E. R. C]
Ver. 2. For true.—The reason assigned be-

comes more efficient and solemn when both
oTi 's are coordinated, in accordance with De
Wette and others (see ch. xviii. 2'6

; xi. 18).

Ver. 3. And a second time, etc.—We can-

not apprehend these words as forming an anti-

strophe to the foregoing, with De Wette, since a

grander antiphone is formed between vers. 1

and 6. Hallelujah.—A Hallelujah based upon
the fact that the smoke of Babylon ascends

into the seons of the aeons ! This far sur-

passes modern sentimentalities. And her
smoke, etc.—In ch. xviii. 9 and 18, the refer-

ence was to the uprising smoke in a historical

sense; here the smoke takes a more seonio

and metaphorical import, as chap. xiv. 11.

[Into the ages of the ages.—"Another proof

that the destruction of the mystical Babylon will

be final, and that therefore Babylon cannot be

heathen Rome." Wokdsworth.— S, R. C]
Ver. 4. And the twenty-four Elders and

the four Living-beings fell down, etc.—The

four Life-forms are set above the Elders ;
hence

it is here, also, evident that they should not be

regarded as types of creature-life. That as

ground-forms of the Divine government in the

world they, likewise, worship Ood, occasions no

difficulty. The Arnen corroborates the truth

[ Wahrhaftigkeitl, the Ballelujah, the Divine au-

thorship of the fact celebr.ated. \S^e fool-note f,

p. 152, and Add. Note, p. 161sq.—E. R. C]
Ver. 5. A voice came forth from the

throne.—The first voice proceeded from the ei-
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perience and conviction of the spirit-world; it

went from below upwards. The second song is the

more developed Amen to the first; it is begun at

the Tlirone of God, and proceeds from above

downwards. The expression, Praise our God,
gives the voice the appearance of issuing from

the centre of the Church Triumphant; it is more

natural, therefore, to thinli of the twenly-four

Elders, with Diisterdieck, than to refer the voice

to Christ, with Hengstenberg, or to the four

Living-beings, with Bengel. Everywhere, how-

ever, where one voice is spolsen of, stress is

thereby laid upon the unison^ the one spirit of ;i

company; here it is that of the highest com-
pany, the one nearest to the Throne (comp. ch.

v. 9). The alvElv tg> 'Seu is the development of

the foregoing Hebrew Hallelujah. See Diister-

dieck. Comp. Pss. cxv. 18; cxxxv. 1.

Ver. 6. As a voice, etc.—Quite unique is the

harmony in the antithesis of many waters and
strong thunders (see chapter i. 15, xiv. 2;

Ezek. i. 24, xliii. 2; Dan. x. 6). The song of

praise, now beginning, passes from the post-ce-

lebration of the judgment upon the Harlot to the

pre-celebration of the marriage of the Bride.

["The triumphant song being ended, an epitha-

lamium, or marriage-song, begins." M. Henry.
—E. R. C] The central point of the song lies in

the fact that the Lord our God hath taken to
Himself [assumed*] the Kingdom, i. «.,

His Kingdom in the hearts of men-]- (see ch. xi.

17, where, however, the manifest appearing of

kingly power in the general judgment is referred

to). The Harlot deified herself and robbed God
of His glory; the purity of the Bride, on the

other hand, consists in the fact that she gives

the glory altogether to God.
[The All-Ruler.— See additional comment on

ch. i. 8, p. 98.—E. R. C]
Ver. 7. And ^we will give the glory to

Him.—This is the fountain of the gladness and
exultation, aye, it is the preparation for the mar-
riage itself,—which preparation consists in ttie

right fellowship of human souls, in their partici-

pation in a faith—ripening to sight—in the glory

of God.
Baying [Tiiyovrer) [Ver. 6].—This grammati-

cal irregularity is based upon tbe Seer's inten-

tion to give prominence to the individual nature
of the song of praise, as founded upon subjective

heart-truth. It is not merely the jubilation of a

sympathetically excited crowd; that which the

voice says as one voice, they all say singly likewise.

For the marriage of the Lamb came.—
This is proleptical, according to De VVetle, Heng-
stenberg and Diisterdieck. In the sense of the
vision, however, the judgment upon Babylon,
from the consummation of which the vision

starts, coincides with the preparedness of the
Bride, and the two items are not only prelimi-

nary conditions of, but also indices for, the be-
ginning of the marriage. J That the terms, the

* [Soe Text, and Text, and Oram. not« 9 —E. R. C.l

t I
See Excursus nn tlie Basileia, pp. 93!5.]q.—E R. C.]

X [" In eveiy instance of the word rimrriage fyti^os) in the
New Te3tJim<Mit it means the festivities, wlii« h were some-
times a considerftlile period alter the actual covenant or bond
of marrias^e. ' The wedding day was rather the day when
the bride was taken home to her husband's house, than what
we should designate the day of marriage' (Fairbairn, /iHp.
Diet, of Bible). ... By His incarnation, Je us became iho

marriage and the supper of the marriage, although
distinct in themselves, coincide in point of time,

should be understood as a matter of course.

Ziillig, in contradistinguishing fhe millennial

Kingdom from the marriage, as a fore-feast

of the Messianic marriage, overlooks the fact

that even in the Parables of the Lord His Pa-
rousia is designated as the beginning of the

marriage. The spiritual marriage is charac-

terized by the moment when the ideal Christian

view and the outward appearance coincide in

perfect oneness. Hence the first appearance of

Christ was the fore-celebration of the marriage
(Matt. ix. 15). It is taking a contracted view
of this marriage, the idea of which runs through
the whole of Sacred Writ (Song of Sol., Isaiah,

Ezekiel, Hosea, etc.), to understand thereby,

"the coming Lord's distribution of the eternal

reward of grace to His faithful ones, who
then enter, with Him, into the full glory of the

heavenly life " [Diisterdieck]. Three elements,

above all things, pertain to the constitution of

the idea. First, the personal relation between
the Lord and His people. Secondly, perfect

oneness on the part of His people. Thirdly,

their receptivity, conditioned by homogeneous-
ness. Hence it is also evident that the marriage
must be blessedness, in the reciprocal operation

of a spiritual fellowship of love. And Hia
Wife.—The Bride—after the espousal, Hia
Wife (Matt. i. 20; comp. Gen. xxix 21). Pre-
pared herself. —- That is, adorned herself

in a spiritual sense. In active self-appoint-

ment, as a free Church, that has attained its

majority, she has prepared herself; neverthe-

less, the material of her readiness is given to

her by the grace of God. According to The
Shepherd of Hernias, the Church, in tbe form of

a woman, undergoes a process of development
which is directly opposed to nature. From an
aged matron, she is transformed more and more
into a youthful appearance. In the end, there-

fore, when she is free from all spots and wrin-
kles, she is the perfected Bride of the Lord
(Eph. V. 27).

[Additional Note on the Maebiage.—Al-

ford most strangely comments in loc. : "This
figure of a marriage between the Lord and His
people is too frequent and familiar to need ex-

planation." Rather, for the very reason as-

signed, should an explanation be given. Mat-
ters most frequent in the Scriptures are matters
most important; and those moat familiar are

often, because of their very familiarity, least

studied, and therefore least understood. There
are few phrases more frequently on the lips of

Christians than "The marriage supper of the

Lamb," and it is probable that there are few ut-

terances with which less definite ideas are con-

nec'ed. At first glance, the most natural hypo-
thesis is, that the reference in this verse is to the

manifestation of the New Jerusalem, ch. xxi. 2.

Bridegroom (tai/i<|)tos}. and His Church the Bride (vvn4iri).

And if it be necessary to distinguish 'wite'from 'bride,' let

it be obaeived that 'wife' {yvvi)) is the word employed in the
text: 'His wife has prepared herself.'" Glasgow. In his
comment on ver. 9 the same writer remarks: "The earn J

festive occasion which in ver. 7 is called the marriage is here
Citlled the 7narri<tge mpper (to Setn-roi' tov ydixov); whicu
shows that not the marriage ceremony, but the joyouB fes-

tivities, are meant."—E. R. C.J
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This reference, however, necessitates one of two
subordinate hypotheses,—either (1) that the vi-

sions of chs. xxi., xxii. are merely supplement-

ary ; that they do not refer to events to occur
after the millennium, but are descriptive of some
event mentioned ch. xix. 11—xx. 15; or (2) that

the song of triumph now under consideration had
respect, not to the immediate, but to the entire fu-

ture. The former of these hypotheses seems to

be forbidden by the phraseology of the chapter
mentioned, which manifestly contemplates a new
order of things (a new Heaven and new earth), in

which there shall be neither sin nor death (see

Excursus on the New Jerusalem, pp. 389 sqq.)

;

the latter is hardly admissible in view of the
language of the Song, the marriage is come
(vWev)—something in the present, or the imme-
diate future seems to be contemplated; we can
hardly suppose that a space of at least a thou-
sand years should be grasped by such an expres-
sion. The foregoing considerations lead us to

seek for something in the events represented as
immediately following the Song as the event con-
templated therein, and this the writer thinks is

found ch. XX. 4-6. Whether the first resurrection

mentioned in that passage be literal or spiritual

(i e., whether it be a literal resurrection of de-
parted saints, or a more complete deliverance of
living saints from the power of sin), it is unde-
niable that the entire description contemplates
the Church as brought into a new condition—

a

condition of higher spiritual adornment and of
closer relation to Christ—one therefore that may
be appropriately figured as her marriage to

Christ. It is proper here to remark that the
writer regards (1) the resurrection as literal, (2)
the Sride as the whole body of the saints (the

quick and the dead), at the Second Advent of the
Lord, and (3) the marriage as the union of this

body with a personally present Christ in glory
and government (i. e., as the establishment of the
Baaileia). As to the truth of the first of these
hypotheses, see the Excursus on The First Re-
BHREECTION, p. 362. The second and third hy-
potheses best satisfy the elements of the marriage
relation so beautifully and justly set forth by
Lange in the immediately preceding comment

;

and they are also in perfect consistency with the
normal interpretation of ch. xx. 4-6, and of the
whole body of Apocalyptic teaching. It should
here be distinctly noted, however, that these hy-
potheses require that the number of those enter-
ing into the constitution of the Bride or the New
Jerusalem (their identity is admitted) should be
complete at the first resurrection, and conse-
quently that the vision of oh. xxi. 1, 2 should re-

fer, not to the marriage, but to a new manifestation
of the Bride. For a discussion of this portion
of the subject, see the Excursus on the New Je-
rusalem.—E. R. C]

Ver. 8. And to her was given.—Her adorn-
ment is simply pure and beautiful (cultus gravis
ut matronSB, non pompaticus, qualis mereiricis.

Grot.). Byssus [fine linen] denotes the most
precious of plain, unostentatious, yet elegant,
material; a similar character attaches to its hue,
as opposed to scarlet and purple. A species of

contrast is, doubtless, indicated by KaSapSr and
^a/i-rrpdc; the negative purity and positive glory
of the new life. For the 'fine linen [byssus],

etc.—Even in describing the simple adornment
of the Bride, the Seer is anxious to bring out ihe

spiritual import of the same. The righteous-
nesses [Lange: Gerechtigkeitsgiiter^^'poasessions

of righteousness].—Ta thKatufiara, The(J/./£ai(j^ais

always a means by which justice is satisfied or
acquittal \_Gerechtsprechung^ is obtained, whether
it be the performance of the right, or the expia-

tion of the wrong (by undergoing punishment),
or atonement, as the concrete unity of the doing
and the suffering of that which is right. Refer-
ence is not here had "to the white garment of

righteousness before God in Christ (as Beza
maintained), which garment the Church does not

first receive in the last time " (Ebrard). But
whether the fulfillment of God's commandments
(De Wette, Ebrard, et al.) or "righteous deeds"
(Diisterd.) be intended, is the question. Right-

eousness of life is itself established by suitable

6i.iiat6}fiaTa and consequent acquittals [or jus-

tifications]. Such is the verification of faith

treated of Jas. ii. 21 (comp. the Lange Com-
mentary on James, in loc), which, according to

Matt. XXV. 31 sqq., ramifies into a multitude of

individual verifications. "A delicate allusion to

the grace given by God, as the cause and source

of the diKaiu/Liara peculiar to the saints, is con-

tained in the cdd'Sjj aiirfi Iva ktX." (Diisterdieck).

According to Ebrard, it is "thus prophesied that

sanctification shall be perfected, that it shall be
given to the eschatological Church to put off the

last remnant of sin while yet in the flesh."

["The plural -fiara is probably distributive, im-

plying not many dmaiu/naTa to each one, as if they

were merely good deeds, but one 6iKai(l>iia to each

of the saints, enveloping him as in a pure white

robe of righteousness. Observe that here and
everywhere the white robe is not Christ's right-

eousness imputed or put on, but the Saints*

righteousness, by virtue of being washed in His

blood. It is their own; inherent, not imputed;

but their own by their part in and union to Him."
Alford.—E. R. C]

Ver. 9. An analogue of ch. xiv. 13. The two
superscriptions of the everlasting Gospel corre-

spond. The former characterizes the existence

of the faithful of the last time, with reference to

this world ; the latter characterizes it with re-

ference to the other world. These two beatitudes

of the eschatological Gospel correspond to the

beatitudes of the principial Gospel, Matt. v.

They are summed up together in the beatitude

and superscription, ch. xxi. 8-5.

And he saith unto me.—What Angel is

meant? See Stn. View. They who are

called, etc.—The Church in its unitous form is

the Bride ; in its individual members, it consists

of wedding-guests (Matt. xxii. 1; xxv. 1).

These are the true words of God.—Since

all the words of God are alr/Sivol, the saying can

mean only: these are the true [or genuine] words

of God in the most special sense; or, to be more

definite, in these words are concentrated the true

[or genuine] words of promise of God, in ana-

logy with the declaration, " On these two com-

mandments hang all the Law and the Prophets."

The highest summit of human consummation-

bliss has the highest Divine reality. Different

explanations of the sentence, by Hengstenberg

(" these words are genuine, are words of God "),
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De Wette, Zullig, Diisterdieck (the words of re-

velation from oh. xvii. 1 are intended), see in the

latter, p. 537.

Ver. 10. And I fell, etc.—This action of the

Seer must be regarded entirely as a procedure

taking place within the vision—not, therefore, as a
subject for moral criticism. There is as little

reason, therefore, for Hengstenberg's praising
the Seer, on this occasion, for his humility, as

for his blaming him elsewhere for visional ac-

tions and charging him with faint-heartedness.

These, also, are strange words of Hengsten-
berg's; "As John here offered (sought to offer)

adoration to the Angel, so it befits fbe Church,
that receives this glorious revelation through
John, to bow before him [John] because of it,

and BO, also, it bcfita John to say to her: Take
heed not." See Ebrard against Hengstenberg,
p. 499. It is remarked, not without reason, by
Diisterdieck, that it is probable " that John re-
garded the Angel who was speaking with him.
not as a fellow-servant, but as the Lord Him-
self." Take heed not.—Properly, Take heed

thatthou\_doii^not. Aposiopesy. Tbe whole deli-

verance is certainly decisive against all angel-
olatry. A fellow-servant.—A symbolized
Angel could in no case become an object of ado-
ration. But neither could a real, personal An-
gel. The passage may be so understood that the
term cwiSou/laf expresses the common character-
istic of the angelic and apostolic functions. /,

as an Angel, am a fellow-servant of thee and of thy
brethren, etc. So De Wette and Diisterdieck. Or
OTvrfoii/lof is indicative of the category of be-
lievers. /, in anrjelic form, am a fellow-servant

of thee, and one of thy brethren (Eiohhorn, Ziil-

lig). Against ttie former apprehension is the
onsideration that the final sentence, The witness

of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy, would be idle

in tliis connection. Opposed to the second appre-
hension is the fact that it would call for the
reading : Kal sic tcih ad. We therefore suppose
that the meaning of the Angel is as follows:

/, who appear to you as an Angel, am thy fellow-
servant, and, as such, a fellow-servant of all who
cleave to the witness of Jesus.

Worship God.—This does not mean sim-
ply. Worship no creature, but also. Thou hast
certainly cause to worship God for the revelation
that is made to thee, for it is a glorification of
the God who has placed the spirit of the prophecy
concerning the great marriage-feast of the con-
summation, in the witness of [concerning] Jesus.
The witness of Jesus.—Since the Angel has
commenced to instruct the Seer, we cannot see
why he should not speak these words also, espe-
cially as they are expressive of the profound
unity betwixt historical Christianity and the
ideo-dynamical development of the world, and
characterize Christianity as absolute prophecy.
According fo Diisterdieck (in opposition to Vit-
ringa, De Wette, et al.), the concluding sentence
belongs to John. Tlie declaration contained
therein is entirely different from ver. 8. Equally
untenable is the assertion of Diisterdieck (in op-
position to Vitringa, De Wette, et al.) that the
genitive tov 'Iriaov must be taken only as sub-
jective, signifying the witness proceedJng from
Jesus. That whicli constitutes the fiaprvpla a
jiapTvpia is the very fact that Jesus is its object

(see ch. vi. 9). According to De Wette. indeed,
the concluding words simply mean: He who,
like thee, confesses Christ, has also the spirit of
prophecy; according to Diisterdieck, the mean-
ing is : When Christ communicates His revela-

tion-witness to a man. He fills him likewise with
the spirit of prophecy ! According to this latter

commentator, an attestation of the prophetic
Book of John is contained in these words (and
yet he maintains that the Book was not written
by John, and that the prophecy is in part an er-
ror which has not been fulfilled).*

Vers. 11-16. The Bridegroom in His warlike

Fnrth-going for the Destruction of the Beast, i. e.,

also, for the Redemption of the Bride.

Ver. 11. The Heaven opened.—Accord-
ing to DUsterd. the movement within the visions is

very cumbrous. " The Seer was in spirit carried
to the earth in ch. xvii. 3 (De Wette)." But in
ch. iv. 1 his exaltation to Heaven was identical
with his translation into the spirit. A white
horse.—As in chap. vi. 2. And He that
sat upon him, called—KaXohfievo^ is in appo-
sition [to 6 aaHriiJ.. kt1.~\. Faithful.—The germ
and blossom of all Divine life in the history of
the world. True.—The fulfillment of all world-
historical prophecies, especially promises and
threats (see ch. iii. 7, 14). And in righteous-
ness (Isa. xi. 3, 4) He judgeth and war-
reth.—He must execute His judgment upon
Antichrist in a warlike form.

Ver. 12. His eyes.

—

See ch. i. 14. Many
diadems.—"If the many royal crowns upnn
His head are regarded as trophies of victories

already won (2 Sam. xii. 30; 1 Mace. xi. 13;
Grotius, Wetst., Bengel ; comp. also Vitringa),

we should necessarily have to conceive of kings

as conquered—for instance, the ten kings of ch.

xvii. (Ziillig). But judgment is not yet executed
upon these. It might also be said that the Lord
Who goes forth as a triumphant Conqueror, Who,
ch. vi. 2, receives a victor's wreath in advance,
here appears proleptically decked with the

crowns of the kings whom He is to judge. But
more obvious is the reference to ver. 16, where
Cbrist is called the fiaatlev^ fiaaMuv (Ewald, De
Wette, Hengstenb., Bleek, Volkmar, Luthardt").
DuESTERDiEOK. The antithesis thus set forth is

based upon deficient, atomistic conceptions.
History testifies that Christ, in dynamical ope-
riition, has become the King of kings by a grand
succession of victories, not necessarily eschato-

logical in form, as was evidenced by Constan-
tino, and even Julian. A name.—A won-
drously beautiful designation of the personality

of Christ in accordance with its peculiar Divine-

human essential name. On the random conjec-

tures concerning this name see Diisterdieck, p.

542 (it is the name given in ver. 13; the name
Jehovah; no definite name. It is placed on the

forehead—on i^Q vesture; see also De Wette, p.

179). The mystery, however, is sealed only from
a worldly understanding, not from the knowledge
of love.

Ver. 13. 'With a vesture, etc.—The expres-

sion of Isa. Ixiii. 1, but in a New Testament

* [Dtlstt^rdiefik merply ctatms tliat the Book wafl not writ-

ten by the Apostle Joho.

—

Tr.]
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eense. And His name hath become to be
called.—The theological name of Christ, that

which marks His Divine nature alone, and which
John has also introduced in the most significant

manner [in his Gospel?], is therefore in itself

more intelligible than the mystery of personal

God-manhood. Futile objections to a reference

to the Logos, John i. 1, see in Diisterd., p. 75.

The Logos is indeed here characterized as tov

iJeoii; but His historical mission is here also re-

ferred to.

Ver. 14. And the armies in the heaven,
etc.—Not Angels simply (Matt. xxv. 31 ; Heng-
stenb., Luth.), but also the perfected righteous
(Diiaterdieck) ; nay, these pre-eminently, since

they are clothed in pure byssua, and since it is

not simply the local Heaven that is intended

here, but rather the Heaven of perfected spirit-

life.—The byssus of their garments is white
and pure; they are perfected in innocence and
righteousness, and yet their vesture does not

shine, like that of Christ.

Ver. 15. And out of His mouth, etc.—
Even in the Old Testament the all-conquering

power of the word of Revelation is expressed in

figurative forms (Is. xi. 4; Jer. xxiii. 29; comp.
2 Thess. ii. 8; Heb. iv. 12; Rev. i. 16). In the

last time, the immediate, spiritually dynamical
operations of the word of God coincide with its

mediate, physically dynamical operations in a

unity which is prefigured Acts v. 5. In Ps. ii.,

also, the iron sceptre has manifestly a symbolical

import. And He treadeth the 'wine-press.
—Isa. Ixiii. 3. The wine of the anger of the wrath
[Lange : wrathful indignation] of God is the his-

toric concrete of the wrath of God, on the one
hand, and the wrath of the heathen [nations], on

the other hand (chap. xi. 18). The judgment of

God, in the uprising of " the heathen " [nations]

,

is brought to a decision by Christ by His appear-
ing. Hengstenberg's explanation—The wine-
press is the wrath of God ; the wine flowing out

of it is the blood of His foes—is marvellously
amended by Diisterd.: "The form of the state-

ment, in which the two figures of the wine-press
(ch. xiv. 19) and the cup of wrath (ch. xiv. 10)
are combined (De Wette), denotes rather that out

of the wine-press trodden by the Lord the wine
of the wrathful indignation ofGod streams, which
wine shall hfi given to His enemies to drink."

¥er. 16. On His vesture.—See Syn. View.
Comp. Diisterdieck, p. 543.

[additional note on the SECTION.]

By the American Editor.

[This chapter, beginning with the strong
disjunctive, Mr.ra ravra f/Kovtja, introduces a new
series of visions that flow on in unbroken se-

quence to the close of the Revelation.
Vers. 1-8 present the heavenly song of triumph

over the destruction of the apostate Church, and
in prospect of the immediate establishment of the
Basileia ; it is the hallelujah that marks the be-
ginning of a new seen

—

the times of refreshing and
restitution (Acts iii. 19-21). (See foot-note f in
the following column.)

Vers. 11-16 narrate the vision of the Second
Advent of Jesus, the Advent contemplated ch. i.

7. (See the following Note.) In the judg-

ment of the majority of interpreters, the Rider
here described is the same as the one of the First
Seal. For the views of the Am. Ed. on this point
see Add. Note, pp. 177-179.—E. R. C]

[note on the future advent or cheist.]

By the American Editor.

[It is admitted by all that there is to be a visi-

ble Advent of the glorified Messiah. Two views
divide the Church as to the time of the Advent
some contending that it is to be Pre-milleunial"
others, that it is to be synchronous with the
Consummation, the general Resurrection and
final Judgment.
The advocates of the former hypothesis rely

principally on two classes of passages: 1. Those
which seem to connect the future Advent with
the restoration of Israel, the destruction of An-
tichrist, or the establishment of a universal king-
dom of righteousness on earth, such as Isa. xi.;

xii.; lix. 20sqq. (comp. with Rom. xi. 25-27) ; Jer.
xxiii. 5-8; Ezek. xliii. 2sqq.; Dan. vii. 9-27; Joel
iii. 16-21; Zech xiv; Rom. xi. 1-27; 2 Thess. i.

1-8;* Acts iii. 19-21.f 2. Those which speak

* [The last clause of verse 2 shoTild not be translated te at

handy but is present. (See Lange Qimm., Am. Ed., p. 124.)
The original is evearriKev. It is inconceivable that the Apos-
tle should have spoken of the approaching Advent, elsewhere
described as the hope of the Christian Church (Tit. ii. 13), as
the ground of distress. His object was to warn them against
the false idea that the Advent had already taken place—that
the hope that once had cheered them of blessings in the fit'
lure was a vain one.—E. R. 0.\

f [The 'An-oKaratrraa-is. It is universally admitted that
the rendering of Acts iii. 19-21 in the E. V. is incorrect. Tho
translation as given in the Lange Comm. is : Bepenl ye there-

fore and be converted, thai your sins may he blotted out, in order
that the times of refreshing may come from the face of the Lord,
and that He nftay send the Messiah Jeaus who wa^ appointed tmio
you; whom the heavens must receive until times wherein all things

laill he restored {times of restitution, xfovntv aTTOKaTaoTaaedi^V
which God huth spolcen by the mouth of His Itoly prophets from
of old.

It may at once be remarked that the period here referred
to is a lengthened one, as is evident from the use of the plural
term, xpoi'ot.

To determine what is meant by times of restitution, our
first appeal must be to the Old Testament Prophets. They
are times of which God has spoken by the mouth of His Pro-
phets.

The noun aTroKarao-Tatrts does not occur in the LXX.; its

verbal root anoKa9i<Trr}fn. appears however in several import-
ant passages, and points unmistakablv to an oft-recurring
Hebrew word of which it is the translation; see Mai. iv. 6;
Jer. xvi. 15; xxiv. 6; 1. 19. In the first three of these pas-
sages it is the translation of the Hiph. of ^^\^, and in the
last of the Picl, which, in this verb, i.s also causative (see

Eobinson) The verb also occurs Ipa. i. 25, 26; Iviii. 12; Jer.

xxxiii. 7; xxxii. 37; xxiii. 5-S; xxiv. 6, 7; Joel iii. (iv.) 1.

The aTroKardiTTaiTL^ referred to in these passages seems to be
the only one spoken of by the Prophets. Thar, the'^e prophe-
cies were partially and typically fulfilled in the restoration

of Israel from Babylon is admitted. It would seem to be
manifest, however, that they did not receive their complete
fulfillment in that event. And still further, if they were
then fulfilled, there were no unfulfitfed prophecies of an
aiTOKa.rdaTa.cTti in the days of Peter. (Manifestly connected
with the passages quoted above, as the complf^tion of the re».

(i/uiioK therein predicted, are Isa. xi.; Ixv.l7—Ixvi. 24; com-
pare especially Jer. xxiii. 5-8 with Isa. xi- 10-14. So con-
nected are they that they must be regarded as referring to

the same evenr, jilthough the term under discussion does not
appear in them.)
The following seem to be the elements of the restitution pre-

dicted In the foregoing Scriptures:—1. A restoration of the

hearts of the fathers to the children, Mai. iv. 6. 2. The re-

storation of the rejected seed of Jacob to holiness and the
consequent favor of God, Isa. i. 25; Jer. xxiv. 7. 3. The re-

storation of Israel to their own land, passim. 4. The esta-

blishment of Israel, not again t-' be dispersed, Jer. xxiv. 6,

7. 5. The establishment of the Kingdom of righteousness as

a visible Kingdom, in power and great glorv. with its seat at

Jerusalem, Isa. i. 26, 26 (ii. 2, 3); Iviii. 12-14; Jer. xxiii. 5-8

1
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ofthe coining ofthe Lord aa imminent (in connec-

tion with those which declare that there ia to be

a period of generally diffused peace and right-

eousness pTccediag the final consummation),

such aa Matt. xxiv. 42-44; Mark xiii. 32-37;

Luke xii. 35-40; 1 Thess. T. 2, 3; Tit. ii. 11-13;

Jaa. T. 7, 6.

The upholders of the hypothesis that the Se-

cond Advent is not to take place until the final

Consummation, base their opinion upon those

Scriptures which manifestly connect an Advent
with that event. The following is th« summation
of tlje argument by Dr. David Brown, one of the

moat eminent advocates of this view. I. The
Church will be absolutely complete at Christ's

Coming; 1 Cor. xv. 23; Eph. v. 25-27; 2 Theas.

i. 10; Jude 24.; CoL L 22; 1 Theas. iii. 13. II.

Chriat's Second Coming will exhauat the object

of the Scriptures, in reference—(1) to Saiuta;

Luke xiE. 13; 2 Pet. i. 19,; Jamea v. 7; 1 Pet. i.

13; 2 Tim. iv. 8; Phil. iii. 20: (2) to sinners; 2

Theas. i. 7-10; 2 Pet. iii. 10; Luke xii. 39, 40;
ivii. 26, 27, 30. III. The sealing ordinances of

the New Testament will disappear at Christ's

Second Coming: Baptism; Matt, xxviii. 20: The
Lord's Supper; 1 Cor. xi. 26. IT. The Interces-

sion of Chriat, and the Work of the Spirit for

saving purposea, will cease at the Second Advent
—(1) The Intercession of Cbrist stands interme-

diate between His first and second Coming; Heb.
xi. 12, 24-28: (2) The work of the Spirit is de-

pendent upon the Intercession, and terminates
with it; John vii. SB, 39; xiv. 16, 17, 26; xv.

36; xvi. 7, 14; Acts ii. 33; Tit. iii. 5, 6; Rev.
iii. 1 ; V. 6. Y. Christ's proper Kingdom is al-

xxxiii. 7 sqq. 6. The gatheringof all nations as tributary to
Israel or the Church. (For the views of the writer as to the
identUy of Israel and tlie Church, see foot-note f, p. 27.) 7.

The Palingenesia, Isa. xi.; ]xv. I7eqq.
In the New Testamen't the noun occurs only in the passage

under consideration, and the verbal root only eight times.
Two of these instances, however, are of marked significance.
In Matt. xvii. 11 Jesus said: '*Elias truly shall first come and
restore all tilings (curOKaTaa-T-rjatL TrcivTa)." That the restoration

was future is evident from—(I) the future form of the verli,

(2) the fact that the prophecy referred to was not conipleteiy
fulfilled in the Baptist—he did not restore all things. (The
subsequent words of our Lord, ver.l2, are not opposed to this
view. They clearly imply that John had not accomplished
the work propbesied by Malachi. The Scribes and Pharisees
would not receive him as the restorer, JMatt. xi. 14; they re-
jected the counsel of God against themselves, and Elias is yet
to come for the fulfillment of the prophecy.)
The verb nex-t occurs Acts i. 6. The disciples asked :

"Lord, wilt thou at (in) this time restore again (aTroKaQtrrrdvei^)
the kingdom to Israel?" Now it seems Impossible to suppose
that, after forty days' converse with the Great Teacher, during
which time "he opened their understanding that they might
understand the scriptures" (Luke xxiv. 45\ and spake "of
the things pertaining to the Kingdom of God " (Acts i. 3), the
Apostles should have been in ignorance as to the nature of
the restoration. It is equally impossible to suppose that
if they had ijeen mistaken. He would not have corrected
them. So far from correcting mistake. His answer implies
the correctness of their view as to the nature of the restora-
tion. At that time their view was, confessedly, the one now
characterized as literal or normul. A few days after (and sub-
sequent to the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost) Peter
speaks, in the passage under consideration, of an dn-OKardff-
Tao-t? still future, without the slightest intimation that he
had previously been mistaken as to its nature.
The next instance of the occurrence of the term is in the

passage now under consideration. The Apostle spoke of a
restitution, foretold by the Prophets and manifestly spoken
of by our Lord, which he declared to be then future. It
seems most natural to connect that restitution with the event
spoken of by Paul. Rom. xi. 2^27—a glorious aTroKardara-
(Tiy, in the description of which all the Old Testament Scrip-
tures referred to above seem to have been in the Apostle's
mind.—B. E. C]

ready in being; commencing formally on His
Ascension to the right hand of God, and conti.

nuing unchanged, both in character and form,
till the final Judgment :— (1) Acts ii. 29-36, comp.
with Zech. vi. 12, 13; Rev. v. 6; iii. 7, 8, 12;
laa. xxii. 22; ix. 6, 7: (2) Acts iii. 13-15, 19-21:

(3) Acts iv. 25-28, comp. with Pa. ii: (4) Acts v.

29-31 (Him hath God exalted to be a Saviouk-
Peinoe, i.e., a Peiest upon His Theone): (5)
The Apostolic comment on Pa. ex. 1, viz.: Acts
ii. 34-36; Heb. x. 12, 13; 1 Cor. xv. 24-26. YI.
When Chriat cornea, the whole Church of God
will be "made alive" at once—the dead by re-

surrection, and the living immediately thereafter

by transformation; their "mortality being swal-

lowed up of life;" 1 Cor. xv. 20-23; John vi.39,

40; xvii. 9,24. "VII. All the wicked will risefrom
the dead, or be "made alive," at the Coming of

Chriat; Dan. xii. 2, with John v. 28, 29; 1 Cor.

XV. 51, 52, with 1 Thess. iv. 16; Matt. xiii. 43.

with Dan. xii. 3; Rev. xx. 11-15: (He interprets

the Jirst resurrection of Rev. xx. 4, 5, as " figura-

tive"—indicating "a glorious state of the Church
on«artA,andinit8me)r<a/state"). VIII. Theright-
eous and the wicked will be judged together, and
both at the coming of Christ; Matt. x. 32, 33;
Markviii. 38; Rev. xxi. 7, 8; xxii. 12-15; Matt.

xvi. 24-27; vii. 21-23; xxv. 10, 11, 31-16; xiii.

30, 38-43; John v. 28, 29; Acts xvii. 31; Rom.
ii. 5-16; 2 Cor. v. 9-11; ICor. iv. 5; 2 Thess. i.

6-10; 1 Cor. iii. 12-15; Col. i. 28; Heb. xiii. 17;
1 Theas. ii. 19-20; IJohnii. 28; iv. 17; Rev. iii.

5; 1 Tim. v. 24, 25; Rom. xiv. 10, 12; 2 Pet. iii.

7, 10, 12; Rev. xx. 11-15; 2 Tim. iv. 1. IX. At
Chriat's Second Appearing, " the heavens and the

earth that are now," being diasolved by fire,

shall give place to "new heavens and a new earth

wherein dwelleth righteousness" without any
mixture of sin; 2 Pet. iii. 7, 10-13; Rev. xx. 11;

xxi. 1.

A careful study of all the passages that have
been adduced in support of these hypotheses re-

apectively, haa induced in the mind of the writer

the thought that two Advents still future are pre-

dicted—the one for the eatabliahment of the Ba-
sileia (at which shall take place a partial resur-

rection and judgment); the other at the final

couaummalion, at which time shall take place the

general judgment.
It will at once be objected that but one future

Advent seems to be predicted in the Scripture.

To this it may be answered, first, that, whilst this

may be true in reference to the earlier portions of

the New Testament, in the Apocalypse a twofold

Advent seems to be indicated; comp. xix. 11-16

with XX. 11, 12. And in the second place, it may
be remarked, that, in deferring a distinct intima-

tion of a twofold Advent to one of the concluding

Booka of the Canon, the New Testament follows

the analogy of the Old.
It ia admitted by all that a twofold Advent of

the Messiah, one in humiliation and the other in

glory, was predicted in the Old Testament. In

the earlier prophecies, however, but one Coming
seems to have been contemplated. Even in

laaiah, where the Messiah is in one place spoken

of as a Man of sorrows, and in another as ap-

pearing in royal glory, but one Advent is, in ex-

press terms, referred to. The whole of prophecy

seems to be cast upon one plane, without refer-
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ence to the succession of those events, which, we

now know, were to be separated by millennia.

It is only in the Book of Daniel, and there only

obscurely, that a twofold Advent is, in terms, in-

timated ; compare ix. 25, 26, with vii. 13, 14.

The hypothesis of a double Advent could have
been deduced from the Old Testament Scriptures

only from the consideration that things were
predicted of the coming Messiah, on the one
hand humiliation and on the other exaltation, that

could not be realized in one visit to earth—and
this hypothesis exactly satisfies the obscure inti-

mation in the Apocalypse of Daniel. It will also

be observed by the careful student that one and
the same prophecy sometimes relates to both Ad-
vents, in matters in which the first is typical of

the second—as, for instance, the prophecy of

Joel (ii. 28-32) which had an initial fulfillment on
the day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 16-21), but which
is to have another and more complete fulfillment

in a day yet future (Matt. xxiv. 29 ; Luke xxi.

11, 25). So also in respect of the prophecies of

the New Testament—things are predicted con-

cerning the coming Messiah which cannot find a
fulfillment in one Advent,—as, for instance, that
He shall establish a Kingdom of righteousness on
earth (Acts iii. 21; see preceding /)o^^!o^9 on the
passage), and that He shall terminate the present
order of things in a general j,u.dgment (2 Pet. iii.

4-13). These two classes &t statement find their
best reconciliation in the hypothesis of a twofold
Advent—and this hypothesis finds support in a.

comparison of Matt. xxiv. 30 with xxv. 31, and:
still more clearly in Rev. six. 11-16 compared
with XX. 11-15.

It is impossible to present the details of this"

scheme in the present Note. It is submitted with
the foregoing general remarks, which sufiiciently
indicate its leading features, to those interested
in prophetic studies. It is proper, in addition
to what has already been said, to call attention
to the probability that, as certain prophecies of
the Old Testament have reference to both the ac-
knowledged Advents, finding an initial fulfillment

in the one and being completely fulfilled in the
other, so will it be in the prophecies of the New
Testament.—E. R. C]

-EARTH-PICTUEB OF THE VICTORY OVER THE BEAST.
CHRIST FOR JUDGMENT.

Chap. XIX. 17—XX. 5.

THE PAROUSIA OP

a. The Judgment upon the Beast.

17 And I saw an [one]' angel standing in the sun ; and he cried with a loud [great]

voice, saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven [mid-heaven], Come
and gather yourselves [om. and gather yourselves

—

ins. , be gathered]* together

18 unto the \ins. great]' supper of the great [om. the great] God ; That ye may eat

the \om. the]* flesh of kings, and the {om. the]* flesh of captains [ins. of thousands],

and the [owi. the]* flesh of mighty [strong] men, and the [om. the]* flesh of horses,

and of them that sit on them, and the [om. the]* flesh of all men [om. m,en], both

19 [om. both'] free and [as well as]' bond, both [and] small and great. And I saw
the beast [wild-beast], and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered toge-

ther to make [ins. the]' war against [with] him that sat [the one sitting] on the

20 horse, and against [with] his army. And the beast [wild-beast] was taken, and
with him' the false prophet that wrought miracles [the signs] before him [in his

presence], with which he deceived [seduced or misled (i^r/lai'ijo-ei')] them that had
[om. had] received the mark of the beast [wild-beast], and them that worshipped
his image. [:] These both [the two] were cast alive into a [the] lake of [ins. the]

21 fire burning [that burneth] with brimstone. And the remnant were slain with the

sword of him that sat [the one sitting] upon the horse, which sword proceeded

[goeth forth] out of his mouth : and all the fowls [birds] were filled [satiated] with

their flesh.

1 Ver. 17.
a Ter. 17.

» Ver. 17.
* Ver. 18.
' Ver. 18.
• Ter. 19.

TEXTUAL AND GEAMMATICAL.
'Orit. Eda. give Ji-a with A. P. 1, el al; it is om. by B.*—B. R. C]
Grit. Eda. read tjvv6.x9T\T€ with N. A. B*. P., ei al., inatead of icai mtvayeaBe.—E. R. C]
Orit. Eda. give to &elnvov to jiieya with t?. A. B*. P. inatead of toD ^eyaAov with 1, 36, 49, 79.—-E. R. 0.]

These articles do uot occur in any Cod., nor are they required by the English idiom. —E. K, C]
Grit. Eda. generally give i\m. re koi with X- A. B*. P. el al.—'E. R. 0.]

Codd. X. A. B*. give the article before TtoKtiim. [The reference, doubtless, ia to the war predicted chs. xvi.

14; xvii. 14.—B. R. G.]
' Ver. 20. [Lach., Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.) read xai ij.tr' ainov 6 with X- P- ; Alf. brackets oi before iiet' with A. ;

Tisch.

(1869) reads «ai <i jitr' avToO with B*.—E. E. C.J
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b. The Millennial Kingdom. (Chap. xx. 1-5.)

1 And I saw an angel come down from [descending out of—ms. the] heaven, having

the key of the bottomless [om. bottomless] pit [abyss] and a great chain in [upon]

2 his hand And he laid hold on the dragon, that [or the] old [ancient] serpent,^ which

[that] is the Devil [or Slanderer], and Satan [or the Adversary]^ and bound him

3 a thousand years, and cast him into the bottomless [_07n. bottomless] pit [abyss],

and shut him up, and set a seal upon [om. him up, and set a seal upon—in«. and

sealed over]^» him, that he should [might] deceive [seduce or mislead (7r;.ay,V,,)]"

the nations no more, till the thousand years should be fulfilled [finished]
:
and

[om. and]^' after that [these] he must be loosed a little season [time].

4 And I saw thrones, and they sat [ins. down]'' upon them, and judgment was

given unto them: and I saw the souls of them that were [had been] beheaded for

[on account of] the witness of Jesus, and for [on account of] the word of God, and

which [who] had not [om. had not] worshipped [ins. not] the beast [wild-beast],

neither [nor yet]" his image, neither had [om. neither had—ms. and] received llns.

not] his [om. his—ins. the] mark upon their [the]'^ foreheads, or in [om.
,
or in—

ins and upon] their hands [hand] ; and they lived and reigned with Christ a«

5 thousand years. But [om. But]" The rest of the dead lived not again [om. again]"

until [till] the thousand years were [should be] finished. This is the first resurrec-

tion.

' Cliap. XX., ver. 2. Cod. A. gives the nominative o 5.(.i9 h ipx^to!. Codd. B et al. give the accuBative which is more

in accordance with the text. [Lich., Alf., Treg., Tisch. give the num. with A.; the ace. is supported by H- B., et al-E.

'

» Ver 3 Lach TAlf TroK.l and Tisoh. [1859] give Ss etrny 6la^oAos «oi 6 o-araj'a! in ace, with A. B. etcd. Cod. S
gives the krticle both times witfi perfect propriety. [Tisoh. (8th Ed ) gives 6 eariv o ita^oAoi «ai o Saravai

;
the pronoun

before iariv, and also the article 6 before Sii^oAoj, with X-—E. R.C.|

Cadi. ti. A. 'B., el al. omit airdv after tKkeKrev.
j t u > i<- m n.- v /o.v uj v

The Kec. nkJ^rn is adopted instead of the reading irXa.-?. [So read Lich., Alf., Treg. Tisch. (8th Ed.),

~ Tisoh. (1869) give ir\ava with B*.—E. R. C]
Eds. omit Kai with X. A. B*.—E. E. C]

^ , . , j ,i ,

e force of eKiei<Tav can be presented only by the phrase sat dmim. Lange translates seated Ihemeelvei.—

10 Ver. 3.

" Ver. 3,

with X. A. ; Gb., 8?,., Tisoh. (1869) give irXava

12 Ver. 3. [Grit
~

[The13 Ver. 4.

E. K. C.l
" Ver. 4.

15 Ver. 4.

18 Ver. 4.

[Crit. Eds. read o«S^ with X. A. B*. 6i ol.—B. R. C] .,,,„, ^, „ , , , „„r,n
rOrit. Eds. generally omit oirTii/ after iustottoi' in ace. -mtb X. A. B*., Vulg., el al.— K.. B. U.J

.^ „ .,

The article Ti before xiAia should be omitted. [The article occurs in B». ; it is omitted, however, by Crit.

"'iT^VHr 6. [LachTAlf, Tisih., omit the copula with A., Cteii,,ylm., KtW., To/., Xi|)».; Treg. reads itai oi Aoiiroi with

B.' 1, 38, 91, 96, Mempd.—E. R. Ci
, . x. i, r. l

i» Ver. 6. [Crit. Eds. read JfTjijaj. with A. B., Fti!^., et al; awi^riiTav is without authority.—E. B. C.J

alive into the lake of fire burning with brim-

stone. For them, hell begins in this life; the

fire of the fuel in which they have wrapped them-

selves, surrounds them on all sides—a fiame of

infinitely wild, fanatical agitation, doomed, in

consequence of its absolute worthlessness, to

form the pool of a mortal and dead stagnation—

the unprogressive and eternally monotonous

movement in a circle, or the fiery whirlpool of

phrases and curses. In the case of the False

Prophet, his guilt is once more noted, in expla-

nation of his judgment; the most bitter remin-

iscences cling to the perfidy of his apostasy.

The third point is the judgment upon the fol-

lowers of the Beast. They are not immediately

cast into the fiery hike, but are for the time only

killed. They are killed by the sword issuing

from the mouth of Christ. They are morally

judged and annihilated. What remains of them

is a world of shadows, a sort of realm of the

dead on the surface of this earth itself. All the

birds become satiated ivith their flesh; i.e., all

their sensuous and earthly possessions have lost

their value and are decayed like the flesh strewed

over a field of dead bodies. All the birds are sa-

tiated with their flesh ; i. e., all the forces of me-

tatnorphosis are laboring for their transformation

into a new shape. The fullness and manifold-

ness of the flesh to be devoured by the birds is

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.

a. The Judgment.

The judgment upon the Beast is accomplished,

not in a manner purely of this world and in a

form purely historical, like the judgment upon
the Harlot, but in a more spiritual form, which

is based upon the appearance of Christ from the

other world, and which introduces the cosmioal

transition-form between time and eternity, the

Millennial Kingdom.
The first point for consideration is that cosmi-

oal change itself, which proceeds from the sun
and summons all the birds under the Heaven, all

the forces of earthly metamorphosis, to consume all

the dead flesh, the exanimate materials which
shall be the issue of the great defeat of the An-
tichristian world—to consume them, in order to

convert them into new life.

The second point is ethically mysterious. A
decisive act of judgment takes the place of the

battle contemplated by the Beast and the Kings.
The two leaders and misleaders of the infatuated
Antichristiau host, the Beast and the False Pro-
phet, are seized. That which seizes them seems
to be a judgment of madness, for they are oast
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vWidly described in ver. 18. A complete end is

to be made of all this.

Though it might with reason be said thatbeoause

the sun is the symbol of the revelation of salva-

tion, the Angel of judgment, standing in the sun
as the angel of the whole salvatory development
of revelation, indicates the hour when the work
of the revelation of salvation is entirely com-
pleted, when the world clock of the history of

salvation in this world has run down—we must
not overlook the fact that this moment must co-

incide with the perfect ripeness of our cosmical

system, and that, consequently, a catastrophe

must start from the centre of our cosmical sys-

tem, as well as from the focus of our religious

moral system. The harvest of the earth and the

harvest of the Kingdom of God coincide, in ac-

cordance with the parallelism between spirit and
nature, as is declared in the Eschatological Dis-

course of our Lord (Matt, xxiv, 29), although the

Day of the Harvest, the Last Bay, stretches out

Into an seon of a thousand years in a symbolical
sense.

The birds of the heaven have, in typical pre-

ludes, often been invited to similar feasts upon
the slaughter fields of history (Deut. xxviii. 26;

Jer. vii. 33; xvi. 4; Ezek. xxxix. 17). In this

fact there is not only an expression of irony con-

cerning the vanity of earth's glory, but also an
expression of the triumph of life over death.

The Kingdom of God is acquainted with a trans-

formation of matter; it is, however, of another
and higher sort than that of which modern ma-
terialists talk ; it does not lie under the curse

of an eternal rotation, but is, on the contrary,

under the law of the highest life, which changes
this lower world of becoming into the eternal

world of the City of God.

b. The Millennial Kingdom.

The prophecy of the thousand years of Christ's

reign on earth is, in and for itself, a true pearl
of Christian truth and knowledge, because it

throws light upon an entire series of diificult

Christian conceptions.

In the first place, it mediates an understanding
of the Last Day, in that it shows how the latter

expands into a Divine Day of a thousand years,

in a symbolical sense, i. e., a specific aeon; and
thus it also casts light backwards upon the im-
port of the days of creation.

Secondly, it mediates the understanding of a
catastrophe which is to divide between this life

and the life to come, time and eternity, the world
of becoming and the world of consummation, in that

it shows how the great and miglity contrast is

harmonized by an seonio transition-period, in

perfect accordance with the laws of life and vital

developmenf, as was clearly explained by Ire-

nseus (see Dorner, Geschichte der Christologie, p.

243).

Especially does it mediate the fact of the re-

surrection, in that it represents a first resurrec-
tion as preceding the general resurrection, in

harmony with the Apostle Paul (1 Cor. xv. 23).

Thus the resurrection is characterized as an af-

fair of growth or progress, conditioned upon spi-

ritual circumstances. In accordance with this,

we apprehend the fact that even in this life the

believer advances towards the resurrection

(Phil. iii. 11) ; thata resurrection-germ gradually
develops within him (Rom. viii.); that the be-
ginnings of the resurrection commence with his
removal into the other world (2 Cor. vi.) ; that
believera, in their ripening towards tha resur-
rection, are, as blossoms of the general resurrec-
tion, a whole seon in advance of the rest of man-
kind—a fact which is also indicative of a higher
form of resurrection; and that Christ must
needs have been the firstling and the principle
of the whole resurrection (Eph. i. 20).

Thus also the great antithesis is explained
which must necessarily exist between the origi-

nal transruption [Durchhurch) of sin or the
curse in humanity and the final tr.ansruptiou

(Durchburch) of salvation and blessing. As, in

the primitive age, pneumatic corruption was for

a long time hindered in its outbreak by the re-

sistance of healthy vital substance in the psychi-
cal, somatic and cosmical sphere, so in the New
Testament time, pneumatic salvation in humanity
has had to struggle long with the resistance of

evil in the psychical, aomatio and cosmical

sphere. With the beginning of the M llennial

Kingdom, however, begins the transruption of

the blessing, in opposition to the old transruption

of the curse.

Whilst, on the one hand, the communication
of believing huraanily with Heaven and its pure
spirit-world is spiriiually consummated by the

Parousia of Christ, and destined to be also phy-
sically consummated, the communication between
the spiritual sphere of earth and the Satanic

sphere of the abyss, on the other hand, is dis-

continued:—in the first place, because the organic

mediators of Satanic operations, the Beast and
the False Prophet, as also Great Babylon, are

judged and destroyed. Though at the close of

the great transition-seon Satan again obtains a

foot-hold on the earth, it is the last convulsive

struggle of the serpent-nature manifesting itself

in a brutal mutiny, which, for tlie very reason

that it is veiled under no spiritual pretexts, like

former Satanic efforts, but is the issue of con-

summate boldness and insolence, is blasted, not

by Christological weapons, but by the fire of the

Almighty from Heaven.
But of this great effulgent picture of the Mil-

lennial Kingdom, the lack of patience and hope

in the Christian sphere (Rom. viii. 24, 26) has

made the most manifold caricatures.

We distinguish the caricatures of real so-called

Chiliasm; the caricaturts of the spiritualistic

denial of Chiliasm, even to the misapprehension

of its primal type—according to this class, the

Apocalypse itself is chiliastic, and the same
character is finally attributed to the concrete

Christian hope ; finally, the caricatures of the

Millennial Kingdom which were produced by
placing it in the past or the present (see the

Introduction).

True Chiliasm existed, so far as its element

was concerned, long before the doctrinal forth-

setting of the ;tfiAia STr/, whence it takes its name.

It is based upon the great family failing of all

Judaizing Christianity; to such Christianity,

the cross of Christ is still, more or less, an
offence ; to such Christianity, the redemption

accomplished in the first Parousia of Christ is

unsatisfying, and the centre of gravity of tho
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redemption is consequently regarded as situate

in the second Parousia, when Christ shall

appear in His glory, and shall also promote His
people to the state of glory. This Judaizing
Christianity has no understanding of the princi-

pial completion of redemption in its depth and
inwardness; hence, only in the final, peripheral

redemption does it behold the true redemption.

According as its ideals of glory are nobler or

more base, its eschatologioal hopes assume a purer
or an impurer form, so that a perfect scale of

Chiliasms is formed, stretching from an antici-

pation of the sensuous glorification of Israel to

the most carnal orgies in pre-oelebration of the

return of Christ. This is material Chiliasm
proper. It has been rejuvenated in three Anglo-
American sects of our own time. The element
of truth which is perverted into falsehood and
extravagance in it, is the Christiafl and Biblical

expectation of the real, and in a religious sense
ever near, coming of Christ.*

But material Chiliasm early sought and
found a formal supplement, in that it boldly
converted the words of the Apostle Peter (2
Pet. iii. 8)—words which, spoken with re-

ference to Ps. ex. 4, were designed as a coun-
teraction against chiliastio impatience—into a
chronological article of doctrine, in which it

believed that it had discovered the key to the
computation of the time of Christ's coming. A
Judaizing presupposition was here involved

—

viz.
,

that God's historical work of salvation would
arrive at completion in a Divine week, reflected

in the human week. To this was added later

the further assumption, that at the first coming
of Christ the world had been in existence for

about four thousand years. Upon these bases
men reckoned, and determined the time of the
second Advent. Here another arbitrary assump-
tion arose, converting the Millennial Kingdom
into the real Sabbath of God, though the latter

is to last forever, whilst the Apocalyptic seen
appears as a mere transition-period. In many
respects, this formal Chiliasm, whence the sys-
tem has its name, was subservient to material
Chiliasm ; in many other respects, however,
especially in more modern Theology, formal
Chiliasm, as a theological subtilty, detached
itself entirely from mati;rial tendencies, although
it continued to be afflicted with the material
infirmity of a somewhat superficial and extra-
vagant conception of the history of salvation.

In face of all these Judaizing conceptions, the
spiritualistico-ethnical conception has alw,ays con-
sidered itself bound, not only to combat true, sen-
suous Chiliasm, but also to controvert, or at least
cast a shade upon, its assumptions—the expec-
tation of the real coming of Christ, for instance;
and it has especially felt itself obliged to cast
the reproach of Chiliasm upon the putative ori-

ginator of the same, the Apocalypse. And this,

particularly, on account of the thousand years,
the X'-'^ta Ittj. The Tales of a Thousand and One
Nights might, with about equal justice, be
denominated a chiliastic composidon.
A turbid mixture of both one-sided views is

formeil by the placing of the Millennial King-
dom in the course of Church History. In refer-

{ica foot-noks on ]ingfs 3, 58. anrl t1.—E. R. C]

ence to this mixed form, we can distinguish two
species. Mediaeval Catholicism beheld in the

Romish Church the actualized Kingdom of God
itself, especially in respect of the papal system.

The Old Lutheran orthodox dating back of the

Millennial Kingdom into the Middle Ages—

a

view recently revived by Hengstenberg—was a
fruit of the stunting of Eschatology in the era
of the Reformation, especially in adherence to

utterances of Luther's. We here refer partly
to the history of the interpretation of the Apo-
calypse, as already presented by us, partly to

the following exegesis in detail.

The singular opinion of Stier and others,

that there is to be a double Parousia, one at the
beginning and the other at the end of the Mil-
lennial Kingdom, seems desirous of conjoining

so-called "Chiliasm" with the older orthodoxy.*
With the judgment upon the spiritual motive

powers of the Beast, with the destruction of his

powerful lies, Satan has lost his foot-hold within
the infatuated human race—his right of naturali-

zation, we might say, in this earthly sphere. He
is therefore oast into the abyss. An Angel
descends from Heaven to execute God's sentence
upon him. The office of this Angel reminds us
of the offices of Michael; his name, however, is

not mentioned. He has the key to the abyss

—

not simply to the pit of the abyss; this key he
has in order that he may shut the abyss, i. e.

entirely shut off Satanic influences from men
for the time of the thousand years. This power,
however, is connected with the moral fact that
all the spiritual pretences contained in the
Satanic illusive promise, eritis sicut deus, are
destroyed by the beauteous reality of the great
appearance of the Kingdom. All that Satan
falsely promised concerning the path ofimpatience
and guilt, is here attained in the path of pious
patience : fullness of blessing, happiness, glory
of life of every sort. Thus Satan has come to

the end of his Latin, and needs, agreeably to the
serpent's tenacity of life, a thousand years to

contrive the last desperate stroke of senseless
heaven-storming—a procedure which is reported
to have been the first act of the revolted Titans
of Grecian story. | And for this last rebellion a
further existence is granted him, for the judg-
ment upon him must be complete. His exist-

ence during the thousand years, however, con-
sists in a sojourn in the abyss, betwixt death
and damnation (the Realm of the Dead [Hades]
and Gehenna), fastened to the chain which the
Angel brings with him from Heaven. He has
now made an open show of his entire nature,
and is therefore called by his various forms and
titles, except that the appellation of Accuser is

no longer given to him—although even this

name is contained in the Sidfiolog. The con-
demnatory sentence is executed in four acta

which follow each other in rapid succession.
He is seized, cast chained (not chained to any

* [See Noto on the Future Advent of Christ, pp. 339 Bqq.—
E. R. 0.]

t [The alownesa of inveution which Lauge here attributes
to the Devil is more in harmony with the char<»cter attri-
buted to that personage in numerous popular German tales,—in which he appears as a sort of DevSicher Micltel, beiug
frequently outwitted and imposed upon by sharp priicticers
of earth—than with the exalted intellect with which we
usually conceive of him as endowed.

—

Tr.J
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object external to himself, but hand to hand, 2

Pet. li. 4) into the abyss, shut in, and sealed.

The seal is the symbolic expression for the

appointed Divine doom upon him, and is more
powerful in its effect than the seal with which
the grave of Jesus was sealed. The purpose of

all this is that he may not prematurely seduce

the heathen, the remnants of heathenism which
still constitute the old border of the new world
that is in process of becoming.

This, then, is the negative side of the Millen-

nial Kingdom. The positive side appears in

three features : [1] The first resurrection, [2]
the first judgment of restitution, [3] the first

period of imperishable triumphal rest and
rejoicing and unfading glory in the fellowship

of Christ. The first resurrection is represented

as a special reward of the faithfulness of Christ's

martyrs—above all, the martyrs of the last time,

who have not worshipped the Beast; hence
these latter constitute a particular class by the

side of those slain at an earlier period. They
stand in the fore-ground, as representatives of

the Victorious Church (see 1 Cor. xv. 23) ; but
we must recollect that this Church is itself of

greater extent than here appears. For Christ

has come with the hosts of Heaven, according
to ch. xix. 14 ; according to the Epistle of Jude
(ver. 14), He is to come with His myriads of

saints. With the sphere of this resurrection,

the full liberation of the life-power on the sanc-

tified earth is expressed (see Is. Ixv. 13sqq.).
The second sphere is the sphere of the prelimi-

nary judgment. For the Seer, this occupies the

foreground, since Christian longing cries for the

removal of all the shame and wrong which, in
this world, weigh upon the name of Christ and
Christians ; hence the Seer first sees the thrones

of judgment set. If we consider that the judg-
ment upon the Antichristian host has already
been held, and that the last judgment upon the

last revolt, which is as yet but germinating deep
in the darkness, cannot be anticipated, there
results, as a middle domain of judgment, an
instruction [Pddagogih) and discipline exercised

by Heaven upon the human race, as extant at

the Parousiu, and thus sharing in the oosmical
metamorphosis. It is that process of elimina-
tion and sanctification which must take place
before the perfect appearing of the City of God
on this earth ; it is a judgment of peace, in

accordance with Ps. Ixxii. and Matt. xix. 28.

The third sphere is the living and reigning with
Christ in the glory of a spiritual life which
dominates and clarifies all creaturely essence

—

the organization of earth for its union with
Heaven. There is no trace here of an external
restoration of Israel in the sense of a privileged
people of God, or of a restoration of the Old
Testament cultus in an inconceivable New Testa-
ment sublimation ; unless we should apply the
subsequent words, they shall be priests of Ood
and of Christ, and the words the beloved City, to

the support of such a theory—in which case the
symbolism of the expression must necessarily
be discarded. We cannot suppose that there is

to be a two-fold heavenly Jerusalem ; and the
one true Jerusalem is still in Heaven, whence,
according to oh. xxi. 2, it does not descend to

earth, until the end of the thousand years.

[theories concernino the millennium.*]

By the American Editor.

[The word Millennium means, etymologioally, a
thousand years, and may with propriety be used
in reference to any period of that length. By
common consent, however, the specific term The
Millennium is employed to denote the period
mentioned in chap. xx. 4-7. The theories on
this subject that have been held in the Church
are divisible into two classes—the Preterist and
the Futurist—the former of which set forth that
the origin of the Millennial period was in the
past; the latter, that it is in the future. Each
of these classes consists of two or three generic
theories, the respective upholders of which differ

amongst themselves on many specific points. It

is proper to remark that in the following state-

ment the writer has been greatly indebted to the
work of Elliott.

a. Preterist Theories.

I. The Augusiinian. This theory is so styled
as it was first propounded by the great Augus-
tine in his Civitate Dei, xx. 7-9. It has been up-
held in all ages of the Church since its first pro-
mulgation, and in modern times by Wordsworth.
Its main elements are—1. The period began at
the first Advent, when Satan was bound and cast
out of the hearts of true Christians and their

reign over him (regnum militix) began: 2, The
Beast symbolizes the wicked world, and its

ima^e a hypocritical profession: 3. tbe first re-

surrection is that of dead souls to spiritual life,-)-

a resurrection continued in every true conversion
throughout the period: 4. the thousand years is

a symbolical expression of completeness appro-
priately indicating the entire period of the Mes-
siah's reign: J 5. This period to be followed by
a new persecution of the Saints under Anti-
christ; the destruction of whose hosts by fire

from heaven would be followed by the universal

resurrection of the good and bad, and the gene-

ral judgment; after which will begin, m heaven,

the glorious period of the New Jerusalem.

II. The Grotian. This theory was first pro-

pounded by Genebrard in the 16th Century ; it

found its chief advocates, however, in Grotiua

and Hammond. § It differs principally from the

preceding in that it makes the reign of Saints to be,

not that of the individual Christian in the domain
of his own heart, but that of the Church in the

world. The elements of this theory are—1. By
the Beast is denoted Pagan Rome, whose de-

struction under Constantino was predicted in

chap, xix.: 2. The power of Satan was then

broken, as was manifested in the establishment

of the Christian religion as the religion of the

State: 3. The Millennial period began in that

* [The Am. Ed. deems it inexpedient to continue in this

portion of the work his "Abstraot of Views."—E. R. C]
f [Wordsworth explains the e^ijuai' of ver. 4 hs the glori-

fied life with Christ after martyrdom, and the a.v6.(nafTi.s of

ver. 5 as spiritual life begrni in baptism and completed at the

dealh of the body.—E. B. C]
t [Augustine himself, probably, held the view that the

thomand years were literal, to terminate with the sixth chiliad

of the world's existence.—E. R. C.j

g [A similar theory, indeed the same with specific varia-

tions, was propounded by Prof. Bush in a work 00 the MiU
lennium published in New York in 1832.—E. E. C]
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establialiment, it wag continued through a thou-

sand years to the 14Lh Century, and closed with
the attack on Christendom by the Ottoman
Turks: 4. Gog and Magog denote the Moham-
medan power, at the close of whose gradual de-

struction is to take place—the universal resur-

rection, the general judgment, and the eternal

blessedness of the Saints in heaven.*
III. The Gippsian. This view, suggested by

Mr. Gipps in 1831, makes the beginning of the

period synchronous with the rise of Papal Anti-

christ. It represents (according to Elliott)

"those who lived and reigned with Christ to be
men endowed with the spirit of the early Anti-

pagan martyrs, now revived, as it were, to tes-

tify for Christ: afcer which, at the end of the

Beast's and witnesses' concurrent (!) Millennial

reign, the second and glorious resurrection of the

rest of the dead is to be fulfilled in the Jews* coa-
Tersion and restoration."

b. Fulurist Theories.

IV. The Pre- Millennial. This theory, as to its

general features, is the most ancient. It was held

by the primitive Fathers, and has been taught
with various specific modifications in all ages of

the Church. Amongst its most prominent English
speaking advocates, in modern times, are Mede,
Caryll, Gill, Noell, Elliott, the Bickersteths, the

Bonars, Alford, Lord, etc. The elements are
that—1. The Millenuium is to begin in a glorious

personal advent of Christ, immediately after the

destruction of Antichrist: 2. The binding of Sa-
tan is to be "an absolute restriction of the pow-
ers of hell from tempting, deceiving, or in-

juring mankind:" 3. The duration is to be one
thousand years (literal or symbolical) : 4. The
resurrection is to be a literal resurrection of

Saints of the preceding 93on (either the martyrs,
or the specially faithful, or the entire body): 6.

The entire government of the earth is to be exer-
cised by Christ and His risen and transformed
Saints^ the latter being uq ayyeXot (Mark xii. 25)

:

6. Under this government, all false religion
having been put down, the Jews and all nations
having been converted to Christ, Jerusalem be-
ing made the universal capital, righteousness,
peace and external prosperity shall prevail
throughout the earth : 7. At the close of this pe-
riod, Satan having been loosed, there shall be
a great apostasy, followed by (1) the destruction
of the apostates, (2) the universal resurrection
of the remaining dead of all dispensations, (3)
the general judgment, (4) the consummation.
The principal variation amongst those who

hold this theory are as to— 1. The continuance of

* [The elder Turretin, P. Mastrlcht, J. Marckius, Light-
foot, Brightman, and Usher, all teach that the MilleDnium is
past. The continental Theologians suggest aa possible eras
of its heginning. withont deciding which is correct, the In-
<:arnation, the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, the destruction
of Jeruaatem, the era of Conatantine. Marckiua thinks that
it may have begun in increased measure at each one of these
in succession. These Theologians s^em to regard the hind-
ing as a general weakening <.f the power of Satan. Lightrf>ot
adopts the view that the origin is to be placed in the first
proclamation of the gospel to the Gentiles by Paul and Bar-
nabas, and that the binding refers, not to the power of Satan
over the Church, but to his influwnce over the nations. He
writes: "There is not a word here of the devil's binding that
he should not disturb the Church, but of the devil's binding
that he should not deceive the nations." These all agree
that the duration of the period was (or was about) one thou-
sand literal years.— E. B. C.j

Christ on earth;—some holding that it is to be
only for the establishment of the Kingdom

;

others that it is to continue more or less unin-

terruptedly throughout the whole period: 2. The
duration^ some holding that the thousand years
are literal; others that they are symfioZ/c; 3. The
subjects of the resurrection;—'Some holding that

they are all the saints; others that they are only

the martyrs; others still, that they are the spe-

cially faithful, including the martyrs: 4. The re-

lation of the Jews to the other nations;—some con-

tending that they are to occupy a position of supe-

riority ; others denying or modifying this opinion.

v. The Post-MillenmaL This theory, which is

the one most generally adopted by English speak-

ing Protestant Theologians, was first fully deve-

loped by Whitby.* Faber, Brown and Barnes
have been amongst the most prominent of its

advocates. The scheme as set forth by Whitby
is as follows:

—

"I. I believe that, after the fall of Antichrist, there shall

be such a glorious state of the Church, by the conversion of
the Jews to the Christian faith, as shall be to it life frorti the

dead; that it shall then flourish in peace and plenty, in

righteousness and holiness, and in a pious ofi"spring; that then
Hhail begin a glorious and undisturbed reign of Christ over
both Jew and Gentile, to continue a thousau'l years during
the time of Satan's binding; and that, as John the Baptist
was Elias, because he came in the spirit and power of Elias,—
so shall this be the church of martyrs, and of those who had
not received the mark of the Beast, because of their entire
freedom from all doctrinesaud practices of the Antichristiaa
Church, and because the spirit and purity of the times of the
primitive martyrs shall return. And therefore

—

1. I agree with the patrons of the Millennium in this, that
I believe Satan hath not yet been bound a thousand years,
nor will he be so bound till the time of the calling of the
Jews, and the time of St. John's Millennium.

2. I agree with them in this, that the true Millennium
will not begin till the fall of Antichrist; nor will the Jews
be converted till that time, the idolatry of the Eoman Church
being one great obstacle of their conversion.

3. I agree both with the modern and ancient Millenaries,
that then shall be great peace and plenty, and great mea-
sures of knowledge and of righteousness in the whole Church
of God.

I therefore only differ from the ancient Millenaries in
three things;

1. In denying Christ's personal reign upon earth during
this thousand years; and in this both Dr. Burnet and Mr.
Mede expressly have renounced their doctrine.f

* [Elliott writes: "Vitringa, however, who alludes to

Whitby's as a work just published, makes brief citations from
two earlier writers, Conrad of Mantua and Carolus Gallus, as

expressive of the same general view."—E. R. C]
I [Bush judiciously remarks on this declaration of Whitby:

"This may be questioned. These writers have modified rhe

creed of the ancients on this subjert. without renouncing it."

The views of Mede, as expressed by himself, are as follows:
" What the quality of this reign should be, which is so sin-

gularly differenced from the reign of Christ hitherto, is

neither safe nor easy to determine, further than that it should
be the reign of oar Saviour's victory over His enemies,
wherein Satan being bound xip from deceiving the nations
any more, till the time of His reign be fulfilled, the Church
should conaequpntly eujoy a most blissful peace and hHppy
pecurity from the heretical apostasies and ralamitous suffer-

ings of former times; but here (if anywhere) the known
shipwrecks of those who have been too venturous should
make us most wary and careful, that we admit nothing into

our imaginiitioDs which may cross or impeach any catholic

tenet of the Christian faith, as also to beware of gross and
carnal conceits of Epicurean happiness misbeseeming the

spiritual purity of Saints. If we conceit any delights, let

th"iu be spiritual. The presence of Christ in this Kingdom
will no doubt be glorious and evident, yet I dare not so mncfi
;is imagine (which some ancients seem to have thought) that

it will be a visible converse on earth. Yet, we grant. He will

appear and be visibly revealed from heaven; especially for

tlie calling and gathering of His ancient people, for whom in

the days of old He did so many wonders." Mede believed

tliat Christ would appear literally and gloriously for the es-

tablishment of the Millennium, and that in a special 'senae

He would reign throughout the pt^riod. In o believing, he
held ihe essential elements of the pre-millennial hypothesifl.

-E, R. C]
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2. Though I dare not absolutely deny what they all poBi-

tively aflirm, that the City of Jerusalem shall be then re-

built, and the converted .Jews shall return to it, because this

probalilvniay be collected from those words ofChrist,JeruBaZem
tkall be trodden down till the time of the Gentiles is come in, Luke
xxi. 24, and alt the prophets seem to declare the Jews shall

then rt-turu to their own land, Jer. xxxi. 38-40; yet do I
conftdinlly deny what Barnabsia and others of them do con-
tend for, viz,: that the temple of Jerusalem shall be then
built again; for this is contrary not only to the plain decla-

ration of St. John, who saith, I saw no temple in litis new Jem-
Salem, Kev. xxi.22, whence I infer there is to be no temple in

any part of it; but to the whole design of the Epistle to the
Hebrews, which is to show the disHolution of the temple-ser-
vice, for the weakness and unprofitableness of it; that the
Jewish tabernacle was only a figure of the true and the iT,ore

perfect tabernach which the Lord pitched, and tiot man ; the Jew-
ish sanctuary only a worldly sinctuary, a pattern, and a
figure of the heavenly one into which Christ oar High Pneat is

entered, Heb. viii. 2; ix. 2, 11, 23, 2i. Now, such a temple,
such a sanctuary, and such service, cannot be suitable to the
most glorious and splendid times of the Christian Church

;

and therefore the Apostle saith, The Lord God omnipotent, and
the Lamb, shall be their Temple.

3. I differ both from the ancient and the modern Millen-
aries, as far as they assert that this shall bo a reign of such
Christians as have suffered under the heathen persecutors, or
by the rage of Antichrist ; making it only a reign of the con-
verted Jews, and of the Gentiles then flowing in to them, and
auiting into one Church with them,"

With the above presentation, post-raillena-

riaus, in the main, agree. The chief point of

difference is as to the return of the Jews to their

own land—some holding, with Whitby, that it is

io take place; others, denying it. There are also

differences as to—1. The nature of the Second
Kesurrection implied in xx, 6,—some, with Vit-

ringa, identifying it with the general resurrec-
tion of vers. 12,13; others, as Whitby, Faber
and Brown, explaining it as the uprising of An-
tichristian principles in the confederacy of Gog
and Magog: 2. The New Jerusalem,—some, with
Whitby, regarding it as relating to the Millennial
condition of the Church; others, as Brown and
Faber, understanding by it the post-millennial

condition of blessedness and glory.—E. R. C]

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ver. 17. One angel standing in the sun.—"In the sun, because from this stand-point, fit-

ted, as it also was, to the glory of the Angel, he
can best call to the birds, flying ev fieaovpavT/fiari

(Ewald I., De Wette, Hengstenberg, Ebrard,
Volkmar)." Dcesterdieck. If this were the
motive for the position of the Angel, he might
much better have taken his stand in the moon.
His position in the sun has an import relative at

once to the Kingdom of God and to the Cosmos.
The sun, as revelation, is the principle of the
spirit-realm of this present life; the sun, as a
celestial body, is the domain of this present Cosmos
(see Stn. View; comp. Rev. i. 16; Matt. xxiv.
29). Come, be gathered together.—See the
citations above; corap. also Matt, xxiv, 28. Ac-
cording to Diisterdieck, the slain Xonroi of ver,
21 are the whole mass of the inhabitants of the
earth. But whence, then, would oorae the mu-
tineers at the end of the thousand years? The
Eastern kings should also be distinguished
from^ the ten kings. Gog and Magog have not
yet joined the conflict. The Tioiwol are, mani-
festly, the Antichristian host, from which the
mass of earth's inhabitants are still to be distin-
guished. Unto the great supper of God.~
Antithesis to the Marriage-Supper of the Lamb.
At Jhe former, all the flesh of the fleshly-minded

becomes a prey to the birds; at the latter, be-
licTers, as heirs of God, become heirs of all

things.

Ver. 18, That ye may eat.—The prospective
complete destruction of the hostile host is set
forth in detail.

Ver. 19, And I saw the wild-beast,—The
war-making, on the part of the Beast, is entirely
of this world ; it is a march, a drawing up in order
of battle, the combatants being provided, per-
haps, with the most terrible material weapons.
But, opposed to them, stands an armj/ of God, par-
tially and predominantly as a host of spirits. And
yet more, the arpdrev/^a of Christ stands con-
trasted, in its perfect unity, with the internally
confused and divided aTparevfiaTa of the Beast.
The attempt at an external conflict is immediately
frustrated. The prophetic chiaroscuro resting
upon this double array and battle cannot be
brushed aside. It may only be gathered from
the nature of the armies, that upon the side of
Christ all the dynamic forces of spiritual huma-
nity are concentrated, whilst upon the side of
Antichrist demonic excitement may summon to

its aid all the contrivances of craft and vio-
lence.

Ver. 20. And the wild-beast was taken,
—In what way, is reserved for the future to make
known. Since there is no mention made of any
preceding battle, a spiritual process of dissolution

is pre-supposed as taking place in the hostile

army—especially a separation between the ring-
leaders and the Antichristian host, mediated by
Divine terrors. And vrith him the false
prophet.—In the crisis of the disunion between
Babylon and the Beast, the False Prophet has
espoused the side of the Beast; a view which is

prepared by the general description in ch. xiii.

It is a result of a failure to distinguish between
the general judgment-picture of chap. xiii. and
the three subsequent pictures of judgment, when
Ebrard seeks to distinguish between the pseudo-

prophet "in the sixth world-kingdom" and an
analogous lying power in "the eighth world-
power" (p. 507).

Cast alive into the lake of the fire.—See

chap. XX, 10, 14 and chap xxi. 8. It is equally

incorrect to apprehend Gehenna or the lake of

fire as a mere internal condition of the damned,
as to apprehend it purely as a cosmioal region of

punishment. A remark which is true concern-

ing the Apocalyptic Heaven

—

viz., that it has the

import of a spiritual region as well as a corre-

sponding cosmical region—applies also, in anti-

thesis to Heaven, in the first place to Hades, in

the second place to the Abyss, and in the third

place to Gehenna. Hengstenberg advances a

marvellous view. "The term alive, without bo-

dily death (comp, ver. 21), confirms the idea

that the Beast and the False Prophet are not hu-

man individuals, but purely ideal forms. A hu-

man individual cannot enter hell alive." Against

which Ebrard: "If the Beast and the lying Pro-

phet be emblems of merepowers, we do not rightly

know what the emblematic trait of being cast

alive into the lake of fire can mean," etc. "In

Rev. XX. 12 (comp. John v, 29) the wicked are

raised from their graves and re-united to their

bodies expressly to the intent that they may be

able to endure the flames of eternal torment (ch.
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XX. 15) in their bodily natures as well as in their

spirits." But, little congruity as there is be-

tween purely ideal forms and the lake of fire and
brimstone, there is as little necessity to make the

possession of a body a preliminary condition of

Gehenna suifering. When the lake offire is called

"the second death" (chap. xx. 14), this fearful

conception stretches, on the one hand, beyond
ideal forms, and on the other, beyond a corpo-

real Buffering by fire. De Wette judiciously re-

marks, in respect of the distinctions between the

punishment of the two Antichristian forms and
the punishment of Satan: "They are judged
earlier than Satan—who, chap. xx. 3, is bound
but for a thousand years—because their exist-

ence and activity bare attained their end, whilst,

on the other hand, Satan, by virtue of the course
of development of things, still has a root in the
world and must again make his appearance."
De Wette has, moreover, not apprehended the

term alive as corporeally as Hengstenberg most
strangely takes it in express connection with
ideal forms. That the Beast and the False Pro-
phet may be apprehended as collective persona-
lities, is not to be denied; but neither is it to be
denied that they converge into symbolically sig-

nificant units. In the statement that they were
cast alive into the lake offire^ it is doubtless inti-

mated that they could fall under the judgment
of Gehenna whilst still on earth. "Fire and
brimstone," remarks Hengstenberg, "as designa-
tions of hell torments, have already appeared in
chap. xiv. 10, 11. The lake of fire and brimstone
is first mentioned here, and then again spoken
of in chap. xx. 10, 14, 15; xxi. 8. As the fire

and brimstone are suggestive of the destruction
of Sodom and Gomorrha (comp. the remarks on
chap. xiv. 10), the inference is obvious that the
Dead Sea is referred to as the earthly refiection

of hell." The term yeevva, he further observes,
is found neither in the Apocalypse nor the Gos-
pel of John, whilst the first three Gospels have
it. Ebrard remarks, in opposition to this, that
though the Dead Sea owed its origin to a rain
of fire and brimstone, it does not burn with
brimstone, but consists of brackish water. As
it is as little possible to doubt the identity of the
two terms, lake (or, to use a word which seems
to us more applicable, pool) of fire and Gehenna,
as it is to doubt the distinction between Gehenna
and Sheol, our next task must be to inquire into
the origin of the idea of Gehenna. See Comm.
on Matthew, p. 114 [Am. Ed.] ; Mark, p. 90 [Am.
Ed.]. IftheDead Seawere the foundation of this
figurative principle of doctrine, distinct traces of
the fact would necessarily be found in the Old
Testament. Besides the fire of Gehinnom, we
have, Isa. xxx. 33, a stream of brimstone, equally
without reference to the Dead Sea. Comp. the
article Tophet in the Lexicons; also in Winer;
see also Ps. xi. 6. The marshes and sloughs by
the side of the river of salvation (Ezek. xlvii. 11

)

have also, doubtless, contributed to the com-
pleteness of the image. That the figure as a
whole is an original idea of John's, as a pool of
fire, is evidenced by the opposite figure of the
crystal sea. Moreover, the Dead Sea could not
well have been employed as an image of hell,

without giving rise to the idea that the people
of Sodom fell under the judgment of damnation

on the very occasion of their destruction—an
idea which the Spirit of Scripture has avoided
presenting. Comp. Matt. xi. 23; 1 Pet. iii. 19;
see our Introduction, p. 34. [See the Excursus
on Hades, p. 364sqq.—E. B C]

Ver. 21. And the remnant.—The Antichris-

tian host itself—not the whole remaining human
race. They were slain—t. e., according to

Hengstenberg and Ebrard, they were not cast

body and soul into the lake of fire, but they suf-

fered only bodily death, whilst their souls went
into Hades. "They are sent into hell," observes
Hengstenberg, "only at the universal judgment
(comp. chap. xx. 12-15), that is, if they do not
in the meantime, whilst they are in the interme-
diate state, attain unto salvation (1 Pet. iii. 19,

20) as those who have committed only the sin

against the Son of Man, and not that against the

Holy Ghost." It is questionable, however, whe-
ther the slaying of the whole Antichristian host

should be apprehended literally or not. They
are slain -with the sword of the One sitting
upon the horse.—As this sword goeth forth
out of His mouth, we should, apprehending
the words literally, have to assume that they

were all stricken down by the word of Christ,

like Ananias and Sapphira (Acts v.). But if this

were the case, it would be necessary that they
should all have passed through the spiritual ex-

periences of those two. This, however, is by
no means supposable; on the contrary, great
masses of them are seduced, infatuated, pitiable

people—portions of them having even been im-
pressed into the service of the Beast and the

Falsp Prophet. We therefore assume that they,

are slain in that they are, in a social respect, ren-
dered absolutely null by that new order of things
in the Millennial Kingdom which is instituted by
the word of Christ, and, furthermore, that all

those properties of theirs that have become ut-

terly valueless (their fiesh) become subjects of a

metamorphosis in order to their incorporation
into the new order of things. According to

Diisterdieck, the slaying by the sword of Christ
is but significant of a perfectly toil-less conflict

[on the part of Christ]. According to Ebrard,
the sword slays them as the word of omnipo-
tence.

De Wette remarks on the entire section : " This
grand picture of the downfall of Antichristianity

has been much weakened by the historical exe-

getes." Grotius finds here depicted the abolish-

ment of idolatry by the Christian emperors of

Rome, and refers ver. 18 to the fall of Julian in

the Persian war. The interpretation of Wetstein
is the most petty and insignificant ; " Vespasianui

cum familia in Domitiano exiincta, uii prius familia

Ceesarum." Ulrich refers this judgment to the

unnatural death of persecutors of the Christians.

Herder: "The leaders of the insurrection, Si-

mon, the son of Gorion, and John, met with the

fate here depicted." For additional particu-

lars see Diisterdieck, p. 645. From amongst
other items we quote the following: "Corn.
&-Lapide cites authors who relate concerning
Luther that he killed himself, and that his

funeral was attended not only by a multitude

of ravens, but also by devils that came from
Holland."
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Chap. xx. 1-5.

The Millennial Kingdom.
This section is by Diisterdieck assigned to the

third judgment. Manifestly, however, the Mil-

lennial Kingdom is the result of the second

judgment. Apart from this, Diisterdieck has

a remark which is well worthy of notice

—

viz.:

that the order of succession of the individual

a«ts of judgment is the reverse of that in which

the Antichristian forms appear. Sequence of the

manifestations of Antichristianity: Satan, the

Beast with the False Prophet, the Woman. Se-

quence of the judgments: The Woman, the Beast

with the False Prophet, Satan himself. This

antithetic parallelism must not, however, be

reckoned amongst the organic relations of the

Apocalypse, unless we behold the revelation of

evil in the corruption of the Woman sketched in

the features of the False Prophet; a view which

does, indeed, pass muster, insomuch as the False

Prophet in the form of a lamb seems to represent

the Woman herself.

Ver. 1. I saw an angel descending out of,

etc.—Opposed to the spirit-form of Satan there

must be a spirit-form from Heaven, juat as Christ,

the God-man, stood opposed to Antichrist, the

Beast. This spirit-form of the Angel has been
most diversely interpreted (as Christ; the Holy
Ghost; the Apostolate; Constantino the Great;

Calixtus II.; Innocent III.; see De Wette, p.

183). As the fallen angel or star of remorse

([Verzweiflunffshusse'] chap, ix.) opens the pit of

the abyss, so it is the Angel of consummate evan-

gelic peace, the Angel of the developed bliss of

justification, of blessedness in the Parousia of

Christ, who, descending from Heaven, can cast

Satan into the abyss, because he has destroyed

all his points of appliance in humanity, with the

exception of the one consisting of the suppressed

rancor of mob-nature, which finally breaks out

in Gog and Magog. We have here, therefore, an
angelic form representative of the polemical vic-

torious operation of the peace of Christ—a Mi-
chaelic form. This is evident from the further

fact that he has the key of the abyss.—In
accordance with chap. i. 18, Christ has the key
of death and the realm of the dead [Hades]. We
have already seen that the abyss forms the deep-
est border-region of the realm of the dead; it is

contiguous to Gehenna, which latter is not ready
for the reception of its guests until the time of

the universal judgment. Consequently, Christ

possesses the key to the abyss likewise, and
hence it Is evident that the Angel is significant

of a fundamental form of the operation of Christ.

And a great chain.—The concrete means of
fettering Satan—and that, completely, and for a
very long time. This is the power of the Spirit
of grace and truth, making the genius of malice
and falsehood powerless to injure for a whole
seen. The key to the pit of the abyss (chap. ix.

1) must not be confounded with the key to the
abyss simply. Nothing is more erroneous than,
with Ewald, to identify the fallen star (chap. ix.

Isqq.) with this Angel. We translate in his
hand, instead of on his hand (etti), for it is not
good German to say, a chain on his hand.* As a

* [In the text of the traoslatioD, the form of the Greek

matter of course, the chain is not all contained
within the closed hand.

Ver. 2. And he laid hold on the dragon.
—Great and irresistible turn of sentiments in the
spirit-world, concretely expressed—the more so

since the consummate spiritual operations like-

wise become real dynamic operations. That [or

The] ancient serpent.—See Syn.View. Comp.
chap. xii. 9. And bound him a thousand
years.—The thousand years are a symbolio
number, denoting the seon of transition. The
millennial binding of Satan is the preliminary
condition of the Millennial Kingdom. Those
who deny the demonic origin of sin, deriving sin

exclusively from the sensual or material nature
of man, here meet with a mighty contradiction

to their theory. But, on the other hand, those
who refer all evil to Satan cannot explain the
loosing of the latter.

Ver. 3. And cast him into the abyss
Chap. ix. 1 ; xi. 7; xvii. 8. A more general ide*

is presented in 2 Pet. ii. 4, where it is declared
that the fallen angels have been east down to

Tartarus, in chains of darkness, held fast or pre-

served unto judgment. For, first, Tartarus is a
more general term for the whole sub-terrestrial

region ; secondly, the term Taprapovf is indicative

of a hurling away with a constant tendency toward
Tartarus; thirdly, the bonds of darkness are

those self-perplexings, self-enchainings of evil

which impel toward Tartarus; fourthly, the

judgment is in prospective here only as a certain

future. The various statements concerning the

abode of the Devil and bad spirits may readily,

if pressed as to the letter of the Scripture, be in-

volved in contradictions, as has been evidenced

by Strauss, for instance (see the author's Posi-

tive Dogmatik, p. 572). But as we must needs

distinguish between the dwelling-places and
spheres of operation of spirits, so likewise is it

necessary to distinguish between the different

stages of their history. The abyss may indeed

be regarded as the proper dwelling-place of Sa-

tan and the fallen angels, inasmuch as it, as the

specific region of God-estranged rancor and

grief, or despair, denotes the transition from the

realm of the dead to hell, or from the sadness of

death to damnation. The realm of the dead is

only more tormented through the operations

of demons than the human world (brooks [E.V.:

floods] of Belial [Ps. xviii. 4]); but hell is pre-

pared for the Devil and his angels as the region

of final punitive suffering (Matt. xxv. 41). But

as Satan is not at home with himself, neither does

he stay at home (Jude 6) ; by nature he is ex-

cursive and rambling (Job ii. 2), given to ap-

pearing and disappearing, fond of roving about

(hence Azazel)

—

i. e., modes of existence and

spheres of operation are to be distinguished

especially here. In this relation, Scripture

distinguishes Heaven as the pure domain of

spirits (.lob i. and ii.; Kev. xii.; Luke x. 18);

earth, especially the atmospheric sphere, as the

sphere of sympathetic and antipathetic world-

moods,—and in reference to this sphere of opera-

tion, it distinguishes the forms of the serpent,

or hypocritical craft (Matt, iv.; 2 Cor. xi. 14),

(€Tri T7TC x'^^P'^ avTov^upon hia hand) is preserved. The idea

seems to be tbat the chain was, not heid in the hand, but

looped over it.—B. R. C]
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and the roaring lion of terroristic miglit (1 Pet.

V. 8; Rev. xiii.). The import of the judgment
upon Antichrist is that Satan is cast entirely

out of the sphere of earth for a thousand years,

and shut up in his true home, the abyss.

Shut and sealed over him.—Expres-

sive of the inviolable Divine determination,

manifest in the equally unshakable Divine ope-

ration. Likewise an antitype of the impotent

sealing of Christ's grave on the part of hell and
the world.

—

After these he must be loosed.
—This also is a Divine decree—a decree, how-
ever, conditioned by the ethical design of causing

the remnants of evil, of heathenism, in the

sphere of Christ's Kingdom, to appear, and
thereby destroying them.

—

A little time.—
Little from the stand-point of triumphant faith.

See ch. xvii. 10.

Vers. 4, 5. Fundamental Trails of the Millennial

Kingdom.
And I sa'w thrones.—According to Diister-

dieck, the -dpSvot *'do not come under considera-

tion as kings' thrones (Eichhorn, Ziillig), but

only as judges' seats (Heinrich, Ewald, De Wette,

Hengstenberg, etc.),"' as is shown (he declares)

by the prefigurement of Daniel vii. 9,* 22, and
the Kpi/xa, expressly mentioned in our passage
also. But what then is the force of the word.«:

They shall be priests of God and of Christ, and
shall reign with Sim [ver. 6] ? Christ Himself
also is amongst the sitters on the thrones as

their centre. Moreover, the Kpl/ja can be under-
stood only in the Old Testament sense, as signi-

ficant of a princely judicial rule, since the spe-

cial judgment upon the AntichriBliau world has
been previously executed. It is highly charac-
teristic that the thrones constitute the foreground
of the picture. They are significant of the

beginning of the Church Triumphant in this

world—the visible appearance of the Kingdom
of God. Distinct as is the presentment of the

thrones themselves, of their occupants it is

indefinitely said: and they sat down [seat-
ed themselves] upon them. Who are meant
by they? According to Beza, Eichhorn, Ebrard,
et al., the martyrs mentioned further on; this

view is opposed by De Wette and Diisterdieck.

The context also is against it. First, John saw
the thrones and those who seated themselves
upon them, and then the beheaded ones who
reviv«^d and reigned with Christ. We must not
forget, however, that Christ has not come alone

from Heaven, but that He was accompanied by
a chosen army (ch. xix. 14). Without doubt,

the occupants of the thrones are those who form
the peculiar escort of the Lamb (ch. xiv. 4);
who even in this world, as sealed ones, consti-

tuted the kernel of the Church of God (ch. vii.),

the proper centre of which is formed by
God's men of revelation [j. e God's revealers],

particularly the Apostles (ch xxi. 14). In con-
sidering their position toward Christ, however,
something more than mere martyr faithfulness

or even mere historic dignity as Prophets or
Apostles comes in view—namely, the endowment
and destination of the Father, the special elect-

ness lying at the base of the special glory.

* [The E. V. has here (Dan, Tii. 9) "till the thrones
were caM down;^^ the Germ, has " bi-i rjasa Siuhle gesetzt vmr-
den,"=unti] seats (or thrones) were sei.—Tr.]

These mysterious co-regents of Christ (comp.
also Matt. v. 9) have been very variously inter-

preted (God and Christ; the Angels; the Apos-
tles; the Martyrs; the saints, Dan. vii. 22; the

twenty- four Elders [De Wette and Diisterdieck]

;

Hengstenberg, "the twelve Apostles and the

twelve Patriarchs"). Here, however, we
have no longer to do with forms that are par-
tially typical [the Elders]; we will simply say:
those who in a special sense have been inwardly
endowed as joint-heirs with Christ, seated them-
selves upon ihe thrones.

And judgment was given unto them.—
This Kpifia cannot possibly refer to vers. 1-3 and
oh. xix. 20, 21, as Ebrard maintains, since in

those passages the sentence of judgment was
decided by war, and the execution of judgment
was a very brief process. We should hardly
expect that Antichrist or Satan himself would
have to be sentenced through a trial by jury.

The judgment may be regarded primarily as

a two-fold decision—a decision concerning those
who are still living (who were not in the Anti-
christian army), as to whether their lives shall

be preserved throughout the thousand years

;

and a decision concerning those who were
beheaded, as to how far they are worthy of

being called to the first resurrection. Neverthe-
less, the antithesis of life and death is now, in

a high degree, dynamically, psychically and
ethically modified (see Is. Ixv. 20), i. e. dying
and reviving are efi'ects which proceed from
within. In general, however, the entire aeon is

to be conceived of as an aeon of separations and
eliminations in an ethical .and a cosmical sense,

separations and eliminations such as are neces-
sary to make manifest and to complete the ideal

regulations of life. Of judgments of damnation
between the judgment upon Antichrist and the

judgment upon Satan, there can be no question;
the reference can be only to a critical govern-
ment and management, preparatory to the final

consummation. The whole aeon is a crisis which
occasions the visible appearance of the Heaven
on earth; the whole aeon is the great Last Day.
We may even conceive of the mutiny which
finally breaks out as a result of these separa-
tions, for a sort of protest on the part of the

wicked was hinted at by Christ in His Eschato-
logical Discourse (Matt. xxv. 44), and the most
essential element of the curse in hell is the con-

tinuance of revolt, the gnashing of teeth. To
the degree in which this can decrease, torment
can approach indifference. Opinions concern-

ing this judgment are marvellously at variance.

According to Augustine, the reference is to a

judgment upon the old earth; Sedes Prseposito-

rum et ipsi Prsepositi intelligendi sunt, per quos

ecclesia gubernatur. According to Hoe, on the

other hand, the judgment relates to Heaven
itself, as a theological disclosure as to the fate

of the souls of the martyrs and others in Hea-
ven, during the thousand years. According to

Pisoat., De Wette, et al., "the probable idea is

that the judgment now held has to decide as to

who are worthy to have part in the first resur-

rection and the Millennial Kingdom."
And (I saw) the souls of them, etc.—Two

main points modify the entire picture: a. The
thrones; 5. The souls of the martyrs. As these
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were cut off from the most lively life by a. vio-

lent death, they abode nearer to life than other

dead persons; their more intimate communion
with Christ produced the resurrection principle

within them; and as men upon whom the ban
of the world pre-eminently fell, they must be
pre-eminently honored in the Kingdom of God
fals die vorzugsweise Gedchteten milssen sic die vor-

zugsweise Geachteten des Reiches Gottes seinj. As
beheaded, they also accompany Christ from the

other world, and though it cannot be said that

their category precisely coincides with that of

the occupants of the thrones, neither can it bo
affirmed that they may not be amongst those

enthroned ones. The Seer distinguishes three

categories of the participants in the first resur-

rection, or those "that are Christ's in His Pa-

rousia" (1 Cor. xv. 23). First, the sitters on
the thrones; secondly, the martyrs generally,

who were beheaded for Christ's sake; thirdly,

all the faithful of the last time, who have wor-
shipped neither the Beast nor his image, nor
have assumed his mark. These are the macrobii

of the last time, who sleep not, but are changed

(1 Cor. XV. 51, 52; 2 Cor. v. 4, 5; 1 Thess. iv.

17). Over and above these, as a fourth cate-

gory, are the remnants of the old humanity that

Have not belonged to the Antichristian army;
the inhabitants of the domain of Gog and Magog,
who find themselves only in the periphery of the

renewing crisis. It was perhaps on account of

the third class that the Seer employed the term
K^Tjoav. But even if this is, with reason, made
emphatic: they revived—lived again {=ave!^r!aav,

De Wette), it does not prove that we should

regard the last [third] class (consisting of those

who are alive at the time of Christ's appearing),

with Diisterd., et al., as having likewise died

in the moan time. The expression, [ver. 5]
but the rest of the dead, finds its antithesis

in the martyrs ; and the transformation, as well as

the awakening, shall lead to the first resurrection.

Ver. 5. The rest of the dead, etc.—That is,

those not pre-eminently animated by the princi-

ple of the life of Christ, not led toward the first

resurrection (Rom. viii. 17 sqq. ; Eph. i. 19;
Phil. iii. 11), and therefore a whole ason deeper
under the power of death.

This is the iirst resurrection.—With these
words the Seer constitutes that entire resurrec-
tion-process which begins with the Parousia of
Christ, a distinct dogmatical conception. We
have already discussed the gloriousness and
naturalness of this conception. Thg manifold
evasions of this idea, this Christian hope, seem
like a general horror—not, however, a horror
vacui, but a horror vltse et spiritus.

In regard to the thousand years, the num-
ber, as has already been observed, is symbolical,
like all other apocalyptic numbers; it denotes
an seen, and is specifically the transition-aeon

between this present world and the world to

come. "The Jews indicate the duration of

the Messianic Kingdom by different numbers ;

according to R. Elieser, however, the days of
the Messiah amount to a thousand years ; this

opinion is based upon the statement. Is. Ixiii. 4,

I
the day of vengeance was in my mind ' [E. V.

is in mine heart], and the further declaration,
Ps. xo. 4, ' a thousand years in Thy sight are as

yesterday,' etc. The weightier reason of the
Ep. Barnab. c. xv. might be added to this, that
as God created the world in six days and rested
on the seventh day, so in six thousand years all

things would be consummated and in the last

chiliad a great world-Sabbath would be cele-

brated." (De Wette.)
The slavish dread of Chiliasm felt by the Old

Catholic Church and the mediaeval 'Theology,
amounting to an avoidance of the misunderstood
Apocalypse itself and a dread of the historical

sense of its text, whilst the Old Catholic Church
and mediaeval Theology were themselves sunk
deep in material Chiliasm, has found expression
in the most diverse interpretations, from Augus-
tine down to Hengstenberg ; there is a maxi-
mum of excuse for the beginning of the series,

but scarcely a minimum for the end of it. On
the course of the exegeses see pp. 63 sqq. Like-
wise Diisterdieok, pp. 554 sqq. In this exegetical

party, the elder Lutheran Theology continues
most involved in the toils of mediaeval tradition.

The slavish Theology of the letter has found a
support in the view of John Gerhard in partiou-

l.ar (Diisterd., p. 556). The Apocalypse, Ger-
hard declares, is a deutero-canonical book—the

Kingdom of Christ will never on earth, not even
at the end of the days, be one of external so-

vereignty (a sentiment dictated, doubtless, by a
misunderstanding of Article XVII. of the Augs-
burg Confession)—^all the dead are to arise in

one day—there is to be but one general resur-

rection of the dead at the Parousia of the Lord.
Accordingly, it is further stated, the beginning of

the Millennial Kingdom probably falls in the

time of Constantine—Gog and Magog are to be
regarded as significant of the Turks. A parti-

ality for this prejudiced tradition can in general

be regarded only as the sad fruit of partyism.

In regard to the view of Hengstenberg in parti-

cular, we refer primarily to the notices of Apo-
calyptic Literature, pp. 69 sq., 71.* The start-

ing point of Hengstenberg' s view is by Rinck
(Die'Zeichen der Utzien Zeit, p. 333) declared to

be the assumption that the Beast can be under-
stood only as the Pagan, not as the Ch/istian,

State. This assumption is a proof that Heng-
stenberg had no just conception of the idea of

Antichristianity—which cannot possibly be a

product of pure heathenism-|-—and no idea of the

fall of an (xternal State or Church. And yet

according to the same commentator, Satan him-

self is at last to break forth—or rather has bro-

ken forth

—

immediately, (in a worse mode, there-

fore, than in the form of the Beast) in the midst

of Christendom.

* On Kranesold {has taiisendjahrige Eeich') see DUsterdieck,

p. 558. Luthardt, in his worlt entitled, Die OJfenh. Joh., re-

cognizes the futurity of the Millennial Kingdom. Grau. on
the other hand, in his lecture on the Contents and Import
of the Revelation of John (in Ziir Einfilhrung in das Schrift-

thum N. r.), deals in generalities previous to ch. xx.

f Hengstenberg it is manifest, has entirely lost the idea

of Antichrintianity by his Eschatology. If Antichristianity

is summed up in the Beast, it is also abolished in company
with th-^ Beast. Consequently, there can no longer be any
Antichristianity. And therefore, according to Hengsten-

berg, the final outbreak of Satan results in a new heathen-

ism in the original sense of the term. But the world can not

fall back into pure heathenism at the end of the days ; An-
tichristianity can be formed only from elements of decom-
posed Christianity—Christianity that is converted into

mighty lies (2 Thess. il.).
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Many arguments employed by Hengstenberg
in his article entitled, "The so-called Millennial

Kingdom," to be found in the second volume of

hi3 commentary, have a very ad hominem sound
;

for instance, the argument from the inscription

on the dome of the royal castle. We are justi-

fied in assuming that Hengstenberg was more
concerned for the credit of Christian Rome
than for the credit of the Christian State

(which appears not merely in German, but also

in French, Romance, and Slavonic forma), in

declaring that the Woman also should be
apprehended exclusively as Pagan Rome.
Furthermore, the text of the Apocalypse
constantly suffers violence at the hands of

Hengstenberg. The chaining of Satan (ch. xx.

1—3) ill admits of an assignment to the Middle
Ages—hence he explains :

** Satan is able to en-

snare individual souls during this time, but not

the nations as n, whole." As if the individual

souls of many princes and popes had not had a

highly decisive influence in the working of their

political and hierarchical systems—Machiavel-
lism, the Inquisition, Dragonnades and the like.

Again, the first resurrection, according to the

same expositor, can not be apprehended as a

bodily resurrection ; it merely denotes the

translation of the souls spoken of into that glo-

rious intermediate condition in the other world,

where they lived and reigned with Christ.

'E^T/aav, he affirms, is not equivalent to dvei^yaav.

But, manifestly, this coming to life is distinct

from the blessed living-on in the other world
(chs. vii. and xiv. ), and prominence is given to

it as antithetic to the condition of the dead who
did not become alive again during the thousand
years. Hengstenberg arrived at a much wished-
far result by dating the thousand years from
Charlemagne; the loosing of Satan might thus

be assigned to the time of the French Revolu-
tion and the movements connected therewith

(see Hengst. ii., pp.367 and 375 sqq. [Ger.]). A
series of kindred and opposite constructions of

the Millennial Kingdom see noted in De Wette,

p. 189; Dusterd., p. 655.

According to Diisterdieck (pp. 554sqq.), the

unbiased determination of the exegetical result

of the text, and the theological estimate of it,

based upon the analogy of Scripture, are two
different things. The Millennial Kingdom falls,

according to him also, in the time immediately
preceding the universal judgment—but he seems
to be unable to reconcile the developed Apoca-
lyptic Eschatology with the less developed Es-
ehatology of the other Scriptures of the New
Testament. If, however, the one day of the re-

Burrection be regarded as a literal day, rather
than as the symbolical term for a period ; if one
general resurrection of all the dead, in one day,
as an immediate wonder of omnipotence, be re-

garded as more credible than the profound, or-

ganically modified idea of the gradational and
hence double resurrection ; and if a sudden
annihilation of all evil at once be considered
more probable than the abolition of it by a suc-
cession of judgments ;—the same method of in-

terpretation should, if consistency be at all re-

garded, be employed in the case of the other
portions of Holy Writ, though this would involve
a reduction of the living Scripture either to the

orthodoxy of the Seventeenth, or the rational-

ism of the Eighteenth Century—or a taking up
with a compound of positive elements and ideal

descriptions.

[note on the first EEStrRKECTION.]

By the American Editor.

[The writer believes that he cannot better be-
gin this note than by the presentation of the

views of two distinguished writers on the sub-

ject,—the one advocating the doctrine of a lite-

ral resurrection, the other defending the so-

called spiritual view.

Alpord, on XX. 4, 5, thus comments:
*'It will have been loog ago anticipated by the readers of

this Commentary, that I cannot consent to distort words
from their plain sense and chronological place in the pro-
phecy, on account of any considerations of difficulty, or any
risk of abuses which the doctrine of the Millennium may
bring with it. Those who lived next to the Apostles, and
the whole Church for 300 years, understood them in the
plain literal sense ; and it is a strange sight in these days to
see expositors who are amongst the first in reverence of
antiquity, complacently casting aside the most cogent in-

stance of consensus which primitive antiquity presents. Aa
regards the text itself no legitimate treatment of it will ex-
tort what is known as the spiritual interpretation now in
fashion. If in a passage where two resurrections are men-
tioned, where certain i/zu^'^"' f^ria-av at the first, and the rest

of the vexpoL e^-qtrav only at the end of a specified period
after that first,—if in such apassage the first resurrection mtiy
be understood to mean spiritual rising with Christ, while
the second means literal rising from the grave; then there is

an end of all significance in language, and Scripture is wiped
out as a definite testimony to anytliiug. If the first resur-
rection is spiritual then so is the second, which I suppose
none will be hardy enough to maintain;* but if the second is

literal, then so is the first, which in common with the whole
primitive Church and many of the best modern expositors, I
do maintain, and receive as an article of faith and hope."

Brown, whose work on the Second Advent is,

confessedly, one of the ablest that has ever been
published on his side of the question, devotes an
entire chapter to the discussion of the Millennial

Resurrection. It is of course impossible to re-

produce the entire argument. The following,

* [Whitby, Faberand Brown, all distinguish between the

second resurrection implied, ver. 5, in the words the rest^f

the (lead, etc., and the ^rejiera? resurrection brought to view in

vrs. 12, 13. Whilst they admit that this general resurrec-

tion is literal, they contend that both the first and second

millennial resurrections are spiritual,—the former signifying

a resuscitation of the miirtyr spirit at the beginning of the

thousand years : the latter, the re-vivification of the spirit

of evil in the hosts of Gog and Magog.
Barnes agrees with these commentators save in the last

particular. He understands, however, by the rest of the dead

the ordinarily pious. He writes :
" But the rest of tlxe dead. In

contradistinction from the beheaded martyrs, and from
those who had kept themselves pure in the times of great

temptation. The phrase ' rest of the dead ' here would most
naturally refer to the same general clrMs which was before

mentioned—the pious dead. The meaning is, that the mar-
tyra would be honored as if they were raised np and the

others not ; that is, that special respect would be shown to

their principles, their memory, and their character. In

other words, speci/il honor would be shown to a spirit of emi-

nent piety during that period, above the common and ordinary

piety which has been manifested in the church. The * rest

of the dead '—the pious deal—would indeed be raised up and

rewarded, but they would occupy comparatively humble
places, a^ if they did not partake in the exalted triumphs

when the world should be subdued to the Saviour. Tlieir

places in honor, in rank, and in reward, would be beneath

that of those who in fiery times had maintained unshaken
fidHlity to the cause of truth. Ij Lived not. On the word

lived, see Notes on ver. 4. That is, they lived not during

that period in the peculiar sense in which it is said (ver. 4,)

that the eminent saints and martyrs lived. They did not

come into remembrance ; their principles were not what

then characterized the church ; they did not see, as the mar-

tyrs did, their principles and mode of life in the ascendency,

and consequently they had not the augmented happiness

and honorwhich the more eminent saint.^ and martyrs had."

—E. R. C]
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however, is preseated as a perfectly fair aynop-

Bis thereof:
"If the question then be, Woe this celebrated passagu (Rev.

IX. 4-6) designed to annouuco A literal and general re-

BuaaECTioN OF THE dAiNTd? The foUuwing appear to me to

be atrong

PRESUMPTIONS AGAINST IT.

1. Tt ia very straniie that the reaurrection of the riigchteouq

a thous^ind years before the wicked, if it be a revealed tr.ith,

ghoulJ be directly and explicitly aauouoced in one passage

only.

2. If thiB was to be th** cho^ieo place for announciaa: such

a prior res'iTi'Ctiim. if> is "iirely rea-<ooable toexpe;tthat a

clear and unambiguous revelation of it would be made. (Such a

revelati'tn h°i detiies was inide in the passage.)

3. It'a reRurrectioQ of the righteous in general—b.-^ distin-

guished from the wicked—hetUetrue sense uf thiaprophecy,

the descriptioo is vry unhke the thin'^ to be described. It

in not in the least like anvr other description of that event in

the New Te-'tament. Kvery o'.her d-scription of the resur-

reotion and ^I'^y of the saints as such id catholiG in its char-

acter, while thiB is limited.

NINE INTERNAL EV'DEVOES THAT THE MILLENNIAL RESiniREO-

TION IS NaT HTBa\L BUT FIOORAtlVE.*

1. If the first r^anrre'tion mean ri-<lng from the gravo in

itmnortal and g'orified hodiett. we do not need the aasurauce

thAt on sack the second death hath no power (v. 6), or in other

wordd, that they shzll not perish everlastlng'y. C*a it be t)e-

lieved that the H dy Spirit meana nothing more than su h
a truism? B'lt suppose th.it the first resu rectioo signifies a
(jlorioiia condition of mortal meu, and the promise becomea
intelligible.

2. Thfire are but two alternatives in the prophecy

—

either to 'have p^rt in the first resurrection.' or to be under
the 'power of theaec >nd death.' Into which of theae classes

are we to pnt thn rayriada of men who are to people the

earth, in flush and blood during the millennium ?

3. The express mention of haio long this 'life and reijjn

with Chri-it ' will last, viz. : a thousand years, if mea'it to in-

form us what a lonor perioi of earthhj prosperUij the GUurch ia

yet destined to enjoy, is Inielligibli and cheering. But to

pay that the risen and glorified Cnur'h ia to live and reigi

with Christ for a period of a thousand years, is tutally unlike
the laiiguaee of Scripture in every iith^r pi ice.

4. By makng the party that ' live and r-ign with Christ a
thousand y ara' to ne the entire Church of Gud rise'ifrom
their grave's, we are forced to do violence to the whole sub-
sequent context. Thus—(1) The rest of the dead must be ex-

pected to live ag^.in in the samn bodily sen'se ^ when the th 'u-

sand year^ia'e finished,' But we rend of no bodily resurrec-

tion at all on the expiiing of this period, datan shall thi^a

be loosed out of prison, and when we co'iaider the work he
has to do, the little season of his deceiving th-i nations can
hardly be overstretched by extendins it to a century or so.

This first millf^nnial period is to be fill'^d up with something
else than bodily resiT-rectiona. It will indeed b" employed
in the raising of a wicked party. We reid of no bodi'y resur-
rection until after its expiration : (2) None but the wicked
would remain to be judged in the last judgment, which is

incoQftietent with the implication of theopeniug of the Book
of Life (v. 12).

5. (This argument is given in the language of Gipps. sub-
fltantially as follows); The opening "f the Book of Life (v.

12) aigaifies the manifestation of those who are written in it.

It is inconceivable fh-i-t this manifestation nan take place
one moment before what is ca'led the opening of the Book
of Life, Bnt the mitjifost^tion of the Sons of God will take
place at their (bodily) resurrection, Rom. viii. 19, 23. Their
bodily resurrection, theref>rB, will not take place until the
general reanrrection of v. 12.

6. (Al-»o in the language of Gipps); The omission of any
declaration as to the sea, death and the grave, giving -u/p the dead
at the first resurrection, and th-^ making such a decl iranon
respecting * the dead ' in ver. \^, convinces mo that 'the first

resurrection' is not that of tne Saints, and also that thw
deid ' in vers. 12, 13, i-nclude all mankind, both the saints an I

the ungodly. In every other p^rt of the Word of God the
information given concernins: the resurrection of the eaints
is not only much more frequent, but also much more ex-

* [Brown thus disposes of a common objection (first urged
hy Whitby) to the Mt^-ral view; "It is frequently urged that
because 'ooute' (i^uj^aO were seen in this vision, and no
menti')D is m*de of bodies it cannot be a bodily resurrection
that is meant. But this is tomia'^ake what the Apostle saw in
the vision. Re did not see a resurrection of souls. He s iw
*the souls of them that were slain;' that is, h" had « visioQ
of the mirtyn themselves in the state of the dead

—

after they
we-e slain, and jjist before their resurrection. Then he saw
them rise: 'Tuey lived'—not their souls, but themselves."

—

E. R. C.l
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pliclt, than con'-erning the renurr'Ttion of the ungodlv. I
feel convinced^ theretor**, that in this portion of the Scrip-
ture, if U were Intended t » foretell a resurrection of ttie saints
distinct from that of the ungodly, mui;h more explicit infor-
mition Would be given concerning the former than concern-
ing the latter.

7. The clause 'This is th- first resurrection' (ver. 5), which
is thought to prove it literal, seems to me, if ir, prove anyi
thing, to prove the rever-e. It is reaflouablo—say the pre-
millennlalists—to suppose that if the second or last resur-
rection be literal, the first will be so also—differing from the
second only in time. Ualorrunately for this way of reaaon-
ing, what is said lu the versi immiidiately followi ig contr*-
dicta it: ' Blessed an^l ho y ia he th it hath part In the first

reaurri^ction ; on such ihe second death hath no power ' (ver.

6). Here ' the ^rsf reaurrect'Oii ' and ' the second death * are
intentionally brought together and contrasted. Is the first

death, then, of the s^mH nature wi'h the secondf Does (tne

merely pecede the other? N >: the first d^at i is that of the
body, the second tint of both hodij and soul; th ^ firdt dwath.
ia coraTUon to the righteous and the wicked, thr^ second ia

the everla-ting portion of the wicked and of tiiem alone. To
su^er the first dea'h for Oftrw( le made the groiin ( (not, of
course, the merironous ground) of exemption from the power
of the second death (seech ii. 10, II). !Vow as exemption
from the power O' the second death is here maiJe to rest upnn
ac-*rtain character, n iraely, fidelity to Christ evei to deith,

and in oar millennial chapter xeraption from the pow^r of

the sane second death '8 m-ide to rest upon pa^-ficijjation in

the first rps-urrection, is it not reasonable to conclude that thU.
'first resorre tion' ia meant to signify a certain character ia\

the present life, and not the i)osses3ion of bodi'y re3urrec.tion

and g'ory? ... To mv mind ih a view of the fi'St resur ec-

tioaispiic b"yond d mot by the following word'-: ^Blessed

and fto?y is he that hath part in the tii'si: r'^siirrection.' I
cannot see what import-mt mformafi m ia convi^yed by these
words if ' ihe first resu'rectmn ' mem a restoration to bodily
life. To telt us thnt s int-" risen from the dead, and reigning

in glorified bo ii"S with Ch-ist, are feo/iy, xeems to me to be
very on ikc the language uf Scripturw every wher else, and
Tery superfluous.

8. It is a faial objection to the litenil sens'! of this pro-

phecy, as announcinir the bodily resurrection of all d>-ad,

aTid the chang' of k11 Iiv ng saints, that it is exclusively a

martyr-scene—the prophet b bidding siranlv are'^U'-rection of
the slain, wh Teas this very ctrcufQ«tance eminently favors

the ./i^ura^iwe sense. The lit ral S'^nse is utter'y inadequnte

to express the resur'^ection of th - whole Church of God boddy
from the grave; the figurative sense is in ronso'innce with
the figurative languaae of flcripi-ure (c mp. Rev.xi. 11 ; Ez''k.

xxxvii, 12-14; Hos. vi. 2; Isa. xxvi. 19, 14), with ihat of the

best writers in everv language and age, atid expresses a con-

ception wo. thy of the Spirit or Go I to dicate.

9 The literal Hens" offers no consistent explan»ition of the

^judgm^nt that was giv-nunt.i' the slain maityrs. This

judgment was clearly th^t referred to in ch. vi. 9-11.* If this

be correct, of course the slain and those who sleio them, must he

taken in the s^ime senpe. [f the judirment is t be given to

the martyr* j3prfio«a% at the millenn um, th'-ir blood must
fi\ao he personalhj avenged 1 them that dwell on the eatth.

If the ?n'xr(7/r.'? are to rise bod h from their graves in order

that judgment may be personally given to them, then their

persecutors must be raieed th it vengeance may be rendered

to them."

The wHier adopts fhe VIPw of I his cplebraleil pas-

sage that is advocafei) by Alford—the view that has

been held in ihe Church from the earliest ages.

It seems to he undeniable that this is the view

that results from the normal interpretation of the

passage,—a view that should not be set aside but

for most cogent reasons. Whilst it is admitted

that there is much apparent force in many of the

considerations urged 'by Brown, it is suhmittod

that they are not of sufficient force to overthrow

the normal interpreta'ion.

In continuance it should be remarked that the

normal interpretation is in line with, and gives

special and beautiful significance to, many other-

wise inexplicable declarations in the word of

God. An anonymous writer in a work entitled

Creation and Redrmption (Edinburgh: Thomas

Laurie. 1856. Second Ed.) thus comments:
"It is incumbent on us here to sav a f'W words on the

* [Is it not rather probable that «pi>a was used in the

sense in which it was emtdoved. Mart. vii. i: John ix. 39;

Rom.ii.2, 3; and that thn aenfence means, that to ihesamte,

as kings, was given the authority to judge?—E. R. C.j
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subject of the First Resurrection, for there is a gonef-al

Impression that the belief in it rests solely upon this passage,

(Bev. XX. 6). But. this ia «. great mistake. The truth of a

resurrection of s<ime at >\ different time from that of the ge-

neral resurrection, ia evident from Scripture, independent of

this passage in the Apocalypse. Omitting the pai.sages from
thH Old Testainent tfcriptures, suetaioed by the promises of

which the Old Tentam^nt worthies, a-s Bt. Paul s lys, suffered

and aeived God in the hope of obtaining abetter resurrec-

tion* (Heb. xi. 3J), we will state as briefly as m-iy be the

conclusion to which we are led by the words of the Lord and
His Apostles.

Our Lord makes a distinction between the resurrection

which some shall be counted worthy to attain to, and some
not. Luke xx. 3, 5. St. Paul says there is a resurrection

*oat from Jtmong the dead' ( e^amo-rao-is) to attain which he
strove with alt his might ai the prize to be gained, Phil. iii.

11. He also expressly tells ui, that while ai in A.da in all

din, 80 in Christ shall all be made ali^e; yet it shall not be

all at once, but 'every man in his own order; Christ the first

fruits; a,( erva-Tda they that are Chr-ist's at His coming^ It is

particularly to lie remarked, that wherever the resurrectim
of Christ, or of Hi^ people, is spoken of in Scripture, it is a
* resurrection /rant the dead;' and wherever the gf"neral re-

snrrection is spoken of, it is the ' resurrection of the d^ad.'

This disrinftion, though preserved in many instances in the
English tr.n-tlation, is ti>o fr^-quently omitte'l; but in thi
Greek the one is always coupled with the preposition ew, out

ofy and the other ia without it; and in the Vulgate it is ren-

dered by d morfuM or ea: mor(«is, as d'stitict from reSMrrec^tomor-

tuorma. In Rom. viii, 11, 'The Spirit of Him that raised up
J&8U8 from the df^ad,' it is ck veKputv, a mortuis. So in R 'm.

K. 7 ; Eph. i. 20 ; Heb. xUi. 20 ; 1 i-et. i. 3, 2L. fco Lazarus

wsw raised e« cewpwi/, J'lhn xii. 1, 9. Our Lord in Ili^ reply

to the Saddticees, mad > the distinction he ween th general
resurrection of tlie dead, and the resrjrr-ction wh ch some
sh-'U'd be accounttid worthy to attain to. The children of

this age (atuifo^) marry, but they who shall be account.id

worthy to attain that aiwc, and the resurrection from the

deid (ai'ttO'TacreiDy Tijs e« veKpiov\ s'lall ntit marry (Luke xx.
34, 3J). ftr. Paul, whi-n b« spok '. of a resu red ion to which
he strove to atuin fPhil. iii. «.ll), "ud t ) whi.hh- was with
all his might pressini forwarrts, as the high prize to gain
which he was agonizing, and for which tie C'Minted ail else

lois, a* if oQy preposition was not enough to indicate his

mfjaniug, uses it doubled, ei? tjji' ^^%v6.a-Ta<Tiv tti\v ck ve-

Kpuiv. ' Si quoffiodo occutram ad retu-rrectionem guse est ex

mortuis.' If ^t. Paul had been li>oking or.iy to the general
resurrection, h need nor have I'iven hicuself any trouble, or

made auy sacrifice to attain to th»»t ; for to it, hIi, even Judas
and Nero, muitcom'i; but to attain to the FirS' Resurrec-
tion h* had need to press fofward lor the prize of that rail-

ing. And thus in his argument for theresur ectionin 1 Cor.

XV. (vers. 12, 21), when he speaks of the resurrect on gene-

rally, he sp aks of the resurrection of the detd, (avaa-Tao-i^

veKpMv); but when he speaks of our Lord's re-urrertion, it

U €K v€Kp(ov,from the dead. And he mi-rks the time when
Christ's people sh 11 be raised fr^m the d^xd, namely, * at

Christ's coming,' 'every man in his own order;' let, Christ;

2d, Christ'ft people; 3d, all th'^ remainder, at s m** other pe-

riod, which he terms ' t he end,' wh' n the Ibist enemy, death,

is to be destroyed, put an end to (ve s. 2Vi6). And it fol-

lows as a matter of course, that if those who are Christ's are
to he raised from the de^d at His coming, an-l if He comes
previous to the d^st'-ucti'in of Antichrist, and to the millen-

nium, this first re-uref.tion must b* at Iea"t a thuusand
years betore the general resurrection."—Jfl. tt. C.J

THIRD OR GENERAL END-JUDGMENT. JUDGMENT UPON
SECOND DEATH.

SATAN AND ALL HIS COMPANT. THE

Chapter XX. 6-10.

A.—HEAVENLY PROGNOSIS OF THE LAST GENERAL JUDGMENT.

Chap. XX. 6-8.

6 Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection : on [over] such

the second death hath no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ,

7 and [ins. they] shall reign with him a [the]' thousand years. And when the thou-

8 sand years are expired [finished], Satan shall be loosed out of his prison, and shall

go out to deceive [seduce or mislead (jiXavytTai)'] the nations which are in the four

quarters [comers] of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together to [the]^

battle [war] : the number of whom is as the sand of the sea.

> Vt. 6. pTisch. (8th Ed.l inserts the article in accordance

with A.—R. R. C]
2 Ver. 8. Tof tt6\., according to Codd. A. B*., el al.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
with X. B*.; Alf. brackets it; Lach. and Tisch. (1859) omit

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.

The prophecips relative to the three judgments
here taper, so to speak, to a point. The most
detailed of these prophecies was that whirh con-

cerned the Harlot; the prophecy concernine; the

Beast was couched in less ample terms; ami this

last prophecy of judgment is concentrated in a

very little sketch, so that we can scarce perceive

the articulations which separate one cycle from
another, and divide the heavenly prognosis from
the earth-picture. Nevertheless, the breaks in

question are still to be found. The words of

Ter. 6 do indeed glance back to the thousand

years ; but fhu is, Tnanifesily, in order to the intro-

duction of the laH judgment, which brings with it

the second death. Even within this diminutive

judgment-picture, the antithesis is unmistaka-
ble. Vers. 7 and 8 speak of the loosing of Satan

and the seduction of Gog and Magog in the

future tense. But with ver. 9 the Seer makes a

historic presentation, in the prophetic preterite,

of the fact which he has before predicted. The

plan of the whole Book is, therefore, retained

in this case also. The perspective brevity of

this section testifies unmistakably to the canoni-

cal truth and chasteness of the description.

For an apocalyptic fiction, the eUboration of

this sombre picture of the last revolt of the hei-

then, the fiery judgment upon Satan, and the
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seoond death in the lake of iire, would have

possessed the greatest eharma. Our Prophet,

however, gives only the few features that he has

Been—gives them as he has seen them, darkly,

in wpUnigh iigureless language, ll cinnot be

said, however, that he is wearied, for soon after

follows the picture of the perfected City of God,

maenifioently developed and vividly distinct.

With a beatitude relative to the sharers in the

first ret'U rection, the perspective of the last

judgment is opened. The participants ia this

resurrection are called blessed, as those whose
lot is absolutely decided, who have passed their

judgment and come forth from it as holy ones,

forever consecrate to God. This retrospect is

occasioned by the prospect of the second death

as the doom of the third and last judgment.

Over such the second death hath no authority. The
second deaih (^Sehrepo^ Savarog) is damnation in

the pool of fire, according to ver. 14 and ch. xxi.

8; not gradual dissolution and annihilation

(Rothe). The term eternal death [Diislerdieck]

is less explanatory of this mysterious judgment
than the figurative expression, the pool of fire.

It is a fellowship with all those who are in that

condit on of absolute irritation which is at the

same time absolute stagnation, in endless ethical

self-consumpuou and annihilation as a punish-

ment for the persevering nf-gation of God and
the personal Kingdom of love. The opposite of

this death-peril consists in the fact that the

shurers in the first resurrection will be priests

oj God and of Christ. This priesthood, asabso'ule

submission to God in blessedness in Him, stands

contrasted with the unblest madness of the pool

of fire ; and, furl hermore, it is perfect submission

in reference to the economy of ttie Father as well

as to the economy of redemption. They oflferthe

whole creation, they offer tlie wholeChurch, with

all the good things of them both, evermore to God
and to Christ; and this is the condition whereby
an eternal and ever-better possession of these

good things is secured—a participation in the

dominion of the Lord. Even in the Millennial

Kingdom they shall reign with Christ.

Not in the vision form, but in prophetic dis-

course the Seer now announces the loosing of

Saian after the thousand years. He shall he

loosed out of his prison—not break out of it.

In accordance with the determination of God,
Satan, and with him all evil, must be thoroughly
and completely judged. Hitherto judgment hus
been predominantly accomplished through in-

strumentalities. The historic judgment upon
the Harlot was executed by the Beast, i. e., the
preliminary hypocritical instance of evil has
been judged by the perfect consistency of evil,

in accordance with a very general historic law:

—

half-way ness succumbs to consistency. Anti-
christian evil, as a spiritual power, has been
judued by the spiritual effect of the personal
appeiirance of Christ, by the terror of His rfdfa

and by the sword out of His mouth. In the
end, however, Satan employs the means of
resistance s'ill afforded him by his crtaturely
slrengih, reviving in a convulsive struggle, in

rebellion against God; and with the brutal
opposition of consummate 8atanity, corresponds
the savage sense of strength of the heathen [na-
tion*] in the corners ofthe earth, who have withdrawn

themselves from the sanctity iug process of the es-
chatological economy (the new olnovfiivT/), nye
have hardened themselves under it, and have be-
come, especially in their reseui iiient against that
heavenly order of tuiugs which oversways them,
kindred in mind to Satan, li h.s been a?ked:
whence come these countless heathtn. since,
according to oh. xix. 'Zl, Christ has slain the
Ant christian host? But apart from the fact
that He slew them with the breath of His mouth,
i.e., morally annihilated them, which might not
prevent a continuance of physical vegftation on
their part, tlje terms employed, the heathen [na-
tions] in thefuur corners of the earth, Oog and /I/a-

^oy, alfordsufBcieutexplanation. Ezekiel prophe-
sied thatihe people of God should, long after the
more familiar anii-iheooratic assaults, have to
sustain an attack from the circle of the remotest
barbaricOrient^Ezek. xxxviii.»,ndxxxix.). This
eagle-glance at the future, whose sigmficauee
trains of Huns, Mongols, Tartars and Turks have
already confirmed, could not be missing from our
Apocalypse. The presi-nt, prophecy is heralded in
ch ivi. 12. But whilst Ezekiel, in proplicsyirg
of Gog in the land of Magog, referred to distinct

Asiaic peoples (see Diist., p. 552j, John employs
the terms as a universal symbol, in designation
of all the barbarous peoplfs in the corners of
the earth—so, however, that the disiant Orient
plays the principal part. The idea of these last

heathen is precisely analogous to the churchly
idea. In the earlier days of Chriftianiiy,

the inhabitants of the villages (pagani) or of
the heaths, far remote from the great, centres of

civiiization, formed the remnants of the o d
World—remnants which were both unconverted
and difficult ot conversion. Thus the entire old

W'lrld will leave its remnants in a n oral, sym-
bolical heathenism, which will surround the

Kingdom of Christ not merely as a terrestrial, but
jilso as a spiritual boundary. But the idea that

Evil shall at last break out and incur judgmi tit

in such a final heathenish mutiny, in a brutal

revolt, the stupidity of which is veiled by the

innumerable force of the hoslsthereinconcerned,

is characteristic of the great Frophet, who sees

lar above and beyond the learning of the

schools.

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ch. XX. 6. Blessed and holy is he, etc.—
As in the process oT the formation of Christian

character, the beatitudes of the righteousness

of taith condition sunctificaion or the becoming

holy, so in the condition of consummation, bless-

edness is still more decidedly the eternal

source of the renewal of holiness. It is a
remarkable f>ict that even Spinoza had a dim

idea of this, that blessedness is itself a virtue

and a condition of virtue. Even civic conlent-

mt-nt has, in a limited degree, an ennolding

influence. By holiness, eternal and complete

consecratedness to God is here expre,-S' d.

—

Over such the second death, etc —They
are heiond temptation, and cnnnot relapse

into sin, and hence cannot fall under the

fearful dominion of the second death.

—

The second death is, ver. 14, declared to

be the judgment in the pool of fire; eternal

agitation amidst the eternal frustration of ploia
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and attempts : the epecifio demonic and Satanic

suffering. ** A dying and an inability to die,"

ancient exposilora were wont to flay. Tiie fact

is here expressed that the Millennial Kingdom
forms only a heavenly circle of culture of the

new world within the old earth—in otiier words,

that the heatheti [nations], from whom the last

rebelhOQ proceeds, form an antithesis to God's
people of the first resurrection. The remains of

the old humanity will occupy very much the

same relation to the new humanity which the

remains of the pre-Adamite creation occupy to

the human world; although a general recogni-

tion of Christ, and, to this extent, the beginning

of Chrisiianity amongst all these peoples, is

induced by Christ's victory over Antichrist

(ch. xix.). The general conversion of the hea-

then &v(^n precedes the Parouaia of Christ,

They shall be priests of Ood and of
Christ.—Because they shall be priests, they

sh.iU also be co-regents with Christ, and being

both throughout the thousand years, they ap-

pe.ir unconditionally elevated above the perils

of the last Satanic assault.

Ver. 7. And when the thousand years
are finished.—When the destination of the

thon.saiid years is fulfilled (brav TeXca&r/). Sa-
tan shall be loosed.—The obedience of the

heathen [nations], their Christianity, their

faithfulness, must finally undergo a fiery test,

after ihey have long enough been spectators of

the Heaven on earth, and enjoyed, in nature and
grace, the blessings of the Parousia of Christ.

For a similar purpose Satan was permitted to

exercise his arts in the first Paradise, to tempt
Joh, Christ Himself, and His Apostles. Such is

the Divine method for the testing and perfect-

ing of the elect, the purification and sifting

of the churches, the unveiling of the wicked in

order to their judgment, and the inducement
of the self judgment of Satan, resulting in his

dynamical destruction. Under this Divine eco-

nomy, evil in abstracto is permitted fully to de-

vtlop, as is also evil in concreio, in wicked indi-

viduals, in the fellowship of the wicked, in the

father of liars.

Ver. 8. And shall go out to seduce [or
mislead] the nations [Lange: heathen].

—

"The difficulty occasioned by the statement
th:it heathen peoples are here once more repre-

sented as going up to battle against the saints,

after the destruction (ch. xix. 21) of all peoples

and kings that worshipped the Beast" (Diis-

terJ.), is very simply solved by a distinction be-

tween the Antichristian host and the remaining
world or* peoples, particularly those under the

Eastern kings—irrespective of the fact that it is

doubtful whether the killing of th-- rent (ch. xix.

21) should be taken literally. Vitringa calls

attention to the fact " that the I'&vt/, G'lg and
Mugog, dwell in the uttermost ends of the earth

(Ezck. xxxviii. 15 and ver. 9)"* Another
difficulty, according to Diisterdieck, coosis's in

the fact that foes belonging to this earthly life

fight against the fiithful who have part in the

first resurrection. This "ill undoubtedly be a very
foolish proceeding, but it will not on that

* [ih" n. V. reafia h-re {Fz k. xxxviii. Irt) : "thou ahatt

con.e nut of thy pUce, namely, frum the encU aguiuat the
north."

—

Te.]

account be improbable, as those who have

passed through the resurrection dwell upon
earth in bodily form. Dogs attack liou«, beasts

attack men, barbarians and s ivages attack civi-

lized nations, the foes of Christ attack (he Church
of God;—all these are wars from motives of

sheer instinct, the rationality of which we have
not to take upon ourselves to prove. In the an-

tithesis of Cain and Abel, it was, in reality, the

mortal who assaulted the immortal. Consider

further "that these heathen peoples are seduced

to battle against the saints by S.itan hiinst-lf di-

rectly." Ch. xvi. 13, it is affirmed, militates

against this idea. That passage, however,,

rather gives an explanation of the manner in

which we should conceive of the agitation of

Satan. At first, as the red Diagon (cli. xii.), he

had no such definite organs as at a later period

(ch. xiii.), and yet even then he could woik by
spiritual influences. And even though the Beast

and the False Prophet are destroyed, the fri'ga

which wentforth from their mouths as well as from
the mouth of the Dmgon, reminiscences of ran-

cor, resentment and rage \_GroU, Gram und
OrimTn], can be made effectual for the seduction

of the heathen, primarily through their baders.

In the four corners of the earth.— Heng-
stenberg, in the interest of his exegesis, his

very ingeniously taken the edge off of the four

corners of the earth by striving to prove that the

corners comprehend that which lies within them,,

and that hence the lour corners of the earth de-

note the same ground as to TrTiarn^ r^f yv^ (see

his citations, vol. ii., SG8pq. [Eng. 'Trans.]). But
allowing that the four corners mig'it denote, by
synecdoche, the complete totality of the land or

the people, such a use of the term is entirely dif-

ferent from the present stMtement, that Satan

shall go out to seduce the heathen in the four cor-

ners ; and from the fun her statement I hat they went

vp upon the b'cadih of the earth. Gog and Ma-
gog.—The following questions srise here: 1.

What ethnographical sense did the theocratic

world attach to Gog and Magog? 2. How did

Gog and Magog become, in the Old Testfiment,

the symbol of the last foes of the theocratic

Church of God? 8. How has the Apocalypse

taken up this symbol and iipp led it in manitold

forms? 4. How is the same idea refiected in

Jewish tradition? [1.] In re.spect to Biblical

ethnography, the name of Magog appears, by

the side of Gomer, amongst the sons of Japhet,

Gen. i. 2 ; see Conwi. on Genesis, p. 348 [Am.

Ed.]. Josephus explains M»gog as indicative

of tne Scythians. " Magng seems to be a col-

ler^tive n>ime, denoting the sum of the peoples

situate In Media and the Caucasian Mountains,

concerning whom a vague report had reached

the Hebrews, etc." See Winer, Title Maqoo ;

Diisterdieck, Note on p. 552. Gog, according to

Uhlemann, as there quoted, and others, means

mounlain; Magog the dwelling-place, or land of

Gng. According to Ezi-kiel, ch. xxxviii. 2, the

prince or the nation is called Gog. the land of

the same being denominated Magog, which era-

braces Rosch,* Meshech and Tubal (see the table

of nations). [2.] In the Apocalypse of EzeUiel,

* [The LXX. has "PoJ!, hut neithi-r the Vntgiite, nor the

Oeriuau, nor the Koglidh Versiou, gives it.—E. li. 0.]
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the spirit of prophecy has, in accordance with a

distinct etiiical pre-supposition, arrived at the

idea that the people of God ehall, after all its

conflicis with familiar anu-tbeocratic enemies,

after its complete restoration, re-insta(ement

and renewal, have to undergo one more last as-

sault from the rude and brutal enmity of

Eastern barbarian nations. These euemiea

are introduced by Ezekiel under the names of

Gog and Magog. Hitzig {Gommenlar. eu Ezech.,

p 288) thinks that the Prophet chose the name
Gog, the Scythian, on account of its being the

name of the most remote peoples ; and adds that

the Scythians had appeared in Palestine not so

very long prior to the time of Ezekiel's prophecy
—two explanations which invalidate each other.

On the question as to whether the Scythians had
been in Palestine previous to the prophecy,
comp. Winer, Title Scythians. We behold in

the name the symbolic term for the rudest and
most savage heathenism as contrasted with the

perfected Theocracy. Jehovah will curb, sub-
due and destroy Gog like a wild beast. [3.] In
harmony with the same eschatological idea, the

Apocalypse took up the symbolical announce-
ment, and to its representation of Gog and M i,-

gog as two collateral powers the inducement was
given by Ezekiel, in his designation of Magog as

a complex of different peoples. In the general
judgment picture (Rev. xvi.) these enemies ap
pear as the kings of the east, who come from i he

region of barbarism beyond the Euphrates. [4.]
"in Jewish Theology, also, the two names, of

which the first denotes in Ezekiel I. c, the king
of the land and people of Mugog, are found in
conjunction as the names of nations : In fine ex-

Irrmitiilis dierum Oog el Magog et exercilun enrum
adncendent IJieroiolyma el per manua regis Me.isix

ipsi cadeiil, el VII. annas dierum ardebunl filii Is-

raelis ex armis eorum (Targ, Hieros. in Num. xi. '27,

etc.)." Ddestekdieck. Oomp. De Wette, p 191.
Ibid., singular interpretations of the names by
Augustine, .lerome et at.; application to the
Goihs, Saracens, Turks, all enemies of the
Church, Antichrist. "The sorriest interpreta-
tion i3 that of Bar Cochab ( Wetst. )." Heiigstenb.
(ii. p. 3139 [Eng.Tr.]) seems to find a signiticancy

in Brentano's initial jiixiapusiiioa of Gog, IHagng

and Demagog. A witty reply to the pfrhapa
only seeming desire to discover Gog and Magog
in the demagogues of the 19th century, see in

Ehrard, Note, p. 517. To the war.—That last

great war, foreio'fl for ages by Prophecy. The
nuraber of whom is as the sand of the sea.
—According to Ezekiel even, Gog leHd< with him
a mixture of eastern natio >» (as did, in reality,

Attila, Genghis Khan and Timur). At the same
time, tiie figure employed is expressive, on ihe

one hand, of the muUitude of sordid human
natures, and on the other hand, of a blind trust

in this multitude. The salv.abil ty of the Scy-
thians, however, is expressly declared by the

Apostle Paul, Col. iii. II.

In the coalition of Satan with the mnb of Gog
and Magog, the combinanon of demon and tie^st,

serpent und swine, formed by the dragon figure,

is completely realized.

B.—EARTH-PICTURE OF THE LAST JUDGMENT.

Chap. XX. 9, 10.

9 And tbey went up on \om. on

—

his. upon] the breadth of the earth, and compassed
[encompassed] the camp [army or fortification {Kapt/j.^oXi^)'] of the saints about [om.

about], and the beloved city: and fire came down from God [or oto. from God]^ out of

10 \ins. the] heaven, and devoured them. And the devil that deceived [seduceth or mis-

leadeth] them was cast into the lake of \ins. the] fire and [or ins. the]^ brimstone,

where [ins. also are] the beast and the false prophet are [om. are], and [ins. they]

shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever [into the ages of the ages].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 9. 'Awb to5 Qeov Is supported by Codd. X. B*., et al, but is not firmly established. [Treg. inserts; La^h., Alf.,

Tiscli.. omit with A.—E. R. C.)
2 V»r. 10. [Tiachendorf (8th Ed.) inserts this article with «.; Lach., Tisch. (1859), Treg., Alford, omit with A. B*. P., et

ai.—S. R. C.J

withstanding its terrifically mighty development,

ia instantaneously annihilated. These eni mies,

with their creaturely forces, stand opposed, as

they think, merely to a city of the children of

peace, whilst in reality they are drawn up ajainst

all the cosmical powers of Heaven. And Ihey

went up upon the breadth of the e"rth. The idea ia

that they come from the low-lands of the corners

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.
t

By the prophetic preterite, as well as by the
brevity of the description, the Seer expresses the
vanity of this last rebellion, which is aimed di-
rectly against God in His people, and which, not-
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of the earth—to destroy the City of God upon the

more central, elevated plain of the eartli. But
that the words are intended to convey the pre-

cise idea of a going up agfiiant Jerusalem, is diffi-

cult to suppose, because for the Seer the true

Jerusalem, according to chap, xxi., comes down
from Heaven, and here only the beloved city is

spoken of, which, as well as the camp of the saints

—who are drawn up before the city, in order to

its protection—the enemies encompass. It cannot

be withiiut reason that the Seer has here avoided

the nnme of Jerusalem (although for an Israel-

itish heart it might he paraphrased by the ex-

pression, the beloved city), whilst in chap. xxi. he

uses the name in the sume sense in which it is

employed by 'he Apostle Paul, Gal. iv. 26. At
this moment, when the last and, apparently, the

most fearful crisis of the world's history is close

at hand—a crisis which is all the more fearful,

or, we might say, the more demonically unnatu-
ral, if we conceive of the glorified Christ as shut

in, together with the saints, by the hostile hosi

—

there falls from Heaven a fire which consumps
the foo. An exegetical reading, wiih the cotifi.

dent feeling that this direct war against God
must likewise be put down by God, has added
the words, from God; viewed in another as-

pect, however, the brief term from Heaven is

more effective; Heaven itself, the whole Cosmos,
against which they finally rage, must now, for

God's sake, react against them, in desiroying
might, with its fire. And now Satan himself,

who seducplh the nations, is cast in'O the pool

of the fire and brimstone, whither the Beast and the

False Prophet have preceded him. This view,
like the discourse of Christ (Matt, xxv.), is at

variance with the medigeval idea that Satan, as

a fire-demon and prince of hell, torments souls

in hell, Thty shall, it is declared, be tormented

day and night into the icons of the icons To the

essence and spiritual condition of the prince of

darkness and his consorts, their sphere and ex-

ternal mode of existence shall correspond. There
are in their charjic'er no motives for a change;
except that through the consummate stagnation

of their condition, their consummate irritation

must be more and more neutralized.

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Chap. XX. 9. And they vtrent np.—Hab. i.

6. '*'rhe term avafHaivecv, usual where military
marches are spoken of (1 Ki. xxii. 4; Ju i. 1),

because the position of the attacked is naturally
conceived of as on a height (Hengstenberg), in

the more fitting here, since the march of the
heathen is really directed upward against Jeru-
salem." DcESTERDiBOK. The primary Statement
is rather, however, that ihej go up upon the breadlk

of the earth, the symbolic elevated plain of the

earth, which, as such, forms the specific antithe-

sis to the symbolic four corners of the earth; it

is the highland of the spirit. The object of the
attack is then, certainly, defined in accordance
with an Old Testament conception (see Zech. xii.

7, 8; comp. Kohler, Sacharja, p. 185). The
saints have encamped about the beloved city to

protect it. All the forces of the Kingdom of Hea-
ven form the defence for all its possessions. If
we glance once more at the passage cited [Zpch.
xii. 7, 8], Zech. xiv. 1, 2 might seem to afford an
explanation as to wherefore the Seer did not call

thebeloved city Jerusalem. Grotiusapprehended
the Seven Churches by the camp of the saints,

and Constantinople by the beloved city. Oihera
(Augustine, Vitringa, Hengstenberg) have re-

garded the city as the Church; Bengel and most
moderns, as Jerusalem.
And fire came down.—Ezek. xxxix. 6;

xxxviii. 22; Gen. xix. 24; Lev. jl. 2: Num. xvi.

85; Luke ix. 54. See Stn. View. Thefirecatas-
trophe shows that the universal judgment of the

world is at hand—the fiery metamorphosis of the

earth. And consumed them.—Tobeunder-
ptood of the destruction of their life in this pre-
sent world.

Ver. 10. And the devil that seduceth (or

misleadeth) them.

—

llXavov, as the present
participle, denotes the continuance of sin under
punishment. And they shall be tormented.
—Namely, the Devil, the Beast, and the False
Prophet. A preliminary general presentment,
see in chap. xiv. 11 ; the final presentment, chap.
XX, 14, 15; xxi. 8.

SECTION SEVENTH.
The New Heaven and the New Earth. The Kingdom of Glory.

Chap. XX. 11—XXTI. 5.

A.—IDEAL HEAVENLY 'WOKLD-PICTURE OF THE CONSUMMATION—ABOUT TO CHANGE
TO THE REAL WORLD-PICTURE OF THE NEW EARTH.

Chap. XX. 11—XXI. 8.

1. The End of the World; the Resurrection; the Judgment.

11 And I saw a great white throne, and him that sat on [the one sitting upon]
it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled away [ow,. away] ; and there was

12 found no place [place was not found] for them. And I saw the dead, small and
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great [the great and the small]/ stand [standing] before God [om. God—ms. the
throne] f and the [om. the] books were opened : and another book was opened, which
is the book of life: and the dead were judged out of those [the] things' which

13 were [om. which were] written in the books, according to their works. And the
sea gave up [forth] the dead which were in it; and death and hell [hades] deli-
vered up [gave forth] the dead which were in them : and they were judj^ed every

14 man [each
J
according to their works. And death and hell [hades] were" cast into

the lake of [ins. the] fire. This is the second death' [ins. , the lake of the fire].*

15 And whosoever [if any one] was not found written in the book of life [ins. he] was
cast into the lake of [ins. the] fire.

2. The New Heaven and the New Earth. The Clarified World and the Kingdom of Glory.

Chap. XXI. 1-8.

And T saw a new heaven and a new ea'th : for the first heaven and the first earth
were passed away [departed] ;* and there was no more sea [the sea is no more].

2 And I John [om. Johnj^ saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God
[om. from God] out of [ias. the] heaven [ins. from God], prepared as a bride

3 adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice out of heaven [om. heaven—im. the throne]' saying, BehoM, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will

dwell [taberna le] with them, and they shall be his people [peoples],' and God
4 himself shall b^ with them, and he their God [or om. and he their God].° And
God [Ood or om. God]'° sha 1 wipe away all tears [every tear] from their eyes ; and
there shall be no more death [death shall be no more], neither sorrow, nor crying,

neither shall there be any more pain [nor shall sorrow, nor crying, nor pain, be
5 anymore] : for the former [first] tilings are passed away [departed]. And he that

sat [the ( ne sitting] upon the throne said. Behold, I make all things new. And he
said [saith] unto me [or om. unto me]," Write : for these words are true and faith-

6 ful [faithful and true]." And he said unto me, It is [They are] done [or fulfilled].^'

I am [or a?rt]'* [ins. the] Alpha and [ins. the] Omega, the beginning and the end.

I will give unto him that is athirst [thirsteth] of the fountain of the water of life

7 freely. He that overcometh [or conquereth] shall inherit all [om. all

—

ins. these]"

things ; and I will b^ his [om. his— i»w. to him a] God, and he shall be my [om. my

—

8 ins. to uii a] son. But [ins. to] the fearful [cowardly], and unbelieving, and" the

[om. the] abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers [fornicators], and sorcerers,

and idolaters, and all [ins. the] liars, shall have [om. shall have] their part [ins. shall

be] in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone : [,] which is the second death.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Vpr. 12. Tbe Recepta inverts the orrler, giving "email and great."
2 Ver. 12. Codd. A. B*,ei a/., give ^pcJcoy; the Ren. gives Qeou.
^ Ver. 14. A. B*., et fit., give oCtos o 66.vaTo<; 6 Seiirepos eart,
* Ver. 14. Tliis ciause is omitted liy tte Rec. fOrit. Erls. insert it in ace. with X. A. B*. P.—E. E. 0.]
* Chap, xxi. 1. X- A. B*. give airriKQav instead of jrap^Afle.

* Ver. 2. *' The words e-yui 'Ittiai'c. were interpolated from the Vulgate by Erasmus." (Delttzsch.)
' Ver. 3. [Tlsch., Trei., Alf. giveSpoi-ov w th X. *., Vvlg., elat; B.* P. give oirpavoC—E. E. C]
8 V<T. 3. Cod. A. and Lachmann [Tisrh., Treg , Alf.] give Aaot ; Cod. B*., Vulg., et at. give tbe singular, whio his more in

ftccordauie wifh the symbolical expression.
' Ver. 3. [Tlsch. (8th Bd.l, Treg. omit with M. B.,* et ol.; Lach., Tisch. (1859), Alf give it with A. P., Vug., et at.

—E. R. C.J
10 Ver. 4. fTi«ch., omitting tho last clan«e of ver. 3 inse»-ts mc-ely a comma between airioy and Kat. The rendering of

his reading is

—

God Himself skull be wUh. them, and ehall uoipe. etc.—E. B. C ]
11 Ver. 5. [Crit. Eds. generally omit jaot with A. B*.; it is given hv X. I*.—B. R. C]
12 Ver. 5. A. B*., e( a/., give 5Tt(rTol jcai aATj^tvoi; the Rec. reads inversely.
18 Ver. 6. Tliere are rbrco readings here ; A., et a'., give yeyovav; B.* gives yeyova eyta, etc.; the Rec. takes its leading

from cliap. xvi. 17. [Lach., Tisch, (8th E<^ ), Treg. give yeyovav ;
Alf. bracliets the v.—E. R. C]

" Ver. 6. [Tisch. (8th Ed.) omits ei)ii with X. B.* P.; Lach., Treg,, Tir<ch. (1869) insert it with A., Tulg., et al.; Alf.

brackets. The re'ding of the entire passage from yeyoi'tt (v) is exceedingly uncertain. The possible renderings es given
by Alford are ; '*Theg {viz.: these words or all tkinga) are fulfilled. I am the AlpM and tti£ Omeffa," or "1 am become the Alpha
and the Omega "—B. R. C ]

15 Ver. 7. The nading raij™. in ace. with Cndd. A. B*., et nl., is given instead of the Rec,
1* Ver, 8, Ood, B,, et a'.., insert koX a/utapTwAow, Since awtuTois is givci in a more Si'Ccial senie, afiapr. might be given

In a more special sense also. Ou account, however, of the significant totality of terms, it seems to be an addition.

EXEGETICAL AND CKITICAL.

SYNOPTirAL VIEW.
Two points mu8t here be established at the

outset. First, the detachment of the section

ch, XX, 11-14 from the foregoing last special

judgment, the judgment upon Siitan, Secondly,

the distinction, which is carried out here also,
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of a preJominaully heiivealy- ideal and a predo-

minantly terrestri real vision-picture, or the di3-

tinciioa of the sections ch. xxi. 1-8 and oil xxi. 9

—

xxii. 5. In respect to the first point, wind the

judgment upon Satan the last part of the world-

judgment internal to this present world and

life, or the outpouring of the Vials of Anger, is

accomplished. Though the universal end-judg-

ment IS, by the Scriptures and the Church, pre-

eminently denominated the Dies Irie, it lies be-

yond the proper department of the F'aZs of An-

ger, since it introduces the etern il dooms, and is

a judgment unto life for the blessed, as well as

a death-judgment upon the damned; irrespec-

tive of the fact that the term of the end judg-

ment is, in Eschatology, summed up together

with the foregoing special judgments in one

great D,iy of Wrath, whoso prelude is to be be-

held in the day of wrath upon Jerusalem. In

respect to the second point, we must not over-

look the fact that the two finales contained in ch.

xxi. 6, 7 and ch. xxii. 4, 5 would, ai tautologies,

obscure the text, if they were not to be regarde.l

as parallels, in perfect analocry with the paral-

lels ch. xii. 6 and xii. 14. The antithesis does

here, indeed, issue in a point in which the two

lines are not so strongly distinguished— Heaven
descends to earth : earth becomes Heaven— ;

still, the pause between the visional Heaven-

picture and the appearance of the City of God
upon earth is distinctly perceptible (chap. xxi.

10).

The present Section A branches into the great

antithesis of the end of the old world and the

appearance or, primarily, the heavenly develop-

ment, of the new world.

The centre and causality of (he end of the

world is the great while throne and the Judge
enthroned thereon. The adjectives (/reat and
while manifestly denote the majesty and holiness

of the Judge and His judgment.

la harmony with the universalism of (he judg-

ment and iu accordance with vers. 4 and 6, God
Himself is to be undersioid by the Judqe; not,

however, to the exclusion of the fact that Christ is

i\\Q appearance of the great jadying God{Tii.\{ 13),

and thus His Parousia has here mediated the

Lnst Judgment. With the great appearance of

God the Judge, a complete subversion of the old

form of the world takes place :—the corporeal

world becomes nothing; the spiritual world
becomes all. From Uis face the earth and
the Heaven fled: and fled without a goal—they

vanished. This cannot be apprehended as a

real annihilation of the world, as the ancient or-

thodoxy maintained. And though the idea does
essentially coincide with the fi^ry metamorphosis
of 2 Pet. iii. 10-13, it was not the intention of

the Seer hyperbolically to express that fuct [of

the fiery metamorphosis]. Rather, in the anti-

thesis. The corporeal world vanishes, the spiritual

world appears, is contained the strongest ex-

pression of the thought that at last, under the

almighty operation of the absolute personality

of God, personal relations, as the true life-prin-

ciples of the world, must become perfectly mani-
fest. Above all, the old antithesis between
Heaven and earth is hereby removed. But as

decidedly as worldly relalions withdraw, spirit-

ual relations come into prominence. The Seer

\i%]io\(ia the dead atartding before the throne;—the

great, because even the greatest is subject to this

judgment, and the small, because even the small-

est shall have perfect justice done him here.

\ui with this the general resurrection is ex-

pressed ; emphasis is not laid U|joa it, however,

in the same manner as upon the first resurrection,

because il is not epecitically a resurrection to

life. Clearly and positively as personalities

tliemselves appear before the throne, just so dis-

linctly are all the works of all individuals

—

works which bear the impress ot their characters

and which have fixed tueir destinies—in ever-

lasting remembrance. There are the books,

which are opened for the revelation of these

works, in the unitous character of which latter

the judicial sentence is, de facto, already extant

{ Vlatt. xii. 37). From the books the Seer dis-

tinguishes the book, the book of life, as the book

Kaf e^oxr/v, the Bible of eternity set forth iu

living Divine images. In this book, that sum
total is already made up, for which the books ia

the plural contain, amongst other things, the

material. Those who are written in this book
have already, in spirit, passed the judgment
(.Inhn v. 2i; Rom. vi. ; Gal. ii. 19). The re-

sult of the life of other men is contained in the

books, but is also summed up in the brief epi-

tome presented in the statement that (hey have
fallen under judgment if their names are not

fiiund in the book of life. The following anti-

theses should be noted: 1. The books and the

book; 2. The works and the names; 3. The
lostness of the names of the lost iu the confusion

of their works; and (he concentration of the

works of faith in the names o'' the faithful, the

perfected characters. Formallg, therefore, the

judgment is general ; all stand before the (hrone.

And it must all the more be general, since the

very separation of the righteous from the mass
of the unrighteous is itself (he expression and
illustration of the judgment. In a material as-

pect, however, the genera' judgment, with this

very separation of the lighteous, brings in view
the special judgment of damnation; the more,

sinoe the truly perfected C rislians, the escha-

tological Christi.ins, we might say the approved
ones of the end-time, with all the martyrs, who
represent a spiritual end time through (he en-

tire course of the world's history (scarcely

I hose also who have become believers during thi

thousand years), are already, through the first

resurrection, not only exempted Irom the judg-

ment, but also called to share in its administra-

tion.

This general description of the judgment is

followed by a specialization which goes back (o

the beginning. And first in regard to (he dead.

They come back from every diieotion out of the

condition in which they have been hitherto;

through the medium of the general resurrec-

tion (hey are placed before the throne of God.

Not even into the abyss could (hey have sunk so

deep as not to appear again. We, therefore, ap-

prehend the detailed description as a gradation.

Thit they are given back by the earth is as-

sumed by the Seer as a matter of course. But

also by (he sea, in whose depths they seemed to

have vanished forever; by death, by (he power
of death itself; and by the realm of the dead
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[Hades]*—aro they given up. So far as the
immoruility of the fcoul is concerned, these cate-
gories nre all alike: in whatever way they [as
to body] perished, they all [.as to soul] live on.

Again, so far as death la concerned, they are
all dead and in the realm of the dead [Hades].
But in respect of the rt-lalion of these categories
to a bodily appearance before the throne of God,
gradual distinctions are formed. They vanished
in the depth of the ocean ;—they are here again
They seemed long since a prey to the power of
death;—they are living again. They seemed to

bo floating away as shades in the gloomy land
beyond the portals of deaih ;—here they come as
entire men in the leality of earthly life, summoned
before tlie judgment tbrooe of God. So thpy
prejudged, each one according to his work. The
judgment is thus thoroughly general and thor-
ouglily individual, and likewise, as the final

judgment, characterized as in acconiance with
the works of those judged (Matt. xxv.). Tue
judgment m^ikes a thorough end of llie old form
of the world. Death itself is cast into the pool
of fire. As the natural life of the blessed is

swallowed up in the spiritual life, so the natural
death is merged into the spiritual death. The
n.atural death appertains to the region of becom-
ing; with the abolition of this region, it is itself

abolished. What remains of it is the sense of
continual self-annihilation in the region of an
absolutely indififerentized [neutralized] self-tor-

menting existence. The whole institution of the
realm of the dead [Hades], so far as its dark
Bide is concerned, passes into the pool of fire,

into the condi ion of a death mnlliplied into

itself, and yet a conscious, living death. Again,
together with death and Hades, the spiritually

dead incur the judgment of the pool of fire.

Life, life, life, to infinitude, is denoted when it

is said: the name is found in the book of life.

The contrast is death, death, death, to infinitude.

Middle positions, uncertain, wavering forms,
have ceased to be, for it is the harvest of the
world.

The pool of fire, or the pond-like, stagnating
lake of fire, denotes the entire precipitate of the
world aLd worldly history; hence the new
world can unfold itself, over against it, in all its

glory. The Seer first beholds the new world in

the antithesis of the new Heaven and the new
earth, for tlie old Heaven and the old earth
have departed, and the sea is not any more. The
sea is llie womb of shapeless life, as the nutri-
ment of life that is in process of shaping, ami
in this respect it is an attribute of the region
of becoming, but not of the region of bring. It

will be understood that Heaven and earth are
intended not in the cosmical sense merely, but
also in ihe sp ritual sense, and this may be true
of the sea also. For the sea of nations is, in

common with the mundane sea, a womb—

a

womb of characters, as the latter is of creatures.
TliHt which is to unite Heaven and earth is the
Holg City, the New Jerusalem, prepared in Heaven
by God as a bride adornedfor her husband.
Our first business here is to reconcile this

Parnusia of the perfected Church of God with
the Parousia of Christ and His escort (ch. xix.

• [See Excursus at the end of this Section.—E. E. C]

14). It is impossible to accept the confused
notion that another Parousia of Ciirist from
Heaven must ensue here. Consequently, we
must distinguish the train of His elect, which
has accorapauied Him to earth, and has here
compacted itself into a whole, from the general
constituents of the Church Triu'nphant; a dis-
tinction which was suggested in chs. vii. and
xiv. The Cburch Triumphant in the other
world does not consist pure'ly of warriors of God
IGolteskdmpfer] in the narrower sense of that
term, and it has found a new home in that other
world. Therefore the barrier between Heaven
and earth must be in the act of vanishing, if the
new earth is to be raised to the dignity of
becoming the mother-oouniry of the new Church
of God. This, however, seems to be a polar
vital law: Principiul consummation bears upward
from earth to lleaven; the consummate appear-
ance of life brings back again from Heaven to
earth. This may be otherwise expressed as fol-

lows: Redemption, as principial, first coriducts
the redeemed from wiihout inwards; next, as
eschatological, from within outwards.
Thus ensues the heavenly consummation of

God's Kingdom upon earth. It is proclaimed
by a great voice from the Throne—hence by a
solemn declaration in the name of the Divine
government—in a progressive series of theocratic
items.

First, the theocratic cultus si all find its fulfill-

ment in the consuinmatiiin of the Kingdom of
glory. Brhold, the Tabernacle of God is with men.
That which was typically herahled by the Jew-
ish tabernacle, and, later, by the Temple; that

which the Church prmeipially realized,—attains

now its consummate and visible appearance: a
Congregation of God, in which man's commu-
nion with God is coijipletely realized.

Secondly, the visible appearance of the full

harvest of all pious tear-seed sown throughout
the history of the world. God will wipe atvay

every tear from their eyes. An image which might
have been drawn from the nursery is employed
to express the sublimest thought—the transmu-
tation of all the earthly sutferiugs of the pious

into heavenly bliss, through the sensible pre-

sence of Divine love and faithfulness. We may
also say—the perfect transfiguration of the cross.

For the first things have departed. A second,
imperishat)le Kingdom of Life has arisen, in con-

trast to the second death.

Thirdly, the visible appearance of the renewal
of tb' <iarfh, or rather of the whole earthly Cos-
mos,—relatively, of the whole universe itself

Behold, 1 make all things new. This promise, too,

must be written; it becomes, in pursuance of the

Divine order, a written bond for the hope of

mankind, like the promises in ch. xiv. 13 and
ch. xix. 9.

Fourthly, the full realization of all the pro-

missory words of God. And Be said unto me:
They are fulfilled. Namely, the words of

which it is declared: They are trustworthy and
true [veritable]. They have become realized in

the new earth, as words creative of God's second,

new and eternal world. The surety for them
is given by the same God Who must be the

Omega of all life, because He is its beginning (see

Rom. xi. 36j.
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Hflhhj, together with the universal destiny

of Ihe world, all individual destinies are fulfilled.

For the men of longing, all longing for the eter-

nal will be satisfitid. The fountain of ike water

of life—highest life and sense of life, springing

forth to infinitude from the depths of the God
head— is offered for the /vee enjoyment of all

who have thirsted for it.

But as the highest need of the soul, the

longing for its true element, has made the

thirsters warriors, combatants against all illu-

sions of fjilse satisfaction, and since victory has
crowned the constant conflict, the second indi-

vidualization of the promise runs thus; He that

conquereth [or the conqueror'^ shall inherit these

things—namely, the fultitlment of all these pro-
mises. And that which constitutes the centre,

the sum and substance of this inheritance, is

expressed in the words: I will be his God, and
he shall be My son (1 John iii. 2).

Because the reference is to a conquest and a
fulfillment condiiioned entirely upon ethical

grounds, an aitilhesis is once more employed.
It is highly significant that the lost are

designated, above all, as cowards. In re-
spect of the measure and vocation of man, in

face of eternity and iis revelations, faith is, in

the first place, heroic bravery and gallantry;
on the other hand, unbelief, in its fundamental
form, is faint-heartedness, cowardice, despair
as to Ihe high calling of God and tbe high voca-
tion of hufi'an nature. Under this character-
ism, therefore, the unbeliever comes, with his
timorousness in view of Divine truth ; the sinner,

in the narrower sense of the term, as one who
is timorous in regard to the worth of righteous-
ness;* the murderer, who wag timorous at the
calling of love; the fornicator, who was timo-
rous at the law of spiritual liberty and purity
of life; Ihe sorcerer, who was timorous at the
sanctity of Nature's laws; the idolater, who, in
his timorousness, suriendered the glory of the
knowledge of God; also tlie liar, who despaired
as to the good in truth;—they all cowardly
despaired of Ihe Life in life, the Divine word,
law and Spirit—hence their portion shall be in the

pool offire. Their tendency led, in a straight
line, to the perturbation of their being in abso-
lute irritation.

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.
Ch. XX. 11. The pause between the foregoing

section and the present one is marked by the
announcement of a new vision: nal elSov.

Ver. 11. A great white throne.—The
greatness and whiteness are indicative of the glory
and holiness of Ihe throne (Diisterd.).

And the One sitting upon it.—Who is

this? Answers: 1. The Messiah ( Bengel «< al. ;

Matt. xxvi. 31 [64?]); 2. God (De Wette, Heng-
slenb., Diisterd.; see cluip. i. 8; iv. 3; xxi. 5 6;
Dan. vii. 9) ; 3. God and Cihrist, " the Two form-
ing One, in perfect undividedness" (Ewald).
With this modification, the visible appearance of
God in Christ, No. 3 is entirely correct (Tit. ii.

13; 1 John V. 20).—The earth and the hea-
ven fled (see chap. xvi. 20; xxi. 1).—The
antithesis between the appearance of God and

• See Text, and Geam. Notes.

Ihe disappearance of the world as world, is rep-

resented under the figure of an antagonism and
conflict. Before the God Who miketh all things

new the old form of Ihe world takes to fligtit.

—

And place was not fouad for them.—The
renewal pervades everything.

Ter. 12. And I saw.—The dead have once
more taken visible shape.

—

The great and the
small (see ch.ap. xi. 18; xiii. IBj.—The perfect

equality of men before the judgment seal of God
i-f repeatedly declared. The 12th verse, as Diia-

terdieck judiciously remarks, closes with a
general description; ver. 13th then reverts to

special items, as in ch. xv. 1 and 6. Bengel and
Hengst. apprehend the relaton as a coniinuou9
unitous description: in that ease, the vcic/ioi of

ver. 12 would necessarily be tho-e who are

transformed, who have lived to see the day
of the Parousia, in contrast to those who are

really raised from the dead. Such a view does
violence to the text.

—

Books were opened.—
(D.in. vii. 10). As there is repeited mention
of books in the Apocalypse, so likewise is there

in the Gospel of John (the Scriptures) ; sec espe-

cially ch xxi. 25. The book of life is but one;
it is the book of the life of mankind in a concen-
trated form. Whilst the books seem to be
journals concerning the works of all, the book
contains the heavenly result of the history of

the world, a r.-gister of the treasure, the wA^pof,

the harvest of God, in the names of the blessed.

Since the entire di^cision is bi-it-fly contained in

the question: Is the name of such an I such a man
in the book of life, or not? the books occupy
the place of vouchers. Thus in Matt. xxv. the

one book is illustrated in the statement that

Christ places the sheep on H s right hand, and
the goats on llig left hand; the ensuing discus-

sion of the works of the righteous and the

wicked, however, is suggestive of the books.

Ver. 13. And the sea.—The sea cannot here
be understood dii-ecily as the sea of nations,

although it is thus that Hengstenberg defines

even this declaration, maintaining that the

reference is to those who have pei-ished in the

haitles of the nations. According to this, the

literal form of the passage would be: the battle-

fields gave back their dead. In this case, in the

subsequent sentence where it speaks of death as

giving up its dead, we should have to under-
stand those who had fallen on those fields of

battle, rather than, with Hengstenberg, unblest

dead ones. However, the reference is rather to

difl^erent eonditims of the dead. Personalities

of all sorts (ver. 12) must re-appear out of mor-
tal conditions of all sorts (see Svn. View). In re-

gard to the sea, De Wette, after Wetstein, ground-
1 ssly cites a pagan idea here, according to

which those who h'.id been swallowed up iu the

sea did not enter Hades. According to Diister-

dieok, Ihis second presentation [ver. 18] em-
braces only such as incur the punistiment of the

second deaih or the lake of fire. This assump-
tion is based upon the false hypolh sis that,

according to ver. 5, all believers rose from the

dead at Ihe beginning of the Vlillennial King-

dom. In that case the beginning of the .Millen-

nial Kingdom would leally have constituted the

judgment itself. Any blessed eifecta of the
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P.arnusia upon the world of nations would then

have been out of the question.

Ver. 14. And Death and Hades, etc.—
"Deith and Hades,* presented in ver. 13 (comp.

ch. i. 18) as localises, here appear (comp. cli.

"vi. 8) personified, as demonic powers" (Diistcr-

dieck). Toe Apooalypli'<t, however, would pro-

bably not father this conception. The inference

is, ralher, thU the pool of fire must not be
understood in a purely ethical sense, but that it

has aisn its physical side. And this declaration

doubllHSS imp irts thit the two ground-forms of

thK old raorTality-—first, dying i s»lf, and sec-

ondly, the mode of existence of the dead—are

mergi'd ia their consummation-form, in which
nothing remains of them but ihe second death,

the seonio sutferiug of the lost (see Is. xxv. 8;

1 Cor. XV. 26).

Ver. 15. And if any one was not, etc—
Liteialy Hppiebemied, this seems VMy hard;
ideally apprehended it means, where the second,

higher life is utterly wanting, there is the sec-

ond death; lheessenti.il and proper fulfillment

of death; the natural, and therefore the posiiive

consequence.

Ch. xxi. 1. And I saw.—Picture of the

consummation—first, as a Hi-aven-picturo. The
final goal of the history of the old world ; there-

fore, the fin 4 goal of all the longing of all the

pious (Rom. viii.), of all revelatiotis of salvation

and prophecies, of all the forms and operations

of the redemption and of the Kingdom of God.
and hence even of all judgments, whi.-h at last,

in the concentration of the final judgment, were
obliged to make room for the eiermil City of

God. "Augustine (De Civ. Dei xx 17) appre-
hends what tollovvs de seculn fuluro el immortdli-

tale ei seiernil.a e sa7ictorum, and this opinion of

his has, with more justice than others pronounced
by bitn upon the Apoc.-ilypse. become authorita-

tive." Da Wette. Even Hengstinherfj, with a

salto mortale, toucliiug lightly the last period of

the rebellion of Gog and iVlagog, has leaped

from the mediseval Kingdom into the consumma-
tion-time of the new Jerusalem. Grotius, on
the contrary, keeps to the period subsequent to

Constantine, and Vitringa conceives of the time

as still prior to the universal judgment (comp.
Diisterd.. p. 562, but particularly De Wette, p.

194). From the stand-poiui of a conception of

heavenly felicity as abstractly spiritual, many
have been unable to reconcile themselves to this

descent of Heaven to earth, in antithesis to a

rising of earth to Heaven. "The idea of the

Church Triumphant is not that which precisely

corre.-ponds with the idea presented here: the

conception here presented is that of the Kingdom
of 6"d in its cousumraation—a Kingdom for

which Christ has, in His Church, broken the

way—a Kingdom which has been gradually

actualized — the Kingdom of the whole of

redeemed and blessed humanity; the dominion
of Christ is merged in that of God, Who is pre-

sent (ver. 11), and shares His Throne with the

Lamb (ch. xxii 1)." De Wette.
A new Heaven and a aevr earth (Is Ixv.

17; Ixvi.; Psalm civ. 30). "The theological

question as to whether the old world is to pass

* [See Gxcu.sus at the end of the section.—E. E. C]

away in such a manner-that the new world will

arise from it as from a seed, or whether an
absolute new creation, following upon the com-
plete destruction of the old world, is lo be
assumed, can ho decided least of all by the
Apocalyptic description ; this de-cription, how-
ever (coinp. also '2 Pet. iii. 10 ^qq.), is not
opposed to the former view, which has greater
Boriptural probabilities in its favor than the lat-

ter (1 Cor. XV 42 sqq. ; Rom. viii. 21: Mutt.

xix. 28) " DuESTERDitXK. On the contrary,
the Apocalypse alone sets forth the true nieilia-

ti n of the last metamorphosis of the old world,

in the Millennial Kingdom. The idea of the

antiihesis of an absolute destruction and new
creaion belongs only to the lialf-spiritualistic,

half-materialistic letter-theology of orthodox-
ism.

And the sea.—Why is it no more? The fol-

lowing nvsivem to this inquiry are presented by
Dasterdieck: 1. Navigation is no longer neces-

sary (i\ndr.); 2 It is dried up t>y the universal

conflagration (Bede); 3. As the old world arose

out, of the water, so the new has arson out of

the fire (De Wette); 4. A horror of the deep
sea (Ewald); 6. There was no sna in Parailise

either (Ziillig); 6. Conne' ti<.n of the sea with

the infernal ahyss (Ewald II.); 7. Tne sea as a
constituent part of the old world. "The text

does not forliid the idi-a of a new sea accompa-
nying the new earth " (Diisterd.). For our ex-

planation see the Synopt. View.
Ver. 2. The holy City. — New Jeru-

salem.—It is related to the ai-'W 'lepovaaAyft

(Gal. iv. 26) as the resurrection is related to the

principle of the new life; or the Palingenesia

to the avayivvTjGiQ; as the end to the harvest

(1 Cor. XV ). The heavenly essence of the

Church of God, possessed by ii even upon earth,

here arrives at a heavenly niinifestation.

—

Coming dow^n from God.—^For a kindred

rabbiuical conception, cited by Wttslein on the

passage in Galatians, see Diisterdieck, p. 663.

—

Prepared —See ch. xix. 7, 8; 2 Cor. xi 2;

Eph. V. 27 ; 1 Pet. iii. 3. The new Jerusalem,

as Ihe sum of perfected individuals, is the Cily

of God; in its unity, it is Ihe Bride of Christ.

The consummate manhood of all the citizens of

the City of God is conditioned by their consum-

mate receptivity, which extends even to perfect

unanimity.

Ver. 3. Behold, the tabernacle of God —
See Is. ii. 3; iv. 5; Ezek. xxxvii. 27; xliii. 7;

1 Cor. iii. 9; 2 Cor. vi. 16; Eph. ii. 19-22.

Ver. 4. God shall wipe aw^ay. etc —See Ps.

exxvi. 5, 6; Is. xxv. 8: Ixv. 19.—Death —
See ch. xx. 14.

—

Sorrow.—Moun.iug for Ihe

dead, especially.—Nor crying, nor pain —
Kpavy-f/ is the acute form of sorrow ("vehement

outcry,—for instance, at the experience of such

acts of violence as are indicated in ch. xiii 10,

17; ii. 10. [Bleek, Ewald; comp Ex iii 7,9;

Esther iv. 3.]" Duesterd.). The irdvoc, pain,

or painful labor, is the chronic form of tbe same.

—For the first things —To be taken in an

emphatic sense, like the Jir.it man (1 Cor. xv. 4,

5 gqq )—the present seen. In accordance with

the entire mass of Holy Scripture, the world ia

designed to be a succession of two worlds.

Ver. 5. And the One sitting upon the
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throne, cte.—"That which the heavenly voice

[ver. 3], interpreting the vision of John, had
proclaimed, is now confirmed by the One sitting

upon the throne (comp. chap. xx. 11), in two
speeches " Dubstbrd. The words, And He
saith unto me: \Write; for these words,
e/c, are, according to Bengel, Ziillig, Hengst.,

and Diisterdienk, an interlogue ^Zwischenrede=i

between-speeoh] on the part of the Angel; these

coramenlafors refer to ch. xix. 9 and xxii. 6. Ob-
serve, however, tlie change bet ween ch.xiv. 9 sqq.

and ver, 1-3 [to which alno reference is made by
Dii'terdieck]. There the discourse of the Angel
is followed by a speech from Heaven which
commands the Seer to write the comforting de-

claration [ver. 13J. We therefore cannot infer

from oh. xix. 9 that an angelic speech here
interrupts the voice from the throne. And this

inference is the less proper from the fact that

it would seem very strange for the speech of an
Angel to be made to corroborate the language
of God Himself. Moreover, the Divine speech
in ver. 6 is too closely connected with ver. 6 for

the above-citei view to be tenable.

Ver. 6. They are fulfilled.—Comp. chap,
xvi. 17. According to Diisterdieck, yiyovav
refers to what John has previously seen. But
his visions were sure in themselves. We refer

the expression to the Myoi in the sense of high-
est realization; they have become facta. The
words, I am the Alpha and the Omega, etc.,

contain the proof of the foregoing assertion that
the words of Go 1 are, on the one hand, words of
absolute faithfulness (irwroi), and, on the other
ban I, of absolute reality (aXr/Sivoi).— I will
give unto him that thirsteth, eic.—In thj
satisfaction of all true human longing, the height
of human blessedness is expressed (blessedness
=^possessioo of fullness; comp. the Lexicons).

Ver 7. He that conquereth.—(See the
Seven Epistles.) Here, towards the end, we are
once more carried back to the beginning. For
the nucleus of the Seven Churches, considered in
their symbolic totality, is the foundation for the
glorious City of God which is now about to

appear.—God as the inheritance of man; con-
summate blessedness: man as the son of God;
cousummate dignity (Ma't. v. 9; Rom. viii. 17).

Ver. 8. But the cowardly.—Afi^oZf. " In
comrsst to 6 vtmu, those Christians are
meant who elude the painful combat with the
world by denying the fai(hfulnes3 of the faith
(Bengal, De Wette, Hengst.)." Duesterdieck.
This is certainly a much too special and su-
perficial explanation. The category of these
cowards, who were cowardly in the highest rela-
tion, embraces all the lost: that is, in other
word.s—in view of the high epic goal of human-
ity, all lagging behind and being lost is traced
bick to a lack of specific osonic manly courage,
to a shameful straggling from the ranks and a de-
Ben ion of one's colors. If weapprehend the deiAoif
as composing a genus, a significant senary of spe-
cies is formed: 1. [fnhelifvers adA the, abominable
(in practice), transgressors against nature (see
Rom.i.); 2. Murderers a,rni fornicators (cruelty and
sensuality—a well-known pair); 3. Sorcerers
and idolaters. Even here the affinity is manifest.
Now, however, a seventh sort supervenes, app.a-
rently,

—

liars. But it is not without import that

an addition is here made

—

ical Traotv—in accord-

ance with which these latter are classed with
idolaters. Idolatry is in sever.il instances in

the Apocalypse designated as falsity (see ch. xiv.

5; also Gi-ot., ch. xxi. 27; xxti. 15; comp. Rom.
i. 26).

—

Unbelieving.— According to Bengel
and Ewald: Apostates from the faith. Ac-
cording to Diisterdieck: Inhabitants of the earth

hostile to the Christian faith. In the universal

judgment, this distinction is no longer of any
importance; the heathen is an unbeliever—the

unbeliever is a heathen.

—

Abominable.—
Those who through the working of abomination
have made themselves abominable, k^^eTwyjihot,

flagitiis fcedi.—Their part.—Change of con-

struction. We are not to overlook the fact that

they have deserved their lot, i.e., have drawn it

upon themselvcij as the penalty of their sin.

[KXCTJRSTJS Oiy HADES.]
By the American Editor.

[Concerning the souls of the departed, between
the periods of their decease and the resurrection

of their bodies, there are two questions of ac-

knowledged interest. The one relates to their

moral condition ; the other, to their local habitation.

The former of these questions it is not intended
to discuss at all in this Excursus. The doctrine

generally held in Protestant Churches is herein
assumed to bo true

—

viz.: that at death the pe-
riod of gracious opportunity and discipline is

brought to a close; that the souls of believers in

Christ are at once made perfect in holiness and
do immediately pass into glory; and that the

souls of unbelievers, having sinned away their

day of grace, are left hopeless in their sins, and
are reserved in misery for public condemnation
and everlasting destruction.

The second of these questions—j)!2.; that which
relates to the local habitation of departed spirits

—

is one, not only of great interest, but also, in the
judgment of all who have given special attention
to it, of great difficulty. This difficulty arises, in
the judgment of the writer, from three sources.
The first and most important of these is the reti-

cence of Scripture on the subject—but little is

revealed thereon in the Word of God. More,
however, is revealed than is generally sup-
posed.

The second source of difficulty is properly in-

troduced by the preceding remark. Notwith.
standing the amount of distinct revelation, the
whole matter is obscured to >he reader of the
English Version of the Bible by the erroneous

rendering of the Hebrew term SiXtV (Sheol) and

its Greek equivalent "A^rf^f (Hades). Theeewords
which in the original Scriptures have a fixed

and definite meaning, indicating a pbice in the

Unseen World distinct from both Heaven and
Hell (regarded as the place of final pnni.shment),

are constantly rendered by either grave or Hell.

By this mistranslation an idea proper to the

Word of God is completely blo'ted oui from the

Engl sh Version; and, not only eo. hut the texts

which present that idea are distributed amongst
those which set forth two entirely distinct ideas

—

thus obscuring the leHchings of Scripture con-
cerning both the grave and Hell. But the ob-
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Bcuring and confusing influence of this erroneous
translation does not terminate upon those who
study only the English Version. The first and
most enduring conceptions of the docirines of

Scripture are di-rived from the Version we read

in childhood—conceptions which, even when
false, suhsequeut study often fails to er.idicate.

And beyond thiy,—every Version, especially the

one in common use, is, to a certain extent, a

Commentary, and as such exerts a powerful in-

fluence over the minds of students of the oiisjinal

Scriptures. Had the word Hades been repro-

duced in our Version, much of the confusion that

now embarr^iHses this subject could never have
found exi-ti'Dce. And here it is in place to re-

mark that even though the Greek and Hebrew
words were indefinite, synonymous comelimes
^\lh grave and sometime^ with //fW, it would have
been well, since the Holy Ghost inspired syno-

nyms, to h.ive preserved their use in our Version.

The third source of difficulty is the general

and almost unquestioned assumption that the

dwelling-place ot the souls of the righteous dead
has been the same since the Resurrection of Christ

that it was before that event—an asmmption op-

posed, as the effort will be made to show, to dis-

tinct intimations in the Word of God. In conse-

quence of this assumption, there have been two
schools iu the Evangelical Church, each basing
its doctrine on the clear and irrefragable teach-

ing of the Scriptures—the one, in view of the

anie-resurrectiori testimony, affirming the exist-

ence of an intermeiliate place, located in Hades,
into which the souls of those who now die in the

Lord are carried ; the other, in view of the post-

resurrection testimony, denying that there is

now, or ever h:is been, such a place.

It is the desire of the writer to contribute

something toward the settlement of this interest-

ing question; and to this end he will endeavor
to set forih what seems to him, after careful in-

Testigatiiin, to be the Scriptural leaching con-

cerning Shuol or Hades. To avoid contusion,

the Greek lertu Hades, which is the Septuagint

and Kew Testament equivalent of the Hebrew
Sheol, will be used throughout this article. It

may also be remark d that the term Hell will

always be employed as indicating the place offinnt

puniskmc't.

It will be proper to say something as to the

principles and mode of the investigation as con-

ducted in the ftudy. It was assumed, in the

first place, th t it should be made entirely within

the field of the oiiginal Scriptures—the Septua-
gint bei"g used as a door of communication be-

tween the Hebrew of the Old Testament and the

Greek of the New. It was also assumed that

each expression employed in Scripture to indi-

cate a topic of revelation, should be regarded as

maintaining one uniform sense throughout the

Word of God,

—

unless, indeed, the contexts of

dift'erent instances of its use should require us to

put different senses upon it. It is desirable that

the limitation of this principle should be dis

tinctly recognized. It was not dogmatically as-

sumed that each expression must, at all hazards,

be regarded as having only one sense; but that,

until the contrary should appear, each passage
should be so regarded. Now, the term Hades
(Sheol) occurs sixly five times in the Old Testa-

ment; in thirty-one instances it is rendered in the
English Version by grave, in Ihirtn-onp by Hell,*
and in three by pit. In the New Testament it oc-
curs eleven times; in one of these iiisiances it is

rendered by grave, and in ten by Hell. It was
not assumed that these renderings, or at least
one class of them, must be wrong; on the con-
trary, it was admitted that the very fact that tbey
had been made by the learned Translators car-
ried witn it strong probability of their essential
correctness—not so strong, indeed, as to make un-
necessary an investigation or to show the impro-
priety of this assumption in order thereto, yet
sufficiently strong lo make iiianifest the import,
ance of the limitation.

As to the mode of the investigation—all the
passages in which Hades occurs were tabulated
and compared together, with the view of deter-
mining whether, consistently with the contextual
requirements of each, some uniform meaning
might not he given lo the term. The experi-
ment was successful beyond most sanguine ex-
pectation. ]t re.-uited in the conviction that by
Hades is designated— I. 'Hot the giave; II i;ot

Hell; III. Not the Unseen World, including
Heaven and Hell; IV. Not the state of death;

V. But— (1) a Place in the Unseen World dis-

tinct from both Heaven and Hell
; ['!) having, be-

fore the resurrection of Christ, two compart-
ments—one of comfort, the other of misery

; (3)
to which, antecedent to the resurrection of

Christ, the souls of all who died nere carried;

(4) into which Christ, at His death, descended,
delivering the souls of the righteous; (5) to

which, since the ascension of Christ, the souls

of the wicked, and of the wicked only, have been
consigned

; (6) in which they are reserved in mi-
sery against the day of general judgment; (7)

from which (hey are then to be brougtii for public

judgment previously to their being cast into Hell.

The following argument is designed to com-
mend the foregoing results of private study to

others. It will be found lo be strictly Scriptu-

ral. The tru'h of the facts on which it is based

can be readily tested by any one who has access

to the Englishman's Hebrew, the Engli.^liman's

Greek, and Cruden's English Concordance.

As a further preliniinaiy it is proper, though

scarcely necessary, to stale that in conducting

the special nrgimients to prove that Hades is not

the grave, is not Hell, etc., it is not designed to

assert that in many particular passages the ori-

ginal term cannot bear the meanings denied lo

iliem. It is freely admitted that in some in-

stances it may be translated graoe, and in others

Hell, without destroying the sense. And so in

some instances it might be translated house, and

in others ship. This is but saying that in every

passage the context does not determine th«

meaning of all the terms employed therein. It

is contended, first, that in no passage are these

meanings required by the comexl ; and, secondly,

that in many they are excluded thereby. It is

also claimed that it will become apparent upon

a careful examination that, while the one mean-

ing attributed to the term in this Excursus is

required by many passages, it is excluded by

none—that consistently with the context, it may

* [In two of these, the Margin reads jraoe.—E. R. C]
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be put upon it in every instance of its occurrence

in the Word of God
It is also proper to mention that independent

arguments will not be presentf'd in proof of each

one of the points included in the last general to-

pic. It is believed that the truth of each will

appear in the course of the general discussion.

I. Hades not the Grave.

This will be argued, in the first place, from
data alforded by the Old Testament; and, se-

condly, from that aiforded by the New.
A. That Hades must be regarded as having been

used in the Old Testament to designate someihing
different from the literal grave^ seems to be evident

from the following considerations:

1. It is never construed in the mode, nor with
the terms, continually employed in the case of

l^p (or mop), and which unmistakably mark
that term a i designating the placeof the sepulture

of the body. Thus llip. is used in both singular

and plural;—it has a territorial location, Ex. xiv.

11 ; its site is purchased and sold. Gen. xxiii. 4-

20; it is possessed by the owner of the foil or by
the person buried therein. Gen. 1. 5, xxxv. 20;
it is dug by human hands. Gen. 1. 6; it is con-
nected with the verb signifying to bury, Geo.
xlvii. 30;—dead bodies are buried in it by living

men. Gen. 1. 13;— it is marked by a monument,
Gen. xxxv. 20; it may be touched by living

men. Num. xix. 16; literal dead bones are in it,

2 Kings xiii. 21;— it may be opened by men and
the bones exhumed, 2 Kings xxiii. 16. Hades is

always singular; it is never thus construed; it

is not in a single instance thus spoken of.

2. It is spoken of with expressions of compa-
rison utterly incon istentwith ihe idea of the li-

teral grave. Thus we read of—"Tlie lowest

Hades," Deut. xxxii. 22, Ps. Ixxxvi. 13; "The
depths of Hades," Prov. ix. 18; "The midst of
Hades," Ezek. xxxii. 21.

3. It is in two instances clearly distinguished
from ihe grave. In Gen. xxxvii. 85, where it

first appears in the Bible, Jacob declares—"I
will go liown into Hades unto my son;" but from
Terse 33 we loiirn that Ihe Patriarch was under
the impression that Joseph had not, and could
not have, a grave; he is there represented as
exclaiming, "An evil beast bath devoured him."
And in Isaiah xiv. 15 it is declared that Lucifer
shall be "brought down to Hades," who, ver. 19,

is represented as being "cast out of his

grave.

i. It is used in antithesis with Heaven under
circumstances which show that the literal grave
cannot be intended. "It is as high as Heaven, what
canst thou do? deeper than Hades, what canst
thou know?" Job xi. 8. " If I ascend up into
Heaven, thou ait there; if I make my bed in
Hades, behold, thou art there," Ps. cxxxix. 8.

"Though they dig into Hades, thence shall mine
hand take them; though they climb up to Hea-
ven, thence will T bring them down," Amos ix. 2.

5. In the poetical Books it never occurs in one
of two parallel clauses, answering tol^p in the

other; nor under any other circumstances
which grammaticiUy require us to regard it as
a synonym thereof.

6. It is manifestly used as synonymous with

two other terms which cannot be reg.arded as in-

dicating the literal grave

—

viz: "lO* [pit) and
n'l'nnn yiX nether parts of the earth.

The former of these, "113, occurs fifteen times,

and is distinguished from "IJP by all the gene-

ral characteristics by which Hades is distin-

guished from it. That it is synonymous with

Hades, or that it indicates a comptrtment

thereof, is abu idantly evident. In Ps. xxx. 3

the words appear in corresponding hemistiches
—"O Lord, thou hast brought my soul from

Hades; tbou hast kept me alive that 1 should

not go down to the ("113) pit." The same occurs

in Prov. i. 12, " Let us swallow them up alive

as Hades; and whole as those who go down to

the pit." It is evident upon bare inspection

that in Isaiah xiv. 15—"Thou shall he brought

down to Hades, to the sides of the pit'—the "lU

of the second clause is synonymous wiih the

ffades of the first; it is also evident that it is

synonymous with the Hades of verses 9 and 11,

rendered in the former Hell and in the latter

grave. That these words are synonymous will

be further evident from an examination of Ezek.

xxxi. 14-18. In that passage Hades occurs

three times —in ver. 15 it is translated grave;

and in vers. 16 and 17, Hell: 113 occurs twice, in

vers. 14 and 16, and in both instances is ren-

dered pit. The words translated "nether p'/r(s

of the earth," in vers. 14, 16 and 18, are riTinri

VTX—a compound term manifestly synonymous

with the other two.

The phrase JTnnn |"1X or firnnn y^^K oc-

curs nine times. In Ezek. xxxi. 14, 16, 18;

xxxii. 18, 21; xxvi. 20, it is manifestly synony-
mous with HH.des. In Ps. cxxxix. 15 it is used
as a figurative expression for the wnmt). It also

appears in Is. xliv. 23 and Ps. Ixiii. 9(10). What
does it mean in these passages ? Dr Hodge, in

his Commentary on Ephesians (iv. 9), remarks
concerning this phrase that it "is used for the

Earth in opposition to Heaven, Is. xLv 23; pro-

bably for the grave in Ps. Ixiii. 9; as a poetical

designation for the woinbiu Ps. cxxxix. 15; and
for Hades or the invisible world, Ezek. xxxi. 24.'*

He gives no reason for any of these interpreta-

tions, evidently presuming that their correctness
would be manif St upon inspection. No excep-
tion can be taken as to the propriety of his

opinion in the last two instances, (save as to the

judgment concerning the nature of Hades con-
veyed by the use of the -ilternalive phrase — "or
the invisible world"). It should be carefully

noted, however, that the phrase appears in

Ezekiel, not only in the one passage referred
to by him, but in five others,—in all of

which it is manifest that it must be syno-
nymous with Hades. This then is not only

an established, but it is the leailing, sense
of the expression ; and we must conclude that

it has this sense in the other three passages un-
less the contrary be required by the contexts.

* [Ttiis word should not tje confounded with iintS') also

occastnnally tranalatod pi(, ae in Psalm xxx. 9, and
whicli is Humetimes synonymoua witti "13p regarded as tbie

place of physlral corrnption. The word trdnelated^i^ In Ps.

xxx. is "113 as above.

—

&, R. C]
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Now in Pa. cxxxix. 15 the context requires that
we should attach to it a figurative meaning.
But what is there in the other passages to

mal<e it necessary to depart from the leading
sense? Must certainly when the Psalmist ex-
claimed, Ps. Ixiii. 9, "Those that seek my soul

to destroy it shall go into the lower parts of the

earth," ttiero is nothing to forbid the idea that
he meant they should go into Hades. Nor, on
the suppo ilion that Hades was a place of con-
scious existence to which the souls of the de-
parted good as well as of the evil were carried.

is there anything unnatural or improbable in

supposing that when Isaiah (xliv. 23) wrote,
"Sing, ye heavens, for the Lord hath done
it: shout, ye lower parts of the earth" he in-

tended to call on Hades to rejoice.

7. Those in Hades are spoken of as being in

a state of conscious existence, which never oc-

curs in the case of the occupants of ^Jp. In

Is. xiv. 4-17, the chief ones of the earth who
are already imprisoned in Hades, are repre-
sented as greeting the King of Babylon at his

entrance with the wordK, "Art thou also become
weak as we?" Similar teaching is found in Ezek.
XXX. 16, xxxii. 21. With this agrees the idea sug-
gested by the phrases, "borrows of Hades," 2 Sam.
xxii.6, Ps. xviii.5(G) ; "pains of Hades," Ps.cxvi.

3; and with this agree also ih'i facts that ihewomh
(pK nrrinn), Ps. cxxxix. 15, and the belly of the

wAffiein which Jonah (ii.2) was imprisoned—both
places of conscious existence, though of darkness
and confinement—werefiguredby Hades. AUthis,
it is true, may be attributed to poetic license

—

and 80 any teaching of the poetic Scriptures

may thus be attributed. Nevertheless the fact

remains that these declarations are found in the

inspired Word of God in connection with Hades,
and the further fact that similar expressions are

never found in connection with "l^P-

In view of all the foregoing considerations it

seems rational to conclude that in the Old Tes-

tament Scriptures the teim Hades was not used
to designate the literal grave. Certain exegetical

objections to this conclusion, may, however,
present themselves to the minds of some. These,

so far as they are known, or can be imagined,

will now be considered.

(1) It may be urged that the declarations of

Jacob and his sons concerning the bringing
down of gray hairs to Hades, Gen. xlii. 38, xliv.

29, 31 ; and the direction of David to Solomon
to bring to Hades the hoar heads of Joab and
Shimei, 1 Kings ii. 6, 9 ; seem to imply that

Hades was regarded as the resting-place of the

hody. This might be admitted, and at the same
time a valid argument be drawn from other

Scriptures requiring us to put another than the

apparently normal construction upon the words
of the Patriarch and David. We are not, how-
ever, driven to such a strait as this. Let it be
observed that there is nothing in the form of the

expressions to forbid our regarding the phrases
gray hairs and hoar heads as indicating men in a

state of old age. From this point of view there
is nothing unnatural in regarding the Hades to

which these old men were to be brought as a

place of departed spirits. In the case of Jacob,
for a reason already given, we cannot regard him

as contemplating under this termtheliter.il grave.
(2) In several passages, it may also be ob-

jected, Hades is spoken of under terms proper
only to the grave. Ps. vi. 5 (6), " In Hades who
shall give thee thanks?" Is. xxxviii. 18, "Hades
cannot praise thee, death cannot celebrate thee;
they that go down to the pit cannot hope for thy
truth;"— Eoc. ix. 10, 'Whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do, do it with thy might; for there is

no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wis-
dom, in Hades, whither thou goest." * It must
be acknowledged that these passages, in them-
selves, irrespective of the condition of the wri-
ters, are consisient with the idea that by the
term Hades as employed in them was meant the
literal grave. This, however, is not a necessary
interpretation—and if it be, let it be observed,
these texts must be regarded as affirming that
the grave is the end of man, as denting the im-
mortality of the soul. But the passages are
also consistent with the idea that tiy Hades is

meant the state of death, or Hell, or a place of
gloom in the Um^een World distinct from Hell,

In the progress of the discussion each of these
hypotheses will be considered.

(3) Again, it miiy be contended that the ideas
of burial and physical consumption, which are
ideas proper only to the grave, are presented in
the following passages: Ps. xlix. 14 (15), "Like
sheep they are laid in Hades, death shall feed
on them," etc.; Job xxiv. 19, "Drought and heat
consume the snow waters; so doth Hades those
which have sinned."
The difficulty in these passages is altogether

in the English translation. Dr. J. Addisou Alex-
ander translates the former, "Like a flock to

tlie grave (Hades) they drive; d>-ath is their

shepherd." In Job xxiv. 19, the verb translated
consume is properly rendered violently take, as in

the margin; the reference is to the rapacity oi

Hades—not to the consumption of the body. The
declaration in the following verse—"the worm
shall feed sweetly on him," may refer to the

condition of the body when the spirit has been
seized by Hades.

(4) It may also be asserted that in the Book
of Job, especially in the xvii. chapter, the one-
ness of Hades with the grave seems to be na-
turally implied.

In the xvii. of Job, most of the words that have
been brought into this discussion are employed:
13p, ver. 1; Hades, ver. 13; T\V\V!, ver. 14; and

113, ver. 16. At first glance it would seem as

though these terms had been used indiscrimi-

nately as synonyms for each other. Careful in-

spection, however, shows that they may be re-

garded as indicating the future of the entire man
—the body to the grave, the spirit to the place of

departed spirits. We, of the present day, some-
times speak of the grave as our place after death,

and sometimes of the world of spirits as our place,

without intending thereby to imply our belief

that they are one and the same. So is language
employed in the book of Job ; and in chap. xvii.

both forms of expression are introduced. Thus,

naturally—and only thus—can the phraseology

employed in Job be reconciled with itself and
with other Suriptures.

* [It ia by no means ci-rtain tliat this p iss ige, Bcc. ix. 10,

is to be regarded as an inspired uiterauce.—E. B. G.],
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B. The New Testiinipnt tciebuiir as to the

distinction between Hades and i^vfjiia or jivri-

fie'wv (tlie grave or sepulchre) is remarkably

clear.

The term, as remarked in the Introduction of

tbisExciirsus, occurs but eleven times in the New
Testament, and in every instance save one it is,

in the English Verson, translated IleU. The ex-

cepted case is in 1 Uor. xv. 65, '-0 grave, where

is thy victory." That in the other instances it

will not benr the translation graoe is evident

upon bare inspection. These are as follows:

"And Ihou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto

Heaven, shalt be brought down to H tdes," JIatt.

xi. 23; "The gates of Hades shall not prevail

against it" (the Church), Malt, xvi. 18; "And
thou, C.ipernaum . . . shalt be thrust down to

Hades," Luke x. 15; "Ant in Hades he (Dives)

lifted up his eyes, being in torment j," Luke xvi.

23; "Thou wilt not leave my soul in Hades,"

Acts ii. 27; " His soul was not left in Hades,"

Acts ii. 31; "I ... have the keys of Hades and

of death," Eev. i. 18; "His name was Death

and Hades followed with him," Rev. vi. 8;
" Death and Hades delivered up the dead that

were in them," R,ev. xx. 13; "Death and

Hades were cast into the lake of fire," Rev.

XX. 14.

The New Testament idea of Hades as distinct

from the grave may be most clearly perceived

in the declaration concerning Dives in Luke xvi.

23 ; and in the didactic teacjing of the Apostle

Peler, Acts ii. 27-31, concerniug the snul of Je-

sus between Hin death and His resurrection. The
Apostle, manifestly, spoke of both the body and

the soul of our Lord (comp. vers. 27 and 31),

asserting that the former did not see corruption

(although it was placed in a sepulchre), and that

the latter was not left in Hades—implying, of

course, that it went to H ides. Unless we adopt

the conclusion that the soul sleeps with the dead

body in the tomb—in the face of the manifest

implicitioris of the Apostle and the whole tenor

of the Word of God— Hades must be distinct

from the lomb. That the soul of Jesus did de-

scend into Hades will, it is believed, more
abundantly appear in the course of this Ex-
cursus.

Reference has been made to one instance in

the New Testament in which the E. V. renders

Hades by grave, viz., 1 Cur. xv. 55. In his com-
ment on this passage, Dr. Hodge writes, in imme-
diate continuance of what lias already been
quoted—" Here where the special reference is to

ttie bodies of men and lo the delivery of them
fvom the power of death, it is properly rendered
i\ie grave. Tlie Apos le is not speaking of the

delivery of souls of men from any intermediate

stale, but of the reilemption of the body " It is

indeed true that the special reference is to tlie

glorification of the body. But does this forbid the

idea that there should be any reference to the soul,

that, in the moment of the body's glorification and
in essential order thereto, re-animates that body ?

If indeed there be, or has been, no place of the

soul's imprisonment, then, of course, there canbe
no reference to such a place

; but if, on the other
hand, there is, or has been, such a place, what
more natural than that, in view of the redemp-
tion of the body, which involves the complete

deliverance of the soul, reference should be

made lo that deliverance?*

From all that has been said, it seems evident

that the New Testament confirm! t!ie teaching

of the 01 1 as to the distinction between Hades
and the literal grave.

II. Hades not Hell reqarded as the Place of
Final Punishment.

There are three opinions concerning Hades
which it is important should be clear y distin-

guished from each other: the tlrst, tliat it is

ilell; the second, that it is the U tseen World

including both Heaven and Hall; the third,

that it is a term having no reference to place,

but indicating merely the state of death. The
first and second of these are often coufounded

together, and the second and third. That, how-

ever, they constitute three essentially distinet

doctrines is evident upon refleotim. It is

designed in this section to show the fallacy of

the first.

1. That Hades cannot be regardel as indi-

cating merely Hell, is manifest from the fact

that it is represented as the dwelling place

(antecedent to the resurrection of Jesus) of all

the righteous dead.

The Patriarch Jacob declared his expectation

of going into Hades, Gen. xxxvii. 3j; Job made
a like declaration, Job xvii. 13; the inspired

David, Ps. xvi. 10, and the righteous llezekiah,

Is. xxxviii. 18, used language which implied

that they entertained a similar expectation.

But the location of the spirits of these wor-

thies in Hades locates all the rest of the right-

eous. Concerning Jacob it is declared, that

upon his deatli he was "gathered uuto his peo-

ple," Gen. xlix. 33. This expres-ion,—and the

remark is also true of the similar phrase,

"gathered unto his fathers,"— is one having

reference to the spirit, and not to tne bodg. That
it is not an t uphuism, as some contend, for

being buried, is evident from three considerations:

(1.) Concerning Jacob it is declared, that "he
gathered up his feet into the bed, and yielded

up the gho.-5t, and was gathered unto his people,"

Gen. xlix. 33. He was "gathered unto his peo-

ple" immediately upon his deaih; but he was
not buried until long after. Gen. 1. 13; (2) Con-

cerning both Abraham, Gen. xxv, 8, 9, and
Isaac, Gen. xxxv. 29, it is declared that they

died, and were gathered unto their people, and
were buried; and (3) To Josiah God declared:

"I will gather tuee unto thy fathers, and thou

ehalt be gathered unto thy grave (I^P.) in

peace," 2 Kings xxii. 20. Manifes ly, being

gathered to one's people (nr fathers) was some-

thing distinct from both death and burial; and,

further, 6'oa! gathered to the fathers man buried.

The expression could have reference only to the

spirit, and indicates the fact that all departed

souls were carried to one place.

It may appe^ir to some that Acts xiii. 36 mili-

* [The preponderance of textual authority, a^ 1h well-

kniiwD, frtvois the reading 6a.va.ri inf-teitd m a6rj. If tliw

reading be correct, the jiasstge iw, ot cour..e, r- m -ved Ironi

ihe field of tlie pr.^sent investigation. In audi rase, how-

ever, it 18 to be observed that, there is noi. a nintflo in-tunc

in the New reHtanient in which ih con ext .-ven Mppi\reutly

favora the rendering of lladea by Ihe {literal) grave.—Ii. B. C]
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tates against the preceding explanation. It is

therein declared, that David "fell on sleep, and
was laid to his fathers, and saw corruption."

The Greek words translated " laid to his fathers
'

'

(TrpoaeriBr] npbg rovg iraripag avTov) are those used
in the Septuagint to translate that oft-recurring

Hebrew phrase which is rendered in the English

Version: "gathered to hia fathers." It must be

acknowledged that in this passage, at first

glance, the phrase seems to be an euphuism for

buried; and this impression is deepened in the

noind of the reader of the English Version by
the improper rendering of irpoaercdrj as laid to,

instead of gathered to. The idea of burial is not

merely suggested, but is directly presented by
the term employed in translation. This is

indeed a possible, though a most unusual, ren-

dering of the verb. In this Septuagintal phrase,

however, it is manifestly excluded by the fact

that in the Septuagint it is the translation of

the Hebrew ']?>', and consequently can have no

meaning that the Hebrew verb has not. Now,
whilst TvpoasTiBri may mean laid to, Hi^X never

has that meaning. The verse properly trans-

lated reads: "David fell asleep, and was
gathered to his fathers, and saw corruption."
This declaration, from bare inspection of it as it

occurs in the New Testament, may mean either,

(1) David died, and his body was buried, and
saw corruption—the reference being only to the

lower nature; or (2) David died, and his spirit

went to the place of departed spirits, and his

body saw corruption—the reference being to the

whole man. Nor is there anything in the con-
text that will enable us to decide which of these

is the correct interpretation. We must be guided
in our determination by the usus loquendi of the

Hebrews. As we have seen that amongst them
that phrase had reference to the spirit, we must
place that meaning upon it when employed by
t)ie Apostle.

The foregoing argument in proof that tho

righteous dead were collected in Hades is fully

borne out by the parable of Dives and Lazarus,
Luke xvi. 19-31. Our Lord does not indeed
directly declare that Lazarus was in Hades

—

concerning Dives only was this declaration made,
ver. 23: "And in Hades he lifted up his eyes,

being in torments." The whole parable, how-
ever, seems to be constructed on the idea that

both were there—though in different compart-
ments thereof. The underlying thought seems
to be that Hades is a world to which the spirits

of all the dead are consigned, having two com-
partments—one of comfort, and the other of

misery—separated by an impassable gulf or

chasm, but within speaking distance of each
other. That our Lord did not intend to repre-

sent Lazarus as in Heaven seems to be evident.

The place of his abode is not styled Heaven,
but Abraham' s bosom; he is not represented as
being carried up to it (the general form of

expression when Heaven is the terminus), he
is simply carried ; it is within speaking distance
of Dives, being separated from ,him only by a
chasm—but Heaven and Hades are represented
as being poles apart : "It is as high as Heaven
—deeper than Hades," Job xi. 8; its central

figure is not God, but Abraham ; God is not

24

there in His glory, nor angels save as ministers
of transportation ; it is not represented as a,

place of perfect bliss—Lazarus is merely com-

forted (vapnKa'kuTai), a term never used in

descriptions of the blessedness of Heaven. The
hypothesis that Jesus contemplated Lazarus as

in Hades not only gives force and consistency
to the whole parable, but is directly in accord-
ance with the natural interpretation of the brief

and scattered teachings of the Old Testament
concerning the abode of the righteous dead.

It presumes that He spoke just as we would sup-

pose that a Jew, acquainted with the sacred

Books of his people, would speak. So natural

is this hypothesis that there have been interpre-

ters who adopted it, and then attempted to explain

our Lord's implied representation of the position

of Lazarus as a mere condescension to Jewish
prejudices !

In view of all the facts, is it possible to resist

the conclusion that in uttering this parable, our

Lord recognized the existence of a Jewish belief

as to the abode of the righteous in accordance

with the natural interpretation of the Old Tes-

tament teachings, and that He also recognized

the correctness of that belief?*

The fact that the pious dead, as well as the

wicked, were in Hades, excludes the idea of its

being, in its entirety. Hell regarded as the place

of final punishment.

III. Hades not the Unseen World including Hea-
ven and Hell.

The dogma now about to be controverted is

to be carefully distinguished from another with

which it is too frequently confounded, and
which will hereafter be considered, viz. that

Hades indicates the state of death. In theviewnow
before us, it is a place; in the other, a condition.

If Hades be the Unseen World

—

a Place

including the places Heaven and Hell, as

Europe includes France and Germany—and if

there be no other place included therein, then

the Hades of the wicked must be Hell, and the

Hades of the rightenus must be Heaven. The
effort will now be made to show that neither of

these subordinate hypotheses is scriptural.

1. Hades, as the present abode of the disembo-

died Spirits of the wicked, is not Hell. Through-

out the Scriptures it is distinguished from the

place of final punishment of devils and men.

In the beginning of this particular investiga-

tion, special attention is called to the fact that

nowhere in the Bible is it said that fallen angels

are in Hades, or that they are to be consigned

thereto. The Lucifer, Is. xiv. 15, spoken of as

"brought down to Hades," was not the fallen

Archangel; but, as we learn from ver. 4 of the

same chapter, the King of Babylon. The word
translated Hell in 2 Pet. ii, 4: "God spared not

angels that sinned, but cast them down to Hell,"

is not Hades. The whole phrase cast them down

to Hell is the translation of the participle rapra-

nuCTof

—

i. e. cast them into Tartarus. Devils

have another place of punishment than Hades,

viz., Tartarus, as in the passage just cited; or

* [The very parable suggests the idea that the phrase

Abraham's hosom might have been a Jewish name lor the

place of departed Saints in Hades,—E. K. C]
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the abyss, as in Luke viii. 31, where the legion

of unclean spirits cast out from the possessed

man in the country of the Gadarenes are repre-

sented as beseeching our Lord " that he would
not command them to go out into the [lifivaanv]

deep," This matter, however, will hereafter be
more fully considered.

In the Old Testament there ia occasionally

and dimly set forth the existence of a place of

darkness and woe other than Hades, viz., Abad-

don (]'^3X), translated in our Version destruc-

tion. Thus Job xxvi. 6, "Hades is naked
before Him, and Abaddon hath no covering;"

Job xxviii. 22, "Abaddon &ui death (n}p)say,

We have heard the fame thereof;" Job xxxi. 12,

"It is a iire that consumeth to Abaddon;" Ps.

Ixxxviii. 12, "Shall thy loving-kindness be
declared in the grave ("13p), or thy faithfulness

in Abaddon?" Prov. xv. 11, "Hades and
Abaddon are ever before the Lord;" Prov.
xxvii. 20, " Hades and Abaddon are never
full."

As we enter the New Testament, we perceive
that what is but dimly adumbrated in the Old,

is therein distinctly decl.ired—though concealed
from the readers of the English Version by infe-

licities of translation.

In Rev. ix. 1-3 an angel to whom was given
the key of the pit of the Abyss (ji <ppiap riji; afiba-

aov—incorrectly translated bottomless pit) opens
the pit whence come out locusts. These locusts

are described, verse 11, as having "a King over
them, who is the Angel of the pit of the Abyss,
whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon,
but in the Greek tongue hath his name Apoll-
yoa." Now, be it remembered that Abaddon
is the name of that place of woe mentioned in

the Old Testament other than Hades—of which
term anCi\ua [Apoleia) is the Septuagint transla-

tion. Does not the name given to this leader
beget, to say the least, the suspicion that either

the pit whence he comes, or the place of woe to

which he is to be consigned, should it prove
other than the pit, may be the Abaddon sha-
dowed forth in the Old Testament?

In Rev. xvii. 8 reference is made to a Beast
that ascends out of the pit of the abyss and who
is to go into perdition {air6Xeia) ; in xix. 20 he ia

represented as being cast "into the (not a) lake
of fire burning with brimstone"—manifestly he
meets his foretold doom, this lake of fire is the
Apoleia, the Abaddon, into which he was to go.

In Rev. XX. 3 Satan is represented as being shut
up in the Abyss for a thousand years; after his
imp-risonment he is loosed again for a little sea-
son, and then, ver. 10, is cast into "the lake of
fire and brimstone where the Beast and the
False Prophet are"—he also is cast into Apo-
leia. Then follows the account of the general
judgment (vers. 11-13), after which (vers. 14,

15) "death and Hades" (or (hose detained by
them) were to be cast into the same lake. This
is declared to be the second death. It seems un-
questionable that this "lake of fire" (Apoleia=
Abaddon), from which ho\,\i Hades , and the pit of
the Abyss seem to be distinguished, as jails from
the penitentiary, is Hell regarded as the place
of the final and everlasting punishment of devils
and ungodly men.

With the instruction thus gathered from the

Apocalypse, agree the teachings elsewhere scat-

tered through the New Testament. It is a well

known fact that there are two words in the

Greek Testament which in the English Version

are rendered Hell

—

Hades and Gehenna. Our
Lord is represented as employing the former of

these only three times—in reference to the hu-

miliation of Capernaum, Matt. xi. 23 ; Luke x.

15; to the deliverance of the Church from its

power. Matt. xvi. 18; and to the imprisonment

of the disembodied spirit of Dives, Luke xvi. 23,

When he uttered His fearful threatenings con-

cerning the casting of both body and soul into

Hell, into unquenchable fire, the term employed by
him was Gehenna; see Matt. v. 22, 29, 30; x. 28;

xviii. 9; xxiii. 16, 33; Mark ix. 43-47; Lukexii.

5. These passages, especially Mark ix. 43,

where Gehenna is described as the place of "the

fire that never shall be quenched," immediately

connect themselves with Matt. xili. 42 and xxv.

41, and show that this place of torment is " the

furnace of fire"—the "everlasting fire prepared

for the Devil and his angels," into which at " the

end of the world"—after the judgment—the

wicked are to be cast. And these passages are

manifestly parallel with Rev. xx. 10-15—"the
furnace of fire" and the "everlasting fire pre-

pared for the Devil and his angels " are "the
lake of fire" into which the Devil and those de-

livered up by Hades for judgment shall be cast.

Directly in line with the teachings thus de-

veloped are those of the Apostles. Peter and
Jude (2 Pet. ii. 4; Jude 6) agree in declaring

that the angels who kept not their first estate

are "reserved in everlasting chains under dark-

ness unto the judgment of the great day." Are
they not in the pit of the aby-^s (with the excep-

tion of those permitted for a season to come
forth with their leader), reserved for that awful

day when, with Satan, they shall be cast into

that "everlasting fire prepared for the Devil and
his angels?" The "everlasting destruction^^

threatened in 2 Thess. i. 9, is to be inflicted

after Jesus has come in flaming fire taking ven-

geance—after His advent for judgment. Until

that time also, when " the Lord cometh with ten

thousand of His saints to execute judgment upon
all," "is reserved the blackness of d;irkness for-

ever " which the Apostle Jude teaches us is re-

served for the ungodly, Jude 11-15. That the

ungodly are in Hades all admit, but they are

not yet in their place of final and everlasting

punishment—they are not yet in Hell.

Another line of thought bearing on this st ecial

subject will now be presented, rather by way of

quesiion than of argument. In view of the use

of apoleia (abaddon) in the Old Testament and in

the Book of Revelation, may there not be some

reference to the place of final punishment when
it is employed by Jesus and His Apostles

—

especially when the article is expressed, as is

frequently the case? Our Lord declares, Matt,

vii. 13, "Broad is the road that leadeth to rrjv

aviskuav. He describes Judas, John xvii. 12, as

" the son of T7)c d'KtAeiaq. The Apostle Paul, 2

Thess. ii. 8, speaks of the revelation of "the son

of r^f oTTuAciaf. See also Rom. ix. 22; Phil. iii.

19; Heb. X. 39; 1 Tim. vi. 9;2Pet.ii, 1,3; iii. 7.

But whatever may be the i'orce of this last con-
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eideration, it seems Impossible to avoid the con-

clusion from those previously presented that

Hades, so far as it is the prison of the ungodly
dead, is not the same as Hell regarded as the

everlasting prison of devils and men ; as before

remarked, it bears to that place of woe a rela-

tion similar to that of the jail to the peniten-

tiary.

2. The Hades of the good is not Heaven.

This is evident from the following considera-

tions :

(1) God, angels, Jesus Christ (save during
the time between His death and resurrection),

are never represented as abiding therein. This
is scarce explicable on the hypothesis that

Hades is a general term for the Unseen World.
It may be said, however, that the term is em-
ployed only in reference to the spirits of de-

ceased men. This answer, it will be observed,
exceedingly limits the hypothesis we are con-
sidering.

(2) Hades, as an entirety, is distinguished

from Heaven. This is done in two distinct

modes, [a) By being placed in antithesis there-

with, as in Job xi. 8, " It is as high as Heaven;
what canst thou do? deeper than Hades; what
canst thou know?" See also Ps. cxxx. 8, Amos
ix. 2. (J) By being localized as beneath the sur-

face of the earth. Thus it is described by the

synonym "nether parts of the earth;" and ap-
proach to it is universally described as a descent

—thus. Num. xvi. 33, Korah and his company are
described as going "down alive into Hades"
through the opening earth.

(3) Not only is the idea of situation beneath

the earth presented when the wicked are spoken
of, but also when the entrance thereinto of the

righteous is described. Not only is it declared
that Eorah and his company "wera< down alive

into (the pit) Hades;" but, also, Jacob ex-
claimed. Gen. xxxvii. 36, "I will go down into

Hades unto my sou." Not only did Saul ask
the witch of Endor "to bring up Samuel," (1
Sam. xxviii. 8), thus testifying to the popular
belief as to the descent of the spirits of the good

;

and not only did the terrified woman exclaim,
(ver. 13) "I saw gods ascending out of the
earth," but the spirit of Samuel (unquestionably
his spirit, raised, not by the incantations of the
woman, but by the power of God) is represented
as saying to the King, (ver. 15) "Why hast
thou disquieted me to bring me up?" Of Elijah
alone of all the Old Testament saints is it said
that he ascended, and of him alone it is said that
he went into Heaven (D'nt?). Unquestionably

the idea of the Hades of the good presented in
the Old Testament, is that of a subterranean place,
distinct from Heaven. In strict accordance with
the usus loquendi of the Old Testament, our Lord
when he referred to His own abiding in Hades
Bpoke of it as remaining "three days and
nights in the AeaWo/«Aeear«A," Matt. xii. 40; and
the Apostle Paul in referring to the same event,
Eph. iv. 9, wrote of Jesus as " descending into
the lower parts of the earth"—but of this here-
after.

(4) That the Hades of the good is not
Heaven, is evident from the fact that it is always
spoken of as a place, at the best, of imperfect

piuess—a place to be delivered from. The
|

pious writer of the xlix. Psalm exclaimed (ver.
15 [16]) "God will redeem my soul from the
power of Hades "—as ofdeliveranoefrom a prison.
David, who had bright visions of a future glory
after he had seen the face of the Deliverer (Ps.
xvii. 15), wrote, not only prophetically concern-
ing the Messiah, but also concerning himself.
Pa. xvi. 10, "Thou wilt not leave my soul in
Hades." In strict accordance with the idea set
forth in these passages that Hades was a prison,
are the words in Hosea xiii. 14, referred to by
the Apostle Paul in 1 Cor. xv. 54, 55, "I will re-
deem them from the hand of Hades, I will ran-
som them from death. death, I will be thy
plagues ; Hades, I will be thy destruction."
Here the separation of soul and body seems to
be set forth by the appropriate term Hin

; the

imprisoned condition of the separated soul, by
the phrase hand of Hades. The promise is of a
deliverance of the soul from its prison, and of a
re-union of soul and body ; or, in other words,
of a resurrection of the body.

David also wrote concerning the Hades to
which he was about to depart, but from which
he was assured that he was in due time to be de-
livered, Ps. vi. 5 (6), "In Hades who shall give
Thee thanks?" Dr. J. A. Alexander in his com-
ment on these words writes: "In Sheol, the
grave, as a general receptacle, here parallel to

death, and like it meaning the unseen world or
state of the dead, who will acknowledge or give
thanks to Thee ? The Hebrew verb denotes that
kind of praise called forth by the experience of

goodness.—This verse does not prove that David
had no belief or expectation of a future state,

nor that the intermediate state is an unconscious
one, but only that in this emergency he looks no
further than the close of life as the appointed
term of thanksgiving and praise. Whatever
might eventually follow, it was certain that his

death would put an end to the praise of God, in

that form and those circumstances to which he
had been accustomed." The last remark is cer-

tainly true; and yet, is it conceivable that David
could have written thus, on the supposition that

the departing spirits of the righteous went im-
mediately to Heaven? Could one about to de-

part immediately to the glorious praises of the

land of glory, have penned, under the inspira-

tion of the Spirit, the words "In Hades who
shall give Thee thanks," on the supposition

either that the Hades of the good was Heaven,
or that the term indicated merely the state of

death? Let one imagine, if possible, the Apostle

Paul thus writing! The very explanation given

by Dr. Alexander, requires that the Hades to

which the Psalmist felt that he was to depart

should have been a place either of unconscious-

ness, or of darkness and gloom. The only escape

from this conclusion is in the hypothesis, not

only that he was not inspired in this utterance,

but also that he was in positive error as to the

condition of departed saints. It is not enough
to suppose that he was in ignorance or doubt as

to his own spiritual condition—as to whether he

was a saint. The implied assertion of the ex-

clamation is universal—"In Hades who shall

give Thee thanks?"
In manifest accordance with the teaching of

the Old Testament on this subject, is that of the
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New. When our Lord referred to the condition

of L\Earu3, Luke xvi. 25, he did not speali of

him as enjoying the fullness of his Father's house,

but as being ^^ comforted
;^'' a term, as before re-

marked, never used in reference to the joys of

Heaven. And when the Apostle Paul spoke of

the condition of the Old Testament worthies, he

makes manifest reference to the incompleteness

of their blessedness antecedent to the Christian

dispensation. He wrote, Heb. xi. 39, 40, " And
these all, having received a, good report through
faith, received not the promise, God having pro-

vided some better thing for us, that they without

us should not be made perfect." Dr. Owen re-

jects this view, affirming, "the Apos(;le treats

not here at all about the difference between one
sort of men and another after death, as is evi-

dent from the very re.i,ding of the Epistle." With
the highest reverence for the memory of that

great man, the writer would remark that the

very reading of the Epistle has led him to the

opposite conclusion. The special section which
includes the words quoted above, begins imme-
diately upon the close of ch. s. 34. In the latter

clause of that verse the Apostle had referred to

the heavenly inheritance of those to whom he
was then writing. The mention of this calls for

a special section in which he may incite them to

faithfulness in order to the obtaining of that in-

heritance. He therefore writes, vers. 35, 36,

"Cast not away, therefore, your confidence,

which hath great recompense of reward; for ye
have need of patience, that, after ye have done
the will of God, ye might receive the promise."
What promise? Manifestly that of the heavenly

inheritance. He then proceeds to set forth the

life of faith, which is in order to this inheri-

tance, by the example of the Old Testament
saints who had lived it in the midst of trials and
afflictions The natural apodosis of the recitals

of chap. xi. would seem to be, 'These all, having
received a good report through faith, having
finished the race set before them, received the

promise;' but not so—"They received not the

promise; God having provided some better thing

for us, that they without us should not be made
perfect." Is it not manifest that the Apostle as-

serts that the old Testament worthies did not
receive their heavenbj inheritance until the Chris-

tian dispensation, and tliat the implied instruc-

tion to Christians is, 'You, who are called to

earthly patience like theirs, run under better

auspices than was vouchsafed to them, even the
sure hope of immediate blessing ?'

(5) The great argument, however, in proof that
the Hades of the righteous ?f?«5 not Heaven, is to

be found in tlie fact of their deliverance there-

from at the Resurrection of our Lord. The con-
sideration of this topic, however, more appro-
priately belongs to the concluding section, in

which the eifort will be m.q,de to establish the af-

firmative proposition that Hades is a place in the
Unseen World distinct from Heaven and Hell.

IV. Hades not the State of Death.

The opinion that Hades indicates (at least

frequently) a state and not a place, is one to a
great extent entertained in Protestant Churches.

This opinion appears to the writer to be un-
supported by a single Scriptural passage, the

context of which requires us to put such an inter-

pretation upon it. The only texts that with ap-
parent plausibility can be cited as teaching this

doctrine are Ps, vi. 5 (6), " In Hades who shall

give Thee thanks?" Isa. xxxviii. 18, "Hades
cannot praise Thee ;" Eccles. ix. 10, " There
is no work, nor device, nor wislom in Hades."
These passages, so far as the immediate contexts
are concerned, are certainly consistent with the
idea now under consideration, even as they are
consistent with the opinion that by Hades the
literal grave is intended. But they are also

consistent with the idea that by the term is re-

presented a place of gloom; and this idea, as we
saw in the preceding section, the spiritual con-
dition of the Psalmist requires us to put upon it.

The opinion, thus unsupported by a single un-
ambiguous Scripture, stands opposed to that vast

muliitude of passages in which Hades is mani-
festly referred to as a place. Many of these
texts have already been quoted, and it is unne-
cessary to re-cite them.
The real grounds of the opinion that Hades

is a state, and not a place, are, as it seems to the
writer, philosophical and theological, and not
exegetioal.

There are those vfhose psychological views
cause them to shrink from any localization of a
pure spirit, and who therefore affirm that Hades
must indicate a state. The same views, it may
be remarked, should lead, and in many cases do
lead, to the affirmation that the terms Heaven
and Hell are indicative, not of places, but of
mere conditions of the soul.

Another ground is what may be styled the
pseudo-scientific. It seems plain that if the lan-
guage of Scripture is to be interpreted normally,
the location of Hades is in the heart of the earth.

There are many who shrink from this opinion as
though it mast be false. Why false ? If Hades
be a place, it must be somewhere; and if some-
where, why not in the centre of the Earth as
well as elsewhere? True science, which con-
fesses its ignorance concerning the internal con-
dition of our globe, can, on this question, neither
affirm nor deny.

Others, still, deny because of their pre-formed
opinion that the righteous Patriarchs did depart
to perfect blessedness. But manifestly if the
Hades of the Old Testament was & place, it was
a place of gloom, even in the case of the pious.
The only refuge from this conclusion is in the

opinion that the term has reference merely to

tlae state of the soul separated from the body.
The main ground of the opinion, however, is,

in the judgment of the writer, the manifest dif-

ficulty of harmonizing those texts in the Old Tes-

tament which speak of righteous Abraham and
.Jacob and David, as being in Hades, with those

in the New Testament, which on the one hand
declare that the righteous are taken to Heaven,
and those which on the other hand declare that

Hades shall be cast into the lake of fire. The
very difficulty naturally suggests the hypothesis

that Hades may be an indefinite term, meaning
sometimes the state of death and sometimes the

place of the lost—an hypothesis, however, utterly

inconsistent with that mass of Scriptures which
require us to define it as signifying a place. It miy
further be remarked that if there are intimations
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in Scripture that, at the Resurrection or Ascen-

sion of our Lord, o. change was made in the

place of abode of the souls of the righteous dead
—that a new place in Heaven was prepared, to

which those who had previously been consigned

to Hades were removed, and to which the souls

of those who now die in the Lord are carried

—

this ground of the hypothesis now contended

against, is removed. The attempt will be made
in the following section to show that there are

such intimations.

V. Hades a Place in the Unseen World distinctfrom
Seaven and Hell.

That Hades is such a place logically follows

if there has been no fatal mistake in any of the

preceding arguments. If it be not the literal

i}rave, nor Hell, nor the Unseen World including

Heaven and Hell, nor the State of Death, then
it must be a third place in the Unseen World.
The truth of this conclusion would at once be in-

validated if a single text of Scripture could be
cited which clearly teaches that there are but
(100 places in the Unseen World. No such text,

however, has been, or, it is believed, can be, ad-

duced. The position of Protestant Theologians
who have denied the existence of a third place,

so far as is known to the writer, never has been
that the Scriptures directly assert that there are

but two places, but that they recognize the ex-

istence of only two. In this view of the state of

the question, the conclusion that the Word of

God does teach the existence of a third place

might be left to the judgment of the reader with-

out further remark.
There is, however, another argument bearing

on the point that should not be omitted, viz. that

arising from the fact that Christ, between the

periods of His death and resurrection, delivered
from Hades a captivity detained therein. If it

be true that our Lord did perform such a work,
then is it evident that Hades is a place distinct

from both Heaven and Hell. The fact that He
did so, the writer believes to be referred to in

several passages of Scripture, and directly

taught in Eph. iv. 8, 9: "When He ascended up
on high. He led captivity captive, and gave gifts

unto men. Now that He ascended, what is it

but that He also descended first into the lower
parts of the Earth."
That the place to which our Lord ascended,

leading "captivity captive" (whatever this

phrase may mean), was Heaven, none deny.
That the place to which He descended was
Hades, and that the "captivity" consisted of

the pious dead, seem to the writer to be the
natural and legitimate meanings of the terms
employed.

That our Lord did at His death go into Hades
(whatever Hades may be) is admitted by all.

But the phrase, in the passage now under con-
sideration, translated "lower parts of the earth"
(to KaTi>Tepa fiepTi Tfjq yf/Q) is, as we saw in Sec-
tion I. of this Excursus, the Greek equivalent
for one of the Hebrew synonyms for Hades.
Is it not natural to conclude that the Apostle
Paul, in using this well-established Old Testa-

ment synonym for Hades, had in his mind the

same fact to which the Apostle Peter referred

when in his Pentecostal sermon he declared

(Acts ii. 31) ; " His soul was not left in Hades?"
It also seems clear to the writer that, in

accordance with Scripture usage, the phrase
"led captivity captive" must have reference to

the deliverance of captured friends. This
phrase, unqualified, occurs but twice in the Old
Testament—once in the Psalm from which the
Apostle quotes it, Ps. Ixviii. 18 ; and again in
the Song of Deborah and Barak, Judges v. 12

:

"Arise, Barak, and lead thy ciptivity captive,

thou son of Ahiooam." Regarded merely as a
phrase, it may mean either of two things: (1)
to lead as prisoners a number of enemies, or (2)
to lead as re-captured a number of friends pre-
viously captured by an enemy. The latter

seems to be its most natural interpretation ;*

and this manifestly is its meaning in Judges v,

12, the only passage in which the context deter-

mines the meaning. It is clearly implied, Judg.
iv. 16, that Barak took no prisoners, in the

words: "All the host of Sisera fell upon the
edge of the sword, and there was not a man
left." The captivily that Barak led captive
must have been captured Israel. As this inter-

pretation is manifestly the meaning of the phrase
in one of the two instances of its occurrence in

the Old Testament, it is but logical to conclude
that it is its meaning in the other also. This
conclusion is strengthened by the considerations,

first, that there is nothing in Ps. Ixviii. to forbid

our putting this interpretation upon it ; and,

secondly, that the Song of Deborah and Barak
was manifestly in the mind of the inspired writer

when he penned the Psalm. This is evident

from a comparison of the two passages of Scrip-

ture.

This, then, is not only the natural, but the

scripturally suggested interpretation of Eph. iv.

8, 9,—that Christ descended into Hades, and
tlien ascended into Heaven (above all Heavens),

leading a multitude whom He had delivered

(captured) from captivity.

As against the interpretation that by "the
lower parts of the earth" the Apostle meant
Hades, Dr. Eadie, in his Commentary on this

Epistle, queries : " Why not use «t!r/c, when it

had been so markedly employed before, had he
wished to give it prominence?" It might be

retorted: Why use "the lower parts of the

earth"—an Old Testament synonym for Hades—
if he meant simply the earth? Hi:j own explana-

tion that by the descent of Christ into " the

lower parts of the earth " ia meant that He was
born in a low condition—"born not under fret-

ted roofs and amidst marble halls," etc., is mani-

festly untenable. The Greek phrase will not

bear that interpretation. Two reasons for the

Apostle's selection of the phrase, however, m.aj

* [The words translated " lead captive a captivity " occur a

third time in the Scriptures, Num. xxi. 1, under circumstances

which show that the captivily consisted of the enemies made
piisoners. At first glance this fact may seem to militate

against the position taken as tn the natural force of the

phraae—a closer examination, however, tend-* rather to con-

firm the view of the writer. The phrase in Num. xxi, 1 is

not the same as that in the other passatres ; it is qtiiUitied by

the introduction of the term 1JHD (" J^a^fe e-jtis) tne whole

clause reads ^^W IJHD 2W'- TWs term limits the cap-

tivity taken by the Canianites to hare been of (Ihe nvmhef

of)Ii«-ael. Its very introduction seems to indicate ttat with-

out it the clause could not have been thus limited.—E. B. C]
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be given—(1) Had he used Hades, the idea of

His life on eai-th would have been obscured; by
the phrase, "lower parts of the earth," not only

is its 0. T. synonym Hades suggested, but also

the idea of a descent to earth and through earth

is preserved. (2) A second reason may be that

on this subject, as on the whole subject of escha-

tology seems to be the case, it was the design of

the Spirit to give an indefinite revelation. A
preceding question of Dr. Eadie appears to the

writer to be without force. This question is

—

"Why, if Hades was intended, should the com-
parative K.aTi)-epo( and not the superlative have
been used?" In answer it may be said that the idea

of the Hebrew is as well expressed by the com-
parative as by the superlative ; and further, to

have written that Christ went into the lowest part

would have implied that He went into the prison

of the wicked—the lowest Hades, which it was
foreign from the intention of the Apostle, most
certainly in this connection, to teach. Another
objection of Dr. Eadie to the view presented in

this Excursus is—"Those who suppose the cap-

tives to be human spirits emancipated from
thraldom by Jesus, may hold the view that Christ

went to hell (?) to free them, but we have seen
that the captives are enemies made prisoners on
the field of battle." On turning to the comment
on the passage referred to, we find that the rea-

son for this opinion is nothing but an unsupported
assertion; be writes: " 'Thou hast led captivity

captive.' The meaning of this idiom seems simply
to be—thou hast mustered or reviewed thy cap-

tives, Judges V. 12." The reference, as is mani-

fest on examination, refutes the assertion,—for

Barak captured no enemies.

The other objections of Dr. Eadie are involved

in the following three presented by Dr. Hodge
in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephe-
sians.

(1) "In the first place, this idea [ihe descensus

ad inferos) is entirely foreign to the meaning of

the passage in the Psalm on which the Apostle
is commenting." With the greatest veneration
for the distinguished and beloved Commentator,
it may be asked; In what respect is it more fo-

reign than the idea adopted by himself? It is to

be observed that there is no expressed reference
in the Psalm to Christ. Dr. Hodge remarks on
Eph. iv. 8: "... Psalm Ixviii. is not Messianic.
It does not refer to the Messiah, but to the tri-

umph of God over His enemies." From this

point of view, manifestly, any idea as to the
terminus ad quern of the Messiah's descent may be
said to be foreign to the meaning of the Psalm;
and from this point of view alone could the cri-

ticism now under consideration have proceeded.
The learned Commentator, however, justifies the
application of the Psalm to Christ on three prin-
ciples which he rightly declares "are applicable
not only to this, but also to many similar pas-
sages." He writes: "The first is the typical
character of the old dispensation. . . . Thus
the Psalm quoted by the Apostle is a history of
the conquests of God over the enemies of His
ancient people, and a prophecy of the conquests
of the Messiah. The second principle applicable
to this and similar oases is the identity of the
Logos or Son manifested in the flesh under the
new dispensation with the manifested Jehovah

of the old oeconomy. . . . There is still a third

principle to be taken into consideration. Many
of the historical and prophetic descriptions of the

Old Testament are not exhausted by any one ap-
plication or fulfillment The predictions

of Isaiah of the redemption of Israel were not

exhausted by the deliverance of the people of God
from the Babylonish captivity, but had a direct

reference to the higher redemption to be effected

by Christ. . . It is, therefore, in perfect accordance
with the whole analogy of Scripture that the

Apostle applies what is said of Jehovah in Psalm
Ixviii. as a conqueror, to the work of the Lord
Jesus, who, as God manifested in the flesh,

ascended on high, leading captivity captive and
giving gifts unto men." It is on the platform

of these manifestly correct principles that Dr.

Hodge declares in his comment on vers. 9, 10:
". . . the Psalmist must be understood as having

included in the scope of his language the most
conspicuous and illustrious of God's condescen-

sions and exaltations. All other comings were
but typical of His coming in the flesh, and all

ascensions were typical of His ascension from the

grave." But is it not evident that, on this plat-

form, what must be understood as having been
"included in the scope" of the Psalmist's lan-

guage, in reference to any Divine descent subse-

quent to the writing of the Psalm, must be de-

termined, not from the language of the Psalm
alone, but from that language in connection with

those Scriptures which describe the descent? If

those subsequent Scriptures teach that the de-

scent was merely to the literal grave, then a de-

scent to the literal grave and an ascent therefrom

are all that can be regarded as included within

that scope ; but if they teach that the descent was
to Hades, then a descent thereto must be under-
stood as included. Dr. Hodge has concluded
from an examination of the New Testament that

Christ's descent was only to the grave; others,

from a similar examination, have concluded that

it was ad inferos. Both these ideas are "foreign"
to the language of the Psalm literally interpre-

ted; that one, however, is to be regarded as

within "the scope" of its language, which the

event, as described by the New Testament
writers, shows to have been within the view of

the inspiring Spirit, who knows the end from the

beginning.

(2) "In the second place," continues Dr.

Hodge, "there (in the Psalm) as here, the only

descent of which the context speaks is opposed

to the ascending to Heaven." This may be freely

admitted—although in point of fact the Psalm does

notspeak of adesceutat all; it merely implies one.

But what was the terminus ad quern of the descent!

This the Psalm does not declare. It can be de-

termined only from the Apostle's comment, who
declares it to have been the lower parts of the earth.

(3) "In the third place this is the opposition

so often expressed in other places and in other

forms of expression." The writer cannot per-

ceive that the position here assumed is sup-

ported by the passages cited. These passages,

with the remarks of the Am. Ed. .upon them,

are as follows: "John iii. 13" ('No man
hath ascended up to Heaven, but He that came

down from Heaven, even the Son of Man who is

in Heaven.') Manifestly there is no allusion
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here to the bodily ascension of our Lord. Jesus

was not, in this passage, prophesying to Nioode-

mus that He was to ascend ; He was giving a rea-

son why He could instruct concerning heavenly
things as no other man could. It was as though
He had said, 'No man hath ascended up to Hea-
ven and thence descended to teach ; only He can
teach you who descended from Heaven, who is

still in Heaven' "John vi. 38" ('I came down
from Heaven'). Most true. But is this inconsis-

tent with his going still further—into Hades?
"John viii. 14" ('I know whence I came and
whither I go'). A. remark similar to the prece-
ding might here be made. "John xvi. 28" ('I

came forth from the Father, and am come into

the world ; again, I leave the world and go to

the Father'). Is there aught here inconsistent

with the idea of His going, before His return,to

the subterranean world? Because, when on
the earth, our Lord spake of a descent from
Heaven, are we debarred from supposing that He
contemplated descending still further to a place

whence also He must ascend?
As before remarked, if the interpretation which

the writer contends is the natural one, viz., that

Christ went into Hades and delivered captives

therein held, be the true one ; then, manifestly.

Hades as the dwelling-place of the pious must
have been a third place in the Unseen World,
and not that World itself in its entirety, nor
Heaven, nor Hell, nor the State of Death.
But whilst the interpretation given by the

writer is the most natural, it is admitted that

other interpretations may be put upon the pas-

sage that has been under discussion. It is not,

therefore, contended that by itself, unsupported
by other Scriptures, it will establish the doc-

trine it apparently presents. That the natural
interpretation is the true one appears from the
facts (1) That the doctrine thereby presented
brings into perfect harmony two apparently dis-

crepant classes of Scriptures; and (2) That it

sheds light on several obscure passages of the

word of God, bringing them, in their natural in-

terpretation and with all their logical implica-

tions, into perfect harmony with each other and
with the rest of revealed truth.

1. As to the former of these facts.

On the one hand, it cannot be denied that the

apparent teaching of many passages of Scrip-

ture, written antecedent to the resurrection of

Christ, is that Hades is a place distinct from
Heaven, to which the souls of the righteous as

well as of the wicked were consigned ; and, on
the other hand, it is clear that all the post-resur-

rection teachings of the word of God are, not

merely that " the souls of believers at their

death do immediately pass into glory," but even
more specific—that they do immediately pass

into Heaven.
It is in place here to consider somewhat at

length the latter class of Scriptures. That the

post-resurrection teachings of the New Testa-

ment are that the souls of believers do immedi-
ately pass into Heaven, is evident from the fol-

lowing considerations:

(1) It is implied in all that is said as to the

souls of believers going, at their death, to the

place where the Lord is, John xiv. 2, 3 ; "I go
to prepare a place for you, and if I go and

prepare a place for you, I will come again
and receive you unto myself, that where I am,
there ye may be also." John xvii. 24, "Father,
I will that they also whom thou hast given me
be with me where I am, that they may behold
my glory." 2 Cor. v. 8, "We are confident, I

say, and willing rather to be absent from the
body and to be present with the Lord." Phil. i.

23, "To depart and be with Christ.'' Now,
Christ is in Heaven—Him "the Heaven must re-
ceive (hold) until the times of the restitution of
all things," Acts iii. 21. Believers therefore, who
are with Christ, must be in Heaven. It is vain
to object to this, that believers in Hades may
be said to be with Christ, since He is everywhere
and He may manifest Himself anywhere.
True. As God, He is everywhere; on earth, in

Hades, in Hell : and He may make a spiritual

manifestation of Himself anywhere. He can-
not, however, make a physical manifestation of

Himself (and it is such a manifestation that the
texts quoted call for) where He is not, and the

Scriptures teach us that He is physically in

Heaven. True, He has power to convey His
human nature anywhere, but the declaration

that *'the Heaven must receive Him until the

times of the restitution of all things," conveys
the assurance that He does not and will not con-
vey Himself to Hades. He is in Heaven ; the souls

of believers are with Him; therefore they are in

Heaven—«'.«., in one of its "many mansions."

(2) The same doctrine is directly taught, or

implied, in such passages as the following: "We
know that if our earthly house of this taberna-

cle were dissolved, we have a building of God, a

house not made with hands, eternal in the Hea-
vens," 2 Cor. v. 1. Whatever this heavenly

house may be (and that question need not now
be discussed) we know that it is in the Heavens.

Those, therefore, who inhabit it, must be in

Heaven, " with the Lord," as we learn from ver.

8; and thus this verse, which directly teaches

that departed believers are in Heaven, by its

contextual arrangement confirms the preceding

argument that those who "are with the Lord"

are in Heaven.

(3) This also is the natural explanation of

the record concerning Stephen. Just before his

execution he saw " the Heavens opened and the

Son of man standing on the right hand of God,"

Acts vii. 56. Shortly after, in the act of dying,

he exclaimed: "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit,"

as though he still gazed on Him whom a short

time before he had been privileged to see at the

right hand of the throne of God, Acts vii. 59.

The implication of the whole passage is that

Jesus, in accordance with His promise—" I will

come again and receive you unto Myself," John

xiv. 2, revealed Himself unto this dying saint as

about to take him info Heaven—to the place in

His Father's house He has prepared for Hij

loved ones—that where He, the Saviour, was,

there might he, the believer, be.

(4) Is not the same also implied in Heb. xii. 22-

24, where, not to seek after the whole meaning,

the teaching seems to be that not only are " the

spirits of just men" now "made perfect"

(comp. xi. 30); but that all such are with an-

gels, and with God the Judge of all, and with

Jesus, in the heavenly Jerusalem.
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In view of all these Scriptures, the doctrine of

the post-resurreotiou teachings of the New Tes-

tament seems to be that the spirits of the just

do, on their death, immediately pass into

Heaven.
This class of Scriptures seems to present a

doctrine in irreconcilable contradiction with

that set forth by the former class, on the as-

sumption that each class presents an original

and constantly enduring fact in God's treatment

of the spirits of the departed dead. In view
of the former class there have been many Pro-
testants, as is well known, who have set at naught
the manifest teachings of the New Testament on

this subject—contending that a soul may be in

the place Hades, and yet with the Lord; and in

view of the latter class, many have utterly ig-

nored the force of Old Testament language, as-

cribing it (on a matter of pure revelation) to an
accommodation to Jewish superstition. Neither
of these positions is consistent with due regard
to the inspiration of the Word of God. The very
conditions of the problem suggest the hypothesis
that, at some time about the period of the Resur-
rection and Ascension of our Lord, there was a
change in the condition of the spirits of the

righteous dead. This hypothesis receives con-
firmation from the fact that it is the natural in-

terpretation of Peter's declaration that Christ,

between His Death and Resurrection, descended
into the place where the Old Testament teaches
us that the departed righteous were; and does it

not spring to the dignity of an established doc-
trine upon the discovery of a text which, taken
in its literal and most natural sense, teaches that

Christ did descend to Hades and thence deliver

those therein confined? The text in Ephesians
taken in its natural sense brings into perfect

and beautiful harmony two apparently conflict-

ing doctrines of the word of God.
2. And more. It sheds light on many de-

tached portions of the Scripture, and brings
them, and all their implications, into full har-
mony with each other, and with the whole body
of revealed truth.

(1) The first of these passages that will be
noticed is John xiv. 2, "In my Father's house
are many mansions; if it were not eo I would
have told you. I go to prepare a place for you."
The implication here is that the future place of

His disciples was not then prepared. This is in-

consistent with the doctrine that the place of the
pious dead has always been in Heaven, or that

Hades continues to be their place. The im-
plication calls for a change in the place of

the pious dead synchronous with our Lord's
Ascension.

(2) A second Scripture is Heb. xi. 40, com-
pared with Heb. xii. 23. These passages occur
in the same section of the Epistle—that which
exhorts believers to patience that they may ob-

tain the promise, i. e., heavenly blessedness. In
the former, the spirits of just men who were not

made perfect (i. e., who did not receive the pro-
mise) until the present dispensation, are spoken
of. In the latter, these same spirits are mani-
festly amongst the spirits of just men made per-
fect. The passage in Ephesians throws beauti-
ful light on both these Scriptures, brings them
into harmony with each other, and into perfect

and enlightening harmony with the whole section

that includes them.

(3) A third passage is the declaration of our

Lord to the dying thief: " This day shalt thou

be with me in Paradise," Luke xxiii. 43; com-
pared (a) with those texts that declare he went
into Hades, and (6) with 2 Cor. xii. 4, and Rev.

ii. 7, which place Paradise in Heaven. The
first comparison would seem to indicate that Pa-

radise was a Jewish name for one of the com-
partments of the place Hades; the second, that

it was a name for Heaven, or one of the many
mansions thereof. If the natural interpretation

of the passage in Ephesians be the true one, then

the apparent discrepancy is at once harmonized;

at least a mode of reconciliation is at once sug-

gested. If Paradise were the name for the abode

of the righteous in Hades, then on their removal

to Heaven, to the new place prepared for them,

the name of their abode might naturally be trans-

ferred to their new home.

(4) The interpretation given to the passage

in Ephesians throws light upon, and is sup-

ported by 1 Pet. iii. 18-22.

The writer is unable to adopt the common
English Protestant view concerning this pas-

sage, viz., that the preachirig mentioned was by
the Holy Spirit through Noah to the Antediluvi-

ans in the flesh, for the following reasons :

a. On this ground the consistency of the whole
passage is destroyed. The Apostle was exhort-

ing believers to the patient endurance of wrong;
and he enforces his exhortation by a reference

to the case of the God-man, Who by His endu-
rance became a benefactor unto others, and won
for Himself a reward of exaltation. Consistency

requires that the preaching should follow the

death.

b. The modern view requires us to regard the
Holy Ghost as indicated by wevpa, notwith-

standing the absence of the article, and the ma-
nifest antithesis between that term and crapf.

c. The use of Trvevfiara in this connection re-

quires that we should regard disembodied spirits

as the objects of the preaching—the disembodied
TTvihfia (the person dead ev cdpKi) preached to

TTvevfj-ara.

d. The collocation of the words roif iv fvlani)

TTveii^aui requires tis to regard the spirits as in

prison when addressed.

e. The term iropevdel^ of ver. 19 is manifestly

parallel with the same term in ver. 22. The
implication of the entire passage is that the same
person first went to the prison, and then went to

Heaven.

/. The position of ttotc forbids this interpre-

tation. Thus Bengel writes: "Si sermo esset

de prseconio per Noe rb aliquando out plane

omilleretur aut prajdicavit conjungereiur."

g. The natural interpretation of the passage,

so far from teaching a doctrine at variance with

other Scriptures, is manifestly in accord with

what is elsewhere taught.

The writer would present the following trans-

lation :
" For Christ also once suffered lor sins,

the just for the unjust, in order that He might
lead us unto God, being put to death as to flesh,

but quickened as to spirit, in which (spirit) also

having journeyed, He preached [eKt/pv^ev= made
proclamation) to the spirits in prison, etc."
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The passage in Ephesians calls for a (jivXan^

in which the spirits of the departed, as captiyea,

were held, to which, after Hia death, Jesus de-

scended, performing a mission of mercy. The
passage under immediate consideration repre-

sents our Lord as, after His death, journeying

to a (frnTMnfj, and there making proclamation to the

prisoners detained therein. The former pas-

sage states nothing as to the mode in which His

mission was executed ; the latter teaches us no-

thing as to the results of the proclamation. But

in the confluent light of the two passages can we
doubt, not only that they have reference to the

same event, but that the mode in which the mis-

sion was executed (at least in part) was
by proclamation, ttnd that at least one result

of that proclamation was the deliverance of

those who had been ransomed by the Lord's

death?
This interpretation does not require, as some

object, that an offer of salvation should have been
made to the departed such as is now made to the

living, that the gospel should have been preached
to them as it is preached to men in the flesh.

The term translated preach is KJ/piiaaa, which
means simply to proclaim as herald. Dr. Mom-
bert, in the Excursus on the Descensus ad In-

feros, published in connection with his trans-

lation of Pronmiiller's Commentary (Lange
Series) on 1 Peter, remarks, "it [KTipliaau) is

never used in the sense of judicial anuounce-
meut, and N. T. usage clothes it with the mean-
ing 'to preach the gospel.' " It is true that it

ia never used to designate /«(?!«'«? announcement,
and that for the sufficient reason that it has re-

ference to heraldic announcement, which is an
essentially different thing. It is also true that

the New Testament (B. V.) usage of the word
preach is almost invariably " to preach the gos-

pel." This however is not the case in reference

to the use of the Oreek word Kripiiaaa, as is evident

from an examination of Mark i. 45 ; v. 20 ; vii. 36

;

Luke viii. 39 ; Acts xv. 21 ; Rom. ii. 21 ; 2 Cor.

iv. 5; Gal. v. 11 ; Rev. v. 2. All that the use

of aypvaau calls for is the proclamation of a fact

or facts. These facts, in the case before us, may
have been the completion of the work of atone-

ment, and the consequent deliverance of those

who had accepted of Christ under the types

of the old ceconomy. Such an announcement
would have been a word of life to those who had
accepted while in the flesh. In this connection

it is proper to remark that if the preaching of the

Gospel to the dead [cvrjyyeXiaBit) of 1 Pet. iv. 6,

has reference to the same event as that recorded
in the passage under immediate consideration, it

would not require us to regard the preaching o*'

the Gospel (glad tidings) as the same as that to

men in the flesh—as an offer of salvation. The
nature of good tidings has respect to the condi-

tion of the hearers. To us, sinners in the flesh,

the offer of salvation through a Redeemer is good
news. To captives in Hades who had already
performed the conditions of salvation, the an-

nouncement of the completion of the atonement
and of deliverance consequent thereupon, would
be glad tidings.

Nor are we forbidden to suppose that the

preaching was to those who had already trusted,

by the fact that all who were the objects of

address are described as "once disobedient"
{aweiSi/aaai. = unbelieving). It is to be care-
fully noted that in this portion of the passage
the Apostle is laboring to set forth the gra-,
cious effects of the sufferings of Christ. He suf'

fered, the just for the unjust, that He might bring
us (the unjust) unto God. It was only consist-

ent that the inspired penman should describe the
Old Testament recipients of His grace as sinners.

It may also be remarked that an objection that

may arise in some mind—siz.. Why should the

Apostle have made special reference to the An-
tediluvians? presses with equal force upon every
conceivable hypothesis of interpretation. Pro-
bably the reason of the special reference was
that it gave opportunity for the presentation of

the Deluge as the type of Baptism. On this point,

however, the writer will not enlarge. He does

not claim that the hypothesis presented by him
explains every difficulty of this most difficult

passage of the Word of God. Probably there

are allusions therein, as in other Scriptures, to

mysteries which will never be understood save

in the light of the world to come.

(5) The passage in Ephesians, in connection

with the one just considered, throws light on
certain expressions in the Old Testament pro-

phecies, especially the following:

Isaiah xliv. 23 : " Sing, ye heavens ; for

the Lord hath done it; shout, ye lower parts of

the earth, etc." Not only does it enable us to

take the phrase lower parts of the earth in its es-

tablished sense, by showing us that Hades might

have cause for rejoicing, but it preserves the

antithesis manifestly presented in the passage.

It enables us to translate Hossa xiii. M (the

first clause) literally, and manifests the beautiful

propriety of the Hebrew term employed: "I
will deliver (not ransom) them from the hand of

Hades." The verb translated, in the English

Version, ransom, is rn3 which followed by [>

as in this case, means (see Gesenius) to let go

free—to set free.

In conclusion of this portion of the Excursus,

it may be said, that the proposed interpretation

of Eph. iv. 8, 9, which, on the one hand, is ma-

nifestly natural; and which, on the other hand,

brings into perfect harmony two apparently con-

flicting classes of Scriptures, and also sheds on

many obscure passages a light that brings them

into harmony with the whole body of revealed

truth—such an interpretation, in the judgment

of the writer, must be regarded as the true one.

And in conclusion of the whole subject, it may
further be remarked, that the passage in Ephe-

sians, interpreted as above, forms the cap-stone

of the complex argument which demonstrates

that the term Hades indicates a Place (and not

a mere state) distinct from the grave, from Hea-

ven, and from Hell; into which the souls of tlie

righteous were conveyed antecedent to the death

of Jesus; but from which they were delivered

on His descent thereto, after the completion of

His sacrifice on earth.—B. R. C]
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[note on the general bbsurrection and
judgment.]

By the American Editor.

[The Resurrection described in this section is

Ihat which ia to take place at the close of the

Millennium—the Eesurreetiou referred to by
the Apostle Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 24, and implied by
our Lord in Matt. xxv. 31. The subjects of this

Resurrection are the unraised of all dispensations

preceding the Millennium (the Tionrol tuv VEKpdv

of ver. 5) ; together with all who shall have lived

in the flesh during, and subsequent to, the Mil-

lennial period—both the good and the bad.

This Resurrection is immediately to precede,

and to be in order to, the General Judgment,
when— (1) the present order of things shall pass

away, 2 Pet. iii. 10-12 ; 1 Cor. xv. 24-28
; (2)

the entire course of human history shall be
made manifest to all, Ecc. xii. 14; Matt. xii. 36;

Luke xii. 2; Rom. ii. 16; 1 Cor. iii. 13; iv. 5;

(3) each (unjudged) individual of the human
race, and each fallen spirit, shall be publicly

acquitted or condemned, Matt. xxv. 31-46;

2 Cor. V. 10; Jude 6, etc.

It is admitted that the majority of the texts

bearing on the subject seem to contemplate but
one future Resurrection and Judgment. Remarks
similar to those on the Future Advent of Christ
(see Note on The Future Advent of Christ, pp.
339 sqq. ) may here be made. The earlier prophe-
eoies of the 0. T. were cast on one plane, appa-
rently contemplating but one Advent, the later pro-
phecies, however, adumbrated two Advents ; which
adumbrations, all now admit, ffw'eshadowed the
reality. So with the prophecies concerning the
Resurrection and Judgment. In the majority
of instances, the prophecies seem to contemplate
but one; there are other declarations, however,
which demand the hypothesis that there are to

be two. (See the Note on The First Resur-
rection, pp. 352 sqq.

)

It may present itself as a difiSculty to some

minds that the Judge described ver. 11 seems to

be God the Father, and not the Son. Alford,

who adopts the view that the phrase tov aad^/Lic-

vov £jr' aiiTov refers to the Father (see chs. iv. 3

;

xxi. 5j, thus comments: "Be it remembered,
that it is the Father who giveth all judgment to

the Son : and though He Himself judgeth no
man, yet He is ever described as present in the

judgment, .and mankind as judged before Him.
We need not find in this view any difficulty or
discrepancy with such passages as Matt. xxv.
31, seeing that our Lord Himself says in ch. iii.

21: 'I . . . am set down with my Father in

His Throne.' Nor need we be surprised at the

sayings of our Lord, such as that in ch. xxi. 6

(6), being uttered by Him that sitteth on the
Throne. That throne is now the throne of God
and of the Lamb, ch. xxii. 1. Comp. also ch.

xxL 22."

It is sometimes objected to the doctrine of a
General Judgment at the close of the present
order of things that it is superfluous, since each
individual is judged as he leaves this world. In
a sense, it is true that each individual is judged
immediately upon death ; and yet, this should
not militate against our reception of the doctrine
of a final and general Judgment, eo clearly
revealed in the word of God. In the first place,

our ideas of what may be right or necessary
should never lead us to set aside a clear revela-
tion. But, secondly, even on the platform of
human reason, such a general Judgment cannot
be regarded as superfluous. The objects of
public trials by human judges are two: first, to

determine the guilt or innocence of the prisoner;
and, second, to make manifest the justice of the
Judge in acquittal or condemnation. The first

of these objects can have no existence where
God is the Judge ; the second, calls for a public
trial before the assembled universe when the
present order of things has reached its conclu-
sion. Then, shall all things be discovered, and
the righteousness of the Judge be made m.anifest
before all created intelligences.—E. R. C]

B.—THE HEAVENLY-EARTHLY, IDEO-REAL PICTURE OP THE NEW WORLD. THE
KINGDOM OF GLORY.

Chap. XXI. 9—XXII. 6.

1. The City of God as the Heavenly Jerusalem.

^
I, ^"l

^^^^^ *'^™® ^^*° ^^ t"™- ^'^*° ™®]' <^°® °f *^® s'5v®ii angels vrhich [that]
had the seven vials [ins. , that were]' full of the seven last plagues, and talked with
me, saying Come hither, I will shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife [wife of the

10 Lamb]. And he carried me away in the [om. the] spirit to a great and high moun-
tain, and shewed me that great [om. that great—ins. the holy] city, the holy [om. the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 9. [Crit. Eds. reject this clause with N. A. B * P., et a?.—E. R ]

J>0 T
•
^' -- ?"* ;*";»''l''

not ."le vials, are, grammatirally, represented as lieinff fult of Ike ptames: the original is Kai

SVer. 9. We g.iya the nudmg rriy viix^rip -niv yvvalKa roi ipnov.
^ '
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11 holy] Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God, having the glory of God

:

and [om. and]* her light [light-giver {<pu)<TT-qp)f was like unto a stone most pre-

12 cious, even like [as to] a jasper stone, clear as crystal ; And [om. And] had
[having] a wall great and high, and had [having] twelve gates, and at the gates

twelve angels, and names written thereon [inscribed], which are the names [or the

13 names]' of the twelve tribes of the children [sons] of Israel : On the east three

gates ; on the north three gates ; on the south three gates ; and on the west three

14 gates. And the wall of the city had [having] twelve foundations, and in [upon]

15 them the [om- the

—

ins. twelve]' names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. And
he that talked [spake] with me had [ins. a measure,]' a golden reed to [om. to

—

ins. that he might] measure the city, and the gates thereof [her gates], and the

16 wall thereof [her wall]. And the city lieth foursquare [four-cornered], and the

[her] length is [lis]' as large [much] as the breadth : and he measured the city with

the reed, [ins. to] twelve thousand furlongs [stadia]. The length and the breadth

17 and the height of it [her] are equal. And he measured the wall thereof [her wall],

[ins. of] a hundred and forty and four cubits, according to [om. according to] the mea-

18 sure of a man, that is, [om. that is,

—

ins. which is that] of the [an] angel. And the

building [structure] of the wall of it [her wall] was o/jasper : and the city was pure

19 gold, like unto clear [pure] glass. And [om. And]'" The foundations of the wall of

the city were garnished [adorned] with all manner of [every] precious stones [stone].

The first foundation was jasper; the second, sapphire; the third, a [om. a] chalce-

20 dony; the fourth, an [om. an] emerald; the fifth, sardonyx; the sixth, sardius;

the seventh, chrysolite ; the eighth, beryl ; the ninth, a [om. a] topaz ;
the tenth,

a [om,. a] chrysoprasus ; the eleventh, a [om. a] jacinth ; the twelfth, an [om. an]

21 amethyst. And the twelve gates were twelve pearls ; every several gate [each one

severally of the gates] was [ins. out] of one pearl : and the street [broad-way

(TrActTsra)]" of the city was pure gold, as it were transparent [translucent] glass.

2. The City of God as the Holy City of all Believing Gentiles.

22 And I saw no [not a] temple therein : for the Lord God Almighty [, the All-

Ruler,"— tres. is the temple of her,] and the Lamb are the temple of it [om. are the

23 temple of it]. And the city had [hath] no need of the sun, neither [nor] of the

moon, to shine in [that they should shine for (yaivwo-ii/)"] it [her] : for the glory

of God did lighten it [lightened her], and the Lamb is the light thereof [and her

24 lamp was the Lamb]. And the nations of them which are saved [om. of them

which are saved]" shall walk in [by means of] the light of it [her light] : and the

kings of the earth do [om. do] bring their glory and honor [om. and honor]'* into

25 it [her]. And the gates of it [her gates] shall not be shut at all by day: for there

26 shall be no night there [for night shall not be there]. And they shall bring the

27 glory and [ins. the] honor of the nations into it [her]. And there shall in no wise

enter into it [her] anything that defileth [om. that defileth—tjw. common], neither

whatsoever worketh abomination, or maheth a lie [and that worketh {or the
_

one

working) abomination and a lie] : but they which [who] are [have been] written

in the Lamb's [om. Lamb's] book of life [ins. of the Lamb].

8. The City of God as the New Universal Paradise— Glorified Nature. [Chap. xxii. 1-5.)

1 And he showed me a pure [om. pure]'* river of water of life, clear [bright] as

2 crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. In the midst of

* Ver. 11. [Crit. Eds. omit the copula with X. A. B*. P.—B. R. C]
^ Ver. 11. [Tii& irae menninE^ of tftiaarrip is tliat which gives Ughi.—E. R. C] „ , /.oen\ '+1, a
« Ver. 12. [The second] oronara is omitted by the Kec. [Lange retains. It ia given by Lach., Tisob. (1859), with A.

B*., Yulg., Ocyp., Sijr., et al. ; it ia omitted by Tisch. (8th Ed.) with X. P- ; i* is bracketed by Alf. and Treg.—B. K. C]
' Ver. 14. [Crit. Bda. give SiItSsKa with N. A. B*. P., Vulg., et ai.—B. R. C]
8 Ver. 15. Codd. A. B*. [X*. P.] gife lii-rpov , _, _ „ ,

» Ver. 16. TaaovTov ecTTiv before 'otrov should be omitted. [So Crit. Eds. with S. A. B*. P., «1 al.—i,. K. L.
|

10 Ver. 19. A. B«. [X*". P.], et al. omit nal.
" Ver. 21. rsee /oo(.»io(e j, chap. xi. 8, p. 231.—E. E. 0.]
12 Ver. 22. [See Adi. Comw.. on chap. i. 8, p. 93.—B. R. C]
'3 Ver. 23. CoM. \.B*. [Hi^.V.}. et al., omit iv after 4)a.ii'u,<Tiy.

" Ver. 24. The Rec. gives Kai Ta Jfli/r) rir o-iofofieViuK ; a reatliuK concocted, most probably, in explanation ol the word

•Spi). [Tmv o-iofonei'iov is omitted by X- A. B*. P., Vulg., Cop., Syr., Mill-, et oi—B. R. <\] ..... t> , ,
16 Ver. 24. The Kec. adds ««i rijv Tijt^r. [This clause is given in B*., Vulg., Cap., Syr.; but is omitted in X. A. f., et al.

i« Chap. xxii. 1. KaSapdv is unauthorized. [It does not appear in X- A. B*. P., Vulg., Cop., Syr., Mh.—'E. R. C]
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the street of it [her broad-way], and on either side lorn, on either side] of the river

[ins. , on this side and on that side,"] was there the \_om. there the

—

ins. a] tree of life,

which bare [bearing] twelve manner of [o?w. manner o/] fruits, and [om. and]

yielded her fruit every month [according to each month yielding its fruit] : and

3 the leaves of the tree tvere [are] for the healing of the nations. And there shall

be no more curse [And nothing cursed'" shall be any more'^] : but [and] the throne

of God and of the Lamb shall be in it [her] ; and his servants (Suui.ot') shall serve

4 {XaTp£0(Tou<nv) him : and they shall see his face ; and his name shall be in [upon]

5 their foreheads. And there shall be no night there^ [and night shall not be any
more"] ; and they [im. have (or shall have) no]^' need no candle \_om. no candle

—

Mw. of light^^ of lamp], neither [om. neither

—

mis. and of] light of the [om. the]

sun ; for [because] the Lord God giveth them light [shall shine upon them]^'

:

and they shall reign for ever and ever [into the ages of the ages].

" Ver. 2. Kal ejceZQev. [Crit. Eds. read evTev9ev koX UelOev with A. B*., et al.—E. R. C]
18 Ver. 3. KaTaSe/ici ; comp. Belitzsch, p. 51, [Crit. Eds. ao read with X". A. B*. P.—E. E. C]
» Ver. 8. [Crit. Eds. give the reading eVrai Iri with K. A. P.—E. E. C]
20 Ver. 5. 'E«et is unfounded.
21 Ver. 6. 'Eti is supported by X- A., «( of. ; Tischendorf [1859] omits with B*. [but gives it in the 8th Ed. with X- A. P.

—E. E. C]
22 Ver. 5. Tischendorf [1859], with B*., gives ov XP^*-^^ ^.^ which differs from the readings of Lachmann and the Kec.

[Lach. and Alf. read oux H^ovo-lv ^p^iav with A., Vulg. ; Tisch (8th Ed.) and Treg. give ouk exouo-ii' xpet'oi- with X-, Mempli.,
Syr.; P. also gives exouo-tc—E. R. C]

23 Ver. 6. [Lach., Alf., Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.) give c^cutoi with X- A., Vulg., et al. ; Tisch. (1869) omitted with B.* P.—
E. E. C]

24 Ver. 5. We give the reading [i(io)Ti«i] eir" auTov!. [So read Alf.. Treg., Tisch. (8th Ed.); i))iuTiei with N. B.*; ew'

awTous with X. A. Lach. gives (/juTiaet with A. P. 'Ejt' is omitted by B*. P.—E. E. C]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEW.
As one of the Angels of Anger, or of the

Vials of Anger, showed the Seer the wicked
world-city under the figure of the Harlot, so it

is now again one of the same Angels who shows
the Seer the City of God under the name of the
adorned Bride. And it seems as if the Spirit of

prophecy would hereby illustrate the fact that

the anger of God is a flame, divisible into the
lightning of righteousness and the light of love.

The great vision-picture which the Angel ex-
hibits to the contemplation of the Seer, after

transporting him to a great and high mountain,
the lofty stand-point of a perfected gaze into the

region of perfection, is, primarily, the appear-
ance of the new creation, the glorified world of
eternal being, which has taken the place of the
first creation, the world of temporal becoming.

It is, in the next place, that perfected union be-

tween Heaven and earth with which the antithe-

sis of life between Heaven and earth, as in ac-

cordance with Gen. i., has become the antithesis

of a perfected spiritual communion in love. Even
this antithesis, the plastic image of religion,

finds its fulfillment here. Heaven has assumed
the full, fresh, warm and home-like aspect of a
familiar and attractive earth ; earth is radiant
in the heavenly glory of that Throne of God
which has now become visible. The new crea-
tion is, further, also the new universal Paradise,
which has bloomed from the seed of the first

Paradise, buried in the soil of the world's his-

tory. On this very account this new world is no
less the realization of the Great City of God,
which, first in the camp of Israel and again in

the city of Jerusalem, in typical fore-exhibition
became a subject of human admiration, longing
and hope, and which was subsequently heralded
from afar iu so many New Testament preludes.

But its most glorious name is contained in the

title of The Bride; for thereby not only the su-

premacy of personal life in this new world, not

only the perfect unanimity of all blessed spirits,

not only their perfect receptivity for the entire

self-communication of God, are expressed, but

also their Divine dignity, liberty and blessedness

in love.

We find in the grand transfiguration-picture

of the vision a trilogy, the elements of which
are distinctly present even in the Gospel of

John: u. Transfiguration of the Theocracy, re-

presented by the heavenly Jerusalem (vers.

9-21) ; b. Transfiguration of the believing Gen-
tile world or the universal new humanity (vers.

22-27) ; c. Transfiguration of all nature, or the

appearance of the new Paradise (ch. xxii. 1-5).

The first section justly forms the foundation of

the whole, and is therefore the most detailed

;

it, again, divides into three parts.

The first part of the first section exhibits the

holiness of the City of God. In theDoxa of God,

or the Shekinah, which diffuses its radiance
over the whole City, because it is omnipresent
throughout it, the Holy of holies is reflected

(ver. 11).* In the hi.gh wall of the City, the

economical barrier of the Theocracy is re-

flected ; and the true spirit of that barrier, de-

signed, as it was, to mediate salvation to the

whole world, finds its expression in the twelve

gates, at which Angels are posted, symbolical

here, doubtless, of true messengers of salvation ;

for the gates are open by threes toward all the

four quarters of the world. Thus a two-fold

eti'ect of holiness is expressed—repulsion of

everything unholy by the wall—free ingress for

all that tends to holiness, by the gates (vers.

12-14).

The second part gives, in the magnitude of the

City, an image of the magnitude of the King-

* [See aMUional cirmment on chap. xxi. 22, p. 387.—E.B.C.]
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dom of God (vers. 15-17). This magnitude is

exhibited throughout in forms of perfection.

The City has the form of a perfect cube, like the

Holy of holies, and appears in this equality of

measurement as an expression of the perfect

heavenly world.

The third part of the first section unfolds the

riches of the City of God in splendor consisting

of the most precious materials ; these riches,

as ideal and spirit-clarified, being exhibited
through the medium of precious stones, pearls

and shining gold (vers. 18-21).

The second section, likewise, is divisible into

three parts. The first part is expressive of the

absolute spirituality of the new cullus. Since
the City has itself become h, Holy of holies, a
Temple within it would, in comparison with
itself, seem like a thing of inferior sanctity—^a

remnant of the old world. Nevertheless, it hag
a spiritual Temple which surpasses even the

City. God, as the All-Ruler, is the infinitude

of this Temple ; the Lamb is the present defini-

tude of it (vers. 22, 23). The second part of

the second section characterizes the City as the
great, universal, holy World-City, the City of all

redeemed nations and kings, the City of sancti-

fied humanity and of all its moral and eternal
properties, yea, the City of the whole heavenly
spirit-world and of the eternal radiance of day
(vers. 24-26). The third part represents the

separation between the sanctified heathen-world
and true heathenism throughout the world, here
portrayed by the three characteristics : com-
monness (bestiality), abominableness (transgres-

sion against nature), and falsehood (embracing
both the former attributes). There is no longer
any question of persons here ; they have become
neutra through the obliteration of their perso-
nality in their vileness (rar. 27). The Lamb's
Book of Life has, from the beginning, com-
prehended this universality of the sphere of

salvation.

The third leading section is an unmistakable
antitype of the first Paradise. Its general
character consists in the fact that all its holiness
[^Heiligkeif] has become pure health [Heil] and
health-productiveness l^HeilswirkutiffJ—an infi-

nitely multiplied life-creating, life-renewing and
life-preserving Divine life-power. The river of
life forms the first fundamental feature. It does
not issue merely from an Eden, or land of de-
light, such as encircled the first Paradise (Gen.
ii.) ; nor does it flow merely from the new
Temple of Jehovah, like Ezekiel's river of salva-
tion [or healing], (Ezek. xlvii.) ; it pours forth
from the throne of God and of the Lamb (Rev. xxii.

1). The second fundamental feature is formed
by the trees of life which are on both sides of
the river, making an avenue with an intermina-
ble perspective ; fruit-trees of life, so intensively
salutiferoua that they bear new fruits every
month, and that even their leaves serve for the
healing {SepaKs'ia) of the heathen [nations]. So
absolute is the health-bringing operation of the
trees of life in the City, that in this new Para-
dise nothing banned can arise—much less shall
the new humanity here itself be banned, as were
its first parents, through the deceit of the ser-
pent and Satan, in the first Paradise (vers. 2,

3). In the third fundamental feature, the eritis

sicut deus is fulfilled in a Divine sense. That
which Adam would fain have become, that
which he lost in the path of impatience and si >,

is now regained in the path of redemption and
infinite patience. Now, it is the blessedness of
all, that they serve \_dienen'] God as His servants
[Knechte'j whilst they see His face as His blessed
children, and are able to look upon His face
without being terrified like Adam. Again, this
blessed relation has become an eternal condi-
tion ; their holiness has the character indelehilis,

the indestructible fixedness of true priests o('

God.* Whilst the abolition of night is again
announced here, as ch. xxi. 25, the announce-
ment has here a new significance. In ch. xxi.,

the reference is to the day of the ble»sed in a.

predominantly spiritual aspect and considered
in the abstract; here, however, the unfadingness
of this day is intended, pre-eminently, in the
sense of the eternal day of the glorified world.
That, therefore, which is expressed by the name
of God on the foreheads of the blessed—viz.., imper-
ishable knowledge of God and conseorateness
to God—is supplemented by this declaration.

Never again does night come to them, nor any
deficiency of light, for God Himself shineili upon
them for ever. This, again, is the eternal

basis upon which they shall reign as kings, in

and with the governance of God, in union with
His will, and as organs of His will, eternally

free in Him from all the world, for all the world,

into the seons of the icons.

The magnificence of the entire picture of the

new creation, a magnificence which strikes the

taste of ordinary humanism as so peculiar, at-

tains for us its entire significance when we look

at it in connection with the whole of Sacred
Writ—especially that of the Old Testament—as

the lofty corona upon the stem of all Biblical

typicisra.

Our vision, then, is primarily the picture o(

the consummation and fulfillment of the whole
Theocracy.
The revelation of salvation came down from

Heaven in many individual items—in voices, in

angels, in Theophanies, and lastly in Christ.

The fulfillment finally consists in the descent of

the entire City of God from Heaven.

The Congregation of God, called into life by
the revelation of salvation, was from the begin-

ning destined to be the Bride of God. Now, it is

perfected in this destiny.

The high Mountain, upon which the City of

God is situate, was prepared by Mount Zion, and
imported the wide, overtowering and firm order

and might of the Divine Kingdom. Now, this

Mountain of the eternal order and fastness of

God, in spirit beheld by the Prophets (Is. ii. 2
;

Ezek. xl. 2), towers over the whole vporld.

The eiig of Jerusalem, after its building and

consecration as the royal residence and Temple-

city, inherited the ancient typical honors of the

previous cities of God, from the camp-city in the

wilderness to Shiloh. It was tlie residence of the

Jehovah cultus and of the theocratic constitu-

tion. Now, its archetype exists in visible pre-

sence—the City in which cultus and culture, in

their perfection, have attained their complete

union.

* [See addUional comment on ch. xxii. 3, p. 388.—E. R. C.j
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The glory of God, the Shekinah, manifested

itself of old only in transient appearancea. The
central place of its manifestations was the Holy
of holies. Now it spreads, in eternal radiance,

over the whole City of God.*
It was formerly exhibited through typical

mediums, through visional angelic forms,

through the pillars of cloud and of fire, through
the cherubim. Now it beams forth from a per-

manent nucleus of light (J'aaT^p). The Parousia

of Christ is the Epiphany of God, in brilliancy

like the most precious jewel.

Israel, in order to the securement of its holy

destiny, was encircled by a hedge, which was
designed to separate from it every common
thing of heathenism [or the Gentile nations],

and by this very process to mediate the future

bringing again of the Gentiles through the bles-

sing of Abraham. This barrier—first, theocra-

tic law—then, churchly confession—here appears
ideally realized in the high wall, which, by
means of its insurniountableness, excludes
everything common, and by means of its twelve

gales, kept by Angels, invites and receives all

that is akin to God, i. e., all that is akin to God
in the twelve-fold character-form of the Twelve

Tribes of Israel.

The Tribes of Israel were designed to repre-
sent in theocratic ground-forms, the fullness of

the diflterent human dispositions for the Kingdom
of God. These ground-forms are now all ful-

filled in the perfecting of the spiritual Israel.

Therefore, the gates are adorned with the names
of the Tribes of Israel; thoy are indicative of the
ground-forms of the people of God in the inte-

rior of the City, as well as of the ground-forms
of the people of God entering into the City of
God from all the quarters of the world.

In so far as the restoration of the people of Israel

itself is concerned, a restoration of its kernel, on the

platform ofperfect Christian equality and liberty, is

simply expressed ivith the typical import of its Tribes ;

any renewal, however, of Old Testament legal prero-
gatives is precluded by this same typical import.
The same remark applies to the description of the

Sealed (chap. vii.). The sealed ones would not be

called after Israel, if Israel were not to form a dy-
namical power amongst them; the same sealed ones
would preclude the idea of elect Oentiles, if they were
not to be typically understood.

The gates of the cities of Israel, especially
Zion, were, even under the Old Covenant, open
to the stranger, if he left his heathen practices
without. They became the symbols of ingress
into the holy City, into the sanctuary, into the
fellowship of the saints (Ps. c. 4), as well as the
symbols of egress, in order to the conversion of
the world (Isa. Ixii. 10), and in order to the
bringing in of the King of Glory through its

gates (Ps. xxiv, 7; comp. Gen. xxii. 17 [Comm.,
p. 468, Am. Ed.]).—The new City of God has
twelve of these gates, in accordance with the
sacred number of completeness. She is lacking
in no gate of ingress or of egress.

The stone at Bethel on which .Jacob slept when
a wanderer, and where he beheld, in a dream,
the heavenly ladder, was consecrated as a monu-
ment and altar; the prelude of the foundation

* [See additional comment on ch. xxi. 22, p. 387.—E. R. C]

stones of the House of God (Bethel, Gen. xxii.

22), and of Christ the Corner Stone (Ps. cxviii.

22; Isa. xxviii. 16; Eph. ii. 20). This stone is,

in the consummation, divided again into the

twelve foundation stones of the wall of the holy
City, marked with the names of the Twelve

The ground-forms of Christ's mission to the

world, the Twelve Apostles, denote, as Apostles

of the Lamb, also the ground- forms of the world-
conquering cross, and, as such, the foundations
of the City of God.

Sacred measure has, in the history of the

Temple, an import similar to that possessed, in

the Greek view of the world, by the Platonic

Idea or the Aristotelian Form; except that the
first unitously represents both the latter in the

form of practical energy, as real power (Wisd.

xi. 20; corap. the Pythagorean system; Job
xxviii. 2-5-27; Isa. xl. 12).—This jiower of Ideal

Form pervades, in perfect supremacy, all the'

parts of the City of God,—the City and its gates
and its walls.

The form of the perfect geometric square or

cube was the form of the Holy of holies. Now,
this same form appears as the symmetry of the

City of God. Of old, the Holy of holies was a
well-nigh inaccessible sanctuary, guarded by
terrors. Here, the great City of God has become
a manifest and open Holy of holies.

The magnitude of the City exhibits it, in its

length and breadth, as a World-Cily; in iis

height, as a Heaven-City.—As the corona of the

Temple, the City is the phenomenal image of the

Kingdom of God, and thus, at the same time, of
the glorified universe.
The holy wall which, as a theocratic and a

churchly barrier, is an odium of all philosophy
of wildness, commonness and indiscipline—here
appears in its consummation, built of the mate-
rial of the most precious jewel, a fact recog-
nized afar off by the Spirit of Prophecy (Isa.

liv. 11).

The covering of the Ark of the Covenant , which
was, so to speak, the most Holy in the Holy of

holies, was of pure gold (Ex. xxxvii. 6). Now,
the whole City is constructed of pure gold so

pure that it glitters like crystal. The City is

thus, in an unapproachable exaltedness of

thought, signalized as God's Sanctuary.
The jewels worn by the High Priest in hia

breast-plate, were significant of the idiocrasies,

the charismatic aptitudes of the Tribes of Israel;

of their value, spiritual and afFeotiona), for the

heart of God, Whom the High Priest represented.
Such a Divine heart-affection, in the perfection

of the ground-forms of human ch,arisms, is now
reflected in all the jewels which form the foun-

dation-stones of the City-wall. The whole City

is founded, as it were, upon the breast-plate of

the real High Priest.

As the precious stone was early constituted a

symbol of a personal life, consecrate to God, so

the pearl was made a symbol of Divine vital wis-

dom, of that piety which is concentrated in the

knowledge or the righteousness of faith. Thus
the value of wisdom exceeds that of pearls (Job
xxviii. 18; Prov. iii. 15, [viii. 11]) ;* wisdom,

* [In Job, 7.C., the G.V.reads: "Ramothaiid Gabisare not
tho'jj^ht of. Wisdom is of higher value than pearla." In the
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however, is also symbolized by pearls and is di-

vided, in its individual traits, into a plurality

of pearls (Matt. vii. 6), whilst, in its consummate
spiritual phase, it is concentrated in the One
Pearl of great price, whose value surpasses that

of all single pearls (Matt. xiii. 46). But how
does the pearl enter into a relation to the gate ?

In Isaiah liv. 12, we read (in accordance with De
Wette's translation): "I make thy battlements

of rubies and thy gates of carbuncles (?) and
thy whole circuit of costly (precious) stones."

The Septuagint distinguishes jasper for the
battlements or parapets, crystals for the

gates, precious stones for the walls. As the
Stone for the gates, mpX, is one that does not

elsewhere appear, and takes its name from
the radiance of fire, but is assuredly not a car-

buncle, if it be true that the ruby is of like

significance with the carbuncle, we might sup-

pose that John apprehended it as a pearl. The
generation of the pearl from a wound in the

pearl-oyster, its lodgment in the deep, the rarity

and difficulty of obtaining it, are obvious sym-
bolical motives for the use of it. The subsistence

of each gate in one pearl is a speaking image of

that heavenly simplicity which alone finds en-

trance to the eternal City of God.
In the golden pavement of the streets of the

City, the gold of the buildings is raised to an
even higher power. Gold like translucent crys-

tal. How far is it from the streets of Jerusalem
—consecrated though they were—through Chris-
tian city streets and alleys—in which morals
and cultivation often, even to this day, carry
on a conSict with barbarism—to this goal

!

Here the lanes and streets are clean ; the citizens

walk on a pavement of gold, eternally clear and
bright as a mirror.
The points which have reference to the per-

fection of the Theocracy, are followed by the

fundamental features of the perfected, believing
Gentile world.

As the most pious of the heathen discovered
lively signs and traces of the Unknown God, not
in their temples, but outside of these, and as the
worship of God in spirit and in truth has in all

time formed a contrast to the purely local wor-
ship on Gerizim and in .Jerusalem, so, in accord,
anoe with these preludes, a perfect cousciousness
of the omnipresence of God in His Spirit has
been formed. The obscure feeling of God's om-
nipresence has continually developed more and
more, both outside of the revelation of salvation
and within it (comp. Gen. xxviii. 16 and Psalm
cxxxix. 7sqq.). Here this feeling is exchanged
for the constant contemplation of the presence
of God, or, rather, for the perfect manifestation
of God.

The universal natural revelation of God (Rom.
i. 20) was always, for the heathen, in respect of
its fundamental traits, a revelation through the
medium, particularly, of the great celestial

lights—the sun and the moon. This revelation
is now restored and perfected—sun and moon
are outshone by the glory of the Lord. In the

spiritual radiance which proceeds from God,
through Christ His Light-bearer, the lights of

two pasBageg in Proverbs above cited, the word which the
E. V. renders rubies, is, in the G. V., translated pearU.- -Tr.]

Heaven seem, as such, to vanish, because they
are for the first time efi'eotual in Him in their
full import.

The heathen [or Gentiles'] have, in the light
of salvation, become miiions in the purest sense,—types of peoples, which, in their sanctified idio-
crasiea, conjoin to form the Kingdom of God.
In the blessing of Noah, the first sketch of the va-
riant destinations of the tribes of man appeared;
at the foot of the tower of Babel, mankind was
divided into gentilisms. The higher charismatic
destination of humanity was, however, not only ty-

pically symbolized by the Twelve Tribes of Israel
and expressed by the idea of the seventy nations
and the number of the seventy disciples, but,
moreover, it was the constant task of the Chris-
tian Church to work out, from the heathen con-
fusion of peoples, the one people of God; but
also, however, to work out from the one Christen-
dom the heavenly family of peoples. Here, this

heavenly family has attained a visible existence.
The nations walk through the light-stream of the
Kingdom of God as though they were bi thing
themselves therein.

Again, that which has ever been reprepented
by kings—that of which bad kings were signifi-

cant as symbolical figures, and which good
kings, heroes, approximately realized, in com-
pany with the kingly spirits who ruled right
royally, though possessing neither crown nor
sceptre (Matt. v. 19), potentiated men, as cen-
tral points of the social organization of humanity
—is likewise now fulfilled. The kings of the earth

bring all the glory of the earth, their possessions
brought under the service of spirit, into the City
of God (Isa. xlix. 23; Ix. 16).

Furthermore, the security which man has now
and then enjoyed under the protection of the

law, in circles of civilization and on the heights

of peace, in the bright day-time in antithesis to

the night-time, has always been promoted by the

Kingdom of God. Here, at last, in the consum-
mation, the "superb repose of Heaven" pre-

vails, secured by the light of eternal day, in the

region of eternal sunshine. The gates ot the City

of God are not shut, because the day-time is per-

manent.
As the entire net value of the good things of

earth is appropriated to the City of God, so also

is the entire net value of humanity, in the glory

of the peoples, their manifold and various gifts,

the whole treasure of human culture. Israel

was chosen to be the people of God, in order

that it might make the peoples appear again as

peoples, in the blessing of Abraham. It is the

task of Christianity to this day to take away the

covering of sin, of national corruption, from the

beauty of the peoples (Isa. xxv. 7). Here is the

fulfillment. In contemplating the one glory of

Christ, they all come forth in their glory—the

treasure, the harvest of God, the triumphal

spoils of Christ.

Keal heathenism, however, such as disfigured

even Judaism (see Rom. ii.), is then elimi-

nated forever from the pure Church of God.

Its characteristics are com7nonness [or pro-

faneness, as opposed to consecrateness to God],

rudeness, and uncultivation, on the one hand,

and, on the other, abomination, transgression

against nature, including the perverted forms
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of mis-culture and oyer-culture ; and the

common ground-tone is falsehood—the falsifica-

tion of the high and holy reality of God, the

production of mask-like shadows, which in part

appear as rude caricatures of reality, in part as

caricatures which ape heauty and holiness. At
this process of elimination, humanity, in its

higher tendency, has labored, by Jewish laws
of purification, Grueco-Roman justice and police,

and by the Christian administration of the

keys [ScMiisselamf], often amid great and gross

distortions of the idea of the ban. Here, how-
ever, the City of God has attained to an eternal

power of purity, in which, with twelve open
gates, it still, in dynamical operation, for ever
keeps everything common or ban-laden afar off.

As the circle of the Theocracy is surrounded
by the circle of holy humanity, so the latter is

surrounded by the circle of glorified nature.
Paradise was lost. Lost, however, only as to

its visible appearance, and to the world. The
grace of God secured the seed of Paradise, and
Christ regained that seed for humanity. It lay
under the snow, it burst forth again in foreto-

kens and signs in the Promised Land and in

Christian civilization.—Here, Paradise is extant
again, and how it has grown under the snow

!

The mysterious garden in Eden has become a
glorified universe.

Yonder river of Paradise went out from
Eden, the land of delight, and divided into the
main rivers of earth. How soon it gathered
earthly hues and fell under the doom of transi-
toriness ! And even in Paradise it was no
river of life. Gradually, indeed, a fountain of
salvation burst forth in humanity—burst forth
out of the depths, out of the rock of salvation
(Ps. xlvi. 5 ; Is. xii. 3 ; Jer. ii. 13, et al.), being
prefigured by the wells of the Patriarchs and
the wells of the desert ( Ex. xv. 27, et al.). Gradu-
ally, also, sacred brooks and rivers, Shiloah and
Jordan, became streams of blessing, and a great
river of life was predicted by Ezekiel.—But
here, the mighty, shining river of life bursts
forth ; it comes from the throne of Oodandof the

Lamb, having, even in this present life, been he-
ralded and opened as a fountain (John iv. 7) ;

it abides pure as crystal, it pours forth into in-

finitude through its one deep channel, and is

adorned on either side with trees of life.

The one tree of life in Paradise speedily van-
ished, like a figure in a dream, a celeslSal appa-
rition. Here it is again. It has become an end-
less avenue, a glorious grove, and in the plente-
ousness of its fruits and the healing virtue of its

leaves a power of life is expressed which far ex-
ceeds all the conceptions of mortal pilgrims. It

is the view of a nature completely elevated to

the service of spirit, love and life.

Whilst there is here another reference to the
fact that nothing banned [™r«eci] has existence in
the City, this is cert.ainly not a repetition of the
idea set forth in ch. xxi. 27. We are rather re-
minded, within the domain of glorified nature,
that, by virtue of patriarchal custom and Mo-
saic food-laws, a rigorous ban rested upon a
large portion of nature. Christianity paved the
way for the acknowledgment that every crea-
ture of God is clean that is (and can be) parta-
ken of with thanksgiving. Here, there shall

evermore be nothing banned (literally, set aside,

Kard^sfia, a term which it has been deemed ne-
cessary to interpret into Karavd&e/ia, leaving out
of consideration the textual reference). Paradise
itself, in whose first rudiment God did, of old,

but walk in mysterious appearances, has become
a throne of God and of the Lamb. The Word
once became fiesh, that all nature might be
spiritualized.

And because there is question here of the holy
tillage of the eternal garden, as Adam was
called to till the garden of Paradise, and because
the task of tilling the field was resumed by the

Theocracy and by civilization, Christianity next
mediating the holy cultivation of the earth, the
sons of God can here once more appear in ibe

most dignified form. But as they shall serve

[dieneni their God as His active servants

\_Kneohte'\, so they shall rest in the contemplation
of His face and bear His name on their foreheads
as a people of high -priests, being ever newly
energized by Him through the contemplation of
His glory (1 John iii. 2).

And whilst the cessation of the mght-time is

again mentioned here, as in ch. xxii. 28, 26, let

us recollect that even this semblance of tauto-

logy is done away with by a discrimination of
the fact that in ch. xxi. the reference was to

glorified humanity, but here it is to glorified

Nature. The night side of Nature, diminished
by the most manifold torches, lights and inven-
tions for the obtaining of light, is here abolished.
And because God will Himself be the eternal

Day-Light of the blessed, they need no more be
continually sinking back into the bosom of night.

Even under the Old Covenant, the prelude of a
holy spirit-life, often emblematized by festal il-

luminations, flashed through the night-times of

nature. The holy birth-night [ Weihnacht—
Christmas] of Christ laid the foundation for the
bringing in of eternal day. The Holy Supper
became the pre-celebration of the morning of
that day. As Christianity is in constant com-
bat with ethical night, so Christendom is in con-
stant combat with the uncomfortable features
and distresses of physical night. Here, the
eternal i)ay has dawned in the presence of God;
therefore do the blessed reiyn,—royally free,

without ever losing their consciousness in nigbt,

—

into the seons of the seons.

EXPLANATIONS IN DETAIL.
Ch. xxi. 9. Comp. ch. xvii. 1. Ewald and

Diisterdieck have also pointed out the contrast
of our passage to that cited, which is couched
in similar terms. The Bride.—On the change
of designations, see Diisterd., p. 565.

Ver. 10. He carried me a-way.—See ch.

xvii. 3 (Ezek. iii. 12 ; xxxvii. 1; xl. 2; Acts viii.

39; 2 Cor. xii. 2). In accordance with the pas-

sages mentioned, we have to distinguish between
purely spiritual transports and such as are

also followed by a corporeal removal, accom-
plished, as it were, in a dream. To a great
and high mountain.—According to Diister-

dieck, the Seer is taken to this mountain in or-

der that he may obtain a free view of the City.

The same exegete remarks thnt the mountain
must be so great in order to be so high. The
Seer, therefore [as Diisterd. maintains], stands
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on the mountain and looks down upon the City.

A splendid view, it is true, but too modern.
The symbolical expression points, according to

Hengstenberg, et al., back to the fundamental pas-

sages in the Old Testament, especially Ezek. xl. 2

;

xvii. 22,23; xx.40; Ps.xlviii. 1,2; also, particu-

larly, Is. ii. 2. Descending.—See Rev. xxi. 2.

The difficulties which Hengstenb. and Diisterd.

discover in the apparent repetition of ver. 2

vanish when we consider the parallel relation be-
tween the Heaven-picture and the Earth-picture.

Ver. 11. Having, etc.—Or, possessing. The
dim radiance in which a large city is always en-

wrapped at the beginning of night may, on the one
hand, have mediated this view; but, on the other
hand, it is based upon the idea that the Sheki-
nah no longer hovers over the holy Temple-
mount alone, according to the words of the
Prophet (Isaiah iv. 6; xl. 5), but shines over the
entire Holy City. Her light-giver {ipuoTT/p—
light-bearer). —-Diisterdieck opposes the as-

sumption of Ziillig, that the Messiah is intended
by the tpaarfip, and cites ver. 23 in support of
such opposition ; that verse, however, is favorable
to Ziillig's view—as is also Heb. i. 3. Like
unto a stone most precious.—Comp. oh. iv.

3. A jasper stone, clear as crystal.—See
pp. 20 and 151. "Comp. Psellus (in Wetstein):

7 'IcffTTZf ^hasL KpvGTaXTiOeidy^.^' Duestebdieck.
["$(j(jT^p, from verse 23, is the effect of the

Divine glory shining in her: see (also) Gen. i.

14, 16, (LXX.), where it is used for the hea-
venly bodies." Alfobd.—E. R. C.].

Ver. 12. Having a wall great and high.
—The measure of the wall, the gates and the
City is qualified throughout by the duodecenary

;

not, therefore, by the number of complete
worldly development, ten, but by the number
of perfection of the people of God. Twelve is

the number of theocratic perfection; hence it is

the number of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, the Twelve Apostles, the per-
fected Church or heavenly Spirit-World (see p.

15). Here, therefore, there is repeatedly re-
flected, in all the duodecenaries of the City of
God, the quantitative number of completeness and
the qualitative perfection of the glorified Church
of God. It, however, crosses and blends with
the number of the world, the quaternary, and
indeed is itself composed of three times four, i.

e., the God-hallowed world-number. Moreover,
the quaternary, as it here appears, continually
branches into threes. Thus, we read of twelve
gates, distributed by threes on the four sides of
the City. And again, the City itself, in its

quadrangular form, is thrice quadrangular

—

in length, breadth and height—and is thus a
cube. The duodecenary is repeated a thousand
times in the qualification of the stadia. The
height of the wall is defined by the number
twelve times twelve, or a hundred and forty-
four. Even from these numeric proportions
alone, the thoroughly symbolic nature of the
whole picture of the City is manifest, and the
same fact is further evident, in particular, from
the height of the City.

And at the gates twelve angels.—"Ben-
gel judiciously remarks: 'They keep watch and
serve as ornaments.' We are not authorized to

seek for a knowledge of any more definite rela-

26

tions which they may sustain to the City. So
soon as we reflect tliat the new Jerusalem is no
longer menaced by enemies, and that it conse-
quently stands in need of no w.atchmen at its

gates, explanations like that of Hengstenberg
arise

—

viz., that these Angels symbolize the
Divine protection against all foes 'of which the
imagination, filled with the terrors resting upon
the Church Militant, can conceive.'" [Duest.]
A most marvellous imagination, truly ! As if

the blessed inhabitants of Heaven were timid
children, or were threatened by empty terrors
of the fancy! But even the idea of Angels
standing always upon the gates for ornament
has a singular aspect, and as watchmen—who,
however, would be superfluous after the final

judgment—they would be obliged to stand in

the gates. We have characterized them above
as symbols of the destination of Jerusalem to be
the medium of salvation to all the world, to all

the four q'jarters of the world (see Is. xliii. 5;
xlix. 6; Matt. viii. 11). De Wette: "Guards,
probably after Is. Ixii. 6 and after the type of
the Levitic temple-guards [or 'porters'] (2
Chron. viii. 14)." From this point of view,
these Angels would symbolically represent the
eternal security and inamissibleness of heavenly
prosperity or salvation.*
And names inscribed.—The twelve names

upon the twelve gates, as the names of the

Twelve Tribes of Israel, denote the whole mani-
foldness of the idiocrasies of the totality of God's
people. The typical fore-image is to be found
Ezek. xlviii. 30 sqq. Jewish Theology has
drawn from this rich symbolism the absurd idea
that every Israelitish Tribe of the new Jerusa-
lem shall be permitted to go in and out only of

that particular gate which is appointed for it

(see De Wette, p. 198). If we were to interpret

the sealed out of the Twelve Tribes (ch. vii.)

literally, as Jewish Christians, we should here
be obliged to go on to the tremendous deduction
that the entire heavenly City is to be inhabited

solely by Jewish Christians.

Ver. 13, On the east.—See the above-cited

passage in Ezekiel, ch. xlviii.

Ver. 14. Tw^elve foundations [Lange:
foundation-stones].—The twelve gates give rise

to twelve sections of the wall, amongst which
De Wette and Diisterdieck distribute the foun-

dation-stones. In accordance with this disposi-

tion, four are "to be conceived of as mighty
corner-stones." Symbolical descriptions, how-
ever, should not be pushed beyond the idea

which they are designed to convey. It may, at

all events, be taken for granted that the twelve

foundation-stones are open to view, like corner-

stones in the ancient sense of the term. As the

* [The cui Imo argument, if iujudiciously pressed, might
lead to the conclusion thjtt there are no Angels at all. An-
gels are described as "ministering spirits sent forth to mi-

nister for them who shall be heirs of salvation." 'But,' it

may be asked, 'what is the use of them under the govern-

ment of an infinite God ? Are they aught else than symbols

of the watchful guardianship which God exercises over His

clrildren?' Angels may be unnecessary as watchmen and
guards at the gates of the heavenly Jerusalem, and some
may object to them as "ornaments;" and yet veritabl'^

Angels ministering at the gates of that glorious abode would
add to its glory, and might perform other offices that in our
present condition it is impossible for us to conceive.—E^

B. C]
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whole fullness of the theocratic natural disposi-

tion was set forth in the Twelve Patriarchs, so

the whole fullness of Christ's Spirit and salva-

tion was manifested in tlie Apostles. The Apos-

tle John could not, in modesty, have written

this, is the cry of an idea-less, snarling criti-

cism. The symbolic expression of the truth,

that the celestial City of God is grounded upon
the evangelic foundations of the twelve Apos-
tles, can, however, no more lose its ideal value

through the one consideration that the name of

John is pre-supposed to accompany the names
of tlie other Apostles, than through the other

consideration that the name of Paul seems to be

omitted from the group; nor is it a necessary
inference from the citation of the Twelve Tribes

of Israel in our passage, that the modifications in

their names (oh. vii.) are to be abolished. Comp.
Eph. ii. 20, where a freer apprehension of the

symbolic idea already appears': "built upon the
foundation of the Apostles and Prophets^ Jesus
Christ Himself being the comer-stone."

Ver. 15. He that spake with me (see ver.

9) had a measure.—Comp. Ezek. xl. 3, 5. The
fact that the (fwcourse occurring in symbolical re-

presentations must be determined by the funda-
mental thought thereof, is evidenced by Zeoh. ii.

3 sqq. " The angel who shows John lheCity(comp.
ver. 9) gives him a perfectly distinct idea of its

dimensions by actually measuring it before the
eyes of the Seer (Bengel, Ewald, De Wette)."
DuESTERD.—The measure (see ch. xi. 1 ; Ezek.
xlii. 16) denotes the ideality of the eternal
Church, the Divine knowledge and appointment
of it—qualities which are expressed also in

.John xvii.; Rom. viii.; Eph. i. TUe measure
\a golden: through the Divine faithfulness, the
ideal Church has become the actualized eternal
Church. The Angel performs the measurement
in the true sequence: first, the Cily is defined,
with reference to the fullness of its inhabi-
tants; next, the proportion of the gates and the

wall.

Ver. 16. And the City lieth.—"The fact
(ver. 16 a) that the City lies (ne'iTai; comp.
ch. iv. 2) four-cornered (like ancient Babylon
and the new Jerusalem of Ezekiel), rectangular,
and with equal length and breadth, and that
therefore the ground-plan of it forms a perfect
square (comp. Ezek. xlviii. 16), is recognized by
John even before the Angel begins to measure."
DuESTERD.—Twelve thousand stadia, i. e.,

300 geographical [German (1384 Eng. statute)]
miles. It is a question whether the 12,000 stadia
qualify the whole area of the City, so that the di-
mensions of each side amount to 3,000 stadia (in
accordance with Vilringa, e.t al.), or whether the
12,000 stadia are to be taken as applyi ng in their
entirety to each of the four sides, and as refer-
ring also to the height (Bengel, Ziillig, et al).
In regard to the former hypothesis, the further
question arises, whether the heighi. also is stated
at 3,000 stadia, like the length and the breadth.
De Wette opposes the idea tliat the height of the
City amounts to 12,000 stadia. The concep-
tion would, in such case, he declares, be that
of a lofty fortress, whilst it is manifestly a city
that is represented, as mention is made of
efrerf.« (oh. xxii. 2) ; he even maintains that the

height is determined only by the wall.* Diis-

terdieok, on the other hand, finds in the 12,000
stadia the measure alike for length, breadth
and height (with Bengel, Hengstenberg, et al.).

Whilst the idea is a prodigio is one, we must re-

collect that we have to do with a thoroughly sym-
bolical description. A height of even 3,000 stadia

far exceeds that of the loftiest steeples. If, how-
ever, we keep strictly to the text, we find that th«

measure of the entire square in respect of length

and breadth, as the measure of the City, is 12,000
stadia; and, accordingly, the height of the City

is to be determined by the quarter of this, as

3,000 stadia. The fact that the wall will then
be considerably lower than the height of the

Cityitself, should not occasion any difiiculty. The
height of the Kingdom of God towers far above
the theocratic barrier. Here, therefore, the

typical cube-form of the Tabernacle is realized in

the highest sense; and the breadth, length, depth
and height of the Divine dispensation of salva-

tion (Eph. iii. 18) are embodied in S3'mbolical

signitioanoe, in analogy with the incarnation of

the Word. [The Word became flesh [John i. 14].)
Ver. 17. Her wall.—"The height of the

City is not the height of the wall, as Bengel also

assumes, and therefore maintains that tlie 144
cubits are equivalent to the 12,000 stadia."

DuESTEED.

—

The measure of a man.—The
additional clause: w^hioh is that of an angel,
occasions difficulty. De Wette: The Angel has
made use of human measure. Ebrard: The
measure of glorified men is like the measure of

the Angel. Hengstenberg (and Diisterdieek)

:

The measure of the Angel, who makes his mea-
surement for men, is like the measure of men.
A reminder of the symbolic import of the act of

measuring is probably contained in our passage ;

—

the human measure with which the Sanctuary
was measured, is here an angelic measure, i. t,,

it has a symbolic, higher import. The Seer fre-

quently inserts similar reminders of the sym-
bolic nature of his forms of speech; see espe-
cially chs. i. 20; xiii. 18; xvi. 14; xvii. 9.

Now if the wall denotes the security of the City
of Gnd, and the cubit the measure of the Sanc-
tuary, the height of 144 cubits is expressive of
the perfect measure of heavenly confirmation
or verification: the theocratic twelve of the plan
of the Kingdom multiplied by the apostolic twelve
of the consummation of the Kingdom in the full-

ness of the Spirit of Christ. This symbolical
nature of the cubit-measure is expressed in the

prophecy of Ezekiel by the fact that every cubit
there spoken of is a hand-breadth longer than a
common cubit. Tbe figure of the wall approaches
the idea of Zeohariah (ch. i. 5): "For I,

saith the Lord, will be unto her a wall

of fire round about, and will be the glory
in the midst of her;" [Lanqe (not G. V.): "and
will manifest my glory in her"]. The prodi-

gious extent of the City is also expressive of an
idea—or, rather, of the ideal fact that it ex-

tends, with unseen limits, through the universe,
and towers up into the height of eternity ; that it

belongs to Heaven, whence it has descended to

* [Do Wette interprets the Zo-o, ver. 16, in reference to thi
height^—viz.: of the wall, aa he falsely ass 'mes—as uniform,
because tlie wall is everywliere 144, i. e. 12 X 12, cabits higli.

Altered from Duesterdieok.—Tr.]
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earth. A discussion of the relative lowness of

the wall iu proportion to the height of the City,

see in Uiisterdieok, p. 568.

Ver. 18. And the structure of her wall.
—The materials. On the rare word Evdd/iycif,

comp. the Lexicons. Jasper.—See above, p.

20. The material of the wall is thus of like

import with its height,—infinite value in infinite

duration, qualities which both appertain to the

most precious of precious stones. The city
was pure gold.—The material of the houses is

absolutely pure gold, similar, in consequence of

this purity, to pure crystal or glass.

This may be understood as referring either to

the transparency of glass, or to the mirror-like
brightness of crystal. We adopt the latter signifi-

cation, retaining it also when Smvy^g is predicated

of the golden street-pavement [n-AarcZa] (ver. 21).

According to Ebrard, there is a prospect that

gold itself will really be translucent in the
world to come. The genuine heavenly purity
and faithfulness of the inhabitants of the City

shall, therefore, be reflected in the golden bril-

liance of their dwellings.

Ver. 19. The foundations of the vrall

etc.—The meaning is, that the foundations or

foundation-stones of the City consist of precious
stones, as is clearly evident from the following

verse (oomp. Is. liv. 11). "As the twelve ^efii-

?uoi have nothing to do with the number of the

Israelitish Tribes (comp. ver. 14), that artificial

mode of interpretation by which the stones
(ver. 19 sq.) are brought into an assumed rela-

tion to those worn by the High-priest in his

breast-plate (comp. especially Ziillig, Excursus
II., pp. 456 sqq.; also Ewald II., Luthardt, Volk-
mar), is to be discarded as decidedly as the vain
attempt to assign individual jewels to individual
Apostles (Andr., Bengel, ei al.)." Doesteed. If

it be proved that a relation exists between the

Twelve Tribes of Israel, whose names the High-
priest wore in his breast-plate, and the Twelve
Apostles,—a relation as between the theocratic

plan and the apostolic development,—a general

relation will also be assumable between the
jewels in the breast-plate and the jewels which
constitute the foundations of the Holy City. But
if an individual combination of the Twelve Tribes
and the Twelve Apostles is impracticable, it will

be still less possible to make out a concordance
of the stones iu the high-priestly breast plate
and the foundation-stones of the New Jerusalem.
The general symbolic significance lies in the na-
ture of the precious stones, and also, particularly,
in their colors, in the grouping of which they
appear as a symbolism of eternal individuali-

ties, all, in equal purity, brilliant with the same
light, which they refract in the most diverse
rays (see Introduction, pp. 20 sq, ; Lange's
Miscellaneous Writings, vol. i. p. 15). The first

. . . .jasper.—Comp. pp. 20sq. and 151, and ver.

11. Sapphire. — Ex. xxiv. 10; xxviii. 18;
Ezekiel xxviii. 13 ; see Winer, Title, Precious
Stones

;
[also Kitto's Cyclopsedia and iSmilh's Dic-

tionary of the Bible']. "Our sapphire is sky-blue
(oomp. Ezek. i. 26), translucent, and harder
than the ruby. That which the ancients so de-

nominated, must, according to Pliny (37, 39)
and Theophr. (oh. vi. 23, 37), have been the

lapis lazuli," etc. Winer remarks, in conclusion.

however, that we must suppose the Hebrew
word to denote the true sapphire, as is clearly
evident from the passages cited from Exodus and
Ezekiel. The opinion of Diisterdieok, there-
fore, who assumes the lapis lazuli to be intended,
is incorrect. Chalcedony.—Not the agate,

precisely. Winer: A chalcedony-agate. Eme-
rald.—Grass-green, not very hard, translucent,
with double refraction (see Winer, Precious
Stones, No. 3).

Ver. 20. Sardonyx.—See Winer, No. 16 ; comp.
No. 1: "Consisting of a combination of onyx
and carnelian." Sardius.—Or carnelian : it is

striped with brown and is not very sharply dis-

tinguished from the preceding stone. Chryso-
lite.—See Winer, No. 10: "Pale-green, per-
fectly translucent, with double refraction. Ac-
cording to Pliny, it is of the color of gold, and
hence the topaz has been understood by it."

Beryl.—Winer, No. 11. Topaz.—Winer, No.
2. This seems to have been frequently con-
founded with the chrysolite. Chrysoprasus.
—Winer, No. 15: "Pale green, shading into

yellowisli and brown—translucent." Jacinth
[Hyacinth].—Winer, No. 7. Amethyst.—
Winer, No. 9.

In respect of color, we distinguish blue stones:

Sapphire, chalcedony, amethyst (violet-blue);

Oreen: Emerald, beryl, and, more or less, chry-
soprasus; Golden or yellow: Chrysoprasus (see

above), chrysolite, topaz; "Red: Hyacinth [ja-

cinth], sardonyx, sardius (carnelian). Thejas^r
is, most probably, as a diamond, of the pure hue
of light ; as an ordinary j asper, it would be non-
translucent and of various colors. It is evident

from chs. iv. 3, xxi. 12, as well as from the fact

that in accordance with New Testament order

it stands at the beginning, and in accordance
with Old Testamenti order at the close, that it

is to be regarded as the chief or most precious

stone. Of the jewels in the breast-plate two
names are absent from our catalogue, viz., the

ruby and the agate, whilst, on the other hand,

the names chalcedony and chrysoprasus are want
ing in the breast-plate (comp. Introduction, p,

20). For a comparison of the lists, see Ebrard

pp. 533 sqq.; Hengstenberg, vol. ii., pp. 417 sq

[Eng. Trans.] ; De Wette. p. 200.

Ver. 21. Of one pearl.—Diisterdieok quotes

the Jewish tradition from Bava Bathra: "Deus
adducet gemmas el margaritas, triginta cubitos Ion-

gas, totidemque latas." There is, however, a hea-

ven-wide distinction between a great pearl as

modified by Christian symbolism, and a great

pearl as modified by Jewish Chiliasm. The
broad-viray of the city.—nAftrria [i. e., the

flat, as opposed to the elevated, the buildings].

Doubtless significant of the pavement or ground

of all the streets and alleys; not merely the

market-place (Bengel) or principal street (Ziillig).

[See foot-note f chap. xi. 8, p. 231.—E. R. C.].

As it -were translucent glass.—We appre-

hend this not literally, but poetically, of the mir-

ror-like brightness.

Ver. 22. " The peculiar glory of the City is

/MrtAer described." Dcesterdieck. That is, the

pause is unobserved by him.

[In the old Jerusalem the Temple was at once

the dwelling-place and the concealer of Jehovah.

Though present, He was not visibly present—in
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a, sense He was sheltered by the Temple. The
new Jerusalem shall have no place for the shel-

ter of the Lord, for she shall be sheltered by

Him. He shall tabernacle over her, ch. vii. 15.

Her inhabitants shall dwell under His manifest

and sheltering light. Ee shall be her Temple.

—E. R. C]
Ver. 23. The glory of God lightened her.

—See Is. Ix. 19. On the distinction between

this passage and ver. 11, see above.

Ver. 24. And the nations (Is. ii. 3; Ix. 11;

Ps. Ixxii. 11) shall vyalk by means of [Lange:

through] her light.—Significantfuture. "This
description, drawn from the declarations of the

old Prophets, does not justify the idea of those

expositors who conceive of the heathen [na-

tions] and the kings as dwelling outside of the

City (Ewald, De Wette, Bleeli e< al.), or who
would even attempt to determine what moral
condition the heathen [nations] now admitted
into the new Jerusalem, occupied during their

earthly life (Storr, etc.)." Duestekdieck. Their
glory.—That is, that which the kings possessed

of glory. The Apocalyptiat knows no political

partyism. He recognizes a glory of the kings
and also a glory of the peoples (ver. 26).

[Alfoed: "If then the kings of the earth,

and the nations bring their glory and their trea-

sures into her, and if none shall ever enter into

her that is not written in the book of life, it fol-

lows that tliose kidgs, and these nations, are
written in the book of life. And so perhaps
some light may be thrown on one of the darkest
mysteries of redemption. There may be,—

I

say it with all diffidence,—those who have
been saved by Christ without ever forming a

part of His visible organized Church."
The conclusion may be granted without recog-

nizing the force of the argument. The distin-

guished commentator takes for granted that the

kings and nations are those that lived before the

Millennial period, or at least before the great

consummation. Is it not rather probable that

the great truth is adumbrated in this revelation

(see also ch. xx. 2, last clause), that, even after

the new creation, the human race is to be con-

tinued (ever propagating a holy seed, such as

would have been begotten had Adam never
sinned) under the government of the glorified

Church?—E. K. C.].

Ver. 2.5. Her gates shall not be [Lange

:

do not be] shut.—They stand open uninter-
ruptedly, for the bringing in of all the glory of

the kings and the peoples (Is. Ix. 11).

Ver. 26. And they shall bring.— An im-
personal subject should be supplied to oiaovai

(comp. chap. xii. 6; x. 11 [the reading /If youff/i']
;

Luther, Bengel, De Wette, Hengstenb.. 15w. II.,

et al.), not ol (iaaiXfic^ (Ew. I., Ziill.)." Duesteud.
Ver. 27. Anything common.—See ch. xxi.

8; xxii. 15; Acts x. 14. The elevation of the
Apocalypse above Judaistio views is sufficiently

evident from this passage alone, which, in con-
nection with the preceding context, thoroughly
distinguislies between believing ethnics and the
essence of ethnicism, determining the Trdv kolv6v

purely in accordance with moral characteristics.

Chap. xxii. 1, A river.—The^water of life is

not to be taken here in a purely spiritual sense,

at least not, primarily, as in John iv. 14 and vii.

38. It denotes the stream of spirituo-corporeal

life-power which, as an eternal renewing power,

ensures the imperishability and vital freshness

of the new world (see Ezek. xlvii. 1; Zech. xiv.

8; comp. 1 Pet. i. 4). The unitous spirituo-cor-

poreal operation is especially expressed in the

fact that the river proceeds from the throne
of God and of the Lamb—from the living God,

through the glorified Christ, in accordance with

the heavenly species of His resurrection-life. The
properties of the river of Paradise, which operated

as a purely natural blessing (Gen. ii.), and those

of the spiritual fountain of healing, first promised

by the Prophets and subsequently opened in

Christ, are united in this river. As a river, it is

cosmically permanent, and as a river that proceeds

from the throne of God, it is absolutely permanent.

Its source is not situate under the Temple-mount
or under the Temple itself, but in the depths of

the Divine revelation of love and life, in the pro-

fundities of the Divine government consonant
with that revelation. As the trees of life

are ensured by this eternally clear river, so

the river is ensured by the Divine throne

itself.

Ver. 2. In the midst of her broad-vray.—
Diisterdieck, with Ewald, refers ev pea^ to koI

roil TTora/iov also; but how this view can be ac-

companied by the conception "that the trees

stand on both sides of the river," is not clear

(see Ezek. xlvii. 7, 12).

A tree [Lange: (?eAo7z=wood] of life.—
SyAov=a wood, a collection of trees, having the

common character of trees of life (see ch. ii. 7),

" generically denotes the entire mass of trees

(Bengel, De Wette, Ewald, et al.)." Dcest. De
Wette gives: the tree [i?aw7n] of life, and adds:

"Which produces twelve fruits, bringing forth

its fruit every month (Ezek. xlvii. 12);" this,

however, can only mean twelve fruit- harvests or

fruit twelve times. "Twelve kinds of fruits"

(Lutheran Version; ["twelve manner o/ fruits,'

E. V.]) are, at all events, not intended. All the

fruits are fruits of life.

And the leaves, etc.—These words contain,

first, an expression of the highest vital efficacy.

Even all the leaves of all these trees possess a

vital energy which can be conducive, as a heal-

ing power, to the health of even the heathen or

nations. As extreme views, are opposed the in-

terpretation of Bengel, who holds that reference

is IJad to the conversion of the heathen to whom
in this life the Gospel has not been preached;

and the interpretation of Hengstenberg, who
thinks that the vital forces of the heavenly Jeruea-
lemare intended, as serving in the present age (!)

for the conversion of the heathen (Hengst.,vol.ii.,

p. 433 [Eng. Trans. ). It is not necessary through

fear of an apocaiastasis, either to doviolence to the

text, or to place the hope of an infinite healing ope-

ration in the leaves of the tree of life—an opera-

tion which is expressed by the river, but does

not coincide exactly with the restoration-theory.

Another contrast is presented in the inclination of

Bleek and De Wette, with Ewald and ZuUig (also

Ebrard), to find a reference to heathen [nations]

dwelling outside of the City, and the view of

Diisterdieck, who holds that simply the eter-

nal refreshment and beatification of believing
heathen [nations] ismade prominent. According
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to Ebrard, the fruits manifestly serve as food for

the inhabitants of the City, and the leaves for the

healing of the i-&v!] without the City ; the latter,

he continues, do not need such a ^sparreia as to

be healed of godlessness and converted there-

from, "but they must be brought from the con-

dition of undeveloped and weak faith and dawn-
ing knowledge, to the ripeness of the full stature

of men in Christ." It might be queried, how
does this interpretation correspond with the

distinction of milk and strong meat [food] ?

Taken literally, the leaves might be reckoned as

strong meat. But let us recollect that we are

at present in the third sphere of our description,

in which the transiiguration or heavenly glorifi-

cation of nature is spoken of. Here the expres-
sion denotes the highest sanative operation of

nature—even the leaves of the trees whose fruits

are the vital nourishment of God's people, serve
for the healing [^Therapiel of the heathen [na-

tions]. We apprehend the word [healing] in the
wider sense, and observe, with Duster. , that these

heathen [nations] have been mentioned before
in ch. xxi. 24. The remark of Diisterdieok, that

the heavenly enjoyment of life is contrasted with
ihe lack of vital power under which those
referred to labored in this present life, is not in

itself incorrect, but it gives rise to the question:
wherefore are the leaves mentioned? As the

river of life cannot be restricted to the City, so,

also, the trees of life, with their fruits and leaves,

can be regarded only as a health-giving blessing,

stretching out into infinitude; and thus the pas-
sage coincides in general with analogous utter-

ances of Paul (1 Cor. xv. 26-28). [See addi-

tional comment on chap. xxi. 24, p. 388.—E.
E.G.]

Ver. 3. And nothing cursed shall be
any more.—See Stn. View; oomp. Zeoh. xiv.

11.* Ebrard traces the Kard^e/ia directly back
to the cherem, distinguishing, however, as cherem,

persons and things (in accordance with Lev.
xxvii. 28 and other passages). There is yet
another distinction to be made, however, between
the cherem and the Koivdv.

And His servants shall serve Him.

—

The idea of religious service presented by Aar-
peiistv does not preclude the idea of a service

rendered in the heavenly culture of the new
Paradise, because, in the glorified world, cultus
and culture shall have become one.

[There seems to be a great and blessed truth
conveyed by the conjunction of SovXoi and Aqt--

peiiaoumv. His slaves (6ov?i,oi) shall be elevated
to the dignity of temple-servitors. The idea is

akin to that presented by our Lord, Johnxv. 15:
" Henceforth I call you not servants (Sod?iOi.^

ilaves), but I have called you /nen(/s. "—E.R.C.]
Ver. 4. His face.—Matt. v. 8; 1 Cor. xiii.

12; 1 John iii. 2.—His name.—See chs. iii.

12; xiv. 1.

Ver. 5. And night shall not be any more.
—This is simply a repetition, according to De
Wette, Ebr., Diisterd. (see Svn. View). Heng-
Btenb. discovers here an antithesis harmonizing
with the Gospel of John, to wit, the antithesis
of day as the time of safety and good, and niyht

* [The G. V. reads here: "unci wird Icein Bann mehr sein^

(and there shall be no more ban).

—

Tr.]

as the time of peril and evil (?) ; he remarks, by
way of illustration: "Any one who has lived

with a wakeful eye through the year '48 is

acquainted with tliis distinction of day and
night." It might be replied: Any one who has
become acquainted with it only under such a
d,ite, knows it but very imperfectly, to> say the
least.

And they shall reign.—"In a still higher
sense than in ch. xx. 4, 0, says De Wette." To
which we query: in what respect? We would
remind our readers that reference ia here had
to the relation of the blessed to the celestial

spheres of nature; this fact endows the expres-
sion with the import that all dependence upon
the power of nature shall be done away with.

Into the ages of the ages.—The antithesis

see in oh. xx. 10.—In the region of the damned
there continues, according to the same passage,

the antithesis of day and night. The aeons of

the blessed are raised above the vicissitudes of

temporality, because in God is eternity, the

inexhaustible fountain of holy, festal seasons;

and Christ has, in reality, freed even time from
the curse of temporality, and made it the rhyth-

mic succession of the fullness of eternity, the

development-form of eternal life.

[note on the new jeeusaiem.J

By the American Editor.

[It was the design of the American Editor to

prepare an extended Excursus on this subject.

Circumstances, however, over which he has no
control, prevent his doing more than present a

brief sketch of the views of representative com-
mentators, afterwards indicating those points

of his own hypothesis that he did intend tho-

roughly to discuss.

a. Sketch of Views.

So many and variant have been the opinions

on this subject that it seems impossible to clas-

sify them. The following extract from Elliott

will be regarded as a fair exposition of the views

of those mentioned by him.
'

' It has long been a disputed question amongst

prophetic expositors, where precisely the New
Jerusalem of the xxi. and xxii. chapters of the

Apocalypse is to have position ; whether during

or only after the Millennium ; and if synchro-

nous with it, whether as identical or not with

the glorified Jerusalem prophesied in the Old Tes-

tament. Of the older Fathers alike the pre-mil-

lenarian Tertullian, and the anti-pre-mille-

narian Augustine, explained the glorified Jeru-

salem of 0. T. prophecy as identical with that

of the Apocalypse; the one (Tertullian) how-

ever, as symbolic of the risen saints' millennial

glory, the other (Augustine) of their heavenly

and everlasting blessedness. Again, of the moderns

. . . Whitby and Viteinoa, whilst also identi-

fying the two figurations, did yet expLain them

to signify the millennial earthly blessedness of

the still living Christian Church. . . Fabeb

would separate the two, and make Is-iiah's Jeru-

salem of the latter day, with its new heaven and

earth, alone millennial, that of the Apocalypse

post-millennial ; to which I may add that some

expositors, while explaining one or both to pre-
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figure earthly glories destined for God's people,

malse the restored and converted Jews nationally,

not the Church Galholic generally, the grand ob-

ject and chief intended recipients of the coming
glory."

Elliott himself (5th edition) " supposes the

New Jerusalem to have existence from the com-

mencement, and throughout the progress, of the

millennial period." With this opinion the ma-
jority of pre-millenarians probably agree,

though with vast differences as to particulars.

Elliott argues his position from—^(1 ) a comparison
of oh. xix. 7,8, with oh.xxi. 2,9 ; (2) a comparison

of xix. 10, with xxii. 8, 9, inferring from the co-

incidence that the same event must have been
referred to

; (3) what is said concerning the na-

tions, chs. xxi. 24 ; xxii. 2, manifesting that there

will be men in the flesh during the New Jerusalem,

which, he assumes, couldnot be, after the General

Resurrection; (4) a comparison of Dan. vii. 18

(where the saints' everlasting reign dates from
the fall of Antichrist) with Rev. xxii. 5. He
supposes (after Mede and several of the Ancient
Fathers) that the entire millennial period con-

stitutes the day (period) of Judgment; that at

the beginning of this day, the great White Throne
is set up, at which time occurs a partial confla-

gration ; that at the close shall be the casting of

death and Hades into the lake of fire, the great

conflagration, the new heaven and earth, and the

more complete and perfect establishment of the

Kingdom.

Alford writes :
" The whole of the things de-

scribed in the remaining portion of the Book are
subsequent to the General Judgment, and de-

scriptive of the consummation of the triumph
and bliss of Christ's people with Him in the eter-

nal kingdom of God. This eternal kingdom is

situated on the purified and renewed earth—be-
come the blessed habitation of God with His glo-

rified people."

Baknes (and with him probably the majority
of post-millenarians) looks upon chaps, xxi. 1

—

xxii. 5, as descriptive of the heavenly state of

the entire body of the redeemed. He writes

:

" The whole of ch. xxi., and the first five verses

of ch. xxii., relate to scenes beyond the judg-
ment, and are descriptive of the happy and tri-

umphant state of the redeemed Church, when
all its conflicts shall have ceased, and all its ene-

mies shall have been destroyed. That happy
state is depicted under the image of a beautiful

city, of which Jerusalem was the emblem, and it

was disclosed to John by a vision of that city

—

the New Jerusalem—descending from heaven.
Jerusalem was regarded as the peculiar dwell-
ing-place of God, and to the Hebrews it became
thus the natural emblem or symbol of the hea-
venly world. The oonceptien having occurred
of describing the future condition of the right-

eous under the image of a beautiful city, all that

follows is in keeping with that, and is merely a
carrying out of the image. It ia a city with
beautiful walls and gates; a city that has no
temple—for it is all a temple ; a city that needs
no light—for God is its light ; a city into which
nothing impure ever enters; a city filled with
trees, and streams, and fountains, and fruits

—

the Paradise Regained."

b. Hypothesis of the American Editor,

I. The period of the New Jerusalem will be

subsequent to the General Resurrection and
Judgment of ch. xx. 11-16, and the new Cre-

ation of ch. xxi. 1. This is, manifestly, the nor-

mal sense of the connection tietween verses 1 and
2 of ch. xxi., and ia not to be set aside but for

most cogent reasons. This view involves no real

difficulties ; and, still further, the entire descrip-

tion forbids the thought that the even partial

sinfulness that will exist in the subjects of the

Millennial Kingdom should have existence un-

der the light of the New Jerusalem, or that its

glorips should be dimmed by the assaults of Sa-

tan and the rebellion of Gog and Magog.
II. Its seat will be the Hew Earth (comp. xxi.

1, 2, 24). It is vain for us to speculate as to

whether that New Earth will be identical as to

substance with the present, or whether it will be

diiferent. It is impossible for us to determine
whether the present abode of the human race

will be simply regenerated by fire, or whether
from the universal chaos into which all things

may be reduced (2 Pet. iii. 10; Rev. xx. 11) some
entirely new Earth, or dwelling-place for man,
may not be brought forth.

III. It will exist— 1. As a real City—the glo-

rious home and capital of a glorified Communiiy
(the Bride). 2. As a Material Symbol of that

Community, its order and glory.*

From the admitted fact that what the Apostle

saw was a Symbol, many leap to the conclusion
that a real city, or place of abode, could not

have been symbolized. It is admitted by all

that that which John beheld was a simulacrum.

He did not directly look upon that which was
not to exist for at least three thousand years

—

he beheld, merely, a Visional Symbol. But
what was the nature of that Symbol ? Was it

immediate? i.e., did it symbolize a City that is

yet to come into existence—or was it mediate?

i. c, did it symbolize something else than a City,

namely (in this instance), a glorified community?
In the judgment of the writer it performed the

double ofiice set forth in the last paragraph on

p. 146. Primarily it was an Immediate Stmbol
symbolizing a material City ; but, secondarily,

as the City was itself to be a Matekial Symbol,
of the inhabiting Community, it was a Mediate
(Aberrant) Symbol of that Community.

This double use of the Symbol should occasion
no surprise. For, in the first place, it is most
common in all languages to denote by the same
term, as London, sometimes the City, sometimes
the mass of its inhabitants, and sometimes the

complex of the two. This was common amongst
the writers of the Scriptures—ihe Scriptural
uses of Zion, Babylon, Tyre, will present them-
selves as illustrations to the minds of all. And,
secondly, a material City is frequently a type of

its inhabitants, or of the State of which it is the

Capital. No oue can visit Rome without being
impressed with the fact that, in its combined
ruin and grandeur, its death and life, the exist-

ing City ia itself the type of the existing Roman
Church. This in old times was true of Babylon,

* [In order to the understanding of thia point, the writer
would refer the reader to his Preliminary Note on thk
Stmbolibm op tbe Vision, pp. 145 sqq.—E. R. C.]
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of Athens, of Tyre, of Rome, and especially of

Jerusalem. And, doubtless, it is in great mea-
sure owing to tills fact tliat a City and its inhabi-
tants are so generally designated by one and the

same name. In the judgment of the writer, as

the old Jerusalem symbolized the Israel of which
it was the Capital, so the New Jerusalem will

symbolize the glorified Community* of whom it

will be the abode and Capital.

Concerning the hypothesis that the New Jeru-
salem will exist as a great City, it may be said

:

1. There are many things in the description that

have their most natural (their normal) applica-

tion to such an abode, as is evident upon the
bare perusal. 2. This application is supported
by the following considerations : (1) A material
dwelling-place is as necessary for resurrected
saints as waa Eden for Adam, or Canaan for Is-

rael. (2) It should occasion no surprise if the

same loving care that will raise and glorify the

body should prepare a fitting and glorious abode
for it. (3) It should be regarded as no strange
thing if He who prepares for the body should
grant us an inspiring, though general, descrip-

tion of its future abode. (4) On the contrary,

the giving of such a description would bo but in

accordance with Jehovah's dealing with Israel

before leading them into Canaan, and in conti-

nuance of the information given us by the Pro-
phets concerning thePalingenesia, and especially

by the Apostle Paul, Rom. viii. 20, 21.

As to the hypothesis that a glorified Community
was in some sense symbolized, it may also be said

that while there are many things in the descrip-

tion that find their most natural objective in a

material Cily, there are others that cannot be so

regarded; as, for instance, that the New Jeru-
salem is the Bride of the Lamb. We are shut
up to the conclusion that a glorified people were
contemplated in the exhibition of the Symbol.

In conclusion of this whole matter it may be
remarked that the double hypothesis announced
by the writer best satisfies the conditions of the

problem ; is in accordance with the ordinary and
Scriptural use of the names of Cities, especially

of Capitals; and is precisely analogous to the

Divine declarations concerning the old Jeru-
salem.

IV. We should distinguish between the Mate-
rial City and the New Earth. The former has its

situation in the latter, as London in England.
We should also distinguish between the citizens

of the City and the nations (xxi. 24). The former
are risen and glorified Saints, who constitute the

Bride (ch. xxi. 9), the governors (ch. xxii. 5, last

clause) of the New Creation (see below in V., VI.).

The latter are (probably) men in the flesh, who walk
in the light of the City, who bring their glory and

* [As an Immediate Symbol, the simula^ynim of the New
Jerusalem waa probably to a largo extent ideal. This, doubt-
leas, waa the case in the simulacra of Angela. We can hardly
suppose that the dmulacrum l)eheld by John was in all re-
spects similar to the City that is to be, and yet it may have
been so to a greater extent than we are now prepared to ad-
mit. It should here be distinctly noted, what was set forth
with great care in the Note on Symbolism, that there is a
great difference between an Immediate ideal and a Mediate
Symliol. The former always represents something similar
in (apparent) kind to the simulacrum, although with differ-

enrea aa fo particulara ; the latter always represents some-
thing different in (apparent) kind, as the simula<:nim. of a
lamb to represf^nt Christ, and that of a City to symbolize a
Church or people.—E. E. 0.]

honor into it, and who are healed (or kept in
health) by the leaves of its tree of life (chs. xxi.
24-27; xxii. 2), i. e. , who are under its instruc-
tion and government (see below in VII.).

y. The term The Bride probably identifies Ihe
citizens of the New Jerusalem with the subjects
of the First Resurrection (see the Add. Note on
THE Marriage, pp. 336sq.). This body, the
Bride (identical probably with the 144,000 of
ch. xiv. 1), will probably be completed at the time
of the Marriage, chap. xix. 7-9. Into that glo-
rious company it is probable that only those who
have been partakers of Christ's humiliation and
suffering (either personally in company with
Him, or throughout the present aeon, the period
of the humiliation of His body, the Church, Col.

i. 24) shall be received (comp. Luke xxii. 28-30;
Phi!, iii. 10, 11; 2Thess. i. 6; 2 Tim. ii. 12; Rev.
ii. 10,26; iii. 12, 21 ; vi. 9-11; xix. 4-6; see also
the Add. Note on the Marriage, as above.*
These are they who sit on Christ's Throne, who
are united with Him in authority,—who, as re-

lated to Him constitute the Bride; as together with
Him constitute the Kingdom, i. e., the governing
power (see Excursus on the Basileia, II. 1 (4),

p. 99).

VI. Chap. xxi. 2, 9, 10, does not refer to the
Marriage—that took place at the beginning of
the Millennial period (see Note on the Mar-
riage, pp. 33t)sq.), but to a new manifestation
of the prophetical Bride, the Wife. Doubtless be-
fore, or at the very moment when, "the earth
and the heaven fled away" (chap. xx. 11), she
was rapt away to the secret place of Jehovah.
These verses describe her as descending from the
bosom of her God, out of the New Heaven, clothed
in new beauty, upon the New Creation, over
which she is to dominate.

VII. The nations (see above in IV.) will con-
sist (probably) of men in the flesh, freed from sin

and the curse, begetting a holy seed, and dwell-
ing in blessedness under the government of the
New Jerusalem. They will be, not the offspring

of the glorified Saints, who "neither marry nor
are given in marriage" (Matt. xxii. 30), but the
descendants of those who live in the flesh during
the period of the Millennial Kingdom. Brown
triumphantly asks, "How ' the inhabitants of the

heavens and earth that now are,' are tided over

this (the) all enveloping, all reducing deluge of

fire, into 'the new heavens and the new earth' ?"

In answer it may be said. The same Almighty
power that conveyed Noah and his family across

the waters of the first deluge, can bear other fa-

milies across the fiery floods of the second, to be
the progenitors of the continued race. It may
be retorted that there is no promise of such a
miracle. That there is no expressed promise is

admitted—but the Divine prediction of an event

ever implies the promise of a sufficient cause.

VIII. Although the New Jerusalem state is

not to be confounded with the Millennial King-
dom, nor to be regarded as a simple continuance

thereof, it is to be looked upon as the antitype

of that Kingdom. In a sense, it is that Kingdom

* [The writer expresaea no decidf^d opinion as to whether
the Bride, the subjects of the Firat Resurrection, shall cnn-

Biat of the marryrs ; or the wh le body of the redeemf'ti ; er a

select portion, including the martyrs—thea7rap;>^^ (spe p. 193'i.

He inclinea, however, to the last mentioned view.—E. R. C]
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raised to a higher plane—completely freed, in

its territory and its subjects, from all remains

of the curse. The Millennial Kingdom is the

reign of the Saints over a race and earth freed

indeed from the assaults of Satan, but still, in

measure, in sin and under the curse; the New-

Jerusalem period is that of the reign of the

Saints over a race and earth perfectly puri-

fied.

IX. The City itself, as it will have placed in

it the Throne of God and the Lamb (xxii. 3),

vpill become the noblest of the many mansions

of Heaven. Neither it, however, nor the New
Earth on which it is situate, including it, will be
the totality of Heaven. John saw the Bride de-

scending out of Heaven (xxi. 2). The New Earth
will be one of the loyal provinces of Heaven, un-
der the light of Heaven, governed by the citizens

of Heaven ; but it will be the abode of men in the

flesh. May it not bear to Heaven a relation si-

milar to that borne by Eden before the fall?

Although in it there will be no death, possibly

from it will be transported to other scenes its

blessed inhabitants, when they have passed
through their painless, ennobling pupilage.

Possibly, its inhabitants may pass away to other

mansions in the Father's House, where dwell, it

may be, the Angels who kept their first estate,

and the glorified subjects of the Millennial

Kingdom, and others glorified who did not at-

tain to the first Resurrection.

X. The prophecies of the Restoration and the

Palingenesia (like those of the Advent) have
probably a double application. Initially and
typically they may refer to the Millennial King-
dom, which is a type of the New Jerusalem.
Ultimately and completely, they have respect to

the latter, the Kingdom of the Perfect Resto-

ration.

XI. In conclusion, the writer would remark
that he feels most keenly that speculation on this

subject is dangerous. Speculation, however, to

some degree tbere must be, if there be study,

—

>

and study there must be, if we be obedient to

the command implied inthebenediction, " Blessed

is he that readeth and they that hear the words
of this prophecy" (chap. i. 3). It may also be
remarked that those who hold the current opi-

nion as to the New Jerusalem, speculate as really

as does the writer. The study of the Divinely
given Revelation hasconvinced him of certainfacts

concerning this great and glorious subject. These
facts, together with certain probablelmplicatious,

he has stated with trembling, and he trusts with
becoming modesty. He now submits them to the

considerate construction of his readers.—E.

R. C.]*

* [The hymnology connected with the New .Toruflalem is

exceedingly rich. A small work entitled Mother dear,
Jerusalem, by William G. Prime (A. D. F. Riindolph, New
York, 18G6) gives tbte entire Poem so named; ita hisfory, se-

veral of its versions, and also several of the ancient hymns,
in Latin and English, whence its scntimc^nta, and in many
instances its languaee, were drawn. To these hymns, em-
bodying as they do the opinions of many of the sainted fa-

thers of the Church, and sung in every land, is due, more
than toAught olee, the prevalent Interpretation of the Apo-
calyptic description. The original English form of the hymn
ari it existB in a small volume of poetry, professedly of the

age of Queen Eh^iibeth, in the British Museum, wis Pome
years ago published by Dr. Bonar. Modernized by Barnes
as to its epelling, it is as follows ;

A SONG MADE BT F. B. P.

To the tune of '^Diana.'"

Jerusalem ! my happy home I

When shall I come to thee,

When shall my sorrows have an end.

Thy joys when shall I see ?

happy harbor of the saints,

sweet and pleasant soil,

In thee no sorrow may be found,

No grief, no care, no toil.

In thee no sickness may be seen.

No hurt, no ache, no sore;

There is no death, no ugly deil.

There's life for evermore.

No dampish mist is seen in thee,

No cold nor darksome night

;

There every soul shines as the sun,

There God Himself gives light.

There lust and lucre cannot dwell,

Tuere envy bears no sway,
There is no hunger, heat, nor cold,

But pleasure every way.

Jeniaaleml Jerusalem I

God grant I once may see

Thy endless jots, and of the same.
Partaker aye to be.

Thy walls are made of precious stones,

Thy bulwarks diamonds square,
Thy gates are of right orient pearl.

Exceeding rich and rare.

Thy turrets and thy pinnacles
With carbuncles do shine.

Thy very streets are paved with gold,
Surpassing clear and fine.

Thy houses are of ivory.

Thy windows crystal clear,

Thy tiles are made of beaten gold;
O God, that I were there I

Within thy gates no thing doth come
That is not passing clean,

No spider's web. no dirt, no dust,

No filth may there be seen.

Ah, my sweet home, Jerusalem I

Would God I were in thee.

Would God my woes were at an end.
Thy joys that I might see.

Thy saints are crowned with glory great,
They see God face to face.

They triumph still, they still rejoice,

Most happy is their case.

We that are here in banishment
Continually do moan

;

We sigh and sob, we weep and wail,

Perpotually we groan.

Our sweet is mixed with bitter gall.

Our pleasure is but pain,

Our joys scarce last the looking on.
Our sorrows still remain.

But there they live in such delight,

Such pleasure, and such play,

As that to them a thousand years,

Doth seem as yesterday.

Thy vineyards and thy orchards are
Most beautifal and fair.

Full furnished with trees and fruits,

Most wonderful and rare.

Thy gardens and thy gallant walks
Continually are green

;

There grow such sweet and pleasant flowers

As nowhere else are seen.

There's nectar and ambrosia m«de,
There's musk and civet sweet,

There many fv fair and dainty drug
Are trodden under feet.
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There cinnamon, there sugar grows,
There nard and balm abound.

"What tongue can tell or heart conceive
The joys that there are found 1

Quite through the streets, with silver sound,
The flood of life doth flow.

Upon whose banks, on every side,

The wood of life doth grow.

There trees for evermore bear fruit,

And evermore do spring

;

There evermore the angels sit,

And evermore do sing.

There David stands with harp in hand
As master of the choir;

Ten thousand times that man were blest
That might this music hear.

Our lady sings Magnificat,
With tune surpassiog sweet.

And all the virgins bear their parts,
Sitting above her feet.

Te Deum doth Saiut Ambrose sing,
Saint Austine doth the like;

Old Simeon and Zachary
Have not their song to seek.

There Magdalene hath left her moan.
And cheerfully doth sing,

With blessed saints whose harmony
In every street doth ring.

Jerusalem, my happy home!
Would (iod I were in thee,

Would God my woes were at an end,
Thy joys that I might see I—B. E. 0.]

THE EPILOGUE.
Chap. XXII. 6-21.

1. The Angel and John; or the Mediators of the Apocalypse.

6 And he said unto me, These sayings [words] are faithful aud true : and the Lord
God of the holy {om. holy

—

ins. spirits' of the] prophets sent his angel to shew unto his

servants the [what] things which [oin. which] must [ins. come to pass] shortly be done
7 [om. be done], [ins. And]'^ behold, I come quickly : blessed is he that keepeth the

8 sayings [words] of the prophecy of this book. And [ins. it was] I John [ins. who
heard and] saw these things, and heard them [om. , and heard theni]. And when
I had [o7n. had] heard and seen [saw]^, I fell down to worship before the feet of

9 the angel which [who] shewed me these things. Then saith he [And he saith]

unto me, See thou do it [om. See thou do it—ins. Take heed] not : for [om. for] I

am thy [om. thy

—

ins. a] fellow servant [ins. of thee], and of thy brethren the

prophets, and of them which [those who] keep the sayings [words] of this book

:

10 worship God. And he saith unto me, Seal not the sayings [words] of the prophecy

11 of this book: for^ the time is at hand [near]. He that is unjust, let him
be unjust [Let him that doeth injustice, do injustice] still : and he which is filthy,

let him be filthy [and let the polluted* pollute himself] still: and he that is

righteous, let him be righteous [and let the righteous work righteousness'] still

:

and he that is holy, let him be holy [and let the holy (Jly^oq) sanctify himself

{&Y!.aij0TJTioy] stUl.

2. Jesus, the Author of the Apocalypse; the Spirit; and the Bride.

12 And, [om. And,'] Behold, I come quickly ; and my reward is with me, to

give every man according [om. every man according

—

ins. render to each]

13 as his work shall be [om. shall be

—

ins. is].' I am [am—ins. the] Alpha
and [ins. the] Omega, the beginning and the end, [om. the beginning and the

14 end,] the first and the last [ins. , the beginning and the end]'". Blessed are

they that do his commandments [om. that do his commandments

—

ins. wash

their robes]", that they may have [ins. the] right to [or authority over (ji
iSouala

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 6. We give the reading tuv nve\iiJ.dTijip r. tt., in accordance with N- A. B*. [P., Yul^, except Am.,] et al.

' Ver. 7. Kai, in accordance with A, B*. [X. Vulg., Syr., Mh.]
' Ver. 8. [Sb., Sz., Ltich., Tisch. (1839). Alf., Treg., give ^AeVuK khI iicovuiv with A. B*. Vulg., Syr., Ami., et cd. ; Tisch.

(8th Ed.) reverses th» order with X-—B- K. C]
* Ver. 8. B*. gives ical ore ISov. [So Tisch. (1859).] There are several unimportant variations here. [Lach., Tisch.

(8th Ed.), Aif., Treg., read e^Aei/in with X.—E. R. C]
6 Ver. 10. X- A. B*., Lachmann [Alf., Treg., Tisch.l, insert yip after Knipb;.
« Ver. 11. We give the reading 6 puTTapbs. [So Crit. Eds. with X. B*.—B. E. C]
' Ver. 11. AiKaioo-unji' iroiiiiraTco, in ace. with X. A. B*.,—an important reading as contrasted with SucaiuSijToi.

8 Ver. 12. The Kai before iSou is unauthorized.
* Ver. 12. X- A. et al. give the reading earic avrov.
'!> Ver. 13. The sequence of the Kec, which places li ipx")' s'^-i fl"*> '^ "°*"*''°''''''''"''

" Ver. 14. An important variation occurs here. The rending of X- A. [7, .18, Vidg., Arm. mg., JElh.^ el cd.,\a-^\vvavre^

rt! (TToAd! hvtSiv ; that of B*. el al., iroioui'Te! tA; ei-ToAJi dirov. Lach raann and Tischendorf give the former. Dilsterdieclt,

with Do Wette, prefers the Istter reading, because he tbinlts that it may have been rejected in order to avoid the interrup-

tion to Jesu .' discourse. The context also is, therefore, in favor of No. 1.
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l-^l)], the tree of life, and may enter in through [om. in through—ins. by] the gates

15 into the city. For [om. For]'' Without are [ws. the] dogs, and lins. the] sorcerers,

and whoremongers [the fornicators], and [ins. the] murderers, and [ins. the] idola-

16 ters, and whosoever [every one that] loveth and maketh a lie. I Jesus have [om.

have] sent mine [my] angel to testify unto you these things in [concerning] the

churches.'" I am the root and the offspring of David, and [om. and] the bright and

17 [om. and—i/M. , the] morning star. And the Spirit and the bride say, Come '*

And let him that heareth say, Come.'* And let him that is athirst [thirsteth]

come.'* And whosoever [om. And'* whosoever—i/w. : he that] will, let him take"

the water of life freely.

3. Testimony to the Sanctity of the Apocalypse.

18 For [om. For"] I testify unto every man [one] that heareth the words of the

prophecy of this book, If any man [one] shall [om. shall] add unto these

things [om. these things

—

im. them], God shall add unto him the plagues that are

19 written in this book: And if any man [one] shall [om. shall] take away from the

words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of [om. out

of—ins. from] the book [om. book

—

ins. tree'*] of life, and out of the holy city, and

from the things [om. and /rom the things] which are [have been] written in this book.

20 He which [who] testifieth these things saith, Surely [Yea,] I come quickly : [.]

Amen. [;] Even so, [om. Even so,"] come. Lord Jesus.

Conclusion.

21 Tflie grace of our [om. our

—

ins. the'"] Lord Jesus Christ [om. Christ"] he with you

[om. you'^'] all [or ins. the saints

—

or om. all and ins. the saints]". Amen [or om.

12 Ter. 15. [Crit. Eda. omit the copula with S. A. B.* Vulg., et al.—%. R. C]
13 Ver. ]6. We give the very weighty reading, en-i rals e«K\., iu accordance with t^. B.* [So Alf., Treg., Tisch. ; Lach.

gives kv with A., Vulg., et al. -E. K. C]
1* Ver. 17. [Grit. Eds. give epxou twice and epxeff^w with X- A. B* , ei al.—E. K. 0.]
15 Ver. 17. Omit xai hefore o ei^tav.
18 Ver. 17. [Crit. Eds. give Aa|3eT(u with X- A. B*.—E. E. C.J
" Ver. 18. [Crit. Kds. omit the copula with X- A. B*.—E. R.C.I
18 Ver. 19. [Crit. Eds. read fJAou with S. A. B*., el a(.—E. R. 0.]
18 Ver. 20. A. B*., et al. omit Kai [and also vat of the Rec] before epxov.
20 Ver. 21. Oodd. A. B*. [N-] g've Kvpiov without rj/xwi'.

21 Ver. 21. Oodd. A. [K.J give 'Iijo-oO alone j B*. gives 'l7)<roii XpurroO. [Lach., Tiech., Alf, Treg., give 'Ii)<roD alone.

—E. R. C]
22 Ver. 21. 'Yjawc is supported by minuscules.
23 Ver. 21. [Lach. and Tisch. read iravTwc with A., Am.; Alf. and Treg. Tutv ayiiav with fcC., Gb., Sz.; and Lange, n-ai--

rutv Ttiiu ayitav with B*., Cop., Byr., Arm.^ ei al.—E. R. C]
24 Ver. 21. (Lange reads 'Aji^i' with {<• B*., Yultj., Cop., Syr., Ann., JElh., et al.; Lach., Tlscb., Treg., and Alf, omit

with A. Alf. gives the subscription 'A7roKaAui/(i9 'Itadwov with J<. A.—E. R. 0.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

SYNOPTICAL VIEVf.

The Epilogue of the Apocalypse is strongly

suggestive of the Epilogue of the Johannean
Gospel, just as the Prologue of the Apocalypse
forms a pendant to the Prologue concerning the

Logos. In the one case as in the other, the

Coming of Christ is a fundamental thought. In
the one case as in the other, the Scripture closes

with a reflection relative to the Book itself; and
in both cases, a mysterious, clare-obscure mode
of expression is spread, like a veil, over the

whole. The intimate connexion of the Apoca-
lyptic Epilogue and Prologue is evident upon the

most cursory comparison.

Here, again, we distinguish three main divi-

sions. The first, which may be superscribed
with the title of the Angel and .Tohn, reverts,

in vers. 6-11, to the mediators or instrumentalities

of the Apocalypse, and accordingly forms a pa-
rallel to vers. 1-6 of the Prologue. In the se-

cond division Jesus appears, as the Author of

the Apocalypse, and over against His revelation

is set the longing of the Spirit and the Bride for

His Advent (vers. 12-17). The parallel passage

in the Prologue is found in vers. 7-10. The
third division is formed by the testiroony to the

inviolable sanctity of the Apocalypse (vers. 18-

20). Then follow the closing words—a prayer

to the Lord and a wish for a blessing upon all

readers.

[Ver. 6.] And he said unto me. The conclu-

sion reverts to the beginning. The series of

visions is closed—hence, the mediators of the

vision once more make their appearance. First,

mention is made of the Angel of this Revelation

(ch. i. 1). According to De Wette, Bleek, DUs-

terdieok et al., this is the same Angel who
speaks io ch. xxi. 9. In other words, the Angel
of the entire Revelation is accounted a special

Angel from the group of the seven Angels of the

Vials of Anger, and we are outside of the visions

and yet, again, within them. Thus, too, the in-

cident related oh. xix. 10, is held to be repeated
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here—either the incident itself or the account
of it. The former hypothesis would oast a shade
apon the Apostle's aptness to learn ; the latter

would implicate his ability as a writer. Neither
the one nor the other assumption is admissible.

[n the scene portrayed oh. xix. 10, John be-

lieved that he recognized the Lord Himself in

the form of the messenger of Christ ; here, it is

the angelic form in which the Lord manifests
Himself to him that he, in his profound reve-

rence, identifies, wrongly, with the Person of

Christ. Hence the deprecating words of the

two Angels are very different. "I am thy fel-

low-servant and one of thy brethren who have
the witness of Jeans," says one. "I am thy
fellow-servant and one of thy brethren the Pro-
phets and of them who keep the words of this

Book," speaks the other. As the Angel of the
Revelation, he places himself on a line not only

with the Prophets, but also with the pious

readers of the Apocalypse; this is, doubt-
less, owing to the fact that Christ assumes
His angelic form in the sphere of prophetic, hu-
man spirit-life and pious longing for His coming.
We translate here, therefore: Worship not the
personal medium of the manifestation of Christ;

just as we might say, Do not worship the Bible,

though it is the medium of the revelation of

God. Therefore the Angel further distinguishes

the words of the Revelation, whose certainty

and reality he affirms, from his mission from
the Lord, Whom he identifies with the God of

the spirits of the Prophets. Here, again, the con-

ceptions of God and Christ run into one, as is

frequently the case in the Johannean writings.

We apprehend the words h rdxru, here, as in

ch. i. 1, as significant of the rapidity of the

course of the things predicted, for the things of

the thousand years, which form but one section

of the whole eschatologioal time, can not be con-

ceived of as happenning soon [or, shortly'^ in the

ordinary sense.

Christ identifies Himself with the Angel in the
declaration. Behold, I come soon \_quickly~\, or

rapidly, and conjoins with this declaration the

beatitude expressive of the truth that he alone

preserves the right position toward the Coming
of the Lord, who keeps the words of the prophecy
and makes them his guide.
The Seer now seems to come to himself after

his grand visional ecstasy, as was the case, after

similar ecstasies, with the Disciples on the

Mount of Transfiguration, with the Apostle
Peter, Acts xii. 11 and Paul, 2 Cor. xii. 2 ; he is

immediately overpowered, however, by a sense
of the great grace which he has been deemed
worthy to receive with this Revelation. And I
John—not any indifferent John —a man by
the name of John

—

am the hearer and seer

of these things. And now he would fain fall

down and worship before the Angel of the
Revelation, as he fell down before him like a
dead man at the beginning of this Revelation
(ch. i. 17). Upon this he receives the prohibi-
tion before referred to, because it is his duty
to distinguish between the Lord Himself and
His angelic appearance, clothed in the materials
of prophetic visions and Christian ideals. On
the other hand, he receives the direction not to

teal the words of the prophecy. He is to communi-

cate them to the Churches and to stimulate the
reading and exposition of them, because thetimeis
near, because they are designed to keep Christians
awake, and, if they slumber, to rouse them.
And now follows a saying which is peculiarly

suggestive of the Gospel of John, especially of
the fearful words, What thou doest [art about to
do], do quickly [John xiii. 27]. Let him that
doeth injustice [or, unrighteousness'^ do injustice

[or unrighteousness'] still. The meaning of
this is that the time is great [weighty with
import] and swift, and presses to decision; for
every development, in evil and in good, the
space granted is but short. The ironical tone
which pertains to the first two exhortations is

limited, first, by the remark that the following
two sentences can have nothing of irony in

them, and, further, by the earnest consideration
tliat the seed of evil is peculiarly prospered by
being brooded over, in the delusion that there is

an endless time before the judgment, if, indeed,

there be any judgment at all. The style of

speech here employed is, doubtless, in general
expressive of the following admonition: Con-
sider that your actions are rapidly progressing
to their end. The relation of moral develop-
ment on both sides is pertinently intimated.

The commission of unrighteousness courses into

fillhiness, into a filthy habit of thought and a

corresponding mode of conduct ; the righteous-

ness of faith, on the other hand, develops,

through the practice of right-doing, into a

sanclification of life.

In the second division of the Epilogue, Jesus
Himself is brought to view, with His immediate
words. He announces Himself as the Reoom-
penser, with reference to the proclamation of

the Angel that the time is near and presses all

men to decision. Behold, I come quickly, and My
reward with Me, He says, in the words in which
His Coming is announced by the Prophet Isaiah

(ch. xl. 10; Ixii. 11; comp. Rev. xi. 18). He
will appear as Judge, because His life is the

principle and ground-law of the history of the

world. This He expresses in a threefold man-
ner. Because he is the Alpha, He must be the

Omega. Because He is the First, He must be the

Last. The first formula characterizes Him as

the first, and hence the last, life-idea. The second

formula characterizes Him as the first, and there-

fore the last, ideal life-form. The third formula

characterizes Him as the innermost, primarily

principial, and therefore, also, final life-power

and substance. Because He is the Principle, He
must be the Final Goal. The bearing of these

words upon the judgment (in accordance with

Matt. XXV. and Acts xvii. 31) is plainly manifest

in the following beatitude.

In comparison with the reading, Blessed are

they who wash their robes, we cannot possibly

regard the other reading. Blessed are they who

keep His commandments, as correct, although

the sense may be the same. We have here to do

with a festal symbolic expression, suggestive of

the wedding garment and the saying, These have

washed their robes in the blood of the Lamb (ch.

vii. 14). These shall enter into the Holy City,

with authority to eat of the trees of life. For

upon the perfect appropriation of the cross of

Christ,, rests the putting on of the snow-white
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robe of righteousness, and this is the condition

at once of an eternal vital development and vital

joy, and of entrance into the fellowship of eter-

nal life.

The continued existence of a without, in

contrast to an entrance into the Paradise

of life, is expressed by an antithesis in the

weightiest of words. Those who are ex-

cluded are again, apparently, cited in a

group of siz, but in reality a quinary is pro-

bably contemplated, as in the figure of the fool-

ish virgins. The arrangement of individual cha-

racters also differs from that observed ch. xxi.

8. In the latter passage, the lost were con-

trasted with the idea of the bravery of the con-

querors ; hence the fearful had the precedence.

Here they are contrasted with the picture of hea-

venly purity—the blessed, arrayed in their robes

of honor; hence dogs take the precedence, as

allegorical figures of spiritual unoleanness and
commonness (see Matt. vii. 6; Phil. iii. 2; 2 Pet.

ii. 22). Sorcerers have profaned and violated na-

ture; fornicators have profaned and violated

the personal and physical life; murderers have
profaned and violated the image of G-od in their

neighbor; idolaters have profaned and violated

the symbols of the Divine and religion itself;

lovers and practicers of falsehood in general—as a

wider class of idolaters—have profaned and vio-

lated the consecrated reality and truth of life.

Jesus next definitively distinguishes Himself
from the sending of His Angel. He declares

that He has Himself sent the Angel to Christians

to testify to them of the future in regard to the
Churches ; the dignity and weight of a testimony

is thus assigned to His word. The reading
chosen by us [eir; raif f/t/c/l.] we have designated

in the Text, and Gram. Notes as highly mo-
mentous. Even in this expression, which has in

many instances failed of being understood, the
end reaches back into the beginning. The Apo-
calypse, namely, is in reality the Book of the
future of the Christian Churches, symbolically
represented, as they are, by the Seven Churches.

In conclusion, Christplaces Himself, as the most
glorious Man, the Son of man, over against the

longing and expectation of the faithful. lam
the Root and the Offspring of David, the Kernel in

the kernel of the Theocracy, the ideal ground
and the ideal blossom of the Davidic line, which
rises as prominently in the midst of Israel as

chosen Israel amongst the nations. Thus, as
the great Promised One, He is the subject
of all the longing of Israel, and, no less

than this, the bright star which has risen upon
mankind as the Morning Star of a new world.
And well does He know that the heart of man-
kind goes out to Him with throbs of expectation
and yearning. The Spirit in the Church and the
Church as Bride answer Him with the cry, Gomel
And every one who hears and understands this

cry is directed to join in the cry of longing,
Come! But all who thirst, that is, all men of
longing, must first come to Him on the platform
of the spiritual life, and receive of the water of
life freely [without price], in order that they may
be able to sum up their yearning in that higher
esohatological longing which can join in I ho cry
Come, Lord Jesus !

The third division of the Epilogue is the conclu-

ding attestation ofthe Book, and is suggestive of the

attestation of the Johannean Gospel (oh. xxi. 24).

In this attestation we, in company with almost
all exegetes, can see the words of the Prophet,

only; not, with Ebrard, a remark of the Lord
concerning the Book of John. In this severe

verdict, reference is had not to readings and va-

riations of opinion, but to augmentations or di-

minutions of the eschatological view of the world

here expressed. It is an inviolable vital law that

the fanatic, in the same degree in which he
heightens the conceptions of judgment above the

Biblical measure, loads himself with the judg-

ment of those torments which he has imagined;
thus, e.g., the mediteval exaggeration of the idea

of hell brought hell torments in abundance upon
the fanatics themselves. And en the other hand,

similarly, it is a fact that the denier or dimi-

nisher of the prospects of Christian hope impairs

his own inheritance of hope and bliss, to the same
degree in which he takes away from the fullness

of the Christian prospect. Every misdemeanor
against the truth falls back upon him who com-
mits it (see Introduction, p. 63, and Matt. v. 19).

The reference is not to transient sentiments,

but to maxims which become permanent in a

conduct consistently regulated by them. Thus,

it is beyond question that consummate fanaticism

crystallizes into a disposedness for torment;
consummate libertinism into a complete incapacity
for even the faintest idea of the conditions of a
higher human life of blessedness. These tho-

roughly true thoughts meet us here as warning
verdicts \_vera dicta~\, hypcrbolicaliy expressed,

designed for the protection of this glorious Book,
which, in spite of these its guards, has been, and
still continues to be, greatly mis-esteemed.
The Seer is sure that, together with himself,

Christ attests his Book. He therefore introduces

Him also, in the character of a witness, and ex-

presses, in His testimony, the ground thought

of his Book : Yea, 1 come quickly.

Hereupon, giving vent to that which has been
the desire of his heart through his whole life,

and especially during his old age, he utters the

following sentence, by wnich he takes the Lord
at His word in the name of the Church as well

as in his own name: Amen, come, Lord Jesus.

In conclusion, he pronounces a benediction

upon all who, with himself, are awaiting the

coming of the Lord, and who constitute the true

Saints of the Latter Days, The benediction is

couched in the following grand and worthy terms:

The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with att saints.

With all saints—in this adjunct, the Apocalypse,
in its significance, is consistent with itself.

EXPTANATIONS IN DETAIL.

Ver. 6. And he said unto me.—With per-

fect justice, Ebrard combats the view entertained

by most commentators, to the efi^ect that the An-
gel who is here spoken of is the same who has
been the spokesman since ch. xxi. 9 ; the same
exegete maintains that, on the contrary, it is the

Angel (of the Revelation) of whom mention is

made in ch. i. 1. With this view, however, he

conjoins the erroneous assumption that what John
here reports, is nothing new, but only a remi-

niscence of former things ; first, of the declara-
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tion previously made by the same Angel (oh. xxi.

5) and, secondly, of the certain truth that the

entire Revelation is of Divine origin. But vi-

sional conditions do not come to an end suddenly

any more thau they begin suddenly; they die

away gradually, even as they began. The face

of Moses was still shining when he went down
from the mount into the camp.
These v7ords are, etc.—By this is meant the

entire Revelation now concluded, as in verses

7 and 18.

The Lord God of the spirits of the Pro-
phets.—We apprehend these words as referring

to Jehovah as the God of revelation, or, in other

words, we find here a concrete summing together

of God and Christ, as in the concluding words
of 1 John V. 20.

The mission of the Angel is from the Spirit of

revelation, as the God of the spirits of the Pro-
phets, the Source and Author of all prophecies,

hence also of the Apocalypse (John v. 39; 1 Peter
i. 10-12).

The spirits of the Prophets.—According to

De Wette, reference is had to the inspiration pro-

duced by the Spirit of God, in opposition to which
Diisterdieck judiciously remarks that the spirits

belonging, respectively, to the different Prophets
are intended, which spirits God renders subser-
vient to Himself.

His servants.—See ch. i.

Ver. 7. And behold, I come quiclily.—
Adduction of Christ's word, in corroboration of

the expression ev rax^i- "As in ver. 6 the Di-

vine authority was cited, so here the main tenor

of the Revelation now completed is made promi-
nent. This is effected by the Angel's speaking
directly in thenameof the coming Lord Himself."
DuESTERDiECK. We Cannot perceive why the fol-

lowing parsenesis should be regarded as "added
by the Angel." The Angel utters the whole,

—

in such a manner, however, as to introduce the

Lord as speaking in ver. 7. It is this very fact

that gives occasion to what follows

—

viz., the er-

ror, in the entertainment of which the Seer at-

tempts to worship. Finally, we must again call

attention to the subtile distinction that is to be
made between the Lord Himself and the form of

His revelation ; not only personal Angels, but also

symbolical ones, are a forbidden object of worship.
This is suggestive of the second commandment,
" Thou shalt not make unto thee any image," con-
cretely apprehended ; it also teaches us how dif-

ficult it is for man, in his admiration of the Di-

vine, to leave that and arrive at the perfect

worship of God.
Ver. 8. And it was I, John.—The gradual

coming to one's self, e. g., out of sleep, out of som-
nambulic sleep, out ofprofound contemplation, out
of an inspired or demonically excited condition,
is a highly interesting phenomenon; its culmi-
nation is formed by the gradual return of ordi-

nary consciousness [Tagesbewusslsein = day-con-
sciousness] after the ecstasy of the Prophet,*

—

And I, John.—See Stn. View; eomp. chap. i.

* See Schiller, DieJungfrau von Orleans, Act IV., Scene IX.:
" Die Fahne liesB ich in dem Heiligthum,

Nie, nie soil dieee Hand Bie viehr herilhren /

Mir war's ale hdtC ich die geliebten Schivestem,

Margot und Louison, gleich einem Traum
An mir voriibergleiien sehen. Ach,
Eb war nur eine tdUBcliende Erschewiitng."

Who heard and saw [6 annvav nal (iU-rrav']

these things.—On the present form of the par-
ticiple, see Diisterd. Though the visional unfold-
ing of the things is over, that which the Seer has
heard and seen continues to be ever spiritually
present before his eyes.

And when I heard.— The reading which
adds and savr, beautifully brings out the con-
tinued astonishment of the Seer.

I fell down to worship.—In ch. xix. 10 be
was in danger of identifying a personal Angel
or beaiifled saint with the Lord; here he is in
the more subtile peril of confounding a symbolio
angelic form with the Lord Himself.

Ver. 9. Take heed not,—"O/ia fir/ (see Syn,
View).

Ver. 10. Seal not, etc.—See ch. i, 11, 19; x,

4; Dan. viii. 26; xii. 4, 9, It may be asked,
what is the difference between a sealing and a
not sealing in the case of two Books which yet,

have been diffused in an identical or a similar

manner. Irrespective of the fact that there is

something symbolical in the expression, which
declares, on the one hand, that the Book shall

for a long time continue to be obscure and un-

comprehended, or, on the other hand, that the

Book shall be read, the antithesis also contaius

a distinction for the authors of the Books in ques-

tion and for the Church. The symbolic mode
of presentation is in itself a species of sealing

;

a reference to the key of symbolism, such as is

frequently to be met with in John, is an unsealing

(comp. Matt. xiii. 11 sqq.). And thus there is

also a difference in the ecclesiastic reservation

of the Book and the submission of it for congre-

gational edification. The Hierarchy baa sealed the

whole Bible; with us, even the Apocalypse is at

least freely submitted to the Church for her edi-

fication.

For the time is near.—A motive for the

diffusion, reading and explanation of the Apo-
calypse in the Christian Church.

Ver. 11. He that doeth injustice.—
This form is elucidated by analogies; not

only by the already cited address of the

Lord to Judas (John xiii. 27), but also by
the following passages: Matt, xxiii. 32; xxvi.

45, and, in a less degree, Ezek. iii. 27. And
though there may be something of irony in the

first two propositions (De Wette, et al.), there is

nought of that character in the last two, vii.,

and let the righteous, etc.—If we seek for a

common fundamental thought that shall lie at

the basis of all four propositions, it is contained

in the following words: "Since the judgment is

at the door, let every one quickly prepare him-

self for it after his own free choice." That this

very idea indirectly offers to the wicked the

strongest admonition to repent, is self-evident.

Work righteousness still. — The dis-

cardure of the erroneous reading dinaiu&f/Ta

is of recognized importance as bearing upon

the discussion relative to the meaning of lit-

Katovv.

Vers, 12, 13. Behold, I come quickly.—
Diisterdieck: "The words of ver. 12 sound like

a communication from Christ's own mouth."

Most certainly. "Those of ver. 13 (comp. chaps,

i. 8; xxi. 6, 6) are as the language of God Him-
self." But because Ood calls Himself the Alpha
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and the Omega, it does not follow that Christ, the

Son of God, may not also so denominate Himself.

The Apostle Paul writes concerning God: "Of
Him, and through Him, and to Him are all things "

(Rom. xi. 36). And again in Colossians i. 16 he

writes concerning Christ: "All things were created

in Him ... all things were created through Him
and to Him." Because Diisterdieok thinks that

this presumed change of speakers must not be

hypothesized, he af&rms that John speaks these

words "after the manner of the ancient Pro-

phets." And yet John here distinguishes his own
speech, the speech of the Angel, the express

speech of Jesus (ver. 16), and the speech of the

Spirit! The motive for this singular retreat

upon "the old Propheticlanguage," (whiohmight

itself be called in question, if it were employed
with the latitude and inexplicitness which would

attach to its use in the present case,) seems to be

simply Christ's alleged inability to say: I am
the Alpha and the Omega.

Ver. 14. Blessed are they -who vrash their

robes.—See Stn. View. The other reading see

discussed in Diisterdieok, pp. [574,] 580.

Ver. 18. Without are the dogs.—Diister-

dieok apprehends the words as a command

—

foras sunio. Out with the dogs! Such a concep-

tion, however, does but obscure the clearness of

the antithesis; it would be a sort of penal judg-

ment, instead of a representation of the contrast

which the region of the lost presents to Paradise

—a representation which is a sermon in itself.

Be it observed that the term, the dogs, is decidedly

favorable to the reading. Blessed are they who
wash, etc. Dogs.—"A special reference to sodo-

mites (Eiohhorn, who compares Deut. xxiii. 18)

is not to be gathered from the context." Dues-
TBBDIECK.

Ver. 16. I, Jesus.—Even these words, ac-

cording to Diisterdieok, are spoken by John in

the name of Jesus. And it is possible for him to

entertain this opinion after all the distinct inti-

mations which have previously been given con-

cerning the speakers!

To testify unto you.—The v/uv relates to

the servants of God, as ver. 6 (comp. chap. i. 1).

The servants of God are, through the instru-

mentality of the Apocalypse, constituted watch-
men and Warners of the Church. In this sense,

even the Seven Epistles are not directly ad-
dressed to the Churches. Diisterdieok thinks,

with Hengstenberg, that vn'tv, in case it is to be
retained, refers to the Prophets.
The Root and the Offspring [Lange: Oe-

scAZecA^i^race] .—The antithesis between root and
scion—as the human parallel to the Divine anti-

thesis of Alpha and Omega—is obliterated by the
following explanation of Diisterdieok: "That
which the first term [/k'C«] declares figuratively

and in accordance with Old Testament precedent
(comp. chap. v. 5), is more literally affirmed by
the second [yfvof]: the son (Andr., Ev/., etal.)."

According to Hengstenberg also, the root of David
issignificant of the/jroi«c< of the root. The cita-

tion of chap. V. 5 proves nothing.

The Bright, the Morning Star.—In mean-
ing, the passage chap. ii. 28, where Christ pro-
mises to give the morning star, is entirely akin to

this. Christ is the bright Morning Star of the

coming day of eternity; He therefore also gives

the morning star of a spiritual vision of the fu-

ture (see above, chap. ii. 28).

Ver. 17. And the Spirit.—These words, ac-

cording to De W., Hengstenberg, Diisterdieok, et

al., are an answer to the foregoing—an answer
which the Apocalyptist is represented as speak-

ing in the name of the Spirit and the Bride.

But since John utters his own Come, Lord Jesus

in ver. 20, we cannot suppose that it was his in-

tention to make so wide a distinction between
himself and the Spirit and the Bride ; and, more-
over, the words. Let him that thirsteth come,

etc., are in favor of the assumption that we have
here the concluding words of Jesus Himself. A
singular view is that of Ebrard, who holds ver.

17 to be a reply to the speech of Jesus, and re-

gards Jesus as again becoming the speaker in

ver. 18, with a view to faking the Book under
His own patronage.
Let him that thirsteth, eic.—See chap,

xxi. 6; Isa. Iv. 1: IVIatt. v. 6; John vii. 37.

Freely [gratuitously].—The last full evan-

gelic tone in the New Testament.

Vers. 18, 19. I testify unto every one, etc.

—-Testification is a solemn asseveration which
binds or makes responsible those to whom it is

addressed (Deut. iv. 2; Prov. xxx. 5, 6). We re-

peat the remark already made by us upon this

passage, viz., that, in accordance with the sym-
bolic expression of the Apostle, the reference is

not simply to the exegetical treatment of the

Apocalypse, as is usually assumed. There are

many who add gloom to the Christian view of the

world, and many who diminish its depth, without
making use of the Apocalypse in thus doing. It

is, indeed, also true that any exegetical tamper-
ing with the Apocalypse is inadmissible, and
the one-sideduesses of exegesis are manifoldly
connected with the one-sidednesses of fanati-

cism or spiritualism [Spiritualismusl. The pa-

ronomasia

—

£7TL-dri, ETTL^ijOEt, CKp^T^r/, afeXel—is

no mere play upon words; it is indicative, rather,

of the fact that transgressions against the pur-

port of the Apocalypse are connected with ihe

inner condition of the guilty one, and hence in-

fallibly rebound upon him, or that, as violations

of the Divine faithfulness and truth, they are re-

flected back in violations of self.

Every one that heareth, etc.—That is,

every one who is present at the reading aloud

of the Book in Church; it is, therefore, designed

to be rend aloud in Church. According to Vi-

tringa, Bleek, et al., the threat is directed against

careless transcribers; according to Ewald and
De Wette, against oral inaccuracies of repetition.

Diisterdieok justly regards each of these expla-

nations as insufficient, and lays stress upon the

keeping of the contents of the Book, the revela-

tion of God, maintaining that it is upon the falsi-

fication of that revelation that the curse is laid.

Luther's words of censure, contained in his pre-

face of 1522, see cited in Diist., p. 582. Bleek is

of opinion that Luther was not entirely wrong in

taking offence at the words. De Wette also

thinks the threat too harsh. Hengstenberg ap-

prehends the words as referring to such addi-

tions and omissions as affect the actual kernel

of the Book (p. 452 sqq. [Trans.]). According to

Ebrard, these words are "the seal which Christ

Himself impresses upon the Apocalypse."
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Ver. 20. He who testifieth these things
saith.—Here Jesus is again introduced as speak-

ing. He is brought in, primarily, as a Witness

Who supplements the foregoing testimony of

John, but at the same time He indirectly appears

as a Witness for the whole Apocalypse. He
sums up His testimony in the all-corroborating

and all-embracing affirmation: 'Y'ea, I come
quickly.
The Seer replies to the word of the Lord with

a grand and simple prayer: Amen ; come,
Lord Jesus.

Ver. 21. The grace.—See oh. i. 4. The
v/iov of the Reo. does, indeed, more nearly agree

with oh. i. 4, but it is, on the one hand, not as

well supported as our reading, and, on the other

hand, the reading 'with all saints, is in perfect

harmony with the solemnity of the conclusion.

[additional note on the epilogue]

By the American Editor.

[There are several matters concerning this

conclusion of the Book of Divine Revelation
which the writer desires to present for conside-

ration:

—

I. The Authorship.

The entire Epilogue is the utterance of Jesus,

by the mouth of His representative Angel (the

Angel of chap. xxi. 9), to John—with the ex-
ception of the second clause of ver. 6, vers. 8, 9,

the last clause of ver. 20, and ver. 21. In this

proposition there are but three points which
need discussion, all of which are opposed to the

views of our author.

1. Tlie Angel that addressed John was the Angel
of chap. xxi. 9. That Christ spoke through a

representative in ver. 7, is admitted by all; that

this was the Angel of xxi. 9 is the point to be
proved. The Kal dwkv iini of ver. 6 shows that

the speaker there mentioned must have been the
one speaking in the immediately preceding
verses—the phraseology forbids the idea that
another speaker had been introduced. The Kal

of ver. 7, together with the absence of any intro-

ducing clause, requires the conclusion that the
same speaker continued his addlress; and this

conclusion is confirmed by the tov 6zlk.vvvtoq of

ver. 8—manifestly, the Angel at whose feet the
Apostle fell was the one who had been showing
Kim the things previously described. A diffi-

culty in reference to this interpretation may sug-
gest itself to some minds, arising from the gene-
rally received opinion that the Angel of chap,
xxi. 9 was (as were all the Angels of the Vials)

a Si/mbol; his symbolic character may be re-

garded as inconsistent with the language of ver.

9, lam thy fellow servant, etc. Possibly he was
an Immediate Symbol—i. e., a simulacrum—of a
real Angel; possibly, however, real Angels took
part in all the scenes described. But however
this may have been,—admitting the truth of the
first supposition, there was neither impropriety
nor incongruity in representing the simulacrum
of an Angel as using the language of an Angel.

2. The second clause of ver. 6 is an explanatory

remark introduced by John. It seems to the writer
inconceivable, that, if the declaration. The Lord
Ood sent Sis Angel to show, etc., had been made

to the Apostle, he should immediately after have
offered Divine honors to that creature. The natu-
ral hypothesis seems to be that—(1) in ver. 7, the
Angel, as the representative of Jesus, spoke in
the first person. Behold, I come quickly, and John
at once drew the conclusion that the speaker,
though in the form of a servant, must be his

Lord—a natural mistake and one immediately
corrected; and (2) the Apostle in his nar-
rative introduced the explanatory clause of
ver. 6.

3. The address of vers. 18, 19, 20 (first clause),

is the utterance of Christ through His Angel, and not

a declaration of the Apostle. This, in the judg-
ment of the writer, is placed beyond doubt by a
comparison of the first words of ver. 18 with
those of ver. 20; the One who testifies is the One
who says, Z come quickly.

II. The Duty of Studying the Apocalypse.

That it is the duty of every Christian to study
this Book appears from the following declara-

tions of the Epilogue:—1. The Apocalypse was
given for the information of the Saints, vers. 6,

16. 2. It was designed to be read in the congre-
gations, ver. 18 (/ testify unto every one that hear-
eth); see also comment on chap. i. 3, p. 90. 3.

Its utterances were not sealed, i.e., closed up
from individual comprehension (see foot-note*,

first column, p. 193), ver. 10. 4. A blessing is

to be bestowed upon those who keep the words
of the prophecy, ver. 7; which keeping requires,

of course, preceding study. 5. A woe shall be
visited upon all who add to, or diminish from,

the words of the Book, vers. 18, 19.

The Epilogue, in implying the duty of study,

agrees with the Prologue; see chap. i. 3, and the

additional comment thereon, p. 90.

III. Angel Worship.

The Am. Ed. cannot agree with those who
hold that in the incident recorded in ver. 8, and
in the similar incident mentioned in chap. xix.

10, the Apostle was guilty of an attempt to wor-
ship a creature, knowing him to be such—i. e., that

he was guilty of idolatry. Alford, in his com-
ment on chap. xix. 10, takes that position, re-

marking: "The Angel . . . seems to him worthy
of some of that reverence which belongs to GoJ
Himself. The reason given by DUsterdieck, that

in both cases John imagined the Lord Himself

to be speaking to him, is sufficiently contradicted

by the plain assertion, here in chap. xvii. 1, and
there in chap. xxii. 8 itself, that it was not a

Divine Person, but simply an Angel." In an-

swer it may be said— (1) So far as chap. xvii. 1

is concerned, manifestly it is the Apostle's own
remark, and probably was not penned until after

the incident described in chap. xix. 10, i. e., after

he had received the information that the one who
spoke to him was a mere Angel ; and (2) In refer-

ence to chap. xxii. 8, there is nothing in the re-

cord to forbid the hypothesis presented above in

I. that it was an explanatory clause introduced

by the Apostle. It seems utterly inconceivable,

first, that John, either as a Jew or as an Apostle

of Christ, could have offered worship to a crea-

ture, knowing him to be such; and, in the second

place, that, if he had done so, he would not have
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been sharply rebuked for big idolatry. In

neither case does the language of the Angel ne-

cessarily imply rebuke; in each case it may be

interpreted, and most naturally interpreted, as

a warning against error in conduct, and a recti-

fication of the mistake whence the error was about

to proceed. It may also be remarked that, unless

the Apostle had been positively informed to the

contrary, he might naturally have supposed that

one of the Angels of the Vials was Jesus Him-
self. Let it be observed that, during the pour-

ing out of the Vials, the words of Jesus, Behold,

I come as a thief, had been uttered—by whom we
know not, but the context would lead us to sup-

pose that they were spoken from amongst the

Seven Angels (chap. xvi. 15). This might natu-

rally have excited the suspicion that Jesus was
there. When the Angel who first came to him
used the expression. These are the true words of
God (chap. xix. 10), it should occasion little

surprise that John supposed him to be his Lord.

And when another of the Seven, representing

Jesus, adopted the language of Jesus, Behold, I
come quickly (chap. xxii. 7), can we wonder that

the Apostle leaped to the conclusion that Jesus
in person was with him?

It is scarce necessary to remark that, what-
ever hypothesis we may adopt as to the subjec-

tive condition of John, the words of the An-
gels convey most positive condemnation of all

creature worship.

rV. The Teaching of Christ as to His Twofold Nature.

The twofold nature of Jesus is most clearly

set forth. His humanity in the words, "I am . .

.

the offspring (jb yho^^^race, stock, descent) of Da-
vid" (ver. 16); His Divinity, not less clearly, in

vers. 12, 13, 16 (the root).

V. The Time of the Second Advent.

At first glance, the words of Jesus, / come
quickly (ver. 7), seem to be inconsistent with the
idea that the Advent thus promised is still fu-

ture. Probably this declaration, more than
aught else, has induced the opinion, amongst
those who hold it, that the Advent is past.

That the Coming mentioned in ver. 7 is the one
foretold chap. i. 7 (and also Dan. vii. 13; Mait.
xxiv. 27, 30; xxvi. 64; Mark xiv. 62; Acts i. 9,

11, etc.), seems to be evident upon comparison;
and that that Advent has not taken place seems
also to be evident upon an examination of the
passages referred to, together with their con-
texts,—there has been nothing in history that
satisfies the description of events accompanying
the Advent. We must look for an explanation
of the quickly [raxv) in the declarations of 2
Pet. iii. 18 and Luke xviii. 7, 8. See also foot-
note* (first column), p. 89.

VI. The Final Warning.

Alfokd comments on vers. 18, 19 as follows:
"The adding and taking away are in the appli-
cation and reception in the heart; and so it is

not a mere foroDal threat to the copier of the
Book All must be received and realized.
This is at least an awful warning both to those
who despise and neglect this Book, and to those
who add to it by irrelevant and tritiing inter-
pretations."

VII. The Final Prayer.

In the prayer, "Amen; come. Lord Jesus" (ver.

20), the Apostle pours forth the longing of his
instructed heart for the realization of " that
blessed hope" of the Church—"the glorious
Appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus
Christ" (Tit. ii. 13). In this prayer is summed
up all that the Christian heart can desire the
destruction of the power of Satan; the deliver-
ance of the creature from the bondage of cor-
ruption; the banishment of sin and sorrow from
the individual heart and from the world; the re-
storation of all things; the establishment of the
Kingdom of righteousness; the beholding by
Jesus in fullness of the travail of His soul, the
bestowment upon Him in completeness of His
promised reward.

Let each member of the Church militant, mourn-
ing the absence of her Head, but cheered by the
promise that He will come again, unite with the
Apostle in the longing cry

—

Amen
; Come, Loeu

Jesus.—E. K. C]
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SECOND OR DOCTRINO-ETHICAL AND HOMILETICAL
DIVISION.*

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

Since the first thing to be establishe'l. in a
geneml work on the Apocalypse, is the Exboe-
tioaL point of view in which we should regard
the Book, il is self-evident that the Doctrinal
apprehension and the Homilktioal application

of the Scripiure in question are conditioned
upon the secure establishment of tlie Exegetical
result. As this result is still, however, to a

high degree, a mooted question in Theology, tbe

doctrinal writer cannot, with simple confidence,

take his stand upon fluctuating ground ; or, to

state the case more definitBly, he cannot lay the

foundations of a structure upon soil that is con-

stantly wavering ; and this remark applies with
still greater force to the homilist.

It is, for instance, an unquestionable fact that

tbe modern, ostensibly critical, synchrono-his-
torical apprehension of the Book has, in great
measure, neutralized and, so to speak, compro-
mised its doctrinal side; thus Sehleiermacher,
De Wette, et aL, assign a very moderate value
to this Scripture. This view leaves but a few
isolated passages even to Homiletios ; and even
those passages can be made use of only with a
certain inconsistency, the canonical character of

the Book being questioned.
The servile adherents of the orthodoxy of the

seventeenth century occupy a similar relation

toward the Book. According to their assump-
tions, the idea of a transition-period intervening
between the present and the future seon, of a
true Millennium, and of a special hope for the

return of the people of Israel, is utterly out of

the question. The last day must be one single

day. In this single day, the whole world must
be utterly destroyed and replaced by an entirely

iiBw world. A Millennium is regarded as con-
flicting with the XVII. Article of the Augsburg
Confession. Gehenna, it is maintained, coin-

cides with the realm of the dead, and is entirely

complete and ready for inmates in the midst of

Time. Now when it is seen that these and the
like assumptions are, contrasted with a vital

conception of Holy Scripture, and especially of
the Apocalypse, contracted ideas of a servile let-

ter-faith, or an exegetical tradition-faith, the

Consequence is self-evident: not much secure
ground is left in the Apocalypse for doctrinal

arguments and homiletical demonstrations. If,

nevertheless, a detailed application of the Apo-
calypse be made from this stand-point, the result

will be a doctrinal and homiletical constriction

• 8ee p. 87.
26

of this Scripture, similar in degree, though not
in kind, to the racking and stretching of the
Old Testament in order to make it explicitly

declarative of the whole of the New Testament
and all the teachings of the Church.

If. again, we consider that more mediate ten-

dency which has viewed the Apocalyptic Book
from more liberal stand-points of piety and
practice, and has found in it the hope of better

times, and even the Millennial Kingdom, we
shall find that even here there has not been
much doctrinal and ethical ground won, the

critics of this school having proceeded upon the

platform that the Apocalypse consists of pi-edio-

tions of Church history following each otlier in

chronological succession. Nevertheless, this

stand-point is, by reason of the eminent religious

appreciation of the Book which it, in compari-
son with the orthodoxistic and neocrilical con-

ceptions of it, manifests, of far greater worth
than they.

Even that system of interpretation which pro-

fesses to regard the Apocalypse as shadowing
forth the hi.story of the Kingdom of God, shares

in the insecurity of a thorough doctrinal and
homiletical application of this Scripture, espe-

cially because it has not consistently made the

ascertainment of a system of firm Biblico-apoca-

lyptic symbolism its point of departure.

It is our belief that we have labored towards
the attainment of this point of view, and we also

think that, through the grace of God, our labors

have been blessed with some measure of success.

But the rfsults which in these pages we otfer

to our readers are for the present the subject of

theological discussion. It will, therefore, be

requisite in doctrinal and homileticul comments,

to observe caution in making a confident use of

even such points as may have been recognized

and proved to be true.

We, therefore, do not consider ourselves at

liberty to undertake to accompany the whole
course of our exegesis with doctrinal and homi-
letico pracii'-al applications; and we are the

more withheld from thus doing by the further

consideration, that the object of prime impor-

tance at this time is the incitement of our con-

temporaries to an exposition of the Apocalypse
which shall be still siraplfr and more firmly

grounded upon Biblical symbolism than any
that have yet appeared. We shall rely upon
free citations from authors who admit the alle-

gorical character of the Book, to carry us over

the gaps.
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But notwithstanding all that we have said,

there is still eo much to be found on the plat-

form of simple belief in the Bible, so much
which such belief, in its -various modifications,

can accept as sure, as comaion to all stand-

points, and as precious, both for doctrine and

life, that, with all the restrictions which we

have imposed upon ourselves, we hope still to

garner a rich harvest of doctrinal and homileti-

cal truths.

The most convenient arrangement of this

treasure will be secured by the division of our
ri-mpirks into a General and a Special Part.

The General Part will contain remarks upon
leading points of view: the Special Part will

contain remarks upon the leading s-ctions of

the Apocalyp-'e. Doctrinal and Ethical, and
Homiletioal and Practical observations will

everywhere be presented under a common cap-

tion.

PART FIRST.

GENERAL DOCTRINO-ETHICAL AND HOMILETICAL REMARKS UPON THE APOCALTPSE.

couobed in Biblico-artistio, allegorical and sym-

Section First. ''"I'^al forms.

There are a great number of opponents of

Escliatological Dogmatics who yet claim that

they stand upon the basis of firm and assured
principles of faith. Their objections against

eschatological dogmas may be suuim>-d up in the

following gradation: 1. No dogmas can be
drawn from figurative, allegorical or, in general,

poetic representations. 2. The deliverances of

Christian hope cannot be turned to dogmatic
account. 3. The farther removed the historical

elements of Christianity are from the historic cen-

tre of the life of Jesus, the more problematical
do they become.

So far as the first objection against Christian

E-icbatology is concerned, it is based upon two
false hypotheses. The first of these is that al-

legiirical or symbolical representations cannot
be reduced to a didactic or distinct doctrinal

idea. The second false hypothesis is that there

is in the Bible a region of abstract didactic

forms, from which it is possible to mark off the

region of figurative forms. It is a singular fact

that these same objectors are frequently prone
to draw their statements relative to the doctrines

of the Old Testament concerning the other

world, from poetico-pathological expressions in

the Book of Job or the Psalms.
Again, in reply to the attempt to rob the

truths of Christian hope of true doctrinal evi-

dence, we would state what surely every one

should know—that, in a wider sense, the

whole Christian faith has the character of hope
(Heb. xi. 1) ; that faith, hope and love substan-

tially coincide with each other (1 Cor. xiii.); and
that without doctrines of Christian hope, even in

the narrower sense of that term, there could be

no doctrines at all.

Finally, when an idealistic or spiritualistic

[worn SpinluaUsmus behaftetej Christology ascribes

le-'S importance to the doctrine of Christ's Re-

surrection than to that of His historic Life and
redemptive Death, it is safe to infer that these

unsound individual points of belief are but the

superstructure which is erected upon an un-

sound principial foundation; such an unsound
foundation is discoverable in the case of Sohleier-

Docirinal and Ethical Elements of the Apocalypse.

Tt was the prejudiced opinion of the elder

orthodoxisiic school that the Apocalypse must,

in respect of its doctrinal and ethical elenients,

be reduced to the stage of development occupied

by the earlier Apostolic Theology, or tbat it

must even he corrected to suit that stage. A
parallel position is occupied by modern preju-

dice, as developed in distinct branches. The
school of Baur, on the one hand, regards the

Book as a genuine writing of the Apostle John,

and on that very account also holds it to be the

product of an exceedingly contracted and turbid

Judo-Christi;iniiy : whilst the school of Schleier-

macher, on the other hand, maintains that the

poverty of the Scripture is connected with its

origin from the pen of some non-Apo.stolie John.
The Book is worth little, because it is by the

Apostle John—the one class asserts. The Book
is of very little value, because it is not by the

Apostle John— is the declaration of the other

class, Tho-e rude assailments of its dignity in

which Volkmar permitted himself to indulge,

following the tendency of the school of Baur,

were preceded by the following frivolous, yet

nai've, deliverance of De Wette :
** A book, whole

chjipiers of which we must, after pressing out a

few drops of juice, cast aside as empty skins,

has, at least, not. the character of a popular
book.'' {Introduction, p. 6.)

On the other band, some pietisto chiliastic

and theosophic schools have maintained the

existence of, in many respects, an entirely new
and eeparaie Theology in the Apocalypse; of

such a school Swedenborg was the founder.
In reply to all these misrepresentations of the

true state of the case, it must be maintained:
1. That the Apocalypse contains the same doc-

trine of Christianity as all the rest of the New
Testament, and moreover that it contains it in

the Johannean type ; 2. That it is to be recog-
nized as the most developcl phase of the New
Testament doctrine bearing upon its theme

—

the hope of the Kingdom of God, and the advent
of that Kingdom into the world—although it is
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macher, in his defective renognition of the per-

Eonality of the Saviour. Where there is a defect

in the idea of iho Divine persouality, on the one
band, and in that of the human personality, on

the other, it is impossible that the idea of the

God-Man should subsist in its full, historic

import.

Persons who accord a less biased appreciation

to the doctrinal significance of the Apocalypse,
cannot fail lo perceive that the Book in question

has not obscured the Christian doclrines of the

preceding New Testament Scriptures, but, on
the cODtrary, that it has elucidated them aud
furnished proofs in their support—nay, that its

Theology may be regarded as a mediatory Theo-
lojiy in the best seose of the term. This is true,

in the first place, of the eschatological doctrines:

—the doctrines concerning death, the intermedi-

ate stale, the Kingdom of God, the Church Trium-
phant, Antichristianiiy the eschatological im
port of Israel, the Parousia of Christ, the Re-
Burreition, the Last Day, the Kingdom of glory,

hell and Heaven. In tbe second place, the doc-

trines concerning God, the creation, Christ and
His redemptive work, the Christian life in re-

spect of Its religious and moral natures, and,

finally. Bibliology, are endued with new dis

tiucttiess.

Let us first examine the first line of dogmas

—

the eschatological ones.

The doctrine concerning death is, assuredly,

not obscured, but, rather, enlightened by the

fact that the Apocalypse puts forth the idea of

the second death. The first death is thereby, in

meisure, degraded to a shadow iu itj relation to

believers—as is the case, likewise, in the Johan-
nean Gospel. Here. Christ has the keys of

death, the souls of the departed continue to live,

and blessed are the dead who die in the Lord.

There is here a more distinct sundering of

Hades, or the realm of, the dead, and hell, or the

furnace of fire, than is to be found in any other

Scrip' ure. In respect of the blessed dead, the

bright department of Hades is set forth as a so-

journing with the Lord in Heaven ; the place

of torment within Hades has assumed the form
of the aiyss, and the intermediate region—th.i

fealm of the dead, in the narrower sense—^is

even distinguished by still another separate

sphere from the idea of Gehenna, which is not
yet realized. In the representation of the souls

of the martyrs as under the altar and crying lo God
for recompense, are expressed the facts that they
have a right, and a just impulse, to anticipate
their future perfect restitution, or the satisfac-

tiiin of justice on their behalf; that their life, in

accordance with the Divine decree, has been, as

it were, sacriBced on the altar, and that they, as

followers of Christ, are on the sure road from
death to a glorious resurrection. Further, in

respect 6f their resurrection, the bestowal of

white robes upon them is surely not merely a

figure of their justification before God and the

world, but is also expressive of the truth that

they are developing toward the first resurrection

(1 (Jor. XV.; 2 Cor v.).

The end of the world or the Last Day appears,

in ultra-supernaturalistic dogmatics—regarded
by their holders as orthodox par excellence.—in-

dependent, as far as possible, of instrumentality,

or, at least, as owning only that of missions and
altered ethical conditions; in harmony with the
above, the end of the world is its absolute de-
struction, and the Last Dtty is really the last of
the days in the astronomical sense of a day.
How much more life and organism and instru-
mentality is displayed in the -Apocalyptic pre-
sentation, connected, as it is, with leas developed
intimations throughout the Sacred Writings.
Here the picture of the apostasy, hinted at "y
Christ Himself, and more definiti-ly predicted by
St. Paul, is completely unrolled; 'he apostasy
is qualified as ripened Antichristiani'y, whose
main figure i.s a demonic bestial formation of
Christian national life, and whose secondary
figure, in the form of the False Prophet, the
apostate, issues from the theocrait-o-churchly
system, so that the latter itself becomes a pseu-
do-Christian Church, a Church of apostasy.

With this ripening of Antichristianiiy for the
harvest, the ripening of Christianity is implied,
although the maturing of the Church into the
Bride—assured, indeed, by the 144, OUO i-ealed

ones, and illustrated by the 144,000 triumphant
ones—almost vanishes behind the scene, behind
the manifest Antichrislian worlJ. The Chuich,
by reason of the tribulations which it must needs
undergo, becomes almost an exclusively invisi-

ble Church. Just this unheard of distress or
need, however, is the reason of the appearance
of Christ (mediated by the maturity of good as
well as of evil) in its wondrous aud suilden

phase. And what a wealth of mediatory instru-

mentalities is now presented to our view! The
Last Day itself is exhibited as a Divine day of a
thousand years (Ps xc. ). The resurrection of
ihe dead is exhib ted as a vital process, wot king
from within outwards, through an entire aeon,

from the first glorious blossoms of the resurrec-

tion to the last general resurrection; it is thus

possible for it to be accomplished in the form of

a transformation (in accordance with St. Paul,

1 Cor. XV. 23, 24 [51]). Tlie judgment is set

forth as a distinct series of judgments, reaching
from the war judgment at the return of Christ,

through the peace-judgment of the thous>ind

years, to the judgment of damnation at the

close of those years. The like is true of the end

ofthe cosmical MJor/rf. The orthodox school-idea

of an actual destruction of the old wor d and an
absolute creation of the new corresponds with

the soieriological idea that the new man is the

product of an absolute spiritual creation, and as

such takes the place of the natural and wholly

dead man. which latter is identified with the old

man; in other words, the former idea is simply

the false consequence of the false principle in-

volved in the latter conception.

The doctrine ot Satan is not only considerably

developed in the Apocalypse—especially as re-

gards the conception of him as the Accuser—but

is also established on a firmer base, ina-'inuch as

Sitan enters into the circle of religious expe-

rience in this present world by the foundation

of Antichristianiiy.

The end of the world, like the Parousia of

Christ, is here exhibited in the light of a moral

necessity, ensuing, as it doc, in order to the

crushing of thi> last mutinoiin revolt of iniquity

against the Church of God on earth. The revi.
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val of Evil, apparently long since destroyed and

abiilislied on earth, is thoroughly characteristic

of its tough serpeDt-uature. The final stripping

of iniquity of all idealistic illusions, such as

aided its operation at the time of Antichrisiian-

ity. is exhibited in its manifestation in the naked

conspiracy of the Satanic spirit with human
ru leness and brutality. This judgment upon

the last revolt is the index for the general judg-

ment, and hence, aUo, for the general resur-

rection.

Worthy of note is that ethico-psychologieal or-

der according to which the Beast, or Antichrist,

and the False Prophet are cast a thousand years

earlier than Satan into the now ready Gehenna,

or lake of tire. This order is in harmony with

the idci of life. The Be.isl and the False Pro-

phet have reached the end of their lives, so far

as their powers and arts are concerned, at the

Parousia; Satao due^ not attain the end of his

life-term until the completion of the thousand

years. U might be said that idealistic evil is

judged a thousand years sooner thaa brutal

evil; just as the kernel of humanity as existent

at the Parousia is iutinitely further developed

thau the mass of mankiud.

So far as it is admissible to speak of an
intermediate state between tlie last judgment and
the ideal goal of all things, such a state mani-
festly ajipears to be for tue wicked a series of

seons to which the eye can discover no limit.

"Whither the river of Paralise goes as it flows

out of the City of God, is nut declared. The
media3val conceptiou of the eudless torment of

all wtio have died out of the Church infringes on
the liberty of God; the systems of the absolute

restoration of all men infringe on the liberty of

man ; both occupy too positive a position in re-

lation to the hidden secrets of the jsoiis. behind
which the mountains of absolute Eternity stand,

radiant with the glory of God.

The Apocalypse, despite its figurative presen-

tation, throws light upon the whole mass of the

doctrines of our faith. The doctrines of the

Trinity of God and of the relation of God to

Christ, are here unmistakably raised above all

monophysitism, Arianism, and inner-Trinitaiy
subordination. The creation here appears, in

the reflex light of the npw Paradise, as the ori-

gin.ll plan of a world of eternal spirit-life. The
human race is represi-nfed by a selection of
elect 0"es, not in the least prejudicing the great
masses of mankind, hut forming the centre, the
glory and relative support of these, just as Christ
is their absolute centre, glory and support. How
fully, furthermore, are the fundamental traits
of Redemption, Reconciliition and Salvation
portrayed, in contrast to the gloomy night-side
of human life anil perdition ! Here the IJaptism
of the Church i.) reflected in a Baptism of blood ;

the Supper of the Church is refle'^ted in the
Supper of the Spirit; legal excommunication is

reflected in dynamical excommunication: the
right, ousness of faith is reflected in righteous-
ness of life. How richly the difl'erent phases of
the Church are displayed.—the ground-forms of
the internal and external history of the Church,
the King lom of God, and the world—it is need-
less particuUrly to demonstrate, after an earnest
consideration of the Revelation.

Section Seoohd.

Bomileiic Application of the Apocalypse.

It must, first of all. be premised that the Apo-
calypse is not to be laid aside as a sealed Book,
but that it IS to be treated as an open Book, and
is to be made use of for the edification of the

Christian churches (see ch. i. 1-4, ii.—iv., xxii.

10, 10; and the interspersed par^neses).
In the use of the Apocalypse, however, the

will of the (ilorified Lord should be observed, as

manifested in His confiding of the Apocalyptic
treasury primarily to the servants of the Lord;
these having to communicate it to the Church

—

not, indeed, in a tutoring hierarchic spirit, but
in pastoral wisdom, with knowledge and under-
standing. Therefore is the Apocalypse entrusted

to the servants (chap. i. 1; comp. chap. xxii.

6, 16).

Hence also the Seer does not write directly to

the churches, but to the angels'-^ of the churches.

The responsible nature of this commission ia

evident from the words of ch. xxii. IH, 19.

The weighliness of these warning words is in-

stanced by the two-fold fact that, despite their

stern menace, fanaticism within the Church, and
the enthuaiastio spirit of entire sects, from the

Montanists down to the "Latter Day Saints,"
have obscured the pure contents of the Revela-
tion by additions, misinterpretations and cliili-

astic distortions, on the one hand; whilst, on
the other hand, spiritualism [^a spiritualizing

interpretation] has for ages past not only di-

minished the etfect of the Revelation, through an
idle and slavish fewr of chiliasm. but has even,
in many ways, paralyzed its operations, thus
lulling Christian watchmen and Christian vigi-

lance into slumber, and enfeebling the eschato-
logical elements of even the Gospels and the

Apostolic Epistles.

It may be laid down as a general principle,

that the measure of doctrinal and ethical testi-

mony furnished by the Apocalypse is the index
to its homiletis applicability.

In particular, a field for himiiletics is afiforded

by passages whose glory dispels all exegetio
scruples ; viz., the doxotogies. songs of praise,

nnd heaven-pictures in general ; the Christologi-

cal items: the sotenologiual didactic passages;
the emphatic nlarm-ciies and cointorting assu-

rances; and, especially, the Seven Epistles,

which have already proved such fertile soil for

the homilist (see p. 54).

Literature Relating to the Application of the Apo-
caU/pse.

Imm. Nitzsch, Ueber den Kirchlichen Werth und

Gebrauch der Apocab/pne. Wittenberg, 1822.

Hosse, Der rechte Standpunkt der Betrachtung der

Offenharung Joh.
(
Monatsschrifi. fiir dte ev. Kirche

der Rhp.inproinnz und Westfatens, 12ih ?jnnual se-

ries. No. 7, 1863). Christiani (General Superin-

tendent of Livonia), Bemerkvngen zur Auslegung

der Ap'>k., mit besonderer Riichsicht auf die chiliaS'

tische Frage, Riga, Bacmeisier. A. F Schmidt

(prebendary deacon in Stuttgart), Ein Votum

* [This would B' em to favor the idea, rejected liy Lange,
thitt the "augelB" are the heattti ur pastors of the churches.
—Tb.]
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iiher die hnmiletisr.he Behnndlung dfr Apoltalypne,

Stuttg., 1867. S. Danz, Universal- Worterbuch, p. 54.

Section Third.

Starke's Bib elm erk.

yfe cannot here in silence pass by a Bible-

work which, in the continuous influence that it

has exerted, impelled us to the preparation of

our own ; although we must, on account of the

already noted limits and the atomistic nature of

the work in question, restrict ourselves to a

brief notice of it.

We find nothing in the Introduction of a theo-

cratic bearing specially worthy of mention.

Starke's position, in maintaining that the Apo-
calypse is the most imporlant Bools of the Scrip-

tures, is equally one-sided with that of older

Lutheran theologians, who regard it as a deu-
tero-canonical Book, or tluit of modern criticism.

which looks upon it as an almost worthless
pseudo-prophetic fiction. On the other hand,
with what may be called a praiseworthy resig-

nation, Starke almost inyariably presents two
constructions of the Book, styling one "the sys-

tem of those who explain it as for the most part

fulfilled." and the other "the system of those

who explain it as for the roost part to be futfiUed."

In many sections he sets forth the antiiliesis of

these different views without comment on his

own part.

We cite here some observations of Starke on
lie practical importance i>f the Apocalypse.
" This Book, when rightly understood and faith-

fully applied, is profitable (1) for the confirma-

tion of our faith in the doctrine of the person,

natures, estates and offices of Christ, and in the

doctrines of justification, sanctifioati n and the

Divine inspiration of the Holy Scriptures; (2)

for warning against the great and manifold
offence which subsists in Christendom, hidden
under so many distresses, heresies and other

infirmities of the reason, or by the devil covered

np with scandals and sects, so that men stumb'e
against it, or pass false judgment, and thus lose

faith in that article of the Christian creed which
declares: I believe in one Holy Christian C'luroh ;

(3) for the powerful arousing of the soldier of

Christ to (he faithful maintenance of the conflict

against sin and the kingdom of darkness within

and around him. and to the prosecution of this

conflict until the victory is gained ;—so often is

the admonition given : He thai hath earn, let

him hear what the Spirit saith to the churches ; so

often do we meet with the words: He that con-

guerethj he that conguereth, etc. ; (4) for consola-

tion in suffering, especially that which comes
from without, th<t which the Christian under-
goes in and from this wicked world, for the sake

of the name and the following of Christ. Of
this consoling nature are, especially, those most
precious promises which are ,contained in the

Seven Epi-tles, and which relate to the great

aud glorious reward which God graciously holds

out to the faithful in tribulation
; (5) for afford-

iug a prospttct of troublous times still in the

future, in order to the composed awaiting of

them in the strength "f God, anl to encour.ige-

meut in view of the great decadence of the

Church—-in faie of which the individu il believer

may feel himself uplifted »nd supported by the

lively hope of the imminent real exchange of

darkness for light, whicti is no small thing to

loyal servants and children of God
; (6) for the

elucidation of the prophetic Scriptures of the

Old Testament: for as the Prophets .afford us

the best key to 'he Revelation of .fohn, so the

latter, viewed in the right light, affords the best

key to a true understanding of the Prophets."

Section Fourth.

Literature on the Doctrinal and E'kical and, espe-

cially, the HomilHical side of the Apocali/pse.

Besides the lists already given in this Com-
mentary {pp. 72 sqq.), and in the Comm. .n
John (p. 47 [Am. Bd.]), 'here is n tfd in

Starke's Bibelwerk at the close of Revelation,

under the caption: Continuition of the list of

exegeiical works bpgun in the first part of tfiis book,

a considerable number of writings on the Apoca-
lyse; most of these, however, are somewhat
antiquated.

Of roi^ent works demanding mention here, as

bearing upon Apocalypt c dogmatics and homi-

letics, as well as pertaining to tlie general liter-

ature on the Apncalyp.'^e, we name the follow-

ing: Miinchmeyer, Bifielstanden Uher die Off^nb.

Joh., Hanover, 18ti'2. Das Ends dr.r ZUen, Vor-

trdge ilber die Off^nb. des h. Joh., by Euil Stef-

fann, Berlin, 187tJ. Kienlen, Commenlaire hislo-

rique et critique sur V Ap. de Jean, Pans, 1870

(synchrono-historioal, b it opposed to Vollcmar).

0' Sullivan (Rector of Killyraan), The Apostasy

predicted by St. Paul, Dublin, Lomliin, 1842

(learned, ingenious, evangelic, anti-papistic:

on the Apostasy as set forth 2 Thess. ii.).

Thomas Newton (B shop of Bristol), Dissertations

on the Prophecies which have been remarkably ful-

filled, and at this time are fulfilling in the Wurld.

Revised by Dolson, London (a work of interest,

evidencing deep reading on the part of its

author, who occupies a world «nd Chorch-histo-

rical stand-point). Garratt, Omnmentary on. the

Revelation of St. John, considered as the Divine

Book of History, in which Ood has delineated what

is now post, present and to come and decided before-

hand, London, 18tj6 (Church-historical and ori-

ginal. By the figure of the Beast, the author

understands a council, still future (in 186B), of

the united Orient and Occident).

There is a very extensive minor Apocalyptic

litenture in England, even appearing in the

form of periodical papers. The eschatological

anticipations of that practical nation have, in

many o»se», a strong chiliistio flavoring, as is

evidenced by Darbyism, Irvingism aud similar

pheuomeua.
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PAKT SECOND.

SPECIAL DOCTRINO-ETHICAL AND HOMILETICAL NOTES.

Section Fiest,

Prologue (Chap. i. 1-8).

General.—Oi God.—Of Revelation —Of wit-

ness \_Marlyrium'\.—Of visions.—Of Diviue ser-

vice.—Of the Cliurch.—Of the Trinity.—Of
sa valion.—Of the destination of Christians —
Of the Coming of C irisl, in order to the com-
plete revelation of God.

iS/JWi'di.— [Ver. 1] Revelation as the Apoca-
lypse, the end and crown of revelations —The
end and crown of the Biblical Books.—The end
and crown of the doctrines of the Cliristian faith.

—The en 1 and crown of papseneses.

[Ver. 2 ] The Apostles as the great martyrs
or witn-'sses of Christ:—Of His past, present,

future [orooming].—John, in respect to his import
in ft doctrinUand a homiletical point of view.

—

John as the Seer of spirit in realities (the Gospel)

and of realities in spirit (the Apocalypse) —The
vision as a sign of the depth of the inner human
life, and the height of the r'pened Christian life.

— [ Ver. .3] Blessedness of the Christian in anii-

cipiition of the Coming of Christ The always
certain nearness of the list time in the rapid

course and chunge of Christian times.—The
Coining of Christ in every Christian age —
Christian worship in the simple ground-form of

readers and he^-rers.—Common blessedness of the

leading and the led in a true cultus.—[Vers. 4,

5] -As the all-embracing idiocrasy of Christ is

drvide i and reflected in the Apostles, so the idio-

crasies of the Aposiles are divided and reflected

in those of the Churcli.—The Seven Churches in

thedeep^iSi reality One Church.—The Trinity of

Go 1 in the glory of its revelation: The Faiher,

as the Primal .Source of grace and peace—Who
is. Who was, and Who cometh; The Holy Ghost
in the manifestations of the Seven Spirits before

the Thione of the Divine Rule ; The Son of God,
as the Faithful Wiiness, the First-born from tlie

dr!ad ; as ttie Prince of the kings of the enrth;

as He Who hath loved us and washed us from
our sins in His blood.—The grace which is

upon Chrisfians, and the ppace wiiich is in them,
an eternally new benedictive greeting from
the Triune God.—[Ver. 6.] The hi|/U calling of
Christians, by which they are made a kingdom
of priests ; how this calling is realized for them,
and how it becomes realized in them.—Kings and
pries's considered in respect of their connection

:

1. Kings and priests, in the sense of their dege-
neracy, alternitely war an<l conspire against
each other; 2. Kings and priests, in the sense
of the worldly order of things, mutually balance
and limit each other; 3. Kings and priests, as
servants of God, in ihe sense of the spiritual

life, are one, and mutually condition each
other.—A man becomes a king, in the service of

God, only when he continually aacrifioea or surren-

ders all thin.<a to Him in pure self-renunciation,

as a, priest.—A man becomes a priest of the Eter-

nal Spirit only when he can administer kingly

possessions in kingly freedom.—The first doxo-

lo-jy: 1. Glory: 2. Dominion; 3. Both to con-

tinue into the seons.— Whereby can I perceive

that God is glorified on earth? 1. When no

earthly glory obscures, like a cloud, this hea-

venly Sun. 2. When His glory is duly seen and

appreciated in the reflected lustre of all that is

holy and glorious on earth.—In God's Kingdom,
His domin on is based upon His glory, as is His

glory upon His dominion.—What is the meaning
of eiernities [seous? the G. V. has : von Ewigkeit

zu Emigkeit^Svom eternity to eternity] ? Infi.

nite revelation of the Divine Essence. Infinite

unfolding of a Messed life. Infinite develop-

ment nnd unveilment of the world.—The Bibli-

cal ^mcn; The pprfectcd Personality of Christ;

l^erfected phase of the Kingdom; Perfected cer-

titude of prayer.—[Ver. 7.] The Theme of the

Book: He cometh.—Also the theme of worldly

history; of religious presentiments ; of science

and of art.— With the clouds. As high and free

as are the clouds as they emerge to view out of

Ihe depths of Heaven; as hidden and as mani-
fest as the lightning in the cloud; as el-vatcd

above the earth, and as surely d'stined for the

<-aith.—And every eye i.hall see Him. One day
these eyes of ours shall show to each and all of

us the Lord —How this announcement finds its

incipient fulfil nient in every act of worship that

we perform: We loak up lo Him. We perceive

ourselves to be guily in respect of the cross of

Christ. We celebrate His Passion and His

Death with sacred lamentations for the Dead.

—

This prophecy shall one day become a completed
reality.—With Christ s Coming Sunday comes;
true and unceasing wori-hip comes; the word of

revelation comes upon the whole earih.—Even
His enemies must see Him ; must recognize their

guilt in respect of Him in their guilt in respect

of their inmost selves; must join, in one way or

snotber, in the last lamentation over Him.

—

[Ver. 8.] In the Coming of Christ, God stiall

perfectly manifest Himself as Jehovah, the Co-

venant God:—faithful to Himself—faithful to

His people—faithful to His justice toward all.

—

Alpha and Omega; or the most profound idea

elementarily illustrated. As the whole expres-

sion embraces the'entire spirit-world, so the ."Spi-

rit of God comprehends the beginning, the mid-

dle, and the end of things.—Import nf the f.ict

tliat God will not perfectly manifest Himself un-

til the end of ihe course of this world ; that He is

utterly distinct from ll) fate, (2) despotism, (^)

arbitrariness. (4) chance.—On the Martyrs.—On
Divine Service.—On the Feast of Trinity.—On
Confirmation.
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Comp. Ex. xix.; Isa. vi.; Ezek. i.; Dan. Tii.;

Zech. xii.; Matt. xxiv. 30, et al.

Stabkb : All revelations of God come to us
througli Christ.—The most eminent function of
an Apostle or TeacLer is to testify of Christ.-^
Such a reading and hearing of Holy Scripture
as is pleasing lo God, confers blessedness.

—

The
wish: [1] Tbe utterer of the wish; [2] The
objects of the wish

; [3] The subject of the wish
;

[4] The One to Whom ttie wish is addressed.

—

Obamer: The condition of a Christian a noble
condition.—Nru, a/iryc eat gemina confirmalio, una
grseca^ altera hehraica.

Sander ("Versuch einer Erkldrung," 1829,

see p. 73): If the Revelation of John be com-
pared wiih the rest of the Sacred Writings, espe-

cially those of the Prophets, it will be iound that

John uses scarce any image that is not contained
in these and hat might not be explained through
them. Compare Rev. i. and Ezek. i. 26; Isii.

vi., etc. (Moreover, the horaogeneousness of the
images presupposes the homogeneousness of the
facts.) Only in John's writings .ill those things
which in the other Prophets are more scattered,

are concentrated; he calches, as it were, in the
focus of a burning glass all the rays of indivi-

dual Prophets, so that it is not to be wondered
at that the brightness thence resultant dazzles

many.
Waechtler (see p. 74) : A knowledge of the

Revelation of St. John is higMy important fur

all Christians (Rev. i. 1-3).—Grace and peace
from God, the inexhaustible Fountain of all

comfort (eh. i. 4-6),

BoHMER (seep. 73): In the Christian creed,

the Holy Ghost is placed after the Father and
the Son, as proceeding from Them both. John,
however, is writing, not a system of divinity,

but a sacred history, in which the general point
of departure is the all-sovereign eternal God :

next are revealed the piwers which prepare the

way for the fulfillment of His counsel of salva-

tion, and last comes Christ Himself—first, as the
true and highest Prophet, the " faithful Wit-
ness," then as the " First-born of the dead,"
and finally as the " Prince of the kings of the
earth."

[Barnes : Ver. 7. And every eye shall see Him.
Every one has thii in certain prospect, that he
shall see the Son of Man coming as a Ju 'ge.

]

On the literature (see above, p. 74). Lihen-
THAL, BM. Archivarius, p. 808.

—

Danz, p. 57 and
Supplement, p. 6.

Section Second.

First Vision. Meaven-picture of the Seven Churches
(CA. i. 9-20).

General.—The pastoral fidelity of man here
appears in reciprocal action with the pastoral
fidelity of God. John on Patmos thinks of his

seven churches in the spirit of prayer. But the

Lord, through the Spirit of revelation, changes
his glance al the seven churches into a vision

of the whole future of the Church.—Heavenly
blessedness in the midst of earthly martyrdom.
—The prophetic visions as the theocratic higher
reality of the Platonic iileas, the lofty mysterious
source-points of all fundamental spiritual cur-

rents, or of the stream of salvation in the history

of the world,—Preliminary conditions of prophe-
cy—external affliction, internal solemn joy, lone-
liiifss, prayer.—Forms of revelation.—Develop-
ment of revelation from the auricular to the ocu-
lar wonder.—Appearance of Christ in His glory
in respect of its fundamental features. Christ,
the Son of God, also eternally the glorified Son
of Miin.—Tue shook experienced by the Seer at
the appearance of the Lord in His revelation, a
species of death, and hence a source of new,
high life. How this shock

—

a. lu its original
form runs through the history of the prophetic
callings (Ex. iii. 6; iv. 24; xxxiv. 3C-.S5 ; Isa.
vi. 5; Jer. i. 6; Ezek. iii. 14, 1.5; Dan. x.) ; b.

Is reflected in Jewish tradition (Ju. xiii. 22)
and in Greek manticism, in which the mau-
licist himself represents death, whilst the
priest who expounds his oracle is representative
of new life; c. Is shadowed in the history of
apostate prophets, especially in that of Balaam
(Num. xxiv. 4); d. Is crystallized in the fundamen-
tal forms of regeneration; repentance and faith

—

death of the old, resurreciion of the new, man.—Doctrine of the kingdom of the dead, and of
death,—Hades is to be distinguished from Ge-
henna.—The appear-ince of Christ, deadly for
the moment, conferring life for ever.—Sacred
literature (verse 19).—Key of symbolism (verse
20).

Special.— [Ver. 9.] John, an exile on earth, at
home in (leaven.—The great Prophet, n brother
and companion [fellow-pai taker] of all Christians,

(1) in tribulation, (2) in the glory of the King-
dom, (3) in the endurance of Jesus.

—

Patmos, so
poor in geography, so glorified in the Theoo-
)ncy, like Bethlehem and Nazareth. The like is

true of Palestine and the earth itself. [Ver. 10,]
Sunday in its apostolic radiance; The day of the
spirit; of transport; of complete revelation.

—

Sunday quiet, absorption of life in its profound-
est d.'pths, and thereby, at the same time, in the
richest retroipect, and the clearest fore-view.

—

The sacred voice.— [Ver. 11,] The sacred Book.
—The Bible reposing upon Divine voices and
trumpets.—The Christian who, through deep
absorption of spirit, finds the three times [the

past, present and future] in the present, thereby
learns to know God as He Who is. Who was and
Wlio Cometh.—The seven churches or representa-

tives of all churches—primarily, of all those in

Asia Minor—or the one Church in its seven-fold

form.—The sacred septenary of the churches,

founded upon the septenary of the Spirits of

God, and ever recurring in the subsequent
sevens.—[Vers, 12, 13,] Christ is, therefore, here

in the midst of the candlesticks, «s well as in

the other world. The same hierarchi^-m which
sunders doctrine and life, belief and moral?,

clergy and laity, spirit and nature, faith and
culture, body and soul, also tears earth and

Heaven apart. As the deist confines Gud to the

other world, so the Hierarchy banislies the Lord
Jfsus Christ thither.—Christ is the liv ng unity

of the seven individual golden candlesticks, and
through this unity alone is the typnof the one

seven-branched candlestick fulfilled (Ex, xxv.

31-37).—[Vers, 14.16.] The form otChrist, con-

sidered in regard to its attributes ; or the differ-

ence between theocratic symbolism and human-
istic BBsthetics.—[Ver. 17.] Fear not, a ground-
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word of Christianity from beginning to end
(Lulce ii. 10; Matt, xxviii. 6; see the Concord-

ances, Title. Fear not).—The hi.-'tory and opera-

tion of the Death and Resurrection of Christ lift

all fear from all believer.^.—[Ver. 18.] Christ,

the Living One, (1) in respect of His spiritual

essence and mission (the First, the Last, the

Life of life); (2) in respect of His history

(having been dead, and having become alive

forever); (3) in respect of His power (having

the keys of Death and Hades) — [Ver. 19.]

"Write what thou seest." All Scripture a

copy of Diviue reality.—[Ver. 110.] The key
of symbolism must form the starting-point tor

the disclosure of all Apocalyptic mysteries.

—

The Angels of the cliurches, neither presbyte-
ries, nor bishops, nor preachers, but the spirit

of the churches in symbolic perscmification—the

spirit whirh, undoubtedly, should be represented
by the he;tds of the churches, but whicii is very
frequently not represented by them. This spi-

rit represents their Idiocrasy, their ideal, the
quality of their spiritual life, and is the local

invisible church.—The churches as candlesticks.

—Celebration of Sunday.— Bible festivals.—Ce-
lebration of Eister.— Festival of the dead.—Ce-
lebration of church consecration (or consecration
of the angel of a church).—Celebration of the
ministry.—See the succession of the visions, eh.

iv. 2 (individual items) chap, xvii 3 (individual

items).—Parallels: Acts x lOsqq.; xx. 7; Zech.
iv. 2; Dan. vii.; Dan. x.; Isa. xli. 10; xlviii. 12;
Mai. ii. 7.*

St.^bke: a man is in the Spirit (1) ordina-
rily, when he permiis liiDi,?elf to be governed by
the Spirit of Gud (Rom. viii. 9; Gal. v. &f ) ;

(2) extraordinarily, by transport and a Divine
revelation of things to come (Matt, xxii, 43).—

.

Christ is always present with His Church, to

enlighten, sanctify and defend it (Eph. v. 26) —
He has, therefore, no need of any vicar.—The
Church has for its foundation-pillar the invinci-

ble power and strength of Christ.

—

Christ's ser-

vants are in His hand, honored by Him and
assured of His help.

RicHTBR (see p. 78) : In vers. 17 and 18, .Jesus
declares, in different words, the same thing tliat

is expressed in Matt, xxviii. 18, "All power
[authority] is given unto Me in Heaven and on
earth," and the same that is expressed in that
other sayinK of His, "I and the Father are one"
[.John X. 30]. After the lapse of nearly two
thousand years, we find ourselves in a different
posture toward this saying—so far as belief in
it is concerned—from that occupied by the
Church in John's time. Has there not been a
considerable progress in the setting up of Christ's
Kingdom 1 (It is true that we must not overlook
the fact that, together with the furtherances of
faith during the course of the centuries, there
has been a constant new formation of apparent
hindrances.)

G^ERTNER (see p. 73) : With the trumpet sound
of the voice of Christ, the Revelation was opened
for the ear ;—with the seven candlesticks, it was
opened for the eye.—These seven candlesticks

* |The G. V. here reads "Engel"=!m^e\, instead of the
"messer.ger " of the E. V.

—

Tr.]

t iTIiB (l.V. here reads "im Geut"=in the Spirit, instead
of "through the Spirit," as tlie K. V.—iR.l

precisely correspond to the seven lamps on the

seven-branched candlestick in the Holy Place

of the Tabernacle. Theindependentcaudlesticks,
having each one its own standard, denote the

greater perfection of the New Testament Church

;

furthermore, the Lord walks in the midst of

them, which would be impossible, so far as the

figure is concerned, in the case of the one seven-

branched candlestick (rather, this fact is decla-

ratory that there shall be, in the New Covenant,
no external visible hierarchic unity of" the

churches). What is there more beautiful and
more cheering than a bright light upon a can-

dlestick in a dark and gloomy night! So the

Church is a light in the darkness of this world,

shining into the gloom and obscurity of man-
kind. Where there is a church that has the

pure word of God and acts in accordance there-

with, tliere is a golden candlestick
;
ju-t so the

faithful Church in Israel was a light to the Gen-
tiles throughout the whole of the Old Testament
time. The seven candlesticks are indicative of a
perfect Church, into which the Holy Spirit from
God's inner world streams seven-fold (seven-
fold, and yet singly, through Christ).

[BoNAR (Ver. 17) : And when / saw Him, I
fell at /lis feet as dead. sinner, learn to know
this Christ now as the Saviour, ere the day ar-

rives when you shall see Him as the Judge!
His love would save you nov?; His majesty will

crush you then.]

Section Thekd.

Earth-picture of the Seven Churches. The Seven
Epistles.

( Chs. li. , Hi.
)

General.—The seven Churches as real portraits
and at the same time as typical pictures of the
wliole Church, as regards (1) local extension
and (2) chriinological development.—The seven
Churches as the centre of the seven loosed Seals
or unveiled worldly history; as the occasion for

the seven penitential Trumpets for the world in
the Church and the Church in the world; as

the organ of the seven Thunders of awakening
and reformation; as the ol'jeet of the enmity of
the kingdom of darkness in the seven Heads of
Anticht ist

;
purified and saved hy the hardening

judgments of the seven Vials of Anger which are
poured out upon the Antichristian world, in
order to the mediating of Christ's appearing
and His union with the Bride, in that one Spirit
in Whom the Seven Spirits are united.—The
seven Epistles as the all sided sum of all mes-
sages of the heavenly Head-Shepherd to the
shepherds and congregations of the Church; as
the all-sided ensainple of pastoral ministry on
the part of the shepherds; and, at the same
time, as prophetic alarm voices from (he Spirit
of the Church to the flocks themselves.—The
Johannean Theology —The Johannenn Church.
—Its historic continuance within Church His-
tory.—Its abiding fundamental features.— Its

future.

The seven Churches as the seven candlesticks
of the earth :—As portraits of the manifold con-
figurations of Christianity.—Parallels and anti-

theses: Ephesus and Smyrna. Smyrna iind

Pergnmus. Pergamu* and Thyntira (Balaam
and Jezebel). Thyatira and Sardis. Philadel-
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phiaan'i Laodieea.—Lights and Shadows: 1. The
Metropolis: Growing churchliness, decreasing
Christlineas. Increased external works at the

expense of inwardness—(he first love. 2

Smyrna, the Martyr-Church, in oonfliot with u,

Judaizing, ortho'loxistio tendency. 3. Perga-
mus, the confe^Jsing Church, lax in the exercise

of church discipline towards antinomianiam.
4. Thyatira, the enthusiastic Church, spotted

with immoral fanaticism. 5. Sardis, the Church
with a show of churchly life, but spiritually

dead. 6. Philadelphia, small and pure—hence
also a mission Church. 7. Laodieea, the luke-

warm.—How the Lord's threats and promises
to the seven Churches have been fulfilled. His-

toric life-pictures.—The manifold forms of Christ

in relation to the seven Cuurohes. All .agreeini^

with individual trails of His total appearance

(oh. i ).

Special.—To avoid repetition, we here simply

refer to the exegotical department.

1. Ephpsus. The Mother-Church externally and le-

gally faithful^ but gathering inward and spiri-

tual darkness.

How Christ presents Himself to this Church,
the metropolis, in accordance with its need
(ver. 1). Commendation of the Church: its

many virtues (vers. 2, 3). In contrast to these,

the one grnat, threatening want (ver. 4). Cor-
responding admonition, warning, threat (ver.

6). Ahopei'ul sign, limiting the censure of Christ.

In the Church's hatred of Nicolailanism there

remains a ir>ice of the first love (ver. 6). Alarm
cry and ethically conditioned promise, in har-
mony with the Church's .stand-point. Ephesus
the metropolis, and metropolises in Chnrch
History (Jerusalem, Rome, Constantinople,

Alexandria, etc.).

2. Smyrna. The Martyr-Church persecuted by Ju-
daism.

Picture of Cbrist, in conformity to the need'?

of this Chnrch (ver. 8). Praise of the Chnrch
(ver. 9). Its tribulation in the present and in

the future, and the Lord's word of encourage-

ment (vers. 9, 10). The great promise (ver. 10).

The alarm cry and the glorious goal, in har-

mony with the conflict of the Church (ver. 11)

Smyrna and other martyr-churches in conflict

with the various forms of Judaism and oriho-

doxism (vfith the false and the great ban). The
synagogue of Satan.

3. Pergamus. The Martyr- Church persecuted by

Heathenism.

Proclamation: Christ as the popsessor of the

two-edeed sword (ver. 12). Praise of martyr

faithfulness in external conflict (ver. 13). Cen-

sure of false endurance when there was a call to

spiritual conflict (vers. 14, 15). Admonition to

repentance and threat of the judicial inter-

ference of Christ (ver. 16). Peculiar promise,

referring to the relations of the inner, spiritual

life (ver. 17) Pergamus, or the libertine Church,

defective in the observance of church-discipline

towards Nicolaitans and Balaamites Bal-iam,

the type of the false prophet or apostasy. The

first Old Testament Judas (followed by Ahitho-

phel and others), a prelude of the last Judas,
the false prophet (Rev. xiii.).

4. Thyatira. The excited Church stained with anti-
nomistic spiritual fanaticii- m.

Announcement of the Searcher of hearts and
reins in His holy motion (ver. 18). Commen-
dation of the Church's zeal (ver. 19) Censure
of its toleration of Jezebel and the antinomistie
extravagances of which she is the instigator
(vers. 20, 21). Terribly earnest threat of pun-
ishment, in perfect harmony with the ain com-
mitted (vers. 22, 23). Limitation of the threat
by a promise to spare the guiltless (vers. 23 25).
Promise of the spirit of holy discipline and of
true progress in antithesis to a false advance

—

in harmony with the situation of the Church
(vers. 2ii-:i8). The alarm cry comes at the end,
instead of preceding the promise, as heretofore.
The same change of position between the condi-
tional promise and the alarm cry ohinins in the
following Epistles. The ai'chiiectonic distinc-

tion hence arising between the first three and
the last four Churches may at the same time be
suggestive of the antithesis of their geographical
ponilion. Smyrna and Peigamus lie to the norih
ofEpbesus; Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and
laodieea, to the south of Pergamus.—Phases of

Jezebel in Church History, or the manifold
re-appearance of fanatical and immoral sects

and schools. Corrupting women in auci nt and
modern Church History, contrasted with the

line of pious women.

5. Sardis. The Church for the most part spiritually

dead.

Christ addresses Himself to this Church^in
which there is a lack of the Spirit—in His vi hole

general sovereignty over (he entire Church and
in the fullness of His Spirit. He begins by
bringing against it the heavy charge of deud-

ness—doubly a crime, since it has the name of

living (ch. iii. 1). Alarm cry, in reference to

the still extant remnants of life (vers. 2, 3).

Recognition of the few innocent ones, conjoined

with a promise corresponding to the fact that

they have not defiled their garments (vers. 4, 5).

Alarm cry (ver. 6) —Sad inslances of dead or

dying congregations, and even whole Churches.

6. Philadelphia. The pearl among the Churches.

Christ in the solemn aspect of the Administra-

tor of the keys of David, i. e. true communion
(ver. 7). Great recognition of the Church's

faithfulness, and great promise—both in lively

alternation (vers. 8-10). Encouragement and

exiraordinary final promise (vers. 11, 12).

Alarm cry (ver. 13).—Characteristic of living

Christian Churches and communities: An open

door. Open outwardly for missions; open

inwardly for commuuiou.

7. Laodieea. The lukewarm Church—nigh unto

reprobation.

The view which we take of Laodieea

—

viz.,

that it has fallen into lukewarmness in conse-

quence of its spiritualistic \_spirilualistisch'] ten-

dency—is supported by the characierisiio an-

nouncement of Christ. He appears here entirely
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as the historic Christ, and characterizes Himself

in this very peculiarity as iJealical with the

ideal primal principle of the creation (ver. 14).

The ci-nsure of the Charch's lukewaruiness is

immediately conjoined with the threat of the

judgment of reprobation (vers. 16, 16). The

Lord then discovers the source of the lukewarm-

ness of the Church lo be, pride in its supposed

spiritual riches, whilst it is in reality, in a

state of inexpressible spirilual necessity (vers.

16, 17). With this condition, correspond Christ's

searching counsel (ver. 18), the expression of

His love and compassion in the censure which

He administers (ver. 19), and His peculiar

admonition ro repentance (ver. 20). The ethi-

cally condiiioned promise is of as concrete a

character as the self-presentation of Christ at

the b-'ginnin'^, in perfect accordance willi the

needs of a church dissolved in spiritualism

{[Spirilanlismus], vers. 20, 21). The closing

paragraph concludes boih the seventh Epistle

and all the foregoing Epistles (ver. 22).—Spirit-

uali-tic [apintuali'tisch] back-ground of the luke-

warm Church. An idnaiistio dream-life as unbe-

lief in the historic power of ideas, or, rather, in

the Incarnation of the Word.

Upon glancing over the entire group, we
behold in most of the Churches a juxtaposition

of light and shadi—yet in very different pro-

portions ; only Laodicea incurs blame alone,

and only Philadelphia is entirely free from cen-

sure. This contrast is explained by tlie sp. ritual

pride of' the one, and the humility and modesty

of the other. Christ is diiferent and yet 1h

same in His posture toward each ind'ividual

Church.—The celestially perfect Shepherd of

the flock and Physician of the soul.

The wealth of hoiiiiUtical works upon the

Seven Epistle-i is so immense, and the works in

question are so access-ble, that, instead of at-

tempting to augmcLit this treasure, we shall refer

to what IS already extant. Even in more ancient

times the ,^even Epistle's have afforded induce-

ment to manifold dissertations on them, as is

evident, e. g., from the li^t of productions rela-

tive to them in Lilienthal's Biblischer Archivariux,

pp. 811-819, We have cited on p. 74 of the

Introduction the special works of Meister,
WiOHELH.iiis, Heubnkb, Zoun, Van Oostehzee,
We have slill to mention, among others, Lisko,

Ckrialen^pipgpl, Bp.lrachlungen ubcr dip sieben Send-

schreiben de.r Ojfenh. Juh.. Berlin, 1837.—To the

above may be added the numerous homilctical

or generally edifying works upon the whtde
Apocalyp.se (see the Int.), e^^pecially those of

Bengel, Hahn Schulthes.s, Roos, Wiicbtler, et al.

The Srvtnns of Wichelhaus niade considerable

impres.sion in their time; AViichtler's Sermons
are energized by study, spirit and fervor;

the Sermons of Van Oo-terzee are especially dis-

tinguished by a plenitude of spirit and u,

grand play of oratory.

Starke : The title of Chri«t at the opening of

every letter is taken from the visiion and descrip-

tion of Chrint in ch. i 11-18; it is, however,
not always the same, but varies, on the contrary,
in each epistle, corresponding in purpose and
appearance with the contents of the epistle and
the state of the Church addressed. The promise

which in every epistle is given to lh» conqueroi
is adapted to the condition of each Church and
to the evil that must be overcome.

—

The first love.

The expression is drawn from the first love of
married persons, which is wont to be pure and
fervid, Jer. ii. 2. (This first love is, therefore,

the pure bridal phase of religious consciousness— i. e. iis receptivity, purity [in the sense of

being without admixture of foreign or contami-
nating elemenis], freedom, warmth and devo-

tion; in one word, genuine earne.'-tness and
d,^plh \wahrhaftige Innif/keit und Inneriicbkeit'^).

—As common traits of the Old Testament Balaam
and the New Testament Nicolaitans may be
meniiou'd: 1. Boasting; 2. Coveiousneas; 3.

Seduction to apostasy ; 4. Bringing under judg-
ment.— Warm or cold. Warmth is positively

wished for; coliiness is desired only inasmuch
as it is accompanied by less danger a'ld respon-
sibility than lukewarmness.— (Starke allegorizes

toe names of all the seven Churches—a proce-
dure to which the name of Philad Iphia might
offer special inducements.)
Lavater : Jesus Messias, oder die Zukunft des

Herrn nach der Offenb. Joh. (a po.^tical work).
Smyrna: Und der Ilerrliche rief mir: Sckrpibe

dern Engel in Smyrna: Also der Erste. der Letzte,

der todt war und ewiglich lebet: Ich weiss deine

Werke, etc. [And the Glorious One cried unto
me: Write to the angel in Smyrna; Thus (saith)

the First and Last, Who was dead and eternally

liveth. I know thy works, etc.~\

The Kreuzritter ([Knight of the Cross] Von
Meyer, Schliissel zur Offenb. St. Joh.; t-ee p. 73).

"Be fai'hful unto death and I will give thee the

crown of life." Wreath or crown, it is all the

same—except that the crowns of victors were
wont lo be made of living fDliige. The Lord
ovrr death and life here demands of His follow-

ers such faithfulness and steadfastness as shall

go with them even to a violent de^ith. He Him-
self has won the wreath of victory and the high-
est crown of eternal life, and His first martyr,
Stephen (/. e. wreath, crown), in the name that

he bears, exhibits, as it were, to all martyrs
their heavenly reward.
Van Oosterzee: Let us, then, contemplate

(he Revelation of the g'orified Christ on Patmos:
HS, for ,Tohn, never to be forgotten—full of sig-

nificance for all the centuries of the time follow-

ing it—rich in instruction for esch one of us,

—

Clirist stands before you as the Image of the
invisible God, the prie.stly King of the Kii.gdom
of Gud, the faithful Friend of His servants, the
Lord and Judge of the future.

—

Smyrna: Poor
Smyrna enriched; calumniated Smyrna honored;
threatened Smyrna ensured; militant Smyrna
faithful; triumphant Smyrna crowned.

Literature: 'Trench. Cnmm. on t lie Epistles tutht

Seven Churches in Asia, 1867 [New York. 1872].
[From M. Henkt: Ch. ii. 1. Ee that holdeth

the seven stars in His right hand. The ministers
of Christ are under His Bpe<ial care and protec-
tion.

—

He walketh in the midst of the seven golden

candlesticks. Christ is in an intimate manner
present and conversant with His churches, and
knows the stale of each one of them.—Ver 2. /
know thy works and thy labor. Those that are
stars in Christ's hand had need lo be always in

motion, dispensing light to all about them.

—

Thy
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patience. It ia not enough that we be dilifrent,

but we must be patient, and endure hardness as

good soldiers of Christ.

—

T/iou canst not bear them
that are evit. It consists very well with Christian
patience, not to di-^pense with sin, much less

allow it.— Ver. 4. Nevertheless^ I have somewhat
against thee. Those that have much good in

the n, may have something much amiss in them;
and our Lord ./esus, as an impartial Master and
Judge, takes notice of both — Thou hast left thy

first love. Observe, (1) The first affections of
men toward Christ, and holiness, and heaven,
are usually lively and warm. (2) These lively

affections will abate and cool, if great care be
not taken, and diligence used, to preserve them
in constant exercise. (3) Chri-it ia grieved and
displeased with His people when He sees them
grow remiss and cold toward Him, and He will

one way or other make them sensible that He
di)e3 not talie it well from them.—Ver. 5. Re-
member there/ore from whence thou art /alien., and
repent, and rto the first works. Observe, 1. Those
that have lost their first love must remember
from whence they are fallen ; they must compare
their prese .t w th their former state, and con-
sider how much belter it was with them then
than now. 2 They must repent; they must be
inwardly grieved and ashamed for their sinful

declining, and humbly confess it In the sight of

God. 3. They must return and do their first

works; they must, as it were, begin again, go
back step by step, till they oorae to the place
where they took the fir^t false step; they must
endeavor to revive and recover their first zeal,

tendern'^ss, and seriousness, and must pray a5

eariiestly. and watch as diligently, as they did
when th y first set out in the ways of God.

—

Or
else I will come imto thee guickli/. etc. If the pre-
sence of Christ's grace and Spirit be slighted, we
may expect the presence of His displeasure.

—

Ver. 7. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith unto the churches. Observe, 1. What
is written In the Scriptures is spoken by the

Spirit of God. 2. What is said to one church,
concerns all the churches, in every place and
age. 3. We can never employ our faculty of

hearing better than in h»arkening to the word
of God — To him that conquereth. The Christian
life is a warfare against sin, Satan, the world,

and the flesh. It is not enough that we engage
in this warfare, but we must pursue it to the

end; we must fight the good fight till we giin
the victory; and the warfare and victory shall

have a gloriom triumph and reward.

—

To eat of
the tree of life, etc. They shall have that perfec-

tion of holiness, and that confirmation therein,

that Adam would have had. If he had gone wpU
throusfh the course of his trial, then he would
hive eaten of the tree of life which wag in the

midst of parailise, and that would have been the
sacrament of confirmation to him in his holy and
happy state. So all who persevere in their

Christian trial and warfare, shall derive from
Christ, as the Tree of Life, perfection and con-

firmatioa in holiness and happiness in the para-
dise of God ; not in the earthly paradis", but

the heavenly Coh. xxii. 1, 2).—Ver. 8. Christ

was dead, anil by dying purchased salvation for

us ; He is alive, and by His life applies this sal-

vation to us.—Ver. 9. f know thy tribulation.

They who will be faithful to Christ, must expect
to go through many tribulations; but Jesus
Christ takes particular notice if all their trou-
bles.— Thii povertji [bat thou art rich). Poor in
temporals, but rich in spirituals: poor in spirit,

and yet rich in grace ; their spiritual riches are
set off by their outward poverty. Many who
are rich in temporals, are poor in spirituals.

Some who are poor outwardly are inwardly rich.

Spiritual riches are usually the reward of great
diligence; the diligent hand maki-s rich.

—

1
know the blasphemy. He knows the wickedness
and falsehood of the enemies of His people.

—

Ver. 10. He foreknows the future tri-ils of His
people, forewarns them of them, and forearms
against them. Forearms them, 1. By His coun-
sel. 2. By showing them how their sufferings

would be alleviated and limited: (1) They
should not be universal; (2) They should not be
perpetual

; (3) It should be to try them, not to

destroy them. 3. By promising a glorious re-

ward to theirfidelity. Observe,!. The sureness
of this reward : I will give thee. 2. The suita-

bleness of it: (1) A crown, to reward their po-
verty, fidelity and conflict. (2) A crown of life,

to reward those who are faithful even unto death,

are faithful till they die, aod who part with life

itself, in fidelity to Carist.—Ver. 11. He that

overcometh, shall not be hurt of the second death.

Observe, 1. Thnre is not only a first, but a se-

cond death ; a death after the body is dead. 2.

This second drath is unspeakably worse (hm the

first death, both in agony and in duration—it is

eternal death, to die, and to be always dyiog. 3.

From this hurtful, this destructive death, Christ
will save all His faithful servants —Ver. 13. /
know where thou dwellest, etc. Christ takes notice

of the trials and difhculties His people encounter.

—Ver. 14. Ohserve, 1. Corrupt doctrines and a

corrupt worship o^ten lead to corrupt conversa-
tion. 2. To continue in communion with per-
sons of corrupt principles and practices is dis-

pleasing to God, aod causes those who thus do
to become partakers of other vien s sms Though
the Church, as such, has no power to punish tho

persons of men, either for heresy or immorality,

with corporal penalties, yet it has power to ex-

clude them from its holy communion ; and if it

do not so, Christ will be displeased with it.—Ver.

19. It should be the ambition and earnest desire

of all Christians that their last works may be
their best works.—Ver. 21. Observe, 1. Re-
pentance is necessary to prevent the sinner's

ruin. 2. Repentance requires time. 3. Where
God gives spare for repentance. He expects/rui(*

meet for repentance. 4 Where the space for re-

pentance is lost, the sinner perishes wilh a double

destruction.—Ver. 23. AH the churches .shall know,

etc. God is known by the judijmi-nis that He exe-

cuteth. Note here, 1. His inf.iUihle knowledge
of (Ae Aea!-(« of men. 2 His impartial justice —
Ver 28. Christ is the Morning Star; He brings

day with Him into the soul; the light of grace

and of glory.—Ch iii. 3. I rvill come unto thee as

a thief, etc. Observe, 1. When Christ leaves a

people as to His gracious presence. He comes to

theia in judgment; and His judicial presence

will be very dreadful to those who have sinned

away His gracious presence. 2. His judicial

presence to a dead declining people wid be sur-
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prising; their deidtiess will keep them in secu-

rity, and, as it prooares aa angry visit from
Christ to them, it will prevent their disoeruing

it and preparing for it. 3 Such a visit from
Christ will be to their loss; He wilt come as a

thief, to strip them of their remaining enjoy-

ments and mercies, not by fraud, but in justice

and righteousness, taking the forfeiture they

have made of all to Him.—-Ver. 4. God takes no-

tice of the smallest number of those who abide

with Him ; and the fewer they are, the more pre-

cious in His sight.

—

They shall walk with Me in-

white, for they are worthy. In the stole, the white

robes of justification, and adoption, and com-
fort; or in tlie white robes of honor and glory,

in the other world. This is an honor proper and
suitable to their integrity and fidelity, and no
way unbecoming Christ to confer upon thern,

though it is not a legal, but a gospel worthiness

that is ascribed to them; not merit, but meet-

ness.—Ver. 5. He that overcometh shall be clothed

in white raiment. The purity of grace [ver. 4]
shall be rewarded with the perfect purity of

glory —T iuill not blot his name, etc. Observe, I.

Christ has His book of life, a register and roll of

all who shall inherit eternal life: (1) the book u(

eternal election; (2) ^Ae AooA: of remembrance of

all who have lived to God. 2. Christ will not

blot the names of His chosen and faitliful ones out

of this book of life. 3. Christ will produce this

book of life, and confess the namch of the faithful

who stand there, before God, and all the angels

;

this He will do as their Judge, and as their Cap-
tain and Head.—Ver. 7. He that is holy. He that

is true. He that hath the key of David. Note here
Christ's personal, and His political character —
Observe the acts of His government: 1. He
opens—a door of opportunity to His churches, a
door of utterance to his ministers, a door of en-
trance, the heart, a door of admission into the
visible Church, laying down the terms of com-
munion, and the door of admission into the
Church triumphant, according to the terms of

salvation fixed by Him. 2. He shuts the door;

when He pleases. He shuts the door of opportu-
nity, and the door of utterance, and leaves obsti-

nate sinners shut up in the hardness of their hearts ;

He shuts the door of church-fellowship against
unbelievers and profane persons, and He shuts

the door of heaven against the foolish virgins who
have slppt away their day of grace, and against
the worker^ of iniquity, how vain and confident
Boever they may be.—Ver. 10. Observe, 1. The
gospel of Christ is the word of His patience ; it

is the fruit of the patience of God to a sinful

world, it seta before men the exemplary patience
of Christ in all Hia sufferings for men, it calls

those who receive it to the exercise of patience
in conformity to Christ. 2. This gospel should
te carefully kept by all who enjoy it. 3. After
a day of patience we must expect an hour of
temptation; a day of gospel-peace and liberty is

a day of God's patience, and it is seldom so well
improved as it should be, and therefore is often
followed by a day of trial and temptation. 4.

Sometimes the trial is more general and uni-
versal; it conies upon all the world. 6. They
who keep the gospel in a time of peace shall be
kept, by Christ in an hour of temptation.—Ver
15. Lukewarmness or indifference in religion is

the worst temper in the world. If religi ^n be a
real thing, it is the most excellent thing, and
therefore we should be in good earnest in it; if

it be not a real thing, it is the vilest imposture,

and we should be earnest against it —I will spew

thee out of my mouth. As lukewarm water turns

the stomach and provokes to a vomit, lukewarm
professors turn the heart of Christ against them.

. . . They shall be rejected, and finally rejected;

far be it from the holy Jesus to return to that

which has been thus rejected. —Ver. 17. Here
observe what a difference there was between the

tlioughts that the Laodiceans had of themselves

and the thoughts that Christ had of them.—Ver.
19. Sinners ought to take the rebukes of God's
word and rod as tokens of His good-will to their

souls, and should accordingly repent in good
earnest, and turn to Him that smites them.

—

Ver. 20. Observe,!. Christ is graciously pleased

by His Word and Spirit to come to the door of

the heart of sinners. 2 He finds this door shut
against Him. 3. When He finds the door shut,

He does not immediately withdraw, butHe waits

to be gracious, even till His head be filled with
tlie dew. 4. He uses all proper means to awaken
sinners, and to cause thern to open to Htm; He
calls by His word, and He knocks by the im-
pulses of H'S Spirit upon their conscience 5.

They who open to Him shall enjoy His presence,
to their great comfort and advantiige; He will

sup with them. He will accept of what is good in

tliem. He will eat His pleasant fruit and He will

bring the best part of the entertainment with
Him; He will give fresh supplies of graces and
comforts, and thereby stir up fresh actings of

faith, and love, and delight.—Ver. 21. It is here
implied that notwithstanding the lukewarm and
self confident character of this Church, it was
possible that by the reproofs and counsels of
Christ they might be inspired with fresh zeal

and vigor, and come off conquerors in their spi-

ritual warfare. 2. That if they did so, all former
faults should be forgiven, and they should have
a great reward.— Those who are conformed to

Christ in His trials and victories, shall be con-
formed to Him in His glory.

From The Comprehensive Commentabt :

By a frequent Scripture metaphor a person,
living in the defilements of this world, and ne-
glectful of preparation for another, is said lo be
" dead while he liveth," while he who meets
death in the discharge of his Christian duly, is

pronounced " living though he die," John xi.

25, 2(3 ; 1 Tim. y. 6; 1 John iii. 14; Jude 12.

(WooDiionsE.)
Barnes: Chap. ii. 10. Te shall have tribu-

lation ten da.ys. Affliction in this life, however
severe, can be hut brief; and in the hope that it

will soon end why shoulcl we not bear it without
murmuring or repining? ... Be thou faithful

unto death, etc. It is true of every one who is a

Christian, in whatever manner he is to die, that

if he is faithful unto death, a crown of life awaits
him.—Ch. iii. 3. It is always well for Christians

to call to remembrance the "day of their espou-

sals," and their views and feelings when they
gave their hearts to the Saviour, and to compare
those views with their present condition, espe-

cially if their conversion was marked by any
thing unusual.

—

Thou shall not know what how I
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vrill come upon thee. EviTy mnn who is warned
of tbe evil of his course, aad wlio refuses or ne-

glects to repent, has reason to believe that God
will come sudd-nly in His wrath and call him
to His bar. Prov. xxix. 1.—Ver. 15. / would
(hou wert h"t nr cold. Any thing lietter than this

condition, where love is professed, but where it

does not exist ; where vows have been assumed
which are not fulfilled.—Ver. 20. If any one hear

Ml) voice. Any one, of any age, and in any l.-inil,

would be autliorized to apply .this to himself,

and, under the protection of this invitation, to

cotue t) the Saviour, and to plead tliis promise
as one that fairly included himself—Chaps, ii.,

iii. Though the churches to which these epistles

were addressed have long since passed away, yet

the principles laid down in them still live, and
they are full of admonition to Chrisiians in all

ages and all lands.—From Trench: Ch. ii. 2: /
know thy works Tliese are words of comfort and
strengtti for all who, amid infinite weakness, are

yet able to say, "Search me, Lord, and know
roy heart; try me, and kaow my thoughts, and
eee if there be any wicked w;iy in me" (Ps.

cxxxix 23, 2t), or with St. John, "Lord, Thou
knowest all tilings. Thou k:iowest that I love

Tliee" (.John xxi. 17); but words of fear for

every one who would lain keep back any thing in

his outer or inner life from (he Lord.—Cti. iii. 4.

Observe the gracious m.inner in which the Lord re-

cognizes and sets His seal of allowance to the good
which any where He finds.—From Vaughan :

Ch. ii. 10. Christ says to each one of us. Be thou

fiithfitl: use well the talent that I have given

th3e; forget nor. Wno gave it; forget not Who
will call for an account of it.—From Bonar: Ch.

iii. 7: He that hath the keys of David. The key (1

)

Of David's house. (2) Of David's castle, (3) Of
David's city, (4) Of David's tretsure-house, (5)

Of David's banqueting-house.—Ver. 20. Note
here (1) the lone of Christ: in the message as

addressed to Laodicea. the unloving and unlova-

ble
; (2) the pntifnce of Christ: / stand at the

door; [ii) ihQ earnestness of Christ : I knock ; (4)
the appeal of Chr'st; If ani/ man will hear my
voice and open the door ; (-5) the promise of Christ

:

I will come in to him and will sup with him, and he

with Me.—Ver. 21. We have here—I The bat-

tle; II. The victory; III. The reward. I. The
battle: The Christian's life in this world a war-
fare: (

1

) Inner warfare; (2) Outer warfare
; (-^j

Daily warfare; (4) Warfare not fought with hu-

man arms
; (5) Warfare in which we are sharers

with Christ. It. The victory: multitudinous as

is the battle. Sure through Him Who Himself

overcame. Individual. III. Thereward: (1) A
throne; (2) Christ's throne.

j

Section Foukth.

Second Grand Vision. E'avm-piclure of the Seals.

i^Chs. IV., v.)

General.—a. Translation of the Seer to Heaven.
A vision within a vision, at the same time de-

noting a momentary translation into the light of

the consummaii in.—The import of Heaven in the

whole of Sacred Writ, from Gen. i. 1 through-
out, is at once cosmical and spiritual. Heavpn
is, 80 to speak, the plastic symbol of religion,

and especially of Christianity. God's Kingdom,
a Kingdom of Heaven.

b. The Throne, the Sitter thereon, and His Go-
vernment. The Throne indescribable. The figure
of the Enthroned One is—and justly—not de-
picted, but only symbolized, approximately, by
precious stones, having the hue of light and life.

—The rainbow, or the glory of the Godhead, vi-

sible, in the chromatic, seven-fold radiance of

revelation, to the spirit-world —The twenty-four
Elders on their thrones, or the elect in the lus-

tre of perfect fellowship with God.—The white
robes of consummation.—The ground-forms of
Divine revelation: Lightnings, voices, thund'-rs;

see ExEO. Notks.—The Seven Spirits of God,
under the figure of eteruiilly burning Lamps
[Torches], symbols of the eternal living unity of
light, life and love.—The glassy sea and th? four
Life-forms; see Exisa. Notes. — God's governance
under the figure of these Life-iorms.—The se-

cond doxology (ver. 11) a development of the
first (chap. i. 6)—an expression of the ever
richer revelation of God.

c. The Sealed Book of the Course of the World.
Jjainentation and Consolation. The course of the
world as ft completed book, or the counsel of God.
As a sealed book, or the nocturnal gloom of
worLUy history. As a terrible book, in the ap-
parent impossibility of unsealing ir.. As a book
fall of wonders of salvation, destined to he opened
by the Lion of Judah in His victory. Christ the
Cru.ified and Risen One, the Opf'ner. Explainer
and Transfigurer ^Erkldrerund Verklarer'\ of the

book with seven seals. The seals of guilt

[5c/*wZc?=indebtedness to justice], of impntaiion
of guilt, of judgment, of the cur.^e, of death, of

the fear of death, and of desp.iir^how Christ

looses them and resolves lliem all into deliver-

ance and mercy, through His redi-mption. Even
the Gospel is to the unenlightened world a dark
book of fate, but through the enlightenment
which proceeds from Christ, even the dark des-

tiny of tjje world shall itself b I'ome a Gospel.

d. The Lion as the Lamb. Tue unity of Lion
and Lamb, or the absolute victorious power of

perfect love and suffering. Divine omnipotence
and D.vine endurance in their general unity as

exhibited in the history of the world, Jtnd in

tneir concentrated uniiy as exhibited in Christ.

The Lamb, the centre of all 1 fe, (1) of the

Throne of God, (2) of the four ground-forms of

His governance, (3) of the chosen presbyters of

the Old and the New Covenant,— I'lie symbolic

appearance of the Lamb, see Exeo Notks,—As
it had been slain, or the infinite import of the his-

lorio phase of Christ and Ciiristuinity. Christ

has taken the office of solving the riddle of

worldly history from the hand of the Father.

e. The Cultus of the Lamb. The third doxolo-

gy, or the New Song: the type of Christian cul-

tus. An antiphony between the beatified human
world and tlie holy angel world ; a symphony
of all good spirits and all creatures, to the praise

of the Lamb and the glorification of the all-ruling

God.
Special.— [Chs. iv.-v.] The great vision of the

Providence of God.— [Chap. iv. 2, 3.] Thft power

of Providence: God on His Throne; [ver. 4.]

tlie aim of Providence: con-ummation of the

spirit- world, represented by the twenty-four EI-
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dera; [ver. 6.] o;jcra/!ons of Providence: manifes-

tations of the ripirits of God
;

[ver. 6.] the work

of Providence: the glassy sea, the b.llowy ami

yet transparent history of the world; [vers. 6 8.]

the organs of Providence: the four Lite-forms, or

ground-forms of the Divine governance; [vers.

8-11.] gloriousness of Providence: its result, a

continuous doxology
;
[chap. iv. 1] idea of Provi-

dence : the sealed book. [Vers.2, .i.] Terrorsnni

ohseurilies of lite ffi'vernment of Divine Providence.

[Ver. 4.] The weepinggeniuses of humanity.

—

[Ver. 5.1 Weepnol. How many times these words

appear ia the New Testament, 1 ke fearnot, or be of

good cheer, an I similar heavenly woT-ds of encou-

rMgement.—[Vers. 5, 6.] The li'^kt and all enlight-

ening centre orProvidence: Christ as the Lamb and

the Lion.

—

Chrislianitg, or the Deith and Resur-

ri»ction of Christ in their infinite operalion.—

.

The Redemption [ErVosung'] as the solving [1/6-

sungl of all riddles of worldly history, of hu-

manity and of the world.—The Elders, appearing,

in Iheir attributes, as heirs of per'eot communion
with God, as the trusted witnesses of His rule

—

A Presbytery of God: Christological idea of men
who are in affinity with God, and who, through

Clirist, are elevated into the position of heirs of

God — [Vers. 8-14.] Third and completfly de-

veloped doxology.—Every delineation of the

Lion is falrte, which does not, at the same time,

permit the Lamb to be clearly recognized. Every
delineation of the Lamb is fnlse, behind which

the Lion yinishes. Only the Spirit of Christ can

grasp this great contrast as a living unity. As
so entirely a unity, that the Lion were not with-

out the Limb's nature, or the Lamb without the

Lion's nature.—Mow Holy Scripture is reflected

in the ideal Books which we meet with ia the

Apocalypse. There are few essential relations

at the b isis of the Bible which do not here ap-

pear in the form of Books.—The Christian cultus,

reposing in its truth upon the heavenly cultus

of all beings.—Sacred songs and new songs.

—

All s lorcd snngs are outgushes of Ihe one celes-

tial New Song.—To the song of praise of creation

and providence (ch. iv. 11) is addfd the song of

praise of redemption (ch. v. 9).—The ground-
form of worship an antiphony, in which spirits

occupying different stand-points exchange their

blessed views.—The Amen in the synagogue and
in Christian worship.

Staekis: QtTESNUL: One who would know the

mysteries of Heaven, must be free from earth.—
The Elders : ThU figure here, as in the whole of

this vision, is taken from the Temple at Jerusa-
lem, David having instituted twenty-four orders

of priests ; these held their councils in the outer

court of the Temple, Ihe High Priest sitting in

the midst upon his seat, and the four and twenty
priests or elders sitting in a half-circle around
him and before him on their seats. (The Seer
has himself, ch xxi., suggpst-d, as Ihe import
of Ihe Elders, the twelve heads of Ihe Tribes of
Israel and the twelve Apostles ; the appointment
of the orders [or courses] of priests, however, is

ilse'f connected with the original duodeeenary )—The office of the Elders—nay, of a'l believers—is to comfort the mourning from God's Word
and not to leave them without encouragement
(Is. xL 1). He who would emphatically comfort

another, must have sufficient grounds for his

consolation 10 rest upon (John xvi. 33).

Thomas Newton, Dissertations on the Prophecies,

Londou, Dove (p. 628): Most of the bent com-
mentators divide the Apocalypse or Revelation

into two pans—the book, ^ijiXiov, sealed with

seven seals, and the little book, fiifiTiapiiiov, as

it is called several limes. But it happens, un-

luskily, that according to their division the lesser

book is made to contain as much as, or more than,

the larger; whereas, in truth, the little book ia

nothing more than a p*rt of the sealed book, and
is added as a codicil or appendix to it.

De Rotjgemont, La RevUation (see p. 73) : Le
trone itait enoironne d' un arc-en-ciel, qui avail la

couleur de V emeraude. L^ arc-en-ciel est le signe de

Valliance de Dieu avec V humanite lout enliire, issue

de No^, et il annonce ici que les reoelntions subse-

quentes auront pour objet V hisfoire future des na-

tions. U emeraude est verte, et le vert est la couleur

de V esp'erance.

H. W. RiNCK (see p. 73): Die Zeichen der letz-

len Zeit.—And I wept much, etc, John had a

priestly heart, he was a fellow-partaker in the

Kingdom of Christ (chap. i. 9) ; ihe Kingdom
of God was more to him than his life—" If 1 for-

get thee, let my right hand be forgotten " (Ps.

cxxxvii. 5 [G. V.]) was the key-note of his soul

more truly than it was that of Ihe Babylonish
captivity ;—he longed for Ihe establishment of

Jesus' Kingdom on earth more than did Daniel

for the re establishment of Jerusalem and Israel

(Dan. ix.). Such being his feelings, we can un-
(Jerstand the tears that he wept because none was
found worthy to open the Book of the Future.

Literature. PoOffh ack, SchOpfung und Erlbsung

narh Offenb. 4 u. 6., Barmen, l»tJ6.

[From .M. Henri: Chap. iv. 1. Those who
well improve the discoveries they have had of

God already, are prep.ared thereby for more and
may expect them.—Vers. 8, 9. Note here the ob-

ject of adoration : 1. One God, the Lord God Al-
mighty, unchangeable and everlasting ; 2. Three
Holies in this one God, Ihe Holy Father, the

Holy Son, and the Holy Spirit.—Vers. 10, 11.

Observe, 1. The Object of worship—the same as

in the preceding verses. 2. The acta of adura-
tion : (1.) They fell down before Bim that sat on the

Throne; they discovered the most profound hu-
mility, reverence, aud godly fear. (2 ) They
cast down their crotvns, etc.; they gave Ged Ihe

glory of the holiness wherewith He had crowned
their aoula on earth, and the honor and happiness
with which He crowns them in Heaven. (3.) The
words of adoration : Thou art worthy, etc.; a tacit

acknowledgment that God was exalted tar above
all blessing and praise; He was worthy to re-

ceive glory, but they were not worthy to praise,

nor able to do it acceding to His infinite excel-

lences. 4. The ground and reason of their ado-
ration, which is three-fold: (1.) He is Ihe

Creator of all things, the first Cause. (2.) He
is the Preserver of all things, and Hia preserva-

tion is a continual creation. (3.) He is Ihe final

Cause of all things ; for Thy pleasure they are and
were created —Chap. v. 5, 6. Christ is a Lion, to

conquer Satan ; a Lamb, to satisfy the justice of

God.—He appears with the marks of His suffer-

ings upon Him, lo show that He intercedes in

heaven in the virtue of His satisfaction.—Vers.
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8-14. It is just matter of joy to all the worM, to

see that God Joes not deal with men in a way of
absolute power and strict justice, but in a way
of grace and mercy through the Rede mer. He
governs the world, not merely as a Creator and
Lawgiver, but as our God and Saviour.— Ht-re

observe, 1. The object of worship

—

(he Liwib.
It is the declared will of God that all men should
honor the Sun as they honor the Father; for lie has
the sime nature. 2. Posture of the worHhippeis—they fell down be/ore Him; gave Him not an in-

ferior sort of worship, but the most profound
adoration. 3. The instruments used in their
adoration

—

harps and vials; prayer and praise
should always go together. 4. The matter of
their song. (1.) They acknowledge the infinite

fitness and worthiness of the Lord Jesus for the
great work of opening the decrees and executing
the counsel and purposes of God; Thou art

worthy, etc ; every way sufiBoient for the work
and deserving of the honor. (2 ) They mention
the grounds and reasons of this worthiness —
Ver. 9. Christ has redeemed His people from the

bondage of sin, guilt, and Satan ; redeemed them
to Qod ; set them at liberty to serve Him and to

enjoy Him —Ver. 10. He has highly exalted them.
When the elect of God were made slaves by sin

and Satan, in every nation of the world, Christ

not only purch'ised their liberty for them, but
the highest honor and preferment, making them
kings, to rule over their own spirits, and to over-

come the world and the evil one; and priests, giving

them access to Himself, and liberty to ofi'er up
spiritual sacrilices. And they shall reign on the

earth; they shall with Him judge the world at

the great day.—From The Comprehensive
Commentary: Ch. iv. The Lord Jesus, "having
overcoine the sharpness of death, hath opened
the kingdom of heaven to all believers;" and if

we look unto Him by faith, and obediently at-

tend to His voice, whilst He calls us to 'set our
affections on things above," we shall, by the

teaching of the Holy Spirit, behold the glory of

our reconciled God on His " throne of grace ;" be

encouraged by the engagements of His everlast-

ing covenant, and draw nigh in humble boldness

with our worship; notwithstanding the terrors

of His justice, and the awfil curses of His broken
law. (Scott )—Chap. v. 9. Redemption by the

blood of Christ (mark it well, my soul!) is the

ground-work of the majestic, triumphant song
of praise in heaven; and a disposition to join in

it, our chief capacity for, and actual happiness
in, time and eternity. (Adams. )—From Vaiigh ^N:

Chap. iv. We may learn hence the reality of a

heavenly world, and of its concern and connection
with this;— facts full of confusion and discom-
fiture to the worldly and sinners, but of comfort
and encouragement to the Christian.]

Section Fifth.

Earth-picture of the Seven Seals. Their opening.

{Ch. vi.)

General.—The course of (he world in its to-

tality—considered with reference to its predomi-
nantly e-tternal and predominantly internpl

phases. Sublime picture of the Four Riders.
The cry. as with a voice of thunder, Con).e and
see! Come and see that Christ, upon the while

liorse, precedes the three dark riders, that He
has dominion over them, and that He has brouglit
them into His service, into the service of His
Kingdom. Come and see: the bright fundamental
ttiought of world-history, so daik in respect of
its predominant visible aspect. The four Horses,
or world-history a course, in eternal onward mo-
tion. Each horse has its rider, !. e., its idea; its

conduct and tendency, regulated by that idea;
i's goal and purpose. The main tendency of all,

hc.wever, is regulated and definedby the tendency
of Christ. Tile group of four Riders may be
classified under two heads, viz., Christ or per-
sonal Victory, contrasted with impersonal War,
the desolator of person •! life. For as Christ
constitutes the three dark Riders His followers
and presses them into His service, so the second
Rider may regard the thirl and fourth as bis
esquires, War being atte'ided by Dearth, in the
first place, and secondly by Pestilence.

1. History of the world in its predominantly hu-
man aspect. First Sed. Christ, as the Logos, also
(he dynamic Force, the fundamentU and leading
Power of worldly history—a Power victoriou i in
holy suffering. The great Victor in all the wars
of worldly history— (1.) He has conquered, (2.)
He is conquering, (3) He will conquer.

—

Second
Seal. War. Its dark side or abnormity. Its
light side in the train of Christ. Comp. the au-
thor's pamphlet: Vom Kricg und vom Sieg.—
Third Seal. Dearth. Terrestrial sufferings. So-
cial sufferings. Wealth and poverty. Usury and
pauperism. Care of the poor. S cialistio pro-
jects. Infinite increase of piiuperism through
the luxury of those that are at eas^ ; infinite de-
crease of it through the plainness and simplicity
of Christian sentiment and classical culture.

—

Fourth Seal. Death. Circumstances of mortality.
Pestilences. Poisons. Wild beasts. Suicides.
Lust and cruelty in (heir reciprocal action.
Death of children. Offerings to Moloch. Ma-
crobiotic counter-agencies.— 2. Hi.itory of the

world in its predominantly spiritual aspect. Fifth
Seal. The Slartyr-history of the Kingdom, as
the kerni 1 of the history of the worll: the suf-
fering Christ. The martyrs, beginning with
Abel. In respect of human wickedness, t*lain on
the field of the curse, without the sacred camp,
on the Place of a Skull ; in respec of the Divine
counsel, sacrificed on God's altar, buried beneath
the altar. Connection of all martyr-sufferings
with the holy sacrifice and expiatory sufferings

of Christ in the centre. All martyr-sufferings
for the sake of God s Word (or for the sake of
truth, in (he heathen world) cleansed from sin,

purified and perfected through the sufferings of
Christ. The blood of the heavenly-minded, shed
by the earthly-minded, animated by the spirit

of intercession, and yet a real historic impulse

after justice, demanding recompense. Old Tes-

tament martyrologies (Matt, xxiii.). Ap'Slolio

martyrologies. Old-Catholic martyrologies.

Mediaeval Protestant martyrologi?s Evangelic

irtartyrologies. The grand history of spiritual

martyrdoms. Even John and all like-minded

with him, th'iugh they died a n-itural death, are

true martyrs. True martyrdnm faithfulness in

confession, enduring unto death. Witness as

confession. There are none save ^er.'«>CT(?e<i' con-

fessions—no persecuting ones. Christianity it-
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self ii. confeasion. Consolation concerning all

martyr suffering, anJ paeifioalion of all mar-
tyrs. Pao.ficatioii in view of the whole mat-

ter; a. The great company of sufferers; b.

The Divine counsel concerning the completion

of their number; c. Rest in patience and in the

hope of lerfeot retribution ; t/. The white robes be-

yond this li'e, glisiening ever clearer in historic

lustre even in this present world. The memory
of martyrs is revived even through the canoni-

lation of their murderers. The terrors of the

Inquisition are, from the fact of their becoming

more and more an objeot of detestation to man-
kind, also a prerursory reh;ibilitalion of the slain.

—Sixth Seal. The triumphant Christ. Symbolic

pres^ages of the Coming of Christ, spiritual aud

cosmical : the great earthquake. Darkening of

the sun and moon (Matt. xxiv.). The sun of

the spiriiu il life veils itself in black ; the moon
of the naiur.-il life becomes as red as blood. The
stars of Heaven fall, i. «., our old cosmical sys-

tem is di solved. The old Heaven and the old

earth-phase (mountains, islands) vanish in the

process of metamorphosis. Dissolution of the

old social order of things: the kings, etc., are

afraid (ver. 15 1. The Coming of the Lord to

judgment; a coming to the terror of all the

earthly-mind d (ver. Iti). The great Day of

Wrath (see Zeph.) Its convulsing effect. The
great Day of Wrath also, however, the great Day
of final Redeniption. The Seventh Seal, yet to be

opened, the envelope of all those Trumpets call-

ing to conflict and repentance which, as judg-
menls of God, complement and transrupt the

course of the world.

Special.— [Ver. 2.] Attributes of the First

Rider, or (he individual traits in His appear-

ance.— [Vir. 4.] Symbolic traits of the Second
Rider; [ver. •')] of the third

;
[ver. 8] the fmrlh.

—[Ver. 4]. irur as a Divine ordinance ; to him
it was yi'i'en to take peace from the earth. To
him a great j^word w^is given — [Ver. 5.] Famine
or Dearth on earth, a distressful state with which
the celestial ones are acquainted (ver. 6), which
they modify, limit, and direct.— [Ver. 8.] Death
as a judgment ; as a judgment transformed inio

a blessing. The Deaih of Christ, the dealh of

Death.— Ifades also in the service of Christ.

—

[Vers. 9 11] The souls of the martyrs: they
are all in existence still, and visible to the eye

of the Seer.— How their faiihfulness to the Word
of God and their witness of Jesus were imputed
to them as a crime.—Their common character.

—

As the avengement of blood contains a germ of
righteous retribution, so Ihe judgment of God is

a great aud liny analogue of unholy avengement
of blood.—White robes: a favorite image of

John; a fivorite adornment of the Church.

—

Wait a little wh le. Sadness and peace in the con-
solatory assurance that the sufferers for Christ's

sake constitute a great company.—The anxious
question of the weak human heart as to how God
Ihe All-Ruler, in His holiness which hates evil

and in His truth wherebv He is the Covenant-
God of the pious, can suffer His children, ser-

vants, and witnesses to be slain by His enemies
—suffer them to be slain for His name's sake,

and even make them wait so long for His retri-

bution.—The heavenly answer to this question.

—[Ver. 17.] The Day of Wrath, in relation to

its appearances in the Scriptures (or as pre-

dicted) and in the history of the world (or as

presaged).—-The Day of Wrath in its effects.

Starke : The Rider on the wliile horse is

Christ ; this is clearly manifest from ch. xix. 11-

16. A wh.te horse was held in particular es-

teem by the heathen ; when the kings of Persia
wislied to sacrifice to the sun, they offered up a
white horse to that luminary. Il gave prestige

to generals to ride before their armies on white
horses; victors used white horses in celebrating

their triumphs, ami the Romans had their tri-

umphal chariots drawn by white horses.

—

Red
is a sign of war ; hence the Persians and Lace-
demonians wore red garments when they went to

war.—The color of the horse in ver. 5 is indica-

tive of hunger, which makes people look black

and parched (Lam. iv. 2, 7, 8).

—

A bulanre in his

hand. Such as spices were weighed with. In-

dicative of want is Ihe fact that provisions are

not measured, as usual, by the bushel, but
weighed by Ihe scale (Lev. xxvi. 2fi); not the

greatest want and famine are indicated, however,
for where it is necessary to weigh out grain,

there is, indeed, scarcity, but not yet famine.

—

XAoipof, pale, sallow, betokens Ihe pale yedow
hue of dry and withering herbs and leaves of

trees; thus Constantius was called Chlorus, on
account of his paleness. Because Death is com-
monly called pale, and makes men of a clayey

hue, yea, turns them to clay, this figure of a pale

horse is most appropriate.—On Ihe Fifth Seal.

Qdesnel : The saints pray for the second Coming
of Christ just as patriarchs and righteous men
of old siglied for His first Coming (Ps. xiv. 7:
Luke X. 24).—The expressions relative to the

occurrences under (his Sixth Seal are taken from
Isa. ii. 19-21; xiii. 9, 10; xxiv. 2.3; xxxiv. 2,

4- Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8; Joel iii. 15, 16; Matt.xxiT.
29 : Luke xxi. 25.

The exposition of the Seals is placed by Starke
on the Church-historical platform, and the al(er-

native is discussed as to whether the first five

Be.lis are already fulfilled, or whether the ful-

fillment of all the Seals is still future. Starke
gives the grounds for (and therefore, relatively

against) each hypothesis.

Grabber, Versuch einer historischen Erkldmnff,
etc. (see p. 73): First Seal. A white, shining

horse, and he that sat upon it had a bow, and
there was given unfo him a crown \^Kranz=
wreath], and he went forth conquering, and (hat

he might (or should) conquer. This first image
exhibits to our view not a pagan, but a Christian

Victory— to this effect is the super-cription

vfhich we must give to (hispiciure. The Rider
is himself first described, anil (hen his work is

set forth. His work is victory. He went forth

conquering and (o conquer, i. e., he went from
one victory to another. His victory was a tri-

umphal procession through the world. How su-

blime and how comfortable is it that Ihe first

thing revealed to us concerning (he government
and dominion of Christ on earth, is His victory.

His first procedure is victory, and He goes from
one victory to another, and ends with victory !

According to this, all that He does is victory.

He cannot do otherwise than triumph. Fortune
changes not under His government, as it does in

the wars of earthly kings, nor are His victories
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purchased at great expense, like those of earthly
Bovereigris, bit Ho conquers always—absolutely.

Whoso in these wars will not suffer himself to be

gained over to Cbrisl's siJe as His friend, is

judged US His foe. Every one is conquered

—

these to enjoy everlisting felicity, those to suf-

fer the penalty of eternal damnation.— The 6010

(Ps. vii- 12, 13). He is armed, not with the

sword, but with the bow, because the short sword
puts the combatant in great danger of being
wounded himsi'lf, whilst the how, on the other

hand, strikes from af-ir. (What relation does

the "swcd in His mouth" bear to the " bow in

His hand ?" Tiie sword is, assuredly, Hia word
;

the bow, doubtless, is tbe operation of His Spi-

rit, in its awakening as well as its judging
power.)
Pollock, [7'4e Cmrse of Time]. DerLaufder

Zdt, ein O'dicht ti. zehn Gesdngen, iiberselzt von

Hry. Hamburg, Perthes, 1830. On the Sixth

Seal. An attempt to depict the cosmical crisis.

[" Meantime the e-irth gave symptoms of her
end; »nd all the scenery above proclaimed that

the great last catastrophe was near. The sun at

rising staggered and fallback, etc."'] (The idea

that in decaying cosmical nature extremes con-

stantly become more sharply prominent, is sug-

gested, but not worke i out with sufficient clear-

ness. According to Scripture, moreover, the cosmi-

cal convulsion i^ first perceptible in earthly life.

)

Van Oosterzee, Dc Oorlogsbode (the messen-
ger of war): Tijipreek in Augustus l>i~tO, 's Gra-
venhage. On ch. vi. 1-8. The theme: De Oorlog

m zijne ellenden, beschouwd in ket licht der christe-

lijke HnUopenbaTing . " Op de iweede vraag, wie

hem beschikt. dezen riMf.verstoorder, antwoordt ovze

tekst veelbeteekeneid, dat hem deze macht is gegeven.

On the seven Seals, and particularly the four

Riders, there is a variety of special literature.

See LiHE>iTHAL, Archioarius, p. 822. See In-

troduclion, p. 74.—L. Hofackbr, Ueber das weisse

Pferd, etc. Tubingen, 1830.

—

.Cunningham, Dis-

sertation on the Seals, etc. London.
[From M. Hesry: Ver. 16. The wrath of the

Lamb. Tbough Clirist be a Lamb, yet He can
be angry, even to wrath, and the wrath of the

Lamb is exceeding dreadful; for if the Re-
deemer, that appeases the wrath of God, Himself
be our wrathful enemy, ("through our rejection

of His atonement,") where shall we have a
friend to plead for us ? They perish without
remedy, who perish by the wrath of the Redee-
mer.—Ver. 17. As men have their day of oppor-
tunity, and their seasons of grace, so God has
His day of righteous wrath

; and when that

day comes, the most stout-hearted sinners will

not be able to stand before Him.—From Bo-
NAK : Ver. 10. How long? These words oc-
cur frequently in Scripture, and are spoken
in various ways: 1. As from man to man;
2. As from man to God ; 3. As from God to

man. Passing by the first mode of their usage
—comp Job viii 2; xix. 2; Ps Iv. 2; Ixii. 3

—

we come to the other two. 1. The Words as from
man to God; comp. Ps. vi. 3 ; xiii. I ; xxxv. 17

;

Ixxiv. 10; Ixxix. 5; Ixxxix. 46; xc. 13; xciv.

3, 4; Hub. i. 2; Rev. vi. 10. In these passages
they are the language, (1) Of complaint. Not
murmuring or fretting, but what the Psalmist
calls " complaining," an expression of weariness

under burdens. (2.) Submission. (3.) Inquiry.

(4.) Expectation. 2. The words as from God to

man; comp. Ex. x. 3; xvi. 28; Josb. xviii. 3; 1
Kings xvui. 21 ; Pi. Ixxxii. 2; Prov. i. 22; vi.

9; Jer. iv. 14. Taking up these words of God
as spoken to different classes, we would dwell on
the following points: (1). Long-sufferim/. It is

this that is expressed in the passage in .Jeremiah.

(2.) Expostulation. How long halt ye between
two opinions ? (3 ) Entreaty. God beseeches
man. (i.) Earnestness. [^.) Sorrow. (6.) Upbraid-
ing. (7.) Warning.]

SECTroN Sixth.

Ideal heavenly World picture of the Seven Peniten-
tial Trumpets. [Ch. vd.)

General.—The Invisible Church here and be-
yond: here, the scaZei/—militant conquerors; be-
yond, blessed conquerors. The Sealing, and its

doctrinal import .doici/i^ characterized by James
as diKaiovD \ Rom. v. 4; James ii. 21). Thene-
glect of tbe diatinution between justification and
sealing has resulted in a sad obscuration of the
evangelic fundamental doctrine of jusiification,

especially in three great theological school-cir-
cles. According to ihe idea of the Apostle
James, Abraham was jast'fied. Gen. xv,, and
sealed. Gen. xxii. Since justification always takes
place in a forum of justice, and since there are
diff-^rent sorts of forums (see the Art. by Tebs-
TEEGEN in Herzog's Encyklopildie), James could
speak of justification as an imputation of faith
as righteousness, and apply the term of SiKatovv

to sealing. In the one case, the court of con-
science was intended, in the other the forum of
Ihe Church was contemplated ("and he was called

the friend of God"). See the Lange Com. on James
ii. [and on Rom. v.].—The Sealing h*s reference
not solely to the last time, but, through the whole
succession of the New Ti'stament time (which is,

indeed, in a general sense denominated the last

time), to the assurance of saints in face of the

temptations of this world. That is, Ihe Sealing in

ch. vii. relates to tbe Trumpets in ch. viii. That
which the four Angels are stationed on the four

corners of the earth to accompli.-*h—namely, to

loose the four winds of the earth, the spirit of the

world in all its ground-forms, upon the earth ami
the sea, to injure them: upon the theocratic Divine

institution, or the Church, and upon national

life, to purge them'ilirough great temptations

—

this, we repeal, is fulfilled in tbe judgments of

the Trumpets. In reference, however, to these

temptations, which shake and imperil the visible

Church, the invisible Church is represented as

assured—assured, partly through the sealing ef-

fected here and partly through the entry of the

blessed into the Church Triumphant beyond,

When it is declared that the Angels may not loose

the winds of temptation until the sealing is con-

summated, in the priority of the time of the seal-

ing the priority of strength in the se.aled is ex-

pressed. They are establi-ihed through the gift,

of the grace of steadfastness. In chap. xiv. we
learn that their approval was conditioned by
uprightness, purity, and the avoidance of false-

hood, but we must first know that their sealing

is entirely a work of grace.—On the import of

the /oar winds from the four corners of the earth,
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the earlh itself, the sea, the trees, the rising of the

tun, ihe injuring, the number 144,000, see the

ExEH. Notes.
We have already demonsti-afed that the literal

interpretatioQ of the twelve Tribes of Israel as

haviug refereQce to the Jewish nation in the last

time, is uttet-ty untenable. The pyoibolic desig-

nation of the chosen servants of God by the name
of the spiritual Israel, is, however, sufficient

guaranty for the fact that the Apostle has in

view the general hope of a restoration of Israel

at the same time that be contemplates a more ex-

tended class of elect persons. For as the sym-
bolic name of Israel does not exclude believers

from the Gentiles, neither does it shut out be-

lieving Jews, or the hope that Israel, as a peo-

ple, will yet exercise faith in their long neglected

Messiah. The well-known Judaistio apprehen-
sion of the Sealing—discussed by us in the Exe-
getical Division—bears upon it not only the exe-

getical stain of gross literalness. but also the

blot of dogmatical error, in maintaining that in

the end of the times Israel could again possess

national prerogatives in the Kingdom of God,
when it was precisely on account of its preten-

sions to such prerogatives in the midst of the

ages that ttie nation incurred rejection.

Furthf rmore, the architectouics and symmetry
of the table of Ihe sealed plead for its symbolical
character. The special duodecenary, running
through the general duodecenary and multiplied
invariably by the seonio number 1000, is the ever
recurring expression of sacred fullness, sacred
completeness. Again, the free arrangement and
modification of the list of the twelve Tribes (see

ExEO. NoTKs) are in favor of this symbolical
character; and it is no less supported by the

perfect coordination of individual Tribes in re-

spect of tiie number selected from each. We
must here repeat the statement pri'viously made
elsewhere, namely, that the selection does not
exclude further circles of blessed ones. The
same literal exegesis which, on the one hand, so

exceptionally favors Judaism, would, on the
other hand, inflict most serious detriment upon
it if it were proposed to apprehend the text as
declaring that many Jews should, in the last

times, become believers, but that their number,
however, should not exceed 1 44,000. The sealed
are the true stand-holders of the living Church
throughout the ages of the Church, the pillars,

against which many who are weak lean for
support.

This truth is immediately expressed by the
second part of the vision, the vision of the innu-
merable throng of blessed ones. These are cha-
racterized by the following items: 1. They form
a countless throng; in antithesis to doctrinal
particularism. 2. They are from all nations and
tribes and peoples and tongues; in antithesis to

exegetical particularism, which stamps the Apo-
calypse with a Judaistio tendency. 3. They are
perfected: they stand before the Throne of God
and the Lamb, clothed in white robes—the
adornment of holiness—and palms—as tokens
of victory, peace and festival—in their hands;
in antithesis to hierarchic particularism, which
treats of an immediate entry into blessedness in

conformity with mediseval ideas (confining the

privilege to martyrs, monks, priests, ascetics

who have built up a holiness of works, and
calendar saints). 4 Their cry: The salvation

is with our God, etc ;—thoroughly evangelic;

it is even a protest against all righteousness of

works and doctrine. With our God and the

Lamb: in antithesis both to pietistic-exclusive

and deistie-exclusive forms of belief. 5. The
Amen and the song of praise of the whole angel

or spirit world
The great Heaven-picture of the perfected is

accompanied by heavenly instructions concern-

ing the origin of the blessed, their endless train,

their character and destiny. Even the faith of

a John failed to grasp the origin of these innu-
merable throngs of blessed ones and the height
at which they had arrived. But one of the

Elders, to whom the depths of the history of the

Kingdom are no secret, vouchsafes him an ex-
planation : He explains (1 ) whence they have
come

—

viz. out of great iribulaiion. All come
from unknown depths of suffering, of conflict

—

not simply from visible martyr-sufferings (see

Rom. vi.). They have all washed their robes,

and made them white in ihe blood of the Lamb.
With the depth of their experience of suff'ering,

corresponds the depth of their experience of

salvation: they all recognize and confess the
world-reconciling Atonement. But, again, with
these depths, corresponds the height of their

goal. Thus we have (2) an explanation as to

whither they have arrived

—

viz. before ihe Throne

of God, to a blessed priestly service, af.er the

type of life in the Temple; to the perfect eatis-

faction of every longing, and to freedom from
all beat, after the image of a life of business,
toil and wandering (Ps. xxiii); to the full and
comfortable discovery of the joyful harvest of
the seed of tears, yea, to the discovery of the
heavenly pearl to which every tear has turned
(see ExEO. Notes).

Special.—[Ver. 1 ] Various forms of the spirit

of the world and its temptations.—Temptations
as Divine dispensations.—Limited as to time,

place and degree.—Their design.— [Vers. 2, 3.]

Different moments in the development of salva-
tion—especially sealing. — The awakened may
fall; but it is the distinction of the sealed that
they have made good their faith in the battle of

life, particularly in moments of great sacrifice.

—Men in Christ.— [Vers. 4-8.] The heroes of

Israel, the heroes of David, as types of God's
heroes.—Chosen stones, flowers, animals, men.
Christians.—The Twelve Tribes as types of the
charisms.—Consecration of a natural gift to a
gracious gift, through the gift of the Spirit.

—

Both gifts are gifts of grace in the broader sense
of the term—the first as a gift of unmerited
creative favor, the second as a gift of unmerited
redemptive salvation.—The Twelve Tribes types
of the fullness of the charisms in the Kingdom
of God.—The choice of them, a type of the per-

sonally and historieilly chosen.—The number
1,000 as a figure of the continual presence of

Christ in His Church through the whole seen.

—

Cotnparison of particular characteristic Tribes :

Judah and Joseph; Simeon and Levi; Joseph
and Benjamin.—[Ver. 9.] The visible and the

invisible Church.—The two spheres of the invisi-

ble Church, in this world and in the Beyond.

—

In the visible Church, the visible appearance of
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th« Church may be greatly obscured. If the

Tisible Church becomes invisible as the Church,

the invisible Church emerges into visibility.

This remark applies to every time, but is parti-

cularly true of the last time.—The heavenly
Festival of Palms.—[Ver. 10.] The heavenly
confession of the blessed.—Tneir song.—[Vers.

11, 12 ] The song of praise of all spirits con-

cerning the consummatiiin of the blessed.

—

Doxologies of men and angels.—[Ver. 13.] The
catechism of John which the Elder institutes,

compared with the catechism of Peter (.lohn

xxi.).—[Ver. 14.] Humility of the great Apostle

as manifested in his answer to the question of

the Elder.—The great, eternal, pilgrim and
festal procession of blessed snuls from earth to

the heaveidy Home.—[Ver. 15 ] Ttie Throne,

—

Service in the Temple.—The glory of God over

them —Analogous passages: I.s. xxv. 4 sqq.

;

xlix. 10; Pss. xxlii., xci., cxxvi. ; Is. Ixvi. 13.

SfARKE: ilod has numbered His elect, but

their number is known to Him alone. If He has

counted the hairs of the faithful. He has surely

counted their persons.—The same number in

each Tribe, when there were some Tribes that

were more numerous than others, shows that

God bears the same gracious will to all believers,

of wh.atsoever race or people they be. (The
text, however, has reference to sealed persons,

and the numbers nre symbolical.)—Ver. 13. The
best and fittest modeof instruction—especiallyfor

thos-i who are young and simple—is by question

and answer. Gen. iii. 9 ; Luke ii. 46, 47 (! ).

A. H. W. Brandt, Anleitung zum Lesen der Of-

fenb. Joh. (see p. 73): The sealed. John does

not see them even in spirit ; much less are they

to he seen with the bodily eye in their substan-

tiality on earth. Nevertheless they are a people

of God on earth, having His Spirit, and num-
bered by Him, in the sense of Matt. x. 30. They
are described, in prophetic wise, by their Old

Testament type, whose names and Tribes are

presented not in the single 12, but by 12 x 12,

and multiplied by thousands. It is the true Is-

rael, baptized with th.^ Spirit and consisting of

all (?) the servants of God who are born of the

Spirit.—Vers. 9-12. And bfkold! A great multi-

tude. This excites the astonishment of the Seer,

which was not the case with the preceding oc-

currence ; he, indeed, did not see the sealed, but

this multitude visibly appears in Heaven. (A
hi^lhly significant contrast. Concerning the

sealed on earth he learns only the tribal charac-

ters and numbers by an auricular wonder; the

blessed, on the other hand, are presented to his

contemplation in personal distinctness by an
ocular wonder.^

[From M. Henry: Ver. 3. God has particu-

lar care and concern for His own servants in

times of temptation and corruption, and He has

a way to secure them from the common infec-

tion : He first establishes them, and then He
tries them ; He has the timing of their trials in

His own hand.—Ver. 9. Before the throne, and be-

fore the Lamb. In acts of religious worship we
come nigh to God, and are to conceive ourselves

as in His special presence; and we must come
to God by Christ ; the throne of God would be in-

accessible to sinners, were it not for a Mediator.

—Vera. 13-17. Here we have a description of

the honor and happiness of those who have faith-
fully served the Lord Jesus Christ, and suffered
for Him. Note, 1. The low and desolate state
they had finneily been in. The w ly to heaven
lies through many tribulations; but tribulation,

how jfreaC soever, shall not separate us from the
looe of God. 2. Thi means by which they had
been prepared for the great honor and happi-
ness they now enjoyed; they liad washed their

robes, and made them while in the blood of the Lamb,
It is not the blood of the marlyrs themselves, but
the blood of the Lamb, that can wash away sin,

and make the soul pure and clean in the sight
of God. 3. The blessedness to which they are
now advanced, being thus prepared for it. They
are hippy, (1) In their station, for Mey are 4e-

fore the throne of God niqht and day, and He
dwells among them; they are in that presence where
/here is fullness off'n/. (2) In their employment,
for they seroe God continually, without weakness,
drowsiness, or weariness ; heaven is a state of
service, though not of suffering; of rest, but not

of sloth; it is a praising, delightful rest. (3)
In their freedom from all the ineo iveniences of

this presc'it life ; a. From all want, and sense of

want; They hawjer and thirst no more. b. From
all sickness and pain; they shall never be
scorched by ^Ae Aeai o/ /A« sun anymore. 4. In
the love and conduct of the Lord Jesus ; He shall

feed them. He shall lead them to living fountains of
waters. (5) In being delivered from all sorrow,
or occasion of it; God sliall wipe away all tears

from their eyes.'\

Section Seventh.

The Seven Penitential Tru npets. Earth-picture,

[Chaps, viii. 1

—

LX. 21.)

General.—Since mere is an increase of disagree-

ment in the d flerent expositions of this eighth

chapter and by consequence, an augmented ins -

curity attaching lo any exposiiion of it hitherio

offered, there is an increased demand for caution

in the theoretic and practical application of it.

Many, for instance, consider oh vii. as an
episode, and affirm an immediate conneciion of

oh. viii. with ch. vi. We, on the contrary, re-*

gard ch. vii. as the heavenly phase of the Earth-

picture which follows it in the vision of the

Trumpets. Or, in other words the Seven Trum-
pets are a loosing of the four winds from the four

corners of ihe earth, in order to the injury of

the Cluirch and national life (earth and sea). In

accordance with this view, we have lo do alto-

ge her withilarkeningsof the visibleCliurch, with

spiritual oecurrencfs presented under co.-mical

forms. These darkenings are agreeably to the

conditions of the Church, judgments ; for indi-

vidual Christians, they are temptntions [or iest-

ings~\ ; as dispensations of the Lord, they are a 1-

monitions and arousing summonses to repentance

and 10 combat—and, hence. Trumpets.

Thesilence in Heaven for the space of half an hour

denotes that heavenly bracing and arming for

which the whole great hour of temptation [chap,

iii. 10] gives .occasion.

Even Ihe Seven Angels with the Trumpets must
restrain themselves and wait tor ine ligliL mo-
ment, like the Four .\ngels in the preceding chap-

ter. Their waiting has a mmmon purpose with

that of the Four Angels. The latter waited for
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the aooomplishaieat of the Divine work of seal-

ing ; the former wait for the couaummatioa of

the humtiQ prayers of the saints, which corres-

pond with the work of sealing Tlius the spirit

of prayer must consiitute the Church's defence

against the coming temptations. The prayers

which ascend from earth must, however, be com-
pleted in Heaven. Their purification from
earthly passion—«. g., of oonfessionalism or na-

tionalism—is first represented in the form of a

supplementing with incense, which an Angel
with a golden censer, in which much incense is

given him for the heavenly altar of incense, aids

to the prayers of the saints. In accordance wi'h
Scripture, this figure can be understood solely

of the heavenly intercession of the Spirit of

Christ. Next the other function of the Angel is

represented—the emptying of the censer, previ-

ously filled with fire from the altar, upon the

earth. This is indicative, without doubt, of the

missions of the high-priestly Spirit, of Christ

from Heaven, the effeoti of whicli missions are

figuratively represented in voices, thunders,

lightnings, and earthquake (see the ExEo.
Notes). The two-fold continuance of Clirisi's

wopK, in His eternal Spirit, consists in a direc-

tion towards God in intercession, an I a direction

towards the Church on earth in the outpourings

of Hn Spirit, acco'upanied by the glowing coals

of His high-priestly temper of love an 1 sacrifice.

The First Four T'umpeU (see E.kbq. Notes).
[Ver. 7.] The first; darkening of the Church
o^ves its origin to fanaticism; this appears as a

judgment upon th3 lack of inward devotion and
sincerity. —[Vers. 8,9.] The second great tempta-

tion [or trial] is the spread of fanaticism, in which
a greit mountain, a theocratic, ecclesiasiico-po-

litical institution, begim to burn and plunges
into the sea—Christian national life.—[Vers. 10,

11.] This calls forth the re.ictions of embitter-

mcit—deviations [or dissents], apostasies, indi-

cated by the burning star which falls upon the

rivers and fountains.— [Ver. 12.] A result of

these three destructive an I corruptive agencies,

which, with all their contrasts, work together,

is the great spiritual diminution of the sunlight

of revelation, the maonlighl of namr^l revelation

(which, anid all the advances of natural science,

m ty still become obscured), and the light which
proceeds from spiritual slurs in the Church.

The Last Three Trumpets. These are distin-

guished from the first four Trumpets and raised
above them, primarily in that they are heralded
by an Eagle, which flies through the midst of

Heaven and proclaims their approach, and se-

condly by the Eagle's designation of them as three

woes upon those who dwell on the earth. We
remark here, by way of addition, that the scope
of the first woe is accurately defined as the
sphere of the Fifth Trumpet (ch. ix 1 11). No
less definite is the determination of the sphere
of the second woe as the sphere of the Sixth
Trumpet (ch. ix 12-21). As chs. x. and xi. 1-

14 relate to the seven sealed Thunders, and in a
sense form a real episode between the Trumpets,
it might be as well to regard the second woe un-
der a formal aspect, as closed with ch. ix. 21, as

to conceive of it as continued through eh. x.,—in

a'icordance with the m.-iterial point of view to

which we adhered on p. 226, to the adoption of

which we were particularly influenced by ch. x. 4.

The lack of precision in the consLrucciou of this

portion of the Apocalypse is owing to the fact

that the Apocalyptisti was in the main desirous
of depicting, under the cycle of the Seven Thun-
ders only the activity of the Two Witness.^s, but
found occasion to communicate the issue of their

history as well.

From the material point of view, the incipient

apostasy, depicted ch. xi. 1-14, certainly forms a
supplement to thejudgment of toe Sixth Trumpet.
The Eagle's cries of Woe upO'i the dwellers on

the earth, are expressive of the fact that tlie Spi-
rit of prophecy now, in lofty majesty announces
th ee univers.tl temptations [trials] which are to

come upon all men and which shall be so mighty
as to make it iiiaoifesi from the outset that the
majority will fall when expo-^ed lo them, whilst the
minority, constituted by the sealed, will have to

undergo the sorest affliciions and jiersecuiions.

In respect of the Fifth and Sixth Trumpets, we
refer to the Exeqetical Notes. Although, for

our own part, we regard our view as thoroughly
grounded (especially by the circumstances that

the locusts of the Fifih Trumpet so torment men
as to plunge them in despair, without killing

them, and that the fiery horses of the Sixth
Trumpet kill men—which must, doubtless, be
understood as significant of a spiritual killing),

it is requisite that (he security of the foundation
of this exegesis should be additionally mani-
fested before any superstructure is erected upon
it. The founding of homiletical and practical

applic-itions upon the traditional Church-histo-
rical exposition, e. ,9., upon the hypothesis that

the locusts are Mohammedans and ApoUyon the
caliphs, and that the horses of the Sixth Trumpet
are the second deluge of .Vlohamiiiedans— I he ap-

pearance of the Turks (Sander; according to

Von Meyer, the locusts denote the mediseval
priesthood, the horses being Oriental barbarians
in general)— has, like kindred exposit.ons, not

.«ucli evidence in its fivor as evangelical preach-
ing and instruction demand.

Especially noteworthy, in our eyes, is the fun-
damental thought that the destructive agencies
depicted in the Seven Trumpets, are set forth in

plastic figures of disturbed n,iture—in part, of

the most horrible unnaturalness. A rain of hail

and fire, mingled with blood ; a great mountain,
plunging, burning, into the sea; a star fa ling

from Heaven, and, burning like a torcli, poison-
ing many rivets and fountains; sun, moon, and
stars, shorn of a third of their brightness
—all consternating images of a disturbance of

nature. Under the Fifth Trumpet, however, the

most terr.fic contradictions of nature are exhi-

bited: locusts that eat no green thing, but, on
the contrary, sting men after the manner of scor-

pions; having hair like the hair of women, and
teeth like lions' teeth, etc. ; these make their ap-
pearance as a mere prelude to the fiery hor^es
of the Sixth Trumpet, which seem to drag iheir

riders along with them, which bite wiih their

snake-like tails as with mouths, and vomit from
their mouths fire, smoke and brimstone. But
not until the Seventh Trumpet is the conlradio-
tion of nature consummateil in the figu'cs of the
Dragon, the Beast, and the Woman who rides upon
the Beast. With a master-touch at which we can
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but marvel, evil is here throughout delineated in

extravagant contradictious, as uanaturalness.
Special.—We note only each items as appear

to us to be more or less firmly establi»hed.

—

Darlcenings of the Church, judgmenis of God —
The Trumpets of God—Divine .judgmeals upon
the unfaithful—as summonses of the faithful to

battle, and as calls to awakening and repentance
for all.—[Ver. 1.] The silence in Heaven a sign of

the great sympathy of tlie heavenly Church in its

foreview of the trials of tlie Church on earth.—

•

[Vers. 3, 4.] Completion of the prayers of be-

lievers by the intercession of Christ in Heaven.
—[Ver. 5. J The fire of i lie heaUh-hringing Spi-

rit, falling from Heaven in order to the vitalizing

of the Church, that the fire of judgment may not

in the end fall upon her from Heaven.—[Ver.

6.] The series of Trumpets of judgment and re-

pentance, a continual climactic succession, in

accordance wi'h the increasing development of

mankind.— [Ver. 7.] Fanaticism, a mixture (if

frost and fire (icy coldness of heart and carnal
heat of the imngination), mingled with blood.—
[Ver. 8.] What can be understood, in a spiri-

tual sense, by a burning mountain, fallins; into

the sea?—[Vers. 10, 11. j Since Satan has been
styled a Biar, falling Jrom Heaven, we may
designate the falling star called Wormwood,
apostasy, that has its origin in embitterment.
—Intellectual or spiritual rivers, currents and
fountains in humanity ; their destinations and
manifold empoisonment.—[Ver. 12.] Darken-
ing of intellectual or spiritual lights of Chris-
tendom, and the sins which must have preceded
such darkening.—[Ver. 13.] The Eagle of pro-

phecy.—Warning cry of the Spirit of pro-
phecy, concerning the whole earth.—As a woe-
cry, it has reference to the earthly minded.

—

The great dispensations of woe upon the earth
are, incontrovertibly, great general tempta-
tions (no cry of woe was heard at the forth-

going of the three sombre horsemen).— [Ch. ix.

1.] The abyss, as the middle region between
Hades and hell.— [Vers. 2-11.] The soul-suifer-

ings of humnnity, accompanying its development,
through the medium of Christianity, in the sphere
of all spiritually unsound life.— All spiritual mani-
festations which, by reason of great internal con-
tradictions, assume a monstrous character, judge
themselves. They are, however, the means of

the spiritual ruin of the blinded individuals who
yield themselves up to them. Examples of such
contradiction may be given in abundance, and
consist, especially, of pretensions to high spirit-

ual life, conjoined with enslaving ordinances
(Montanism)

;
pretensions to high Christian

sanctity, conjoined with pitiless severity (Nova-
tianism) : pretensions to purity from the influ-

ence of world and state, conjoined wilh a system
of robbery (Donntiim), etr. —

^ [Vers. 13-19.]

Manifestations of Mnna<u?-a/nes« in the religious

and moral world are armies of corruptive and
destructive agencies slaying spiritually and,

indirectly, also physically.—The horses of cor-

ruption and destruction run away with their

riders.—[Vers. 20, 21.] Impenitence under the

judgments of God, considered under the antiihe-

eis of bigotry and the service of sin (seechs. xx.

and xxi.). Bigotry and sensuality are prominent
features of the most modern forms of corruption.

Starke: This author gives a singular inter-
pretaiioi of the silence in Heaven as a time im-
mediately succeeding the great judgment and
destruction of the Antichristian kingdom, viz.
the thousand years (a half hour!). In com-
menting on the consecutive Trumi.ets, Starke
cites, as usual, two adverse explanations, the
one class given by those who regard the Trum-
pets as fulfilled, the other by those who look
upon them as 1 1 come.
Chkistoph Paiilus, Blicke in die Weismgung,

etc. (see p. 73): Only the first judgment at the
time of the first. Trumpet, and the last at the
time of the seventh Vial of Anger are accom-
plished by had; t.bey alone, thrrefore (because
liail comes from above?), appear as a result of
imniediale Divine inlerfereiice, as an immediate
demonstration of Divine power. All the other
judgments, from the second to the last, hear the
stamp of historical occurrences {t).— Judgment
of the fourth Trumpet. No remarkable oerur-
rence on earih, no historical event distinguishes
the time of the fourth Trumpet; nothing of im-
portance happens, but a condiiion is gradually
brousrlit about in which the brightness of all

Divine autlioiity on earth is obscured ; Church,
laws and magistrates lose a considerable portion
of their reputation and influence.

Literature.

—

Vetter, Die eieben Posannen,
Breslau, 1860 I see p. 75).

[From M. Henrv: Ch. viii. 3 5. Observe, 1.

All the saints are a prnying people ; 2. Times of

danger should be praying times, and so should
times of great expectation ; 3. The prayers of the

saif'ts themselves stand in need of the incense and
intercession of Christ to make ihem acceptable
and eff^ecfual and there is provisien made by
Christ to that purpose ; 4. The prayers of the

saints come up before God in a cloud of it-cense;

no prayer thus recommended was ever denied
audience and acceptMDce ; 5. These prayers that

were thus accepted in heaven produced great

changes upon earth in return to them.—Vers.

7-12 Note, 1. When the gospel is coldly received

and not permitted to have its proper effect upon
heart and life, it is usually followed by dreadful

judgments. 2. God gives warning to men of

His judgments before He sends them ; He sounds
an alarm by the written word, by ministers, by
men's own consciences, and by the signs of the

times ; so that if a people be surprised, it is

their own fault. 3. The anger of God against

a people miikes dreadful work wilh tbeni ; it

embitters all their comforts, and makes even

life itself bitter and burdensome. 4 God does

not in this world stir up all His wrath, but sets

bounds to the most terrible judgments 6. Cor-

ruptions of dootii-ne and worship in the Church

are themselves great judgments, and the usual

eauses and tokens of other judgments.—Ch. ix.

2. The Devil carries on his designs by blinding

the eyes of men, by extinguishing light and

knowledge, and promoting ignorance and error;

he first deceives men, and then destroys them
;

wretched souls follow him in the dark, or they

durst not follow him.—Ver. IB. He Who is the

Lord of hosts has vast armies at His command,
to serve His own purposes.

[From Vaughan: Ch. ix. 2. If men will not

have heaven open to them, if they will break
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off the coaneotioa between earth anl heaven,

they must expi^ct to have that beiween earth

and hell opened.]

Section Eighth.

Veiled Heaven- Picture of the Seven Thunders.

{Ch. X. 1-11.)

General.—Here the mystery of prophecy is

raised to a higher power wiihin the mysterious

Apocalypse itself. A contrast even is presented

consist'ng in the fact that the Seven Tliuuders

are to be specially sealed (ch. i.. 4), whilst the

KevelitioQ in general is not to be sealed (ch.

xxii. 10). We have already endeavored to ex-

plain the motive of this special sealing, and have

at ihe same time set forih the hypothesis that

the Seer has m a c>rrespondent exoteric form
furnished a wkt^tch of the sealed efoteric contents

of the Seven Thunders (ch. xi. 1-14). For Chris-

tiiini'y cm in no point be absdlulely esotericil.

It ra ly also safely be assumed, that ihe elements

of the Seven Thunders are to be found in the

Apostolic Epistles and even in the Oospels.

There is, e. g. (tf vre regard thumhr as the sym-
bol of a spir.tiial purification of the atmosphere
and refreshment of lif.^), an oppugnraent of

orthodoxistic legality in the Epistle of James; a

reform of unfree chili.islio externality in the

fii-.it Epistle of Peier and in both the Epistles to

the Thessalonians; libertinism is opposed by
the second Episile of Peter and the Epistle of

Jud.i ; the Pauline Epistles reform, in rich gra-

dation, the faith, the (church, Christology, etc.;

and beyond them there is yet another Joh;in-

nean reform of (Christian gnosis. John not only

knew that ihe Law. as the first reformation of

Isr.vel, was given amid thunder and lightning,

that the fiery chariot of Elijah had formed a

turning point between the legal and the Mes-
siaiiico-prophetio period, but he had also him-
self been present when Christ's prayer for the

glor ficaiioii of His Father's name was answered
with a word of assent that sounded like thunder.

And it was in harmony with the development of

revelation that thunder, which in rhe Old Testa-

ment w.is a .symbol of the Law, should become for

the Son of Thunder, under the New Covenant, a

symbol of the Gospel and its seven-fold holy

evolu ions. In respect of the beautiful, elevated

and elev-iting aspect of thunder, even the Scan-
dinavian myihology is in advance of the stand-

point of popular terror, so largely occupied in

Cliristendom with regard to this phenomenon
(coinp. also Sophocles, CBdipus at Colonos).

In referring, at this juncture, to our Exeq.
NoTi-s, it will be understood, as a matter of
course, that it is the part of Homiletics to treat

the present section of the Seven Thunders with
especial caution, although, of course, the pheno-
mena accompanying the voices of the Thunders
are not seale 1. As to the sealing itself, the expres-
sion is to be taken in its broader sense. In a
literal sense, written matter is sealed; but here
the command is: write not.

Special.—a. [Vers. 2, 3.] The Anqd of the

End-lime. A presage and symbol of the Coming
of Christ. 1. His appearance; 2. The liitle

book in his hand relating to the end-lime; 3
His dominion and power: his feet planted on
the land and the sea ; 4. His cry as the roaring

of a lion—-the awakening call to the awaking
seven Thunders. The word of Christ, the eter-

nal source of all spiritual operations in the

Church.— 6. [Vers. -3-7.] The Se»en Thunders as

my-teriou3 mediations of the end-lime. As
sealed mysteries. The mure complete their seal-

ing as canonical and doctrinal ce tainties of

prophecy, the more powerful their operation

upon the religious presentiment, the teelings,

the spirit of prayer. The Seven Thunders in

nature (Ps. xxix. ), emblems of the Seven Thun-
ders of the K.ingdom of God.—The mysteries of

Christianity, prefigured hy the mysteiies of the

Theocratic Sanctuary ; mani/esi in the facts and
fundamental doctrines of Christianity (1 Tim.
lii. 16) ; mediated by the evangelic form of mys-
tery ( Vlitt. X. 27), by mysteries sacramental,

Church-historic [disci.plina arcani), especially

those pertaining to the mediseval period of

Church history, and by eschatogical mysteries.

—The sealing of the Thunders, the mystery of

mysteries.—The certainty of certainties, or the
S'llemn oath of the Angel concerning ihe ap-

proaching end.—The oaths of God recorded ia

Holy Writ are Divine assurances which re-echo
in the surest oertaintv of elect human hearts —
How is this to be understood—to wit, that the
time of Christ's coming is unknown, that it

may, in a chronological sense, still be disunt,

and yet that it is emphatically near? ]. We
are in the midst of a constant, uncheckable
movement toward that goal; 2. The movement
ia continually increasing in rapidity, and the
catastrophe of this per'Odic course will come, at

all events, more suldenly than we think. The
motives of this catastrophe are to be found in

the depths of the religious and moral world
{where the carcase, etc.). Every great event has,

from time immemorial, taken men by surprise,

like a sort of Last Day —The time of the Seventh
Trumpet, the time of the end.—The blessed
secrets intrusted to the servants of God. con-
trasted with the unblessed secrets of the chi'dren
of wickedness.

—

c. [Vers 9-11] New and second
calling of the Seer.—Command to the Seer to eat
the little book. The act itself, and its Import.
The hearty reception of the prophecy of the last

time in its sweet charm and its convulsing and
painful effect. (Anguish and terror, especially

the terro's of war, not only attack the he.irt,

but are frequently the occasion of cholera-like

epidemics )—The converse orders of the opera-
tions of the book, as presented by the Angel
and by the Seer. Jny and sorrow, says huimia
feeling; sorrow and joy, says the heavenly
Spirit.— Thou vtast prophesy again, or the com-
mission to publish the tidings of the last time in

ihe midst of the course of tiie world, as an im-
minent Divine doom upon the whole world, peo-

ples and kings.

Starke: The Lion roareth—who shall not
fear, examine himself, and truly repent (Amos
iii 8)? He that dwelleth in Heaven may keep
silence for a while, but in His own t'me He shall

speak so that bot>>. our ears shall tingle (Ps. ii fi

;

1.21; I Sam. iii 11). —Some commentators think

that they (the Seven Thunde-s) discovered the

8 id d est fortunes of Ihe true Church.— Here, also,

Starke presents the nntith' tic view of *'tho-'e

who regard this as fulfilled" and "those nho
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deem it to bo stili future."—The Prophets and
Apostles did not write down all things that they

saw and heard, but only ao much aa was necessary
for us and aa the Holy Ghost commanded them
to write.— Allhou^ih ihe prophetic predictions

remain for a time sealed, when the time of their

fulfilment and d^nuument arrives, all becomes
intellig'ble and niiinifest (Din. xii 9).

Juno Stilling. Din Siegesgeschichle der chHsll.

Religion in einer gemeiiinillzigen Eikidrung der Of-

fenb. Joh. (Sdmml.Uche Schriften, Vol. lU. Stutt-

gart, 1885. Un oh. x. Ij: His countenance shineth

like the sun, for He dwells in the light and en-

lightens all things that He looks vpon ; since

His appearance until now it has been growing
brighter and brighter. About Mia head the rain-

bow gleams ; for He IS a Messenger of the Cove-
nant,—a Messenger Who is to proclaim the un-

veiling of the mysler-y of God, iu which mystet-y

God's covenant with Noah and all His promises

are to be fulfilled. He is clothed with a cloud—
which is ihe chariot and travelling apparel of

Him Who id to come in the clouds (Kev. i. 7 ;

Dan. vii. 13) And His feet are like pillars offire;

for where He stands. He stands firm; Ihe gates

of hell cannot move Him from the spot, and
whoso thinks to drive Hun away, burns his own
fingers. All this is surety to us for the validity

of His embassiige, for the truth of the little book
that He has in His hand, and which John now
communicates to us.

RiEMANN. Die Offmh. St. Joh. (see p. 73)

:

Every word of God. as heavenly food from the

tree of life, is sweet when we first receive it in

faith, but afterwards, though the sweetness does

not cea%e, it becomes bitter also, as a judge of the

thoughts and intents of the heart, when the old

Adam must sink in death under the sharpness

of this two-edged sword: again, this word is

doubly sweet when it procbiims the final triumph

of Christ over the kingdom of darkness, and yet

at the same time it is bitter, for with this pro-

clamation it conjoins lamentation and mourning
and woe that sorely come upon the MessiHnic

Church through the last desperate conflict of

the prince of darkness with the Kingdom of

God.
[From The Comprehensive Commentakt :

Vers. 9-11. It becomes God's servants to digest

in their own souls the messages they bring to

others in His name, and to be suitably affected

therewith themselves; also, to deliver every

message with which they are charged, whether

pleasing or unpleasing to men. (M. Henet.)]

Section Ninth.

Exoteric Tnlimatinns from the Earth-picture of the

Seven Thunders. (Chap. xi. 1-14.)

General

.

—The remarks made by us in rofer-

ence to the preceding section, apply with equal

force to Ihi'i. Tiie exegetical foundation i-i not

yet sufifteiently sure, clear and firm to warrant

the erection of a doctrinul and homiletical su-

perstructure. We must distinguish, here as well

as elsewhere, between our own firm conviction

and the conventional status of exeg»sis in the

Church, which it \* not admissible to leave en-

tirely out of consideration in an official under-

taking.

We must, first of all, settle the relation which
this section bears to the preceding one. /( is

not difficult to perceive that the Seven Tliunders are
recognizable in the procedures of the two Sons of Oil,

.since fire goes forth from their mouths and Ihcy can
shut and open Heaven like Elijah

Another unmistakable fact is that we have
here to do with a sketch of those Church-histori-
cal circumstances which form a transition to

the time of the end.
It is equally certain, furthermore, that in the

provision concerning the Temple, vers 1, 2, we
have a picture of the Christian Church, and not
a prophecy relaiing to the Temple at Jerusalem,
to be apprehended liierally and, in such case,

inanit'esied to be erroneous In regard to the
Temple and the pubsequent history of the Two
Witnes-.es, as well as the judgment at the close

of the section, we refer to tbe Exeq. Notes. A
cautious treatment of the subject might base it-

self upon the following fundamental lines: The
inner and outer (or invisible and visible) Church
(vers. 1, 2) ; the New Testament order of God's
Kingdom in the antithesis of Church and State

(vers. 3-7); the grave prospect that the hem-
ming in of Anlichristinnity will at some fu-

ture day be done away with (verw. 7-10; 2

Thess ii.); the certainty that the forms of

Church and Slate, though suffering a temporal

extinction, will celebrate their resurrection in

the consummation of the Kingdom of God (vers.

11, VI). Finally, the social eartliqtiake con-

nected with the preceding evenlf, winch shakes

the New Testament City of God of externalized

Christian order and, by a precursory judgmeni,

calls many to repentance, whereby such as com-

ply with the call withdraw themselves trom the

consummate apostasy of the time of the Beast,

and are preserved trom the final judgment at the

Parousia of Christ.

Special.—[y era. 1, 2.] The Temple arrange-

ments of the Old Coven.nnt, in their symbolic

import for the Christian Church (a) The

priestly Sanctuary, which has become one with

the Holy of Holies; (b) the Altar; (r.) ihe Wor-
shippers; (d) the outer court of the Gentiles.

—

Import of the outer court : a figurative testimony

(1) against that view which reckons the outer

court as forming part of the Sanctuary; (2)

iigainst the other idea which denominates the

ou'er court the world, simply.

[Ver. 3.] Tbe two ground-forms of witress

concerning Christ in the Christian age: The

Churchly communion, and the Christian and hu-

mane social morals and manners which it incul-

cates.— [Ver. 4.] The olive trees, by which the

life of the sons of oil. Christians, is, not gene-

rated, but mediated.— Olive trees and candlesticks

[lamp-stands] at once; i.e., on the one hand,

gifted with a source of spiritual life (John iv.),

and, on the other, elaborated into a foim favora-

ble for the mediation of the Spirit to men.—The

whole Christian age, a time of the one Spirit of

Christ in the change of different temporal forms

In the main, the olive trees are at the same time

candlesticks [lamp-stands], and Ihe candlesticks

[lamp-stands] olive trees: i e., spirilufll life and

fcmal organization, knowledge and praciice, run

together, in parallel development, through the

ages. In individual cases, however, the candle-
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stick [lamp-Btand] that should sland beside thp

olive tree is occasionally missing, and still more
frequently the candlestick [lamp-stand] lacks

the accompaniment of the olive tree.— [Vers. 5,

6.] Corapetition of the mt-diseval Church and

Slate in Ihe training of Christian human ty.

Their union. Their terrible severity. Their

strainings of authority and their gradual loss

of the symp'ithy of Christian popular life

— [Ver. 7.] The Beast out of ihe ahyas as the

prelude of Antichristianity or the Beast out of the

sea, or how demonic Antiohristian dispositions

precede the final Antichrislian fijurations in

human characters.—Dying and dead forms of the

old or li r of things (ver 9) —The Antichristian

feasts of the future (ver. 10).— [Vers. 11. 12.]

The time of three days and a half or the time ot

the apparent downfall of the Kingdom of God,
always, at the SH.nie lime, the lime of a glorious

exaltation of it.—Prospect of the final fulfiUmeni

of all Churchly and Stately foretokens in the

unily of a heavenly Kingdom.—[Ver. 13.] The
Apocalyptic earthquakes in their grand s gnifi

cance: (1) In their spiritual import; (2)Intheir
social import;. (3) In their cosmical import.

—

Fall of the external historic City of God.—Two-
fold effect of the judgments and terrors of God :

Many are killed, the rest are affrighted and give

ylory to God.

Staeke : The true Church should not be judged
by its mngni(ude and visibility, because (ju<t

as) the outer court many times surpasses the

Temple in length and breadth.—The teachers
(if the Christian Church must, internally, resem-
ble olive trees, and be filled with the oil of Ihe

Holy Sj'irit, whilst outwardly i hey must shine as

lights, with an irreproachable life Quesnel:
When Gud has used His servants for Ihe sancii-

fication of others, He u-fes Ihe wicked to purify

tho.^e servants themselves by suffering and mar-
tyrdom.—The world is to be deplored, in that it

celebrates its sins with rejoicings, as a public
festival.

Lowe, Weissagnng und Geachichte in ihrer Zu~
samjnenstimmung (see p. 73) ; [Ver. 3sqq.] This
twofold number, doublless, d-noies a twofold.

Divinely commissioned ministry, but not an ex-

ternal contliiion; thus there are always in exist-

ence some few powerful witnesses—testifying of
repentance and faith

—

of ecclesiastical and secular

office and vocation^ in order to the support of

Christ's spiritual Kingdom in the world.

WiLHELM Friedrich Rinck, Apokalyptische
Forschungen, Ziirich, 1853 (see p. 72): As Ihe
Lord sent out His disciples by twos, thus Ihe
many witnesses and servants of Christ are h>re
introduced as two messengers (?). Their mi-
nistry lasts as long as Jerusalem (Ihe outer
court) is trodden down by the Gentiles; Ihe
whole titne, consequi'ntly, from the destruction
of Jerusalem to Ihe end of the world.—Two olive

trees and two lamp-stands. Oil and lamp-stands
belong together.—The city. Neither Jerusalem
nor Rom.1 is intended, but an allegorical great
city, which lays violent hands on the messengers
of God, and even on His own Son. It is impossible
that it can he any particular siniile city when they
of the peoples, tribes, tongues and nations are

to see the bodies of Ihe slain witnesses. Con-
stance is a part of thai great city.*

[From M. Henky; Ver. 1. Observe, 1. The

temple was to be measured ;
the gospel-church in

general; whether it be so built, so constituted,

as Ihe gospel rule directs. 2. The altar. That

which was Ihe place of the most solemn acts of

worship may he put for religious worship in ge-

neral ; wheiher the Church has Ihe irue altars,

bo h as to substance and situation: us to sub-

stance, whether they take Christ lor their Altar,

and lay down aU their offerings Iher-; and in

situation, whether Ihe Altar be in the holiest;

that is, whether they worship God in the Spirit

and in truth. 3. The worshippers. Whether they

make God s glory their end, and His word their

rule, in all their acts of worship; and whether
they come to God with suitable affections, and
whether their conversation be as becomes the

gospel.']

Section Tenth.

Heaven-picture of the Manifestation of Antichris-

tianity on Earth. [Ch.xi.\b—xii 12.)

General.—The present section, and also the

subsequent chapters, xii. 13—-xiii. 18, are pecu-
liarly adapted to illustrate and confirm the con-
struction of Ihe Apocalypse as presented by us.

Our section is not readily intelligible without a

definite reference lo Ihe subsequent Earth-pic-

ture, and Ihe developTient of An'ichristianity

brought to view in that picture can be appre-
hended only as illuminated by our Heaven-pic-
ture:—as a judgment foreseen in the counsel of

God; as an apparent domination of Anlichris-

lianity, completely overruled by Ihe victorious

power of Heaven, by Ihe Iriumpli of Christ and
the victory of His heroic spirit over Satan in the
spirit-sphere.

Here, as elsewhere, the heavenly celebration
of victory (ch. xi. I-'J-IO) precedes the earthly
judgment (ch. xiii. 1 sqq.). The Woman clothed

wthlhesun. the Divine Congregation of the King-
dom, appears conformably to her heavenly phase,
in lull splendor (ch. xii. 1-0); high above her
fugitive phase, menaced with moilal peril, on
earth (ch. xv. 13-17). The Irue offspring of her
heart (ch. xii. 2-5) is a holy counteipart of the
wicked False Prophet, who, in Ihe guise of a lamb,
comes forth from her terrestrial order, the earth.

The great red Dragon who appears in Heaven, the
region of spirit, with great seductive power;
whose ititention it is lo destroy the male Son and
conquer H s spirit-host, but who h°re mikes an
utterly fruitless attempt against that Son, Who
is caught vp to God,—-an utterly abortive attack
upon Michael and his angels—an I is, in conse-
quence, cast down to earth,—subsequently appears
on earth as a terrible persecutor of the Wom.an :

he vomits forth his water-floods, i. r., m.asses of
peoples, against her; he wars against her indi-
vidual children ; he incarnates himself, with his

seven heads, in the seven-heade.l Aniichrist ; he
helps the horrid Beast, after it has been wounded
to death, lo an apparent healing; he institutes,

by the semblance of demonic omnipotence, devil

* [It was at ttie Conncil of Constance (V.D. 1414-1418)
that Hus-i and Jeromo of PraRiie, Ihe f irernnners of the Ee-
foruiatioD, wtro condemned and martyrt.d.

—

E. R. C.l
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worship and blasphemies on earth ; he draws
the False Propbet, with his delusive works, into

his service, and attains, for the time being, to a
dominion on earth which is, to all appearance,
legally organized through the Kiedium of social

symbols.

According to the Heaven-picture, the Woman
is sheltered in ihe wilderness, whither she herself

hasjied, by a place prepared for her by Ood (** A
stronghold sure '), and there finds food and
main eiianoe through her whole trial-time of a
thousand two hundred and sixty days and days'

works. According to the Earth-picture, Vae two

winys of the great Eagle must be given her for her
flight; in the place of refuge to which she has
fled, she is sustained through the same period
that was before indicated, which, however, is

here designated by the ominous number a time.

(two) times and a half—whereby a great, sore and
apparently endless time of temptation [trial] is

expressed, a period which seems to continue
even to hopele-ssness; she is, moreover, oppressed
in a twofold manner by the Serpent. To save
herself from being drowned and carried away by
the water-floods, the sun-woman must accept the

aid of the earth, by which acceptance her visittle

existence is itself made dependent upon the earth; and
after the abortive attack upon the kernel of her
totality, war is waged against her in the remain-

der of her seed, her individual children.

The high import of the seventh Trumpet, which
continues from now to the seven Vials of Anger
or to the judgment, is first expressed by a great

celebration in Heaven. There is a sublime pa-

radox in the fact that the beginning of Satan's

apparent rule on earth is cidebrated in Hea-
ven by gre«t voices saying ; The kingdom of the

world is become our Lords and His Christ's, and
He shall reign from eternity to eternity. This epoc i

of heavenly victory is so completely decided with

the appearance of Antichristianity that the hea-

venly Elders can muke the festival already one
of thanksgiving. There is a grandeur in the in-

tuition or deduction by which they recognize in

the very wrath of the nations the forth-breaking

of the Dioine anger (with its Vials of Anger) ; in

the death-time of those who live in and for this

vporld, a new life-time of the [blessed] dead in

the world beyond—the beginning epoch of their

restoration, which, in accordance with its na-

ture, brings with it destruction for the destroy-

ers of the earth.

Upon this festal antiphony between the hea-

venly voices and the thanksgiving of the Elders,

follow the opening of the heavenly Temple, and
the events connected therewith. The full reve-

lation of Satan is anticipated by the perfect re-

velation of revelation, if we may thus speak.

For those who will see with the Seer, the Temple

is opened ; the idea of the Kingdom of God be-

comes generally intelligible; the Ark of His

Covenant becomes visible: i. e., the profoundly

dark mystery of reconciliation and grace is con-

verted into the clear light of knowledge for all

those who see; and ttie effect of this glorious

development of the life of the Church of God
cannot fiil of supervention; vii., lightnings of

particulars of revelation, voices of proclamation,

thunders of preaching, earthquakes of mental con-

vulsions, and a great hail storm of fanatical sen-

timents oi-iginating in the commingling of sultry
heat and icy cold.

Together with the glory of revelation, the glory
of the Congregation of the Kingdom becomes ma-
nifest,—the Woman clothed with the sun, in the as-
tral adornment of tlie terrestrial cosmos.

All the pangs [woes] of earth appear, in con-
nection with the Woman's pangs, as travail-
pangs, birth-pangs of the Messiah.

Next appears the enemy, the great red Dragon.
He is a union of serpent and swine, "Spottge-
burt von Dre.ck und Feuer," resplendent in the
gloomy radiance of his fiery naiure and blood-
guiltiness; he has seoen mock-holy heads instead
of the one holy head, and there attaches to him
tlie contradiction of \haten horns of his authority,
expressive of the f.ict that that auihority reposes
entirely upon the decenary of the world, whilst
the ciowns upon hi< seven heads indicate a legal
power falsely gained by the semblance of the
sacred seven. Not, however, by the lustre of
his crowns, but by the terrible lashings of his
tail—apparent power—dites he ca-t the ihird
part, or a spiritual third, of the stars, the geni-
uses of the spirit-world of Heaven, down to

earth, into the earthly service of the ecclesias-
tico-worldly order of things. The frustration
of h's plans, however, is expressed in a series
of defeats: 1, Christ, in the light of eternity,

is caught up as the Male into Heaven, to the

Throne of God; 2. The Woman is made secure
in her place of refuge, and provided for ; 3. The
Dragon, with his an.jels, is, by Michael and his

angels, precipitated from Heaven to earth, from
tne sphere of pure spirit of the inner Church
to the external Cliurclily and Stately ordinances

;

4. Even in this world an invisib e Church Tri-

umphant has been establishing itself, and is as

deep and high, as wide and broad, as the perfect

joyoiisness of faith extends in its two funda-

mental features; faith-righteousness in the Re-
conciliation, and martyr-faithfulness unto death.

A transition to the Earth-picture is formed by
the following thought : The highest weal of the

heavenly-minded becomes a woe upon earth and
sea, the Hierarchy and popular life.

Special.—Reciprocal action betwixt the devel-

opment and consummation of the kingdom of

darkness, on the one hand, and the Kiiigloin of

God on the other.—[Ch xi. 17, 18 ] Heavenly

rejoicing over earth's last time of need.—Judg-

ment of the wrath of God in the wrath of the

nations.—The end-time, a joyful celebration of

the justification of all Gods witnesses.—[Ver.

19.] Transfiguration of the whole revelation of

salvation in knowledge and life: a pure hope of

Christendom.—Great effec's of this ever more
manifest revelation, [ch. 12,] ver. 10.—[Ch. xii.

1]. The Woman clothed with the sun, or the

glory of the eternal Congregation of God's King-

dom.—[Ver. 2.] Birth-pangs of the Church of

God: 1. The Martyrs of Israel; 2. Christ, the

Great Martyr; 3. The Martyrs of the Christian

Church.—Christ, even as the universal, eternal

Christ, issues from the travail-pangs of the

Church of God in Time.—All the sufferings of

this present time are not to be compared with

the eternal glory.—[Vers 3, 4.] Ttie doctrine

of Satan, perfected in the Apocalypse. The

great red Dragon (1) as a figurative representa-
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tion of Sat"*!! ; (2) of Satanic or demonic evil;

(3) of evil in general. Unbelief has advanced

from a denial of Satan to a denial of Satanic

evil; from the den'al of (lie latter to a denial of

evil in general. Ttie ItnowleJge of faith must
advance llirougli a deeper-going doctrine of evil

to an apprebension of Satanic evil, and through

the latter lo an iniight into Divine revelation re-

lative to the existence of Saian and his kingdom.
—Evil in the figure of the Dragun : 1. Absolute

hideovsnesx, the Dr:igon. the mouslrous shape, in

its hypocritical pretension to beauly, in the pomp
of fiery red, an I with its seven crowns; 2. Ab-
Bo\ntefaLii'hoo'J in the contradiction of horns and
crowns, with its hypocritical pretension to holi/

intelligence in its seven heads: 3. Absolute &</£?-

ness in its conduct toward I he " stars " or spirits

of Heaven, lovvard Gol and Christ, toward the

Woman and the destiny of liumanity, with the

hypocritical pretension to the founding of a free

apiril'kinijdom (of fallen stars).

—

Satanic evil, or

conscious enmity to God and Christ.

—

Satan and
his kingdom. The doctrine respecting these has,

by reason of the mediaeval classifications of it,

which, in manifold wavs, continued to obtain

even in Prottstant orthodoxy after the Refor-

mation, called forth a reaction similar to that in-

duced by the gross enhancement of the doctrine of

election, by the fearful exaggera'ionof the power
of excommunication, of ChuT'ch discipline, clerical

authoriry and letter-t'aith. This doctrine has hence
become a difficult, and, more or less, an esoteric,

subject for liomiletics. It, nevertheless, must
not be dropped, and srill less should it be de-

nied : its true treatment, however, is conditioned

(1) by a promitient setting forth of that spirit-

world which pervades the universe; (2) by the

main'enance of the fact that the origin of sin

consists not in animal sensuality, but in a spirit-

ual abu-e of liberty; that a fall of spirits is

assuraable neither as having taken place on our
earth alone nor throughout the universe; and
that from the earthly fall of spirits, we are,

according to Scripture, to infer a previous fall

of spirits, forming the centre and baoit-gronnd
of the evil of this world.

The scattered manifestations of evil on earth,
notwithstanding their plurality, constitute, in

their opposition to the Kingdom of God, a uni-

tous power as the Kingdom of Darkness. A uni-

tous power against the Kingdom of God they
are, but not a united power in themselves, as is

evident from the monster with the seven heads.
—Aniitheooraiic manifestations in the Old Tes-
tament as foreshadowings of Antichristian raa-

nifeslatioiis in the New Testament and in Church
history.—Satan's work in the invisible world
becontes manifest here in Antichristian facts.

and must be brought to view by means of these.

—The enemy of man, according to John viii. 44,
as a seducer (to spiritual pride. Gen. iii. ; to

fanatical fleshly lust. Num. xxv., etc); as
an accuser (.lob).—Types of Antichrist: Ba-
laam; Goliath; Abithophel ; Antiocbus Epipha-
nes ; Judas.—[Ver. 5.] Satan's plot for the
destruction nf Christ defeated by Christ's resur-
rection and ascension.—[Ver. 7.] The battle

between light and darkness on earth is, in its

dec sive centre, a conflict of spirits in the spirit-

realm (see Comin. on John, ch. xiii. 31).—[Ver.

9.] Toe casting of Satan out of the pure sphere

of the Christian spirit into the sphere of earthly

ordinances, (a) in the life of Jesus (Vlatt. iv.

;

Luke X. 18; John, I. c.) ;
{b) in the sphere of

the ('hurch through the medium of the Spirit of

Christ.—Song of triumph over the accuser, ver.

10 (-ee ExEQ. Notes).
Starke (Losecken): "It is a noteworthy

circumstance that there is here (oh. xi., vers.

15, !6) no mention of the four Beasts, which
e sewhere throughout the Book precede the

Elders in praising and thanking Gad (ch. v. 14;

vii. 11). The re ison of this seems to be that at

this time the true public ministry of preaching,

represented by the four Beasts (?), will be sup-

pressed to such a degree as to be neither visible

nor appreciable any more." (A li'tle problem
lies before us, but the solution offered is a fail-

ure. Possibly the four Life forms [Living-

beings] are omitted because they denote the

fundamental forms of the Divine Governance ia

the economy of salvation, whilst here a i exer-
cise of judicial power is celebrated.)—Ver. 19.

And there occurred lightnings and voicfs and thun-

ders : the promulgation of the Law and the Gospel
was set in mot ion again.

—

And an earthquake: gvetii

commotions arose —And a great hail: with this,

thejiidgmentsof God burst upon the Antiohristiaa

kingdom. [^And the Temple, etc. ^ The things con-
cerning which there has been so much strite shall

be clearly shown and known—to wit, the Person,
nature and attributes of Christ, the satisfaction

made by Him, the whole nature of the covenant
of grai^e and of Christ's Kingdom on earth.

After the offence has been taken away, God will

yet give to all nations on earth free access to

His Church and Throne of Grace.—(Ch xii. 3.

"Dragons are said to be the largest of all ser-

pents and beasts, some of them attaining the
length of forty or fifty cubits. Alexander the
Great is said to have had one shown him that
was five hundred feet long.")—Ver. 4. And his

tail, wherein were iiis greatest power and cun-
ning, drew, subdued by cruelty, torture, arti-

fice, flattery, the third part of the stars, a great
pirt of the teachers of mankind.—Ver. 11. This
IS the wondrous victory of Christians—to con-
quer through tribulation and death, to gain in

losing (Rom. viii. 37).

—

Qui5Snel: The nearer
we come to the end, the more earnestly does the
devil strive to ruin us, and the more ought we
to watch, pray and work.

N. Von Br0nn, Blicke eines alien Knechts, der

auf seinen Herm wartet, in die Offenbarung, etc.

(see p. 7.S): To us mortals, because otihe limit-

ations of our viston, much appears as in process
of coining to pass, which, by celestial spirits, with
sight unhindered by a veil of flesh, i-i seen to be
alreadg accomplished. (The Church-historical
system of interpretation is pursued in this work.
The practical remarks are siguificant and edi-

fying.)

GiiAEBER (see above): "The positions of
Hengstenberg are as untenable with regard to

oh. xi. 19 as in relation to oh. viii. 1. Suppose,
for instance, that the Revelationreally definitively

closed here, which, according to Hengstenberg,
is assumahle. What! is the entire development
of God's Kingdom on earth to close with a 'great
hail!'—The wilderness (ch. xii.). Thus saya
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Thomas k Kempi?: ' If thou wouldest know and
learn somewhat that will be useful and profita-

ble to thee learn what bo few know or are able

to do

—

to be willing to be unknoivn and to be ac-

counted as nought.' The wilderness, then, is self-

renunciation ; not simply barrenness, want,

poverty, or the cnnoealmeut of the Ki igdom of

Goil in the Mi Idle Ages.) The Lord withdraws
H'S people from the turmoil of the world: a

Moses Ke buries, as it were, for fnrty years in

the wilderness with Jethro ; an Elijah He con-

ceals by the brook Cherith, and entombs a

Luth-^r in the narrow o»U of a cloister, etc."

[From VI Henry: Ch. xii. 10. The accuser,

etc. Though Satan hates God's presence, yet he

is wi'ling to appear there, to ac -use the people

of God. Let us therefore take heed that we give

him ni cause of accusation atfainst us; and that

when we have sinned, we presently go in before

the Lord, and accuse atid oon'teTnn ourselves,

and commit our cause to Christ as our Advicate.

Ver. 11. The servants of Go 1 overcame Satan,

1. Bi/ the blood of the Lamb, as th-i meritorious

cause. Christ ^y dying des'roged him that hath

the power of dea'h, that is, the Devil. 2. By the

word of (heir testimony, as the great insirument

of war; the sword of the Spirit, which is the word

of God; by a re-iolute, powerful preaching of

the everlastin;; gispel, which is miqhty, through

Ood, to pull dotvi strongholds; by their courage

and pdtience in sufTarings; they loved not their

liv'S unto the death, when the love of life stood in

oompetit'on with their loyalty lo Christ; they

loved not their lives so well, hut th'-y could give

them up to death, could lav them down in Christ's

oau3<!.—From Barnes: Ch. xi. 15. A time is

to come when, in the proper sense of the term,

G id is to reif/n on the earth; when His kingdom
is to be uuiversal; when His laws shall be

everywhere recoinized as bimling; when all

idolatry shall come to an end; and when the

understandinis and the hearls of men every-

where shall bow to His authority. — From
Vaugh.^n : Ch. xii. 11. The three weapons by
which the Christian victory is won : The atone-

ment made for all sin in the death of Christ;

the word or message of Go I, to which all true

Christians bear in act and in endurince a firm

and intelligible testimony ; and that spirit of

emire self-devotion and self-surrender which

perseveres even unto death, and slops not short

(if God so require) of the sacrifice of life itself

for Christ]

Section Eleventh.

Earth-picture of Antichristiaoity. [^Chap. xii, 13

—

xiii. 18.)

General.—The climax manifest in the develop-

ment of Antichristianity on earth, is signaliz-'d

by the names: the Drigon, Antichrist, and the

False Prophet, added to which, as a sort of sup-

plement, is the dominant An'ichristian congrega-

tion, with its Antichristian symbols of fellowship.

At first, the Dragon has no conscious organs

on earth ; he does but vomit forth the wnter-

Jloodi, as will-less or unfree masses of peoples,

against the Woman, to cause her to be carried away.

Nor can he, after this attempt, at first do more

than direct his temptations, in single demonic

attacks, against individual believers or isolated

communities.
Subsequeatly, however, he procures a con-

scious human organ: the Beast whicii rises out
of the sc'i of national life, and in which he him-
self vanishes for a long time. In Amicliristian-

ity, which is at first a fellowsbip of Antichris-

tian sympathies, but which finally becomes
personilin geniuses of wickedness who attain

their meridian in the Man of Sin, the Salaoio

essenoe is reflected in heightened potency. It

appears as the consunmate compound of all

demonic and antitheooratie world-powers, or

the four Danielio Beasts. The names of blasphe-

my, visible on its head, must, doubtless, be
regarded as indirect blasphemies; it assumes
many attributes of a blasphemous nature, e. g.

absolute auihority as a ruler and teacher, and
tne like. With ttiese names are also connected
the direct blasphemies which are providentially

permitted him by the gift of the mouth speaking

qreat things and blasphemies; aye, which must aid

in the execution ofjudgment upiin God estranged

Christendom. That, however, which is in the

highest degree conducive to the dominion of

Antichristianity, is the apparent perfect revival

of it in its ungodly, worldly essence, after the

mortal wounrf dealt to it by Christianity in one
of its heads (in a special world-power)

Thus are the outward victory of the kingdom
of darkness over the saints, and its temporary
public rule over the nations, brought about;

assuredly, under forms of subtile worldly refine-

ment and by means of the sympathy of infatu-

ated millions. Nor is the devil-worship which
is established in the same manner to be regai ded

as a rude shamanism. The whole submission

and homagi of the na ions arise frum a cowardly

rer.ognition of the apparently invincible power of

falsehood, hate and violence.

Violence exercised in the sphere of religion

shall, however, meet its judgment ; and the more

consummate will be that judgment, the more
thoroughly the faithful learn, themselves to ab-

stain from all violence contrary to the dictates

of conscience and the provisions of justice.

Antichristianity attains its full power, how-

ever, only through the medium of the False

Prophet, who, at all events as such, proceeds from

the Church in its external constitution. Tbat he

does not conduct the entire institution over to

the hostile camp, is evident from the subsequent

fact that the Harlot is killed by the Beast ; rie-

vertheless, he denotes the true essence of its

worldly spirit, the turning-point, subsequent to

the appearance of which the familiar relation-

ship between the Woman and 'he Beast, in which

the Beast was at first subservient to the Woman,
changes its character, and the Woman is brought

into subjection to the Beast. We are thus fur-

nished with a picture of the most disgraceful

apostasy, first appearing in back-sliding sympa-

thies, next exhibited in prominent examples of

defection, and finally reaching its climax in a,

perfect genius of perfidy.

Toe consummate hypocrite then establishes

the con-ummate Antichristian congregation,

which exhibits the complete counterpart of the

true Church, in that it, like the true I'hurch, has

its wonders of revelation, its symbolic cultus, its
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symbolic marks, and its ban of excommunica-

tion. Its wonders of revelation, however, are

dflusior.s ; its cultus is a worsbip of the Beist's

Image; its marks are brands of spiritual slavery
;

and its ban is more than the great ban—it is a

social outlawry of the faitbful.

The very mark, however, by which the Anli-

chri^'tian is to be recognized, presupposes tlie

continuance of a quiet Church of God in this

troublous time, for tUe benefit of whose members
the mark is designed.

Special.— [Chap, xiii.] The Beast and the

False Prophet, or the relations, antipathies and
sympathies between the secular and the spiritual

Baliylon.—[Chap xii. 13.] Tlie Satanic power,

the woe-engendering spirit on earth. Also in

(he diiinaia of the symbolic earth, the institution

and order of Churcii aud State.—The spirit of

the kingdom of darkness, a spirit of persecu-

tion.— [Ver. 14] The safety of God's Church ou

earth, ensured hy the wildernesses of poverty and
renunciation — Holy dwellers in the wilderness:

Moses, Elijah, Jobn the Baptist, Christ.—
Chnrcbes of the wilderness.—The blossoming
wilderness.—Borne away on eagles' wings from
the persecutors of earth: 1. Israel; 2. The
Christian Church; 3. All believing souls.

—

Preservation and nourishment of the Church
even through times of sorest distress.—[Ver. 1.5.]

And the serpent cast out of his mouth, etc. The
draffon now becomes a serpent, and again the

serpent becomes a dragon.—The river \water as a

river'] in its symbolical import, in respect of its

bright and its dark side.—[Ver. 16.] The earth

under the same aspects.— Historic dependence
of the Church on the earth. Her apparent
mergement in the earth. Her solicitude for ttie

earth.—[Ver. 17.] Isolated temptations [trials] of

the true children of the Church and witnesses of

Jesus. By isolated attacks, it is true, the power
of faith is divided, but so, likewise, is the power
of evil.—Satan seeks Christians. But for what
reason ?—[Chap. xiii. 1.] The Beast out of the

sea. His dark intent. Ilia horrible and mon-
str )US appearance. His business (the bringing
into vogue of a worship of the Dragon, blasphemy
against the Holy One and holy things, and the

conquest of holy men [the saiat^"]. His history.

His suciess.—His btasphemi/, (a.) indirect, (6)

direct. Against (1) the Name of God, (2) His
Tabernacle, (3) them that dwell in Heaven (see

ExEG. Notes).—The great world-monarchies
depicted, as regards their bright side, in the

human figure of Dan. ii.; as regards their daik
side, in the bestial figures of Dan. vii.—Concen-
tration of all ungodly and antigodly principles

in the last Anticbristian world-power.

—

The na-

ture of the Wild, beast, nay, of consummate bestial-

ity, in the semblance of, and with the claim to,

consummate civdization. The Beast in the antithe-

sis of [\) sensuality and. hlood-fhirstiness ; (2) stu-

pidity and an absolute lock of appreciation of the

Divine, and deviceful animal cunning ; ( 3 ) o lust for

prey and an impulse to destruction.—The Apoca-
lyptic Beast, in its elegant, spotted body resem-
bling the leopard ; in iis heavy and clumsy paws
resembling the bear; in its heads, horns and
crowns perfect monstrosity and deformity —In
what rf'spect may we speak of a conquest of the

taints by the Beast, and in what respect is the ex-

pression an improper one ?—Universalisra, or the

international power of Anticbristianity.—Devil-

woiship in its gross, subtile and extra-subtile

forms.—The heavenly Book of Life.—Watchword
of the Church of Gud under the persecutions of

this world (ver. 10).—[Vers. 11-17. J The False

Prophet: 1. His types in Holy Writ; 2 His ex-

amples in Cnurch History; 8. His fundamental
traits at all times.—Apostasy is a twofold hypo-

crisy, just as hypocrisy is a twofold apostasy

(perfidy at once toward Heaven and hell).—Hy-
pocrisy,- the mother of apostasy.—Perfidy, or

ppecific depravity, the brand of apo-tasy.—Dis-

tinction between sinners who are only wicked

[5o.s'e] and those who are depraved \^Schlechte'].—
Satan, because he finds his tools in the depraved,

calumniates all men as depraved, but in this pre-

supposition he is put to shame (see Job ; Zech.

iii.; Mati. iv.).— .\ll tyrants are put to shame
when they make the assumption that humanity
is rotten and depraved at the cure.—God has

placed a rock in the midst of the way of worldly

history upon which all godlessuess uiust be con-

founded.—The mock character and work of the

apostate. His mock holiness (Me M« //ami); his

mock-miracles; his mock-cultus ; his mock-
church.— Horrid picture of the church of Satan.
—Horrible opposites in the nature of evil: in the

nature of the Beast; in the nature of the False
Prophet; in the nature of the Anticbristian

community.—-Outlawry of believers in the time

of the perfect dominion of unbelief ; (1) subtile;

(2) universal.—[Ver. 18.] The mysterious number.
Taken as a riddle, it is infinitely obscure (the most
diverse interpretations of it have been given).

Taken as a symbol, it is clear enough. The An-
ticbristian signature of a life full ot endless, vain
and frustrated plots, toils, malignities and in-

trigues.—The mysterious description of the

Beast, a great warning for faith—not a great
problem for curious investigation.—The grand
combinations of the hellish spirit are alw.ays

confounded by reason of one mistake in his cal-

culation: 1. He holds all to be as depraved as
himself; 2. He says: there is no God (Psalm
xiv. 1), and he regards the holy and excellent
ones that are on earth (Ps. xvi. 3) as chimeras.
Starke, Cramer: God has many ways and

means of preserving His Church, and can quickly
give her wings, that she may easily escape the
malice of tyrants—for the Church is to endure
forever.—However long or short a spnce the tri-

bulation of God's faithful ones is to continue,
God has beforehiind decreed and meted it out.

—

Ver. It) (Ps. oxxiv. 1-5). This style of expres-
sion is firawn from the natural shutting up of
waters in the earth (Ps. xciii. 3, 4).

—

Quesnel:
No one who is of the true s ed of the Church
escapes the temptation and persecution of Satan
(2 Tim. iii. 11, 12).—A worldly kingdom is calUd
a Beast because its government is often conducted
with bestial irrationality, tyranny, unrigtiteous
violence and brutish lusts (Dan. vii. 4, 23).

—

Worldly kingdoms are subject to many and great
vicissitudes, for God setleth up and removeth
kings (Dan. ii. 21; .. 25-28).—As lions are of
great courage, and very strong and cruel, so the
kings of As-yria and Babylon were very haughty,
powerful and cruel. As bears are indeed very
fierce, and yet have something in common with
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men, in that they eat all sorts of food, and are
especially fond of honey, and can be tamed to
that they will dance to our music, so certain

kings of Persia were very cruel, whilst others,

Bguiu, were very amiable toward the people of

God. As leopards are spotted, wily and swift,

thus was the Grecian monarchy (ch. xiii. 2).

—

The Spirit of God speaks in His children, the

spirit of the devil speaks, likewise, in his mem.
bers.—The multitude and high position of those
who profess a false religion do not convert er-

ror inlo truth.—The patience of beligvers in

their affliction ia their great crown.—The shape
of a lamb and the heart of a dragon.—As the
Egyptian sorcerers counterfeited some mirac'es,

etc.—False religions are set up by violence and
oruel'y; the Gospel, by humility and patience.

We should bear in our bodies the mark of Christ,

but not that of the beast (Gal. vi. 17).—The An-
tichrist practices two kinds of violence; be de-

prives true believers of life and (or) of freedom,
which is as dear as life.—As the Beast is not
some individual person but a fellowship of men.
so the name of the Beast cannot be the name of

a prince, etc. The name Adonikam would be
quite suitable for Antichrist (Ezra ii. 13, etc.),

since there were 606 of the family of Adonikam
that returned out of captivity to iheir own land.

(It is doubtless from this source, or from the

Blill earlier one of Viiringa, that Ilengsttnberg
derived his explanation.)—True wisdom consists

in knowing bow to distinguish ihe Spirit of God
from the spirit of darkness.

LjEMMtET, Babel, daa Thier und der falsche

Prophet (seep 74): Chap. xiii. 1-7. After John
has seen the pure Church of God and the Dragon
which persecutes her, he is made to behold the

Beast out of the sea,, the Dragon's representative
on earth. This connection obliges us to revert

to ch. xii.

H, W. RiNCK, Die Lehre der Heiligen Schrift vom
Antichrist (see p. 73) : Interesting communica-
tions and dissertations on the subject of the spi-

ritists l^SpiritisleTi^. The False Prophet is here
regarded as the representative of false science,

and is distinguished and separated from the
great Harlot Babylon.

Section Twelfth.

Heavenly World-picture of the Seven Vials of An-
ger, or the Judgment of Anger in its General Form
[embracing the Three Special Judgments upon Ba-
bylon, the Beast and Satan.) [Chs. xiv., zv.)

General.—The peculiar sublimity of tliis sec-

tion is thoroughly manifest only when it is re-

garded as representative of the heavenly cele-

bration of God's anger-judgments on e>irth, and
when its relation to these is recognized in the
treatment of it. The dreadful darkness of these

judgments, as they here appear, is pure light

above,—aye, it is there resolved into festal ra-

diance. Above, the measures of Divine anger,

ruling, as a holg anger of united love and riglit-

eousness, over I he wrath of the heathen [nations],

and, by its ruling, conducting the latter to the

judgment of self annihilation, are recognized
and magnified, in their holiness and glorious-

nesa, to the glnry of God and the Lamh.
In the foreground of the whole festal scene

stands the Lamb, on the Mount Zion, surrounded
by the 144,000 elect, who represent the Church
Triumphant. Herein two grand ideas are in-
volved. On the one hand, the Lamb has lifted
His heavenly Congregation high above the
Sphere of anger; and, on the other hand, it is
the very righteousness and privilege of the Lamb
and His companions by which the wrath of the
neathen [nations] is excited, and the holy anger
of God at that wrath is superinduced, here lies

the causality of the Vials of Anger.
Next follows a description of the perfect hea-

venly consciousness of the necessity for these
judgments, as well as of the ideal import of
them—that at the right time they must needs
come as the harvest of the earth, now that the earth
is ripe for harvest,—ripe for a judgment which
will be the final redemption, in virtue of its se-
paration betwixt the wheat and the chuff. This
entire description is presented in the form of a
grand transaction between six Angels, three of
whom are charged with the proclamation of the
judgment, whilst the three others have the sym-
bolic execution of it. The two divisions are se-
parated by an intervening voice from Heaven, de-
claratory of the blessedness of the dead who die
in the Lord. The first her.ild of the judgment
proclaims throughout the universe that the im-
minent judgment will bo an eternal Gnspel, a
Gospel of eternity, for all who gioe glory to God.
As a death-judgment, the judgment is divided
into two sections, the first cimsisiing of the
judgment upon Babi/lon the Great, and the se-
cond composed of the judgment upon the Beast
aad its worshippers. These two judgments form
two sides of the one general judgment (vers. 19,

20). The transactions of the three extcutive
Angels likewise full into two divisions. At the
head of the three executive Angels appears the
seventh, or rather the first, figure of the entire

group, the Man on the white cloud, or the Lamb,
again, in another form. As Ihe Father h.is re-

served to Himself the time and Ihe hour of the

final judgment, an Angel represents this rcf^er-

vation on the part of the Father, by summoning
Ihe One on the cloud to the harvest of the earth.

Christ casts His sickle upon the earth, and thus

ensues the harvest in the truest sense of the

term—the harvest of redemption, of tlie re-

deemed. This is followed by the harvest of an-
ger. Thus is unfolded the perfect heavenly con-

sciousness concerning the idea, the purpose, the time

and the hour of the judgment of anger.

Next follows Act the Third, the representation

of the holy order of the judgment of anger, and its

sacred heavenly measures. The Divine clemency
which characterizes the judgment itself is ex-
pressed first by the fact that it is septenariously
divided; secondly, by Ihe execution of the judi-

cial decrees by seven Angels of God ; and, third-

ly, by the circumstance that the result of the

judgment once more appears,— the crystal sea, the

eternal, new humanity,—and that this result is

celebrated by a sonq, in which the song of Moses,

or the song of anger, and the song of the Lamb,
or the song of love, are united. Worthy o' spe-

cial prominence is Ihe further fact that Ihe An-
gels go forth from the Temple of the tabernacle of

the witness, and thus accord with the ideality of

the Divine Law—a truth which ia likewise ex-
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pressed in their holy adornment [clothed in pure

and while linen], and in ttje committal to them of

the dispensation of tlie Divine anger \a golden

vials—in heavenly measures, determined by Di-

vine faithfulness (see Exeg. Notes).

Special.— [Chs. xiv., xv.] Pre-celebration of

the angt-r-judgment in Heaven —[Ch. xiv. 1-5.]

The Church Triumphant: (a) Her stand-point,

(i) her centre, (c) her characteristics, [d) her

son;;.— Rela ion of the 144,000 triumphant ones

to the 144,000 sealed ones (ch. vii ).—The end-

judgment as the harvest of ihe earth.—The new
song: (1) Its newness, (2) its melodies, (3) the

singers, (4) the hearers.— [Ver. 6 ] The eternal

[everlasting] Gospel as the Gospel of eternity.

Or as the eschatological phase of the one principial

Gospel.— [Ver. 8 ] Pre-celebration, in Heaven,

of the judgment upon Babylon.— [Vers. 9-11.]

Pre-celebration of Ihe judgment upon Autich.is-

tianily.— [Ver. 12.] The patience of ihe saints,

(1) as endurance in persecution, (2) as forbear-

ance from persecution.—Great warning against

Antichristianily (vers. 9-11).—[Ver. 13] Blessed

are the dead, etc., or the heavenly peace-bell,

pealing amid the thunders of judgment.

—

[Vers. 14-20 ] God's double harvest on earth:

1. The proper harvest (the sickle) ; 2. The im-

proper harvest (the wine-press).—Ch. xv. The
heavenly equipment of the seven Angels of An-
ger in its grauil significance: 1. What they effect

(ver. 2) ; 2. What they glorify (ver. 3) ; 3. What
they bring about (ver. 4).—[Ver. 6.] Forth-go-

ing of the judgments of God out of His Temple.
—The judgments of God in their beauteous hea-

venly aspect (vers. 6, 7).—[Ver. 8.] Sublime
veiling of the majesty of God during the time of

H s judgments OQ earth, and the import of that

veiling.

Stakke (Chap, xiv,): Christ stands in the

midst of His Ch irch, over against Aniichristian

abominations and cruelties, as a Conqueror (P.'*.

c. 2), an 1 is re.ady to help His people ( \ct3 vii.

6G) —Cr.\meb,: The holy Christian Church is not

founded upon the sand, but upon a mountain
(Ps. Ixviii. 16), aye, firmer than the seven moun-
tains on which the great city lies (ch. xvii. 9).

—Ver. 2. This is to be understood of the true

confessors of the Church's doctrine, in which
doctrine they, in reference to the corruption of

the spiritual Babylon, are emphatic and unani-
mous. Hence there is ascribed to them a voice

of great waters, because with their doctrines they
instituted many movements; a voice of a great

thunder, which penetrates and shakes all things,

indicates the mighty preaching of the Gospel,
Mark iii. 17; and a voice of harmonious music
teaches that all their doctrines beautifully har-
monized in Christ, Col. iii. 16. (All this is,

indeed, not yet fulfilled in Protestant theology or
the ecclesiasiical structures of the Reformation,
80 far as their outward form is concerned.) This
picture is drawn from the service of the Levites
in the Old Testament (Ps. cxxxiv.).—Ver. 3. It

sounded entirely new (as when we hear anew
and unknown song, set to a strange and unaccus-
tomed tune), because the faithful bring it with
new hearts, and because it tells of new benefits,

etc —It is called new in antithesis to the oW.

—

God's praise must be sung in the Church.—He
who would sing the Gospel song aright, must

have a new heart and must have his face set to-

ward G d and His Throne.—Ver. 6. The Angel
with the everlasting Gospel. Tho-e who regard

this as fulfilled, explain it as follows: This has

reference to a remarkable teacher who should re-

form ihe Church and purify it in the time of An-
tichrist ; by this Angel, Luther and his associ-

ates, who began the Reformation, are intended.

Those who regard it as future explain as fol-

lows : The voices of these three Angels pertain to

the very last time, etc.—Ver. 8. This expression

is taken from the philters or love-potions of aban-
doned women, etc.— Ver. 9. This proves clearly

that the Beast cannot be the Harlot, or the Pa-
pacy.—Ver. 13. The ancients carefully distin-

guished between dying/ir the Lord and dying in

the Lord; the former is peculiar to martyrs, the

latter is common to all true Chri-'tians. (The
distinction, becomes false, however, so soon as it

is pressed.)—The voice of the Lord whi.-h gives

command to write, also commands men to read.

—The tears which flow at the departure of pious
persons may be wiped away by the diligent con-
templation of the bliss to wliich they have at-

tained.—The Holy Scriptures know of no purga-
torial fires ; those who have died in the Lord
they place, immediately upon their death, in

Heaven.—Ver. 15. And another Angel. Some
understand, by this other Angel, the Holy Ghost,

Who is o nt into the hearts of men and, with
strong crying, makes the distress of the faithful

known un'o Christ.—Ver. 18. Some regard the

Angel mentioned here, as the Holy Ghost.—Ver.
20. la the grain harvest there is no sign of an-
ger, but, oil the contrary, there is mercy in it,

lor believers who h.ive remained fiithful to Jesus
under the d >mination of the Beast, are then ga-
ihered into God's garner because the judgment
upon the wicked is at hand (Matt xiii. 30). The
vintage is a harvest of anger, for there is express
mention of an cer in this connection (ver. 10).

—

Chap. XV. 3. Some apprehend the song of Moses
as the Law and the song of the Lamb as the Gos-
pel (in conlra-distinction to those who regard
the song rf Moses as the song of the physical re-

demption, by means of the passage through the
Red Sea, and the song of the Lamb as the song
of the spiritual redemption from Ihe spiritual

Egypt). True servants of God must unite the
song of Moses and that of the Limb—the old
and the new.
Sabel (see p. 73) : Ch. xiv. 1. He is called the

Lambkin \to apviOv~\ in antithesis to the great

red Dragon (chap. xii. 3) who gave his great

authority to the Beast (ch. xiii. 2), and in anti-

thesis to the Beast itself, which speaks great

things and blasphemies (chap, xiii 6).—Ver. 3.

No one could learn the song, etc. There are, tlien,

lessons to be learned even in Heaven. That
learning will, however, be something different

from our mTe mechanical, discursive learning.

Even [in this mortal life] we know the difference

between this latter learning and the hQiu^taught

of God (Johnvi 45) —Ver. 4. Even on the basis

of the Apocalypse a literal interpretation of this

passage would be productive of great embarrass-
ment. Such an interpretation wonld exclude
from Ihe 144,000 the Apostles themselves—athing
inconceivable according to Matt. xix. 28: the

brethren of the Lord—of whom it is related, 1
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Cor. ix. 5, that they carried their wives with

them on their missionary journeys ; and also

Philip, one of the deauuns, the fa^he^ of four

daughters (Acts xxi 8, 9). There is, moreover,

not tue slightest iudicaiion to be found in the UIJ
Covenant, from the pd,rticipanta in which the nu-

cleus of the heavenly congregation of the first

fruits had been gathered, that celibacy was re-

garded with any favor in Israel. On the con

trary, no eunuch, no impotent man, could enter

into the congregation of God (Deut. x-tiii. 1),

and only of the future t-ystem of salvation was it

prophesied that not even the eunuch should be

shut out from it (Ita. Ivi. 3; see Gen. ii. 18;

Matt. xix. 4, 5; Eph. v. 23; 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; ] Tim.

iv. 1-3).—The Angel with the everlasting Gos-

pel. Tliis is the Angel of missions, the repre-

sentative of all missionary labor, both within

apostateChristendomand inheathen lands. (Mis-
sions are good and greats; but the reference here

is to a time when missions must have completed
their work, and to a new fact, the end-judg-

mont, in its character of a gospel of a blessed

eternity, fir believers.)

[From M. Uenrt: Chap. xiv. 13. Blessed are

the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth^ etc.

They are blessed, 1. In their rest; they rfst from
all sin, temptation, sorrow, and persecution.

2. In their recompense, their works follow them;

they do not go before them as their title or pur-

chase, but follow them as their evidence of having
lived and died in the Lord. 3. In the time of

their dying, when they have lived to see God's
cause reviving, the peace of the Church return-

ing, and the wrath of God falling upon their

idolatrous, cruel enemies —From The Compre-
hensive Commentary: Chap. xiv. 4. They fol-

low the Lamb whithersoever He goeth. Through
persecutions and tribulations, into obscurity, or

into prisons, with self-denial, obedient faith, and
patient hope; *' taking up their cross," and co-

pying His example of meekness, purity and love.

(Scott.)—FromBARKEs: Ver. 3. To appreciate

fully the song of Zion ; to understand the lan-

guage of praise; to enter into the spirit of the

truths which pertain to redemption, one must
himself have been redeemed by the blood of

Christ.—Ver. 11. And they have no rest, day nor

night. It will be one of the bitterest ingredients

in the cup of woe, in the world of despair, that

the luxury of rest will be denied forever, and that

they who enter that gloomy prison sleep no
more; never know the respite of a moment—ne-

ver even lose the consc'ousness of their heavy
doom.—Ver. 13. Blessed are the dead. We should
be grateful for any system of religion which will

enable us thus to speak of those who are dead
;

which will enable us, with corresponding feel-

ing, to look forward to our own departure from
this world.— Which die in the Lord. Not all the

dead ; for God never pronounces the condition
of the wicked who die, blessed or happy. The
declaration is confined to those who furnish evi-

dence that they are prepared for heaven. "To
die in the Lord" implies, 1. That they who thus
die are the friends of the Lord Jesus. 2. It

would seem also to imply tbat there should be,

at the time, the evidence of His favor and friend-
ship. This would apply (1) to those who die as

martyrs ; and (2) to those who have the comfort-

ing evidence of His presence and favor on the
bed of death.— That they may rest from their la-
bors. In view of such eternal rest trom toil, we
may well endure the labors and toils incident to
the short period of the present 1 fe, for however
arduous or difficult, it will soon be ended.

—

Their works do follow them. Note here, 1. That
all that the righteous do and suffer here will be
appropriately recompensed there. 2. This is all

that can, foilow a man to eternity. He can take
with him none of his gold, his lands, his rai-

ment; none of the honors of this life none of the
means of sensual gratification. All that will go
with him will be his character, and the results

of his conduct here; and, in this respect, eter-

nity will be but a prolongation of tlie present
life. 3. It is one of the highest honors of our
nature that we can make the present affect the

future for good; that by our conduct on earth

we can lay the foundation for happiness millions

of ages hence.—Ver. 15. For the time is come for
Thee to reap. That is, "the harvest which Thou
art to reap is ripe; the seed which T-ou hast

sown has grown up; the earth which Thou hast

cultivated has produced this golden grain, and it

is fit that Thou shoulds-t now gather it in."

—

From Vauqhan: Chap. xiv. 7 Till a man fears,

he can never know hope. The first call of the

everlasting Gospel itself is to feur God and to

worship the universal Creator —Ver. 11. Some
ri'st not day nor nighl from praise (Rev. iv. 8);

others rest not day nor night from sutfering.

—

Ver. 15. As there is a harvest of the earth for

good, so also there is a harvest of the soul, an
immaturity and a ripeness of the individual

Christian.—Ver. 18. So also there is an indivi-

dual ripening for the vintage of wrath and judg-

ment.—From BoNAR: These are they which follow

the Lamb whithersoever He gotth. We follow Him
here in suffering and service, as we shall follow

Him hereafter in glory and joy.]

Section Thirteenth.

Earth-picture of the Seven Vials of Anger, or the

End-judgment in its general aspect. { Oh. xvi.)

General.—The special homiletical treatment

of this section is, like that of others, made more

difficult by the disagreement of exegeses. Ac-

cording to Hengstenberg, for instance, the earth

denotes the earthly-minded; the sea, the sea of

nations, the unquiet wicked world (in antithesis

to the earthly-minded !); the fountains of waters,

(he sources of prosperity; the sun. thai lumin-

ary in its burning quality, the type of the suCfer-

ings of this life ; the throne of the Beast, the go-

vernment of the Roman emperors; [he Euphrates,

the hinderanoe to the advance of the God-opposed

world-power into the Holy Land, against the

Holy City, against the Church.

According to Brandt, the earth is the Holy

Land, which has become the scene of the world-

kingdom of the Dragon; Ihe sea is the mass of

peoples united under the sceptre of the Beast
;
the

rivers and fountain.^ are the peoples and families

in (heir still subsist.ent sunderment; the sun is

the glowing sun and nothing more; therhrone

of the Beast is the sovereign power of the Beast

;

the Euphrates is the Beast out of the Larth, or

Babylon.
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The exposition of Sahel is in part better; The
earth, denotes the posilive foundations of State

and Churoh; the sea, the (ientile-Christian world

of nations. Next, however, come fome abortive

interpretations: The waters of life \_rtvers'] are

the refreshing truths of salvation, and Ihe foun-

tains of waters are the schools at which thi-y are

taught; the sun is the Church of Jesus Christ;

the thron' of the Beast is the Antiohristian world

—its darkening is the confusion and shattering

of that world —The Euphrates is well character-

ized as emblematic of the boundary line of the

civilized world; the dri/inij up of it betokens a

change in political wisdom resulting in a, new
migration of nations, as it were.

Thrt Viala of Anger should, above all, be com-
pared wiih the Trumpets ; and the aniithesis be-

tween the Trumpets calling to rep'uiance and
the judgments of hardening, should be noted.

The judgments of hardening may be elucidated

by the Egyptian plagues, Isa. vi. 10 and analo-

gous passages. They are indicative of such
judgment) as ripen corruption—when it has

come to be past healing—into its final develop-

ment and con-uuimation, thus resulting in blas-

phemy, which in itself is damnation (vers. 9. 11,

21), whilst the Trumpets were designed to pro-

duce repentance. The first Vial of Anger readily

suggests examples of the moral corruption and
dissolution of individual states and communities
(Babylon, Jerusalem, Rome, etc.) as warning
signs

In treating the second Vial of Anger we may
touch upon the symptoms of the empoisonment
of popular life by writings, tendencies, conspi-

racies. The symbolic import of ihe rivers is suf-

ficiently attested by Scripture—the Nile, the

Euphrates, the Jordan, the brook of Siloah; the

same remark applies to the fountains. A consi-

deration of poisoned and poisoning, death-deal-

ing currents and fountains or fountain minds,
would be appropriate here. The tran.sformalion

of the sunoi revelation into a glowing and scorch-
ing mass, by human fanaticism, ne^ralive as well

as positive, is easily intelligible. The darkening

of the throne and kingdom of darkness may be
explained hy the crumbling of the power of false-

hood into Gontradictions. partyisms and suicidal

compl 'fs. The drying up of the F'/phrales, as the

abolition of the boundary line between the civil-

ized and the barbarian world, has a rich signifi-

cance. Abolition of the distinctions of religions,

stations, culture, of the sexes (emancipation of
women), etc.—Symbolic import oflhefrogs.—The
dissoluiion and decomposition of the common
spiritual vital air must be a presage that the

common existence of those wtio breathe it is

drawing to a close.—The downfall of things in
the evening of the world will be, first, a down-
fall of thi spirit-world (ver. 19) ; secondly, a
downfall of nature; thirdly, a downfall of the
relation between the human world and the life

of nature.

Special.—[Chap, xvi.] The Vials of Anger in

comparison with Christ's Gup of Suffering: 1.

The similarity ; 2. The contrast.— [Ver. 2.] The
noisome snre in a social and a spiritual sense: Defi-

cit ; corruptionof morals; mortality, e(c.—[Vers.

3,4.] Transformation of the waters into iilood,

as a retribution for Ike nefarious and mock-holy

shed'jing of blood (vers. 5-7).— Apology for the
avenging righteousness of God —The blasphe-
mies (vers. 9, 1), 21). How are they punished?
Primarily, ihrough themselves, (1) their mad-
ness, (2) their impotence, (3) their torment.

—

[Ver. 12.] The dangers to Christian humanity
lying dormant in the Orient. An Oiienl of mis-
chief over against the Orient of salvation.

—

[Ver. 13 ] The three frogs. Even in respect to

the terrors of the last time, a sacred irony of the
Spirit is manifested, testifying lo the freenees
of the Spirit.— [Ver. 14 ] Enthusiasm of those
inspired by the frogs.—[Ver. 1.5.] The Coming
of the Lord compared with the coming of a thief:

1. StrHngene.ss of the figure; 2. Design of this

strangeness.— [Ver. 16.] Armageddon, or the
theocratic battle-fields. — Battle-fields of the
world, from their dark and their bright side.—

.

The last battle-field: Armageddon, the scene of
a conflict bet ween the world and the spirit-realm.

—[Ver. 17.] It is done!—The last glu. iuus reve-
lation of Christ's Spirit in His Church (ver. 18).

—[Ver. 19.] The falling of great Babylon into
three parts, the announcemeni of the three judg-
ments.—Crisis of nature in the evening of the
world (vers. 20, 21).

Starke: (This expositor continues his pre-
sentation of opposite views.) Ver. 2. Those who
regard this as already fulfilled, explain it mys-
tically thus: The sore is the manifestly shameful
and hurtful condition of the whoie papistic
Church. (In contrast to this view, there is a
literal exposition of the empoisonment of earth
and of life, and also an allegorical interpretation,
referring the passage to the bad conscience and
anguish of soul of the wicked.)— The wrath of
man is greater than his power, but God has
power to carry out His wrath (1 Ki. six 2, 3)
Ver. 4. Those who regard this pUgUH as fulfilled

see in it the blood-thirsty doctrines and counsels
of the Pope.—Ver. 6. God, in proportioning His
punishments to the sins which have provoked
them, teaches us that we should proportion our
penitence to our sins.—The blood of saints is
precious in God's eyes; He forgetteih it not, but
recompenseth it with righteous vengeance.
Ver. 8. Interpretations of the sun: [1] The na-
tural sun; [2] A mighty king; [3] The Beast
(I Reinbeck).—Ver. 9. Appl cation to the wars
of Charles V1I[. and subsequent French kings in
Italy.—As all things work together for the good
of the pious, so ail things, even the beams of the
sun, work evil to the wicked (Rom. viii. 28).

—

QuESNEL : The scourgings of God discover the
heart; out of a perverse heart they bring forth
blasphemies, our. of a penitent heart they bring
praise, humility and love.— Ver. 111. Even thrones
and majesties are not secure from the chastise-
ment of God. He can in His wrath desiroy en-
tire and flourishing kingdoms.

—

Dimpel: Mis-
use not thy tongue for the flattery and excessive
exalta'ion of Ihe lofty, the distinguished and the
rich, thatlhou mayest not afterwards, when God
taketh such idols from thee, have to moan and
lament, aye, and gnaw Ihy tongue for vexation;
but let thy tongue daily tell of God's righteous-
ness —Ver. 10. Singular interpretation: The
darkening of the Beast's kingdom is the revela-
tion, reaching far and wide, of all the abomina-
tions and vices of the Pope aiid the whole Roman
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clergy. Opposite (?) interpretation: The king-

dom of the Beast despised by men.—Ver. 12.

Some : The drying up of the Euphrates is yet to

oome, although it might seem to be partially ful-

filled in the kingdom of France, that being the

most powerful kingdom of Europe, and the one
that has afforded most protection to the Beast,

in the persecution of the Huguenots, etc.—

A

great religious war is in prospect, the issue of

which is greatly to be desired for the true

Church.—Ver. 13. The frogs : considered in

respect of the Antichristian hellish trinity in

which they originate

—

viz., the Dragon, the Beast
and the False Prophet. Many a one who has a.

horror of the Devil when Scripture calls him a
Dragon, listens to him with complacency when he
speaks by the mouth of an unchaste woman, or

a false teacher or godless babbler. The Devil

has his apostles, as well as the Lord.

—

Quesnel:
Satan has his designs when he assembles armies,

men have theirs, and God has His, to the reali-

zation of which last all things must conduce (Is.

X. 6, 7).

Quesnel: [Ver. 17.] There is a seventh and
last Vial for every individual sinner, but who
knows it?—Ver. 18. Some apprehend this mys-
tically as referring to the Church : there shall

be voices, open preaching of the Gospel, the

thunder of the Divine word, and lightnings, the

bright light of the Gospel, shall break forth

again with power, and a remarkable movement
of men's souls shall be the result.—Ver. 20.

How foolish it Is to attach ourselves to a world
that fleeth away, and, like our desires, vanish-

eth.—Ver. 21. God's chastisements do not always
make men better—they sometimes have a directly

opposite effect.

Benoel, Sechsig erhauliche Reden. The Trum-
pets make a wide circuit in a long time, but

the Vials make quick work of it.—The four holy
Beasts \_Limng-beings~\ are nearer to the Throne
than the Angels in general, and these seven
Angels in particular (recte!) [ch. xv. 7].—The
earth is Asia, the sea Europe, the rivers Africa
(which contains the two principal rivers, the

Nile and the Niger, etc.). The sun is the whole
surface of the earth (partly, therefore, Asia,

Europe and Africa again).—Ver. 10. They still

think that the Beast is right, and they become
none other than they were, either internally or

externally.—Ver. 21. The whole creation is like

an organ with many stops, and when one stop

after another shall be drawn out as a plague
upon the wicked, scorners shall learn somewhat
that they look not for.

Briefe uber dicOffenb. Joh. Ein Buck fur die

Starken, die schwach heissen (Pfenninqer).—
Vers. 1,2. An evil and poisonous ulcer came
upon the men who had the mark of the Beast

and who worshipped his image. Another won-
derful and repentance-preaching sparing of

Christians.—Vers. 8, 9. How strong must be
our conviction of the immeliorability of these

men.—Vers. 17-21. The great earthquake, greater

than any that had ever been, will, judging from

ver. 20, bring about those great changes in the

shape of the earth, whose embellishment is in

prospect, which must precede the time of the

Messiah's government. — [Ver. 21.] The last

hail : I, for my part, confess that as often as I

28

think of a violent—nay, of the most violent

—

fever of earth, I can never picture to myself all

the symptoms, in their great variety and con-
trast, in sufficient grandeur and extraordinari-
ness.

[From M. Henry: Ver. 15. When God's cause
comes to be tried, and (lis battles to be fought,
all His people should be ready to stand up for

His interest, and be faithful and valiant in His
service.—Ver. 21. Note here, 1. The greatest
calamities that can befall men will not bring
them to repentance without the grace of God
working with them. 2. Those that are not
made belter by the judgments of God, are
always the worse for them. 3. To be hardened
in sin and enmity against God by His righteous
judgments, is a certain token of utter destruction.

—From The Comprehensive Commentary: Vers.

9, 11, 21. Without the special, preventing grace
of God . . . the more men suffer, and the more
plainly they see the hand of God in their suffer-

ings, the more furiously they often rage against

Him. Let then sinners now seek repentance
from Christ, and the grace of the Holy Spirit,

or they will hereafter have the anguish and hor-

ror of an unhumbled, impenitent and desperate
heart, burning with enmity against God, as well

as tortured by the tire of His indignation ; and
thus augmenting guilt and misery to all eternity.

(Scott.)—Ver. 15. These will be times of great

temptation ; and therefore Christ, by His apos-

tle, called on His professed servants to expect

His sudden coming, and to "watch," that they

might retain, and be found in, the garments of

salvation, and not "walk naked," and so be put

to shame, as apostates or hypocrites ; for the

blessing would belong only to the watchful.

(SooTT.)—From Wordsworth : Vials are holy

vessels. . . . Wherever means of grace are not

duly used, they recoil on those to whom they

have been offered, and become means of punish-

ment.—From Vaughan : Ver. 15. The garments

of the watcher must not be laid aside ; he must

'hs.ve h\& loins giraed about (for action), as well

as his lights burning (Luke xii. 35).—The pecu-

liarity of Christ's coming is that everything

which seems to defer really brings it near

;

everything which seems to make it improbable

is an argument of its certainty and of its

approach. Behold, I come as a thief.—Awake,

then, thou that steepest ! Be not found of Him,

when He cometh, drowsy and stupefied, over-

charged with cares and riches and pleasures of this

life ; the lamp of grace expiring, or the garment

of holiness laid aside.—From Bonae: Ver. 15.

These are words for all time, but specially for

the last days. They (1) warn, (2) quicken, (3)

rouse, (4) comfort. Note here, 1. The coming.

Christ comes (1) as Avenger, (2) as Judge, (3)

as King, (4) as Bridegroom. "As a thief;"

—

at midnight; when men are asleep; when dark-

ness lies on earth; when men are least expect-

ing Him; when they have lain down, saying:

" Peace and safety." Without warning, though

with vengeance for the world in His hand

;

when all past warnings of judgment have been

unheeded. Without further message; for all

past messages have been in vain. Like a thief

to the world, but like a Bridegroom to the

Church. 2. The watching. Not believing, nor
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toping, nor waiting merely; but watching.

\Vatch upon your knees. Watch with your

Bibles before you. Watch with wide open eye.

"Watch for Him Whom not having seen you love.

.8. The keeping of the garments. Do not cast off

jour raiment either for sleep or for work.

Do not let the world strip you of it. Keep

it and hold it fast. It is heavenly raiment,

and without it you cannot go in with your Lord

when He comes. 4. The blessedness. It is blessed

,(l) because it cherishes our love; (2) it is one

rof the ways of maintaining our intercourse ; (3)

it .is the posture through which He has appoint-

ed blessing to come, in His absence, to His

waiting Church. 5. The warning. Adam was
ji«hameJ at being found naked when the Lord

•came down to meet him; how much more of

shame and terror shall be to unready souls at

meeting with a returning Lord ! false disci-

ple, 'Oome out of your delusion and hypocrisy,

lest y.ou be exposed in that day of revelation!

O sinner, make ready, for the day of vengeance

is Atikand !]

Section FonRTEEUTH.

MrH .'Special End-Judgment : The Judgment upon

Babylon^ as a Heaven-picture.

[Ch. xvii.)

'V-eneral.—Babylon, in the wider sense of the

'term, is the entire anti-Godly world, conceived

of iuiite concentration ; Babylon, in the narrower
sense ef the term, is the secularized, ungodly
nad anti-Godly, external Church; a birth-place

'Of Antjchristianity, in which the Antichristian

essence often appears very undisguisedly, though
'thei'Beast, Antichrist himself, does not manifest

liimself therein. Here, the reference is to Baby-
.lon in the narrower sense, and primarily in

rcspeot of the heavenly appearance of her judg-

aneiit.

According to this Heaven-picture of the judg-
ment, the horrible appearance of the Woman is

i'«elf 'the judgment. Conformably to her general

apfea<rance, she is the great Harlot (vers. 1, 2),

,i. e. the object and subject of idolatry, the pa-

troness of, and seducer to, apostasy from the

living God. Her appearance is presented in

abominable contradictions : 1. A Woman in the

iciiderness of a seemingly holy renunciation of

'the world and asceticism, and yet riding, like

an Amazon, upon a royally decorated Beast, a

ma/ny-headed monster, marked with names of
blasphemy. 2. The Woman in magnificent
princely attire, with the golden cup in her hand
—and yet in, and together with, the cup, abo-

m-inations and uncleannesses of idolatry, and even
bearing on her forehead, for all who are ac-
quainted with spiritual characters, the follow-

ing title: Babylon the Great, the mother of the

fornications and abominations of the earth. 3.

The Woman, claiming the purest womanliness,
in the religious sense of the term (see ch. xii.),

drunken—with the blood of the saints; with the

blood, even, of the martyrs of Jesus—of Jesus,

Whose mother, sister, bride, she would fain be
called.

The Beast on which she rides has also great
contradictions attaching to it. 1. /( was and is

not. The ungodly world-power was and is not—

is in principle annihilated by Christianity. 2.

It is not, and it will ascend out of the abyss, to a

new development of ungodly worldly glory in

face of Christianity. 3. It will ascend, to the

end that it may go down into perdition. 4. It is

the hardest riddle to all the pious, the admira-

tion oi aX\ ihe earthly-minded. 5. Its seven heads

are seven mountains, which, however, are in real-

ity identical with many ebbing and flowing

waters. 6. It goes to destruction in the conse-

crated septenary of its kings, only to revive

again in the profane decenary of kings. 7. It

has long borne the Woman on its colossal body,

and will at last destroy her with its ten horns.

8. The monstrous dividedness of the Beast is

transformed into perfect unitedneas in the war-

fare against the Harlot. 9. The Woman goes

to destruction through the contradiction of her

similarity to the Lamb and her affinity to the

Beast.

Special.—[Ver. 1.] Come, I will show thee the

judgment of the great Harlot. Her appearance

itself, therefore, is, primarily, her judgment.

We are not to shun speaking of this judgment;
but we must not interpret it rudely, in a man-
ner offensive to the legal system of faith and
worship. We have, therefore, to distinguish

(1) between the Woman and the Beast which
bears her; (2) between the symbolic form of

the Woman, which embraces a symbolic Baby-
lon, and her historic and most prominent organs

and central points
; (3) at the same time we are

to recognize the fact that the corruption of the

Church converges, more or less, to historic

nodes, and is therein consummated. Babylon
is everywhere in the Church, and yet is nowhere
perfectly palpable ; it, however, has its historic

zenith-points. (Who, for instance, could refuse

to reckon consummate Byzantinism, Mormon-
ism and other sects based upon a pretension to

inspiration, as forming portions of Babylon?)

—

As many Antichrists appear in the fore-ground
of Antichristianity (1 John ii. 18), so in the

foreground of the consummate Babylon of the

last time there are many Babylons, especially

predominantly spiritual and predominantly
secular figures of Babylon.—A leading mark
of Babylon is the universal ruinous effect which
proceeds from the very city yi\na\i p-^elends to be

and once was a teacher and educator of the

nations ; this effect is two-fold and in many
respects antithetic: the seduction of kings to

fanatical worldliness, and of nations to fanatical

mock-holiness.— [Ver. 2.] With whom the kings

of the earth committed fornication. An old and yet

in many respects new story. History points to a
whole series of dynasties which have been ruined
by fanaticism, or have at least been brought to

the very verge of ruin.—History tells us of na-

tions that have been made drunk, and that have,

more or less, sunk into national ruin. Fallen or

sunken Christian kingdoms in the East and West.

— [Vers. 8, 4.] The similarity and the differ-

ence between the picture of ch. xii. and that of

the present chapter : 1. Between the phases of

the Woman ; 2. Between the phases of the wild-

erness ; 3. Between the relative positions of the

Woman and the Beast.—Contrast between the

wilderness abode of the Woman and her luxury.

—Contrast between her perilous equestrian seat,
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figuring a taming of the Beast, and her festal at-

tire. (There is also a distinction between war-
hoots—Eph. vi. 15—and slippers.)— Contrast

between the golden cup and the abominations
contained in it.—[Ver. 6.] The name on the

forehead—manifest and yet a mystery.—The old

antithesis: Babylon and Zion. — [Ver. 6.]

Amazement of John (see Exeo. Notes).—Horror
of the holy mind at a caricature of the holy.

—Strange manifestation of unnataralness in the

corruptions of the Church.—Ver. 8. How the

earthly-minded are, by the terrible aspect of the

Beast, kept in a state of dependence upon the

Woman, as long as the latter sits upon the Beast.
—Ver. 9. Hither an understanding that hath wis-

dom. Profane learning can only misinterpret

this enigmatical phenomenon.—The world-mo-
narchies, see Exeo. Notes.—Waverings of un-
redeemed humanity between the false unity of

the world-monarchy and a dissipation into hea-

thenism, barbarism, savageness.—Continuance
of this wavering in the antithesis of the Hier-

archy and separatism, absolutism and radicalism.

—[Ver. 12 ] The ten horns: Or the fall of reli-

gious absolutism is followed by the rule of an
irreligious radicalism.—[Ver. 13.] Demonic
union of the ten horns. The principle of this

union is to be found in their hatred of the Lamb,
whose shadow they still persecute in the Woman.
—Ver. 14. The Lamb shall conquer them. Find
the agreement between this and ch. xiii. 7. Of
a conquest through [seeming] defeat, and a de-

feat through [seeming] conquest. What con-

trasts between the inner and the outer world,

between the passing moment and the future, be-

tween seeming and being, are contained in the

preceding paragraph.—The Beast as the conque-
ror of the Harlot, conquered by the Lamb.

—

Comp. the Old Testament prophecies against Ba-
bylon, especially Jer. li.—Fearful mission of the

ten kings (ver. 17).—[Ver. 16.] Threefold
judgment upon the Woman.—[Ver. 12.] The
Antiohristian power lasts but one hour, i. e., a

short time ; but it is an hour in the theocratico-

religious sense, a sore and painful hour of temp-
tation [trial]. The union of the wicked occurs
only in special moments ofjudgment and never,

through an abolition of their inner egoistical

division, attains to the oneness of the saints.

—

Ver. 18. in relation to ver. 7. In Heaven, the

unnatural appearance of the Woman is itself, al-

ready, "the judgment of the great Harlot."

Stakke : Application of the judgment upon
Babylon to the " idolatrous Church of the Pa-
pacy." Reasons for this application : " the

great magnificence and ostentation of this Church
in the external worship of God ; the blandish-

ments and flatteries which it employs to draw
people to itself, etc." Fornication is interpreted

as spiritual adultery, apostasy from Christ, the

Husband of the Church. It is easy to learn who
this Harlot is, from the description of her, and
from her antithesis, the Bride of the Lamb. Her
equestrian posture indicates that she derives

her might and authority from the Beast and that

she rules over it ;—that she has arbitrarily sub-

jected the Roman Empire to herself, has placed

herself above emperors and kings, and has in-

stated and deposed them. The crimson and
bloody hiie [of the Beast] is indicative of the

bloodthirstiness excited in it by the persuasions

of the Harlot.—[Ver. 4.] Arrayed in purple and
scarlet: purple, to indicate her usurped royal ex-

altation and pre-eminence above all potentates
;

and scarlet, to indicate her thirst for the blood

of the saints. The true Church is resplendent

only in the robe of Christ. There is nothing so

abominable and unclean that it cannot be dis-

guised and decorated with a tinsel of this world.

—Ver. 5. The whole essence of false religion is

a mystery, but a mystery of iniquity and all god-
lessness (2 Thess. ii. 7). As the mystery of

Christ passes all understanding and incites to

godliness, bo the mystery of iniquity is conceived

by pure serpent-cunning andcontainanothingbut
deception; note, e.g., the miraculous power resi-

dent, as the Church of Rome pretead.s, in certain

pictures and images, etc.— [Ver. 6.] A leading

mark of the false Church : pagan Rome, in the

three centuries [of her existence subsequent to

the Christian era], shed less blood, by far, than
so-called Christian Rome. (Starke adduces
the example of France, in particular.)—Ver. 8.

And yet is: This is not to be understood as re-

ferring to Antioohua himself or to such Anti-

Christian regents as stood in the fiercest spirit

of Antiochus (Hoffmann' s view ?).—Ver. 9. Un-
derstanding and wisdom are two diiferent things.

There may be understanding without wisdom,
but there can be no wisdom without understand-
ing.—(Starke mentions the seven mountains of

Rome ; he remarks, however, that the Apocalyp-
tic seven mountains have also.been interpreted as

seven famous Popes.)—Ver. 12. Marginal gloss,

(Luther) : These are the other kings,—for in-

stance, of Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, France

(!).—QuESNEi: The Lamb suffers and succumbs
in His members, and the members, whilst they

are oppressed, conquer in the Lamb (Rom. viii.

37).—Ver. 16. This verse is entirely subversive

of the opinion that the Beast denotes the Pope.
— Great cities, great sins; and by the example
of such cities, whole countries are seduced (Jer.

xxiii. 15).

AcBEKLEN (p. 317 [Eng. Trans.]): The fact

that the Harlot is judged first, is not only in

harmony with the general principle, that judg-

ment must begin at the house of God (Jer. xxv.

29 ; Ezek. ix. 6 ; 1 Pet. iv. 17), but a restora-

tion of actual truth is also designed. The ob-

ject which, in effect, alone continuea to exist

—

is recognized as existing—at the time indicated

[the time of the judgment of the Harlot], is the

world ; for even the Church now courts only its

favor, even for the Church it is the only reality,

Against such a Church, the world must carry the

day; and therefore the Harlot is not judged by
the Lord Himself, but by the Beaat and its kings.

Grabber: [Ver. 5.] A mother of harlots is one

who brings up others to harlotry.—Ver. 6. It must
needs be a subject of highest amazement that

Christians, or those who pretend to be Christians,

can reach such a pass.- [Ver. 16.] The Catholic

States will in great part themselves accomplish

the work of the destruction of the papacy,

Laemmeet {Das Thier und der falsche Prophet,

p. 36) : " The origin of Babel [Babylon] is re-

lated. Gen. xi. (comp. with ch. x. 8-12). This

[Gen. xi.] is the same chapter which, in its se-

cond part, gives the genealogy of the chosen
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Shemite, Abraham, and closes by describing the

exode of Terah and his family from Chaldea and
their entrance into Canaan. Here, therefore,

we already have the foundation and beginnings

of that grand dualism which runs through ihe

whole of the Sacred Writings and the entire his-

tory of mankind down to the consummation.

The founder of Babel was a grandson of him who
scoffed at his father, and his name was Nimrod,

i. B., rebel. Human arrogance built the city and

the tower, to make itself a name—not to the honor

of God's name ; of its own strength and will

—

not at the behest of God. The inner motives

were thoughts of arrogance, of the deification of

man and of self."

Chantepie de la. Saussaye, De Toekomst, p.

117. Man kann zeggen, dat de grand der tegenstel-

ling der beide rijken reeds ligt in de paradijs-helofte.

Doch wat daar nog slechts in het allgemeen gencemd
wordt het zaad der slayig, etc., verkrijgt immer meer

kleur en gestalte.

[From The Comprehensive Commentakt. —
The Lord takes pleasure in satisfying His peo-

ple concerning the reason and equity of His
judgments on His enemies ; that they may not be

intimidated by the severity of them, or fail to

adore and praise Him on that account.—Great
prosperity, pomp and splendor, commonly feed

the pride and lusts of the human heart; yet they

form no security against Divine vengeance.

—

Those who allure or tempt others to sin, must
expect more aggravated punishment, in pro-

portion to the degree of the mischief done by
them. (Scott.)]

Section Fifteenth.

First Special End-Judgment ; Judgment upon Ba-
bylon. Earth-picture. {Oh. xviii.)

General.—That essential judgment of Babylon
which lies in her very appearance, and has been
manifested in the light of Heaven, is here un-
folded on earth in a distinct series of evolutions.

The first Act of the judgment, as executed by
the Angel from Heaven, consists of the verdict

upon Babylon, the sentence of Divine justice.

The second Act is the incipient execution of

the judgment in the social sphere of justice. It

is divided into two actions: (1) The people of

God go out of Babylon (vers. 4, 6), and (2) the
world is commissioned to react against Babylon
in pursuance of the same law of violence which
she herself has exercised (vers. 8, 8). The uni-
versality of her judgment is expressed in the de-
spair and lamentation of all her allies, who are
too cowardly to take her part, but yet are stricken
with her. The third Act is the complete historic

repudiation of Babylon, executed by the strong
Angel with a millstone, in a symbolic act.

The whole constitutes the greatest tragedy of
the world, complete in three or fine Acts, accord-
ing to the greater or less prominence bestowed
upon the middle items:

1. The guilt of Babylon towards humanity
;

2. The exode of the people of God from her;
3. The reaction of the hostile world against

her;

4. The lamentation of her friends—a prelude
to the final catastrophe;

5. The final catastrophe.

The Angel who, descendingfrom Heaven, lightens

the earth with his radiance, and proclaims the fall

of Babylon, is also, without doubt, the actual

spiritual author of her judgment. For he has
great authority, and transports her judgment from
Heaven to earth. That is, that judgment which
is already declared in the sphere of the celestial

Spirit, with the delineation of the character of

Babylon, now, through the heavenly illumina-

tion proceeding from the Angel, becomes a sub-

ject of the universal consciousness of mankind.
We hold that the Angel represents evangelic

Christianity in the full development of the

beauty of its moral and humane principles. For
Babylon has outraged all these principles, from
liberty of conscience to the recognition of public

law. She has perverted her claim to be the edu-
cator of mankind into the exact opposite, having
become the seducer and destroyer of humanity.
The cry of this Angel is followed by the voice

from Heaven, the sentence of the heavenly Spirit,

the law of the Kingdom of God—declaratory, on
the one hand, of the right of the Church (come

forth out of her) and, on the other hand, of the right

of the State {recompense to her), and expressing it-

self, thirdly, as the spirit of history and poetry,

in the portrayal of the great lamentations. The
tragic coloring of this entire judgment-scene
is distinctly brought out in all this ; it is parti-

cularly prominent, however, in the symbolic
execution of the final catastrophe.

Special.—[Ver. 1.] Who is the Angel who
comes down from Heaven, and whose glory light-

ens the earth ?— [Ver. 2.] The mighty cry over
Babylon. Fallen ! fallen ! or the perfect cer-

tainty that Babylon will fall on earth, even as

she has already fallen in the eight of God.—Con-
trast betwixt what Babylon should be and what
she has become.— [Ver. 8.] Babylon's trans-

gression against mankind : (1 ) against the na-
tions, (2) against the kings, (3) against the rich

ani great.— [Ver. 4.] Call to the people of God,
to come out from Babylon : 1. Meaning of the
call ; 2. Motive of the call ; 8. Neglect of the
call (latitudinarianism) ; 4. Misinterpretation
of the call (separatism).— [Vers. 4, 6.] Diverse
conduct of the Church and the world toward
guilty Babylon.—Retributory right of the world.
This remains pure only in so far as it remains an
execution of the right and keeps itself free from
fanaticism.—[Ver. 8.] Recompense of corpo-
real fiery judgments by a social and spiritual

judgment of fire.— [Vers. 7, 8.] Contrast be-
tween the haughty self-blinding of Babylon and
her imminent and great day of judgment.—The
City of the Seven Mountains : yesterday and to-

day.—[Vers. 9-19.] The three lamentations of

the world over the fall of Babylon. Common
characteristics of them : 1. A view of her fall;

2. A standing afar off and refraining from
taking her part ; 3. A participation in the

stroke that has fallen upon her—but in the sor-

row of this world, with no recognition of the

justice of the blow, of its nature as a judgment,
or of the Judge Who has inflicted it.—Heaven's
judgments, earth's tragedies.—[Vers. 9, 10.]

Lamentation of the kings (see Exeg. Notes).—
[Vers. 11, 16-17]. Lamentation of the great,

the supporters of the luxury of the earth.—,
[Vers. 17-19]. Lamentation of the pilots oi
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tradesmen.—Community and division of egois-

tical interests in the lamentations over the fall

of Babylon.—Ironical enumeration of the depre-
ciated goods of Babylon (vers. 12-14).—As the

Church in its way, and the State in its way, so

science and art in their way are concerned in

the judgment upon Babylon.—The unspiritual

lamentation of the world over the fall of Babylon
contains the germ of that judgment which is later

to descend upon the world.—[Ver. 21.] The
symbolic act of the strong Angel, a representa-

tion of the grand final catastrophe itself.

—

[Vers. 22, 23.] Babylon's desolation. Her spi-

ritual desolation shall be followed by an aasthetic

desolation, and to this a desolation of business

and of home life shall succeed.—Ver. 24. The
summit of Babylon's guilt : she is the murderess
of the prophets and saints.—This verse is sup-
plemental to ver. 3.

Staeke : Ver. 2 ; comp. Is. xxi. 7 ; Jer. li. 8

The repetition of the word \_fallen~\ is indicative

of the greatness and certainty of the fall.—Ver.
4. This exode is based upon a gracious leading

out on the part of God. There are certain grades
in the execution of it, and it is performed as fol-

lows: 1. With the heart, by a right belief and
acknowledgment of the truth, and hatred of

false doctrine; 2. With the mouth, by a public

confession of the truth, and rejection of errors
;

3. With the body, by a going away from those

places in which Babylon has its throne and su-

perstition.—God's people and Church are, par-
tially, still in Babylon, although hidden ; other-

wise God could not command them to come out.

—[Ver. 5.] Sins that cry unto Heaven (Gen.
iv. 10), whose measure is full, and upon which
final ruin follows.—Ver. 7. These words are
taken from Isa. xlvii. 5-10. The greater the se-

curity and pride of the wicked, the more terri-

ble is their punishment.—Ver. 8. As Babylon
burned innocent martyrs with fire, so shall she
herself be burned with fire.—Ver. 10. The fear

of torment may cause us (outwardly) to remove
far from those with whom we have sinned, but
love to God alone can make their sin odious to

us.—Ver. 12. Qubsnei: Let us gather treasures
that will endure to eternity ; nought is eternal

save that which is done with a view to eternity.

Ver. 16. The world does not mourn over the loss

of eternal salvation, but over the loss of riches

and external magnificence.—Ver. 20. It is at the
downfall of evil, and at Divine vengeance that

the pious rejoice ; not out of a carnal mind and
self-love, but by the ordinance of God and from
the love of righteousness (Ps. xci. 8).—Ver. 21.

The wicked fall into the abyss of perdition as

stones fall into the abyss of the sea. That which
the world regards as highly exalted finally meets
with the deeper fall (Ezek. xxi. 26).—Ver. 24.

The slaughter of true believers under the papacy
is like the murder of the saints in the beginning
of the world.—Great cities are destroyed on
account of the many and enormous sins that are
committed in them.—God reckons to the charge
of the wicked all the sins of their ancestors,

because they tread in their foot-steps (and the
guilt of their ancestors attains its consummation
and meridian in them).

Schluasel zur Offenb. Joh. durch einen Kreuzritter

(p. 289) : The moat terrible thing for a human

community is when the salt of the earth, that
should preserve it from corruption, is taken out
of it by death or emigration, when the props of
the rotten building give way, when Lot is led

forth from Sodom, because there are not even
ten righteous men therein.

[From M. Henry: Ver. 4. Those that ar&
resolved to partake with wicked men in their

sins must receive of their plagues.—Ver. 5.

When the sins of a people reach up to heaven,
the wrath of God will reach down to earth.

—

Ver. 7. God will proportion the punishment of

sinners to the measure of their wickedness,

pride and security.—Vers. 9-19. The pleasurea

of sin are but for a season, and they will end itt

dismal sorrow.]

Section Sixteenth.

Second Special ^nd-Judgment, or the Judgment
upon the Beast [Antichrist) and his Prophet.

a. Heavenly World-picture of the Victory.
(
Ch.

xix. 1-16.)

Oeneral.—The heavenly post-celebration of

the judgment upon the Harlot issues in a pre-

celebration of the marriage of the Bride. For
the Harlot and the Bride bear toward each other

the indissoluble relation of a contradictory anti-

thesis. Heaven, or the Church Triumphant, and
not God's Church on earth, celebrates, pre-emi-

nently, the judgment of the Harlot ; for an exalted

stand-point is requisite for this celebration, and
with lesser spirits, vulgar minds, it might easily

degenerate into fanaticism. Even in the Heaven
of consummate spiritual life, the positive result

of that judgment is the thing which is first

rejoiced over. The salvation and the glory and
the power are our God's. Not until after this, is

the satisfaction of justice touched upon (ver. 2).

The perfect fixedness of the judgment is next

set forth (ver. 3). The whole heavenly post-

celebration of the judgment is completed in an
antiphony, in which the natural relations seem
to be inverted, in that the twenty-four Elders

and four Life-forms utter the Amen, which is

supplemented by the third Hallelujah. Thus

a three-fold heavenly Hallelujah is devoted to

the rejoicings over the judgment. The Church

of God on earth is now commanded to join in the

celebration, and her rejoicing assumes the form

of a pre-oelebration of the marriage of the Bride.

The delineation of the simple, yet august, adorn-

ment of the Bride, and the glorification of the

imminent marriage, are followed by the appear-

ance of the Bridegroom, coming from Heaven,

on His warlike and victorious march against the

Beast.

Special.—{'^^TS. 1-4.] Three-fold Hallelujah

of the Church Triumphant over the fall of Baby-

lon. This feature is the more significant, since

it is here only that the Hallelujah appears in

the Apocalypse. The Hallelujah is also philo-

logically significant ; Jehovah, the Covetiant-Ood,

is glorified, because Babylon obscured His glory

and power to the uttermost through her idola-

try ; in that she, on the one hand, corrupted the

earth with her idolatry, and, on the other, killed

the servants of God, who sought His glory. The

rising of the smoke of her torment becomes a

Hallelujah as an eternal visible assurance that
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the salvation and the glory and the power of

God, in redeemed souls, are established forever.

— [Ver. 6.] The heavenly order for a general
song of praise.— [Vers. 6, 7.] The song of

praise: 1. The sound of it; 2. The contents of

it.—The marriage of the Lamb. It will essen-

tially consist in the fame of God's glory.—The
beholding of the glory of God constitutes the bliss

of the beatified. The bliss of the beatified is the

highest glorification of God.—Blessed are the

pure in heart, for they shall see God.—[Ver. 8,]

The Bride in her adornment.—In antithesis to

the Harlot in her gorgeous, but blood-colored,

attire.—[Ver. 9.] Blessedness of those who are
called to the marriage of the Lamb.—Every pre-

vious beatitude has this for its end and aim.

This is true, above all, of the beatitudes in Matt,

v.; and also of that in Rev. xiv. 13.—God's
words, pure essential facts: They will be ma-
nifested to be the most real realities.—[Ver.

10.] Repeated repudiation of the worship
oifered by John to angelic beings — oomp.
chap. xxii. 9. — The measure of inward de-

votion is the measure of the purity of the

worship which we offer to God. This inward
devotion, however, is not to be defined simply
in accordance with our feeling ; least of all, as

a mere ecstatic sentiment; but also intellectu-

ally, and as an ethical readiness.—The witness
of (concerning) Jesus, the real prophecy of this

world's history. — [Vers. 11-16.] The Bride-
groom, in His going forth for the final redemp-
tion and emancipation of the Bride: 1. His
forth-going from Heaven ; 2. His character

;

3. His appearance; 4. His title; 5. His army;
6. His power (ver. 15) ; 7. His right.

Staeke (veri 1): Hallelujah. There is here,

probably, an allusion to the six Psalms, from the
cxiii. to the exviii., which were called the great
Hallelujah, and were sung at high festivals,

especially at the Feast of Tabernacles (Ps. civ.

36).—Ver. 2, from Dent. xxii. 48. Splendor,
power, subtlety, adherents—^ all cannot save
when God wills to punish. He fears none of
them.—Ver. 3, from Is. xxxiv. 10.—Ver. 4.

The praise of God that issues from a heart that
is full of God, fills and kindles other hearts to

His praise.—Ver. 6. (This verse Starke inter-

prets as holding forth the prospect of the con-
version of the Jews.) Although there are
diverse voices and powers, there is yet one
Spirit, one faith, one consonance of the whole
Church.—Ver. 7. The preparation of the Bride
consists in her constantly becoming more quali-

fied for the reception of all the treasures of sal-

vation acquired by her Bridegroom.—-Ver. 9.

[ Write.~\ The Divine authority of the matter to

be recorded and of this entire Book is the more
strongly indicated, the more frequent the occur-
rence of this expression (ch. i. 11, 19; ii. 1, 8,

12, 18; iii. 1, 7, 14; xiv. 13).— [Ver. 10.]
John was not mistaken in the person of the
Angel, for he well knew that he was no Divine
person. (Starke here wrongfully assumes that

not worship, but only an humble expression of

reverence, is here denoted.)—Ver. 11. Heaven
opens before Christ, both in the condition of His
humiliation and in that of His exaltation.—Ver.
12. Christ has, not one, but many crowns, be-
cause He has gained many victories, and is the

King of kings.—Ver. 14. [In heaven] the faith-

ful are resplendent in white linen, though here

they may bear the cross.—Ver. 16. Kings can-

not be happier than in yielding themselves sub-

jects of Christ.

Spukqeon, Stimmen aus der Offenb. Joh., p.

132. [Ver. 12. And on His head many crowns.~\

The Saviour's many crowns. Oh, ye well know
what a Head that is ; its wondrous history ye
have not forgotten. A Head that once reclined,

lovely and infantine, on the bosom of a woman.
A Head that bowed meekly and willingly in

obedience to a carpenter. A Head that in later

years became a well of weeping and a fountain

of tears (Jer. ix. 1 ; Heb. v. 7). A Head whose
sweat was as it were great drops of blood, fall-

ing upon the earth (Luke xxii. 44). A Head
that was spit upon, whose hairs were plucked
out. A Head which at last, in the fearful death-

struggle, wounded by the crown of thorns, gave
utterance to the terrific death-cry (Ps. xxii. 1):

Lama Sabachlhani! (The death-cry was: Father,

into Thy hands, etc.) A Head that afterwards
slept in the grave ; and—to Him Who liveth and
was dead, and behold. He is living now forever-

more (Rev. i. 18), be glory—a Head that rose

again from the grave, and looked down, with
beaming eyes of love, upon the woman who stood

mourning by the sepulchre.

[From M. Heney : Ver. 10. This fully con-

demns the practice of the papists in worshipping
the elements of bread and wine, and saints, and
angels.—From The Compbehensive Commen-
taey: Vers. 1-4. All heaven resounds with the

high praises of God, whenever He executes His
'*true and righteous judgments" on those who
corrupt the earth with pernicious principles and
ungodly practices, and when He avenges the

blood of His servants on their persecutors.
Who then are they that throw out insinuations,

or openly speak of cruelty and tyranny, on
hearing of these righteous judgments, but rebels
who blasphemously take part with the enemies
of God and plead against His dealings towards
them ? (SooTT.)—Ver. 10. If the highest of holy
creatures greatly /ear and decidedly refuse undue
honor, how humbly should we sinful worms of
the earth behave ourselves! (Soott.)—From
Baenes : Ver. 1. All that there is of honor,
glory, power, in the redemption of the world,
belongs to God, and should be ascribed to Him.
—From Bonae: Ver. 10. The testimony of Jesus
is the spirit of prophecy. The theme or burden
of the Bible is Jesus. Not philosophy, nor
science, nor theology, nor metaphysics, nor mo-
rality, but Jesus. Not mere history, but history
as containing Jesus. Not raeee poetry, but poetry
embodying Jesus. Not certain future events,
dark or bright, presented to the view of the
curious or speculative, but Jesus ; earthly events
and hopes and fears only as linked with Him.]

Section Seventeenth.

Second Special End- Judgment, b. Earth-picture

of the Victory over the Beast. The Parousia of
Christ for Judgment. The Millennial Kingdom.
[Ch. xix. Vi—xx. 5.)

Greneral.—We must distinguish here: 1. The
premise of the last time, the features of
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which are to be gathered from other pas-

sages ; 2. Christ's war, in His Parouaia, with

the Beast and the False Prophet, and the judg-

ment upon them and their Antichristian king-

dom ; 3. The chaining of Satan, and the Millen-

nial Kingdom thus introduced.

The features of the last time, corresponding

to its character as here pre-supposed, are visible

throughout the esohatology of the Scriptures.

See Matt. xxiv. 22 sqq. ; Mark xiii. 21 sqq.
;

Luke xvli. 26 sqq. ; xxi. 26 sqq. ; Rom. xl. ; 2

Thess. ii. 7 sqq. ; 2 Tim. lii. 1 eqq. ; 2 Pet. iii.

;

1 John li. 18 ; Jude 14, 15. Compare especially

the terminal points in the cycles of the Apoca-
lypse itself: oh, iil. 20; vi. 12 sqq. ; x. 7; xi. 7;

xiii.,—beginning, particularly, with ver. 11; xvil.

16. These traits are incipiently set forth in the

Old Testament; comp. Is. Ixiii. sqq.; Ezek.

xxxvi. 33 ; xxxni. 21 ; Dan. ix. 2 ; Hosea xiv.

6; Joel iii. 1; Zephaniah ; Hag. ii. 6; Zech.

xii. It should be noted, that in Zechariah as

well as in Ezekiel two judgments upon the

nations are distinguished : viz. a more special

one, followed by the restoration of Israel, and a

general one, with which the end-time clo-ies.

Comp. Zech. xii. and xiv., and also Ezek. xxxvi.

with xxxviii. and xxxix.

The spiritual situation which superinduces

the symptoms of the last time consists in the

complete secularization of the Churoh^the car-

nal security of Christians, the spiritual luke-

warmness of congregations, an extinction of

the old foci of Christendom, and a corresponding
extension of the Kingdom of God amongst hea-

then and Jews.
The actual date at which the last time begins

corresponds with the fall of Babylon. The con-

summate Antichristianity of the world has exe-

cuted judgment upon the wavering Antichris-

tianity in the Church ; the former has, however,
drawn an apostate of the Church—the False

Prophet—into its service, and with his help it

obtains a social victory, in that to xarexov is

taken away (2 Thess. ii. 6), or in that the two
Sons of Oil (Rev. xi. ) are killed.

Antichristian pseudo-Christianity, expressing

itself not only In hierarchical, but also in secta-

rian announcements of Here is Christ and There

is Christ, has turned into pseudo-Christian Anti-

christianity
;
practical atheism, or the negation

of all faith, has begotten a lying positivism

which prosecutes human deification even to the

production of the deified man, the culmination

point of the Antichristian tendency. For human
deification is at this Juncture no longer a "wor-
ship of genius," but the deification of the masses
—nay, more, of the Beast, of the brutal power
and carnal self-seeking of the masses, and this

fundamentally depraved generalization must ne-

cessarily, thBough the worship of agitators, turn

into the worship of the agitator aar' k^oxyv.

The actual mark of the last short, but grievous

time, is a social terrorism which develops in

company with the principles of Antichristianity.

The perverted congregation of the Beast seeks

to give itself a dogmatical and symbolical shape

by its sign of recognition, the mark of the Beast

:

the faithful fall under the subtile social excom-

munication of the last time. The characteris-

tics of this grievous time are : a great testing,

a great temptation, a great trial of endurance,
a great purging, all of which, however, result
in a great development of the sealed. The
traits of the oppressed Widow thus develop
into the traits of the Bride, and the cry
of the oppressed forces its way to Heaven (Luke
xviii. 1-7).

The Parousia of Christ for war and victory is

here, as in the Gospels, heralded by signs in
Heaven and earth. With the cosmical sign of
the Angel standing in the sun and proclaiming the
approaching judgment, the cosmical signs in the
Eschatological Discourse of tlie Lord correspond.
The ethical sign on earth is the consummate con-
spiracy of the kings, i. e., the supporters of Anti-
christianity, and their preparation for battle

against Christ. Comp. Ps. ii. In respect of the
day of rebellion, the following declaration holds
good for ever : To-day have I begotten Thee

—

i. e,, set Thee in royal dominion.
As to the battle itself, the Seer intimates that

the same turn of affairs takes place here as in
tlie building of the tower of Babel and in the
Crucifixion of Christ, and, it might also be said,

in the great persecution of the Christians under
Diocletian. The point of an external combat
is not reached; the Antichristian army seems to

be smitten with absolute confusion (oh. xvi. 10).

For the Beast is taken, like an individual malefac-
tor; with him the False Prophet is seized, and
both are cast into the lake of fire. That .the

slaying of the Antichristian army is expres-
sive of a spiritual annihilation, is evident from
the fact that they are slain with the sword which
proceeds from the mouth of Christ.

In respect to the chaining of Satan and to the

Angel who accomplishes it, we refer to the Exeg.
Notes. We make the same reference in regard
to the Millennial Kingdom. The idea of the

coming of this pervades the whole of Sacred
Writ (see Ps. Ixxii.; Isa. Ixv., etc.).

The First Resurrection, as the blossom of the
resurrection time, as the result of the resurrec-

tion of Christ (I Cor. xv.), as the foretoken of

the general resurrection, is also a time of great
spiritual awakening and resurrection; to this

period, doubtless, belongs the prospect of a
more general restoration of Israel, for it oc-

curs between the penultimate judgment upon
the heathen ([nations] (the oIkov^svtj) and the last

judgment (upon Gog and Magog).
With the first resurrection, the first new hea-

venly order of things is connected: the rule of

Christ, in the midst of His people, over the world

—a spiritual and social governing and judging
as a foretoken of the last judgment.

The abgss of the curse shut, the Heaven of bless-

ing wide Ojoera; these are the characteristics of

the great crisis which makes the uurypla visibly

manifest throughout an entire seon.

Special.—The appearing of Christ in its two

aspects: 1. The war (ch. xix. 17-21); 2. The vic-

tory (ch. XX. 1-5) —[Vers. 17, 18.] The Angel in

the sun, and the meaning ofhis outcry.— [Ver. 19.]

The Antichristian revolt against the Lord and
His army.—The spiritual combat in its form and
results.—[Chap. xx. 1-3.] The Angel who chains

Satan (see Exeget. Notes).—Satan shall re-

ceive his full dues when he shall be let loose

again at the end of the thousand years. la
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other words, evil must live itself oat, or com-
pletely accomplish its self-aanihilation.—[Vers.

4-6.] Import of the first resurrection.—Traits

:'rom the picture of the Millennial Kingdom.
Staeke (Chap. xix. 18): Those who appre-

hend this mystically, interpret thus : That ye

may spoil the goods, etc.—Ver. 20. Those who
apprehend this mystically, explain thug: The
others, who were seduced [by the False Pro-

phet], were more gently dealt with; they were
either conquered and OTeroome by the sword of

Christ's mouth, His word, and willingly subjected

their life and possessions to Christ, or they lay

prostrate, proscribed and despised, as dead bo-

dies. Those who, like birds of prey, have impo-

verished and devoured others, shall themselves

be devoured (2 Sam. xii. 9-11).—Chap. xx. 3.

Marginal note by Luther: The thousand years

must have begun at the time when this Book was
written. Staeke, on the other hand: The
thousand years are not past, but to come.—Satan
has his certain time to be bound and to be loosed.

—Ver. 4. Those who regard the thousand years

as having already expired, apprehend the resur-

rection spoken of here as a spiritual resurrection.

(Starke adduces another explanation, accord-

ing to which the resurrection is a physical one,

but the life of the risen is in Heaven [2 Tim. ii.

11, 12]. The difficulty here originates, probably,

in a fear of the ill-understood Seventeenth Arti-

cle of the Augsburg Confession. The Seven-
teenth Article, however, negatives the assump-
tion of a millennium (a) before the Parousia of

Christ and the resurrection of the dead; (6) as

a secular kingdom of the righteous, based on
the oppression and subjection of the wicked.)

KiEM.VNN, Die Lehre der JSeiligen Schrift vom
tausendjdhrigen Reiche oder vom zuk'dnftigen Reiche

Israel (in opposition to J. Diedrich, Schonebeck,
1868). It is only by caprice that the Millennial
Kingdom can here be styled the future kingdom
of Israel.

—

Floeke, Die Lehre vom tausendjiihriyen

Reiche (Marburg, 1859). "Our view (of the

Millennium) has its point of departure in a dif-

ference with the Augsburg Confession." (On
this misunderstanding, see the remark in the
preceding paragraph.) Stepfann, in his work
entitled : Das Ende der Zeiten, Vortrdge iiber die

Offenb. des heil. Joh. (Berlin, 1870), also contro-

verts this misunderstanding and Hengstenberg's
interpretation: " Ebrard is right in saying
that, in drawing up this Article, the Reformers
rejected their own view of the Millennial Kingdom
and thereby opened the way for a future correct
view, etc. The roles are changed, therefore ; not
those who reject the Millennial Kingdom on the
basis of this Article, but we, who teach it in ac-
cordance with the permission given us in this

Article, stand on the platform of the Augsburg
Confession" (p. 336). Muenchmeyer, on the
other hand, intimates with suiScient plainness,
in his Bihelslunden iiber die Offh. Joh. (Hanover,
1870, p. 186), that orthodoxistio exegetical tra-
dition and the ill-understood Seventeenth Article
have induced him to place the Millennial King-
dom in the past. He, however, does not reckon
the thousand years from the time of John to

Gregory VII., with Luther, nor, with others,
from the time of Constantine, but from the con-
version of Germany—" according to which inter-

pretation the thousand years are now approach-
ing their end, if we have not already entered

upon the little time" (in which view he resembles
Hengsteuberg).

Hebart, Fiir den Chiliaimus (Nuremberg,
1859), points to the profitableness of the doctrine

of the Millennial Kingdom (p. 24).—iJie chiliast-

ische Doktrin und ikr Verlidltniss zur chrisllichen

Glaubenslehre, by Dr. JoHANN Nepomck Schnei-
der (see p. 73).

—

Das iausendjahrige Reich (in op-

position to Hengstenberg), Giitersloh, 1860, p.

98. In Ezek. xxxvii. 1-14 the house of Israel is

spoken of in precisely the same manner (as in

chap, xxxvi.), and there is nothing in the chap-

ter which could indicate that in this section the

house of Israel is not to be apprehended as the

natural Israel, but that the prophecy relates to

the Church. (See the further remarks on the

subject, p. 99. Emphasisis judiciously laid upon
the fact that the part which treats of Gog and
Magog follows this promise.)

Christiani, Bemerkungen zur Auslegung der

Apokalypse (Riga, Bacmeister, p. 28). "Empi-
rical ecclesiasticity must be highly overrated by
those who ascribe to such a Church-historical

event as the constituting of Christianity the

state-religion of the Roman world-kingdom, so

high an import in the history of salvation [as to

date the Millennial Kingdom therefrom], not-

withstanding that the benefits of this event were
accompanied by many evils attendant upon the

externalization of the Church" (in opposition

to Keil).

RiNCK, Die Schriftmassigkeit der Lehre vom taU'

sendjdhrigen Reich (in opposition to Hengsten-
berg, Elberfeld, 1866, p. 35). This expositor

places the transformation of the faithful in this

time. He also assigns the fulfillment of the fol-

lowing prophecies to the same period : Micah iv.

1-4; Isa. xi.; Ixv. 17-25; Acts iii. 19-21; Rom.
xi.; Amos ix. 9-15. Rinck likewise places the

people of Israel at the head of the nations in the

Millennial Kingdom, and makes them the leading
missionary people of the earth. The Judaizing
anticipations of Baumgarten, et al., do not, how-
ever, appear with any greater distinctness than

attaches to them in the view just stated. It is

in any case as one-sided to drop the symbolic
element in favor of the historic, as to surrender
the historic in favor of the symbolic element.

Can the following words be understood of the

Jewish people iu the historical sense: "When
the multitude of the sea is converted unto him?'
Israel has already, in the person of the historic

Christ, taken the leading place amongst the na-

tions, and in the persons of the Apostles it has

become the principal missionary people on earth

—this might suflice. According to Rom. xi., all

Israel is to be saved, after the fullness [full num-
ber] of the Gentiles has come in. In the end,

only dynamical distinctions can be of weight, and
when Christ comes to earth with all the elect

Gentile Christians of all ages, an external pre-

ponderance of the newly converted Jewish peo-

ple is out of the question. The prospect of the

more general conversion of Israel is, doubtless,

rightly assigned to the Millennial Kingdom. A
Christ in glory will remove the last hindrance
of faith for all who have failed to accommodate
themselves to the offense of the cross, not out of
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malice, but through weakness and an obedience
to Jewish traditions. For the Israelitiah view,

moreovet, the expectation of a time of the glori-

fication of the Theocracy on earth lay at the door,

although this did not involve an approximation
to theChristian modification of this doctrine. Yet
even Isaiah, viewing the power of evil in the

light of the Spirit, perceived that a chasm would
intervene between the time of the Messiah's hu-
miliation and sufferings and the time of His glo-

rification. Again, Ezekiel, in distinguishing be-

tween the corruption of the central civilized

world and that of the remote barbarian world,

arrived at the foreview that the victory over an-
ti-Messianism and Israel's restoration should be
followed by a late conflict with Gog and Magog.
VoLCK, Der OhiliasmuSj seiner neuesten Bekdmp-

fung (Keil, Kommentar ilber Ezechiel) gegen'dber

(Dorpat, 1869). "It may now be seen what im-
portance should be attached to the position of

liiinemann, who affirms (commenting on I Thess.

iv. 14) that the idea of an intervening space be-
tween the resurrection of believers and that of

other men (Rev. xx. ) is entirely foreign to the

mind of the Apostle Paul. Precisely the con-
trary is true. That idea is perfectly familiar to

him—a fact which is admitted by Meyer, who
remarks on 1 Cor. xv. 24, that Paul, following the

example of Christ Himself, has bound up the

doctrine of a two-fold resurrection with the

Christian faith. Meyer here alludes to the

avaarani^ Tov SiKaiuv, mentioned by the Lord in

Luke xiv. 14."

Lavater, Aussichten in die Ewigheit. Our
Lord replies to the question of the Sadducees
(Luke XX.) in the following terms : "Those who
shall be accounted worthy to obtain that world
and the resurrection of [E. V.: from] the dead,

can die no more," etc. From this it is evident

that our Lord, in this passage, speaks of the re-

surrection of the righteous as a felicity which
pertains exclusively to them.
[From M. Henry: Chap. xx. 1. Christ never

wants proper powers and instruments to break
the power of Satan, for He has the powers of

heaven, and the keys of hell.]

Section Eighteenth.

Third or General End-Judgment. Judgment upon
Satan and all his Associates. The Second Death.

a. The Heavenly Prognosis. {Ch. xx. 6-8.)

General.—As we must distinguish between the

elect, who have part in the first resurrection, and
the general throng of the blessed, we have also

to distinguish between the blossom of the earth

and of the nations, constituting the Millennial

Kingdom, the eschatologioal o'lKov/^hii, and the

terrestrial orb in general and its masses of peo-

ples. It is a prophecy corresponding with the

most profound anthropology that the rudest con-

stituents of humanity shall at last, at the insti-

gation of Satan, instinctively band themselves

together for an ansault upon the City of God.
The lineaments of this anticipation are distinctly

expressed in the passages quoted from Ezekiel.

From an ethical point of view, it is the funda-

mental idea of this anticipation that evil shall,

after the annihilation of all its idealistic illu-

sions, make one last attack upon the Kingdom

of God, with the convulsive movement of pure
brutality, savageness, hostility to, and rebellion
against, the holy. From an ethnographical point
of view, the remoter heathen Orient appears, in
antithesis to the nearer theocratic Orient, as the
natural lodgment of the elements for such a
final struggle. Already the East has frequently
threatened the civilized world of anterior Asia
and Europe with its terrors, by its great mili-
tary incursions. There fanaticism slumbers in
millions,—in the diverse forms of Grseco-Catho-
liciam, Mohammedanism, and Paganism, the lat-
ter of which is further sub-divided into the
opposite ground-forms of Brahmanism and
Buddhism. Imagine a gigantic Oriental coali-
tion, equipped with the most modern military
instruments of the European world, its leaders
inspired with the magic song of the three Apoca-
lyptic frogs. In such a case, the ethically mon-
strous assault against the Church of God must
have the aspect of a Titanio cosmical power ;—the
Divine cosmos, however, must also, infallibly,

take upon itself an annihilating counter-agency.
Special.—[Ver. 6.] Glory of the first resur-

rection. The summit of life is the first resur-
rection ; the summit of death is the second death.
—The true priestly domination in the Millennial
Kingdom: 1. A domination of all the elect; 2.

A domination with Christ.—[Ver. 7.] Sublimity
of God's power in the final loosing of Satan.

—

Last form of evil on earth.—Ver. 8. 1. The ab-
solute majority in conflict against Christ; 2.

Rude violence [might] in conflict against the
consummate right of His Church ; 3. The bru-
talized power of earth in an assault upon the
spirit-kingdom of God from Heaven. Consum-
mate irrationality in its hatred of the consum-
mate Kingdom of light, love and life.—The ser-

pent nature of evil in its last struggle.—The last

struggle itself, the foretoken of its destruction.

Starke (ver. 8) : Satan is the greatest rover;
he goes to and fro, in order to seduce men and
to do harm. (Job i. 7. In other words : Demo-
nic evil ever and anon issues forth from its dark
nothingness, without rule or system, but yet
sympathetically, or rather in sympathetic anti-

pathies, and consistently. Oneness in the King-
dom of God is based upon harmony in the Spirit;

oneness in the kingdom of darkness is based upon
a conspiracy for Antichristian purposes.)

Graeeer (p. 357). [Ver. 9.] And fire came
down from Heaven, This figurativef expression

indicates that their ruin is brought about by a
special event, sent by God, the saints themselves

having no hand in the matter. This is described

with more particularity, Ezek. xxxviii. 21-23.

[From M. Henrt: Ver. 6. None can be Afos«(i

but they that are AoZy; and all that are AoZy shall

he blessed.—From Bonar: Ver. 6. The First Re-

surrection. 1. When is it to be? When the Lord

comes the second time. (See 1 Cor. xv. 23 ; 1

Thess. iv. 16 ; 2 Thess. ii. 1). 2. Whom it is to

consist of. This passage speaks only of the mar-

tyrs and the non-worshippers of the Beast ; but

other passages show that all His saints are to be

partakers of this reward. Oneness with Christ

now secures for us the glory of that day. 3.

What it does fur those who share it. It brings them

(1) Blessedness. God only knows how much that

word implies, as spoken by Him who cannot lie,
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who exaggerates nothiag, and whose simplest

words are His greatest. (2) Holiness. They
are consecrated to God and purified, bot,h out-

wardly and inwardly. (3) Preservation frum the

second death. Their connection with death, in

every sense, is done forever. (4) The possession

of a heavenly priesthood. They are made priests

unto God and Christ—^both to the Father and the

Son. Priestly nearness and access
;
priestly power

and honor and service
;
priestly glory and dignity

;

—this is their recompense. (5) The possession of
the kingdom.—Sinner, what is resurrection to bring
to you?]

Sectiok Nineteenth.

Third or General End-Judgment, b. Earth-pic-

ture of the Last Judgment. (Oh. xx. 9, 10.)

Generaland Special.—Brief history of the great-
est war. 1. The war: (<r) they went up; (b)

they surrounded the camp of the saints and the be-

loved city. 2. The defeat : (a) fire from Heaven
devoured them; (b) Satanis cast into the lake offire.—Great Heaven as an ally of this little earth.

—

The Kingdom of the Lord must always be victo-

rious.—The greater the danger which menaces
the people of God, the more wondrous their pre-
servation.—The last victory, in its magnitude:
Most wonderful (apparently without a weapon
of defense), most mysterious (from Heaven),
most glorious (destruction of Satan forever).

Starke: Those who regard this vision as, in

part, fulfilled, apprehend it as relating to Turks,
Tartars, Scythians and Mohammedans, etc.

Those who take it, in company with the thousand
years, as still future, etc. (Confused mingling
of the most diverse periods!)

—

Dimpel:
wretched hellish trinity ! The Beast, the False
Prophet and Satan, are tormented in the fiery

lake to all eternity.

H. BoHMEK (p. 293) : The fact here presented,
to wit, that Satan, after having been bound,
shall at last be loosed again for a short time,

seems to us to constitute a deep and weighty
truth ; not because sin can be traced only to a
seduction through Satan, but because we must
naturally suppose that God will, at some future
day, permit all who set Him at defiance to unite
themselves for the last possible battle against
Him and thus prosecute their abuse of liberty to

the climax of self-inflicted judgment. We hold
this final emergence of Satan to be necessary,
because without it there would be no real finale

to that confiict which was begun in apostasy from
God, and, consequently, no full victory.

[From M. Henry : God will, in an extraordi-
nary and more immediate manner, fight this last

and decisive battle of His people, that the victory
may be complete, and the glory redound to Him-
self.—From Vauohan : Upon this gathering,
this confederation of infidelity, of ungodliness,
and of atheism, will burst the light of Christ's
coming, and the devouring fire of God.]

Section Twentieth.
The New Heaven and the New Earth. The King-
dom of glory, a. Heavenly World-picture of the

Consummation. [Ch. xx. 11

—

xxi. 8.)

General.—We here refer to our detailed treat-
ment of the subject in the Exeoet. Notes
(p. 358 sqq.).

Special.—The end of the old world, the natal
hour of the new world. This truth is (1) pre-
figured by life in nature (out of death, life)

; (2)
grounded in the antithesis between the old and
the new life of the Christian (the dying of the

old man, the rising of the new man) ; (3) medi-
ated, in its realization, by the verbal prophecies
of Scripture and the real prophecies of the de-

velopment of the Kingdom of God (every apparent
down-going, the condition of a glorious resur-

rection).—The end of the world, a presentiment
of all ereature-life.—The new world, an object

of the aspiration of all the pious.—[Vers. 11-15.]

Individual features of the end of the world: The
Judge ; the down-going [of the old world] ; the

resurrection; the judgment; the Book of Life
;

the lake of fire.— [Ch. xx. ] sqq.] The new
world : A consummate reality ; a new Heaven
and a new earth ; the new Jerusalem ; the new
habitation of God (ver. 3) ; the new existence

(ver. 4) ; the new creation (ver. 5).—The Word
of God, the foundation of the first world (.John i.

1 [-3]);—in the explication (and world-histo-

ric operation) of His words, the foundation of
the second world.—Certainty of the new world,

(1) in respect of its Founder (ver. 6) ; (2) in re-

spect of the heritage which it shall afford to the
conquerors [ver. 7]; (3) in respect of the cer-

tainty of its antithesis [the lake of fire, ver. 8].—The second death ? Infinitely mysterious in its

nature. On the other hand, exceedingly clear

as the final consequence, and hence the final pu-
nishment, of consistent sin. The second death, the
last consistent result of the first beginnings of

evil.—The contradiction immanent in the figure

of the lake of fire, in perfect accordance
with the essence of godlessness: 1. Extreme
agitation and motion ; 2. In perfect aimless-
ness ; 3. Hence ethical self-consumption on
the basis of physical indissolubleness.—Sig-
nificant character-portrait of the lost under
the superscription of the fearful. True he-
roic courage in the light of eternity ; and its

aim.

Starke: There are two lines of opinion as to

the vision set forth in chs. xxi. and xxii. Some
consider that whilst it presents, chiefly, the con-
dition of the Church on earth during the thou-
sand years, a picture of the glorious state of the
Church in Heaven is commingled with the former
view ; others hold that the contents of these two
chapters refer particularly to the glorious state

of the Church Triumphant in Heaven.

—

Quesnel :

(Comp. ch. xxi. 4 and John xvi. 20.) precious
tears of penitence and grief shed by the righteous
and accounted worthy to be wiped away by the
hand of God Himself. (Ver. 6.) God will yet
manifest Himself to His Church as Alpha and
Omega, and prove that the promise which He
gave in the beginning. He will emphatically fulfill

in the end.—Quesnel [ver. 8] : There is a. fear-
fulness which can condemn us equally with any
misdoings.

Claus Harms, Die Offenb. Joh. gepredigt (Kiel,

1844; p. 183): The New Jerusalem. I. It hag
its name and form from that Jerusalem in Israel.

II. But the glory of the new is far greater than
the glory of the old. III. Greater, even, than
anything the Prophets have predicted in regard
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to it. IV. Yes, the new Jerusalem surpasses
even Heaven and eternal blessedness. V. Chris-

tians, have we this glorious city before our eyes ?

VI. And in our hearts?

Hakbn, Kosmische BUder, Kiga, 1862 (p. 190)

:

The new Heaven and the new Earth. Ps. oil.

25, 26 ; Heb. i. 10. In both passages the terms
pass away [pernA] and change are promiscuously

, employed ; the Heavens pass away only so far as

they are changed.

[From M. Henry: Vers. 11-15. Observe, 1.

The throne and tribunal of judgment, great and
white, very glorious, and perfectly just and
righteous. 2. The Judge. 3. The persons to

be judged. 4. The rule of judgment settled
;

the books were opened. The book of God's omni-
science, and the book of the sinner's conscience;
and another book shall be opened—the book of the

scriptures, the statute-book of heaven, the rule

of life. This book determines matters of right

;

the other books give evidence of matters of fact.

5. The cause to be tried ; the works of men, what
they have done, and whether it be good or evil.

6. The issue of the trial and judgment ; and
that will be according to the evidence of fact,

and rule of judgment.—Oh. xxi. 3. The presence
of God with His people in heaven will not be
interrupted as it is on earth, but He will dwell
with them continually.—-The covenant interest

and relation that there are now between God
and Hia people will be filled up and perfected in

heaven. They shall be His people; their souls

shall be assimilated to Him, tilled with all the

love, honor and delight in God that their rela-

tion requires ; this shall be their perfect holi-

ness, and He will be their Ood; His immediate
presence with them. His love fully manifested
to them, and His glory put upon them, will be
their perfect happiness.—Ver. 4. Note, 1. All

the etfects of former trouble shall be done away.
God Himself, as their tender Father, with His
kind hand, shall wipe away the tears of His chil-

dren ; and they would not have been without
those tears when God shall come and wipe them
away. 2. All the causes of future sorrow shall

be forever removed ; There shall be neither death

nor pain; and therefore no sorrow nor crying;

these are things incident to that state in which
they were before, but now all former things are

passed away.—Vers. 6, 6. We may and ought to

take God's promise as present payment; if He
has said. He makes all things new, it is done.—
Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and (he End.
As it was His glory, that He gave the rise and
beginning to the world, and to His Church, it

will be His glory to finish the work begun, and
not to leave it imperfect.—The desires of His
people toward this blessed state [vers. 1-4] are

another evidence of the truth and certainty of

it ; they thirst after a state of sinless perfection,

and the uninterrupted enjoyment of God ; and
God has wrought in them these longing desires

which cannot be satisfied with anything else,

and therefore would be the torment of the soul

if they were disappointed ; but it would be

inconsistent with God's goodness and His love

to His people to create in them holy and hea-

venly desires, and then deny them their proper
satisfaction ; and therefore they may be assured

when they have overcome their present diiEcul-

ties, Se will give them of the fountain of the water

of life freely.—Vers. 6-8. The greatness of this

future felicity is declared and illustrated, 1. By
the freeness of it. 2. The fullness of it ; inherit

all things. 3. By the tenure and title by which
God's people enjoy this blessedness ; by right
of inheritance, as the sons of Ood. 4. By the
vastly different state of the wicked.—Ver. 8.

Observe, 1. The sins of those who perish. The
fearful lead the van iu this black list ; they
durst not encounter the difficulties of religion,

and their slavish fear proceeded from their
unbelief. They, however, were yet so desperate
as to run into all manner of abominable wick-
edness. 2. Their punishment. This misery
will be their proper part and portion, and what
they have prepared themselves for by their sins.

—Prom The Comprehensive Commentary. Ch.
xxi. 8. There is then a fearfulness which alone
is sufficient to cause our condemnation, as well
as the other crimes here mentioned. It is not
only that fear which causes us to deny and
abandon the faith ; but that also which causes
us to be wanting to important and essential
duties, through fear of hurting our fortunes, our
ease, and even our temporal and spiritual inter-

ests, and of creating ourselves enemies. True
courage is, to fear nothing but God and displea-
sing Him. Real cowardice is, not to have cour-
age to overcome self, nor renounce the creature,
through the hope of enjoying the Creator. (Qhes-
NEL.)—From Vauohan: Ch. xxi. 3. To have
God with us is to be perfectly safe: to have
God for our God is to be perfectly happy.—Ver.
8. The fearful. terrible end ! fatal com-
promise carried on too long and too far with
sinners and with sin ! spirit of oversensitive-

ness, of dislike to trouble, of dread of isolation,

of inability to judge decisively and to act cour-
ageously, which has brought you, by slow stages,

by easy descents, to a level so vile, and a com-
panionship 80 horrible !—From Bonar: Ch. xx.
12. Books are opened—books probably con-
taining GoSs history of the sinner's life, His
record of the sinner's deeds. . . . The Divine
version of human history . . . how unlike all

earthly annals ! Most of the leading facts the
same, yet how differently told . , . and inter-

preted. . . . Alongside of these is another book,
called the book of life—the register of those

whose portion is life eternal.—Ver. 13. Judged
every man according to his works. God keeps His
diary of every soul's doings and sayings and
thinkings.—Ver. 14. Of the old prediction in

Hosea (ch. xiii. 14): "0 death, I will be thy
plagues ; grave, I will be thy destruction,"

John here records the awful (and glorious) ful-

fillment.]

Section Twenty-First.

Heavenly-Earthly Picture {Earth-Picture^ of the

New World. The Kingdom of Glory.
{
Chap,

xxi. 9

—

xxii. 5.)

General.—The Kingdom of glory is the King-
dom of consummation; of the consummate de-

velopment of all the human capabilities of man-
kind, as born again through Christianity,

together with the consummate development of

the renewed cosmss of mankind ; the Palin-
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genesia of the human world, founded on the

holy Birth and Resurrection of Christ—His
Primogeniture from the dead—and mediated by
the regeneration and resurrection of the faithful.

—Relation of the human cosmos to the universe

in general.—This relation is modified by the

absolute priority of Christ, resting upon His
Divine-human nature, the ideal perfection of

His life, the holiness of His cross, the glory of

His victory. The consummation itself, however,

as eternal, is baaed upon the super-oreaturely,

God- related, seonio nature of humanity; upon
the eternal foundation, the eternal aim, and the

eternal value of the life and work of Christ; and
upon the covenant-faithfulness of God and the

Bureness of His promises.

The promises of God, as real prophecies, in

nature and in the development of life, as well as

in those verbal prophecies of the Kingdom of God
which hover above this life, have all aimed at

that glorious consummation, at the eternaliza-

tiou of the Christian life and its sphere, the

eternal City of God. Hence, the domain of the

consummation is at the same time the domain
of all fulfillments ; it is both of these as the

Kingdom of glory, the blessed realm of spirits,

filled with the life of the Eternal Spirit.

The Kingdom of glory unfolds in three spheres,

appearing (1) as the consummation and fulfill-

ment of the Theocracy, or as the heavenly Jeru-

salem, the Citi/ of God (vers. 9-21); (2) as the

consummation and fulfillment of all the truth

and all the longing contained in the religious

history of mankind, or as the holy Home-City of

all believing Gentiles [nations] (vers. 22-27)

;

(3) as the consummation and fulfillment of all

the prophecies of nature, or as the Home-Coun-
try of all souls, the universal, new Paradise (ch.

xxii. 1-5).

Special.—The perfected Kingdom of God, in
respect of its different designations and imports

:

Historic form of the Kingdom of God (ch. xxi.

9-21); the City of God; the heavenly Jerusa-
lem ; the Bride.—Blessed prospect of the City
of God, Most glorious of all prospects. "Je-
rusalem, du hoch gehaute Stadt," etc. ["Jerusalem,
thou city fair and high"]. " Ich hab' von feme,
etc."—Procession of the City of God : 1. From
Heaven to earth ; 2. From earth to Heaven ; 3.

Back again, from Heaven to earth.— [Ver. 10]
The descending City of God, or perfected com-
munication between Heaven (the starry world)
and earth.—Description of the City of God (vers.

11-21). Its source of light ; its walls; its gates;
its dimensions and fundamental forms ; its fun-
damental materials.—Spiritual, universal form
of the Kingdom of God (vera. 22-27). Its spi-
ritual Temple. Its spiritual Sun. Its spiritual
Church. Its spiritual liberty. Its spiritual
fullness. Its spiritual purity and consecrate-
ncss.—The new Paradise (ch. xxii. 1-5], The
river of life : 1. Where does it appear ? 2. Whence
does it come? 3. Whither does it flow?—The
river of life: 1. In respect of its name; 2. In
respect of its beauty (like crystal); 3. In respect
of its products.—The trees of life—the manifes-
tation of highest life: 1. From the Fountain of
life to the River of life ; 2. From the River of
life to the Trees of life ; 3. From the Trees of
life to their fruits; 4. From the fruits to the

health-producing leaves.—The perfected, pure,
consecrated creature (ver. 3).—The laws of
purity for creaturely life : a prophecy of the
future glorification of the world.—Activity and
rest in the Paradise of God (vers. 3, 4).—Perfect
union of culture and cultus in the Paradise of
God.—The service (ver. 3).—The blessed rest
(the beholding of God [ver. 4]).—The region of
eternal sunshine [ver. 6]. — The new world
shining in the radiance of the glory of the Lord.—The glorious liberty of the children of God
(Rom. viii.), in its eternal duration and renewal.
Starke : [Ch. xxi. 12.] God is a fiery wall

and protection to His Church (Zech. ii. 5).

Ver. 13. Entrance into the Church is free to

all people, in all corners of the world, who
will but come to the fellowship of the Church
(1 Tim. ii. 4).—Ver. 14. The one true Founda-
tiion of the Church and of eternal blessedness is

Christ alone (1 Cor. iii. 11). This Foundation
is laid solely through the Apostles (Eph. ii. 20).
(The reconcilement of the apparent contradic-
tion is to be found in the fact that Christ has
organically unfolded His fullness in the twelve
Apostles.)—On ver. 23, comp. Is. Ix. 19, 20.

—

On ver. 24, comp. Is. Ix. 3 ; see ch. xlix. 23 ; ii.

2sq. ; Ps. Ixxii. 10, 11 ; also Is. Iii. 1 ; Ix. 21

;

Ezek. xliv. 9.—Ch. xxii. 2. A contrast to an-
cient Babylon is here presented. As the
Euphrates flowed through the midst of Babylon,
and as the river of Babylon dried up (ch. xvi.

12), BO, on the other hand, the spiritual Jerusa-
lem has the river of the Holy Spirit, which
brings water through the midst of the City and
which shall never dry up.—Christ is the Tree
of life, which has life in itself.—On ver. 3,
comp. Zech. xiv. 11.

W. Hoffmann, Maranatha [Ruf zum Herm,
Vol. VIII. Sermon on 2 Pet. iii. 13, 14. P.
180). We shall speak of the new world of the
redeemed, as described in our text in the fol-

lowing words : " But we wait for a new Heaven
and a new earth." For the first word of reve-
lation from God's mouth runs: "In the begin-
ning God created the Heaven and the earth,"
and the last word of prophecy is that which we
have just read. Thus, between the first coming
into existence of Heaven and earth and the last
everlasting being of Heaven and earth, all the
Divine economy moves.
[From M. Henry : Ch. xxi. 10. They who would

have clear views of heaven must get as near
heaven as they can, into the mount of vision,
the mount of meditation and faith, from whence,
as from the top of Pisgah, they may behold the

goodly land of the heavenly Canaan.—Ver. 11.
Having the glory of God; glorious in her relation
to Christ, in His image now perfected in her,
and in His favor shining upon her.—Ver. 12.

Note, 1. The wall. Heaven is a safe state. 2.

The gates. It is accessible to all those that are
sanctified.—Ver. 22. There the saints are above
the need of ordinances, which were the means
of their preparation for heaven. Perfect and
immediate communion with God will more than
supply the place of gospel-institutions.—Ver.
23. God in Christ will be an everlasting Foun-
tain of knowledge and joy to the saints in hea-
ven.—Ver. 27. The saints shall have (1) no im-
pure thing remain in them, (2) no impure per-
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sons admitted among them.—Ch. xxii. 1. All
our springs of grace, comfort and glory are in

God ; and all our streams from Him, tlirough

the mediation of the Lamb.—Ver. 3. And there

shall be no more curse. Here is the great excel-

lency of this paradise—the Devil has nothing to

do there ; he cannot draw the saints from serving

God to be subject to himself, as he did our first

parents, nor can he so much as disturb them in

the service of God.—Vers. 4, 5. Note, 1. There
the saints shall see the face of God ; there enjoy

the beatific vision. 2. God will own them, as

having His seal and name on their foreheads.

8. They shall reign with Sim forever; their ser-

vice shall be not only freedom, but honor and
dominion. 4. They shall be full of wisdom and
comfort, continually walking in the light of the

Lord.—From The Comprehensive Commentar?.
Ch. xxi. 9-27. "Glorious things are" indeed
here "spoken of the City of God" (Pa. Ixxxvii.

3) ; and the whole is well suited to raise our
expectations and enlarge our conceptions of its

security, peace, splendor, purity and felicity

;

but, in proportion to our spirituality, we shall

be more and more led to contemplate heaven as

filled with "the glory of God," and enlightened

by the presence of the Lord Jesus, " the Sun of

righteousness," and the Redeemer of lost sinners,

knowing that "in His presence is fullness of

joy, and pleasures at His right hand for ever-

more." (Scott.)—As nothing unclean can enter
thither, let us be stirred up, by these glimpses
of heavenly things, in giving diligence to

" cleauae ourselves from all fiUhiness of flesh

and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of

God;" that we may be approved as "Israelites

indeed, in whom there is no guile," and have a
sure evidence that we are "written in the

Lamb's book of life." (Scott.)—Ch. xxii. 5. In
that world of light and glory there will "be no
night," no affliction, or dejection, no intermis-

sion of service and enjoyments ; they will "need
no candle ;" no diversions or pleasures of man's
devising will there be at all wanted ; and even
the outward comforts which God has provided,

suited to our state in this world, will no longer
be requisite. (Scott.)—From Vaughan: Ch. xxi.

22. The Lord God and the Lamb are the Temple

of it. The worship of heaven is offered directly,

not only to God, but in God. It is as if God
Himself were the shrine in which man will then
adore Him. . . . The blessed will be so included
in God that even when they worship. He will be
their temple.—If we would hereafter worship in

that temple which is God Himself, Christ Him-
self, we must know God now by faith ; we must
have life now in Christ.—Ch. xxii. 3. If in hea-
ven we would serve God, we must begin to be
His servants \iett.—FromBoNAR: Chs. xx., xxi.

What a termination to the long, long desert-

journey of the Church of God, calling forth
from us the exulting shout which broke from
the lips of the Crusaders, when first from the

neighboring height they caught sight of the
holy city: "Jerusalem! Jerusalem!"]

Section Twenty-Second.
The Epilogue. (Ch. xxii. 6-21.)

General. — The Johannean character of the
Epilogue of the Revelation has already been

dwelt upon. A depth of meaning and a festal-
ness of mood, conjoined with a somewhat indefi-
nite expression, or a mysterious form, are pecu-
liar to this section as well as to the Epilogue of
the Gospel ; and the fundamental thought which
animates them both is an earnest longing for
the Coming of the Lord. In regard to the con-
struction, comp. the ExEO. Notes.

Special.—The pureness of the Revelation (ver.

6) corroborated by its Author. By its intimate
connection with the whole of Holy Writ. By its

fulfillment hitherto.—(Ver. 7. ) Behold, I come
quickly. 1. How this saying is misunderstood
when it is interpreted in the sense of a secular
computation of time. 2. How, for the stand-
point of religious sentiment and Christian ex-
pectations, it always retains its truth, and, 3,

continually gains in weight.

—

Blessed is he that

keepelh the words of the prophecy.—Vers. 8, 9.

What is the significance of the distinction
between the Angel of Christ and Christ Himself
(see ExEQ. Notes)?—[Ver. 10.] Seal not the

words of the prophecy of this Book. Why not ?

The time is at hand.—Earnest and grand charac-
ter of the course of the world to its end.

—

Seal
not the Book ; not even by false interpretations

—especially, chiliastic darkenings and rational-

istic volatilizings.

—

Seal not even the Apocalypse
with hierarchic seals, much less then the whole
of the Bible.—Ver. 11. Lofty import of these

words: What thou doest (wilt do), do quickly!
(See ExEO. Notes.)—Christ's word concerning
His Coming (ver. 12). He announces Himself
as the righteous Reoompenser. — His reward
according to men's works : 1. The reward not
as the wages of hired service, but an honora-
rium of love ; 2. Not for works of hired service,

but for those of the service of love.—Christ as

the Alpha and Omega. Some say : Omega, but
not Alpha. Others: Alpha, but not Omega.
Whoso, however, rightly says the one, says also

the other.—Antithesis of blessedness and dam-
nation (vers. 14, 15).— Without—its import (ver.

15).— Who is without ? Note the pure and purely

moral character of these traits.—Christ's testi-

mony regarding His Coming : A testimony to

the Church (ver. 16).—Christ in His human and
Divine glory (/ am the Root, etc.).—How His

human and Divine glory guarantees His Coming.

—[Ver. 17.] The three-fold Come—of the Spirit,

the Bride, the individual Christian.—He who
would greet the Lord with a Come ! must first

hearken to the Lord's call: Come!—Our Wel-

come to the Advent of Christ must be based upon
His Welcome to the reception of salvation.—The
clear sound of the Gospel may still be heard at

the very close of the Revelation. Here, also, the

declaration is: Take freely.~[Yer. 18.] The
Apostle's warning in regard to the Apocalypse

:

It is no subject for haughty cavil, but an enigma

for humble meditation. — The mysteries and

enigmas of Scripture concluded with a final

enigma.—Whoso occupies a wrong position in

regard to the future, occupies also a wrong

position in regard to the present and the past.

—

[Ver. 20.] Briefest and most sublime dialogue

between the Lord and His people. 1. He says :

/ come quickly 2. We say : Amen, yea, come,

Lord Jesus.—Who can, with a good courage, s-iy

Amen to the announcement of His Coming?^
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The sum of all human longing, all Christian

hope, all Divine promise, in the cry: Corns,

Lord Jems !—The Apocalypse, a Book of faith ;

of love ; of hope ; of longing ; of patience ; of

comfort ; of investigation ; of knovpledge. Of
sacred awe, of blessed vision.—Ver. 21. The
benediction. Benedictions from the beginning

to the end of the Scriptures: In respect (1) of

their purport
; (2) of their rich development

;

(3) of their conditionedness
; (4) of their glo-

rious operation.

Starke (ver. 10) : No man should be prohi-

bited from reading ihe Holy Scriptures.—Ver.

11. If the wicked wilfully refuse to follow, God
at last suffers them to go their own way (Prov.

i. 24 8qq.).—Ver. 12. Comp. Is, xl. 10.—Ver.
17. Because many souls should yet be drawn to

Christ—-among other things, by the testimonies

of this Book concerning the glorious Coming of

Christ—John adds these words : let him that

heareth, say, Come.—Ver. 19. awful punish-
ment of those who falsify God's word ! There
is nothing more precious [than the word of God]
—hence it needs no addition of worldly eloquence,

there is nothing more pure—hence we must take

nothing from it.—Ver. 20. Let us say Amen and
Yea to the promises of our Saviour, although as

yet we see nothing (?) of their fulfillment.

Calwer Handbuch der Bibelerkldrung. [Ver.

10.] Although much in the Revelation was not
intended to be understood until the times of

fulfillment, yet this Book is not a shut [sealed)

Book, but a Revelation \^Offenbarung'\.

LiSKO (Bibelwerk) : [Ver. 16.] He [Christ] is

also the bright morning-star. Who caused the

day, the whole period of Divine life in mankind,
to arise, and issue forth from Himself, and Who
now beams upon us from the other world (as the

morning-star of the Day of Eternity).

Gerlach {Bibelwerk): Ver. 17. To inflame the

longing of the faithful for the return of their Sa-

viour, is one of the principal designs of this

Book.
[From M. Henry : Ver. 20. Christ will come

quickly; let this word be always sounding in

our ear, and let us give all diligence, that we
may be found of Him in peace, without spot, and
blameless.—Surely I come quickly.—-Amen. Even
so, come. Lord Jesus. What comes from heaven
in a promise, should be sent back to heaven in

a prayer.—Ver. 21. Nothing should be more
desired by us than that the grace of Christ

should be with us in this world, to prepare us
for the glory of Christ in the other world.

—

From The Comprehensive Commentary: Ver.
16. The bright and morning star. Christ's rising,

in His incarnation, introduced the gospel-day

;

His rising in power introduceth the millennial

day; His rising in the saving influences of His
Spirit introduceth the spiritual day of grace and
comfort; and His appearance to judge the world
will introduce the eternal day of light, purity
and joy. (Brown.)—" The Spirit," by the sacred
Word, and by His convictions and influence in

the sinner's conscience, says "Come" to Christ
for salvation ; " the Bride," or the whole Church

militant and triumphant, says " Come," and
share our felicity. It therefore behooves every
man who hears the invitation to call on others
to "come." (Scott. )—From Barnes: Ver. 11.

There is nothing more awful than the idea that

a polluted soul will be always polluted ; that a
heart corrupt will be always corrupt ; that the
defiled will be put forever beyond the possibility

of being cleansed from sin.—Ver. 16. The bright

and morning star. (Let that star) remind us that
the Saviour should be the first object that should
draw the eye and the heart on the return of each
day.—Ver. 17. And let him that is athirst, come.

Whoever desires salvation, as the weary pilgrim
desires a cooling fountain to allay his thirst, let

him come as freely to the gospel as that thirsty

man would stoop down at the fountain and drink.
—From Vauohan : Ver. 7. A special blessing
is pronounced by our Lord Jesus Christ upon
those who prize, and keep as a precious and
sacred deposit, this particular portion of His
revealed truth.—Ver. 11. There will come a
time to each one of us, when, whatever we are,

that we shall be ; when the seal of permanence
will be set upon the spiritual condition ; when
the unjust man shall be unjust forever, and the

righteous man shall be forever righteous.—Ver.
12. To give back to each one as his work is. That
is the judgment. It is the reaping of the thing
sown. It is the receiving back the things them-
selves that were once done in the body (2 Cor. v.

10) ; receiving back the very acts and deeds
themselves, only developed, full-grown, full-

blown, ripened unto harvest.—From Bonar :

Ver. 14. Blessed are they that keep His command-
ments. It is to a life of such keeping that we
are called. By such a life, we partake of bless-

edness as well as glorify God — Enter in through
the gates into the city. (Enter) not over the wall

;

not by stealth ; but as conquerors in triumphal
procession, their Lord, as King of glory, at their
head.—Ver. 17. Note here, 1. The cry for
Christ's advent. 2. The invitation to the sin-

ner. Observe (1) The inviter ; Christ Himself.
He invited once on earth ; He now invites from
heaven with the same urgency and love. (2)
The persons invited; a. The thirsty. They who
would fain be happy, but know not how; who
are seeking rest, but finding none ; who are
hewing out broken cisterns ; betaking them-
selves to dried-up wells. A. Whosoever will. A
wide description. It shuts out none. (3) The
blessings invited to; The water of life. " Water,"
that which will thoroughly refresh you and
quench your thirst ; " water of life," living and
life-giving. . . . This water is the Holy Ghost
Himself, Who comes to us as the bringer of God's
free love, with all the joy which that love intro-

duces into the soul. (4) The price. Freely.
Free to each one as he is ; though the chief of
sinners, the emptiest, wickedest, thirstiest of
the sons of men.—Vers. 18, 19. Note here, 1.

The perfection of God's word. 2. The honor
God puts on it. 8. Our responsibilities in regard
to it. 4. The sin and danger of tampering
with it.]
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Hfrpa, Matt. 182, 293, 296 sqq.

nerpof, Matt. 182, 293, 296.

livyf/, John 149.

Ut/Imoc, Gal. 157.

rTii/a/f/tJiw, Luke 26,

n/raf. Matt. 261.

Jl'iTTTa, Rom. 364.

IlfCTn/itif, Mark 138,

n/trrif. Matt. 412, Rom. 63, 385, Note, 415, Gal.

27, PhiL 13 eq.

llitjrdf, Eph. 21.

Uleove^la, Eph. 162, Col. 64, Thess. 30.

nir/p6u, Matt. 53, 109, Acts 26, Col. 17, Rev. 125.

U/.7,pa,/ja, John 76, Rom. 369 eq., Eph. 39, 64.

IlA7j<^opeu, Luke 11.

HXT^tpopia, Luke 11.

11/.o£toc, Rom. 95.

nvti/ia. Matt. 480, Rom. 61 .-q., 222, 223. 223 sqq.,

1 Cor, 62, 283, 287, Gal. 142, Eph. 125, A'u(f,

164, Thess. 9-5, 98.

livtv/iariKd;, Eph. 28, Note,

Iioi/ialv(j, Matt. 59.

Uoifif/ii, Matt. 95.

Uoiiu, Matt. 225.

HoXt.rdpxr]^, Acts 317,

JloXhcvfia, Phil. 61.

lioAvdvt^piov, Jlatt. 164,

no?a:/zfp(jf, Heb, 23.

UovTjpia, 1 Cor. 116.

IlovTipdv, Matt. 126.

Uovjipo;, Matt. 117, 126, 132.
Uopvela, Gal. 138, Note.

Uopu, Rom. 362.

UoTuTrdg, Matt. 159.

Jlpayixarevofiai, Luk» 290.

UpatTupwv, Matt. 610, Phil. 19, 20.
lipaiiTup, Luke 209.

UpaoTTK, 2 Cor. 163.

Ilpaaia, Matt. 266.

Tlpeapebu, 2 Cor. 100.

Upecj3'uTepoc, Matt. 95, Acts 222, Eph. 150, Note,
Thess. 96.

JlpeaiS'vTr/;, Philem. 17.

UpoaiTidofiai, Rom. 120.

npoau7unv. Matt. 491, 497, 498,

n/jo/3i/3dCu, Matt. 261, 2i.3.

UpoytyvuGKu, Rom. 278 sq

npdjuuCTjf, Rom. 279, N'uic.

llpo^X". Rom. 113, 120.

llpiMeaig, Rom 278, 289.
Jipodeapia, Gal. 96.

Upoopl^u, Rom. 279.

Jlpoad,3;3aTuv, Matt. 455, 535.
Jlpoaayuy^, Rom. 160 sq.

npoaevxn. Matt. 95. Acts 304.
IIpo!T//?.u7of, Matt. 151.
lipoGKaipoi;, Matt. 241.
JlponKh;p6u, Acts 317.
Tlpoanoni'/, 2 Cor. 108.
UpoaKvvia, Matt. 58, 8-5, Rev. 267,
Ilpdtjorfof, Rom. 160 sq.

^poGTToiiGi, Luke 392
Tlpnc6diiiov, John 631.
IipoG<liopd, Eph. 177,
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IIporid?//iiL, Rom. 132.

Updcjiaat^, Thess. 30.

UpoipriTTig, Matt. 109.

IIpo<l>0dvGi, Matt. 818.
UpoTevo), Col. 24.

ripuToc, Matt. 180, 182.

npuroarar^f, Acta 420.

XlpuTOTdicoc, Matt. 52, 566, Luke 34, John 74.

Jlraju, Rom. 364.

JlTspiiyiov, Matt. 84.

nra;i;e{ju, 2 Cor. 142.

Uraxiii, Matt. 102.

Uvyny, Mark 64.

Wieu», Acts 302, 305.

RvUv, Matt. 491, 497, 498.

Xlvpdo), 1 Cor. 142.

U^paaic, Eph. 161, iVofe.

'Vami;a, Matt. 490, 494.

'Pe((«jv, Acts 124.

'Vfirap, Acts 419.

'PiV™, Matt. 178.

''Piio/j.ai, Matt. 126.

2a/3a;t;0aW, Matt. 526.

2ai3i3aTiijfj.6s, Heb. 84, 87.

l,apj3aTov, 1 Cor. 355.

SafMoiwraZof, Matt. 71.

SniKoi, Thess. 51.

Soi'tSd^ioi/, Matt. 185.

SaTrpdf, Matt. 144, Eph. 171.

'Zapyavri, 2 Cor. 190.

lapK'md;, Rom. 237, 1 Cor. 69, 2 Cor. 46.

Sdprawf, Rom. 237, 1 Cor. 69, 2 Cor. 46.

2dpf, Matt. 295,480, John 72, 128, 223, Rom. 61,
232 sq., 235, 408, Gal. 142, Philem. 20, Thess.

95, 98.

^dpav, Acts 186.

Sdrov, Matt. 245.

SaiiAof, Rom. 58.

2cl3a^opai, Rom. 86.

SeiSaa/in, Acts 322, 324.

Ssia/idg, Matt. 161, Luke 133, Rev. 177.

^el7}vm(^ofiat, Matt. 96.

Zijiiaivu, Rev. 89.

2?;/if/ov,Matt.l54,210,Johnl08,2Cor.202,Rev.270.

S/aof, Matt. 318, 464.

Zip-e&v, Matt. 182.

"Zt^LKivdiov, Acts 353.

2i>(jD, Matt. 182, Acts 280.

'Zlva-Ki, Matt. 245.

2/v«2C"> Luke •'142.

^KavddArjHpov, Matt. 303.

2/caj'(5aA;Cu, Matt. 114, 241, 1 Cor. 175.

SicdvSaTiOv, Matt. 241, 303, Rev. 119 sq.

2/££iiof, Matt. 222, 224, 2 Cor. 74, Thess. 61 sq., 1

Pet. 53.

S/cj^v^, Acts 130.

"ZnjjvoTTTjyia, John 239.

XK;)voTToi6g, Acts 334 sq.

2«^i;of, 2 Cor. 79.

2k);v6<j, John 71, 73, Note, Rev. 192.

^K?iv(jfia, Acts 130.

^xdloTp 2 Cor. 200.

^Kopm^a, 2 Cor. 155.

SKv^alov, Phil. 54.

SxUaw, Matt. 178.

^ovddpiov, Luke 290, Acts 353.

Iireipa, Matt. 513 sq., John 544.

'^KsnovXdTDPi Matt. 58.

^irepfioUyoQ, Acts 322, 323.

27rf/ldf, Jude 21.

^TrMyxa, 2 Cor. 116, Philem. 18.

Xirlayxvit^oiiai., Mark 72.

^ndpifiog, Matt. 216.

27r7jp,-f, Matt. 226, 285, 289, 290.
'Lrditov, John 214.

^Ta-'iip, Matt. 317.

Srtyu, 1 Cor. 184, Thess. 51.

l^TtXku, 2 Cor. 145.

Xreipavoc:, Phil. 62, Rev. 118.

2n/3df, Mark 110.

STocxeiov, Gal. 96, Col. 44.

2TpaTr/y6g, Acts 306.
Irptijiu, Matt. 322.

2-pov6iov, Matt. 196.

2rt))'V(iCu, Mark 101.

Ivyysvf/c, Matt. 256.

SvyimTadeaic, 2 Cor. 118.

•Lvyiilelu, Rom. 359, 372, Gal. 85.
SvyKphu, 1 Cor. 61.

2"Cf)'0f, Phil. 65.

^vKoipavreu, Luke 56.

2ii/i/3i/3di,"u, Acts 179, 1 Cor. 63 sq.

j:b/il3oXov, Matt. 234.

•s:v/i£uv, Matt. 182, Acts 280.

S'u/j./j.opil>o(, Rom. 279, 280.

Xvp.wapaKa/iea, Rom. 67.

2w//7ro/l(r7f, Eph. 97.

'Z'viKpvTog, Rom. 200, 202.

Xvfuj)ijv}!atg, 2 Cor. 118.

EOTayu, Matt. 95, Acts 218.

Svmyay^, Matt. 95, Rev. 117.

2vvaAi^6), Acts 12.

SvvddTjGic, 2 Cor. 18sq., 66, Tit. 10, 1 John 123.

'ZvvdpvnTo, Acts 384.

2mii)/j.i, Matt. 241, Rom. 120, Note.

^wiaTJipi, Rom. 113, 118.

I^vvtvoMttj^, Eph. 97.

"Zwrepvu, Rom. 324.

SvDTtipea, Matt. 170.

^i>vr2.tfx/j.a, Rom. 121.

2wT-po0of, Acts 238, 239.

^(jipayll^u, Eph. 44.

-ZXVP-a, Rom. 382, Phil. 35.

2<i)/ia, Rom. 232 sqq., 1 Cor. 62, Thess. 95, 98.

Talalnapog, Rom. 242.

TdAavTov, Matt. 333.

Tanuov, Matt. 123, 126.

Taprapda, 2 Pet. 27.

Tdo-flu, Acts 258.

Tenvov, Matt. 168.

TcKTuv, Matt. 255, Mark 53.

xaof. Matt. 191, 319.

TeA(Ov)?f, Matt. 118, 170.

TeAii'iov, Matt. 170.

Tipac, Matt. 154, 210, John 108, 2 Cor. 202.

TsTpdpxm, Matt. 262.

Tdfcof, Matt. 442.

ToS, Acts 119, 201.

T)?p^«, Jude 11.

Tpaxv^iC", Heb. 94,

TpZ/SoAof, Matt. 144.

Tpo0^, Matt. 185.

Tpo0(5f, Thess. 30.

IpoxSc, Jas. 96 sq.

Tpfjj'o), John 224, 227.

Tup^of, Matt. 164.

TiTTOf, Matt. 234, Rom. 181.
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Tv(l)aviK6~, Acts 457.

"U^piC, Acts 453, 456.

•Vyiiic, Matt. 132.

•VSpia, John 149.

VloBsaia, Rom. 260.

U((5f, Matt. 152.

'Viraya, Matt. 85.

Vwavdpoc, Rom. 218, 219.
'Vnepopdo), Acts 326.

'Vjvepuov, Matt. 123, 140, Luke 333.

'VirripeTrif, Matt. 96, 1 Cor. 87.

Undilr/fia, Matt. 67. 184, 185.

'1!t:66ikoc, Rom. 121.

'Vno^vytov, Matt. 370.
'Vivoiipivoum, Matt. 122.
'VnoKpiTr/;, Matt. 122.
'UttoA^mi", Matt. 387.
'Vtvo/isvu, Rom. 892, iVo(e.

•U7ro//oi>^, Luke 320, Rom. 162, 275, Jas. 37, Rev.
103, 130.

'VKdaraaic, Heb, 26.
'Vn-amii^a, Luke 271, 1 Cor. 193, 195.
'Varepea, John 102.

iavipaaic, Matt. 25.

'iavTaaia, Acts 436 sq.

i>avTaa/ia, Matt. 272.

i'Bdva, Matt. 223, Bev. 96.

^divoTTupiv6^, Jude 22.

^8iva, Jude 22.

iiUa, Matt. 404, John 638, 639, 1 Cor. 361.
^i'Ar/fia, Thess. 102.

4>i'A(ir7rof, Matt. 182.

(iOiOTLfda, 2 Cor. 84, Thess. 68.

<f>o/3^(j. Matt. 195.

^payeXXdu, Matt. 512.
iptap, John 149.

<ipfrv, 1 Cor. 290.

in)\aKfi, Matt. 114, Acts 228.

^v7.aKTf/pmv, Matt. 410.

*6)vi^, Acts 32, 33.

Sfoariip, Rev. 378, 384.

^oTusfidc, 2 Cor. 68.

XaliceiQ, Mark 53.

X-oXaoXiPavov, Rev. 105.

Xdpay/ia, Acts 326.

Xapaj, Luke 298.

XapaxT^p, Heb. 26.

Xdptc, Acts 258, Rom. 57, 63, 1 Cor. 21, 23, Eph.
22, Thess. 11, Heb. 98, 2 John 188.

XdpuT/ia, Rom. 69, 182 sqq., 1 Cor. 23, 142.

Xapirda, Luke 19.

Xda/ia, Luke 255.

Xecfi6v, Matt. 286.

XeipoTovia, Acts 272.
XiTiii', Matt. 118, John 585.
Xlapd;, Rev. 416.
XoAi^, Matt. 622.

Xopriyko, 2 Cor. 156.

Xpy/iarita, Matt. 59. Acts 195, 219.

XprijianafidQ, Rom. 361.

XpTjBTciia, 1 Cor. 269.
XpTjCTo'^yia, Rom. 444.
Xp^ffriif, Matt. 214.
XpijardTT/;, 2 Cor. 110.

Xptffrcif, Matt. 48, John 93, Acts 46.

faXr^p, Matt. 437.

iaXTTipiov, Matt. 437.
feiiSu, Acts 86.

*>JXi^, Matt. 133, 198, 303, 404, Rom 233, 1 Cor.

62, Thess. 95, 98, Jude 28.

^vxik6(, 1 Cor. 62, 69, Jude 28.

-i-a/ii^a, 1 Cor. 268.

'Q(5(f, Matt. 423, Acts 46 sq.

'Qf, Rev. 308, Note.

'Qaavvd, Matt. 371, 373, John 377, Note.
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Note.—The Nwmerah refer to the pages of the Commentaries on the Books mentioned—which are
separately in each Volume.

AARON, relation of Christ and Melchiaedek to, Heb.
106; jewels in the breaat-plate of, Key. 20: priest-
hood of, Heb. 104.

ABADDON, Bfiv. 35, 199, 209, 370.

Abba, Murk 143, Rom. 261, Gal. 98.

ABEL, blood of, Matt. 414; death of, 1 John 116, 119.
ABIA, Luke 15.

ABIATHAR, Mark 32.

Abomination of dfisolation, Matt. 424Rq., Mark 135.
ABRAHAM, meaning of the name, Rom. 151, Note; history

of. Acts 113 sq.; his character as shown by Paul and
James, Rom. 145; children of, Matt. 72, 75, John 290,
300, Rora. 149 sq., Gal. 75 sq.; Christ's existence be-
fore, John29S,300; God's covenant with. Rom.l49sq.,
Gal. 750q.; descent from, the boast of the Jews, Luke
56, John 288; his faich. Matt. 50,51, 53, John 297, Acts
117, Rora. 137, Note, 145sqq., 152sqq.. Gal. 66sqq., 70
Bqq., Heb. 188, James 86: called "the friend of God,"
John 7, James 86; compared to John, John 7; justifi-

cation of, Rom.l45sqq., Gal,66sqq., 70sqq., James 85;
rejoicing: of, John 297, 300; righteousness of, Rom.
145 sqq., 155; seed of. Gal. 75 sq. (see children of) ; trial

of, Heb. 188 ; hia wives and sons, how typical, Gal. 113
sqq.. 12Lsqq.

"Abraham's bosom," Luke 254.

Absolution in the Church, Matt. 168, 3328qq., Johu 617, 2
Cor. 34sq.

Abstinence from food. Acts 281, Rom. 414sq.. Tim. 49, 50.

Abyss, Luke 136, Rev. 30, 198, 241, Note, 349, 370.

Acceptance with God, Acts 204 sq.

Acco, Acts 383.

Accommodation to circumstances, 1 Cor. 190, Thess. 53.

Accursed, see Anathema.
Aceldama, Matt. 505.

Achaia, 2 Cor. 9, 153, Thess. 18.

Acre, Acts 3S3.

Activity, Christian, Matt. 355, 442 sq., Mark 90, Luke 108,

159, 29184.
Acts of the Apostles, Book of the, ita author. Acta 2, 3; ar-

rangement. Matt. 26, Acts 4 sqq.; chronology, Acts ix.;

credibility, Rom. 7; date of composition, Acts 3; pe-

culiar features, i6. Isq.; genuineness, i6. 28q.; connec-
tion with Luke's Gospel, i6,l; contrasted with the
four GktGpels, Matt. 25; central idea. Acts 2, 4; MAS.
of i6. 7; object, ib. 295; interpolations in the text, t6.

341 ; works on. Matt. 26, Acts 3sq.
ADAM, compared with Christ, Rom. 173, 178, Note, 181 eq.,

196, 1 Cor. 339; the representative head of the race,

Rom, 173flqq.; sin of, ib. 1738qq., 191 sqq., 1 Cor. 839,
Tim. 34.

ADAM OF St. VICTOB, quoted, John ix.

Additions to Scripture, Mark 32.

Adjuration, Matt. 492.

Admonition, private. Matt. 328 aq.
ADONIKAM, Rev. 429.
Adoption, consciousness of, Gal. 100; its nature, Rom. 260,

306, Eph. 33Bq., 1 John 92, 96Bqq.; spirit of, Rom. 260
sq.; works on, ib. 295 sq.

Adoration of Christ by the Magi, Matt. 59 sq.; final and uni-
veraal, Phil. 36, 38.

Adramyttium, Acts 454.
Adiia, Acts 458.
Adultery, commandment respecting, Jan. 77; condemnation

of, Heb. 213; a ground for divorce. Matt. 115, Luke
256; Jewish law respecting, Matt. 114, 115, John 269,

271; its punishment by the early churches, Ji-'hu 270,

Note; symbolical use of the term, Matt. 225, Jaa. 114,

Rev. 29; Christ's judgment of the woman taken in,

John 267 sqq.
Advent of Christ, Second, preiicted by Him, Matt. 192, 304,

431, Luke 150, 291, 321, 323 sqq., 326, John 436, 2 Pet.

22 ; expected by the apoatles. Matt. 422, 429, 431, Rom.

408. 408 sq., 1 Cor. 24 sq., Tim. 73 sq., 114, 1 Pet. 76 sq.;

hope of, a source of consolation, 1 Put. 79 ; importance
of the doctrine, ib. 18; its relation to the millennium,
Thess. 78; order of, ib. 73sqq.; Paul's hope of, Rom.
406, Thess. 70eq.; readiness for, 1 Cor. 24. 2G, Thess. 23
sq., 70 sq ; signs of, Matt. 422, 430 sq.; time of, 1 Cor.
S17aq., Thess. 78 sq., Jaa. 135. 144, Rev. 339 sqq.

Adversary, Satan an, 1 Pet. 30, 90, 92.

Adversity, need of wisdom in, .las. 44,

Advocate, Christ our, 1 John 44, 4S.

^NEAS—see ENEAS.
Aenon, John 141.

Aeon, Matt. 225, 246.

.aiSCHINES, offering of, Luke 316.

Afflictions, of Cbriatians, their u'^cessity, Acts 273sq.; their
vAae, Rom. 162, 168, 2 Cor. 75, 78 sq., 86 sqq., 204,
Thess. .37, 63, 116,121 ; national, a source of blessing to
the Church, Acts 225.

AGABUS, predictions of, Acta 221, 384.

Agape, John 405, 416.

Age, of Christ, Lnke 62, John 298 ; of priests, Matt. 67, Luke
16, 62; of scribes, Luke 62.

Agnoetism, Mark 136.

Agonies of the Cross

—

eee Cross.
Agony of Christ—see JESUS CHRIST.
Agora at Athens, Acts 322.

AGRIPPA—/lee HEROD AGRIPPA.
AHIMELECH, Mark 32.

'Ain et Tin, Matt. 91.

Air, powers of the, Eph. 73; symbolism of the. Rev. 18.

Alabaster, Luke 121.

ALEXANDER, an apostate, Tim. 26.

, the coppersmith, Tim. 117.

, of Ephesus, Acta 360.

^ the Great, Luke 296.

, son of Simon the Cyrenian, Mark 151,

Alexandria, Acts 345; number ofJews in, ib. 109.

Alexandrians, synagogue of the, Acts 109.

Alijah, the, Mark 140.

AUegorism of the Scriptures, Rev. 11 sqq., 204, Note.

Allegorizing Scripture, Luke 334, Gal. 122.

Allegory concerning Abraham's wives. Gal. 114 sqq., 120 sqq.

All things, possessed by Christians, 1 Cor. 83, 84sq.,2 Cor. 111.

Alms, derivation of the word. Matt. 152.

Alms-giving, a token of piety among the Jews, Matt. 122;
commended by Chri«t, LukelOO; example of Cornelius
in. Acts 192. 196; blessings of, 2 Cor. 161; motives of.

Matt. 122. 1 Cor. 268; diacrimination in, Thesa. 159.

See Beneficence.

Aloes, Matt. 536.

Alogi, sect of the, John 28, Note.

Alpha, name applied to Christ, Rev. 93, 364.

ALPH^US, father of James and Joaes, Matt. 255 aqq., Jnbn
585, Jas. 12sq., 20; assumed to be identical with Clo-

pas, John 285, Jas. 20.

Altar, symbolical meaning of the term, Rev. 28, 300.

Altar of incense. Heb. 150 sq., Rev. 203.

Altars at Athens, Acts 324. 327.

Amen, import of the word. Matt. 126; use of, by Christ, ib.

109; various usea of, John 96, Rom. 453. I C «r. 289. 2
Cor. 22, Rev. 29, 133, Note. 135 ; an addition to several

epistles. 1 Cor. 361. PhiJem. 23.

Amenites, sect of, John 96, Note.

Amethyst, Rev. 387.

Amphlpolis. Acts 316.

Amusements, duty of Christians with respect to, 1 Cor. 177,

178.

Anabaptists, sect of. their error in respect to oaths, Matt. 116.

Anacephalaiosis, Eph. 408q.
ANANIAS, sin and death of. Acts 84sqq.

, of Damaacua, Acta 168 sqq.. 400.

, the high-priest, Acts 408, 411.
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ADatheroa, .Tobn 310, Acts 414, Rom. 302 sqq., 331, 1 Cor. 248,

361, Gal. 19; excursus on, Rom. 302bqij.

ANDREW", Matt. 93, 158, 182, 184, Mark 13U, Luke 96, J hn
7; meaningof the name, Matt. 93, 182 ; compared with
Jubn, John 7.

Angel, aj)pearance of an, to Moaes, Acts 122eq.; to Zacha-

rias, Luke 16; to Mary, Luke 19 aq.; to Christ at Geth-

semaue, Luke 346 sq.; to Curnelius, Acts 192; to Peter,

ib 228sq., 233, 234, 236sq, Herod Agrippa smitten by
an, ib, 230, 232, 237.

Angel of the Apoimlypse, Rev. 89; of thf* Covenant, of Jeho-

vah, of the Lord, of the Presence, Matt. 52, 53, 325, John
5D, Acts 122. Rov. 80, Note.

Angels, the agents of Go-i, Acts 232, 234, 237, Heb. 38, 41 ; in

the Apocalypse, Rev. 3Snqq.; appearancea of, M^tt.

547; appearances of in Christ's history, Luke 69, John
611; at liis birth, Luk6 38sqq ; at His sepulchre, Matt.

547, Markl56Hq., Luke 336 f.q.; attendaut8<'f Chridt at

the judgment. Matt. 448, Tliess. 68: Cbr.'st superior
to, Jolic GU, Eph. 61; appearances of, under th:^ Old
Covenant, John 611; chitracter of, Hcb. 40; the six

chief, Rev. 91, Note; prosent with Cliristian assem-
blies, 1 Cor. 226; of Ihe swven .churches, RcV, 107 aq

;

classeaof, Luke 16, RL.m.285,291,Tini.G6, Ileb 29; not
eaiployod to convert souls. Acts 102; elect, Tim. 64, 66;
their (-mploymeufs, Heb. 40, Ri-.v. 2il, iVb/e, 385, iVoie;

proofs of I heir existence. Matt. 400, Luke 17, 309, 311;
fullen, 2Pet.27,29sq., JudelS, 25; good and evil, Rev.
241, Note; guardian. Matt. 325, Acts 229, 232, Heb. 54;

to be jude:ed, 1 Cor. 123, 128 ; their co-operation at the
giviog of the law, Acts 131, Hob. 44; their interest in

lif^, Acts 94; of light, 2 Cor. 183; ministry of. Acts
94; nature of, Eph. 66; numbers of. Matf. 448; their
power, Heb. 48, 54; their inteiest in man's redemp-
tion, Luke 40, Eph. 120, Tim. 66; not subjects of re-

demption, Heb. 60 Hq.; guardian, of the temple, Matt.

415 ; why popubirly supposed to have wings. Acts 192;
our witneasee, 1 Cor. 98 sq.; worship of, Rom. 285, Col.

54, 58.

Anger, how far allowable. Matt. 113sq., Eph. 169 aq., 173 sq.,

176, Jus. 02, 08; of Christ. Mark 34, Luke 192, John
303; of Gud, Luke 229, Eph. 173 sq., Rev. 277, 291, 293
sqq., 004, 4J9.

Animals, kinduos to, ICor. ISSsq.; symbolic significance

of. Rev. 21 sq.

Annih lation of the world, Heb. 41.

ANNA, Luke 45 sq.

ANNAS, the high-priest, Matt. 385, 490, Lnke 55, 353, John
552sqq., 556.

Anointing, custom of. Matt. 127, 463, John 93, 371, 1 John
77 ; of ChrUt, Matt. 462 sqq.; M'lrk 138, Luke 120 sqq.,

John 370sqq.; of the sick, Mark 56, Jas. 138 aqq.
Anomi .ni,7im, false conclusion of, Rom. 206.

ANTICHRIST, Thops. 108, 127, 133sqq., 1 John 74sq., 87,

Rev. 263, iVf?te,404; representation ofin the Apocalypse,
Rev. 36 sq.; various views cf, ib. 66; Waldensiaa view
of, ib. 227, Nolo; works on. These. 133, 1 John 87.

Antichrirttia[dty, Matt.43l,465,Rev.427 ; stages of, Ilev.225,237.
ANTIGONUS, Hatt. 56.

Antinoniiani^m, Rom, 139.

Autioch, Acta 216; disciples first called Christians at, ib.

219 ; benevolence of the Christians at, ib, 221 sqq.
, jQ Pigidia, Acts 248.

ANTIOCHUS EPrPHANES, Theas. 128.

ANTIPAS—see HEROD ANTIPAS.
. of Pergamus, Rev. 119.

ANTIPATER, Matt. 56.

Antipatris, Acts 416.

Antonia, tower of. Luke 359.

ANTONY OP EGYPT, Matt. 346.
APELLES, Rom. 448.
APIS, Acts 125.

Apocalypse, meaningof the word, Rev. 4; distinguished from
prophecy, ib. 5 pq.; design and motivo nf. ib. 44,

Apocalypse of John, its allegorical meaning, Rev. 204, Note;
analysis of. Matt. 28, Rev. 82Hqq.; its antitheses, Rev.
1; its authenticity, ib. 1, 56sq.; its clearness of deve-
lopment, ib. 52; construction of, if). 80 eq.; thecrownof
all Apocatypaes, ib. 52 sqq.; compared to Daniel, ib. 89;
dogmatic elements in, i5..54; doctrinesof, i& 402; history
of its exegesis, 7b.63sqq.; an exemplar,ii).10; itsform,i6.

1; compared with Genesis, ib 55 sq.; Goethe's opinion of,

ib. 76; compared with John's Gospel, John 14sq., 30,

Rev. 568q.; its historical basis. Rev. 79; homiletical
elements in, ifc. 54: fundamental idea of, ib. 81; import
of, ib. 61 sq.; rules for iti interpretation, ifc. 77 8qq.; va-

rious interpretations of, ib. 62, 63 sqq., 66,402; introduc-
tion to, i6. 1 sqq.; Luther's opinion of, i7). 76; misconcep-
tion of, ib. ib.; origin of, ib. 1 ; place of composition, ib.

60aqq.; not popular, ib. 63; prejudice against, ift. 58 ; a
revel'ition,ifc.77sqq.; symbols in, ih.Td; timeof compo-
sitii-.n, lb. 59 sqq.; its uniqueness, ib. 1; wealth of, ib.

55; w^rkfl oil, ib. 638qq., 72 sqq., 75, 168 sq., 404,405,
407, 410.

Apocalypses, Old Test., Rev. 7Bq.; Jewish-Christian, ib.lO

Apocalypacal composition. Rev. 43 sq.

Apocalyptical writings, classes of, E«v. 6, 7.

Apocalyptics, import of the name, Rev. 4; newness of the
science, ib. 4, Note; its origin, ib. 2eqq.; figurative

form of, ib. 11 aqq.; Judaistic, ib. 8; works on, ib.

6 sq.

Apocataatasis—see Restoration.
Apocrypha, the, their mlation to the other Scriptures, Matt.

13, 14, 2ij9.

Apocryphal gospels, Luke 26, 50, 377.

, gospel, of Nicodemua, Matt. 124; of St. Thomas,
ib. 267.

, miracles, Matt, 320, Lake 50 sq.

, writings, Rev. 8sq.; list of. ib. lOsq.
APOLLOS, Acts 345 sqq., 1 Cor. Ssq.; Paul's regard for. Acta

347; his teacberj. ib. 316; his zeal, ib. ib.; part> of, in
the Corinthian Church, 1 Cur. 8, 28; authorsbif) of
Epistle to the Hebrews ascribed to, ib. 28, Heb.
9, 10.

Apollonia, Acts 316.

APOLLYO-V, symbolic significance of, Rev. 35, 199, 209.

Apostasy, in the primitive Church, Gal. 18, 20; its conse-
qnencfs, Heb. 114sqq.; hopelessness of the state, Rojn.
126, Note; illustrated by Judas Iscariot, Mark 138;
predicted by Paul, Tht-sa. 127, 137 sq.; possibility of,

Rom. 421, Eph. 50, Heb. 115sq.; warning against, Heb.
118, ]77sq.

Apostle, meaning of the term, Luke 96, Rom. 50, Eph. 20.
Apnstles, who are called, 1 Cor. 257, Eph. 149.

, the twelve, choice of, Matt. ISOeq., Mark 3Gsqq.,
Luke 95 sqq,. Acts 240, Gal. 13 sq.; names of, Matt.lSl
si^q., Marit 37, Luke 96; sent forth by Christ, Matt.
]S5sq(j.. Mark 55 sq.,Liike 143Bq.; Ilis instructions to.

Matt. ISOsqq., Maik 55, Luke 143; place of Jud;is
amnng. how fi ilnd. Acts 19 sqq.; Paul's relation to, ib. 171,

Eph. 23; pre-eminence of three, Luke 97, Rom, 1 sq.;

their authority, 1 Cor. 22^, Tim. 16; bigotry, Maik 89,
91, Luke 158 sq.: honor. Luke2'-0: bumility, Acts 111,
IM, 269; inspiration, ib. 202, 273. 290, Theas. 43; their
relation to Jn taism, Jubn 11; ilivision of labor among,
2 Cor. 170, Note; miracles of, Mark 16Lsqq., John 439.
Acts ft7, 63, G8, 90, 187 sq., 26z. Phil. 49, Tim. 119,
Hcb. 45; their piety, 1 Cor. 103; power given to, Matt.
181; prea.^hing of, 1 Cor. 68, Theas. 4;^sq.; j-reparation
for their work, Luke 97 sq.; their qualifications. Matt.
183, Eph. 149, Note. 1 Pet. 11, 13; relationships among,
Matt. 184; their unbelief and dullness, Mark G28q., 87,
lOOsq., 163; their writings, Theas. 43; works on, Luke
96.

Apostolic ape, the, works on. Matt. 6.

Apostolic office, the, call to. Gal. 13 sq.. Note; unique in its
character, Eph. 23: not distinft from the church. Matt.
560; perpetuated in the Church, ib. 299; its essenti^il
elements, Eph. 149, Nofe ; iDstitution of. Matt. 326;
its nature and extent, 1 Gvr. 20, Tit. 6; qualifications
for, Eph. 149, Note. 1 Pet. 11, 13.

Apostolic succession, Matthew 299, 559, Gal. 14, iVote, Eph.
23.

Apparel, royal, of Herod, Mark 81, Acts 230; of Solomon,
Mark 81.

Appeal, Roman right of. Acts 431.
Appearances, duty of attending to, 1 Cor, 221.

, of Christ hfter His resurrection. Matt. 54nsqq.,
545Bqq., Mark ISOsqu., 163, Luke 3908qq., 396sqq.,
John 630sqq., 1 Cor. SlOsq.

APPIA. Phiiem. 12.

Appii Forum, Acts 470.
Approval, Rom. 162, 168,
AQUILA, Acts 334, 341, 346, Rom. 446, 447, Note, 1 Cor. 7Bq.,

Tim. 118.

Arabia, meaning of the term, Acts 179; Paul's abode in, ib.

178sq., Gal. 25Bq.
Aramaic words in Mark's gospel, Mark 50.

ARATUS, the iioet, quoted by Paul, Acts 325.
Anhaeology, Biblical, list of works on. Matt. 7, 17.
Archangel, Michael, the, These. 75. Jude 19. 25.

AKCHELAUS, Matt. 6;^sq., Luke48sq., 291.
ARCHIfPUS. Phiiem. 12.

Areopagus, the. Arts 323; Paul's address on, ib. 323aq.;
court of, ib. 326.

AKETAS, king of Arabia, Mutt. 262, Acts 180, 1 Co--.

190.

Arianism, John 447, Rom, 86.
Arimathea, Matt. 635, Luke 383.

ARISTAKCHUS, Acts 360, 367, 454, CoL 84, Phiiem. 24.

AR18T0BULUS, Rom. 448.
ARISTOTLE, quoted. Matt. 512. Rom. 184 : Paul's acquaint-

ance with writings of, Rom. 184, Note.
Ark of the covenant, Heb. 1.51 sq., Rev. 203, 245.
ARMAGEDDON, Rev. 32, 295, 302.
Arminianism, Rnm. 194 sq,. 245, Note.
Armor. Christian, Eph. 222s(|q., 228; of light, Rom. 407,

410 aq.
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Art, its relations to Chriatianity, Acts 327, 328 ; sacred, Ber.
43; worflhipof, Act8 365; works of, reprusentiug, the
Annuuciation, Luke 40; the Nativity, ib. ib.; tlio Ma-
donna; ib.ib.; the Holy Family, ib. ib. ; the PrKsenta-
tion in the Temple, ib. 47; the Temptation, ib. G9; the
Transfiguration, Matt. 315, Luke 155 ; Christua Con-
Bolator, Luke 103 ; the Mugdalene, ib. lib ; Christ and
Pharisees, ib. 306 ; the Cleansing of the Temple, ib.

2£r9 ; Christ and four Apoatlps, ib. 318 ; the Last Sup-
per, ib. 33S ; Christ in Gethsemane, ih. 349 ; Peter's
denial, ifa. 356 ; Christ bearing the Crosd, it. 370 ; the
Moment before the Crucifixion, t&. 370; thiCrucifix-
ioQ, i&, 374; the Descent from the Cross, i6. 384; the
Viewing the Grave, ib. ib.; the Kesurrection, i&.

ARTEMIS, Acts 360.

ASAPH, Matt. 216, 249.

Aflceneion of Christ, the, various accounts of, Mark IBSsq.,
Luke 401 sqq.. Acts 14, 16 sq. ; silence of Matthew
and John respecting. Matt. 569, 561, Luke 403 ; local-

ity of, Luke 402, Acts 18 sq,; ita relation to Christ's
resurrection, Mark 166, Luke 403, Acts 8; its value,
Luke 408 eq.. Acts 8; taught by Paul, Tim. 46,47; by
Peter, IPet. 66, 67 ; time of. Acts 8; Festival of, Matt.
562, Mark 163, Acta 9.

Ascension of Moses, Book of the, Rev. 10.

Ascetics, Jewish, Rom. 414 sq.

Ashdod, Acts 156.

Ashe^, used by mournera, Matt. 211.

A&ia, name of a province of Asia Minor, Acts 34, 298,

1

Pet. 12.

, the seven churches of, Matt. 237, Rev. 28, 90, 104,
108,113,132.

Aaraoneans, see Maccabees.
Asseverations of Paul, Rom. 68 sq.

Assumption day, see Ascension, Festival of the.

Assurance of faith, see Faith.

of immortality, 1 Cor. 332,
of truth, Thess. 97.

Astrology, Matt. 57 sq.

Astronomy, its relation to religion, Matt. 58.

Atheism the essence of heathenism, Eph. 91.

Athen, Acta 322 sqq., 3281; altars at, ih. 324, 327; number of
idols at, ih. 322, 326 ; market-place at, ih. 322 ; Paul's
visit to, ih. ih.; characteristics of the people, ib.

323 sq.

Atonement of Christ, the, benefits of, Col. Ill sq. ; com-
plete, Luke 349 ; effect of, Heb. 166,1 Jolin45; true
idea of, Bom. 140; its rtlation to justification; ib.

135, 138, 139, 156 ; nature of. Matt. 153, 54S, Rom. 166 ;

parable of Prorligal Son used against, Luke 242;
Paul's belittf inthe doctrine. Tit. 17, 18 ;

distio'^uished

from reconciliation, 1 John 45; one element in tins

work of redemption. Matt. 36G; attempts to refute the
doctrine, Rom. IIO : statement of the doctrine, 1 John
147 sq., 152 aq. ; univraal John 134, 1 John 45; vica-

rious, Matt. 366, 2 Cor. 96, lOL sq., 1 Pet. 49.

Attalia, Acts 272.

ATTILA THE HUN, R«v. 206, Note.

Attributes of God, Col. 27 ; revelation of, Rom. 138; mani-
fested in sending of Christ, Luke 33.

AUBERLEN, C. A., biographical notice of, Thess. vii.

Augsburg Confession, Luke 200.

AUGUSTINE, mother of, 1 Pet. 54; conversion of, Rom.
409; his appreciation nf John's Gospel, John vii. ; his

theory of original sin, Bom. 192, 194 sq. ; his theory
of sin and grace, ih. 155.

Authority, of the Apostles, 1 Cor. 229, Tim. 16; civil, not to

be Hssunipd by the church. Matt. 366; civil, obedience

to, Bom. 398 sqq., 401 sq., 1 Pet. 40, 42 ; of ministers,

1 Cor. 92.

Avarice, Lnke 200, Tim. 70, 71.

AVE MARIA, Luke 19 sq.

Azotus, Acts 156.

BAAL, Rom. 361.

abylon, 1 Pet. 95; symbolical significance, Rev. 26, 278,

285, 303, 306, 314,319 sqq., 328, NoU, 434 sqq.

Backsliders, Heb. 110; see Perseverance.
BALAAM, character and sin of, 2 Pet. 34 eq., 37 ; his history

a test of faith, Matt. 230 ; his prophecy, ib. 60, Bev. 8,

Note ; doctrine of, Rev. 119.

Balaamites, Bev. 116, 120.

Band of soldiers. Matt. 513 sq.

Banias, village of, see Cfewarea Philippl.

Banishment of Ctiristians in early times, Rev. 59.

Bankers, ancient, Matt. 442, 444.

Baptism, Jewish, Matt. 68, Heb. 112 ; John's, Matt. 68,70,

73 sq., Mark 16, Luke 69, Acts 349 sqq. ; by disciples of

Christ, Luke 59, John 141, 146, 151 ; by Paul, 1 Cor.

30 ; of Christ, by John, Matt. 76 sqq., Luke 57, 59, 60,

62, John 87 sq., 1 John 160 sq. ; of believers, on the day
of Pentecost, Acts 53, 55; of the eunuch, by Philip,

ib. 156 ; of Paul, ib. 170, 400, 402 ; of Cornelius, tb. 203
;

of Lydia, ib. 305, 308 ; of the jailer, at Philippi, ib. 307
sq. ; for the dead, 1 Cor. 328 sqq. ; with fire. Matt. 72,
74, Luke 57 ; with the Holy Spirit, Matt. 72, 74, Luke
56, Acts 12, 14, 206; its relation to circumcision, Mutt.
557, Luke 42, Actsi 3:'6, Rom. 114, 123, Col. 49 ; formula
of. Matt. 557 sq. ; its relation to the gift of the Holy
Spirit, Acts 5 i. 14S, 171, 203, 206 ; interrogabiries nsf.-d

inthe ceremuny ot, 1 Pet. 60; mode of, Matt. 63,70,
Luke 56, Note, Acta 307, Rom. 202, JVote, Col. 46,40;
subordinate to preaching, 1 Cor, 30 ; ita relation to re-
generation. Matt. 557, Mark 161, 163, John 126 sqq.,
462, Acts 159, Bom. 114, 126, iVbfe, 201, 206 pq., 1 Cor.
33, Eph. Ii2, 199, sq., 207, Titua20, 22, Heb. 175, J^ines
58, 1 Pet. 29, 65 sq.; Roman Catholic rite of, Mark 70,
1 Cor. 33 ; significance of, Matt. 557 aq., 561, Mark ICl,
John 136, Acts 52, 53, 400 sq., 402, Rom. £01, 20.j sq.,

Gah 87, 90; subjects of, Matt. 187, 342, 557, 560, Mark
85, 91, Luke 276, Acts 159 sq. 305, 308, 350, Bom. 201,
1 Cor. 30, 149, Gal. 90, Eph. 207, 212, Col. 148, Tit. 22

;

works on, Matt. 560.
Bar (son), Matt. 202, 295, Note.

BARABBAS. Matt. 511, Mark 149, Luke 367 sq., John 56G.
BABACHIAH, Matt. 414 sq.

Barbarians, application of the term, Rom. 70, 1 Cor. 286,
BAR-JJESU3, Acta 2i2, 245. See ELYMAS.
BAB-JOANNA, Matt. 295, Note.

BAR-JONA, Matt. 292, 21)5, Note, John 93, Note.
Barley, John 210.

BARNABAS, Acts 81; sent on a mission to Antioch, ih. 218
sqq.

;
prea(;hing of, ib. ib.; tent to Jerusalem, ih. 221

eq. ; sent on a mission with Paul, i6. 238 aq. ; liis disa-
greement with Paul, Mark 5 aq., Acts 248, 295 sqq.,

Gal. ^6; mentioned by Paul in his epistles, ICor. 183,
Gal. 46 ; last mention of, Acts 295 ; Epistle of, quoted,
1 Cor. 13; authorsliip of Epistle to the Hebrews as-

cribed to, Heb. 4 sq., 9.

BABSABAS, Josr.ph, Acts 21.

Judas, Acs 2S8.

BABTHOLOMEW, Matt. 182, Luke 96, John 94.

BABTlMEUS,Mark 108.

Basket, Matt. 266, 235, 289, 290.

Bath, a measure, Luke 246.

Bath Kol, Bev. 42.

B\TII31IEBA, faith of. Matt. 49, 51.

BAUR, F. C, criticisms of, Bom. 14 sq.

Bay, St. Paul's, Acts 460.

B-am, Matt. 138.

Beast, image of the, Bev. 31,

Beasts, taming of, Jas. 98 ; of the Apocalypse, Bev. 21, 154,
161sq., 404.

Beatitudes, the seven. Matt, 99 sqq., Luke 101 sqq.; arrange-
ment nf, Matt. 101, i05 sq. ; based upon the Old Testa-
ment, ih. 102; not in the same category with the ten
commandments, ih. 105; contrasted with the seven
woes, i6. 411,416; mount of the, ih. 100, 105,

Beauty and goodness, Hebrew ideas of, Matt. 324.

BEELZEBUB, see

BEELZEBUL, Matt, 193 sq., 223, Luke 183.

Beginning, the, 1 John 20, Bev. 135 sq.

Beginnings in Christian life, Mark 90.

BELIa-L, see

BBLIAR, 2Cor. 116, 118.
Believers, see Chri'='tians.

Ben (son). Matt. 292 pq.

Bcnedictus of Zacbariah, Luke 25, 27 sq.

Beneficence, acts of in the early church, 1 Pet. 78; shsuld
be joined with benevolence, Thess. 69 eq.; a duty. Acts
225, Eph. 174, 1 John 118 sq., 1 Pet. 79 ; <xamples of,

Luke2S6Bq., Acts 186, 188.192.196; indncementa to,

2 Cor. 147, 151; measure of, 1 Cor. 362; Paul's direc-

tiona respect] ot^, i&. 355 aq, ; reward of, Luk-' 247; its

scope, 1 Cor. 3G1, Thess. 159; its source, 1 Cor. 361;
proper spirit of, Matt. 449, 451 sqq,, 2 Cor. 159 ; should
be systematic, 1 Cor, 362, 361-; its power in promo-
ting Christian unity, 2 Cor, 159, See Almsgiving.

Berea, Acts 317; its people, ih. ib. sq.

BEBENICE, Matt. 294.

BEBNICE, Acts 435,

BERTHOLDT the Franciscan, 1 Cor, iv.

Beryl, Bev. 386.

Betbabara, John 85.

Bethany, Matt. 371, 3Iark 110, Luke 293 sq., John 85, 339 sq.;

meanine of the name, John 85, 340; symbolical adap-

tation of the name, Matt. 479, Note ; description ot, ih.

371, John 339 sq.; the anointing at. Matt. 462 sqq.,

Mark 137 sq,, John 370 sqq.

Bethel, John 365.

Bethesda, pool of, John 181.

Bethlehem, Matt. 65 sq. ; symbolical adaptation of the name,
ib. 479, Note; children of, ib. 63.

Bethphage, Matt, 371, 479, Note, Mark 110, Luke 293 sq.

Bethsaida of Galilee, Matt. 210 sq., Mark 62, John 94.

Julias, Matt, 210, Mark 76, Luke 146, John 213.
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Bibelwerk, Lanjje's, Matt. viii.Bqq., xiv.sqq.

, Stiirke's, Rev. 405.

Bible, signification of the word, Matt. 10; introduction to

the, ib. 1 sqq.; accessible to all, ib. yi; its divine au-

thority, Luke 69; characteriHtice of tte, Matt. v. sq.,

1J,13; commentarieB on, i&. vi. sq., xxi*. 19; dictiona-

riea of, ib. 19, Rom. 3 sq. ; feditions of, Matt. 18 ;
exege-

sis of, ib. vi. eq. ; its frankness in rep;ard to the faults

of good men, Acta 296, 297 ; history of. Matt. 12 sq.;

import of, ib. 15 ; its influence, Jnhn 654; inspiration

of, Matt. 11 sq., Luke 13, John 334, Rom. 116, 1 Cor.

61, 143, 2 Cor lOS, 128, 133, Theas. 122, Tim. 107, 109,

110, 2 Pet. 21 aq.; compared with the Koran,
Matt. 15; Lange's Commeotary on, i6. viii. eqq , xiv.

sqq. ; languages of, i6. 7; aa a literary production, i6.

T. ; love for, a measure of love lor God, 1 Pet. 36 ; its

relation to the sacred records of other nations, Matt.

15 sq. ; as a book of religion, ib. v sq., II ; use of, in

schoola, Tim. 109 pq. ; study of. Matt, vii., Acta 157

;

translations of, Matt. 18 sq. ; works on, ib. 10, 19, Rom.
431 sq. ; writers of. Matt. 13. See also Scriptures,

Bigotry of the apostles, Mark 89, Luke 158.

Bmding, power of. Matt. 298 sq.

Biography, Christian, Tim. 89.

Birtb, the new, John 125 sqq., 136, Rom. 245, 2 Cor. 98.

Birthdays of kin^s. Matt. 2G2.

Bishops in the primitive church. Acts 222, 374, Thess. 95 sq.,

Tim 36 sq.

Blthynia. 1 Pit. 12.

Black, symbolical significance of. Rev. 17.

Blame, right and duty of, 2 Cor. 37.

Blasphemy, against Christ, Matt. 377, 224, 227 sq.; Christ ac-

cuHed of, ib. 16G, Mark 27, John 187 ; against the Holy
Spirit, Matt. 224, 227 sq., Luke 197,198; names of,

Rev. 294, 303, 313, 427.
Blease I, The, an appellation of God, Mark 146.

Blessedness, gradatii^ns of, neb.89.
Blessing of ctiildren by Cdrist, Matt. 342, Luke 276 sq. ; of

food by Christ, Matt. 266, 208, Mark 72 ; hereditary,

Matt. 50, 60; at meals, Jewish cusfom of, ib. 266.

Blessings, spirltnal and temporal, 2 Cor. 169, Bph. 28, 61; pro-
nounced by Christ, see Beatitu 'es.

Blind, the, healed by Christ, see Miracles of Christ.
Blindness, common in the Eitst, Matt. 176 ; of Didymus, John

315, Note; of Milton, ib. ib. ; of Paul, Acts 167.

, spiritual. Matt. 135,369, Luke 283, John 312
sqq., 397, 402, Rom. 373, 2 Cor. 66 sq., 71 sq.

Blood, use of in sacrifices, Heb. 152, 159, 163, 1 Pet. 12; field

of, Matt. 505, 507, Acts 20; issue of. Matt. 174, Mark
50, Luke 140; symbolism of. Rev. 197, 204 sq.

of Christ, drinking th •. John 2^3 sq., 227 sq.
;

an expiation. Eph. 36, Heb. 158 tq.,1 P.-t. 49; flow of,

on the cross, John 697 sq.; purifying effect of, Matt.
472, Ueb. 144, 158, 1 Pet. 12, 1 John 32 sq., 35, Rev.
185 ; ft ransom, Heb. 159, 1 Pet. 23, 25 ; symbolized in
the Lord's Supper, Matt. 471 sqq., 1 Cor. 236 sq.

Blood-money, Matt. 507.

Blue, symbolism of. Matt. 410. Rev. 17.

BOANERGE-^, Mark 37, Luke 96.

Boasting, true and false, Rom. 110 ; of Paul, 2 Cor. 186 sqq.
Bodies, celestial, 1 Cor. 337.

Body, the, use uf the term in the New Testament, Rom. 232,

sq. ; teaching of Christianity respecting, 1 Cor. 136
;

death of, Rom. 176; deeds of, ib. 259; its destination,
1 Cor. 132; its dignity, ib. 134, 135 aq.; its t'ue posi-

tion, i6. 135; its purity, how maintained, ih. ib. ; re-

dnmption of, Rom. 274 sq. ; its nature after the resur-
rection, ib.. 274 sq., 288, 1 Cor. 336, 3-38, 342, 2 Cor.
80 sqq., Phil. 62 sq., Heb. 55 ; the seat of sin, Rom. 207,

209,215; social orders compared to, i6. 384, 388; its

relation to the soul and spirit, Matt. 479, Rom. 232
sqq., 1 Cor. 62, 2 Cor. 205, Thess. 95. 98; natural and
spiritual, 1 Cor. 336, ?38.

of Christ, symbolic of his church, 1 Cor. 255, 257,
Eph. 64, 66 ; symbolized in the Lord's Supper, Matt,
471 sqq., Luke337, John 227,1 Cor. 236 sq.; after his
resurrection, Luke 398 sq.

of death, Rom. 242 aqq.
of sin. Rom. 203 sq., 206 aq.

Boldness of the Christian, Eph. 117,120, Heb. 174,176; in
preaching the go«pel, Eph. 227, Thess. 35,37.

Bondage to f^ar of dea^h, Heb. 60, 63 sq., 65 sq.; of the law,
2 Cor. 47, 61 eq., 60 ; of sin, John 288 sq., 299, Rom. 211,
215 sqq., 237 sqq.; spirit of, Rom. 260; works on, i6.

295 sq.

BONTFAOE VTTT., Pope, Luke 344.
Book, in the angel's hand. Rev. 217, 219, 221 sq.

of life, Phil. 65 sq., Rev. 28, 127, 360, 362.
, the sealed, R«v. 155 sq.

Books, ancient, Rev. 1F6; bad, destruction of. Acts 357 Bq.
Borders of Jewish garments, Matt. 173, 174, 275, 410.
Bottles of skins, Matt. 171.
Bow, the. Rev. 30.

Bowelfl, figurative use of the term, 2 Cor.116, Phil.15,31, Col.69.

Branches, Jews symbolized by, Rom. 366 aq.

Bread, use of in the East, Luke 254 : breaking of, t6. 392. 1

Cor. 210; effect of Christ's blessing on, Matt. 268;

daily, petition for in the Lord's Prayer, ib. 121 sq., 126,

Luke 179; of life, a title of Christ, John 207 sq., 211,

229; use of in the Lord's Supper, Matt. 470 sq., 474,

Luke 336 sq., 338, 1 Cor. 210, 236 sq.; unleavened, »£e

Passover.
Brethren, misuse of the term. Matt. 23''.

Bribery need by the Sanhedrin, Matt. 552.

Bride, the church symbolized by a, John 14?.

Bridegroom, Christ called a. Matt. 170, 172, 437 sqq., John
143.

Brooks, symbolical meaning of, Rev. 18 sq.

Brotherhood of Christians, Col. 10, Thesa. 63, 69 sq.

Brotherly love, Thess. 67, 69 sq., Heb. 212, 1 Pet. 27, 29, 1

John 54, £6,118 sqq.
Brothers, use of the term in the Bible, John 114.

-, of Christ, Matt. 53, 182, 231 sq., 255 sq., Lnke 34,

128 sq., John 115, 240 sq.. Acta 19, 1 Cor. 182, Gal. 26 sq.,

38 sq., Jas. 10 aqq, 18 sqq., Jude 5 sq., 12.

Building, church of Christ compared to a, 1 Cor. 74, 78, 2

Cor. 167, Eph. 98 sqq., Col. 43, 1 Pet. 32 sq.

Bullock, symbol of Matthew's Gospel, Matt. 39.

Burdens, imposed by the Pharisees, Matt. 409 sq.; of others,

to be b'lrne, Gal. 149, 154.

Burial, Jewish customs of. Matt. 160. 536, Mark 154, Luke
112; of Christ, Matt. 535 sq., Mark 154, Luke 83 sq.,

John 599 sq.. Bom. 207.
Bushel, Matt. 104.

Butterfly, the, aa a symbol of immortality, John 390.

BysBua, a kind of linen, Luke 253, Rev. 337.

c^SAH, AUGUSTUS. Luke 54.

, CLAUDIUS, Acta 221.

, JULIUS, incident in the life of. Acts 463.

-, TIBERIUS, Luke 54.

-, rendering tribute to, Matt. 390 sq., Luke 206 sq.;

saints in the household of, Phil. 76.

Caesarea Palestinse, Acts 191 ; Paul's visits to, ib. 182, 342,

384,416; its distance from Joppa, i*. 156, 194; from
Jerusalem, ib. 156; road from Jerusalem to, ib. 416;
palace at, ib. ib.

Caasarea Philippi, Mutt. 294.

Ctesarea Stratonis, see C. Palestinee.

CAIAPHA3, JOSEPH, the high priest. Matt. 385,460,490,
Luke 6' , 353, John 363 sq , 366, 652.

CAIN, Jude 20.

CAIUS, see QAIUS.
Calf, golden, made by the Israelites, Acts 125.

CALIGULA, Theas. 106.

Call of the apostles, see Apostles ; of four disciples. Matt. 93,

Mark 20 sq., Luke 81, 83; of Paul, Acta 239 sq.; of

Matthew, Lnke 88. 90; to the ministry, Acts 239 sq.,

Gal. 13 sq., Heb. 106.

Called, distinguished from chosen, or elect, Matt. 352, 3^4
sq., 391, Rom. 64, 278, Note,2S0 eq., Heb. 74.

Calling, use of the word, 1 Pet. 35, Heb. 74; of Christiana,

its nature, Rom. 278, 280 aq , 290, 328 sqq., 1 Cor. 26,

43, 49 ; who are included in the, 1 Cur. 438q., 48 sq.;

its requirements, Pbil. 30; of the Jewish nation. Bom.
309 sqq., 328 sqq.; effectual, its relation to faith, John
221, Note. See Election.

Calling in life, proper estimate of, 1 Cor. 158.

Calmness of Christ, Matt. 174. 481, Luke 74, 328, 334.

Calumny among Christiana, Jas, 118 aq., 122.

Calvary, Mount, Matt. 519, 520 sq., John 582 sq.

CALVIN, JOHN, on baptism, Rom. 206; on the Gospel of
John, Ji hn vii.; on original ain, Rom. 192. Note.

Calvinists, New School, their theory of original sin, Rom. 194
Camel, rich men compared to a, Matt. 345 sq. ; Bwallowinga,

ib. 413.

Camel's hair, Matt. 70.

Cana, John 103 ; miracle at, {b. 102 sqq.

Canaan, the woman of. Matt. 281 sqq.; the earthly and the
heavenly, Rom. 157.

Canaanite, eee Cananite.
Canaanitea, Matt. 281.

CANA.NITE, SIMON THE, Matt. 180,182, Mark 37,Lnke 98.

CANDACE, Acta 155.

Oandia, Tit. 8.

Candle, Matt. 104.

Candlesticks, symbolical significance. Rev. 28, 104.

Candor of the sacred historians, Acts 212 pq.

Cannon, use of among the Turks, Rev. 210, Note, 215.

Canon, the Scriptures as the, Matt. 13 sq.; of the Old Testa-
ment, Jeis. 4; of the New Testament, Matt. 22 sq.,

Jas. 4.

Capernaum, site of, Matt. 908q., John 114; Christ's residence
at. Mutt. 166, Mark 26, Luke 77 ; symbolic adaptation
of the name. Matt. 479, Note.

Capital punishment, Jews deprived of the right of, Matt. 485,

503; sanctioned, ib. 486, 487, Rom. 400, 402.
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Cappadocia, 1 Pet. 12.

CABACALLA, edict of, Rev. 173, Note.
Care, of God for His work. Matt. 65; for earthly thing'*

reproved, i6. 133 8qq., Luke 201 aq.; to he cast upon
God, 1 Pet. 90.

Carnality, of the Corinthian church, 1 Cor. 10 aq.; in the
nature of man, ib, 69 sqq.

Carnal affections, mastery of the, 1 Cor. 136.

mind, works on, Rom. 295.

security, fatal, 1 Cor. 201
Carpenter, trade of, among the Jews, Matt. 255, Hark 53.

Carrae, see Haran.

Carriages, Arts 383.

CASTOR AND POLLUX, Acts 469 aq.

Casualia, Matt. 32.

Ca'-uistry, of Pharisftps, Matt. 412.
Catechism, The Heidelberg, Rom. 148.
Catechizing, Luke 11, 12.

Catholic Epistles, the, Jas. 1 sqq., 9.

Catholicity, true, Matt. 330.

Causes and effects in Christ's kingdom. Acts 346.
CELANO, THOMAS A., author of "Dies Ir»," Matt. 402,

Note.

Celibacy, argument against, Luke 311; Christian, Matt. 34(»,

341 : occasion of, 1 Cor. 144, 145 ; not sustained by the
Old Testament, Matt. 259, R -v. 431 ; Paul's view of, I Cor.
139 sq.; how far praiseworthy, i6.139aq,144,145; in the
Roman Cathofic Church, Matt. 339 aq., Luke 79 sq.,

311, 1 Cor. 144, 165.

Cenchrea, \ct8 341, Rom. 447.

Census, of Judea, Luke 31 sqq.; of the Roman Empire,
lb., ib.

Centurion, of Capernaum, Matt. 161 sq., Luke 110 sq.; at the
cross, Matt. 528, Mark 154, Luke 381 Hq.

CEPHAS, a name of Peter, John 93 sq., 1 Cor. 28.

Ceremunies, reliance on, Thesa. 44; Jewish, their ohject.
Matt. 105.

CERINTHUS, heresv of, 2 Pet. 29, 1 John 13.

Chalcedony, Rev. 386.

Change, God not Mubject to, Jas. 56 sq., 60.

Character, independence of, Thess. 71 ; of Christ, see Jesua
Christ.

Charitable funds, management of, 2 Cor. 148.

Cbarity, misuse of the term, 1 Cor. 26S; works of, «ee Benefi-
cence.

CHARLEMAGNE, empire of. Rev. 261, Note.

CHARLES v., Interim of, Mark 30.

Cbarran, see I-Iaran.

Chastisement, Divine, Heb. 201 aq.

Cherubim, over the ark of the covenant, Heb. 151 sq., 1 Pet,

18; the four named by Ezekiel, symbolical of the four
Gospels, Matt. 25 sq.; syoibolism of. Rev. 19, 38, 161.

Chests in the temple, for otferings, Luke 315.

Childhood, innocence of, Rom. ^0.
Children, guardian angels of, Matt. 325; baptism of, see Bap-

tism, subjects of; blessed by Christ, Matt. 342, Mark
99, Luke 276 sq. ; His notice of. Matt. 323, Mark 99,

Luke 117, 276 sq ; Christians compared to. Matt. 323,

Mark 89, 91, 99; Luke 158, 159, 277, 1 John 68; in the
church, Matt. 342; to be dedicated to God, Luke 47;
dreams of, Maft. 66; future state of, Rom. 196; Ger-
flon's delight in, Matt. 323; Jew^ compared to, ih. 208,

Luke 211; lies to. Eph. 173, Note: their duties to

parents, Eph, 210, 212 sqq., Col. 76; duties of parents
to, 1 Cor. 1C5, Eph. 212 sqq., Col. 76; blessed through
parental fai'h, Mark 85 ; may sing God's praise'^, Matt.

379; in the temple, ib. 378; Christian training of,

t&. 327sq., 557, Eph. 213 sq., 2 John 193; firHt men-
tion of, in Acts, Acts 385; of Abraham, Mark 72, Rim.
149 sq.; of Bethlehem, Matt. 63; of God, John 74, Note.

Rom. 259 sq , 263, 272, 287, 311, Note, Heb, 5fi: Jewish,
instruction of. Lake 48 ; of ministers. Acts 356.

Chiliaam, Rev. 3, 58, 62. Note^ 342 sq.

CHLOE, 1 Cor. 28.

Chorazin, Matt. 210.

Chosen, the. Bee Elect.
Chrism. 1 John 77. 88.

CHRIST, see JESUS CHRIST.
Christianity, its relations to art. Acts 327 sq.; its teachinsa

resppctinff the body, 1 Cor. 135 sq.; Christ the centre

of. Acts 220; concealment of, Matt. 248, 252; a con-

quest of evil by good, Bom. 395: compared with cul-

ture, Eph. 175; not decfining, Rom. 373; defence of,

Luke 311; development of. Matt. 248. Mark 4.S, Rom.
374; its dominion over nations, Matt. 272: its duties

compatible with every station, 1 C'tr. 165; efferti of.

Matt. 248, Acta 41; subjective elements of, Eph. 67;

union of enemies against, Luke 363: its ethical cha-

racter. Acts 150; externaliam in. Matt. 127, 138, Rom.
126; a series of facts, Luke 13; false and true, con-

trasted. Matt. 134; its relation to thw family, John 102,

104, Rom. 447, Note ; the occasion of family separations.

Matt. 191; Gentile, its relation to Jewish, Gal. 39

Note; its relation to civil government, Rom. 398 sqq.;

auperior to heathenism, 1 Cor. 259; early history of.

Matt. 248, Note; babied on humility, ib. 65, 93; ideal-
ism in, 1 Cor. 98; individualism of, Acts 376; its rela-
tion to Judaism, -John 161, Acts 422, 2 Cor. 61 ; the
development of law, Matt. 119; a new life, John 136,
Rom. 207; relation of literature to. Tit. 11; in har-
mony with nature, 1 Cor. 229; outward and inward,
Horn. 126 ; divine philosophy in, 1 Co'. 64; its rotation
to philosophy. Acts 327, 1 Cor. 42, 46, Note, Col. 49 ; its

relation to poetry, Matt. xi. sq. ; practical. Tit. 15;
proofs of, Luke 404, Rom. 59 sq., Thesa. 34; propaga^
tion of, Heb. 45: realism in. 1 Cor. 98; differs from
other religions, Luke 13; the absulnte religion, 1 Cor,

164; the final stage of levelation, Heb. 30; opposed to
everything revolutionary, 1 Cor. 152; not schismatic,
Acts 354; social element in. ib. 369, 376; spread of,

Matt. 248, Luke 215 sq.. 344, 352; its relation to sla-

very, 1 Ci^r. 155, Eph. 218, Tim. 6S, 70. Philem. 29, 1

Pet. 60; it-j relation to society, 1 Cor. 156; system of,

Acts 205; a treasure, Malt. 252; i;H truth suited to all

cappcities, 1 Cor. 70 aq.; typos of, John 648; its uni-
versality, Acts 14, 277 sq., 446, Gal. 91; its benefits to
woman, Matt. .341, Mark 51, Acts 41, 308, Tim. 35, Jas.

89; the world's judgment of. Matt. 209; its yoke, ib,

214.

Christianization of the world. Matt. 447.

Christian liberty, see Liberty.
Christian life, the, alternation in, 1 John 128; beginning of,

Eph. 165 6(1.; characteristic of, 1 Pet. 24; proper con-
duct of, Rom. 391 sqq., 1 Cor. 219 sq.; development of.

Bom. 274, 288; ground of. Col. 27; ideal of, 1 Cor. 118;
the divine judgment of, Thess. 49; love the principle

of, Eph. 177; many-sided, 1 John 55; n'-cessity of
leading, Luke 232; newness of, Rom. 2-30 sqq.; perse-

verance in, Luke 232; requirements of, i6. 232, Eph.
187; a continual service, 1 Cor. 220; social require-

ments of. Eph. 187; relation of speech to, ib. 174, Col.

81; a coufltant strife, Luke 230 sqq., Bom. 215, Eph.
180 sq,; success in, 1 Cor. 362; the world's opinion of,

Luke 231 sq.

Christians, should be active. Matt. 355, 442, Mark 90, Luke
108, 159, 291 sq.; afflictions of, see Afflictions; all

things theirs, 1 Cor. 83 sqq., 2 Cor. Ill; bless'.-dness

of, 1 John 98, Rev. 131 , hlessing*) pronounced by, Heb,
190; holdness of, Eph. 117, 120; brotherhood of. Col.

10, Thess. 53, 69 sq. ; nature of their calliny:, Rom. 278,

230 sq., 290, 328 sqq., 1 Cor. 26, 43, 49, Phil. 30;
the children of God, John 74, Note, Rom. 259, 263, 272,

287,311, Notf, Heb. 65; their duty to contribute to

support of the church. Matt. 320; their citizenship in

heaven, Phil. 61, 63; communion among, 2 Cor. 144,

147 sq.; their duty of consecration, ih. 120; constancy
of. Rom, 162, 168, 175, Col. 86; contentions among.
Matt. 621 sq.. Acts 213 sq., Rom. 444, 448, 454 sq., 1

Cor. 27 sqq , 31 sq., 35, Heb. 204, Jas. Ill ; conversa-

tion of, Eph. 174, 181, 187, Col. 81. Jas. 103; grounds
for courage, 1 Cor. 332; death of, Heb. 189; their con-

duct toward enemies. Matt. 120, Rnm. 394 sq. ; equality

of, A^.ts 41, 2 Cor. 147; evil speaking among, Jas. 113

sq., 122; their example 1 Cor. 103, Thesa. 19; faults

of, Af^ts 213 sq., Jai. 102, 2 Pet. 26; fellowship of, Acts

58, 420, Rom. 433, 435, 2 Cor. 15, 147 sq.. Gal. 152, 154,

Eph. 103, Col. 10, Phil. 26, 42, Heb. 72 sq.; their fel-

lowship with God, 2Cor.ll, Eph. 128,1 John83; flight

of, when allowable. Matt. 192 sq., Acts 263; forbear-

an<;e of, Matt. 117 sq,; friendship of, Phil. 46, Col, 10;

Gentile, Rom. 427, Thess. 44; glory of, Rom. 272, 1

Cor. 83 sqq.; their certainty of future glory, Rom. 268

sqq.; glorving of, ib. 168; gospel doctrine food for, 1

Cor. 72; effects of the gospel upon, ib. 37 sqq.; should

labor to advance the gospel, Theses. 53; grroaning of,

Rnm. 278; high priest a type of, t&. 168; honor among,
ih. 443; humility of, 1 Cor. 99, 2 Cor. 205, Phil, 36 sq.;

compared to infants, 1 Pet. 31; their inheritance on
earth, 1 Cor. 219; Jewish, Roiti.427, Thess. 44; joys of,

Bom. 436, 2 Cor. 26; final judgment of, Matt. 451;

kingship of, Rev. 92; labors of, Heb, 88; their relations

to the law, Eom. 218 sqq.; law-suits among, 1 Cor. 121

sqq., 127 sqq., Jas. 78; Inkewarmness of, Rev. 133 sq.,

136; marriage of, 1 Cor, 228; origin of ihe n^^me, Acts

219, 224 sq.; use of the name in Acts, ih. 444; various

names of, ih. 219; nominal and real, ib. :^49; the true

people of Gnd, Heb. 208; priesthood of, Rev. 92; secu-

rity of, Rom. 268 sqq,; sins of, 1 John 101 sq., 105. 108;

social relations of. Acts 369, 376, Eph, 187 sq.; nouship

of. Gal, 100 sq.; sufferings of, see Sufferings; compared
to a temple, 1 Cor. 134, 136 sq.; unfaithfulness of,

Lnke206; not to be united with unbelievers, 2 Cor.

120; union of, Rom. 202, 207, and see Unity; union

withChrist, Matt. 2.32, Acts 166, BWm. 168, 1 Cor. 26,

83 sqq., 2 Cor. 15, Thess. 12, Heb. 55. 63; as warriors,

1 Cor. 201; their work to be tried, i5, 76, 78; relation

to the world, John 444, Jaa. 122, 1 John 67 eqq. ; wor-

thiness of, Rev. 127.
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Christmas, origin of, Luke 36.

Christology, province of, Matt. 214 ;—Old Testament, Luke 28,

Chronological order, of bouks ot the New Testament, Matt.

21 sq.; of events in religious history, x5. 3 nqq., of

events in the Grospel narrative, ib. 65, «6, 90, lOU, 216,

220, 223, 201 sq., 276, 316, 318, 33f>, 36«, 454, 4yu, 510,

540 i-q., Mark 64, 69, 86 eq., 88, 112, Luke 46, 72, 85, 92,

120, 127, 181, 217, 263, 293, 336, 353, 366, John 164, 208,

370, Acts ix., 1, 98, 221, 231.

Chronology, works on, Matt. 6.

Chrysolite," Eev. 386.

Cbrydoprasus, K.ev. 386.

CHRYSOSTOM, on John's Gospel, John vi. on persecutioDB,

1 Pet. 62.

Church, The, use of the term. Matt. 293, 298, 329, 1 Cor. 20,

233,235, Thess. 12; who constitute, M^ttt. 330, Eph.

234 ; absolution in, Matt. 168, 298fiq., 332 eq., John 617

;

authority in, liom. 386 sq., 2 Cor. 26 sq.; Pentecost the

birthday of. Acts 53; national aflaictions a blesfling to,

ih. 225 ; one body. ib. 106 ; represented ae a buildiup, 2

Cor. 167, 1 Pet. 32 eq. ; the body of Christ, 1 Cor. 255,

257, Epb. 64, 66; its relation to Christ, Matt. 389,2
C*r. 190 sq., Eph. 202 sq.. Col. 23 ; his care for. Matt.

330, Act8 232; Chriflt ihe head of. Acts 166, Eph. 63

sq.. Matt. 293 sq.; His by redemption. Acts 377; its

readiness forhia second coming. Matt. 4^39 eqq. ; chil-

dren in, ih, 342; its jurisdiction iu civil affairs, 1 Cor.

125, 127, 130; mutual concurrence in, ib. 362; conten-

tions in. Acts 213 eq., Kom. 444, 448, 454 sq., 1 Cor. 35,

Jas, 111; discipliue in, see Discipline; seven epochs in

Its history, Kev. 317, Note; extent of, Eph. 66; exter-

nality of. Rev. 116; its relation to the family, John
102, 104, Rom. 447, Note ; distinctive features of, 1 Cor.

22; a fellowship, Gal. 14, Eph. 103; God's fi.'ld, 1 Cor.

78; foundation of. Matt. 293, 296 sqq., 299, 1 Cor. 7.i,

78,106, Eph. 103; freedom in, Matt. 306; government
of, Rom. 386, A'b^e, 387, Tit. 11; growth of, Arts 58, 1

Cor. 106; identified with the Kingdom of heaven,
Matt. 299; history of, ii!>. 6,439, Acts 9, 1 Cor. 40 sq.,

R -v. 317, Note; God's house, 1 Cor. 78; true idea of,

Eph. 120; ideal, Rev. 24 sq.; institution of. Matt. 561

;

instruction in, Acts 58
;
judgments by, 1 Cor. 90 ; lega-

cies to. Matt. 411; its duty in reference to marriage, 1

Cor. 145, Eph. 205, Noi.e ; members of, Matt. 326, 1 John
83, 1 Cor. 255; midnights in its history, Matt. 439;
mutual dependence of its members. 1 Cor. 255; officers

in, Phil. 12; apostolic ofBces perpetual in. Matt. 299;
offices in, ib. 326, 366, 1 Cor. 260, Eph. 156 sq.

;
princi-

ples of order in. Matt. 326; an organism, 1 Cor. 253,

Col. 58, Thpss. 49; organization of, Tim. 4; party epirit

in, 1 Cor. 30, 71, 80 eqq., Phil. 37
;
peace in, Thess. 91;

not perfect. Acts 213; polity of, Rom. 387 ; God's pur-
chased possession, 1 Cor. 136; primitive cond'tion of,

Acts 56 sqq.; property in. Matt. 345 sq.; prosperity
of, 1 Cor. 26; purification of, i&. 118; purpose of, Luke
233; rank in. Matt. 366; built on a rock, ib. 293, 296
Fq. ; its sacredness, 1 Cor. 80 eq., 84 sq. ; sects in, 2 Cor.

190; separation from, ib. 120 sq. ; spiritual and tempo-
ral interests united in, Acts 111; its relation to the
state, Matt. 299, 320, 397, 514 eq., Luke 307, John 665,

572, Acts 337, Rom. 402, 1 Cor. 113, 127 ; conditions of
its success, 1 Cor. 220; its sufferings the sufferings of
Christ, Col. 37; support of, Matt. 320; symbols of,

Luke 270, 272, 1 Cor. 255, 257, 2 Cur. 167, 178, 190 aq.,

193, Eph. 64, 66, Rev. 243, 245 ; the synagogue the germ
of. Matt. 95; relations to its teach pts, 1 Cor. 87 sq.

;

triumphant, Rev. 184; true, characteristics of, Luke
268, 1 Cor. 265, Eph. 133 ; unity of, Acts 187, 1 Cor. 31,

32, 253 sqq., 264, Eph. 142, Phil. 30, Thess. 12 ; univer-
sal, 1 John 25; objective and subjective view of, Eph.
24; woman in, Luke 126, Acta 190, 346, 1 Cor. 224, 296
sq., 302, Tim. 33, 35 ; its relation to the world, 1 Cor.
119 ; worship of, Matt. 127 ; an object of worship, Acts
133.

Chnrch, the primitive, first mention of, in Acts, Acts 86;
charity of, 1 Pet. 78 ; community of goods in, see Com-
munlRm

; condition of, Acts 80; internal dangers of,

{b. 105 sq.; development of, i6.106; elders fn, see Elders;
iti growth in faith, Eph. 157 ; its firmness in persecu-
tion, Matt. 145; government of, Rom. 384 sqq., Eph.
156,iVofe; growth of, Acts 68,72, 1 Cor. 106 ;

means of,

grace employed by. Acts 58 ; ho'^pitality of, 1 Pet. 78
;

formed on the mofi<>l of a household, Rom. 447 ; offi-

cers in, Thess. 90, 96; officers in, Rom. 384 sqq., Eph.
15R, iVo^e, Tim. 42, 1 Pet. 87; unity of, Acts 82, Eph,
157 ; the word of God employed by. Acta 106.

Church history, works on, Matt. 6.

Churi'h visitations, model of. Acts 295.
Church year, the, Matt. 31.

Churches, primitive, independency in, Eph. 232, Col. 87; re-
lations of, 1 John 12.

Churches, the eeven of Aeia, comparpd with the seven para-
bles. Matt. 237; messages to, Rev. 90, 104, 108 sq., 113
Bq., 132, 407, 4088q.; symbolic eiguiflcance, ib. 28.

CHUZA, Luke 126.

CINEAS and PYRRHUS, anecdote of, 1 John 70.

Circumcision, origin of, Luke 26; antiquity, Bom. 123; its

correspondence to baptism. Matt. p57, Luk6 42, Acis

305, Rom. 114, 123, Col. 49; Jewish opinions concern-

ing, Rom, 114, Note; its significance, Luke 26, John
248 sq,, 252, Acts 115, Rnm.ll5, 123sq., 126Bq,, 149, Eph.

89; iis abolition by Christ, Luke 42, 333, Rom. 123; of

Christ, Luke 42 ; of Timotheus, Acts 298 sqq. ; dispute

at Auiioch concerning, ib. 276 sqq.

Citizens, Roman, Acts 307.

City, tho heavenly, Heb, 186, Rev. 385; symbolic use of the

word, Rev. 26.

Civil affairs, church jurisdiction in, 1 Cor. 125, 127, 130.

Civil rights to be valued by Christians, Acts 405 eq.

Civilization, history of, woiks on, Matt. fi. 7.

Claims of Christ, extraordinary, Matt. 198.

Clairvoyance, 1 Cor. 300 nq.

Classical writers, their view of a future life, Thess. 77.

Clauda, Acts 457.

CLAUDIUS, the Emperor, Acts 221 ; famine during the reign

of, ib. ib.; Jews expelled from Home by, ib. 334, Eom.
31 sq., 398, Rev, 59.

CLAUDIUS LYSIAS, Acts 394.

CLAUDIUS, M., quoted, John ix.

Clay, nse of in eye diseases, Jobn 307.

CLEANTHES, quoted bv Paul, Acts. 325.

CLEMENS, see CLEMENT.
ALEXANDRLNUS, hymn of, Luke 83.

. FLAVIUS, Phil. 6, 65.

ROMANUS, quoted 1 Cor. 13.

CLEMENT, associate of Paul, Phil. 6, 65.

CLEOPAS, Luke 390.

CLEOPHAS, see CLOPAS.
Clergy, see Ministers.
Clericalism, Luke 314.

CLOPAS, Matt. 255 sqq., 259, John 585, Jas. 12 sq., 20.

Closet, a place of prayer, Blatt. 123.

Cloud, symbolical import. Rev, 19, 219; at the Transfigura-
tion, Matt. 303 sqq.

Clouds, cominff of Clirist with, Eev. 93.

Cnidua, Acta 455.

Coals of fire, Rom. 394 sq.

Coasts, Acts 250, 348.

Coat, the holy, Luke 374.

Cock-crowing, Matt. 478, 498, Luke 354.

Codex Sinaiticus,Matt. xx., 565, Acts vii.

Ccidex YaticauuB. Acts vii.. Note.

Cohort, Matt. 514, John 544, Acts 454.

COLERIDGE, S. T.. quoted, Gal. 62, Note.

Collections, charitable, Acts 223 sqq., Rom. 443,1 Cor. 354
eqq., 2 Cor. 148.

Colors, symbolism of, Rev. 16 eq.

Colosse, Col. 5 ; church at, ib. 5 sq. ; false teachers at, i6. 7.

Colossians, Epistle to the, its author. Col. 3 sq. ; its character
and significance, t/). 2 pq.; synopsis of contents, Rom.
21 sq.. Col. 1 sq. ; datw of. omposition, Col, 8 ; compared
with Epistle to the Ephesians, Rom. 21, Col. 3; place
of composition, Cnl. 8; works on, ib. ib.

COLUMBANUS, Matt. 268.

Comfort, spiritual, ueed of, Thess. 58; afforded by the gospel,

2 Cor. 11, 15, Tbpss, 146 sq., 148.
Comforter, the, office of, John 428, 432, 440 eq., 2 Cor. 11.

Coming to Christ, John 99.

Commandment, the great, Matt. 402 aqq., Mark 122 sq. ; the
fifth, Eph. 211, sqq.

Commandments, great and small, Matt. 403, Mark 122 sq.

;

the seven Noachic, Matt. 161 ; the ten, division of, ib.

344 ; keeping of the, 1 John 49 sq., 158 sq., 167.

Commeutaries on the Bible, see Bible.

Commentary, Lange's, history of. Matt, viii., sq.
;
plan of, ib.

viii, sqq., xiv. eqq.; Anglo-American edition of, i6. xvi.

sqq., Luke vi., vii., viii.

Commentators, English and American, Matt. xvi.

Commission, Apostolic, Matt. 657, 561, Mark 161 sq.

C^>mmon things, value of, Mark 68.

Commtmicatio idiomaticni, Heb. 73.

Communication of the truth, Heb. 109 sq.

Communion, the Holv, see Lord's Supper.
with God, 2 Cor. 120, Heb. 175, 1 John 23,

-'of the Holy Spirit, 1 Cor. 254, 2 Cor. 217, 219, 220,

Philem. 26,31.

, open, Rom. 435.

of saints, John 522 sq.. 1 Cor. 259.

Communism, Christian, Acts 57, 59, 80, 83, 2 Cor. 143 sq., 147

sq., 159.

Compassion of God, illustrated in parables. Matt. 235 sq.,

Luke 241 sq.

Compulsion of heretics, Luke 228.

ConcessionB to opinions of others, 1 Cor. 189, Thess. 71.

Concordances' of the Bible, list of, Matt. 32 sq.

Conduct, Christian, 1 Cor. 219 sq., Phil. 30, Col. 72; rules for,

Rom. 391 sqq. ; toward the State, io. 398 sqq.

26 eq.
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Coufession of Christ, made at baptism, Tim. 73; Chriat the
centre of, Kom. 352 ; by the early church, Acts 81 ; its

relatiuQ to iHith, Rom. 347, 352, 353 sq., Heb. 75, 99

;

nature and grouuda. Matt. 197, 299; necessary to pal-

vation, 1 John 136, 147 ; a test of saints, ib. 133 sq.; its

worth, Heb. 73, 99.

Confession of sina, a condition of forgiveness, 1 John 40

;

mutual, James 140, 144 sq. ; nature of; 1 John 42 ; by
Paul and others, Tim. 24; the result of repent-
ance, Acta 355, 3o7, 1 John 37, 40, 62: varieties of, 1
John 37.

Confession, auricular, Jas. 141, 146, 1 John 37 sq., 40.
Confessions of faith, historical necuBsities, 1 Cor. 31 sq.
Confessors of Cbriat, Matt. 358.

Confidence in God, Thess. 153.

Confirmation, rite of, Acts 149, 151.
Conflict, the Christian life a, 1 Cor. 194 sqq., Eph. 220, 227,

Tim.75, Heb. 196.

between Kiugdom of God and of Satan, Matt. 224.
of truth witli error, 2 Cor. 172,175.

Congregations, early Christian, Pbilem. 12.

Conscience, approval of, Kom. 104, 1 John 128 sqq.; para-
mount authority of, 1 Cor. 177 ; a good, an evidence of
Christianity, Acta 422, 424; relation of faith to, Tim.
26; power of the gospel over, Acts 427; not to be in-

terfered with„Jas. 123 ; a law to the Gentiles, Bom. lOL
sq.; liberty of, Acts 319; possessed by all, Eom. 104;
of others, regard for, 1 Cor. 177, 179,220; rule of,

Bom. 429, Jaa. 123; not to be trifled with, Bom. 429;
voice of, Eph. 102; witness of, 1 John 128 sqq.; ser-
mons on, ib. 131.

Consciousness, Christ's, John 283; human, opposes the law
of frravity, Matt. 271 ; of sin, Eph. 120; iwo-fold form
of. Rev. 41.

Consecration to God, a duty, Rom. 386, 2 Cor. 120.
Consistency of God, Rom, 314, 331.

Consolation of the Gospel, Thess. 146 sqq.

Constancy, Ohridtian, Bom. 162, 168, 176, Col. 86.

CONSTANTINE, the Emperor, vision of. Acts 470.

Contentions among Christians, Acts 213 sq., Rom. 444,454
sq., 1 Cor, 35, H'^b. 204, John 111,

Contentment, 1 Cor. 255, Pliil. 72, 75, Tim. 70, 71.

Continence, praised by Paul, 1 Cor. 139 sq.

Contrasts, in the life of Christ, see Jesus Christ ; shown by
thfl parables of Christ, Matt. 236; between the hierar-
chical and evangelical church, Mark 108.

Contributions, method in, Rom. 443; to the support of the
church, Matt. 320.

Controversies, among Christians, Matt. 521 sq.; concerning
the Lord's Supper, ib. 475, Luke 338, John 229; of the
Jews, Clirist's conduct in reference to, Lnke 200.

Convenient, meaning of the word, Rom. 80, Note.

C .nversjttion, Christian, Eph. 174, 181, 187, Col. 81, Jas. 103.

Conversion, divine and human agency in, Bum. 329 sq.; 1
Cor." 102 sq., 128; a condition of church membership.
Matt. 32'i; delay of, Luke 377; means employed in,

ib. 287; does not merit God's favor, Jas, 122; nature
of. Matt. 323, Luke 241, 35-5, John 123; distinguished
from regeneration, John 68, 123, 1 Pet. 29; results of,

Heb. 180.

Converts, training of, Matt. 326, Mark 91; temporary, Luke
130.

Conviction, certainty of, Rom. 418.

Co-operation of God with Christ, Matt. 214.

Corban, Matt. 277, Mark 65.

Corinth, Acts 334, 1 Cor. 6; church at, 1 Cor. 6 sqq.; Paul's
visits to. Acts 334, 1 Cor. 7, 30, 2 Cor. 7, 212; his letters

to the church at, Rom. 20, 1 Cor. 7 eq., 2 Cor. 7.

Corinthians, Paul's Epistles to the, analysis of, Eom. 20 sq.

;

characteristics of, 1 Cor. 5 sqq. ; their position and sig-

nificance, ib., ib.; works on, ih. 12.

, Paul's First Epistle to tlie, analysis of, 1 Cor. 15

sqq ; its genuineness, ib. 13 sq.; occasion and
design of, ib.14:; its style, i&. 15; time and place of

composition, ib. 14.

- - - - -, Paul's Second Epistle to the, analysis of, 2 Cor. 5

sq. ; its genuineness, ib.l sqq.; importance, i&. 5sq.

;

occasion and design, i6. 3sqq. ; style, if). 5; time and
place of composition, ib. 3: unity, ih. 2 sq.

Corn, plucking of by the disciples. Matt. 216 sq., Mark 31 sq.,

Luke 92 sq.

CORNELIUS, Acts 191 sqq.
Corporeality of Christ in heaven. Acta 165 sq.

Corpus Cbriati, festival of, John 137, Note.

Ctrpae, symbolical meaning. Rev. 23.

Corruption, of human nature, Rom. 327 sq., Eph. 165; of the

Jews, Rom. 328; of the world, ib. 327.

Coa, Acts 383.

Council, of the church, the first. Acts 285 aqq.; of seven,

Matt. 113; of seventy, see Sanhedrin; of Trent, iecree

of quoted, Acts 355.

Cotincils, Papal, Rev. 260.

Counsels of God, Acts 69.

Courage, Christian, grounds for, 1 Cor, 332.

Court of the Gentiles, see Temple.
Ctuirt of justice in e\ ery Jewish city. Matt. 113, John 185,
C -urts, ecclesiastical, 1 Cor. 125, 127, 13U.
Cousins of Christ, Matt. 256.
Covenant of God, Rom. 307, Gal. 75 sqq.; always perfect,

Rom. 124; the law not the complement of. Gal. 77;
theOldand the New contraated, Matt. 105, 156, 171,
472, Luke 28, 89 sq., 2 C-jr. 61, Oal. 123, Heb. 134, 146
sq., 208; with Abraham, Rom. 149 sqcj.

CovetouBuess, the sin of; Bom. 229, 246; dangers of, Tim. 70,
71; called idolatry, Ool. 64, 66; its connection with
linentiousness, ib. 64, 66, Theas. 65, Heb. 213.

COWPER, "WILLIAM, quoted, Gal. 74, 131.
CRASHAW, RICHARD, quoted, John 80, Note.
Creation, the, Christian doctrine of, John 59 sqq., 63, Ants

327, 329; its connection with redemption, John 59,
Eph. 06, 120; threefold, John 59

; the history ot, works
on, Matt. 6.

Creative miracles not performed by Christ, Matt. 267 sq.
Creator, God the. Acts 327, 329.
Creature, detfic-ation of the. Acts 269; grofinmg of the, Rom.

270, 286 eq. ; a new, 2 Cor. 98, Gal 160.
Credibility of the Gospels, proof of the. Luke 355.
Cn^ed, the Apostles', Matt. 395, Tim. 73.
Creeds, origin of, Jude 14.
Crete, Tit. h.

Crimson, symbolical import. Rev. 17.
CBISPUS, Acts 535.
Criticism, Biblical, works on, Matt. 7 sq., 18; principles of,

ib, 7 sqq.
Cross, the, agonies of. Matt. 523 ; bearing, ib 303, Mark 79,

Luke 149, 152; carried by Roman criminals, Matt. 198:
form of, ib. 522 sq., John 584; symbol and emblem of
the Gospel, Matt. 631, John 584, Acts 94, 216, 239;
Greek, Matt. 522 sq.; St. Andrew's, ib.,ib.

Cross of Christ, the, use of the expression, 1 Cor. 34; the
touchstone of Christianity, Gal. 159 sq.; glorying in,
ib. 168 sqq. ; mystery of, Mark 87, 1 Cor. 40'; an offence,
1 Cor. 40, 41; the power and wisdom of God, i6. 40;
preaching of, i6. 37, 41; reconciliation through, Eph.
94 sq., 102.

Crosses, blessing of, Phil. 25.
Crown, use of the word in the Bible, 1 Pet. 87; of life, Jaa.

44, 47, 1 Pet. 87, Rev. 29, 118.

Crucifixion, the worst punishment known. Matt. 199, John
664,583; agonies of, Matt. 523; modes of, ib. 622 sq.,

536, John 583 sq. ; abolition of, Matt. 522, Note, John
584.

Crucifixion of Christ, the, Gospel accounts of. Matt. 519 t.qq.,

Mark 151, Luke 373; date of, Matt. 368, 454 sqq., Luke
332 pq., John 563, 669 sq. ; locality of. Matt. 520 sqq.,
John 583; the act of the people, Acts 46; illustrated
by poetry, Luke 374; the fulfillment of prophecy.
Gal. 70.

Crusades, Matt. 139, 521.
Cubit, Matt. 134.

Culture, authority of, Rev. 179; its benefits to Christianity,
Acts 347; compared with Christianity, Eph. 175; not
the salvation of the world, Luke 269.

Cup, symbolical use of the word, Matt. 363, Mark 106, Luke
348 ; use of the, in the Lord's Supper, Matt. 470 sqq.,

Luke 336 sq., 1 Cor. 209, 237; withheld from the laiiy

in the Rom. Cath. Church, Matt. 472.

Curiosity in reference to Scripture prophecy. Matt. 430.
Curse, hereditary, Matt. 60, 60; of the law. Gal. 68, 71 sq,,

invoked on themselves by the Jews, Matt. 512, 515.
Curtain, see Veil.

Cnstom, payment of, Rom. 405.

Customs, Oriental, of anointing the heRd, Matt.127, 463, John
93, 371, 1 John 77; of kissing the feet, Luke 122; of
washing the feet. Matt. 463, 533, John 371, 407, 415;
of places of honor. Matt. 363; of reception of kings,
ih. 373 ; of marriages, ib. 170. 208, 390 aq., 399, 436 sq.,

John 143; of meals. Matt, 389, Note; of position at
table, ih. 170, 410, 467, 469, Lnke 335.

Cyclical view of prophecy, Matt. 431, Rev. 47 sqq.

Cymbal, 1 Cor. 267.

Cyprus, government of. Acts 243; visited by Paul and Bar-
nabas, ib. 242.

Cvrenians, synagogue of the. Acts 109.

CYRENIUS, see QUIRINIUS.

Dalmanutha, Matt. 286, Mark 74.

almatia, Tim. 116.

AMARIS, Acts 326.

Damascus, Acts 162; rivers of, t&. 170; Paul's escape from,

2 Cor. 190.

Dan, town of. Matt. 294; tribe of. Rev. 30, 183, 189.

Dancing, at hentben festivals, 1 Cor. 198; at marriages, Matt.

208; of Salome, i6. 263.

DANIEL, bonk of, its leading idea. Rev. 9, 10; its eschnto-

logy, ib. 44, 46 eq. ; his prophecy of the Messiah, Matt.
161.
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DANTE, the poet, Luke 258; quoted, Heb. 89.

Darkness, at the cruoiflxion. Matt. 6Z5 sq., 6M, Lake 378 sq.

;

figurative use of the term, John 61, Acts 443 ; spiritual

and mental, Thess. 86 ; symbolical import, BeT. 19

;

works of, 1 Cor. 90. - , ,

DAVID, his relation to Christ, Matt 61, 176, Mark 136, Luke

313, John 99, Acts 81, Bom. 60, Re?. 167 ; his justifica-

tion, Rom. 148, 166 , key of, Rev. 29, 1S9 ;
his prophe-

cies, Aas 20, 22, 47, Heb. 35 sq. ; Psalms of, Matt. 404,

Eum. 363 ; restoration of his house. Acts 282.

Day, meaning of the term, Rev. 260, Note; symbolical mean-

ing, ft. 19 ; figurative use of the term, John .907, 313, 343.

, Jewish, Matt. 353, 454, NoUs ; of judgment, see

Judgment; of the Lord, Acts 40, Thess. 83, 86, 2 Pet.

46, 60, Rev. 301 ; of preparation. Matt. 465 sq., 537,

Luke 383, .Tohn 569 ; works of the, Rom. 409.

Days, holy, Rom. 414, 418 ; laat, Acts 41, Tim. 103, 105, Heb.

24sq., Jas. 129; obser"ance of, Rom. 418, Gal. 106,

109, Col. 63, 57.

Days and nights, three. Matt. 226, Nola.

Deacons, seven appointed. Acts 104, 106 ; oflflce of, Phil. 12

;

qualificationn of, Tim. 41 sqq.

Deaconess, Eom. 446, 450, Tim. 58 sq., 61.

Dead, the, baptism for, 1 Oor. 328 sq. ; burial of, practised by
the Jews, Matt. 150; Jewish lamentation over, Mark
60 ; Jewish law respecting. Matt. 413 ; raised to life by

Christ, Luke 113 pq., 141 sq., John 357 sq. ; number of,

raised to life, John 359; monuments to. Mutt. 413;

God's power dinplayed in raising of, Rom. 162 ; the

place of, Christ's abode in. Acts 49 ;
prayer for, Tim.

31, 90 ; real m of, Rom. 346 ;
resurrection of, see Resur-

rection . sorrow for, Tbess. 73 sq., 77.

Dead Sea, contrasted with the Sea of Tiberias, Matt. 211;

symbolic import of the. Rev. 348.

Deaf and dumb, schools for the, Mark 70; healed by Chnst,

see Miracles.

Dearth, Rev. 165, 173.

Death, various meanings of the word. Rim. 176, 2 Pet. 37,

Rev, 125; doctrines of the Apocalypse concerning,

Eev.403; of believers, Heb. 189 ; body of, Rom. 242 sq.,

an introduction to Christ's presence, Phil. 26; over-

come by Christ, Tim. 86, 90, Heb. 63 ; with Christ,

Rom. 205, 220 sq.; eternal, Eom. 176, Phil. 26, Tim. 86,

2 Pet. 37 ; fear of, Roni. 285, Thess. 77 : its relation to

life, Rom. 285; ministry of, 2 Cor. 48; probation after,

Matt. y2S ; the secon'l. Rev. 28; irs relation to sin,

Rom. 176, 180, 196, 267, 263, 1 Cor. 332 sqq., Heb. 63

;

a el^as-j from sin, Rom. 204 ; compared to sleep, Matt.

175, Luke 142, John 344, Thess. 77 ; state of the soul

after, Luke 256, Phil. 26, Thess. 78 ; symbolized, Eov.

173 sq.

Death of Christ, symbolized by baptism, Eom. 207; physi-

cal causes ol', Matt. 523, 337, .lohn 588, 597 ; certainty

of, Luke 384 ; its character, Heb. 63, 1 Pet. 63, 1 John
33; date of. Matt. 454 sqq., Luke 332 sq., John 563,

669 sq.; effects of. Matt. 630, 54S, Mark 152, 154, Rom.
166, 1 Cor. 83 sqq., Tim. 30, Heb. 63, 139, 159, 175; va-

rious opinions concerning. Malt. 637 ;
predictions of,

ih. 302, 304, 316 sq., 360 sq., Mark 103 sq., Luke 150,

5,21 sq., 281 sqq. ; vicarious nature of. Matt. 366, 2 Cor.

96, 101 sq., 1 Pet. 49; voluntary, John 324; witnesses

of, Luke 381 ; works on the subject. Matt. 623, 537,

Luke 333.

Debt of love, Eom, 405, 403 sqq.

Debtors, Eoman law in reference to. Matt. 333 sq.

Decalogue, the, divisions of, Mark 123; harmony of, Rom.
138, JVo(«,

Decapolis, Matt, 96,

Decrees of Gud, Matt, 239, 415, Note, Eom, 333,

Dedication, feast of the, John 330 ; of a church, gospel for,

Luke 287,

Defence of Christianity, best method of, Luke 311,

Degrees of rewards and punishments, 2 Cor. 85 sq.

Deification of the creature. Acts 269.

Deism refuted, John 61.

Deity, names of, 1 Cor. 21.

Delay in receiving the Gospel, danger of, 2 Cor. 112 sqq,]

Deliverance, from the power of sin, Heb, 63; from the
wicked, Thess. 163 ; from this evil world. Gal, 15,

Deluge, the, traditions of, 2 Pet. 43 ; works on. Matt. 6.

Delusions, sent by God, 'Thess. 141.

DEMAS, Tim. 116, 119, Philem. 24.

DEMETRIUS, a disciple, 3 John 199.

, the silversmith, Acts 360, 362 sq.

Di'mons, see Devils.

Demoniacs, Malt. 96; nature of their affliction, ib. ib.

164 sq., 314, Luke 77 sq,; healed by Christ, Matt, 96,

164 sqq., 177, 223, 281 sq,, 314 sq,, Mark 22, 46 sq., 67 sq ,

83 sqq., Luke "il sqq,, 136 sqq,, 167 sq,, 183 sqq.; healed
by Philip, Acts 144.

Denarius, Matt. 332 sq.. 352 sq., 463, Mark 60, Luke 122,

John '206.

Denial of Christ, hv his people, Mntt. 197; by Peter, ib. 497
sqq., Mark 146 sq., Luke 353 sq.

Dependence, of Christians on Christ, John 480, 1 Cor. 228

Jaa. 122 ; of woman on man, 1 Cor. 228.

Depravity of man, Eom. 120 sq., 124, 247 Bqq., 265 sq. 264

sqq., 1 Cor. 128, Gal. 138 sqq., 142 sqq., Eph. V6, 82, 85

sq., 161 sq., 166 sq.

Derbe, Acts 262. „„ ^„ „,
Descent of Christ into Hades, 1 Pet. 63 sq., 66, 67 sqq., 76.

Desert of Ephraim, Mark 103.

Deserts the habitation of devils. Matt. 226.

Desirefor things forbidden, Rjm. 229,246.

Develorment, of Cnristian life, Eom. 274, 288 ; of mankind,

Devil, thej see SATAJT ; characteristics of, John 299 ; chil-

dren of, 1 John 106 sq. ; condemnation of, Tim. 39, 40

;

present condition and future destiny, 2 Pet. 29 sq.

;

ioutest with, Eph. 170, 221 ; fall of, John 293, Tim. 39,

40 ; relation of heathendom to, 1 Cor. 212 ; a mur-

derer, John 292 ;
how resisted, 1 Pet. 91.

Devils belief of, Jas. 84, 89 ; cast out by Chnst, see Demo-

niacs; present condition and destiny, 2 Pet. 29 sq.

;

dwelling in deserts. Matt. 226; existence of, 1 Cor.

172 ; legion of. Matt. 47 ; no power over life, Mark 85

mention of, Bev. 36 ; heathen sacrifices to, 1 Cor. 212

the seven, parable of, Luke 184, 185; worship o^

Rev. 30.

Diaconate, the. Acts 111, Eom. 385. See Deacons.

Dialect, Aramean, Mark 60, Acts 395; Galilean, Luke 354;

Hebrew, Acts 395.

Dialogue, didactic, use of by Christ, Matt. 234.

Diana, Acts 360 ;
temple of, at Ephesus, Acta 363, 360, Eph.

'l2. Note.

Dictionaries of the Bible, Matt. 19.

DIDYMUS, see THOMAS.
blind man, John 316, Note.

" Dies IriB,' Matt. 452, Note, Luke 327, John 204.

DIOCLETIAN, Eev. 177, /Voie, 259, Note.

DIONYSIUS the Areopagite, Acts 326.

DIOSCURI, Acts 470.

DIOTREPHES, 3 John 198, 200.

Disciples of Christ, the, see Apostles ; call of. Matt. 93, 101,

Mark 20 sq.. John 91 sq ; their bigotry, Mark 91

;

Christ's regard for. Matt. 232; their dependence on
Christ, ill. 314 ; disputes among, ifi. 365 sq., Luke 340,

343; their roubts respecting Christ, Matt. 302, .556;

tiieir incapacity to understand Christ, ih. 290, 302, 315,

326, Mark 45, Luke 283 ; meeting of at Pentecost, Acts

27 sq,, unbelief of, M ,rk 1.59 sq., 163 ; secret, John 136

;

their finatical zeal. Mutt, 342, Mark 91,

Disciples of John, Matt, 170 sqq,, 203, Luke 89, 115 sq,, John
13, 99, Acts 348 sqq,

Discipleship, true, character of, John 287, 299.

Discipline, church, exercised by the Apostles, I Cor. 106,

Thess. 169 sq., Tim. 26, 64 ;
proper ends of, 1 Cor. Ill

sq., 120, 2 Cor. 35, Thtss. 159 sq., 162, Tim, 26 ; extent

of, 1 Cor, 90, 110 sqq. ; to be mnint dncd, ib. 90, 118 sqq.

;

its neglect lamenteJ, Thess. 161 sqq,, Tim, 26, 66; rules

for. Matt. 328 sqq., Thess, 159 sq. ; to be exercised in

the proper spirit, 2 Cor. 217,

Discourses of Christ, John 215 sqq,, 422 sq,, 433, Acts 9 ; escha-

tological. Matt. 418 sqq., 430, Mark 129 sqq., Luke 266,

317 sqq., 323, 326 ; works on Mitt. 421, Mark 130.

Discrepancies in the Gospel narratives, alleged, in reference

to, the blind men at Jericho, Matt. 369, Mark 108, Luke
282 ; the woman of Canaan, Mark 68 ; appearances of

Christ, ih. 159 ; Christ's entry into Jerusalem, Matt,

371 ; resurrection of Christ, ib. 541 ; the great com.
mandment, id. 402, Mark 122 ;

plucking of the com,
Mark 32 ; hour of the crucifixion. Matt. 526, Mark 152,

demoniacs at Gsdara, Matt. 164, Luke 135 ;
calling of

disciples, Luke 81 ; sending tuem forth, Mark 56 ; He-

rod and John, ib. 58 ; the Passover, Matt. 454 sqq., 468,

John 562 sq., 569 sq. ; Peter's denial. Matt. 498, Mark
146, Luke 354 ; preaching to the Samaritans, Matt. 185,

John 166 ; stilling of the tempest, Luke 132.

, in the Acta, concerning Judas, Acts 8, 20 ; Theu-

das, t*). 98 ; in Paul's address, ib. 249.

Diseases, our, home by Christ, Matt. 158.

Disinterested affection, Eom. 205, Note.
Disobedience, the mother of sin, Rom. 187 ; its relation to un-

beli.-{; Rom. 353, Eph. 74.

Dispensation, see Covenant.
Dispersion of the early Christians, Acts 216 ; of the Jews, ib.

37.

Diveisities, of calling, G»l. 41 ; of gifts, Acts 225, 1 Cor. 249,

257, 260, 263, Thess, 63.

Divination, arts of. Acts 309.

Divine nature, 2 Pet, 12,

Divine things, familiarity with, Mark 54.

Divinities, heathen, 1 Cor. 212.

Divinity of Christ, the, proofs of. Mitt. 168, 382, 409, Luke 62,

86, 316, John 54 sqq., 397, Acta 134, 170, 188, Rom. 64,

307 sqq., 331, 347, 419, Note, 427, 1 Cor. 21 sq., S8, 2 Cor.

103, Thess. 12, 69, Tim. 31, 45, Tit. 16 sq,, Heb, 41, 74;
declared by Him, Matt, 660, Luke 170, 326, John 190,
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215,332,335, 447: proclaimod by Pttnl, Acta 180; Pe-
tiiv's t stimony to, i'). 48 aq., 306 ; imporuuce of the
doctrine, Tim. 16 ; list of passagea relevant to, Eom.
331.

Pivinity of the Holy Spirit, Acts 87, 1 Cor, 86.

Divisions, among Ohriatians, Acts 263, Eom. 448, 454 eq., 1

Cor. 32 aq., and see Contontiona, Chriatiaua ; in the fa-

mily. Matt. 191.

Divorce, Christ's views reapectinsr. Matt. 115, 340, Mark 96
aq., Luke 266 ; evils of, Eph. 206, tJote ; grounds of.

Matt. 116, Luke 250, 1 Cor. 144 sq., 140 sq. ; Mosaic law
of. Matt. 52, 116, 339 aq., Mark 96 aq. ; Bom. Cath. law
of, Matt. 115, 339, 34<), Luke 266 ; ita wrong and ita

rislit, 1 Cor. 144 sq., 149 aq.

Djeraach, Luke 135.

Docetiam, Matt. 271, 2 Pet. 29.

Doctor of Divinity, title of. Matt. 410.

Doctrines, Goapd, food for Christians, 1 Cor. 72; importance
of. Tit. 9 : intended for mature minds, 1 Cor. 56 ; test

of, John 246 sq., 252 ; condition o[' undi rstinding, ib,

246.

Dogs, in the East, Matt. 282, Luke 254 ; unclean by the Mo-
aaic law. Matt. 139 ; idea attached to the term, Phil.

52 ; name given to the heathen, Matt. 282 ; symbolical
import, Ryv, 22.

" Dolores M-. ssise," Matt. 58, 422, Eom. 273.

Donatism, Matt. 247, Mark 29, Luke 268 sq.

Door, of Jtsua, Jas. 17, 136 ; Christ the, John 317 sq.; the
op-'n, Rev. 29.

DOEOAS, Acta 185.

Dort, Synod of, Kom. 329, Note.

Doubt, of the disciples. Matt. 556 ; not evidence of humility,
Rom. 154, Note.

Dove, descent of Holy Spirit like a. Matt. 77, Luke 58, John
87 sq. ; symbolical idea of the. Matt. 78.

Doves, the apostles to be like, Matt. 188 ; offering of, ib. 376.

Doxologi s, imp'trt of Rom. 86 ; usj of, Mark 70, Rom. 308,

331, 375, 463.

Doxolofry, to the Lord's Prayer, not authentic, Matt. 122, 125,
567 ; use of, by Paul, Phil. 69.

Drachma, Matt. 317 sq., Luke 235, Acts 354.

Dragon, Rev. 237, 240 sqq., 246, 258 sqq., 426, 426.

Dreams, a mode of Diviue revelation, Mttt. 53, 64 sq.. Acts
40, 43 ; of children. Matt. 66 ; of Joseph, ib. 53, 63 aq.,

65 ; of Pilate's wife, ib. 511 ; works on, ib. 65.

Drcsa, of Christian worn n, 1 Tim. 33, 35, 1 Pet. 52, 55 ; re-

gard for, Tim. 35 ; a symbol, 1 Cor. 228 sq.

Drinking deadly things, Mark 162.

Drinks given to th -) condemn <^d, Matt. 522 ; offered to Christ,

ii. 522, 627, 529,

Drunkenness, Luke 325, John 111, Gal. 144, Eph. 191, 194,

196.

DRUSILLA, Acta 428.

Dust of the f=et, shaking off the, Matt. 187.

Duties, conflict of, Acta 75, 77.

Duumviri, Acts 306.
" Dying daily," 1 Cor. 332 aq., 334,

Dynamical view of the wor d, John 652.

Eagle, symbolic I import. Rev. 9 sq., 22, 198 207.

agles, M'ttt. 426 ; a^inta compared to, ib. ib., Note.

arnest of the Spirit, 2 Cor. 24 aq.

Earnestness, see Ze 1.

Earth, creation of the, 2 Pet. 41 ; a new, ih. 48, 50, Rev. 363,

442sq.; symbolical use of the term. Matt. 104, 198, 226,

410, John 137, Rev. 18 sq., 33 sq., 182, 197.

Eaater, derivation of the word. Matt. 542 sq. ; festival of, ib.

643, 1 Cor. 119.

Eat, U8-< of the term, Rev. 221.

Ebionites, in the early church, Rom, 414, Col. 7 ; omissions in

their Gospel of Matthew, Matt. 55, 60 ; their heresy,

John 33, 3 Pet. 29, 30 ;
their contempt for riches, Matt.

102, Luke 247, 279.

Ecclesia, 1 Cor. 20, 22.

Ecclesiastes, leading thou;»ht of, Rnm. 395.

Ecclesiasticism, fals * eatimat"* of, John 199.

Economy biught by Christ, Matt. 226.

Eden, John 647. „ ,„ „
Edification, Chriafian, Acts 187, Rom. 422, 430, 1 Cor. 171, 2

Cor. 167, Thess. 87.

Edify, use of the word, 2 Cor. 167.

Edomites, conquests of, Eom. 311 sq. See Idnmeana.

Education, of chil 'ren. Matt. 327; Christ'a, John 246, 252;

Christian, Eph. 213 ; of ministers. Acts 346, Jaa. 102.

Egypt, historical importance of; Matt. 63, 65 ;
desire of the

Israelites to return to, Acts 124 sq. ; symbolical use

of the name. Rev. 225, 231.

Egyptian magicians, Tim, 106 ; sorcerer. Acta 395.

Egyptians, the, idol-worship of, Eom. 84 sq. ; wisdom of. Acts

119.

Eight, symbolism of the number, Eev. 16.

Elders, Jewish, Matt. 277, 385, 502, 1 Pet. 85.

1 in the primitive church, Acts 221 sq., 272, 273,

Eom. 386, Note, 387, Thess. 90 sq., Tim, 03 sq,. Tit. 8, Ja»
138, 1 Pet. 85, 87 ; the aame as bialiops, Acta 374.

, the t*enty-four. Rev. 162, 244, 414.
ELEAZAR, Matt. 385,
Elect, the. Matt, 356, 391, 426, Ool. 69, 1 Pet. 11, 13 Rev 184

190, 418, 419. See Election.
Elect lady, the, 2 John 186 aq.

Election, defined, Thesa. 17 ; exposition of the doctrine, Rom.
278 aq,, 289 aqq,, 327 sqq., TOess. 18, Eph, 29 sqq,, 46
sqq, ; assurance of, Eph, 50, 2 Pet, 14 b(|. ; a conaola-
tion, Luke 202 ; unlimited differences in, Matt. 44,5 •

eternal, Thesa. 145, 147; a fact. Col. 72; final, Matt.
391 ; its relation to human freedom, ib. 387, Luke 232,
John 331 pq,. Note, Acts 262, 258, 208 sq,, liom, 278, 329
sq,, 332, Epli. 48, 60, Thess, 19, 43, Heb, 80 ; freencsa of,

Rom. 313 ; to life, not deeth. Matt. 325, Acts 200, Rom.
328, 451, Eph. 47, Theas. 19 ; its relation to predestina-
tion, Eph. 33 ; to restoration, Eom. 374 ; importance of
the doctrine, Eph. 46, Tit. 6 ; references to, 1 Pet. 11.

13 ; works on, Rom. 327.

Eleven, aymbulism of the number. Rev. 16.

El-Ghuweir, Matt. 276.

ELIJAH, parallel between Christ and. Matt. 279, 282, Mark
67 ; contrasted with Eliah,i, Matt. 73 ; the prototype of
Ji.hn, ih. 09 aq., 73, 203, 206, 312, Luke 18, John 84 ; le-

gend of, H>-b. 77 ;
prayers of, Jas. 142 ;

prophecy of
Malachi respecting, John 84 ; his appearance at the
Tranahguration, Matt. 307.

ELISHA, a type of Christ, Matt. 73 ; contrasted with Elijah,
ib. ib.

ELIZABETH, Luke 16; her relationship to Mary, ib. 20;
compared to Sara, ib. 17 ; her song, ib. 25, 28,

El Mejdel, Matt, 280.

KLOHIM, Heb. 38, 49.

E oqucnce. Acts 422, 425.

ELYMAS, Acts 242 aq., 245.

Emancipation of slaves, Philem. 24.

Embalming, spicea uaed in, Luke 383,

Emerald, Rev. 386.

Bmmaua, Luke 390.

End, of days, 1 John 72 sqq,; of the Lord, Jas, 136 sq, ; of
the world, see World; enduring to the. Matt, 191.

Endurance, Christian, Jas. 43, Eev. 269, 287.

ENEAS, Acts 186.

Ent-miea, Christian conduct towar-^s, Miitt. 332 sqq., Luke 104,

105, 2.59, 372 sqq,, Eom, 394 aqq., 1 Pet. 58.

of God, Kom. 165,

Engedi, wilderness of, Matt. 08.

Enmity between God and man, Rom, 256, Eph, 95, 100 ; list

< f works on the subject, Rom, 295,

ENOCH, Jude 23 sq, ; Book of, ib. 8 sq., 24, Eev. 10.

EPAPHRAS, Phil. 47, Col. 0, 13, Phili-m. 23 sq.

EPAPHRODITUS, Phil. 47, Col. 13, Phi em, 24,

Eparch, see Procure ter.

EPENETUS, Rom, 447,

Epheaian letters. Acts 354.

Ephesians, Paul's Epist'e to the, analysis of, Eom. 21 aq.,

Eph. 1 aqq. ; authorahip, Eph. 8 ; character, ib. 3 ; com-
pared with Epist e to the Ci'losslana, ib. 4, 5, Co'. 3 ; the

most difficult of Paul's writings, Eph. 4; opinions on,

ih. 6 ; its readers, ib. 10 sqq.. Rev. 132, Note ; its signifi-

cance, Eph. 7 sq, ; works on, ib. 16 i-q,

Ephesus, Act! 342, 360, Eph, 12, Note, Rev, 114 ; temple of

Diana at. Acts 353, 360, Eph, 12, Note; John's residence

at, John 11, Rev. 59
;
practice of mag'c at, Acts 354

;

Paul's visits to, ib. 342, 348, 352 sqq., 1 Cor, 330,

, the church at. Paul's relation to, Eph, 11 sq, ; his

address to the elders of. Acts 373 sq,, 378 ;
appointment

of elders in, ib. 377 ; Apocalyptic message to. Rev, 409,

Ephpbatha, Mark 70,

Ephr.im, city of, John 365 ; desert of, Mark 103,

Eptirarah, Matt, 59.

Bpicur an philosophy, antagonistic to the Gospel, Acts 32.%

327
EPIMENIDES, quoted by Paul, Tit. 9.

Epiphany, festival of, Matt. 57 ; list of sermons on, ib. 62.

Episcopate, the, Tim. 37,39.

Episcopua, Tim. 37.

Epist es, cl-.ssiflc.ti n of the. Matt. 27 ;
catholic, Jaa. 1, 3 sqq.,

9 of John, John 14 sq., Jas, 7 sq, ; 1. st, 1 Cor. 116, 2

Cor. 7 ;
pastoral, Kom. 24 sq,, Tim. 1 sqq. ;

of Paul,

B m. 20 sqq.
-^ „ r, , -ri

Epochs, of exegesis. Matt, vi, sq, ; in revelation, to, 3, Hal, 77,

Heb. 30.

Equality, Christian, Acts 41, 2 Cor. 147.

BKASTUS, Acts 360, Eom. 462, Tim. 118.

Eretri., Acts 322.

KRNESTI, on John's Gospel, John vii.

Error, a calamity, Cd. 48; duty of Ohristiins toward. Tun.

20 ;
conflict of truth with, 2 Cor. 172, 175.

Errors of different sees, Ep'i. 158.

typographic i), in English Bible, Matt. 413.

ESAU, Mattt. 60, Heb. 204.

Eschatological discoursis of Christ, see Discourses.
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Eschatnlogy, Mark 133 ; viiluo of, Luke 326 ; Jewish, Eom.
287 ; New Testiment, ib. ib. ; Old Tesfciinerit, i/j. ib..

Key. 45; Persian, Kom. 287; prophetic, Rev. 2; of

Book of DaniL'l, ib. 44, 48 aq. ; of Ezekiol, ib. 45
;

in Paul's epistlea, Tncss. 23, 24, 78, 86 ; various views

of, Eom. 288.

ESDRAS, Books of, Bev. 6, Nole, 8 aq.

Essent'B, Matt. 71.

ESTIENNE IIENEY, Acta 161.

Kternal, Matt. 447.

Eternal life, conditions of, John 222 ; development of the doc-

trine of, Kom. 352.

Eternity of punishment, eee Punishment.
of the world, Heh. 41.

Ethiopia, Acts 155.

Ethnarch, Matt- 64, 2 Cor. 190.

Ethnolocy, works on. Matt. 7.

Eucharist, origin of the n.ime. Matt. 470, 475; its relation to

the name of the New Testament, ib. 20.

Euergetes, namegiven to nllers, Luke 340.

Eunuch, conversion of the. Acts 155 sqq., 160 sq.

Eunuchs, classes of, M .tt 339 sq. ; symbolical import of the
teim, ih. ib.

EUODIA, Phil. 64.

EUODIAS, see EDODIA.
Euphratis, s,vmbo'ical ai^^nificance, Kev, 32,294, 304.

EURIPIDES, quoted, Kom. 105 eq.

Kuroclydon, Acts 457.

Europe, Gospel carried to. Acts 308, 309, 311.

KUTYOHUS, Acts 308, 309.

Evangelists, Eph. 149 sq. See Gospe', writers of the.

EVE, Satan B appe irance to, 2 Cor. 178 ; sin of, Lulv * 69, Rora.

175, 190, Tim. 34 ; Slftry oompared with, John 591,

695.

Evenini:, Jewish, Matt. 265.

Everlasting, Slatt. 447.

Evil, moral, origin of, Jas. 55^ natural and moral, their con-
ni'Ction, Luke 80 sq., 211,213; God not the author of,

Rom. 315, 32Ssq.
;
permitted by God, Thess. 141; its

connectioa with sin, John 306, 313; progreaa in, 1

John 56.

Bvil-speakine, 1 John 122.

Exaltation of Christ, see Jesus Christ.

Examination, self, 1 Cor. 242, 244, 2 Cor. 218, Heb. 80.

Jfixample, power of, Rom. 110 sq., Phil. 02 ; of the Apostles,
Theas. 19; of Christ, Matt. 127, 2 Cor. 141, 147, Phil. 37,

These. 19, 1 Pet. 60 ; of Christiana, 1 Cor. 103, Thess. 19.

Excitement, religious, Tbess. 132.

Jlscommunicitiou, Christian, Matt. 329, 330, 1 Cor. Ill sq.

;

use of in the eiirly church, 1 Cor. 110 sq.. Gal. 19, Tim.
26 ; Jewish, Matt. 329, 330, John 310, Rom. 302, Nole,

303 sg. ; Roman Oath., Matt. 329, 1 Cor. 110 ; its nature
and end, 1 Ojr. 120; i ight, occasion and grounds of,

ih. Ill sq.

Hiegesis, epochs of. Matt. vL sq. ; sciences auxiliary to, ib,

7 aq.

HKegetics, definition and principles of, Matt. 9 ;
special, ib. 10.

E^iiort Lttoa, gift of, Rom. 385 ; mutual, Thess. 53, Jas. 145
;

need of; 1 Pet. 35.

Exorcism, rite of, Matt 165 ; used by the Pharisees, Matt. 224,
Luke 183.

Exorcists, Jewish, Luke 183, Acts 3.53.

JExperience of the Apostles, & source ofinstruction, Acts 282.
of the Rospel, personal, Gal. 61.

Exjaation, in the Mosaic i itual, Heb. 152; of Christ, John 86
sq., 2, Coi. 102, Kph. 36, Heb. 168 sq., 1 Pet. 49.

Fxposition of the Scriptures, Mutt. 16.

Extemaliam in religion, MotL 127, 138, Rom. 126, Rev. 116.
Eye, iclity used in diseases of the, John 307 ; an evil, Matt. 132,

354, Mark 65 ; used as an illustration. Matt. 132 sq., 134
sq., 324, 326, Mark 410, Luke 187 sq. ; lust of the, 1 John
64 sq.

Eyes, I^aui'a disease of the. Gal. 107; symbolii^I Import,
Rev. 23.

KZEKIEL, esehatology of. Rev. 45.

EZliA, Bouk of; Rev. 6, Nole.

^
bio, defined. Rev. 12.

I

'acuities, cognitive and emotional, 1 Cor. 171.
ahii. Matt. 338.

Faith, assurance of; Luke 170, Acts 150, Rora. 161 sq_ 261,
2S4, 282, 291, 1 Cor. 92, 200, Eph. 60, Tim. 89 sq., Heb.
184, Jehu 127 sqq., 176; beginnings of, Mark 90,91;
ceotre of, Rom. 353 ; Christ a subject of, Heb. 198 sq.

;

connected with confession, Rom. 347, 352 sqq., Heb. 75,
99; and conscience, Tim. 20; defined, Heb. 183 sqq.

;

degrees of, Eph. 67 ; enthusiasm of, Luke 28; essenc i

of, ib. 2<i4;of fear, Mark 47; fruit* of, Luke 287,
Thoes. 49 ; its relation to prace, Matt. 176

;
growth of;

Thess. 68 ; an affair of the heart. Acts 74 sq , Rora. 317,
353 sq. ; connected with hope, 1 Cor. 273, 332, Gal. 130,
Thess. 16; importance of, Heb. 89; intellectual and
moral, John 67 ; James' view of, Rom. 145, Jas, 28 sq..

39, 82 sqq., 87 sqq. ;
justification by, Luke 287, Act9

252, 4+5, Kom. 76 sq., 96 sq., 100, 103, 130 sqq., 136, 139,

147,148, 151 »q., Gap. 56; its relation to knowledge.

Luke 14, 326 sq , John 235, 621, Tim. 76, 2 Pet. It ; itB

relation to the law. Gal. 127, 135 ; liberty of, 1 John
165 ;

shown by a h'.ly life, Kom. 136, Note ; need of a
living, ib. 378 ;

connected wiih love, Gal. 130, Eph. 67,

128, Ool. 14, Thess. 87, Tim. 20, 1 John 164 sqq. ; mea-

sure of, Rom. 383, 385 ;
nature of. Acts 282, 1 Cor. 52,

Heb. 186, 1 John 164; need of, Luke 111, Rom. 378,

1

John 165 ; oiedience of, Kom. 63, Heh, 186 ; offerings

of, Heb. 184; how originated, 1 Cor. 50, 52 sq., 1 John

164 ; of parents blessed. Marls 85 ; Paul s views of, Eom.
145, Jaa. 28 aq., 39, 87 sqq. ;

permanent, 1 Cor. 273, 275

;

power of; Mark 114, 1 Cor. 332, Heb. 185, 186 ; exercise

of in prayer, Luke 261 ; the result of pr-aching the

gospel. Acts 267, Col. 14
;
profession o^ Tim. 75, 1 Pet.

69, 02
;
proportion of, Eom. 384, 389 ; its relation to rea^

son. Acts 318 sqq., 1 Cor. 04, Tim. 76; its connection

Milh repentanc , Luke 287, Acts 376, 381 ; righteous-

ness bv, Matt. 61, Rom. 341 sqq., Phil. 54, 57 ; its effi-

ciency in salvation, Acts 309 sq., 1 Cor. 48, 1 John 164

sq. ; without sight, John 622 ; steadCistness of, Heb.
199; want of susceptibdity for, Theea. 152' system of;

Acts 205 ; temporary, Luke 130 ; trial of, it. 142, Heb.
189, 1 Pet. 17 ; true and apparent, Acts 144 ; universal-

ity of, Kom, 3U sqq,, 347 ; victories of, Heb, 196, 1 John
167; virtues of, 1 John 165; walking by, 2 Cor, 84;
weakness in, Rom. 415 ; its relation to works, Luke 130,

Rom. 96 sq., 100, 103, 136, 139, Gal. 140 sq., Thess. 49,

Jas. 82 sqq., 89, 2 Pet. 51 ; of Abraham, see Abraham

;

of the Apostles, Eov. 42; of Bathsheba, Matt. 49, 61;
of the Gentiles, ib. 60 sq., Luke 111, Rom. 350; of
Jairus, Mary, Rahab, Ruth, Thamar, pee tbose words

;

of Paul, Rom. 155 sq. ; of various persons, Matt. 166,

174, 281 sqq., Mark 50 sq,, Luke 111, 141.

Faith, the, Jude 14.

Faifh, confessions of, 1 Cor. 31 sq.

Faithfulness, importnnt in a minister, 1 Cor. 88, 91, 92, Thess.

70 ; rewards of, Luke 204 sq., 249 ; in little things, ib.

248.

of God, 1 Cor. 25, 26, 1 John 38 ; of Christ, Eom.
129.

Fall of man, Eom. 177 sqq., 187 sq,, 1 Cor. 339 ; an allegory,
Tim, 34 ; Pre-.\damic, Rom, 191 sq.

Falling into sin. Matt, 499 sqq, ; from grac, Eom, 168, 369,

374, Eph. 172, Note, 174, Heb, 114 sq,, 116,
Family, the, Clirist's reg.irl for. Matt, 187 ; of Christ, ib. 231,

Mark 38 sq, ; relation of the church to, John 102, 104,
Rom, 447, Note; a divine institution. Matt, 187, John
102 ; divisions in. Matt, 191

;
government in, 1 Pet, 49

sq, ; love of relate! to love of Christ, Matt, 199, Luke
2;il ; of ministers, Tim. 39 sq. ; religion in, ib. 83

;

Scriptural view of, Matt. 557.
Famine, predicted by Agabus, Acts 221 ; symbolized in Apo-

calypse, R=v. 105, 173, 174, Note.
Fan, Matt. 72.

Fanaticism, Jt-wish, John 264, 300 ; legalistic, Rom, 155 ; reli-

pious, ib. 139, Thess. 132.
FAREL, W., Luke 358.
Farthing, Matt. 114, 195, 196.
Fashion of the world, Rom. 389.
Fasting, benefits of. Acta 240; of Clirist, Mattel, Luke 66;

days of, Matt. 32 ; Christi in freedom in respect to. Col.
57; Jewish, Matt 122, 126, Acts 450; of John's disci-

pi. B, Matt 170 sq., Mark 30 ; various kinds of; Mark
30; proper motive for. Matt 170 sq., Luke 90; Eom.
Cath. doctrine of, Luke 90.

Father, t'le name applied to God, Matt. 213, John 613, Eom.
261, Eph. 27 sq., 128, 134, Jas. 52 ; applied to a teacher,
Matt. 410.

Fathers, eee P.irents; the church, exegesis of, Mattvi. sq,

;

spiritual, 1 Cor. 102 sq.

Faults, of Clmstians, Acts 213 sq., Jas, 102, 2 Pet 26 ; of good
men, not covered in the Bible, Acts 296, 297; of others,
easily seen, Luke 107, 108,

Fear, faith of, Mark 47 ; as a motive to repentance, Thess, 66

;

superstitious, Luke 36 ; of God, Matt, 195, Luke 196 sq,,

Rom, 200, 203, 2 Cor, 93, Th. ss, 66, 1 Pet 23, 26, 60, 61

;

of Satan, Luke 196 sq.

Fearful, the, Christ's rebuke of, JIatt, 161 sq.

Feast-days, release of prisoners on. Matt, 610 sq.
Feasts, of heathen, 1 Cor, 209 ; Jewish, John 198, 252,
Feet tiie, nailing to the cross, Luke 372; kis,sing, i5. 122;

washing. Matt 403, 633, John 371, 407 sqq,, 415 ; sym-
bolical import, Eev. 23,

FELIX, ANTONIUS, Acts 415, 426 ; Paul's address before, ib.

420, 426 sq.

Fellowship with Christ Eom, 168, 1 Cor, 26, 84, 2 Cor. 15,
Hi b, 56, 63 ; Christi-m, Acts 58, 470 sq,, Eom. 433, 435,
2 Cor, 15, 147, G il, 14, 162, 164, Eph, 103, Phil, 26, 42,
Col, 10, Heb, 72 sq, ; with God, 2 Cor, 11, Eph. 128, 1
John 83 ; with unbelievers, 1 Cor, 213, 215.

Fertility of Galilee and the East, Matt 239,
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Festival, appointed by etato churches, Matt. 32 ; of the Ascen-
sion, ib. 562, Mark 163, Acts 9 ; of Ctorpus Chriati, John
137, Nole; of Easter, Matt. 643,1 Cor. 119; of Epiphany
Matt. 67; of the three kings, *., ib.; of martyrs'
ib. 65.

Fiuelity, see Faithfulppss.
I'ielii of blood, Matt. 605, 507.

, the church a, Luki* 212 sq.

Mg-tree, Matt 380 ; cursing of the, ib., ib., Mark 112 sq •

parabJes of the. Matt. 429, Luke 212 sq., 324 ; a type of
Israel, ib., ib.

Fire, baptism of. Matt. 72, 74, Luke 57 ; furnace of. Matt 246
247 ; lake of, Bev. 347 sq.; punishment by, ii. ib. ; salted
with, Mark 90 ; symbolical meaning of, ib. 90 sqq., Bev.
19, 106, 197, 204sq ; a token of God's manifestation, John
193,Thes8.117; tongues of. Acts 27 sq.; work ofbelievers
to be tried by, 1 Cor. 76, 78 ; destruction of the world
by, 2 Pet 42.

Fire and brimstone. Rev. 286.
FiiT-arms, use of among the Turks, Bey. 210, Note.
Firmness, Christian, Acts 290, Ool. 86.
Fil-st, to be last. Matt. 354 sqq.
Fiist-bom, Matt. 63, Col. 21.

First day of the week, 1 Cor. 366.
First-fruits of the Spirit, Bom. 274, 288.
Fishers of men, Matt 93, Mark 20 sq., Luke 83.
Five, symbolism of the number. Matt 118, Bev. 15.
Fhicianism, Rom. 104.
Flame, symbolical import of, Bev, 105.
Flattery, to be avoided. Matt 207.
Flesh, use of the term, Bom. 61, 235, 1 Cor. 43, Ga). 142 ; con-

test of with the Spirit, Gal. 142, 144 ; cruciflxion of the,
ib. 140, 146 ; lusts of the, Gal. 138, 143 ; sin in the. Bom.
253 ; sins of the, Eph. 179 sqq. ; walking in the. Bom.
265, 263 ; weakness of the. Matt 480 ; works of the.
Gal, 138.

Flesh and blood, Matt. 296 sq., John 223, 1 Cor. 341.
Flesh of Christ, John 223, 227.
Flight of Christians, when allowable, Matt. 192 sq.. Acta 263.
Flood, the, eee Deluge.
Floods, symbolical meaning o^ Bev. 259-
Floor, threshing. Matt. 72.

Flowera of Palestine, Matt 134.
" Following Christ," Matt 303.
Fool, Matt. 114.

Foolishness of God, 1 Cor. 39.

Foot, symbolical meaning of the word, Matt. 324, 326,
Mark 90.

Forbearance, Christian, Matt 117 sq.

Forbidden things, desire for. Bom. 229, 246.
Foreknowledge of God, Matt. 387, 416, John 619, Note, Acts

46, Bom. 278 sq., 1 Cor. 44, Gal. 67, 71, 1 Pet 12.

Fore-ordination, Bee Election.
Forssiveness, human. Matt 332 sqq., Luke 259, 1 Pet 68 ; con-

trasted with divine, Matt. 334; Christ's example of,

Luke 372 sqq. ; Jewish ideas of, Matt 332.
Forgiveness of sins, assurance of. Acts 150 ;

power of, granted
to the church. Matt 168, 298, 332 sqq., John 617 ; cou-
dition of. Matt. 334, Luke 400, Acts 206, 252 sq., 1 John
40, 62 ; after death. Matt. 227 sqq. ; power of, a proof
of Christ's divinity, ib. 168, Luke 86 ; elements of, 1
John 40 ; a gift of God, Acts 99, 1 John 67 ; connected
with justific-ition, Rom. 148 ; besought in the Lord s

Prayer, Matt. 126 ; results of, 1 John 67.

Form and substance, relation between, Matt. 171 sq.

Forms, reliance upon, Thess. 44 ; in prayer. Matt. 124 sq.

Fornication, 1 Cor. 132 sqq., 136 ; symbolical use of the term.
Matt 340.

FOETUNATUS, 1 Cor. 369.
Forty, symbolism of the number. Matt 87.

Forty-two, symbolism of the number. Matt. 49.

Fountain, symbolism of, Bev. 18.

of the Virgin, John 181.
Four, symbolism of the number, Matt 26, 87, 93, 183, 236,

Mark 133, Rev. 15.

Fourteen, symbolism of the number, Matt. 49.

Fourth Commandment, binding on Christians, Matt. 218 sq.

Fowls, in Jerusalem, Matt. 478, 498, Luke 354.

Fractions, symbolism of, Bev. 16.

Francke's Oi-phan House, origin of, 2 Cor. 156.

Frankincense, Matt 59.

FREDERIC II. of Germany, Matt 616.

Free agency, see Freedom ; of Paul, Acts 166 sq.

Freedom, in the church, Matt. 366 ; of God's grace, Acts 252,

258, 401, Bom. 314, 315 sq., 329, 435, Eph. 48, Tim. 86,

89, Tit 22, 2 John 188; individual, Bph. 147; of the

Spirit, 2 Cor. 47, 51, 68, 60.

Freedom. Christian, see Liberty.
Freedom of the will, declared and implied. Matt 387, 415,

Nole, Acts 87, 268, 445, 2 Cor. 42; its relation to fore-

ordination. Matt 387, 415, JVofe, Luke 232 sq., John 220
sq., 332, Note, Acts 252, 259, Bom. 118, 278, Note, 328, 329

sqq., 332 sq., Eph. 48 ; its relation to converting grace.

Acts 99.

French revolution, prefigured. Rev. 290
l"iiday. Good, Matt 633.
Friend, use of the word by Christ, John 344.
Friendship, with Christ, Johu 66; Christian, Phil. 46 Col 10-

letters of, 3 John 201.
'

Fringes of Jewish garments. Matt. 173 sq., 275, 410
Frogs, Rev. 22, 295, 301, 304.
Fruit, different from gift, Phil. 76.
Fruits, Matt. 144, 146, Luke 107 ; of faith, Luke 287, Thess.

49
;
of repentance. Acts 429 ; of righteousness, 2 Cor.'

Ill sq., Jas. 101 sq. ; of the service of sin, Kom 216
of the Spirit, Bom. 274, 2S8, Gal. 139, 146

'

Fuller, Mark 81.

Fulness of the Gentiles, Bom. 300 sq.

of time. Gal. 99.

Funerals, ancient. Matt. 174, 208, Luke 141.
Furnace of Are, Matt. 246, 247.
Future world, the, its relation to the present. Matt. 309, Luke

165 ; Jewish fiiith respecting, Luke 217 ; secrets not
revealed, ib. 267 ; what we know of, ib. 256, Thess
77 sq.

Gabbatha, John 569.
ABRIEL, Mitt. 52.
adara. Matt. 104, Mark 46, Luke 136.

Gadarenes, see Gadaia.
GAIUS, Acts SCO, 307, Bom. 452, 1 Cor. 30, 3 John 196.
Galatia, Acts 203, Gal. 1, 1 Pet. 12 ; churclii s of, Gal. 2 sq., 4.

Galatians, Epistle to the, analysis of, Bom. 21, Gal. 6 sqi].

;

date. Gal. 4; genuineness, ib. 6 ; Luther's affection lur[

ib. 9 ; object, ib. 6 pq. ; occasion, ib. 3 ;
place of composi-

tion, ib. 4; style, ib. 6 ; value and significance, ib. 8 sq.;

works on, ib. 9 sq.

Galilean, name applied to Christ Matt. 497, John 263, Nole.
Galileans, the, character of, Luke 74 ; their dialect. Matt. 498,

Luke 354, Acts 34 ; despised by the .Jews, John 263 i^q.
•

slaughter of, ib. 211 ; name applied to Christians, Matt.
497, John 203, Note.

Galilee, meaning of the name. Matt. 64, 90 ; the three cities

of, i'l. 210Bq.; descriptinn of, ^. 94 ; divipions of, i^.

64, 90, John 103 ; extent of, Matt. 94; famous men bom
in, John 263 sq,

;
population, Luke 49; beginning of

Chri.^t's work in, ib. 72; His residence in. Matt. 91 sq.

;

His journeys through, if'. 94 sq., 99, 178, Mark 87
;

driven from, Matt. 288, 290 ; His appearances in after
His resurrection, iH. 546.

Galilee, Sea of, see Gennesaret
G.ill, Matt. 622, Actj 148.

GALLIC, Acts 336 sq., 339 sq.

GAMALIEL I., Arti 97, 100.

II., Acts 97.

iTlustratlons from, 1 Cor,

., 94, 113, Heb, 197 sq., 1

Games, Greek and Rom;in, Psul
194 sq., Phil. 60, Tim. 72
Pet. 87.

Gangas, Acts 304.

Garments, festal. Matt. 390 sq ; Jewish, Matt. 173 sq., 276,
410; OrieutKl, Luke 260; spreadinu of. Matt 273;
white, use of, Mark 81, Rev. 127; symbolical signifi-

cance, Bev. 29, 127.

of Christ, Matt. 523 sq., Mark 151, Luke 374,

Garner, Matt 72,

Gate, use of the word. Acts 195, 229, 266 ; Beautiful, it. 62

;

the strait. Matt. 143, 146
;
proselytes of the, see Prose-

lytes.

Gates of Hades, Matt. 293 sq., 298.

Gaulonite, see Judas.
Gaalonitis, Matt 263.

Gaza, Acts 154.

G.izelle, Acts 186.

Gehenna, Matt. 196, 246, 479, Luke 254, Jas. 97, Rev. 35, S47

sq., 370.

Genealogy of Christ, Matt 39, 48 sqq., Luke 62 Bq.

Geunesaret, Lake, described, Matt. 93, John 208, Note; its

beauty, Luke 77; contrasted with Dead Sea, Matt. 211 ;

various names of, ib. 93, John 208 ; storms on. Matt.
161.

Gennesaret, land of, Matt. 276.

Gentile, Bev. 230.

Gentile Christians, Thess. 44.

Gentiles, the, their interest in Christ, Matt. 60, John 382. 390

sqq. ; conscienee a law to. Bom. 101 sq. ; conversion of.

Acts 195, 206, Bom. 369 sq. ; court of, see Temple ; faith

of. Matt. 60 sq.. Bom. 350; fulness of, Rom. 369 sq.

;

their reception of the gospel, Matt. 171, 281 sq.. Arts

69; how regarded by the Jews, Matt 281 sqq, 1 Cor.

44, Note; Jewish customs respecting, Acts 201; equal-

ity with the Jews, Rom. 114; their knowlertge of Gud,

Thess. 65; their fulfillment of the law, Kom. 100 .sq.,

104 ; compared to the wild olive tree, ib, 367 ; Paul, r. ii

apostle to. Acts 169, 171; salvation of, Rom. 100, 103,

136, 140, 369 sq.

Gentleness, Christian, Acta 401, Gal. 146, Thees. 30, Tim. 101,

102, 114.
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Genuineness of certain disputed passages, Mark 158, John 267
|

aqq., 629, 1 Cor. 13 sq.

Geography, Biblical, works on. Matt. 7.

Geometrical figures, symbolism of, E.ev. 18.

G'-rasa, Matt. 104, Luke V-io.

G rgpsa, Matt. 104, Luke 135.

G?rge3en('S, Matt 1G4. Luke 135.

GL-tizim, Mt., Matt, 185, John 160.

German, Christianity, Rom, 374; commentators, Matt. Tii.

GEROK, C., not C". of, Act8 v.

GERSON, J. C , his lov^- for children. Matt. 323.

Getbsemane, description of. Matt. 478, John 544, Note; sym-
bolical mi-aning of the name, Matt. 479, /Vofe; antitlii.'-

sis of Paradise, John 547 ; Christ in. Matt. 479 sqq.,

Mark 143, Luke 345 aqq., John .544 sqq.

GIBBON, EDWARD, quot'^fi, Rfv. 309, No/e, 323, Note.

Gift, (iirtercnt from fruit, Phil. 75; of Holy Bpiiit, of tongues,
.ie« those words.

Gift of Go'J, John 155.

Gifts, of God, Acts 99, Jag. 57.

, of the mag', Matt. 59.——, spiritual, to the early Christians, 1 Co-. 247, 249, 260;
classification of, ib. 250, 257, 25a, Note ; abuse of, ib. 247;

distribution of, Matt. 443, 445, Tim. 89, H b. 45 ; diver-

sities of. Acta 225, 1 Cor. 249, 257, 2G0, 263, Tli-ss. 53

;

prayer for, Luk-* 181 ; how to be used, Rom. 386, Thess.
97 ; vari-^ti s of, Rom. 384 sq.

Girdle,*Matt. 185, Eph. 223, Rev. 104
G'ling, bleBsedu--B3 of. Acta 377, 381 sq.

" Gloria in excehis" Luke 39.

Glorification of Christ, see Ji'sus Christ.

Glory, of Christ, see Jesus Christ ; of Christians, Rom. 272, 1
Cor. 83, 84 sq. ; divine, Luke 36, 37. John 73 sq , Rom.
161, 306 sq., Thess. 36 ; f itur.', Rom. 263 sqq., 289 ; of
God, Acts 113, 116, Rom. 130, 161, 306; of Israel, Rom.
330; suffL-nng connected with, Lulcy 155.

Glory to God, giving, John 311, Rom. 153.

Glorying of Christians, Rom. 168.

Goat, straining out a. Matt. 413.

Gnostics, John 23, Tim. 49.

Goad, us^ of th", Act3 442.

Goats, Matt. 448 sq
GOD, ft-arof, Lnko 19H8q.; glory of, Acts 113, 116, Rom. 130,

161, 306 ; the source of gooilnesi?, Matt. 344 ; in history,

Acts 330 ; image of, 2 Cor. 59, 69, Eph. 166, Col. 20, Jad.

303; mau'festatio s of. John 50; names of, 1 Cor. 21,

Rev. 91
;
personality of, John .!)9 sq.

;
prf<?muiidane ex-

ist nee of, i6. 53 ; righteousness of, see Righteousness;
seeing, Rev. 106.

God, the unknown, altar to, at Athena, Acts 324, 327.
" Go 1 of this world," 2 Cor. 66 sq.

" God forbid," Rom. 112, Note, Gal. 49, Note.

Godliness, mysteries of, Tim. 45 sqq.
;
p'Ofitable, ib. 54.

Go is, heathen, Acts 268 sq.

Gwtie, Luke 267, 319.

GtETHE, quoted, Matt. 110, Luke 26, 29, 79, 188, 236, 388,

John 52, 61, 66, 293, Note, 435, Note, 652, Acts 365, Rom.
230, Note, B ^v. 58, 76; religious views of, Act^ 365.

GOG, Rev. 34, 3j.5sqq.

Gold, giv-n to infant Jesus, Matt. 59; symbolical meaning,
Rev. 21.

Golden rule, Matt. 143, Luke 104.

Golgotha, Matt. 105, 520 sqq., 529, Mark 151, John 582 sq.

Gjmorrah, judgment of. Luke 167.

Gjod, the highest. Matt. 344, ."46.

G:)odnpas, of Christ, Matt. 381 sq. ; God the source of, ih. 344.

Gospel, the, meaning of the word, Matt. 94, Rom, 59 ; suited fo

all capacities, 1 Cor. 70 aq. ; its power over the con-

science, Acts 427 ; consolation of, 2 Cor. 11, 15, Thess.

140 sqq.; itfl doctrines, 1 Cor. 72; not an abstract sya-

tem of doctrines, Tim. 82; absolute in its effects. Matt.
213 ; diff rent effects of, 1 Cor, 37 sqq., 41 sq. ; carri d
to Europe, Acls 308 sq. ; taken to the Geutilea, Matt.
171 sq. ; how to be heard and kept, Acts 311 ; responsi-
bibty of its hearers, Heb. 45 ; compared wi h the hea-
then philosophy, Luke 105; hidden, when, 2 Cor. 70;
its historical character, 1 Cor. 322 ; fosters indepen-
dence, Tli'-ss. 71 ; first preached to the Jews, Matt. 185

;

rejected by the Jews, ih. 171
;
proiuces joy, Thess. 97

;

its coQtrast and relation to the law, Matt. 320, 399,
Mark 19, Luke 58. Rom. 345, 2 Cor. 6.3, Eph. 102, Heb.
147 ;

the law of liberty, Jas. 06. 68 ; Ught of, 2 Cor. 07
sq., 71 ; order of its message, Rom. 353 sq. ; compared
to milk, 1 Cor. 70, 7U; given to the poor, Luke 110;
power of. Acta 258, 357, Tmui. 73, 77, 1 Cor. 105, 2 Cor,

42; preaching, see Prewching ; the pTf-ct revelation
of God, Heb. 45; spread of, Mut. 424. Mark 131, 163,
Acta 140, 216 sq., 224, 239, Rom. 373 sq.. Col. 31, Thess.
152 ; comprehensive si^atemeiit of, Rom. 164, 156 ; tes-

timony of evil spirits to, Acts 306, 309; not a theory,
1 Cor. 50; unity of. Acta 370; univeieal, Mark 113;
wisdom of, 1 Cor. 55 aq., 64 ; not understood by the
wise, Luke 168, 170; its relation to woman, see Wo-
man; God's word. Acts 376, Thess. 43; opposition of
the world to, Acts 74.

Gospi-1 according to John, Luke, Mark, Matthew, see those

words.

Gospel histo-y, its truth, Matt. 361, Luke 42, 50.

Gospel invitation, Matt. 214.

Gospel meaaeugera, Luke 229, Rom. 318, 353.

Gospels, apocryphal, Luke 26, 50, 377.

6kidpels, the f ur, characteriarics of. Matt. 26. John v. ; com-
pared with one auother. Matt. 209, 213, 43

1 , 454 sqq., 546,

Mark 1, 22, Luke 57, 132, 139, 141, 143, 234, 321 ; com-
pared with the four cherubim. Matt. 25 sq. ; contrasted
with the Book of Acts, Matt. 25 ; tbeir dtscr-pancies,

see Discrepaacies ; their divereitiea a proof of their

truth, John 605; modesty of their writpi-s, John 99;
Bimplicity of the style, Luke 373 ; symbols assigned to,

Ma't. 25 sq.
;
proofs of their truth, ib. 301, 373, Luke

3:>5 ; unity of. Matt. 25 sq. ; works on, if>. 18, 19, 20, 36.

Government, c vil, its relation to Christianity, see Church and
State ; obedience to, Rom, 401, 1 Pet. 4U, 42.

church, see Church.
Grozzo, see Glauda.

Gr-ice, bestowed on th apostles, Rom. 63 ; blesaings to be as-

cribed to, Acts 340 ; a feature in the Ctirstian's condi-

tion, Rom 215, Note ; essential feature of the new cove-

rant, Acts 376; effects of, Tness. II; relation of fanh
to. Matt. 176; falling from, Rom. 168, 369, 374, Eph.
172, A'bte, 174, Heb. 114 aqq.; and see Peiseveranc-

;

freedom of. Acts 252, 258, 4 I, Rom. 314,329, 435, Eph.
48, Tim. 86, 89, Tit. 22, 2 John 188; its relation to jus-

tice, Eph. 48
;
justification by, Luke 260 ; distinguished

from law, Acts 282; iu haraiony with nature, 1 Cor,

259, Eph. 101 ; operations of. Acts 445; i's relation to

p ace, Rom. 64,1 Cor. 21, Eph. 24, 234, Thess. 11,2
John 188 sq. : power of, Matt. 356, Luke 97, Acts 166,

308, Phil. 26, Heb. 116; prevenient. Matt. 60, Lu e

130; richness of, Rom. 197, 355; salvation only by,

Acts 284 sq., Eph, 85 ; aavmg narure of. Matt. 325 ; an-
tithesis of sin and, Rom. 300 sqq., 327 sq. ; standing in,

1 Pet. 9') ; value of, Acts 41 ; wo:k of, Eph. 234, H h,

80 ; its relation to works, Luke 361, John 136, Rom.
361 sq., 373.

Grac% means of, Acts 58, Rom. 125, Eph. 49.

Graces, Christian, 2 Cor. 147.

Gradation of evangelical functions, John 642.

Grass of Palestine, M.att. 134, 2^6.

Gratia irrenistibiJis, Acts 106, Eph. 50.

Gratitude, 1 Cor. 26, Col. 72.

Graves, Matt. 536; opening of, at Christ's death, ib. 527.
Oraveyards, Christian, Matt. 507.

Gravity, law of counteracted. Matt, 271.
Greek church, doctrines of the, John 469, Rom. 195.

Greek language, use of in Palestme, Acts 113 ; of the New Tes*
tament, Rev. 49 sq.

Greek philosophers, Eom. 82, 84.

Greek symbolism, Rev. 106, Note.
Greek Testament, MSS. of the, Matt. xix. sq.

GreL-ks. uae of the name in New Testament, Acts 394, Rom.
70, 74, 1 C>or. 38; contrastod with the Jews, Eph. 10-<;

party spirit among, 1 Cor. 8
;
philosonhy of, Acts 327,

Rom, 82, 84; social repasts among, 1 Cor. 232.
Green, symbolism of. Rev. 17.

Greenlander, the first converted, Luke 349.
Greeting, s^e Salutation.
Grinding, Matt. 430, Luke 268.
Groaning, of believers, Rom. 274, 288 ; of the Spirit, ib. 275 sq.,

28S.

GROTIUS, HUGO, quoted, Luk' 276.
Growth, Christian, Acts 346, 347, Rom 274, 2S8, Thess. 64, 120

sq., Tim. 54, 2 Pet. 60; of the church, Acts 58, 72, 1 Cor.
106 ; of faith, Thess. 58.

Guard of the temple, Acts 72.

Gunpowder, use of among the Turks, Rev. 210, Note.

Hades, Matt. 114, 210 sq., 226, 298, Luke 254, 255, Rev. 35,

106, ltj5 ; Christ's descent into, Matt. 226, 229, Acts 47,

49, Eph. 146, 1 Peter 63 sq., 66, 07, sq., 74, 75, Rov.
376 sq.; gates of. Matt. 293 sq., 298 : symbolical mean-
ing of the term. Rev. 35 ; Excursus on, i6. 364 sqq.

HAGAR, Gal. 114 sqq., 120 sqq.

Hail, symbolical us - oi" the term. Rev. 197, 204 sq.

Hair, fashion of dressing, 1 Cor. 227 ; of Persian ladies, ib. ib.;

of the Saracens, Rev. 207, Note.
Hair, camel s. Matt. 70.

Half-shekel, Matt. 318.

Hallel, the, hymn or praise, Matt. 467, 469, 472.
Hallelnjah, Rev. 335, 437 sq.

HALLER, ALBERT, quoted, Luke 170.
Halt, the, Matt. 325.

Handkerchiefs, Acts 363.

Hands, imposition of, Matt. 342, Acts 149, 170 aq., Tim. 53, 65,

89 ; waahiug of, Matt. 276, 512, Mark G4 sq. ; symbolical
use of term. Matt. 324, 326, Mark 90, Rev. 23.

Hanging, among the Jews, Matt. 523.
Haran, Acts 113.

Hardening, of the heart, Matt. 240, Heb. 80: of the Jews, John
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397, 402, Rom. 313 eqq,, 362, 373 ; of Pharaoh, John 397,

Rom. 314 sqq., 331.

Harmony of the gospels, see Qosp.ls.
Harp, Jewish, Matt. 437.
Harvest, symbolical use of the term, Rev. 31.

Hate, Rom. 312, Note.

Hatred, when commendable, Luke 231: akin to murder, 1
John 119.

Hattin, Horns of. Matt. 100.

Head, anointing tiic', see Anointing; shaving the. Acts 341 sq.

Head of the church, Matt. 293 sqq., Acta 1(J6, Eph. 63 sq., of
Christ, Rev. 438.

Heads, symbolical use of the term, Rov. 23; of the dragon, ib.

242, Note, 246, 265.

Healing virtue of Christ, Luke 140.

Health, value of, 3 John 199 sq.

Hfarers and teachers. Gal. 108 sq., 120.

Hearing the word, Jae. 62, 68.

Heart, meaning of the t"rm, Matt. 225, 404 ; Christ's know-
ledge of the, Luke 192, 334 ; hardening the. Matt. 240,

Heb. 80 ; renewal of the, 2 Cor. 102 sq. ; wickedness oi^

Matt. 278, Luko 304.

Heart of the earth. Matt. 226.

Heathen, the, Christ's view of, Matt. 2S2 sq., 329 sq. ; first one
of converted. Acts 192, 1913 sq. ; coiTuption of, Rom. 89;
divinities of; Acts 268, 1 Cor. 212 ; faith of; Luke 111

;

filial fate of, Matt. 229, 449, John 322 sq., Luke 206,
Eom. 99, 100, 103, 1 Pet. 75 ;

feasts of, to idols, 1 Cor.
209 ; not without knowledge of God, Rom. 82, 90, Thess.

65, 122; injudicious method with. Acts 362; missiona-
ries to, ib. 331 sq. ; missions among. Matt. 563, Luke
400 ;

estimated number of, Matt. 563
;
prejudices of the

Jews against, *6. 281 sqq., 329 sq. ; their repetitions in
prayer, ib. 123 ; ancif-nt sages of, the disciplps of Christ,

John 62, Note; symbolical use of the t rm. Rev. 27 sq.

Heathenism, atheistical, Eph. 91 ; characteristics of, Gal. 108,

Eph. 165, 167 ; inft-rior to Christianity, 1 Cor 259 ; bet-

ter than spurious CliristiaLity, Rom. 126 ; di&tinguishi.d

from Judaism, Eph. 101 ; works on, Matt. 6.

Heaven, import of the term, Rev, 413; dfgrees of bliss in,

John 435, 2 Pet. 16; Christ's revelation conc-rning,
John 449 ; on earth, Rev. 181 ; employment in, Hcb. 88

sq., R v. 185; contrast-ed with Hades, Matt. 210 sq,;

God's home, ib. 125 ; compared to a house, John 434, 2
Cor. 80, Hole ; joy m, Luke 236 ;

joys of, Matt. 449, 2
Cor. 26 ; kingdom of, see Kingdom ; locality of, Luko
403, John 43i; Scripture idea of, John 434, 449 ; taber-
nacle of, Heb. 141 sq., 144; the first theatre of sin, Ejh.
40 ; swearing by. Matt. 412 ; symbolical use of the teim,
Rev. 37; war in, i6. 238, 240 sqq., 248 sqq.

Heaven, the third, 2 Cor. 197 sq., 205.

Heavenly places, Eph. 28 sq.. 222.

Heavens, use of the term, Matt. 69, John 137, Rev. 18; new,
Rom. 286, 2 Prt. 48. Rev. 363, 442 sq.; opened. Matt.
77, John 97 ; plurality of, 2 Cor. 198.

Hebraic forms. Acta 122.

Hebrew dialect, Acts 395.

Hebrew, use of th . terra, 2 Cor. 186, Heb. 10.

Heb.ew symbolism, Rov. 106, Note.
Hebrews, in the early church, Acts 103 ; Gospel of the, Luke

279.

Hebrews, Epistle to the, analysis of, Heb. 20 sqq., Jas. 8 ; its

author, 1 Cor. 28, Heb. 3 sqq.; canonical position and
authority, Hcb. 1 sqq. ; fundam-ntal idea, ib. 19 sq.

;

language, ib. 14; its relation to the Old and New T(-s-

taments, ib. 80; readers, ib. 10 sq. ; how different from
Paul's cpistljs, ib.7; style, i6. 14sq. ; time and place
of composit on, ib. 12 sq.; works on, ib. 16 sqq.

Hedge, symbolical meaning of, Matt. 387.

HEGEL quoted, Matt. S3.

Heidelberg Catechism, Rom. 148.

HELENA, ST., Matt. 521.

Hell, use of the t.-rm, Matt. 114, 210, 211, 246, 247; for the
body as for the soul, ib. 196 Note; judgment of, ib. 414;
pains of, ib. 449 ; torments of, Rev. 286.

Hellenism, Rev. 49 sq.

Hellenistic view of Apocalyptics, Rev. 51; of Sacred History,
ib. 49 sq.

Hellenists, Acts 103, 216.

Help, divine, Heb. 62.

HERBERT, GEORGE, quoted, John 421, 577, 601, Jas. 109.

Heresies, use of the term, 1 Cor. 233, 2 Pet. 25; in the apos-

tolic age, Tim. 20, 49, 60, 2 Pet. 29, 1 John 13 sq.; se^.m-

ing advantage of, 1 Cor. 234.

Heretics, use of the term. Tit. 22 ; compulsion of, Luke 228;
punishment of, Thess. 244 sq., 246 sq. ; Simon Magus a
type of, Acta 149 sq.

HERMAS, Rom. 448 ;
quoted, 1 Cor. 13.

HermeneutJcs, Biblical, rules of, Matt. 8 sq., 220, 245 ; works
on, ib. 8.

HERMES, Acts 265 sq.

Hermon, Mt., Matt. 306 sq,

HEROD, family of; proselytes. Matt. 412 ; their cruelty, Acts

, AGRIPPA I., Matt. 262, Acts 227, 232 sq. ; his royal
apparel, Mark 81, Acts 230 ; bis deatri, Acts 230, 237.

,
AGRIPPA II., Acts 435; Paul's defence before, ift,

440 sqq.

, ANTIPAS, Matt. 64, 203, 262, Luke 54, 57 ; his
alarm at Chiisfs app>-oach, Matt. 262, Luke 144; bi8
menace, Lnke 220 sq. ; behea-'s John, Matt. 202 sqq.,
Mark 58 sq., Luke 144 sq. ; compared to Pilate, Mark
68 ; bis relation to the Sadducees, Matt. 262, Mark 74

;

1

1

is policy, Matt. 290; his relations with Pilate, Luke
362 sq,

;
palace of, Matt. 502, 613 : Manaen's relation

to, Acts 239; Paul and Barnabas contrasted with, ib.

267 sq. ; his duplicity and want of character, Matt, 263
sq., 338.

, THE GREAT, Matt. 56, 60, 63.

, PHILIPPUS, Matt. 64, 262 sq., 297, Luke £4.
Uerodians, the. Matt. 58, 395 sq., Mark 34, 97, 119 sq , Luke

305 sqq.

HERODIAS, Matt. 203, 262 sq., Ma^k 68.
Hiding of God's will, Luke 108.

Hierapolis, Col. 85.

Hierarcliisra, principles in, Matt. 326.

High-pripst, Christ a, Heb. 97 sqq., 124, 142, 144; a type of
Christ and believers, Rom. 168; duties of, John 364,
Hi'b. 139 ; house of, Matt. 602 ;

prayers of, Heb. 102
;

qiialiti' s requisite in, ib.^ ib.

Highwav, Matt. 390.

Hill of Evil Counsel, Matt. 505,

HILLEL, Rabbi, his views on divorce, Matt, 115, 338.
Hinnom, valley of. Matt. 114, Mark 91 sq.

Hirelings, John 322.

History of the Apostolic Church, Acts viii.

History, Bible, Blatt. 17, Rev. 11, 50.

, Church, works on. Matt, 6.

, God in. Acts 330.

Holiness, motives for, 1 Pet. 23, 25 ; perfecting of, 2 Cor. 120;
to be sought, i6,, ib.; spirit of, Rom. 62; of Christ,
Acts 68.

Holy days, Col. 57.

HOLY GHOST, «ee Holy Spirit.

Holy g'Ound, Acts 123.

HOLY ONE, the, R-v, 128.

HOLY SPIRIT, The, baptism of, Matt. 72, 74, Luke 56, Acts

12 sqq., 206; blaspheoiy against. Matt. 224 sq., 227 sq,;

its relation to Christ, Luke 22, 00, 64, John 450, B^m.
257 ; descent of, at Christ's baptism. Matt. 77 sqq.,

Mark 17, Luke 58, 59, John 87 sq.; its agency in tlje

birth of Christians, Rom. 168; the Comforter, Jo'in42S,

432, 440 sq,, 1 Cor. 11; communion of, Philem. 26; con-

troversy respecting, Rom. 250, Note 11; bestowed on

the disciples, John 258 sqq., 616, 620; divinity of. Acts

87, 1 Cor. 86; doctrine of, John 258, Acts 9 ; the earnest

of, 2 Cor. 24 sq. ; its contest with the flesh. Gal. 142,

144 sq. ; foretaste of, John 503; freedom given by, 2

Cor, 47, 51, 58, 60; first-frnits of, Rom. 274, 288; frint

of. Gal. 139, 145 ;
gift of, John 258 sqq.. Acts 30, 53, 74,

99, 148 sq., 171, 206, 348 sqq., Rom, 163; grieving, Eph,
171 sq.; groaning of, Rom. 275 sq., 288; indwelling o'".

Acts 87, 99 ; influence of, Luke 46, Acts 299, 300, Rom,
235, 2 Cor. 147, 2 Pet, 21, 23 ; seven-fold influences of,

Rev. 153; intercession of, Rom, 276 sq., 289; its inti-

mations to be ascertained, Acts 385; judgment by,

John 447 ; law of, Rom. 251 sq., 262 sq. ; life ot, ib. 295

;

ministerial endowments the work of, 1 Cor, 265; office

and work of, Luke 257. John 445, 472 sqq., 520, Acts

14, Rom. 168, 1 Cor. 63, 65, 66, 126, 1 Pet. 12; bestowed

on Paul, Acts 244 ; descent of at Pentecost, ib. 27 sqq.

;

personality of, ib. 87, 290 sq.
;
place of, John 450

;
pro-

cession of, lb. 450, 469, Rom. 257 ;
promise of, Luke 197,

198, Acts 12, 14, 74 ;
quenching, Thess. 93, 97 ; recep-

tion of. Gal. 64; its representation in the Apocalypse,

Rev. 38 ; the sin against, Matt. 227 sq., Luke 197, 198,

Heb. 116, 1 John 171, 178; titles of, John 442; walking
in, Rom, 255, 263; compared to tlie wind, John 129;

witness of. Acts 99, Rom, 261, 263 sq., 296, Thess. 70.

Homage of the apostles to Christ, Luke 403 sq.

Homiletics, place of, Matt, 23; character and principles of, ib.

29 ; divisions of, ib. 30, 34 sq, ; works on, ib. 35.

Honey in Palestine, Matt. 70, Luke 397.

Honor, among Christians, Rom, 443 ; of God, thR end of

redemption, Gal. 15; from men, Thess, 71; places oj^

Matt, 363,

Hope, an anchor to the soul, Heb. 123 sq.; God as author of,

Rom. 435; development of, i6. 162 sq., 168, 435; effect

of, 2 Cor. 86; its relation to faith, 1 Cor. 273, 332, Thess.

16, Gal. 130; meanings of, Rom. 275; permanent, 1

Cor. 273, 275.

Hopkinsianism, Rom. 305, Note.

HORACE, quoted, 1 Cor. 331, Note.

Horeb, Mt., Acts 122, 1 C-or. 197.

Horn, symbolical use of tuo toim, Luke 24, 27, Rev. 23, 158,

199, 210 sq.

Horee the, liable to fright. Matt. 166; symbolical significance

of, Rev. 22, 164 sqq., 179, 198, 333 sq., 416.
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Horse-tails, used by tbe Turks, Rev. 210, Note.

Hosanna, Matt. 371, 373, John 377.

HOSEA, quoted by Christ, Matt. 170 sq.

Hospitality, Matt. 449, Col. 86, Heb. 213, 1 Pet. 78.

Hours, Jewish divisiona of, Blatt. 353 sq. ; Bymbolical meaning
of, ib. 354 sq., Slark 138.

of prayer. Acts 40, 62, 197.

House, of David, Acts 282; of God, Heb. 62 sqq.; in the hea-

vens, John 434, 2 Cor. 80, Note.

Houses, Oriental, Matt. 491, Mark 27, 140, Luke 86, John 552,

Note.

Household pi^ty, Tim. 83.

House-tops, Matt. 195.

Huguenots, Matt. 268, Liite 280.

Human nature, fallen, Rom. 90; ever the same. Lake 269.

Human race, uoity of the. Acta 328, 330.

Humanity of Christ, see Jesus Christ.

Humiliation of Christ, see Jesus Christ.

Humility, commanded by Christ, Luke 260 sq.; in Christians,

Matt. 323, 326, Luke 158, 277, 1 Cor. 99, 2 Cor. 205, Phil.

36 aq.; Christianity basftd on. Matt. 65; doubt, not an
evidence of, Rom. 154, iVb(e; importanco of, Matt. 284,

Mark 89, 106, 1 Pet. 90, 92 ; an essential element of true

knowledge, 1 Cor. 176 ; reward of. Matt. 435; taught,

Luke 224,225; true and false, i&. HI ; of the apostles,

see Apostles; of Christ, see Jesus Christ.

Humor in sacred things, Phil. 57.

Hunger, symbolism of, Rev. 192.

Husbands and wives, mutual duties of, Eph. 204 sq., 199 sqq..

Col. 75, 1 Pet. 54.

Husks, Luke 23'^.

HU3S, JOHN, M^tt. 60; prophecy of, ih. 92, Note.

flusHites, Matt. 268.

HYMENEUS, Tim. 26, 99.

Hymn, of Clemens Alexandrinus, Lube 83: of Luther, Matt.

488, Acts 145 ; of praise, sung at Passover, Mait. 469,

472 Bq.

Eymnoiogy, Church, Eph. 188.

Hymns, of the early chur-h, Eph. 192 : on Christ's birth,

Luke 40 ; on His resurrection, ib. 388 ; on 'he symbol
of Jacob's ladder, John 101: use of in the church,

Eph. 194; on the Kew Jerusalem, Eov. 391, Note.

Hyperbole, John 652.

Hypocrisy, Matt. 122, 127, 140, 279, 289, 398, 417, 435, Luko
191 sqq , 198, 275 sqq.

HTRCANUS, JOHN, Matt. 56, 185, 412, Mark 34, Luke 15.

Hyssop, Matt. 527.

Iconium, Acts 258, 262.

dealism in Christianity, 1 Cor. 98.

diom of the New Testament, Rom. 18 eq.

Idleness, Thesa. 159.

Idols, feasts to, 1 Cor. 209 ; embodied lies, Rom. 86 ; u8« of

things offered to, 1 Cor. 11, 169 sq. ; wurcihip of, Acts

124 nq., Rom. 84 sqq., 1 John 175, 176; at Athens, Acia

322, 326.

Idolatry, how not to be attacked, Acts 362, 364; the church
an obje t of, ib. 133 ; iti* relation to covetousnei^s, Col.

64, 66; of the Israelites, Acis 124 sqq.: erfiry Kin con-

nected with, Eph. 180 eq. ; man's t'-ndency to. Acts

133.

Idumeane, Matt. 56, 60; kindred to the Arabs, ih. 264; con-

quests of, Rom. 311 sq. ; forced to become Jews,

Mark 34.

IGNATIUS, tradition of, Luke 158; quoted, 1 Cor. 13.

Ignorau'e, the sin of. Heb. 178; a around for pardon, Luke
374; in the worship of God, Acts 333.

Illumination at feast of tabernac'ea, John 277.

Image of God, Chust the, 2 Cor. 69, Phil. 32 sqq.. 37, Col. 20,

28, Heb. 26, 31 ; Ohri^tians changed into, 2 Cor. 69;
man created in the, Eph. 166, Jaa. 99, 103.

Image-worship, see Idols.

Imagery of Paul, 2 Cor. 03.

Imitati-n of God and Christ, Eph. 178, 189, 1 John 33.

Immaculate Conception, see Mary.
IM3IANUEL, Matt. 53.

Immersion as a mod-> of bsiptism. see Baptism ; three-fold^

Matt. 558, Note ; works on, ib. 660.

Immortality of the soul, assurance of, 1 Cor. 332; views of
the ancii nts upon, Thesa. 77; not the same as eternal
life, Rom. 352; taught in the Old Testament, Luke 310
sq. ; proof of. Matt. 196, Murk 121, Luke 380 ; connected
wjth rc'Burrection of the body, M>ttt. 401, Luk»* 198,

1 Cor. 350; views of Sadducees on, Matt. 71, Mark 121;
works on, 1 Cor. 350.

Imprecations in the Psalms, Rom. 363.

Imputation f Christ's righteimsness. Matt. 390 sq., Rom. 187
sq., 191 sq., 254, 2 Cor. 46, 47.

Inability, huraati, Jnlm 463.

Incarnation of Christ, John 72 sq., 79, Rom. 61, 2 John 192.
locousf, symbolism of, Rev. 203.

Independence of chaiacter, Thesa. 71.

Independency In churcbeB, Eph. 232, Col. 87.

Indifferentism in religion. Acts 204.

Individual, value o( the, Thesa. 36.

Individualism of Christianity, Acts 376.

Indulgences, Eom. Cath. doctrine of, Matt. 139, 300, CoL

34,37.
Industry, duty of, Eph. 174, Thess. 70, 159.

Indwelling, of man iu God, Acts 328 ; of the Holy Spirit, \b.

87, 99.

Infallibility, papal. Matt. 300.

Infant baptism, see Baptism, subjects of.

Infants, Christians compared io, 1 Cor. 70, Heb. 109, 1 Pet.

31; salvation of, Matt. 229.

Infirmities of the weak, to be borne with, Kom. 425, 431 ; see

Faults.
Inheritance, of the Christian on earth, 1 Cor. 219; heavenly,

A.CU 377, 1 Pet. 15.

Inner man. Rum. 240 sq., Eph. 124, 128.

Inquiry, spirit of, Acte 319, 320.

Inquisition, Rom. C-th., Matt. 139, 495; in Spain, John 484;

use of crucifixion by. Matt. 523.

Inscription, over the cross, Matt. 624, Luke 373, John 584;

epistolarv, Bom. 57.

Inspiration of the apostles, Acts 262, 273, 290, 2 Cor. 184,

Note, The8B.43.
Inspiration of the Bible, Rom. 116, 1 Cor. 229, Tim. 107, 109;

arguments for. Matt. 190, Rom. 116, Thesa. 122; iudi-

cated by Chrisr, John 334; conditions of. Matt. 12;

human element in, Luke 13, 2 Cor. 108, 128, 133, Tim.

110; nature and mode of, 1 Pet. 18 sq.; theories of.

Matt. 11 sq., Tim. 110; writer-* unconscious of; 2 Cor.

108 ; verbal, 1 Cor. 61 ; works on. Matt. 12, 1 Cor. 143,

Note, Tim. 110.

Instruction in the church. Acts 58.

Installation sermons, text for, Rom. 442.

Insurrection, right of, Rom. 400, Note, 401 sq.

Intemperance, Gal. 144, Col. 56, Eph. 194, 196. Bee Dmnk-
en-iess.

Intercession, of Chris', Luke 344. John 511 sqq., Rom. 291,

1 Job u 46 : of sain ts, Mark 82, 1 John 46, Ruv. 159 ; of

th" Spirit, Rom. 276 sq., 289.

Intercessory prayer, sec Prayer; of Christ, John 511 sqq.

Interim of Charl-s T., M^rk 30.

Intermediate state. Matt. 401, 1 Cor. 349 sq., Thesa. 78.

Intoxication, forms of, Eph. 194.

lutroduction to the Scriptur s, Matt. 1, 13, 17; to the New
Testament, ib. 1, 20 sqq., 36.

Invasion of Pennsylvania, illustrative, Matt. 423, Note.

Invitations, to a feast, Luke 224 sq. ; of the gospel. Matt. 214.

Iota, Matt. 109.

Irony, divinw, Matt. 209, 480, 638, Mark 65, 143, B*^v. 137;

legitimate use of, 1 Cor. 99; Paul's use of, ib. t»5; in

sacred things, Ptiil. 57.

Irvingites, Acta 36, Thess 79.

ISAAC, a type, GaL 118, 120 sqq., Heb. 188.

Isagogics, Matt. 12 sq.

ISAIAH, prophecy of, Luke 73; eschatology of. Rev. 45.

ISCARIOT, Matt. 182. See Judas lacariot.

Iscariotic Psalm, Acts 20.

I8HMAEL, a type, Gal. 119 sqq.— -, the high-priest, Matt. 385.

Lsrafl, glory of, Rom. 330. See Jews.
Idraelite, John 95.

Israelites, their history an example, 1 Cor, 207
;
period of

their stay in, Egypt, G 1. 77 ; their discontent in the
wilderness. Acts 124 sq., 1 Cor. 199. See Jews.

Isthmian games, 1 d'r. ly4.

Italian band. Acta 191.
" It is written," Paul's use of the formula, 1 Cor, 35, 93.

IZATES, Acts 221.

Jabne, Acta 97.

acinth, Rev. 387.

ACOB, his vision of the ladder, John 97.

Jacob's well, John 153.

Jailer at Philippi, conversion of the, Act^ 307, 309.

JAIRUS, faith of, Malt. 174, Mark 50 sq., Luke 140 sq.; hii

daughter raised, Malt. 173 sqq., Mark 49 bqq., Luke
139 sqq.

JAMBBES, Tira. 105
JAMES, the son of Alpheus, his name. Matt. 182 ; typical

character, ib. 183; cal'ed "the Less," Mark 154, Acts

227; his identity with "James, the brother of the
Lord," discuGsed, Matt. 255 sqq., Luke 96, John 240,

241, Acts 230, 1 Cov. 182, Gal. 26 sq., 38 sq., Jiis. 10 sqq.,

Jude 5 sq. ; hia address to tho council at Jerusalem,

Acts 280 ; his charact'-r, ih. 2S3 : sketch of his lifj, Jaa.

14 sqq.; bis ecrli'Siaatical position, ib. 10 sqq.

,
" the brother of t.i» Lord," sea swpra.

, the sin of Zebedee, his name, Matt 182; c:\ll o"", %\
93; typical character, i6. 183; made an apostl , M;\tt.

182, Iiuka96; rebuked by Christ, Luke 162, coutraatod
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with John, John 5 sq. ; his relatioDship to Christ, Luke
82 ; his death, Acta 227 Bqq., 232 sq.

JAMES, Epistle of, its author, Jaa. 9 sqq. ; ita relation to Iho
Catholic EjistleH, ib. 30; Clinstology of, ib. 78; con-
tents, lb. 31 sqq. ; date of compositiou, ib. i8; death of
the author, i6. 141; its de tination, ib. 25 sqq.; view
of faith taken in. Bom. 145, Jaa. 28 sq., 39, 82 sqq., 87

Bq.
;
gonuineness of, James 2isqq., 78; its Filiation io

Episleto the Hebrews, ib.'dO; Mew IVstament pccii-

liaiity of, i/>,, ib.; occasion, -6. 25 ^qq. ; cuntrastyd
with Paul's views, Horn, 145, Jas. 28 sq., 87 sqq.; its

relatioQ to the PaulinbEpisUpa. Jas. 23 sq.; its lelatiou

to First Epistio of Pt-ter. ib. 30; place of c^jiuposition,

ib. 27 sq. ; wo. ks on, ib. 33 sq.

Jamnia, A'ta 97.

J.\NNES, Tim. 104 sq.

Jans^'nista, Matt. 172.

JASON, Acts 317, Rom. 452.

Jasper, Rev. liO sq.; 387.

JEHOVAH, Horn. 314, Rev. 91 ; representation of in the
Apocalypao, Rev. 37 sq.

JEREMIAH," the Book of, it^ eschatology, Rtv. 45.

Jericho, Matt. 368 sq. ; curse upon, Luke 287; palace of
Archelaus at. ib. 291; abode of priests at, ib. 173.

, wilderness of, Matt, 81, Luk^ 173.

Jerusalem, its name and location, Matt. 371; abode of the
apoatl'JS at, Acts 12 sq. ; Cbrist's entiy into. Matt. 371

eqq., Lnke 293 sqq.; His lamentation over, Luk't 221

;

the metropolis of Christendom, Acts 276 ; church at, ib.

288,290,292 sqq.; later contlition of, Matt. 415; de-

struction of, ib. 146, 422 sqq., 530, Maik 131, 133, Luke
267 sq., 297 sq., 317 sqq., Acts 43 ; ext nt of, Matt. 521

keepi ng of fowls ni, t6. 47'^, Note, 493 ; the heavenly, Gal
116, 120 sqq. ; called the Holy Citv, Matt. H ; the wor.1

used for Jews, Gal. 115 ; Paul's visits to, Acta 222, 3S9

sqq.; Paul's relations to the Christ ana at, Ron:. 442.

Note; population of, Luke 49 ; representative. Matt. 416
;

compared with Rome, Acts 362 ;sepulcL' res aroimd, Matt,

413 ; symbolic character, Luke 321 ; works on. Matt.

371.

, the new, Rev. 363, 389 sqq., 442, 444; hymnology
of, ib. 391, Note.

Jeshimon, Matt. 08.

Jesting, Eph. 179.

JESUS, signification of the name, Luke 42, Rom. 62, Eph. 20;

same as Joshua, Acts 130 ; abua d, ib. 355 ; a name of

Barabbas, Luke 368.

JESUS CHRIST, life of, works on the. Matt. 6
;

g' nealogy of,

ib. 39, 48 sqq., Luke 62 sq. ;tbe siedof Abraham, Matt.

51, Gal. 75 i-qq. ;his descent trora Laviil, Matt. 51, Luke
21, Acta 47, Rom. GO, Tim. 94; his J wish d. sceut,

Rom. 307, :^0S; early histories of, Luke 13; hismiiacu-
lous conception, ib. 21: bis incarnation a mirac'i', ib.

34, 40, John 72 sq, 79; his birth, Matt. 56, 57, Luke 33

sqq., 5t ; the eta dated from his liirth,Gj.l. 99;(Mlie(i

Jesus, MatN 48, Luke 42 ; hia subjection io law, Maik
17,Lulie42; ci cumcision of, Luk^ 42; his presenta-

ti n in the temple, ib. 44 i-qq. ; his stay in Eejpt, Matt.

63; his human devt-lopm^-n', Luke 47, 51 sq. ; hiHCoii-

versation in the temi le, ib. 49 sqq. ; abode of at Naza-

reth, Matt. 64, Luke 51; filial obi-dieuce of, Lnke 50;
boyhood of, Luke 50 ^q., Acta 22 ; his first w -jd-, Luke
51; beginuing of his luiniatry, Matt. 67, 91, Maik 19,

John 123 ; his Age, Luke 62 ; baptism of, Matt 76 i-qq.,

Mark 17 sq., Luke 57, 59 ^qq., John 87 sq. ; his rela-

tion to John the Baptist, Mate. 69, 72 sq., 74, Luke 59
;

John's testimony to, Jobn 65, 83 sqq., 99.142 tqq. 146;

descent of the Holy Spirit upon. Matt. 79, Luke 5S, 59;

temptati .n of, Matt. ^0 pqq., Mark 17 cq., Luke 64 sqq.

69; fasting; of. Matt. 81, Luke 66 ; ca Is first d scipln-,

John 91 gqq., V9; hmatay in Galilee, Matt. 91 sq., Luke

72; aunou.icea the kingdom of heaven, Murk 19; per-

forms miracle at Cana, John 102 sqq ; his relaiions to

Mary, ib. 104 sq. ; brothers of, Matt. 53, 182, 231 i-q.,

255 sqq., Lnke 34, 128 sq., John 115. 240 ^q., Acts 19,

1

Cor. 1^2, Q^l. 26 sq., 38 tq., James 10 bqq., 18 sqq.,, Jude

5sq,, 12; his a' od--* at Capernaum, Matt. 90 sq
,
Lu Re

77, John IHsq.
;
goes up to the passovf^r, John 115

;

cleanses the temple, ib. 114, 115 ^q., 119 ; Joret lis his

resurrection, t6. 118; hU interview with Nicodemu'-,

ib. 122 sqq. ; did not baptize, ib. 141, 151 ;
journeys from

Judea to G.ililee, ib. 151 sq., 166, 172 bq.; hia interview

with the Samaritan woman, ib. 150 sqq. ; heals nobl' -

mau'saon, ib. 171, lT3 6q.; his visit to Nazareth, Luke
72 sqq. ; his abo.ie at Capernaum, Matt. 91 sq., Ma k
26 sq., Luke 77 ;

calls four aisciples, Matt. 93, Mark 20

sq., Luke 81 sq., 83; heals a demoniac at Caperni urn,

Mark 21 t-q., Luke 77sq, ; healsPettre mother-in-'aw.

Matt. 158, Mark 23, Luke 78 ;
perf .rms d vers miracles,

Matt. 158, .Mark 23, Lukn 79; liis firs', general circuit

of Galil e, Matt. 94 sq, Maik 24 sq.,Luke 79, Johi> 18(i;

his sermon on the mount, Matt 97 sqq ,
Lukf 100 p-qq.;

the draught of fishes, Luke 81 sqq.; heals alepLf,

Matt. 150 Hq., 156, Mark 25 sq., Luke 85 sq. ;
leiuins to

Capernaum, Mark 26 ; heals man w.th palsy. Matt.

166 sq., Mark 26 sqq., Luke 86 ; ficcnsed of blafiphemy,
Matt. 166, Mark 27, John 187; declares hia Messiah-
ship, Matt, 167, Mark 27; calls Matthew, Matt. 170,
171, Mark 29, Luke 88 sq., 90, 91; is entertained by
Matthew, Mark 2'.t, Luke 88 sq.

;
goes to the passov-

r

the second time, John 180; heals a lame man, i6. 1J^3

sq,, 193 ; the Jews seek to kill him, i6 185; his din-

course respecting his oneness with the Father, ib. 187
sqq., 199

;
gives proof's of his Mesaiahship, ib. 193 t.qq.

;

his disciples pluck grain on the Sabbath, Matt. 216
sqq., Mark 31 sq., Luke 93 sq. ; heals man with with-
6' ed hand, Matt. 218, Mark 3;i, Luke 93 sq. ; retin-s to
the sea of Galil-e, Mutt. 220 sq.. Ma-k 34; chooai-s

twelve apostl s. Matt. I*i0 sqq., Mark 36 sq., 55 sq., Luke
95 sqq. ; enters Capernaum, Matt. 150. Luke 110; heals
centui ion's servant, Matt. 151 sqq., Luke 110 sq.; raise!}

the widow's srm, Luke 112 sq. ; visited by John s disci-

ples, Matt. 203 sq., Luke 115 sq, ; speaks concerning
John, Matt. 205 sqq., Luke 116 sqq. ; denoutics cltits

of Galilee, Matt. 210 pq.. Luke 167; dines in hoiiS" of a
Pharisee, Luk» 120 sqq. ; anointed by a woman, ib. 121
eqq. ; h'S second journey through Galilee, Matt. 178,
Luke 125; heals a blind and dumb demoniac, Matt.
223, Luke 183 ; reproves Pharisees for b'aspliemy, Mai t.

225 sq., Mark 39, Luke 183 sqq.; teaches by the sea-

side in parables, Matt. 239 sqq.. Mark 42 sq.. Luke 127
sq., 215 sq. *8tilla the tempest. Matt. 161. Mai k 45, Luke
l32sqq. ;lii-als demoniacs of Gadara, Matt, lt4t>qq, Mark
46 sq., Luke 135 sqq.; i ats with pui licans and sinners

at Capernaum, Matt, 170 sq. ; heals diseased won>an,
ib. 174, Mark 49 sqq.. Luke 140; ?ais^s Jaiius' daugh-
ter, Matt. 174, Mark 49 hqq.„ Luke 139 sqq. ; heals two
blind men. Matt. 176 aq. ; heals a dumb tiemoniac, ib.

176 sq. ; his first miiacle as the Mesriah, ib. 177 ; re-

visJt-i Nazareth, ib. 255, 260, Mark 52 sq., Luke 72 ; h's

third ji-)urney thr ugh Galilt-e. Matt. 178 sq., Mark 52

;

instructs and sen 's out the twelve apostles. Matt. 180

eqq , 185 sqq., Mark 55 sq., Luke 143 sq.
;
perphxity of

Herod respectina:, Matt. 261 sqq., Mark 57 sqq.. Luke
144 sq.; ffeds five thousand. Matt, 2G5 sqq., Mark 60,

Luke 146 sq., Jotin 207 sqq. ; walks upon the s^a. Matt.

270 sqq., Mark 62, Joh i 213 sq. ; heals many in Gen^s-
saret. Matt. 276, Mai'k 62* discou-wes upon the bread
of life, John 207 sq., 211, 229 ; turning joint in hia life,

ib. 236 ; rebukes th ; Pharisees, Matt. 277 aq., Mark 64,

74 sq. ;
goes into the coasts of Tyre and Sidon, Matt.

280, Mark 67 .sq. ; heals daughter of Canaanitish wo-

man, Matt. 231 sqq., Mark 67 aq. ; returns near sea of

Galilee, Matt. 284, Mark 08 ; h als deaf man, Mark 69

sq.; huali many Hick, Mitt. 2S5; feeds four thousand,

ib. 2^4 sq., Mark 72; goei toMasdalen,Matt. 286, Mark
72 ;

Phariaee.-i «Bk a aign of, Matt. 2^7 sq,, Mark 74, 75,

Luke l-7sq. ; returns t » Bethsaidd, Mark 76; heali

blind man, ii. 76 sq. ; vis ta vicinity of C^esarea Phi-

lippi. Matt. 2 4, Mai k 78 ; his div.n tv confessed by Pe-

ter Matt. 293 sqq., Ma k 79, Lnke 149 ; foretells suffer-

ings an I d> ath, Malt 302, 304, Mark 78, Luke 150 sq.

;

rebiiK'i's Peter, Matt. 303 ;
speaks of his second coming,

ib, 301 sq., L ike 150; his tmnsfigurat on. Matt. 271, 3u6

eqq., Ma. k 8U sqq,, Luke 152sqq., 155; heaUdimouiac
Cliil'l, oatt. 314 sq., Mark b3 sqq., Luke 157, 159; returns

to Gal 1 <i, Matt. .n6, Mark 8Gsq., John 238 sq.; foretells

Bufi"eriniis and death, Matt. 316 sq.,Mark 87, Luke 158;

pays tribute, Matt. 318 sqq. ;
places a child as an exam-

ple ofgreatness, ib. 32 J sq., Mark 89, 91 ; reproves bigo-

try of thd uisc'pl 8, Mark 89 sqq., Luke 158 ;
discouries

on humility an 1 offences, Matt. 323 sqq., Mark 89 sqq.

;

eijoius forgivenosa. Matt. 332; relaes parable ot un-

forgiving siTvant, ib. 33 sqq.; sends out the Sev-

enty, Lnke 166 sq., 169 sq..; seta out for Jerusalem, ib.

161, John 244; heaia ten lep^ra, Luke 263 sq.; teaches

in the tnmple, John 24') ; disputes with Jews, z6. 246

Bqi. ; an adnlteresa brougat to hm, i6. 268 sqq. ;
pro-

tlaima himself the light of the woihJ, ib. 277 aqq.; oii-

co rses coneerning Abraham's seed, ib. 2^7 sqq.; Jewa

ee^'k to stone him, *&. 299; heals blind man, ib. 305

S'|(|.; speaks of himself as the Door. i6. 317 sqq., 325
;

as the Good ShepherJ, tb. 321 pqq., 3.:.5 ; disseiis.on-i of

Jews res|)6:ting, i5. 325; le-viaits Jerusalem at feant

Of the dedication, ib. 3_9 sqq. ; disputes with the Jews

who seek to stone him, ib. 3 JO S'lq. ; withdraws to Pe-

raea, i6. .3^4; raises Lazarus, ii) 339 sqq.; Jews take

couns'l against him, ib. 362 »qq.; withdraws to Eph-

raim, if). 36"if«q.; heals infirm woman, Luke 212^^.;

journevs toward Jemaalem, ib. 217 ; dines with

a Ph rise-, ib. 189, sq. ; discourpea with disdpLa,

ib. 195 sqq.; heals man with dropsy, ih. L23 sq.;

drivers various parai>les, ib. ii26 sqq.; hia pre-

cepts respeet ng divorce, Matt. 338 t-qq., Mark

96 sq. ; blesses children. Matt. 3i2, Marii 98 sq.,

Luke 276 pq.; interview with rich joung man. Mate.

344 sqq., Mark 100 pq., Luke 278 sqq. ; hia views eon-

cerniiiK riches. Matt. 344 sqq., Mark 101, Luke 2.9

sq. ; delivers parable oflaborers. Matt. 352 sqq.; pre iicta

sufferings and de^th, tb. 360, Mark 103 sq., Luke 281
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sqq. ; answers request of James and John, Matt. 363

Bq., Mark 106; healy blind men near Jerich >, Matt.

369, Mark 108, Luke 282 sq. ; visits Zaccheus, Luke
285 gqq.; hia parnble of the Ten Pounds, ib. 289 aqq.;

goes ru Bethany, Mark 110, Luke 293, John 370; an-

ointed at Bethany, Matt. 462 aq., 466, Murk 139, Jnhn
371 sq. ;hi3 entry into Jei-usalt^m, Matt. 371 sqq., Mark
110 aq., Luke 293 sqq., John 377 sqq. ; weeps over it,

Luke 297 «qq,; cursed the fig-tree, Matt. 380 so., Mai k

112 sq, ; cleanses the temple, Matt. 376 sqq., Mark 113

sq., Luke 298 sqq. ;
hia controversy with .he priests

and elders, Mutt. 385 sq., Mark 115 sq., Luke 301 sq.

;

relates parable of the two eons, Matt. 380; of the

wiiked husbandmen, Matt. 387 sq., Mark 117 sq.,

LukH;iU2 3q.; of the marriage supper, M itt. 389 ;
his

controvereieB with the Pharisees, Herodian:*, &addu-

cees and scribes, Matt 395 sqq., 393 sqq., 402 sqq.,

Mark 119 sqq., Luke 305 sqq., 312 sqq.; denounce*

scribes and Pnarisees, Mutt. 408 sqq., MHrk 126. Luki
313; discourses concerning last things. Matt. 42L sqq.,

Mark 129 sqq., Lnke 317 sqq., 323 sqq.; delivers several

parables Matt. 434 sq., 437 sq., 442 eqq. ; discourses

concerning the final judgment. Matt. 447 aqq. ; history

of his Pa<8ion, iMati. 453 sqq., Mark 137 sqq., Luke
330, John 543 ; Jews conspire against. Matt. 46J, Mark
IS'i, Luke 33U ; close of Ins pnblio ininiacry, JohjQ 389;

c tebratos the Passover aad institutes the Lord*^s Sup-
per, Matt. 408 sqq , Mark 140 sq.. Luke 332 sqq., 338

sqq., John 40i oq., 428, 1 Cor. 209 sqq., 213; predicts

Peter's denial. Matt. 478, Mark 141, Luke 341,344,

John 427 ; liis farewell discourses, Luke 340 sq., John
405, 422, 433,461, 496 sqq,; his intercessory prayer,

John 511 sqq.; in Gethsemane, Matt. 478 aqq. Ma k
USsq., Luke 345 aqq, John 544, 546, Heb. 102; his ar-

rest Matt. 485 sqq., Mark 14i aq., Luke 350 sqq. ; be-

fure Annas, Luke 353, John 5.52 ; before CaiapHas,
Matt. 491) sqq., Mark 146, Luke 353, John 554; bef ro

the Sauhedrm, Matt. 491 sqq., Mark 146 sq., Luke 3n6

sqq. ; his Hileace, Matt. 492, (94,514, Luke 358, John
36S; accused of blasphemy. Matt. 493; sentenced to

death, ib. 493 sq., Luke 366 ; denied by Peter, Matt. 497
eqq., Mark 1 47, Luke 354, John 553 sqq. ; takp>u belor^

Pilace, Matt. 502 i^qq., 510 sqq., Mark 148 sq,, Luke 359
sq ,

John 561 eqq.; sent to Herod, Luke 361; scourgr d,

Matt. 512 sq., Mark 149, Juhn 567 ; mocked, Matt.5l4,
Mark 151, Luke 302; his crucifixion. Matt. 519 pqq.,
M'lrk 161 sq., Luke 372 sqq , 378, John 583 sqq. ; his suf-

ferings on toe cross. Matt. 523, 526, 530, Mark 143 sqq.,

Luke 346 sqq., 372, .John 587 ; bi-j cry on the cross.

Matt. 526, 5.10; bis seven words, ib. 527, Luke 372 sqq.;

his thirst, John 5S7 sq.; his promise to the thi^f.

Luke 376 sq. ; cause of his death. Matt. 523, f^37, John
588,597: effects of his death, see De^th of Christ; hs
burial, Matt. 535, Mark 1.54, Luke 383, John 599; his
resurrection, Matt. 540 sqq., 561, Mark 156, 159, 166,

Luke 385 sqq,, John 603 aqq., Acts 253, 436, Rom. 6',

154, 258, 419, 1 Cor. 310 sqq., 322 ; his appearanrea after

the resurrection. Matt. 540, 545, Mark 159, 161, Lnke
390,396, John 609. 615, 621, 029, 1 Cor. 310; questions
Peter, John 638 sqq.; hia word concerning John, ii').

647 ; last words to his disciples, Matt. 556 sqq., Mark
161, Luke 409 sqq. ; his aaceosion. Matt. 559, 561, Mark
165, Lnke 402 sqq.. Acts 8.

—, his rflatiou tJ Aaron, Heb. 106; abandonment
of, Luke 348; iiis abasement, Matt. 60, 65; compari'
with Adam, Rom. 173, 178, Note, 181, 106, 1 Cor. 339;
adoration of', Phil. 36, 38; second advent of, see Ad-
vent; an advocate, 1 John 44, 46 ; affections of, John
357; his age. Lake 6i, John 298; contrasted with Al-
exander. Luke 296; all-sufflcieDcyof. Acts 277 ; angf^li

appearances in the history of, Mart. 549, Mark 15,

Luke 3^ sqq,, 69, 386, John 6U ; -.tiger of, Mark 34,

Luke 192, .(oVm 3)3; workiog through the aposth s.

Acts 262, 273; sudden appearances of, John 242; his
atonement, see Atonement ; being of, Col, 48

; his union
with believers. Acts 166; blood of, see Blood; body cf,

seeBody; th -thread of life, John 207 eq., 211, 229; as
bridegroom, Luke 90; brothers of, see Brothers of
Christ; calmness of, Matt. 174, 374. 481, Luke 74. 328,

334, John 300; the central point of the word of G d,

Matt. 30 ; character of, Luke 218, 334, 338. John 399, I
John 45; his regard for cnildren, Matt, 323 sqq., Mak
99, Luke 117, 276 sq,

;
praised by children. Matt. 378

sq. ; the centre of Christianity, Acts 220; dependence
of Christians upon, John 480, 1 Cor. 228, James 122
the life ot Christians, Thess. 12; his relation to Chris-
tians, Ileb. 74; church of, i Cor. 220; the foundntioa
of the cliurch, M pft. 293 sqq.. 1 Cor. 75, 78; head of
the church. Acta 166, Eph. 63,64; his judgment on the
chuich, Matt. 437 pq., 439; protection of the church.
Acts 232; his relation to the church, Matt. 389, Col.
28; coming to, John 99; compa-snoii of. Matt. 1.58,

Mark 62, 82, Luke 80, 147, Hpb. 62 64 sqq., 98, 99 sq.;
conduct of, Matt. 209, Luke 105; confession of, Mait.

197,299; his consciousness, John 283; his knowledge

of cotitingencies. Matt. 211; contrasted with his ad-

versaries, John 299 ; contrasts In his life, Matt. 87,

214, 268, 315, 360. 374, 457 sq., 48L, Mara 59, 86; his

corpureality in heaven, Acts 165 sq.; in what souse a

creator. Matt. 267, 268, John 57, 61 ; cross of, see Cross ;

made a curse for us, Gal. 69, 71 sq. ;
prophecy ol Daniel

respe. ting. Matt. 161; contrasted with David, Mark
125 • his raising of th i dead, Luke 113 sq. ; his death,

Matt. 467, John 132 sq., 323 sq., Rom. 134 sq., 207, 2

Cor. 96 bq., 1 John 34, Ueb. 139, 159; deliverance

through. Gal. 15; douial of. Matt. 197; depeudence of

Christians on, John 480, 1 Cor. 228, Jas. lz2
;
descrip-

tion of by Leutulua, Luke 170; his dignity. Matt, 214;

discourse* of, John 198, 199, 21-5 sq , Acts 9 ; his al-

leged dissimulation, Luke 392 ;
divinity of, see Diviui-

ty ; the door, Juhn 317 sq. ; education of, John 246,

252; spiritual elevation of. Matt. 214; compared with

Elijah, ib. 279, 28^ Mark 67 ; Elisha a type of, Matt.

73; time of the end unknown to, Mark 132, 133; his

power over his enemies. Matt. 460; equality with God,

1 Cor 22; PhiL 33 sq., 37 ; eternity of, John 54; exal-

tation of, Acts 9J, 136, 165, Eph. 66, Phil. 34 sq , 37,

Heb. 28, 31; his example. Matt. 127, 2 Cor. 141, 147,

Phil. 37, Theas. 19, 1 Pet. 50; expiation of, John 86 sq.,

2 Cor. 102, Eph. 36, Heb. 158 sq., 1 Pet. 49 ; faithful-

ness of, Rom. 129 ; his relation to the Father, Matt.

268, Luke 169, John 50, 55, 60. 187 sq., 283,332,447;
imago of the Father, 2 Cor. 69; feasts of. John 198;

fellowship with, Rom. 168, 1 Cor. 26 135. 137. Heb. 5.5,

63; female friends of, Luke 126: fiesh of, Johu 223;
following. Matt. 303; his foreknowledge, Luke 192,

334; had no need of forgiveness. Matt. 124; friendship

witn, John 466; addressed as God, Acts 170; hii good-
ness in severity. Matt. 381; his glorification, John 427,

616, 526; glory of. Matt. 349 .'^q., John 79. 2 Cor. 68;

his descent into Hades, Matt. 229, Acta 47. 49,

Eph. 146, 1 Pet. 67 sqq., 74, 75, Rev. 376 sq.; head
of, lb. 438; his healing power, Luke 140; high-
priest a type of, Rom. 168, Heb. 97 sqq., 124, 142,

144 ; his history valuable, Heb. 56; the centrn of his-

tory, Acts 328. Rom. 164; his bonnes'^, Acts 68; rela-

tion of the Holy Spirit to, Luke 22, 60, 64, John 45n,

Rom. 257 ; his custom of teaching m the house, Mark
97 ; his humanity. Matt. 382; see Nature; his humilia-
tion, Luke 343, John 79, Ph 1. 34 nq., 37 ;

humiliri of,

Matt. 214, Mark 89, 108, Luke 3J. 148, 279 sty., Joha
379 ; his incarnation, John 72 sq , 79, Rom. 61, 2 John
192; his intercession, Luke 344, Rom. 291, 1 John 146

;

irunv of, Matt. 480; his lament over Jerusalem. Matt.
415 sqq , Luke 221 ; Jewish expectations cf. John 2'<0;

his appearance at Jewish leasts, tb. 252; motive of the
Jews for persecuting, ih. 199; his views of Jewish piety,

M.trk 127; contrasted with John the Baptist, M^tt. 69,
72 «q.; 74,207 sqq.; relation of Juhn to, Luke 82 sq.;

Joseph a type of, Acts 116; joy of. Luke 168; his de-
scent from Judah, Heh, 134; his choice of Judas, see

Judas; the Judge, Matt. 447 sqq, 450, John 131, Acts
328. 2 Cor. 85, 127 sq.. 2 Pet. 53 ; his Judgment on the
church, Matthew 434 sq , 437, 439; a king, Luke
295, 303, Acts 99, 205 ; kingdom of, see King-
dom; divine knowledge of, iMatthew 161, 166 sq

,

430, Mark 132, Juhn 95, 99, 119, IGO: the Lamb of
God, John 86 sq.; antitype of the paschal lamb, 1 Cor.
118, 119 ; his regard for law. Matt. 48L, Mark 17, Luke
42,94; his relation to the law, Mait. 110, 112 ^^q..

Luke 94, John 273. Rom 342, 353, Gal. 99 sq., Eph. 9^.

102; letter of Lentnlus describing him, l,uko 1701
liberty in, Gal. 40; the life and light of men, John 58.

61, 69, 198, 277, 283; called Lion of the tribe of Judah,
R'jv. 167; the look of. Luke lOl; the one Lord, Epb-
142; Lordship of, Rom, 419, 427; love for. John 412,

415; love of, Acts 162, Rom. 284, Eph 128; see Love ;

lowliness of, Joha 379; his views of marriage, Matt.
338 sqq., Mark 97, John 167; mediation of, 1 Cor 323,
Eph. 49, Tim. 29 sqq., Heb. 31; meekness of. Matt.
486; a mercjvseat, Rom. 132 sq.; the Messiah, Mitt.
145, 177, 204, Mark 27; mildness of, Luke 159, 163 sq.;

ministry of, Matt. 365, Heb. 73; hs miracles, see Mira-
cles; his mission, Rom. 253, and see Work of; the
mnrlpl man, John 98 sq.; Moses a type of. A' ts 120 »q

;

mother of, see Mary ; use of h'S name in baptism. Matt.
558; prayer in the name of, see Name; nativity of, see

Nativity ; nature of, see Nature ; nearness of. Phil. 67
;

his obedience, Matt, 365; his occupation. Mark 53;
his relation to the Old Testamfnt. Luke 75, Johu 6')7

;

Old Testament prophecies of, Matt, 304 «q.. 2 Our. 61
his regard for the Old Testament, Luke 314; Parables
of, see Parables; his paradoxical sayings. Matt. 160,

Not^.; his participation in human sufferings, Heb 99;
pa'-sion of, see Passion ; the pa-aover a type of. Matt.
459 sq.; patience of, Thesa. 161, 153. 1 Pet. 46; the
Princo of peace. Matt. 372 sq.; our peace, Eph. 102;
peace of, John 503; relation to hia people, John 14'),
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146, Acta 337; hia pi^rfection, Act4 277, Heb. 107; per- i

s.in of, Acts 48, Col. 27, Phil. 33 sqq., 37 sqq., 1 .luhn
S3 aq. ; a physician, Luke 90 ; his avoidance of politi-

cal temptations, Matt, 373; portrait of, Luke 140; his
poverty 2 Cor. 141, 147; prayers of, see Prayer; hia
preaching, Matt. 253 t-q., Luke 73 sqq.; his precaution,
Johu 241 ;

pre-existence of, ih. 50, 53, 75, 298, 300,

Rom. 2-)2, Qal. 99; hia triumph over prejiidicea, Mark
5i; his preaence, Heb, 31 aq.

;
priesthood of, Acts 205,

Heb. 142, 144; a prince, Acta 99 Rev. 92; promise of,

Matt. 3 0; a prophet, Luke 75, Acts 205; distinguished
from the prophets. Heb. bO sq.; his usw of proverb',
Matt. 134, Note, 233, Luke 73 ; his provid'^uce, Matt.
179, Luke 141; putting on of, Gal. 93; hia quickening
work, John 199 ; his life a ransom, Mitt. 365, 1 Petf-r

50; his relationships, JahnSBG; no remi-sion without,
Kom. 134; requirements > f, Luko 104; hia retirement.
Matt. 106, Note, 221, Mark 24; the embodiment of
revelation, Matt. 2 eq., Acts 252, 1 Cor. 202; his views
of riches, Matt, 344 sq.: righteouaness of. ib. 200 sq.,

Rom. 254, 263, 1 Cor. 75, 7a ; at the right hand of God,
Hch. 27 sq.; hia teacbinga concerning the Sabbath,
Matt. 217 eq., Mark 32, Luk 94, John 185 sq.; calva-

tioQ through, the main dortrine of Cbriftianity, Rom.
138 sq.; sanctification of, John 521; a hving Saviour,

Luke 37, Arts 99, 1G5, Tit. 0; his appeals to (Scripture,

Luke 94; testimony of Scripture to, John 196; seek-

ing, ib. 251 ; hia aelf-cousciousneas, Luke 291. 343 ; scl f-

denial ib. 124, 2 Cor. 141, 147 ; sentence of, Matt. 493,

502, Luke 366; a servant, Matt. 365, Luke 229, Acts

68; service of, Matt. 161, Nole. John 166; severity of
Ilia language. Matt. 409; sighing of, ib. 288, Mark 70.

74, 75; silence of, Matt. 234. 492, 494, 514; hia injunc-

tion of bilence on those healed, ib. 151, Mark 22, 50,

Luke 85, 141 ; aiules^nees of, Luke 68 aq., John 294 aq
;

hia intercourse with sinners. Murk 28 sq., Luke 235;

sisters of, Matt. 256 sqq , Mark 5:J; his social nature,

John 104; sonahip of, Matt. 319, John 74, Note, 187,

Rom. 56 ; scenes of sorrow in hia life, Matt. 214 ; his

final Bovereignty, Phil. 33; spirit of, Rom. 257; his

subjection to the Father, 1 Cor. 320 sq. ; hia aubmis-

Bion, Matt. 365, 479. 482; his sufferings, John 503, Acta

809, 446, Eph. 178, Col. 37, Heb. 55; compared to the

pun, Luke 50; Bympa*-hy of, Heb 98 sqq.; as a teacher.

Matt. 233, Luke j07, 218, John 245, Acts 9 ;
tempera-

mrmt of, Luke 163; his relation to the temple. Matt.

877; bis Irequt-nt temptations, Luke 69; a testator,

Heb. 162 ; skilled in reading the thoughts. Matt. 161,

166; hia prohibition of tirles, Matt. 410; titles of;

Alpha, Rev. 93

;

B?ginn ng of C eation, Rev. 135;

Cbriat, Matt. 48, Rom. 62, Eph. 20;

The Duor, John 317;
First-Born of the Dead, Rev. 92;

Fisher of men, Mark 20

;

Galilean. Matt. 497, John 263, Note;

Jesus, Matt. 48, Luke 42, Eph. 20;
Just One, Acts 400;
Kingof the Jew-, Matt. 61;

Lamb of God. John 86
;

Lord, Luke 36, 1 Cor. 21. 22;

Lord of the Sabbath, Mark 32;
Naz^rene, Matt. 64;

Omega, Rev. 93, 364

;

Prin e of outcast children, Matt. 61;

Prince of kings, Rev. 92
;

Prince of peace. Matt. 372 sq.;

Resurrection and life, John 351, 357;

Pvoot of David, Rev. 157
;

Saviour, Luke 37;
Searcher of hearts, Mark 27

;

Good Shepherd, John 317 eqq., 321, 331;

Son of David, Matt. 176, Mark 129, John 99;

Son of God, Matt. 492, 494, John 74, 96, 98;

Sou of man, Matt 160 sq., 1 Cor. 71

;

''Uie Vine, John 461

;

The Way, ib. 437, 449

;

The Wisdom of God, Luke 191 sq.;

Faithful Witness, Rev. 91, 135;

The Word, John 54 sqq., Jaa. 54, 57 sq.;

truth and grace of, 1 Oor. 31; the lealized es'^ence of

types, John 167; ubiquity cf, Heb. 99; union with,

] John 58; Ins uniry with God, Jolm 332, 335, 522,

Gal 81 sqq.; the point of unity. Col. 66; his vicarious

sacrifice, Eph. 118, 178, Tim. 29, 31, 1 Pet. 47, 49, 66;

views of, 1 Cor. 31, Gal 160: volunfarinesa of hLS acts,

John 79; walking alter. 1 John 51 sq.: weeping of,

J like 297 anq., John 354 sq ; his wisdom, Matt. 361,

'397, Luke 97, 107 sq., 147; his relations with woman,

Luke 126, John 150,167; hi^ wonder at unbelief and

faith, Mark 54, L' ke 111; word and deed united in,

Luke 79; his work, Luke 155, Acta 205, Eph. 102, Col.

28 48 1 John 46. 107 ; hia relation to the world, John

60'eq.', Col. 28; his writing, John 272, 274.

Jew, meaning and uses of the name, John 83 sq., Rom. 108,
1 Cor. 38, 2 Cur. 55 sqq.. Rev, 182.

Jens, the, descent from Abraham their h last, Luke 56, John
288; number of; at Alexandria, Acta 109; almsgiving
a token of piety among, Matt. 122; assumption ot.

Lake 322; buast of, Matt. 382; bond.gf' of. John 288
sq.; burial customs a'liong, Mat'. 160, Mark 50; their
cans iriousneas. Matt. 208 ; cerenion es of, ib. 105 ; their
hatred of Christ, Luke 331, John 199 ; their reproaches
of Chr'st, John 252 ; their rejection ot Christ, Mi»tt,

171 M-rk 64, Luke 360; judgments of Christians
upon, Rom. 374, 377; their religiou pre|Mir.itory to
Christianity, John 161; modern, their relation to
Chriatiauicy, Luke 322; misaion of the church to,

Thesa. 44 sq ; (ondemuation of, Matt. 382; presetit
condition of, Luke 322; corruption of, Rom. 109 sq.;

conversion of, Acts 477, Rom. 373 aq , 2 < or. 60, 61;
crucifixion of, by Titus, Matt. 530; curae invoked on,
lb. 612, 515; their Liw respecting the dead, ib. 4:Vi;

moral decay of, John 270 ; di-nperciion of. Acts 37 ; divi-

aion of, Theas. 45 ; excommunication among, Matt. 329
sq., Joha 310, Rum. 302, Note, 303; exorcism among,
Luke 18.1, Acts 353 ; their finaticism, John 264, 300;
fasting among. Matt. 122, 126, Acta 456; fate of, Rom.
374; feasts of, John 198, 252; garraenis of. Matt. 173,

275, 410; their relation to the Gentiles, Acts 201, Rom.
114; their estimation of the Gentiles, Matt. 281 Kqq.,

1 Cor. 44, Note; the gospel first preaclied to, Matt. 185;

contrasted with the Greeks, Epii. 104; hwrdening of,

Jolm 397, 402, Rom. 313 sqq., 362. 373; history of,

works on. Matt. 6 ; their idolatry, Acta 124 sq. ; num-
ber of slain at Jerubalem, Luke 321; their bondage to

the letter of the law, 2 Cor. 60; their perversion of the
law. Matt. 339, 34); unwise liberality towards, Luke
322; their marriage customs, Matt. 170, 208, 399, 436
sq., John 143; maixiage with heathen forbidden to.

Acta 298; measures or, Matt. 245, Luke 246; their

expectations of the Messiah, see Messiah; missions

among, Matt. 411 sq.; estimated number tf, ib. 563,

Note; use of parables among, ib. 233; Paul's sorrow
over, Rom. 300 sq.; prerogatives of, ib. 3U6 sq.; punish-

ment of, Luke 303; their laws respecting punishment,
Rom. 3; deprived of the right of capital punishment,
John 563 sq.; rejection of, Rom. 341 sqq.. 373; restora-

tion of, ib. 374, 377; their nghteousneHS a fiiihire, ib.

333 ; rev It against the Romans, Jas. 25 ; expulsion of

from R .me. Acta 334, Rom. 31 sq., 398, Pev. 59 ; their

exclusion from Christian salvation, Rom. 299 sqq.; their

priority in respect to salvation, ife. 74; their hatred of

the Samaritans, Luke 161, John 150, 152, 166; schools

among. Acts 399; sects if Matt. 400; the nath n a

typical servant of God, Rev. 18^; symbolic meaning
of the name, ib. 27 ; modes of teaching amonir, Matt.

233 aq., Mark 53; their mode of reckoning time. Matt.

226, Luke 187 ; their custom in respect to irade^ A' ts

335; a type of nations. Bom. 334; unbelief of. Matt.

653, Mark 53 aq., Luke 111, 295, John 288, 399. Rom.
299 sqq, 341 sqq, 350 sqq.. 353, 374; weather-signs

among, Matt. 287, Luke 208 ; their places of worship,

Acts 3U4.

JEZEBEL, Rev. 121 sq.

Jezreel, plain of, Matt. 556.

JOANNA, Luke 125 sq.

JOB, book of, Rev. 8.

JOEL, prophecy of, Acts 40 sq.

JOHN, the apostle, his name. Matt. 182, John 2 ; his parents,

John 4 aq.; his relationship to Christ, Luke 82 sq,;

called to be an apostle, Matt. 93, Luke 90; his train-

ing for his work. Matt. 326; h^s house, ib. 351; at

Christ's tomb, John 604 sq.; Christ's word respecting

hia death, ih. 647 sqq.; in Bphesua, John 11, Rev. 59;

on Patmos, John 11 sq., Rev. 59 aqq.. 103; his death.

Matt. 364, John 12; legends respecting, John 12; a

representative apostle, Rom. 1 sq.; his character, John

2Bq.; Christ's love for, ib. 412, 415; hia longing for

Chriat's second coming, Rev 4; contrasted with Abra-

ham, John 7; with James, ib. 5 ; with John the Bap-

tist, z&. 6; with Judas, ib.l; with Miiry, ib. 7; with

Paul, ib. 9, 14; with Peter, ib. i, 8 sq.; his courage.

Matt. 363 sq.; his account of the crucifixi'n. John 588,

599; hia accounts of the miracles, ib. 108 eq.; hia

modesty, ib. 92, 99; his zeal, Mark 37, Luke 162.

—, the Gospel according to, analysis of, John 16 sqq.,

35 Kqq. ; contrasted with the Apocalypse, John 14 tq.,

Rev. 56 sq.; attacks on, John x. aq.; its character and

import, ib. 15 aqq.; commentaries on, ib. xii. aqq.: its

relation to Ebionism, ib. 23; compared witth First

Epistle of John, 1 John 8, 16, 20; its genuineness,

Matt. 213, John x. sqq., 24 sqq.. 31 ; its relation to

Gnosticism, John 23; fundamental idea of, ib. 41;

introduction to, ib. v. sqq.; miracles recorded in, ib.

21 sq.; objections to, ib. 29 sq.; place of composition,

ib 33 sq.; prologue to, ib. 49 pqq.; its purpose aud

tendency, ib. 626; its reahty, ib. 20 sq.; its relation to
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the other Gospela, Matt. 209, 213, 431, 454 sqq., 480,

486, 490 sq., Luke 321, John 22 sq., 40, 49; Eeuan
npon, John 31, Note; ita ftignification and mission, ib.

34 8q. ; its sources and de9iy;n, i5. 32 sq.; its style, ib.

xi,, Note; ita Hymbolism, ib. 18 sqq ; testimonies to,

ib. vi. sqq.; time of ouipositioa, ib. 33 eq. ; unity of,

ib. 21 sq.; works on, ib. 28, 46 sq.

, EpietleM of, John 14, 15, ./as. 7 sq.
—

'

, Tirst Epiatle of, its author, 1 John 6 sqq.; its charac-
ter, ib. 4 sqq. ; compared with John's Gospel, i5. 8, 16,

20; date of composition, ih. 16 sqq.; (orm of, i&. 11
sqq.; genuineness of, ib. 6 sqq.; place of compoBition,
ib. 17; ita readers^ ib. 10 sq. ; scope of, z6. 14Bq.; works
on, ib. 17 sq.

, Second and Third Epistles of, their author, 2 John
182 sqq.; character, ih. 180; contents, ih , ih.; date of
compoaitinn, ib. 184; occa-'ion, ih. 181; place of com-
position, if). 184; readera, ih. 181 sq.; works on, ib. 185.

JOHN the Baptist, sketch of his life. Matt. 68 sq. ; name of,

ib. 68, Luke 16, Ji>hn 85; birth of. Matt. 68, Luke 17,
26 sqq. ; his youth, Luke 28; beginningofhia mission.
Matt. 67 sq.; date of his ministry, Luku 55; in the
desert, tb. 28 sq.; preaching of, Matt. 96 sq., Luke 55,

58, Acts 254; his baptism. Matt. 68 sqq., Luke 69, Acta
349 sqq.; embassy of the Sanhedrin to, John 83, 88;
his message to Christ, Matt. 69, 203 sq , Luke 115 aq.

;

imprisonment and death of, Matt 90, 20:1, 262 sqq.,

Mark 57, Luke 144 sq.; last mention of, Acts 349; his
chanicter, Matt. 73 sq., Luke 56, 59 ; Christ's praise
of, Luke 116 sqq.; sources of his knowledge of ChriMt,
John 86; contrast with Christ, Matt. 72 sqq., 77 sq.,

96, 207; his testimony to Christ, Matt. 386, Mark 116,
John 65, 68, 83 sqq.. 88, 99; his relation to Christianity,
Luke 59, Acts 347; disciples of, Matt. 170 sqq., 203,
Luke 89, 115 sqq., John 13, 99, Acts 348 sqq.; his
gloomy disposition accounted for. Matt. 171; his dress
and tood, ib. 70; extent of his labors. Acts 349; com-
pared to Elijah, Matt. 69. 73, 203, 206, 31-2, Luke 18,
John 84; contrasted with the Apostle John, John 6;
ultimate object of his misaion. Matt. 68 sqq., John 89;
a Nazarite, Mutt. 73 sq.; a representative of the Old
Testament, ih. 68, 72 i-q., Enm. 16; spiiitual power,
Matt. 75; o^her preacheia compared to, Luke 65, Acta
347; wilderness of, Matt. 68.

JONAH, history of a test of faith, Matt. 230 ; sign of, ib. 225
sq., Luke 187 sq.; Christ compared to, Matt. 226, Luke
187.

Jonah, Bon of, name applied to Peter, Matt. 295.

Joppa, Acta 186.

Jordan, the river, Matt. 70.

JOSEPH, of Arimarhea, Matt. 535 sq., Luke 383 Bq., Johu
599, Acts 186.

, Barnabas, see Barnabas.
, Baraabas, Acts 21.

, son of Jacob, a type of Christ, Acts 116.

, brother of Jesus, Matt. 255 Bqq.

, husband of Mary, Matt. 232, 256 sq/^.; his geneal-
ogy. ih. 48, 51 ; dreams of, ih. 53, 63, 64 sqq. ; marriage
of, ih. 53; his residence, ib, 64 sq.

JOSEPHUS, his omissions explained, Matt. 63, 69.

JOSES, Matt. 255 aqq.

Journey, a Sabbath-day's, Matt. 425, Mark 32, Acta 18, 23.

Journeys of Christ, Mart. 1T8, 220, 280, Mark 67, 68.

Joy, of Christ, Matt. 214, Luke 170, John 465; of Christians,
Acts 143, 259, 2 Cor. 26, Gal. 145, Phil. 57 aqq., 68,
Thess. 97, Jas. 43, 1 John 25, 27 ; in heaven, Luke
236.

Jovs of heaven. Matt. 449, 2 Cor. 26.

JUDAH, descent of Christ from, Heb. 134; wildernesB of,

Matt, 68.

JUDAISM, advantafico of, Rom. 114, 116; apncalyptica of,

Eev. 8 ; relation of the apoatles to, J hn 11 ; compared
with Chiliasm, Rev. 62, Note; its relation to Chris-
tianity, Acta 422, 2 Cor. 01; its ro'at'on to heathenism,
Eph. 101; contrasted with Hellen sm, Rev. 49 eq.;

modern, Heb. 147.

JUDAS BARSABAS, Acts 288.

, the Galilean, see

, the Gaiilonite, Matt. 396, Luke 31, 306 pq.. Acta 98.

TSCARIOT, Matt. 182, Mark 37, Rev. 25«: his apos-
tasy, Joiin 236; his avarice, Luke 200; call of, Matt.
183, .506, Luke 97, John 235 sq. ; his character. Matt.
606, LuUe331; Christ's knowledge of, John 410 pq.

;

why made purse-bearer, ih. 372; his part in the Lord's
Supper Matt. 469 sq.. Mark 141, John 413. 416; his
betrayal of Christ, Matt. 464 sqq., 485 pqq.. Mark 138,
Luke 330 sq., 350. Johu 407, 413 sqq,, 544 sq.; his
repentance. Mitt. 503 sq., 506 sq.; his rie ith, ib. 504
sqq., Acta 20; contrasted with Jo'-'n, John 7: con-
trasted with Mary, t&. 371, Note^ 372 sq,; contrasted
with Peter, Mitt. 499, 504, Mark 147 ; called son of
perdi'ion, John 519.

, brother <.f James, Matt. 180, 182, 183, 255 eqq., Luke
95, 96, Jude 5 sq.

, brother of Jeans, see above.

, LEBB^^US, eee above.
JUDE (JUDAS) Epistle of, analysis of, Jas. 7, Jude 3; ita

author, Jude Ssq.; contents, ib. 3; date of composi-

tion, ib. 1 ; compared to second epistle of Peter, 2 Pet,

7, Jude 7 sq. ; readera, Jude 6 ; works on. il. 7.

Judge of the world, Christ to be the, Matt. 97, 388, 447, 450,

Acts 205, 328, 331, 1 Cor. 91, 2 Cor. 85, 87, 2 Pet. 53.

Judges, Jewish, Luke 270.

Judgment, a court, Matt. 113.

Judgment, of others. Matt. 138, Luke 105, Rom. 94, 103 sqq.,

416 sq., 419; divine and human contrasted, Luke 316,

John 278, 283, 1 Cor. 91
;
private, right of, 2 Cor. 26;

by the Holy Spirit, John 477.

Judgment, the final. Matt. 156, 447 sqq, Luke 322, Rev 276
sqq.; Apocalyptical doctrine or, Rev. 342 sq., 345

aqq, 360 sqq., 392 sq., 403; its relation to Christ's

second coming, Heb. 166; of the deal, 1 Pet.

74; events of, 1 Cor. 122 sq., 2 Pet. 52 sq.; reve-

lations of, Rom. 104, 106; part of the saints in, 1

Cor. 122 sq., 127; time of, Matt. 430, Murk 132 ; accord-

ing to worki-, Matt. 229, Rom. 96 sq., 100, Thess. 49,

1 Pet. 22, 25.

Judgment-ieat, Matt. 511.

Judgment-seat of Christ, Rom. 419, 428, 2 Cor. 85, 87.

Judgments by the church, 1 Cor. 90.

Judgments of God, relation of, 1 1 His grace, Eph. 48 ; begin-
ning at th« house of God, 1 Pet. 83; illustrated in
parables. Matt. 236; prophetic, Luke 322; punitive,

2 Pet. 26; righteous. Thess. 116, 121; on unbelievers,

Rom. 373 sq.. Rev. 421; unse^rchahle, ib. 372 sq., 378.

Jugglers, Jewish, Acta 353.

JULIA, Rom. 448.

JULIAN, the apostft'e, his attempt to rebuild the temple.
Matt. 416, Luke 298 sq.; reported saying of, Matt. 497.

Juliaa, Matt. 263.

JULIUS, Acts 454.

JUNIA (JUNIAS) Rom. 447.

Jus taiionis, Thess. 121.

Just man, described. Matt. 511 aq.

Justice, instinct of, Rev. 166 sq.

Justice of God, Ma t. 356 sq.. Acts 127 ; relation of fjrace to,

Eph. 48 ; revealed in New Testament, Rom. 138 ; illus-

trated in parables, Matt. 236.

Justice, Roman, Acts 430.
Justification, defined, Rom. 130 aq., l39; of Abraham, Rom.

145 8qq., QaL 66 Rqq., 70 sqq., Jaq. 85; its relation to
the atonement, Rom. 135, 138, 139, 156; through faith,

Luke 274 sq., 287, Acts 252 sq., 445, Rom. 76 Bq., 130
sqq., 140, 141, Gal. 56 sqq., 140, Jas. 70, 82 sqq., 88 sqq.;

by grace. Luke 261 ; hope of, Oal. 130; importance of
the doctrjue. Bom. 138; by the law, ib. 97, 100, 104 sq.,

136, 1 Cor. 122 Bqq.. Gal. 54 sqq., 140 ; the law insuffi-

cient for. Acts 252 sq. ; means of, ib. 445, Rom. 140;
Pauline doctrine of. Gal. 54 sqq. ; its relation to regene-
ration, Rom. 139; results of. ib. 159 sqq., 167 Bq., 169;
its relation to God's righte 'iisueas, ib. 74 sqq., 103; its

relation to Banctification, i6. 75 sqq., 131,135,139,201,
Jas. 88, 1 John 34. 4*) ; and sealing. Rev. 417; tractarian
doctrine of, Rom. 139; tridentine doctrine of, ib. ib.; ita
relation to works, ib. 96 sq., 131. 13G, 139, 343, Jas. 82
sqq, 88 sqq.; works on the subject of, Rom. 75, 76,
139, 142.

K^na^-el—Jelll, John 103.

araites, sect of the, Mat'-. 403.
EBLE, JOHN, quoted, John 650.

Kedron, brook and vale of. Matt. 478, John 542 sq.
Kcfr Kenna, John 103.

Kerioth, Matt. 182.

Key, symbolic meaning of the term. Rev. 198.
Key of David, Rev. 29. 129.

Keys of Hades, Rev, 106.
Keys, power of the, Matt. 168, 298 sq., 300, 329, John 617,

Acts 150.

Kidron, see Kedron.
King, Christ as, Luke 295, 303,. Acts 99, 206.
King of the Jews, import of the title. Matt. 61.
Kingdom of Christ, not thesime as church, Eph. 181; devel-

opment of, Luke 295 ; establishment of. Matt. 349 sq.

;

extensioa of, bv persecution. Acts 140, 216 sq., 224, 239

;

same as (he Kingdom of God, Eph. 180 ; nature o'*.

Mitt. 373, 5G0, Acta 99, 205: three-fold, 1 Cor. 313
Note; not worldly, Luke 295, John 565, 681.

Kingdom of darkness, Col. 49.

Kingdom of God. the, call to, Luke 229; characteristics of,
Rom. 422, 429, Rev. 97 sqq.; not same as the church,
John 126, Acts 273, Eph. 181; coming of, Luke 265 sq„
268; definition of, Matt. 69, 73, Mark 99. John 125.

1

Cor. 105, Rev. 93 sqq.; the themo of Christ and the
apostles. Acta 9 ; eagerness for, Matt. 134, Luke 252;
ita establishment on earth. Ilcb. 41 sq. ; Excursus on.
Rev. 93 aqq.; ita futurity, ib. 94 sqq., 236, 238 ; history
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of, Matt. 2 aqq. ; noarnosa to, Mark 123 ; oppoaition to,

Matt, 246, Luke 252; positions in, Matt. 364; a tiling

of power, 1 Cor. 106; spread of, Luke 215 eq. ; com-
pared to a supper, ib. 228 sq. ; called a taberaacle, Acta
282, 285; works on, Rom. 430 sq.

Kingdom of lieaven, the. Matt. 4 sq., 103, 125, Rov. 93, Note;
Chriat'u announcement of, Mark 19 ; the church identi-
fied with, Matt. 299 ; the diaciplea' idea of, ih. 320 ; dis-

tinguished from the Kingdom of God, ib. 69, 73
;
pro-

gress of, ib. 248 ; rank in, ib. 206; reward of, ib. 356

;

compared to a vineyard, ib. 355 ; suffering violence, ib.

206 sq.

Kingdom of the Messiah, expectations concerning, Luke 291,
Acta 13.

Kingdom of Satan, Matt. 223 sq., Luke 69, 344, Eph. 73 sq.,

227, Heb. 64.

Kings, birthdays of. Matt. 2G2; prayer for, Tim. 28, 30 ; re-

ception of. Matt. 373 ; divine right of, Bom. 398, Note ;

the three of the Orient, festival of, Matt. 57.

Kiss, among the ancienta, Matt. 485 ; brotherly, 1 Pet. 95, 96;

in Christian assemblies, Rom. 448 ; a holy, 1 Cor. 360,

2 Cor. 217 ; of Judas, Matt. 485, 487, Luka 350 sq. ; as
salutation, Thess. 102.

Kissing the feet, Luke 122.

KLING, F. C, biographical sketch of, 1 Cor. iil. sq.

KLOPSTOCK, E. G., quoted, Eom. 96.

KNAPP, A., quoted, John 157, Note.

Knowledge, of doctrine, Titus 9; of God's requirements, Ja'^.

121,123; of the times, Acts 13; basis, object, and ef-

fect uf. Col. 27 ; its relation to faith, Luke 14, 326 sq,,

John 235, 621, Tim.76, 2 Pet. 14; growth in, Eph. 67,

Jas. 123; humility an element of, 1 Cor. 176; its rela-

tion to love, ib. 176, 178, Eph. 128, 131, 1 John 49 ; its

relation to wisdom, Kom. 375, 1 Cor. 251 sqq.

, Chriat's divine. Matt. 161, 166 eq., 430, Mark 132,

John 119 ; Christ's miracles of, John 95, 91 ; God's,

Bom. 375, 378.
- of God, attainable only through Christ, Luke 169,

Eph. 67 ; how far possesaed by heathen, Eom. 82, 90,

Thess. 65, 122; two kinds of,l Cor. 333, 1 John 49 ; na-

ture of, 1 John 49, 56 sqq., 67 ;
joined with obedience,

ib. 56 sqq

L
abor, manual, dignity of, Eph. 174; a duty, Thess. 70;
necessity of, ih. 159; true object of, Eph. 171, Note;

of Paul, Theas. 158.^^ , Christian, Heb. 88.

Laborurs, treatment of, Jas. 132; Christian, need of. Matt.

179.

Ladv, the elect, 2 John 186 aq.

Laish, Matt. 294.

Laiiy, cup withheld from the. Matt. 472; training of the,

Thess. 98.

Lakes of Palestine, Luke 77.

Lamb, paschal, typical of Christ, John 599, 1 Cor. 118, 119.

, symbolical import of the torm, Eev. 22, 157 eq.,

332, 336 sq., 413.

Lamb of God, John 86 sq.

Lambs of Christ, John 639 sq.

Lame man healed by Peter, Acts 62 sq.

Lamps, among the ancieuts. Matt. 437 ; the seven in the Apo-
calypse, Eev. 153.

LANGE, J. P., biographical notice of. Matt. x. sqq. ; list of

his works, i6. xiii. sq.; his hymn on the Sabbath quo-

ted, ib. 219.

Language, origin of, 1 Cor. 301, Jas. 103; the Lycaonian, Acts

266 ; spuken in Judea, ih., 3 J5.

Languages, of Scripture, Matt. 7, 12 sq., 17; used by disciples

at Pentecost, Acts 34 eqq.

Laodicea, C •!. 5, Eev. 132 sq.. 409.

Laodiceans, epistle to the, Col. 86.

Last, the, to be first, Matt. 354 sq.

Last day, the. Rev. 403.

Last days. Acts 41, Heb. 25, 1 John 72 sqq.

Last hours, 1 John 72 aqq.

Last thiugs, Thess. 78, 86. See Eschatology.

Last t'mei, 1 Pet. 16.

Latin church, its controversy with the Greek church, John
469 aq.

Latin classi s quoted, Eom. 229 sq.

LAUEENTIUS of Borne, 2 Cor. 156, NoU.
Law, the, given through angels, Acts 131, Heb. 44; how

far annulled by Christ, Romans 223; Eph. 93,

102, Col. 47 sqq., 51 ; hondage of, 2 Cnr. 47, 51, 60 ; cere-

monial. Matt. 219, Heb. 147 ; character of. Bom. 232,

246- Christ born under. Gal. 99; fulfilled in Christ,

Matt. 109, 110, 112, 119, Bom. 342, 350, Col. 49; Christ's

regard for, Matt. 481 ; his relation to, Luke 94; spirit-

ualized by Christ, Matt. 119; his submisi-ion to. Mark

17, Luke 42 ;
the Christian's relation to, Rom. 218 sqq.,

Gal. 140 sq. ; Christianity the development of. Matt.

119; not the cnmp'ement of the covenant of promise.

Gal. 77
J

curse of, il>. 68, 71 sq. ; development o^ Matt.

412; doers of, ih. 110, Rom. 100; dying to. Gal.
60 sq.; relation of faith to, ib. 127, 135; fulfillojeDt
of, Rom. 137, 140, Gnl. 135 sq., 140 ; relation of the Gen-
tited to, Rom. 100 sqq.

;
giving of, ih. 307, Jas. 79; rela-

tion of the gospel to. Matt. 320, 399, Murk 19, LuSe 58,
Eom. 345, Epb. 102, Heb. 147, Jas. 66, 76 ; its relation
to grace. Acta 282; hearers of, Rom. 100; written in
the heart, ib. 101 ; abrogated by the Jews, Matt. 109,
110; justification by, see Justification; leticr and
spirit of Matt. 119, Rom. 222 eq., 2 Cor. 47, 51, GO; l.>ve

the fulfillment of. Matt. 219, Eom. 405 tsq., 408, (Jal.

135 ;
objict of, Gal. 80, 88, 92; ita relation to the old

covtnant, ib. 88, 99; not needed in a peifect wond,
Luke 252; a living power. Acts 126 ; not for the right-
eous, Tim. 19; righteousnoss by, Rom. .343, J-hil-

57 ; called royal, Jas. 76; msufflcicutfursanctififation,
Rom, 122, 124, 244 sq., Heb. 133; its relation to sin,

Rom. 196 sq., 215, 224, 226 sqq., 245, 1 Cor. 348 ; \U re-

lation to thy sinue , Eom. 232 sq. ; tables of, Matt. 344,
Mark 123; terrors of, Heb. 208; relation of tr.uliiion-

alism to. Matt. 118 aq., 216, 27S, Mark 65; tranngresaioa
of, Jas. 77, 79; unity of, i6. 79; threefold usi^ ot, Eom.
124, Note, 196 ; works of, ih. 121 sq.. Gal. 54 sq. ; how pro-
ductive of wrath, Eom. 151 ;

yoke of, Matt. 214.

Law of liberty, the gospel a, Jas. 66, 68, 76, 77, 79.

Liw of the Spirit, Rom. 251 6q.,262 bq.

Lawgivers, Jas. 123,

Lawsuits among Christians, 1 Cor, 121 sqq., 127 eqq., Jaa. 78.

Lay elders in the early church, Tim. 63.

Lay preaching, Acts 140 sq., 217.

Lay workers. Acts 346.

Lazarus, meaning of the name, Luke 254.

the beggar, Luke 253 wqq.

of Betbany, raising of, Luke 141 sq., John 339

sqq., 350 eqq. ; works on the snbject, John 345 sq.

Leaven, a symbol of evil. Matt. 289 sq., 1 Cor. 114, Gal. 128
;

parable of the, Matt. 245, 248, 250, Luke 215 ; of the
Pharisees and Sadducees, Matt. 289, Luke 196.

LEBBiEUS, Matt. 180, 182, 183, 255 sqq., Luke 96, Jude 5 sq.

LECHLEB, G. Y., notice of; Acts v.

Legacies to the church. Matt. 411.

Ln'gion, Matt. 487, Luke .^81.

LENTULUS, P., letter of, Luke 170.

Leontopolis, Matt. 63.

Leprosy, Matt. 150 sq., Luke 86, 263 sq.

Leshem, Matt. 294.

Lessons for the year. Matt. 31, 37.

Let, use of the word. Bom. 67.

Letter, of Chriat's precepts, Luke 105; of the law, Rom. 222

bq., 2 Cor. 47, 51, 60; of the Scriptures, John 196.

Letters, of commendation, 2 Cor. 45; congregational. Acts

288; nf friendship, 3 John 201; Paul's piactice of wri-

ting, 1 Cor. 356. See Epistles.

LEVI, Luke 88. Se-'. Matthew.
Levitert, use i f the name, John 84 ;

their right of property,

Acts 81.

Liars, a designation of sinners. Bom. 117.

Libba, Matt. 182.

Liberality, to Christian teachers. Gal. 150, 153. See Almsgiv-

ing, Beneficence.

Libertines, synagogue of the Acts 109.

Liberty, Christian, not to be abused, Rom. 421,429, 1 Cor. 131,

Gal. 134, 140; derived from Christ, Acta 277 ; Cow|>er

quoted on. Gal. 131 ;
glorious, Eom. 272 ; irom the Mo-

saic law. Acts 391, 1 Cor. 131, Gal. 37, 129 sq., 134, 140,

Tim. 50 ; its nature and limitation, 1 Cor. 135, 155, 176

sq. ;
principle of, Col. 58 ; when to be renounced. Gal.

40;'ihe gift of the Spirit, 2 Cor. 58; associated with

truth, John 287, 299; to be used in sear<h of truth, Acls

319, 320; the gospel the law of, Jas. 66, 68,76,77. 79.

Liberty, fraternity and equality, of Christianity, 2 Cor. 147

sq.

Licentiousness Bom. 87, Col. P4,66, Thess. 65, Heb. 213.

Lies, see Lying; to children, Eph. 173, Note.

Life use of the word in New Testament, Eev. 125; interest nf
'

angelH in. Acts 94; the book ..f, Phil. 65 sq.. Rev. 28,

127 360,362; Christthe, John 198; its relation todeat's

Rom. 285 ; etenrnl, doctrine of, ih. 352 ; the future, 1 Cor.

349 sq Co1.61sq., Thess. 77, Tim. 86; precautions for

guarding, John 241; river c*. Rev. 383, 387 : savinL-atid

loaing, Matt. 198 eq., when to be sacrificed, 1 John 118.

Life the Chri8iian,.<;ee Christian Life; tree of, Bov. 388.

Light, armor of, Eom. 407, 410 sq. ; Christ the, John 69, 198,

277- an attribute of God, 1 John 29 sq.; a token of

his manifestation, John 193 ; of the gospel, 2 Cor. 67 sq.,

71; spirittial, Thess. 86; symbolism of, Luke 188,

Acts 443, Eev 19.

Lightning, symbolism of. Rev. 152.

Lights, the father of, Jas. 52.

LILLIE. JOHN, biographical notice of, Thess. ix.

LimhuK infayitwm, John 297.

Limbuspatrum, John 2^1.
, ^ , „ „ A^^ %t .

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM, quoted, Luke 41, B m. 401, Note.

Linen, Luko 203, 383.
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LINUS, Tim. 118.

Lion, a eymbcil in the Apocalypse, Rev. 217; atitle of Christ,

ib. 157 ; the Bymbol of the Gospel of Mark, Mart 2 ; Sa-

tan rcspreseuted as a, 1 Pet. 90 sq. ; a title of Turkieh
lulers, Bev. 210, Note.

Liquor-driuking, Tit, 13.

Liteial, use of the word, Kev. 98, Note.

Literature, eecuiar, its relation to Christianity, Tit. 11 ; its

use in the pulpit, ib. ib.

Litigation among Christians, 1 Cor, 121 sqq., 127, 128 eq.

Little things, faiuhfulncss ii', Luke 248; power of, ib, 316.

Liturgy, derivation of the word, 2 Cor. J.67, Note.

Livias, Matt. 263.

Living God, tho, nse of the expreseion, Matt. 295, 400, Luke
311, Acts 26S, 270.

Living to God, Gal. 5 » eq.

Loaves, Jewish, Matt. 266.

Localities, Scripture, Matt. 521, Luke 368 aq.

Lncusts, Matt. 70, Rev. 22, 20S.

Logod, doctrine of tho, John 49 sqq., 54sqq., 1 John 24.

Loiie-sufferingofGod, Rom, 103, 320, 321.

LORD, application of the name to Christ, Luke 36, 112, Bom.
62, 1 Cor, 21, 22, 68, Thess, 12 eq,; end of the, Jad,

13 'J aq.

Lord's Dav> see Sunday,
Lord's Prayer, the, Matt. 123 eqq., 128 sqq.. Luke 179 sqq.

Lord's Supper, tbe authenticity of, 1 Cor. 240 nq. ; the body
and blood of Clirist symbol zed in, Matt. 47 1 sqq, ; Luke
337, John 227, 1 Cor. 236 sq. ; first celebrati ^n of, Matt,

473, 1 Cor, 243; distinctive character of, 1 Cor. 240 i-q.;

reference of Christ's discour e to, Jolin 227 sq, ; cusiom
of the primitive church in reSije';t to, 1 Cor, 232, 234

;

an occasion of controversy, M itt. 475, Luke 338, John
229; exclusion from, Thess. 160; genetic idea of, John
227, 1 Cor. 213 ; institution of,M vtt. 469 sqq., Mark 140
sq., Luke 335 sqq., John 405 sqq.; Judas' participatiuii

in, Matt. 469 sq.; not a mere memorial, i&. 471, 474;
proper mode of its observance,! Cor. 241 ; its nature
and iuflueace, Acts 68 ; compar^-d with the Passover,

Matt. 472 sq., Mark 141; questions forself-examinatiuii

before partaking of, 1 Cor, 241, 244; repres'^ntedbyart,

Luke 338; a pledf^e of the resurrection of believers, 1

C >r. 214; rites of, Mart. 475; atjuse of, by the Roman
Cathoiic Clmrch, 1 C tr, 245 ; not a sacrifice, Matt. 475

;

sickness resulting from, '1 Cor. 241, 242; its signifi-

cance, Matt. 471, 475, Mark 141, John 227, 1 Cor. 209,

sqq., 237, Note, 240 sq. ; theories in reference to, 1 Cur.

213; unworthy partakers of, ib. 238 sq. ; works on,

Luke 338.

Lordship of Christ, Rom. 419, 427. See L .rd.

Lost, relative number of tho.R>m. 197.

Lot, u^G of the, Acts 21 sq., 318,

LOT'S wife, Luko 267.

Love of Christ, Christians not to be separated from, Rom.
284; surpasses knowledge, Eph. 128, 131; seen m the
Lord's Supper, Luke 338 ; reiuprocal nature of, 2 Cor,

104; victory through, Rom. 284.

Love, Cliristian, activity of. Col. 72; bold ie=a of. Acts 290

:

diati'ictive murk of Christians, John 427 ; its duty and
nature, Phil. 17, 1 John 149 sqq.; excoilence of, 1 Cor.

267 sqq.; exhibition of in early churches, Acts 223; dis-

tiuguished from love to neighbor, Lu ^e 174, Jolin 426
;

the principle and impulse of Christian life, Eph. 177
;

sh')\vn to the weak, Ileb. 119,

Love of God, revealed in Cbrist, Rom. 163, 166, l!68, 284, 286,

1 John 146 ; an attribute, Luke 49 sqq., 1 John 140 sq.,

146; the ground of the believer's love, Rom. 168; its

greatness, Eph. 77, 82, 128, 131 ; related to knowledge,
1 Cor. 176; revealed in New Testamenr, Rom. 138 ; re-

lated to His wrath, Luke 229.

Love to Go 1, Matt. 404, Mark 123, 1 Oor. 171, 176, 267 sqq.

Love, commandment of, 1 John 53, 57 ; debt of, Rom, 405, 408,
409 sq. ; to enemies, Luke 104. 105 ; essential to moral
excellence, 1 Cor. 274 ; excellent quality of, ift. 275

;

its relation to faith, Gal. 130, Ejh. I:i8, Col. 14, Thess.
87, Tim. 20, 1 John 164 sqq.; to fellow-men. Matt. 404,
Mark 123, Luke 174, John 425, Rom. 405 sq., 408, Gal.
135 sq., 140 sq., 143, Jas. 79; identical with knowledge,
1 Cor. 17G, 178, Eph. 128, 1 John 49 ; festal offerings of,

Matt. 465
;
parental, a Nymbol of God's love, ib. 14'!

;

permanentqualitycf, ICor. 273, 275; self—, Matt. 404;
service of, in the church, ib. 366; covering sins, 1
Pet. 77, 79.

Love-feasts of early Christians, John 405, 416.
Lowliness of Christ, John 379.

LUCIUS, Acts 239, Rom. 4'^1 sq.

LUKE, biographical sketch of, Luke 1 sq. ;a companion of
Paul, Acts 303, 308, 367, 2 Cor. 146, Note: a physician,
Luko 110, no, Col. 85; referred to by Paul, Col. 85,

Tim. 116, Phih>m. 24; his favorite appellation of Christ,

Luke 385; authorsi^iip of Epistle to the Ilobrewd as
cibed to, Ileb. 8 ; inspiration of, Luke 13 ; works on,
*. 2,

, Gospel, according to, its connection with the

Book of Acts, Acts 1 ; its aim or purpose, Luke 6 ;
cha-

racteristics of, ib. 2 sqq., 52; chronological order in,

John 40 sq, ; list of commentaries on, Luke 7 ; it- cre-

dibility disputed, ib. 166; da'e of it^ composition ib. 6;

genuineness, ib. 4 sqq., 18, 34, 52 ; compared with other

G.tspels, Matt. 546, Luke 266, 301, 309, 330, 34.3 ^q., d59,

385 sq., John 40 sq.; fundamental idea a'd arrange-

ment of, Lulje 8 sqq. ; Lange's Commentary on, ib. vi.

sqq.; parables peculiar to, ib. 129 tsq.

Lukewartnness, Rev. 133 sq., 136, 412.

Lunatics, Matt. 96, 314 sq., Mark 83 bqq.,Luke 157 sqq.

Lust, condemned, Mntt. 114; related to covetousnes-, Col. 64,

66 Thess. 65, Heb. 2l3; dominion of, how escaped,!

Cor. 135; evil of, 2PGt. 37; of the eyes, 1 John 64 sq.

Lusts of the flesh. Gal. 138, 143.

Lustrations, see 'W'ashiDgs.

LUTHER, MARTIN, hymns of, Matt. 488, Acts 145 ; on

John's Gos[iel, John vi.; compared with Paul, Acta

177 411 417; on Revelation, Rev, 76; watchword of,

Rom. 136, 140 ; at Wittenberg, Matt. 60 ; at Worms,
Acts 77, 386. ^ ,

Lutheran church. Matt. 128, Note, 414: sq.. Mirk 166, Luke
338. Rora. 168.

LutheraniHoi, Bom. 374. Note.

L>caouia, Acts 262, 266, 267.

Lydda, Acts 186.

LYOIA, at Philippi, Acts 305.

J.ydia, country of, Acts 305.

Lying, sin of, Eph. 169, 183, Col. 65.

LYSANIA8, Lute 54 sq.

Lystra, Acts 262 ; healing of a cripple at, ib. 265 sqq.

M*
accabees. the race of. Matt. 56, 60.

acedonia, Thess. 18; controversy among the Christians

of, Rom. 250 ; liberality of the Christians in, 2 Cor.

139; its condition in the time of Paul, i6. t&. ; Paul's

call to. Acts 303.

MachiErus, Matt. 203, 262, 263.

Madian, see Midian.
Magadan, and
Magdala, see

MagJalan, Matt. 286,

MAGDALENE, d^ nvation of the name. Matt. 286 sq. ; Mary,
ib. ib., Luke 121 125. See Marj' Magdalene.

Magi, vi^it of the, to infant Jesus, M'ltt. 56 sqq.

M'igic, practice uf, at Ephesus, Acts 354.

Magicians, Egyptian, Tim. 105.

Magistrates, duty o'", Rom. 403; obedience to, ih. 398 sqq., 401

sqq., 1 Pet. 40, 42 sq.
;
prayer for, Tim. 28, 30 ; divine

right f, Tit. 22.

BLiguificrt-t, of Mary, the, Luke 25 sq.

MAGOG, Rev. 34, 355 sqq.

Mnimed, Matt. 325.

Majesty of God, Heb. 208.

MALCHUS, Matt. 486, Luke 351.

Malta, Acts 46U, 461, 4G6.

MALTHAOE, Matt. 262.

Mammon, Matt. 133.

Man, use of the term, 1 Cor. 70, 71; distinguished from.

angels, Eph. 83; ca' nal nature of, 1 Cor. 69 sqq.;

depravity of, ib. 128; the creature of God, Eph. 83;
his relation to G 'd changed by Christ's death, Heb.
159; tripartite nature of, 1 Cor. 62, 339; natural con-
dition of, i6. 128 ; relation of to woman, ib. 228, Eph.
205, Note ; to have the dominion of tne world, Heb.
64; vanity of, 1 Cor. 71.

, the inward, Rom. 240 sq., Eph. 124, 128.

, the natural, 1 Cor. 62, 66.

, the old. Bom. 203, 207, Eph. 163.

, the spiritual, 1 Cor. 65, 66.

"Mau of sin," Rom. 207, Note, Thets. 106, 111, 127, 133 sqq.
Man, Son of, John 191, 1 Cor. 71.

MANAEN, Acta 239.
Mandean*!, Acts 350.

Manger, Lut-e 33,

Manna, desi'ription of, John 217 sq.; a type r>f Christ, ib. 22%
1 Cor 197.203; gathering of, 2 Cor. 144; the hidden,
Rev. 29. 120 sq.

Manuscript, Sinai tic, Matt. xx. 565, Acts vii.

Manuscripts of the New Testament, Matt, xix, sqq,. Acta
vii , 84.

Marah, wild-rnesB of. Matt. 68.

Maranatba, 1 Oor, 361,

MABCELLA, tradition respecting, Luke 184.
MAECION, Gosn. 1 of, Luke 5.

MARIAMNE, Matt, 60.

Marinlatry, Luke 19, 186.
MARK, name of, Mark 4; V'iographical sketch of, ih.,ih.;

mother of, ib. 5, Acta 229; accompanies Paul and Bar-
nabas, Acts 22S, 242; his departure from them at
Porga, lb. 248; their dispute concerning, M'lrk 5. Acts
295 sqq

; Paul's allusions to, Col, 84, Tim. 116, Pbileoi.
24; Peter's relations to, Mark 6 sqq., 62, 1 Put. 95.
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, Gospel according to, Aramaic words in, Mark 50; cba-
racteriflUcs of, ih. 1 Bqq. ; compositiou of, tfi. 7 eqq.

;

genuineness, ib. 10 sq., 167 ; fundamental idea and
arrangement, ib. 12 sqq., 166; compared with Mat-
thew's Gospel, ib. 1 ; its relation to Peter, ih. 6 sqq., 62,
157 ; vividuesg of the descriptions in, ib. 44, 46, 49, 64,
83, 110, 117 ; works on. ib. 12.

Marriage, use of the word In the New Test., Rev. 336, Note;
when to be avoided, Matt. 339 sqq.; of believers, 1

Cor. 147 sqq., 155 sq., 228, 1 Pet. 78; Bible-, history of,

Eph. 206 ; Christ's views of, Matt. 33S sqq., Mark 97
;

recognized by Christianity, John 102, ltl4, Eph. 206

;

its relation to the church, Eph. 205, Note; duty of the
church in reference to, 1 Cor. 145; of clergymen, not
to be hasty, Tim. 39; undervalued by the Corinthians,
1 Cor. 1.39; mutual duties resulting from, Eph. 198
sqq., 208 sqq. ; an ecclesiastical ceremony, 1 Cor. 165

;

end of, Eph. 206, Theas. 65
;
proper estimation of, Tim.

51; essentials to happiness in, 1 Cor. 229; holiness of,

Matt. 268, Heb. 21.3, 1 Pet. 64 ; used as an illustration.

Bom. 218 sqq,, 223; of Jews with heathen forbidden.
Acts 298; Jewish customs respecting. Matt. 170, 208,

399, 436 sq., John 143 ; of the Lamb, Bev. 332, 336 sq.

;

laws relative to. Matt. 339 sqq,, 390 ; Mosaic law of, ib.

399; nature and obligations of, 1 Cor, 143 sq,, 145 sq,,

Eph. 205, 206, Note, 1 Pet. 56; offences. Matt, 264; duty
of parents to children in respect to, I Cor. 165 ; Paul's
views on, ib. 138 sqq.; perversiDU of. Acts 88; how far

a hindrance to a religious life, 1 Cor. 166 sq. ; laws of
the Rom. Cath. Church respecting. Matt. 116, 119, 339
Bi|., Eph. 207, Tim. 50; second, Luke 311, 1 Co.-. 143,

150, Tim. 38 sq.; Scripture view ot, Rev. 277; duty of
the State in reference to, 1 Cor. 145; symbolical use
of the term. Matt. 389; typical of Christ »nd the
church, John 143, 146, Eph. 198 sqq., 205; true view
of, Luke 311, 1 Cor. 136.

Mar's Hill, Paul's address on, Acts 323 sqq.
MARTHA, Luke 176 Bqq., John 352.

Martyr, use of the term, Acts 400.

Martyrdom, genuine, Matt. 189, 264, Acts 263; different

kinds of. Matt. 65, Note, 364; of Stephen, Acts 135 sqq.;

Old Testament and New Testament contrasted, Matt.
488; true value of. Acts 136, Phil. 25.

Martyrs, proper estimate of. Acts 136; their courage, Luke
349 ; festivals of. Matt. 65 ; in the Apocalypse, Rev.
166.

MARY, mother of .Tesus, her descent. Matt. 48, Luke 21, 62,

63; descriptions of, Luke 20; her person .and charac-
ter, ib. 20, 40, 45 ; her relations to Joseph, Matt. 63

;

her relation to Elizabeth, Luke 20; immaculate con-

ception of. Matt. 232, Luke 21, 130; song of, Luke 25

pq., 28 ; her visit to Bethlehem, ib. 33 ; her grief, ib.

45; Christ's reproof of, John 105: at the cross. Matt,

529, John 586, 691; commeoded to John, John 103,

586, 594; her views respecting Chrint, Matt. 231, Lnke
128 sq, ; children of, .James 12 sq,, 20 ; and see Brothers
ofJe,sus; compared with Eve, John 691,595; herfaith.

Matt, 63, 231, 232, John 104, 106; human nature of,

Luke 130; her friendship with John, John 7 aq.; not

named by John, ib. 103 ; her obedience to be imitated.

Matt, 232; position assigned to by Christ, ib., ib.; her

poverty, Luke 44. 46; types of, in history. Matt, 53;

perpetual virginity of, ib. 53, Note, 258, 200, Luke 34;

worship of. Matt, '232, Luke 19, 185, John 105; last

mention of. Acts 19,

, of Bethany, Matt, 463 sqq., Mark 138, Luke 176 sqq,,

John 340 sq,

, mother of James and Joses, Matt. 255 sqq., 269, 529,

637, Mark 1,54, John 685.

. MAGDALENE, Matt. 286 sq., 628 sq., Mark 1,59, Luke
121, 125, John 340. 004, 606, 609 sqq., 623.

, mother of Mark, Mark 5, Acts 229.

, of Rome, Bom. 447, 4.')4.

MARTS, the three, identity of, John 340, Note.

, of the New Testament, Rom. 454-.

Mass, sacrifice in the, Heb. 169.

Massacre ot St. Bartholomew's Day, Matt, 264, Note, 265,

Master, a title of a teach-r. Matt, 410, Luke 82, 192.

Masters, their duties to servants, Eph, 217 sqq,. Col, 78 sq,;

impos.sible to serve two. Matt. 133.

Matarea, Matt. 63.

MATTANIAH, Acts 98.

MATTHEW, biographical sketch of. Matt. 40 sq. ; h'S iden-

tity with Levi, ib. 40, 170, Luke 88; his character.

Matt. 364, Luke 96.

, Gospel according to, characteristics of, Matt. 39

sq. ; Commentarioa on, ib. 42 sq. ; date of its composi-

tion, ib. 42 ;
genuineness of, ib. 42, 45 ;

fundamental idea

of, ib. 43 ;
compared with the other Gospels, i"!. 164, 453,

641, 546 ; Lange's Commentary on, ih. .xviii, sqq, ; Lnn-

guage of, ib. 41 sq, ; order and arrangement, ib. 43 sqq,;

peculiarities of, ib. 454 ; its connection with the Penta-

teuch, ib. 46, Note : title ot, *. 42.

MATTHLAS, Acts 21 sq., 98.

Meals, of the ancients, Matt. 389, 1 Cor. 232 ; blessing at,
M»tt. 266, Tim. 49.

Measures, Jewish, Matt. 245, Luke 246,
Meat, the gospel compared to, 1 Cor, 70, 71,

Mediation of Christ, 1 Cor. 323, Eph, 49, Tim, 29 sqq., Heb. 31.
Mediator, office of a. Gal. 81 ; need of u, Heh. 208.
Meekness, Matt. 102, 486.
Megiddo, Matt, 287, Rev, 295, 302,
MELCHISEDEK, Heb, 126, 128 sq,

MELDENIU8 RCPERTIUS, maxim of. Acts 286.
MELITE, Acts 460.
MBNANDEK, quoted by Paul, 1 Cor. 331.
Mendicancy, system of, 2 Cor. 148.
Mcnnonites, their error respecting oaths, Matt. 116.
Mental reservation in oaths. Matt. 412.
Merciful, the, blessed. Matt. 102.
Mercy of God, Matt, 235 sq„ 334, Eph, 77.
Mercy and judgment, Jas. 79, 81.

Mercy-seat, Bom. 132 sq, ; Christ as a, ib. 133.
Merit, works of, Bom, 269.

Meritoriousuess, Acts 192.
Meritum ex coagnto, Acts 192.

Meroe, Acta 156.

Messengers, gospel, Luke 229, Rom. 348, 353.

MESSIAH, the, Christ's clnima as. Matt. 146, M»rk 27 ; Dan-
iel's description of his appearance. Matt, 101 ; feast of,

i6. 162 ; Gentile expectations of, ib. 51 ; Jewish expec-
tations of, ib. 48, 09, 86, 287, Luke 46, John 250, 284,
330 ; Jewish idea of, Jolin 163 ; kingdom of, Luke 291

,

Acts 13
;
prophecies respecting, Matt. 204, 220 sq., Heb.

44, Rev. 48 pq, ; Samaritan idea of, John 103 ; sign of.

Matt, 226, 428,

Messiahs, false, Matt. 422 sq., Luke 267, 319.

METER'S Commentary on the Gospels, Matt. 537.

MICHAEL the archangel, Thess. 76, Judc 19, 25, Kev. 238,
248.

Midian, land of, Acts 120.
Midijmites, Acts 120.

Midnights in Christian history. Matt. 439.
Mildness of Christ, Luke 159, 163.

Mile, Roman, Acts 194.
Milk, the gospel compared to, 1 Cor. 70, 71, Heb. 109, 1 Pet

31,37.
MlUenarianlsm, Matt. 447 sq.

Millennium, the, Apocalyptic doctrine of, Bev. 343,401 ,402,440

;

relation of Christ's second coming to, Thess. 78
;
pre-

dictions of. Matt. 422, 428, 447, 1 Cor. 122 ; theory of.

Matt. 437, Aofe ; time of, unknown. Acts 13.

Millstone, Matt. 324.

MILTON, quoted, Luke 29, 188, 206, John 315, Note, Thess. 75,

Nott, Jas. 51, 1 Pet. 43.

Minn, Luke 290.

Mind, the, definition of. Matt. 404 ; renewing of, Rom. 382

;

vanity of, Eph. 160, 165.

Ministers of the gospel, their authority, 1 Cor. 92; attitude of,

ib. 53 sq. ; celibacy of, Matt. 340, Luke 79 sq, ; and see

Celibacy ; characteristics of. Matt, 326, 2 Cor, 172, Thess,

34; children of. Acts 366; Christ a model for, Luke
75 ; circumspection needful in, Tim. 61 ; their relation

to their congregations, 2 Cor. 26, Gal. 108, 120; how far

toengage in controversy, Tim. 102 ; list of distinguished.

Matt. 33 ; duties of, Luke 261, 2 Cor, 112, Jude 31 ; edu-

cation of. Acts 346, Jas, 102 ; to oppose error, Tim, 26

;

an example for, Luke 327 ; their example, 1 Cor, 103

sq,, 206, Tim, 14; personal experience necessary to suc-

cess ot; 2 Cor, 69 sqq. ; families of, Tim, 39 sq. ; spiritual

fathers, 1 Cor. 102, Thess. 35 ; their duty as correctors

of faults, 2 Cor. 36 sq. ; fidelity requisite in, 1 Cor. 88,

91, 92 ; furniture of. Matt, 253 sq, ;
gentleness requisite

in, 2 Cor. 172 ; tlieir endowments from the Holy Spirit,

1 Cor. 265 ; instruction for, Luke 229, 2 Cor. 70 sqq.

;

manner and matter of; 1 Cor. 63 aq.; engaging in other

occupations, Tim. 93; how they may oflend in werd,

Jas. 102 ; Paul a model for, Rom. 66, 1 Cor, 63, 191

;

should use plain language. Acts 401
;
portrayed, Luke

170; not to preach themselves, but Christ, Acts 144;

should make suitable preparation, Jrs, 102, 106; quali-

fications of, 1 Cor, 106, 191 sq,, 2 Cor, 70; remissness of,

Luke 219; salvation of, id, 108; self-watchfulness neces-

sary in, 1 Cor. 206 ; servants of Christ, Col, 14; sins of,

Tim, 106 ; stewards of the mysteries of God, 1 Cor, 88,

90 sq , Tim, 11; strength requisite in, 2 Cor, 172; sup-

port of, 1 Cor. 185, Gal, 150, 163, 155, Thess. 36, US,

Tim. 66 ; should warn against unfaithfulness, Heb. 118

;

spiritual warriors, 2 Cor. 172; witnesses to the truth,

Thess. 44; co-workirs with God, 1 Cor. 74, 77; in what

their worth consists, ib. 91.

Ministry, The Christian, its institution by Christ, Matt. 558

;

accommodation in, 1 Cor. 190; appointment to, John

642 ; call to. Acts 239 sq,, Gal. 13 sq,, Eph, 118, Heb 106;

claims of, 1 C'r. 190; division of labor in, Tim, 114;

education for, in ftie primitive church, Acts 346 ;
obli-

gations of, 1 Cor, 290 ; ordination to. Acts 403, 447, Tim.

89 ; how far a priesthood, Rom. 440, Note, 442 sq. ;
pre-
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paration for, Jas. 102 ; requirements of, Tim, 54; work
of; Acts 273. 2 Cor. 69, 70 sqq., 89, £ph. 118 aq., Col. 38,

Tit. 6.

Ministry of angels, Acts 94.

Ministry of Chriat, Matt. 365.

Minstrels at funerals, Matt. 174, 208, Luke 141.

Miracles, deaniriona of, Mirtt. 153 Bq. ; terms used in the New
Testament for, ib. 154, 210, John 108, 2 Cor. 202 i-q. ; ar-

guments for, Luke 79; riistinguisbed as difficult or

easy, ib. 86 ; evideuce from, 2 Cor. 202, 203 ;
gift of,

Luke 168, 170, 261 ; wrought only by the power of God,
Acts 63,63; their hurmony with nature, Mark 77;
power to work, why not continued, ib. 163.

. , apocryphal, Matt. 320, Luke 50 eq. ; attending
Cijrist's birth, Luke 40; traditional, at His death, ib.

380; false, Theas. 131, 140 sq. ; of nature, Luke 133;
Old Tearament, Matt. 154, 267, Luke 147 ; works on.

Matt. 153.

, of Christ, John's account of; John 108 sq. ; differ-

ent from a.Liocryphal ones, Matt. 320 ; central point of,

John 110; their resemblance to Christ, Matt. 154 sq,;

conditions of, Mark 53; not creative, Matt. 267,268,
John 106, 210; of deed, i&. 163 sqq.; performed at a
distance, ib. 152, 155, 282, 2S3, Luke 110 sq.; proofs of

His diviue mission, Matt. 155, Luke 118; emblems of
spiritual deliverance. Matt. 204; endof, Luke 284, 329;

their power in quickening faith. Matt. 211; in Gali-

lee and io Jadea distinguLshed, John 109; interna] and
external, Mark 27 ; of knowledge, John 95, 99, 108 ; or-

der and significance of, Ma't. 155 sq.
;
progression in,

ib. 174; punitive, i&. 381 sq., Luke 137 ; on the Saiibath,

Luke 93, 94; stages of, M^tr. 153; wrought on women,
Mark 50: of word, Matt. 153 sqq.; compared with mi-
racles of the apostles, John 439.

•-
, of Christ, water made wine, Mark 22, John 102

sqq., 109 sqq, ; nobleman's son healed, John 171 sqq.

;

demoniacs healed at Capernaum, Mark 21 sqq., Luke 77

eqq.; Peter's mother in-law healed. Matt. 15^^, Mark
23, Luke 79 aq. ; first draught of fishes. Lube 81 sqq.;

leper hi aled, Matt. 150 eqq., 156, Mark 25, Luke 85
sqq.; paralytic healed. Matt. 166 sqq., Mark 26 pqq.,

Luke 86 eqq. ; impoteat man healed, John 179, 181 pqq.;

nun with withered hand healed. Matt. 217 sqq., Mark
33 sqq., f<uke 93 sq. ; centurion's servant healed, M ttt.

10-3 sq., 155 Rqq., Luke 110 sq. ; son of ihe widow raised,

Luke 112 &qq.; blind and dumb demoniac healed, Matt.
223, Luke 183; temneet stilled, Matt. 161 sqq., Mark
44 aq., Luke 132 sqq.; demoniacs healed at Gadara,
Matt. 164 sqq., Mark 46 sqq., Luke 135 sqq. ; woman
with issue of blood healed. Matt. 174 sq., Mark 49 sqq,,

Luke W) sqq. ; Jairus's daughter raised. Matt. 173 sqq.,

Mark 49 sqq., Luke 139)aqq,; two blind men hea'ed.
Matt. 176 sqq.; dnmb demoniac healed, i6. 177; five

thriusand fed. Matt. 265 sqq,, Mark 60 sq., Luke 146 eq.,

John 207 sqq.; walking on the aea. Matt. 270 aqq.,

Mark 62 aq., John 213 sqq.; daughter ot the Canaatii-

t-sh woman healed. Matt. 231 sqq, ; deaf and dumb man
healed, Mark 69 sqq. ; four thousand fed. Matt, 285,
Mark 72 sq. ; blind man healed, Mark 76 sq. ; dumb de-
moniac healed. Matt. 314 sq., Mark 83 sqq., Luke 157
sqq.; money in the fish's moutn, Matt. 3L9 sq. ; tf^i

lepera cleansed, Luke 263 eq. ; blind men at Jericho
healed, Matt. 369. Mark 108 sq., Luke 282 sqq.; Lsiza-

rus raised, Luke 141 eq., John 339 sqq., 345; infirm wo-
man healed, Luke 212 sqq.; man with the dropsy
healed, ib. 223; fig-tree withered. Matt. 380 sqq., Mark
112 sqq. ; Malchus healed. Matt. 486, Luke 351 ; second
draught of fishes, John 631 eqq.; Viirious, Matt. 94, 158,

178, 276, 234 sq., Mark 23, 34, Luke 79, 101, 1 ' 6.—

—

, of the apostles, Mark 161 eqq., J.^hn 439, Acts 63,

68, 187, 188, 262, Phil. 49, Tim. 11^, Heb. 45 ; of Harna-
bas and Paul, Acts 262 ; of Panl, Hj. 265, 267 sq., 305
sq., 31)9, 353 eqq., 368 eq , 467 sq. ; of Peter, ib. 62 sqq.,

90, 186;ofPhilip, i&. 143; of Stephen, ib. 108, 111.

Miaaionariea among the heathen. Act^ 331 sq ; Scriptural
mode ofsending firth, ib. 240 sq. ; task of, Kom.443.

Missionary meeting, the firt. Acts 241.
ship, the first, Acts 245.
spirit, Matt. 412.

Missions, when most blessed, Acts 58,241; call for, t6 310;
instituted by Christ, Matt. 563, Luke 400; oFtheealy
Christiana, Acts 217, 239 sqq. ; the work of the church,
Mat f. 252, Rom. 355, SSn, 3 John 199; contribu'ions
for, Luke 316 ; course of, i5. 219 ; history of, workfl on.
Matt. 6 8q.; reflex influence of. Arts 241; among the
Jew*, Matt. 411 aq. ; value of, Acta 241 ; woman's work
in, ib. 190.

Mitee, the widow's, Mark 127, Luke 315 sq.

M Kaur, probable aite of Macbserus, Matt. 203.
MNEVIS, the id .1, Acts 125.

M ckery of Christ, Matt. 514, Luke 356 sq., 362, 373, 374.
Mo'king God, Gal. 152. »

Modesty of the go-^pel writers, .John 99,

MOHAMMED, deisnicU doctrines of. Matt. 403.

Mohammedanism, works on, Matt. 6.

Mohammedans, spread of Christianity among, Matt. 61

;

e'^timated number of; ib. 563.

MOLOCH, Acta 126.

MonasticiBoo, censured. Matt. 132; its features, Luke 29.^

Money, coining of, the symbol of authority, Matt. 397, Luke
306; love of, Tim. 70,71 ;

piece of, Matt. 319; posseseion

of, not sinful, ib. 133.

Money-changers, Matt. 376.

MONICA, mother of A ^gustine, 1 Pet. 54.

Monkery, Kev. 198.

Monks, poverty of. Matt. 346.

Monogamy, the true idea of, Mark 97 ; arguments for. Matt.

341, Eph. 206.

Monotheism of the Pharisees, Matt. 403.

Monothelite controversy, Mate. 479, 482.

Montauism, Col. 7.

Monuments to the dead. Matt. 413.

Muon, symbolism of the. Rev, 34, 246.

Morality, not independent of religion, Kom. 87 ; not suflScient

for salvation, Acts 204; its worth, nature and basis,

Eph. 84.

Christian, ita relation to the Mosaic law, John
273, 275.

Morals, corruption of, in heathen lands, Rom. 89.

Moriah, Mt., Matt. 105.

Morning star, Kov. 124 sq.

MOSES, Stephen's account of, Acta 119 aqq.; his youthful

beauty, ib. ib.; burial of. Jude 19, 25 ; a type of Chriat,

Acts 120 aq., 126, Heb. 68 sqq., 73; his flight from
Earyp , Heb. 192; his fidelity, ib. 69; his learning, Acta

119; contrjated with the Pharisees, Eom. 316,332;
hia appearance at the Transfiguration, Matt. 307; veil

upon the face of, 2 Cor, 55 (-qq., 61 sqq.

, Book of the Ascension of, Eev. 10.

, seat of, Matt. 409.
Mothers, pious, Acts 300 sq., Tim. R3.

Mountain, meaning of the term in Bible. Matt. 100 ; figura-

tive use of the term, ib. .381, Rev. IS, 197, 205.

Mountains, three sacred. Matt. 562; removal of, ib.ZW.
Mount of Beatitudes, Matt. 100, 105.

Calvary, Matt. 519 sqq , Liike 372, John 582 sq.

-Gerizim, Matt. 185, Johri 160.

Hermon, Matt. 306 fq.

Horeb, Acts 122, 1 Cor. 197.— Mori:ib, Matt. 105.

of Olives. M itt. 105, 422, Acts 18.

Panius, Matt. 294, 306.
. Sinai, ib. 105, Acta 122, Gal. 114 aqq.

Tabor, Matt. 105, 306, 311, 556, Luke 152 sq.. Acts
22, 2 Pet. 19.

of Transfiguration, Matt. 306, Luke 152, Acts 22,

2 Pet 19.

, Christ's Sermon on the, Matt, 97 sqq.

Mourners, proper treatment of. Mutt, 161.

Mourning, Eastern custom of, M tt. 211 ; in spirit, ib. 102.

M'lrmuringof the Isrnelitee, 1 Cor. 199.

Mustar i-seed. Matt. 245.

Myra, Acts 455.

Mvriads, Heb. 207.

Myrrh, Matt. 59, 536, Mark 151.

Mysia, Acta 299.

Mysteries, of God, Acts 234, 1 Cor. 87, 90 eq., 283 ; heathen,
Luke 198 ; of the Kingdom of heaven. Matt. 239 aq.

Mystery, definition of, 1 Cor. 57, 88, Tim. 45, Rev. 107 ; of
Christ, Eph. 110, 111 ; of godliness, Tim. 45 sqq.; of the
divine will, Eph. 51 ; of the divine wisdom, 1 Cor. 66,

68 ; communicated by Paul, Rom. 369 374.

Mystical, proper use of the term, Rev. 98, Note.

Mythology, works on, Matt. 6 ; symbolism of, Rom. 90.

NAAMAN, Luke 74.

abulus, John 153.

ain, Luke 112.

Name, in the. Matt. 200, 324, Luke 158.

, of Christ, the, abuse of. Acts 355; baptism in,

Matt. 558 ; calling upon, 1 Cor. 21 ; faith in, Rom. 63

;

miracles wrought in, Mark 89, Acts 63 ;
prayer in, John

439, Thees. 120; secret. Rev. 29, 338,

, the new. Rev. 120 sq., 132.

Names, of Deity, Matt. 125. 557 nq., 560 sq., 1 Cor. 21; double,
in Palestine, Matt. 182 sq., John 94, Note; Greek, of
Jews, John 94. Note ; among Jews and Christian-*,

Kom. 68; Scripture, orthography of Matt. 48, Luke 15,

61 sq. ; of Scripture localities, Matt. 479, Note; typical
meaning, ih, 183, 479, Note.

Naphtali, Matt. 91,

NATHANAEL, Matt. 182, Luke 96, John 94 sq. See Bartho-
lomew.

Nationalities not distinct under the*gospel, Thpsa. 36.

Nativity of Christ, date of the. Matt, 56 aq., Luke 36 sq., 55.
Natural man, the, 1 Cnr. 62, 66.

Natural science, works on, Matt. 7.
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Natur.', Christ's rnlo ove-, Matt. 272. Mirk i5; Chriitlanitym harmony with, 1 Cor. 22a ; worship of, Acta 36o.
JNatura of Christ, divine and human, M irlc 00, 81, Lulce 47,

111, 117, 209, John 72, 79, Acta 48, 49, Phil. 38, Tim. 31,
1 John 23 aq., 136, 138.

Nature, human, fallen, Eom. 90; ever the same, Luke 269;
three-foM, Bom. 23:1 sq., Thos3.95 sq., Heb. OS.

Nature and gr.ice, 1 Cor. 229, 259, Eph. 101.
Naz irenB, Matt. 64.

Nazarenes, sect of. Matt. 497, Note, ,Vcts 420.
Nazareth, Matt. 64 sq., 4 9, Note, Mark 62, Luke 61, 74, John

96.
''..'

Nlzarites, M itt 73 eq., Luke 16, Acts 390.
Neafiolis, Act? 303 sq., Phil.-m. 6.

Nearness <.f Christ, Phil. 67.
Needle, eye of a. Matt. 345 sq.
NEHEMIAH, Book of. Rev. 7, Note.
Neighbor, love for, Lulw 174, Gil. 136 sq., 143, Jas. 79 ; con-

duct towaids, Matt. 138, 143, 146, 334.
Nein, se". Nain.
Nephthahm, gee Naphtnli.
NERO, purscntions by, Matt. 523; Impostors of the name,

Thi'ss. 110.

Neronias, Matt. 294.

Nestorifirism, Mark 53.

Neutrality in reference to Olirist impossible, Luke 184, 185.
Now commandment of Christ, John 425 sq.
New covenant and old contrasted, Mait. 171, Luke 89, 90.
New School Calvinists, their theory respecting original sin.

Rom. 194.
J f e, h

New Testament, the, arrangement of, Matt. 23 eq. ; canon of,

ib. 22 sq., Jas. 4 ; chronological order of books of. Matt.
21 sq. ; editions of, Acts vi.; the epistles in. Matt. 27 ; va-
rious reading:s of Greek text of, ib. xix. sq. ; historical
books of, id. 24 sqq. ; idiom of. Bom. 18 sq., Kcv. 49 sq.

;

introduction to. Mat'. 1, 20 sqq., 36 ; manuscripts of, i'j.

xix. sqq.. Acts vii., 84; name of. Mat'. 20; its rel.itiim
to the Old Testament, ih. 13 sq , 39, 73, 78, lOl, Miirk
16, Luke 58, 118, John 76, 80, 197,323, Acts 157, Rom.
59 sq., 120, 13d, 1 Cor. 229, 2 C r. 60 sq., Eph. 119, 147,
Col. 58, Heb. 40 sq., Jas. 89, 1 Pet. 19, 36, 1 John 56,
Rev. 3; its origin. Matt. 20 sq.; prophetic portion of,

ib 23
; writers oi, ih. 20, Note.

New Tear's Day, reflections for, Luke 43.
Newspapers, religions, Eph. 232.
NICOOEMUS, John 122 sqq., 699.
Nioolait li les, 2 Pet. 20, Rev. 28, 116.
NICOLAS, Acts 105, Bi'V. 116, 120.
Nicopolis, Luke 390, Tit. 23.

NIUEB, acfs 239.
Night, E man divi lion of the, Luke 204 ; traveling by. Matt.

59 ; works of the, Rom. 403 ; figurative use of tlie term
by Christ, John 307, 313, Sii; symbolism of. Rev.
19,33.

Night-watches, Luke 204.
N ne, symbolism of the number, Eev. 15.
Nineveh, ruins of Luke 29*i.

NOAH, preaching of, 1 Pet. 67; time of, typical, ih. 64.
Nobility, Christian, A' ts 318 sq., 320.
N irmal, proper use of the word, Rev. 98, Note.
NOVALIS, quoted. Matt. 351, John 67, Ifole.

Novatianism, Matt. 246, 499, Mark 29.

Number of the beast. Rev. 256, 260 sq., 271 sq.

Numbers, symbolism of. Matt. 26, 28, 49, 87, 183, 216, 333,
Luke 166, Rev. 14 sqq., 29, Note ; works on. Matt. 183
sq.

NUMIDIUS, martyr of Ca.thage, Acts 270.

Mother dear, Jerusalem I" Rev. 391, JVo^e.

aths, Olirist's opiiii n of. Matt. 116; duty of Christians
respecting, ib. 116, 144, 145 sqq.; divine example in re-

gard 10, Heb. 121 sq., 124, Eev. 220; Scripture doctrine
concerning, Theas. 35

;
perversion of, hy the Jews,

Matt. 116 sq.; Paul's use of, 2 Cor. 25, Gal. 29 aq.; use
of among the Pharisees, Matt. 412; error of Quakers
and others respecting, io. 116; sinful use of, Jaa. 137,

144, 145 sq. ; ungodly, Mark 69.

Obedience to God, inculcated by Christ, Matt. 397, Luke 307
;

the only true nobility, Matt. 232; perfect, required,
Luke 174.

to civil authority, Matt. 397, Luke 307, Acta 75,

77, Rom. 398 sqq., 401 sq., 1 Pet. 40, 42.

to parents, Eph. 210, 213 sqq., CjI. 76.

Obscurity of Scripture, 2 Pet. 61,

ODOACER, reign of, Eev. 206, Note.

ilSeuce, giving of. Matt, 324, Eom, 419 sq,, 429, Jas. 102, 107
;

avoided by Christ, Matt. 319, 320: the cross of Christ

an, 1 Cor. 40, 41.

Offences necessity of, Luke 259, 2G1 ; in word, Jas. 102, 107
;

by hand and foot. Matt. 324, 326, Mark 90.

OIBce and officer, distinct. Matt, 409, Acts 410.

Office, apostolic, iostHution of. Matt, ,326,

Offlcera in the primitive church, Phil. 12, Thess. 90, 96.

Oflicersin the church ordained by Christ, Eph, 166; duties
pertaining to, Matr, 326, Eph. 167; their relation to
spiritual gilts, 1 Cor. 260; gradation in, John 642 ; in
pnmitive church, Rim. 384 sqq., Eph. 166, *ic, Tim.
42, 1 Pet. 87.

Oil, use of among Eastern nation". Mark 56; anointing with,
see Anointing; typical maning of. Matt. 438.

Ointment, Matt. 463, 1 John 77 ; use of in embalming, Mark
156; as symbol of the Spirit, 1 John 85.

Old man, the, Rom, 203, 207, Eph. 163.
Old Testament, the, connection of Apocrypha with. Matt. 13,

14, 209 ; canon of; Jas. 4 ; Christ's regard for, Luke 314

;

his relation to, ib. 75, John 607 ; ite types and prophe-
cies of Christ, Matt. 304 sq. ; the Christian religion
built on, *. 253, Jas. 6 ; commentaries on. Malt. 7, 19

;

difficulties to be explained, ib. 230; divisions of, ib. 14;
errors respecting, Rom, 155; eschatology of, it, 287,
Rev, 45; called the religion of thefuture, Eev. 3; lis
teachings concerning immortality. Luke 310sq,; inspi-
ration of, Eom. 116, 1 Cor. 229, Tim. 107,109; rich in
promises foi- the Jews, Eom. 485 ; John the Baptist the
representative of. Matt. 72 sq,, Mark 16; its relation tj
the law, Gal. 98 sq,; called the old marriage, Eph.
208; its relation to the New Testament, Matt. 13, 21,
73, 78, 101, Mark 16 Luke 58, 118, John 76, 80, 197, 323,
Eom. 59 sq,, 129, 138, 401 sq,, 1 Cor. 229, 2 Cor. 60 sq.,

119, Eh, 119, 147, Col, 58, Heb, 40 sq., Jas. 89, 1 John
56, 1 Pet. 19, 36; Paul's treatment of, Gal. 122; symbo-
lism of, Matt. 7. 27S, Tim, 23, Heb. 154; undervalued,
Tim. 110; unity of, Eev, 8,

Old things paBsed away, 2 Cor, 98.
Oleaster, see

Olive tree, wild, Eom. 367, 374, Eev, 21, 230.
Olives, Mount of Matt. 105, 422, Acts 18.
OMEGA, title given to Christ, Eev, 93, 364.
Omission, sins of. Matt. 419, Jas, 121, 123.
Omkois, Matt. 164. Luke 136,
Omnipotence of God, Acts 81, Eph, 133.
Omniscience of Christ, John 160.
One, symbolism of the number. Rev, 14.
ONBSIMUS, Col. 82 sq., Philem. 4 sq, 21, 24.
One^^iphorue, Tim. 88.

Opinions, diversity of, how remedied, Rom. 428; of others,
regard for, 1 Cor. 189, The's. 71.

Opposition of the world to the g iSpel, Acts 74.
Ordeal for the work of believers, 1 Cir. 76, 78.

Order, in the chiirr-h Matt. 326; in God's pioceedings, Heb.
106 ; in prayer, Eph. 67, Col. 29 ; of salvation. Acts 53,
258.

Ordinances, how saving, Rom. 206 sq. ; of ceremonial 'aw,
Heb. 154; Jew.sh, relative to meats, Matt. 278; symbo-
lic, ib. 217.

Ordination to the ministry. Acts 403, 447, Tim. 89 ; Bermona
for, Theas. 36.

Ordo salutis, Acts 25S.
Organism, proper definition of, 1 Cor. 253, Note.

Orientals, custom of, see Customs
;
profanity of, Matt. 117.

0RI8BN, quoted, John vi.

Odginal sin. Matt. 50, 325 sq., Eom. 178, Note, 191 sqq., Eph.
76; controversy respecting, Acts 363 ; theories oi^ Rom.
191 sqq, ; works on, ib. 191.

Ornaments of women, Tim, 33, 1 Pet. 62, 66.

Orphan House at Halle, 2 Cor. 155.
OVID, quoted, 1 Pet. 76.

Paintings, see Art.

aganism, origin of, Acts 267.

alace of Herod, Matt, 602, 513.

Palestine, flowers of, Matt, 134, 266 ; its government, *. 603 ;

grass of, il. 134, 266 ; honey of, Luke 397 ; lakes of, ib.

77 ; language spoken in, Acts 395 ;
population of. Luke

49 ; luin in, Jas, 136 ; seasons in. Matt, 266, Luke 35 sq.,

354; rocky soil of, Matt. 239 ; waters of, Luke 77.

Palm Sunday, Matt, 5.33,

Palm-tree, John 377, Eev. 190.

Palsy, derivation of the word. Matt. 152
;
nature of the dis-

ease, ib. ib.

Pamphyla, Acts 248.

Paneas, Matt. 294. Luke 140.

Panius, Mt.. Matt. 294, 306.

Pantheism, Acts .323,

Pantheistic theory of original sin, Rom. 191.

Papacy, the, see Bom. Cath. Church.
PAPIAS, hii testimony to John's Gospel, John 26.

Paphos, Acts 242, 243 sq.

Parables, defini ions of the term, Matt. 234, Luke 129, 234,

John 317, Rev. 12; constituent elements of, Matt. 234;

characteristics of, ib. 353, John 317 ; use of among East-

ern nations, ib. 234. Luke 129.

Parables of Christ, clasiifled, Matt. 234 sq, ; their connection,

tb. 235 sq,, Mark 41 sq, ; contrats exhibited in, M.itt.

236; object of, ife. 2:i4. 235 ; their prophetic character,

Luke 130 ; liat of those only in Luke's Gospel, ib. 129
;
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in the eermou on the Mount, ih. 107 sq; the seven re-

lating to the kingdom of heaven. Matt. 233, 235 sqq.,

251; the two debtors, Luke 122, 124; the rich foo', t6.

199 sq. ; the barren fi;; tree, ib. 212 sq. ; the sower, Matt.

239 sqq., Mark 42 sq., Luke 127 sqq. ; the tares, Mutt.

244, 246 aq., '/49 ; the grain of mu-tard-seed, ib. 24o,

247 sq., 249 sq., Luke 215 ; the leaven, Matt. 245, 248,

250, Luke 215; the hid treasure. Matt. 251 sqq. ; the

pearl of great price, ib. ib. ; the net in the 8' a, 'b. ib.;

the king >ind his two servaats, ib. 333 pq. ; the good Sa-

mari an, Luke 173 sq.; the great supper, t&. 226 sqq.;

the lost sheep. Matt. 325, Luke 234 sqq.; the lost

piece of money, Luke 235 sq, ; tbe prodigal 8on,i&. 238

sqq. ; the unjust steward, 0. 244 sq. ; rich man aud La-
zarus, ib. 253 sqq. ; unjust judge, ib. 270 sqq. ; Pharisee

and publican, th. 273 aqq. ; laborers in the vineynrd,
Matt. 352 sqq. ;1he pounds, Luke 289 sqq.; the two
sons, Matt. 386; the wicked husbandmen. i&. 3S6 sqq.,

Mark 117 sq., Luke 302 sqq. ; marriage of the king's

son. Matt, 3S9 sqq. ; faithlul and unfaithful servants,

ib. 435, Luke 203 sqq. ; S'Tvants waiting, Mark 132 sq.;

the virgins, Matt. 437 sqq.; the talents, ib. 442 sqq.

Paraclete, John 440 sqq., 2 Cor. 11, 1 John 44.

Paradise, Luke 254, 256, 257, 2 Cor. 205, Kev, 28.

Paradoxical sayings of Christ, key to the, Matt. 160.

Parallelisms, Matt. 2.')1.

Paralysis, nature of, Mark 152, Luke 86, 87.

Parents, duties of, 1 Cor. 165, Eph.212sqq., Col. 76; dutie^^ of
childrento, Eph.210,212 8qq., Col.76; faith of, Mark 86.

PAIXKER, T., quoted, Luke 40.

Participation of Chrir^t in human Rufiferine. Heb. 99.

Participle, Greek Anrist, uses of, Hi'b. 52 sq.

Partings of friends, Acts 385, 3S6, 387.

Party spirit, alway.s contentious, Rom. 98, 103 ; not allowable
in the Chri-,tian church, 1 Cor. 32, 71, 80 sqq., Phil. 37.

Passion of Christ, the, various accounts of, com|jared, M itt.

453 sq.
;
peculiiritie' of Luke's accouni of Luke 330 sqq.

;

peculiarities of Mark's a' count of, Mark 137 sq. ; pre-
dicted bv Christ, Matt. 360 eq., Mark 103 su., Luke
221 sq.. 2S1 sq., 2S3 ; chronology of. Matt. 454 sqq.,

Luke 366 ; chief points in history of, Matt, 529 ; works
on, ib. 458.

Passions, enl, Roai. 86 sq., Eph. 172 ; of sins, Rom. 221, 223.

Passover, the Jewi'^h, Matt. 459, Heb. 192 ; ceremoni' s of.

Mitt. 468, 460, Luke 335; celebration of at the present
day, Matt. 468; celebrated by Christ, ib. 454 sqq., 468,
Luke 332 sq.; Chtist's mndifica'ion of. Matt. 469 sq.,

Luke 332 sq.; its relation to the Loral's Supper, Matt.
472, 473, Mark 141; number present at, Matt. 460;
regulati m^ repppcting. Luke 48 6q.,John 415; its sig-

nificance, Matt, 459, 473; its symlio ical meaning, ib.

470 sq., M.irk 141, 1 Cor. 115, 118; time of. Matt. 368,
459, 168, John 562.

Pastoral Euisties, the, analysis of, Rom. 24 sq.; characteristics

of, Tim. 1 ;
genuineness of, ib.2; their importance, ib.

6 ; works on, ih. 7 sq.

Pastoral Mirror, Acts 378, Thess, 34.

Pastoral office, the, Clirist's relations to, John 325; instruc-
tions for, Acts 378 sqq. ; nature and duties oi, Matt. 326,
Eph. 118 sq., 150, 1 Pet. 88 aqq.

Pastoral visits, A ts 209.

Pastoralia, Matt. 32.

Patara, Acts 3'- 3.

Patience, Rom. 102, 16S, Gal. 145, Thess. 16, Rev. 103 ; God the
author of, Rom. 433, 436; of Chriet, Thesa. 151, 153, 1
Pet. 46.

P^tmos, John 11 sq., Ri^v. 103.

Patripassianisra, Matt. 268.

PAUL, the Apostle, biographical sketch of, Rom. 3 sqq,;
chronologj' of his life, Acts 178 sq., Rom, 6, 7; name
of. Acts 174, 243, 245, Rom. 8, 57 sq., Eph. 19 ; his birth
and education, Rom. 4, 5 sq, ; his citizenship, Acts 30S,

405; his trade, ib. 334 sq., 338, Rom. 4; a member of
the Cilician synagogue, Acts 109; zealotry of, i'). 106

;

p rsecutes the Christians, ib. 140, 161 sq. ; his walk in
Judaism, Gal. 29; his conversion, Ac s 162 sqq., 180,
399, 401, 441 sqq., Rom. 4 sqq., Tim. 22, 23; his baptism.
Acts 17U, 171, 400, 402 ; hia pr-paration for tlie apostlc-
ship, Rom. 6, 9, Gal. 27 sq.; hisjourney t > Arabia, Acts
178 sq., Rom. 6, 9, Gal. 25 sq. ; escape from Damascus,
Acts 179 sq., 2 Cor. 190; railed to be an apostle, Acts
169, 171,239 sq., Rom. 7, Gal. n, 13 sq., 25, 28 sq., Ti',

6; his work to be among the Gentiles, Acts 169, 171,
Rom. 6, 9 ; visits Jerusalem, Acts 181 sq.. Gal. 26 ; goes
to Tarsus, Acts 182, Gal. 27; his journeys tx> Jerusalem,
G.il. 33; his miss'onarj^ tours, Acts 239, 294, 344, Rom.
7 sqq., 440 sq.; visits Antioch, Acts 218; second visit
to Jerusalem. i6. 2:i2, Gal 33; his first missionary jour-
ney, Acts 239 sq., 242 sqq.; labors in Cyprus, ib. 242
sqq.; rebukes Elymn5, ib. 24:2 sqq.; his address at An-
tioch of Pisidla, i6, 249 sqq.; driven thence, ib. 258;
preaches at Iconium, ib. 262; driven thence, t6., ib.

;

heals f-ripple at Lystra, ib. 265 sqq,; is there stoned,
ib. 267, 270 prp.aches in Berbe, ib. 27L; returns to

Antioch, i&. 271 sq.; third vifiit to Jerasalem, i&. 276

Bq. ; address to the church council, ib. 280; returns to

AntliCh, i6, 293; controversy with Peter, Gal. 45 eq.,

63 sq, ; second missionary journey begun Acts 2948q.

;

h is dissension with Baruaba'', Mark 5 sq.. Acts 295 sqq.;

his Judgment of Mark. Acts 295 sq, : goes through A^ia

Minor, i&. 297 sqq. ; as-^ociates Timothy with him, ib.

ih ; vi.-'its G^latii, ib. 298, Gal, 2. 106 sq,; rece-ves a
vision at Troas, Ac*a 303, 310; visits Philipjd, ifc. 303

sqq.; his imprisonment and releise, ib. 306 sq., 309;

his labors in Thessalon'ca, ib. 316, 318 sq.; in Berea,

?ft. 316sq,; visits Athens, 26.322 aqq.; hts address oa
Mars' Hill, ib. 323 sq. ; visits Corinth, ib. 334 sq., 1 C t.

7, 2 Cor. 212; visits Ephesus. Acts 342. 348, 1 Cor. 330;

goes to Cffisarea, Acts 342; fourth visit to Jerusalem,

ib. 342 sq. ; third missionary journey, ib. 344 sq.;

preaches and works miracles at Ephesus, ib. 3'".2 sqq ;

second journey to Mace jonia and Greece, ib. 359, 367;

visits Troas, ib. 367 sqq. ; restores Eutychus, ib. 368 t-q.;

his farewell add.es'f to the Epbesian elders, ib. BIZ

sqq-; goes from Miletus to Csesarea. tb. 383 sqq. ; pro-

phecy nf Agabus oncernrng, t/>, 384 aq.; last visit to

Jerusalem, ib. 389 sqq.; takes p^irt in a vow, ib. 390;

attacked by Jews, i6. 394; his di-fence before the peo-

ple, ib. 398 sqq.; arrested, ib. 404 sq. ; his defence
before the Sanhedrin, t&. 407 sqq. ; conspiracy against,

ib. 414 Sq. ; is sent to Ca?sarea, ib. 415 ; accused before

Felix, ib. 419; bis addresses before Felix, ib. 420 sqij.,

426 sq.; imprisoned at Cassarea, i6. 429; arcttsed before

I'estus, and appeals to Caesar, ib. 430 pqq. ; his addre a

before Agrippa, ib. 440 sqq.; journey from Ca?sarea to

Rome, ib. 454 sqq. ; shipwrecked at Malta, ih. 466 sqq.;

arrival at Rome, ib. 470, 473 ; conference with Jews
there, ib. 473 sqq.; his imprisonment at Rome, ib. 473,

Rom. 9 sqq., Tim. iii., 5, Phil. 20; his opposers at
Rome, Phil, 22, Note; traditional journey to Spain,

Rom. 11, Note, 12, 441, Acts 478 ; later history of. Acts
478; his fate, ib., ib., Rom. 11, Tim. 118 sq.; perils of,

2 Cor. 13 aq.
" - - his brotherly affection. Gal. 14; his regard f tr Apol-

los, Act4 347; his relation t-i the ot'ier apostles. Acts
22, 171, Gal. 14, Nofe., 41, Efjh. 23; personal appearance
of, 2 Cor. 168 ; his boasting, ib. 1^6 sqq.; care of the
chnrches, Col. 48; his Ciaracter, Rom. 6, 12 sqq , Tim.
83 sq., Phileni. 25 sq.; his a-^qua-ntii'ice with classical

lit^'ra'^ure. Acts 325, Rom. 184, Note, 1 Cor. 331, Tit. 11

;

his con-istency, A<ts 369; hisr-Iation to the Corinth-
ian church, 1 Cor. 6 sq., 8, 23; his rievotional life,

The-'S. 18; his holy di^ptnition. Acts 395 aq ; relation
totheE.h sian church, Eph. 11 sq.; his disease of the
eyes, Gal. 107; his conception of God. Coi. 27; hand-
writing of, Gal. 157; contr sted w th Herod, Acts 267
sq. ; his Christian hope, Tim. 1 14 ; bis humility, Thess.
10: imagery o*", 2 C'>r, 63; alle.ed inconsistency of.

Acts 299 sq. ; inspiration o^", 2 Cor, 1K4, Note; con-
tr.<sted with James, Rorn. 145, Jas. 28 sq., 87 sqq.; wit^^

John, John 9, 14: his laboi-s and sufferinys, 2 Cor. 187
sq.; his practice of writing letters, 1 Cor. ;i56; his
liberty of conscience. Acts 391; compared to Luther,
ih. 177, 411, 417; his miracles, ib. 265, 267 sq., 305, t09^
353 sqq., 368, 369, 467 sq. ; his missionary method,
Rom. 9 sq, ; moral greatness, Phil, 26 ; his oaths, Rom.
08, Gal. 29 sq. ; his treatment of the Old Testament,
Gal. 122; perseverance of, Phil, 53 ; his self-drawn por-
trait, 1 Cor. 191; hi^ prayers and thnnksgivings, Phil.
09; his method of preaching, Acts 318, 319, 1 Cor. 50
sqq.; a modnl for preachers, Rom, 66, 1 Cor. 53 sq,; hs
a prophet, Rom. 370; the prototype of Protestantism,
Gal. 14, Note; bis prudence and ability. Acts 461; r ve-
lat on to, Gil 23 sq., 27 sq. ; sa utations of, Rum. 57,
64, 446, 460, Phil, 76, Philem. 12; self- cnial of, 1 Cor.
181; slf-auppot of, Tbi-ss. 35; possib'y acquainted
with S.'-neca, Phil. 76, Note; his i-ocial nature, 2 Cf>r,

124 sq, ; as a public speaker, ih. 179 sq,; his sufferings,
ib. 187 sq.; his thorn in the flesh, 1 Cor. 200 sqq.; vin-
dication of himself, 2 Cor, 194; visions of, ib. 196 sq.;
his views respecting woman, Jbtom. 447; works on, ^.
14, 1 Cor, 19,

.Epistles of, apocrjTjhil, Rom 16; their auth nticity,
ib. 16 sq. ; characteristics of, ih. 17 :*q. ; contents of, ib.
15 sq.; h>ird things in, 2 Pot. 49, 51; lost one, 1 Cor. 7;
their historical orler, Rom. 14 &q.; style of, i'), 18 sq.,

25 sqq.; theoloiry of, i . 27 ; their organic uuity, ib. 19;
works on, i'l. 14, 27 sq.

Peace, God the au'hor of, Rom. 44:i, 444: Christ the prince of,
Matt, 372, 373; not h o-ightby Christ to the old earth,
ib. 198 ; Christ our, Eph. 102 ; in the church, Thess. 91

;

when not desirable, Acts 27S; with God, Rom. 100, 167
sq. ;

its relation to grace. Bom. 64, 1 Cor. 21 Eph 24
234, Thess. 11 ;

living in, Rom. 396 ; Meldeuius's max-
im respecting, Acts 286; salutition of, ib. 293 Thess.
11,1 Pet 13; of Christ, John 502, 503; of God Phil
67, 70, Thess. 98 ; of Christ and of th« world contrastei
John 446. •

^
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Peacemakers, Matt 103,
Pearls, Matt. 139; the twelve, Rev. 203; symboliam of, ib.

Pederasty, Rom. 87.

Pedigree, sacred, conferred no personal holiness. Matt. 51.
Pelagianism, Rom. 139, 191.
Pella, locality of, Matt. 338; flight of Christiana to, ib. 425;

church at, John 10 eq.

Penance not repentance, Matt. 73.

Penny, Matt. 195, 332, 352 sq., 355 sq., 463, Mark 60.

Pentecost, day of, Acts 26, 1 Oor. 302 ; the birthday of the
church,Act8 53 ; two-fold significance of, i&. 29; descent
of the Holy Spirit on, ib. 27 sqq.

;
gift of tongues at, ib.

29, 31 8q._, 1 Cor. 302.

People, the, aristocratic contempt for, John 263 ; fickleness
of, Matt. 515, 517 ; compared to the sea, ib. 93, 272, 324,
410, John 137, Jas. 39, Rev. 17 sq., 33 sq,, 197 ; voice of,

not a safe guide, Luke 367.

People of Christ, fed by him, Matt. 268 ; their number small,
ib. 242.

Persea, Matt. 91, 96, 337 sq., Mark 95.

Perfection of Christ, Acts 277, Heb. 107.
Perfection, Christinn, elementa of, Heb. 134; erroneous ideas

of, Theas. 99, 1 John 41, 108 ; endurance necessarj' to,

Jas. 43; progress toward, Phil. 17; its attainment,
apparently impossible, Heb. 119, 1 John 108 sqq. ; not
to be looked for in this world, 1 John 41 ; to be striven
after. Matt. 118, 119, Heb. 112; only attainable in
Christ, Thees. 98 sq.

Perga, Acts 248.

Pergamus, Rev. 118, 409.

Pericopea, works on the, Matt. 31, 36.

Persecution, anticipated by Christ, Matt. 188, 424, Mark 130
sq. ; Christ's sympathy in, Col. 37 ;

present exemption
of the church from. Rev. 179, Note; effect and value of.

Acts 74, 140, 216 sq., 224, 239, 310, Thess. 54, 1 Pet. 61

;

flight from, when allowable. Matt. 192 sq., Acts 263

;

neceassity of. Gal. 132 ; for political reasons, Acts 309,
318; religious bodies always leaders in. Matt. 189;
under edict of Caracalla, Rev. 173, Note; under Diocle-
tian, ib. 177, Note; at Jerusalem, Acts 139 sq. ; in Mid-
dle Ages, Matt. 189 ; by Rom. Cath. Church, R^v. 228.

Perseverance, in Christian life, Rom. 162, Phil. 58 ; in prayer,
Luke 180 sq., 271 sq.

Perseverance of the saints, Luke 232 sq., John 236, 331, JVo/e,

Rom. 168, 275. 309, 374, 1 Cor. 25, 26, 200, 201, Eph. 50,

172, Note, 174, Col. 201, Heb. 114 sqq.

Persians, spread of Christianity among the. Matt. 61.

PERSIS, Rom. 448.

Person of Christ, divine and human nature in. Acta 48 sq., 1
John 33 sq. ; three-fold relation of. Col. 27 sq.; conside-
rations respecting, Phil. 33 sqq., 37 sq.

Personality of God, Luke 380, 2 Pet. 15.

of the Holy Spirit, Acts 87, 290 sq.
' of Satan ; see Satan.
Persons, respect of, Rom. 99, Jas. 74 sq., 78.

Perspective view of prophacy, Matt. 430 sq.

Perversion of religious life. Matt. 127, 138.
Pestilence, Rev 174, Note.

PETER, SIMON, binoraphical sketch of, 1 Pet. 3 sq.; his nam«.
Matt. 93, 182, Mark 37, 2 Pet. 10; named by Christ,

John 93 sq. ; a native of Bethsaida, Matt. 158, 1 Pet. 3

;

his marriage, Matt. 158, Mark 23 sq. ; healing of his
wife's mother. Matt. 158, Mark 23, Luke 78 ; call of,

Matt. 93, Mark 20, Luke 81 sqq., John 93 eq. ; chosen
an apostle. Matt. 181 sqq., Mark 37, Luke 96 sq. ; walks
on the water. Matt. 271 sqq. ; his confession of Christ,

Matt. 293 sqq., Mark 78 sq., Luke 149 ; at the tranaficu-
ration. Matt. 307, 310, Mark 80 sqq., Luke 153, 2 Pet.

19; rebukes and la r buk-d. Matt. 302; his i^enial of
Christ, ib. 497 sqq., BTark 146 sq., Luke 341 sq., 353 sqq.,

John 553 sqq.; wounds Malchus, Matt. 486, 487, John
546 sqq. ; his repentance. Matt. 499, Mark 147, Luke
355 ; his visit to Christ's tomb, John G04 sqq. ; nppear-
ances of Christ to, Luke 393, John 630 sqq., 1 Cor. 310;
questions and commands of Christ to, John 638 sqq

;

his martyrdom foretold, ib. 640, 642 ; re-instated in the
ministry, ih. 642; his first address to the disciples, Acts
20; his address en th^ day of Pentecost, ib. 39 sqq,;
heals a lame man, i'). 62 sq. ; second address, ih. 67 sqq.

;

arrest of, ib 72 sqq. ; his address before the Sanh^drin,
ib. ib. ; rebukes Ananias and Sapphir.i, ib. 85 sqq.

;

visits S 'innria, ih 146; rebukes Simon Magus, ib. 147
sqq.; visits ronaregations in Judea, ib. 185 sq.; heals
Eni-as, ib. 186, 189 ; miaes Tabitha, ib. 187 sq. ; his vision

at Joppa, ib. 194 sqq. ; visits Cornelius, ih, 200 sqq.,

209; address to congregation at Cfesarca, ih. 202 sqq.;

reproved by the church at Jerusalem, ib. 211 sqq.; ar-

rested by Herod, ih. 227 sq., 233 sq. ; his miraculous de-

liveranCR, ib. 228 sq., 232 ; his address to the church
council, ib. 279 sq. ; rebuked by Paul, Gal. 45 sqq., 53
sq. ; visits Rome, Rom. 30, 1 Pet. 4 sq. ; legend respect-

ing, John 427, Note.

, sudden changes in, Matt. 302, Gal. 46 ; his charac-

ter, Luke 96 ; Christ's care for, ib. 78 pq.; his confidence.
Matt. 272; his party in the Corinthian church, 1 Cor-
8 sq., 28 sq. ; apostolic development of, Matt. 307 aq.,
Luke 79 sq.; humility of. Matt. 364; his infallibility
not proven, ib. 300 ; contrasted with John, John 4, 8 aq.
with Judaa, Matt. 499, Mark 147, John 4, 8 sq. ; his re-
lation to Mark's goapel, Mark 6 sqq., 62, 157 ; miracles
of. Acts 62 sqq., 90, 186

;
primacy ot. Matt. 182, 293 290

sqq., 300, 327, 329, 366, Mark 79, Luke 97, 340, John' 234,
Acts 19, 147, Gal. 41 ; his rashness, Matt. 319, 320 ; his
conduct under reproaches. Acts 213 sq.; not exempt
from reproof. Matt. 329; his self-will, John 408,416;
his truthfulness, Matt. 364 ; an image of the weak iri

faith, ib. 273 ; his zeal, John 546.
, Epistles of, Rom. 1 sq., Jas. 6 sq,
, First Epistle of, analysis of, 1 Pet. 5 sq. ; its cha-

racteristics, ib. 6sq. ; its contents, z6. 5 sq. ; dale of com-
position, i6. 9; its genuineness, ib. 8; readers of, i6. 7
sq.; parallels with Ep. to the Romans, ib. 7 ; its scope,
ib, 5 ; works on, ib. 9 sq.

, Second Epistle of, analysis of, 2 Pet. 3 sq. ; its
contents, ib. ib. ; date of composition, ib. 8 ; its genu-
inenesH, ib. 4, 22 ; its relation to Ep. of Jude, ib. 7, Jude
7 sq. ; object of, 2 Pet. 3 ; works on, ib. 8.

PHARAOH, God's dealings with, John 397, Rom. 314 sqa
331 sq.

^^'

Pharisaism, Luke 275, Rom. 139.
Pharisees, the, description of. Matt. 70 sq.; blasphemy of, ib.

177 ; their hostility to Christ, Matt. 218, 225, 276, 338,
403 aqq., Mark 31, 32, 64, 74 aq. ; reproved by Christ,
Matt. 225 sq,, 408 sq., Mark 126, Luke 190 sqq. ; exor-
cism of. Matt. 224 ; hypocrisy of, ib. 139, 289 sqq. ; re-
proved by John, ib. 225; leaven of, Luke 196; their
disputes on marriage and divorce. Matt, 338 sqq. ; com-
pared with Sadducees, ib. 409; echools of, ib. 338;
washings of, Mark 64 sq., Luke 190.

PHEBE, Rom. 446 sq.

Pbenice, Acta 216.

Philadelphia, Rev. 128, 132, 409.
Philanthropy, Christian, Luke 174, Jaa. 67, 68.
PHILEMON, Pbilem. 4 sq.

, Paul's epistle to, its aesthetic character, Philem.
7 ; analysis of, ib. 9, Rom. 25 ; eulogiuma on, Philem. 7
sq. ; ita genuineness, 26. 1 sqq. ; contains substance of
the gospel, ib. 26 ; ita occasion and object, ib. 6 ; its pu-
sition, i6. 1; it-* relation to slavery, i6. 29 sqq. ; time
and place of composition, ib. 3 sqq. ; works on, ib. 8
aq.

PHILIP, the apostle, his name. Matt. 182 ; nativity of, ib. 158

;

callmg of, ih. 182, John 94; his character, Luke 96;
traditions respecting, John 94,

, the evangelist. Acta 105, 142; his daughters, i&.

384, 386 ; his interview with the eunuch, ib. 155 sqq.

;

miracles of, ib. 143 ; hia preaching, ib. 142 ; bis reni-
dence at Cesarea, ib. 384.

, the tetrarch, Matt. 64, 262, 297, Luke 54.

Philippi, Acts 303 a q., Phil. 6, Philem. 6; conversion of the
jailer at, Acta 307, 309 ; church at, Phil. 7.

Philippiana, Paul's epistle to the, analysis of, Rom, 22 sq.,

Phil. 3 sq. ; its author, Phil. 5 ; character and impor-
tance, ib. 4; time and place of composition, ib. 8; ita

unity, ib. 5 ; works on, ib. 8 aq.

PHILIPPUS, see Herod.
PHILO JUD^US, quoted, John 51, 55 sq., Gal. 122, Noie,

Heb. 93, Note.

Philology, Biblical, works on, Matt. 7, 17.

Philosophers, heathen, sayings of. Matt, If 6; their precepts
compared with the gospel, Luke 105 ; knowledge » f,

Rom. 82, 84.

PtriloBopby, its relation to Christianity, Acts 327, 1 Cor. 42,

46, Note, Col. 49; of the Epicureans and Stoics, Acta
323, 327 ; of the Greeks, ib. 327 ; divine, 1 Cor. 64.

PHOCION, wife of, 1 Pet. 55.

Phoenicians, Matt. 281.

PHOTINA, John 154.

Phrygia, Acts 298.

Phrygians, Col. 6 sq.

Phylactery, Matt. 410.

Picture of Christ, miraculous, Luke 140.

Piece of money. Matt. 319.

Pieces of silver, thirty. Matt. 464.

Pietism, Mark 29.

Piety, apostohc, 1 Cor. 103; household, Tim. 83.

PILATE, PONTIUS, reign of, Luke 54 ; his character, ib. 360
;

his relations with Herod, ib. 362, 363; Herod compared
to, Mark 5S; Christ's trial before, Matt. 503, 512 sqq.,

Mark 148 sq., Luke 359 sq., John 563 sqq.
;
guilt of,

John 563, 566, 568; his wife, Matt. 511 sq.

Pillar, symbolical meaning of, Rnv, 29, 131.

Pinnacle of the temple, see Temple.
Piping at marriage dances. Matt. 208 sq.

Pit, bottomless. Rev. 195.

Place of honor, Matt. 363.

Plague at Carthage, conduct of Christians during, 11 t. 40.
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Plasma, doctrine of the, Rom. 203, Noie, 207.

PLATO, qiiotei, Matt. 511 eq., Luke 373, Rom. 162, 1 Pet.

48, 65.

Pleasing mea. Gal. 20.

PLINY, quoted, Philem. 7, 25.

Ptucldng of grain allowed. Matt. 216.

Plural, uaed for singular. Matt. 303.

PLUTARCH, quoted, Rom. 101, 1 Pet. 55.

Pods, Luke 289.

Poetry Bacre'1, Luke 39; its relation to Christianity, Matt.

XL sq.

Poets quoted;
Adnm of St. Victor, John ix.;

Claudius, ib, ih.

;

Cleanthes, Acts 325

;

Coleridge, Gal. 62, Note;
Cow{Mir, Gal. 74, 131;
Dante, Heb. 89

;

Epim.enide9, Tit. 9;
Euripides, Rom, 105 sq.

;

Goethe, «ee Goethe

;

Herbert, John 4'21, 648, 577, 601, Jaa. 109.

Horace, 1 Cor. 331, Note ;

Juvenal, John 355, Note ;

Keble,t6.650;
Klopstock, Rom. 96

;

Knapp, John lo7. Note

;

Lange, Matt. 219, Note ;

Lenau, John 390, Note;
Milton, see Milton

;

Ovid, 1 Pet. 7fi;

Pollock, Rev. 417;
Rtlckert, Matt. GO, John 102, Note

;

Schiller, Matt, 215, Acts 405, Rom. 90, 321, Note,

Rev. 337, Note.
Shakep?are, Matt 89, Luke 78, Rom 152, Note

;

Thess. US, Nole, Jas. 81

;

Sophocles, Rom. 101, 122;
Strauss, John 60, Note;
Toplady, il. 597;
VenantiuM, Fortunitus, £5. 584;
"Virgil, Luke 255, Jaa. 108

;

Watts, John 597.

, heathen, quoted hy Paul, Acts 326, 1 Cor. 331,
Tit. 9.

Policy, church, Rom. 387.

POLLOCK, R., quoted. Rev. 417.

POLYCAEP, quoted, Acts 103, 1 Cor. 13, CoL 50.

Polygamy, first instituted, MtU;t. 339 ; not approve! by God,
ih. 341, Eph. 206.

Pontus, 1 Pet, 12.

Pool of Bethcsda, see Bethesda.

of Siloam, see Silnam.

Poor, ciru for the, Thess. 158 sq,, Tim. 61, Jan. 82 aq.
;
preach-

ing to the, Luke 119
;
prov sions in the early church

for, 1 Cor. 354 sq.

Pope, the, claims of, 1 Pet. 87; considered as Antichrist,
These. 134; secular power o£, Rev. 261, Note; Ma down-
fall prefigured, ib. 296.

POPPCEA, Matt. 412.

Porch, Solomon's, John 330, Actfi 66.

PORCIUS FESTU3, Acts 426, 430.

i'ots, Mark 65.

(-"otters' field. Matt. 605.

Pound, Matt. 463, 536.

Poverty, not essentially evil, or meritorious, Jas. 78,131;
voluntary, Matt. 346 ; of Christ, 2 Cor. 141, 147 ; of
monks. Matt. 346 ; of spirit, ib. 102.

Power, an attribute of Deity, Matt. 492; given to the apos-
tles, ih. 181 ; spiritual, inherent in hum in nature, ib.

271 ; woman lo have on the head, 1 Cor. 226 ; of God,
1 Cor. 39, Rev. 236; of the gospel, see Gospel ; of the
Keys, see Keys ; of the Kingdom of God, 1 Cor. 106.

Powers, miraculous, Mark 161 8q.,163; of the air, Eph. 73.

Pfsetor, AcLs 306.

Projtorium, Mutt. 513, Phil. 20.

Praise of God, Mitt. 379.

Prayer, Eph. 129 sq ;
agreement in. Matt. 330; almsgiving

an accompaniment oi^ tb. 123 ; answers to, ib. 142, 146
sq., 232, Luke 181, Acts 82, 2 Cor. 205, Jas. 44, 111, 141
sq., 1 John 175, 177 sq.. Rev. 204, Note ; benefits of.

Pbil, 68; lawful to address Christ in, 2 Cor. 205; in the
name of Christ, John 439, Thess 120 ; inseparable from
the Christian, Luke 181; confidence in. Matt. 143, 1
John 128, 170 ; when evil, Jas. Ill : taith in. Matt. 381,
Mark 114, Luke 283 sq., Jas. 44 eqq. ; fasting an ac-
companiment of. Matt. 123; formrt ot, ib. 124 pq. ; an
aid to growth in virtue, Act^ 58 ; hours of, ib 62, 197 ;

subjective and objective influence of, Luke 180, Jtmes
44; need of instrucHon in, Luke 181, Hom. 276,288
sq.; kinds of, Tim. 28 ; nature and qualities o''. Matt.
14G; need o'',ib. 142, 179; order in, Col. 20, Eph. 67;
Paul's estimate of, Thess, 18; perseverance in, Luke
180 sq , 271 sq. ; all places suited for, Acta 310; posture

in. Matt. 122, Acts 375, Eph. 129
;
power of, Acta 232,

234, Jas. 141 sq. ; repetition in, Matt. 123 ; secret, tb. ib.;

help of the Spirit in, Rom. 276 sq. ; unceasing, Thess.

92, 97; to be combined with watching, Eph. 228; a
wrestling and striving, Rom. 443.

, for those in authority, Tim. 28, 30, 31 ; for ad-

vanced Christians, Thess. 104 ; for the dead, Tim. 31,

90; for spiritual gifts, Luke 181 ; inttrcessorv, ib. Ill,

Eph. 228, Tim. 28, 30 sqq., Jas, 138 sq., 1 John 170, 175

eqq. ; before meals, Matt. 266, Tim. 49; for ministers,

Phil. 26 ; for the sick, Jas. 138 sqq.

, of the apostles, Acts 79 sq., 188 sq. ; of the church.
powerful, ib. 82; of Corne'ius, ib. 192 sq., 196; of tne

high-priest, Heb. 102 ; of husbands and wives, 1 Pet. 54
sqq. ; of the Jews, Matt. 122 ; of the Pharisees, ib. 123,

Luke 273 sq. ; of the publican, Luke 274 sq. ; of

saints, Rev. 421 ; of Stephen, Acts 135 sq. ; of two or

three. Matt. 330.

, Christ's resort to, Matt. 212, 272, Luke 57, 79, 95,

148,179, 181,329, John 525; nis higb-priestly, intir-

ces^o^y, John 511 sqq., 524 sqq. ; works on. i6, 524; of

Christ in the garden, Matt. 482, Mark 143 sqq., Luke
346 sqq., Heb. 105; on the cross, Luke 372 sq,, 379,

Heb. 105.

The Lord*8, Matt, 122 sqq., Luke 179 'qq.; ar-

rangement of. Matt. 123 sq. ; its use as a lormula, ib.

124, Luke 180; its resemblance to Jewish prayers,

Matt. 126 ; called the greatest martyr, i6. 125, 128 ; num-
ber of petitions in, t'fi. 125; comparer' with the Beati-

tudes, ib. 124; made the occasion of strife, ib. 128; re-

ference to the Trinity in, ib. 124; twice taught, ib. ib.

;

value of, Luke ISO, 181 ; works on. Matt. 130, Luke 180,

182.

Preachers, gee Ministers.

Preaching, apostolic, 1 Cor. 68, Thess. 43 sq. ; Christ's method
of, Matt. 233 sqq,, Luke 73 sq. ;ord^ined by Christ,

Matt. 657 sq., 662 sq., Luke 400 sq. ; Christ crucified

the theme o^ Gal. 64 sq. ; by Christ to spirits in prison,

1 Pet. 63 sq., 66, 67 sqq., 75 ; how the duty of all Chris-

tians, 2 Cor. 70; difficulties in, li. ib. ; faith the end
of, 1 Cor, 50, Col. 14; when acceptable to GJ<id, 1 Cit.

66; placed by Christ above healing, Mark 24; its im-
portance, Rom. 34« sq. ; of John the Baptist, Matt. 96
sq. ; by laymen, Acts 140, 217 ; modes of, ib. 253 sq., 1

Cor. 42,48, 156, 302, 2 Cor. 42. 50; motives to be used
in, Phil. 36; opposition to. Acts 74; Paul's merhod of,

1 Cor. 50 sqq.
;
preparation for, Jamea 102, 105 ; a proof

of the truth of the gospel. Gal. 64; compared to cow-
ing. Matt. 241 sq. ; women not to engage in, Tim. 35.

Pre-Adamic fall, theory of, Rom. 191 sq.

Precaution of Christ, John 241.

Predestination, see Election.
Pre-existence of soula, John 306.

Preparation, day of. Matt. 455 sq., 537, Lhke 3S3, John 539.
for an ofiice, Heb. 106; for speuking. Matt. 19o.

Presbyterate, institutioci of the, Acts 222, 1 Pec. 87.
Presbyteresses, T^m. 58 sq.

Presby tei-8, institution of the office of. Acts 222, 1 Pet. 87 ; du-
ties of, Thess. 96, 1 Pet. 85; tutir relaion to bishops.
Acts 222, The-s. 96, Tim. 37, 1 Pet. 85.

Presently, Phil. 45.

Prevent, Matt. 318, Rom. 67.

Pride, Jas. 122, 1 Pet. 89 (sq , 92 ; spiritual, 1 Cor. 99.
Priesthood, its origin, Ileb. 102; natuie, ib. 127 eqq.; ap-

pointment to the, lb. 104.

of Christ, Acts 205, Ileb. 64, 120, 134, 136 saq.. 1
John 47.

Priests, age of. Matt. 67, Luke 16, 62; clHBses o^ Luke 15;
their hatred of Christ, Matt.5U2, Luke 360.

Primacy of Peter, see Peter.
Prince, Christ a, Acts 99.

of the powers of the air, Eph. 73 sq.
PRISCA, Rom. 446 sq , Tim. 118.
PRISCILLA, Acts 334, 341, 346, 1 Cir. 7,

Prisoners, released on feast-days, Matt. 510 sq.
Probation after death. Matt. 228.
Procession of the Holy Ghost. John 450, 409, Rom, 267.
Processions, bridal, Matt. 436 sq.

Proconsul, Acts 243.

Procurator, Matt 503, Acta 243.
Profanity, Matt. 116 sq., Rom. 69, Jaa. 137, 144, 145 sqq.
Profession of faith, Tim. 75, 1 Pet. 59, 62.

Progress, in Christian life, Phil. 67, 1 Pet. 35, 2 John 193; in
good and evil, 1 John 66.

Promise of faith, Rom. 155.
Promises, of Christ, Matt. 350 ; of God, Acts 29, Heb. 121 sqq

,

189, 1 John 177 sq.

Property, destruction of, by Christ, Matt. 331 ; in the church,
il>. 345 sq. ; held by the priests and Levites, Acts 81

;

its relation to theft, Eph. 174.
Prophecy, definition of. Rum. 384, Rev. 12, 78; ruriosity re-

specting, Matt, 430; eschatological. Rev. 78 sq. ; histo-
rical foundations o:^ Heb. 41

;
given by inspiration, 2

Pet 21 sq.; nature of, Luke 283 ; in the Now Testament,
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Tim. 50 ; perspeotive and cyclical views o^ Matt. 430
Bq., Rev. 47 sqq.

;
probationary use of; 2 Pet. 22 ; real

and verbal, Rbv. 13 ; distinguished from revelation, ii.

5 sq.
; sliould be studied, tfi. 90; typical fulfillment of.

Matt. 63, 63, 69 sq., 240, 249, 277, 372 ; unconscious, John
S64, Note, 368 Bq.; verbal fulfillment of. Matt. 63, 91,
377 ; works on. Matt. 6, 2 Pet. 23.

Prophecy of Agabus, Acts 384.
Prophecies respecting Christ, Matt. 220 sq., Luke 28, 46, 283,

392, 398, 478, John 118, 396, Acts 47 sq. ; interpreted by
the Holy Spirit, Matt. 221, Note; respecting John the
Baptist, Hi. 69 sq., 312 ; respecting destruction of Je-
rusalem, Luke 320.

Prophesy, Rev. 221.
Prophesying, gift of, Thess. 93.
Prophet, Christ as a. Acts 205 ; Paul as a, Rom. 370.
Prophets, compared with apostles, Rev. 42 sq. ; of old and new

covenant, Acts 222 ; duties of, ib. »., 1 Cor. 267, 283,
Eph. 119; false. Matt. 143 sq., Rv. 36; inspiration of,

2 Pet. 21 sq,, Heb. 24; murderers of, Matt. 413 ; sepul-
chres of; ib. it. ; writings of, ii. 109 ; use of the term
in Acta, Acts 221.

Propitiation of Christ, Rom. 262 sq., 263, 1 John 44 sqq. ; see
Atonement.

Propraetor, Acts 243.

Proselytes, Jewish, Matt. 68, 365 ; of the gate, tS. 161, 166,
376, Mark 113, Luke 1 ; made by the Pharisees, Matt.
411 sq. ; of righteouBness, ii. 161, 376, Luke 1.

Proselyting spirit. Matt 412,
Proselytism, Christian, Rom, 443, 447, Note.
Proseuchae, Acts 304.

Protection, divioe. Acts 416.
Protestantism, a charge against, Matt. 199.
Proverbs, definition of. Matt 233 sq. : use of, by Christ, ib.

131, 233, Luke 73 ; of the Jews, Matt. 134.
Providence, divine. Matt. 65, 268, Luke 141 ; special, Luke

113 sq,, 370,

Proving all things, Thees, 97 sq.

Prudence, Matt. 146, Eph. 37, 193.

Prussia, marriage laws of; Matt. 340, 341.
Psalm, Second, Acts 80, 81, Heb. 35 sqq.; Twenty.second.

Matt, 530; Sixty-eighth, Eph, 146; Ninetieth, Matt
404 sq., Mark 126, Luke 313; One Hundred Ninth,
Acts 20 ; One Hundred Tenth, Luke 313 ; One Hundred
Eighteenth, Matt 388, Luke 303.

Psalms, authorship of the. Matt 404, Eom. 363 ; imprecatory,
Rom. 363; Messianic, Luke 314; prophetic, Acts 20;
their value to suffering Christians, Luke 314.

PBeudo-plasma, doctrine of, Eom. 203, Note, 207.
Psychology, Biblical, Matt 404, Mark 123.
Pstjchopanychia, doctrine of; Matt. 401.
Ptolemais, Acts 383.
Publicans, Matt 118, 170 ; Christ's association with, S>. 329,

Luke 336 sq.; John's advice to the, Luke 56; their
reputation. Matt, 118, 329, 330, Luke 56.

PUBLIUS, Acts 407.

Punishment capital, Matt. 485, 486, 487, 603, R .m. 400, 402,
Eev. 166; Christian idea of; 2 Cor. 37; degrees oi; ib.

86 sq. ; by fire. Matt 246, 247 ; in the future world, ib.

228, 334 sq,, Eom. 189; the right of the Jews to inflict,

John 563 sq. ; Jewish laws of, Rom, 3; modes of among
the ancients. Matt, 324, Acts 304; by stripes, Acts 306,

, future, degrees of, Matt 211, Luke 205, 206,
Eom, 96 sqq,, 99, 2 Cor, 86sq. ; eternity o^ Matt. 228 sq.,

334 sq., 450, Mark 91 sq., Eom. 189, Thess, 118, 122 sq.

;

nature of, Mark 90, 91 sq,; of the heathen, Matt. 229,
Luke 208, Eom, 99.

Purgatory, doctrine of, arguments for and against. Matt, 228,

229, 334 sq,, Luke 266, 376, 377, 1 John 40,

, not Hades, 1 Pet. 71.

Purification, of the church, 1 Cor. 118 ; of the soul, Heb, 27,

1 Pet 27, 29; Jewish law and rites of, Luke 44, 190,
Acts 390, Heb, 27,

Purim, feast of, Mark 31, John 180.

Purity, Christian, Matt. 103, 2 Cor. 120, 1 John 95, 99,

Purple, Luke 253, Acts 305, Eev. 17.

Purpose of God, Matt 326, 327, Luke 303, Eom. 278. See
Election.

Puteoli, Acts 470.

PTEEHUS, anecdote of, 1 John 70.

PYTHON, Acta 305,

Qnaxirigesima, Matt, 53S.
uakers, error of. Matt. 106, 110.

uarantania, wilderness of. Matt. 81, Luke 65.

Quarrels in the church, Jas. 111.

Quaternion, Acts 228.

Queen of the south, Matt 226.

Quenching the Spirit, Thess, 93, 97.

Questions, unnecessary, Luke 218; for self-examination, 1

Cor, 244,

QUIRINUS, PUB, STIL,, census by, Luke 31 sqq.

Rabbi, Matt, 9.5, 410,

abbins, schools of. Matt, 116, Luke 49.
aca. Matt, 113,

Race, the Christian, 1 Cor. 194 sq., 202 sqq.
RACHEL, lamentation of. Matt 63, 65.

RAHAB, Matt 49, 51, Jas. 87, 89 sq.

Eaiment, white, Mark 81, Rev. 127, 167, 190.
Bum, symbolism of. Rev. 19.

Rainbow, symbolism of the. Rev. 16 sq,, 19.
Ramah, Matt, 636,

Eamathaim, Luke 383.
Bank, dispute of disciples concerning. Matt 385 sq., Luko

340, 343 ; in the church. Matt. 366,
Rationalism, original principles of, Mark 53 ; a vacuity of

ideas, Eph, 53; controversy with, 2 Cor, 186, Note; its

view ofjustification, Rom. 139.
Readings, various, of Greek Testament, Matt xix. sq. See

Textual Notes, ^aesim.
,

, of English versions of New Testament,
Matt. 90, 92, 112, 121, 169, 170, 176, 184, 205, 208, 210,
212, 223, 231, 255, 261, 276, 289, 293, 301, 317, 318, 322,
332, 342, 362, 378, 386, 408, 420, 442, 44T, 467, 477, 484, 485,
490, 601, 609; 610, 519, 536, 544, 651, 652, 655, Luke 11,
24, 30, 38, 44, 48, 61, John 102, 122, 268, 305, 353, 370,
404, 432, Acts 32, 46, 56, 66, 71, 92, 129, 134, 163, 226,
247 sq,, 266, 271, 293, 316, 322, 334, 344, 359, 372, 435,
439, 453,

Realism in Christianity, 1 Car, 98.
Realistic theory of original sm, Rom. 192,
Reason, right use of in religion, Thess. 132, 1 John 148 sq.;

its relation to faith. Acts 318 sq., 320, 1 Cor. 64, Tim.
76 ; its relation to will, Eph, 166.

Rebuke, by ministers, 1 Cor. 102 sq.; public. Gal. 57 ; value
of, 1 Cor. 26, 102 sq.

Reconciliation with God, Rom. 166 sq,, 169, 2 Cor, 98 sq,, 10^
104 sqq,, Eph. 94, 102, Col. 24 sq., 28, 1 John 45.

Eecords, religious. Matt. 16.

Eecreation, need of, Eph. 194, Note.

Red, symbolism of. Rev. 17.

Redemption, Mosaic law of, Luke 44.

Redemption, angels attendant on, Luke 40, Eph. 120, Tim,
66; angels not subjects of, Heb. 60 sq,; benefits of,

Rom, 197 ; the blood of Christ essential to, Heb, 159,

1

Pet, 23, 25; connection with creation, John 59, Eph,
66, 120 ; elements in the work of. Matt, 366 ; end and
aim of. Gal, 15, Col, 28 sq, ; extent of, Gal. 69, 2 Pet 25

:

from curse of the law. Gal: 69 sqq,; universal longing
for, Eom. 270, 286; nature of; 1 Pet 23; necessity for,

Thess. 121; the eternal purpose of God, Heb, 62;
results of, 1 Cor. 46 sq., 18, 118; God's scheme of, ib.

350 ; various views o^ Matt 366 ; according to God's
will. Gal, 16 ; of the' boily;Eoni, 274 sq.

Regeneration, relation of baptism to, see Baptism ; only the
beginning of a Christian life, 1 Pet, 35 ; distinguished
ftom conversion, John 68; 123, 1 Pet. 29 ; elements of,

John 123, 136 ; the work of God, Rom. 378 sq,, Jas, 67
sq,, 2 Pet 14; gradual, Phil, 43; its relation to justifi-

cation, Rom, 139 ; means of, 1 Pet, 28 ; nature of, John
123,126; ntedot, Luke 108; terms for, in the New
Testament, John 125-; of the world, final. Matt 349 sq.

Reign of Christ, mediatorial, 1 Cor, 323,

Relationships of Christ, John 586; among the apostles. Matt.
184.

Relatives of Christ, how far unbelieving. Matt 231 ; Lis con-
duct towards, ib., ib.

Relics, Acts 364, 356.

Eeligion, Christian, defined, Mark 123, Jas. 67 ; cost of estab-
lishing, 2 Cor. 191, 193 ; compared with other systems.
Matt, 15 sq. ;

judgment of the world upon, ib. 209; its

relation to astronomy, ib. 58 ; exemplified in Christ, ib.

127 ; externalism and hypocrisy in, ib. 127, 138; indif-

ferentism in, Acts 204; in married life, 1 Cor, 155, 156,
162; its relation to morality, Eom. 87; compatible
with natural affections, ib. 455 ; right use of reason in,

Thess, 132, 1 Johu 148 sq,; it* relation to science,

Rom, 330, Note; tends to secrecy. Matt, 127.

Religious, compared, Matt. 15 ; not all of equal value. Acta
204 ; how to be judged by Christianity, Matt. 127

;

records of, ib. 15.

Religious life, perversion of. Matt. 127.

longing of humanity, EttV. 3 sq.

newspapers, Eph. 232,

Remembrance of Christ in the Lord's Supper, 1 Cor, 238,

Remission of sins, Christ's death necessary to, Bom, 134, Heb,
169, 1 Pet, 23, 25, Se« Forgiveness.

REMPHAN, see Rephan.
RENAN, quoted, Luke 51, Note.

Rendiog the clothes. Matt. 492 sq,, Mark 146,

Renewal, of the heart, 2 Cor. 102 sq. ; of human nature, Eph.
165,

Renovation of the world. Matt 349 sq.

Repentance, confession the result of. Acts 365, 357 ; its con-

nection with faith, Luke 287, Acts 376, 331 ; false,

marks of. Acts 152 ; fear a motive to, Thess, 66 ; its
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connection with forgiveneBS, Luke 400; fiuits of, Acta

429 ; a gift of God, ib. 99 ; Greek words for, 2 Cor. 129,

Note ; preached by John, Matt. 69, 73 ; need of, Luke
218 sq.; not doing penance, Matt. 73; a condition of

salvation, Acta 68 nq. ; conTenient aeison for, ih. 428;

sought io Vftio, Heb. 205; of Judaa, Matt. 503 sq., 506

aq.; of Peter, 26. 499, 504, 606, Mark 147, Luke 355.

Repetitiona in prayer, Matt. 123.

REPAAN, Actgl2*, 126.

Eeproach of Chriat, Heb. 192.

EeproacUes, Chriaiian reply to, Acts 403; of Christ, John
252.

Beproof, Chriatian, Eph. 187 sq.; friendly, Jaa. 145.

Keaervation, mental, John 242.

Resistance to salvation, Eph. 50.

Respect of persons, Rom. 99, Jaa. 74 aq., 78.

Responsibility, human, Matt. 387, 415; of gospel hearera,

Heb 45.

Roat, promised by Christ, Matt. 214; heavenly, Heb. 84 aq
,

88 sq.; of the Sabbath, John 185 aq.

Reatoration, of the Jews, Rom. 374, 377 ; of all things, final,

Luke 256, 338, John 387, Note, Acta 69, 1 Cor. 316 sq.,

321, Eph. 40 sq.. Rev. 339, Note.

Restriction not to be multiplied, Rom. 427, Note, 429.

Resurrection of Christ, Matt. 540 aqq., Mark 1 6 sq., 159, 16O,

Luke 385 sqq., John 603 sqq. ; accounts of, not harmo-
nious, John 603; representation of, hy art, Luke 388 ;

its relation to the ascension, Mark 106, Luke 402, Acts

8 ; its agreement with, bis birth, Luke 387 ; the central

truth of the gospel. Acts 436; hiatoric certainty of.

Matt. 546 aqq., 1 Cor. 311, 327 : its effect on Chriyt, Luke
283, 387 sq. ;

predicted by Christ, Matt. 302, 304, 316 sq.,

Luke 151 ; inseparable from his death, Rom. 156, 158;

its effect on th« faith of the disciples, John 605 ; the

first, Acts 443, 446, Gol. 23 ; a triumph of God's power,
Rom. 154; hymnology of, Luke 388; importance and
significance of. Matt. 5G1 aq., Acts 9, 22, Rom. 61, 05, 1

Coi-. 314, 322 ; natureof, Loke 387 ; Old Testament pro-

phecy of, John 118, Acts 47 sq. ;
proven by Paul, Acts

253,1 Cor. 312; Peter^ , testimony to, Acts 46sq., 49;
possibility of, Luke 387 ;

power of, Phil. 54 sq. ; lie of
the Sanhedrin respecting. Matt. 552 sq; its soteriologi-

cal effect, ih. 548 ^ witnesses to, Acts 8, 1 Cor. 310 sq.

Resurrection of the dead, analogies to, 1 Cor. 342. assurance

of, .John 220, Roiu. 01, 258 ; taught by the Bible, Matt.

401, Blark 121, Rt'v. 351, 352, 392, 439, 441, de-

monstrated by Christ, Matt. 399 sqq., Luke 309

sq., John 189, 192 ; Christ the pledge of, John
351, 357; illustrated' by the creation of man, 1

Cor. 342; importance of the doctrine, Tim. 99; the
Lord's Supper a pledge of, 1 Cor. 214 ; order of. Matt.

174, Thess. 74 eqq. ; Qemonstrated by Paul, 1 Cor. 308
sqq., Tim. 99, 'Ihess. 72 sqq.; the doctrine denied by
Sadducees and others, Matt. 399 sq., Luke 309, Tim. 99,

101 ; early views of, Thess. 74.

Resurrection body, the, 1 Cor. 336 aq.

Resurrection of saints at Christ's death, Matt. 527 sq.

Ri^taliation, law of, Thess. 121 ; divine right of, ib, io.

Retirement of Christ, Matt. 106, 221.

Retribution, future, Matt. 236, Luke 211, Rom. 96 sqq., Thess.

121, Rev. 269.

REUSS, Prof., Acts vi.. Note.

Revelation, its advance gradual. Acts 49 ; the Apocalypse of
John a, Rev. 77 eq. ; inward chaiucter of, Rom. 352;
Christ the central point of, IVIatt. 3, Acta 252; develop-
ment ot; Matt. 3, Rev. 4: forma of^ Th ss. 30 ; histori-

cal, ih. ih.; history of. Matt. 2 sqq. ; by nature, Rom, 83,

90; threefold nature of, ih. 82 ; need of, 1 Cor. 66, Eph.
119; a new one not to be fxpected, Thess. 30; objec-

tions to, Rom. 352 : periods of. Matt. 3, Gal. 77, Heb.
30; distinguished fiom prophecy, Rev. 5 sq.; the spirit-

ual and corporeal combined in, Acta 29 ; subjective
and objective. Rev, 41 aq. ; unity in the history of, Acta
ia3, Thess. 30.

Revelation, Book of, Matt. 28, John 14 sq., 30, Rev. 1 aqq.

Revenge, Rom. 394, 396, Thess. 92, 100, 1 Pet. 58, 60.

Rovisiou of the English Bible, Matt, xxi., 1 Cor. vi.

Revival preachers, Eph. 232.

Revolution, right of, Rom. 402.

Rewards, of Christ's followers, degrees of, 2 Cor. 85 sq., Tim.
42; not to he demanded, Heb. 119; how far to be de-
sired, Luke 105 ; consistent with free grace. Matt. 353,

357, Tim. 54
;
promised, Matt. 350 sq., Luke 204, 205,

279, 280; meutioned by John, John 449.

of sin, Rom. 216.

Rhodes, Acta 383.

Rich, the, salvation of, difficult. Matt. 345 sq.

Rich young man, Matt. 344 sqq., Luke 278 sq.

Richa, site of Ji-richo, Matt. 369.

Riches, belong to Christ, Matt 344; contempt of, Luke 247;
danger of, ih. 280; deceitfulness of, Matt. 241; distin'^-

tions caused by, Luke 256 ; loss of, Jas. 44 ; love of, Luke
249, 278 sqq., Eph. 181 ; parables concerniug, Luke 249

;

not an abjiolute obstacle to salvation, Jas. 78, 131 sqq.

;

trusting in, Mark 101 ; right use of, Luke 247, 249, 253

278 sq.

Riches of God, Rom. 372.

RICHTER, J. P. F., quoted, Luke 79.

RIGGENBACH, C. J., biographical notice o^ Thess. viii.

Right eye and band, Matt. 115.

Right hand of God, Christ at the, Rom. 291,

Right divine of Kings, Rom. 398, Note, Tit. 22.

Righteous man, Plato's, IVIatt. 511, Luke 373, Rom. 162,

1

Pet. 48.

Righteous, the, Matt. 240. 247, Luke 235, Rom. 164 sq.

Righteousness, armor of, 2 Cor, 110 ; by &ith, Matt. 51, Rom.
341 sqq., Phil. 54, 57 ;

fruits of, 2 Cor. Ill aq., Jas. 101

sq., ideas of, Bom. 333 ; imputed, Matt. 390 aq.. Rom. 187

sq., 191 sq., 254, 2 Cor. 46 aq. ; nature of. Matt. 102, 103,

1 John 106 ; its relation to sanctification, 1 Cor. 46, 47

sq. ; self—, Luke 192, Rom. 342, 352 ;
works of, 1 John

107; by works, see Works; of Abraham, Rom. 145 sqq.,

155 ; of the Jews, ih. 333 ; of the law, ib. 343, Phil. 57 ;

of life, Rom. 258.

Righteousness of Christ, Matt. 200 sq., 390, John 475, Rom-
187 eq., 191 sq., 254, 2 Cor. 46, 47.

Righteousness of God, John 524, Rom. 74 sqq., 125, 126, 129,

134, 2 Cor. 101, Thess. 116, 121, 2 Pet. 11, 1 John 38,

89 sq.

Rings, Jas. 74.

River of life. Rev. 383, 387.

Rivers, of Damascus, Acta 170 ; Gangas and Strymon, i&.

304.

Robbers, Matt. 524.

Robe, purple, Blatt. 514.

Robes, white. Rev. 167, 176, 190.

Rock, building on the, Matt. 145, 147 sqq., Luke 107, 108, 109';

Christ the true, IVIatt. 145, 1 Cor. 197 ; the church built

on a, Matt. 293, 296 sqq. ; symbolism of the. Rev. 18,

34.

Rock of Horeb, tradition respecting, 1 Cor. 197.

Rocks, testimony of the, Luke 296.

Roman Catholic church, the, viewed as Antichiist, Theas.

134; its doctrine of assurance of salvation, Luke 170,

Acts 150, 1 Cor. 92, 200, Tim. 90 ;
its rites of baptism,

Mark 70, 1 Cor. .33 ; massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day
the work of. Matt. 264, Note ; celibacy of the clergy

in Matt. 339, Luke 79 sq., 311, 1 Cor. 144, 165; opinions

of its commentators on the disobedience of the blind

men. Matt. 177 ; confession of sins to the priests in, Jaa.

141, 146, 1 John 37 sq., 40; corruption of; Luke 314, 2

Pet. 37; prayers for the dead in, Tim. 31, 90; its lavrs

of divorce. Matt. 115 339, 340, Luke 256 ; rite of ex-

treme unction in, Ma'k 6G, Jjia. 140; its doctrine of

fasting, Matt. 122, Luke 90; its doctrine of forgiveness

of sins before Cbrist, Rom. 134, Note; image-worship
in, Acts 126 eq. ; its doctrine of indulgences. Col. 34, 37 ;

its interpretation of crtain parables, Matt. 391, .Nb/e,

4;i8, Nots; its abuaea of the Lord s Supper, 1 Cor. 245;
laws ofmarriage and divorce in. Matt. 115, 119, 339, 340,

Luke 256, Eph. 207, Tim. 50; its dogmas respecting
Mary, Matt. 232, 258, 259, Luke 21, 34 ; worship of
Mary in, Luke 19, 185, John 105. Rom. 176, Tim. 31

;

persecutions by, :>Iatt. 246, 264, Note, 486, Luke 344,

Rev. 228; founded on Peter, Rom. 1 sq. ; its doctrine of

the primacy of Peter, Matt. 293, 290 sqq., 368; the fall

of Peter a type of, Matt. 499 ; succession of popes in,

Matt. 293, Acts 20 ; its doctrine of voluntary poverty.
Matt. 346; its doctrine of purgatory, ib. 228,229, 334
sq., Luke 256, 376, 377, 1 John 40 ; worshi p of relics in,

Acta 354, 356; worship of saints in, ih. 203 sq., 206, 269,

Tim. 31 ; its views of the insufficiency of the Scrip-

tares, Acts 157, 2 Pet. 51 ; its misinterpretation of
Scripture, Matt. 119, Luke 344 ; its doctrine of self-

righteousness, Luke 124, 170 ; appeals to the senses,

Jolin 472 ; service of, Rom. 386 ; supremacy of, Gal. 41

;

symbolized in the Apocalypse, Rev. 302, 309, 312; free-

dom of its clergy from taxation, Matt. 319 ; Jta doctrino

of good works, ib. 122, 438, Note, Luke 123 sq., Rom.
121, 155.

Roman citizens, rights of. Acts 307 sq., 405, 431.

congregation of Chiistians, Rom. 30 sq.

empire. Western, Rev. 261, Note.

justice. Acta 436.

philosophers, Rom. 82, 84.

Romans, intolerance of the, Acts 306.

Romans, Paul's epistle to the, its authenticity, Bom. 35; its

characteristics, ib. v. ; contents, ib. 39, 41 eqq. ; integ-

rity, ib. 35 sq. language, ib. 36 ; occasion, ib. 36 sqq.;

pericopes in, io. 48; place and time of composition, 16.

39 sq. : significance, ib. 40 sq., 65; subject, ib. 77;
works ou, rb. 48 sqq.; seventh chapter of, works on, ib,

224 ; eighth chapter of, works on, ib. 266, 295 sq. ; ninth
chapter of, works on, ih. 300, 334; genuineness of the
last chapter, ih. 425, Note.

Rome, symbolized by Babyloo, Rev. 328, Note; its character,
Rom. 73; Christians in, ib. 30 sq., 64; compared witi
Jerusalem, Acts 362; Jews in, Rom. 31 sq. ; Paul at,
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Acta «3 sqq., Eom. 9 Bqq.; Peter"!! Ti!!lt to, Bom. 30;
Its population, ib. 64.

Room, upper, Mark 140, Acta 19.
Root of David, Rev. 157.
EOnSSEAU, J. J., quoted, Luke 40
RUEOKEET, E., quoted, Matt. 60, John 102, Nblt
Rudiments of Christianity, Heb. 113.

of the world, Gal. 96, 98, C!ol. 44.
EUITJS, Mark 161, Rom. 447, 448.
Rulers, divine right of, Eom. 398 sq., Tit. 22j obedience to.

Acts 76, 77 ; of the church, their duties, Ihess. 90, 96.
Eule, the Golden, Matt. 143, 146.
Eules for right and wrong. Col. 166 sq.
EUSKIN, J., quoted, John 160, Note.
EUTH, faith of. Matt. 49, 61.

s
abffia. Matt. 226.
^abbath, the, use of the term in the Bible, Acts 281 ; Christ

the Lord of. Matt. 217 sqq., Mark 32 sq., Luko 93 sq.;
Christ charged with breaking. Matt. 216 eqq.; his
example in regard to, John 186, 199 ; change of the
day, Matt. 217, 547, M^rk 85, John 604, 607, 621, 1 Cor.
355, Col. 5:5; hymn on. Matt. 219, Note; importance
and necessity of, Col. 68; law of; Matt. 219 j made for
man, ib. 217, Mark 32, John 186 ; miracles of Christ on,
Luke 93, 94; rules tor its cbseivance. Matt. 218 sq

,

Luke 94, John 185, Gal. 109; rest of; John 185; lust of
the Old CoTf'Dant, Luke 384 ; final, Hcb. 89.

, the Christian, fundamental idea of, John 185 ; Jew-
ish Sahhalh law a preparation for. Matt. 218 ; obliga^
tion of. Bom. 418, Note.

, the Jewish, abrogation of, Eom. 123; kept by the
early Christians, Col. 53, Kom. 414, Note, 418; customs
on, Luke 223 ; regard of the Jews for, iS. 369 ; law of,

Matt. 218, Mark 32, John 248 sq. ; observance of. Matt,
218, Mark 32, John 185, Gal. 106 ; relation of Sunday
to, Matt. 547, Mark 36; travelling on. Matt. 425,
Mark 32.

Sibbath-day's Journey, Matt. 426, Mark 32, Acts 18, 23.
Sackcloth, Matt. 211, Rev. 230.

Sacraments, duality of, 1 Cor. 197 ; P.iul's treatment o^ Gal.
91; seahi of faith, Eom 149, 156, 156.

Sacred history, candor of. Acts 212 sq.

Sacrifice, of Christ, Eph. 178, Heb. 158 sq.. 172, 1 John 33;
of the godly, Eom, 389; in the mass, Heb. 169.

Sacrifices, disparagement of, Heb, 147 ; law of, subservient
to the law of love, Matt, 219; significince and value
of, Mark 92, Eom. 135, Heb. 216 sq, ; spiritual, 1 Pet.
33, 36; among the Greeks, 1 Cor. 169, Note.

fiadduceps, the, doctrines of. Matt. 71, 399 sq, ; relation of
Herod to, ii. 262, Mark 74 ; hypocrisy of; Matt, 289 sq,;

their attacks on Christ, ib. 287, 399 sqq,, Mark 121,
Luke 308 sqq.; their assault on the apostles. Acts
93 sq.

Sfficularia, 1 Cor. 123.

Safed, Matt. 104.
St. Bartholomew's Day, massacre of. Matt. 264, Not£, 265.

St. Paul's Bay, Acta 460.

Saints, Col. 10 ; an appellation of Christians, Acts 169, 170,
Bom. 64, 66, Eph. 21, Philem. 14; communion of, John
622 sq. ; intercession of, Mark 82, 1 John 46, Eev. 159

j

invocation of; Tim. 31, 2 Pet. 18 ; to judge the world,
1 Cor. 122 sqq,, 127 sq. : perseverance of the, see Perse-
verance ; worship of, Acts 203 sq. ; in Ceesar's house-
hold, Phil. 76.

Salamis, Acts 242.

Salem, John 141, Heb. 126.

Saliva, remedial use of, by the ancients, Mark 70, Juhn 307.

Solmone, Acts 465.
Salmonetta, Acts 460.

SALOME, daughter of Herodias, Matt. 68, 262.

, wile of Zebedee, Matt. 268, 259, 362 sq , 629, Mark
106, Luke 82 sq., John 4.

Salt^ figurative use of the term. Matt. 103 sq., Mark 90 sqq.,

Luke 231 sq. Col. 81.

Balntation, the angelic, Luke 19 sq.

fialutatioos, use of. Matt. 118, 187 ; eastern forms of, Luke
167, Eom. 67, The^s. 11 ; of Paul, Eom. 57, 64, 446, 460,

Phil. 76, Philem. 12.

ftilvation, interest of angels in, Luke 40, Eph. 120, Tim. 66;

assurance of; Luke 170, Acts 150, Rom. 161 sq., 261, 264,

282, 291, 1 Cor. 92, 200, Eph. 50, Tim. 90, 1 Ji hn 127,

176 ; not to be bought by beneficence, Luke 249 ; cer-

tainty of, Eom. 168, 277, 281, 289, 291; only through
Christ, Matt. 229, Acts 74, 309 sq., Phil. 17; the foun-

dation of the Christian system, Eom. 138 sq. ; its con-

ditions, John 137, 222, Acts 68 fq., Eph. 49 sq,, 84;

course of, Eph. 84; work of, diflBcult, ib. 128; divine

and human agency in, ib. 128, 188, Phil. 16 sq., 43,

Thess. 87, Heb. 80 ; offered entire, Heb. 88 ; extent of

the offer. Bom. 136, Tim. 28, 30 ; efHiienoy of faith in,

Acts 309 sq., 1 Cor. 48, 1 John 164 sq. ; fldeli ty in work-

ing out, Thess. 70 ; of the Gentiles, Eom. 100, 103, 136,

140
J
by grar.e, Acts 284, 286, Eph. 80, 84 ; of uncon-

verted heathen, Matt. 449, John 322 sq., Rom. 99, 103;
of the Jews, Eom. 74, 299 sqq.; a new life, Ool. 48 ; of
ministers, Luke 108; morality not sulBcient for. Acts
204 ; nature of, Eom. 73, Phil, 16 sq. ; order of. Acts 63,
268 ; a personal matter. Heb, 112

;
plan of, Eom, 135,

142, 169, 289, 1 Cor. 47 sq., 67, 2 Cor. 103; may bO'
resisted, Eph. 60; of the rich, Matt. 345; false security
of, 1 Cor. 200 ; its proximity to sorrow, Rom. 331 ;.

three stages in its attainment, 1 Cor, 360 ; universal,.
Eom. 189; way of, Matt. 143, 146, Acts 205, 309 sq.

Salzburg, inscription at, Luke 290.
Salzburgere, Acts 224.
Samaria, John 152.

Samaritan woman, the, John 150 sqq.
Samaritans, Matt. 185 ; Christ's regard for, Luke 264 ; thois;

hostility to Christ, ib. 163 ; reception of the gospel by.
Acts 146; their hostility to the Jews, Luke 161, John
166.

Samothrace, Ac s 303.
Sanctification, defined, Thess, 64, 98; gradual, ib. 94; the

work of the Holy Soirit, John 520, 1 Cor. 126, 1 Pet. 12;
its relation to justification, see Justification ; the
necessary result of redemption, 1 Cor. 118 ; its relat.on
to righteousn- ss, ib. 46 sqq.

Sanctuary, the heavenly. Acts 144.
Sandals, Acts 122.
Sanhedrin, derivation of the word, John 362, Note ; sketch of

the, lb. 362 sq. ; its authority, Matt. 485, John 363, 663,
Rom. 3 ; composition of the. Matt 68 sq., John 363, Acts
72, 93; its ofBcers, John 130,363; oue in every cty.
Matt. 96, 113, 188, John 309 ; its place of meeting. Matt.
502 ; embassy to John, John 83 sq., 88 ;

proceedings
against Christ, Matt. 385 sqq,, 491, 602, Mark 116 sq.

;

bribery used by the. Matt. 55:1 ; fauaticism of; John 264;
meanness of. Matt. 652 ; anxiety of, respecting Obrist's
resurrection, ib. 638 ; Paul's defence before. Acts 407
sqq.

Sapphire, Eev, 386.

Saracens, their invasion of Syria, Rev. 207, Note, 214.

SARAH, a type of the church. Gal. 115 sqq., 120 sqq.; Eliza-
beth compared to, Luke 17.

Sardis, Eev. 125 ; church at, *. 128, 409.
Sardius, Rev. 20, 386.

Sardonyx, Rev. 386.

Sarepta, widow of; Luke 73 sq.

Saron, eee Sharon.
SATAN, use of the word. Matt. 81, 307, 303, 1 Cor. 212, Note;

abode of, 2 Pet. 30, Rev. 349 ; threefold activity of,

Thess. 48 sq. ; an accuser, Eev. 249; agency of in
Adam's fall, Rom. 175 sq. ; an adversary. Matt. 86,

Thess. '8, 50, 1 Pet. 30, 90, 92 ; prince of powers of the
air, Eph. 73 sq, ; an angel of light, 2 Cor, 183; Apoca-
lyptic doctrine of, Rev. 403; condemnation of, Tim.
39, 40 ; delivering unto, 1 Cor. 110 sq., Tim. 26 ; depth
of. Rev. 29; downfall of, Luke 168, Tim. 39 sq., Rev.
238, 248 ; appearance of to Eve, 2 Cor. 178 ; head of the
Kingdom of Evil, Matt. 226 ; connection of with moral
evil. Acts 86, Rom. 450 ; fear of, Luke 196 sq.

;
gradual

inllueuce of; Act^ 86 ; Kingdom of. Matt. 223 sq., Luke
69, 344, Eph. 73 sq., 227, Heb. 64, Rev. 426 ; compared
to a lion, 1 Pet. 90, 92; loosing o^ Eev. 365, 442; con-

test of with Micha.l, Jude 19, 25 ; names of. Rev. 241,

Not^; Paul's allusions to, Roiii. 454; personality of
Matt. 81, 247, 451, Luke 66, 130, 185, i-'A, John 292, 299,

Acts 86, 1 Cor. 141, 2 Cor, 35, Eph. 86, Heb. 64, 1 Pet.

92, 1 John 106 sq , E-v, 118; pow r of, 1 Cor. 110 sq.

;

punished, Eev. 344 ; references to, Eev. 241, Note

;

symbolized by a serpent, John 133, 2 Cor. 178; sym-
bolic reference to, Eev, 28, 36; synagogue of, ib. 29,

117; the tempter, 1 Cor. 141; throne of, Eev. 116;
work of, 2 Cor, 66 sq„ Thess, 43 sq,, 1 John 107; called

god of this world, 2 Cor, 66 sq,

SAUL, Eom, 57 sq.

King, Acta 249.

Saved, relative ntimber of tlie, Kom. 197.

SAVIOUR, tit e of Christ, Luke 37, Acs 99, Tit. 6; title of

God, Tit. 6.

Savor, 2 Cor. 40
SCEVA, see Skeuas,
SOHILLEE, quoted. Matt, 216, Acts 405, Eom, 90, 321, Note,

Eev. 397, Note.

Schisms, 1 Cor. 27, 233.

Schools, Jewish, Acts 399.

Science, authority of, Eev. 179 ; false, Tim. 75 ; modesty of

true, Eom. 330, Note ; its relations to religion, ib. ib.

;

its tendency. Matt. 68.

Scoffers, 2 Pet. 43.

Scourging, modps of. Matt. 512 sq., Luke 206, 2 Cor. 187 ; of

Christ, Matt. 512 sq,, Mark 149, Luke 366, John 667.

Scribes, age of, Lu'se 62 ; duties of. Matt. 58 sq,, 251 sq. ; cha-
racterized by Christ, Luke 313 ; their hostility to

Christ, Matt, 276, 278, 602, Mark 64, 74 sq.

Scriptures, Holy, additions to, Mark 32 ; allegorism of, Ker
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11; authenticity of, Thesa. 163; authority of, Tim. 108
sq., 110; aa canon, Matt. 13sqq. ; their testimony to

Chnst, John 19i3 ; Christ's teatimony to, Lulce 94, 257,

394; the foundation of the church, Eph, 103; the only
instrumentality in the church, Acts 106; duty of the
church to circulate, Eph. 119; definition of the term,
Matt. 8 sq, ; deaiguations of, ib. 10 sq. ; diflQculties o^ ib.

371 sq., 5U5, 2 Pet. 51, 53; exposition of, Matt. 16, Col.

29 ; fulfillment of, John 588, Acta 22 ; the word of God,
Matt. 10,12, Acts 376, Thesa. 43, Heb. 93; import of,

Matt. 15; importance and value of; Eph. 120 aqq., Tim.
110 sq. ; inspiration of, see Inspiration; the letter of es-

teemed by the Rabbins, John 196; obscurity of, 2 Pet.

61 ; Paul's use of, Acts 318, 319
;
(portiona of rejected by

the Sadducees, Matt. 399 sq. ; searching, John 195

;

spiritual meaning of, Heb. 87; sufficiency of, John
478, Acts 157, Tim. 110 ; aymbolism of, Kev. 11 aqq.

;

typism of, ib. ib. ; unity of, (Jal. 71 ; use of, Acts 282,
Rom. 426, 431 sq., Tim. 109, 110 ; writers of, Matt. 13.

(See Bible.)

Scripture Leasons, ancient. Matt. 37.

Sea, the, symb^^I of nations, Matt. 93, 272, 324, 410, John 137,

Jaa. 39, Rev. 17 sq., 33 aq., 197, 361 sqq. ; symbol of the
soul, Jaa. 44; terrors of, removed by Christ, Matt. 272;
of glass, in the Apocalypse, Rev. 153 sq,, 290.

Seal, symbolical meaning, Horn. 149, 1 Oor. 181, 2 Cor. 24,

Tim. 99.

Seals, the seven, Rev. 29, 164 sqq., 168, 170 sqq., 201 sq. 212
aqq, 416, 417.

Sealed, the. Rev. 184, 186, 193.

Sealing, of believers, Rom. 168, Eph. 44 aq., 50, 172.

meaning of the term in the Apocalypse, Bev. 183,

185, 186, 417.
- of Christ's tomb, Matt 537.

Searching the Scriptures, J hn 195.

Seasons, in Palestine, Matt. 266, Luke 35 aq., 354 ; symbolism
of. Rev. 33.

Seat, chief. Matt. 410; Moses', ib. 409.

Sebaate, Acta 142, 454.

Secret sins, Eph. 180.

Sectarianism, Rom. 443, 447, Note, 1 Cor. 31, 2 Cor. 190.

Sects of Jews, Matt 400.

Secular, use of the word, 1 Cor, 123.

8ECUNDUS, Acta 367.

Security, carnal, 1 C«r. 201 ; folee, ib. 200.

Seed of Abraham, Gal. 75 sq.

Seed, the word ofGod like, Matt 241 aq., 1 Pet 29.

Seeing God, Matt. 103, John 77.

Seeking Christ, John 251.

God, Acta 330.

Seleucia, Acta 242.

Self-abasement of the apostles, Acts 144.
•"Self-conditioning of God, Eph. 66.

Self-consciousoess of Christ, Luke 291.

Self-deception, 1 John 39.

Self-defence, Luke 344.

Self-denial, Luke 149 sq., Rom. 427, 1 Cor. 181, 216, 220 : of
Christ, 2 Cor. 141, 147 ; of Paul, 1 Cor. 181.

Self-exaltation, Gal. 152.

Self-examination, 1 Cor. 241, 242, 244, 2 Cor. 218, 1 John 56.
Self-praise, Thess. 34.

Self-righteouaness, Luke 118, 241, Rom. 352.

Self-seeking, Gal. 152.

Self-will of Peter, John 408,

Selfiahn-'ss, Luke 272.

Semi-Pelagianism, Rom, 139,194 aq.

SENECA, related to Gallio, Acta 336; Paul's acquaintance
wirh, Phil. 76, JVote ; quoted, Acts 336, Rom. 89.

Sensuality, Col. 66, Thess. 66 ; resulting from apostasy, Rom.
85 ; hostile to Christian life, Phil. 63.

iSentence, judicial, Koman and Jewish law concerning. Matt.
493 ; of Christ, ib. 493, 502, Luke 363.

Siparation, from the church, when allowable, 2 Cor. 120 sq.

;

of righteous and wicked, Matt 247.
Separatists, Jude 28.

Sepulchre, of Chnat, its locality, Luke 383; Church of the
Holy, Matt 520 sq.

Sepulchres, around Jeru^ialem, Matt. 413 ; wbitod, ib. ib.

Seraphim, the, Rev. 19.

SERGIUS PAULUS, Acta 243.

Sermon, the, its purpose and characteristics, Matt. 29 sq. j ita

theme, ib. 30 sq., 34; division, ib. 34 sq. ; execution, ib.

35 ; delivery, ib. ib.

Sermon on the mount, the, accounts of, compared, Matt. 99
sqq., Luke 100 sq. ; analysis of, Malt. 97 sqq., 104 sqq.,

112 aq., Luke 101 ; false applicatinus of, Matt. 106 ; a dedi-
catory discourse, Luke 96; ita relation to heathen pre-
cepts, Matt. 106 ; occasion, ib. 100, Luko 103 ; t me and
place of ita delivery, Matt. 100, Luke 100; worka on,
Matt. 98.

Sermons, collectiona of, Matt. 33, 35; inatallation, Rom. 442;
long. Acts 370.

Serpent, the, describ'd, John 132, Note; its symbolical m-^aii

ing, ib. 133, 2 Cor. 178, Tim. 34, Rev. 22, 246 ; the apos-

tles to be like. Matt. 188 ; brazen, John 132.

Serpents, taking up of, Mark 162.

Servant, use of the term in the New Testament, Rev. 188,

Note; Christ a, Luke 229, Acts 68 ; of Christ, Rom. 58.

Servants, their relations and duties to masters, Eph. 216, 218;

Ci>L 77 sqq.
;
parable of the, Luke 203 sqq. ; of Christ,

his representatives. Matt. 20a
Service of Christ Matt. 161.

of God, John 166, Rom. 69.

of love in the church. Matt 366.

Servitude, Hebrew, John 289.

Senma Servorum, Matt. 91.

Seven, aymbolism of the number, Matt 28, 49, 125, 183, 23«

sq., 332, 334, Rom. 361, 2 Pet. 28, Jude 23 sq.. Rev. 15

;

characteristic number of the Apocalypse, Sbv. 81.

appointment of the, Acta 104 sqq.

churchen of Asia, Matt 237, Rev. 28, 90.

Council of. Matt 113.

epochs in church history. Rev. 317, Note,

sevens, parallels of, ib. 86.

Seventy, symbolism of the number, Luke 166, Rev. 16.

, Council of, see Sanhedrin.
sending out of the. Luke 166 sqq,, 169 sq.

Seventy 'imes seven, Matt 332 sq., 334.

SEVERINU3, Matf. 268.

Sexes, relaiion of the, Eph, 205, Note.

Shadow, symbolism of, Rev. 19.

SHAKSPBARB, quoted. Matt. 89, Luke 78, Rom. 152, Note,
Ttiess. 118, Note, James 81.

SHAMMAI, Babbi, Miitt. 115, 338.

Shark, Jonah's whale aupxiosed to be a, Matt. 2%.
Sharon, plain of. Acts 186.

Sheba, queen of. Matt. 226.

SHEBA,Act3 21.

Sheohem, John 153.

Sheep, eaatem custom respecting, John 319, Note; used as a
figure. Matt. 325, 448 sq., Luko 236, John 639 sq., I
Pet 48.

Shekel, Matt," 317 sq., 462, 464,

Shekinah, Matt 287, 303, Luke 153, John 73, Rom. 33L
Shelah, Luke 212.

Sheol, Matt 114, 211, 293, 298, Luke 254, Rev. 165.

Shepherd, used as a ligure, Luke 236, 242; Christ the good,
John 317 sqq., 321, 331, 1 Pet. 87 ; and cardinals, aaeo-
doto of, Col. 30.

Sbew-bread, Matt 217, Mark 32.

Shilling, Matt, 332.

Ships of the ancients. Acts 455, 457, 459, 460.
Shipwrecks of Paul, Acts 461.

Shofaroth, Luke 315.

Shrines of Diana, Acts 360.

Sibyl, Rev. 9.

Sichem, John 153.

Sick, the, healed by Paul, Acts 353, 354 sq.
;
prayer for, Jaa.

138 aqq.; recovery of^ ib, ib.; visiting, ib. 144.

Sidon, Matt. 210.

Sighing of Christ, Matt. 288, Mark 70, 74, 75.

Sight faith without, John 622.

Sign, demanded by the Jews, Matt 225, 230, 287 aq., Mark
74, 76, Luke 186 sqq., John 117, 217 ; of the Messiah,
Matt 225, 428.

Signs, desire for in the hearts of Christians, Luke 268 ; sought
after by the Jews, 1 Cor, 38; symbol's n of. Rev. 35;
of Christ's s-cond coming, Luke 323 aqq.; of tbe sky,
uncertain, Matt. 288; of the times, ib. 287 sq., Luke
209 ; of the weather, among the Jews, Matt 287, Luke
208.

SILAS, Acts 288, 29.% 296, Thess. 9 sq., 1 Pet. 94.

Silence, enjoined by Christ Oil those healed, Matt. 161, ITf,

220, 308, Mark 50, 70, Luke 85, 141, 149; enjoined on
women in the church, 1 Cor. 296 sq. ; expressive, 1 Pet.

62 ; of Christ, Matt. 234, 492. 494, 510, Luke 358, 363,
367; of Scripture, Heb. 123; iu heaven. Rev. 202.

Slloam, pool of, Luke 212, John 181 sq., 308, 314.

SILVANUS, Thess. 9 sq., 1 Pet. 94.

Silver, pieces of. Matt. 464.

SIMEON, in the temple, Luke 44; soug of, ib. 45.

, a cousin of Christ Matt. 256, Note.

SIKO;^?^. a name common amoug the Jews, Matt 257,

, bishop of church nt Pella, John 10 sq.

, the Cauanite, Matt. 182, 255 sqq., Luke 96.

, of Gyrene, Matt 519 sq., 529, Luke 369,370.
, brother of Jesus, Matt. 255 sqq.
, the leper, Matt 462.

Peter, see Pettir,

the Pharisee, Luke 120 sqq.
the high priest. Matt. 385.

the sorcerer. Acts 142, 144, 145, 147 sqq.
Zelotes. Matt. 182, 255, Luk« 96.

Simonianism, 2 Pet 29.

Simony, Acta 149, 151 sq.

Sin, defined, 1 John 100, 106; of Adam, Rom. 173 sqq., 191
bqq., 1 Cor. 339, Tim. 34 ; atonement for, Heb. 102 ; God
not the author of, Rom. 90, 125, J as. 65 sq.; bodyof^
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Kom. 203 sq., 205 8q. ; tho body the seat of, ft. 207, 209
215; the Christian dead to, ib. 199, 201, 204 eq.; climax
of, Rom. 91, Thess. 66 ; confession of, 1 John 37, 40 62
consciousness of, Eph. 120; corruption ot,ib. 82, 1 Johii
106; darkness of, John 61 ; dangerous element of Eph
165; unto death, 1 John 171, 172, 175 «q. 179; its rela-
tion to death, Eom. 176, 180, 196, 257, 263. 1 Cor. 332
sqq., Heb. 63 ; deliverance from the power of, Heb. 63
connection with disease, Jas. 145 ; essence of, Luke 24l'
Eph. 82 ; of Eye, Luke 69, Eom. 175, 190, Tim. 34 ex-
cuses for, Jas. 55 ; falling into. Matt. 499 sqq. ; it's ef-
fects on the human features, John 160; its relation to
the flesh. Bom. 253, Eph. 179 sqq. ; foruivoness of, see
rorgiveness

;
fruit of its service, Rom. 21 6; its antithe-

sis to grace, ib. 300 sqq., 327 sq. ; heaven the first thea-
tre of, Eph. 40; of ignorance, Heb. 178 ; its relation to
law. Bom. 108 sq., 216, 224, 232 sq., 245, 1 Cor. 348 •

names oi; Bom. 198 ; nature of, 1 John 108; not to bo
overcome by nature, Bom. 246 ; origin of, (6. 196, E|)h
83, Jas. 55 sq. ; original. Matt. 60, 326, Kom. 178, Note, 191
sqq., Eph. 76 ; perception of; 1 John 36 sq.

;
permitted,

not ordained, Bom. 330
;
power of; Col. 49 ; punishment,

of, John 306, 313, Eom. 90, 134, 2 Pet. 44; release from,
Eom. 204 : slavery to, ib. 246 ; against the Holy Spirit,
see Holy Spirit ; universality of, Eom. 125, Eph. 82, 174 •

variety of Luke 241, Eph. 82 ; wilful, Heb. 178.
Sinai, Mt., Matt. 105, Acts 122, Gal. 114 sq.
Sinaitic MSS. of New Testament, Matt, xx., 666, Acts vii.

Sincerity, John 137.
Singing in public woraUip, Eph. 194; in the Sunday-School,

ib. ib.

Sinlessness of Christ, Luke 68 sq., 360, 867, John 294 sq., 300
2 Cor, 101, Heb. 98 sq.; of Christians, 105, 108.

Sinner, use of the term. Matt. 170, Luke 121 sqq.
Sinners, Christ s intercourse with, Mark 28 sq.

;
proper feeling

towards, Eom. 338 ; sought after by God, Luke 236 ; re-
lation of the law to, Eom. 232 sq. ; called liars, t^. 117

;

work of; in conversion, 1 Cor. 1 28.

Sins, catalogues of, Eom. 88 ; of Christians, 1 John 101 sq,,

105, 108 ; forgiveness o^ see Forgiveness; of omission,
Matt. 449, Jas. 121, 123 ; secret, Eph. 180 ; small, Ja3. 79,
1 John 39.

Slon, Mt., Eev. 291, Note.

Sistera of Charity. T m. 61.

Sisters of Jesus, Matt. 256 sqq., Mark 53.

Six, symbolism of the number. Matt. 125, John 106, Eev. 15,
31.

Six hundred sixty-='ix. Rev. 271 sq.

Skepticism. John x., 1 Cor. 341.

SKEUAS, Acts 363 ; sons of, lb. ib.

Slavery, American, 1 Cor. 153; ancient, Eph. 218, Philem. 19,
Note, 21; Hebrew, John 289; relation of Christianity to,

1 Cor. 155, Eph. 218, Tim. 68, 70, Philem. 29, 1 Pet. 40

;

relation of Epistle to Philemon to, Philem. 29 sqq. ; sin
of, ib. 30.

Slaves, their daties to masters, 1 Cor. 153 sq., Tim. 68 ; Greek
and Roman, Philem. 19, Abte, 21 ; emancipation of.

ib. 24.

Sleep, illustrative of neglect. Matt. 244, 246 ; of disciples in
the garden. Matt. 479, Mark 143 sq.. Luke 347 ; in
church. Acts 370 ; death compared to. Matt. 175, Luke
142, John 344, Thess. 77.

Sleepiness, spiritual. Matt. 438 sq.

Smoke, symbolism of; Eev. 199, 291.

Smyrna, Eev. 117.

Sobriety, Eph 194.

Social relations of the Christian life, Acts 369, 376, Eph. 187
sq.

Social nature of Paul, 2 Cor. 124 sq.

Socialism, Christian, 2 Cor. 144, 147.
SOCEATES, anecdote of, 2 Pet. 23 ; humility of, Matt. 102,

Rev, 2; supposition respecting. Acts 332.
Sodom, Matt. 211, Luke 167, Eev. 225, 231.
Solafldianism, Rom. 136, Note, 139.

Soldiers, testimony of to Christ, Matt, 528, Luke 381 sq.

;

John's advice to, Luke 56 ; their profession cons. stent
with fear of God, Acts 196 ; lawfulness of their voca-
tion, Luke 56 ; mercenary. Matt. 553 ; religious move-
ment among, ib. 156.

Solidarity, deiined, Jas. 119, Note; of earthly andheavenly in-

terests, Phil. 74.

Solomon, apparel of, Mark 81 ; Jewish estimation of. Matt.
134; traditions concerning, Luke 187.

Solomon's porch, John 330, Acts 66.

Somnambulists, Matt. 271, Acts 36.

Son, name applied to Christ, Matt. 77.

Son of ravid, Matt. 176, John 99.

Son of God, Matt. 272, 492, 494, John 98, 98.

Son of man, Daniel s use of the term. Matt. 161 ; a title of

Christ, Matt. 160, 217, 428, Mark 32, John 97 sqq., 383,

Acts 135, 1 Cor. 71, Kev. 104.

Song, Cliristian, Eph. 192, Col. 72 sq.

of the angels, Luke 38 sq., 40.

of Elizabeth, Luke 26, 28.

of Mary, Luke 25, 28.

of Moses and the Lamb, Eev. 31.
the new, Eev. SO, 160, 277 sq.,280, 284, 290.
of the redeemed in heaven. Rev. 184, 190.
of Simon, Luke 45, 46.

Sons of God, Matt. 103, Eom. 259 sq., 263, 272, Hob. 34 sq. See
Adoption.

Sons of thunder. Matt. 182, Mark 37, John 5.
Sonship with God, John 67. See Atioption.

of Christ, Matt. 319, John 187, Eom. 56.
Sop, Matt. 470.
SOPATEE, Acts 367.
Sophists, Tim. 69.

SOPHOCLES, quoted, Eom. 101, 122.
Sorcerer, Elymas the. Acta 242 sq.
Sorcery, Rev. 212.

Sorrow, scenes of in Christ's Ufe, Matt. 214 ; for the dead,
Thess. 73 sq., 77: godly, 2 Cor. 129, 133 sqq. ; transitions
from joy to, Matt. 374 ; its proximity to salvation, Rom.
331.

SOSIPATEE, Eom. 452.
SOSTHENES, Acts 336, 1 Cor. 20.
Soul, the, definition of the term. Matt. 404, 479, Eom. 233 sq.,

1 Oor. 62, Thess. 95, 93 ; its relation to the body. Matt.
479, Eom. 232 sqq., 1 Cor. 62, 2 Cor. 205 ; its state after
death, Luke 256, Phil. 26, Thess. 78 ; death of, Rom. 176
immortality of, Matt. 196, Mark 121, Luke 198, 310 sq.,
Thess. 77 ; loss of. Matt. 303 sq. ; distinguished from the
spirit, 1 Cor. 62, Thess. 95, 98 ; value of Matt. 306, Eom.
338.

'

Souls, care of, the minister's duty, Jude 31.
, transmigration of, Matt. 262, John 308.

' under the altar, Eev. 30, 174 sqq.
Sovereignty of God, Acts 99, Eom. 118, 278, 313, 314, 328 saa

332,375.
. . . ,

HH,

of Christ, final, Phil. 38.

Sowing, spiritual use of the term. Matt. 241 sq., John 164 rn
Gal. 152 sq.

^'

Spain, Rom. 441, 443 ; Paul's proposed journey to, ib. 11, ^ole.
441.

Speech, faculty of. Acts 36 sq., Jas. 103, 108 ; an index of • ha-
racter. Matt. 225 ; to be used in praises of God ib. 36
sq. ; Christian, characteristics of, Eph. 174, Col. 81.

Spices, used for embalming, Luke 383.
Spikenard, Matt. 463.
SPINOZA, quoted, John 339.

Spirit, use of the term. Matt. 479, John 230, Eom. 232 sqq« 1
Cor. 62, 2 Cor. 205, Thess. 95, 98.

Spirit, of adoption, Eom. 260 sq., 295 sq.

of bondage, ib. ib,

of Christ, ib. 257.
freedom of, 2 Cor. 47, 61, 68, 60.

of God, Eev. 39.

of holiness, Eom. 62.

Holy, see Holy Spirit.

Ufe ofthe, Rom. 296 sq.

wilUngness of the. Matt. 480.

witness of the, see Holy Spirit.

of the world. Matt. 209, 1 Cor, 60.

Spirit of the law, Matt. 119, Eom. 222 sq., 2 Cor. 47 sq., 51, 60.
of Christ's prs-ceptB, Luke 105.

Spirits, trying the, 1 John 137 sq.

, fallen, 1 Cor. 128, 212.
. in prison, preaching of Christ to, 1 Pet. 63 sq., 66, 67

sqq., 75.

, the seven, Eev. 91, 125.

Spiritual, proper use of the word. Rev. 98, iVbte.

Spiritual and corporeal combined in God's revelations, Acts 29.

Spiritual body, the, 1 Cor. 336, 338.

Spiritual man, the, 1 Cor. 65, 66.

Spiritualism, Luke 257, Eom. 139, Eph. 66, Note.

Spirituality, Matt. 134, John 161 sq.

Spring in Palestine, Matt. 266.

Spitting, Matt. 493.
" Stabat Maler,^^ John 585.

Star of the magi. Matt. 67 sq., 59, 60.

, the morning, Eev. 124 sq.

STARKE. CHRIS., biographical sketch. Matt, viii.. Note; Bi-
belwerk of. Rev.405.

Stars, falling of the. Matt. 427 sq. ; the seven, Eev. 125 ; sym-
bolism of the, ib. 34 sq., 197, 206, 208; worship of, Acts
126.

State, the, relations of the church to, see Church ; a divine in-

stitution, Rom. 402 ; its duty in reference to marriage,
1 Cor. 145; submission to its authority, Rom. 401.

Stater, Matt. 319 sq.

Stations, spuriousness of, Luke 368.

Statistics, religious, Matt. 563.

Steadfastness of Christians, 1 Cor. 25.

STEPHANAS, 1 Oor. 359.

STEPHEN, Acts 105, 108 sqq., 113 sq., 134 sqq.

Steward, Matt. 354, 1 Cor. 88, 187.

Stewardship, Christian, 1 Cor. 90 sqq., 187, Jas. 132, 1 Pet. 78,

80.
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Stocks, Acts 3^16.

Stoics, philosophy of the, Acts 323, 327.

Stone, Christ a living, 1 Pet. 32 : corner, Matt. 388, 392, Luke
301, 1 Cor. 75, 78 ; of stumbling, Bom. 327 ; the white,

K«v. 29, 120 sq.

Stones, precious, of the Apocalypse, Kev. 20 sq.

Storm, symbolism of the, Rev. 19.

Storms in the East, Mate. 145,161.
Straight, street in Damascus, Acts 163.

Straining wine, Matt. 413,

STRAUSS, v., poem of, quoted, John GO, Note.

Strife, the Christian life a. Rom. 215, Tim. 26 ; o casioned by
the go^^pel, Luke 209 ; rh^*ological, Matt. 128.

Striking in the face, 2 Cor. 185.

Stripes, punishment by, Matt. 512 sq., Luke 205, 2 Cor. 187.

StroDg, the, their conduct toward the weak, Bom. 414 sqq.,

426.

Strymon, river. Acts 304.

Stumbling, stone of, Rom. 327.

Subjection of Christ, 1 Cor. 320 sq.

Submission, Clinstian, Acts 386 sq., Heb. 202 ; to rightful au-
thority, Rom. 398 sq., 401.

Substitution in Christ's death, Eph. 118, 1 Pet. 47.

Suffering, connected with glory, Luke 155 ;
perfection

through, Rom. 162.

Sufferings of Christ, effect of, Heb. 55, 106; connected with
his glory, Luke 358, Heb. 55; compared to birth-pangs,

John 497, 503; peculiar, Luke 349; Peter's view of.

Acts 48 sq.
;
physical, Matt. 523 ;

prophesied, Acts 4-16,

448.

Sufferings of Christians, blessedness of, Phil. 25, 1 Pet. 81 sqq.;

Christ's sympathy in, Col. 37, Heb, 65 ; a means of fur-

thering the gospel, Tim. 96; purpose of, Heb. 106, 202;
value of, Thess. 37.

SufiSciency of the Scriptures, John 478, Acts 157, Tim. 110.

Suicide, Matt. 507.

Sun, the, an emblem of Christ, Luke 60 ; darkening of, Matt.
427 ; symbolism of, Rbv. 34, 246.

Sunday, observance of, by the early Christians, Acts 368 sq.

;

beginning of the history of, John 621 ; relation of the
Jewish Sabbath to. Matt. 547, Mark 35 ; duty of the
Christian state to, Matt. 647; symbolism of, Rev. 28.

See Sabbath.
Sunday, Palm, Matt. 533.

Sunday-School, thu, not to take the place of family training,

Eph. 213, Note.

Sunday-school scholars, Matt. 323.
• sinRiag, Eph. 194.
Sunshine, symbolism of, Rev. 19.

Supererogation, doctrine of, 1 Cor. 187, 191, 19*.

Supremacy of Peter, nee Peter, primacy of.

Swearing, see Oaths, Prolanity.
Sweat, bloody, Luke 347.

Swine, subject to fright. Matt. 166 ; destruction of at Qadara,
lb. 165 sq., 167, Mark 46 sq., Luke 135 sqq.; Jews for-

bidden to keep. Matt. 165, Mark 47 ; unclean by the
Mosaic law, Matt. 139.

Sword, use of the, Mait. 486 sq., Luke 343, 344, 352.
Sycamine tree, Luke 260.
Sycamore tree, Luke 286.
Sychar, John 153.

Symbol, a form of revelation, John 503, Rev. 11 sqq.
Symbolism, of colors. Rev. 16 sq,; Greek and Hebrew, con-

trasted, it. 106, Note; of Jewish law. Matt. 217; "f
heathen mythology, Eom. 90; of numbers. Matt 49,

183, Rev. 14 sqq., 29, Note; of the Old Testament, Matt.
7, 278, Tim. 2i, Heb. 154; of human relations. Rev.
24; of the Scriptures, ib. 11 eqq.; works on. Matt. 183,

Rev. 12, Note, 14.

Symbols, in the Apocalypse, Rev. 79; used by Christ. John
167, 480; assigned to the four GospeN, Matt. 25 sq.

;

of Israel, in the Old Testament, John 480.

SYMEON, Acts 239.

Sympathy of Christ, Heb. 98 sqq.
Synagogue, the germ of the church, MHtt. 95 ; ruler of the,

ib. 173 sq, ; services of the, Luke 72 sq.

of Satan, Rev. 28.

' of the libertines. Acts 109,

Synagogue-", in Jerusalem, Matt. 95, Acts 109 ; built by indi-
viduals, Luke 1 10.

Synod, the fir^t. Acts 290; of Don, Rom. 329, Note.

SYNTYCHE, Phil. 64.

Brria, Acts 383.

Sfrophenician, Mark 67.

Syrtis, Acts 457.

BYZYGU8, Phil. 66.

Taberoacle, the" Jewish, Acta 129 sq., Heb, 141 sq ; the
heavenly, Ib. 156 sq.

abernactes, feast of, John 239, 256, 277.
T-VBITHA, Acts 186 sq.

Table, posture of Orientals at, Mitt. 170, 410, 467, 469. Luke
335; chief seat at, Matt, 410; symbolical meaning of
the word, Rom. 363.

Table of the Lord, I Cor. 312.

Tables, washing of, Mark 65; of the law. Matt. 344.

Tablet, writing, Luke 26.

Tabor, Mt., description of, Matt, 556; its connection with
the Mount of Beatitudes, t6. 105 ; traditionally the

scene of the Transfiguration, ib. 306, 311, Luke 162 sq..

Acts 22.

Talar, a Jewish garment, Luke 239, 242,

Talent, value of a, Matt. 333.

Talmud, origin of the. Matt. 553 ;
quoted, Mark 65.

Tarsus, Rom. 4, 5,

Tartarus, 2 Pet. 27, Rev. 349.

Taught of God, Thess. 70.

Tax for temple-servi<-e, Matt. 318 sq.

Taxation in Roman emjiire Matt. 170.

Teachers, Christian, see Ministers; should be able and active.

Matt. 251 sqq.
;
proper conduct of, 1 Cor. 32 ; co-work-

ers with God, ib. 74. 77 ; their relation to hearers, Gal.

108 sq., 120; qualities of, Acts 223 sq. ; rebukes of,

Luke 192; in the early church, 1 Cor. 257, Eph. 150.

Teachers, false, Acts 377, Gal. 20, Tim, 69.

Teaching, gift of, Rom. 385; Grod's method of, 1 Cor. 71;
Christ's example and modes of, Matt. 233 sq., Lake
107, 218 ; Jewish modes of, Matt. 2 ^3 sq.

Teachings of Christ. Acts 9.

Tears and groans, Rom. 288
Tell Hum, Matt. 91.

Temperament of Christ, Luke 163.

Temperance que-'tion, John 11'), 1 Cor. 195, Gal. 144, Eph.
194, 196, CoK 56, Tim. 66.

Temple, the Jewish, hiHtory of, Matt. 375, 421; guard'an
angels of, Matt. 415; arrangement in, Heb. 150; chil-

dren in, Matt. 378; Christ's first and last visits to,

Luke 46 sq., 314, Matt. 415 sq.; cleansing of, Matt. 375,

Mark 112 sqq., Luke 298 sqq., 303, John 114 sqq.;

court-? of. Matt. 37G, Mark 113; desecrati-ms of. Matt.
425; de8trnrtion<'fforf-told,Matt. 422, Mark 130; gates
of. Acts 62; heathen gifts to, Luke 319; guard of,

Acts 72 ; attempt of Julian to rebuild. Matt. 416, Luke
298 sqq.; its magnificence, Matt. 421, Luke 319; mea-
suring of in tbe Apocalypse, Rev. 223, 227 sqq., 233;
pinnacle of. Matt. 84, Luke 67 ;

porch of, John 3:^0,

Acts 66 ; its sacredness. Matt. 492, Mark 113, 1 Cor. SI

;

sworn by. Matt. 412 ; its symbolic character, i6. 375,
Luke 321, Rev. 26 ; tax for. Matt. 318 sq.; treasury of,

Mark 127, Luke 315 sq. ; veil of; Matt. 5ii7, 530, Lube
379 ; works on. Matt. 375.

Temple, Christians compared to a, 1 C<it. 80 sq., .84, 85, 134,
136 sq. ; Christ's body the real. John 119; the church
a, 2 Cor. 118 sq., 123 ; tbe heavenly, Rev. 245.

Tempt, meanrngs of the word, Jas. 49.

Temptation of Christ in the wilderness, Matt. 80 sqq., Mdrk
17 sq., Luke 64 sqq.; in Getbseraane, Luke 348 sq.

Temptations, origin and purpose of; Thess. 54; Christ's sym-
pathy in, Heb. 98 sq. ; not from God, Jas. 49 sq. ; God's
help in, Matt 126. Luke 179 sq., 1 Cor. 202 sq., 208;
jov in, Jas. 43; Satan's agency in, 1 Cor. 141, 201,
Thess. 54; their recurrence in Christ's life, Luke 69;
of Jewish Christians, Jas, 37.

Tempting God. 1 Cor. 199, Jas. 49, 56.

Ten, symbolism of the number. Matt. 87, 183, 437, Rev. 15.
TENNANT, anecdote of, Phil. 27.

Tent-making, Paul's trade of. Acts 334 sq.

Terraces, in Palestine, Matt. 239.

Terrors of the law, Heb. 208.

TERTIUS, Rom. 452.
1 ERTULLUS, Acts 419 sq., 422.

Teatameut, see New Testament, Old Testament.
Testimony, written, value of, Acts 290, 291.

Tetrarch, Matt. 64, 262.
Text of the Greek New Testament, Matt, xi,, John xiii.,

Acts vi.

Texts, list of. Matt. 33.

Textus Rereptus, Acts vi.

THADDEUS, see Lebbeens.
THAMAR, faith of. Matt. 49, 51.

Thankfulnesf, true. Luke 264.

Thanks at meals, Rom. 419.
Thanksgiving in prayer, Thess. 58.

Thanksgiving days. Matt. 32.

THEAGENES. narrative oi, Luke 236.
Theatre, Acts 360.

Theft, Eph. 174.

Thekoa, wilderness of, Matt. 68.

Theocracy, origin of the term, Matt. 4; history of, ib.. ib.

THEODOSIUS the Emperor, Rev. 259, Note.
Theologia Germamca, Rom. 138, Note.
Theology, analysis nnd divisions of. Matt. 1 ; Biblical, ib. 17

;

Practical, ib. 35; works on, io. 17, 35.
THEOPHILUS, Luke 12, 13.

Thessalonians, Paul's First Epistle to the, Thesg. 1 sqq.;
analysis of, Rom. 23, Thess. 6 sq.

;
genuinent^ss o*',

Thess. 4 sqq.; occasion, ib. 3 pq. ;
place and time of

writing, ib. 3 ; works on, ib. 7 sq.
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, Paul's Second Epistle to the, analjBiH of, Rom.
23 aq., ThesB. Ill eq.; genuinenesa of, Thess. 107 sqq.;
place, time and occaaion of writing, ib 10 > eq

Thessalonica, Acts 316, Thoas. 1 ; churcb at, Theaa 1 sq •

Paul's labors at, Acts 316 sqq., Thess. 1 sq., 27 sqq. '

Tnief, the coming of Christ compared to a, Luke 204.
, the penitent, Luke 375 eqq.

Thirst, symbolism of, John 257, Rev. 192; of Christ on the
cross, John 587 sq.

Thistles, false prophets compared to, Matt. 144.
THOMAS, name o^ Matt. 182, John 345: sketch of, John

345 ; his place among the apostles, ib. 621 sq.; his cha-
racter, Luke 96; his doubt, John 621 ftq.; contrasted
with Mary, ib. 623

; apocryphal gospel of. Matt. 267
"Thorn in the flesh," Paul's, 2 Cor. 200 sqq.
Thorns, false prophets compared to. Matt. 144; crown of, ib.

614.

Thought, peculiar use of the word, Matt. 133.
Thoughts, read by Christ, Matt. 161, 166 sq.
Thousand years, the, Rev. 351 sq.

Thousands, Matt. 59.

Three, symboliam of the number, Matt. 49, 183, 236, 245,
Mark 133, Rev. 15, 85.

Threshing-floor, Matt. 72.

Throne of God, Heb. 162.
• of grace, Heb. 98.

Thunder, symbolism of, Rev. 152 eq., 216.
Thunders, the seven, Rov. 216 sqq., 220, 422.
Thursday, Maundy, Matt. 533.
Thyatira, Acts 305, Rev. 121, 409.
Tiberias, Matt. 90, 211, John 209; sea of, see Genneaaret, Lake.
Time, division of among Eastern nations, John 93; ful-

ness of, Gal. 99 ; God's relation to, 2 Pet. 42, 44 ; im-
provement of, Eph. 193 sq.; Jewish mode of reckon-
ing. Matt. 226, 265, Luko 187 ; symbolism of the divi-
sions of, Rev. 33.

Times, signs of the, Matt. 287 sq., Luke 209 ; and seasons in
the kingdom of God, Acts aOO, 301; sjmbolism of.

Rev. 33.

TIMOTHEUS, Acts 297 sqq. See
TIMOTHY, sketch of his life. Acts 297 pq.. Tim. 9 sq. ; his

relations with Paul, Acta 297 sqq., Col. 9, Thess. 10;
his visit to Corinth, 1 Cor. 101, 357 ; his mission to
Thessalonica, Thess. 61, 53.

, Paul's First Epistle to, analysis of, Rom. 24, Tim.
12 ; design of, Tim. 11 ; its genuineness, ib. 2 sqq., 65

;

time and place of writing, ib. 10 sq. ; works on, ib. 13.

, Paul's Second Epistle to, analysis of. Bom. 24,

Tim. 78; design of, Tim. 77 sq. ; its genuineness, ib.

119 ; time and place of writing, ib. 77 sq. ; works on,
i6.79.

TISCHENDORF, M. T. C, Biblical labors of, Matt, xx , 665,
Note, Acts vii.

Tithes, Matt. 412, Lnke 191.

Title on the cross, Matt. 524, Luke 373, John 684.

Titles, prohibition of. Matt. 4L0, Lnke 192.

of Christ, see Jesus Christ.

of the Holy Spirit, John 442.

Tittle, Matt. 109.

TITUS, biographical sketch of. Tit. 1.

, Paul's Epistlo to, analysis of, Rom. 24 sq.. Tit. 3;
genuineneas of, Tim. 2 sqq. ; occasion of. Tit. 2 ; time
and place of composition, ib. ib.; works on, ib. 3.

Toasts at feasts, how origiuated, 1 Cor. 215.

To-day, Heb. 81 sqq.
Tombs, Jewish, Matt. 536, John 355, Note; the abode of demo-

niacs, Matt. 164.

Tongue, the, power of, Jas. 94 sqq. ; sins of, ib. 96 sqq., 103,

107; untamable, ib. 97 eq. ; anecdotes of, ib. 103, 109.

Tongues, the gift of, Mark 162, Acts 29, 31 sq., 34 sqq., 203,

1 Cor. 25^, 260, 267, 286, 292, 299 sqq., 302.

of fire, Acts 27 sq.

Topaz, Rev. 386.

Torches, Matt. 437.

Tormentors, Matt. 334.

Torture, judicial, Acts 404.

Tower, Matt. 387.

Trades, honorable, Acts 338 ; Jewish custom of learning,

Mark 53 ;
Jewish respect for, Acta 335.

Tradesmen, sins of, Acts 363.

Tradition, use of the term in the New Testament, 1 Cor. 223,

Gal. 24; errors of, Luke 74; value attached to by the

Jews, Matt. 276, Mark 65, Tim. 17 sq. ; its relation to

Scripture, Thess. 147 sq., Tim. 95 sq.

Traditionalism, Christ's conduct towards, Matt. 278, 313; its

relation to the law, ib. 118 sq., 216, 278, Mark 65.

Training, of Christiana for judging, 1 Cor. 128 ; of converts,

Matt. 326, Mark 91.

Transfiguration of Christ, the, Matt. 306 sqq., Mark 80 sqq ,

Luke 152 sqq. ; locality of, Matt. 306, Luke 152, Acts 22,

2 Pet. 19; nature and object of. Matt. 310, Luke 153

sqq., 2 Pet. 22 ; various views of, Matt. 309; Raphael's

painting of, ib. 316, Luko 155.

Translation, Irvingite doctrine of, Thess. 122.

Translations of the Bible, Matt, 18 sq.

Transmigration of souls, Matt. 262, John 306.

Tranaubatantiation, doctrine of. Matt. 470 sqq. Luke 337 sq.,

1 Cor. 213, 236 sq. ; feast of, John 137, Note.
Travail, Rev. 24, Note.

Traveling by night, an Eastern custom, Matt. 59.
Treasure in heaven, Matt. 132.
Treasury of the temple, Mark 127, Luke 315 sq.
Tree of life. Rev. 21, 28, 388.
Trees, symbolism of, John 379, Rev. 21.
Trent, Council of. Acts 356.
Tres Tabernffi, Acts 470.
Treves, the Holy Coat of, Luke 374.
Trials, see Afflictions.
Tribes, the twelve. Matt. 349, Rev. 418; enumerated in the

Apocalypse, Rev. 183 ; symbolic oi the ch arch, ib. 182 bq.
, the ten, location of, Matt. 57.

Tribulation, the great. Rev. 191 sq.
Tribulations, see Afflictions.
Tribunals, spiiitual, always in the load of persecutions. Matt.

189.
Tribute, payment of. Matt. 390, Luke 306 pq., Eom. 405.
Trichotomy, Rom. 2;33 sq., Thess. 95 sq., Heb. 96.
Trinity of Deity, indicated at Christ's baptism. Matt. 78

;

implied in the baptismal formula, ib. 658, 561; re-
ferred to in the Lord's Prayer, ib. 124; proofs of the
doctrine, i6. 561, John 283,469, 479, Eph. 142, Note;
relation of persons in, Rom. 373, 1 Cor. 250, 260, 3:^0

sq,, Eph. 96 sq., 101; ontological and economical,
John 60.

Trinity Sunday, John 137, Note.
Triumph of the risen saint-", 1 Cor. 350.
Troas, Acts 299, 300, 2 Cor. 38.

TROPHIMUS, Act-j 367, Tim. 118.
True One, The, Rev. 128.

Trumpet, use of the term in the Bible, Matt. 122, 428 sq.,

Rev. 104; the last, Matt. 428 aq., 1 Cor. 346 sq.J; sym-
bolism of the. Rev. 23, 28.

Trumpets, the seven. Rev. 181, 197 sqq., 201 sqq., 236 sqq, 420.
Truth, assurance of, Oheaa. 97 sq. ; communication of, Heb.

109; development of, 1 John 84; conflict of, with er-
ror, 2 Cor. 172, 175 ; a liberator, John 287, 299 ; Pilate's
question respecting, ib. 566; essentials to its percep-
tion, 2 Cor. 61; proof of, Thess. 97 sq.

Tflbarlyeh, John 209.

Tunic, John 585.

Turkish invasion, Rev. 209, Note, 213, 249.

Twelve, symbolism of the number, Matt, 181, 183, Rev, 15.

Two, symbolism of the number, Mate. 49, 183, Rev. 15.

Two or three, prayer of, Matt. 330.

TYCHICHUS, Acts 367, Eph, 231, Tim. 116.

Typism of the Scriptures, Rev. 12 sq.

Typology of the Old Testament services, works on, Matt. 7.

TTEANNUS, Acts 352 sq.

Tyre, Matt. 210 sq.

Ubiquity of Christ, Heb. 99.

nbelief, nature of, Heb. 80 ; sources of, Mark 121

;

cowardice of. Rev. 362; its relation to disobedience,

Rom. 353; forms of, ib. 89; a robbery of God's g'ory,

lb. 153; guilt.of, Juhn 135,474 sq,, Thess. 142; a he,

Rom. 117; pr^ destination to, 1 Pet, 34, 36, 38; pun-
ishment oi, John 399; victory over, Mark 50.

of the apostles, Mark 62 sq., 87, 159, 163 ; of the
brothers of Chriat, John 239 sqq, ; of the Jews, Matt.
563, Mark 53 sq., Luke 111, 296, John 288, 399, Rom.
299 sqq., 341 sqq., 350 sqq., 374.

Unbelievers, effects of the gospel on, 1 Cor. 37 sqq, ; marriage
of Chrirttians with, ib. 147 sqq. ; union with, 2 Cor.

120.

Unchangeablene?s of God, Jas. 56 sq., 60.

Uncircumcision, Rom. 114, 1 Cor. 152,

Unclean, Rom. 420.

Unction, extreme, Mark 56, Jas. 140.

Unfe,ithfulne8s of Christians, Luke 206.

Ungodly, punishment of the, Thess. 122.

Unity, Christian, consists in what, Matt, 330, 475, John 522

pq., 641, 1 Cor. 31 , Gal, 91, Eph. 142, 157, Phil. 36, Thess.

12; promoted by beneficence, 2 Cor. 159; Christ the
centre of, John 622 sq., 1 Cor, 32, 264, Col, 48; in the
early church, Acts 82, 187; desiiable, 1 Pet. 57 ; hin-
drances to, ib. 61

i
different from latihidinarianism, Gal.

91 ; consistent with liberty, John 523 ; works on tho
subject, 1 Cor. 31,

, of God and Christ, John 332, 335, 522, Gal. 81
sqq, ; in the divine economy, 1 Cor. 228 ; of the human
race. Acts 328, 330; of the history of revelation, ib.

328, 330 ; of religiou-i faith in married life, 1 Cor. 155
sq.

Universalism, Rom. 186, 189, Tim. 30,

Uaiversality of Chriatiaoity, Acts 14, 277 sq., 446, Gal. 91.

Unknown God, aliar to the, at A'hena, Acts 324, 327.
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Unleavened bread, first day of, Matt. 468.

UarighteouBnesB, not to be predicated of God, Bom. 313 ; of
man, ib. 125, 126.

TJ im and Thummim, John 364, 367.

Usefulness, preparation for, Luke 29.

Vanity, of man apart from God, 1 Cor. 71 ; of the mind,
Eph. 165; of the world. 1 John 70.

YAN OOSTEEZEE, J. J., sketch o^ Luke v. sq.

Vatican MS*, of the New Testament, Acts vii.

Veil, use of the, in Eastern countries, 1 Cor. 223; over Mo-
pes' face, 2 Cor. 55 eqq. ; of the temple, Matt 527, 630,
Luke 379.

VBMANi'IUd FORTUNATUS, quoted, John 584.
Vengeance, Thess. 122.

Ventriloquists, Acts 305.
Verily, Matt. 109.

VERONICA, 8T., Mate. 174, Lake 140, 368.
Versions, see Be.idiogs.
Via cntcis. Matt. 521.

Via dolorosa Matt. 521, Luke 368.
Vial, Hev. 159, Note.

Vials in the Apocalypse, symbolism of^ Bev. 29, 159, 277 ; of
wrath, the seven. i&. 291, 293Bqq., 296Bqq , 30t,429 sqq.

Vicarious sacrifice of Christ, Eph. 118, 178, Tim. 29,31, 1 Pet.

47, 49, 66.

Vices, catalogue of, Rom. 88.

Vigilim, Matt. 439.

Vine, the, cultivation of, John 489; used as a symbol, ib. 461,
480, Rev. 21, 280.

Vinegar Bible, the. Matt. 413, Note.
Vinegar-wine, Matt. 622, John 587.
Vineyard, value of a, Matt. 387 ; used as a symbol, ib. 355,

387, Mark 118, Luke 302.
Violence, used in the spread of Christianity, Luke 344, 352,
Viper, Acts 467 ; allegorical use of the term. Matt. 225.
VIRGIL, quoted, Luke 255, Jas. 108.

Virgin, the church compared to a, 2 Cor. 178.
Virginity uf Mary, perpetual. Matt. 53, 258, 260, Luke 34.

Virgins, symboliBm of, Rev. 278, 284,

Vircuea, Christian, 2 Cor. 109 sq. ; heathen, Rom. 104.

Visions, Acts 40, ^; apocalyptic, Bev. 41 ;
prophetic, ib. t&. ;

of CoQStantine, Acta 470; of Paul, 2 Cor. 196 sq.; of
Peter, Acts 194 sq.

Visits, pastoral, Acta 209.

Voices, heavenly, Matt. 388, Luke 58, 59, 154, John 387 sq.,
RiiV. 40.

Volcanic eruptions, Rev. 323, Note.

Voluntaryism in minisierial support. Gal. 155.
Vow, mode of release from a, Acts 414 ; of the Nazarites, ib.

390 ; of Paul or Aqui.a, ib. 342 sq.

Wailing at fnnerals, Matt. 208.

aldenses, the, Matt. 268 ; Noble Lesson of, Bev. 227,
Note,

Walking after Christ, 1 John 51 sq.

in the flesh, Rom. 255, 263.

in the spirit. Rom. 255, 263.

on the sea, see Miracles.
War, necessity for, Luke 56 ; symbolized, Bev. 166; in hea-

ven, lb. 238, 240 sqq., 248 sqq.

Wars, occasioned by Profeatantism. Matt. 199 ; rumors of,

ib. 423; religious, Jas. Ill, 112.

Warfare, Christian, 1 Co'-. 194 sq., 202 sqq., 2 Cor. 172.

Warrior, the Christian, 1 Cor. 2ol.

Washing, of baud-, Matr. 276, 512, Mark 64 hq. ; of feet. Matt.
463, 5:i3, John 371, 407 sqq., 416; of tables, Mark 65.

Washings, ceremonial, Mark 64 sq., Luke 190.

Watches of ihe night, Matt. 270, Mark 133, Luke 204.

Watchfulness, motives to, 2 Pet. 50, Bev. 433 sq. need of,

Matt. 4:iO sq., Thess. 82 sqq., 86 sqq.
Water, symbolism oC, John 126 sqq , 156, 256 sq., 260, 1 John

160 sq., Bev. \8 sq., 24 eq., 33 sq.

Waterpots, John 106.

Way, Christ the, John 437, 439 ; of God, Matt. 396 ; of salva-
tion, ib. 143, 146, Actfl 205, 309 sq.

Ways of God, Acts 401, 403, Bom. 376, 378.

Wayside, Matt. 239.

Weak, treatment of the, Rom. 414 sqq., 426.

Weakness, of God, 1 Cor. 39 ; human, 2 Cor. 86,

Weather-signa aoiorig the Jews, Matt. 287, Luke 208.

Wedding-garment, Matt. 390 sqq.
Week, Bov. 33

; the Grea^ Matt. 533.

Weeks, fea-t of, Acts 2fi.

Weeping of Christ, Luke 297 sqq., John 354 sq.
Well, John 149; of Jacob, ib. 153.

Westminster Confe'^sion. on baptism,'Bom. 206.
Whale of Jonah, Mant. 225.
Wheat, grain o^ John 384, 390.
White, in garments, Mark 81, Bev. 137; symbolism of, Bev.

17,105,137.
White Horse, the Bev. 416.

Wicked, the, future state of, 1 Cor. 323.

Widowhood, when praiseworthy, 1 Cor. 144.

Widow's mites, the, Mark 127, Luke 315 sq.

Widows, in the early church, Acts 103, Tim. 4; character,

rights and duties of, Tim. 56 sqq., 61 ; marriage of, 1

Cor. 164.

Wife, use of the term among the Jews, Matt, 53.

of Peter, Matt, 158, Mark 23 ; of Pilate, Matt. 511 sq.,

614.

Wildemeas, Matt. 68, 73, John 365 ; the habitation of devilc,

Matt. 226; symbolism of the, Bev. 24, 238, 248, 255, 306
sqq., 313; of Engedi, Ephraiim, Jericho, etc., eeetkone

words.
Will of God, the, not always the will of Christians, Acts 365

;

Christ submissive to, Matt, 479, 482 ; doinp, John 246

;

in salvation, Eph. 50; submission to, Bom. 389. '

Will, freedom of the, see Freedom ; its relation to reason, Eph.
165.

Wind, the Holy Spirit compared to the, John 129 ; symbol-
ism of the, Bev. 18, 187.

Wine, of the Bible, John 102, 110; at Cana, i5. 102, 106,

Note, 110; made of myrrh, Mark 151 ; une of, in the
sacrament, 1 Cor. 235, Note. 237 ; used by the Boman
soldiers, Matt. 522,527; utraining of, ib. 413; use of,

Eph. 191 ; symbolical import of, Matt. 473,

Wine-preaa, Matt. 387, Mark 118, Bev. 31.

Wisdom, Christian, 1 Cor. 47, 65, Eph. 193; of Christ, Matt.
361, Luke 971; <Jivine, Luke 191 sq.. Acts 331, Bom. 375,

378, 1 Cor. 39, 56, 66 ;gospel, 1 Cor, 65 sq., 64; different

from knowledge, Bom. 375, 1 Cor. 251, 262 sq.; perso-

nified, Matt. 209, Luke 118, John 50; distmguished
from prudence, Eph. 37 ; shown by works, Jas. 103

;

woridly, Acta 331, I Cor. 34 sqq,, 38, 41, 43, 66, 82, 86.

Wisdom of speech, Acta 111,

Wise, not many called, 1 Cor. 48, 49 ; God's will not accepted
by the, Luke 168,

Wise men from the East, eee Mag;!.

Wit, not found in Christ's discourses. Matt. 209.

Withdrawal from the church, 2 Cor. 120 sq.

Witness, a name applied to Christ, Bev. 91 , 135 ; God called aa
a, Thess. 35 ; of the Holy Spirit, see Holy Spirit

Witnesses, law in reference to. Matt. 329, 491, Mark 146 ; of
Christ's death, Luke 381 ; of God among unbelievers.
Acts 144; to the truth, John 264, Note, 364, Note, Rev.
224 eq,, 227 sq,, 232 sq.

Wives, duties of, Eph. 198 aqq., 2r>4 sq., Col. 74 sq., 1 Pet. 54.

Woe, use of the expression by Christ and the apostles, Jude
20; pronounced on Judan, Matt. 470, 473.

Woes, in the Sermon on the Mount, Luke 102, 103; pro-
nounced on the cities of Gralilee, Matt. 210 sq,, Luke
167 ;

pronounced on the Pharisees, Matt. 408, 416, Luke
191 aq. ; contrasted with the Beatitudes, Matt, 411, 416

;

the three in the Apocalypse, Bev. 30.

Woman, the term used as an addieaa, John 105 ; adornmpnt,
of, Tim. 33, 1 Pet. 62, 55; in the Apocalypse, Rov. 237,
240 sqq., 245, 260, 3u6; Christ's relations with, Luke
126, Jubn 150,167; benefits of Christianity to, Matt.
341, Mark 51, Acts 41, 308, Tim. 35, Jas. 89; aymboli-
cal of the church, Bev, 24, 243; her work in the
church, Luke 126, Acts 190, 346, 1 Cor. 224, 296, 302,
Tim. 33, 35 ; emancipation of, Luke 126 ; evil-apeaking
of, Tim. 41 sq.; her enmity to goodness, few example-*
of, Mark 147; lax views of the Herodians respecting,

ib. 97 ; diverse from man, 1 Pet. 53 sq. ; her relations

to man, 1 Cor. 226 pqq. ; man's superiority to, Eph.
205, Note; her work in missions, Acts 190; Paul's
viewa on, Rom, 447, 1 Cor. 224, 296, Tim. 33, 35

;
public

speaking of^ 1 Co , 296 sq., 302; contempt for among
the Babbina, John 163; rights of, Eph. 205, Note;
development of aptritual life in. Matt. 465; weakness
of, 1 Cor. 228, 1 Pet. 53 s.^ ; work of, Eph. 205, Note.

Woman of Canaan, Matt. 281 pqq.
of Samaria, John 150 sq.. 154, Note.

with issue of blood, Matt. 174, Mark 49 sqq., Luko
140 sqq.

- who anointed Christ's feet, Luke 121, 125.

Women, friends ot Christ, Luko 126 ; follow Christ to Cal-

vary, ib. 369 sq.; at the cross, Matt. 528 sq., Luke 381

;

at the tomb. Matt. 545, Mark 156 sq., Luke 386, John
613; miracles wrought on, Mark 60; grinding. Matt.
430, Luke 268; influence of pious, Matt, 514; aids to
false teachers, Tim. 104 aq.

Wonders, craving for, Luke 188 ; of creation and providence,
Matt. 153; of God's workings, Luke 37; Cbrist the
greatest of, Matt, 153.

Word, Christ the, John 50, 52, 54 sqq., Jas. 54, 57 sq., 2 Pet.

41, 1 John 22, 24.

Word and deed united in Christ, Luke 79.

Word, idle, Matt, 226.

Word ot God, power of the, Heb. 93 sqq., 1 Pet. 28, Bev. 105.

Word of God, th-, a title of the Holy Scriptures, Matt. 10, 12,

A ta 376. Thess, 43, Heb. 93; enduran<e of, 1 Pet. 28,

29; hearing, Jaa. 62, 68; power of, 2 Cor. 42; right
mode of presenting, ib. ib. ; the appointed meana of
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ealvation, Acts 192, 2 Pet. 43; sowing of, Matt. 241 sn
1 Per. 29. See Bible, ScriptQres.

Word of life, 1 Joliu 22, 24.
Words of Christ, unwritten, Lulce 327; on the cross. Matt

626 sq.j 634, Luke 372 sq., 377, 379 sq.

Worlc, of believers to be tried, 1 Cor. 76, 78; of Christ, Lulie
96 sq., 155, Acts 7 sqq. ; of the miaiotry, Acts 273

;

nece^8ity of, Theas. 159.

Worlcing of Ood, John 186.

Works, their relation to faith Luke 130, Rom. 96 sq 100
136, 139, Gal. 140 sq., Thess 49, Jas. 82 sqq., 89, 2 P, t!

51; their relation to grace, Luke 261, John 136, Rom.
361 sq., 373 ;

judgment according to, Rom. 96 sq,, 100,
Thess. 49, I Pet. 22 sq., 25

;
justification bv, Luke 261,

B)m. 96, 122, 131, 136, 139, ,Wi, Jas. 82 sqq., 88 sqq.

;

meritorioaaness of, 1 Cor. 191, Tim. 74 sq. ; nature of
good. Acts 188 ; Roman Catholic doctrine of. Matt. 4158,

Note, Luke 123 aq , Rom 121, Note, 155 ; salvation not
through, Eph. 80 sq., 84 sq. ; value of, Luke 249, Acta
192 aq., 196 ;

juat view of, Rev. 123 ; a proof of wisdom,
Jas. 103—-^ of charity and mercy, Matt. 449.

of the day, Rom. 40:).

of the flesh, Gal. 138.

of tbe law, Rom. 121 sq., Gal. 54 sq.

of the night, Rom. 409.

World, the, promised to Abraham, Rom. 149 sq. ; creation of,

John 61, 63, Acti 327, 329, Heb. 184, 2 Pet. 43; domiii
ion of, Heb- 54 aq. ; duration of, 2 Pet. 44; end of,

Matt. 422, 427 sqq., Mark 130 sq., Luke 269, 317 sqq
,

326, 1 Cor. 318 aq., Thess. 78 sq., 86, 132, Heb. 41, 2 Pit
42 sqq., 46 sqq, 50, Rev. 2, 167, 403; future, Matt.

227 sq., 309, Luke 155, 217, 256 aq , 1 Cor. 349 aq., Uph
62; final object of, Heb 65.

, the, meaning of the term, John 134, 1 John 63 ; Apo-
calyptic view of, Rev. 5 ; Christ s kingdom not of,

Matt. 373; its judgment on Christianity, ib. 209;

Christianization of; ib. 447 ; relation of Christians to,

Jaa. 122, 1 John 64, 67 sqq.; relation of the church to,

1 Cor. 119; moral and phyriical decline of, Rom. 286

sq ;
present evil. Gal. 15; fashions of, Rom. 389; fr:l-

lowship with, 1 Cor. 213 ; god of, 2 Cor. 68 sq.; nature

of, 1 John 63 sqq ; Old Testament view of, Kev. 2 eq
;

religi us view of, ib. 22 ; rudiments o^ GmI. 96, 98,

Col. 44; spirit of. Matt. 209, 1 Cor. 60; spiritual aud
natural, their correspondence, Rom. 286; vanity of, 1

John 70 ; wiadom of, Acts 331, 1 Cor. 34 sqq., 33, 41,

43, 66, 82, 86.

Worldlineas, Matt. 241.

Wormwood, Rev, 30, 198.

Worship, by the early Christians, 1 Cor. 303; essence of,

Eph. 133; exlemaliaiu, Matt. 127, 144; henthea. Acts

268 aq., Rom. 84 ; ignorance in. Acta '^33 ; Jewish plaxscs

of, ib. 304; Christian life a, Rom. 395; secret, ib. 373
;

singing in, Eph. 194; agency of the Spirit in, I Cor,

303 ; of angela, Rom. 286, Col. 64, 6S ; of art, Acts 365
;

of the church, id. 133 ; of aainta, ib. 203 sq., 206, 269,
Tim. 31 ; of stars. Acts 125.

Worthiness of Christiana, Rev. 127.
Wrath, children of, Eph. 76; vlala of. Rev. 291, 293 sq.

Wrath of God, the, ita relation to Hia love, Lnko 229, Eph.
82; use of the expression, Thess. 24; figurative, Rom.
169; justice of, i6. 103, 2 Cor. 98; occasion of, ib. 151,
Heb. 80; present and futurb, Thess 26; revelation ot
Rom. 80 sq., 89 ; works on the subject, ib. 89.

Writing, of Christ, John 272, 274 ; ..f Paul, Gal. 167.
Written testimony, value of. Acta 290, 291.

Year, symbolical meaning. Rev. 33.

ear, the church, Matt. 31 ; lessons for, ib. 31, 37.
ear-day, the, Rev. 260, Note.

Yellow, svmbolism of. Rev. 17.

YEOMANS, B. D.. John xii.

Yoke, of Christianity, Mact. 214 ; of the law, ifc, i&.

Zabulon, see Zebulun.
ACOHBUS, Luke 285 sqq.

ACHARIAH, meaning of tbe name, Matt. 416 ; s >n of
Barachiah, ib. 414 sq , Luke 191 sq. ; father of John,
Luke 16 sqq., 27 aq.

Zeal, errors of, Mark 90, 91; false, Rom. 352, 1 Cor. 71, 78,

Gal. 110; holy and unholy. Matt. 412, Acts 362 sq
,

Rom. 342, 36i ; true, 1 Cor. 3B2, Jude 15 ; of G .d, 2

Cor. 177.

Zealotry, right of, John 117.

Zealots, Matt. 182, Note, Acts 389 sq.

ZUBBDEK, Mark 20, Jobn 4; sons of. Matt. 93, 182, 363 sq.,

Mark 37.

Zebulun, land of. Matt. 91.

ZECHARIAH, Book of, its similarity to the Apocalypse
of John, Rev. 49 ; eschatology of, ib. 47 sqq.

ZELOTES, Luke 06

Zend Avesta, the Lord's Prayer not derived from, Luke 180,

ZBNO, philosophy of. Acts 327.

ZERUBBABEL, Matt. 388.

ZEUS, Acta 266 sq.

ZINZBNBOKF, anecdote of, .John 677.

Zion, Mt., Matt. 105, Rev. 277 283.

Ziph, wilderoesa of. Matt. i>l'.

Zizith, see Fringea
ZWINGLB, last words of, Matt. 196.
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HOW - WHEN - WHERE.

You ask me how I gave my heart to Christ.
I do not know.
There came a hunger for Him
In my soul so long ago.
I found Earth's flowers
Would fade and die;
I longed for something
That would satisfy.
And then—and then.
Somehow I seemed to dare
To lift my broken heart
To Him in prayer.
I do not know,
I cannot tell you how;
I only know
He is my Saviour now.

You ask me when I gave my heart to Christ.
I cannot tell.

The day or just the hour
I do not now remember well.
It must have been
When I was all alone
The light of His
Forgiving Spirit shone
Into mj- heart,
So clouded o'er with sin.
I think— I think,
T'was when I let Him in.

I do not know
I cannot tell you when;
I only know
He is so dear to me since then.

You ask me where I gave ms' heart to Cktist.
I cannot say.
That sacred spot has faded
From my sight as yesterday.
Perhaps He saw t'was better
I should not remember where.
How I should love that spot!
I think I could not bear
To tear myself away

;

For I should want
Forever there to stay.
I do not know
I cannot tell you where,
I only know
He came and blest me there.

This Leaflet 2 cents per floz., 7 oeuta per hundred, postpaid.
AiBBB PITBUSHINO Oo., 129 Holly Av., St. Paul, Minn., U.S. A.



THE WISE COACHMAN.

A man who lived ia a mountainous country,
advertised for a coachman. In a short time
several presented themselves for the place. The
first was asked how near he could, with safety,
drive to the edge of a certain exceeding- hiyli
precipice, and he answered, "about two feet."
The second said he would venture within a foot
of the edge. The third, replied, "Not farther
away than six inches." The fourth man wisely
said, "As far away as possible." 'You are the
man I want," immediately replied the employer.
Like the rejected coachmen, many wh(j have a

desire to gain heaven, tread the dangi rous paths
of sin expecting no harm. Church members
often plead for "little sins," but God says,
"Touch not, taste not, handle not." Why plead
for one sin, when all the misery and sorrow- this
world has ever known is the result of one sin.

Noble and intelligent men wilh burdened
hearts and blasted hopes, who learned tluir first

lessons in trickery at the fashionable euchre
party or innocent (?) church raffle, are new s< rv-

ing a term in the penitentiary.
Many a young lady has been hurled over the

awful precipice into ruin and shame because she
was taught there was "no harm" in following
the fashions and attending parlor dances.
"There is no harm in an occasional glass of

wine," said the young man; "I can drink or let it

alone," but he went too near the awful precipice

and was hurled into a drunkard's grave.

Sinner, do you want to gain heaven? Then as

the wise coachman drove as far away from the

precipice as possible, so you must forsake sin and
the world's allurements or it will be your ruin.
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GAIN YOU ANSWER?
If you can hardly bear the inconveuience of u

r-^Ught temporal loss, how do you expect to beai

up under the loss of your soul?

If you are so impatient at an earthly vexation.

what shall thetorments of the damned seem like?

If you tremble at the thought of b( ing called

before an earthly court to answer for some trivia]

offense, what will your feelings be when called

before God's throne to answer to the King cl

kings for wilfully neglecting His great salvation:

If you are so disturbed at the slight of human-
ity, how will you feel when confronted with

divine and eternal wrath?
If you are so uneasy at the transient absence of

nn earthly friend, what will you feel when etern-

ally separated from all that can ever be friendly?

If you are so unable to bear a slight pain or

momentary affliction, here, how do j'ou expect to

be able to endure eternal woe?
If the accidental touch of the hand to the

heated stove now causes you such great pain,

how will the fire of hell be endured?
If you are at present disappointed and troubled

at a temporal failure, how will you feel when
vou see that your entire life has been an eternal

iailure?

It you are so weighed down with inconsolable
grief at the death of another, how will you feel

at the lonely funeral of your own damned soul:

If you are at present cast down at remember
ing how the mistakes of the past caused you tc

lose some earthly good, how will you feel whec
tormented by the eternal regret that your own
actions made you forfeit the glories and bliss ol

heaven?
To sum it all up in the words of the Savior

"What shall it profit a man if he gain the
WHOLE WORLD AND LOSE HIS OWN SOU^.? "
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GAIN YOU ANSWER?
If you can hardly bear the inconvenience of i,

CiUght temporal loss, how do you expect to beai
up under the loss of your soul?

If you are so impatient at an earthly vexation,
what fehall thetormentsof the damned seem like!'

If you tremble at the thought of b( ing- called
before an earthly court to answer for some trivia]
offense, what will your feelings be when called
before God's throne to answer to the King of
kings for wilfully neglecting His great salvation

:

If you are so disturbed at the slight of human-
ity, how will you feel when confronted with
divine and eternal wrath?

If you are so uneasy at the transient absence oi
nn earthly friend, what will you feel when etern-
ally separated from all that can ever be friendly?

If you are so unable to bear a sli'ght pain or
momentary affliction, here, how do j'ou expect to
be able to endure eternal woe?

If the accidental touch of the hand to the
heated stove now causes you such great pain,
how will the fire of hell be endured?

If you are at present disappointed and troubled
at a temporal failure, how will you feel when
you see that your entire life has been an eternal
lailure?

It you are so weighed down with inconsolable
grief at the death of another, how will you feel

at the lonely funeral of your own damned soul;

If you are at present cast down at remember
ing how the mistakes of the past caused you tc

lose some earthly good, how will you feel whec
tormented by the eternal regret that your own
actions made you forfeit the glories and.bliss o1

heaven?
To sum it all up in the words of the Savior

"What shall it profit a man if he gain the
WHOLE WORLD AND LOSE HIS OWN SOUT.? "
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GAIN YOU AMSWER?
If you can hardly bear the inconvenience of i.

i-iUght temporal loss, how do you expect to beai

up under the loss of your soul?

If you are so impatient at an earthly vexation,

what shall the torments of the damned seem like!'

If you tremble at the thought of biing called

before an earthly court to answer for some trivial

offense, what will your feelings be when called

before God's throne to answer to the King ol

kings for wilfully neglecting His great salvation?

If you are so disturbed at th'e slight of human-
ity, how will you feel when confronted with

divine and eternal wrath?
If you are so uneasy at the transient absence oi

an earthly friend, what will you feel when etern-

ally separated from all that can ever be friendly?

If you are so unable to bear a slight pain or

momentary affliction, here, how do you expect to

be able to endure eternal woe?
If the accidental touch of the hand to the

heated stove now causes you such great pain,

how will the fire of hell be endured?
If you are at present disappointed and troubled

at a temporal failure, how will you feel when
you see that your entire life has been an eternal

failure?

It you are so weighed down with inconsolable
grief at the death of another, how will you feel

at the lonely funeral of your own damned soul"!

If you are at present cast down at remember
ing how the mistakes of the past caused you tc

lose some earthly good, how will you feel when
tormented by the eternal regret that your own
actions made you forfeit the glories and bliss ol

heaven?
To sum it all up in the words of the Savior,

"What shall it profit a man if he gain the
WHOI.B WORLD AND LOSTJ; HIS OWN SOUT .

?_^^
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THE WISE COACHMAN.

A man who lived in a mountainous country,
advertised for a coachman. In a short time
several presented themselves for the place. The
first was asked how near he could, with safety,
drive to the edge of a certain exceeding high
precipice, and he answered, "about two feet."
The second said he would venture within a foot
of the edge. The third, replied, "Not farther
away than six inches." The fourth man wisely
said, "As far away as possible." '-You are the
man I want," immediately replied the employer.
Like the rejected coachmen, many who have a

desire to gain heaven, tread the dangc rous paths
of sin expecting no harm. Church members
often plead for "little sins," but God says,
"Touch not, taste not, handle not," Why plead
for one sin, when all the misery and sorrow this
world has ever known is the result of one sin.

Noble and intelligent men with burdened
hearts and blasted hopes, who learned thtir first

lessons in trickery at the fashionable euchre
party or innocent (?) church raffle, are no w si rv-
ing a term in the penitentiary.
Many a young lady has been hurled over the

awful precipice into ruin and shame because she
was taught there was "no harm" in following
the fashions and attending parlor dances.
"There is no harm in an occasional glass of

wine," said the young man; "I can drink or let it

alone," but he went too near the awful precipice
and was hurled into a drunkard's grave.

Sinner, do you want to gain heaven? Then as
the wise coachman drove as far away from the
precipice as possible, so you must forsake sin and
the world's allurements or it will be your ruin.
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Tke Sin of Doing No Haim.
"Not every one thiat sayeth unto me, Lord ! Lord

!

sliall enter into the kingdom of heaven ; but he that

doeih the wiH of my Father which is in lieaven."—Matt.

7:21.

"And Jesus said unto them : Go ye into all thy world

and preach the gospel to every creature."—Mark 16 :15.

The story has been told of a soldier who was missed

amidst the bustle of battle and on one knew what had

become of him ; but they saw he was not in thi3 ranks.

As soon as opportunity offered his officer went in search

of him and to his surprise found the man during the

battle had been amusing himself in a tiour-garden.

When it was demanded whiat he did there, he excused

himself by saying, "Sir, I am doing no harm." But he

was tried, convicted and fehot. What a sad but true

picture this is of many who know they should 'Strive t'>

enter in at the strait gate,' but who disregard thieir

blood-bought priveleges; "neglect so great salvation;

throw away eternally valuable opportunities : waste time
;

and yet, when asked if saved, will say, "I don't do any

harm."

—

Ez.
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The Sin of Doing No Harm.
"Not every one thiat sayeth unto me. Lord! Lord!

shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that
doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven."—Matt.
7:21.

"And Jesus said unto them : Go ye into all thy world
and preach the gospel to every creature."—Mark 16 :15.

The story has been told of a soldier wlio was missed
amidst the bustle of battle and on one knew what had
become of him; but they saw he was not in this ranks.
As soon as opportunity oifered his officer went in search
of him and to his surprise found the man during the
l)attle had b^en amusing himself in a floui-garden.

When it was demanded whiat he did there, he excused
himself by saying, "Sir, 1 am, doing no harm." But he
was tried, convicted and shot. What a sad but true

picture this is of many who know they should 'Strive t"

enter in at the strait gate,' but who disregard thteir

blood-bought priveleges; "neglect so great salvation;

throw aiway eternally valuable opportunities : waste time
;

and yet, when asked if saved, will say, "I don't do any
harm."

—

Ez.
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HOW - WHEN - WHERE.
i'uii ask me how I gave my heart to Christ.

I do not know.
There came a hunger for Him
In my soul so long ago.
I found Earth's flowers
Would fade and die;
I longed for something
That would satisfy.
And then— and then.
Somehow I seemed to dare
To lift my broken heart
To Him In prayer.
I do not know,
I cannot tell you how;
I only know
He is my Saviour now.

You ask me when I gave my heart to Christ
I cannot tell.

The day or just the hour
I do not now remember well.
It must have been
When I was all alone
The light of His
Forgiving Spirit shone
Into my heart.
So clouded o'er with sin.
I think—I think,
T'was when I let Him in.
I do not know
I cannot tell you when;
I only know
He Is so dear to me since then.

You ask me where I gave my heart to Cbtlst
I cannot say.
That sacred spot has faded
From my sight as yesterday.
Perhaps He saw t'was better
I should not remember where.
How I should love that spot!
I think I could not bear
To tear myself away;
For I should want
Forever there to stay.
I do not know
I cannot tell you where,
I only know
He came and blest me there.
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